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s H<uv necKiy Koyaiqr rram
'Sapennan on Fway, IstWritten in '03
Georgif' Bernard Shaw, who wrote*his first plajt, In ISMJ now has the
biggest hoxsKlce hit of his career.
It is the'Mawrlce Evans revival oi

.Miami Beach, Qec. 2,
Florida nit^m^opera.tofs', "b'ecom'ing
while waitijyt^for the fijfst
spell to hif Nfew York^
aj;e mulling installatiftn ot casino*
despite such
aiStivity ,,not
being
legal iii-Dade County, 'jjvhich includes
the Miami and Mi^mi'' Beach areai,
where the majority ,of- cafes are

,

"Man and Superman," which

the

9U

year-old dramatist wrote in 1903 and
which, was first prdduced in London
•

in 1905.

,

By fiEORGE ROSEN

Schhozo

Santit

Milton Berle, who had his nose
bobbed several years' ago, is so
'pleased with the result that he's
giving, beak

jobs

to

.

associates

friend^ as birthday and
Christmas presents,
So far, he's presented schnoz
iiiXSis to his- secretary ''and the
president ol the Milton Berle fan

and

'

The production at the

Alvin, N. Y.',
Is grossing apprjpximately $31,500. a

^e exact amount depending
At
on thft nujiabep ot standees.
Shaw's .regular 15% royalty, that
amomkts to more .than $4,700 a weelc.
course, ta^e^ here and in England
take a major portion ot that (Shaw
)s reported to have complained that
•
he actually Jveeps only about a phill,.jipg on.^very,pound)j .but it's! a,sizWeelc,

•

.

iincon)^ (Erpm. ^'44-year-old ilay,

:

nojjethieless.

club.

.

jB.O.

jittery

'

,

est,

whereas

-tlic^

located.

.

.

'is

that the'^o-

SecsDiskersOn

'

harder

a respectable minimum when con-,
toasted with the overall industry's
financial statement for the year,* .
^
Oniy Mutual appears to ^ave

stuff.

if

made

N.¥.Loe\w^s State,

it 'on the cKin'to an ajp^fe-^
ciablp degree, oiiithe basis bf-'^lie
first n'inV-Waf^ltes -gibulation, wiiBf"its.
apijroiimate '•$I6!;OilO,0OB - in' g^ss
billings -represetiffiiig-'a, drop of T5.8%^

taken

Chicago, Dec," 2.
over the same 'period last yearii;But
Mutual, too, has had recent p^se
for rejoicing,
with its $3,0J)0;(i00
everything and for' all lime,'* 'olj' plus entry of- new commercial prohe has to
(Coplinued on page- 37)
;
forwaftces, but it bad only ,that
lim-, serves Mje ^iik official"
do is call off the reiioJaing Ban-'and
i^ted run.
^
Loew's Slate ,on '^roadway,^ top
'piinilarly, .dttuinl' a short period in he'd have the disk people out oh the
yaudeville showcase in'tiite' country,
the spring of 1S40; while Gertrude biggest limb. It's really a shame- Joe Louis to (let
is droppirtg stageshpwSjfaec, 24, after
Lawt^nce and Haymond Masscy •what the music publishers have done
runni*^ that form ..of 'entertainment
to some of us recording people/' he
'.^(Ppijtiijued pn pige 55)
ForWalcott,1nc]
Sinfce 1921, in favor^of at straight film

.•

be.

nell's
1942"

For instance, Katharine CovaU-star revival o£ "Candida" in
grossed $122,247

for

the current situation "ta-i-Ne-w' ISTork,
where hotels are loaded, but amuaeraent biz is generally ofU The resort
inns are similarly hgoHgd with r.e§er»
vations, hut, with conditlbris as' they

.

'

"

'

;

permit such huge pqrfbrmor..outlays
unless other revenue
forthcoming.
been pointeflt out that the
It's
Miami Beach ^ituatiorSjluay' Resemble

"If PotriUo 'really wanted to get
even with the record' business for

per-

35

,

will bfr necessary to^mi^lce en^s mg^t.
The rfiajority of'cIUbj^Jiave already
tremendous - talent commit*
ments, some running as high as $3^^T'
OOO weekly, and according to indie's^
tjohs the current" . season, will riot

,

<

I^mb

-

^

to

permits, ^Wlde-an-inning
hiatuses for tankihg up:
Gn the-'othefc hand the baseball
fans " favor"", beer
(the
weather is the influence there);
the gridcabt lookers favor the

r-

theless, the feeling

".

Current plan among bpnifaces .itconfine the gaming activities to
those well known -to operator.^.
Whether these plans Will go through
still
is
undecided, .but, itjs fairly
deilnite ttiat unless Ijhe 'major spenders hit llie resort to w'h^.soqn, casinos

>iiat)onal '{Sas-

time

network showing aft .advance; in.
gross time sales over 1946. N^jve'r-

'

major cold

Baseball is tb^'best bqxoffice
stimulant (no, p'tin i'ntende'd) for
the' bars; football the poorest,
because it's a longer time Ijetween drinks dije to, the progrespion of the action,^ Only' timeouts cre^'te a slaijkehing of inter-

bo^ganing of billin:gs, particularly
on NBC and CBS, has been held to

v^hi^rf! may have been short 4nter«
val& wTienJShaw has. carried higher
Wyalties Ih&n he"«S -currently getting
on "1Vraii:'''))Ut, i^ so, Ifcwas- never.
over an extended period such as. the
Evans presentation seems 'certain to

>

.

TeleV Bar

Despite .ominous rumblings, in J;he
face of economic 'trendy, of an -wnpending
wholesale ."desertion,^ 'of
bankroUers from r^dio, execUl|yes
of the lour jxetwoyks are inclined
to be optimistic, o^er the fihai^Slal
picture as th^ year draws to i dl^se.
True, the nine-months bill^gs
gtory for 1947 isn't exactly one to'-.lnvit:! handsprings, with only>thej^C

are,

it's

-

not likely 'that amusement

CCiJntipued

.

lOOG

on!'

page

'

23)

'

continued.

"And

Wii've fallen-fot

He was

Victor Herbert's Pre-'09

it's

,

it."

'

,

worse

that

,

.

Radio, television Cut

amount

o( advance recording being done,
and still continuing, in order to
build up/ as big a .bacJdog between
now and the first of .the year when
the ban goes on.
!'Many a stale song manuscript has
>

Soiigst|j(oyaltyTestVs,

-

policy,

_

A

Is

this

of live, talent as -the shuttering
24th. title fight with Jersey Joe Wil- 'cause
York's Madison Square of vaude at the old Keith's Palace,
cott, at
a block up on Broadway and 47th,
Friday
will

New

Garden

i

;

:

PALESTINE PARTITION

.'.

.

:

SHOULD SPURT AMUS.
'

READY

MAUGHAM, AT

FORMBUTINmMS

mm. SHERIFF DOUBLES

this

land of twO

likely to be good, giving impetus to
Jewish talent now that the political
pressjare is off, while disturbance
Minneapolis, Dec. 2.
Irom. disgruntled Arabs in form of
A county sheriff doubling as a disk rioting and possible shutdown of thejockey, with a deal which allows him atres is minimized. Meantime activto- scram his program any time he's ily continues apace in such centers
tieeded officially as a sheriff, is'Jhe as Tel Aviv, Haifa and' Jerusalem*
latest
disk-.spinner ' wrinkle; here.
Palestine overnight Is Ijecommg
Sheriff Ed Ryan is the sleuth turned the mecca of foreign vaude and^
music chatterer. He joined KSTP nitery performers. Local agents are
here Monday (1) night as co-pilot busy arranging importation of..many
with Don Hawkins, of the station's acts from abroadp.m. to 1 a.m. platter show for
Current cafe life is sparked by
merly ridden by Sev Widman, who pianist-singer Sonya Wronkow. Here
auit his post after a tussle with sta-' in prewar days, she later trekked to
tion execs over an intervieow wMh the U. S-, but now is back for "good.

AS KSTP DISK JOCK

"

A

'

,

!ittrii^%Mi^'
Evaluation of- a itagei-'fr service?
reaches'* pew'high'.wifh-the advent
on Broadway toni^it (3) of Tennesscu Williams' "A Streetcar Named
Desire."
For h&' direction of the
drama Ella Kazan will receive -20%
of. the
to his
p'roilts, in ; addition
•weekly share of the gross, said to be
Show'*s presenter, Irene M.
3%.
,

.

"

"
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their stars, maintaining iiuthors have had insufficient .promi^
screen up "till »ow.
nene^ on

we

Tops of the Tops
Top

Sheet Music Setter
"Near You"

Saidf

Retail

Top

&

ED

,.

ftetaU lllsk Seller

Add

Milfft l^h

Tour

Cliri«ttnat..iStH»|>|Mfl{t

"Near You"
tist:

Th» CKristmvss Ca^^ftf fMI $|»ltiilny's

"Near You"

Top

Seller on Coin
"Ballerina"

Top

British

"Now
(Detail

Is

itt

Maebincs

Shert Seller
the

Hour"

Music SeeUoni

Ail-Girl

Or^lwtfM and Choir.

•

'

(Continued on pag».48)
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With this production. Box commences a series of top 'feature films
which ^ill include famou^ writers

among

]

and ih^e vjtio .^atffepd.the
new' -(jrama aisfe.! conl^ttt with" the;

Kasan'Eleal, and New Yorkers iwho
saw the jiBow'out ot tojvn describe
the dito.tipnal job as' "brilliant."
^Cazan's rajing as a director. extttU'da-

.

years.

.

Sefernick,

film career at 73, with Sydney. Box
to present him in '(Quintet," pic
based on five of the author's short'
stories written within the last 50

H

screen actress Virginia Mayjt
OthiSt-'acts here include Riccardo
veteran of World Vfm:V Hyan Robby, a dog. act froirf The Hague,
stayed in Ftanbe Several itesb after as well as a European acrobatic tur«,
that, operating a film theatre. He's the Thfee Hatdens.
a longhair fancier.
"-XoU Can't Take It With You" was
Rya«t has another angle he's put', an outstanding success at the ChamBut local critics
ting to work via his part-time job. ber theatre hereHe warns motoring listehers ttf obey failed to ahvvf much enthusiasm for
'
{Continued on page 54)
traftic laws,

CetsRwd

20%ofPro|te,Slgre

bouse
regarded) as severe -a.viblow 'to tKe
of, s3:agesl}6ws'.at

iS)
'give jjoe
YictorfCoIumbia,
Louis something* close to $100,000, which touched off' a series 'Of vaudfrincluding his cut of ..the radio and ville exits in many hoiise^.' through-Consolidation of some 12 suits
f
testing- a provision of the 1909 Copytelevision money. His pet. is 45, out the country,
(Continued "oij page 55)
While the reason ascribed toy Loew
right 'Act was granted by Federal
Waleott 15. Louis is in line for a
slice of the pix at the same figure,- ejitecs for change In policy is that
Judge John C. Knox, according to
these to be taken by Pathe and dis- vaude wasn't paying oft, talent agen*
papers filed irt N. Y. federal court
If he lo^es, hjs cies have been quifik to pofnt out'
tributed 6y RKO.
last '.week. Radio Coyp. of America,
» that
(Continued on page-22>
the. high oi^erating expeu^ies^'
CQlUmbia. Recording Corp, and Dee.Because of inflated performeof 'Salaca W^rds; all of whom are de-'
"
'Tel Aviv, Dec.
ries, is one of the major reasons.
1^ndant:s
infringement actions
in
' Long-awaited, momentous decision
73,
It's felt that "normal and reasonbr.ought'-by the heirs of the late Vicable" salaries would have permitted
tor Herbert, Glen MacDonough and to paitilion Palestine, greeted with
'enthusiasm by, Jews and with con*
the house to make a'' sizeable profit,'
(Continued on -page 20)
sternation by Arabs generally, should
<Continiied on pajg6 'ssy
London, Dec. 2.
have its effect on «how bhsiness in
'Somerset Maugham is to start a
nations. Effects are

Decca

..

Demise

probable $230,000 sellout af his

Kazan
;

,

•

referring to the

ii ii

i un
i

i-

kg
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to

TUs Wedi s
By

Excess Footage for Tekasting

'
With

klM

television's

expansion pick-

inter«Sst;

by

the

flliti

cdmpan-

ies in the medium ate <!<msfently on
the increase.
Still uncertain as to how big the
biz newcomer will grow and
•what part they'll iHnsJly play in it,
the film companies are skirting their

how

entry into video warily. Both Uni^versal and Pa^limount News are reported, however, to have ofEered
«onie excess footage from their newsreels

recently to tele broadcasters

and RKO-Pathe

readying

is

two

series of its regular shorts for possible sale to tele sponsors^
reportedly offered some scenes
of the British royal wedding to the

U

V

*GAMES

Twin City Get-Togeth«r

On Show

Minneapolis^ Dec. It'
Representatives of Tw.in City radio
stations and the amusement industry
here have been invited to meet with

;

Chi

285t1iW£EK!

;

1947"

ABC

-

<

;

Hollywood, Dec. 2.:'
Don McNeill, "Breakfast Club"
m.c, has' an option on an original

.

London

FOR
COPA ENO^RE

WIRANTE'S

3D

.

.

Wants

.

/

EL Fdm
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,

,

Novo

'

&

,

Can Be An

.

,

Duse Dramatization

HQ

Because of Son's Health

She and Meredith will be partnered
Esther
Kiss
Pallos,
American in it with Herbert Kende, of the
story
editor for
Sir
Alexander Kende Galleries, which is associated
Korda, is collaborating with Joel W. with Gimbel Bros., N. Y.

Clifford Goldsmith, creator of the Schenker 'on a dramatization of
"Aldrich Family" and author of Bertita Hardirig's novel, "Age Can"What a Life" and othfer plays and not Wither." Book was published
films, has moved to Tucson, Ariz., last week by Lippincott. It's a story
permanently. He's building a home of Eleanora Duse and Gabriele
there and is selling his apartment DAnnunzio.
in Gracie Square, N. Y. Reason for
Plans are now being -made for a
the move is that his son has a seri- New York production of the dramaous asthma condition.
^-tization.
Agent Annie Laurie WilAuthor is currently at work on a liams reps all of those involved.
new play for Broadway, bat he's a
methodical workman, so it may not
he ready until next spring. MeanJESSEI, COMHiniNfi N.Y.-L.A.
while, he owns the "AJdrich" series
Afiir winding his current engageand gets a royalty from it.
ment on New Year's evfe at the Car-

George Jesscl heads' for
the Coast to spend two weeks huddling on his upcoming 20th -Fox productions,
"Call Me Mister" and
'Burlesque."
nivaJ, N. Y.,

French actress and. singer Jo Hor
vart ai'rives in New York tomoi'row
(Thurs. ) on her way to the Coaiit.
She'# ,tp Jbfi.lested for Paramount's
On Jan. 16, he's dated to open, at
.^
'L.;^<tS'eBled-. Verdict."
ih^'Copacabati'a in Miiimi Beach;
.

.
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King a Mugg Fan?

gested that King George must
be a Variety reader. As the
it

his

in

—

"And it was really heartwarming when the royal couple
thdnked each Amerlifian star tor
coming -over. I was particularly
surprised^ by the king, who
seemed to know in what pictures each individual star had
'

:

played. After

listening

to

him

you'd swear they get 'Variety
at

,

RAnAlANBACKTOENG.
FORIVINSLOWBafPIC

Writing about Princess Elizaand the recep»
Bob Hope sug-

beth's wedding
tion last week.

comedian expressed
syndickt^d column: .

}

;

94G

A&£

.

'.

'.

'

.

'

.

'

.

'.

'

Bears
.
Packers .j
Bcdskins
Eag^fi

*,

.

,

I

'.

,

STKI SHOWBIZ HAPPY

mPOST

]Be«r*-Ii,

N. 'V. Oianta-V^aflt RedsklniT
PhlllyEagles-Chl Cards
Pitt Steelers-BostoR ¥«nfcs

KEN MURRAY'S

"

'

-WINNEKti

A. Ralus
Detrvlt U«n*-fireen Bay Packers

fm BEHIND LAST YEAR

PAE'S PAEIS

IiEAisVK

OAlWES

"BUA6K0UTS OF
Committee has announced the conEl Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
clusion that youthful perpetrators ot
ALL-AMERICA CONFENBNCE
Watch, for KKN MUIlRAlfS new
acts of violence, including murder, feature IcnKth film production
Baltimore p«lis.'Clevei»nd Brown*
Browiis
who blame their offenses on ideaS;
"BILL AND COO"
Bropmyn Dodgers-N. Y. fankees
YauKees
from films, radio and comics, pose & Released through Bepublic Pictures It. A.' Don*>CU Boekets
: Dons
problem for serious study and action
San Fran-Btiaalo Bill*
San, Fran
if the situation is to be corrected.
(Games are played Sunday afternoon, unless otherwisie stated,)
A' tour-matt subconmiitiee has
Bite
Balks at
Wins, 283; Losses,' 126; Ties, 20; Ppt, .682.
Hieeil appoitited t<» develop a fact(Tics don't count)
flnding questionnaire! to he employed
team mentioned first.
To €S¥e McNeitt Oiance * Home
locally in ». move to determine how
t Points represent predicted margin of victory, not the official odds.
extensively juveniles are motivated
to criminal acts by Dims, radio and

SEPTEMBER THEAm BIZ

Ariz.

t^OINTS

Pro Fooibair
NATIONAL

.

a volunteer committee on crime and
delinquency, a group of Minneapolis
professional specialists' on' the "sutaJ''
ject of juvenile behavior, to liiscuss
the part that crime ftHns and radio
shows play in the problem.

V

OolMth's

wmiNERS

.

••K»tr* Dane ;
.<^..f. It
.,.,...'..,<
ttSiO \
(
Vlllanova-Keiitwky (Cleveland)
Keniucky
j
(Games at« played Saturday ^tternoon unless. otherwise stated.)

SQUthern C»lll«nii«<Nl>tr^. lD*tll«

Biz and Jn?es

screenplay by Arch Oboler, which
exec veepee Matty Tox declined
several studios are yearning to proti». comment im the report biit he
duce. McNeill is panting to make his
didn't deny it. Par, it's been learned,
long-delayed bow before the 'camera,
Washington, Dec- 2.
has been making advances to the
September's theatre biz was not but ABC, which, owns "Breakfast
•
tele broadcasters during ' the last
insists that it's not going to
Club,"
however, much above the August figures and
Pfli executive^
week.
shifting
fell- far behind the boxoffice for pay expenses involved in
(Continued on page 22)
Septetn^r, 1M6, according to ad- the. show fi-om Chi to the Coast for
"or
six weeks.
five
missions tax figures related -Sunday
the
transfer
Network
estimates
night (30) by the Bureau of Internal
will cost about $94,000.'McNeill feels
STRIKERevenue..
The 20% tax figures for the month that ttiis estimate, besides being fanamounted to $37,743,023, indicating tastically high, disregards the fact
a month's business of about $18'8,- that the ABC pK>gi;am property will
Paris, Dec. 2.
exploitation.
715,000 jon all amusement fronts, in- be benefifed liy fUm
Despite the chaotic disruption
spokesmen in countering
this total, it is Network
stemming from the current Com- cluding sports. Of
ask, vwhy should ABC sign extra
that' from 70 to '60% was
munist-inspired strike wave, escap- estimated
checks
to launch McNeill's film ca'
ist-minded Parisians are thronging taken 'in at film houses. The tax reer?
'
~
'«very available amusement spot in bite compares with $37,068,543 for
Three studios have angled for Mcthe mon& oi August and the $42,•
-liorce.
.
Neill in the past, but the deals
Crowds keep coming even in face 096,593 in September, 1946. In addi- haven't, jelled because of his insist
cf public utility walkouts which are tion to the admissions 'nip, Uncle ence on control ovet the choice of
causing sporadici unexpected clos^ Sam collected $5,193,369 from the story.- Obqler's screenplay, titled
ings of niteries and theatres and 20% nick on nitery tabs, only five
"Breakfast in .the Country," was
ai;£iway shutdowns compelling the- sixths of what was taken in for the
same a year earlier, and very little written this summer. McNeill, who
atregoers to walk home;
more than was collected in August. has held off from Hollywood a long
time, thinks the Oboler opus will
While September was a good mbnth,
give him a flying start in films.
it jstiU reflected the sUde-ofI of busiRooney, Kaye, Raye,
ness which has been accumulating
since the mid-year.
$6,500
Manhattan's 3rd Internal Revenue
for
District,
including the Broadway
TPhe Palladium theatre, London, is
N.Y.
planning olie o£ tlie heaviest talent sector, reported admissions taxes to
Jimmy Durante will make his first
lineups in its history. House has set taling $5,359,227 for September, a
Mickey Rooney to open Jan. 4, and little under the'$S-,547,OQ0 of the pre New York nitery appearance since
negotiations are now on for Danny ceding month. "She nltecy dip wa^ 1944 with a four-week date at the
Kaye io IqUow in February. Martha sharper. September business paid a Copacabana, starting Feb. 5. He's
Baye has been ^gned for a March $415,707 lax, about $150,000 under reported In at a salary -of $6,500,
Augtist
which is regarded as a favor to Copa
iiJatie.
boniface Monte Proscr, a close friend
the Falladium'is shelling out some
of the Schnozola's. This will mark
heavy coin in the process. Rooney
Bromfidd
to Act
Durante's tliird appearanee at the
is slated tb get $1S,000, while Kaye's
Copa.
deal will be for. a similar amount.
The headliner lineup at the Copa,
In
Miss Raye is reported getting $6,000.
of His
following the current run of Peter
Other London bookings include
Novelist Louis Bromfield is hankAllan iTones and Irene Kervey to ering for the kleig lights, the writer Lind Hayes and Mary Healy, is indefinite. There's no topper' booked
lopen. at the Casina tlieatre, in April,
pressuring Eagle Lion to cast him as
and Clark Bros.,' Negro dancers, to the narratbr-actor in the fllmization between Hayes' closing Jan. 12 and
-open the same house late February. of his- novel, "Kenny," which is Schnoz's opening, "there's the posDeal is currently on for Abbott & currently prepping for the camera. sibility that either Tony Martin or
Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis may fill
alio to. play the Casino in the
Narrator part is one of the importthe gap.
sp.-'ng, with a J. Arthur Rank film ant roles ijl
the book.
to follow.
Bromfield is also insisting that lus
XT. S. acts in England generally
.
huge farm, biggest in the U. S., be You, Too,
play a series of concert dates in large used as the ofl-the-lot locale for
haUrooms and auditoriums, inasniucfa shooting' the pic. Itjs situated near
Antiqpie Shoj^eeper
l.m the small English houses caimot Bfansfield, O., and was the actutd Paulette Goddard and husband
g£dss enough to pity out that kind of scene where the story, "Kenny,"
is Burgess Meredith -will open an ancoin.
tique shop in Nyack, N. Y., Dec. 21.
supposed to take place.'
_ American acts are able to get most
EL is presently negotiating with It'.s within a few miles of their farm.
•f their money in U. S. dollars out King Vidor to handle the producerMiss Goddard, Vr'hilc in England
of that country. Law permits them director chores of "Kenny."
recently making a picture for Sir
tb~ remit their salary, less living exAlexander , Korda, bought $100,000
peiises,'°& their lamilies In the U. S.
worth of furniture to stock the shop.

*^

HttWorH)

THlane-ItSO'

Videocasters.

'

FooilbaB

ABC

College

Broadcasters,
N.Y, tele stations.
however, didn't accept them, either
because the asking price was too
high or because th^y could furnish
coverage just as ^ood and njllch
faster with their own material, It's
would have
faelieved unlflteiy tiiat
jnadft avaOiible to. broadcasters the
name footage that it used for its own
newsreel editions but, with most
reels usmg less than 75% of the total comics.
lootage shot on any event, there
-would have been plenty left for the
.

1947

Hnrry Wismer-

<;$ports Director,

ing up speed eveyy weelc, signs of re-

newed

3,

:

Buckingham Palace."

Film version of Terence Rattigan's successful drama, "The Winslow Boy,"- is scheduled to roll in
Britain some Wme in January according to the author who saUed for
London, IViday (28) aboard the
Queen Mary, Picture rights to the
play were bought by Sir Alexander
KOrda shortly after its London
preem in May, 1946. Here for eight
weeks, the playwright attended the
New York opening of ^'Boy" at the
Empire Oct. 29.
Already set for the picture, said
Battlgan, are Robetrt Donat who will
portray Sir Boheri Morton while
Celia Johnson ivill have the role of
Catherine .Winslow.
Negotiations
are pending for Sir Ralph Richardson as the film's third star. Screenplay is by Rattigan.
Also ott Rattigan's agenda are twg
short plays .<which he has already
.

FREEDOM 1EAIN HEAT

CmNUES IN MMPHIS
Mempl is,

Dec.

2.'

'

The hotfoot handed the Freedom

Tram by

local authorities continues
to be the major topic of raging discussion here. City fir.thers turned
down profllered date for visit rather

than forego application of the racesegregation idea.
However, a citywfde mass meetirj to regain the Freedom Train
dates, annotmced by the local Americans For Democratic Action, American
Veterans
Committee
and
League of Women Voters, has been
cancelled by those oganizations "be»
cause -of the inflammatory sjs^eches
made by Mt^ror Pleasants" over all
Memphis radio station^ on the subject.'

^

originally were to hav«-beenuOff«ted
in" London this winter under the
auspices of H. M. Tennent, Ltd., and

Linnit & Dunfee, Ltd.
However,
Gielgud's chores- in the Broadway
production of "Medea" and the forth-

coming "Crime and Punishment" due
to
22,

pr^em at the National, N. Y., Dec,
have caused a moveback of the

Rattigan plays until spring.

Gladys Cooper, Va, Bruce

.
'

Spokesmen for the mass meeting
said the Mayor's remarks bad been
so violent as to stir up trouble in
;

the event the

come

completed. They are "High Summer" and "The Browning Version."
Both will star John Gielgud: Plays

Freedom Train does

to Memphis. Claiming their
made by the ava(Continued on page 22)

point had been

SaU

to

London and Paris

Gladys Cooper, veteran British
stage and film actress, sailed Friday
(28) aboard the Queen Mary on a
brief vacation in Britain.
She will
visit her daughter and son-in-law,
Robert Morley, before returning to
the Coast.
Actress, who recently
completed a stint in. Mettd's forth-

coming Gable-Tunier'Baxter starrer, "Homecoming," said she must
be back at the studio by Dec. 27
for possible retakes on the film.
Also sailing was Virginia Bruce
Montevideo, Nov. 25.
Argentina is to have bullfights who plans to join her husband, Ali
again, -after a lapse of 131' years, Ipar, in Paris, She'll be gone about
They vrere forbidden in 1816, after a month and has no immediate plans
the country virot^ independence from for future film work althoug}! she
expects to resume radio chores'upon
Spain and fipanish customs.Senora Eva de Pe'ron, as a result her return.
Her last picture Is
of her recent jaunt to Spain and Paramount's unreleased :^dward G.
other European countries, has re- Robinson starrer, "The Night Has •
introduced the fashion and has 1,000 Eyes."

To Arg. Aft«r 131 Years

.

spons<Hed corridas (bullfights) inaugurated in Rosario, the country's
second largest city, on Columbus
Day.

\

Joan Davis Wins Divorce

Hollywood, Dee. 2.
Over 10,000 spectators have atJoan Davis won an uncontested
tended the bullfights organized in divorce from Si Wills on charges of
Rosario
at
the
Rural Society's marital neglect.
grounds,
and
toreadors
were
Comedienjie testified Wills, who
brought from Peru. The very first writes her radio show, tore
her part
corrida had plenty of thrills when
toreador Cayetano Palomino was
gored.
Palomino, together with
Manolo Marthiez and Ricardo Artigas, were the ttar* of the Rosario
»
shows.
Managers are now dickering with
the River Plate stadium in Buenos
Aires, with a seating "capacity of
120,000, where football games are
held on weekends and holidays, to
put on further corridas. An Argentine toreador, Raul Ochoa Rovira, and'' the Spaniards Pepp Luis

in

it

to pieces. .

Rosalind Keith's Act

Rosalind Keith is being groomed
by Music Corp. of America for the
marking a comeback for a w.k. Hollywood person-,
ality who
has been singing informally in some of America's most
famed homes. As Mrs. Hernando
Courtright, Wife of the president and
managing director of the Beverly
Hills Hotel, she is an intimate of illVazquez and Parrita, have been most e very film 'notable.
signed up.
It's estimated that the
Formerly a society singer, Mi.ss
bullfights would gross around $30,- Keith convinced Jules C.
Stein, head
class niteries, this

,

«f

OOQ per performance.
of MCA, that she'd like to take a
Senora de Peron has a financial whirl at it professionally,
and is curinterest in the. bullfights as a com- rently ifl <New York
getting ah act
iwercjat te'feicpl'isi.' '-'.in shape.
<«:
.

.

•

w

;

m

riCTUUBS

PK IN '48 BUT FEWER
SenienHiko (Nf
Picltford

m $5M

f

E

Serge Semeneqko, Boston banker,'^
has Indicated to United Artists own
ers willingness to

company,

the

it

pay $5,000,000 for
was learned this

is report-

edly interested in the new bid, but
his partner, Mary Pickford, is still
hopeful that'UA'^s aftaifs can be sue
cessfnUy worked out anctthe present
ownership- continue. Same lineup
prevailed when negotiations tor the
previous sale Collapsed.
Semenenkoi it fs learned, is not interested in anything but 100% owner
ship of UA. He feels that he can
solve the financial diiliculties which
have cut oft UA's product supply by
the unavailability of Idans to indie
producets. His ultimate aim, once
the com]>any is operating full scale,
is said' to be possible merger wi^
Bobert. B. YoungTs Eagle Ltoh. Semenenko's Fitst Boston Corp, has made
a heavy loan to Bit's parent company,

Despite Indications that the film
companies will turn out s'onie 506

Connors' EL Talks

Stall

as

Bill

Name

ior the company.

Owner Charles Chaplin

Eagle

pictures in 1948, an increase of 39
over the current year, there's still

Heineman's

Enters the Field

Lion's

employment - pact

talks with Tom Connors; erstwhile
20th-Pox sales chief, are now on the
downbeat. It's currently considered
highly unlikely that Connors will

move
of"

into

EL

to assume supervision

worldwide

sales.

Huddles have

become increasingly spaced, with
neither AAe indicating a possibility
of agreeihent.
Understood

that' the top distribu-

tion spot of overall
still

supervision

open and that EL'

is

very

will

likely fill it in the future. Preliminary talks, it's reported, have been
started with William J. Heineman;
who's now' Universal's sales topper
for the J. Arthur Rank division. Because of the close tie between Rank
Young,
controlling
and
Robert

Fathe Industries, and Semenenko and stockholder of EL, Heineman is a
Young are close friends
natural choice.' Several other film
Semenenko, it is understood, hgts
(Continued on page 18)
not made a firm offer for the company, btit in talks with the manage(Continued on page 18)
'

2ii

Decree Plea

James F.' Byrnes, former U.S.. Secretary of State and an ex-^ Justice of
the U. S. Supreme Court, will argue
Sox 20th-Fox on appeal from the

when

Government
court durcomes up before the
ing the week of Jan. 12. Decision to
call on Byrnes, who W&s originally
retained solely in' an advisory capacity was disclosed during meets
last week and this of attorneys for
anti-trust suit
}\igh

it-

the eight majors.

* Byrnes figured prominently in negotiations for '9 settlement of the
anti-trust action' which recently fell
through.
There'll be no one attorney arguing for the Big Five or

Whitney NorthSimpson &
Thacher will speak for Paramount;
Judge Joseph M. Proskauer for
Warijer Bros.; John W. Davis for
Metro; Sind Col. William' J. Donnovan for RKO. Little Three will be
repped by Ed Raftery, United
Artists; Louis Frohlich,, Columbia
and probably Thomas Turner Cooke
the

Three.

Little

Seymour

of

ti:y

sales oiiicials, consequently,

the majors have
agreed to ask the clerk of the Su(Continued on page 20)

BENJAMIN'S QUICKIE

FLIGHTTOR RANK MEET
Robert Benjamin, prexy of

J.

Ar-

Week

Benjamin 'will huddle
with Bank and his top execs for
briefing on latest developments of
trip.

'

the British film situation.
.
On his return, Benjamin will report to Nate J. Blumberg, Universal's prexy, and J. Cheever Cowdin,
chairman of the board. Blumberg
will then talce oiT for the Coast, week
after next.
'

Jarratt

Due

in N. Y.

For

Skouras and Rep. Meets
Sir Arthur Jarratt, head of British Lion, planes in from London
Monday (8) for a three-week stay.
He's making the trek to see Spyros

Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, and Herbert
J.
Yates
and James R.
Grainger, Republic's toppers. It's
unlikely that he'll go to Hollywood,
BL is distrib wing of Sir Alexander Rorda's outfit. Jarratt's talks
with Skouras will center on the six
Korda pix which 20th will distribute
to the U. S> Discussions with Rep's
toppers will covev Jhandling of the
Yank company's releases in Britain
'

the Korda unit.

.

'

in'

a

Montreal, Dec. 2.
double; situation,

of Independent Motion Picture Producers in an application filed Tuesday (2) for leave to appear on ihe
appeal as amicus cutiae (friend oit
the court). In a, surprisingly harsh
stand, SIMPP declares that "nothing
sl-ort of complete divorcement of exhibition from distribution and dissolution of defendants' exhibition
chains will suitice to restore an open

?

:

'

'

.

'

-

tivities."

more judicious technique, clearly and
stating
forthrightly
their
position
in
a
post-Thomas * committee press conference,
would have turned the

the industry
thinks. In short, out of the star-chamber and
committee-privileged environs they could have
hurled the defi to maligners from liA. to D.C.
and gotten a better USA rating.
But,
because of some curious esprit de corps,
"Only Emmet
they went down en masse.
Lavery, as a "voluntary" witness, made certain
to accent the fact that his strong church ties
alone would forfend any allegiance to Communism or any other foreign, ism.

—

permit any fever or fervor to distort realistic

a business of public favor. The action to
dramatize to the publifc that the industry -took
it is

this step to divest itself of any Kremlin reflection at the core must be effectively followed
i)P within the business and particularly in
Hollywood. The lack of good public relations
is perhaps best pointed up by the contrarily
good tack which Howard Koch took in his open
"Letter to My Fellow Workers in the Motion
Picture Industry" when he stated unequivocally
that he is not and never has been a member of
the Communist Party. He added, however, a
tliought which the perhaps ill-advised "unholy
10" might have well adopted as a credo. Instead
of the foolhardy defiance ,to tell a duly ordained
Congressional pominittee that it was none of

picture business, as

an

industry,

has perhaps the top record for unselfishness
and sacrifice of any industry in America. In-,
flood and famine, as well as during the
war, the film industry has rallied to so'many"
causes that the sheer weight of the statistics
must rout those who would deride Hollywood.
It's a>sorry note that the hysteria, superinduced
by exterior forces and an ideology so foreign to
America, should put so patriotic a business as
pictures on the defensive, but apparently that's
^
a necessity now.
fire,

And

too.

But the picture business should act fast now.
It must dramatize within the trade first that

The

values.
,

wisdom

The picture business knows that. The commie purge move is but the first step towards a
more directly aggressive and affirmative program to leave no I'oom for public doubt.

trick,

The big job for the business now is to keep
Management and the Guilds unified and not

taint.

within the trade, there are the exEvery picture may take on new
values or distortions in their audience reacWhen personalities like Bogart, Kaye,
tions.
Bacall, Cantor, Garfield, Fonda, Goddard, Heflin, Hepburn, Huston, Kelly, Loy, Meredith,
McGulre,,Peck, Wilde, who are known liberals,
but who are no more Communistic than Col.
McGormick, get bandied around In the public
mind as "commies," then the confusion and
diffusion can border on economic damage.

'

,

their business. He stated, in denying any Communistic tinge, that he "reserves the rigjit to
refuse to make it (any statement on his political beliefs) if I so choose at any future hearing
of the House Committee on un-American Ac-

From a confused and diffused str^ad^dling of
the issue; the management end of the picture
business moved to a graver decision get'rid of
any Reds or suspected Reds. "The 10 men
who refused to state their political beliefs did
the motion picture industry a great disservice,"
is the reasoning by management in irrevocably
attempting to rid Itself of any suspicions of
Protagonists .of the purge move,- apart from
the biased or hysterical witcli-hunters, see the
of protection against subversive influences which, if permitted to work in the dark
under the cloak of free speech, Infringement
of the right of suffrage, the First Amendment,
or call it what you will, can be fraught with
many dangers. Perhaps the headlines from
Italy and Prance, and what Communistic infiltration can do to the normal pursuits of two
nations fighting for postwar economic survival,
best points that up.

clares, exists "as the only creiative
force competitive to the defendahts.
(Continued on page 20)

ORDER-n

IN

.

tremes

Freoch, Flops With

Playing

demanded of the
Supreme Court by the Society

U. S.

Maurice Chevalier's picture, "Man
About Town," was a boxoffice flop
in Montreal last week in one theatre
but proved to be a smash hit in its competitive market."
Whether divestiture will be a
original French version, "Le Silence
Discounting reports ^ from indiC est D'Or;" at another house. Open- burden on the defendants has nothexhibs that they've attempted to ing ^siihultanedusly in two theatres ing to do with the case, SIMPP ascreate an "artificial" shortage, the in this 6S% French-speaking me- serts. Moreover, the record shows "a
majors claim there's nothing much tropolis, the English-commented ver- compelling^ need" for divorcement,
they can do about the situation. With sion had to be pulled after only a*^ it's argued. "The peril to pur conthQ exception of Paramount and five-day run at the Capitol." -But at tinued existence as a democracy
Warnersi most of them have very lit- the Orpheum, the all-French picture springing from the threat of bontrol
tie backlog of product ; and even
is heading into its second week still of so vital an industry by an agthose two companies won't be able drawing, large crowds.
gregate of economic power in the
to release enough A films to fill the
Fiasco of "Man About Town" at hands of a few is obvious. Certainly
breach if the other majors run short. the Cap was attributed to the fact if we are to be zealous in protectMajority of. sales xhiefs declare that Chevalier's public in. Montreal ing freedom of the press and of the
they're wiling to step up releases if is mostly French and they are going radio, we must be no less vigilant
its found the market can absorb more, to see hitn in "Le Silence est
D'Or." in assuring a free, .open, anm combut claim that it's practically impos- On- the other hand, English-speaking petitive movie iadust^,"
The indie producer, application de(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on- page 16)

From

thur Rank's U. S. org., planes today
(Wed.) for London on a quickie one-

Complete divorcement of the Big
Five's theatres is

h

;

The current confusion attendant to the
"Communist purge" decision last week again
points up the grave need for the picture business to improve Its- public relations. The press
reaction is as diffused and confused today as it
has been since the film industry was mlckeyMr.
Parnell
Thomas.
Feeneyed
by
J.
,Ever since the October sessions by the House
un-American Activities Committee on the film
probe, the sum total which has emerged is an
accent on the fact that Hollywood ^must be
"harboring Commimists," else, what's all this
shootin' about?

Communistic

Climlier Clicb

al-

ready seeking extended playing time
for their product, now warn that
unless exhibs kick through with
longer runs, they face the danger of
running out of So-caUect "big" product before the year's end."

Petitions

For Comidete Ikatre Uhrorcement

expected to be a shortage of top A
first rfiri houses.
Indus-

Bartlett,

for Universal.
Legalites for

Snnirk Moye

product for

HOUSE

Byrnes Arguing

in

<*

Tom

week. Semenenko was in the syndi'
cate, headed by Si FaBian, that last
summer was all set to give $12,500,000
'

SIMPP

HENCE BIZEytS

Opposes Chapfin on Sale

•

C]iwclih;mwe
Axes Pitt 'Outlaw
Pittsburgh, Deo. 2.
In face of terrific pressure from
Catholic church and Legion- of Decency, Shea's Fulton theatre here is
pulling "The Outlaw" tonight
(Tues.) at the end of Its first week
despite the fact that, picture will
•

have hung up a new

"Kid From Brooklyn."
Management of Fulton simply announced that "Outlaw", was coming
out "in

its best interests" although
it's understood that action
was taken
to forestall threatened year's boycott
if hous* kept' tlie Howard Hughes
picture on.

According to inside information,
Fulton was to have been 'blasted
from every Catholic pulpit in the
(Continued on page 6)
•
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necessary to covenant all talent
henceforth against sensitive issues^be they
frivolous or serious— then it's also good business to make sure about "get off that soap box."
Since the screen is a business of public favor,
any ideology foreign to the major and immediate chore of cinematic entertainment may
well be construed as bearing the same "out"
for management as infractions of t he morality
if

it's

Pact
of the times
clause.
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The industry, in the last month of a troubled
year, faces too' many crises on many fronts.
to
mounting costs and lessening profits domestically. It cannot risk the additional headache
and hazards of political complications to impair, abridge or complicate the best boxoffice
results in a free market. Freeing itself from
any taiijt of Communism is sound Americanism. Those who are hurt doubtlessly will have
ample opportunity for recourse and satisfac-
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They run the gamut from embargos abroad

is
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deserves .a break. It needs it. Since October the national press has put a spotlight on
films which far" traiiscendis the fundamental
purpose of the fourth largest American industry-—that of entertaintnent.
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temper

is
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such that the suggestion of
Communism has the same odor as infractions
of good personal behavior, which is an automatic but tor management.

Tbis

house

all-tin>e

record. Film is expbeted to do '.between $24,000 and $25,000, previous
mark of $19,000 having been held by
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MPA Surprised at Hmmler of SOence'

iTdiiicalilyKeeiisTfaidw

lnt«rniitiQnai repercussions to actios of U. S. producers last week
in deciding to oust, alleged "lefttinged writers and director.i was
heard here. Sprin:;boarded by Eric
Johnston's announcement Ih New
York, a large group of Swedish fllmit*s made a protest to the American
Embassy on actions recently of the

.

foactionto€DiiiiiiiePprgeM0Ye;SoiM

hm ConmK&t Stroi^

Pkro

and Coo

its

ban oa

plleged' Communists in tt>e studios,
the film industry this week—much

(1)

quipped

more papers did have edion Congress' action in citing

was

also
Cfertainly

thetic.

New

it

.

'

'

-

mittee hterings on Holiywood
Communism, the' Motion Pictur*
Assn. last week issued two broOne' was a 10-page
chures.
.

MPA

prez
pocket-size reprint of
Eric Johnston's statement to the
committee during his appear-^
arice before it on Oct. 27,
The other was « SB-page,
pamphlet containing photo-oilSet
reprints in full of 82 editorials
from the nation's press and 30
excerpts ot others commenting
on the hearings. The great majority, of the editorials are critical of the committee's handling
of ttic probe.

.Washington, Bee. 2.
Jadt Itolfitt was fired as a Hollywood screen writer because of Comniiunist pressure against him. Rep.

ing

(dole's

is thouglit tiy sonie

MPAites

was

stated,

pre-

'

screen writer, who vras tossed out
of 20th.Fox.
Pictures cancelled by RKO were
Scott's "The Boy with Green Hair,";
a story stated to have social impli*
and.Dmyti^k's "Tlie- White
Tower," a tale of Switzerland with'
.an international backgrouncL Another 'Dmytryk production, "The
Harder They FaH," will be turned

cations,

RKO

over' to another
producer.
RKO's ousters of Scott -and
Washington, Dec. 2. \ Dntytryk read: "You have recently
10 Contempt citation cases will refused to answer certain questions,
prolbably not be presented to the propounded hy t comuditee of the
Federal Grand Jui-y here before to- House of Representatives. By your
conduct in that regard and by your
(3) or Thtii'sdayj it waslndl-

lose their $100,000-a-year positions
in the 'film industry. I do not know
whether this is true or not, as the
Committee on Un-American Activities has nothing to do with 'Who is
hired or fired in Hollywood.
"But I would like to point out to
'While all of the 48 industry brass- the film industry that the only perhats at last week's New York policy son 1 Jwow who actually lost his job

'

:

The

Red Purge More

'

morrow

ca-ted? 'today; .'i.The- «ases-,.,'<fri!i^e''.«x-;

to^

-

|

.

it

dropped 'from the studio schedule.
Third to go was Ring Lardner, Jr.,

recent hearings hcr^, chargthat the Screen Writers Guild
"under Red domination."

Ob Sbeigdi Of

t)e that it might be too close to'home,
If the public' reaction engendered

pact,

.

pecti^: to: be offered, yesterday to the
meeting stood up to make the final because of Communism in Holly- special <3rand V Jury cpiiveiied last
count unanimous in favor of the wood was a gentleman named Jack week but. there was not sufKCi^ni
anti-Communist resolution, there Mo£titt who was fired and barred time to. get th^m- ready. ;0eorge M.
"^S a Congressional committee can was a considerable division of opin- fr6m selling the product of his diind "IPiCy, the XT. S. district attorn^i exion in Inner councils, on- how strong to the film- makers, not because he plained that the cases were not
force one form of mass comji(iunica
"Libera}'' was a Communist or 'a Communist
iion to fire workers, press might the 'action, should- .l>e.:
turned over tp him until the latter
Je^t-rit's thou^tc—thatjit could be viewpoint in the 11-man subcom- Fellow Traveller, but- because, he part of last -weeK and thirt his^^mittee which drew up the pol^py | openly and vigorously opposed Comnext.
atits w^re busy Wittt ittdiclfaD)*^is fOr
^Jatement was strongly spoken for munism, pointing out that these 10
Press, Ccmment

ment

.

'

"There has been a great scream go
up in the Communist Daily Worker
and from a few thin voices in Hollywood," said McDowell, "that the 10
Communists 'who were cited for contempt by this House are going to

£nc$ Kvided

'

.

no such problems but the
is withholding firing him in
order to axe both together.
RKO was the first studio to act
in
industry - wide
the
pur^'e.
Adriiya Sootti producer, and Edward
Dmortryk, producer-director, were
'dismissed and two pictures they had
lined rop- 'or
p{oduction
were

its

in,g

•was

0

sents
studio

.

John McDowell (H., Pa,),, meml>er«f
the House Un-American Activities
Committee, told the House last Friday (28). Moffitt was one of the
witnesses before the Committee dur-

2.

studio.

,

WarCostHiBiHBp

inve^tiigation.

Hollywood, Dec.

Dalton Trumbo i|nd Lester Cole,
slated for axing at Sletio in con.
nectlon with Red pitrge, still ho)d
their jobs owing to legal obstacles.
S. J. HbtamiK, aiudio manager, and
attorney. Miaurt^ Benjamin,' huddled all day Monday (1) trying to
figure out angle to jump or bypass
legal hurdles presented by 'Trumbo's
contract.
It's understood his pact
has no so-icalled '^morality clause,"
and there Is no apparent ^Out for the

Press Crossley

l^an>mering away «t winning
public opinion to the Side of the
'film industry, following the recent House Un-American Com-

,

Eight tmt of every 10 asked

had heard of the

;&eason for the hushed response in
the press to Erie Johnston's 'State-

.

y&MUtk/stk.
'

actors,

-

York.

the reapaaroused strong
itself,

suprisingly

meaction in Hollywood itself, due to
friendships and associations with
those affected, as well as because of
etrong political beliefs. Among industtyites in New York and other
parts of the country there was little
«nthusiasm for the strong action, but
a -generally resigned feeling that it
SHnething.t^at had t» be done
under the «ircumsta)aces. Those opposed to the move were fewer but
anete vociferous than those in favor.

24

colleagues."

opinion. Segment of population
with least education plumped
greatest for .punishment, while
college grads were 54% to 34%
against the cctittempt proceed-

mendation by the nation's press. It
may have had some bearing on the
lack of editorials on thfe iriWe ot the
Within the industry

A

approved by 36%, with 27%
The lionr
having no opinion.
answering writers and directors
should be punished according to
47%, while 39% . think they
should not be and 1.4% have no

Jot contempt the 10 witnesses who
Yefiued to answer questions of the
'Stousie Un-American Committee on
their political affiliations. This occurred the day before the .industry
announcement and won wide, com-

action

ot

.

'

Tfiany

'film industry's brass in

o^nsistiDg

MPA's

"•

^

pluraUty

opinion expressed in
country's 90 most important newspapers and discovered that' hardly a
'^ozen had commented at all.
'

•

wrifors «»4 direct«>rs, delivered, ..a
resolution -to the Ambassador protesting "the action .taken by the
Committee on Un-American Activities against some of om- Ameilcan

even

small
probe.
qu^ied
those
Of
thought- the 10 who refused to
questions
committee
answer
should be' punished.
The handling of the investigation was- approved by' 37%, dis-

Hollywood

the

ieirials

almost

division of opinion on the question of the House Un-American
Committee's handling of the

'Monday (t). MPA at the end of last
week had a spot check made of editorial

an

revealed

"

,

Orpupi

The Gallup Poll on Monday

,

its amazement— found the move
had been received with "almost a
thupdei^ of silence," as one surprised

'

mittee.

Polling the Probe
:

to

JMCotion Picture Assn. exec

And M-Fox

House Un-American <Activiti(es. Com-

Anxiously awaiting press and man-f«
In^he-street reaction to

AtM-<:aiitRKOAx<isScQtt,fiiii]rtryli

{

attitude,

associations,

pub-

and general conduct
and 'since tliat time you

statements,

lic

before, at

have brought yourself into disrepute
with a large -section of the public,

have offended the community, have

prejtWiced this corporation as your
employer and the motion picture inctu^ry in- general, have lessened
your capacity fully to comply with
your employment agreement end
have -otherwise violated your em-the
for
ployment agrcemenfwtth iis."

-

-

actions,

,

'

'

.

the iMtgulai'' '&ra^d JuKy
Communists, and their
I<ast 'Wednesd^^i :>!Q.iu^
grip was so strong on the people who
cited to madc^ .ttf|othei? unsuccessful
The following statemeiit was isproduced -the fUms that America sees eiffort to block action.
|
-•
Bobert W.
every day that a year and one -week Kenhy and Bartley .C. Crum, 6t sued by ^Scott and Dmytryk:
"We have received our dismissal
ago, Jacic Moffitt was taken otit'of
California) and Martjba Popperi of
CContinued on page 23)
Qte lousiness -as a -.script
Writer in Waabington, called upon Attorney
~
,
.
.
.
main and sub- „^„
Hollywood because hf was exposing , General Tom C. Clark to shelve the

men were

by Samuel Goldwyn, Dore .Schary
Jjew York Herald Tribune' Wash and
Walter Wanger. They received
.ingtoa Post and PM were the only
ardent support from former Secrepapers in the .MPA' 00-paper check tary of
State James F. Byme^- spethat expressed .strong doubt or op- cial counsel
to the Motion Pictm-e
'

position to the antl-Coaununist ac- Assn. :•
.The others eithet found it
Although both Ithe
^mmendable or limited tiiemselve^ committee meetihgs were held in
CContinued on page 20)
camera, it -was learned that Gold
wyn was bitter in his denunciation
of the -whole .action. His. viewpoint
was that producers should bear the
BILLS
responsibility for what is in their
pictures and that by firing aAd re
fusing to hire alleged Communist
writers and directors they were adWashington, Dec. 2
following in wake of the contempt mitting their own ineptitude at excitations against the' 10 Hollywood ercising their responsibility. He de
figured laiat .week, Congress is being' clared in the. subcommittee huddles
deluged ht^ a flock of resolutions af- that the firings were buck-passing
fecting tb^'House Committee on 'Un- and the setting up of fall guys to
'American Activities and its chief tar- absorb blame which if it existed at
(Continued on page 20)
'^et, the Cctttmunist Party. At lea.st
.

'tion.

I

HEW

FOR-AGAINST

'

-

A

Montez Files 2506 Suit
Over U-I 'Exfle' Bflling

Los Angeles, Dec. 2.Maria Montez filed suit for $250,.

•

'

:

,

Donou^h (R., Cal.), membership in
'the Communist Party .would be con°£ideied a treasonable act with im-;
position of corresponding penalties.
Bill urges that "Communism be de-.
fined and declared to be -not a political policy;' but is an internal conspiracy... which advocates and practices, deceit, confusion, subversion,
irevolution. ..which has for its purposes the overthrow of government
i)j-'.fofCe and violence."

-

.

For 400

11

"Roosevelt Story," semi-documentaiy biopic of the late FDR, will

preem

in. 'London early in January
and is booked for 400 flrstrun engagemeuts throughout the United
:Kingdom immediately afterwards.

British

distribution

of

the

film,

produced by Tola Productions, is to
be -handled by Pathe, whose managing dhrector, William Moffatt,
signed the booldng pact. Most of
the theatres that will play it are in
the

ABC

.

'

American
,

Activities

Committee was

Jntroduce;} .by Re]^. Jticob Javits (R.,

United

The move, of

course, was one fdr
record in the event the case
should go up to the Federal appellate courts. In the petition to Clark,
a copy of which also went to Fay,
the A. G. was urged to "instruct the
United States Attorney for the District of Columbia not to present the
.
citations
to
„ the Grand Jury.
^, As AtItorney General of the United States,
the peopje'r attbriiey, you are caUed
[upon to exercise your independent
judgment on the presentation of this
citation." 3^he brief argued that the

the

'

I

Playdates
1

Neil
|

Harris

Oiin Downes, Uta Hagen, * Paul
Robeson, Marc Blitzstein, Dorothy
Parker, Robert Heller, Goodman
Ace, Libhy Holman, IttineVva Pious,
!%ilip Loeb and Jerome Chodoro^^.

Brown

I

Virginia Bruce
.Gladys Cooper

Bob Cobb

I

!pame Cronyn

"

Gene Kelly

|

Arthur M. Loew
Diana Lynn

E. L. Scanlon

Arthur Schenck
George A. Smith
Barry Sullivan

I

.

toL.A.

taurcn Bacall

..

Humphrey Bogart
Sidney Franklin
Dorothy Gulraan
Grace Hayes
Bob' Hope
Carol Hughes

'Vera 'Vague

Sammy Lewis

i

Bichard Whorf
Carey WilKon

1

N. Y.

Nicola Lubitsch

Lou Mandel
Lana Turner

I

Rjul Villard

Not Even

in Jest

Columbia has an old Hodgcrs
Hart legit musicdll, "Pal Joey,"
on the agenda, and of course the

John M. Whitaker
Sol Zatt

&
|

I

Gene Kelly (now a Metro Star)
to attention was anything but
Communistic.

None

|

.

the less, because of the
Stalin connotation that property
is
currently a ticklish
property.

BIZ

1RQ«E'S LEGIT£R

Thanksgiving.;

bay

in

New
to

(27)

spend the weekend school holiday
with his two sons and- expects to
remain east another week or so.
Another purpose of his visit is to be
for opening- tonight
(Wednesday) of "A Streetcar Named
Desire," legiter which his estranged
wife, Irene, is producing.
Selznick is also east to accept one
of the Chinese government's highest decorations, the Order of the
Brilliant Star, tomorrow
(Thursday)
It is being awarded in recognition of his "unstinting efforts" on
behalf of China Relief, in which he
has bem active as a board member
for the past seven yeant
Decoration
will be '.presented by
the

on hand

.

*Paul

Margalo Gillmore
Greta Keller
Arthur W. Kelly
Wladimir Lissim
Jan Struther~
Terrence Rattigan
Michael Weight

Douglas MacLean
Ilona Massey
Kenneth MacKenna
Charles C. Moskowitz
Hal Roach, Sr.
John Rubol

i

AND

David O. Selznick arrived

Chinese Ambassador, Dr. Wellington
Koo, at the St. Regis hotel, N. Y.

Robert Benjamin

Sidney Buchman
Marian Carr
JoanCaulfield

|

PCA Scores Purge

professions council of the Progressive Citizens of America, statement
was .signed .among others by Oariinn
Kanin, Ruth Gordon, Deems Taylor,
Leonard Bernstein, O. John Rogge,

N*Y. to Europe

Martin Block

I

ArtistSii.

an open letter that Holly wood "has
opened the door, to Government
censorship of all commimication media." Issued by the arts, sciences and

L. A. to N. Y.
Agnew

i

circuit.

Roundly condemning the film industry for capitulating to the House
Un-American Activities Committee,
prominent citizens, including
65
show biz personalities, charged in

on page 23}

XContintjied

{

McDonough's bill covers the rec"Story" is being distributed in
ommendation of 'Eric Johnston, Mo- the U. S. and elsewhere abroad by
tion Picture Assn. prez* who recently!
esked Congress to incorporate in its
etatutes a law permitting industry to
lire
known Communists. Strong
'wording of this resolution, It was
pointed out, would not only make
Communists eligible for dismissal but
jaij as well.
.
From another wing of the House,
Bep. Helen Gahagan Douglas (D.,
Cal.), entered a bill that would clip^
the powers of the House- Un-Ameri-'
can Activities Committee, tJnder her
Resolution, all legislative committees
v/ould be forced to conduct their
proceedings in a more judicial manlier, BilJ advocates the right of couneel to witnesses, the right to make an
cral statement and the right to reaEonable cross-examination. Another
resolution for the killing of the XJn-

.

.

I

'Roosevelt Story' Set

According to one resolution put
Jnto the hopper by Rep. Gordon Mc-

>

000 against Universal-International,
charging the studio v^ith failure to
carry out an agreement to givp her
top billing in the Douglas Fair*
banks, Jr., production, '"Hie Exile,
Federal Judge J. P. T. O'Connor
issued a temporary order restrainuig Universal from issuing publicity
or billing on the picture until the
hearing, slated for Dec. S.

—

SEMCK EAST ON

York

received the citations.

.

.

three of the bills introduced recently
ivould have a serious impact on the
committee's cpntining probe of subversive dements in the film industry.

•

House citations and not permit them
"I challenge the film producers of
to.be presented to a Grand Jury,
California to investigate 'itbis statesimilar request was made of -George
| ment."Morris Fay, V. S. Attorney for tiie
District of Columbia, whose office

PROBING COMMfHEES

;.

;

:

Communism.

Europe to N. T»

MacNamara,

Selznick's v.p. in

charge of advertising and publicity,
and Neil Agnew, prez. of ^SelznickReleasing Organization, also' arrived
in New- York from the Coast over
the w e c k e n d. MacNamara was
bedded with the grippe 6i» Monday
(1). He's to, work with Bob Gillham,
eastern pub-ad Chief, on the campa^n for '^Paradine Case," which
will be iSBO's next
Agnew was on the* Coast to huddle
on a number of decisions and confab with Charles P. Skouras on National Theatres' returns on "Duel in
the Sun." NT's Fox-West Coast also
will be used for test engagements

on "Intermezzo," which Selznick
planning to reissue.

SRO

is

If it goe.s well,

up a

special sales force
to handle it so it won't interfere
with release of "Paradine.^'

will set

'Paradine's' Oscar Pitch
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
David O. Selznick registered the
first

official

entries

in

the

Oscar

Derby with "The Paradine Case as
the best picture and Alfred Hitch"

Belvins Davis

Grade Fields
Beatrice Lillle
Artur Rubinstein
George Shearing
John C, Wilson
Mrs. Cobina Wright

cock as the best director of 1947.
Picture, currently in the scoring

and editing stages, will be shown in
a Los .Angeles theatre late this
month, its only screening before Its
January opening in New York^

yfkOmdtift Pecwttbcr

8,

JPICTUBBS
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32 TUNERS 48 COLOR PIX IN '48
Brdlidowii of Color and Filnmskals

Producers ai^ Gnil^ Continue

STUDIOS S[[ 'EM

Black »nd White
Oiher Color
Cglpr Muslckls
Filnis
JMIVSIcalft

.Co1nmM»

113

2

^. .......

BKO

Vnited ArtUta

.\.

:-2„

Warnera
Totals ....-.•>

KeDy

5
8

,

3
9

iSOth-Fox

2
....

4
i-

.

,

1

1

1

19

13

3iS

parent easing in- the current logjam
at the Techni processing labs, the
film companies Will nonetheless .have

In Rank s Move to Sell GCFC to Odeon
London, Dec. 2.
Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists
v.p., is expected here by air topibytow (Wednesday), for the pur-

,

pose, It.ls understood, of registering
-the company'is objection to J. Arthur
JRauk's proposal for sale of his General Cinema Finance Corp. to his
owns a
Odeon Theatres circuit.
27Vj% interest in Odeon and, like
many other stockholders, is understood highly disturbed at Bank's

Maurice Bergman

number

of

From

Phila-

delphia and, a Title

'

From London"

•

UA

'*

*

•

an Editorial Mglili«M fa
fonlicomiag

releases for

tlia

42d Annivertary Number

the forthcoming, year, but they represent those films already scheduled
or in various stages of production.
Beason for the apparent paradox
involved in turning out more: costly
pix during a period of uncertain
r.iarket conditions is merely an at-

tlMii« Hiinfl*)

know aboHt
IM* a. f*w iMb^i t«
thowiii

*'Crisis

h

the

Backbone**

.

in

of

th«

tempt to

establish

some

'

Bank pix and
owned by him,

is

.

is

against a further dip in grosses.
Musicals, even in the worst conditions, have always been- veritable
guarantees of good earnings. "Color,"
by the same token, is always a magic
marquee word. With the film .companies casting about for almost any
means of bolstering sliding grosses^
(Continued, oil page 23)

I^easohihg is, therefore, that Bank
trying to hang the weak-sister

denied tlus, claiming the move is merely a simplification of his, operations and not of wide
public interest.
Financier and producer declared
press comment on the deal wps "mischievous and misinformed." He said
shareholders oi 90.% of the Odeon
stock were consulted and approved
reported about
It's
the move.

(Continued on page 18)

EDDIE GOLDEN SETS B.R.

FOR HIS NEXT UA
Arrangements were

New York

niM

completed in

week by Edward

A.
Golden for financing of his 'Texas,
last

Brooklyn and Heaven," which he
will produce for United Artists reexpects to return to the
Coast at the end of this week or
early next week and have the film
in production by Feb. 1.
Originally labeled "Eddie and the
Archangel Mike,*' pic has been de»
layed lor months by difficulties of
financing.
completing
production
Combination of the crackup of the
foreign market and melee in UA's

lease.

He

'

,

internal affairs
impossible for

have made
indies

it all

but

distributing

through the company to Obtain bank
and second money.

Gplden arranged for first money
with the Continental Bank, N, Y.,
and l^rough personal sources for the
remainder.

Grant Resigns

session of the Screen

AsUABdardRep
Arnold Grant has resigned as a
representative of Mary Pickford on
the United Artists board of directors. His resignation was handed in

boarjl, followed the
genera] huddle, with'prexy Sheridan
Gibney declaring thftt -because "of
the gravity and complexity of the
problem, that arose" in the meeting
with the producers, the
board
"is seeking to work out a program'
with the actors and directors to protect the rights of our members and
the' industry as a whole." He said
a joint statement by the SWG, the
Screen 'Directors Guild and the
Screen Actors Guild would be issued
as soon as they can formulate ' «
common policy. He denied that the
SWG had acted as yet oh firinfe of
three of itis members, as a result of
the new industry policy. [Dalton
Trumbo and Lester Cole are, as yet,
not off Metro's payroll; see separate

SWG

,

'

"

two months ago, but he was asked
Off 4-Day N.Y. Sales Meet not to mak^ the fact known, since
Metro sales veeiiee William F. it was feared announcement would
Bodgers teed off the company's di- upset banking negotiations pending
vision" sales managers meet yester- at the time.
story.]
day (Tuesday) at the Hotel Astor,
The SWG membership met Mon»
While the board technically " reN. Y., with the announcement that fused to accept the attorney's bow- day (1) night for a long discussion
Joel Bezahler, heretofore homeoffice out from the affairs of the company,
(Continued on page 16)
assistant to the midwest division he has not been attending directors'
sales chief, had been promoted to the meetings. Besignation has now been

Out Soon

UA Win Contest

-

;

Cagney's life'

post of executive assistant' to Itodg- accepted.' Grattt will continue, how' '•//::
•
ers.:
ever, as Miss Pickford's counsel, his
Grant, rep*
With assistant general salesmana- Coast firm, Prinzmetal
gers Sddie Aari^n and fidwin M. resentiiig her there and his eastern
DosSaunders aiding Bodgers currently firm, Weisman, Grant, Nova
at the homeoffice, Bezahler's ap-. kow, representing her in New Yorki
Grant said yesterday (Tuesday)
pointment brings to four the number of top homeoffice sales execs. that he felt his resig^Aation was adHe's the first member of the sales visable, since Ids frec(aent Ctiast trips
staff to assume that position, since made 'it impossible to attend board
Bodgers has operated heretofore meetings regularly. Occasional attendance, he added, did not make it
without such an aide.
Rodgers opened the four-day meet possible to provide any "construe-'
by briefing his field sales toppers, tive contribution.".
on the company's forthcoming prodAnother Pickford. director reuct. It's believed unlikely that he'll signed a few weeks ago, although
reveal the total numbers of pictures that was under somewhat strained
to be released by Metro during 1948, circumstances without the amicability
that has
marked GranVs
as other companies have done preferring instead to operate only a departure.
Other dire'ctor was
few months in advance: of current Franklin Colei -an. investment bank-

NEW HIGH REACHED

.

Going Via

WB

United Artists will flght any attempt by James and William Cagney

Your Life" to anfor release, but
presence of a clause in
their UA pact whiclv might place
the deal made with Warner Bros,
last week beyond any court contest.
Clause gives them the right to cancel their UA release deal if they find
it impossible to obtain production
financing. They claim to have now
reached that impasse.
Since "Time of Your Life" is completed,
holds that it in no way
can be affected by the cancellation
Nevertheless, William Cag.clause.
ney has stated publicly he will not
deliver it to UA and has held it
to give

other

"Time of
distributor

concedes

'

.

UA

:

several months since

work on

it

WB

carefully scrutinized for legality, of
course.'-

&

,-.

Agreement, with Warners covers
(Qonlinued on. page 16)

.

Characterizing his recent .appear-

Made $75

(Continued on page 16)

'

.

:

(Continue

oil

page 22)

National Boxoffice Survey

—

'Dolphin/ 'Life/
Thanksgiving Week Upbeat
'Mitty/ 'Body/ 'Unconquered,' Tun' Make Big Six
With very few exceptions, business week, "Daisy Kenyon" (20th), "Out
at flVstruns throughout the country is of Past" (BKO), and "Exile" .(U)
forging ahead this w^ek with a shape up as having greatest possibil"Whispering
(EIj),
City"
healthy boost from Thanksgiving ities.
week holiday crowds and upped backed by a good stage layout; looks
scales for the occasion. Only a few nice in San Francisco, while "liove
key cities indicated early Christmas From Stranger," from the" same disY.
shopping was hurting the usual Twc- tributor, is solid on preem in
"Fabulous Texan" (Bep) is doing
key Day upbeat.
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G), well in Denver in two houses. "Ha(WB),
while
gen
Girl"
disappointing
with playdates in .some 19 keys, is
soaring to national boxoffice peak in Baltimore and Washington, is
okay this week in Chicago and Inthis stanza. It's way ahead of neardianapolis.
"Thunder in 'Valley"
est b.o. rivals currently.: Even in the
(20th) is. making such a mild showoffish cities such as Louisville, it's a
.

.

N

even though not as socko as
elsewhere.
Bob Hope's "Where There's Life"
(Par) is in second groove by a
healthy margin with about 15 new
playdates. Also up in the big coin
of the week are "Walter Mitty"
(BKO) and "Body and Soul" (UA)
"I am not a Communist.
icker in reissuing film. She was makin that order. "Unconquered" (Par)
am not a
"I
ing $75 weekly then and was dropped
and "Fun, Fancy Free" (BKO) round
after, pic wound up, after which sympathizer.
out the list of Big Six money-getters.
David O. Sclznick picked her up and
any
just
as
Gommimism
detest
"I
Bunners-up are topped by "Wistloaned her to 20th-Fox for "Song of other decent American does.
ful Widow" (U) and "This Time for
Bernadette," her first hit.
"I have never in my life been
When 20th wanted Miss Jones identified with any group which was Keeps" (M-G). The former, AbbottGostello comedy, shapes solid in
again for "Laura," he nixed it be- even Sympathetic to Communism.
Providence and big on second week
cause he didn't think the story was
f'My name will not be found' on in N. Y.. besides doing okay in Cin'
good enough for her, Gene Tierney
made pic while Miss Jones went into any Communist front organization cinnati and Minneapolis.
Of the newcomers launched this
(Continued on page 18)
"Cluny Brown" for 2011i.

Communist

Hollywood, Dec. 2.
While other banks were showing
a strong tendency to lay off loans.for
picture-making, a new high for sucb
loans was reached (1) by the Bank
America here. Becord scored waa
both for iimount and number of such
deals,' according to -Bernard Giannini,
of

'

.

ROGART TERMS WASH.
TRIP A TOOUSH' MOVE

ON PICTURE LOANS

&

'

was

completed. UA has heard nothing
about either the refusal to
deal,- so
deliver "Life" or the
can take no legal action as yet. Cancellation to go with Warners will be

officially

ance in Washington as a member of
the .Committee for the Fir|it AmendRep to Reissue Jennifer's
ment as, "ill-advised and even
foolish," Humprey Bogart issued the
Pic
She
following statement y e s t e i" d a y
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
(Tuesday) in explanation:
Bepublic's "New Frontier," Jenni"My recent trip to Washington,
fer Jones- John .Wayne starrer made
where I appeared with a group of
in 1939, when she was known as
motion picture people, has become
Phyllis Isley, is up for reissue. Aside
the subject of such confused and
from a "Dick Tracy" serial, film was
that.
I
interpretations
erroVieous
her only stint for Bep.
feel the Situation should be clarified.
Plans are to use the Jones mon-

When

Aide

To Rodgers; M-G Kicks

pulilic statement,

•

New

Joel Bezahler

almost wholly
not much of a
the other hand,

Anance corporation, on the lusty theatre chain, which would redound to
his own profit but vrork against the
Hank, in a
Odeon stockholders.

-

*

'

Emergency

42d Annivertary Number

moneymaker. On
Odeon, which is publicly owned,
shows large profits, it was said.
Is

A: five-hour joint session was held
Friday between producers and the
guilds. It's understood that no satisfactory, conclusion was reached on
the Communist issue and both sides
then began a series of separata
meetings.

Writers Guild

bulwark

"

•

carrying out last week's^ anti'-Bed
decision, vtrhile the guilds w'ere '!b«
tent on seeing that none of their
members was unjustly harined.:
;
-

'

-

(who cartatnly

UA

Last w.eek's announcement of the
sale plan brought much bitter comthent anept Hank' and his motives.
It was alleged in film and financial
circles that OCF, which finances the

Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Producers and guilds continued
through today (Tuesday) the series
of meetings that began last Friday
(28) with the returns of industry
toppers from the New York sessions
on ridding the industry of alleged
Communists.
Producers, at .their
meetings in Louis B. Mayer's office,
were trying to work out methods of
,

djeablt-lMtMrpi

"A- Story

some 48 tinted films, utilizing Techni
or some other process.
Figures are incomplete, since few
of the companies have announced
their total

exec

.W. A. S. Douglas

large-scale musicals, film studios will
offer at least 32 big song-and-dance
films within the next year. .And,
despite Technicolor production, being
more costly than ever and no ap.

London to Represent

in

Despite the high costs almost invariably involved in producing

1

1

.Universal ...••..>

,'

3

1

I

'

Parleys on Purging Pix of Reds

ASSUREFIIIEBl

2

8

f

;

Bepubllc

2

....

8

ClamlcB

Flint

Metro
Paramount

leader,

'

ing in initial week at N. Y. Boxy ,
that it may not be held over two
stanzas.
Picture was disappointing

when

released several months ago
under original title, "Bob, Son. of
Battle," in a couple of test dates.
"Had to Be You" (Col) shapes Ht
nicely this round in Balto and, Pittsburgh. "Escape Me Never" Cfr'B) is
doing mildly in Cincy, Cleveland,
Philadelphia and Louisville. Huge biz

v.p.,

in "charge

Previous high was reached June 1.
Giannini declared that .producers
are generally cutting budgets. The
few to submit propositions for
financing had costs 15%, to 20% under what they were six months ago*

last

he
'

said..

The past three weeks has seen a

slight easing in the number of applications, Bank of America exec
said, and a drop' is .anticipated during- the next few months, then a
pickup again. He judged the- present
high may be d,ue to producers' an--

ticipation

the

of

Marph, when

first

Monday

all. exposed

regularly comes in for

negative

a levy by the

state,

had been a banner year for pic loans, with eacK
1^'anker said 1947

month

seeing

increased

business.

Loans ha ve been made mostly to
established 'production units rather

than many new firms. Bank still
wrote the ticket, Giannini declared,
and sjuck to it always, so there- Were
no losses, and there's no anticipation
of any despite unsettled situation in
the film business,
.

'Good News' Brevity

Cues M-G Sales Policy
•

Hollywood, Dec.

2.

With "Good News," Metro adopti
a sales policy that William Rodgers,
sales head, has been advocating for

years: shorter running time. for big

budgeters.
Firstrun exhibs have been com^
plaining they eaji't get good turnovers with pix that run two houra
Even "Dolphin Street,"
or more.
that's being racked iip this week by which ran 138 minutes, cut five min"Mitty" in such keys as Washington, utes, not much but something. ExProvidence,
Minneapolis,
Boston, cept for specials like Paramount'g
Cleve., Balto. and L.A. is in line with "Unconquered" and RKO's "Electra,"
the strong showing in N. Y. where exhibs are .demanding films- under
film is in :16th week.
"News" runs 93, and
100 minutes.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on is first of Metro's toppers tomeet

Pages 8-9)

:

financing.

film

of

'

demand.

.

.

:

:

-:

-

.
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'Window* stalled in
Because of Moppet*s Gold

Despite Chnrdi hessnre 'Andier'

on KKO'c
ichcdule
Shooting
"Window," first film Irom that company to he lensed entirely in New
York, la now running several days
behind. Slowdown^ however, is not
due to any intricacies involved in

loiB.O.'BodyanlWNikZ
With 9 record number of playcjatest'
the forepart of the month, "Forever
Amber" (20th) easily sailed off with
the November boxofflcis champtonehSp, according to weekly b.o. reports
from 'Vahietv correspondents in

.

Nov. « Gold^ii Pozen
3.

^7 representative 17. S. key
Technicolor opus finished
diies^
first, iar ahead of its nearest competition in two weeks, was second in
a third stanza and fourth even in
the 'Other week, although' mainly
faoldov«! 'in final November session.
about

4:

"UnconqUered" (Par).
«Wait«r Mit^y; (bkq).,,
"Magic Towh" (llKO).

6.

,

last

7.
8.
9.

"Had To Be You"

'

11.

"Where There's Life" (Par),
"Life With Father" (WB),

12.

"Dolphin Street" (M-G).

New

the

ill

Dec.

ij^is

10,

to consider ej(hlb counter-

E Has

'Arrived' Because Of

AvaWe

,

.

j

,

:

.

,

,

'

1^

.

-

PARSTEPPIiiG(H)Tm'48

.

'

.

.

heart condition for th« past several

Recently returning to the 20tti-Fox
a prolonged Illness, he was

lot after

half-finished with his director-producer chores on, "This Is the Mo-

ment," a Betty Grabte- Douglas Fair,

banks starrer.

.

'

•

Earlier this year, he

had signed a IS-year pact with the
which extended a producerdrawn up in 1943.
Bom in Berlin, Lubitsch began his
theatrical career as an actor, but
later turned to -writjng and directing
under the tutelage of Max- Reinhardt
studio

director' contract

After' staying with Reinhardt for
ieven years, he turned irom legit to
(jUrecting;

.

.

'

m»

had been under medical care for a
years.

'

'

the' Industry's rise over the
past 35 years, died suddenly Sunday
(30) at his Bet-Air home, near Hol-<
ty wood, following a heart attack. He

Loanovts

iUgiptt of De-

C?iith<iyi>

Ceast

spanned

Exec Prod. Says

moves.
Eagle Lion, after 15 months of
It's expected that the committee
cency's "condemned" category, altough sledding in which the comwill an-ange conferences with the
though zdthiFox 'pfliciffi ire hopevarious majors -and also call In the pany brought out 23- pix^ has finally
ful that a change in classification 16m associations for huddles.. Conarrived in the estimation of other
fabs are slated with a view of find.- producers* according to Aubrey
will be forthcoming momentarily.
Spokesmen fpt both the Legion ing out if steps to cure points of un- Schenbk, EL exec producer. Speakfair
competition
can
be
taken
withand- 20th ref use.d to commetit.on
tog for Bryan Foy, studio chief,
what cuts, it any, had been made in out an intra-trade battle.
tdrmly. strong te smash in initial the film. Long delay in the Legion's
TOA committeemen attending the Schenck declared: "We're now
establi.shed.
That means- any star
stanzas wherever played.
decision indicateSi'tfae problejiii <»t »^^ meet will be Myron Blank and Fred
•"Walter Mitty" (EKO-Goldwyn)', vamping the picture is a tou^j>ne Kentv co-chairman; and Emanuel from another studio is available to
Friseh, Gil Nathanaon, W. W. Grif- us on leanout. The .only question
v^hich had started, in only a few ta solve. It's, known, that JjOtft
pwao*.
scattered spots during October, re- Spyros SkQuras huddled alt dajr last fin, Sidney Lust, N. L. Carter, Mitch- is whether it pays us to do the borrowing.''.
flected additional playdates a n d
Wednesday (29) with Legitnn nlp- ell Wolfson and Arthur Lockwood.
TOA's top brass will sit in.
tesX ^tetngth'to move up fkom sev- cials and both BUtfita have heUP
There'll tw A. total of 24 pix made
to-'
enth, (in' Octeiber) place to fourth
Committee is concerned because by and for the company durbig the
tensive huddles on "Amfeer" during
position; where firmly entrenched as
there are 60,000 narrow>'gaage pro- 1947<-48 season, exclusive of westernthe week.
jectors
already
the month ended.
distributed
in
the
ers
and -aetlon. films, Schenck said.
Evidence that the ' '.'cohdenmed" U, S. and the manufacturing industry Home, lot will make 12 top*budgeters
FlfOi Plkee Battle
•Magic Town" (HKOy and "Had To rating on "Amber" was hurting the is tuned up to turn out 40,000-50,000 and six Bs.
Indie producers will
Be You" iCol) fought it out for boxoffice continued to roll in. Mote yearly. Rentals on 16m prints aver- make up the balance. Included in
fifth place, with, the James 'Stewart's exhibitors, it's reportedr "Wi^tedL out age $250,000 yearly to a major .dis.- that figure are two which Walter
numerous playdates also clocking of their ccmtracts rather ,:th^ 'rK^ trib and it's felt that sort of income Wanger will complete on the lot by
good business. "Had To Be," in sixth the wrath of local church dignitarii^ doesn't warrant distribs risking toss next October. First Wanger effort
spot^ landed in: fourth position naWhat stand I^adelphia's.>t>ehdfs ot :income from standard features. will be "The Kank Wall," starrbg
tionallr
week and- deserved this Cwrmal Dougherty would laV-e jt Wider use -of 16ni attractions by-,de- Joan Bennett,
rating', because cUHng i^e trade in ttte film ^ere recUussl&(!^ \iias. 'stilt partment stores, ball parks, fraternal
Schenck estimates production nut
nearb' all locations.
Carding' meeting and churches are cited.
not been determined.
for the year at $18,000,000.
Two
"Song of Love"- (M-G) racked up last weeic tossed liis threatened one-'
Cinecdlor films, "Pchice 'VaUant*' and
some' .solid business in -some loca- year hoycott at -&e Fox, PhHly, and
"Lorna Doone".may set the comipany
tions in two. weeks ot.tfae ttionth, but at any other house' in his nihe-couhback- as much as $1,800,000 apiece, he
could not make better than 'seventh, t'y archdiocese playing 20th ^;o,^uct,
said.
As for tow-^budgeters^ Harry
being inclined to- be^ spotty, espc
because the Fox hadn't palled the
Thomas, formur prez of -PRC (now
ciaUy on holdovers.
"Christmas \ picture within the 4d-hour deadline
absorbed by EL) wiU taM on the
Eve" (UA) completed the -month he set up.
He's -con'
aramount, which has -been hold- entire oater program.
^it^th- "from top largely via fairly
ing off on overseas 16m .Operations tracted to deliver eight, westerns'
good representation three weeks, out
Hiere'll also be
for the past /ear will step out in the during the year.
"This Time for Keeps"
of four.
field early in 1948. A. "L. Pratchett, six to eight cheapies from outside
(M'G) ' won ninth position, '"libsing
Pitt 'Outlaw'
Par's manager for Iiatin America, is producers including Matty Kemp,
out "Where There's l.if<' (Par).
bookied to tour his sector in January Lionel Toll, Frank iSatenstein, Jerry
Latter was just getting startecl as the jssssm c«Winiiea.^fre» page »ss
Briskin and Maurice Bapf:
month elided. With . many pri^e city this past Sunday (SiQ) .had -not to study narr.ow-gauge poss'ibilities.
Company is still uncertain .'whether, The big thing, Schenck- said. Is
bookings for file Bob tLta^t, comedy
theatre :agreed ta- pull "Outlaw.'
profits would be healthy enough to the rush to make location films with
likely to be held for .the year*end
After hurried telei^one conferences 'warrant full-scale 16m campaigns. EL joining the parade by planntaig.;
holiday season.
Pratchett will either greentight a five- for the current season. What's
."Life With Father" (WB) copped between John 'Vtfalsh; manager of
lith" spot while "Green Dolphin house, and hi* homeoltice, decision hemispheric drive or call oi1( the new is that EL has issued orders
not to wait :for weather on location
Street" (M-G) managed to hit 12th. was made ill time, to avoid possibility whole tiling.
To date. Par has only gor->> into shooting. "Rain used to' be a buga•,''
Last-nan}ed was displaying some of ban.
tiie PhUippines .and Malaya with bo, but it!a Ao longer so," jiroducer'
marked strepgth tattiougfa not dated
Although similar pressure was 16m prints. Those twe locales have said. "If it's rsiiiiiDg and ttie lightin many places^,.
brought on Harris Anuis. Co. when beea turning in a small sco&t. ODerx ing is uncertain. Mire shoot it anyBwiineni-tFi^
"Forever Amber" opened last month, ations have been marlied ler expan- way. We've learned that the- audiBest in.r'unnerrup classiflcaiion for
November are "Fabulous Texan" picture played 'three and a half sion into Cuba and alfewother Car- ence wilt accept it as a touch -ofweeks downtown between Harris ibbean islands.
naturalism and .not just poor photog(Hep). "EjEil«" (U)„ "Spirit of West
and Senator theatres. Finally, howCompany's definitely decided on raphy."
Point" (FC)t -Wild Harvest" (Pai ),
ever, John H. Harris, head of the mariteting
narrow-gaguge celluloid
"Mertoj! of Movies" (M-G) and
circuit, agreed not to play it in any in
France once the politicaT and
"Bide Pink Horse" <U).
of his nabe houses. "Amber" began economic
atmosphere clears there.
Besides. "Dolphin, Street," new enseveral indie dates here recently,
France was definitely tagged because
trant showing greatest potentialities
and film came o>it after a single day it has an
estimated 3,000-3,500 outas -the month -ended were ^'Fugitive"
in many locations l>ecause of church
lets.
(BKO) "Gentleman's Agreement"
.'
action,
Erie Johnston will substitute' for
(20th) and "MoUrning,Becomes Electra'V (RKO).
"Agreement," while
Dore Schary tomorrow (Thursday)
Meihiiliis Nixes 'Orleans'
FAC^k'S 20c DIVVY
launched in only two keys^ did such
at an awards dinner of the Golden
^Memphis, Dec. 2.
smash trade in these, two bigger
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Slipper Square' Club iii PhiladelChairman Lloyd T. Binford, of the
cities that outstanding business seems
Max Factor Company reports net
The WOO production chief,
assured when given, additional play- Memphis censor boards already un- earnings of $1,660,760.03 for nine phia.
der fire in legal action of UA and months ending Sept. 30. Profits be- who was called back to the studio
dates.
"Bachelor
and
BobbyrSoxer" Hal Roach against hi* censoring of for taxes were $2,863,379.37, on basis from New York suddenly on Sunday
(RKd) and "Welcome Stranger," '^Gurley," has finally ruled against of 80% per share total dividend for
was to have received a Hutwo champ businessrgetters of previ- showing of Jules Levey's "New year on Class
common publicly (30),
owned, 20c per share dividend re- manitarian Aivard from the Masonic
ous-months, evidenced their rare Orleans" in Memphis.
stamina- by snagging great trade in
Binford declined to discuss the quirement for 1947 being $747,251.60. order for "combating bigotry" with
the picture '^Crossfire."
the few big key cities where teeing ban with the press, but is underMotion Picture Assn. prexy will
.sfood to object to prominence of
off during November.
.»>
accept the honor for Schary while
Louis Armstrong, Negro jazz trum*'My
Story
peter, in the picture. Local snipper
Francis s, Harmon, MPA veepee,
also was reported as critical of
will sub for him as industry
Variety*g Annual SympoMystery Pickets Join
gambling sequences.
rep at the dinner in New York at
«ium o/ the Year't Beat
Piit Bin Briefly
which Nobel awards will be passed
Local
tioard
Js
Increasingly
Aneedota ']
Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
out next Wednesday (10). AUiong
.<;ecrctive about Its actions.
It's Just
The Fulton bad. another attrac- been learned that Slim Gaillard Trio
other events, Schary was forced to
t» nemmttH Iff
tion this week besides "The- Out- was clipped from "Sweetheart of
cancel by his hurried departure was
law',''
It was "The Picketif Mys- Sigma Chi" when Monogra.Ti
a talk at Harvard next Monday (8),
bjutery.'',
Scbary's return to the Coast was
sical was
,
shown last week at the
Couple of fellows showed up right strand,
requested by RKO prcz N. Peter
after the pie opened, .idariying signs
Rathvon and Metro production topEDDIE
•wWnAt read "no decent jpersoh will
per Louis B. Mayer. Followinc a not
Ohio Lifta 'Cress' Ban
atten4 this performance," and re^
completely satisfa-^ory meeting with
Columbus, O., Dec. 2,
fused to identify themselves.
Nothe talent guilds on the Communist
f» Hie forthcMslim
Oliio Fihn Cinsor Board lifted a
body else could -either. No religious
question in Mayer's office Friday
42d Anniveriary Number
«r other organization laid claim' to two-week bai^ on the showing of
'28), Schary 's presence was desired
The Burning Cross," produced by
them.
ti strengthen the producers* side,
ti
Meantime, the pickets Just came Screen Guild Pictures, a^ter deleting
.since the RKO topper is a former
«n0,-,wept,f .remaining .briefly ^ when '[.Kiiat it tenned several "nauseating
«crif)t<>r and member of the Screen
,e4<anj^ -b.^utiaL<scen9il,'!
the crowds were thickest.
.^^t-.•,
i
VVrttcw- Guild. ~
i-^ir-^
wefek

ffies oil

Holly»rood, Dec. 2.
Eagle Lion, Disney and Tedi- ....
Field
Ernst Lubitsch, 55, vet film direcnicotor are the first studlds to forge
peddle 16m ahead of their 1946 contributions.
tor- and- producer- whose career

Eye

TOA

Rating Seen
reinaiiJed

as Other

Plan of 20th-Fox to
films commercially in marginal areas
coupled with rumors that other companies may travel the same road Is.
speeding plans of the Theatre <^wa«
ers of America to grapple with the
is calling a meeting
problem.
of its 16m committee in New York,

Chur^ili StiD

,

TOA

2.

nent Charities Committee has
reached a total of $610,336, or 63%
of the goal.

Tussling 0?er 'Amber'

But

819G

Third Annual Appeal for subscriptions to the film 'industry's Perma-

Into 16ni

Distribs

.

fForever

More

Alerts

ahead of its nearest competitive picture,
and was recorded: despite

,

Hits

Hollywood, Dec.

20th's

10.

20th and

.public at large.

PCC Drive

(Col).

"Song of I^ove" (M-G),.
"Christmas Eve" (UA).
"Time iat Keeps" (M-C).

years to be

strong opposition from ths Catholic
Church,
Second place went to "Body and
Soul" (UA) although this pic. was
dn general release only three weeks
during the month. Remarkably big
showing was turned in even though
business dipped generally nationwide in the week ending Nov. 26,
UA'-Enterprise entry nosed out "Uncdnquered" (Par), which dropped
down
_
to third slot largely because it
was launched in so few addition k^s
during the 'final two weeks of November. DeMille pic held near the
tojp in first three weeks, being uni-

Death of Ernst Lubitsch this week cuts by one the very few director*
whose names carried, boxoffica drawing poWer on theatre marquees,
During tl)« '20'* and 'Sa's. "the LubMsclii toucV became a special box«
office lure. A* late as last year, liis "Cluny Brown" won critical accolades tor "the touch." Probably his top performances were early in
sound film's history when he handled "The Student Prince" for Metro
and then pioneered the comedy with songs in "Love Parade,'' a terrific
winner for- Paramount.
Cecil B. deMille, Frank Capra, B. W. Griffitli and Rene 'Clair are
perhaps the only other dhrectCff'S Vfbose names meant somethhig to the

.

.

"•Amber" hung up $1,600,000 in the
tour weeks in keys covered by
VittilETY, biggest total in

Bobby DriscoU, moppet star of the
came down with a bad «oia
week and, ,sjnc« he appeaVs in
almost every scene, it was found
impossible to shoot around him. To
Frederic Ullman,
date, -producer
Ji;., is well satisfied with, working
film,

'

B.

reached by a single picture in a fourweek period. This was about $800,000

.eastern production.

^

"FQ»tv«r Anib«r>* (20th).
'TBody aiid Soul"' (UA).

1.

2.

'

and producing films, a
ivhleti he soon achieved

medimtt In

Outstanding, success.
Among
early pictures were "Passion"

his

and

"Deception" which introduced Pola
Negri and Smil Jannings to the U. S.
In 1922, he was brought to this
countiT: by Mary Plckford to direct
her in' "Rosita." Following a series
of hits, he went to Warner Bros.,
where he duracted "Marriage Circle," "Lady Windermere's Faii" and
others. Later, he did "The Student
Prince," "Ther Patriots," "Kiss Me
Again" and "So This Is Marriage."
He also introduced Maurice Chevalier in "Smiling ;Lieutenant" and
Jeenettft MacDonald as the star of
"Love Parade." At 2mh during the
past four years he produced "Heaven
Can Walt," "Royal Scandal" and
Cluhy Brown."
Last IMarch, Lubitsch rec^yed »
special "Oscar" ,at the annual presentation of awards- by the. Academy
of Motion Picture Arts, and Sciences
for his "coqtrlbutiom to.rthe Industry in 25 years as a director."

'
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KATHARINE COBNELL
OB80N WELLES
BENNETT CERF
CANTOR
EARL WILSON
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NEW YORK, LOP^^

Following the lead of Universal,

'

,

Columbia last week< completely
wiped out its New YorkLondon
story department*;.Coupany greatly
retrenched last September, leaving
virtually skeleton staffs, which were-

handed pink- slips and sevM-ance- pay
the day before Thanksgiving.
.lanet Wood; eastern, story ed;
Beatrice AroHson, her assistant, and
Albert Johnston, a reader, who- have
comprised the entire New York staff
since Sept. 12, were instructed to
close up shop the day th^ got tiiehr
noticit,
Ukewise Mis-. Susan Dallson, who headed the London story
department.

All companies have retrenched on
coverage of stories and plays since
the economy wave hit the industry
following the British tax imposition
in August.
Only
and Col, how;ever,
abolished
the
departments
completely,
with
others cutting
down in varying degrees. Metro did
least slicuig, despitfr the bevy of topsalaried execs in Its' story department.

'

U

Wri^N.Y.

Sales Meet

Preliminary to a stepped-up dis-campaign during 19*8,
Bros, is holding a two-day
sales meeting of district managers
beginning tomorrow (Thursday) at
the home office, Ben Kalmenson,
general sales manager, will preside.
Other execs scheduled to address
the meet on forthcoming product
and promotion plans include Mort
Blumcristock, viee-prexy over iadpublicity; j;ules Lapidus, Hoy Haine,*
and Norman Ayres, division' Sales
fnahagerisr arid Ed Hinchy, head of
'
the playdate depatto^iit.^
tribution

Warnw

.

'

'

'
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COURT TRAP VS. BIDS

JadBon Park ^kam ForcesJB&K
Into

a Niew Flenbk Policy

Chicago, Dec, 2.
Conferences between Paramount's
homeofftce lawyers and the brass of

Par Bows Out

in

Supreme Court

Drive-Ins Benefited

hearings in the
film industry's anti-trust suit during
the week of Jan. 12, it's been

scheduled

2.

"Unconquered,"
Paramount's
Technicolor spectacular which
has placed at the United' Artists

One group

of exhibitors that
has benefited plenty from competitive bidding for films is the
drive-in.
Since theirs is considered a
marginal operation by most of
the majors, the majority oi the
2S0-odd drive-fn operators in

learned that the majors have com^
piled reams of evidence to prove
that the competitive bidding system
incorporated in the original decree
is of no benefit to either exhibitor
or distributor.
Since the original suit was filed

&

theatre^ Balaban
Kati: house,
.for the past four weeks at advanced admissions, was withdrawn today as the first casualty
of the Jackson Park decree.
Cecil B. DeMille film will not
play anywhere else in the Chicago area at upped prices.
Decree doesn't bar roadshow
scales outright but enjoins defendants from forcing an exhib
to take a film at hoisted price?
tags.
While Par's sales force
says it's had several " voluntary" offers fr'om exhibs, it
doesn't think the time's ripe to
raise the issue.^^^'

B&K

S.
to tee off

'

'

the country have found' it almost impossible to obtain current product. Under the bidding
system, however, all they must

against tlie majors for their alleged
restraint of trade practices, the companies are certain that the Court
will come through with some form
of selling that will insure a free

do

is
prove they're in direct
competition with a regular the-

atre and they get a chance to
compete for product on the auc-

and open market. Bidding, however;
not the answer, they'll claim, arid

is

their legalites are expected to
the book of evidence at the
to prove their point.

'

Trams Guns On

MedScales, ASCAP in M wlee Conv.

FiOM TEST SILES
With the; U.

Chi

Chicago, Dec.

will"
be
bookings
Simultaneous
adopted when a film is considered
strong enough to keep two houses in
the Loop busy or when product is so
tight that day-and-dates are the only
answer. At other times, these show-

.

in Chi

^

have rethe Balaban & Katz circuit
sulted in a decision on how Chi's top
theatre chain will meet the radically
new conditions laid down- by the
Jackson Park decree. Henceforth,
B&K's five Loop showcases will
ioJlow a flexible playing policy varyIn
ing with each individual film.
the main, the situation will be governed by the amount of first-run
product available at the time.
With the two-week celling on
Loop first-runs, 'there'll be times
deluxers
when two or more
will play the same pic day-and-date.

National Allied

s

tion block.
Most of the competition established has been with nabe
and subsequent run hcuses,
which doesn't give the drive-ins

throw
Court

.

'

'

Chief fault found with bidding by
the majors who've conducted exa chance for any first-run films.
cases will follow tiieir past habit of
perimental tests with the system is
They're still much better ofE
each booking diflEerent pix.
the practice of many exhibs in ofthan previously, however, when
Another form of operation will
fering bids way. over their |ieadS.
the; best they could get were
alse be slotted by B&K toppers.
these,
it's been found, are;
Most
of
first-run
as
films
play
reissues or films a year or more
to
That's
desperately in need of product and
old.regional houses in situations away
so feel they can afford to gamble
from the Loop. In such instances,
can
by
bidding
more
than
they
hope
deluxers
be
B&K
may
the
of
several
1 to pay. Too often, however, such
relegated temporarily to second-run
'
exhibs have come pleading to the
position.
Hal Wallis Productions will wind
film companies that they can't meet
WB'» Edge
up its present 12-picture releasing the
terms of their contract and some
houges
on
the
Warner
Bros,
Two
deal with Paramount next Sept. 1,
of
them have even gone so far as
corralled
an
unwithave
southside
Joseph H. Hazen, Wallis's partner,
to ask for a rebate, if a picture
ting advantage from the decree.
said Monday (1) on his arrival in
the
didn't
the business it was. expectalong
with
and
Capitol,
Jeffrey
New York from Coast buddies with ed to do
do.
Jackson Park,' are now in a position the producer.
Negotiations for a
A substantial interest in the Asto bid for first-run in that sector.
Drawback, according to the ma-' tor (formerly the Tremont) theatre
new deal have been continuing with
which
offiIncidentally, the decree,
Par, execs for a number of months, jors, is that they must take- the loss in Boston has been acquired by
cially became operative yesterday
Hazen said,- and will go on with, the in such situations; Under the auction Samuel Goldwyn, it was disclosed
(1), was put to the ta«t last week
Goldwyn's
expectation of reaching an agree-t systeih as set up by the courts, yesterday
(Tuesday).
when Paramount offered the Jackment before the current pact ex- there's no security to back ,up an Bishop's Wife" .will open there
son' Park an opportunity of bidding
exhib's bid and consequently no pro- Christmas Day, as one of a series
. i."
pires.
tection for the distrib. Most majors of pre-release engagements at ad(Continued on page 18)
It has been decided to put three
merely taken their loss, crossed vanced admission price.
" pictures into production by spring, Jiave
the recalcitrant exhib off tiieir books
Producer will be partnered with
which will complete the 12 due.
for future bids and kept a record Don Jacocks and others in ownerFirst, which starts lensing Jan. 12,
the entire transaction to be used ship of the Astor. the 1,365-seater
lots: will be. "Sorry, Wrong. Number.'V of
Briefs
as evidence bet&re the Supreme has just been cbmpldtely renovated..
with Barbara Stanwyck and Burt
It gives Goldwyn his first financial
by Anatole Court'
Lancaster,'' directed
Majors claim they've experiment- interest in a theatre and will perLitvak. It's from a widely known
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
mit in Boston the same type of longWarners will; make a two-reel radio Suspense drama by Lucille ed, with bidding in some 150-200 run
pre-release
engagement to
Fletcher, which has been repeated situations In which product-oinched
till ter out of "The Grass ][s Always
build up national interest as the
Greener," based on a one-act play on the air five Mmes and has been exhibs could prove they rwete in producer enjoys through arrangetheati^e
competition
with
another
by Betty Smitli and Howard Finch
(Continued on page 16)
ments with the Astor, N. V., and
right
and
so
had
the
'to bid for films.
.
« Herbert Budley completed his
Only a few of the bidders have Woods, Ghicago.role ia "Casbah" at Universal-InterJames Mulvey, Goldwyn distribulived up to tlie terms of their connational and moved into Sierra's JaekBon Park^ Chi, Gets
(Continued On page 18)
tracts, it's claimed. In most such
"Joan." ... First of the' AcademyPic
cases, moreover, the majors have
Clearance
1st
sponsored flUns about the motion
been
forced
to
sell away from- their
2.
Chicago,
Dec.
to Press Probe
picture industry will be produced
*
customers.
old
since
cleatance
First direct nabe
at RKQ by Edrar Peterion, execuOil Browne-Bioflf Aides
Jackson Park anti-trust decision is
tive assistant to Dor'e Soliary . .
Washington, Dec. 2.
which
Passage,"
"Dark
Cllntom Snndberf draws, a featured that Of
The House Committee on Exopened last week in the Warner
part in "Eastei^ Parade" at Metro.
DEPT.
penditures in Executive Departand
B. O. Sprlncsteea will direct "The Bros, circuit houses, Capitol
will
press
its Investigation
ments
the
with
day-and-dating
Heart of 'Virginia," racetrack story, Jeffery,
JAN. 15 into the recent paroles, of Paul
Jackson Park. Pic is on a percentage
at Republic ;
: IVhtt Bissel and Don
Ricca,
Xjovdi
Campagnai Philip
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
Beddoe checked in at t^niversal-In- deal, With film row wondering
Charles
Gioe, Rep.*
D'Andrea
and
use
Warners
-might
or
not
ternertional for roles in "Another whether
.Warners' talent- department re
Clare Hoffman (R^, Mich.), committo find -whether picts playPart of the Forest." , .
Phil Ford grosses
opens Jan, 15 when department top- tee chairman) tpld the .House last
with Jackson Park
drew director chores on "Cimarron ing day-and-date
per Sophie Rosenstein returns after Friday (28).
comparable
in
favorably
will bring
Trails," starring Allan Xane at Rethree-month layoff. Her, pact with
The four were sentenced in -conof the major points in
public .
John Emery appears in grosses. One
studio calls for no more than tbree- nection with the -Browne-Bioff exthe suit was the loss of revenue
6,100 feet of the .Frank Seltzer promoi^th shutdown annually.
tortion of almost $1,000,000 from the
through controlled bookings in
duction, "Let's Live Again," which
studio's reindustry.
Sentenced to 10 years,
that
expected
It's
circuit houses.
iias a total footage of 6,300
.
.
Other clearance switch was ihe cently announced program of low they were paroled on Aug. 13, after
Pandro S. Herman draws producer
three
booking of "Forever Amber" into budgeters will get under way shortly serving 8: little -more than
reins on "The Bribe," a magazine
years
apiece.
return.
her
after
3
Dec.
Rialto,
house,
the indie lioop
yarn
Frederick Nebel, recently

Wallis'12forPar
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bought by Metro.
June Havoc will play a Russian
girl in "The Iron Curtain" when
the troupe returns from Canada to
the 20th-Fox lot
Una Merkel
checked id at Metro for added

OUT SOON!

scenes in "Virtuous." . . . Alan
Yoiing signed for one of the leads

The

"Sweet Sue" at^20th-Fox .
"Apartment for Peggy" is the reon "Apartment for Susie"
at 20th-Fox
Wally Cassell .plays
a character role in Columbia's "The
Loves of Carmen."
Jack Votton
.

.

office

.

.

for India to film
for ''Man-Eaters of

Kumaon," which Monty Shaft and
Frank RosenberK will produce for
Universal-International release.
Francis
L.
Sullivan,
currently
playing in Sierra's "Joan," is mulling a legit play on Broadway next
spring.
Stanley Clements, recently
released by Paramount, is playing
on the same lot in the Paulette Ooddard starrer, ."Hazard". .Itoymond
Burr checked itt at Eagle Lion iot a

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and space

.

reservations

may be

sent to any Variety pff ice

.

,

tolfe

Usual Advertising rates inevvll

Forms closing shortly

.

.

in-

"Corkscrew

Alley"

NATl

ALLIED'S DRIVE

PARALLELS TOA MOVE
Presaging a

new

battle for

hegem-

ony among exhib organizations,
Kational Allied has launched a- militant drive in several territories to
pull uhaftiliated indie outfits undei^
its fold. Chief spur to Allied is fact
that the Theatre Owners of America
has also begun a organizational campaign along similar lines.
.Initial objective for Allied is the

Kansas and Missouri area, where an
organizing committee has been set
up to plug Allied's simon-pure indie
structure' as against TOA's major
circuit affiliations. Drive will culminate in aA organization convention
in Kansas City, Dec. 16-17', where
main agenda point will be alleged
discrimination in film price charges
a'^ainst non-affiliated circuit thea'

tres.

Allied currently has 17 independent exhibitor organizations in various states linked to its kite,- Earlier
this year it
in Iowa and

won over exhib* outfits
Nebraska and orgaiii^ed

indie theatre owners in

West Vir-

Ad Budget Condidon

Stipulation in the two-picture re/
lease pact made! a couple weeks ago
with 'Warner Bros, by Alfred Hitchcock-Sidney Bernstein' Transatlantic
unit is that the distrib spend a total'
,

42nd Anniversary Number

left

scenes

contracts,

Of Trans-WB Distrib Deal

week after three years
where RKO had shut

down its production liaison
Bob Tansey
jungle

ASCAP

>

Big

.

.

.

any more

ginia.

.

le4se tag

arrives this
In Europe,

to sign

convention tabled the subject until
Wednesday (3), when the board will
report on suggestion from Monday's
floor tliat Allied units set up a joint
sinking fund to protect individual
(Continued on page 22)
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COAST RESUMES

.

Explanation given by masterminds
of the convention for bringing up
Communism is that members had reported they had been object of critical comment from customers as a
result of
the recent Washington
hearings.
Exhibitors will be told
from the platform to advise the
public that all theatremen do is to
play what producers give them and
exhibitors cannot be responsible for
what happens' in Hollywood.
Keynote of the first, day's oratory
was mainly "monopoly.!' Distributors were accused of expanding
their monopolistic methods of decreasing the supply of pictures and
increasing admission prices. ASCAP
was likewise charged with having a
monopoly on music used in pictures
and, through. this monopoly,' "gouging" exhibitors via increased rates.
After several oratorical blasts in
which exhibs were urged to refuse

•,

WB TALENT

.

exhibitors' attitude toward Communism, a topic which seems to have
been added to the convention agenda
at almost the last minute.

.

•

House

in

-

Slated for airing at this afternoon's (Tuesday) meeting was the
ous.

'

Nabe

.

After producers had been subjected to a severe raking, the approximately 400 delegates endorsed
Unanimously the .declaration of policy on upped scales which the a'ssociation's board of directors had
adopted in Detroit six weeks previ-

<

.

.

and ASCAF.

.

.

,

Milwalkee, Dec. .2,
National Allied States' opened on
(1) its three-day convention
Schroeder hotel with its biggest siege guns trained on the .twin
topics of increased admission scales?

Monday

at the'

NCW YORK
1S4

W.

If
ilMh ».

HOLLYWOOD

U

«311 YaeeaSt.

CHiCAOO

1

tiO N. .MicMsoa Av*.

LONDON, W. e. t
tSt,

Mwria'snm

TrdfoHiar

of $1,000,000 for advertising-publicity-exploitation of the films. Albert
Margolies, pub-^ad chief for the indie
outfit) heads for the Coast from New
York late this week to confab on
expenditure of the coin.

Both Hitchcock and Berstein are
noted as showmen. Bernstein's Granada circuit in England, consisting of
about SO houses, reportedly speitds
more on advertising than any chain
twice its size in that country.
Overall budget for the initial pic,
"Rope," will be $1,300,000. Second,
"Under Capricorn," to be made in
Ingrid
England'
with
Bergman
Starred, will be biidgeted at $2,500,000. Fixat Starts Feb, 1 and second

iSxyX.

-

Wednesday,

PierVBB GROSSBS

W

'Fun' RoUBing $16,500,

Turkey Day He^ LA, Hits ITwood;

'Dol^' Eig id 'KenyoD* Bridk 6C
Hagen' Fair 44a 'Bine DnlGsh 2SG
Los Angeles, Dec. 2. #Unusually strong weekend biz is
'pepping up lirstnin outlook here to
"Green Dolphin
healthy figures.
Street" is. sighting a fancy $69,000
in three theatres after debut on
Thanksgiving Day. Also healthy is
"Daisy Kenyon" with $64,000 likely
in lour houses.
"Unconquered," playing at upped

two

ficate in

spots, looks

smash

200
Fifth

and

"Body

and

Soul'^

still hefty, former being
in second frame for two
lepots.
"Body" is pointing for sturdy
$40,000 or close in second round,
four houses. "Where There's Life"
teed oflf in Une shape in two Para*
mount theatres last Sunday (30).

$45,000

'

(H-E)

Good

$11,000

week.

'Ddphin'

,

Liberty (J &.VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Desert Fury" (Par) (2d wk), Fine
Last week, $10,800.
Music Box (H-E) (800; 90-$1.25)—
Good
"Father" (WB) (4th wk).
$7,500 following three big weeks at
Oirphevm. I^st weeki "Nightmare
Alley" Cidth) and "Key Witness"
45-80c
(Col), good enough $4,700 at

Estimated Total Grosi
This Week
$797,000
(Based 'on 24 theatres)
last Year
$831,000
(Based on 18 theatres)

$9,000.

mm

scale.

in three spots.

"Mitty"
both are

(2,349; 90(2d wk).
(20th)
after big $22,400 lafst

Avenue

$1.25)—"Amber"

Broadway Grosses

1Wl8&Plii|ly

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Green Dolphin St." (M-G). Huge
$18,000. Last week, "Grapes" (20th)
and "Tobacco Road" (20th) .(reissues), $6,300.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
(RKO) and
"Fun, Fancy Free"
Philadelphia. Dec. 2;
(RKO).
"Seven Keys Baldpate"
Thanksgiving Day crowds plus big Great $16,500. Last week, "Father"

week«nd becauseiOf Army-Navy grid (WB) (3d Wk-6 days),
throng

is

boosting biz here.

Biggest

$9,600 at 90c-

$1.25.

Hub;l)olpliiii'42GiDllitty'31G

%

Total firoav
$3,577,M0
Th's Week
(Based o?i 2a Citie$, 230 tliea"

mcitidino
N. y.)
Gross Same Week
$3,68.'i,M«
Tsst Year
(Based on 22 cttic.<! 200 theatres)

tres, chiefly first runs,
Tot;<>

In^;

^

ISG.

life'

14G

Bty'Gaiitm

Om.

Best

Egyptian (PWC) (1,538; 60-$l)— issues).
-*Gteen Dolphin
Street"
(M-G).: "Walter
Fine $19;000. Last week. "This Time $8000

Oke

Last
(RKO) {2d

$6,500.

Mitty"

Bci

$6,000.
Walter- Mitty" at Allen,
Estimates tox This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)-^" Walter Mitty" (RKO).
Great $30,000'.
Last week, "Upturned Glass"' (U),
week,

LUe

$9,000.

run),

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)
Thin
wfc-6 days),
Mi-stliaBm (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—" "Escape Me Never" (WB).
Last week, "Jezebel" (WB)
"Body and Soul", CUA) (3d wk); $16,500.
and "Anthony Adverse" (WB) (re60.$1)—"Out SoUd $28,000 after hig
$3p.,$00 last
issues), $15,600.
of Blue"
(EL) and "Railroaded" Week.
Lake (Warners) (800; 59-70)—
(EL). Oke $5,000. Last week, "Love
Stanley
(WB) (2,950r 50-94)— "Jezehrf"
<WB) and "Anthony Ad(EC) and Philo "Green Dolphin Street"
-From. Stranger"
(M-G). verse"
(WB) {reissues): Moveovers
Vance's Secret" (EL), dull $3,600.
Sock $39,000- Last week.
Esqtiire
(Rosener)
85)— Girl" (WB) fZd.wk). $15,000. "Hagen oke $3,500. Last week. "Had to Be
(685;
You"
(Col) (m.0.), $3,800.
"Tawny Pipit" (U) (2d wk). Smooth
Stanton (WB) (1.475; 50-94)- "Tbp
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)—
$3,()Q0, Last week, sock $3,500.
Gangster" (Mono).
Fine $15,000.
^om- Star ,(UA-WC) (900; 90-l$1.25) Lfist week, "Merton of Movies" "Body and Soul" (JIA) (m-o,). Trun
$8,500, following fine $8,000 for sec'»tJfe With Father" (WB) (3d wk).
(M-G) (2d wk), big $9,000.
ond stanza downto-wn.
Moving up to $6,000. Last week, fair

SL Loo Bat
Sock 25G,

$6,600.

Bey (FWC)

(861;

:

.

—
"

.

.

$5,800.

.

Palace

(RKO)

(3.000; 65-91

)—"Two

Guild (FWC) (868; 60'$!)—"JBxile" .Mabel Scott on stage, very weak BlondeSj^Redhead" (Col) plus Tommy
Dorsey ^rch- on stage. Brisk $37,000.
(U) and "Crime Doctor's Gamble" $10,400.
(Col) (2d wk). Near $3,500. Last - Valkce (D'town) (2,000; 80-$1.20)— Last week. "Ride Pink Horse" (U),
week, fair $6,100.
"Unconquered" (Par). Fancy $29,- thin $14,500.
Stote
flawKil (G&SrBlumenfeld)
(Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—
(956; 500. Last week, subsequent*run.
60.?1)—'-Body and Soul" (UA) (2d;
"Green Dolphin Street"
PsnUges (Fan) (2,812; 60-$l)
(M-G).
wk). Stout $10,000. Last week, $11,- "Walter Mitty" (RKO) and "Lone Fancy $30,000- Last week, "Where
700.
Wolf London" (Col) {2d wk). Sharp There's LlffeT (Par), satisfactory
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$!)— $24,000. Last week, bright $28,400.
$18,500.
"Hagen Girl" (WB). Slow $13,000
Stillnwn (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)—
Fsr^unonnt (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)—
or near. Last week; "Each Dawn "Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and "Ex- •!Where There's Life" (Par) (m.o.).
Die" (WB) and "Bad Men Missouri" posed"
(Rep)
(2d
wk-3 days). Pleasing $9,000. Last week, "Un(WB) (reissues) (2d wk-S days), Yanked after three days of second finished Dance" (M-G), $7,000.
frame at $6,000, with "Where There's
$5,400.
'

—

.

HoUywooA

-Music Hall

(Blumen-'

Life" (Par)

replacing.- First

week

(4'?5; 60-85)—"Body and Soul"
only $14,400.
(UA) (2d wk). Bright $7,000. Last
Faramount Hollywood (F&M) {1,
week, wow $7,600, although clipped 451; 60-$l)
"Fabulous Texan
by annual opening, of Santa (Jlaus (Rep) and "EjqKJsed" (Rep) (2d
Lane Nov. 26 as weare otb^r Holly- wk-3 days). Pulled -«fter three days
wood' boule houses.
at. $3,000 with "Where There's Life"
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)— "flxile" (Par) coming in. First week, only
(U) (2d wk). Faif $3,000. Last week, $6,800.

feld)

—

BKO

:$6,000.

—

Hilistteet

(RKO)

(2,890; GO-

Laurel (Rosener) (880; 85)—"Shoe SO)
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) and
Shine" (Indie) (5th wk). Brisk $3.. "Lone Wolf London". (Co') {2d wk).
week, $4,100.
Brisk $21,000. Last week, $27,300.
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 60EUz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "Exile"
$1)—"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and (U) (2d wk). About $5,000. Last
"Two Blondes, Redhead" (Col), week, thin at $8,500, below hopes.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)
Good $25,500. Last week, "Nightmare Alley" (20th) and "Roses Are "Exile" (U) (2d wkJ. Slow $3,000.
Hed" {20th) (2d wk-6 days), $14,200. Last week, light $6,100.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
Criited Artists (UA) {2,100; 60-$l)
Dolphin
Street" —"Exile" (U) and "Crime Doctor's
60-$l)
'Green
.(M-G). Giant $31,000. Last week, Gamble" (Col) (2d wk). Fair $9,500,
"For Keeps" (M-G) (2d wk-6 days), Last week, good $18,500.
Uptown (PWC) (1.719; 60-$l)
only $11,500.
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Two
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th). Solid $10,- Blondes," Redhead" (Col).
Robust
000. Last week, "Nightmare Alley" $12,500. Last week, "Nightmare Al
ley" (20th) and "Roses Are Red"
(20th) (2d wk-6 days), $5,100.

.

500. Last

—

—

—

Ma real

(G«'.S)

(900; 90-$1.20)-

"Forever Amber"

(20th) (2d wk.-6 days), $5,800.
VOffue (FWC) (885; 60..$1)— "Out
of Blue" (EL) and "Railroaded"

(20th) (2d wk).
Last week, light
(EL). Thin $4,500. La-st week, "Gone
With Wind" (M-G)" (rci.«ue) (2d
(2,210: 60of Blue" (EL) and "Rail, wk), slow $3,200.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)
roaded" (EL). Slim $11,000. Last
week, "Love From Stranger" (EL) "Green Dolphin Street"
(M-G).
and "Philo Vance's Secret" (EL), Hearty $19,000. Last week, "For
Keeps" (M-G) {2d wfc-6 days), light
dull $9,000.
Million Pollftr (D'town) (2,122; 55'^ $7,000.
88)—"Bowery Buckaroos" (Mono),
Wiltern (WB) {2,800; 60-$l)
with Bill Robinson, .others, on stage, "Hagen Girl" (WB). -Slow $14,000.
Slow $15,000. Last week, "Hat Box Last week, -'Each Dawn Die" WB)
Mystery" (SG) and "Case of Baby and "Bad Men Missouri" (WB) (reSitter" <SO) with Jackie Roblnsoa^ issues) tM wk-5'tLay£)^ $4,800.

Down

to $2,500.

$3,1P0.

OrpheUm (D'tOwn-WC)

$p_"Out

—

.

'

(

''

Boston (RKO)

50-$1.10)—

Betty

Bruce,

Steve

ed"
(EL). 9oUtuie $9,500. Last
week, "Fabulovs Texan" (Rep) and
"Bury iSe Dead" (B!L), $6,500.
Ken more (Indie) (800; $1.10)—
'Henry V" (UA) (2d wk). Big $4,000
.

after $6,000 for

loye'-Maxwell StoHt

MemorUl (RKO)
"Mitty"

(RKO).

Washington, Dec. 2.
Holiday weekend has given town's
mid-sector a badly needed shot in
the arm, with b.o. in most firstrun
situations well over recent weeks.

"Song of Love" at Capitol, hypoed
by stageshow headed by Marilyn
Maxwell, looks to get top coin. "Walter Mitty" at. Keith's shapes great to

be standout

film.

Estimates for

'Tliis

Week

Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
"Song of liove" (M-G) plus vaude.
Stout >$32,000, real increase over
last year's Thanksgiving biz.
Last
week, "Lost Moment" (U) with

vaude, better than exnected $19,(100.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263: 44-70)—

"Drums Along Mohawk" (M-G)
issue). -Nice $8,000. Last

Amber"

$8,000 at

Keith's

(Soth)

advanced

(RKO)

(re-

week, "For-

(2d run), thin
scale.
(1.838:

44-80)—

"Walter Mitty" (RKO). Fine $21,000.
Last
week, "Fun. Fancy Free"
(RKO) {2d wk). $10,000.
Metropolitan (WB) a.W?.: 44-70)—
"Bscane Me Never" (WB) (in o
So-so $7,000. La't. week, "Last of

Reflmen" (Col), $7,500.
Palace (Loew's) {«.370: 44-74)-).^
"Green Dolnhin Street" (M-G). Sock
$27,000. Last week. "Pcriv .-ind" Soul"
(UA) (2d wk). nice $16,000.
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—
"Hpfen Girl" (WB). Dw-npoointinK
*^ 8.000 for holiday weptr. La.st week.
"Escape
Never" (tTO), $1S,000.

(2,085; 40-80)-~
Vfeeik be-

Second

$30,000.
Last week, "Escape Me
Never" (WB) and "Return Hin Tin
Tin" (Indie), $22,000.
Modern (M-P) (900; 75-$1.20)—
"Forever Amber" (20th) (3d wk).

Fifth week in town-, way off to $10,000 after $15,000 for last. Does not
play Sundays.

Orpkenni (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
"Green Dolphia Street"
(M-G).
Powerful'$^000. Last week, "Body

and Soul" (TTA) and "Crime Doctor's
Gamble" (Col)- (Sd wk-3 days)
$10,000.

roaded" (EL).
Average $16,000.
Last week, "Fabulous Texan" (Kep)
and "Bury Me Dead" (EL), $15,000.

—

'DolphiB'

Xmas

'Earth'

206

St. Louis, Dec. 2.
shopping' splurge has gotten

State (Loew) (3,g00; 40-80)
"Green Dolphin St." (M-G). Very
Last week, "Body and

nice $14,000.

(UA) and> "Critne Doctor's
Gamble" (Col) (3d wk-3 days),
Soyl"

•

$5,000.

Translnx (Translux) (900; 30'74)-^
under way in big style here' and the
deluxers are feeling the slump in "Fallen Angel" (20th) and "Black
biz most Currently there is one ex- Swan" (20th) (reissues). Usual $5,Last week, "Man Couldn't
ception,
"Green Dolphin Street," ppo.
hefty at Loews. "Where There's Hang" (U) and "Man. Nine Lives"
Life" is shooting for runnerup spot (U) (reissues), $6,000,
but not big. at the Fox. "Dbwn To
Earth" looks fancy at the Ambassador.,

Estiuates for This

Week

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
To Earth" (Col)' and
Doctor's"" Gamble"
(Col).

—"Down
"Crime
Fahcy

Last week, "Walter

$20,000.

Mitty"

(RKO) and "Key

Witness'*

In Pitt,

Bows

to

Qergy;

Tun' Fancy Witk $17,000

wk), nice $15,000.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
Art (S'Renco) (115; 85)— "Colonel
Trio of. smash hits for holiday
Blimp" (UA). Good $700. Last week,
"Stairway To Heaven" (U) (4th week, but rest of field is just so-so.
wk), nice> $450.
Top sensation Is "The Outlaw" at
Fox
(F&M) (5,000; 50-75)
"Where There's Life" (Par) and Fulton but picture's coming out after
"Big Town After Dark" (Par), trim one week due to church prcs.sure
$22,000. Last .wed^ "Fun, Fancy after
breaking
house's
all-time
Free" (RKO) and "Old Spanish record.
Other two sockeroos '^are
Trail" (Rep),' same.
"Green Dolphin Street" at Penn and
"Fun and Fancy. Free" at Warner,
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
•Green Dolphin Street"
(M-G). both of which are holding.
Sock $25,000. Last week, "Pirates of
Estimates for This Week
'
(Continued on page 20)
Fulton (Shea) <1.700; 40-70)— "The
Outlaw" (UA). Terrific $24,000 to
break all existing house record^.
Comes out, however, after single
Smash 13G,
week because of big church pressure.
Last week, "Bhick Gold" (Mono), 4
Omaha, Dec. 2.
Perfect show weather and to-wn days, $4,000.
Jammed with visitors adds up to
Harris (Harris) (2.200; 40-70)—
four weekend days of big business. "Had to Be You" (Col). Looks averWhere There's Life" at Orpheum is age $13,500. Last Week, second of
leader and looks smash.
"Green Nightmare Alley" (20th), $7,000 in
Dolphin Street" is di-awing well at 4 days.
Paramount.
Penn (Loew'g,UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
Estimates for This Week
'Green Dolphin
Street"
(M-G).
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)— Sock $25,500, and likely holds. Last
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (2d wk). Big week, second of "Body and Soul"
$7,500.
Last week, sma-sh $10,000.
(UA), $15,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)—
Bits (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—"Body
"Spirit We.st Point" (FC) and "Fun and Soul" /UA) (m.o.).* Still strong
on Weekend" (UA).
Surprisingly at $4,000, and may stick. Last week,
good $10,500; maybe more. Last "Tobacco Road" (20th) and "Grapes
week, "Burning Cross" (SG) and of Wrath" (20th) (reissues), $3,500.
"High Conquest" (Mono), $10,000
Senator (Harris) {1,750; 40-70)—
Qrphenm (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65) 'Nightmare Alley" (20th) (m.o.).
—"Where There's Life" (Par) and Okay $3,500. Last week, "Green My
Island" (Par).
Smash Valley" (20th) (reissue) and "Sec$13,000 or over. .Last week, "Moss ond Chance" (20th), pulled
after 4
Rose" (2Qth) and Tony Pastor orch days ait $1,500.
on stage, fine $18,500.
Stanley (WB)
(3,800:
4fl-70)—
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16- 'Escape Me Never"
(WB). Slim
65)—'!Green Dolphin Street"
(M-G). $14,000, very dull for holiday session.
Fme $12,000. Last weclc, "Unsus- Last week, "Copacabana" (UA),
pected" (WB), good $10,700.
$12,500.
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)— JVarner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—
"Song of Love" (M-G).
Great Fun. Fancy Free" (RKO). Big
notices but only fair $4,500.
La-st $17;000, and naturally sticks.
Last
Valley" (aoth). week, "Whge There's JMt" (Par)
(Col). (2d

—
—

{32,000, Wash. Leader

first.

gins today (Tues.) after smash $31,000 first week.
In ahead, second
week of "Exile" (0) and "Genevieve" (Col) (2d wk), $22,«00.
Metropolttsn (M-P) <«,367; 40-80)
—"Where There's Life" (Par) and
"Adventure Island" (Par).
Great

'

ever

(3,200;

"Killer at Large" (EL) plus Vaughn
Monroe orch, others, on stage. Sock
$40,000, is biggest here, in a long
time.
Last week, "Black Gold"

Par«mount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
"Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Rail-

:

For Keeps" (M-G) (3d
El

"

.session.'

'

'

Neat $13,000 aftejr getting $17,500 opener.Keith's (Goldman) (1.300: 50-i94)—
"To Shores of Trinoli" {20th) and
"Springtime in Rockies" {20th) (re-

,

Orpheum. "Where There's Life," at
the Met, Shapes socko.
Estimates for This Week ,
Astor (Jaycocks) (1,400; 40-80)-^
"Fugitive" (RKO) (4lh wk). Bu.siness way otT on prolonged holdover
at $4,600 after so-so $8,000 in last

(Mono) plus

*

wk).

"Killer

Large" wow -at the RKO Boston.
"Walter Mitty" looks huge at the
Meraoriil. "Greea Dolphin Street"
will get top coin at the State and
at

Indianapolis; Dec. 2.
Evans, other, on stage, $28,000.
Turkey Day gave deluxers here X Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 40-65)—
a boost toward their best grosses in "Frieda" (U) and "Met on Skis"
(Indie). Great $6,000 for class nabe
"Green
Dolphin:
weeks.
several
house. Last week, subsequent run,
Street" looks big enough to -hold at
Fenway (M-P) (1.373; 40-80)—
Loew's. "Where There's Life" at "Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Railroad-

—

IMLwttUnmr Mttste Hall
leld) .1(872; 6a>%l)-^"Body and Soul"
CUA) Ud wk). Brisk $15,000. Last
week,, solid $20,500 but not up to
hopes.

carrying film
week with

Vaughn Monroe hand plus

Eslimateil

BoiphiD'

momentum

Holiday

spots into big takes this

(drosses

,

.

Boston,' Dec. 20.

>'

Kef

entries are ''Green Dolphin Street"
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
and "Fun and Fancy Free," with "Body and Soul" (UA) .(2d wk). Big
holdovers of "Body and Soul" and $7,000 after great $9,600 last session. Indiana and "Hagen Girl" at Circle
"This
for Keeps" especially:
Paramount (H-E) (3X>39; 45-80)— also are above average.
ed" (EL). Fair $4,500. Last week, strong. Time
'Where There's Life" (Par) and
"Love Proja Stranger" (EL) and
Estinwtca for This Week
Estimates for This .Week
'Repeat Performance" (EL). Strong
"Philo VSkS's Secret" (EL), scant
Aidine (WB) {1.303; 50-94)— "Fun. $17,000. Last week, "Wild Harvest"
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 40l?,600.
Beverly «Uls Mustc Hall (G&S- Fancy Free" (RKO). Big $18000. (Par) and "Big Fix" (BL) (2d wk), 60)— "Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Gas
House KMs Hollywood" (EL). Oke
"Body Last week, "Frieda'J. (U). only J>7,500. duU $5,800.
Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$l)
Atcaai* (Sahfoslcy) (700; 80-94)—
Roosevelt (StcrUng) (800; 45-80)— $11,000. Last week; "Unsuspected"
and Soul" (UA) (2d wk). Strong
"Unfinished Dance" (M-G) (2d run)., "Roosevelt.
Story"
(UA)
and (WB) and '.'Blonde Savage'*^ (EL),
$8,000. Last week, great $8,400.
Csrthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 80- Fair $5,000. Last week, "Desire Me" "Along Oregon Trail" (Rep). Modest $9,000.
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 40"Unconquered" (Par). Fancy (M-G) (2d run), $4,700.
Last week, "Hell's Angel"
$4,000.
tl.50)—
50-94)—
Boyd
(WB)
(2,350:
"Es- (SA) and "Scarface" (SA) (reissues) 60)—"Where There's liife" (Par).
Last week, ."Nightmare
20,000.
cape
Me
Never"
(WB)
wk).
(2d
Nice $14,000. Last week. "Wild HarAlley'' (20th), slow $5,700.
(2d wk), strong $5,300.
vest?' (Par), mild $11,000.
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) (2,048; Modest $18,500 after nice $25,000
KeioAi (Gamble-Dolle) (1.300;' 40Kenyon"
(20th). opener.
eO-$l)—"D^isy
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"Bide
60)— "Drums Along Mohawk" (20th)
Average $16,000. Last week, "Nightmare Alley" (20th) (2d wk—6 days), Pink Horse" (U). Good $24,000.
and "Mark of -Zorro" (20th) (reweek. "Jezebel" (WB) (reissue) and
slim $6,700.
issues). Oke $5,500. Last week, "Des60-$!)— "Vigilantes" (U). pale $14,000.
Culver (FWC)
(1,145;
try Rides Again" (U) and "When
"Exile"- (U) and "Crime Doctor's
Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-94)— "NightDaltons Rode" (U) (reissues), $4,500.
Gamble" (Col) (2d wk). Down to mare AUey" {20th). Nice $25,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
$2,500 in 5 days, 'Last week, below Last week, 'Torever Amber" (20th)
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G).
hopes at $5,900.
^(5th wk), fairish $13,W)0.
Hefty $18,000. Last Week. "Hwband's
Downtown (WC) (1,800; 60-$l)—
Goldman (Goldman? (1,300; 50-94)
Affairs" (Col) and "The Women"
"Hagen .Girl" (WB). Slow ;*17.<»0. —"This Time for Keens" (M-G) {2d
(M-G) (reissue), modest $11,000.
Cleveland, Dec. 2.
Last week, "Each Dawn- I Die" wk). Solid $22,000 after husky $25,Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 40Tommy Dorsey's band and "Two
(WB) and "Bad Men Missouri" 000 last week.
Stallion"
(EL). "Fine
Blondes and -Redhead" are giving 60>—"Red
(WB) (reissues) (2d Wk—5 days),
Kxrlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) Palace a good play. Sock Ulmis are $7,000.
Last
week,
"Gangster"
$10^00;
—"Where ."There'!! Life" (Par) {2d "Green Dolphin" at State and "Secret (Mono) and "Knockout" (Mono),
(Blumen-

EsMmates iot Thi< We«k

Beltnotit (PWC) <1,532: 60-$I)—
"Out of Blue" (EL) and ''Railroad-

'

1947

Us Wmi Socb MMO,

Monroe

$4'

$49,«

500.
"Hagen Girl" and "Out of
Blue" both are on light side. Latter
probably will not be more than a
dull $25,000 in four locations while
"Hagep" is beading for fair $44,000

Hot 17G

Seattle, Dec. 2.
"Fun, Fancy Free," at Orpheum,
"Dolphin Street," at Music Hall, and
"Where There's Life," at ParamOXmt,
are standout here this week.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Big Fix"
(EL) (muo.). Slow $3,500. Last week,
5th of "Bobby-Soxet" (RKO), big

I}eeeiii1ier S,

W

Omaha

,

im.o.)^ fv,000,

WvAom^myf December

I94if

.3»

Oh Miz Bops Kz

W W

tsk' Fme

But

Buff.;

•

Chicago, Dec.

Grosses Are Net

cold wave «re putting
grosses in the depths this session.
Holdovers will talse a beating, and
in most cases new entries didn't fare
too well either.. Best of the now

weekend

Film

estimates^

gi'oss

i

as

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, ore net, i.e., without Ui9 20% tax.
Distributor!
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, bowever, as indi^ ^d. include t.hp U.S amusement tax

.

"The Exile" at Palwhich should do nifty $27,000,
"That Hagen Girl" at the Roosevelt promises a moderate $20,000.
"Upturned Glass" has a neat $15,000

films loolts lilto
ace,

Agree-

"Gentlemen's

of

Outside

(UA) and "Winter
(Rep) (2d wk), $14,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400; 40-70)
for Keeps" (M-G).
Nice $20i000. Last week, "Green
Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d wk),
fancy $16,000,
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Green
Dolphin St." (M-G) (m.o.). Neat
$10,500. Last week, "Anthony Adverse" (WB) and "Jezebel" (WB)

'

lidow' Huge

16G,

Lafayette

'"fOUAd.
"Pirates

Monterey"
in view
second irame at the Grand.

has

of

moderate

for

;$17,500

(Baac)

(1,400;

(B&K)

«tai«c*

(3,900;

05)—
2d wk)

000

^GsTriek (BStK) (900; 95)—"Uptuined Glass" (U).- Trim $15,000.
Wind"
Last week,. "Gone With

(M-G)

(RKO)

;»Miid
rates

of

$17,500.

elicit.

(RKO)

(3,100;

(Par).

50-75)—
Hotsy

(2d wk), pleasing $12,500.
Capital
(RKO) (2.000; 50-75)—
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G). Sock
$18,000.
Holds.
Last week, "This
Time for Keeus" (M-G) (2d Wk),

moderate

WoW $16,000.
;

West Point" (FC) and "Adventure

and Soul"
;

Lyric
Island"

(Ess^ness)

(3.400;

"Heaven Only Knows" (UA) with
Red Ingle and Jacli Smith in person.
(2d wk). Thin $32,000. Last
week, $38,000.
rataoe (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Exile"
(D ). Fine $27,000. Last week, "Lost

Moment"

(U), $20,000.
KUtlto (Indie) (1,700;

(RKO)

(1.400;

50-75)— "Spirit

Swell $7,000.

(Par).

95)— week, "Unsuspected" (WB)

95)— "Abie's

and "Fabulous
Irish Hose" (UA)
Dorsey" (UA). Thin ^HfiOO. Last
wcelt, "Grapes of Wrath" (20th) and
"Tobacco Road" (20th> (reissues)
(2d wk), $12,500.
Bootevelt
(B&K) (1,500; 95)—

Last
(m.O;),

$4,i)00.

Palace
(RKO) (2;600: 50-7i5)—
"Escape Me Never" (WB), Fairish
$11,000.
Last week, "Exile" (U),
$11,500.

Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—
"Wplter Mitty" (RKO) (m.o.). Robust
$8,000.
Last week, "Hagen Girl"

(WB)

mild

(Indie)
(587; 75)— "May(indie) (2d wk). Average

X.ast

Fiiscv;

week, £ame.

'Unconquerd^

W«w21G,

lilty'ifot20G,m'18G
.

ty" and "Wistful Widow" look best
pop grossers. The roadshow date of
"Unconquered" is heading lor roadshow house xecord.
EsUnwtea for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Marauders" (UA) and "Gas House Kids
Hollywood"
Okay
(EL).
$1,-

800 in S days.

Tasf-Mttchum

Drummond

"Unconquered" (Par). Colossal $21,«nd hew roadshow record here.
Last week, "Foxes of Harrow"
(20th) (2d wk), good $7,000.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Return
Bin Tin Tin" (EL). Moderate $3,500.
Last week, "Black Cat" (Indie) and

2.

000,

"Green Dolphin Street" anpears
standout currently at Warfleld but
''Body and Soul" playing United
Artists is comparatively about as
big. "Out of Past" with vaude headed
by Robert Mitchum is in for nice;
session at Gold«j Gate. "Whispering
City" with Tex Beneke band is giving the Paramount a solid week,
Estimates (or This Week

I

'

Golden Gate

(RKO)

(2,844;

Last week, "Bulldog
Strikes"
(Col)
and

"BletpkmaU" (Sep), $1,600 in 3 days.
Ceotary (Par) (1,600; 76-$1.20)—

3l€,W-fieDeke25G
San Francisco, Dec.

on Broadway, Last week, "Butch
Minds Baby" (Indie) and "Tight
Shoes" (Indie). $2,200 in final four
days of second week.
LiU:e Cai-neeie (Indie) (460; 95$1.20)
"Nicholas Nickleby" (U).
Helped by nice reviews, this looks
likely to hit new record here with
$10,000 or over. Last week, "Tawny
Pipit" (U) (12th wk), $4,000.
Mayfsir (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)

—

.

—"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
(4th wk). Third week ended Mon(1) was fancy $65,800, after

day

$66,000; in third. Record-'breaker
talcen in $214,800 in -three weeks,
heard of for this size house.

P»lace

(RKO)

has
un-

«0-$1.20)—

(1,700;

"Out of Past" (RKO), House back
in chips again with this, which hit
big $38,000 in initial stanza ended
last

Last week, "So
'(8d wk),

(Mon.) night.

WeU Remembered" (RKO)
.slim $13,000,

fanmount (Par) (3,660; S5-$1.50)
-"Golden Earrings" (Par) and BUly
De Wolfe; Ray McKinley orch, Marcy
Lutes, Frankie Xaine. Clark Bros, on ^
Detroit, Dec. 2.
stage.
Opens today (Wed.>. iMst
Thanksgiving holiday crowds are
week, "Wild Harvest" (Par) and
boasting firstruns this week, «ven
King Cole Trio, Connie' Haine.s,
some holdovers doing better busiAmbassador now is, Bandy Brooks orch "heading stagebill
Only big at -Broadway.
ness instead of slipping.
its 10th week With "My Father's
in
okay $60,000. after good
(3d
wk),
important new entry, "Wliere There's
Hou.se" and continuing steady with $62,000 for second.
Life" is great at Michigan. "Body
in view for current stanza.i
P«rk
and Soul" looks big in second week $8^000
(U) (583; $1.20-$1.50)
House is being sold out in advance! —"BushAvenue
Christmas"
(U). Initial-week
at Palms.
to diiferent groups; ninitb present inEstimates for Thi.s Week
ended last (Tues.) night was barely
of continuing with this film
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)— tention
good at $6,000. In .ahead, "Beware
until Cliristmas.
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) -(6th wk).
Thanksgiving upbeat is pushing Pity" (U) (4th wk-5 days), $2,500.
Nice $11,000. Last week, $11,000.
Radio City Mitsic H»U- (Rockefelthe' Music Hall to $125,000, fine for;
JBroadway-Ca.pltol (United Detroit)
"Cass Timberlane," lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)-r'?(3ass. Um70-95)— "Anthony Adverse" fourth week offor
(3,309;
the third. Hall berlane" (M.-(J) and stageshoiW <4ttl-'
$108,000
(WB) and "Jezebea" (WB) (Reissues). .after
opens its Cliristmas show, "Good final wk). Ending run here With
Modest $15,000. Last week, "Christ- News," and "Nativity" pageant on bright $125,000, way up from $109^000
mas Eve". (UA), $14,000.
stage, tomorrow (Thurs.). Same up- for third stanza. "Good KevM" '(Meinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)— swing is carrying Frank Sinatra, G), plus "Nativitj^" pageant and
(Indie) and
"Scarlet Pimpernel"
who heads stageshow, and "Hus- Christmas pantomime on stage,
"Return Scarlet Pimpernel" (Indie) band's Aifaurs*'^ to near $79,000 at: opens tomorrow (Thurs.),
,
(reissues). Fine $2,200. Last week,
Btolto (Mayer) (394; 50-$1.80)—
This is
Capitol on third week.
"Happened at Inn" (M-G), $2,000.
easily the biggest session ' ol run, "Panic" (Indie). Fnench-made.film,
Oojiaitown (Balaban) (2,683; 70teeing oft foreign^film ii>olicy here,
compares with $65,000 done
95)—"Desire Me"" (M-G) and "Spirit and
second. Cap brings in "This Time soaring to terrific $20,(100' or near,
West Point" (FC) (2d wk). Fair For Keeps,^' with Paul Whiteman and. sure of new record at this house.
Last week, $11,000.
$10,000.
band heading stageshow, tomorrow; Holds, naturally. Last -week, "Lono
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95) (Thurs.^.
Wolf London" (Col), $0,000 in 6 days,
—"Nightmare Alley" (20th). Good
Same holiday conditmns also, at 35-85C scale.
Last week, "Exile" (U),: pushed "Green Dolphin Street" up
^27,000.
Bivoll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60.$150)
$24,000.
to $34,000 for seventh Tound at thei —"Unconquered" (Pap) (8th Wk).
Michigan (U-D) (4.039; 70-95)— Criterion. "Mourning Becomes Elec- Heading for sturdy $32,000 after-$33,"Where There's Life" (Par) and tra" continues nicely in second ses- 000 in seventh session. Continuoff.
Terrific
Island"
(Par).
"Adventure
Koxy (20th) (5,886; 80.$1.50)—
sion at the Golden with $12,000
$38;000. Last Week, "Time for Keeps" likely. Paramount launches "Golden "Thunder in Valley" (20th) plus Dan
(M-G) (2d Wk),, solid $18,000.
Fishec, hiding
Earrings" with BUly De Wolfe, Bay Dailey, Harrison
Palms (U-D) (2,976; 70-95)— "Body McKinley
Frankie Lalne stagebill (2d wk). In first Six days
band,
ended last (Tues.) night looks v«ry
and Soul" (UA) (2d wk). Stout heading stagebill today (Wed.).
$19,000. Last week, big $26,000.
"Wuttful Widow," in second week thin .$65,000, ana won't stay here
United Artists (U-D) (2,976; 80- at State, with new vaude lineup long. Last Week, 'forever Amber"
$1.20)—"Unconquered" (Par) (5th headed by- .Jackie Gleaspn, Bob (20th) and Veloz & Yolanda, -Sid
wk>. Strong $18,000.
Last week, Howard and Betty Reilly, is climbing Caesar heading stageshow (5th wk'days), down to $50,000.
$17,000.
to iancy $34,000 currently. This 8
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43.41.10)—
beats the opening week figure Jor
"Widow." Winter Garden brmgs in "Wistful Widow" (U) (1st run) (2d
Friday
(5), alteri wk) and new vaude beaded by Jackie
Boycott"
"Captain
iHdi 116,000,
Gleason, Bob Howard, Betty Reilly^
two mild weeks of "Lost Moment.": Climbing
to rf ancy $34,000. I^st week,
E*tlni%tes lor Tbla Week
with vaude topped l>y Georgie Price,
I'TiBi; Toxes' Nice
AmbstMilMr (Siritaky) (1,200; ?0-i Haxine
Sullivan,
Think-a-Peink
Louisville, Dec, 2.
$1.50)—"My S^ther's House" (Indie) Hoffman, fine $32,000.
Christmas shopping is taking the (10th wk). Holdmg up in steady
Strand (WB) (2,756; 55-$1.50)—
play away from the downtown fashion at $8,000, very good; 9th "Anthony Adverse" (WB) and "Jezehouses this week. "Green Dolphin week was $B;500. Stays on until bel", (WB) (reissues). Not doing so
Street" at the State looks to garner Christmas.
badly in view of no stageshow and
top coin, with "Foxes of Harrow"
Aster (City Inv.) (1,300; -80-$1.80) low£r«d starting scale. Xotdos .solid
running a second at the Hialto. —"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (Ifith wk). $38,000, I^st week, third of "Escape
"Golden Earrings" at Strand is Perking up to fancy $26,000 after Me Never". (WB) .and Frankie Carle
shaping as bright.
$22,000 for 15th star&a. "Bishop's orch heading stagebill, very mild
Estimates for This Week
'
(RKO) opeiis'here next Tues $37,000 at regular .scale here.
Brown (Fourth .Avenue) (1.200; Wife"
Button (RugoR^Be'ckec) (561; 7040-60)— "Wliere There's Life" (Par) day (9).
$1.25)— "Know Where I'm Going"
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)—
(m.o.). Moderate $4,000. Last week,
frame
(16th
For
15th
wk).
(U)
ioreign"Wild Harvest" (Par) (m.o.), $3,000. "Revenge" (Indie). Second
ended last Monday (1) night, climbed
Kentucky (SwitoW) (1,200; 30-40) language film to play here, this is. to rousing $8,500, which is ahead of
$6,000, but;
—'Merton of Movies" (M-G) and disappointing at, thin"Manv
About^ previous week's $6,800. Continues.
Huntress"
(RKO) holds. Last week,
and
"Tarzan
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; ?0-$1.20)
(HKO),
$4,800 in final «ix
Town"
"Welcome
Last
week,
Neat $3,500.
"Love From Stranger" (EL). Very
Stranger" (Par) and "Desire Me" days of fifth week.
in first stanza
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.500— good $23,000 or near I'inal
(M-G), same.
siat days
prov- ending today (Wed.).
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100; "Christmas Eve" (UA). Again
fourth week for, "Gaugstet"
of
40-60)— "Escape Me Never" (WB). ing how tough it is tor any picture (Mono) was $9,000.
sad $6,000
Mild $8,000, Last Week, "Each Dawn to click here. Looks very
Warner
(WB)
(1,499; 90-$1.50)—
Only
"Heaven
week,
Die" (WB) (reissue) (2d Wk), or less. Last
I
Father" (WB) (16th wk).
first "Life With
(UA), merely
Strand, sans stageshow.'
Park Avenue is getting only $6,000
on first -week of "Bush Christmas."
Bijtu, with its secund loreign-made,
"Revenge," looks thin $6,080, while
"Chri-stmas Eye" also is sad at
$38,000

at

'

$4,500.

Minneapolis, Dec, 2.
Grabbing hard for the ThanksgivVtOtei ArOtU (1,700; $1.25)—"Un- ing holiday trade and apparently
conquered" (Par) (7th wk). Neat succeeding in reversing the downLast week, $25,000.
ward trend, temporarily at least, a
W»o«i (Essaness) (1*073; 95)— formidable picture- lineup is restor"Body and Soul" (UA) (4th wk). ing managerial smiles currently.
Fancy ^5,000. Last week, "$31,000. "Where There's Life," "Walter Mit-

,

40-70)—

•

I

(m.o.),

$20,000.

World

$15,000

m

"Hagen Girl" (WB). Okay $20,000.
Last week, "Dark Passage" (WB)
(4th wk), $12,000.
Stote-Lake (B&K) (2,700; ^1.25)—
"Forever Amber" (20th) (6th wk).
Healthy $20,000. Last week, $27,000.

erling"

fine

WOO

Movies"

of

after
-

lineups of product lifted grosses
GothMi (Brandt) (900; 70-;i.40)—
"Red Stallion" (EL). Jn first stanza
Besides some hefty grosses -turned,
ending tor;ay (Wed.) looks to hit
in by many ,of new pictures, the
strong $17,500 after excellent bally
Rialto and Little Ca'rnegieare boast-

from recent doldrums.

Paces Forte Det

50-75)—

(1,400:

(M-G). $11,000.

indef.

new

'

(RKO)

"Wistful Widow" (U).
Last week. "Merton

M

(5) holding up strongly at $47,500,
"after $50^500 in third.
Continues

was bolstered by strong weekend $12,000 likely
trade. Fact that ihere were so many opener. Holds.

.

$7,000.

Grand

is

life'TerrifSSG

Last week, "Walter Mitty"

(RKO)

95>—"Pi-

(1,500;

Monterey"

good

$20,000.

erlental

a

is

(U) (2d wlc).
week,
Last

$ll;000.

Moderate

also

Keith's (CI) (1,542; 50-75).—"Body
(UA) (2d wk). G*eat
trailing
gigantic
$14,500
$10,000
opener. Stays indef.

wk),

(5th

(reissue)
•

Point"

"Escape Me Never" is fairLsh.
Estimates for ThU Week

"Where There's Life"

"Where There's JLife" (Par)
.With Bose Marie, others, on stage
.(2d wk). Good 1^0,000. Last week,
$'^?

West

of

$1.25)— $19,000.

Agreement"
(20th)
"Getitleman's
(Sd Wk). Firm $25,000. liBSt week,
$10,000;

in the smaller Cupitol.
"Wistful Widow" also is big. "Spirit

I^; 'Stranp''

fid Rraang

(Basil) (3,000;
Bandbox
ing new house records.
"Ride-Pink Horse" (U) and "Blondie
Rialto, launching its new for'eignin Dough" (Col). Mild $12,000. Last
language policy with greatly upped
week, "Lost Moment" (U) and "When scale, is soaring to "new peaS of
Girl's Beautiful" (U), $12,500.
"Panic," French-made
with
$20,000
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Body meller. Carnegie
has a new high of
and Soul" (UA) and "Winter Won- $10,000 or over /with "Nicholas
derland" (Rep) (m.o,). Trim $3,500. Nickleby."
liast week, "Sundown"
(UA>
"Out -of Past" is placing the Palace
"The Kansan" (UA)
(reissues),
back in the chips again, with big
$4,000.
$38,000 for first week 'ended last
SOth Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
Rox- is a big dis40-70)— "Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO) Monday' (1) night.
aoDOintment with its new layout of
and "Bowery Buckaroos'' (Mono). "Thunder in Valley" and Dan Dailey,
Lofty $17,000 or near. Last week, Harrison and Fisher heading stage-*
"Out of Blue" (EL) and "Railroaded" show," Looks only very thin $65,000,
(£L), $10,500.
and theatre likely will hold only a
.Second week. "Love From Stranger"
shapes very ^ood $23,000 at Victoria,
while "Bed Stallion" is giving the
Gotham a strong $17,500. "Stallion"
was made to order for youngstersi
out of school for tiolidays.
Reissue combo of "Anthony Ad-'
verse" and "Jezebel" shapes as lively

is

Albee

Week

Unfitimatniot This

Apouo

a
its

but latter

Tank' M,

Broadway a strong tone this session.
Golden (BKC) (769; $1.20-$2.40)—
While Turkey Day matinee started a "Mourning Becomes Electra" (RKO)
bit backwardly, business built at (2d wk). Doing comparatively well
night and the- week's overall total in view of offish matinees, with

(reissue.s), $6,500,

advanced price pictures are
week. "Where There's
the Chicago, with Hose
Marie and the Harvest Moon I'cstival winners on stage, promises to
with passably good
field
the
top
$50,000 for second week. "Body and
Cincinnati; Dec. 2.
Soul" has a potiint $25,000 in view
Downtown biz is on the holiday
for fourth frame at the Woods,
"Gentlemen's Agreement," at the bounce this session. A splurge of
five new bills, two hefty Aoldovers,
Apollo, should do. equally well.
and
Thanksgiving
Day padding are
"Forever Amber," at the Statecombining to overcome pre- Yule
Lalte seems set for a profitable last
"Where There's Lite" is
week at $20,000 for sixth session. shopping.
edfiinfi out "Green Dolphin Street"
Artists
United
at
^ nconquered"
at

shapes as neat $20,000 for seventh

lOG^New

Sturdy at 23G,

—"This Time

folding this
Lite,"

'Nickleby

Usual Thanksgiving Day holiday
upbeat, which was helped by the
Wonderland" launching
giving
of 10 new biUsi,

in sight at the amall-seater Garrick.

nient,"

2.

"Where There's 'Life," "This Time
for Keeps," and "Fun and Fancy
Free."
Eiitimiites for This Week
40-70)—
Buflalo
(Shea )
(3,500;
"Where There's Life" (Par) arid "Adventure Island" (Par).. Strong $22,000. Last week, "Body and Soul"

-

2.

week and a

last

Hiaiffisgiving Tdts N.Y.;

Lusty 17G

Buffalo, Dec.

Leaders of eurirent solid week are

$27,()(IO;'(3ass'15a'Hageii''Fair2()G
Snow storms

PICTI7BE ISIIOSSCS

Bri^t $22,000

"Black Friday"

(Indie)

(reissues),

Lvoeum (Murray) (1,700; 50-70)—
"Grapes of Wrath" (20th) and "Tobacco Road" (20th) (reissues). Prof65- itable $7,000. Last week. "Gone With

$1.00)— "Out of Past" (RKO) plus Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (5th wk-3
vaude headed by Robert Mitchum. days), good $4,000,
Nice $31,000. Last week, "Bride
Lvric (Par) (1,000: 50-70)— "Body
Frankenstein" (U) and "Son of and Soul" (UA) (ni.o,). Here after
Fianken.stein"
l20th)
(rcissue.s)
plus vaude headed by Larry Storch,

big- State fortnight.
Last week,
$7,000.

colorless .$16,500.

Tights"

(20th)

Still

virile

at

"Mother Wore

(4th Wk), same.

Fox (FWC) (4.651; 60-95)— "NightRadio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
mare Alley" (20th). Oke $20,000. La.st "Where There's Life" (Par), Bob
week. "This Time For Keeps" (M-G) Hope top magnet in this town. Fast
(2d wk), $11,500 in 6 days.
$18,000 br near. Last week, "Song of
Warfield (FWC) (3,656; 60-85)— Love" (M-G), $15,000,
'Green
Dolphin
Street"
BKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50(M-G).
Sock ,*32.000. Last week, "Hagen 70)— "Walter Mitty" (RKO). Huge
Girl" (WB) (2d wk), dull $7,500.
$20,000. Last week, "The Exile" (U),
Paramount (Par) (2.646; 65-95)— good $11,000.
'Whispering City" (EL) plus Tex
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
Benoke orch, Nice $25,000. La.st "Wistful Widow" (U). Well-Iiked
week, "Where lliere's Life" (Par) picture. Reaching for sock $10,500 or
(2d wk), hot $21,500 at regular scale. over. Last week, "Bride of FrankenSt. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.20>
stein" (FC) and "Son Frankenstein"
"Unconauored" (Par) (4th wki. (FC) (reissues), $7,000.
Gkav $20,000. Last week, heft.v
State (Par) (2,:M0; 50-70)— "UnfinOke $10,000.
$2.1000.
ished Dance" (M-G).
United 'Artists (Blumenfeld) (1.207; Last week, "Body and Soul" (UA)
55-85 )~"B()dy
Soul"
(UA) (2d wk), brisk $10,,500.
and
Stroue Si 0.000, Last week. "Christworld (Mann) <.350: .50-70)—
mas Evo" (UA) (3d wk), i67,00O,
"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) (m,o,).
for
and fifth week
S*aEi>ii«oi- fAf'kM'man) (3.W GO-SS)
Fourth loop stand
^
„
ciiiii
.,.
„
..4^ *9 nnn
Still powerful at $3,000.
—"Henry V" (UA). Trim "".OOO or this champ.
near. Last week. "Know W'lere I'm Last week, "Great Expectations" (U)
XContinued on page 20)
(Jrt wk). good $2,500.
,

.

,;

[

i

'

Vol^'

14G

•

$4,300.

—

&

.

$4,500,

Knows"

$6,200;

National (Standard) (2,400; 60-80) was slow $12,000.
Capitol (Loew'£)
"Roach Comedy Carnival"

—"Hal

—

•

(4,820;

70-$1.50)

"Husband's Affairs" (Col) with.
(UA). Fairi.sh $7,000. Last week,
"Dragnet" (FC> and stage show Frank Sinatta heading stageshov?
headed by Clyde McCoy orch, solid (Sd-flnal wk). Looks like final week;
disappointing .engagement for
of
$17,000.
Bialto (FA^ (3.400; 40-601— "Foxes Sinatra will be his .best at big $79,for second.
of Harrow" (20th), Nice $14,000. Last 000 or near, after $65,000
week, "Where There's Life" (Par), "This Time For Keeps" (M-G) with
Whiteman oi-ch, Marilyn MaxPaul
solid $16,000.
stageheading
Sheldon
Gene
well.
40-60)—
(.S.OOO;
(Loew's)
State
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G). Aim- show, opens tomorrow (Thurs.). 60Criterion
(LoeW'S)
(1,700;
ing at town's top gross at sturdy
"Green Dolphin Street"
$1.25)
Sil 6.000 and mfbbe more. La.st week.
"PiVo pjTiv Horsp" (Ut and "Two (M-G) (Btfi wk). Seventh round
ended last (Tues.) night was fancy
Blondes, Redhead" (Col). $13,000,
40-RO)— $34,000 after $26,000 for sixth.
(1,400;
Strand
(FA)
"Golden Earrings" (Par). Big SO 000. Stays on.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70t$1.20)and holds. Last week. "Gfepn Was
wk)
Valley" (20th) and "Rwamp Watei-'' "Body and Soul" (UA) (4th.
Fourth frame ending next Friday
(20th} (reissues), $5,S00.

—

Doing okay $14,000 after $15,000 for
15tH

round.

Stays

until

late

this

month.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "Lo.st Moment" (U) (2d-final
wk). Down to $17,000 or less in final,
session after $20,000

on opener, be-

low hopes.

"Captain Boycott" (U)
opens Friday (5),
•

WB's 3d for Old

tilory

Hollywood, Dec.

8.

"Cradle of the Republic," Technicolor two-reeler', is set by Wamerii
as Second in a series -.showing gl'Ositness of the U, S. First, "Power Behind Nation." is being distributed
under aegis of Motion Picture Assn.

Gordon HoUingshead will produce.
~
Art GnTtnore hamie.
-

.

.
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Wcdneiday, Deeembcr

The same

3^

high note throughout

the trade
Hails **The greatest *Road'

show

ever made'M

f

^

"Far and away the best of the 'Road* pictures."
Says

'Ranks

far

above the

first

M,

P, Daily

four 'Road* pictures.**
Says M. P. Herald

'Boxoffice winner in Paramount*s 'Road* series.**
Says Variety

'The Trio gathers

its

bumper crop
,

of laughs.'*
SavJ Boxoffice

1^7

..

^De^^

W«lbiM4brV

.,

.

9»

1947

as okay film fare tor Smaller key
towns and family situations. Film
has value as object lesson in right
2.
and wrong for youngsters— and
Mfil>» rel«Me ot Arthnt Preea (Itoser
Stan June AUyion, adults—and poses that moral around
KtloiMiy praaoGtlkin.
Patricia Ma»taall, the' first fight to
PMr iMVlota: fMituns
outlaw organized
Mel
Itiur IfcDonald,

(ooi:-OBr-soisrGS)_,
Hollywood, Dee,

McCrackan,
D) reeled

by Chartta WnUeia. dog. flghtmg.baQk in the JWOs. ProBettjr Comdtn, AdolpU Green: duction values have a tinmlicity in
mualval coinedr by. Jjawr«nv« keeping with the story told and the
Brown, Frank Manilel, B. O. countrv locale used.
Ray Hena3ri)oil, aMittanitt maJoe E. Brown, in his first
IWty Comden, Qtim mi IlOK«r in some time, deserts his film role
leriiil,
custom'ary
<Tw:hnlcol«r),
C'liarlea
camera
ioik'ua;
aclicienbaum; aoiiga, De8ylv»i BrDwn.& Ray buffoon character to give an able and
moving performance as a country
RoBer JMeD»! atreoto^, Bennle Haytoii! bvt preacher who, believes in the value
editor,
Alliert
Thompson
j
ranKsmentp, If »y
of faith, goodwill and honesty in conAm. TjraawliKvm Pec 1, '4T, Huuuintr ducting his
daily life. Picture doesti t
3IBH8.
{l,„f.,
T
Allyson preach and pound over the thought,
..••t.Jwne
{'uniiie Ijane,,
Petcr'Idiwfovd letting it unfold in simple fashion
Tummy Mailowe. ., . ,
Marrfian

Jiuin

l'(ifm».

£jci-8«ii|)l«r,

on
hwnb,

tiiiurd

Hi

jii<Sv1\'a,

i'lil

Patrltla

Mi-.<,'lo(<ai)....'.«

,.Joan MclTrookcn

tiiua iKwHllle

Ray

obby riirnw.

Mi-l)oii.il<i

Met ToniK'

JWtlW

Vail l).vne, iH...
*
C'OBtiii Oohnsoir
Vooi-h ...... ...........

Kpljei't Htvitiklalid

HurUni IMnilyoBi

.CViwtdii Hundbei'K

I'l'KM-

.Donald .MucBriUo
. vTom
DuKtni
,

.

I'rcif,

.

, .

tiiM'f
C'dvli

.

.

Coolt .

tlH*

,

.

,

>>

Jtnm CJrIhWnW.,,......

.'Mortl.s Attlsi'uni
,

, .

.Georgin

.,

....>>> Jane

Gteen

fhis latest xemake ot "Good News"
in^tectious appeal that should
has
dick with all lype audiences. First
turned out by Metro in 1930 after being .a Btoadwajr and hinterlands
Stage hit, '"Good, Wews?' has the
entertainment stuff th^t wears well
with age. Its Bones still make the
loot- pat, the comedy comes through"
with punch and .the latest cast de-

liy^

in esvery respect.

Ptoduetion i? lavish with eyeappeal, the trappings appearing to
advantage In Technicolor. Song and
dance staging is a potent value in
making it )reglster and the players
sock contents home under the very
smart direction by Charles Walters.
Arthur Freed knQw^ his way about
in furnishing a musical comeds^^with
the .proper .production values and,
aided by aseocfate Boger Ed ens, be
misses no trick in this one. In all,
the answer to a consideratale
public clamor for light, carefree
eSQ^pist entertainment.
Such pop standards as '^ucky in
liove," ^"The Best Things in Life
Are Free," "Varsity Drag," "Just
Imagine," "Ladies Man" and the title
tune are iudictousfy spotted in the
original score by B. G. DeSylva, Lew
Brown and Hay Henderson, and get
over with all of their 'old appeal.
Score has been lengthened by addition ot two new tunes, "Pass the
Peace Pipe" and " "The French
Lesson." Both aie showy pieces that
fit .with older numbers and are strong
additions. First was cleffed by Hugh
Martin,. Balph Blane and Roger
Edens, while latter came from the
it's

for the most eft'ect. Brown teaches
those tenets to his son and the members of his church, and extends them
to cover treatment of animals when
he become.s personally involved in a
battle against the pit-iighling of dogs.
Harold Schuster's direction manages .some tense scenes of fighting
dogs that are so realistically .shown
they will have a chilling affect on
audiences. Such sequences add to
moral values of yarn scripted by

Jack Jungmeyer,

Jr.,

.

-

ro.mahtic nature. Best it can hope
for is lower-bracket billing.
Yarn, what there- is pf it, has to
do with heavy trying to. put small
freighting oufit out of business, so
that he may acquire ranch owned by
brother and sister, who also operate
hauling trick- Reason for all this,

Miniature R«Yiews
"Good News" (Color - Songs)
'(M-G). Bright with color, songs
and ftm, pic has ^.o. appeal that
indioatea hearty grosses.
'

Tender Years"

"Dlie

(20th).

unknown

to anybody but heavy, is
fact the railroad is coming through

Heartening story of faith and
goodwill marks Joe E. Brown's
screen return; okay family pic.

"Two Blondes and • Bedhead"
(Songs) (Col). Mild tuneful for
twin bills and smaller situations.
"Shadow -Valley"! (EL). Fair
western in the Bddie Dean
series.

"Prairie
Express"
(Mono),
Routine Johnny Mack BrownRayniond Hatton oater.
"Pacific
Adventure"
(Aus-

=

tralian) (Col). Poor blopic of
the late Aussie airman, Sir

meller looks likely in U. S. only
for limited audience.
'

m

Blondes

m

Bedhead

.

IJoyci, Junt.

r);eit^.st'r,

Ar^iiu*

Pveilutw.

IjCOO,

JwmpBou

KMtuHs:

t'riin(>rfi,,

.Tf'i-ome ThonKis;
I)(U'is
Fi»hi?i',

,

.Tiidy Cl:irk. Direotm-,
Vic-loi- Mc-

yci-^ottplay,
alory,
Bre^'pi-;
Ira II. JIorKfi";

Allan

eonffs,

Saul

«l)

and
Reviewed

MIN.S.
.Jeaji Porter

produ(!tlon.

28.

Bdreeky

of Bixrney A.

Johnny

Stars

-

Brown,

Djktaoic

.

:

.

assist.

:

College backgrounded plot depicts
LawXord as the football hero. Miss
Allyson as the girl working her way
through as a librarian, Patricia Marshall, the school vamp, and others as
students. Familiar complications are

ably wrapped aroimd music and
dance ingredients by scriptei-s Betty

Comden and Adolph Green. The
dialog is spritely with SQme modein-

i^ation from its lKH)s origin, the fun
^clcau and hearty as written. Walters'
durection misses no bets, in getting

the most

mtA the best from the ex

cellent- material.
Miss Allyson is

.

the

heroine,

most appealing as

lending

considerable

charm to hef lead role. Lawford
shows up stofflifly as 'the- conceited
gridiron hero who is finally straightened out on the right love path. Miss
Marshall's
right
stuff

college siren

is

exactly

and Miss McCracken shows the
that made her a success in-legil

Rounding out topnotch
Torme, Ray McDonald,

•musicals.
cast are

Donald

Tom

MacBride,

Clinton Sundberg,
plus others.

DUflafl,

Loren inhdall,

Art direction and set decorations
furnish eye-catching backdrops and
Charles Schoenbaum's color camera
wkes every advantage of them, Kay
Thompson, recently a click in the
night club field, is responsible for
sharp vocal arrangements of the
niimhers. Lennie Hayton's musical
an-ection is in same Class, as are
other credits.
Btog.

The Tender Years
Hollywood, Nov.

'

.

'"''"'"SO

"V

ot lidwai'd

Ij.

29.
Aljwi-son-

.HiiiRinnypr, Jr.
(Alsoii) prortiiftifm.
jii. Brown; feiitm-eB RJohnnl Lyon,
MiiBh,
CharlM Drnko, Joscpbiiio
Hut(ai1n.son, .Tftines Mllllcari, «rf<l Barnett.
Jiircolwl by llHioId Schonter.
SfrMiipliiv,
lunKmfycr, Jr., enrt Arnold Belcanl; atl:!jitI'll
by Alipni Kinkel from story by .rnnK-

.situations.
head" ijpots

than

dres.s

seen

in

. .

.Kon Adams

......................... Steve Clark
SttiTiforfl joBey,
Sheriff . .............. . ,- .

.Tan-ett..

.

.Hank Worden

CoUin,s

Perry
Joe
Blane.
Torgo.

,

, . i

.Carl

JUathewt!

^Boyd S tockina u
jEiub

.

!Mcj!!lray

Jach 'Hendri<AB
.,

i

................... ...Artie

Ortego

lesser

"Prairie Express" lopes along

at

Jean Porter, aided by June Preis- casual pace .through most of its 51
Judy Clark and Tony Pastor's minutes, being pretty much average
orch, pipes several aongs, for okay
sagebrush fare which juveniles and
ser,

while Pastor gives his vocal other western fans will find mildly
interpretation of the oldie "Sunny
diverting.
Latest of the Johnny
Side of the Street."
Mack Brown-Raymond Hatton series,
Thin plot concerns small-town so- scripters didn't bother too much
ciety girl who plays hookey from an with a purposeful subject, with reexclusive school to try her hand at sult audiences will ifind' little of a
chorus line in a show. When show
closes she invites two chorine chums
to her hometown and there a number
of complications are injected to pad Royal Weddini^ in
out the story. Usual assortmcfnt of
stuffy fiance, snobbish rich, etc.,
30-iliiL Short
Afi
found in this type, yarn add to mixup.s but don't cloud the inevitable
Arthur Rank's fllmers caught
J.
finale.
the color, pomp and panoply of the
Cast performs adequately under
Elizabeth-Philip royal nuptials in a
fointnula direction by Arthur Drei30-minule Technicolor capsule which
fuss.' Miss Porter is the society girl
who chums with June Preisser and is sure to register wide appeal. It
Judy Clark. Jimmy Lloyd .holds has the pull of royalty,, tradition
down male lead as a rich boy ,and rich costuming not to mention
ihasquerading as a servant. Hick 'history in the making all of which
Vallin, Charles Smith and others spells healthy biz.
measure up to demands.
Films of the reverent portrayal of
The Sam Katzman production has
rushed to the
been given capable lensing by Ira H. the royal pair were
Morgan and- other technical credits tf. S. last week by Universal where
B^og.
they hit Loew's New York showare standard.
cases—State, Criterion and Brooklyn Metropolitan— on Tuesday (25)
Sh»di>w Valley
night. It has the newsreels to com(SONGS)
Eagle Lion release of .lerjy Thomas piV)- pete with (all reels have released
ductlon. BtJiiS Eddie Ilean; (entnres Kosfull clips on the event), but interest
coe Ates, Jennifer Holt, George Chesebro.
Screenplay. Ar- is high enough for the short's fuller
.Directed by Ray Taylor,
results,

Cobr

.

OK

—

—

-

S.fierm,nv;-

tliuir

Nov.

ao,

'-17.

Ernest jrillei'i
Previewed in New York,

cniijeBi.

sougB, Pete (3a(es.

Paeifie Adventure
(AVSTBAUAN-1HA0E)
Columbia produelion and

Ron RnndeU;

'felease.

Muitol

feflttnws-

Stars

3teinbeofe.

Mary Ann..

.

.

,

Harold Kingsford Smith.

Beau

..Toe

Vulli

Dunne
Edwurd Smith

Pethyliridge

Alan Herbert
Himself
Himself

non.,W. M. Hughes...

Captain P. Q. Taylor

Ji*n Stannage.-...-

Himself

.i ..

I-ee Moi-gan
.T.nne Bradford
t'arl

treatment,

>
•

mmu,

»;i

Will Norri«.......,v.....Toe E. Brown

0>'inie.i.

and
The rinlnsmen: Andy Parker. Earl Murphy,
Paul Bmlth, Genrjs" Kamby and
Charles Morgan.

llichurd

I.yon
Noreen Nasli

i?™*
H''b-

,-

Eddie

Dean's

,

,

,

.

J . .

.

,-

,

. . .

(

.

, . .

, .

...

i

. .

, . , . . ,

.

,

duetion.

'

'

;

.

,,

and forceful

biopic, .but this

Colum-

I. V. Brivalov....
Mrs., PrivHluv.

.

;

. .

bia version

viadimjr YOIodla

.-.-An^stasla' SiUKOVa
llj"a Pcrevertaev'

^s singularly dull. Pic- mmiA icnitiitov.
ture's documentary style fails to
.Irinii. -Cheredliiaohonko
Vasaiiy Critinov
.;
Itlslitchi, ,
»
build audience interest and the market for this entry obviously lies in Yuri Rugov....i'. ...... A lojiander Stepanov
.Tamara Govorkova
ally. Rogov
. ...
the double bills.
.aorgel BliullcoT
...
KoHUalav.. .....*...
In preparing exploitation and bally ljubutgo
Antojt uyclo*
for "Adventure," exhibs would do
well to emphasize the film is not a
Bussi««;
English
Titles)
(In
war picture. Kingsford Smith, as is
gen'erally known, chalked up a. numIn this musicomeciy of Russia's
ber of l.ong-distance hops a score of fistic arena, the film's hero ridea
years ago before flying to Jiia deajh nearly two weeks on a train, and
on one of them. Fli&ht sequences, then goes ii^to the ring seeking .the
which oc<mpy. the bulk pf the film, boxing title. As expected'; he gets
are wortii pointing up ih<.sales pro- kayoed. Which would seem to prove
motion.
that it's impossible to become' a
Ron Bandell, now in Hollywood champ athlete, even in- Russia, withfor
Columbia, is forthright and: out regular training.
Main com*
virile enough as Smith but poor di- plaint over this amiable little .film
rection and a faulty script fail to is that it takes so long to' proiriej.this
give him an opportunity to exhibit point.
-Okay fOr Riisso-slanguSig*
his true thesping prowess. Story tees theatres, where it should be a, relief
off with Smith's discharge from the from the usual diet of Soviet propaair force after the close of 'World ganda pix.
War I.
Soviet producers might be interSmith then makes a round-Austra- ested to know that in the matter ol
lia flight and later, with government title fights, defeated aspirants 'h»Y9
backing, flies the Pacific in the come back to win in the U. S, on
"Southern Cross,"' Starting -his own several occasions, So that the idea
domestic airline, he meets' with re- of a worthy foe returning to seek
verses. In an attempt to win a Brit- the championship after one defeat is
ish mail contract, he sails to London. not exactly originaL
Flying home in a final try for finanStory has a husky Siberian athlete
cial support, the airman js lost with-:
being developed into" a heawweight
out trace.
.
ring champ. There's much elaboraSandwiched in the flier's career is tion about femme swimmer falling
a
& brief romance with Muriel Stem- for
Also, much hocits-pocus
beck which blooms into marriage. overhim.
whether he will stay in the
Her role is not a particularly pleas- fistic game
and near his sweetheart,
ant one inasmuch as she's continuor return to his former home in Sially pleading with her husband to
beria. Persuaded to return to huntabandon his flights. Her work is ing big game in the Siberian woods^
mediocre as is the acting of the baU
he
rides nearly to his destinectioa
auce.of the cast. Photography is okay
and then back to Moscow before
although there are numerous insermaking up his mind. (Train ride^
tions of newsreel clips.
incidentally, is too long even in the
picture). N^urally, a$ retumcF to
It Jklways
seek the boxing champ title ot Mos.

principals

and

-guests,
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BwbM on

cow..

(BRITISH-MADE)
London, Nov.

26.

General £^jlm' Dl»trlbiitor.<4 release of
Ealing Sludio»-Mi«1mel ..Baletm producUon.
Stars Google Wichera, John McCallum,. Jacis
Warner. Directed by Robert Hamer. Screenplay by Angus Ma.cpliall, Robei-t- Hamer,.
Henry Corneliua fronr novel by Arthur
la Bern; editor,- \Michftel .Ti-uman: music,
GeorgcB Auric; camera. X>ougl£iR Stooombe.
.Telt gealiolme^
At Leicester Bauare, -Nov.
'47. Running time, 02 1»V^S.
Rose Snndigate.
Googi^ 'Withers
George Bandigate. ...... .Edwal'd CbapmaU
...
Vi Sandigate . , i.
. i.Buaan .Sha-w
DnriH Sandig.ato ..... . ..
.-PatTicia Plunkett
Alfle Sandigate......... ......."David Clnea
Morry Hyaras.
Sydfiey' Tafler
Sadie Hyams.....
.Betty Ann. Davies
Lou Hyam».
......
.John Siatef
.

:

i

.

. .

,

. .

BesAie.
.Holly

. ,

a

„

. . .

,

; .

,

Hyams. .,,.•*.....'.

Tommy

Swann.,.

.,

,

,

, ,

Janei Byltoi^

Meier

T'.ieinifcer

.. ,.,Tohn-

McCailum
Hanley

.....Jilinny
.

'i

cheering Ted Edwards

ability to focus on the ritual gives a
certain static quality to miles of

footage

.

.

'

. .

. ^ .

w .

, . • . k * . , . . .

Caleb Noosley. ..........
Mr,-!. NuoKlcy ..... ,
Mrs. Watson............

.Nigel Stock

John Salew'
Gladys Ilenson
Bdio Alartin

Gloom, and more gloom

creeps
into every foot of this film. For those
devoted to processions, to whom misery and art are synonym
parades and' marches.
mous, this may be entertainment, but
leavening dash of humor is sup- the average patron .will feel no better
A
screen adventures
Charles Brake
yarn built plied by two page boys who show for having spent 90 minutes watching
Jl-mily
.Joaephinu, ButeliinHon continue anew in a so-so
tfurton.
jame« MlHIi'nn around a goldmine, Exhibs won't normal liveliness in a stuffy family Dead End folk living Dead End lives.
i.
Kfij.
'ciuner.
;
.
, .Ovlff KitriieK
mine more than usual in this series portrait. Commentary is deadpan In days when a British High Court
..If iinne (Inil
aimed i'qr the Saturday matinee and reverent, adding to the static jury has given legal sanction to antiW'^i'ilT
Hairy V. Clu-slilie
Semites, Fascists possibly will find"
other action fans.
J; iiiiilc.
t,.<
...
.Blaytiey I,on is kiddie.^ along with
impression. Tinting is highly effec-.
some ready ammunition in this. In
Wke
D,ean is again matched against
Jtniinle limiil
George Chesebro. Casting of the tive, endowing the pic with the vivid the U. S., film might win approval
"The Tender Year.s" spins a tale latter in the heavy's role, inciden' coloring which the subject demands. from a limited audience.
With several morals and points itselt tally, has now beco.me almost tradi
Wit.
Story opens in Londo'n'g East Endtime.
Ilav.

(Sonss)
of Moafflm Studios pro*
Featureji Ily.-i Pereverlsev, lirina
Chei-ednlacbonko: Dii'coted, by Andrei'B'roi-eloase

Australian import, "Patific Ad- low.-.- fi^creenplay-, Sergei Vladiuiirek, > V,
.Yurenev; cinnei-a, V. Petrov,; rausit",: V»
venture" unrpels the story of pioneer Aftaaiev;
Hougu. Vlatlimir Lebudev-tCumach;
Aussie airman, Sir Charles Kingsford lilnglish titles, Chnrle.s Clomentr. Proviewed
Smith. The aviator's exploits might N. Y., Nov. 20, '4T. itunnlng lltpe,' 89
well have been filmed into a telling MINS.

.Whltey

crowds and quiet background shots
Mathews of the ruling family and Philip. In-

Botl BUBter

(BtlSI^IAN-MABE)
Artkino

An

,

Bob.
Tutker

The Winner

.Miu-staU Crosby
...'...Johii

Slieil

Tommy
Rt.

.

Eddie Parker

Sheriff

pitch^ tends to make her monotonousr Her husband, Edward
Chapman, is in perfect harmony with
his surroundings while McCallum
gives the convict the necessary

.

Stringer.
Arthur Powell......

.

Gunnlh'On.
Foster

;

«

Because cameras were barred from Predd le
.Tuhn Cai-ol
Eddie Dean the scene of the wedding ritual, the Hgt. Fottioi gill.
Jack Warner
Roaeoe Ates
Sgt. Leech ................ .Frederick I*ipor
.Jennifer Holt film necessarily is preoccupied with ^fi-s. Spry. ... ........... .Hermiouo. Baddeley
.
.(?eo?ge CbOBebro processionSi
formal
portraits
of Blopey Collins.
... .. ...Michael Howard

Koapy

an easy«goihjg man,

to

Her love

Directed by Ken O. Hall. Sfereenplay, JohnChandler, Alec Coppet, baaed npott «a aaap< brutality.
tation by Hall and Max Afford; Cttroera,
Jack WEirner, is once again the
Georga Heath; editor, Terry Banlia.', At ^
TJew York theatre, N. Y., week Nov. SB, cockney detective and the supporting
".
past is weir chosen. Susan Shawtias a
Running time,
MINS.
hints distinct
Sir Charlea IClngstOrd Smith. .Ron Bandell rebeUioni; daughter,
promise.
IjftUy M, Kingsforfl Smith .Uitriel Slelnfieek
Charles Vim
Film has too much against it to inj„hti Tate
Kaj- Sutton
Joy Nichols sure popularity, and will find it hard
Nan ICingatord .Smith.-.
Nitn Taylor
Capt. (1. Allan Ilancock. .. .Alec Kellaway sledding to win audiences over here.
Cone.
Sir Hubert Wilklus
Johii Dease

lUinnlng time, «1 JtUJiS

J'ltldie. ..

iVii-ciMi

Henry

usually

features.

Blui-,.|

ntnyfrr, Jr.; cimora.
Freulfch; nmsic,
'>>: Eilwiirrt Kllenyi; »aitor, Klcliaril I'arI'WI.
TmiU-ahor,-n Nov. 28, MT. . Running

Fete.;. .......... ,,.«.........

four tunes, three of them Deputy

new, plus a modest amount of
comedy. Production background for
slight story achieves okay values for
budget expenditure, giving it better

-

.

Hollywood, Nov.
MonogremL release

.

bookings and smaller
"Two Blondes and a Red-

married

father of a couple of grown- daugh••ters.

,

.

supporting

now

.

,

Prairie Exiiress

^dilt"',

Roltei'ts

Chaplin.

N(>v. 27, '47.' IlunnliiK time,
C^thei-ilie Abbott

,

i

. ,

duction.

Hnrry

by

the news that., a former resident
convict John McCallum, has. escaped
from' jail. He makes lor the housa
occupied by a former sweetheart,

,

-

.

of its inhabitants is upset

'

Always Bauis on Sunday"
(GPD). British-made underworld
"It

Belgard. Writers have kept their
story on'* simple line with pelieve- tion. A trainrobber, on the lam, he
able dialog and situations.
heads the outlaws while
the guise
Young Richard Lyon shows up of an attorney, Jennifer Holt is the
strongly as the son of Brown, ^n un- object of his schemings. He and his
usually good moppet prforraance. Jo- gang have ahready killed Miss Holt's
sephine Hutchinson also impresses as father and uncle in an attempt to
Brown's understatnding wife. Charles scare her into selling her ranch.
Drake, Noreen Nash, carrying the Thar's gold in them thar hills, but
slight romantic interest, are good. Miss Holt doesn't know it.
James Millican registers as the operIn the nick of time^ comes Dean,
ator of pit fights. Jeanne Gail, Griff mounted on his snowwhite charger,
Barnett, Blayney Lewis ahd Jimmie White Cloud. He puts the badmen
Dodd are excellent support.
to flight and saves the ranch with its
Film was produced for 20th-Fox valuable gold lode for Miss Holt.
release by Edward L. Alperson, with Interspersed in the footage are a
Jungmeyer, Jr.,- .as associate pro- trio of mediocre songs which make
ducer. Latter also did the origmal a fair attempt to capture the flavor
story, adapted by Ahem Flnkel. of the mesa.
I«nsing by^Hehry J'reulich, editing,
Picture's thesping fails to emerge
music score and other credits meas- beyond the quality usually found in
ure up to all demands;
Brog.
these low-budgeteis. Dean, registers
as the champion of the law, his
chum, Boscce Ates, supplies the
Jind
comedy relief, (3iesebro is sinister
enough as the renegade, while Miss
Holt is decorative in the lone lemme
(SONGS)
iroje.
Hay Taylor's direction and'
Los Angeles, Nov. 28.
Ernest Miller's lensing are generally
Culiiiubia release ot Ham JviitKiMaa. prodllrtiitTi.
FoalurCK J«?:in I*i>n*r. .Ilrnray good in this Jerry Thomas pro-

Two

many

.

Charles.KingsfOrd gmith.;

Arnold

and

11

on a wet Sunday. Normal routine to

for the convict is re-^
and wants right-of-way through the awakened, and she hides him until
ranch. Of course, heavy doesn't get night. He deserts h6r when her comproperty; of course, he gets his, in plicity is discovered, and she atthe end; and of course, hero Johnny tempts suicide. Meanwhile the potice
triumphs and everybody is happy, havfe thrown a cordon round the disexcept the heavy and his cohorts, trict, and, a lengthy, unnecessary
'caOse they're dead,' the rascals.
chase occurs until the convict is
Brown pretty much walks through caught. Minor sequences deal with
his role, although part of the- time cheap gangsters and a couple of lukeon his boss, and Hatton seems to be warm love affairs. The escaped conlost in the shuille, William, H. Ruhl vict theme is becoming commonplays villain in' static fashion, with place, but the labelling of wrong-i
Robert 'Winkler and Virginia' Bel- doers with a religious tag, when such
mont, young ranchowners whom description has no real bearingi on!
Johnny helps in saving their outfit the story, looks dangerous.,, Prorivcand ranch. Lambert Hillyer might tion and camera wprk have merit
have drained more action out of his and aiithenticity,
direction in this Barney A. Sarecky
Googie 'Withers gives a; sound perproduction.
Technical credits are formance as the harassed hou^ew-ife
average.
Whit.
in love with the convict, but •fha
minor key in which everytjiing, is

Tommy Kandcll
..Ilnimy Lloy<(
Raymond Hntton. Directed by X^ainbert
Pattr Calhoun
June PrelaHer Millyer. Sereenphiy, J. Benton. Chaney cmd
Vlcki Ad.in>K.
Judy Clark Anthony Coldoway; cameni, William SUckFreddie Ainaley.
.Rick VnlUn ner; editor, Fred Magulre. Reviewed Nov.
JTutjse Abbott.....;. ...(.....UauKlas ^'ood
27, *4T. Running tinnc, SI lUINl!).
pens of Betty Cdmdeu. Adolph Green Milea
Emlbtiry
I3iurles Smith .Johnny Hudson
Johnny Mack Brown
.
Mr^. Abliotfe.
Reglna Wallace E'aro Jenkina. ... ......... Raymond Wfitton
"Ladies Man" kickft off the ex- Stelvln Loai»3da1«.....,.>,r...J'oha Met-edith Dave Porter. .............. .Hohort Winkler
.Dlilne Faunt«IIe Peggy Porter.
travagant music aod dance, with MiKu Courtley. .
.Virginia. Belraont
.V.
. , ; . . ;^onnne Wayn?
Gordon Oregg.
WlUiaiii H. Kuhl
Peter Lawford and Mel Torme spot- Jeatictte^ ; ;Tony
Pastor Orvheatru
Burke
MiirahaU Heed
lighted
principally.
Torme also
Kent. . . ..
.fdary Oarrett
coiaes through with "tucSky in Ixtve."
.,...-......,..«.. .-.T^' Adams
Program comedy with tunes that Lent
Joan McCracken gives the big lift to will satisfy sufficiently to get by in Ijaugford.
......Curly "Gibson
production number of "Good News,"
as well 'as the catchy new tune,
"Peace Pipe." June Allyson displays
seldom-used pipes on "Best Things"
and works with Lawford on "French
Lesson," giving vocal end a decided

HEVIEWS

lILDf

Good News

.,

,

Pic apparently marks Russo producersV discovery of the- fight ring
as possible Him locale.. l^s$'s th»
.only

feaslbWe^lanaUoh

for

numer-

ous pat. pugilistic angleji and patter
that's been done countless times in
U. S. pictures.
The title fight
scenes are surprisingly, dull.
Andrei Frolow's direc^on ia
much better than the actual story.

Camera work

of 'W. Petrov, .not including, the womoitt newsreel .clips
for ;some of' th^- Moscow- .stadimq^
scenes, is- amon^t the best to eomtt
from 'Soviet studios in months.
Pic marks the Screen debut of
Irina
Cheredniachenko, blonde
beaut, &S the swimmer and aU-rOundi
femme athlete. She's a first-'rate
thespian by Russo standards. Th«
liero is Impressively played by Ilya
Perevertsev- He might possibly be
a future bet—if he can cut do'wn
the length of his name. 'Vladimir
Volodin, standby favorite in any
Soviet musicali is excellent in- the
comedy role of fight manager. Hi|
F^-'yiftg, too, is the -best of ^vteral

.

'

'

'

.

Weir.

efforts.

Prept

EL

Pic in Itttly
Hollywood, Deo. "2.
Leonard Picker planed to Itsdy t*
spend, a' month supervising preparations of start of Eagle-Lion's "Soni
of Musketeers." Turhan Bey stars^
Picker produces'.
He'll line up remainder .of cast on
'

s

,

returit. liere next-months- pawl liyiil
i6aiiK;ttt-It«ly;eatlir',jii:®Sbm

go

.

... ancf M.

P.

Herald acdaims

OS boxoffice champiom for October
*»:,-.
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SLOW-STARTING

Paris Vaqde, Niteries Slump as "Names
1^

By

MAXIME PE BEIX

as

'terial

Paris, Nov. 25.

Most noticeable clrange currently
taking place in show business hepe
disappearance o( ihe
is the practical
variety show, TcA% type ol timtisement( long popular in Pwis wnder
the title of riSife concert, andl which
until reoently sUU heW « Hew stands,
can be consider^ ejrtinct, lor lack ol

NOW WOW IN PROVINCES

w

London, Nov.

"Bal des Blanqhisseuses"

and "Les Porains."
Contrasting in style

the

is

Grand

de Monte Carlo, which features much American talent, such
as Bosella Hightower, Ajidre Ei^v8ky,
Marjorie Tallohief, Georges
Skibine, Yvonne Patterson, David
Raher, Peter Holmes and Nathan
Baker. Choreography is by Michel
Folcine, Bromnslava Nijinska and
houses.
also Serge Lifar.' The performances
The old cafe concert which had
more recently become music hall are regular sellouts.
In spite of ^local distpiriting convanished for several raasons, of which
the first is the supertax imposed upon ditions, legit .business is fairly active,
Musicftts and legit are taxed with plenty new sliows and more to
if
about 26%. Vaude pays 47%, hence come. But up to date the only smash
AnoUilh's "Invitation au
eoii)£ in-the Jted^t the aUKfate.it pro- is Jean
vocation.' Ediai Pi«f, currently ia Chateau," at the Atelier, which Qfll^tnerica, was here at the Btoile. bert Miller is likely to get for
heavily
losing
America.
been
haa
house
Til*
tor the iKSt two years. It would have
PictuKi;- are not doing so well.
but instead of a con- Despite the recent tilting of prices,
cost still
tinuous vande policy the house has grosses are unsatisfactory: As to the
heen used for lexit for long spells, production end, it's in very bad
loss.
the
thus niinimixinf!
shape. The French studios are pracAnother ceason is that most of the tically deserted. The cost of producvaude names have left France to tion, refusal of banlcs to finance proplay areas where they get better duction, and interference of the
salaries and appreciated currencies. technicians in production mailers
Among the most-populpr names now are driving producers to operate
in America are Maurice Chevalier, abroad.
The campaign against American
Lucienne Boyer, MisS Plaf, Jean
'Sablun, Roger Dann and Jacques picture:;, in part of the pres.s, still
Pills. Georges Guetary is in London continues, and the French picture
and Charles Trenet in -Brussels. [authorities are not helping AmeriWhen latter comes back here it will can distribs any. '

To comply with the policy of the
Prince of Wales theatre, show will
play twice-nightly when it opens in
London in January, replacing "Piccadilly Hayride." At the suggestion
of Val Pameli; '•Lil" is being given
period setting with even theatre and
staflt adorned to create Gay, {Nineties
atmosphere.
Meanwhile La West
midnight
time for

•

cash or in credits.

Dim

'

;

HiiBtlieRed

—

Budapest^. Nov. 25.

Budapest's, nisfat life suffered a
recently when the govordered that all cafes,'
nightclubs, bar.s and similar places

ernment
have

to

down

close

week days and

at

1

at
a.ni.

midnight
Sundays.

now, shutdown was unlimited.
and cinemas have to emp-

Till

.

Tiietitie.s

ty out at 11 p.m.

.

I

'

Prior to

tlii.s,

,

.

—

hope lor, with name acts. Laurel
and Hajdy, at $10,000 per week,
closed Nov. 23 after doing two a day
with a sketch at the Lido, supported
by an English performer, Henry
Moreni. They are taking a couple
pf weeks oil in Paris before going to
Brussels on the first leg of a long
tour which will take them to Australia, and bring them back via the
U. S- to play London in December,

i

;

'

i

,

\

a

the coal shoitage, so it's possible
that Budapest, once Europe's "Town
of Light," will soon be a dark town.

newcomers who loflc likely vaude
ore Renee Iiebas, Xiily Sayol
and Lytiane Key, also. M-year-pW
Simonc LEnglojrc, who u^es .Miss
Pi Ill's songs. Of the former vaude
stands, some have gone legit, fome

-

bets

TOKYOCRACKSDOWNON
OROTIC' FILMS, PLAYS

pictures.

'

playing a

Tokyo, Nov.

25.

.

the Etoilc, as well as tlie European
and Bobino. Same is true of Casino
Montpai natse. Folics Belleville and
Excelsior have gone pictures, and
Petit Casino, last of the old guard,
is about to do the sam* and has

With srevision of the nation's
criminal code. Tokj'o's Metropolitan
Police Board last week announced made
its intention of cracking down on was higher than that paid for the
"erotic" films, revues and plays.
Victory Parade film. Also Ijecause
Under present plan, show producer practically no film theatres a^iflS
will be punished with penal servitude from the Odeon and Gaumont-Brit.*
of not mora than six months or a ish circuit hou.ses (Rank operated)
fine of not more than 500 yen ($10) will have the film for showing the

closed for alterations.

if

revie.
TJio
AUuunbEa, ciuTsatly
houiing, the Grand Ballet de Monte
Carlo, is prepping a musical. SO is

"in any case^ tJie vital parts, hips,
or chests of girls are revealed in an
attempt to express extreme eroti-

Tin ran Alley Soefced
Local Tin Pan Alley is gjiso feelhig
badly.
few composers, such as
Lopez or Vincent Scotto,
are getting a big 'income tbrough
the SACEM, but most of the 5,000
songsters here are getting pittances.
If vaude is disappearing, Paris is

it

CEA

cism."

to

ba.^is

at tlie

Sam
I

For Mex

^kiiift more and more to ballets.
Col. Vassily de Basil's Original Bal-

every exhib on the same

able

Not Ont Paying Customer
'Fatal Woitian'

week

available.
West Lan(;a.shire branch of
passed a re.soltition urging that any
future national film should be availllr.st

f'rancis

newsreel.
Redford. Manchester manager

for General

Film Distributors, which

I

is
I

handling the

film,

pointed out the

Mexico City, Deo. 2.
setup for handling the royal wedding
truly are tough for local special. He said that Iccy cities and
Teatro Ideal was .communities, .eot the film starting
theatres.
obliged to emit itsshow nightof Nov. Dec. 1 at an Odeon or Gaumont the27.
At curtain time, not a single atre plus one indie cinema.
[

Times

let

Russe, at the Palais de Chaillot,
no raves. But the Ballet des
Champs Elysees, at the Theatre des
Champs Elysees, and the Grand Ballet de Monte Carlo, at the ^Ihambra.
are both clicking.

legit

got

ticlcgt

had been

sold.

The

eiglit

who

!

were in the audience on passes wei'c
a.sked to call some other time.

\

'

Show was "Ud Tiene Gjos de Mu-

\Mith

choreography by Boris Kochno and
Roland Petit, has Jean Babilee,

Fatal" ("You Have the Eyes of a
Fatal Woman"), \yhich had drawn
.<io badly that but one performance a
day was given. However, Ideal is

;

.ier
i

Shorick.

'-.

,

-'

D6brecen by the Trade Union of
Cafe Workers.
A government order had also forbidden- much use of lights due to

But for 'American acts, there are
currently fe* outlets, in Paris. Lo-

.;

j

According to official ruling these
may be claimed by anybody.
Reports show that Palais de Danse
was claimed by the Society of
Democratic
Hungarian
Women,
Cale de Paris by a tobacconist, Kis
Moulin by a shoemaker and Cafe

cal

,

<

places

•48.

Irene

...

j

new blow

—

Philippart,

.

'

liowever, almost .'ill
prominent night spots had been
has the pick of the carriage trade. closed by the police as their owners
Suzy Solidor, Monsigneur and Vie had been ovtrcharging cu.stomers.
Parisienne are active,
Arizona; Palais de Danse and other
Biit the big places ^meaning Lidd nightclubs were closed due to this
for the Champs Elysees mid Tahariu action leaving the Moulin Rouge as
for Montmartie are getting most of only existing
class
nightclub in
the trade. Tliey can airord to put on town.
Many, cafes and drugstores
shows which tlie intimate boite can't were closed too.

Nathalie

.

,

Old Names IHiappear
former names have pracdisappeared or have lo.st
Marie Dubas, Georgius, Ilina
Ketty, Lise Gauthy, ILine Clovers.
Reda Cairo', etc. And with the slump
on niteries, few outlets are ollered
new talent. Suzy Solldor, Colette
Mars and until recently Yolandn did
well in cabaret work, biit except for
a Xew clubs, business is waning iixsi.
Champs Klysees (Bernard Hilda)

Elysees,

Cnd

Red-Led

\

lot of

Champs

season..^

;

Checkup reveals that MPE^ picBank, Rojas revwiled, will have an
initial capital of |100,000 (U.S.) of tures which arrived in the country
which the government will provide recently testye been held bacli at the
half and theatrff men the rest, in custiims office awaiting import

'

tically

The

.

MPEA

.

value.*

is

ing to learn the exact causes' of th«
slowdown on American product. It
appears fairly obvious that the
officiiiUy has noit altered previously announced plans for releasing about. 8* new pictures it) the
lp47'''48 season nor deviated to any
extent from thie vrapid j>aee of releasing 'followed 'in th0 previbuai

City, Nov. 28.

Tottering theatre in Mexico, legit
as well as vaude, looks due tor a
new lease on life since Lal>or Minannounced Ihat
ister Serra Bojas
the federal government has pla.is to
hypo the theatre by founding a oank,
similar to that backing the pic industry.

,

Bulla Niteries

'

ABC

Mexico

25.

Because only six feature pictures
h#e b<^n released 'by the U. S.
Motion /ftctni-f Cxport Assn. since
September, the public here is try-

'

ally reported. Top moneymaker is
currently Yves* Montand, followed
by Georges UUmer 'and Dass'ary.
Miss Montand never commanded
more than $800 for .a special show.-

Goldin's

Budapest, Nov.

^

(IP
Wni
BMKTOAIDpEATRE

HEX, GOVT.

lieenses, -Some hairing laid there for
to six montlis. Back of this deThe government, distressed, be- 'thr^f^
lay is the action of the Hungarian
cause showfolk are the only union*
]Kational Bai;^wfa)Ch dcma'hds contli<Sir
ists in Mexico who don't"have
erete
fitjjures before giving olsay onown hospital, will also help them esMPEA-Mlmsw'.
tablish such an institution toy providStand- «f ;the'" bank is that it Can
Relaxation of the. current 50% ing medicos and apparatus, Rojas
permit
impcMrt only to "artistic sihd
freeze on remittances of American .saidv,
worthwhile" 'filnis because of the:
film earnings in Sweden is unlikely
Himgarian doUar shortage. It's even
at the present time, accordii^c to
understbod
that the bank wants the
Carl NeI.son, prexy of the Monark
MsPEA to lay down a specific figure
and Royal Film Distributing Cos.,
as to what is expected in return for
who arrived in New York,. Monday
a
picture, and if tliis is done the
(1 ) aboard the Gripsholm.
He was
banlc nmy okay an import license,
accompanied by Schamyl' Bauman,
As a result of this logjam at the*
head of the Sandrew-Bauman Fibn
ctistoinl^ office, there now ara neilrly
Co. and Bauman Productions.
4& MPfiA pictures awiiitiiig' reieaSef
Nelson
based
his
opinion
on
Prague, Uec, 2.
inclu(}ing>. "Notorious."'
'^National
Sweden's current dollar shortage. '
.Charges of Communist control- of VcIvfct,^*;Thiladelphia Story," "Cluny
Boxofllce has slumped in Sweden
film production touched off a hot isrown,""!
of
"Song
Bernadette-,"
much the -same as it has. in the U. S. parliamentary
debate last week in "RaKeff's Edge-," "Sa-ratoaa Trunk,"
although he expressed belief that,
which it was revealed that the Czech "Ali Baba," "Stolen Life," "Madame
grosses -soon would be on the upindustry has been operating at a Curie"
"O. S. S."
grade again.
deficit. Assailed by leaders of five
In some other circles, it's reported
Swedish iihn industry also faces other parties. Information Minister that the MPEA slow-down is part of
the bugaboo of high taxes. Nelson Vaclav Kopecky, a Communist, was the campaign by .the Communist film
declared.
Producers' incomes' are also asked why his ministry wa,sted company, Mafirt, to hamjiey Ameritaxed At an average of 60';ij while tlie paper on pulp_ novels while refusing can full-scale releasing efforts.
In
bite on admissions nins around 20%. it for serious" works, and why the- the meanwhile, this company has
Nekon and Baumai!, who plan to outside world was not better in- dumped a lot of forbign-made films
remain in New York until Dee, 18, forpied about Czechoslovakia.
on the local market including
brought with them six prints of
"Caes!
r
and
Cleopatra,"
"London
According to a spokesman for the
newly produced Swedish pietures. Information Mini.stry* it was ad- Town," "Blithe Snirit" and. "Le BaThree wci-'e made by Bauman^s firm
mitted that the film industry was t:»Ue du Rail." Both "Caesai-" and
while the remainder belong to
"strongly under Communist influ- "Spu:it" are rated flops at the local
Monark-Royal.
ence." He said ftbout «0% of the boxofftce.
Blf Four Bajk
While in the U.-S. the two 'execs workers
Cbmmunijsts but!
..
*ere
.
^e easing
*«"=*°5 1"
will try to worlc out American dis- pointed out that the he^d of the
«etup is ttie .part plnyrd by he Big
of
tributional doal.s for tht^ir sextet
ministry's film section was a N^"^"^
siud.v
imports as well as
studio tional Socialist and heads of the for^ffii*"* ^;'"V^'f O"^*operations on the Coast.
Pair is eign department were Socialists.
ilL^^^.J^i^lfi,
^^''^'^i,
Ivihjort ana iSarlo, own
about 90%.
..
„,
slated to return to Sweden next ,
Five Films Shot
j^f
Hungary's
theatres.
Because
March. Nelson, who importc*! 15 to
Despite limited equipment and >.e there are no privately-owned film
20 PRC films for Swedish disti-ibu"
using part of its houses here or in other leading
tion last year, said he may negotiate fact that Ruisia is
Film c
t' e?^ f^istr
ir - ;5'(jran1 to
similar deals with American indies. studio facilities, the Czech State
Monopoly
has completed five films in boycott MPEA films. Only catch toA veteran film director, Bauman is
notable of this this setup is that even the yen to
recent
months.
Most
making his first visit to the IT. S.
quintet is"Slrena" ("The Strike"), a |land their own productions in their
prize winner at the Venice Film Fes- houses might not last long if patrons
tival. Directed by Karel Stekly, film stay away when American fare is
lacking.
Small British Exhibs
is based on a novel by the contemAnother angle is that such compory Czech authoress, Marie Majerova. Book deals with coal miners at panies as Orient have managed to
Beefing at Oistriktor
make deals for U. S. proOiict not imthe turn of the century.
Al.so completed at the Barandorf dcr MPEA wing, mainly United ArSetup on We<idin£[ Pic studios here is "Krakakit," directed tifts and ind'es like Ea.riloLion, etc.
London, Dec. 2.
by Otakar Vavra and starring Czech Oi-ient now- has about ?>a Amprican
Suburban and :otIier small-town actrc.=s!, Florence Marly, who is now pictures independent of MPEA inindependent exhibitors are protesting in Hollywood appearing in P^ara- cluding 14 Hal Roach films and alsoVerdict." "C- ptain Fury," "One Million
C,"
loudlj; against the way the special mount's
"The
Sealed
Gaumont three - reel Technicolor ''ICralcakit'is" plot is based on a 20- "Maslc of Dijon," ."Shanghai Gesspecial of the royal weddin< is be- year-^old Karcl Capek novel which ture," "Lost Honeymoon," "Southing distributed, claimins; th^y arc treats of an explosive capable of de- erner" and '^Fabulous Dorseys.'l
Kimort has announced that it has
'virtually fiw.en out until the event stroying the world.
Other new films are "Most" ("The purdiased "The Dictator." "Monwill be nearly ancient history, Sub"Znameni Kotvy" ("The sieur VerdoHX," "Tt»,Be or Not To
liect was made for, and is being dis- Bridge"),
tributed, here, by the J. Arthur Bank Sign of the Anchor") and "Muzi- Be," "Ball of Kr^". ^'Stmdown" and
kant" ("Musicians'*). Birected by "Foreign Cbnesponetewt" for « price
Organization.
Frantisek Gap, "Kotvy" is the story reported td he laear $3g,000.
B. T. Davi!!; head of the Cinemaiograph Exhibitors Assn.. said he of S. magician and his medium. '.Cap
was oppoised to distrih arrangements also handled "Muzikant," a tale of
on the film because the ^price itinerant groups of South Bohemian

Freeze

'

'

MHly

burning the

h Swede

Ease

>

A

is

rewriting th^ play in
I<andon production.

oil,

its

Disirib oi

Bkuned on Bank, Natiye Prodncm
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Bsjllet

be in a one-man riiow so as to get
in a lower tax bracket.
Vaude- talent, deprived of an outlet, is seeking ladio icd>s,' and is get.ting much, lower salaries than usu-

Dday on MPEA

IS

27.

Despite fact that "Diamond Lil,"
starring Mae West, started slowly in
the provinces, it is now picking up.
Show did practically capacity in
Glasgow last week and it doing big
busmess this week in Liverpool,

wm,

,

m'

Michelinc Morriss, Nina Viroubova
and Brlansky. With costumes and malcing something of a comeback
scenery by Christian Dior, they not with Armando Calvo, Spanish roonly pl«y classics such as "Ballet mantic actor, who has made '» rep in
de la Morf but such modern ma- Mexican pix.

I

I

"If
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towns there

is

both
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m

villagers.

Puppet
tention,-

working
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films are

in for at-
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too.
productive
in Zlin is shooting
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group

Censor Axes 'Open City*

In

Arg. After 12th

Tito

.

Week

Buenos AireSj Dec. 2.
Rubbing some Peronistas
the
wrong way. the Italian film- "Open
City," which has a powerful antifascist message, was suddenly, removed from exhibition in Argentine
theatres. Unexplained action caused
Kalian Ambassador Giutino Arpe-

Trivate Eiterprise'

sani.

do.

SiMidd Go in London
^'i;/:'^-,:,-I^nd0n,, Nov.\28i'"

The picture was

in its 12th

week

a local theatre doing solid busi- John Ervine, preemed at the St.
ness when the manager received an .T;;m«s theatre last Tuesday (25 >.
anonymous but official phone- call
Sijlciididly
stcted
and well te"
demanding immediate witiidrawal of iceived, the piece looks to 'ha-ve Ita
the 'flhn.
even chance for success.

Newi

;

oil F«s.e-

15

.

Siterpiipse,"
a topical
controversial iiidusiri^ play by St.

^^Private

.

at

Other Foreign

,

Grande"),

a former leader of the Italian
an Odeon and Gaumont cinema,"
partisans, to tsilte the matter up with
he .said, "it will be- sufficient to show
Foreign Minister Juan Bramuglia,
the film at both of them and the inwho sa.id be would see what he could
dependent cinema will be pre-

eluded."

PROmON

MexicoOity, Dec. 2.
Guizar,
Mcxicsm cowboy
troubadour, turns pic. producer when'
he returns- from the states early
in January. H.e*s completed plans
to produce twd- pix a ,ye,ar in Mexico in assrfsiat'on v."?th Salvador'
Eljzondo, production chief of Clasa
Films.
Guizar has played in several Mexican pix. He began that work 12
years ago. He was t':ic vXax of the
first pic to make Mex co inlernaliona.'l.y known, "Alia en El Rancho
Grande" ("Way Down on the Kancho

satiric

wooden

toys. .^Another
unit, under the direction of painter
Jiri Tnika,' is making shorts .Of
Czech folklore. All films of this type
are in color;
.i.
<
films
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n*w,
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HVood Still

Banned Arg. Radio Stars

Mexico City, Dec. 2.
Unquestioned popularity of American pix in Mexico is again demon-

Unchanged; Advertisers Snarled
Montevideo, Nov.

2S.

•

the'aif.'

Ifegotiations to secure

Nip Song-&-Dance

strated

by the

fact that of the 321
here this year' up to

pix released

Oct. 31, Hollywood contributed
Mexicans were a poor second with
51, and the others were; Argentinian,

4-

In spite of all promises of an amre"sty for Ai-gentina's banned radio
stars, there has been no change in
the situation which keeps them oS

Star,

32; British, 22;

French, 'nine; Spanish

Takamine, in Film Debut

"and Chilean, three each, and Italian
and Cuban, one eaqh.
Tokyo, Nov, 25.
Last year, 79'> .]Vlexi,cVn;;piX. were
Denjiro
QJcochi,
veteran
Jap
^^
cinema star, draws the leading role released in Mexitf*.
as elderly ex-principal of a girl's
high school in Shin Toho's latest
production, "Kofuku e no Shotai"
("Invitation, to Happiness"). Takalco
Irie gets top femme billing.
Force^lfaudelhto Pix
Pic will mark- debijt, of Hideko
Takamine into dramatic roles. Formerly a song-and-dance-show fave,
to Aid Talent

;

.

radio magazine owner, who is in
league with, the all-powerful Senora
de Perqn, He had assured many of
the banned actdrs and c,ommentators
that' they would get permission to go
baclc to the air- early i,n Ngvenabcr,
and 'many wei'e waiting to see what
pi-lee they wouj.d have to pay, either
in. promises of electoral support, or
some other quid-pro-quo. To date,
however, nothing has materailized.
It was .hoped that the -reported
deal -iVhereby a government syndicate had"purchased a majority holding in the shares of Editorial Hajrnes,
operators of 'Radio El' Mundo and
the newspaper "El Mundo," wipuld
lead to a return to the air of some

woi-king hard
'

ter,

who

abortion

as a young woman
support her daugh
.

to^

dies after an unsuccessful
(.legal ia. Japan).

Montevideo, -Nov, 25.
GovernmentTControlled Syndicate
Workers in Argen-

.

again agitating to force ex-

Is

in film performances,

Despite Big

in which Senora de Peron is now reputed to be a partner, for exfiessive
commercial advertising _^
included _in

Syndicate has suggested that variety turns be skedded f or 11: 30 p.m.,
after the last screening of feature

a three

(1),
Nevertheless, he addfd,!; prp^,
duction costs in his oww ;eountry

-hour have not spiraled as much as

in

other Latin-American countries, notably Mexico. As a rfesult Argentine
film-making is stabilized at present
to about
60-70 pictures annually
its programs
In making' his'^eal V'hile Mexican 'production Is still
slumping.
with the. new partners, Jaime Yan
Essentially an agricultural counkelevich, Radio Belgrano prexy, is
believed to have promised them try,' Argentine has not felt the rise
heavy profits, and to make good he. in living costs as sharply as has the
This Rodriguez
is having to overload his Web with U. S. and others.'
commercial spots, over and above said, has helped to prevent labor unthe amount
allowed under the rest at the studios. Even so, wages
stringent
government regulations. of manual workers such as carpeni

ters and electricians have risen 100%
over the prewar standard.
Rodriguez planed in from Brazil
following the world preem of his
United Artists distributed Argentine
film, "Mirad Los Lirios del Campo,"
recently held at Porto Alegre, Brazil.
During hi.s New York stay the producer is huddling with UA homeoffice execs regarding the exploitation campaign for "Mirad" as well as

Insiders state that a clash between
'Yankelevich and his new partners
will be inevitable sooner or. later, as
they are determined to keep stWct
tabs on all accounting.
Radio advertisers are encounter-

ing plenty of snags in their dealings
tariat put into force the new statute
for dramatic talent.
This is considerably Increasing costs, as actors
may not work more than six hours
a -day and the rates of pay have been
upped' at least 30%. Actors Union
is 'also stymying any doubling by
actors in each cast, in an effort to

new

UA

Clnematograflea
Argentina.
Long
the motion picture editor of Buenos
Aires' TLa Nacion, he entered filmmaking in 1942 with "Juvenilia,"
which he made for Estiidios San
Miguel. His current five-picture deal
with.UA calls for the latter to handle
distribution throughout LatinrAmerica with options for the balance of
the'woVld.
As, for remittances on earnings of
American film.s in Argentina, Rod-

Snafus 'Chris Columbus'
25.

Due to Uncertainty of film situation and high, cost of production,
on "Christopher Columbus"
has been teitiporarily postponed.
w'ijrk

riguez said that the government is
making every effort to solve the
100% freeze resuUin.? from the recent decision of the British Treasury
forbidding conversion of pounds into

The Gainsborough Pictures Technicolor epic, based on the Rafael
Sabatini book,
to have started
next May at a q,qst of 'over a millign dollars, with script now finished

w^

"However," he added, "it's
very hard to say just when an adand being perused by Fredric justment will be made of the situaMarch (who is to play title role) tion." Argentina ha.s plenty of pounds
fo.iapproval.
Florence Eidredge, gained from sales of wheat and beef
his wife, was to have been featured. to Britain, but' on the other hand
ilack.s dollars which U. S. distribs dedollars.

mand

To

Manage Aquarium

•

London, Nov.

25,

Reg fiavis and "Will Collins have
joined the board of directors and
take over active management of the
Aquarium, Brighton,, as of Dec. 1.
Davis joined Collins, one' of oldest established agents in England,
cpuple of years ago.
Among the
ajts they handle is Carroll Levis.
Aquarium will run circus and concert parties, among other attractions, with deal involving $400,000,
.

:

Wee-Watlers for Mex

last

show

in

fir.strrun

muehi later,'

'

I

several others.

Prater's Ersatz Chaplin
'Vienna,

Back

Nov

24.

Mexico City, Nov. 25.
Hans Schwefel, the Charlie Chaphave been granted by the lin of the Prater, local amusement
Communications' and district, has returned home. Schwefel
for establishment and had to flee from Austria in March,
250- watt commercial 1938, due to the Nazis.
in the important proSchwefel was one of Chaplin's best
Vmeial towns of Merida, capital of imitators and the Fortuna Palace, a
Yucatan state; Montemoreles, Nuevo small but in the Prater, always did
Leon state, on the eastern Texas good business with him. He intends
border, and Iguala, Guerrero State. to go back on the job, when reconSii'riilar permits have been grantstruction of the Prater, which burnt
ed for 26 AM stations in various down completely last year, is' &nPermit.s

ished.-

of all the pix sci-eened

tures.

war

that a million-dollar theatre
built solely for their shows,

Kamiyo are

femme

the

of

stars

troupe.

,.'

Generally speaking, outside of the
there are virtually no theatres
because the population is too poor
to pay the tab, The survey declares
cities

,

in part:

"There were 71 motion picture thein Ecuador on June 11, '47. The

Mex Vaude Houses In

tre,s

Cut Out Competition
Mexico

City, Dec. 2,

the

of

four

leading

vaude theatres here-^Teatres Lirico,
Follies Berger€S, Iris and. Tivoli—
have formed a combo to eliminate
competition
between the houses,
place a ceiling on pay demands of
Star players, and restrain coin de'

»

mands

jungle

do some westerns. Comedy is
popular, provided that it is not too
subtle; for the Ecuadoran audience is
not a sophisticated one. Musicals in
color also enjoy considerable .popularity, particularly if they include
some Latin American music.
as

'

"Propaganda

.

films, or those

which

'

'

.'

.

.

.

•

commanding the highest
in town $1.60 (U. S.')> ivith

as

in
overly glowing terms, are frequently
sharply criticised, even though films
ot the same type made by Argentine

or Mexican producers may be fairly
well received. Films depicting the;
late war are not now popular.
•

is

'top

72,970.

Labor may be considered by Ecuadorans
a mo- designed to present U. S. life

Combo doesp't please the
Ministry, which considers it
nopoly, "the Mexican constitution
bans monopolies of any kind;. But
the impresarios claim the combo is'
the only way to keep their theatres
open.
vaude

was

type.
In this connection
films enjoy phenomenal popularity,

of theatre help.

Lirico

capacity

distributors estimate the
weekly theatre attendance at 150,000.
"Action films are the most popular

Combo to Set Pay Top,

Operators

seating

total

Local

Dubbed Films Disliked

"Outstanding criticisms against
Josephine Baker headlining. She's
supported by Jo Bouillon and his U. S. films from the viewpoint of
Orch of 25. Iris' top is $1.20 (U. SO, the public were directed against
with Dick & Biondy, American com- 'dubbed' films, propaganda films,
films depicting cafe society, and
ics, and Mexican, toppers Medel and
Rosita Femes. But the Follies can films which were considered 'over
only get $1' (U. S.) iop with Agustin the public's head;' From the viewLara, top song writer and band, and point of censorship, the types of
films usually censored are films porTona la Negra, vet songstress.
,

Ten theatres througnout the country have been shuttered recently by
the. Entertainment -Board for in-

Pascal Back in Dublin

:

;

Nov.

ON AIR IN URUGUAY

•

Montevideo, Nov. 25.
Nini Marshall, Argentina's topranking radio co>nedienne and film
actress, has just completed a series
of broadcasts .over Radio Carve, in
Montevideo, sponsored by Optimo
cooking, oil;
This is her first radio, stint since
'

28.

business tallcs with directors of his
tine language with lier colloquialIrish productions.
She proved a
isms and witticisms.
They are Joseph Mc'Grath, promisock turn in Uruguayan- radio and
nent racehorse owner and prexy of
it's
believed many Argentine .sets
Irish; Hospitals' Sweepstake organwere tuned in to tJt^ Uruguayan
ization, reportedly one of the richest
wave-lengths when she was "on the
men in Ireland; Arthur Cox, well- air.
knowir solicitor, and Dari Breen, a'
Once the Circuito- CMQ'S *hew" stumember of de Valera's party in the
dios are ready for inauguration xinDail (House" of Representatives).
Pascal declined to comment qp the Havana, Miss Marshall is due in
nature of the talks and oflEeted no Cuba for radio programs, for which
information on his reported plans she inked a deal two years ago. She
also reported mulling offers from
for the company to film Bernard is
'^series
Shaw's "Androeles' and the Lion" Mexican studios to make a
of $37,aj(> eaclb,
and a story about St. Francis of of pix at the rate
plus the right to approve ner "own
Assist.
scripts.- There is> ia chance that she

new company,-

^

"Annie Get GUn," COl'sm (26)."
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (32).
(2).

"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (14).
"Crime of Foley," Comedy (21 ).
"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (18).
"Edward My Son," Lyric (27)..
'<Fin)slin's Rainbow," Palace (7).
"Fly Away Peter," Fortune (17).
"Gin Quite," St. Martin's (15).
"Here There," Palladium (35).
"Honor & Obey," Saville (2).
"Life With Father," Savoy (26).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (16).
Tell,"

Wynd.

well done. Which is not always the
the njovement of the actor's
does not correspond with the
words heard from the sound tracfe,
thus emphasizing the separation of
the screen image from the voice and
contributing to a loss of reality in
the picture as a whole."

case,
lips

To

Joint British Council

Production Crisis

1

l,ondon, Nov. 28.
Urgent talks tire 'taking place between the . Board of Trade and
'

'

Treasury to ease the monopolistic
tendency in. British production and
provide»exhibitorS;With an increased
flow of new British films through a
.

greater

number

of distrib houses.

"Harold "Wilsdn,' president of the
Board- of Trade,' at"- a joint Conteri

be-

'

*

London. Dec. 2.
(Figure shows weeks of run)
"All Over Town," Playhouse (6).
"Anna Lucasta," Majesty's (5). .

"CanaHe^ Sing," Garrick

ner, and inflection ot dialogue, even
if the words are not, generally understood, convey, a feeling of the actor's
personality. .Even when dubbing is

teamed with Cantinflas ence with British Film Producers
(Mario Moreno), Mexico's star Assn. and delegates of Film Induscomedian.
try Employees Council, stated that
might

Current London Shows

traying divorce" and unfaithfulness
in m'arriage; films portraying crime,
particularly crimes of violence and
gangsterism, and- 'films depicting labor trouble, particularly where such
troubles involve strikes and violence.
"In gene;:al,' dubbed films are
poorly rec'eivied-.by Ecuadoran audie'nce§ -.They feel that the tone, man.

PERON-BANNEP STAR

the June 1343 revolution set the
Peron regime in power in Argentina, when she was banned from the
After an absence of .several weeks
Argentine
air-waves,
under tlie
Gabriel Pascal returned here for
charge of "deforming" the Argen-

Dublin,

'

:

•

For Production Talks

"Never Can

75%

in about

Natsuko Fukamidori and Nishiki

'

for their films.

Rodriguez also revealed he plans
construction of a modern studio in
Buenos Aires with building to gee
under way in January or February.
Plant wili^have at least two sound
stages. Next on his UA production
state is "Concierto Para Mano Izquierda" ("Concerto for the Left
Hand") starring Jacob Ben-Ami; "El
Malon," based upon the book by
Commandes Prado 'Don Fernandez/' comedy by Ivo Pelay; "La Vida
de Fregoli," dealing with the memr
oirs of the noted Italian, as well as

Ministry of
Public Works
operation of
Tadio stations

parts of Mexico.

The,,

'

Five-Picture Deal

UA

British Pix Situation

Davis, Collins

piXi

BuenosisAires theatres starts at 10: 15
and folds at midnight.
Obligatory
variety turns following the film
would force exhibs to start at
9:45 p,m. or perhaps earlier, and
this wouldn't suit the habits of latedining Argentjnos, who rarely dine
before nine in the evening, and of ten

^J^^'^,

This block! of pictures for
incidentally, represents Rodriguez's
initial step into independent prodution with his firm known as Sur

webs.

by. the Department of Commerce.
The study shows that while we' send

;

°^ ^"^
]

talent.

these snags notwithstanding,
advertisers are booking time on Argentine radio as never before and
1948 looks like § record year for the
'All

London, Nov.

.

I

featherbed and create more openings
for

this,

fringement Of'' the go.vernment-imposed prot^fctipnist decree; forcing
exhibitors -to show at leas.t' one local
production a month at preferential
percentages.
Shuttered
theatres
were the Moderno, Eclair and Armenia in Buenos Aires; General-Pazi
discussing details oh four more films Avenida and Nuevo Cine Mundial, of
he's scheduled to deliver to UA be- Cordoba; Paris of La Plata, and
tween now and Dec. 31, '4B. He plans Nueve de Julio, Majestic and Capi'
Aires the end tol of Tucumaln.
5«'"™ t°

with talent since the Labor Secre-

the

was

gentine entertainers.

Sez Indie

Argentine studio costs have' spurted to four times prewar costs, indie
film producer Maijuel ,Pen£> Rodriguez deola.red in* N. '5?, Monday

But although the deal
seti there has been no apparent change in the web's policy^ or
in the treatment It receives at the
hands of the Radio Control Board.
tober, 1946.

seems

The board applied

in Costs,

25.

in' the 'country, the Mexicans get
Takarazuka dancing girls, who were- about half of the total jE>laying time
so popular with Jap public before on slightly under 19% of the pic-

with purpose

suspension against Radio- Belgrano,

talent which has been
s'ince the radio strilce of Oc-

Tokyo, Nov.

employment among Ar-

of extending

Exhibitors are anxious to avoid
because they fear that film fans
Will object. Exhibitors are enjoying
a bonanza year, having grossed a
total of $7,036,411 for the first six
months of the year in Buenos Aires
alone, and they state that the additional cost of paying, variety turns
would be small in companisTon with
other expenses.

Rise

Mundo

banned

but dislike having our pictures
dubbed, according to a survey of th*
market in that country just released

With the discontinuation of USOCamp Shows overseas, Jap shows are
getting top billing at GI entertainment centers.
Favorites are the

hibitors to include vaudeville turns

Argentine Film Prod.
Stabilized

is

Uns But

Washington, Dec. 2. i
Ecuadorans like U.S. action films

Jap Dancing Girls Sub
For USO-Camp Shows

of Entertainment
tina'

'

;

,

Houses

appear

she'll
i

•

.

UJS. Action

Mex Gets Half Play Time With 19% Pix

,

•

of the

Ecuador Goes for

'

renewal of

some of the canceled radio licenses
had been undertaken by a prominent

,

Mex

Leads

(9).

"Off Record," Piccadilly (27).

"Oklahoma!", Drury Lane C31).
"One, TWO, Three," Yorks (12).
"Outrageous," W. Garden (3).
"Peace Our Time," Aldw'h (17).
"Piccadilly Hayrlde," Wales (38).
"Present Laushter," H'ym'kt (33).
"PTivate Ent.", St. James (2).
"StarliBht Bo«f,» Hipp. (4).
"Sweetest l.oweat>" Ambsss, (83).
"Together Again," Vic Pal. (33).
"tupj^euce," Globe (8).
"Warm's View," Whitehall (31).

Burnside, Seidelman
Glom Arg. for Eagle Lion
Buenos Aires, Nov.

25.

:

production crisis plans call for the
setting up of a national joint film
production council to which all production bodies, employers and unions
will send delegates. Wilson will be
permanent chairman, -and ctfuAcil'st
aim will be "to .keep under review
by the industry and the government
the' mea.sures being taken tt^ipjcomote
the fullest and best use Of available
'

II. Burnside, Eagle Lion
currently in Buenos Aires,
probing possibilities of maWng dual
pix in Englisl) and Spanish in Argentina. Lower production costs in B.A.
are attracting foreign coin, and the
Eagle Lion blueprint includes making pix in Argentina at a cost around
$200,0001 importing British stars and
taking on Anglo-Argentines who are

William

rep,

is

bilingual.-

Tim Durant, Charles Chaplin's
agent, is mulling over deals to hire
local studios, in which to make three
bilingual pix with coin put up by
Chaplin.
Victor
McLaglen and
George Sanders are slated to star in
the Chaplin productions.
Sam Seidelman, director of ESagle
Lion's foreign department, is also
in B.A. and together with Burnside
will try and iron out the kinks slowing up exhibition of "Henry V/VherB.
They will also set up an or^nization for distribution of Eagle Lion
pix in'Ar|!entina<
'

-

"

.

film production resources^

Board' Of Trade prexy

is

to call a

meeting of U. S. production comwho are not represented b^
BFPA. At this meeting he will asK

panies'

S. -delegates why their Britisli
studio space is not being put to luU.
use and what their production -plaiist
are for 1948.

U.

MEX BADIO STBIKE BAIKEB
Mexico

City, Dec. 2.

Labor Ministry has headed oif -tha
strike against all local radio stations
which organized musicians and announcers had planned to enforc*
demands for a 50% pay hike and
shorter hours.
Ministry induced the workers to
sit

in

on

tallcs at its offices 'with

stations' chiefs.

-

<

th«

,

i6

M*G

Join

Lesser-Poe's

New Org. to Rqiresent

St.

See World

IKstribs

IpdicB^ttg the crowded condiKew York'* hotels today,

tioni in

to book Itji
current division sales managers'
meet into Jour different roomi

km

It's

the Ediibs

Who

Metro waf forced

Indie Prodneers East
N«w

outfit, to

activities

than

their

eastern

Aboad

at the Hotel Aster,
Teeoff session was held yesterday (Tuesday) in the hotel's
Coral Room. To-day's meet is
scheduled for the South Garden
and tomorrow's session will be
held in tjhe College Room, Con-

Chevalier

sales

reps have done In the past, has been
up by Irving Lesser and Seymour

set

Poe. Lesser is lormer managing director of the Roxy theatre, N. Y.,
and Poe, iormerly a Upited Artists
h«.,exec, is eastern rep of Sol Lesser
Productions.

New organiscation, Producers Sepresentatives, Inc., will have aflillated
witti it Prodjicers Representatives
International to handle the filmmalcers' foreign problems. Lesser is
prez and Poe treasurer of both companies, with David E. Griffiths v.p,
of the International. He'll headquarter in London, where for many

Continued from pace 3
fans were under the general impression that one version had English
dialog even though- it was well-a'dvertised that Chevalier's commentary
was' the only English in the picture.
Exhibs agr'ee on basis of this test
that English-speaking ilhngoers seent
to prefer the old lormula of subtitling or dubbhig to inserted narra-

indies.

He's' also

EJoel

.5

wm

through the end of Feb-

set

ruary.

Anglo-UiS. Film Impasse

•

,

,

Fact that Rodgers set "down to
brass tacks" as the meet's keynote

Stymies Korda Producer

lelture of his paychecks

company.

couraging loans from hard currency

on the importance
market

are being briefed

Floating Loan in the U.S.

form pattern of clearances has coma

home

from pile 9 bb
gjH Continue*
biggies are also beina[ considered
lor the post, it's understood.
Connors' negotiations have stumbled pn, two obstacles.- First, EL
won't' agree to compensation terms
asked by Connors. Second, Connors
hasn't been able to win a deal from
20th to settle Ms five-year advisory
gets
retention under which he
$1,000 weekly. He'd like a cash settlement instead. Any new deal without 20th's consent would mean for-

indicates the divisional sales chiefs

British government's policy of dis-

'

Be^ahler

qeatinued' trom pafc

releases. Metro's release roster is al-

ready

former

prez of the Kinematograph Renters

That old major eompany argument
exhibs, not distribs, set a uni.

tlhat

Connors-EL

clave winds up Friday (fl) with
a meet in the Yacht Room.

tion.

years he was managing diffector of
Warner Bros. - First National and
irrove recently has been representing

American

and

represent indie pro-'

Queers on a much bcoader scope ot

Pressure the Issue of Gearances

2 M-G

Bqfgies Into

countries has resulted in .the indef- ready ruled against increased adinite postponement of The Archers' mission prices for top Metro pic"Promotion Of the Admiral." Budg- tures and the company is still sellPR will represent Edward G. Rob- eted at $1,500,000, the picture^ was ing the- majority of its atcounts on
sliding, scale percentage basis.
jin^on's Thalia Productions; the Frank slated as Michael Powell and Emeric a
Melford-Julian Lesser unit, Windsor Pressburger's first film for Sir Alex- 'Division managers wiU probably be
Pictures, and Sol Lesser Productions. ander Korda's British Lion under a told,, consequently, to seek increased
Robinson's outfit is preparing "Har- recent distribution deal.
playing time pn all product whenPressburger, in the U. S. for the ever possible as. the- best alternaness BulV tlie story of a New York
cop, for United Artists release. Wind-; past montht had planned to make tive.
sor own rights to the Gene Strat- some 15% of "Admiral" on location'f" buring the'' remaining three days
ton-Porter stories, which it will film in and around San Francisco^ if fir of the meet, the field managers and
for Monogram. First will be '''Girl of nancing could have been arranged their I assistantia wiU be briefed on
the Limberlost.*' Sol Lesser makes in this, cojintry. Before sailing on the all 'Pliases of sales and branch opthe "Tarzan" series for
and Queen Mary last week the British erations. Conclave is schedujed to
'also has a UA distribution contract producer declared the British Treasconclude Friday (5) with individual,
ury's attitude made it unwise to
Other Services
assistant sales-^
seek partial financing for the film in sessions conducted by
In addition to the usual services America: 20th-FoXi it is understood, managers Saundera and Aarpn, And
Eisenberg,
between
Jay.
Uaifion
afkd the international setup, PR also was a possible coin source.
is- offering aid to' indies in the allClarifying his pact- with Korda, Metro'S' SaJes and legal departments.
important matter of obtaining pro- Pressburger said The Archers' agreeIn addition to the five division
duction financing, and has adjuncts ment With the British indie was on a sales heads and their field assistants,
for auditing, tax consultant and legal single-picture basis, an arrangement the meet is al^o being attended by
Society, which includes toppers of all
British and American distribs in

.

-

.

.

RKO

Bolster

Pre-%nas Biz

'

three- judge statutory court
handed down the decree now in
''

Court couldn't see how each
could possibly have
reacted the same clearance for
each house -without some undercover understandings aiid said so.
But legalites now think wliat's occurred in the past lew months will
be -valuable verification of their
argument.
,

Metro is conducting a novel experiment this season by booking its

;

Here's what

occurring now, acBroadway houses' more than three cording' to sales toppers. One of the
crusading distribs will wanjjie a
weeks belore Christmas. With other slash^ in clearance time between
a
companies holding their big pictures first-run and second-run house on
until Christmas to make icertain of tlie ground that the spacing is unthe holiday crowds, Metro hopes to. ne^cessarily excessive. - Second-run,
negate the usual pre-holiday box'', along With the distrib, is the beneoftice slump by grabbing off some ficiary and, naturally likes
it.
R, in
of the tourist and •shopping: trade turn, begins to insist that other mathat jams Manhattan's downtown
jors-cut their tune by a similar. n.ura'<
streets each December,
ber ol days*
Two 'films are "This Time lor
Instenecs
both
bi( 'holiday

t-wo

into

attractions

is

-

-

Keeps"

and ."Good

Techidcoloc musicals.

News,"

.

Latter

tees

.

,

-

The
that

company

,

England.

the Government anti-trust
appeal comes up the week of
12.
Flood pf fresh evidence
that distribs were .right in contending that uniform clearances are not
results of monopoly have cropped
up, sales toppers f^, Irom the recent drive to Slash dead time be*
tween playdates.
suit

dates.

Cap

And Music Hall Early To

Rodgers has al-

when
Jaii.

Irom that operation scouted distrib contentions and used the uniform clearances >)s prime proof that the majors had conspired to fix runs, and

of building the domestic film
at .much as possible.

to roost again with the prob*
that the U. S. Supreme
Court will hear plenty on the 'Subject
abilities

oS^ tomorrow (Thursday)

at

Radio

Flock ol incidents have already

come up

in

Cincinnati,

Cleveland,

City Music Hall, replacing "Cass Mil\vaukee and other towns where
Timberlane."
Although biz. on the second or stibsequent run has re"Timberlane" is not up to expectar lused to book another major's pie
tions, Metro claims it could have unless a parallel clearance is grantstayed in the HaU since it's still ed. Exhib sees no reason why h«
grossing well over the control fig- should follow a deluxer by 30 days
ure.
whe^ buying from one distrib and
"Keeps" opens the same day at then trail the same deluxer by -49
cluding vcepee Howard Dietz,. plus
Seadler
and
William
Si
R, Ferguson; the Capitol, with Marilyn Maxwell days when he deals with another
Hence, the clearances are
exhibitor
relations chief H. M. and the Paul Whiteman orch head- distrib.
Richey and M. L. Simons, his as- ing the stagebill. In this case, inevitably settling to the lowest
sistant, aiid' industrial relations chief Metro sales officials concede it was common denominator.
hecessary to' book a new film into
The big push inaugurated by UniCharles D. O'Brien.
the house, since the combination of versal, Paramount, 20th-Fox, et al,
Frank Sinatra on the stage and *'Her to slice clearances where unreasonHusband's Affairs" (Columbia) on able, are therefore resulting in a
the screen didnt' gross what was pattern down the line.
Individual
Cagfley's 'Life*
expected,' hence only 'three weeks.
negotiations by individual compa-<
I
||
liajBaH; continued from pace S'sssaaa
nies, notwithstanding, exhib insistence
on
a
bargain
caii
only
mean
the Cagneys' next two films. With
identical systems among the mathe studio providing the financing
jors, it's said, and the decree's bans
and sharing in the profit.
The
can't change
results.
ITOASC Legalites saythethey're
brothers left
to go to UA with
not going to
Hollywood; Dec. 2.
their own indie company att^t win*miss the opportunities of pointing
Wage increase demands approxi- out the process to the high court.
ning a suit against the company for
Trial briefs of the eight majors in
their independence. Because of the mating 32% are all that are left to
le^l difficulties between them, War- be decided after reps of Independ- the «ourt below went lengthily into
ners has not reissued the Jimmy ent Theatre Owners of Southern the history of the film biz and made
Cagney - starrer, "Yankee Doodle California and Moving Picture Op-^ the- same contention then. The' new
Dandy." It's pres.uraed that the new eratoijs local 150, lATSE, agreed on evidence; Ifs thought, way be the
all working conditions following a clincher.
.
agreement
a
or
'

services.

n

.Affiliated with it for latter purare Benjamin W. Solomon',
CPA, who has long been auditor and
tax consultant, for Frank Capra, Ed'
wsrd Small, Lesser, and others, and
Btnest Wilkinson, Washington cospoKaie attorney and specialist in
matters pertaining to Government
agencic!;. He was formerly with the
New York firm of Dwight, Harris^
Koegel & Gaskey, who rep 20th-Fox.

poses

assistants
and other
similar to that his firm had with homeoffice
Rank prior to switching to British homcoffice execs. Slated to speak
Lion. Originally "Admiral" was to to the sales chiefs are; members of
have rolled late' in April. "Burmese the homeoffice publicity staff, in-

'

Silver," another iwssibility on The
Archers' schedule fos.Karda, has also
been tempcirarily shelved due to the
current unrest in India.
•

While Pressburger was inttsuccessful in his financing mission, he at
least won a reclassification of The

the domestic field Awill
pass on exhibition,
supervise ad and pub-licity budgets and campaigns, supervise key engagements and .contact
branches of the producer's distrib. It
plans to go in heavily abroad for advice on selUng rights, converting curOutfit in

analyze

and

contracts,

Archers' CBank - distributed) "Black
Narcissus." Producer brought over' a
different ending for the film which
resulted' in .the ]l«gion of Decency
lifting its .0 (condemned) rating In
A2 (unobjectionable for adults.)
'

N.Y.

rencies, tarilfs, political restrictions,

';
;

Lesser, before going with the Roxy,
v.p. in charge for Principai-Pictures and operated theatre circuits.
for 10 years, at
.I*oe was with
various times in charge of 'sales pTo^.
motion; exec assistant to eastern and
wesjtem division managdrs and hanSince
west
coast
circuit
:sales.
'dting
1942 he has been, rep -for Lesser,
Loew-Lewin and Andrew Stone.

was

UA

PROJECTIONISTS

m

SET TO OK

etc.

Some of the last remaining obon way to a settlement were
cut through at a special negotiations
meeting yesterday (Tuesday) between projectionists Local 306 and
circuits reps of 20th-Fox, Loew's,
stacles

RKO, Warner and Universal With
the circuits already on record ior a
10% wage hike, gap between the
.

uni9n demand and company offer
has nanwed down considerably
and- iiocal' 306 prez Herman Gelber
is expected to igk a compromise
pact at an early <i!ite.
Union contract, which has been in
th* works lor over six months, will
about 200
last week came up cover StiO boothmen
New York metropolitan theatres.
.

R IRIV WINS ON TEST

-

TOCUTSOeBOdTHIKN
RivoU, N.

-Y.,.

m

a long^runtting legal battle Agreement on practically all points
two men^bers of New York was attained through the personal

Victor in
niih.

.

Local 306 when a
municipal court jury dumped the
latter's claim for $2,000 damai^s. In
so doing, jury decided that plaintiffs
Joseph Edelstein and Jack Kaplan
had no ground for grievance because
thei Uiv let them go when it was
•witching from a grind to a two-perprojectionists'

day

intervention of Richard F. Walsh,
prez of the*',International. .Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees.
.

ProjectioniiBts in 25

FWC

Theatres Back to

Work

IiOf AngeleSr-Dec. 2.

Motion' picture projectionists went
something of a 'back to work in 25 Fox West Coast
day, arose in theatres at the behest ot Richard

policy.

Dispute, which was
cause celebre In its
July, 1943.: Broadway showcase then

Walsh, lATSE president. They had
had opened Paramount's "For Whom walked out four weeks ago during
ah. argument over pay rates for
the Bell^lTolls" and as. a result reduced its 11 booth operators by lour. projecting the 20thTFox picture,
Quartet was dropped on the basis of "Forever Amber," in neighborhood

and the question raised houses.
Motion Picture Operators, Local
theatre had that
IS, was ordered to resume negotia'
its collective gargaining
tions on a xiew contract with circuits
pact with 308.
and
independent theatres.
Talks
During last week's trial before
were renewed yesterday (Mon.),
Justice Charles A. Curtin and. a jury,
both Mont« fiahnon,' Itivoli's man- with Carl Cooper, lATSE veepee,
seniority

was whether the

.

,

right under

ager, and Robart M. Weltman, mandirector »t ih* Paramount
theatre (N. Y,) testified. They sue
cessfuUy contended that the pact
save the house the privilege to cut
down projectionists in a. change of

representing the local.

aging

•policy.

George Raftery,
ciill,

Baftery

&

trial chores for

of O'Brien, Dris-

Lawler, handled the
the BivoU.

TDf HOLT'S BODEO lOUS
Hollywood, Dec.

2,

Tim Holt, who recently bought
into a rodeo, will open his first tour
next April with 14 performances in
Nashville.
Proceeds will be used to build
.

summer camp

lor> boys,

m

'

DEMANDS TO BE

DECIDED BY

WB

TILT

'

"

carries
written
arrangemen,t lor re-release
George M. Cohan biog.

Two

;

tacit

of

the

up under the new;
agreement are "The Stray Lamb,"^
based on a bestseller by Thome
films lined

two-hour, session.

Among

the

new working

condi-

tions okayed, is a clause covering
all-night theatre operation, payment
of studio scales when theatre pro-

C

Purge Parleys

j<§ctionist is employed by producer
the lor rushes, roadshow clause giving
Continued from page 5
increased
scales
and permitting
of a formula to meet the purge issue,
transfer Irom one theatre to anReturn of the Cagneys to Burbank other only through mutual consent, but no definite plan was adopted.
Pactecovers one year period from The B.DG board also met to probe
is a powerful -addition to the ranks
its rights under its basic contract
of indies releasing under the j ban- yesterday (1), plus time and halt lor
ner of Warners. Durmg his previ- overtime. Negotiations with malor with the producers. A continUatioa
of the huddle was slated for tonight,
oi!fr stay on that lot Jimmy starred theatre circuits, long stalemated, re0emands are ,«t which time, it Is believed, adopin a number of top productions, in- opened yesterday.
cluding "The Strawberry Blonde," similar to those agreed on by indie tion of common policy araoWg the
'City for Conquest," "The Bride members ol ITOASC; same wage three guilds will be discussed. The
Came C.O.D.," "Captams ol the scale increase is asked. Huddles on SWG board is also scheduled to
Clouds,". "The Roaring Twenties" wage clauses with ITOASC are due meet tonight.
later.
and "Yankee Dood]« Dandy."
Meantime, the producers' c»mmittee, chalrmanned by Mayer, held a
three-and-qne-half-hour session this
morning. Discussion centered around
Zack Scotts' N.Y. Vacash
possible means ol ridding the indusWallis
of the known Commies. Present
Loanout to EL try
Continued from pate 1
were Henry Ginsberg and Waiter
In line with a relaxed policy of Wanger,
who are members ol th*
recorded by Decca. Miss Fletcher
most studios toward permitting con- committee;
N. Peter Rathvon, subhas scripted the story for Wallis and tract players to make
outside films, stituting for Dore
Schary (en route
is now rewriting it into novel form Warners'
Zachary Scott has just from N. Y.),
and attorneys Maurice
completed "Prelude to Night" lor Benjamin,
for publication by Random House.
Mendel Silbeiberg and'
Arthur Lyons' Producing Artists
Alfred
Second picture into production,
Wright. Eric Jdhnston, MoCorp. Eagle Lion will distribute.
iion Picture Assn. proxy, was represlated lia Februai:'^, will be "Be Still
is a tentative one as the picture
My Love" and the third, "House of Title
sented by Edward L. Cheyfitz, his
may be released as "Dangerous Illu- assistant.
Mist." Both are being cast now. In
sion."
the meantime, unit's ninth film has
With
short respite between film
a
been set for release Jan. 15 and
chores, Scott trained into New York
Industry's $885,134 to L. A. Chest
opens at the Paramount, N. Y., the
last week, accompanied by his wife,
Hollywood, Dec, 2.
previous day. It is "I Walk AJone"
lor a three- weeks Gotham vacation,
Motion Picture Industry's Permawith Lizabeth Scott and Burt Lanbefore returning to their Hollywood nent Charities Committee has alcaster.
home for Christmas with their 12- located a total of $585,134 to the Los
Wallis and Hazen entered into the year-old daughter. Scott's
other out Angeles Community Chest drive.
deal with Paramount Sept. 1, 1944. side film was UA's "The Southerner"
This amount is second on the list
They have done all their own financ- in which he co-starred with Bettv of donations
to the Chest. It is preiug 'Ou the films -via a revolving bank i'ield. His Warner pact still
has a ceded only by the Los Angeles incredit.
couple years to go.
dustrial division.'

Smith,

and

"A Lion

Is

Jn

i

Streets," to be reconstructed from a
nO'vel by Adria Locke Langley.

.

.

More WB

.

WARNER

^

BROS'.

ROBERI HUnON

TRADE SHOWINGS OF

JOYCE REYNOLDS

•

"ALWAYS TOGETHER"
with Cecil Keilaway
Directed by

FREDERICK DE CORDOVA

Screen Play by

PHOEBE & HENRY EPHRON and

Monday,
PLACE OF

CITY

Warner Screening Room
20th Century-Fox

RKO

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Warner. Screening

464 Franklin

Room
RKO Screening Room
Warner Screening Room

308
'

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

S.

2:30 P,M.
2:00 P.M.

Church

1:30 P.M.

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th

8:(K)P.M.

2300 Payne Avei

2:00 P.M.

Wood

10:00A.M.

St.

Paramount

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1300 High

Detroit

Film Exchange Bldg.

2310 Cass Ave.

2100 Stout

Room

517 No.

Universal Sc.

Kansas City

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Los Angeles

Warner Screening Room

Memphis

20th Century-Fox Sc.

Milwaukee

Warner Th.

Minneapolis

Warner Screening Room

New Haven
New Orleans

Warner Th.

"

Rm.

Proj.

Rm.

20di Century-Fox Sc.

Home

,.New. Yorl^

Sc.

Rm.

Rm.

Office

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Oklahoma

Omaha

/ 2Qth Century-Fox Sc.

Rm.

2:00 P.M.

St.
St.

.

2025

S.

W.

2:00 P.M.

70 College

2:00 P.M.

St,

-

200

S. Liberty St.

1:3b P.M.

321

W.

2:30 P.M.

St.

10 North Lee

St.

1502 Davenport

230 No. 13th St.

Pittsburgh

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm,

1715 Blvd. of

Portland

Jewel Box Sc.

Lake

'

San Francisco
Seattle
St.

Louis

Washington

1:00 P.M.

St.

2:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

Allies

1947 N.W. Kearney

2:00 P.M.

St. .

20th Century-Fox Sc* Rm.

216'East 1st South

Room
Jewel Box Sc. Room
S'renco Sc. Room

221 Golden Gate Ave.

Earie Th. Bldg.

13th 8C

Republic Sc.

2:00 P.M.

Wisconsin Ave.

Warner Screening Room

Salt

2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.^

1000 Currie Ave,

Philadelphia

Room

1:30 P,M.

St.

Vermont Ave.

44th

2:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

10:30 A.M,

2318 Second Ave.
3143 Olive

E

St,

Sts.

,

1:00 P.M.

Illinois St.

15l Vance Ave.

212

12:45 P.M,

2:00 P.M.

1720 Wyandotte
'

10:00 A.M.

St.

1307 So. Wabash Ave.

1803

Room

2;3QPJ!^,

Street

De» Moines
Indianapolis

12:30 P,M.

St.

Denver

Sc..

TIME

St.

122 Arlington

Chicago

.

GOHLIEB

WERNER HEYMANN

197 Walton St. N.W.

Room
Room

Charlotte

Dallas

Music by

79 N. Pearl

Screening

Paramount Sc.

Cleveland

•

ADDRESS

Rm.

Sc.'

Buffalo

Cincmnad

Produced by ALEX

SHOWING

Adanta
'

•

DIAMONP

DEC. istK 1947

AltMuiy

Boston

I.A.L.

Ernest Truex

•

N,W.

,

1:00 P.M.

10:30A,M.

W<!d|i«e4ay» OecMoIn^r 3,

PICTIJRiiS

18

RKO

Will Fight in Chi
^om McConnell, attorney'

If

Amortization of Costly 4Hctiir«s

for

costs

tmder '-the decree, there's going
to be « Stiff court tiff. McConIllinois last

BKO

Kelly-Rink
continued from pkRC >
1,000,OQ»

poondi (4,q<HJ,Wo)

volved.

The Loadon Times-

i

if s*»t

,

1

.

London

lUid

Fiisaacial ^imes ^th wese critijjal,
adviainf sttoekboldens to seek full Inr
consolillomatiiin,' incJadiniC:*
But RKO's entire third-quarter dated balance sheet. The new setup
operating net of $1,228,109 (before would give Odeon control of General
adding $3,158,913 take for sale of its
Distributors, Gaumont-British

cient -tO' drive the total below the
proflt level because several costly

matters, particularly efforts to get
further playing time for UJ^ product

though unremunei-ative pix were
being amortized. Among these were
on the Beach" and
*'A Woman
"Bffagic Town," both of which failed

on Hank's

on

/

Policy

'
'•

'i

Co-op

M

Understood the Production Code Administration has notified all studios,
I
all stories about Al Capone are out, no matter how
ssssk m^Or and Jndift, that
they are disguised. Johnston office recently nixed a Capone script adapted
on "Desert ttasn a Wetbrbok Peglar yarn and submitted by Twoey Productions. S^me

Theatre turned 'iSbwn

Fury."
offer

flie:

and the TivoU opens "Fury"

out&t'Ja -reported intent on sitbmitting the tale again, this time with a
different twist. Notification covers "any" Capone story.

-

After an extensive facelifting job, Howard Hughes' production "Mad
Wednesday"' has been delivered to United Artists for release. Harold
Lloyd starrer was tried out last spring under title of "The Sin of Harold
bvit yisis. withdrawn following lagging returns.
Diddlebock"
has just, rvded that the McVidiers
For new refei^ Hughes changed the title, changed the ending, recut the
theatre, owned 50-50 by Faramotint
picture, resbot 'some 'scenes and issued a'ite'W pressbook.'.
and Jones, Linick & Schaefer, ,is not
required tp dispense with double
•

Not Offset

To Brit

.

'

features.

MEANS
llP;RANrS12NEn¥R.

7
The answer, so far as Charles M.
Tom McConneU, attorney for Jack- U'S 40 IN '48
have risen someReagan, Paramount'a sales chief, is son Park, agreed after tlie hearing
The dip meant, of
not whether n. S. exhibs should that the partially-o\vned hon$e isn't
course, diminished though still submake up the losses ot the overseas subject to the decree. Peculiar fllip
films
40
will
release
Universal
stantial profits from the company's
market. "We have never advocated to'the hearing was the contention of
during 1948, a boost of seven' over
However, since distributheatres.
increase
that- American exhibitors
Joseph Rosenberg, attorney for the
of
«ooa
what since

1946.

part

sets a

tiosf

o<5 the

Atm

the

toji,

teocked

20%
otf

were

rtturn

its

slide for the-

•their

in

in the
business,"

fill

"We

domestic

profits."

Whether it's through increased adif that's iu,stified, extended
runs or better merchandising, dis-;
tribs have a right to expect theatre
operators to help find the way out
and chip in with their cooperation,
the Reagan credo goes. But Par ha.s
no intention o£ boosting its rentals
mission?,

way out.
On t^e matter

as the

receipts.
profits • were
last year's

down

Operating

almost 75% from

take

leaises,

iif

VS^S

of

Reagan would

i"^

like to do SP

but can't see how a company can
raise the number an<J- yet give care4
ful exploitation aiid selling to. a film,
"We can't put^pictures on a belt and

before t:txes' ai}d;coiitm»
In 1946, exhibition ari'a .dlstiibution wings contrilftited'^apptaximately 50-50 to the tHfen Teccird
Which means the theatre
.take.
during the 13 weeks
tnranch of
ended Sept. 27, 1947 made^ up
deficit of some $GOO,OOO.of the sales
dept. before contributing- the balimee .as the c^pmpaay's profits for
«
the period.

Jf4,'i'26,560

£encies.'

,

foreign

do,;howev«r,
expect their cooperation in seeking
out every possible way «f boosting

XJnder RKO's
ing its films, coiit of pix aren't
charged to distribution until- the
feature is actually released. At that
time, basing, on the average, grossing,
of the ywr before, percentage of thcsco,st is-imocated weekly jagainst the
profits Of the film. W}ier|,,as B> the'
third <luartcr, costly but weak grossing films wpie releE(sed, amortization and operating cliatges overbal-

anced

revenues to us to

difference
40%, so far as Rengan'declared.

conceriie*,system, of ^.amortiz-

dlstrib rentals

•

.

of .houses

costs

.

B&K

CfljRtimed trom' »a<« 7
first-run in the southside

"
weeki
Court clashes over the decree conFederal judge Michael Igoe
tinue.

Par Expects Exhibs'

..JDuring the same period", "RKOV
net slid off some 2Si%,
Grosses were not off as much tcompai-ed to last year), but operating

Small st\idib, short of Ipyoduct, •vehitttrf down two old boss operas and
combined them to look like a iiew ftUrt. In, the course of whittling it was
discovered- that the.«tar woire a white shirt in one galloper and a black
one in the other. To solve this difficulty they switched the star into a dual
CWtics around the
role, villainous in a black .sliirt and heroic in white,
lot declare the stkr looks better as « villain than as a hero.

:iat<6:^J:|^gg^-.':;^

.

theatre

.

a

no

this

boxSJfflce

their

*

circuits.

licity director.

poSBibility Of his winning
move toopwefad'^* sait.«t -this

8«tt

GCF

Film
newsreel company) came from the and all other Rapk subsids.
company's 101 thfetres;
Interested as well as UA is 20thKeturns on rentals during the Pox, Which hOWs • considerate
three-month stretch, it's understood, share of G-B.
pipped «s. much as Sji%-40%,- suffiKelly will also look into the other

oft

;

Allied Theatres of
week that the two
houses were in, .despite
fact the suit named RKO Pictures as defendant and W»t the
parent company.
RKO toppers dispute his con-t
tention .jmd fey hij faUure to
include the theatre! company or
TOiey
Its parent lets thenii.out.
told

nell

and some"

pix caught up with HKO during its third quarter when the tCompany'a distribution wing, for the
llrst time since the outbreak ol tlie
war, actually t^rated in. the red,
lfi| been learned since RKO'a fttMtnctiA report was issued last week,
•Jn^t condition has been corrected
since, it's said, and the sales dept.
is now turning in a profit ^igain.

to. pay
promise'.'

managing director of Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., makes
appearance tomorrow tThursday) as guest of Tex McCrary
and Jinx Falkenburg on iliefr '"HI Jfax" show over "VjlWaC (NBC, N.Y.).
Eyssell will be interviewed by the husband-and-wlfe team on the Hall s
annual Christmas pageant revue and it's believed he'll give out with a
bunch of statistics on how many people have seen the stage event since it
was originated, how many years it's .been presented, etc. He'll also cUscuss the "factors he looks for Iri selecting films for the Hall, e,specially
those for the holiday season. Metro's "Good News," which opens there
tomorrow (Thursday), .'»'ill have the honors this year.
Interview was set up tty Tom l^gei^ Mf^^a home office radio, pub-

Gus Eyssell,
his first radio

Grand— come

the

and

Palace

BroH^t RKO's 3d Quarter Down
pi'oduetion

Inside Sbiff-Pictnres

insists that
first-runs— the

Jackson Park,

RKO's two Loop

tt^g\\

the total hiUing the exchanges this
McVickers, that the de.cree copied year, company spokesman said this
one which he had. won in 1932 jtgainst
bicljidetl. in the total are a
Publix-Great States circuit.
dozen "British pix from J. Arthur
jEIosenbevg branded the current set Hank studios, U, «s chief U.-S. disof rules as "slovenly drawn" after; trib for "Rank, handled nine of the
noting that it failed to distinguislv Britisher's features during 1947. .
between situations in Chi and those
Two of the company's pix,- ifs
*
in surrounding territory.
said, are currently., under considerac.;
Morton Lane, Par's" h.i). attorney', tion for advanced admission book-'
ings,
Th^'re- "All My Sons," adaptareturns here this week for further
tion ot the Arthur Miller play which
liuddles with B&K biggies.
won the New York .jcciticS' award,
and "Tap Roots," inralter Wanger's
Again Delay Chi Suit
Technicolor spectacular. "Stons" will
Chicago, Dec. 2,
Rio,' nabe theatre, antj<-trHst .s^it be released January or February of
was again postponed last weetc, this '48 with test engagements probably
giving the final word on- whether
time until February, 1948.
Big Five lawyers asked more time it'll be upped in price. "Tap Roots"
won't be on releasing charts, until
to examine house books.-

send them along in a mechanical
way," he explained. "Pictures must,
be given the opportunity of careful

.

RKO

vp^

June
From

Semenenko-UH

testing .and selling to start them off
S.'C<(i>tinued front
'Results are better 'for' customers and ourselves."
ment. has- indicated that' he. is i^U
Hence, Paramount plans.to release int^arested -in it if <he can get full con26 pix during the 1947-48 .season, thi trol.
$5,000,(H)0-$6,000,000 .figure
same number as the year beSpre. was mentioned in these talks.
The 26. includes six to eight Pine
Miss Pickford's advisers have been
good picThomas low-budgeters.
urging her to accept the Boston
ture properly merchandised, Reagan
banker's offer, pointing out the difbelieves, can do as well at the presference between the $12,500,000 that
ent time as last year when theatres
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
could have been obtained ,iust 'a few
were turning in peak grosses.
Variety eiub. Tent 25, elected
montlis ago and the present figure.
•'Unconquered," DeMille TeclmiCharles. P. Slcouras toihis sixth term
Since the company lias been, unable
color opus, will play a total of 300Other officers are
v;as 'c}itief barker.
to line up the bank financing it must
350 advanced admission situations,
Dave Bershon, first assistant chief;
then be withdrawn by Jan. 31,. ac- have to'provii^e production loans to
Oscar Oldknow, second assistant;
cording to Reagan. After a reason- get its.: Jlndies working.'-again, it is
George Topper, dough guy, and W.
able time, it'll be released again at feared^ there will be further depreci

Mie4

-right.

A

&

CP. SKOURAS AGAIN

A

HEADS VARIETYTENT 25
.

1

.

H

(Bud) .Lol]ier,-.proj)ertymaster.
Barkers voted to .go ahead witli its,
tiirth clinic at Cedars of, LebanoOi
and to continue monthly contribu-

tions to the Spastic Children's |*oun-dation.
•

New

IBufralo Variety

Clab BOmtd

Buffalo, Dec. 2.
board ot directors of- Variety
Club includes Harry Berkson, Monogram: .Tack Chinell, .RKO; William
Dipson and Andrew' Gibson, Dipson Theatres; Myron Gross^ ^ichine
Theatres; W. E. J. Martin, CourierExpress; Richard Walsh;. Murray
Whiteman; Phil Fox, Columbia;
George H. Mackenna and "David
.

'

New

.

Miller,

^

"I

went

WhMi
foreign

to

Burma

pictures,

move

of

considerably

more

American

films.

.

With 20% of the, take "to be divided between exhibitor and distrib.

I

.

theatre

operations

Week

and
that

he is mudi. impressed with American pxhiW 'Success in merchandising candy, popcorn, etc. Scotsman

i

'

plans, to introduce such product in
his chain of some 87 theatres whenever it becomes feasible to do so, he
indicated, feeling that such sales are
.source of secondary -revenue that

cannot be overlooked.
iKing also plans to refurbish his
theatres' marquees along the architectural lines of U.S. houses when
economic conditions permit.
The
Scottish thealxeman, accompanied t>y
his. family, sailed aboard the Queen
Mary last week, along with Mark

JESSE LUNCHEON CAPS

FEDERATION DRHfE

•

Fewer A

sible to step

to George Jes.sel, a pillar in FJP's. fund raising activities.
of all branches of :|he enter-

up production because testimonial

of the current sky-high costs.
Of those 506 films tentatively
scheduled for release-.nexi year, only
some 150-200 can be bracketed in the
A category. On Broadway, consequently, where 18 or' 19 theatres are
competing for first run t>roduct, only
10 or 11 films a year would ba avail
able to each house:
That means
every theatre would ha've to play
each film an average of four <veeks
or longer, or settle for reissues. Foreign pictures are -already channeled
into the five or six art houses on
Broadway and it's unlikely the de
luxe showcasers Would go for any ot
'

them.
Pointing up the expected shortage
of first run product is 20th-Fox,
will boost its releases from
33 to 48 films in 1948. Of those 48,
however, only 22 will be turned out
by the 20th studios and several of

Goldwyn Buys
s Continued from page 7 :
tioi^ chief, said yesterday that acqulsition.of the interest in the Bos-

ton house represented no continued
move toward buying theatres
"The opportunity presented itself as
logii:al and proper and we took ad

policy

vantagVof

it,

that's all,"

Mulvcy

ex-

plained.
out of which is to come all expense.s,
Cary Cvant-Loretta Young-David
it makes operation in the country
ludicrous, Frederick Spencer, MPA'* Niven starrer opens at the Astor,
"That- the trip was ill-advised,, rep there, was last reported en- N. Y., next Tuesday (9); Carthay
even ioolish, I am very ready to deavoring to get an extension of CirclN Los Angeles, Christmas Day;
admit. At the lime it seemed the the deadline for imposition of the Woods, Chi,' approximately the same
time, and at the Colony, Miami,
thing to do,
tax, which was Monday (l)i
"
"I have absolutely no use for
Although the new government Jan. 14. Policj* will be similar to
CoriSmunism nor for anyone^ Who which iiecently took over said the that of "Best Years of Our Lives,"
iserves that philosophy.
.move was to save dollar exchange, with the Astor, N. Y., getting $1.80
actually means nothing in that top and houses in other cities $1,20
"I am an American
it
"And very likely, like a good direction, since there's been a for the pre-release eneaKcments,
many ''oi the rest of you, sometimes freeze on dollar remittances since Policy for regular engagements
hasn't been determined yci
15.••''A' fooBs^i, Attd' impetuous American."! Oct.
I

-:

surveifr^g

visiting 'atudioi^ said last

Reps

tainment world are expected
turn
out for the affair.
Max A. Cohen, circuit operator, is
chairman of' the luncheon committee.
Among, other members are

Joseph

R. Vogel, Loew's theatre
Abe Schneider, veepee and
treas.
of Columbia; Emil Friedlauder, chairman of the board of Da-

head;

zian's;
and "Robert M. Weitman,
managing director of the Paramount
theatre-.

MP

Foundation Names

10 Pic Toppers Trustees

'

tlioaghl fellow Amei'iCdus tvcte 'oeing deprived of their Constitutional
Bights, aid for that reason alone.

'

Sig Alexander Klng^ who has been
jn the U.S. for the past two months

.

Company

crackdowns on
Burma talces no

'

Com- "

petei-s

-to

drastic than first thought and the
wqj'St by any country yet It csdls
for an 80% t&x oh boxofllce gross

j

Washington because

product

m

comes

it

Reports rehalf-way measures.
ceived by the Motion Picture Assn.'s
international department reveal the

Bogait

nor as a sponsor of anything
munistic.

If

TAX
ON YANK FILM €R<y^

BURMA'S

Dewey Michaels was fldmed na-

Continued from pace 5

ation.

>:

Another BriLExliib.

>the Rank schedule, U is Ostrer, joint managing director of
counting ^rticidwrly on three head- GaumontoBritish.
opined
Latter
liners, wlggest piroperty is|Sir Law- that the cuErent
75% film tax imrfence Olivier's fllmization ot "Ham- passe might not
be adjusted until
let."' Also marked, high are
"Red the Marshall Plan takes effect.
Shoes," ballet pic of Michael Powell,
and" "Oliver Twist," adaptation of
the -Dickens novel recently wrapped
by 0avid Lean. Each of the trio
^
cost Rank $2,000,000 plus.
Tap Roots" was originally set
N.Y.
for '47 releasing hut a protracted deFederation 'of Jewish Philanthrolay -in obtaining Technic«4or prints
has pushed It over to the year fol- pies winds up its N. Y. showbiz campaign
to l-aise $325,000 Dec. 11 at a
lowing.
Hotel Astor luncheon. Sum is being
collected by a committee, hesided by
Si Fabian, chairman of FJP's amu,senieiit division, as a share ot the $15,000,1000 goal sought this year.
Conilaued from
Luncheon will take the form of a

out completely next year— as now appears
po.ssible—it is feared that the loss of
continuity of releases would cause a
done, both the exhibitors and the further, decrease in value whiiclr,
Currently,' might be catastrophic.
distributor get hurt."
Last summer's offer by the Fabian
he's' planning no other advanced adsyndicate called for $5,000,000 to
mission releases.
Some 18 months ago. Par cut its Chaplin for his '50% ownership and
co-op ads to 114 cities from a previ-' $7,900,000 to Miss PickfOrd. She was
ous 2Sp. It doesn't Intend to sli(io to 'get more because of willingness
furtheif. 'In these sitt|ations, com- to accept, deferred payments, rather
panysvwiU go for ^tiO-SO sharing of than cdsh, which Chaplin, was to get
costs.
Imposition of the- 75Si tax by the
British and general deterioration of
the foreign market outlook since the
Fabiarn offer has contributed to then
and-ribw difference.

regiilar prices: "You can go too far
down tiie. line, on advanced price pictures,"' Reagan' said, explaining the
limited roadshowing, "and if that's

tional canvasman and Berlin and
Chinell delegates to the Miami "conr
.vention.

1947

Motion Picture Foundation was
geared into high thj.s week when dis-

trib members named their 10 tnistcp.s
to the'MPF board. Those tapped will
sit with reps from the 31 exchange
these will probably be modest
budgeters, unsuited for the
houses. areas at the first board meet, slated
Besides the four Sir Alexander for flee: 8-9, at the Hotel Astor
Korda films also to be released, ,(N. Y,).
Designated by distribs are Barney
20th's remainijpg 18 will come froni
B string of indie^producei-s, few of Balaban, Paramount's prexy; Arthur
whose pictures Will orate A playing Krim, Eagle Lion prez; Gradwt'll L.
Sear.'s, United Artists' prez; Waller
time.
Sales
chiefs
have consi.stently Tilu.s, Jr., veepee lor Republic; Spymaintained that they don't expect an ros Skouras, 20th-Fox's prexy; Jack
exhibitor (o hold a film an extra day Cohni veepee for Columbia; Leopold
or an extra week if it means the ex
Friedman, veepee for Metro; Major
hib will lose money thereby. If it'
Albert Warner, veepee for Warner
found, however, that extended time Bro.?.; Nate J. Blumberg, Univcrsal's
will still furnish a margin of profit, prexy, and Ned Depinet,! exec veepee
even il ifs less than the exhib might for RKO.
derive by booking in a new picture,
Trustees' meet will plot the MPF'.'^
tlien the majors claim the theatr
course in collecting the $10,000,000
.should hold the picture over. Other
fixed upon to initially endow the
wise, they warn, the first run houses project. Rules -wiir also be iixed to
may be faced with a shortage of top determine eligibility of beneficiaries
films long before the year is out
tO'the fund.
4

A

-

Wednesday, Deeemlter

80
Work

Miracles"

United Nations (FWC)

Picture Grasses

Girl"

Weak

Last week, "Forever

12,300.

MPA

(1,149; 60-

86)—"Hagen

(WB)

.„(m.o.).

Surprised At Silence
centlnned from page <

Amber'" (20th) (4th wk), dutt $2,000

%

at $1.20 top.

LOUIS

ST.

Pro?. Hot; Dolpbin' Fat

(Continued from page 8)
Monterey** (U) »nd "Two Blondes,

31G,WWow22G,

_

feedheadi." |1»,W«>.
Sfissourl (F&M)

„„
(3,S00; 60-75)—
"Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO) aiid""01d
Spanish TraU" (K«p) (m.o.). Solid
'^Btule Force"
$14,000. Last
(U) and "Fabulous Texsji* (Rep).

'Widow'

yid at 19G

comment on the Gongressiohal

Eiqnire (Blumenfeld) (952; 5S-85) to
"Piiates of Monterey" (U), Mud contempt, citation!),.
$9,000 or near. Last week, "Tree
In New "Srork, the papers lined UP
Grows In Brooklyn" (20t») and about as expected, with the possible'
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (reissues), exception of the Herald Trib. It
torrid $16,000.
found the attitude of the kidustry
35-85)-'
(Lippert)
.(300;
Center
"neither, heroic nor inspiring*' but
•'Hell's ASigels" «ndie> land "Scarmade
Hefty questioned whether It wa-stft
(Indi?) ; .<l«issUes),.
face"
admissible*' by the yery nature of
$3,300. ?,ast week..:"Forever Amber"

Providence. Dec, S,
Unusually high grosser this week
(m.o.), $6,000.
with Loew's State leading the list (20th).:;(m.l?.),^ dWpolWmg $2,800
BO-75)—
(Loew)
(2,000;
Oi^enm
with "GreilsB Dolphin Street,',' Also at $1.80 top.'
,
•This Time For Keeps'* (M-G) and
StiiU jPajc) <2tl33; 60-85)-»Where,
"Millerson CSse" (0>W (ro.o.) (2d hep are RKOjybee'*:"Walti?lf;Mittjr/';.
wk). E^e $8,000 after neat $12,000 spotted for holdoveil-, and-AI'alestlc's There's Life'f^OPar) (m.o.). Strong
'-"2 $11,000. Last ,^k. "Man of Con',
"•
first stanza.
'
"Wistful" Widow."
quest" (Rep) and "Dark Command";
St. iHWIs (F&M) (4,000; 80-75)—
EsUniates for This Week
(Rep) (reissues), $8,500,
"Unsuspected" (WB) and "Each
Albee (HKO) (2,200; 44-65)-^"WalDawn I Die" (WB) (reissue). Passeble $8,i50O. Cast weefe^ "tragic ter Mitty" (RKO) and "Wild Horse
Town" (HKO) andVDifck Tracy Mesa" (BKO) (2d wk). Second
?17,000,
Meets Gru^sfome" (BICO)
wk)i round today. First week was sock<r
$22,000. Last week, "Magic Town"
soUd $7,000.
40-60)— (RKO) and "Tonto Rim" (RKO) (2d
Shnbert (Ind)
(1,500;
K.C4
"Drums Along Mohawk" (2Qth) and wk), 113,800.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
Kansas City, Dec. 2.
"Mark of Zoiro" (20th} (reissiues).
"AnHiony Adverse" (WB) and 'yre,
Line-up Of pix is improved con*
Oke $6,S0O. Last wedL "Dear Ruth"
(Par) and Xry Woft" (WB) (Sd zebel" (WB) (reissues). Happy $5,- siderably for this holiday week, and
000. Last week, "Nightmare Alley"; biz is upped accordingly. Leader js
run), 15,000.
(20th) and "When Girl's Beautiful" new Bob Hope "Where There's Life*'
-^^

W

UVEY

TIRATES' 156

at Paramount which likely will be
strong. "Song of Love" in the Midland and "Pirates of Monterrey" in
Last week, "Robin three Fox Midwest houses also
of Texas" (Rep) and vaude, shape well but are doubtful holdBALTO;
$8,000.
overs. Fairly gob* weather ThimksMales tie (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— giving Day gave - a sizable boost
Baltimore, Dep. 2
Strong entries sparked by, a potent "Wistful. Widow" (U) and "Bulldog with top admissions In force.
Thanksgiving Day ''getaway '.and Drummond Strikes" (Col). Solid
estimates for VbUi, Week
holding- pace over weekend are'' xe- $19,000. Last weeki "Lost Mom^it"
Apelle (Fox Midwest) (1,100; 46eulting in t ail-around good figures. (U) and- "Moss Rose*' (20th), $16,000.
(HeP)
"Northwest' Ouftiost"
Metropellliui (Snider) (3,100; 65)— 55)
Sockiest are ''Green D<apl|in Street"
at LOeyr's Century and' "Walter "Wyoming" (Rep) and Peggy Ann and "Winter Wonderland" (Rep).
Mitty" at Town. Better than avera|{e Oarner' heading stage show for Good $3,50Q. House drops back, into
this
regular- subsequent-Tun
take alsO'. is reported: iorT "Dai^ 'Uiree-day weekoid run. Nice $9,500. its
My
Man"
(Rep)
week,
"That's
Last
week.
Kenyotf' ai the New.,
and,- vtiude on stage for three-day
Bsqnlre (Fox Midwest) (820; 411^.
l^lMiuittf fn .pdt Wtfik
weekender,
$8,000.
TraU"
Spanish
Old
05)-?'Along
20*
Cc«tniy (Loew%>VrA> (3.000;
Stl»te (Loew) (3,200: 44-65)— (Rep) and "Robin Hood of Texas"
00)—"Green D<dptain Street" (M-G)
"Green -Ddlplidia Street''
(M-G). (Rep). Mce $6,000. Last week, "Adi
(2d
Starting' second round today (Tties) after very -blg^ getawa^F Single biU'-wiib quick turnover hclp< venture Island" (Par> and "Queen
Last week. 4^ Anunons" (SG),. so-so $4,000.
at $22,000, best here in weeks. ing .to solid $31,000.
Second round of '^Bodjr 'and,.Sour' "Body and Soul" (UA) and "Private
Kiai» (Dltdciifson) (580; 65)
Affairs** (UA) (Sd'wk). nice $17.<UA) was solid $11,300 liist week.
"Open City" (Indie). Returns after
Hip]p«ar«Nie (R«p{Mtpoi;t) (2,240; 000.
last ^inter,jStrand (Silyerman). (2,300; 4445) foiur weeks at this house
580-70)—I'Had to3eTi^u" (Col) plus
goes iMttk to
There's Life" (Par) and Good $1,200„ House
"Where
V9ud«^ .Very st^dy $19,000. Last
firrtraow »»er tto
"SWeef Genevieve" (Col). Opened- reissues and
vfeeikt '"Gwseii For Danger" <M>)
week. Ltet week!, "Baker** Wife*^
leaning en^ety on p:a.' of George Monday- (1); Iiast week,' "Golden igndieX, light $808.,
Bartflsgs" (Par) (ad,wlt>» oke $W,Jesselto get nii(» $14,800..
Midland (Loew's) (it,500; 46-«S)—
KeItM|,JSchanberger) (2.460; 20 OOO aft^r $12,000 opener.
."Song of Love"- (M-G) and •'Crime
eO)—"Wiiltful Widow" (U) OpeiUng
Doctor's Gamble" (Cot). Good
today- (Tues) after second week of
OOO in 8 dsffs. Last week, "Green
"WherjfriTfiere* Life" (Par) did very
Dolphhi Street" (M-G) (Sd wk).
'AMBER'
well at $19,000; first was $16,000.
fine

(Col) (2d run), $4,500.
Fays (Fay) (1.400; 44-65)—"That's
iSy Gal" (Rep) and vaude on stage.

ma' m&L m0,

WUmm

Good
Hood
sweU

$7,000.

.
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,

—
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,
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I(HUiK»24€

'

MayWr.

(Bicks)

(980;

$19,000.

35-59)

"RcKven Only Knows" iUA)

Portlftnd, Ore-... Dec.-.

right' first j-ound of $7,S00.\ .
(Mechanic) (1.800: 20-60)-^
"Daisy Kenyan" (20tfeK Uicely " re»
ceived by ntlx. stroi

Downtown

NeV

week,

.Orj^Mw (RKO) (1.900; ISrfa)—
(«KO) (2d wfc)>

lNMAi)ISSPORIUNI^

(2d

stouUy $6.QML«tter aU

vrk).

.

2;

'WMter Wits"
Light

$8,008.

test week,. moderately.

<WB)

weU this. week. because olnum'
ber of' attractions- playing compett'
tive- non-theatre

<3;l280;

spots.-

Two

AmMotat

(Par) (1,900; «i-19i>T^

Where^ There's Life" (P^r).~Tatt
.

$17,000 looms, and certaln'holdoveti
larg«: Last week, "Unsuspected"
(WB>.

fairness
observed.**

Rwwrdine! of. these
Mirror and; companies.
J^awaaMIirror .<eaiDft out in Its fik- songs, it's elaiinad, barn sold well
over the 1,000,000 mark without payvor, Tb« other S. Y. dailies were

jsilent.

The Post used the action for another dap At the Thomas conunittec,
heading Its ' editorial -with a statenient made by Adolf Hifler in 1933:
•Fhe great strength of a totalitarian
state is that it torces those who fear
called the Init to imiUate It."
dustry- decision "a 'craven, repeat.*'
Serii^ps^Beward
The, WorldfTelegram used the

-

16ce

15G
2»

Onlia (barker) (427; 65-$1.00)
"Ivan " (Indie). Fair $2,000. iMi
week, "Know .'Where I'm Going"

Execs Divided

B GenUaiwA-: tMat psga t st^
"Green Dolphin Street" is stand' (U), oke $800 in fom' days.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 85-$1.25)
«ut here this week with smash seS'
and —"Life With Father" (WB) (3d wk) all—belonged on thfr shouMeik of
fion. "Where There's Life"
Tabulous Ttx»n" also shap4 as (five days). So-so $5,500. Last week, the producers.
great
Goldwyn's
attitude was that
$14,000.:
fancy. "Exile" liMks nice.
Mnsie
(R-E) (1,000; 4«>80)— positive "iippi;oiich should be taken
BsUaMfes fer This: Week
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
pubUci;dng that HollaFWOod's
AUddin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
and "The- Web" (UJ (3d wk), after product output is 100% .^crican
"Hagett dirl" (WB) and "Invisible
we^ks
two
at ^Paramount and Orien'> and that not even
a taint of ComWan" (20th). after week at Den- taL Trfin $8,500 or over, JCast week,
munism had been hung on it by the
ver, Webber. Big $5,000. Last week,
-same.
"Body and Sod?* (UA) and "Two about
Un-American
Committee,
Oriental (H-E) (2.000; 90-$t20) House
Blondei^ ^Redhead" (Gifl)^ (iq.0.), —"Forever Amber" (2Gth). also
Firing
10," he aS'
of
the
"unfriendly
at
Paramotmt. Hot $7,500. Last wedc, serted, was a negative approach to
beidiam (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)
"Foxes of Hancow" <20th> and "In- the problem.
"Where There's life" (Par). Great visible WaR" (10th) $6,800.
Other
committee
members
«sked
),
$14,000. Holds. Last week, ^'UnconOrpbenm (H-E) (1,750; 40-80 t^-r what the attitude of the industry
Quered" (Par) (3d wk). fine $13i000
"Grapes of Wrath** (20H») and "Tb was to be if Chairman 3. Parnell
utted scale.
bacco Road" (20th) (reissues) (five Thomas reopened his probe, as he
Denver (FoSc) (2,525; 35-74)
Nifty $6,800.
Last week, states
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and "Spirit days).
he WiU. The AIPA fought
Harrow'* (20th) and "In
West Point" (FC>. &y-date with "Foxes Wall'*
the committee at the recent Wash'
(20th), big $10,800.
Webber. Fast $16,000, Last week, visible
Paramenat (H',E) (3,400; 90-$1.20) ington hearings and now it was fall"Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Invisible -"Forever Amber"
(20th), day-date ing in line with it; which Would put
Wall" (20th), fine $15,000.
with Oriental. Torrid $16,500- or it in an inconsistent position.
Es«aire (Fox)
39-74)
(742;
over. I«st week, "Golden Earrings"
In this connection, the opinion
"Exile" (U) and "Hoses Are Red"
(Par) and "Secret Mission" (EL), was expressed this week by a prom
(20th), dM'-date with Paramount.
inent industiyite unable to be
Good $3,000. Last week, 'Torever strong $11,500.

Mx

.

.

t

-

Amber"

(20th> (2d wid, also Par»
mount, fair $2,000.
OriAeint (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
•Gkeen Dolphin Street" (M-G).
Smash $24,000. Last week, "Merton
of Movies" (M-G) and "Amelo Affair" (M-6), $15^500.
FarauMnnt (Fox) (24200; 35-74)—
"Exile" (W and "Roses Are Red"
(20th), also Esauire. Nice $12,000.
Last week, "Forever Amber" (20th)
(2d wk). mild $11,000 at $1.30 .top.
Bialto (Fox) (87^; 35-74)—"Body
and Soul'* (UA) and "Two Blondes,
Redhead" (Col), after wede at Denver, Webber, Aladdin. Big $6(000.
JLast week, "MiarKle"
(20th)
and
"San Antonio" (WB), $3,500.
Webber (Fox) (ISO; 35-74)
"Fabulous Texan" (Hop) and "Spirit
West Point" {FCh also Denvsr. Fina
$3,500. Last week. "Hamn Girl"
(WB) and "Invisible Wall" (20th),

—

.

$3,000.

PUybouse (H-E) (1,200; 40-80)
the meetings that the group made
"Golden Karrings" (Par) and "Secret a mistake in not
including in the
Mission'* (EL) (m.o.). So-so $3,800.
Last wedE, "Ntghtmar* Ali(^*' (ao»)) policy statement a repetition of the
and "When GtrVs BtftUtiM** (Col) stronjjt condemnation of the eommittee tnade in Washington by Eric
(m.o.). $2,200.
Vntfed Arttits (Parker) (895; 40. .Tohnston and MPA special counsel
80)—"EscfceMfr Never" (WB) (eight FsaH v. McNutt. His attUude was
days), ^in $5,500. Last week. "This that the statement would have been
Time for Keeps" (M-G) (2d \(rk), much stronger had it taken the form
$6,800.
of "a plague on both your houses"
condemning both 'the committee' and
'

SAN FRANCISCO
(C:k>ntinued- from page 9)
Going" (U) (4th wk), happy $1,700
'

in 5 days.

Clay

(Roesner)
65-89)—
(400;
Pipit" (U) (3d wk). Big
Last week, nice $1,900.
(Soeaacr; (408;' 83-83)—
"Know Where Tm Going" (U) (m.o.).
Fine $2,400. Last week, "Things To
Come" (FC) and "Man Who Gould

"Tawny
$2,400.

Larkui

.

ijcam, Sun, -aad Hearst's

2S-75)

Denver, Dec.

viving heizs.

«aa -tnoderatton will 'be
In sceldng an aeaounting'ef the
Th« Post and PM, as anticipated, profits; plsintUGl' cfiaKge' thai -some
Uned up against the industry, while four tunes eMh jhave b^gt manufactured and sotid
the three disk
the (Scripps-Howard) World-Teleon

.

'Me'

-

Herbert Te$t,

.

DeBT^r;

The St. Paul Woxiew Press com.
mented pn th« *'])ig-niime galaxy"

cover from popular hysteria, at th«f
expense of destroying the livelihoods
GoKthnied Stem page l
a few writers and directors
against whom nothing has been
Henry Blossom, made the motion
proved exatipt that they evaded for consolidation of the suits.
bepolitical
to%their
answering^ aS
involve
Actions
the- question
Uefs."
whether' songs composed before
Herald Trib concludes: "It Is hard
1909, but Whitdt irere xanewed and
to maintain tiiat « mass-communicaextended, have the same mechanical
deny
tion industry Is powerless to
reproduction xigbts under the 1909
employment on suspicion of secret law. Filed sevwal yean ago, the
m«i\bership in a subversive organlsuits deal with some li sengs comaatiott. This newspaper believes that
posed by --Herbert, MacDenough^and
tiie power must be conceded; but it
Blossom. PlalntUts are iSUa- Bartlett,
cerfainfar siiotad bis used iparlngily
Clifford Heifaectv Mkrioriy^ Kossom
as posi^da, and tme trusts that Uie
Wilsim and^Ian MaeDwiough, surmotion picture industry's insistenea

houses. Paramount and Oriental, are $13,000 in 8 days.
"Hagen GitV (WB)^ Disappointing coining the dou^ with "Forever
liexy ' (Durwood) (900; 46-85)-^
^VifiOfS. Last weekr xe»su» «f *'B«eh
"Bachelor and Bobby' •'Out of Blue" (EL). Sofid $7,000 in
Dawn I Die" (WB), not too bad mt Atnbfr,"
Soxer" looks ace holdover at Musie 8 days. Last week, '•Adventurcssf
$9,200.
(EL) «nd "Heartaches'* (EL), slew
T«wi> (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)— Box.
$3,500 In 6 days.
"Walter ^Utty^
XttKO). 'Smash
XqiiiiMtcs for This Week
Tnwer - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Last went,' second of "Thi
Broadwax (Parker) (1,832; 40-80.) fiCdwest) (2.100, 2,043, 700; 49-65)—
ive" (RKO), big $1«,»00;
—"Unsuspected" (WB) and "Along •'Pirates of Monterrey" (U). Steady
Oregon Trail" (Rep). Okay $8,500. $15,000. Last week, "Fabulous TexLast "week, "Merton of Movies'! an'* (Rep), $8,900 in O'days.
(M-C) and "Amelo Affair" (M-C)
(2d wk), M,000.

Stanley

j

of the producers, ui private employ-,
ers, to decide thttt the 10 'in^paired
fheir usefulness to the industiry.'

hired by the ittdiustty, including
Johnston, Paul MidtTutt, James F.
Byrnes and Donald Nelson. It said
"the people wiU demand that this
galaxy announcing the Hollywood
Communism.
housecleaning, see to It that the
"It is doubtful whether any one, prominence and public esteem they
With the exception of Mf. J. Pamell enjoy -will not be misused by the inThomas, will feel happy over the dustry- they represent,'* and that the
action of ttie Motion Picture indus- "houseqleaniqg" comes ptt as an"The indus- nounced.
try,*' the Trib stated.
try's own unhappiness is evident
The, Cincinnati Star found the inenough from the tortured language dustry's statement "a vindication of
of the announcement, in which re- the Thomas committee's aim and
a
spect for justice and civil liberty confirmation of its findings.*'
The
struggles ' both painfully and obi- Cleveland Plain Dealer
"commendviously with the desire to escape ed** the industry for its stand. The
the embarrassflients brought down Detroit News found it "a sensible
by Mr. Thomas' hippodrome."
course** and the Kansas City Star
"Many viHi feel,'* the editorial said "the industry has done a concontinues, "that it is simply a case structive piece of work.*'
a gigantic industry, always no^
any
to
sensitive
and
timid
toriously
kind of mass reaction, running to

PM

firstruns aren*t doing: 4E00d $13,000.

too,

.sej!ond,,of' !'K:

(20thy, $9,300.

1947

8,

(reissues),

(FC)

11,800.

1

-

editorial as Scripps-Howard
papers thrqiii^out the country,

sante

praising Cengrcse for ibe contempt
citations. The Sun declared that the

method

followed by the Industr;^
not furnish the perfect
have "the

'may

answer,** but' at least they

merit of

an atthOmy.probr

-jtaitd^ag' -boldly, fait

tempt to ^al

-with' a'

lem."

ment of n^ltiea to the heirs. Two
of the songa involved are '•Toyland,*'
by Herbert and. MacDonougii, and "Moonbeams," by Herbert,
Blossom and others. No date for the
trial a» yet liag %titn set ..
Crux- °0£ fii*<Mi6i, «• jteinted out
written

-

feert,'")d<if«i

to -a song nrij^naUy copyrighted prior to ISQit,- .place the tune
within the scope of the 1909 law.
But the aet itself spkcilieally states
its provisions, •'so far as they secure
copyright controlling the parts of
instruments serving to-.. t«]piroduce
inechanicfdiy ^el musical work,
ithaU include ttttljr compositions published abd ictoji^yrighted after July 1.

rights

'

.

1909."

,

Washington Pest's Stand
The Washington ^Post, in lining up
against
the anti-Communist announcement, said: "We think the
industry was ill advised in firing the
10

WiMBnr- .Francis .Gilon i)|rfKther tenewal

by', copyriijrtit

men

. .

.

Ilie industry spokesman,'

declared loftily that
*we .are not going to be swayed
fysterie or hitimidation from "any
source^'
But the surrender, ' leather
belies him,"
The refusal of the 10. to Answer
as to whether they were Comniu<
nists, the PoSt points out, is now to
be tested in the courts. "It Would
be -welL therefore, to await the ffiutIScie .Johnston,

:

come

tn

CanUnoed- fcaia page

He will continue to operate imder a
constant burden ,«» long as the defendants' continue' to own and run
their

own

tKeatres."

SIMPP

states.

Sbi{e«;.,the Indie is innocent of any
attsmpt to reatrato trade - or foster
monopoly, it's said, he should have a

clear .right

to'

dispose of his

own

product upon such 'terms as he sees
fit,
brief argues in another point.
Hence, the decree should be modified

tfaJs test before' pcnfalizing 'to specifically

them. The action of the Industtf
not only presumes that they are
Communists, but presumes, in addition, that they were required by law
to. admit
they were Communists
when Hep. Thomas asked them.'
Employment of the type of pub'
licity. used by the Thomas commib.
tee, the Post states, has influenced
personnel policies of the studios,
which, in turn, has influenced the

so priivide;
In a last point; SiUPP also asks
that the decree be clarified so that
there can. be no question of the
indie's right to roadshow product.
These are, peculiarly important to
indies because they frequejitly produce films at extremely high costs.
Application was made because defendants refused to okay filing of
the brief. Government had consented.
Morris L. Ernst is the attorney for

content of films.
SIMPP.
One of the few papers that took
objection to the House contempt
vote was the -Miami Herald. It con;i-

mented that

it

hoped Thomas noted

the Screen Writers Guild election
last

week bad been overwhelmingly

-20th
ContiaUeA frem psfC 3

attti-Communist. Then it added:
premc Court for >ei£ht hours to set
"Tb smear a vast industry with the forth theirVversi^tti
bt the case. It's
blanket blight of anti-American likely that
the clerk will whittle the
charges is a vicious practice . . . time sougbt
somewhat. Further conParnell Thomas' witch hunters made fab of
legalites is Set for the latter
the foul, accusation and then refused part of
this week when the order in
^e 10 witnesses -who refused to an- to submit proofs or let the accused which company
attorneys will argue
swer its questions.
defbid'themselves.
is to be fixed.
At that time, definite
It was mostly the indies—both big:
^The known COmmies they did word as to time aUoted
is expected
and little— at last week's meetings cite for contempt were known as
from Washington.
who objected to the anti-Communist Commies for years and all theh? recMeanwhile, majors' lawyers have
policy and took a liberal view. One ords were with the FBI before
Rep. been at cross-purposes with the
of them declared afterwards that he Thomas used that information
for Dept. of Justice on the date to exwould gladly hir* every one of the personal p-iibUcity."
change briefs. D of J wants that
10 cited if he thought he could do
The Norfolk Virsinian-Pilo't stated: fixed at Dec. 15
while defense atso without endangering his financing "Whatever one's
opinion' of the pro- torneys would like an additional
and release setup.
cedure, there is no doubt of the right week.
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execs here.

Choninard Exits

M

A

delegation told adver-

tising manager Al Mahar that exhibitors are mapping some of jneir
biggest shows of the\ycar for Christ-

Mpk Indie Group

iouis' )100G From Fight

Year weeks, when the
Contlnned from pafa 1
stores will have completed their
holiday trade. Mahar promised to
tremendously more than tioii that the Legion is bound by
reconsider the ban as affecting end will be
only contract to deliver the bouts. Tht
if he wins. Of all his fights,
theatres.
,.
,
Days set for no display ads are the first Max Scbmeling match, in Legion formerly sought walvert
Minneapolis. 4'
1
Dec. 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31 and Jan. 1. which Louis was flattened, was from the fighters but abandoned that,
at
with
.for
asking
disagreement
arc
After an angry
who Jn turn is being replaced by Downtown houses
highly profitable. Der Mox bought feeling that under the boxing opmmembers ot Independent theatres, Evelyn Block.
least two-column, live-inch ads and
the European rights for a song mission; rule8,..a fighter must deliver
Casper Chouinard has resigned as
John A. Reilly, until recently man- the nabes for half as much.
before the match and collected once he's signed lot a match.
general manager and buyer o{ the ager of the Metropolitan in Bloom$250,000.
non-profit buying combine, which field, has been named pilot of the
Midwest
Int«
District Theatres
comprisiBs most of the important Mervis Brothers-operated Rial to
Radio coverage will be the usual
Akron.
Twin City independent situations. here.
Don Dunphy-Bill Corum airing over
WashingDistrict Theatres Corp.,
The group immediately named LowAllied
Mercedes MiUer, former office
plus NBC television, both unABC,
operations
manits
ell Kaplan, assistant general
manager's secretary at Metro, now ton, D. C, will extend
the GiUette deal which gives the
der
SB Continued ttim page 7
anpther
of
thebuyer
erecting
a
ager and assistant
is assistant cashier. John Mayer, Who into the midwest by
Garden and 2(Mlh Century Sporting
non-profit outfit. Theatre Associates, liad been office manager before that atre in Akron early in 1948.
annually, with $40,000 exhibs residing ASCAP from having
$310,000
Club
•which includes the territory's largest job was discontinued, is now cashier.
500-seftt
Work is begun on. a new
independent circuits, to succeed
each time Louis puts his title to pay their own litigation damages.
Morris Finkel- re-elected president
Genoa, O., to be com- extra
Chouinard. Theatre Associates hasn't of the AMPTO' of Western Pennsyl- theatre in
on the line. Ex-Captain Harry SperSydney Samuelson> head:, of an
pleted about May 1, at an estimated
Kaplan.

Over Par Deal;

mas and

New

Makes Peace

,

:

Guns

s

yet appointed a successor to
vania at 27th annual cpnvention here
Just a few weejjs.ago Chouinard last week.
^
made a deal for Independent theatres with Paramount. The combine
Tycrs to Manatre Odeon, Tor<Hitai
had been laying off the product for
Toronto.
refusal
of
irtore than a year because
Wannie Tyers, manager of the
to meet the company's terms. The- Capitol, Niagara Falls, will manage
atre Associates, which includes Ben- Odeon Theatres' Odeon, now under
nie Berger, North Ceptral Allied construction here at a cost estimated
president, is \still, in effect, "boy- at $2,000,000 and due for opening
cotting" Paramotmt. The company next spring.
charges the combine with attempting
In appointing Tyers to' his new
to dictate selling policies and terms. post, prexy J. Earl ]!;aT;«oa' indicated
While ^roup spokesmen allege- that that other prpmotions within the
Paramount demands are excessive. Odeon organization could be expecttrip
to ed to follow shortly. Before assumBerger, however, made a
New York last week to iron out dif- ing tine managerial reins on the new
ferences which &lso have kept The- Odeon, Tyers will study theatre opatre Associates and 20th-Fox apart. erations both in England and the
Upon his return the combine signed, U.S.
up with the distributor.
ChouiQardi' who has tio ^plana ,at
Fays $2.50 Divvy
Fax-St.
pWsent, was United Artists' «ity
St. Louis,
salesman before becoming general
Fox-St. Louis Properties, owner

cost of $60,000.
Construction of the Mentar Drivein Theatre, near PainesviJfe, 0., has
begun, and will be ,cons]^leted for
spring openintf.

ber, USA, chief German interpreter
at Nuremberg War Crimes Trial,
will iab a special shortwave description on State Department radio

for

Germany.

Eastern Pennsylvania unit,
off

who

teed

the increased-itdmission attack,

contended that .producers were not
only defying efforts to halt inflation

and were guilty of building public
Press coverage outdoes everything
ill will but were also responsible for
since last Louis-Conn, the $100flood of municipal amusement tuxes.
top turkey, with 137 press requests
Saniuclson said his unit was conharry100
regular
the
Midtown. downtown artte, has in addition to
bringing
dtimagc
sidering
suits
Century's
20th
Markson,
been sold by Art Cinema Theatres, ing Harry
foreign cor- t^gainst distributors' who have inInc.; of N. Y., to Eastern Theatre publicist. Twenty three
sisted on increased scales on ground
a
including
bandbox
cover,
dhain
ot
wlU
respondents
Corp. operating a
invasion of a lower fedpicture houses in New York, De- man from Joe Stalin's Tass Agency, this was an
eral court's decision declaring such
troit and Washington.
This fight will mark the first time procedure was in violatioii of antiLloyd M. Mills remains manager.
that the 20th Century Sporting Club trust laws. Case he referred to is
has cut a boxer in for a part of the now pending before the U. S.
>«•*'
Malittqaiat Mgr. •f lawa Hoi
tele money at the Garden, although Supreme
Delegates were
Court.
Dei Moines.
.when
urged by Samuelson to pledge themBob Malmquist ia the new mana- Louis reportedly participated
ger of the Gem, Charles City, Iowa, he fought BiUy Conn in the outdoor selves not to buy any advancedoperated by Central Statet Theatre Yankee Stadium in June, 1946.;
scale films so long as other product
Corp.
New York Boxing Managers Guild to keep their theatres open was
Charles Finn has succeeded hun
manager 'of Independent, theatres. of the' Fox .theatre and Humboldt
Garden of- available.
Burling- has: been pressing the
At the time, trade circles here had building, has declared .a dividend of as manager of the Zephyr,
"*
ficials and MiHe Jacobs' ,20th Cen,ton, la.
Nate Yandns, of a N6w England
him in line for a branch manager's ";.5ft .on its preferred stock.
outfit for inontbs to get their unit, who. spearheaded the antitury
for
-booker
head
was
post.' Kaolaa
The Harlem, 500-seater in East St.
their debased
"video
money.
They
the £ddie Ruben Welworth- circuit Louif catering to NegrO: trade, Jbas
Twlay
OMaka
Iversea'k
Barge..
ASCAP barrage, said the association
mands on the as*un4>tion that tele had ready a three-pgronged plan for
tiefore he went with Theatre Asso- lighted as a unit of the GoldmanOmaha.
ciates.
Leventhal-Tobin circuit
Borge Iversen, of the Fort theatre, was hurting the gate receipts and
.tiulnely, asldng the
The Rock. Island, 200-seater cater- Bock Island Bl., has arrived to take thus cutting into their fighters' curbing ASCAP,
U. S. Attorney Genieral to reopen the
ing to Negro trade, is being readied over double job of, managing the purses.
Both Jacobs and Garden
Beopen Strand, DalUw
}
BMI consent decree obtained in 1941
for opening in Venieei 111. It wil} be State theatre and handling publicity
prexy
Reed Kilpatrick consist- so exhibs can be made party Xr- it, inDallas.
the town's sole film house.
for the Goldberg downtawn and
tele
however,
that
ently
niaint«dAed,
completely
theatt*,
Strand
The
Ray Harrelson is readying his neighboriiood cham of nine houses.
troducing legislation in Congress and
renovated, is operating as'a deluxe new Worden, a 250-seater, at WorHe succeeds Al Palladipo,. mana- was ereatinii hew fight fans and not inviting wholesale suits for non-paydowntowner' with a > second-run den, IILrfor an early opening.
ger, and -Allen Koban, publicity and keepinjj^ tiie inveterates ftway from ment of license fees. Yamins also inpolicy. Approximately $100,000 has
The Strand, a 300*seater at Toco- advertising manager.
the boxoffice.^
troduced a resolution which would
B. hontasi lU:, 'has .opened under the
been spent on the house by H.
Louis,
as
heavyweight
Until
now,'
have Allied States units recommend
Theatres Inc., whose ton pfficials are ownership of J. W; Thompson, forchamp, ia the only one who rated that members not sign ASCAP
Riblan Hps Gerry. Wotiuion
Joy nI Houck, A. P. Brasliear and mer exhibitor In Highland, lU.
Harrisburg.
such a split. Other boxers instead agreements imder any conditions or
/
Ken Wilson has succeeded his
E. C. Houck.
Gerry WoUaston, manager of the were sometimes given a higher cut terms.
O. B. Bridges, formerly manager father, Robert H. Wilson, who died State theatre, Harrisburg, has been
several
weeks
ago,
in
operation
the
gate.
the
of
was
©f the Joy theatre when it
city manager for the Wilmer
©wned and operated by the H&B of the I^dace; a SOQ^eater, Jackson, named
Because Jacobs has- a hefty finanVincent division of Fabian- thecircuit, has been named manager Mo. The elder Wilson,, who -was edi»
The post has
vacant since cial interest in Louis himself, no
oC the Strand. Hous» was formerly tor and publisher of The Cash Book, atres.
Traiii
a weekly paper in Jackson, operated the death of C. Fkqrd Hopkins, to 20th Century off icial "would divulge
called the Wade.
how much money Louis is to receive.
the house while his son was in the 1944.
Jinimy Curtis, former. manager «f liTavy.
WoUaston will have supervMon;
as CoatlnacA from paKc I as
'cut will co&e out of the dough
the Tower Houston, has been trahsDave Boss, Warner Bros, salesman over the State, Colonial and Rio which GiUette Safety Razo|: pays the lanche of ^protests against action of
lerred to. the downtown MajesUe in with the Chicago branch, trans- theatresi
fight outfit for rights to sponsor the
the same cii^ as asisistant 1A. man- ferred to St. Louis. and has been asthe local authorities, the various
event over the NBC tele web. Origiager Eddie Bremer.
signed to the southeastern Missouri
ABBIIT Completed' Beard
nal contract caUed for Gillette to groups said they feared serious trouThe c. 0. i«on tSxxsaSt lias opened territory..''',''
Denver.
pay $175,000 for rights to all fights ble unless the matter could be
Its new Slaton theatre, In ^at«n,
With,
the
iSecent election of two staged
Texas.
20^ Century at the Gar- dropped, with the Mayor, being
Twin-City Downtown 2d Buns
new directors. Allied Rocky Moun den forbyone
Eugene Kenyon has been named
year, with that fee in- rapped for his provocative address.
.
Minneapolis.
tain. Independent Ilheatres now has
manager of the Village theatre,
cluding the Louis-Conn bout. ConSecond-runs are returning to both a total of 10 state directors.
Meantime, the CIO Industrial
Fort Arthur.
Minneapolis and St Paul downtowns,
Mewly-named to the board are tract has since been renewed, but at Council here came out with a stingRobert N. Smith is the new owner with independent houses in both* ining statement attacking the city's ofand operator of the Lantex theatre, stances adopting the policy. World Neil' Beezley, of Burlington, Colo, an undisclQsed figure.
Letting Louis $a tor some of the ficial stand, though expressing no
Uano, Texas. He has headquarters here, formerly the Newsreel, now" and Hobart Gates, of Custer, Wyo.
tele money, ifs believed, wiU almost surprise in view of the past record
in Mission, Texas.
operated by Bennie Berger circuit,
The Rio theatre, Bishop, T^xas, and the St Paul Garrlck* a Montcertainly pave the way for other on racial and civil liberties matters,
lormerly owned and operated by the gomery-Dale-Ryberg operation and
boxers to get a cut of the proceeds AFL's Central Trades and Labor
.liong Circuit, has been purchased erstwhile last-rnm house, launch
and might even extend into other Council, after heated debate behind
the
lay J/. S. ^Arnold,- whb aliso operates. policjr this* week.
sports. Rumblings of baseball playConfinued from page 2
closed doors in executive session,
tBie Odem at Odem.
There hasn't been a Minneapolis
ers demanding a share of video tabled a motion criticizing the city
second-run. downtown
since
the were just as reticent about their money paid^ by sponsors
to have commission, opposition to the action
Ilealwri'a Seattle Exchange
Lyric, Minnesota Amus, Co. (Para- negotiations, as was Fox.
•'„
regular season games aired have al-- being led by a trio of union cardSeattle.
/'.v
mount), became a moveover theAs for BBjO<Pilllb«i,.ftat company ready been beard and the deal witb holdhig city officials who have long
Realart Kcturea opened aif. fex- atre a- number of years, ago.
change here for its Favorite Films
has oomfileteiy Reorganized its tele Loids may give ballplayers the first managed to keep the AFL "in line"
subsidiary, thus completing the outdepartment.
Work was formerly concrete foundation on which to base locally.
Bnster Duckeite ta Texas
fit's Coast distribution setup. Gordon
conducted by RKO Television Corp.,; their claims.<Houston, Texas.
manager;
branch
Wallinger
Letters are pouring into the newsC.
Buster Duckette, from Long Beach, of .which Ralph B. 'Austrian wai
Louis-Walcott bout marks the
Robert Haase has' been, named' Cal,, has been named assistant
to prez. Austrian subsequently joined third
heavyweight
championship papers on tile subject, discussion is
purchasing agent of Hamrick-Evfer- Raymond M.
Hay, manager of the the Foote, Cone Si Belding ad agency fight since the war's end to be tele- rampant, and the city dads are
green, succeeding Marvin F«fx, who JCirby theatre
here.
sticlcing
to their guns, even though
as tele exec veepee and the corpora- vised by NBC. Web previously
r«lurns as manager of the Orpheum.
George Caldwell has been named
all ottier southern cities are accept3Felmo Larison, former Orpheum
manager to .relieve Les Martin, tion was dissolved. All video work broadcast the luouis-Cann and Louis. ing the American Heritage Foundamanager, becomes manager of the skipper of the
South Main drive-ih, is now conducted by the commercial Tami Mauriello fights under the tion plan for- all citizens to see the
lAusic Hall, succeeding Cyde Strout,
during the latter's vacation. Cald- film department of HKO-Pathe, three-way pact among the Garden,
•Who becomes manager at the ColiFreedom Train together, regardless
well wiU then manage the new Un- under the supervision of the depart- NBC and GiUette.
Beum.
derwood
Ezell drive^n theatre ment's manager, Phillip Nichols.
Remote crew of 'WNBT, the web's of race. The Memphis date is exJack Dudman moves fr^m^ -the
N. Y., outlet, will use its standard pected to go to one of the many
Coliseum to manage the Musix Box, nearing completion in Beaumont,
Patlie's Video Packares
two-camera link for the event. Fight Dixie locales that have bid for it.
with John Bardue shifting from
Plans are still nebulous as to how
manager of the latter "house lo be
GriSiih Bays Palace
wiU be fed to stations in Schenecfar Pathe will go in producing
assistant manager of the Orpheum.
Silverton, Texas.
tady, Philadelphia and Washington,
W. O. Bearden and Preston Tower original packages for tele consump- NBC tele announcer Bob Stanton
owners and operators of the Palace; tion, Nichols said. ITntil that's de* will handle the blow-by-blow acCentury's SSth Link
cided,
the
outfit
will
re-edit
for
tele
Silverton,
Texas,
have
sold
their
for
a
circuit
has
closed
Century
count, with Hay Forest doing the
ss Comtlaned from page 5 as
21 -year lease with N. Y. Life Insur- holdings to J. Lee Griffith, of Tulia. its "This Is America" and "Sport- preliminaries
and color stuff on the
Bud Waldron is the new owner scope" series. Plan is to release 13 or
ance Co. for a 2,000-seater in the
main event.
er.
It leaves Miss Fickford with
latter's 3,000-apartment development and operator of the Elk theatre, in 26 issues of each, built into a 15only two reps on the board, which
near Queens Village, L. I. A. A. Italy, Texasy formerly owned by Ted minute show that would have room
/
now consists of seven members,
HoyeJl, .prez,' and Fred J. Schwartz, Waggoner^,
for the usual sponsor's announce- Fight
Sues
veepee, handled the deal for Cenrather than the regular nine.
ment. Nichols declared it hadn't yet
Construction < of the theatre
tury.
Shorts Producer's 125G Bonus
Video
Stadium Remaining are Vitalis Cbalif, an
been decided how current the shorts
will begin shortly in the shopping
Colorado Springs.
attorney relat-cd by marriage to the
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
and business area. It's Century's
Profit-sharing bonus of $125,000 would be, but emphasized the deadSuperior Court has set Dec. 5 for UA co-owner, and Sam Dembow, Jr.,
has 'been distributed to its 520 home- line would be much shorter than
SStb houses
office salaries employees by the the one-year ruling now in effect.
hearing on a restraining injunction veteran film exec. Miss Pickford's
Alexander Film Co.* producers and
Plan is to sell the releases either sought against the Hollywood Legion partner in UA, Charles Chaplin, has
Bert Albright Becovcj-s
distributors of advertising shorts. to ad ageneies or directly to spon- Stadium's televising of fights thwe. four reps on the board. They are
Pittsburgh.
Bonus, believed to be the largest sors, .with Nichols and his staff Action was brought
Bert' Albright, manager of
by George Par- attorneys Charles Schwartz and
Btate in Washington, Pa., is back on ever paid by a Colorado company, handling the sales personally. Un- nassus, managing Fabella Chavez, Herbert Jacoby, both of Chaplin's
the job again after a lengthy illness, was rated on the basis of length of less the American Federation of who meets Buddy Jacklich
Frohlich;
at the counsel, SohwartS
and Paul Williams, from the 'Etna employment^ individual merit and Musicians lilts its current ban On stadium Dec.
exec v.p., and
12.
Don
Lee video Arthur W. Kelly,
according
tg
base
pay.
theatre, has returned to his' own
Company gave its employees $30,- the use of union-made sound trackS outlet W6XAO was slated to tele- E. C. Mills, former ASCAP general
house.
iSi
Jeanette Rubinoff, former secre- 000 in bonusses earlier this year and for tele, Pathe will provide' disk cast. Action stems from a refusal manager. Ninth board member is
tary to Joe Feldman, assistant zone $125,000 similarly in 1946. Besides recordings with each short, so that of funds to the fighter for extra Grad Sears, UA prez.
manager for Warners,' has landed in the 520 home ofQce force, the firm the musical background can be dub- video privileges, based on grounds
Miss Pickford is expected to name
New York as assistant to Maurice has 150 employees in' the field.
bed In at the tele studio.
of invasion of privacy, rendering two new directors within two or
U-I Eastern publicity
Bergman',
Pathe plans eventually to produce services without compensationi etc. three
weeks. Their absence makes
Protest Adiess News Days
director.
original shows for tele purposes,
Fighter,
maintaining
he
hasn't
no
practical difference in the voting,
Rochester, N. Y.
Catherine Predmore, with
Nichols said, but all these will be given consent to telecasting, names
however, since it takes Six votes to
Plans of the Democrat
Ghroni«
booking office last nine years, has
done entirely on Him. Outfit will Don Lee as well as the Legion. But
bookers'
cle
for
adiess
editions
during
seven
pass a measure, meaning that the
resigned to accept a student
»ost with Columbia Pictures- She's the holiday season to save news- steer clear of live programming en- the station feels it isn't concerned assent of at least one Fiekford xep
with internal beefs, taking the posi- itnust be attained.
being replaced by Frances .Verenese, print brouj^t squawks from theatre tirely.
Art Cinema .SeUt Mldtawn, Buff
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MilwWs 247,119 Seato
Theatre survey of the Mil-

Tuiier$, Color Fix In '48
Continmd ftom p»(«

S

waukee exchange

two Itav* beea tb* most ap- sbheduled for color lensing but.later
solid boxoilic* insuranc*. switched to monoclirome) and "Are
With It?"
Because many of tha .forthcoming You
Colnmbte Tintless
miwicals will b« produced in one
Columbia, usually good for at least
or Rnotlier form* of color, tlie two

f\m
eirent W
Wg

overlap in several inMetro is apparently placing
the most emphasis on combining the
two forms. Company will have at
least six big Technicolor musicals
during the next six months, including such top-budgeters as Irving
Berlin's "Easter Parade;" Joe Easternalc's "Three Daring Daughters;"
"The Pirate," co-starring Gene Kelly,
and Judy Garland, end others. In
addition to the tunefllms in color,
Metro also has scheduled "Master of
tassie" and "Three alusketeers" for
lensing in Technicolor, thus bring-

categories
stances,

,

•

two big color musicals a year, will
have two tuners forthcoming in the

seats.

next six months but both are to be
in
black and white.
These are
"Eternal Melody," a semi-longhair
film starring Jan Kiepura and Marta
Eggerth, and Rita Hayworth in
"Loves of Carmen," For bolot, Columbia will offer a Techni-processed
"Return of Ocstober" and a Cine-

tres,

Of the

up from

Its

own

stu-

three from Sir Alexander
Korda. These include two' musicalsCompany will aflso offer three blackand-white musicals during the year,
Including screen adaptations of the
current Broadway legit hits, "Call
Me Mister" and "Burlesque." Twentieth's list includes those to be released during the entire calendar
dios, plus

,

'.years..

RKO

will have four color films,
three of which «re ,nutisicals, plus
one tuner in blacJMind-white. Color
all to he famished by indie
producers, include Walter Wanger's
"Joan," the Ingrid Bergman starrer;
Samuel Goldwyn's "Song Is Born,"
the last of Danny Kaye's films for
Goldwyn before he switches over to

$ix,

Warners, and two Walt Disney feaSingle black-andture cartoons.
white tunefilm is .Iiddie Cantor's

You Knew

Susie" (KKO).
Warners will taave two musicals,
one in colot "and one monochrome,
plus ''Adventure* bt Don Juan,"
Isrrol Flynn, starrer^ also on the color
list. Musicals includa "My Wild Irish
Kose" in color and "April Showers"
In black and white. Universal-International will get Its single Technicolor film ta Walter Wanger's "Tap
Itoots" and wlH also have two monochrome" mnsicals. -These are both
adaptations of Broadway hits, including "Up Im Central'Park" (orii^lly
biopic, "If.
-

are

-

•

Move Vs.
Qty

Mids, Kiffing fiiodbde;

built

2.

.

Shapiro's efforts represent the initial move in a compaign to break
the present virtual "monopoly" by
which Minneapolis theatre owners
have blocked new theatre construction in the city limits for more than
10 years. If he gets his license it's
Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
Ignoring the violent protests of assured there will be a number of
other applications.
show business as we}l as the more
Shapiro has the solid backing of
than 100,000 Pittsburgh citizens who
business men and civic leaders in
mailed in their objections in a mass the district where he wants to build.
postcard campaign, Council over tlie Scores of the section's residents,
weekend enacted a 10% tax on all some carrying signs labeled "We
amusements within the city limits, want a Theatre," crowded the counto go into effect right after the first cil committee room when the matter
came up.
of the year.

Levied by

.,

films,

:

released in that time.
Indies^ Colorplx

Among

the color films are SeyNebenzal's "Queen of Hearts,"
New levy, added to the existing
Charles R, Rodgers' "Scarlet 20%
Federal tax, will apply to pix,
Feather" and two George Pal and
legit theatres, sports events, dances;,
two Harman-Ising feature cartoons.
swimming pools', bowling alleys,
Potential UA musicals include Sam
concerts and erven such non-profit,
Coslow's "Champagne for "Everycommunity enterprises as the Pitts-,
body;" Federal Films' "Babes In
Symphony Orchestra .and the
Toy land" and "Carmen from burgh
Playhouse.
For night clubs, it'll
Kenosha" and Triangle Productions' amount to oiily a S% tax inasmuch"Stardust Road," the Hoagy Caras council has ruled that "the 10%
biofilm.
tnichael
In .addition, Hal
may be applied to only half of the
Roach has scheduled Ms "Mr. Wil- check, figurine the other half to be
mer'' for lensiqg in Cinecolor.
for food charges.
Cinecolor will -get its bi^^est break
Film interests in open hearings
through its recent takeover^ of Film
±iad charged ttiat tax was discnminClassics. FC has announced a schedatory «nd aliBAst confiscatory, claimule of at least 14 new films to be'
ing, furttiermoret -that it would drive
produced during 1948, at least 60% a lot 'of businiess' into "the suburban
of which will be lensed in Cinecolor. houses and outiyiixg communities,
This would -add at least eight more where tiie
10% would not be in efpossibilities "to tibe color lineup.
fect since it applies only to the
city. Billboard, newspaper and rathe
dio campaijpis, in addition'
postcard bombardment:,' were
Trniiilio-€ote
launched in an- eflort to kill the tax,
or at least cut down the amount, but
Contlnuea from paga 4
all tliis iftad no effect on Couacil.
notices^ from RKO-Radio.
We be- Fittsburi^ i^ers are believed to
lieve tliat tlie courts will uphold our
"their cue from Philadel•tand on principle' which we, now have tak^n
been in praccaanirmi As'.a Itoaimotm to the per- phia, were 10% tax has
time now, and weren't
version of jusfica, history win record tice for *ome
men's figures tiiat
the temporary triumph of John swayed by theatre
Jlankin of Inlississippl, who, in the the levy had cut in seriously on attendance and grosses there. To every
halls' of Congress, brought the citation, debate to an end with a calcu- protest. Council asked protesting inlated anti-Semitic reference. His- terests to suggest an alternate tax "to
tory will further record that a meet the increased costs of city

mour

.

Minneapolis members of North
Central Allied, independent exhibitbody, voted unanimously at an
"emergency, meetmg" to fi£ht the
license "with every mteans at. our
.

ors'

.

;

last

24
sum«

The group of Twin City, independents calls itself Minnesota Enter*
tainment Enterprises. It has electjpd
Harold Field pi-esident{ Ted Mann,
first vice-president; Ben Friedman,
second vice-president; Abe Kaplan,
treasurer; Henry Greene, secretary,
and Dolores Lundqulst, assistant
secretary.
Board
members are
George Granstrom, Eddie Ruben,
M. E. Montgomery, Field/ Mann^
Kaplan and Greene.

VInnicof Plans 5

More

in Cal.

Los Angeles, Dec. 2^
Harry VInnicof has announced a
$1,000,000 program for construction
of five tbeatfes to increase the

Southern California Amusement Co,
neighborhood chain, nqw number*
,

ing 47 film houses. Sites for the new
theatres have been bought in Loa
Angeles and San Fernando Valley.
Building will .start as soon as tha
government eases its restrictions on
construction.
S New Kansas Houses
Kansas City, Dec. -2,
Bonner Sprhigsir Kans., near Kan>
sas City, is to have two theatres. Al.

bert O'Rea, owner of the Iris, in
building the second theatre, wilk m
disposal.''
They allege their invest- spring opening in sight.
ments would be' jeopardized and enC. V. Crocker, owner .of the
tertainment standards lowered by Crocker theatre, Uly^s, Kans,. is
new theatre construction. However,, building a second house in the i
the Minnesota Amus. Co. (Para- town.
mount circuit) is on the sidelines;
](l»ls. ]1iTive4iis

Group
tors

build

Kalmann-Wehrenberr Win

Mapped'

St. Louis,

of it independent exhibi-

wbo have banded

.

i

by an outside group

mer.

Pitt.

^'

up financing for their

has eight musicals and. four color pix
on its schedule for-, the next six
months. It's uncertain at this point,
however, how many of these will be

Dec

Gets PoMic Hearing

Minneapolis, Dec.

After S. p. Kane, North Central
Allied executive director, pleaded
for postponement in order tot have
time to prepare "an Intelligent and
thoughtful" picture of the Minneap'
oils theatre situation, the city council license committee voted to bold
a public hearing Dec. 24 on the application of Nathan Shapiro, former
night clD(b Owner, for a license to
build and operate a local neighbor-

hood theatre.

color-prpcessed "Coroner's Creelc."

lining

total

176

houses apiece.

Republic, with its financial interest in Trucolor, has fine films
scheduled for lensing .in that process;
Rep will also release one muing
sical in black and white.
United
gOtb's 7 Tn Color Plus Korda's 3
Artists, whose indie producers are
difficulties
in
Twentieth has seven Technicolor still encountering
fihns corning

number of

theacircuit-operated
with remaining 221 owned by
Indies having less thati four

of tinted nims to eight.

its total

territory, 10th

in the series of 31 directories
being issued by the Motion PiCf>
ture Assn.r shows a total of 382
theatres with 247,119 seats oper«
atittg In that area. In addition!
there are one drive-in theatre
with an 800-car capacity and 19
shuttered theatres with 7,484

i

Twin City

Clarence

togetiher la- «renfoere

drive-in theatres
and engage in other amusement enterprises to combat "invasion"' of
the local field by outsiders, have
plcms completed for one drive-in
theatre each in Minneapolis and St.
Paul, as starters. Each will have 800automotdle capacity. The sites have
been Chosen 'and it is hoped td havethe drive-ins ready by next spring.
At present there is only one Twin
City drive-in theatre viiich was.

Dec;

2.

Kaimann and Fred Weh«
week won the first

last

round in a court, battle to construct
a 1.400-Gar drive-in theatre in .St*''
Louis County. Although "the SX.
Louis County Plan Commission last
Nov. 4 «ave: the green light for the
construction of the"theatre, 150 restdents in the vicinity .applied to the
St. Louis County court for an iajumtioa against the Kaimann and

Wcbrenberjf plans.
iPlaintifts assert they'll -appeal

County

,

iht

Court's, decision.

Niew York Tfieofr^

•

great many members of CoiycKss,
to ihelr everlasting ahams, 'laivbed'
and applauded. We, producer' and
director of 'Crossfire,' a picture
which opposes the degrading prac^
tice
of anti-Semitism, iedi that
'Crossfire* will stand as a testament
of our
Americanism long after
Rankin and Thomas are dead."
,

:

MIAMI liACH

government.

DANNY KAYE*ViRGINIi MAYO

'

In everiy case, a
,

levjr:

oa. payrolls

was proposed, but Council and
Mayor liawrence ignored this sugKestton, claiming they bad previ-

m coioi tr ncNNKOMijgiklnKIMUlF'

ously pledged themselves not to tax
payrolls and wouldn't .go back on
their word.
of
budget

Word

RABJO OTY MUlIC IIAU~~

of final passage
cast

BoiateteUer Center

recommendations

M-G.M."GOaD NEWS"!

town's amusement interests in gloom
rated on the ."forever Amber" and they're fearful of tihe worst,
JunaAUYSON • • Patar lAWIOM)
particularly in face of already de- X PatrUla Kknlwll - JMn JKCNtkm ,
script, said:
III mNMICOLM
"I bdiev«^ the Motion Picture As- clining business anyway.
' GUAT CHMSTMAS SfAQE SHOW
sociation lias done a' disservice to
all its. employees and to the picturegoing public. I don't intend to yield
NIteries
to their pr^sure just because they
[
STAKTS THTOB., DEC. 4
yielded to the pressure of the
COBtianed fimn. .VMie 1 m^mimf
Hatbulna
Xoiralne
Thomas-Rankin committee.?
KOANAN
spending win eq.ual that of the war
' SUd
10"
Five of the "Unfriendly
are
HSNK'EID
Another measurement
years.
time
Bettr Jane
not under contract to any film stuRobert
being taken into account by many
WATfOM
WAUCKR
dio.
They are Herbert Bibermari,
Florida bonifaces is the fact that
in M-G-M'e
Jehnny
director^ and Albert Maltz, Samuel
Saratoga had a disastrous season.
MOR«AN
'Ornitz, Jolm Howard Lawson and
R'Soag..,of, le«»'
They're now saying that as goes
Alvah Bes^e^ "writers.
Saratoga, so goes Florida.
The horse-racing situation also put
IN KIKHI
a gloom over the boite ops. Nag
iitiMfWia»MS
PiidWHITEMM
owners anticipate a 40% drop in revMIMICK.
LMiilz1ElCIII«-lM»IIUII1E
enue, which was borne out in MoneeMWODON
MMliilllinTaN-hiiiirCKXr
Continued from paga 4 bsbbJ day's (1) Gulfstream opening when
Mari^iSwnlfEU
was
handle
and
attended
13,642
only
citations were based upon a viola,
offish $608,730. Park
tion of the Bill of Rights and that, a comparatively
of a fee
therefore, the Attorney General had closed yesterday because
dispute between track officials and
eveiry right to refuse to prosecute.
till is settled,,
Unless
men.
racing
Last week also, Abram F. Myers,
considerable
lose
may
dub owners
chairntan of the board of the United
*V
MMStM
revenue.
States Exhibitors, congratulated the
However, the Colonial Inn, Hallen- MHUU-IIEtllCii
majors for barring the cited 10 from
employment in tlieir studioS; In a dale, about 18 miles outside of Miami,
seems to be the only spot that is cerWire to Eric Johnston, Myers said:
tain of hitting the black side of the
"I have read with satisfaction your
legal in Broward
statement of policy in behalf of the ledger. Gambling Ls
major producing companies. Motion county Where the Colonial is situ-consequently, they're shellpictures are an important communi- ated, and
for performers with
cation medium and must hot be per- ing out coin
than their Miami
mitted to fall under the control of more assurance
any political group, least of aU sub- Beach counterparts. To the opening
Pix for Nisei
to have
I am moved to show Dec. 25, which was
versive elements.
Tokyo, Nov. 25
Joan Edsend you this word of commenda- consisted of Ray Bolger,
Iia'rdner,

who

recently

collabo-

]

OCEAN fOONT • MtOHit 4M4I(.
fteiMMtitM

lM«Mr«#alMr Jacob*

THEmE (»>aiATING

;

]

CFIa.

"PALACE H

.

EXECUTIVE
Now employMl SMks to imiko
change.

Will

go anywhere.

Ovar 20 yton' •xparhnc* with chain
and ind*p*nd«nl erganiiotiom. Tharowghly compatant in beoMngt buying,
advarliting

and

handling of latent «•

wail a> ihaolra aparation.
Inlarailad only in lucrotiva prop«tili*n
-

to W4trrani malcing change.
Alt rapliaa hald in tlrld confidanca.

«DK 6733, Varialy
154 W. 4««h Sl„ Naw Yark 19, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTOR

WANTED
For Spanish language
pictiMres.

—

Feature length

beautiful

Made

in

musicals.

Argentina.

P. O. Box 2069
HollywKoed 28. Celifernid

C

.

Grand Jury

.

INfSllMEl

KEEPS

,

Nip

because public dissatisfaction wards and Henry Busse and Pupi
with the conduct of the production Campo bands, has now been added
branch of the industry reacts against Danny Thomas. The spot also ha*
Congratulations on a Joe E. Lewis, Tony Martin and Jane
the theatres.
good start. We hope you will follow Froman booiked for stibseq,uent
shows.
through."

tion

Nippon Newsreel Co.

last

week

completed arrangements to hav;e its
newsreels ait-shipped weekly to the
States-

Films are scheduled to be shown
prln«ipally before Nisei audiences.

The THEATRE

GUILD

prasenf*

^ the RKO RADIO PICTURE m
"MOURNING BECOMES"
I

ELEGTRA,"
a»*ll,5:t5»iJ*1»MI

p.lBMWP Sf«» ONir

COOPER

GOCDARl.

'

u

'

*

.

'

Wednesday, December

TBuevisioiv

4-As Ban OD Fdnuiig live
Stymie

IVIay

FOOTBAIiXi ROUNDUP: Television in the.east is not doing a good
Take Rowan's
It's been getting by on the novelty angle.
92-y«rd run against Navy, A»y vlewec wanting to find out what
really happened on that play wiU have to see the newsreels. The tele
version merely showed Rowan going through the line, cutting to his
left and scampering alone the rest of the way, How'or why he got in
the clear so quickly remained a secret. Subsequent newspaper accounts spoke of two blocks that shook Rowan free. Tele showed neither
of them, Tlie fault? Closeups. This angle narrows the field so much
for the cameramen they have missed play after play all season, A
medium shot (the longer view) would' protect both cameraman and
football job.

Netwwk Setiv Plans;

Television broadcasters' optimistic-t'
liopes of rushing their network setlips by canning live shows oh flljn
may be dashed by a solitary clause
In the tele contract now being
worked out for all talent unions

Stn^ Use

"

RUPPERfS PRO GRID

.viewer.

time

'

Dec

Amefica. That clause would fcponsprship for the
filming of any; live 14, When the beer outfit will bankroll DuMont's pickup of the All-

prohibit the
broadcast.

America

game between

which

the Cleveland Browns.

for any purpose
tinlei^s
full' week's salary is paid
to each member of the cast. Several
legit producers have attempted to
film their own productions, either
to make possible a more leisurely
ctudy of the aytovs' work or to' furiiish a permanent record of 'the
show. Equity .has in all eases liixed
« waiver on the ruling, and- the

ing

'of

any show'

;

,

producers have found it pro{ii^itive
In cost. Lat^t' instanced
Agnes
deMille, who asked permission' last
week to hav6 "Allegro'' recorded
on film- for her .personal use.. Equity
turned down her requei^t for a
waiver.
Becorder Ruled Out
\

Fact the conference officials have
okayed the RuM>ert contract indicates the pro football toppers Won't
have any aversion to accepting
money from a brewery for tele

year.-^'

Football

,

Bill Slater, who's .announced the
football Yanks' ^£ames during the
regular season, will repeat on the:
playoff match, Yankee baseball team
was formerly owned by the -late Col.
Jacob Rupperti head of the brewery
firm, licnnen
Mitchell is the
agency;
'

.

&

Anto Finns Read^
FidliSde Phnge
Automobile manufacturers, who've

Jtev^r been among the .top fiidio;
spenders, are ' exp.ected to plunge
€f impatient Waiting," tliej're almost into television full-scale after the
certain to balk at any pact that first of the year. '.Chief reason for
/would prevent sthem from recording this is the feeling- among many au.
•their shows on film. tomotive officials that tele offers
,
1^ .Xi]^$cope,',recorder,
now njearing
them>an ideal medium:
'
(Cdntimued on page 34) '
With almost every car on the
'

:

'

:

.

still at a premium, manufacturers ^ee no heed for spending
big money on radio shows to.' further their -sales, Most of them, consequently,
are interested mainly in
^
in Nix
institutional plugging that will keep
their names before the public as inlits
surance against the time when new
Minneapolis,'' Dec. 2,
cars will be more plentiful.
BeMetropolitan alrjiorts commissi6n cause of tele's small cost as com,
.lor Twin (pities tentatively nixed pared to a big network
show
'XSTP's request for approval of a and because tele is concentrated tonew 5€S-foot television, atid
day in the big money markets,
tower near "University aveni^e, at manufacturers see it as a natural
Minneapolis-St. Paul city limits for filling all their needs.

market

By

«n Tower

>

Obyed by
.

~

.

had beeil approved! by state^tiepartment of aeronautics and is within
regulations ofii(iinistratio94
'

'

-aeronautics adHe- charged ^prejudice
-civil

«igaln$t a St. Paul'' station, ^jq^i.that
St. Paul members of the cominifsion,,
which is set up'-to govern .airpdrts
facilities in Twin Cities area, .voted
against permit without re.alizing in•
tercity competitions involved.

He sMd

reduction of' the tower
would deprive 50,000 potential television watchers of service, restriet-ing the area'by three mil<^> He said
he is a plane owner himself and anyone flying at an altitude where the.
tower would be a danger would be

endangering city residents.
Commission hinted final approval
might be held up pending a decision
whether the Twin Cities' prime airport facility shpuld be moved from
Its present site 'at 'Wold-ChamberIain field to another in suburban

'

Anoka, much further, out,
Commission meanwhile approved
a request for a- new radio tower to
be built by Bethesda Free church in
-Minneapolis: Tower would be -under
-

900 feet in height.
to KSTP case, J^obert
\- Referring
Aldrich, commission executive director, said Air 'Transport asaOiiiation standards set a structural height
of 1,375 feet above sea level at proposed' sTfe for the tower. Ground elevation ther$
904 feet, thus refttrictiitg structure heiglit to '471 f6et.

••

The FCC

Washington, Dec.

h

last

2,

week handed out

the first commercial television perTmit to Memphis, and, on the receiving end, accepted a halfodozen
more bids for tele operation in the
top markets,
Orant went to tlie Memphis Publishing Co:) licensee of station
and publisher of the Comniercial
Appeal. Company, which boasts of
stations
having 'one of the first
in the Deep South, will get a chance
to make television historj^ on the
No, 4 channel.'
Meanwhile, the Cherry, arid Webb
Broadcasting Ci>., lidensee ot IVPRO,
put in a bid" for the No. 13 channel for a 5 kw picture transmitter
in Providence, R. I. Out in San
Diego, the Jack Grdss Broadcasting Go: came through with the sec-'
ond bid for tele operation in the
town.
Company operates KFMB,
San Diego, and Wni apenci $id0;4a5
for a television .plant, nsuig the Vo'
8 channels
Also on the Coast, S. H. Patterson owner of IfSAN,- .applied for
the No. 9 channel for San Francisco. He will put $131,000 in plant
and $6,000 a month in operating expenses.
From New Orleans, WDSU, havf
ing recently completed new studios
and an overall expansion,: asked for,
,

.

WMT

FM

'

'

'

'

(Continued on page 34)

.

'

:

FCC;

More Bids

!.-

'
•

-

.

The way is stands, camerawise, there ii^ much television can learn
about football from the newsreels. It will also see something by
picking up Sunday's N. Y. Herald Tribune (Nov. 30) and studying the
six column picture on page one of .the sports section. It is a reproduction of Rowafi's run as television should have and could have but did
not show it. It is the camera angle tele must come to when the ball
goes into play. For mobile video directors the lesson is that the entire
Navy team is in this photograph with each figure large enough for easy
identification by number.' Thig is the view that would give the viewer
the entire pattern of play, and until, television- does ;so it will only be
doing half a job.

Men^Penmt

AM

FM

Commission approve recomm^ndatioh of its area plaining commiitc^e
that height of the tower be restricted
to 471 feet, a reduction of 9T feet
This drew heated 'rejoinder from
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP.
Hubbard pointed out the tower

screen..

—

t»»»»»»»«»»»*> ^

i?»»f

:
'

-

'

KSTP

'

.-

game, to be played at

:of

Discrimination Se^ii

.

Yankee Stadium, N;Y., will be aired
by WABD, DuMonfs N.Y. outlet,
and transmitted via coaxial cable
to WTTG (DuMont, Washington).

incalculable harm
to broadcasters. . It -woul^, rule out
entirely any ''tis^ <>£ such a dev&e as
the kinescope! recorder for anythini^
))Ut xemote -shows.
And'mi^^h'as
broadcasters^ would welcome' a.^on^
tract with the 4A's' after many y«ars

might prove

Promotion Manager

Nevir

JOHN CONNORS

:

down a bid of $100,000 for the Series'
video rights from Rheingold, despite:
the bid <being the only one that met
his asking price. Ballantine's; incidentallyi has already signed to sponsor -tele broadcasts of the baseball
Yankees' regular season games next

,

Incorporation 'of such a '-clause i.o
the forthcoming, video, contract

KLZ'«

Connors moves into hla new Job
from KLZ's writing staff with 11
•

years of radio and advertising
aKency experience plus four y^ars of
Array public relations work behind
rights to a championship game, as him, He'll'kee^ KLZ's oft-cited proBaseball
Commissioner
motion activities in. high gear.
by
evidenced
KLZ, DENVER.
A. B. ("Happy") Chandler during the
Chandler
turned
last World Series.

•

:

'

,

football conference playoff
the N. Y. Yankees and

Its

similar ruling incorporated in the
Actors' Equity charter.
Equity's ruling prevents the film-

""

.-.':.,

'

Ruppert Brewery

enters television
'first

Exact definition of the clause and
wording in the final contract,
is expected to be forwarded
to broadcasters within the next two
cr three weeks, haven't yet been
determined. George Heller, exec
secretary of the American Federation of Radio Artist's and head of
the 4A's video committee, has been
unavailable for comment. Consensus
among broadcasters, though is that
advaniit! reports indicate they'd be
Vnable to record any live show on
film.
They base their belief on a

.

'

'

But the video directors of the mpbile units, the boys who call the
camera shots and lens angles, can't think in any other terms except
"closeup." So instead-of having the best seat in the place, midfleld and
up high where he can see everything, the viewer flnds> himself sitting
on the bench—the worst seat in the joint. This is going io become an v
aggravation when the novelty wears off.
Someone might also ask the camera directors what's so fascinating
about a closeup of a football flying through the air on a pass or kick.
Because of this, tele missed the drama and excitement of Swiacki's (Columbia) big day against Army. NBC has. fallen into the steady' routine
of the medium shot for the huddle and then the closeup for the play.
Between a man in motion and ends split wide, qujick handoffs, pitchouts, spins, and fakes, the cameraman d'oesn't know where the ball is
haU the time. But it's not his fault when he muffs a play. The me*
dium shot would' protect him, especially on Ijlocked kicks, and reduce
the necessity of fast camera pans which is eonfusing 1:o the eye on the

PLAYOFF SPONSORSHIP

by the Associated Actors and Artistes of

1947

Cp biuii froQjk Newffedb

B'casts

Fix Needed for libraiy,

'

Ford

Motors, oijly automotive
sponsor of a bigtime radio show ioday, is also in the minds of cun'
peting companies readsung a ti^le
campaign.
Ford currently is the
biggest advertiser on video, sponsoring- shows in most of the tele
markets. Other manufacturers are
already worrying about what such
n pne-company operation might do
to them in terms of future 'sales and
so are planning their jump on the
iVideo b'ahdWagon;
•

.

.

,

la

ad£lition

the

to

institutional

(Continued on page 34)

Pitt/s Brace of Tele Bids
Pittsburgh, Dec,

'

::
'

<

FCC

to Explore

MISSUS GOES A-SHOFPING
Browo

"With John Beed King, Jimmy
Director: Francesi Buss
30 Mins.; Wed., 1:30 p.m;

SONDB4 PRODUCTS
WCBS-TV-!-CBS, N. Y.

.

(Afodern Alerchftndistno)

InifolMiS^

Jphn Reed King's "Missus Goes AShopping" offers 'the best proof to
Washington, Dec. 2.
date of the feasibility of staging certain types of television shows "on
The PCG Will explore the stock
location," as CBS execs have termed ownership
"management interest
their 'out-of^the-studio offerings., of Paramount I'ictures in the Allen
Whether the techniques, adopted by B. DiOtont Litbs anil
Par television

CBS

after it shuttered its studios
can be followed for all
types of shows remains .to be seen.
It certainly added ,plenty of color
and authenticity, however, to the
King opus.
"Missus," long a radio standby, was
staged in the CBS studios for months
without a sponsor; After a year's

last spring,

subsidiaries* ih iBostori Bhd Detrqit
at a consolidated hearing here Jaw: 5,

was announc64

ii

:'

last

Friday

(28).*

In the sanie packafe the FCC tabbed
for hearing all tele 'bids for Detroit,-

—

Boston aiJd Cleveland
where theParamount companies and DuMont
are competing fop stations.
•

the jv'eb gave it another
The CominlSw fejciilained it was
chance by presenting it in aifactu'al
grocery store, Response from po- using tJUs teChai^ue of getting: evitential sponsors was evidently tre- dence pnth^recoi'd on the extent
mendous, since CBS succeeded in of Par^s centrol over DuMont, which
signing four of them to .a. year's con- has an iinmiedWI^; impact on bids of
tract on a rotating basis.
DuMont fbip dleveland; New England
Show itself, with' King emceeing Theatres, Inc. for Boston, and United
an audience participating. -stint with Detroit 'ThefttreS/
lor Detroit.
The
various women, shoppers attracted

hiatus,

.

to the store, is corny as ever. Housewives seem to go for it; however,
which is all a sponsor need be interested in, and there's no question
that the hausfraus taking part in
the proceedings are having fun.
With. years of experience in handling
the fickle femmes, King has acquired
a surefire' knack ot Icidding them
.

las* tevd visibmiiiw^
P^r subMdiaries. All biddei's for these three
cities Will participate in the Par,

FCC: squabble on the issue of common control of IJuMont, and then
hearings will be split to bea'r in;

dividual bids of all comjpahies for
'
each- of the three cities:
:

'

•

Comml^oni^S'^:

2.

MITCH GRAYSON INTO
K&E'S VIDEO

'

Monday

•

•

'

Television' would, make greater "sales impact" as far as television is
strides in the sale of facilities, It is concerned.
In other words, instead
believed in some advertiser, quar- of using per listener as a eost basis,
ters, if 'the set manufacturers were the buyer of video should consider
less inclined to make a secrecy of the exceptional power that the new
their
These obseryers medium exerts, because not only of
business:
point out that as an industry video its novelty but its uncharted specset makers play theii^ cards too close tator reactions.
to their chests,, being loath to disIt may" be recalled that In the
close information on -the number of early days of radio the novelty factor
sets they've' turned out.
played an important part inrthe reThis lack of facts and figures, runs lation between sales and per listener
•

-

;

was found that sales exceeded cost by a wide margin, not
cost..

so

It

much because

facilities

grams were so cheap

(1) by William' B. Lewis,, veepee and
radio director, of the appoihtment-of
Mitchell Grayson to ;the agency's
video department.
Grayson until last week directed
"Superman'^ for K&E's Kellogg account. In addition, he has recently
directed a Mutual documentary on
,

By Secrecy (rf S«t Mfrs.

complaint, precludes any approach to measuring costs in relation to potential listeners.
Agency
men are, on. the other hand, wondering whether they might be able to
get around this particular yardstick,
-one to which the advertiser has been
conditioned by radio and other medii^ by talking rather terms of

Television Reviews

Ilosel Hyde and
along and makin'g them like: it, and
with an able assist from Jimmy Robert P: Jones iUssehted from this
First two stations here under the Brown; as his "Uncle Jim,", makes the procedure, prefiwrrlng instead to have
the Paramount '•DiiMont ownership
gun with applications for television knack pay off.
Show caught (26) was staged In a issue handled in a separate hearing.
were KQ'V and'ICDKA, both of which
grocery store on Long Island, With They make the point that the other
filed at about the same time.
(Continued on page 34)
bidders for scarce television spec^i
KDKA's video outlet will serve
truni in Boston, Detroit and Clever
some 2,500,000 persons in a 4,500
land ha'Ve a gooc( chance to gang up
square-mile area. Coverage would
on Par and DUMont as it now stands:
extend 40 miles from the transmitter
At the tiresent time, the film comsite which will' overlook the Oakand DuMbhf; are iii the ppt for
land district. Joe Beaudiuo, head of
DEPT. pany
a total oi ifline:'Waeo )Statiohs: BeKDKA, says minor changes in the
Accent on hypoed planning for tween
them they have gotten fiv*
station's 500-foot FM tower will en- future
television operations by the grants,
imless PCG finds that
able it to carry both FM and tele- Kenybn
& Eckhardt ad agency was far is noand
longer in ia position to convision programs.
indicated in announcement
;

kgmy Men Feel They're B^

the

«««*«««

i

and pro-

as the fact that

people "bought the product out of
the sheer novelty of being ask(id to
dp so by radio voices. Also out of
appreciation, as well, for the enterf
tainment, etc., afforded by radio.

"War

Babies" and a fo'ur-wfeb-spotf-

sored, plattered

Ad

'

dramat saluting .the

Council (see Sadio Reviews),'
In his new assignment, Grayson
will work with Garth Montgomecy.
Tom Carpenter is also now assigned
to K«eE's tele department.
While the agency at present has
no shows in video, there are strong
indications that K&E toppers are
blueprinting a major drive to set the
agency among the leaders when tele
emerges into a full-blown ad medium.
Grayson's first assignment,
Leivis said without elaboration. Will
be "preparation of a new television
series for the agency."

Other Televiriou

on Page 34

New*

trol

DuMpht, will haVe

to

drop their

ftur other bfds4lncluding those in
(ae'veland; Boston 'and Detroit.
wPeBowtai are Ihvo^^^
in
the
qievelana video scrap:
DuMont;
Broadcasting Co, and United
Broaddasting- Go. ( WHK)

WGAR

Competition in

Boston

England Theatres,
WW
Coil
.

Co.;

Includes;

Inc.;

Empire

Boston Metropolitan Tele-

vision Co.; New England Television
CO. and the Maisshchusetts Broad-'
casting Corp. (WCOPj.
In Detroit, United Detroit Thea_

WJS

Inc. i; competiiig with
and. the Fort I ndustry Co. (WJBK.).
tres,

Omaha, Dec. 2.
_.
First televising of a football game
'

m

Nebraska took place when the
of Nebraska Athletic Deipt.
and
sent out the iifebraskaOklahoma game.
It was not a broadcast by radie
but was a ''piped" show only a short
distance from the field. But it broke
the ice.
Result of the experiment
was good from a technical atandUniv.

WOW

-

.

point.

.

JAM
CBS' Topj*ricdl Bnuidrust

Two CBS

Precedent-Making Rise of

LOTSii eeiPES

CBS' program department coin splurge is probably unequalled' among
any of the other networks or among the top agencies along MadisonPark sivenue in N, Y. There's a reported $175,000 a year salary nut,
ior example, behind the flve-^ma'n brain trust comprising veepee Hubbell Robinsojl) Jr., Harry Ackerman, Who joins up next month; Ernie
shows, and the producjUIartin,' who masterminds the Coast comedy
tion team of Cy Howard ("My Friend Irma") and Irving Mansfield

Shows Cues

Built

Likely

Chaise

'

Splurge of Sunday.' drsntiatic! pro-

In Future Agency-Net Relations

grams in New Yw^ 'in, recent
months has created a production
J

("Godfrey's Talent Scouts").
CBS acknowledges that's a lot of coin to channel into one segment oL
operation, particularly since the 175G represents only a partial breakdown of programming department costs, but the web is also cognizant
of one of the swiftest payoffs in network annals— "Irma" and Godfrey,
both moderately-budgeted', hitting the Top 15. bigtime within three
months after bowing in comtifierci^ny.

'

'

CBS

jam.
It is seriously affecting not
only actors, but as a consequence,
also producers and writers,

.

This, Too, Is

There are 13 dramatic programs,
mostly commercials, produced Sun-

'1^ &ter' Curb Neurotidsm,

is

described as unique. Contestants
would con.sist of
expectant
the idea being for
mothei's and friends to guess in
advance, by mail, the future
infant's sex, weight in ounces,
and time of arrival.
Attending doctor would corroborate the .facts for a cash
payoff
to
winners,
Packagei
suggested as a twice-a-weeli
quarter hour, is tagged $0,000.

'

mothers,

"Sherlock Holmes," "Greatest Story

Ciochs Marriage; Tifii
By JEBBT

It

Says Here

BAXTEa

Ever Told," "True Detective Mystery," "Nick Carter" and "Exploring the Unknown."
Many of them conflict directly on
the air, but virtually all of them

•-

'

>

Chicago, Dec. 2.
Scientific stamp of approval on
Nesbitt Mulled as Co-op
involve dress rehearsal -or at least
soap operas as "psychologically beneDeal is in the works for revival of ma.ior rehearsal conflicts. As a reficial to listeners" is contained in a
John Nesbitt's "Passing Parade" as sult, in all- but a few cases, actors
127-page study of "Big Sister" to be a co-op offering on'
the Mutual web. cannot appear on more than one of
Issued this, week (4) by Social RePackage has been offered the net the shows the same day. That is
seajrch, .Inc„ .ol Chicago. Said to be
by Feature Productions (Schwimmer arousing loud yelps from the more
one of the first studies of the effects & Scott agency) Chicago, but the sought*after players, who would
Of daytime serials on individual lis- web hasn't made a final decision.
normally be able to play additional
teners, it was undertaken for CBS
programs
weren't
if
they
.so
last year,- following an outburst of
closely bunched.
But it's also givt
^nti-soaper beefs.
ing a break to many of the less acFindings, based on psychological
tive performers, who are now getand socio-economic studies of 70
ting the" calls vi'hen the top .actors
women in Chi and Detroit, are tliat
are unavailable.
"Big Sister" curbs Deurotic t^denAs a consequence of the premium
cies among listeners;, strengthens
on leading players, producers are
the marriage tie; provides techniques
trying to make theii^ calls further
for solving emotional and inter-perCoca Cola this , week suddenly and further in advance, so as to get
sonal problems; directs private revfound itself sans a f emme vocalist the ones they-want. Calls are now
eries and. fantasies into socially apbeing made as much as two weeks
proved channels of action; increases for its Sunday evening CBS show ahead, instead
of two or, three days,
women's sense of security and im- when Ginny Simms .gave notice that as 'formerly.
portance; and, finally, has a positive, she was checking off the show and
In one instance recently, a proadaptive effect on listeners' person- returning immediately to the Coast.
Coca Cola tried to persuade Miss ducer began calling actors the prealities.
vious Monday for the male lead of
investigators leamedthattheaver- Simms to stay on at least another
week, pending the finding of a suit- his Sunday show. He made 23 calls
'
(Continued on page 39)
able replacement, with the colie beifore he finally got someone on
company's agency, D'Arcy, thrown Thursday. The actor he obtained
for a last-minute audition Ibss. How- was not, of course, of the same .caliever, Miss Simms chimed in with a bre as the one he'd originally sought,
nor was he as suitable for the part.
definite-nix.
Checkout of Miss Simms took But .the director was glad "to get
everybody by surprise, 'particularly him, under the circumstances. He
since the show, on which she's co- alibied in advance to his agency
featured with the Percy Faith orch., and sponsor for the. anticipated
the quality of the performance.
Mickey Rooney will probably do has quickly nurtured into one of
A secondary result of the producbrightest programming stanzas in
a dramatic series on CBS starting
Coca
Cola's air career. Only reason tion jam-up is that writers are bethis winter, with the network prothe singer is that she's ing pushed more and more to get
given
by
ducing the show and trying to land
scripts in far ahead of time. Where
Coast
and
anxious
to
go
back
to
the
a sponsor for it. The deal is vir(It's
been a. N. Y.- one week was previously sufficient
her family.
tually set, and is likely to be sewed
originatiDg"show since its inception.) in most cases for the revised draft
up. by the end of the week.
Don Richards, of -Finian's -.Rain- of a script, producers are now
The show will not be the 'one
goes
in as this Sunday's sub, heckling their writers to have the
bow,'
..Which the William Morris agency has
been peddling. the last year pr so and for the next few weeks show material, at least in reasonably finished form, in three weeks or more
for the fllni star, but has been will have a gueststar policy..
in advance.
That enables ihe proworked out 'by CBS. The writerducer to make his casting calls in
producer staS foi} the series will
time to get the actors he wants.
Talks
probably be assigned within a few
Naturally,
the
writers are griping
days.
Fort Wayne. Dec. 2.
about the situation, but so are the
Ko time spot is 'disclosed for the
WGL. owned "by the Farnsworth producers and actors* ndf to menstanza, which will air from HoUyTelevision
and Radio Corp., has
and sponsor reprethe
agency
tion
wood.
arrangements with NBC to
'

2.

Among program availabilities
listed by J, Walter Thompson
an item titled "So You're
Going To Have A Baby,'' which
has a contest angle that can be

They
in New Yoric at present.
include
''Theatre
Guild of the
Air," "Ford Theatre," "Christopher
Wells," "Shadow," "Counterspy," a
spot on Harvest of Stars," (jabriel
Heafter's
"Brighter
Tomorrow,"
day

:

,

Chesteifield'slfeal

'

'

.

:

,

No Treat

GiimySimiBsIn

.

Coke Show Scram

,

•

.

'

and

sociates

ported to be

carry the "Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air," program to be
sponsored over ABG network. Another Fort Wayne station, WOWO,
an ABC affiliate, also will carry it.
ABC "Auditions" will be sponFarnsworth beginning
sored
by
Jan. 4.

MOPPED BY NAB
.Dorothy

Lewis,

coordinator

women's pcogcmnming

of
activities for

the National Assn. of Broadcasters,
is being dropped from NAB's payroll immediately after the Assn. of
Women Broadcasters, femme branch
ot the NAB, holds its convention in
Washington next Jan. 28-31. NAB
spokesmen, while not inclined to
elaborate on the reasons, admitted
this on being questioned yesterday
(Tues.) as to Whether, with NAB's
New York office being closed. Miss
Lewis would transfer to the association's Washington headquarters.

last

It

was

Cole.son,

.

to

'

Chesterfield offered to

make

I

'

over

WHN, New

York,

will

now

find another cig account competing
same audience whenever the
Brooklyn and New York teams meet;

for the

Wilson,

^wi&MorgaB

CM Set F^th
Chi

Pm Grid Tieup
Chicago, Dec.

2.

ton

ABC

the business of peddling the show^,

around the agencies.

I

Chief factor in the anticipated
arm's length attitude of bankroUers

on to the show is Mor*
gan's kidding-tbe-commercial rouIt's his stock-in-trade, an in>.
tegral part of the Morgan comic pattern, hence it's considei'ed a cer-:
tainty that Morgan won't yield to
any sponsor demands to plug-em--*
tine.

OUT SOON!

straight.

.

If Morgan remains unsold at Everwill
sharp's Dec. 24 checkout,
likeiy sustain him for a while in his
half -hour Wednesday slot following.

ABC

|

The

Bing Crdsby,

Number

42iid Anniversary

also admitted that Robert
in charge of
office, also being,

OF

who has been

closed, likewise is not shifting to
Washington.. But wheliier he is ber
ing dropped from NAB entirely was
not immediately determined.

Hoover's

Kiicera Joins

FCB

Exit

Kucera, business manager
radio department of Foote,
Belding, has resigned. Understood his 'departure was related
to those of George MoGarrett and
Norman Winters, reported last
week..
/
Kiicera is considering three agejicy
the
C^one

&

.

.

P^op'ositionsi''

W

Gnestdbet,

nn
Usnol Advertising rotes prefoil

Forms closing shortly
John

Meanwhile, the pre-

Crosby 9;30-10 niche bfeing vacated
by Lucky Strike (Jack'Paar) goes to
Elgin-American's
Groucho -Marx'
show, currently heard Mondays.

NAB's Los Angeles

of

MiU

network settle^ down to

in latching

until Dec. 28.

a new

alliance

Blow agency option on the sbow^

the

poned

resunn

of

faded, and with the lapse of the

the East and West
divisionis, the broadcast will be postIf ties

I

As of last week, all hopes
Henry Morgan-Eversharp

.

For the fifth consecutive year,
Wilson Sporting Goods and General Mills will co-sponsor the ABC
broadcast of the East- West playoff
for championship of the National
pro Football League here Sunday,
Dec. 21. Harry Wismer will be at
the mike, with Rod Grange assisting.

'

I

•

the

all

offered

buy the brewer's proposition was dropped. While the Ches- $5,000-to-$7,000 a week bracket. And
terfield dicker was on iFoote, Gone with both of then) having already
Belding
put
in a hid for Kheln- climbed into the Tofj 15 bracket, the
&
fact that five years hence they'll still
gold beer.
Giants' tieup
with Cheiiterfield be priced under $10,00(| is, in thecreates an unprecedented situation opinion, of many. long-range trade obfor baseball in the New York mar- servers, one of the most irresistible
ket.
Old Gold, which underwrites talking points anybotly's made in
the Brooklyn Dodgers broadcasts commercial i-adio in a. long time.

SCRIPTER EXITS 'BURTON'

set.

had

for 1948 if it could split the

with some other account, but'

when

Martha Alexander 'bows off the
writing assignment of "The Second
Mrs. Burton," daytime serial on CBS
for General Foods, effective Dec. 26.
hasn't been

backroUed

season,

a complete

sentatives involved.

Her replacement

clo-se to $225,000.

which

Pabst,

games
resume

re-

is

,

:

Newell-Emmett

the

agency. Price for the package

bill

own and transcending jithe rple «f
a medium with only circulation .to
sell, it's considered inevitaible that
the whole agency-network relation-'
ship will be drastically altered.
In recent years, it's been the
agency that's paid the piper and not
only told him what to play but
where he must play it.
Now along comes CBS and, in
sharp contrast to the no-hit' score
among agencies that have gone to
bat for clients during the past year
with new shows, the network has
clicked with two programs 'in the
its

week through Art Flynh As-

set last

Money

DORom urn

As the networks move
more and more into the programming picture, peddling products of,,
in general.

Chesterfield cigarets will sponsijir

,

made

OS

to

the Giants games over .WINS, New
York, for the 1948 Season: ^Deal was

CBSSettii^Deal

FwRomeyl^w

week took a

top brass this

gander at the newest Hoopeirylings,
with its revealing lineup of programs
-showing the web's brace of liouse;built commercials, "My Friend Irma"
and
"Arthur
Godfrey's
Talecft
Scouts" berthed in the Top 15 category, and immediately tore, into old
rec&rds and files is an attempt to find
a precedent for speedy payoffs.
The network says there just isn't
a precedent for wrapping up a
coveted Top 15 audience on a pair of
moderately budgeted
web - built
shows within three months after
they've been launched' commercially.
In fact, they point to the inability to
find even any package operation
that can make the same statement.
(With "Talent Scouts," "Lux Radio
Theatre" and "Irma," all slotted
back-to-back Mohday nights, hitting
the rating jackpot, CBS' one enviable night of program parlaying
has become strictly a walkaway).
Howevfer, there are far more significant overtones, of a decided longrange character, concerning the
"Irma," "Talent Scouts career, that
intrigues not. only CBS but the trade

Radio

Chicago, Dec.

Copy and space

reservations

may be

sent to

any Variety

J.

Edgar Hoover, ditedor of the

FBI. will guest oh .Terry Devine'si

Special exploitation advantages

'This

Is

Your FBI"

series

office

Life.

.

NEW YORIt'19
154 W. 46th Sh

HOLLYWOOD
«31] ViiMa

CHICAGO

28

St.

3M

LONDON, W.

1

N. Micli)«|am

Aw.

8

C. 2

St. Martin's Place
Trafalgar Sqitora

Friday

(5) over ABC for Equita'ble
He'll give a "vital message io
*
the American people."
It'll be the FBI chief 's first appearance .on a commercial dramatic show,
baying previously, rejected -Wil)

night

..

offers.

Wednesday, Deeemlier

»»>»»«»>»

lW|I(;W Face Wair' Charges

From

h Freedom Train s Memphis Furore
IN

Memphis, Dec. 2
Charges of unfairness will be filed
and WKEC, local NBC,
and CBS outlets, respectively, by
egsinst

"

Toledo, Dec.

May

primary'

Barney B. Taylor.
He is a former state welfare, direcr
Ts^ylor, World War H hero decor- tor, and served two terms a^ Lucas
"
ated with thfe DgC, and twice- County prosecutor.
•wounded Purple Heart wearer, saM
the
with
he will make the charges
stations'
FCC as a result of the two
^

failure to allow equal time for answering Mayor Pleasant's radio
speech regarding the cancellation of

the

Memphis date by

Train in a

the

Metro Eydng

of races.

talk, broadcast free of
cost over six local stations, attacking
critics of the city's official stand that
led to loss of the Freedom "Train
sought equal time' for
visit.

minute radio

AVC

mw yom

city

*

.

.

& Rubicam has picked up Patsy Campbell's option on "Second Mrs.
Burton". ...Freelance writers liitargot Gayle snd t>ena R*ed have a ftjece
on 'T5ramatic Lessons for Your Child" in the Jam.. Reader's Dlgeirt,,..
Busicst-man-of-the-^week title claimed by Mason Adams, wKo plays the
J^^st night CTues.) he had a
title role in flve-a-week "Pepper Young-"
character part of Harry the Hack in "Big Town." To round out the week
he'll do leads in "Grand Central Station" Saturday (6), "Ford Theatre"
Sunday and "Inner Sanctum" next Monday. .. .NBC exec veepce Frank
Daughter, their
Mullen on a swing to Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Louis
fourth child, born to Mr. and Mrs. Wells (Ted) Church on Thanksgiving
Day.' He's director of CBS news broadcasts, .. .Don Martin, program
director of WLlB, has checked out in order to (1) direct 'some children's
albums for Tiffany ProduiptionS; (2) finish a book on Paul Whlteman; (3)
Between high-pressure r e c o r di work on a television show.,.. Michael O'Doniicll, formerly with the NBC
and transcription flates, D'Artega Music Library, named head of WINS' music Ubrary... ...Kail Cobum, assist"shufllea off to Buffalo" to conduct ant publicity direc^br at
for two years, iH^signed Nov, 29. Doctors
the Buffalo Philharmonic Symphony ordered temporary retirement.
Orchestra In a special request proMary Alice Tbbmi)son, formerly a sfecrMary in the radio department of
gram (Dec. 5th).
Legler as. secretary to Samuel
Returnlng^D New York his imme- Young & Rubicam, has joined Warwick
diate, chore. Will be to satisfy the Youngheart, vice-president and account executive..., Sherwood and Al
ra.venous appetites' of Lang- Worth Schwartz, formerly with the Ozzie & Harriet show, will write the new
^
D'Artega
J"
"more
for
affiliates
James O'Neill, of the "We,
Danny Thomas series for-«General Foods
YORK the People" writing statt, out of. action with the flu,',, .Leonard Holton,
LANG-WORTH, INC.,
who wrote trie "Arthur's Place"- Series fox Borden and was previously an
exec. With Young & Rubica'iin f6r several yearsf is one oi the writers of
$igurcl Larmon, prez and board chairman of
the ''Bloiidie" series «
Young & Ru'bicdRi, was in Washington last week for huddles with
Charles Luckman and a group of senators and congressmen on the subject of food conservation^ Understood he returned with ideas for policy
for General Foods, one of the agency's major Clients,
Young

Hollywood, Dec; 2.
Metro's Leo niay soon be roaring
over the Coast airways. There's' a'
deal, in the works whereby the studio would take over Dorothy Thackrey's KLAC, a situation that would
Warners' opjeration
of,
duplicate

WMC

WHN

&

NEW

and KFWB and Loew's WHN, New York.
answer, but
they would Leo's paw has been 'extended in this
time equal- only .to that in direction for' soniertlme tiiough >aK
which Taylor and AVC were dis- ways pushed 'away until n<Sw when
««ssed, three minutes in case of it's admitted that', both sides arc
etiger taut disagreeing: on price,
WMC, five lor WREC.
Howard Stark, 'rep of a station
"We contend that the Mayor's in- brokering
house, has been, here a
lamatory remarks needed to be anweek on an intensive investigation
swered in whole, not just in part,
of the local radio scenes with parand we demand as much time as he
Washington, Dec. 2,
ticular attention being giveq KLAC's
was given in order to make the anThe FCC, by a four-to-two vote
"Four sta- reputation and positiont thoughrtjeal
swer,'-' Taylor declared,
and is being workei] on'top? level between yesterday (1), okayed without heartions, WKDHM. WMPS,
Lebhar,' of WHN, and Thack- ing one of the largest and most comWHBQ, consented to our request Bert
reys in the east. Thackreys waift to plicated package radio station sales
and we 8*e given time equjil 1o unload all -radio and
seek' $1,000,000 in history,
Mayor Pleasants' on all four.

Taylor to

it ttf
^

tt» p(hictioii Ceit^^^^

D'ARTEGA

EAC Coast Bny

Freedom

dispute over sejgregation

Mayor Pleasant had included AVC
and Taylor particularly in his 12-

1947

NAB

2.

Frazier Reams, Toledo, principal
AVC chapter as the out- owner of .WTOL, has announced his
growth ol furare over the Freedom candidacy for the Democratic iSdmination for governor at next year's
Trail), according to AVC chairman

Memphis

3,

»»»«»

prexy Justin MiHer gives the Radio Execs Club the latest word on
the code today noon (Wed)... .Curtis Jv Hoxtep propping a radio column
for the Newhouse Syndicate,' fbr which Dell Chandler used to write....

Reams (WTOL)ForGoY.

WMC

»

WREC managements said
allot

Stei^ Bulletin

.

-

DealGetsFCCOK

Mutual veepee Abe Schechter on a 10-day swing through the very deep
south,
Martin Block in Monday (1> from Encino, Cal., and originating
his Mutual disk jockey stint this week:and next via WNEW
Henry
Morgenthau III breaking into radio at WNEW, dividing hia time between
the program dept, and. publicity. .. .Riki Englander, radio director for Red
Cross, UJA and other drives, and Hal Kosut'wed Thanksgiving eve. After
a brief New England honeytnoon they'll settle WTdrrington, Conn,, where
the groom will be associated with WLCR. skedded for a December opening
Irving Gitlin, assistant to CBS science director John Ffeiffcr, assigned
th&t Of
for KLAC and its sister station, KYA,
Deal involved the" transfer of to do -research for CBS' "School of the Air" programs. Succeeds Miss
"WREC and WMC chose to think San Francisco. If ^old separately, the
affiliate from J*
Charlotte Brown, who's going to New Mexico for her health.,.,E. P. H,
that some of the time would have to Thackreys want $700,000 and $500,- WCAU and FM
David Stern to the Philadelphia Eve- "Jimmy" James, Mutual ad-piromotion-research v,p,, hopped to Pittsburgh
fce isaved for! any others who might
000, and Leo wants to spend only
the. to address an ad dub-radio club get-together yesterday (Tues.).
.Moliy
also want to feply, although AVC $900,000 for the .twain. Acta.a1Iy, ning Bulletin, and twin'sales by
of its station 'WPEN ^lus Ballantyfle, Neil Fitzgerald and, Marjdrie Maud Into "Our Gal, Sunday"
wafe the only' organization seeking however, jtletro doesn't "want KYA Bulletin
radio time- for that purpose. W6 felt at all b'ut would take it and possibly FM affiliate to the Sun-Ray Dru{^ Co. cast, Teresa Keaqe added by "Stella pallaij". .. .Florence Warner has
that three minutes and five minutes re:>peddle if later tg>gef'*the long- (when the Bulletin contracted t<) buy resigned from Biow agency publicity dept. Undergoes serious operation
were insufficient. So the AVC chap- desired: HOltywdod outlet,- KLAC cost the prize clear-channel outlet WCAU,' in Des Moines.
it had to divest itself Of WPEN to
ter hei* is filing' a complaint with Thackreys close tp
$500;000 and KYA
the FCC liy lii/ifgi against the unfair cost $325,000. Ws possible also, pend- meet the FCC ban on dual owner"
.
ship ),
Commissioners Clifford J. IN
«
tineihlcal and unreasonable, s t'a n d ing
"FCC approval, that the Tiiack- Durr and Robert F. Jones voted for
I am
thes two stations.
taken
Paul Franklin withdrew as. director .of Steve Slesinger's Zane Gray show
rey's two Yi<ieo permits' would be
hearing on the deals.
every 'member
Wtittog p^^^«'^y
because of the time conflict with the other Slesinger program, "Red Ryder,"
included in the deal, though actually
beWPEiN
of rhe FCO to lajr .the complaint
on
and
WPENSales
ticket
he
also
Which,,
produces
and which airs on the same ,day oVer Don Lee*
involving no physical assets to date
iore. them."
Producer Bob Redd and Jim McFadden of the MCRee- Albright
and being only on' paper and in FM was pegged at approximately Mutual,
$800,000 although this figure may agency are experimenting with a new character for Jack Catson that
Taylor. pointed out that all FCC minds.
vary as much as' $25,000 either way would make fiim more sympathetic and less cocky. Several new at>members are also, members' of the
Sun-Ray
will
in
settlement.
proaches
will
Foundation,
final
be
tried
the
and
Heritage
Carson is all for the change
American
Frank Cooper
follow throifgh on policies now in- has BBD&O interested in his new game program, "Holiday at Home"....
sponsor of the, Freedom Train, and, Teapot Tempest in Cleve.
e^ect at the Bulletin station. Exact ABC's Ed Noble and Robert Hinckley, due in this weeK" from Frisco for
as such took part in fitting up the
figure
involved
in
the
Bulletin-Stern
the
three-day
brought
session
with
Whlcli.
Don
its
tour
Searle and his Cabinet, .. .Carleton Alsop
rules for
Twixt Scribes, B'casters transaction is less easy to gauge.
of
chalked
with
.Memphis
up
his
conflict
cue-flipping
into
train
finder for fourth platter in the Joseph Gotten
Packaging the dramatics with Gotten is Stuart
flcial insistence upon separate -hours
the contract, the Bulletin agreed transcription series.
Over Sports Releases toInpay
for visiting by races.
Stern $4,500,000 for WCAU, Ludlum, onetime ad agency exec. Alsop will have the aid of Frances
Cleveland, Dec. 2.
WCAU-FM and^ his two^ Camden Purcell, late of the Kudner agency, in the production of subsequent disks
.','. .pasad6na's"rad*
Misiihclerstanding threatened
die-harder, the Star-NewSf finally yielded to the
to newspapers. Stripped price for 'tli'e
touch off an editorial war between radio properties was-given as $2,900,- pressure of its opposition, the Independent, which goes daily after first of
the city's' sp'ortswriters and radio 000, although Stern agreed to sell- the year, and assigned Charles D. Perlee to do a daily radio column. Bill
newf and sportscasters,
only if his newspaper and radio Bird of the. Independent has had things, his own way for a good m.any
Backti^ fSong of Stranger' 11 broke out when Cleveland's holdings- were transferred In the years and recent pcfU conducted by his sheet disclosed that the radio debaseball president Bill Veeck issued same package.
partment is favored above all others in the tab. .Fresh approach to aira hold-for-midnight release on the
dramatics has been devised for Mickey' Rooney, who goes under the needle
Ratings!
In a separate deal, the Bulletin, last
announcement- that Lou 'Boudreau
at CBS within the next two
The Iwo-way sag 'pt Pharmaco's had signed a two-year contract. Mid- winter bought the newspaper facili- until a buyer copies along. weeks. Net may showcase it as a sU.<!tainer
.. .Andy Hecht, Coast rep for Reader's Digest,
ties of Stern's Philadelphia Record
three«way deal in Mutual shows has night release,
came
around 5 p.m., Co. for
Other debts and has a book on the stands with a chapter on radio memorabilia*. Tome is
$3,400,000.
the sponsor shopping for something when all newsmen
,.kn^w that Bou- contracts to be assumed
by the Bul- called "Hollywood Merry-Oo-Round'' with an intro by Bob Hope.
better. The Jim Backus Show and
fdreau's return to tibwn that day
Gene Autry denies he's associated with Ralph Atlass in his buy into
letin, run the total sales ticket on the
"Song of the Stranger" are headed meant a contract
wa^
to be inked, entire,
package to between $8,000,000 three stations and also spiked reports he and Atlass are dickering .for
for fadeouts, charged up to their and
consequently they rebelled.
and $10,000,«IO. Tl;e Bulletin kept- Dorothy Thackerey's KLAC, which is said to be on the block. .Lou
failure to' pick oil satisfactory
First release break came around
WPEN-FM and WPEN-TV an* Place, Coast head of Russel Seeds, made. a quickie flight to Chicago for
Both have been slipping
ratings.
8 p.m. with aU station's then pitching turned
over to Sun-Ray, WCAU-FM, problem session with Freeman Keyes. ;. Jack Benny helps kick off March
steadily toward Hooper's "cellar.
in on the n - 11:15 news-sport period
To keep the record straight, station of Dimes dr;ve in Colorado early next month and originates his
Of Pharmaco's three Mutual buys to give all details.
broadcast of 18th from the. Mile High capitol.
calls were switched, of course.
After hearing Metra's colfor the current_season, only "Charlie
To iron out difticulties Veeck met
oratura find, Mary Jane Smith (she's 15), at the Elgin rehearsal, iQordon.
Chan" looks' firm, being at the mo- amicably with.To^n
Manning, Ed
Howard, ad chief for the watch firm, ordered her fee for the Thanksgiving
ment the web's top Hooperated Wallace,' WTAM;
Van Patrick,
Day broadcast doubled. .. .Don Searle is having more fun dehying rejiorta
airer.
Charles' Day,;' Jim Martin, WGAR;
Elf
ert's
Program Spot
that he^s quitting his veepee post with ABC while supervising furnishing
It's believed the Feen-a-mint outJake Hines, -Bob Qodley, WHK; Gor
Sam Elfert, publicity director at his new office In a revamped rotisserie a block away from his present NBC
the Backus Sunday
fit- will retain
don Cobbledick, Plain Dealer; Ed
WLIB, N.Y., for the past year, vvas quarters.,,. Murray Bolen takes' Over production reins of "Club 15" from
jiigSt
and "Stranger's" Monday- McAurley,. Tfews;
Frank Gibbons, appointed program director
Wednesday-Friday afternoon time
of the Cal Kuhl, who- is back at Thompsons, Bolen also has permish to do the
Press, the' UP and INS, and a restation Monday (1) by Mrs. Dorothy Bob Burns open-enders.
.Brad Brown named to pcoduce Zane Gray show
slots if the agency can come up with
lease-compromise for all sports was Thackrey,
station owner. Elfert re- on Mutual.... Ted Husing coming out to call the plays in the USC-Notre'
more promising stanzas. Agency for set up with 11
p.m. for all a.m. re- places Don Martin,
who left to free- Dame game for those who refuse to pay a hundred bucks for a pair of 20the trio of Phairmaco shows is' Ruth> leases
and 6 a.m. for all p.m. re lance.
yarders.
.Lewis Allen Weiss beat the pneumonia rap and heads east next
rauff & Ryan.
leases. Radio wanted 7 p.m. a.s reElfert will also supervise station's week for Mutual board meet.
lease for morning side but Veeck
and Cobbledick -were adamant, fa- publicity, with Mary Gruber acting
voring midnight and then agreeing as his assistant in both connections.
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BURROWS MOVES UP

IN CHICAGO

to the ll

o'clock hour.

AS LISTERINE PAYS
Abe Burrows,

currently heard in
the 10:30-10:45 Saturday night segment on CBS, moves into the Saturday 7:45-8' p.in, period when Listerine starts picking up the tab on the
IS-minute airer after the first of the
year.
Burrows will be showcased back-

Hoagy

Carmichael,
whose Sunday afternoon quarterhour sustainer will be moved into
the 7;30 Saturday niche.
tti-back

with

Meanwhile, there's a possibility
''It Pays to be Ignoranf'^vill be
co-oped by CBS in. the Saturday 7-

.that

7:30 period,^ preceding the Butrow.5Carniichael shows.''.Philip Morris is
giving up sponsorship of "Ignorant,"
"having bought the new Dinah Shori?-

Harry James musical show.

.

Beryl Davis 'Hit Parade'

Pact Vice Doris Day
Lucky

Strike

means

finer

Tcllf

About

"Famous Air

...

Al Morey, of WBBM's production dept., has been named special program
development director, attached to sales, ,. .IMrs, Don McNeill and' three
sons will make their annual Yuletide visit to "Breakfast
Club" Dec. 19,
Dwight B. Olson took over as chief announcer of WGIL, Galesbusg, 111., last
Lohipan, of the U, of Chicago, is set as moderator of
Trl^r.;
WINDS -."IS^^^^
Forum of the Air," which bows Dec, 14..., NBC news ed Ji'ni
Aldrieh bedded by a stomach ailment.. Linn
Burton .dubbed "Chief of
the Airways" by Ottawa Indians.
Biggies on hand for the tee-off of tele
station- Wmr-TV, Milwaukee, Wednesday (3) include
NBC's Niles Tram.mell and David Samoff.
.Ted Malone here for the 4-H Congress..,.
Jack Owens is skedded to do his "cruising crooning" on the stage of the
Oriental late this month, ,, .Scripter Gary Miller
back at his typewriter
after basking
rioridjj three weeks, ., .Karl Sutpliin, ABC promotion
chief, plugging the "Groucho Marx Show"
by passing out long black cigars
with the time and station on the label.
Jim Campbell has bought himself
a farm near LaPorte, Ind., for week-end
assaults on the soil.... Alex
Dreier banqueted NBC's press staff last week by
way of payirfg off a bet.
Commentator., ijad bet the fiaeks lie could reduce to ZOO
pounds in four
months.
.Marie Gunderson leaves Mutual this week for wedding hells on
tee Coast, She 11 wed Bob McKinlay of Elsinore,
.Tiff between columnist
,

Jo Ranson

con-

tracts, as far as British chirper Beryl
Davis is concerned. After getting a
good U. S. buildup via guestshots on
Vaughn Monroe's Camel show during
the last several months. Miss Davis
celebrated Thanlcsgiying by inking a
deal to take over Doris Day's spot
on "Hit Parade."
.
English thrush, who made her
American air debut less than 12
months ago in a '"Brsryl by Candlelight" sustainer on ABC, got the nod
ttt the Luckjt Strike stanza after
Kitty Kallen had nixed the spot because she wanted to stay in the east.
.

Radio's

.

Fluffs"

.In

.

.

.

m

.

ferthcwnliHi

42d Anmheeruary Numh)er
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•

.

.

,
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""^ Jlwk 3?ck payejGarrow^

I:, u?publicity
purposes,

isn't the usual fake feud for
Their heedles are tossed in earnest.
'

•

Dim

e-MAN SCRAP
Radio

yiislryslllOGFii^^'etaioFiiiid
intiustry, prepping for • latt-ditch fight with James C. Peti-illa,
of th9 Amerloin Federation, of Mufijcims, is reported to. be eai-marking a $100,000 budget foir the scrap. ~The- fund, principaUjr, is to
hire a general counsel to represent the entire industry and to buy the
Jei^ioeti of a top public relations man to do the flaclcing;
It% ret>orted tnat Ed Kirby,. former NAB public relations man, hag
put' in a bid for the Hack post and in some- quarters the name of Steve
EtaniHUI^ft, Who was once offered « flacking job on behalf of Petrlllo,
hials been prominently- projected.
Yi.- industry circles is that one of the larger public
Best guesis in
relations outfits, wiOi outlets in several cities, will get the nod.

Editorializiiig

In for

Tough

The

b6M

Pelrio Abort-face

Pwtenk a
James
face last

FCC

J. Durr
and FBI chief J. Edgar
Hoover. At issue is FBI's- practice of
forwarding to the radio agency unsolicited reports on radio station bid-

m €6^

GetM Showdown
Donald O'Comwr Skow

is

'

The O'Connor program
ahows, with live muaic'locally while
the webs covld not ABC, CBS and orijiinate on the Cotist'
Mutual' immediately made preparatieus to yank vocal groups from .their
install

orchestras.

It

sdme 200
employment

looked, as though, all told,

musicians would get
denied them under the AFM ban.
ABC talked of adding a pop musical
show to^ the list
It tirAs a short heyday for the

••cappella Iwys, who've got to hunt

fahi again.
Petrillo's order, which went out
last Wednesday (28), was effective
immediately and holdi^ until exist-

ing network contracts expire Jan.
is

31,

believed to have been prompted

the same kind of Sar.
air 'bid: was $200 less.

other

In a letter to the No. 1 G-Man yesterday (1), acting FCC Chairman
Paul A. Walker expressed "con-'
fldence" in the FBI, invited Hoover
to continue shipping over "relevant"information on persons in radio and
emphasized that Durr's criticism wa»
made "on his own personal responsibility."

rection

The

letter,

written"by

the ' Commission,"

of

any

disavowed

would Durr's

fh:st

-

:

As

.

the Derringer program's

auctioneer,

down"

"Knocking

A&d

the

So the prospect strolled down
the street and boUght » car at
Derringer'^.

also

during a speech to school broad*
Chicago last month.
casters in
Commissioner Robert F. Jones injected himself into the fight Monday night (1) by issuing a sevenpage statement in which he said in

broadcasters and top-shelf leader*
ship from the various segments Mt"
fected by the Mayfiower editorialize
ing decree.
The meeting was originally^cbed*
uled for next week as a prelude t»
the long-heralded and comprehen*
sive .Washington hearing to review
the ..FCC's ban on editorializing by
station licensees, but was postpenecl
this week following announcement
that the D.C. hearings may not start
on the scheduled Jan.' 12 date be>
cau.se the FCX; bench wants time t*
get the clear channel oral argutment
out -of the way by Jan. 19.
The Miuihattan conference, simi'lar to one staged under the sson*
auspices at tht Commodore, hate!^
N. Y., a couple years back wli^the'
,

BMBStiDLooldng

di-

responsibility
for.
at the FBI made

bla-st

sponsor, Leonard*Oerringer, Inc.,
a rival dealer down the street
was showing a used car to a
prospect.

Fw That A^rin

Blue Book was

iBdestry Groups

effect that Durr needn't point the
finger at the FBI because the FCC
itself
passes certain informatit>n
along to other government agencies.
As far as the FBI is concerned,
Jones declared he firmly believed
the bureau "ha.s not only the right
but the duty and responsibility of
furnishing to the FCC information
Washington, Dec. 2.
Battle lines of the anti-PetriUo it receives in tlie course Of its inforces began to take shape today vestigations."
'

h

Pick FroBtmHi

-

Pdr& Shmvdown

-

'

'

'Qualified'

Testimany Needed

The Durr statement
the fact that FBI, in

made much

of
"far-flung

the-

dominant in^s*

try issue, is being arranged by,,.lBr,,
Paul S. -Lazarsfeld, of Columbias

Meanwhile both thfe FCC and the
NAB have started the .maGfainKy'
rolling to prepare for the Waehtng^
'

ton hearings.,

!
'

Widespread Invite*

-

realisation on ttae part of the (Tues.) with announcement by the
union thai Dan Golenpaul, producer National Assn^ of Broadcasters of
of '*Infi>i|nation Pleafse," had a strong the membership of the' executive
case in Itis complaint to the National committee and two. cubcommittees
Labor Belations Board against the of the recently formed. All-Industry
Golenpaul charged Music Committee. At the same time
Petrillo ban.
that, the ban violated the Taft-Hartwas disclosed^ that, one of the
ley Act, was restrictive in its effect subcommittees, on public relations,
and, if carried to its logical con- was meeting 'in New York today
clusion, ought to apply not just to
and that the second subcommittee,
co-ops, but to all hetwork shows.
on legal phases of the fight, would
Await Chi Buddie
meet tomorrow (Wed.). Both would
With a showdown in network elect chairmen at these huddles, it
negotiations in the offing and a trial was said.
in Federal court on charges of Lea
Each industry within the all-inAct Violation facing him, Petrillo, dustry group named a rep to the
it's figured, saw a chance ttvsideexecutive committee and to each
of the two subcommittees.
(Continued on page 37)
Members of the exec committee:

by

WPBN's new auction show,
"Going, .Going, Gone," includes
an automobile auctioned off to
the highest bidder. While the
program was on the air, for the

•Plante,

Two

2.

a sales clincher, the used
car dealer, pointed out that the
accessories in the car were in
tiptop shape. To demonstrate, he
turned on the heater. Tlten he
switched on the radio. Out of the
radio came the- voice of Roy La-

of. editorializ*

ing-on radio will get a comprehend
sive going over at a conference to b«
staged in New York under auspice*
of the Bureau of Applied Social Research of Columbia Univ,, it's been
learned. Hie session will be attended
by members of the Federal Conununications Commi&si<m, key figune^^ in
the National Assn. of Broadcastero,
top educators of the nation,. leai&iC

Dial

PhiladelphUi Dec.

become radio licensees.
members of the FCC
bench jumped to the FBI's defen/se,

-

applicants to

Deal

The Wrong

ders, described by Dnrr in a strongly-worded statement yesterday (1)
as frequently no more than "unsubstantiated gossip or rumor, of nonexpert personal ^opinions on political,
economic, or social philosophies."
The FCC commissioner maintained
that this info, "coming as it does
from a police bureau of such prestige
and power," may wrongly affect the
judgments which FCC members
must make on the qualifications of
:

C. FetrUl»'a sudden abou^''
in refvoking a six-year

and

:i>ec; 2;

f

What looks, -td' bekl^g^'sized
fight to the finish 'is shaping Aphere
between
Commissioner Clifford

in the works for Schenley
to sponsor a comedy series starring
Donald .O'Connor. Negotiations have
been in progress » week or more between the the Blow agenqr, which
has the Schenley account, and ther
Sam Jafle office, representing the
if mrillo fails to win the conces- film- comic.
So far, no time slot has been lined
sions he seeks.
Meanwhile, the nets hailed the up for the series: Schenley recently
Petrillo action as erasing 'an in> relinquished its Thursday: night spot
equitable situation which permitted on CBS, at the same time that it
transcription packagers to sell their dropped the "Suspense'^ series.:

co-op.s

* The whole, question

V'WashlngfoM,

week

ban on liv^t' music on network co-op
shows Is looked, upon in the trade
as both an enforced concession and
an ominous portent. It's felt /to be
a conues!=ion by the American Federation of Musicians boss in the hope
of winning concessions for the union
in contract negotiatiang—which resame next Monday <8) in Chicago.
And it's felt to portend a complete
shutdown on the webs next Jan. SI

MEMP hdiBtry-ffide Giik^ Or^ at N.Y. Sdi

IRK FCC

AsWoesPibiUp

FCC general counsel

.'.

i

:

*

Benedict Cot-

tone, who is handling the Mayflower
hearing, last week dispatched invita*
tions to some 85 organizations anilindividuals to participate in the D.-C.
sessions. -Those not able to aptieai* in
person' were urged to submit theirv
views in writing.
At the same time, in response to arequest' from
general counsel
Don Petty, the Commission pushed
up from Dec. 1 to Dec. 15 the- deadline for SUng notices of appearances;
has- over a score;, of witnesses
•

The calm expected to spread over
Measurement
Broadcast
troubled
Bureau waters in the wake of fournetwork signaturing hasn't come to

-

-

'

pass.

Financiallyv a crisis

still exists.

Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak, who
committee
wanted
a' network
named—but with sUtion managers
as M^ell as web execs on it^has
bolted

BMB's

projected formation of

It^s under-'
a networJcs-only group.
stood, also, that CBS prexy Frank

•

-

-

NAB

NAB

'

up with more to come and asked
for the additional time to CQ«i;^at»an- "industry-wide" showing.'
line

Stanton has indicated be does not
The FCC letter dedared: "In tht
cute for the £MB plan as it stands.
(Contintfed, on ^age 32)
BMB. board chairman Harold J.
Ryan, of Toledo, was in N. Y-. yesterday (Tues.) for an executive committee dinner meeting of the bureau
,
scheduled last night, tout could not
be reached for comment on the developments. It's believed Ryan' had
expected to name a network committee composed ot prexies of -the
ff "
inatlon.
Chicago, Dec. 2.
Durr continued: "It would be four webs and that disinclination of
participate
Rush of retail stores to radio, be*
wholly improper for FCC to base Kobak and Stanton to
would form the major topic of dis-r gan here last week, following printdeciision on 'information' not concussion in the exec committee huddle. ers walkout at six dailies. Power,
(Continued on page 32)
Meanwhile industry sentiment ap- stations with limited availabilitiet.
pears to be growing that basically generally gave preference to i>resent
BMB's fault lies in the composition sponsors, while, indies took* care «f
A. D. (Jess) Wlllard, of NAB, flyNew' i&ow$
IN
of its Board— that the management Johnny-come^latelies.
wheel of the anti-Petrillo mobilizawbite, sixtc*
needs .strengthening by inclusion on supplement;, black
tion; Frank E. Mullen of NBC, for
are running ads it clients prethe networks; Edward Wallerstein
EXIT the board of hard^hittifig business .sheets
fare their O-wn-plates. Shows, also ar«
men.
of C-<>lumbia Kecording, for the
London,. Dec. 2.
insurance in case of a complete: presi
record companies; Raymond CosMaurice Gorham, BBC executive
shutdown.
grove of the Radio Manufacturers for 21 years and head of television
Station skeds are bristling with
Assn., for set manufacturers; Rich.lor the last two years, quit abruptly
news, including additional programs
Shampoo's $1,000,000
Associated Program yesterday (Mon.).
ard Testut,
He refused, to
and news spots on regular shows.
Service, Inc., for transcription com-' discuss the matter with: Vakiexy,
Heaviest new lineup is offered by
Local-Slaiited Budgets
panics; Everett L. Dillard of the EM but it's rumored that- the' rumpus
WIND, indie, which hired five extra
Assn., for PM interests, and Emer- irose from administrative changes
newswriters. Four dailies,, which prcsion Markham of General Electric's
To Sell the 'New Look' viou.sly sponsored 29 newscasts across
in BBC, in which Gorham found
WRGB, for the Television Broad- himself answerable to the newly
Shampoo manufacturers, now tak- the board, are 'contintiing ifli that
casters Assn. NAB's Richard Doherty formed cabinet of five, instead of ing a t>eating in the competitive basis under joint sponsorship. 'CRmer
will serve as secretary of the group. solely to Sir, William Haley.
market, are planning to boost their Turner, radio ed of the Sun, is doinf
No meeting has been held, or has
Norman Collins, director of light sales via intensified local radio spot 10 WJJD newscasts daily from his:
^
entertainment programs, succeeds campaigns, to the ^mo.st total ex- desk.
(Continued on page 32)
Gorham,
clusion of network shows.
Sheets, meanwhile, publi.'th withSwitch in plugging will be based out interruption in varitype photo*
Drop
Duliitb Daffies
on the idea of selling a new "lustre engraved form. Odd part of 'th*
look" for femmes' tresses to tie in whole deal is that, 'although printers
Ra£oLBtiiiss;Waiit
with the "new look" Ha long skirts aren't printing, Chicagoans are l»eand sagging hemlines. Among the ing bombarded with more news fhw
first to air the new ad-policy in the at any time since D-Day,
liarli* hack te
Rqpiiar AiIy. Rates
shampoo business is Roche, WilMinneapolis, Dec. 2.
liams tc -Cleary, N. Y. distribs of
News-IWbune,
Duluth Herald and
Rayve Creme Shampoo.
the
of
Ridder newspapers at head
Outfit's prexy R. A. Porter anYoung'*
radio
publi.sh
Lakes, have refused to
nounced that 73% of the 1948 radio
puba
time schedules any longer as
budget, estimated at about $1,000,000,
CBS is auditioning a new halt''
ii|ewsIt was reported
lic service.
will be swung into local spots, with hour comedy show built around
rates
papers demand full advertising
new network time- not planned for Morey Amsterdam. Irying Mans«
for space occupied by programs.
1948. Pitch will be made in singing field, producer of CBS' "Arthur GodI'irst day of new policy it cari;icd
commercials and local 15-minute a^d frey's Talent Scouts," will 'prodiKW
only programs of WDSM, station
half-'hour Allows with strong fcmme and direct
owned and operated by the newsappeal.
Amsterdam is-'currently on WHMk
42d Anniv^rfttry Number
papws. Newspaper operators said
In addition ta the radio campaign, the Loew-owtted N.Y. indie and ia
WDSM had contracted to ^ay for
"Stop M*
four-color halt-page and full-page also a member of the
programs at regular r»tes. Three
If You Heard This" comedx.shqt.
top-ciiiatilation
will
run
,in
ads
15,
oth«- stations affected by policy
'
'
ma^s.
'
,'h«vje, not yet JIallen into Jine-..
,

investigations," is

its

likely »to

.

come

across information "of real value to
the Commission." but added that
the FCC must rule on applications
on the basis of public testimony"presented under oath by qualified
Witnesses," with .the party against
whom such testimony is offered
given -the right of full crossTexamr
:

(^NewsSbie

GfttoStatk^
.

.

"

"

'

MAURICE GORHAM

ABC Mnlk CoHv
Hd) Synqih

F«r

James C- Petrillo's reversal on
co-op programming, which now permits use of live musicians, is expected to pave the way for the first
coast-to-cQost longhaired musical on
a co-op basis.
ABC network has under serious
considerati6n the launching of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra as a
co-op sponsored ao-minute show.
Symph is now beard on a sustaining
basis dn Tuesday evenings, bracketed wHh "Town Meeting of the
Air," which is also being sold oit
cd-op basis.
Bcslon Symph in previous years
had been bankrolled nationally for
several seasons by AUis-Chabners
"

—

and

last

year by John Hancock

suritnce Co.

In-

,

ABC is convinced the orch's $10,*
OOO .wedcly talent nut can more than
pay olT via the co-op formula.
'
Kirliy B«ok in UBiform
Col. Edward M. Kirby is back iu
uniform— but just for SO days. He

recalled to make a study of
developntents in radio communications in ti\e two years since he left
the Arniy.
.Meantime, his new radio station in
NashvJV*. WMAK,. is still under con
vtas

i

atraellon.

'

"

'

«^

SUDDEN-BBC

-

'

Paul WlHteOian

"fThen Radio

CBS AUDITIONING

Was

WOR

'

'

'
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NEW

AMSTERDAM COMEDY

,

,

,

,

.

,

'
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the ChiCaso audi«

JSTieiseA,

meter hian, rolled out. his ponder*
e^s research guns yesterday (Tu^s.)
savage barrage
yet against his much-more-publicized rival, C. E. Hooper. Officially
*eleasing,.for the first time, the ''Top
80'f gftetwork programs, both day and

&

Molly

'n'

Andy

-1-1.2

+3.5

AmOs

Bob Hope'
Sandwagon
Fred Allen Show

measured by the Nielsen
Index system, Nielsen tui;ned
as

liight,

^l^Adlo

loose

volley of salyoS jsimed at

a'

knocking Hooper's coiricidental-telephore setup for a loop.
" tin ijfffeqt,' it was tht opening blast
in "'What promises to be an all-out
elugfest 'for supremacy in the rating
field, with CBS' newly announced
I'adar listener measurement jump-

'

Life of Riley

Jack Benny

jn sum:
,That the radio industry has gotten
Slong long enough on a one-rating
system; that the NRI 'Total Audi-

;

(g)

' *

Not ranked

,.

Break the Bank

Sam

WS-

-^,0

12.

My

19 ,5

+0.3+2,1
—0.6

4
.14
(g)
9

v

19,3.
-

19.1

19 0.
I8.r;

i

.Ifi."?

and

.VjliXlmfpieas to .accept
K

<

.

(Continued

oit

The

Get' Into

he's had an outside outfit
tinkering for the pas^two years with
of
measiifrement
higR-firequency'
clai;i)S

radio listening.

.

No

5

20.

.

use"- the

:

-

technique being in effect an instantaneous audimeter sirstem, providing,
the same sort of movement-ofrdials
info which Nielsen's tape machines
give.

';

.

,

'
Hoper says he considered some
time ago 'the idea of spt-inging the
radar gadget "as a publicity stunt"
but discarded the' plan because of
ths almost certain reaction frpm the
rival camp that "i)Ow Hoopec's turned to the audimeter'tecbnique,"

&

GOP

heavy response on a sam-

jpe

queiry. which went out to 400 stations over the Nov. 23 .weekend and,

as a result, some pf the^ other politi-.
cal aspirants in both the Pemo .and
GOP' ranks are' eyeing the Stasse'n
tadio campaign closely. So far as is
known, it is the first time a White
Hotise candida^l has used the technique of frefe. recordings to reach a
nationwide radio audience.
'

Jf the favorsble respon.se eojilintxes, Stassen backers said they might
ship out a second, platter giving
tlieir candidate's view^-, on foreign
polipy, Oiie of the original platters
j^cbres an "exclusive" in airing for
.

the first time the Minnesotaa's ninepoint "anti-inflation" program. Contrary to an intimation irji 'Vauieti'
last week, the Stassen .stanzcis are
ao.t, in any case, available for com.

Biggest all-star Christmas show
Elgin's
two-hour
cutside
Yule
splurge is being wrapped up by
Father Patrick Peyton, creator of
"Family Theatre," for airing on the
Mutual web Saturday, Dec. 20, -9-19
'
p.m.
Ethel Barrymore will- narrate the
,
JStanza.'tiHed "The Joyful Hour" and
probably to include a dramatization
Of The Nativity. Bing Crosby. Dick
Hayme^ and Dennis Day will be
,

,

Hooper thinksh^

Hooper Rates 'Em
1)

Bob Hope

25.9
25,3

'n'

Andy

.

.

,

.

Skelton, etc, ISTfte «tate'
pce^cy Nile? Trammells
delight Over the <enthus{a^tle -and
voluntary cooperation ot all talent,
clients and agencies in the "joint
exploration' of ways and means ^o
keep broadcast material ilean and
acceptable in the American homes

7

:«

».

"

22.2

21,8
.21.8
21.0
,...20.3
20.3

,

all times.''

18.2
18.1
17.7

17.4

AllTime High,

.

and Perry
Como, Kate Smith and the> Mullen

FM Vote
Other^

pretty nebulous as to future tabus or
liberalized viewpoint.
Dyke has made some off-the-cuff
revelations as to easing the ban on
such words as "diaper"—-previously

denied comics

Wa.shington, DeC: 2.
The N. Y. Daily News', attack on
former FCC Chairman Charles R.
Denny, Jr. for voting on the N. Y.
cases after he had contracted to
become NBC general counsel, may
be precedent for some other disappointed bidders in other cities, according to talk here.
-

FM

However, - FCC'ers point out that
ih no instance cast, k vote
during his< last twt>~ w'eeks^ et the*
Comhiission where'his ballot decided
Export of Air Equipment a case one way or a'nother. Irfthos^
cases, he refrained from votihg. Thtf:
Washington, Dec. 2.
Last year was the. all-iiine high vote agaihst'the Dally News, fbr ex'
for' the private export trade in radio ample, was 4-to-2 with Denny paC'
V :
equiftment, according to a survey of ticipating.
the Dept. of Commerce, Exports of
The . News' tlast, however, has
receivers,, receiving tubes, compo- stirred up plenty of comment. "La;
nents' and accessories were th.e sec- ,bor," weekly publica,tion of the Rail'
ond highest sinee 1922 When the road Brotherhoods which has coHi
group was first classified separately. sistently opposed new.spaper owner
Value of the 1946 exports was' ship ot radio stations, this week:
$39;637;000, about one-third over the: jumped' into the fray. -The paper,
prewar pe^k year of 1937 and nearly under the heading "Another FCC
double the ,1939 figures. Howevejf, Scandal," declared: ... "this triek.
it fell about $5,000,000 under the of dangling a big job under the noses
$44,7181,000' peak achieved in 1944 of members of regulatory commiswhen virtually all the exports of sions Is largely, responsible for the

clipped

cidev

radio equipment .were military and
about three-fourths were sent abroad
under lend-lease.

,.

Now

flagrant failure of those commissions to function in the p'ublic' in^
terest."

Troupe To
Tour Vet Hospitals

'Aldrich'

Harry Ackerman

readying

is

troupe to present an "Aldrich Fam
ily" sketch at vet hospitals in the
N. Y. area, under Theatte Wing auspices.
Company will include Ezra
Stone, Jack^ie Kelk' and all the reg
ulars of the radio ca.st, except Kath'
erine Haht, who's in the legit- show,
"The Heiress," and cannot participate, plus a number of lemme char
acters specially written in.
Idea is to give the ex-GIs plenty
of gals to gander.

Embraces 100 Stations

patent pools, high import tariffs, 0/
programs for protecting and promot-«
Washington, Dec. .2;
,
More, than >V^ tadio 'stations, "in- ing domestic industry. Despite the
cluding three regional webs, are now many obstacles, receiving equipnxeni
carrying the "United Nations To- and components are still being
day" show on the "Network for widely distributed abroad.
"Latin America has tripled its preP^ace," Chris Cross, U. S.' radio,
liaison of-ficer for the United Na- war imports and continues to be our
Sales to
tions, wrote Justin' Miller, prejcy Of best market export area.
southern neighbors in 1946 acour
the National Assn. of Broadcaster.?,
counted for 60% ol the total trade.
;*•
last .week.;
"

The show offers listeners an objective daily report on goings-on at
Lake. Success, including pickups of
actual debate in important sessions.
Cross said the informal "Network
for Peace" is still expanding and
explained that he was forwarding
this info to Miller becau.se bf frequent allegations that "American

Lester Gottlieb

DAHAS FM DEAL

Dallas, Dec. 2.
department store, Dallas,

gisters from N. Y. Other^participants and Fhilco Radio Corp. are co^sponirom the Coast will include Maureen soring a nine-hour daily program,
O'Hata, Maureen (rSuUivan, Roddy 10 p.m. to 7 a.m., via the FM faciliMcDowell, 'Jeanne Crain, Joan Les- ties of KIXL, beginrting this week.
It's a year's contract. News and
jje, McDonald Carey, Pedro deCordisk music is the format
)it)bj^ mA Bicardo MoDialb&n.
:i

Toronto, Dec.

;

'111''

2,

Indicating a relaxation of policy

on the part Of the Canadiaa Broad
casting
Corp.
toward privately
owned station.? in the Dominion
grant of a boost in power from 5
000 watts to iiCOOO for CFRB, Toronto, was announced today (Tues.)
by Harry Sedgwick, prexy and general manager of the station. While
five
government - owned stations
have 50kw pow^rj the grant to
is

the

first

to

owned outlet.
CPRB, operating on

comics will only be faded

if, after
huddles,
they
agency-client-talent
refuse to comply with web stand.

ards.

There'll be a standby announcer
who wiU express the network's r^-,
gret in "interrupting this program
in order, to delete material which in
its

opinion would be objectionable to

.

many American homes."

listeners in

In

Documentary Series On

.»

privately

lOlO'kc,' is

CKLW,

BBC'er to

the

Detroit.

WCOP

WCOP

a feature ia the forthcoming

42d Annimrtmy Nunnber

[uency
Minneapolis, Dec.

WCCO, Wednesday

j(25),

2.

started

documentary radio
discussion shows i^to attack problem

.<;eries

of

four

.

of juve delinquency. Series is* sponsored by Minnesota 'Radio Council
and spotted at 8;30 p.m.

Same station was responsible a
few months ago for the highly successful ""Neither Free Nor Equal"
series attacking midwest racial discrimination. Series was since produced by other stations.
Haft-hour juve delinquency broadfollow "Neither Free Nor
Equal" format in dramatizing actual
Following; each broadcast,
"town meeting" discissions are
booked in both St. Paul and. Minneapolis studios, with public invited.
Similar meetings w'eTe set in other
casts

cases.

comm'unitieS in the' area.
Programs were to serve as bases
'

by
definite foUowup activity
civic and service organizations through the state. Participating
in initial forum were Dr. H. S.
for

Lippnoan, of Wilder child guidance
clinic; Dr. Paul Berry, sonologist at
Macalester College, and others.

Meanwhile^
Mayor Hubert H.
of Mimieapolis, who has
been active in promoting tolerance;
certificate of merit

Humphrey

awarded WCCO a
for

its

production of the "Neither

Free Nor Equal"

series.

'Favorite Kid' Salute
Laurence Hammond, indie producer, will tee off a new show idea

on IVtutual tonight (Wed:), 10-10:30,
with Milton Berle, Guy Lombardp,
•Red Barber and -'Oscar M. Lazrus,
board chairman of the-Benrus Watch
Co., guesting in a "My Favorite Kid"
Boston, Dec. 2.
Joseph Kenneth Meyer, former salute to today's youth.
BBC announcer, is on staff at
Each of the guests will intro a.s liis
(ABC) as of this week. Meyer was "favorite kid" some youngster outaffiliated with CBC; Canada and, standing because of business, athletic
since 1945, with the BBC in London, or musical ability. Youth organizahandlmg special assignments and his tions such as the Boys Clubs of
own trans*Atiantie show "Hello America and Junior Achievement,
New England.".
Bill
Inc., nominated the juveniles.
He's also giving course in produc- Slater will emeee the stanza, which
tion
and microphone technic at Sidney Slon and Jim Xurjian are
Curry College.
scripting.

sister station of

"The Video and Mc"

gramming."

CFRB Goes 50 Kw.

CFRB

Kicks Around a Television

radio does not devote sufficient time
and energy to public service pro-

'

i'/;-

some 20

•

Sanger

,

,.

Only concrete policy set forth in
the release is a new 30-second "fading" method inaugtirated by the web
when jit feela .it necessary to cut obmateriaL
Web says
JectiQtiable

<

—

PHILCO IN

okay

lyrics, but just
differences exist and the
tabus, begin and end are
something left for the listener to de-

where the

,

;

.

—and giving the

on heretofore banned

Penny

We

'Netwbrklor

Aside from suggesting thftt the
idea kicked aroand Will he incorporated into network policies and
•'that they'll expand rather' than restrict the "exercise of ingenuity and
ability," NBC's statement remnins

Beef Over

May Cue

.

ment told of

.w

,

.

£e4

Kyser,

(g)

.

Denny s

22.6

,

.

Red Skelton

Hits

News

25.0
24.4

will gol ahead with his tfwW "gadget:
"We will examine' any new avenue
Of audience 'information," he ex'^The total amount of the 1946 explained.
He's still sticking by his tele- port 'trade,V< comments Commerce^
phone-coincidental glins, of course. "is "more, significant when one considers
that it was accomplished
As for the claim .that xadar offers
speed in reporting listening, "Hooper against considerable odds, both at
The problem of
retorts, "If that's the appeal,, we've home and abroad.
reconverting
plants,
shortages of
got instantaneous reports, too!
can give anybody froni the Presi- basic raw. materials, and components,
labor
difficulties
and
an unsettled
dent on down a rating on a program
within a couple of hours, I don't national price control system, all op<?'
think information gathered \)y fadar erated tp hold 'fiiw4iictioir below ..the
can be compiled and transmitted to levels otfigji&*lJy^feoi)B^I for by'nianu,,'.;
faQturers.,
a central point much quiekeri?
"U. S. radio receivers
and ib
some instances receiving tubes and
components 777- have been and will
Peace'
continue to be denied importation;
by several countries because of

c heard from Hollywood,
.

Eddie Cantor, Fibber &
Sob Hope, Sdgar Bergen,
Burns '& Allen, Dennis Day, Kay
Mojiy,

14
(«)
,

came out with a

Benny,

(g)

'

'

Father Peyton's Yule Show

'

(g)"

~<35

|4^^B0

th)ree*pAg^ press release announcing
conclusion of the series of informal
discussions with, amon^ others, Jack

20

•

'

$39,637,000Jn Private

<:

.

Hooper

150 stations throughout the
countfSF have> already replied to a
querylrom^ indie radio' j^rdducer Ed
£Eat1t
Assoctales 'on their willing'
ntss to air gratis two recorded in
tervJeWjS featuring the vifews of
presfffentlal candidate Harold Stas
«en OH top-level dcftnestic issues.

.

-

Last .week

5

379

,

alir.

4
11

+27

-....373
Waltz Time
Grand Ole Opry ....,...,372
Duffy's Tavern ..........370
Murder & Mr. MaJone...367
Mr. District Attorney :.. 366

Jack Benny
Fibber & Molly
Charlie McCarthy

1946

•'

of the "year.
is not unmindful, however, of the fact that his use ot radar
to measure tuning would give his
Nielsen,
arch-competitor,. A.
C.
grounds ^or a loud snort-^the radar

first

page 36\

apnercial sponsorship.

19.

—3.2

18.

9

—14
—52
+6
—61

,

•

17.

Jolson
Phil Harris
Godfrey Talent Scouts

Now that CBS, 'Albert Sindlinger
Stassen Polil. Platter
and possibly others are jumpmg into,
Washington, Dec. X
radar experiments.

is

Life of Riley

16.

20
(g)
(g)

Ai

bave
but' one

field tests

been made, Hooper reports,
The test probably
is coming up.
will be made on FM listeniiig in
New York; City, sometime afteij the

Eye Closely Effect Of

This

+19

.442
.435

15.

(g)

+0.7
+0.8
+1.6

Radio Theatre"",..,;.;
Mr. District AttOrftey
Walter Wincfi'ell
Truth or Consequences
My- 'Friend Irma ........

'

I

.

14.

13.

-f-2,5

Amos

:

Over

.

.

,.,..398
Friend Irma
Man. Merry-iGo-Bouna
Truth or Consequences .384

(DEC>

Radar Ratii^ Act

two weeks
I

.

1.

12
(B)

.,,....416

Sli Hazy

A- tew weeks back « pair of NBC!
top execs. Ken Dyke, of programrotng, and Harry KOpf, of sales, went
to the Coast to alt down with the
web'8 flock of comic9, as well as
writer* and directors, ostensibly to
set up A .code ior. good taste on the

.13
3

—54
+49

i.-.423

.'

Spade'

in pteceding,report.

Everybody's getting into the radfr,
act, including C. E. Hooper, whp

'

—

Crime photographer
Inner Sanctum .......

11.

Fred AUen

1

•

;

9.

8

Includes only 30-minute, once-a- week programs.

To

country's radio

•

i.'

10.

+03

19.S'

.«6

'

+2j.
+3;4

Everybody Wants

medium," 'Whereas Hooperating "can
of the
rfepres^nt tes than 20%

Top 20 lists just
alter CBS, a Nielsen subspriber; took it upon itself to give
the press an earlier NRI top 20-+
Xlielsen didn't promise to continue
Teleasing such tabulations.
It "depended, he said h'igh-mindedly, on
How the press treat^.th)^ tabulations
sad. whether „fhe Mwtry- "shows a

7"

13
(g)-

.

.*,. 455

k

.

,-t

+60
—21

•

,.455
>.u....>447

Cj^angbus.ters

7.

-?

'

490
458

Policy

PreTi

.

tft

th%t NRt 'Qi^asures
*the full' impapt of a program, a
:^etwork, a' station, or the entire-

iphone homqs."
. In releasing his

5.

-i-l;5

.

tisiiig 'Medium";

fimitation to 'large cities dtid tele-

4.

<i.

20:^

M.5

..

'

2
19

'6

'

Big Town
Famous Jury Trials
Fat Man
Nick Carter ...,'.,..
Date With" Judy-

.20.5

How

ence^' rating, "unlike the cpincideni
lal-phone rating, , . ."'does' not, discriminate against radio as an adver.-

homes;" that projectible ratings (which Hooper proposes to start issuing soon) are
«iya>lable via' NIII but "are utterly
impossible with other audience rexMearch ^iethods because of their

3.

'

,

,

Top 20

in

+3.8
+1,7

,

'.....21,8,

Dufly's Tavern

•

in

2.-

u17

-1-3.9

22;5
22,3

:
it Rea^Jteltott^
My Friend Irma
12.
Sam Spade
13.
14. Date With Judy
15; Inner Sanctum
Great Gildersleeve
16.
I'.IV. Hit Parade
Kraft Muiic Hall
18.
»
Blondie
Mr. District Attorney.

the ring just in time to become involved in the fray, Nielsen,
probably with a weather eye off the
latecoA^r as a decided threat to his
iudini6ter system, chose to center all
his fii-e'oA' his old foe; and dejjlared,

ing

8.

9.

,3

—0.4

"•••22i5

:

l6.

+ 1.1

1947

OnGoodTaste

NRI BOWkS fVM DOILAB
NRI

Home* Change Rank
Progr»m
Rank
18.
+195
Curtain Time ............67*,
1;

Chance Rank,

24.8
23.8

Chase & S'born Program.23.1
Truth Or Consequences. .22;8

*Fihber

Fitch-

let fire tl»e iDost

Points Prcv*

Current
Ratfnf

Program

Rank

A. C.

Oct. U-tS)

VOTAL ATOMNCK*

HoopforaLoap
•nd

Inilex-Top 20 Nii^ttwe Shows
(Week

topHrtojKiiock

m$

»

.

HADIO

.

S9

MIDDLE-OF-ROAD SWEEPS AFRA
fiadro
Washington, Dec. 2.
can^palgning for a job as Fed*
cral Comttiunications Coiumissioner;, J}ac&«r« hi Cbicagoan John Bick-'
ley,.<leacrjbed as a "well^nowh pqbljlc! utility <^jp«rt'* have distributed
jpubli*ity here and in Chicago annDiincjng his candidacy for the FCC
chairmanship.
The White House was "blanjc" on the announcement and FCC'ers reported knowledge ot no (Congressional campaign to seat Bicltley. The
office ht Senator Scott Lucas of Illinois had no correspondence on the

what may well be a precedent

In'

In.

jiubject.

An

undated release mailed

to the press declares: "Outstanding inin the radio and communications fields today recomTruman the appointment of John H. pickley of
Chicago, iwell-Jtnown public utility expert, as chairman of the Federal
CntrimuiAicatipns Commission."
Bickley served as chi^f accountant with the FCC in its inve.stigatipn 0( fihe Bell Telephone System between 1935-37. He is a former
director of accounts, an4 finance for the^ public service commission of
Wisconsin, from Id31r37 anii now has 4 private accounting practice in
Chicago.
^
d.uslry

apokcsmm

mended

to;

President

'

'

W§ Improve Sales for 1917

But Net Profite Less Hail '4(hNAB
'

^

The Independents, moderate-libei-1 faction in the New York local
of the American Federation of Radio Artists, won a landslide victory
over the con.servative Artists Committee group in the local board election last week. Sweeping all but two
of the 23 places on the board, the
Indies gained overwhelming control
of the local, putting out of office
nearly all the established
mem-

AC

bers.

The only Artists Committee candidates elected were Clayton CoUyer
and

Adams, both actors,
out over the Indie nomiJames McCallion and Les Da-

William

.

since

Giveaway pot provided by spon*

profits in 1947 than

sois of Ralph. Edwards' "Truth

RWG's Minimmii Bade at CBS Already
Starts to

Look lib Maxminm Basic

'The flew Minimum. Basic Agree-t
ment between the Radio Writers
Guild and the networks is already
showing signs of becoming a maximum basic agreement. CB.S. for Ben LudlovO- is composing aiid arranging a CbrfstiVias fantasy for
instaiiiie, has frankly told scripters
Detroit
that its, policy henceforth is to stick broadcast Dec. -21 by this
"
'

to the letter of, several clauses in

the pact, in contrast to its former
granting more liberal
in
•action
terms on the matters involved.
For the present, negotiations between writers and CBS, at least
relating to contractual matters, are ^handled Ifor the network
by its legal department. Only edi-

Symphony, via ABC.

'

He's also composing, arranging
and conducting the music for a
series of li quarter-hour dramatic
shows, "It Can Happen to You," for
the American Cancer Society.
"

•

those

«nd production matters are
handled by the script^and produc^
torial

executives^

lion

work,

is

So

far,

eontinuing to

the

Om
sqM

w;riter, who in the past had
scripts .to the network, refused

last week to agree to the CBS' terms
tor, a script ..for its "Studio One"
.series.
The price, the same as before the
became effective, was

MBA

But the network lonal
cited the
terms covering
exclusivity, subsequent performance
and subsidiary rights, and insisted
on sticking to them. In this case,
the terras were sajd to be more severe 'than the author had previously

agreeable.

MBA

staff,

C&S Coif^ s Busy

pay above

MBA

obtained for "Studio One"
So the deal fell through.

Time-Buy

Stint

rates as the speedi-

instance of big-money tiinebuying in the business is the campaign for Chase' & Sanborn coffee'
which the J. Walter Thompson
agency got unMer way Monday (1^.
took JWT's head time-buyer,
It
Linnea 'Nelson, and her staff less
than a day and a half to line up
availabilities and to issue contracts
to over 200: stations. The campaign,
which will run through the current
month, is figured to cost over $225,est

000.

*The agency

(Thanksgiving) and a weekend in-

tervened, Miss Nelson, and her assistants kept putting in call after call
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
NAB's first Coast convention and to station reps. By. -Friday iUoon (28)
first spring conclave promises to be the 2Q0-odd, statibns- had been sethe biggest and best to date when lected and the rest of that afternoon
convened May 17, J.948, here. Pre- was spent in making out contracts.
Agency denied that the sudden
liminaries are already underway
and indications are that previous at- burst of activity was due to a de-

politically, indicated the
extent of the Indie sweep.
The decisiveness of the vote, in
which a relatively heavy turnout of
1,100 ballots iwerc cast, al.so suggests
future repercussions nationally in
tmion. For instance, Collyer ran
tl
nearly 100 votes behind Nelson Case
and Ben, Grauer, who got 504 votes
each. In the actor classification he
vvoS'90 ?^otes back of Carl Swenson,
who received 558 votes. Threm other
AC stalwarts, 'all, recently -elected
national, officers of the union, were
defeated in their own local. .The
trio are Margaret Speaks, fourth
vice-president;
Ned Wever, fifth
,

:

vice-president,

and

Alan

some

Bunce,

treasurer. Thus, three of the recognized heads of the AC and among
the most; outspoken of its defenders
at the last national. convention were,
in

repudiated by their

effect,

own

,

What

the immediate results of the
election will be in the New York
local is. not yet clear.
Obviously,
Collyer, who previously appfearfid
solidly entrenched as local president, is -now in a shalcy position.
Since the vote became known he is.
reported to have held private discussions
with various influential
members of the Indie group. He is
also said to have expressed the wish
to di.sassociate himself from some bf
the more intense AC partisans.
'

Hint ajt Indie Split
There appears to bt the possibility of a split among the Indie
forces over the question of the com,

ing election of local officers. As a
re-establishing unity
within the local, certain' of the Indie
members have suggested the re«
election of Collyer as local president.
They feel that, particularly
since he has expressed conciliatory

move toward

(Continued on page

.32)

Football Coach Finally

Breaks Down to Permit

year-end
money. The .spot campaign, it exPre-Game Pep Talk Pickup
plained, was tied up with a new
woodian tradition.
Young & Rubicam has finally arpacker
had
copy
twist
that
the
Java
"Bee"
Arney,
secretaryG.JE.
ranged to pick up: a locker-room pep
treasurer of NAB, is expected to set introduced on its "Charlie McCarthy"
talk by a college football coach to
Sunday
before
(23).
show
CNBC)
the
up semi-permanent residence here
his squad, for broadcast on the "We,
some time in February to- ma.sterthe People" series for Gulf, via CBS.
mirid the event. Due to the geograThe network has okayed using a^
DEPT.
phy of the town and sparse accomrecording for the stunt.
modations for conventions of size
The spiel will be given by Jeff
PGMS.
considerable work must go into obCravath. coach of Univ. of Southern
taining of living accommodations,
Washington, Dec. 2.
California, in the locker room before
meeting places for meeting proper,
State Dept. yesterday (1) brought the' Notre Dame game", Saturday (5).
transportation, etc. Further compli- its DX' programming to Russia up to
The between-thC'^halves confab will
cating is anticipation of extra heavy
two full hours a day, with inaugura- not be- picked up, but a mike will be
socializing, vacationing and other tion
of a new. 30-minule .show taken into the dressing rooms of both
extra curriculars.
beamed specifically at the Russian teams after, the game, to record
seaport Vladivostok and the mari- statements
of
the players
and
time provinces of Siberia,
coaches. Understood a hidden mike
Wed. Night Spot Seen
The new program, headlining U. S. may be used, so the speakers will be
news and features, will be relayed less self-conscious.
a .50-kw.
Open for Hancock 'Point' at 9 p.m. Russian time from
The' recordings will be edited for
transmitter in Manila. The broadwell as
CBS has come up with Wednesday cast is being prepared by the regu- brevity and continuity, as be
aired
language, and will probably
10:3& p.m. as an availability for
lar "Voice of America" staff in New as part of the "We, the People"
"Point sublime," which John HanYork. State Dept. is now beaming broadcast next Tuesday night (9).
cock (insurance) has been testing
32 DX shows a day in 22 languages. Previously, the agency had been unfor the past seven weeks on some
able to arrange "for any suclj pep
ABC stations in California and
KALPH BELIS' FLACK
talk pickup, as no coach would conTexas. McCann-Erickson agency is

tendance figures will be parsed and
•events outdone in the best Holly-

cision

unload

to

.

UPS RUSS

STATE

TO 2 HOURS DAILY
•

.

CBS

SHOW

considering

it.

Account originally wanted to do
the testing on the CBS Pacific link
(Sunday 10:30 p.m.), where the program originated, but a cross-country
deal on "Strike It Rich" at the time
blocked the bid,

Bells (Pert Kel ton)
have a pro.iected radio series which
It's
they're submitting to. agencies.
written by Michael Morris and is ai
present in script formj
It's a situation comedy about a
press agent and his wife.
Tiie

Ralph

.

'

AFRA

Strike

crease of S% in gross broadcast revenues for 194T oyer last year for
these stations. At the same time,
operating expenses moved up 9%,
Reasons given fpr boosts In, Operaf'ing budgets ranged from operation
of non-profit
affiliates to meet"
ing increased wage demands.
The NAB study concluded that
small stations appeared to be "least
affected by increased operating, costs,
just as -small stations seemed to
show the largest average revenueincreases" for 1,947.
On the basis of his study, bakeir
c'eplar'ed ''it would seem that; the
1947 non-network gross revenue of
broadcast stations would be in the
neighborhood of $275,000,000. This

At

,

WHN Averted

newcomer

local.

What perhaps

got instructions last
Wednesday afternoon (26) to buy
scripts. time on women's participation pro.grams' wherever available in markets of 50,000 population, with five
days later as the starting time.
Realizing that she had but two hours
to make inquiries, since a holiday

LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
FOR NAB COAST MEET

dent of the local and national first
vicC'spresident, as well as the recognized leader of the AC, was elected
by only 10 votes over McCallion, a

air
less

months of '47 for those- station;
which were oh the. air in both '47and '46.
Baker reported an average- -in-

.

presi-

Collyer,

.

net-

scale lor first performance rights
for scripts, but is flatjy refusing to
terms as to exbudge for the
Clusi'Viity, -second performance rights,

fact- that

IW

So estimates the National Assn. of
Broadcasters on the basis of a
"projeetionahle sample" of -NAB
membership -.whose finances were
analyzed by NAB research director
Kenneth Baker. His study coyer?
station earnings for the first nine

or Consequences" NBC Saturday
night quizzer now approximates
$23,000; With the contest in its
sixth week, gal's name is still a
mystery but VAitiBXY's Sue Morgan is going nuts. She clocked
over 300 calls in four days.

who won
nees,

mon. The

'

.

.

hundred new stations on the
V-J Day, will chalk up

'

for info.

Washington, D^c. 3.
The broadcast industry, as a
whole, will register more sale-s to
advertisers than' ever before in
1947 but, because of the several
,

Not So 'Sweet Sue'
Ciue hunters seeking "Miss
Hush's" identity are fl.ooding'
Vakisty's, switchboard in cails

'

FM

Threatened strike by the American Federation of Radio Artists
against WHNi New York, was avoided Friday (28) by a last-minute
agreement' on disputed wage, increases for announcers;Several
other issues remain to^ be settled,
but all are said to be relatively
minor, and unlikely to c$use another stalemate.

.

.

'

Negotiations for renewal of the
old contractj which expired Nov. 1,
have been in, progress for many
weeks, but broke dowrf early last
week over the union's insistency on

figure would be comparable with
the $241,000,000 reported by the

.

pay

increases.

F.CC tor

The newly-elected

1946.

"Since the 1947 figure^ applies Ui

New York loi-al board met in emer- more than 1,40Q stations, while in
gency session Friday aiternoon and 1946 there were only 953, these esti»
authorized the walkout, but an mates indicate the trend toward
agreement Was reached before the lower profits. ..may be continued
'

strike deadline that night;

into 1947."

If these figures are cor-'
average revenue for stations
as a whole, will drop from over
$252,000 in 1946 to $196,000 plUi! in

The question of an AFRA sljoP
clause in the new pact will be de-

•rect,

cided by a special election, and
other remaining differences are expected to be ironed out shortly. The
new contract will be for two years.
:

,

:•

1947.

NAB

The
study also showed:
large' stations (7.5 to SO kw) expe»
rienced a 1% hike in gi'oss rev-t
enucs through Septerabfci', 1947 and
an 8% b.Oost in costs: Medium-stzed

ZIY'S J1,000,000

outlets (500 watts to 5 kwj had a
6% hike in revenues^: an 11% jump
in expenses,
Small ^tatjons (250
Frederic W. Ziv's "Favorite watts or under) generally fared
Story," plattered dramat series s.tar- better percentags-wlse, reporting a
ring Ronald Colman, has become a 10%' .hike in revenues and only a
.tl,0(f0.00a item*—the first open-end S% increase in operating costSi

COLHAN GROSS

-

•

show

transcription

clock

to.

up

this figure in gross sales to sponsors. Several outlets added in the
past week pushed the staiiza over

WBAL Consultant Peters

the top. Total number of stations
now carrying "Story" has jeached

Admits Letter Agreeing

275.

With Blue Book Tkints

Achievemient is^a phenomenon for
several reasons. Show became, generally available only last April. It's
the most 'expensively ^budgeted show
among Ziv's 23 properties, Colman's
take running $3,000 per program
plus a percentage of sales and the

v''-:';,

i

y,55rd^hit!ligtohj,''J5e,C,;;8«,:\:>

Surprise development at FGCs
hearing on the renewal license of
WBAL, Baltirtlore,
Hear.st-owned
.yesterday (1) was an admission by
Paul A. Peter, private radio con-

production budget running around sultant for WBAL. Under quizzing,
$10,000 per week. Stanza is strictly Peter, admitted writing a letter- Noy,
a quality article, with accent' on 12, '47, int which he expressed- '''fes!sentlal agreement" with Blue Book
smart showmanship.
Millid'n-dollar pot represents con- statements about WBAL's program-i
tract periods, since the minimum sale ming' sin a sample week in 1944.
Hearst attorneys are now ip court
sponseveral
is for 52 weeks and
sors have .hought the show -ior two- in an tffort to upset Blue Book
statements on WBAL's programor three years running.
,

.

,

-

ming as "false and prejudicial,"
Sinn, Ziv's exec veepee,
The Blue Book chai'ged that the
.believes no other open-ender has.
WBA,L format in 1944 had less than
done more fh»n !5'iO(),0()0 in sales up
2,5y? local live sustainers between
to a three-year peiiod.
8 a.m. and 11 .p.m., and ho sustaining
shows during' the entire same 'week
between 2 and 11 p.m. Peter^said his
analysis, however, turned up^ only
Participationers
446 spot announcements on the station as opposed to 507 quoted in the,
Set Small
John

L.

Femme

Account Eye

Women's

participation

programs

Blue Book.

on local stations have suddenly be-

come

a concerted center of attraction for small accounts seeking to
Among such
spot their products.
products that bobbed up last week
were Blondex hair rinse, Chasex

skin
cream,
Soapine.

Honey

Butter

and

Alfred Lilley & Co., agency on
Chasex, is centering its time inquir-

markets where there's weekHenry P. Loudon,
end skiing.
agency for Soapine, is interested in
New England outlets. Agencies on
idea; hut Cravath had nixed it. How- Blondetx and Honey Butter are Gray
ever, he finally agreed to the pre- & Wagner and E. T. Howard, respec-

sent to risk distracting the players
(or himself) by having strangers
present during the gab sessions, The
USQ authorities had approved the

ies in

game pickup.

tively.

Intermountam s 60G Biz
Salt

Lake

•

,

City, Dec.

2.

The Intermountain Networfe signed
up about $60,000 worth of business
for November,' to top its previous
record established the month before.
Biz inked by Lynn Meyer, v.p. in
charge of sales -for the net, included
a full 17-statjon exclusive of the
Notre Dame - Southern California
game to be played Saturday (6),
with- Tidewater Associated Oil pickTidewater is also
ing up the tab.
isponsoring the Univ. of Utah-Arizona
game on Dec. 6.

:

'

.

'
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EMJtRT. <|tl!!BH'
KIGIN THANKSGIVING SHOW
Wert
WiOtt pmi AliM»«%*> Mbseer •JNI' ^^^^J^^^xJS^^**^
BM»y, Bai Wkfrntu, Jimmy Bar,
'

'Let Trntb Be Known' Is Radio $ Smart

'

t

RADIE HABBIS
Cel«*i». ttrtm; ,lt»ny Manrjta,
•nBounoei' '.
Writer: tUdla Haivis
rroduoer; Wttl Btbw*

With

.

lMt«irsoi«,;iMill|eiiiier];:|tes-j^^^
''

igaitflt

-

'

I*rrV St»t\*» Margaret WhKliig, Wfii«m lAinlMtd
'tml ;fir««e(I«
Sweeney & MPawb, rage CaWjDubnajr
/
vaagh Trio, XcbMit MenubiiVVent Blreetor: Iltek _^
W*«4leii
Vagna, Boctar* af Harmony Quari- 3* Mins.; Thwrs., 7;M )(M.
tei; Sic LaaciilatrllM^ <>«^ Sailtkij;^.
SasMniinc
Lou Silvers avck, Ke». €arpeMter» ABC, trom HallyweM
announcer
,

'

"

'

,

Sake

Ad

to

Next Wednesday

some

(10)

1.200

affiliateoi ol the" lour major networks
will start spinning k platter. It's a
platter that spins a radio document
called "Let Truth Be Known," and
it untolds in simple draoii^tic epi-

4 bis Job vnderjiaken'by the
Advertisfaig .Council.,
This is radio's tribute—a lour-netwoik salute-'to an organization
that,' in addition to products, has
sodes

been /i>eddling human

Bangqi Job

Conncil s

and

'relations

public responsibilities. And because
the networks feel the job that's been
done is of such iniportan'ce. they've
united to produce and distribute this
transcribed IwU-hour diramatixatlon
tor al) their afiiliate-s. with the request that it be siven prime «how-

c^mg between Pec. 1(1 and tlie end
of the month.
i!ere is shown that the same
P'jople who sell soap, cereals and
ciijarets can do as good a job in sellins, toleiHBce and nnderftfanding of

WILUAH

Mhis,, Sun,, 1 p.ni.

{iiiHtainInc
Hfatliai. fram

New lr«rk
ta' resume the Ado^ Annie
Williain L. Shirer returned to the ning \vas
Oklacreated, bi
Sundtty (30), on a new network role, which Jfte
James, N. Y.
iMutual), and on sustaining for ftve homa!", at -the St.
The show, obviously, is primbrily
weeks, when a new sponsor (Piedmont Shirt Co., parted through the a name come-on operation, dependWeintraub agency) takes him on. It ing on the marquee value of the
was good to have him back, to hear guests, rather than the quality or
his cool, level utterance, his easy- scope of interviewing possible in the
to-grasp speech, and balanced> non* five-minute format. In the case of
hypoed analysis, presenting the news Miss Holm, she spoke a triile too
rapidly, of her pleasure «t retuxnmg
and his interpretation of the news.
musiIt was also good to hear his assur- to the Rodgers-Hammerstein
ance' that be would have full free* cal, mentioned « recent picture (the
dom of expve.«.sion (for which he title of which didn't register) in
thanked Mutual) and that he would which Olivia De Havil)and gives a
nice performance, referred to nwr
tell what he thought was bebiiid the
Mm, "Gentleman S
current
news, becaH.<fe otherwise his pro- own
'

,air

gram wasnt worth its salt.. Speakers
with no opinion, he said, can't help
the- public much in makinil up ;ts
Ulf TBinCB BE KNOWN
Witb Van ffcAiBt S»nt<w Oiiees, mind about a, situation. Shirer said
Slsiieth' &«!«> Kai^ atell> Kath he fully realized the responstibility
.hind the mike, and that
Iforke, JfaMHv She», BUI GrlBii, of a man
JuAitk LMfeser, Be* C^per, Jwuto radio commentators had. no. monopoly on wisdom «nd truib'. He
X«BKs; Jatin CSart •reh.

mm.

rrMhiCFtl

Agreement," and woimd up with an.
anecdote which ^e attributed to
novelist lATtra Z. HpbspVs sevenyear-old 5on.

As a tease for tbe following day's
dties.) broadcast^ Miss Harris announced- Kecman Wynn «s guest.
ML-is
Harris' voice nnd delivery
•
-Sides
ot
try to present all
lacked variety. Tony Bi&»vin put the
story, as a reporter s^.ould.' But he show Ml the air and 4rikned^ it «ff
would arrive «t his own opinions
and wouldn't try to hifle them. The
opinions would be hi$ ^wh, neither
» ?•
his sponsor's or net's,
this calm, dispassionate
'With
avowal' out ot the wav he went to

wouM

,

WrUcr: ArnoM l>eri
Bireetort XitetMH G«t>s**
SajiertigM't .fohn Cakwra Tamer
3ft

N«w y»rk

among

With GMree Hoc»*> snnMseer
Producer: Jack Fcrn1!;

tJO-OP
CBS, from

Radie Harris, who gets around
"the personalities of show
business, has started a new capsule
interview series weekday afternoons
on CBS, on a local co-op btusis, Her
guest for tbe initial show Monday
U) was Celeste TiJolin, who that eve-

SBnOKEB

L.

S Mint.; Mon.'rFfCt asS*

^» »»»»»»»»»» »»*»»»

(TnmsMJIkejl)

,

*'

br

Netvwtka'

-

It's the lesser- work on tbe news, on the UtTs
COunciTs work, historic decision to partition Palesdfme ma£- tine juid its si^ificance. He dressed
that section up' with a dramatic in-

basic public issues.

iouted phase- of
but one .whicih

,the
it'

,

has'

niftfentjy.

,

In the higbly-dranuitic and tense
war 'yesxs, "the channeling' of the
Council's energies into eaiergenqr
measures was an accepted thisi^ but
recognition Tor the le.<«s emotidnal
peacetime }ob, of equal importance
by
to the nation, taa$ been apt to
the boaril^. isaA because tlifr netvrorbi lijiVe reeo|snb.ed the -viktue' ot
ihe'Goumsiirs imssinp lob in the pestwar years, tb'ey have, gone all owt
Be
"Let Tnrth
spolltght:ng
in

terpolation, in a flashback "to
pointed out how
voting.
British bad tried to thwart
ei<:orts of the majority to reach

He

•UN

the
ti»e

the
the
dedisiott. He decried Arab threats—
unless tlie big powers aided them.
other
briefly
to
He 'w«rt on more
ne\vs< the Paris situation, Chinese
Marshall Plan, l>andon
situation,
Council of Ministers. Tne talk, as
usual with Shirer,-' sounded autboriand highly intativcj analytical
- -riTative.
'
Jflis return boosts radio
Known."
Bro«.
Conceived by CBS presy Franl^ a bh.
Stanton, the rac^o tribute has bcto
tr£(»slated into one of the effective niSPI^CED
documentaries of- the year^ one in Wtth Paal Maai, Leoa Stvutsy^ Seatt
Artbar
Kakl
McKay
Carl
KaKry.
pulled.
vrhlelv'no. punches- have been
Don Agger
It has a scri^tme job by Arnold WriteriK Fred Methet,
l^erl that^s f till of unt^erstanding and Bbeetnr:' Jaates Shelden
.

•

•

,

.

'

flfe.

triith tliafs

lIClMf-

Ted Bndes
the 3» mms.% Sat. (89), Za» f'jat.

made known

dramatic sequences poses,
democratic way as against the totalitarian way of solv:ng[ three of
the- major ""problems on tbe tl. S.
|i.;-endu.
There's the all-important
problem of anti-Sen^tism. There's
the economic plijiiht of tbe school
in-

Pr<i4a«er:

WNBC,

.g fnraaby was impressive on his
show Wednesday night (26)
ABC«s &e narrator of Jeait IIoIloway's dramatiaation ot Edward
Everett Hale's "The Man 'Writhout a
There was- one other
tSwmtry."
*tbe broadcasts
notable aspect
That was the impression on the listener, particularly during the -pj-esent emphasis on patriotism, of the
Nolan's disPhilip
familiar story of
.

.

Philco

on

^

'

grace. There has aljway*

been some-

thing disturbing about that notorious incident. But this broadeasi siiggested as never before (not even ott
several previous presentations, of the
same script) that tbe punishment
'

-

'

imposed on Nolan was inhumanly
It -was deliberate ai»d unrecruel.
lenting. Only death brought release
for the officer 'Who, oh moughtless
impulse, wi.shed never to hear of
one could serithe U. S, agau).
ously' have thought N<dan leaily

No

'

'

>

Writer: Ed Belwiell
Pi'oduoeri Earl |tbl

.

WATCH

>

Tbe

*

"Mlerr

Queen"

that

(tt), 4-4 p.M.

ABC

last tbunday, (27) as a suspropdsition is with one
exception the same .member ot tbe
whodunit tribe that has been making tbe rounds ot other networks the
past eight years under the aegis of
such accounts as Bromo Sel.tzer and
Anacin,
The exception is that
"Queen" as a program now carries a
torch
a torch , miftde merely of
papier maChe.
Tttat "torch" «ould be taken as a
symbol pf smart-aleek cynicism. «0r,
it could be looked upon
^to iiiierpose the bSenefit of the dottbt—as a
suave 'way ^ot casting a tMSte ot appeasement to those who have been
assailing radio for Us overexploita-

debuted

'

,

Hours Thnn.

ELGIN

taining

<

CO.

CBS, iram BaUywaad
.
(/. WaKer Thompson)
Twice a year— Thanksgiving and
thtoUgh the good
Cbristtnai—
grace* 0f Mgin Watch Co., wraps up
a good chunk of the talent market
brace ot two-hour holiday
for
air sbowa that have been taking on
somethbiig;, ot gn Institutional character.

—

—

They vary but. little in format and
showcasing. et tt^flight air talenteven down to the j-ear-in-year-out
einicee reprise by Don Ameche— but
i<^ becoming asr habit-forming as fion of. crime drama, Tlie iwch is
the traditional Tiurkey Day dinner. paraded in the prolog to tbe proAnd in terms ot brightening Up the .Eram. and tbafs the last seen or
late aftemoon holiday kilocycles, it
leord of it.
stin rates tbe, No. 1 spot ttxM re*
SMiiM tbe prolog: "This program
laxing payi^ as a atuffed-itelly nnbeing presented in the intere.<;ts
tidote.
of a safer eomwiunlty and is dediThis Thanksgiving .found Ameche
eated againist cirfme, against' the
putstilt «dorm'Q£ the emce ss^ot and
crime- ot bad citizenship sokd intolerting the usual lineup ot top t«dent ance, wbicb i*
a crime against
tbrouxta tbe pacejt. Any parlay America."- In reriewinc.
the
topped olC- by Jack Benny, Red SOtel- the situatioiia and the dmlog plot,
Durante and Garry followed, the listener must havewltich
ton, Jimmy
wonMoore is a sureilre' guarantee ot a dered just where did aU those highcomedy semester. Throw in some sounding phrase* receive dramatic
musical interludes by Yehudl Menu-' materialisatioii .duting ibe course of
bin, Uargaret Whiting, Mair Jana
the scripts What he hesacd was a
Smith, the Page OvanaiHth Trio and straight cojpsi
pmd tckbiaiers opus;,
Allan Jones, with an additional -tritb the usual shooting» and conkcomedy assist by< 'Vera "Vague and ings and masterminding perplexities,
Larry Stor«^ and it adds up to an- plus tbe usual- ^evlee 'of '^ueen"
other one bt those Havorsonte holi- sto|H»ii>( Hm namChre at tbe M:SO
day padtages off tbe \av BIgin-J. mark to.pcamtt Vam guest "amchair"
Walter Tbompiiton production ahelt; detective iA 0Hdtfc.«-stab at guessing
Blgin has gone off the deep end tbe solution.
Tbe high-sounding
on one ais two oceanonst in the past dedication bad been v>i^Iy put
with a greater talent ^lurge; Hittst awj^ .in mottlball* tSn: next week's
have been more e:<i»)cting Tiianksr texSaHmeiit
giving-Christmas Elgin' picaductions;
The tfuidk stifift that the guest'
there have been far better scripting jgursser reeeitred on the .opening
assi.^ in previoua yean and les.^ stanza lent the lasiwession that theobvious muffing ot lines—4iut 'come angle was being, retained either as a
6,- p.'m. sitfgan time and the overalt
memento or a .trancbise-bolder.
ellect up«Hi the listener r-em.ains Larry Sobkin, tbe curXent "Bllcry
A-ni<»ly-, Queen," seemed to be anxious to get
pretty much the s^me.
patterned' muslcwcomedy-varietjr the interruption over as'-oukkly as
package, with, the usDa) serious over-, possible.
On the other band, the
tones via dramatic vigtiettiss keyed shoiv may bawe been runnibg behind
to the holiday motif, pltfs- Ameche, time and Dobkin 'wa$''^beedinK tbe
the finesse "kid binuidf tar the 'Wrapr wbirb'ng linger odt the dlreiitor.
up job.
As a niece of whodunit entertain.

Elgin, of course, gets io its fair ment "Queen" atarted'off on its right
ot commercial!!, delivered foot id every ynaf.. It was .typically
and integrated into the^ well contrived "Queen^" plotUng and
dialoglng. There were also the usual hackneyed ^aracter and action
resorts, such' as the guy wbo has a
habit ot jttggling a couple of silver
'
SPOBTS
dollars and escape from a dos^ by
With. V*M BbUutBg
the use of a bobbypin.. The direc5 HIas.: M«t.-tiur«-Frl..
tion kept tbe thing smoothly balBXOS.
anced and paced and the cast pat-

quota

-

straight

show's comedy pattern, with an aS'
sist from tbe talent, etc.
Rose.

-

N. Y.
Produced and transcribed for the meant what-be bad blurted out in.
Citizens Committee on IKsplaccd
a moment of rage. In fact, as Hale's BICHMAN
Persons,, this .iis a r^o adaptation account says, Nolan's epitaph conof a New 'Vorlter article (Sept. 13) tained
the statement that "No man
by Daniel Lang and is the true story ever loved "America more than he.
BICHMAN
teaSher, and tbnrc's tbe need to con-- of Kurt Malcr, Czech, musician, from Only the most supremely selfi WTAtl^ Ckvetadterned themselves doeely enough
serve food so that Europe will not Municb until his arrival in America righteous patriot would willingly
(DtcCann li^c^son)
after the long line of their character
this, year,Stanza i& expected to be face the same strict accoimtabili^
starv.e;
NBC's well-known sportsc^ter. antecedents on the "Ellecy Qdeen"
Perre -method -of identijying these aired over Rt<n>e than 200 station.^ ol bis every reckless word that Tom
Manning,, uses this five-minute series.
problems with- incidents itt the ev- tluroughout.'the country. It deserves Philip Nolan faced. And this broadBven without the dedication,
spot
to excellent advantage with a
such
airing,
for,
tiiovigh.
it's an old
erycUiy lite of the 'listener^ and so
cast suggested 'that, in tbe. case of
''Qiietai"
making ,edch listener a. part of tbe story by now-r-of Nazi persecutions, "The Man Without a Gotmtry" the complete round-up of the day's freshness has sufficient flavor and
ot appeal to ensnare a subjob to, be donel is as forceful as it concenbration camps, homeless peo- intended villain emerged a finer .•sports, One <xt tbe veterans in radio
Of Utmost importance ple, etc. it needs to be retold fj'e- figure than did the zealots 'vybo sportscastittg. Manning's background stantial air following, -ABC could
is dramatic.
is- extensive; bis
associations with strengthen its Thursday evening posis the fact that he's outlined a posi- quently, lest complacancy make ns judged' bint.
leading figures stands bim in' good sibiUties by putting it back-to-back
tive plan of action, on all three forget that the t>P problem hasn't
with "The Clock" and moving "Canstead.
fronts ^owini* bow the orcUqary yet been solved.
It was particularly apprc^riate for
JPreqUenUy, when the day's sports did Camera" down a half hour to
guy. armed with intormation. can
Charles Beyer and Madeleine Car«cc: bow. be can ^rt the bttlli xoll- WNBC to carry "Displaced," for roll co-starr^ Monday night (1) on nevirs is light, hell bring in a t<^ preceed "WiHie Piper." The switch
inst and contribute toward a solution. Maier now is featui'ed in an earlyLux "Radio Theatre" in an adapta- figure as, tor example, Lou Bou- might benefit all of them ratingwise.
morning show on this network flag- tion ot the romantic fanta-sy, "The dreau, manager of the Indians on ABC would also be practicing its
V.»n ^etlin does a splendid, job as
jihip.
In- fact, it would seem that
Ghost and Mrs. Muir." If any lis- the day he signed a two-year con- theory ot. program-type sequence-.
the narrator aiidi in fact, the entire
the station missed a terrific bet, tener could accept such incompre- tract; Wes Fesler, State's jfootball
Odec.
cast appnaus to have been ch-:isen'
with considerable imiKict, in not hensible casting as tfie Ftench- coach when the season ended. lEan
wisely. MUchdl Grayson's direction
even mentioning this £act over the accented Boyer in tbe swashbuckling ning's use ot language is colorfid.
Is controlled but vital. The various
SOUTHING FOB
air.
A brief l>ow by Maier. at the role of tbe British Capt. Gregg, Manning's following in
coinponent partSr including: John
the
North
Wttk
Jefen
GatfteM,
Jane
ABhwi.
show's
curtain
might
have
l>eon em- played on the screen by Rex HarGain's orcbe^itral assist and John
em Ohio .area is large, and because John MeGavem, DeaaM Hastings,
Cobunt Tiumcr's overaA supervision ployed, if only by implication, to rison, the rest ot the program, must ot his style, his odd, and sometimes
KdHli Weed. JeB Momw, Peggy
beln-malce "Truth" > fine document. show how Bne DP fitted himself have seemed sheer realism. Any- picturesque use of language, he is
ABsaby, KMrasB Mnrdack; Gcerge
into American life. As it was, there way, Miss Carroll was plausible and
ConsjKIeriag the' content and the
either liked or disliked.
There is
^MtefcS,-aSBrtWM.II... ..:
production, the Dec. 31 tally should was tiimply a passing reference to appealing as Lucy, and it seemed no middle ground with his listeners, Writer.;
Iia: llMtlait.
z^kt Vhsf^ htr 1,300 ststicms. tt Afaier in -the ctectits as co-«rranger pleasant to have her back in show
»)Mot«r: ChMlcs P«wer
'Mark.
of the music for the airer..
business sqgiiR, But tbere -must be
merits tlt9.t' kind' of reeo|aiiti0n.
.1* Sfnw.; TboSK {ttif, MUt* p-as.
Bramat reenacted Lang's inter- an "^explanation" tor that Boyer
..;..:.;.'
ICose.
view with Maier at the pier upon casting, %
MOST OBATEFinL MAN BV THE Sustaininf
ABC, tma How T4rk
the latter's arrival in^ N. Y., tvith
WOBLB
iMaier> portrayed by Paid Muni, tell-Part ot a Thanksgiving week "air
BOME FOBVM
ing, his story in flashbacks. Muni
CBS' notable "Doorway to Xafe" With Alcxaader Scaarby, aarratar parade" arranged by the- National
'With Ann HoMea
gave the role everything possible. series on the emotional problems of Writer: Bicbard MeDaaagh
Cancer Foundation, this one-^shot
Balden
Pradi^eer;
D:reetar: Jsmts Barvay
dramat was scripted by ABC staffer
3» Hlua^ Ml««..<ani>-Fri., S:»-4 pjH. Overall production was sufficient childhood fashioned .a landmark in 30
Htas.; Wed.
n:3« pjH,
Ira Marion to point up that the NCF
but not impressive. It would have; broadcast hiii^tnajr Sunday <30) with
rarttedMtter
is somethjing to be -thankful for, and
helped somewhat if fbe stanza could a frank and mature foray into sex Sastatebtc
KGO-ABC, Sam Vraacis^
NBC, fraas New Tark
consequently deserves widest public
•There is a sti&A meatiness to .this Iiave haid orchestral rather than education. One of the towering
On Thanksgiving eve. NBC knock- support, because no one knows
achievements of this program is that
Dotm.
interview and cotmoeitt program soaper-type organ brfflges.
ed
off its regidar "Your United Na
it settled once and for all the queswhere or when cancer is going to
'Which makes for easy and incisive
tion at whether such material can tions" program with its international strike and few failles are prepared
listening.
Avoiding the lafty vac- TV 4EFei< TBAVEKERS
be handled satisfactorily op the air. slant for a patriotic paen to the to meet the crisis it causes.- ABC
uum Which beiiets and raak«s vidicu* With AI. BoKi,. Baymond Tompkins, With
United States. Titled "The Most donted the time for tbe program,
its .searching bnt unsensational
Jiie .MilicT. areh.
Joris the obviously elocution-pitcbed
this show
definitely Grateful Man In the World," show John Garfield volunteered bis servapproach,
delivery of many women air spiel- 30 MIds.; San., *i3» pja.
deared the way for treating sex had a familiar ceremonious atmos- ices, and the manic was contributed
ers^ Miss Holden.^ .wai-m. ad lib, »n- BALTIMOBE TKAN^IT CO.
prbblems on a profounder level than pltere that never -quite ignited into through the courtesy of the Ameriartiflcial delivery handles a wide WBAL. BatUHare
that of soap opera.
a moving statement of faith. Maybe can Federatitm ot Musicians.
(Jos. Katz)
zange o£ interests from child cai-e
Plot was simple, easily' uuderstoodi
talent seeking program with a
Despite the measured tone ot tbe it was striving too hard to be that,
an.:! poetry to books, music and curbut the program couldn't overcome- plainly told.
It came out of the
rent trends, all -with equal acumen .nicely tied-in "courtesy" angle, this script ttiis dramat's sti'aigbt talk on
half-bom: airing, is just right lor a how babies are and are not made some shallow history and some syn- mtCS files, an actual "case bistory"
and interest.
of. a motheriess family in ,wbicb thapublic service slot, tbe rea.son for came as a surprise to tabu-ridden thetic fiagwaving.
Ten years on the air, and an as- sponsorship by the local traction dialers. Tbe program didn't tell
father was suddenly, incurably
Seeking
some
underlying
meaning
•ured listening audience, has also company. A tuneful trolley directed everything but indicated enough to jn the major
tricken.
The oldest son (John
tuniing points
given hef a sure touch in the han- by announcer Al Hoss picks up con- parents on how to handle kids at American
bistory, program looked Garfield) couldn't' afford hospitalidling 7»f her "guests" (thetitrical testants on its way around town -and the why-and-how stage. Lesson was
back over 30{V years highlighting the sation or treatment for his father
and Other notables) who come to or the winners selected by -a mail poU drawn via the case history of a 10- birth
and development of U, S, and h^d to qiut his job to take care
throBgh San Francisco. Intervie^vs of listeners Win engagements, at local year old girl whose mother used democract
of
his father at home; the other son,
and the fortitude of the
are stimulating, and on tbe ungabby theatres, niteries or station broad- the hush-hush attitude. Frustrated people who
defended_jtI_There were 12, quit school to help. They were
tide, with tc^ics reflecting the in- casts.
and diiitrustful, tbe kid's norma} llasbbadcs to a. New England colony pretty desperate- by the time an
terests oi radio audience as well as
Spliced in between tbe auditions. curiosity was twisted into a neurotic VaUey F-orge. Getty.sburc etc., al- NCF rep arrived on the scene and
'the experiences or tiackground of Baymond Tompkins, traction, com- coinpulsion
for
lying,
cheating, ways with the- American do-or-die' smoothed things out. Tlie girl Garthe interviewee^
pany p u b I i c relations director, eavesdropping and Other nasty spirit prevailing in the end. It was Seld thot^bt he'd have to forget
Program has average ot eight par- makes awards to employees selected habits until an. understanding teach- primer school history at best. Good about marrying was the one wbo
tiolfmting. spoiu»i:» per program; via letters from the riding public ei' Intervenes with the tacts. To- production and cast,
Itcaded by ealled NCF to.tbe MScne.
gether with the expert «;rq>t, «Q Alexander
Role was right up 6ari\(4d's alley
-Kitb MjM Holden jEWHang on prod- foF.jexeiDplary courtesy;
Scourby as nanvtor.
JgiiiibUttihe handled it with dli^tcb.
Ross pacts well end orchestral other phases ot ttii-s program were succeeded, however, in' ctving
vcis bef«re accenii^ tbem.
Rest of cast- was par- PSoBuctlon
local a:.-:.
spelling and' accompaniment of as- itandled with', faste and „ sbowUQian'
Ijr « bright spot on
virer.
" measure ef so)i8ity to
' •'•' ..",';.,,:
•
ship.
are*.
pirants is okay.
Sum,
Kerm.
(Continued on page 36)
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RADIO
AFRA

Vate Breakdown

bade

The new board

Staff"Radio

of directors ot the
of AFRA, elected In
Cloak-and-dagger boys will take over the HadiO Writers Guild's shopweek's balloting, are As follows, talk session tomorrow (Thurs.) night at-Hollsind House, W, Y. Writer
acconjUlkg to categories, with th* Robert Arthur will wieia the gavel to a discuwlon. wife JlObert^Newman,
might communist affiliation, they repeated- numbisr of votes each received tndi- Who scripts "Murder at Midnigh^;" Fhmk Ttjford ol Young
Hubicam,
reelection
h..,liment,
his
Bcive to placate sonte oi the ex- ly raised. the issue of communism cated in parenthesis:
who direpts "Molliif Mystery Theatre,", and Milton Lewis, author of "Tlie
Ben
as reNelson C'sifo (!j»H),
Annouiicers,
treme" AC members, who might within the union and, even
Giorge Thin Man" and "Inner Sanctum,'* participating.
Oimicr (."itM)» D-in S^Jrniour
otherwise "become toiher alienated, cently as the election meeting, A. I'utniiiii (."it"), and IHchitrJ Stark (.MIU),
Seminars start at 8:30 and are open to anyone interested m radio writing.

AFRA

Election

ContiVQCd from pace

New York local
last

^

&

.

creating a permanent rift in
"
union.
However, other Indie members are
strongly opposed to what they say
would be "compromising away the
election" after they've won. it. They
argue that there sbould be a thorough house-cleaning in the local,
with a new lineup of officers and a
careful study, with the idea of reVision, of policies adopted during the
AG regime.
t.ius

thi>

warned the membership against being "used" by communis^. With the

also disavowing communism
sympaqonjmunist
barring
thizers, the whole question had little
relevence. The voting indicates that,
the members refused to take this

Indies

and

talk of

communism

seriously.

.

uir

InrteiwnileutB,

-

.

„

.

Ai-tcv. '>tl Pwenson (BJS*, Ctirl'-Efistman
Arnold Moan (Wa). Vliginln Payne
T«a Osliom tl8+). CW.vt«tt Collycr
f*»). Anno Seynioiiv
I.U(,HHs
4(H), «n4 'Wlllinm AiIukib (4!!S>>. all Infle-

AFM

<4fi«),

WsH

UBSJ,

p<>n(li!i(it.<)

WW AC

AFM

who

except 1,'olljer ana Ailanis,
nominees. "
,.

,

,

Ro«r«

Nancy BouuInHs (30:1K Genevieve
(501). Julio Conwii.v (-IHi). .lolm Nehnr

<4(i4),

Ea

Singers,

lilndsttom

(II'").

AFM

Kuiiene Lowi-n-

Charls's Mia)), all

AFRA

or tlie techneed look for little cooperation from
The
nician groups of the IBEW and 'NABET if aid is sought in its current network re-negotiations. For having always lone-wolfed its Way the
will find itself in exactly that position—unlesj advancing soltd guarantees
of future mutual assistance to the others. Its frequently stated aon-interference— nearer bordering on noh-interest, as well—policy when others
also once eros.sed
cast huftgry glances is a thorn ti) AFRA and IBEW.
NABET lines in Los Angeles, an«unforgotten incident. Similarly, Petrillo
once sought platter-spinning engineers in bis group, bucking IB. In L.A.
has also failed to join others in the Council of Broadcast Guilds
the
and Unions, and more recently let it be' known tliat AFRA's then bustling
network neg^otiations were none of its affair and would get no official

(610),

tlial M(«) nncl'Kay
TSie next election of members of
iMiimmicer.
Joo
atatliin
iniiepondeni
the national board will take place O'Brien (17(l)( oBil Bound c(t«i l3 nian, .Ilounext May, with the new board taking ert mscott (4110), Iwth Indies.
l<'ollo\4rInK are the defeated candidatoa in
office the following fall. Meanwhile, tlie >[ew York liual eleition, ae<-i>vdinB to
the faetlcm and number
There appeared to be a possibility a pro-AC committee has prepared a t!la*sllicullon, wllh
the of, votes eath ret'wlved:
yeiterday (Tues.), that the various report recommending revision of
„
AnBonneera: Tom Sliiilcy ((2:t), DwiBht backing.
be Weist
(40!<), Howard Claney (lot)). AdelnMe
groups' might agree to support Vir- New York local constitution, to
(3iT«). all .AC,
(!lf>9>, Kon Bawson
the last American, Fecleration of
ginia Payne, until recently national submitted to a special membership llitwley nnattlliateO
One addiiional resolution adopted
wUc-ins, Ivilh one vote
and aa
soon.
first vice-president, as compromise meeting and- referendum
c.wh, Rivhara Bradley, Ford Bond. Roger Radio Artists convention, not included in the summary in last week's
Krupp, Norman BrokenBhlre, and Johamrea Variety of the various resolutions, called for/ the national board to report
candidate for local i>re;^dent,
•
SleeJ.
the statiis i&f ilifi following resoluForms for nominating petitions'
Actora: Tames McCuJliim (4.'>S), Alan to the locals "asr soon as possible" on
Ijnncp (420), Ned Wevcr (410). Vinton Hay- tions of the previous (1946) convention: (a) dance remotes, <b) interim
will go out to the local membership
worth (414>, Elilalielh Morsan (4()4>, toh
conference of locals, (c> unity with- the American Federation of Labor
in a few days. Any group of 20 or
riarfc (S97), Carl Frank (:»T), Les Damon
Minerva
and
Electrical Workers, (d) active and
(3!>(i),
of
Gi-eaza
International
Brotherhood
more members may nominate.- The
and
the
Ciffil),
Walter
Continued from'paEC 27
l>ioua 818), all A(3 exiept McCalllon -ajifl
deadline for nominating petitions is
associate membership, (e)' operation of national board being referred to
I).imon,
who were^ Indie, and Miss
Dec. 16, after which ballots listing yit. been calendered, for the exec riouN unaffiliated.
Also the following planning committee, <f) ruling that delegates and alternates be present
uniiffillated write-ins, wiih one -vote eaeJi,
the various nominees -will be sent to committee, it was reported.
at all c%ucuses of locals, (g> national health and welfare program, (h
Frank Butler, Leon Janneyv Richard Santhe membership.' 'The actual election
Members of the public relations iler.4. Paul Potter, Joseph de Santl«. Hester uniform local caucus procedure, (i) publication of a brochure on the
will be Dec. 3t.
.Sonrtcigaard, Ann Elstner, Charles ^rving,
history of AFRA,.(}) new members, (k) national msurajiitie for members
subcommittee:
Philip
Elliott Nugent,
(iKicc Valentine,
The Indie ^victory is regarded as a
-tl) blanket contract covering all owned and operated, stations, The naRobert K. Richards, NAB; Paul lioeb, Hiram Shertnnn and Helen Hayes,
repudiation by the membership of
Singers: Irene lieasley (458). MKrgttm tional board has taken no 'action on the resolution.
Rarbourn, for TBA; Robert Siwezey,
Slienka (431), Travis Johnson (4M)i
organized factionalism and machine
of Mutual,, for the nets; Bond Ged- Stokeo (4(13), William Perry CHW),- Norman
politics in the union. Despite its
It took intervention by Howard Hughes to fix it' so Donald Buka could
mides* for RMA; Sfemley Manson of Horn (8T8),. all AC; *also the following
denials', the Artists Gdmmittee was'
affllliated wrlte-taft with oPft vote ««ch:
show from Hollywood Sunday, Nov. 23 and
MTHAM, Rochester.'for fStA; Joseph Robs I.eon»?d. Aim McKee, Marlon Mo- appear on .Alan Ladd's NBC
considered to have' operated as a main time to rehearse for last Sunday's (30) "lYue Detective
Cowan. Productions, llnnuo,^ Evelyn MacGfegor, Margaret Damn. reach N. Y.
chine and!, mtil exposed at the na- Bailey, of Lou
Mysteries!'
on MTutual. Buka had finished making retakes on Hughes' film,
Pellr ItalgUt.
Rach- .,nd
Sonnd ene<^ts men: Qeoote Lehman <S70), '"'Vendetta," when director Richard Sanville asked him to appear on the
ccmveiitiDn
last
August, for e.t, packagers, and Milton
tional
m."', of Deeca, 'for the record comAC": also a tfrlte-in vote'tor Donald Balti,
worked more or less secretly.
NBC airer. Buka was' jeager {o work again with Sanville, wl^o directed
nnanlliwted^
Since a primary- .pttrt .of the Indie panies.
him for a year and a half in "The Sparrow and the Hawk" irom J^T. Y.,
Jtfembers of the legal subcommitcampaign wals Opposition to factionbut he had train reservations to leave the Coast ahead of broadcast time.
alism, with -a promise to" disband ,:tee;
A call to Hughes, who's headman of
airlines, did the friickr. Buka
Sfcow
Lou-Riggs
Betty
after the election, it remains to be
Van
W.
got a seat on a plane leaving 25 minutes after the broadcast. He. made
NAB;
John
Don Petty,
seen wi^ether political activity within Allen, for RMA; Stanley Harris, of
it by having a car rush him from studio.to airport.
the local will nbw cease. Since the Majestic, for the record; companies;
For 1st Wasser Package
election, Indie leaders have! reit- "Walter Socolow, of liang-Worth FeaPittsburgh, Dec. 2.
erated their intention of .ijisbanding ture Productions, for e.t. "Interests;
Coast Collarites Vote
First package snow of Pete .Wasthe organization. There has been no Leonard .Marks, for FMA: Joseph
ser, who recently resigned as mandefinite statement on the subject
Editorial
McDonald, of ABC. for the networks, ager of
to go into indie radio
Closed
from: the .AG.
at CBS,.
and Thad Brown, Jr.^ tor TBA.'
Continued from pace 27
producing here, will be" a series of
The election is also vieweS as a
. Hollywood, 'Dec, 2.
open-end quarterfive-per-weekf
rebuke by the membership tomamecoming hearing the Commission is - Office Employees
International
Fittsburch^-i-Claude Morris,.' former hour transciAbed prograns string interested in determining whether
calling and smear tactics within the
unioui From the Start, the basic issue program 'manager, for couple of sta- Tommy Riggs and Betty LtftL For- any editorialization is conisistent with, Union, Locad 174, white collar, workof the AC. 'has been- that Its opposi- tions around here, has resigned from mat has already been worked out the licensee's obligation to operate ers, voted 81 to 7 for a* closed shop
tion was' ^tfaer 'communist or com- the Julius Dubin ofttcd to join the and first programs wiU be cut this in the public interest; and, if so,
at CBS and NJ3C. Election was conmunist-dupes. Although -AC heads Walker, and Downing advertidng week,-'
whether any limitations or condiavoided accusing .'any individi|als' of agency's, isdio department.
Riggs Will continue in the char^ tions for the expr^ion of the li- ducted by D, W. Sargent of the' Naacter he's already established on a censee's objective opinions are ad- tional Labor Relations Board, as' renumber of network commercial visable or necessary to insure the quired by the Taft-Hartley Law,
stints, featuring as before his imagi- maintenance of a system in which
Union's current contract expires
nary little girl. Scripting is being all sides of controversial issues are Dec. 31. Negotiations for a new constaff writer
done by Ed King,
to be afforded a fair and equal op- tract will be started .this week by
whose swnmer replacement comedy, portunity for the presentation of Max Krug union business repre"Iting fi>r a Minute/' was a click j>n their particular viewpoints."
sentative.
He's also
that-station this year.
So far, only a handful of would-be
doing a role in the show along with witnesses have signed up to testify.
Diamond,' local radio These
JStephanie
Boston—Thomas H. Dunn, longinclude:
Nathan- Straus,
actress who was on NBG.with the WMCA; Robert
Leigh, fonh«r head time account, exec with the Harry
late Joe Penner a decade ago.
of the Commission en Freedom of Frost ag6ncy, Boston, has joined staff
the Press; Joseph Beime, head of of WCOP (ABC) as sales rep. Will
the Communications Workers Union; concentrate on local stuff.
the "Voice of Freedom" Committee;
The Progressive Citizens of America
and" the
Civil
American
Jsssas Continued from page- 27 ss
Liberties Union. NAB, in addition to
tained in the record, and'it is wholly a. strong' showing by broadcasters,
improper for anyone to attempt to hopes to put'top^ H>olcesmen of the
Inilie.").
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TWA

KQV
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'
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'

NBC

KDKA

.

NORTH JERSEY

Durr

'

influence it to make its decisions
other than on the basis of the rec-

publishing and pix fields on*' the
stand. Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn. prexy, John S. Knight for the
Paraphrasing samples of several publishers, and other members of
FBI radio reports, he declared: "It NAB "Freedom of Expression". Comis: of little help to the Commission
mittee have given informal committo be informed that an applicant ments to appear.
was in 1944, at the height of the war,
reported by an unidentified source
.Memphis—Harold F. Walker, sales"
as being in contact with another- unidentified individual who was susr manager for WISH, Indianapolis, has
pected of' possible pro-Russian ac- joined 'WMPS, Memphis, as commertivity, or that an applicant has been cial manager.
reported by an unidentified source
to have been a member of the committee to greet the late presiident
of a large labor union, or that an
applicant spokd at ^a testimonial dinner -for the retiring president of a
ord."

VNIXnO KKXAI.r. OBVO

CO.

.10:80 VM.,
With
"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"
Mit.: LOU CLAYTON

\Ve<1nrsda.v, KIlC,

IC.S.T.

.\l-ti-.%l—"«n tiie iKhriHl

I'ou"

lawyer's organization, etc."

The FCC member obviously had
his tongue_ in his cheek when he
added: "In' view of its many other
heavy responsibilities, therefore, I

think the FBI might \«?oll be relieved
of the*burden of forwarding to the
Commission, confidentially and by
special messenger,
the putlislied
programs of meetings at which
broadcasters,
radio
commentator.!!
and others are speakers." Durr said
such meetings are usually 'w'ell covered by the press.

SAMMY

MArlc«t 3-2700
'n

93

HALSEY

NtWARK

2,

N

ST
J.

SOLO'S

starting. Dec. 2Q.

Joel Herron's orchestra will .provide mtii^l biick'>

per<«

centage of yearly

renewals

COCKY

^VHN SHOW

Sammy Solo, armless war vet fcconlly spotlighted Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts CBS program, has
been signed for a series of Saturday
afternoon programs on WHN (N.Y.).
Solo, who sings and is a protege,
of Ham Fisher, the cartoonist, will be
heard Saturdays from 4:45 to S p.m.
ground.
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KGO at SaOOO Watts
Mmt Powerful Station
On Pacific Coast
The new

K60 transmitter,

on the

Decan^

air

ber 1, emits a signal of well over l(X>fiOO watte in
the San Francisco Bay area! Thus» it completely

BLANKETS

one of the haiion*s richest, most
important markets.
In addition, literally thousands of
ra)$6
over the West Coast can now tune in
families
this great new station. Its signal extends all the
>

mw

^

way from

the Columbia River to the Mexican

border.

Don't overlook

And

KGO in YOUR spot sales plans

delay— because lime on the
West Coast's most powerful station won't wait!

for 1948!

CaU

the

don't

ABC representative' in ^out dty-^tpday.
SPOT SALES

DIVISION
American Broadcasting Company
NewYor)(

Oiicago

$3 Wtat ilnd

St.

Lot Angeles

. .

Sftn

Ovk Opera BUg,
.

iHO

Higkland Ave,

•

Francisco

1S$ M^ntgomry
Detroit

. , .

St.

Str^k Bldg,

Wiinns'

Dodgers Ask lOOG f^r Tele Rights,

NBC

Candng Ford, GF to Reconsider B.R.
Brooklyno Doagm tove upped
their BsWttg price for television
tights to

ftll

home games

in 194»

N. Y, World-Telegram staffer

Edward

ago, offers further Indication of the baseball club
owners' feeling that tele will be
•worth far more than radio in a few
years and that now is the time to
get in on the gravy.
It's believed the Dodgers' asking
price includes only Tights to the
games, unlilse the Yankees deal with
the
calls for
Ballatttine's,'.;whic!h
services of Mel Allen, and Buss
Hodges to double on the radio and
video commentary. Fact that both
teams won their respective league
pennants last year is believed to
have figured to a large extent in
the price increase. Ford and General foods. Which co-sponsored the
jDodger games last season over CBS
tele, are reportedly set back by the
Dodger boost and are taking their
time in deciding » whether to repact
for 1948.
Considerable doubt has arisen in
the industry, meanwhile, dver the
wisdom of having Allen and/Hodges
tdte « i&ack at liandlit].g *>ottir »dio

Commentary

Discussing RCA's all-electronic
process, Ellis remarked
how much better an accompanying shot of a football
game would have been if it had
been viewed on an RCA color
receiver.
Game, though, was
one aired by CBS, leaders of the
color

about

Televiiion Reviews

Meinphis

night.

i$s.eo)xtiu4ea fireitt'pa'te: M'ses
If another camera doesn't do a
last-minute conk, meanwhile, NBC the No. 6 video channel, will spend
on Sunday (7) will air the second $150,000 on the station and locate
coopjalays
done
in
in
its
series
of
opposition against RCA in the
its studios at the Hotel Monteleone.
eration with the Theatre Guild,
color argument.
Secpnd bid for Atlanta, Ga., within
Show is "Late George Apley," star- the past week arrived from the Conring Led G. Carroll and featuiring
stitution Publishing Co., licensee of
many of the original Broadway cast, WSB, asking for the No. 8 Slot.
Web and the Guild ran into difficul- First bid came in from the Port
ties when it was discovered that
Industry Co., licensee of
20th-Fox, which produced the "Apthere, several days «go.
ley" film, owned tele rights to the
Chicago, Dec. 2.
Port Industry also filled last week
show.
Twentieth ctoyed It for
BBC complaint to the FCC that
for uncontested tele channel 6 in
video,
ready
however,
and
NBG
is
was interChi FM station
Miami, Fla„ to bulwark operation of
fering with telecasts in southern to go.
ite standard broadcast station WGBS.
England was welcomed here last,
Company already holds video perweek by
F. Mi^onald, prexy of
mits in Detioit and Toledo.
Zenith Badio Corp. imd owner of
WES'M.
'Com54aint ftttlsters Mckemphis Byet» Early Start
Donald's long-held contention that
Memphis, Dec. 2.
the 50me band should be ejedusively
Television for MempI^ during
One-day television clinic tees oit 1B4S WAS promisied 1^ officials of
aUotted to FBI.
McDonald first announced that the next Wednesday (10) at the Hotel WMC, The Commercial Appeal staonly way to prevent interference Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., nnder the tion, after the FCC gave/ approval
with English tele, would be for apgis of the Television Broadcasters^ late tost week to the local NBC out'every other isadio fgervice throufih- Assn., with TBA members from 12 Jet for the first video setup in the
•
QUt the world to ibbiit down lad get: states expected to attend. AH ses- ml#outh.
off those frBqiiencies." I^ec, how- sions, except the awards luncheon
Cbns^uction has .already begun
ever, he said that
iempo-- will be open «nly to/^lSA members, on the transmitter -buildinK for the
farily would operate «t hotirs when in order to permit the tele officials new television, station on Tliomas
He to kick around freely the problems Bo'ad near Five Points northeast of
English tele was not in use.
also atteibiitedi the interference to confronting the industry.
the city and on the 750-foot tower
BXtreiflb- sunspot activity, which will
Highlighting the cliiilc, in addition which is to loft antennae for WMC,
not recur until 1958.
to the awardsi. will be a demonstra- WMC-FM and the tele station.
Henry Slavick, general manager,
tion of the Bell System's, new microwave link between N. Y. .and •Bos- said the antenna has been ordered
ton; talks by three Eastman en* and will be en route to Memphis
to Fid[
^ineers on rapid processing of film within 30 days. The Chicago-New
for video and recording of .tele Orleans coaxial cables- are being
images on flbn iter transcription pur- laid nOw, he said, but will "nOt be
ChicBgo, Dec 2,
t
poses, aniS election of directors and prepared to taring outside 'teleBrown
Williamson Tobacco officers of
J.
R. Poppele, vision programs to Memphis for
(ICools)
will Jign the check for veepee of WCHt, N. Y., is cuwent about 18 months. However,
telecasts of Saturday night pr*xy, Pam Baiboum, Paramount expects to proceed with its own
college
basketball
doubleheaders veepee, will chairman the awards television feature as #oon as facilities are installed.
here, #<!«uHing' Dec. 13. Horn* town lunch.
ball bouncing wiU b« tto«i»'
Tele station is expected to be asDe
signed file call letters WMC-T or
Eaul and Noj^ttiwestem ©niverBlPUIadelpMa.—Alan Scott has been WMC-TV. Service i» prorarised a
ties.
Sponsor will use quartet of ani- added to jtatf Of KYW, replacmg radius of 40' miles, «nplo(ying 13,800
mated Kool penguins in one-minute Bobsrt Warrto, who Monday (1) watts visual and 7,Sit( •uxal.
film commercial* prepared by Tele- joined the NBG ttaff in New York.
vision Advertising Productions. Bus- Scott, Navy veteran, is handling the
"Man on the Street" program.
sel M. Seeds is the agency.
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TBA SEHING UP 1-0AY

NliPOSTRYM

.

WEFM

,

Broa(b3B8t^$ tji$o point ^ui that
tele eamerm ofien have tlieir lenses
turned on the rarowds during the

would be

too bad, they say, if this- happened
while the ahnoiaJcer
try-:
ing to flU in tite radio listeners with
more detail on a play, or was talking about any other action that
might have sreeeded the shot.

im

Yankee management, however, is
reported determined to go ahead
with the experiment.

with a film show. Play has been rejscheduled far tomorrow (Thuraday)

WEFM

nouncer must give a rapid-fire play-

It

,

to take air Suftday (30) night.
Show, a one-acter by Tennessee
Williams, titled "Last of My Solid
Gold Watches," was scheduled to
NBC engineers
start at 8:30 p.m.
worked on the camera until 0: 15
but couldn't get it fixed, so the station finally resumed broadcasting

K

^ihiultaneotis-

for color shots.

the

and

when a

Way the usually non-committal NBG •xecutlvei have gone out on
leveral limbs recently to plug television !• believed to point up as
much as anything alw the rapid expansion atreadiy made or expected
to be made in the immediate future by Video. Until now, NBC topper* have been noted for their aversion to njakhig optimistic prediction! but that hafl'nt prevented them from boosting tele to the skies.
Veepee ove* teXe IVanKt B. Mullen has emerged as the chief crystalgasser for the web. Already committed to, the boast that tele would
represent a capital-investment of more than 16,000,000,000 within five
years, Mullen declared on the "Hi Jinx" radio show last week that a
tele hookup between N. Y. and Chicago by the end of 1948 is a "good
possibility." He also repeated an earlier statement that tele would
be available to 22,000,000 viewers in the country next year and that a
N. Y,-Holly wood link should be in operation by 1950,

BBGBEEFVS.WEFM
ECLUSIVE FM MOST

Broadcasters are agreed that the
two are among the too sports announcers in the bushiess^ut believe
the basic differences in the two
media will prevent them from doing.
8 top job on either.
jPor radio, it's pointed out, the an-

game

television

fight.

iy.

by-play account, making certain the
viewless listeners get all the color
and intricate byplay of the game;
With tele cameras on the spot,,
however, such fulsome commentary
may be far more than necessary for
the televiewers. If the tsommentatators ttfed to compromise twetween
the iwff medBa by cutting 4ovm ailtheir wwdage, tben it^- beUitvea. <hfr
radio iisti^ers ytovHA be left dnt in
thecDM.,

gava

broadcasters 0ielr laugh of the
week in his recently-coiieluded
series on video by reviving the
old color vs. black and white

yankees two weelts

ancl

fillis

for naught,

camera conked out a few
minutes before the show was ready
studio

EUlt Fuinble$

to'

double the atoxint jWii
Dodgers' price, thoiigh
not nearly as high as the $300,000
package deal set by the N. Y.
year.

with
Theatre

cooperation
Nfittonal

Academy went

$100,000;
last

the

television's big buildup for
start of a series of di-amatlo

shows in
American

NBC Falls in line

l-Act<sro]tTeIe

Its Camera Trouble Snag

l^b

Up

M

-

'

.

.

&

TBA

WMC

WBEB

W

•

,

4A's Ban

ConUnneftfiom page 24
commercial perfection after years of
research on it by engineers from
Eastman- Kodak, DtiMont and NSC,
is a JspcciaUy-devised camera that

A NEW MOie $HOW

1

cotttihneA from paie Z4

{

CBS' remote cameras, under
,

the

direction of Frances

Buss, on the
Set was obviously no problem
and Uie integ^mtion of plugs for
spot.

Sondra Brdnd Products on

sale la

the store, was
natural. Occasional
glimpses of the storeJceeper standing around with his hands in his
pockets w«re funny but the ftumber
of shoppers attracted to the store
must have paid oil in plenty of
extra sales.
Camera work was a fairly easy
job in such «. concentrated locale*
with the lensers having little more to
do than point their cameras at the
proceedings. What with the bulky
cables trailtag «round among the
crowds of curious women, the loisers

made out

well,

Stat

TUB BELLS
WHib MMirice Franklin, Abby Xewis,
KUtiant Knne, Siuan ilMrMe, Pat
Fay, nan Boper, WUHam liarceav
Writer!

Henry irvbM:

DlreetoK .lEay
ProAioer: Bob

Bmery
Bmery

Mins,; Wed. (2Sh
pjn.
WABII-Iliiminrt, N.
"The Bells" can be written oil as
one of the i fantile Works of the
infant art of television. In its writ.10

ing,

X

I3i«q>ing,

settings,

and ex«!Ution, thi^i hau-hour draiiiat
resembled npthing »o much as the
nick^odeon fare during the cinema's
earliest days.

the 30 years of

Apparently, despite'
fum producing ex-

perience and 25 years of refinement
in radio techniques, the new medium
of video will have to find its own,
building up from amatemrlshness to
•.level of professional showmanship.
Failure of this particular program
can be defined not In terms of its
specific weaknesses but in its readiness to accept^uncrjtically aU of the
shopworn idicheg already discjurded
by the films and radio.
Played without conviction, story
was an unimaginative tafceoH on the

crime-and-punishment them« which
was expanded without substance oir
movement. Locale was f*ai>oe In the
with the central character.bea respected bourgeois who had
back and
haunted conseoHently by

1830's,

mg

killed a rich traveler years

Who

WM

the ringing of bells in Ms ears. In lead role, Maurice Franklin
was compelled to use such a hoary
a aotto voce aside to convey his; story. Besides the reteUin*
via flMbback of the murder incfc
levice as

dent, there was little to this drama*
except some childish use of hypnotakes picttires on film oflE the face tism and awkward posturine
by
Of * video tube.
It was such a members of tlie least,
Herm.
ctdnera that made possible NBC's
airine films cjf the British royal wed- ORGEXINGS
SANTA
CI.AVj»
ding within 29 hours after the event Producer: Brnest WaniM
occurred. With little llkelfliood of 30 ABiu.; Tiies. T:3t
coast-to-coast network facilities be- guhbbl bbos.
ing established before 1950, many WraZ, PMUy
video materibroadcasters had plmnned on using al.
i ^mJ"^®"
That was shown forcibly in this
the device to can their Jive studio one-shot,
haU-bour segment from
shows on I'tai fihn an4 then air- GimbeT Bros. dept. store "ToyJand-,
freight the «lra to BtftUate stations whgi the camera was trained on
WIP announcer Howard Jones
throughout the cotmtity.
Kris Kringle doing the
Such flhn, it's been claimed, would SSJ^^i
Whattya Want for Xmas" routine
serve all the purposes that are
with a long strtag of moppets.
served by electrical transcriptions of
Their answers and wide-eyed reradio shows. It would, furnish, a per- action
to the Beard made good viewmanent record of a program in case irirnot only for children in
the tele
of legal entanglements and would audience but for grownups, too. It
give actors and directors a chance
to study their work before the vidOo w«h the Xmas spirit.
There
were no commercials' but it
cameras.
was made plain that the telecast was
coming from Gimbel's and that
parents could fulfill most of the
desires ol their kids right at the

PBOM

WRfnNG MACIIIIi''
(From The Guild Theciire)

STARTING DECiMBER 6TH

0«

iM4lim^

&rtiiriiy Miglrt

Auto Firnis

Contlnned .from p«f

Daring which 2 mtmbers of «h« studfe wudliMM. with ih« a$si«tane# of abovo martin* and east, boconi* songwriters. Th« iisfoning aiidioheo lirars fli« «bnt|ia low
miRutes offer lh«y dro wrifton and fh* following
titlos

and

lyric ideas

Pat Baflord^ Music
.a.woifear;r««ording..;

(

submifftd by th* listonors

ASCAP)

;

is

week a eompietod song fcosod upon
porformcd.

contosfants rocciv» 100 copios,

All songs fNibiishod

by
a royalty contract and

'

'

./

IMMa^in^^^^^

INC. (MifeM^^^^

I

conception

plugs, manufacturers are also con
sidering sponsorship on a participation basis by local dealers. Ford
has led the way in this form of advertising also, making its plugs in
most instances between the car itself
and the service oifered 5^ dealers.
Already interested enough in such a
deal to start negotiatlotte With various of the N. y, broadcasters are
both Packard and General Motors.
Most manufacturers had a taste of
video advertising last year via a
film especially produced for .the
Automobile Manufacturers' Assn. by
ABC tele. Film obtained «ood results when ah:ed over several tele
outlets, paying off in both viewer
interest and
the extra ballyhoo
usually available because of tele's
novelty status with most of the
press and the public.

store.

shal.

WciiincBday* Decemlier S,

1947
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i

KOOM

HELD OVER
To Deeembvr 20lh
"Lamiy Ro»s,

loimtlin* Idol of 1h* oir w(iv*».

t1i«

li

Hweiii . . . w* a««4 aiittrfaiiMrs of bis tollbsr
MoftfC^Oy f«rcttful ««d •n^aging MiMMliftt Indict
fold ^."---ROBERT W. DANA. Wdft^TflwtiriNii.
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ENGAGEMENTS FOR EARLY

'48

PARK PLAZA HOTEL-ST. LOUIS
FEBRUARY 13
LAST FRONTIER-LAS VEGAS

MARCH

12

sWisI

-

CONCERTS
MAJESTIC RECOII»

1946-1947
Rochester,

New York

Indianapolis, Indiana

UNDEKNEATH

Hollywood Bowl,

Pho^^enix,

Detroit, Michigan

CIQCK

MOONLIGHT AND ROSES

Arizona

THE WINTIR

Memphis, Tennessee
.,,

THfi

AT THE BILTMQRE

Hoiiy«ood, caiifo.n,a

Cincinnati, Ohio

ftiiiaifs

WMtfWNKXW SONG

SQNO

^"'^s""' '^^^^^"^
Bimidji, Minnesota

-

Amanilo, Texas
Amariilo,
Everglades Club,

Omaha, Nebraska
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NARBA Qoses l%op in Cnba; BIm^

Radio Reviews

I

Insurance Vs. Petrillo

I

Pat

Mom to Upset Existing Allocations

was so-so. Garfield's thought sesound chamber)
(in a
weren't any too intelligible. Marion s
quence

was crisp and
Perhaps one time

script

WashtngtoDf Deoi 2.
^he englneerinj); conference laying
ihe groundwork for a new North
Donates Recorder
American Regional Broadcasting
To U.o(P, for Teaching Aid
A$sn. treaty prepared to close shop
Philadelphia, Dec. 2.
In Havana this week, having sucA wire recorder ha^ been' precessfully squelched several moves to
upset present radio allocations in sented to the Univ. of Pennsylvania
any of the countries signatory to by WFIL to facilitate the use ot
radio programs in classroom instruC'
NARBA,
Presentation on behalf of
Lai^t week's '^essioirwas punctuated ^ion.
WPIL was made by Walter H. Antjy the refusal of the Cuban and U.
delegates to permit discussion of a nenberg, publisher of the Inquirer,
Mexican proposal which would re- to" Dr. Reese D. James, director of

WH

journalism courses at the university.
Dr: James said he planned to
record programs- oH the' air with the
device, and then play them back for
further; study by, the students. The
recorder is thfe most recent model of
the eilgineering products division of

.,.

Cincinnati, Dec.

'

2.

Both Cuba and Mexico indicated
"Morning
Matinee,"' full -hour
a present treaty proRuth
vision preventing location of any morning program starring
stations within 650 miles of the- bor- Lyons and-Frazier Thomas,, originatand also aired'
der when that particular channel is ing at Cincy's
over WINS, N. Y., 8:30 a.m., will go
in use by a neighboring country.
Xhc Mexicans wanted some of to N. Y, for ,two days origination
their clear channels protected irom Friday and Saturday (5-8) at WINS.
Each year Mfss I^yons devotes sevInterference all the way to the Canaditin border "Ao permit bmdcastfng eral days to collecting funds for hosto Mejdcan. subjects 'v^thin
the pitals, in cooperation with the United
Hospital Fund drive, and N. Y. proU.S."
ceeds will go to the Hospital for
oppcisiiion to

<

WLW

'

Special Surgery.

.

Baltimore, Dec,

Show

sponsored
Soap, Hi-mao
is

by Rem, Woodbury
Candy and Robin Hood Flour.
2.

A. sixth AM-statlo'b -was added to
the local radio frcrnt With the opening Qf WSIt) -here tiUs week. Operat-

'Big Sister'

Thanksgiving

SITNDAY AT

WCBM

here, acting as general

The

gory.

^tudy- indicates

that

,

through use ol other st^ of Social
manager and 'chief engineer.
Raymond Kay is program director themes, serials could peiietrlite to the
«4d Annaiid Ti^l, commercial man- Upper middle class, comprising 15%
ager.

Doan.

rfepast.

4:30

Boston Symphony^
Fiedler, conductor
Producer: Jack Wright

With

Ar^liur

.

30 MIns.; Sun, 4:30 p^m.

FIRST NATIONAL

WB2,

BANK

WBZA,

Boston;

(B. B. D.

&

Spfd.
O.)

a

starts

of the population. In other words,

room for Park Avenue operas,
advertising luxury items.
Some portions of the report merely verily what agencymen and {tro^
grammers have suspected' all along.
It was found,*for ^xam.ple, that "social signiBbance ..and improvement"
must be. secondary; that listeners
personal problems with,
identify.,
those of soap opera characters; that
realistic treatment of basic sociological and psychological themes must
be avoided; and that nien must be
portrayed as dei^ndent-on-the wisdom of the wife and mother.
Study was directed by two U. of
Chicago professors, W. Lloyd War-

there's

-

-

ner, sociologist, and William K, Henry, psychologist, retained as consult-

ants .by

with

Social Research. Contract
the network
in, directing the

CBS stipulated that

was to have no hand

survey and that the results would be
published'^ whether good or bad.
On the basis of the study Social
Research claims that it can now doctor ailing soapers and pre-test the
.

acceptability of

new

ones.

Chicago, Dec.

2.

WOR-Mutual show, "The Song WyitAttempt to Interest weewatters in
ing Machine" Dec. 6 (0:30 p.m.), has
benon-music package ready in case the staging live drarfiatic shows
Petrillo musician ban jerks his pro- gin In December when Jack Strausgram. New show is tagged "A Bushel berg Productions, Chicago, markets
of Fun" and entails art audience* a new "Super Sleuth"
series. Scripts
participation game called "Vice Verfor the program will be leased to
sa," also invented by Ballard.
Cast will include Robert Denton stations for production by home(NBC announcer-m.c), Alan Holt town talent, idea' being that local
Trio (vocal; no instruments), and a thespians will provide a welcome
comedian guest star.
Lew Lehr change from the usual disk and
("Stop Me if You've Heard This transcribed fare.
Scripts can for
One"), is pencilled In.fOr first guestmaximum of
shot.
Ballard says the show gives three actors. But they also can be
away "bushels of prizes" yet is a produced as a one-man show. Pro.
low-J)udget package in line with the motion Includes comic book tleins,
new economy wave in radio-packag- comic strips, premiums and possibly
film shorts.
Art work will be
ing. Pat Ballard Music Corp, Is tituhandled by Strausberg, who has illar owner and producer of the show,
with Gale, Inc., to do the huck- lustrated the Bob Hope books arid

wm

*

top-ranking live show
stering..
this one's in its fourth year and
geiining .in prestige and Audience
every season.
Format is straight music of the
light classical variety played by the
Continued from page 21
famed Boston Pops orchestra under
JVrthur Fiedler, though it's never rankings "without an undue amount
''
billed as the Pops orchestra due to of bickering
.
contractual agreement- with SymThe ptcss has been needling Nielphony Hall.' Actually, the summer sen for months to release rankings
Ppps concerts use about a dozen
similar to Hooper's Top IS, but his
'more men, but this radio ensemble
has all the power and liveliness of answer, as of last year, was that
the bigger group, and Fiedler's name, NRI's -attorneys had. counselled the
long one' or the most potent in this firm against it on the grounds that
field, hypos the interest.
Nielsen might lay itself open to law-r
Up until this season "Sunday -at suit for poSbibly adversely afCecting
4:30" has been a production using the sponsorship of certain programs.
the Opera House with a>live audi- When it was pointed out that Hooper
ence of 3,000, but now it's in WBZ's seemed to' get in no trouble doing
studio A sans audience. Reason for
so, Nielsen wryly replied that his
change, mainly, is that same audience turned up each week, but firm "had more to lose" by such an
there's a considerable scaling in. action.
Nielsen only hinted at this in yes'
former $155,000 budget, too. New
note .this, year is the Youth Oppor- terday's announcement, saying "Our
tunity auditions, which brought in total investment in the development
about 500 applications for soloists of NRI service is now approaching
with the orchestra. Judges picked 14 the
$5,000,000 mark, and with our
to appear on the SO^week season,
and those, who! ve appeared so far' current NRI operations still '.a long
demonstrated plenty of big time way. from- a break-even basis, we
taleut in arias, concerto movements, have an understandable reluctance
to give away a part of that which
etc.
Fiedler, with a genius for pro- we have to sell!" He added, furthergramming,, fills the 30-minute spot more, that he wasn't anxious to "ag'
with sock' standards plus novelties, gravate the .chronic radio industry
revivals and the Strauss waltzes he's ailment of 'RATINGITIS'."
famous for, and the studio set-up
But, he added, with NRI withholdsounds fine. Commercials are held
ing its data, "the entire industry has
to a minimum and are institutional
in tone, and there's a tWo-minute available to it only a form of rating
which
is inaccurate in concept and
description of various bdnk activiinadequate in coverage," a situation
ties in, the middle.
Streeter StuartT
ace an- which Nielsen agreed was intolernouncer,, handles the commercial able.
chore as well as the musical comAt the same time, he was ready to
mentary. As the top local .airer, admit— in fact, to stress—that ratings
this: bank 'job rates with the; top aren't everything;
One needs the
national musical slots, 'and gets a
"far more comprehensive. 'Analysis'
big Hooper in the area. A ^Hckly
data which comprise the bulk of the
produced job.
Elie.
NRI research, operation" to determine how to iiCnprove a program,
APPOINTMENT WITH JOANNE either audience-wise or sales-wise,
TATLOB
Nielsen said.
With Helen Tiat, Kay Arnold
Four types of Top' 20 ranking, day
*
Producer: Gene Dennis
and night,, were released by the re.
'
Director; Eddie Edwards
searcher. They were "Total AudiWriter: Sylvia Walinow
ence," "Average Audience," "Cumu15 Mins>: Mob. thru Sat., 9 m.m.
lative Audience" (covering a fourTAITLOR DEPARTMENT STORE
week period), and "NRI Homes Per
KMBC, Kansas City
DoMar," Fourth named tabulation
(Potts, Caulfeifu & Holden)'
Joanne Taylor has an established, was easily the most potent eyerep as radio saleslady for. the John catcher, although the wide discrep
ancies iri the Top 20 by Total AudiTaylor store in Kaiiisas City.. Thei
ence as compared with Hooper's list
program oriiflnated' With Caroline caused raised eyebrows. /
Ellis as Joanne 'over 14 y«arjs ago;
Interesting to note was the> fact
and the show has been on at the that "in the inteiiest of fair play,"
same time, on the same station, t6x Nielsen confined his evening listings
the same sponsor ever since, with a to
once-weekly Show*
number of changes in the lead. Rei (i. half-hour,
e.,
"Theatre Guild" was not
cently the Taylor store was bought
up by R. H. Macy, and a change was eligible) and 'daytime shows to 15called for in the radio tjuarter hour, minute strips.
Tpp 20 listings released by Nielsen
Neretofore the show has been an
attempt to bring the listener in for have the same belatedness characa look across the desk of Miss' Tay- teristic of the hitherto fully confilor as a fashion buyer for the store,. dential
NRI-ireports. Rankings reThe new format, began several weeks leased yesterday
were for the secago, apparently aims at broadening
ond haU of October.
this scope, leaving out details of
store operation, and concentrating
on the fashion angle and local news
Boston's

SLEUTH' AS LIVE

SHOW FOR WEEWAHERS

new

.

—^^

.

several isytidicated features.

Firm already fs marketing "Now
Tell One,!' one-man script series

I'll

sponsored on southern stations by
Lane-Rexall
drugs
through the
Chase agency, Atlanta,

—

Detroit
Goodwin Station, Inc.
(Detroit's 5O.O0O-watt WJR) is paying a lOc year-end dividend in addition to its regular 25c. for the quarterly
dividend. President G. A.

Richards announced, bringing the
year's earnings to $1.10 on 518,000
Shares ot stock. This rei^ular and extra dividend will be payable Dec. 15,

.

.

AMAZINO!

.

'

NEW!
PORTABU

.

ing in nearby suburb. Essex, on a
Si Continued from pace 25 ss
daytime schedule on. 1S7Q kilocycles
lower midat l,dOO watts, the new' layout is age soap opera fan is a
headed up by Sidney H. Tlnley, Jr., dle class housewife and that the social
themes of "Big Sister" conform
local insurance and real estate operwith
ideas
people
in
this cateof
ator with A. C. Goldbach, formerly
of

-

who

'

.

Balto/s 6th Station

as good as

Ballard,

Hieisen

RCA.

KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.; WRC; 2-D9y N.Y. Origination
Washington, KFWB, lios Angelesi,
For 'Morning Mutinee*
etc.).

professional.
is

another to air such a show— no one
likes to contemplate the possibilities
of cancer striking himself or his
loved ones—but this unhappy episode (which left the father dying
despite NCP help) was particularly
hard to stay with after a pleasant

k

quire shifting of all U. S. stations on
the 9801CC and 630kc channels to the
1,220 and l,5701cc bands. The Mexicanos want the lower channels for
use aa tilefar-channels south of the
btnrder' to' give them wider coverage outside 'the big cities,c,-There are
eight U. S. outlets, including WMAL,
Washington, on the 630kc slot and
seven operating on SSOkc (including

Wm

Pat Ballard's "Bnsher

PWUG
MMWCSS
SVSTEM
NatMiu te

'

nuclii...
HathlRg te

m

JMt Pick
thelMMawl

WBZ
'

.

'

::

•

of interest to women.
Show opens with comments on
news items and follows with announcements of club news. This
takes less than five minutes, and
balance of the show is devoted to
fashions and household g o o d s for
sale in the Taylor store, making the
show over 50% commercial. Currently the show is using a daily
^

.

NO WIRES TO CONNECT
tmittlnlly •v«iy nMd with
Mils |i«warfy|,fwl|y m>MM«/ iHrtNiry
•MMIMI IHiMIc AMrast lyiMm. Ix-

••ilant ••unrf •m|>llflc«tleii. Unit

waighf anly ia pmm**. Can lis uiad
anywhar*—w«IMnt,(t«Hilliifl,ridliifl.
11w (Mrarie CMaiMNW,

NM Nli.

fCN.. ««.

Fadiman's Educ'l Shows

Fadiman has recorded two
programs for a' special
series for the Great
Books Foundation of the Unl\^. of
Chicago. The shows, dramatizationson the career of the Athenian hisClifton
half -hour

educational

torian, Thucydides, are for distribu-

tion to stations throughout the Bnidcomeon, with the writer west, to be performed gratis.
The "Information, Please" m.c. did
winning letter—asking Miss
Taylor a question of interest to wom- the shows through his friendship
en—getting a surprise gift from the. with Robert M, Hutohins, Chancellor
store stocks.
of the Univ, of Chicago.
Current edition of the show is far
behind its predecessors, with noticeWashiAKton-Local watter
able gaps in both production and
performance. A lot of dough, by lo- has made a tie in with Washington's
prize. letter

of the

WWDC

standards, is -toeing spent to
create a radio show with the equivalent appeal of a Charm or Vogue
article, and the result is too glossy.
Miss Tait in the name role is stiff
and formal, and the scripting needs
some dpwn-to-earth lacing together.
As it stands the show is aloof and upstage and beyond the outlook of the
avmge Kansas City houseiwife.
TJiere's a deal of wotk to be done
cal

with this show.

Quint

Th* Slltnntc Co.
t»oIi.t

I'm

Party" for the Home for Aged and
Infirm here. AH the precincts will
serve as collection posts for gifts for
the 450 aged men and women of the
institution. WWDC. will periodlcaUy
collect the presents and deliyei' th^
^
The radio station will also operate
a
collection booth of its own at
Con'
necticut Ave, and
fits,, N, W*

K

.

Building, Pgh,, P..,

intornUd

in

lh»

D*pt N
PotdU*, •tttiy

Siltroiiie

9pmM PaUic Addr«ii'Sy<t»m.

13 police stations *o aid the radio
outlet's "Good Neighbor Christmas

Send m..;
«7«, 10 M.
inllh

P

PA.«'t at *75.I0 *«.

WMl of RmMm

(contilM*

bttt*riM).

OCnh

DChtck

aCO.».

Cmd«*d«Kr!pUralit««tiir*.

Nini» ..;.M.......J

I.............
I
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Splurge for 'Open House'

.

57;

Another GrincI Show

S5G

Schaefer Beer's

Radio Hurdles SHde

ftisx Continued from page 1 ssas
gctaaefer Beer has bought thci
gramming pacted during the closing
show, quarter period of the year.
irajgjicrlbid hdU-hour musical
Both at NBC and CBS, the nine"Hollywood Open House," ipr New
month statements reveal a decline
York, KoA show will bow on WNBC,
of 2.3% in time sales over the same
(Thuris,) in the, 7:30N, Y., tomoWOw
period last year, with Columbia
Show was bought from racking up an approximate $44,500,fl p.m. slot.
the Kermit-Baymohd Co. through 000 at the three-quarter mark; and
BBD&O on a B2-week basis, with NBC registering an approximate
cost estimated
year.

at

$85,000

for

the $48,300,000 for the January-through*

But Columbia

September period.

Show, which uses top Coast names
program, has been packaged for about three years, and is
heard on 160 stations throughout the
ir.S. This is its first airing in N. Y.
K-M Co., 'intidentally, has set up
the Bay Bloch Enterprises as its exclusive sales distribs. Separate sales
setup is headed by Bay Bloch as
prez and Walter Keane as veepee.
In a variety

'

IkeVBro.

in

'

Radio

the year-end figure will be
closer to a 1% loss, and indications
are that at
it will be almost
evert-steven with last year's billings.

says

NBC

ABC
months

grabbed

a record nineabout $31,000,000,

First performance on radio of
Haydn's Hurdy-Gurdy Concerto
be heard tomorrow (Thurs.)
on CBS' "Gateway to Music,"
with the CBS Symphony conducted by Alfredo Antonini. A
genuine hurdy-gurdy will be
played by Harold Weinberg,
first desk man of the second
,

.

violins.

Instrument, a copy of a 17th
century model, is owned by Edwin A. Fleischer of Philadelphia,

who had .it

specially built to .play

work. Whether the hurdygurdy grinder can keep in tune
with, the orchestra is a mpot
question, but critical minds
and ears are open.
this

—

itself

billings of

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

will

—

Pittsburgh
Bill Kelley, who
joined WCAE 10 years ago as a mail
clerk, has just been appointed merchandising manager of the stationRecently he's been' serving as pub*
licity director and has also found
time since getting out of the service
to earn a degree at Pitt,
Mildred
Sheridan, WEDO's women's commentator, has .landed a cosmetics
sponsor for her daily "Party Line"
program over the McKeesport outlet.
Ernie Neff has won the announcer's
berth on .Guy> Lombardo's new
transcribed .radio show, which wiU
.

begin on

WCAE

Dec. 7 under spon-

sorship of Chevrolet Dealers of Al'ie-

gheny County.

•

Rochester, N. Y.r>-Manager Lester
PoUock, Loew's, launched a "talent
quest" in tieup with WVET and the
Chateau niglit club. Three young
men and three young women will be
selected for the finals on Loew's
stage Dec. 22, wlien the audience
will pick two winners. Reward will
be a -week's engagement at the

Chateau.

representing a 2.5% increase over
last year, but checkout of Lucky
Strike (Jack Paar) after 13 weeks
and Eversharp's cancellation of
Henry Morgan will reduce the increase by the end of the year.
Nevertheless, ABC is confident that

emergence

Its

into -the bigtime bill-

ings' cla.ss now has a permanence
Washington, Dec. 2,
that bodes well for the web's future.
D. Eisenhower, brother ot
No small factor in cueing the note
General "Ike," is a 20% stockholder of optimism around the networks
in the Pottery Broadcasting Co., has been the mounting list of 52which last weeli won an FCC oltay .Week renewals over the past two
for a new daytime kilowatt station weeks upon termination of the seaIn East Liverpool, ©i
son's initial 13-week cycle. .There
Eisenhower, an otticial in the West were fears that a number of bankPemi Power Co., ako owns a bloclt rollers weren't coming back, but
of station WESA, in his hometown now that the webs have hurdled the
of Charleroi, Pa.
13-week hump which many
first
looked upon as the. crucial cyclertfaey're confident of the future.
With' the exception of the Paar,
Morgan cancellations on ABC, it's
been found, too, that for each exit
Continiwd from, yaie
there's a new entrant standing by,
Step an untimely crackdown from with Ford f dr example, ready to
the NI^HB an«lat the same time offer move in when Standard iBrands
«n ostensibly' ceneiUatoiy gesture lend-leases Fred Allen; Philip Morw;el#. iWbat he will ask ris taking over the Sunday night
toward

Earl

—

fetrillo

H

^«

'

^

'

stet>:

of musicians.
Besults f^rere immediate^ ABC ahneunce'd 4(n isrch crt' 18 to -20 pieces
ivould bjB Installed ea the.Abbott.lt
Costello stanza, rej^lacinii a l^s BaxCBS took
.ter chorus nf 10 voices.
steps to drop the Choristei^ in favor
of an'or'cb'oii the 'Joiin\ Davis show.
Mutijal, usin^ a HS-voiee group on
*TWeet Me At'Parky's," said a house
orch conducted by Harry Zinmter-

man

one Kansas

for the first time,

City

broad-

NBC

period being vacated by

caster covers the entire Kansas City Trade

Area

Adam

Hats, etc.

Supreme Court Turns Down
Case

NAB

Intervened In

The U. S. Supreme Court refused
a second time last we^ to re-

fo~

view a decision of the Circuit Court
of Appeals for the first .circuit denying the Coca-Cola Co. an injuncto keep Snow Crest Beverages,

up network employment tion
.

'

Now,

i

bt th« nets -;iii .return thus far is
tmybOd:^'$ :guess. Web execs and
union; terpper!gt«i!c expected, however,
down', to brass tacks on the
to
subjects ot'wage scales, AM-PM d»r
plicatibn,. live .music for television,
etc., wUcn .tUey* hiiddle in Chi next
^
<<
week;'
Co^p! music- ban was lifted following a talk between .Pfitrillo and ABC
prexy-r Jkfark 'W*ods in which' the
ATtHe, chle^ iiXaUt agreed "to give
the networks. a. chance'* to support
their afgulitents that thisT action

would

1

.

probably would be substituted.

'tSolenpaul hired a pianist for "Info"
for the first time since .the pregram
"went co-op.
Live music bridges
were ordered for a number Of shows
on the three Webs,
Move removes what the webs have
contended was a. serious handicap

a Massachusetts soft-drink company',
from using the brand name "Polar
Cola."
The National Assn. of Broadcasters had .intervened as friend of the
court to ask the Supreme Court to
review the mltng'on the ground that
the confusion caused by the 'similar
sounding trade names her* Involves
an important principle for' radio sd
vertisers.

'

;

to bifttme co-o«

prAgramminx.

Cobb Inat

WAAB

Worcester, Dec.

2.

Cobb has assumed the
managership of WAAB, jilutual and
Yankee outlet in ,W«Fce8tar. Cobb
comes to, WAAB from Bestoh's
.Richard A.

WNAC, key station et tite .Yankee
Cincinnati -•• 'Faul Dixon, disk web. Since 1944, he wasih^rtime pro
Jockey, added WGPG's three man-on -ductlon supervisor of tiic Beston sta'
thc-strcet shows to "hisr' chores this tion.
week. Paul Hodges, the station's vet
Cobb has been a radio instructor
curbstone and depot gabber, has dC' at Boston University for the past
parted for Cleveland: to.'become the couple of years. He lueceeds H. Wilhandy mlJieJC -for WEWS, ,,new tele liam Koster, whol goes to Providence
vision., itat^. and Scrij^s-Howard to be in pharge of the Providence
station,
alliliatfe, which bows :Chii«tmas: Day
Journal and Bulletin's
as- Oh,ib'« firat cdmmcrcial video.
WPJB.

FM

Yeu have many dmes wished one
Kansas Qty breadiaster could futnirii
you complete coverage of XLansas City'^
vast primary trade area. Your wish has
cometrue!''

We

.'"''":

KMBC

proudly announce
that on December 7th KFRM — our
9,000 watt 'IFicst on Your Dial" (550

KC)

at

service for rural

goes on the

^psAf^

by most

.

Kansas—officially

air.

Note from the map how the KMBCKFRM half millivolt contours envelop
western Missouri and practically all of
Kansas. This coverage was planned
after a study by Dr. W- D. Bryant, Direaor of the Department of Research
and Information of Kansas .City: This
study (a copy will be mailed you' on

.

P^ie>^BVI^ed by most

proved that Kansas City's Primary Trade Territory is the area shown
in the accompanying map.

requcist)

fi>

the

BUYING Ark-LaJex

The KMBOKFRM team isavailable
to sponsors for early morning and nooo
farm service programs^ also at certain
other titties,, .KFRM alone la.^vailable
during its remaining hours on the air
—at present daytime only.
,

KFRM will be pro^jtammed
KMBC studios, froM the KMBC

from
Serv-

and from the Kansas City
Livestock ExCbajnge ,Buijkling and other
KMBC program sources, "NuiF said!"

ice Farms,

Y«s,

we

chalk'

it

up, as

another

KMBC "First."— First to c<^er a great
trade: territory

by placing a

transmit-

ting sntion (it's, in central' Kansas) a
great distance from the trade center
and cash in on this economical concentrated trade areia coverage.' Ask Free,
&; Peters.

Write for Av«il«bilille«

KWKH
744

SB ana watts

i
FREE

&

PETERS, INC.

KFRM* THE KANSAS FARM STAfi O hi f>F T K E HEART OF THE
NATION • PROGRAMMED BY KMBC FROM KANSAS ^C/ITY

'
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SILENr PARTNERS
Boston Bask

GrankaM Creift

To Ibca Records fw

HIT

'E^

Of Meetii^s od T«levision Problems

Decca Records ai-ranged for ftn-f-^
unprecedented deal last week with
Eight
Berlin TuneS
the First National Bank of Boston
For 'Easter Pai^de' Film
im a ¥4,000,000 credit to be utilized
HoUywoodj Dec. 2.
at any time over a six-year period.
Irving Berlin has cleffed eight new
Money, according to Decca prez
Jack K'app, will .be used to provide numbers lor the forthcoming Metro
tuneftlm, "Easter
Parade," which
additional funds for expansion of
will include eight Berlin standards.
When
the
subsidiaries.
Jln4.
Decca
New numbers are "It Only Happens
deal was made, .between' Serge
You," "Mr.
When
I Dance With
bank,
the
veepee
of
Semenenko,
and MiHon Backmil, exec veepee of Monotony," "Better Luck Next
Time," -Steppin' Out " With My
Decca, $2,000,000 was arranged to be
Couple
Swells,"
"Drum
Baby,"
"A
of
only
used immediately. Goto is the
Crazy," "A Fella With an Umbrella"
loan in which Decca is involved,
and "Happy Easter."
incidentally, and th« company is
Garland
will
do
three
numJudy
paying interest at the rate of yz%
bers, cottar Fred Astaire will terp
on the amount not being used at
to a pair. Miss Garland and Astaire'
any- giveh time and 3% on the
team
two
and
-Astaire
and
Ann
for
amount withdrawn against the credit.
Miller handle: the. remaining new

New

•

'

.

New£ of the deal excited considerable comment to the few who knew
about it late last week. Its completion was looked upon as a con^
compliment to Decca,
siderable
especially' in view of the forthcoming
recording ban the American Federation oi Musicians is vlamping on the
disk industry as of Jan, 1. Too, there
has been considerable woncler over
the use to which the money would
be put. Statement that it '"ill be
used for "expansion and development" of Decca's overall interests i.s
a broad one, and it's being wondered
-what sort of expansion could possibly be in the minds of Decca execs,
eqp«ci«il]y In view of the , AFM's
lHat.Kapp wouldn't elabarai;e on ihe

one.'

Raps

''idQ^ansioipt.''

%

gional click in

the Nashville area

into a hot disk

and sheet

is

ASCAP

{m

sales

and Mrs. Hurt
In Erie, Pa., Auto Cracknp

Pitt Maestro

hit,

of the biggest selling

-

.

Hit

continue

and naw suits are threatened. At the
moment, Redd Evans, owner of Jefferson and Valiant Music companies,
and publisher of the hit "Ballerina,"
objecting strongly to the so-called
new system and is talking with attorneys over a possible action against
the program.

"Ballerina" is at the moment
Final decree signed last week by
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe in among the first five sheet bestsellers
in the country, is high on all perMew York settled a suit brgu^t by formance
and disk jockey request
Cui^ian
Property
Alien
the
lists and
is unquestionably
rated
against the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers among the first five songs of the
claimed due country by jobbers and Evans' rival
to recover
$46,839
AKM, Austrian performing rights publishers. I^et, he cites that his song
society.
Money had been held in has not been included on the "Hit
escrow by Al^pAP pending pay- Parade" when it should h a v e
ment of royalty coin due it by achieved such a position several
weeks ^o. Evans believes "Hit Pafor use of A.SCAP music in
rade" mention helps a song, while
Austria.
many other-publishers do not agree
Under terms of the decree, with this theory.
ASCAP will deliver the coin it New formula devised to spotlight
holds to the U. S. government, but
the top tunes of the country for "Hit
iti so doing the society retains the
Parade" attention Is undisclosed. It
ri^tt to seek return of the amount
developed by
muiic group
by jQUing suit for recovery. Plain- was
head Herman. Starr, ifs said, and
tiffin the action was* Attorney Genfigured largely in the settlement of
eral Xom C. Clark who represented
his action against the program. For-^
the government as successor to the
mula is supposed to take in record
Alien Property Custodian.
sales, sheet sales, etc., with the longASCAP's claim to the money -in- criticized "requests to bandleaders"
volved arises from a reciprocal angle discarded.
agreement inked with
in 1933
Another company squawking a bit
whereby the Austrian society col- about the current "Hit Pairade" list

meets before anything concrete i»^
car side-swiped the Middlemans
arrived at. There are so many anwhile they were en route home
gles to be mulled that none oi: the
from Buffalo after attending the
Society's executives ° or publisherfuneral of the bandleader's- sister.
ofiicials has a clear idea of the final
Transfusions were' necessary for
approach to the situation.
Mrs. Middleman and' her brother,
Reason ,ASCAPeis suddenly deSol Heller, another owner of the
cided to go to work on the tele probCarousel, rushed to Erie .to give
lem is; that time is running out on
ran into a big click earlier this year, them.
temporary
rights
granted
the
and the current "How Soon," on a
ASCAP by its publisher members to
Tower record by Jack Owens, is the
represent them in negotiations for
bootlegging of pressings. None of the
television rights to their music. These
firms Involved has sufficient faciliagreements were for a -maximum of
ties of its own to handle the kind of
three years, two of which have nearproduction needed in order to take
ly expired without the' Society's
advantage of the sales demand for
nabobs having made a move to cleac
their' product. They must farm .proup the many problem^. The- con-:
duction out, which means in many
tracts hold only unlii Dec. 31, 1948.
cases supplying- a dozen or more inWhile video broadcasters are al-"
dependent pressing plants with masready making use of ASCAP music,
ters of the tunes from which to make
it is not being paid for; Society alpressings.
Nobody's making any
lowed the free use of its product on
Muac publishers sMid the varibus the theory that sufficient attention
charges, but experienced recording
men figure that for every 100 press- recording pompanies^ ^^dt ia; brief had not been, given the rate problem
taste last week of "what can happeh
ings of such a hit pressed by some
and that it might, if it moved too
dui'ing the period following the passof these Y^ildcat factories a fair numquickly, establish a temporary figure
ing of the Jan. 1 disking ban in the
ber are turnied out that do not get
that would be too low and it perhaps.
event that publishers' lielease dates
into shipments ealled for by "the
would then have trouble revising
the scale upward..
into diverse channels. Sort of a five
Tele situation, incidentally, is not
it
off
RCAVictor,'
set
seems,
a
for-you one-for-me pressing idea
being discussed between the commit-,
by releasing versions of tees representing ASCAP and the
with the "surplus" taking dai'k-alley bomb
Shapiro-Bernstein's
"Cousin
Louolla"
avenues toe retail counters .and coinnetwoi'k independent radio interests
and Broadcast Music's "My Promise relative \o the ^teostpn of the con-^
machine use.
to You'* by Larry" Green's orchestra: tract between tbe«« covering stajjid-*
Naturally, the publishers of the
As wcll.as BVC's "In a Litt'H Book ard radio. I'hese- committees arc dull
tune and the writers whistle for
Shop" and "Melancholy" and has for another meet within the next tWQ
royalties on disks dispensed in such
scheduled Santly-Joy's "Pianissimo" weeks.
a manner. There's no. telling exactly
and BMI's "Passing Fancy "
how much royalty coin is lost by
Shapiro
immediately
countered
them in- this way.
.

^^^^^^^

:

.

Victor's

AKM

move by

from the

Chick

restrictinR its song
air, both live and recorded,,
the America.'. Society of

through

Webb Memorial

:

MedbersVpPay

Composers, Authors and Publishers.
of course, couldn't do the same.

BMI

None of the songs in dispute is
worked on by their re.spective

Opened, for Kids Of

.

WB

,

'

to be

His Old Balto Nabe

AKM

Baltimore, Dec.

-

-2.

The Chick Webb Memorial Recre-

memory

ation Center, erected in

of

drummer

former

bandleader,
born here, was formally openedn
Sunday (30) by Mayor Thos. D'Alo.ssandro. and. a host of dignitaries.
New building will provide quarters
for the children of the neighborhood
where Webb was born in poverty
and from which he readied for stardom a brand oX hide thumping that
surpassed li major physical disthe

.

:

abiiitv.

ASCAP's royalties in Aus- is Shapiro-Bernstein, whose song,
A citizeas' committee headed by
and vice versa. Society con* "Too-Fat Polka,", is high on all lists Dr. Ralph Young raised the necestended that AKM owes it niore-than excepting radio performances and sary funds, and maintenance will be
the |«8,000.
V
has not achieved "Hit Parade" atten- provided by mun cipal funds. Webb
Final decree, as signed b^ Judge tion.
died in 19.^9.
Coxe, appUed only to AKM's royalty
lected
tria

.coin.

royalty

RiiteofASCiy'Bd.

first of the
Publisher and writer members of
As a matter of fact, none had:, the Ameritan Society of Composers,
been luUy recorded by other com- Authors and Publishers have okayed
panies. Jumping the gun by a full, an increase in per meeting pay to
Greenes
two mmtbs with
versions of members of the Society's board and
the first two tunes— Victor put Co- als--) the inauguration of salaries for
lumbia and Capitol diskeries in an members of the appeals board,
uproar against the publishers and ASCAP, per its. by-laws, polled the
hung the latter on a limb because the membership on the two proposals
songs may or may not receive the
and upon counting of the ballots
full benefit of recording plans that
Monday (1), it was found both
had beeb drawn by the objecting measures had been given the green
companies for the tunes. "Louella"
light by the complete ASGAP roster.
had been already, cut by Columbia, Results were tlien okayed by the l|uU
but not by Cap. and BMI's "Promise" board in meeting yesterday (Tuesis still to be made by either comday ).
,
pany. Both Columbia and Capitol asCoin changes jumps the pay o#ihe
serted that "Promise" was being
board members from $10 per meetwithdrawn from consideration.
ing to $25 per man and incresises the
as
publishers
by
Situation is cited
to
the Society for regular,
cost
an example of the chaos that can be monthly confabs and special meet(Continued- on page 44)
ings from $240 to $600 each. Appeals
board members had previously not
been paid at all. Henceforth they
This board
will get $25 per man.
meets only when there are sufficient

publishers until' after the
year.

:

.

'

OUT SOON!

AKM

court. A district court decision denied Propper .the right to the coin,
on the jreceiver's motion some time
ago, with the tS. S. circuit court of
appeals dismissing his appeal from
the lower court's denial.

'

there. Mrs. Middleman was the most;
It is expected that ASCAP will
seriously hurt of the two.
conduct many more special board
Mishap occurred when anothei-

-

Though settlement of the Warner
Bros, music combine's suit vs. the
Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" called for
development and use of a supposedly
fool-proof system of selecting candidates for the Saturday evening net-

Government suits to recover
money due French and
Grerman performing rights societies
under the alien act are still outstanding.
Total amount sued for
exceeds $392,000. Also a claimant
lor the
money was Henry M.
Propper,
appointed receiver
for
AKM in 1941 by the N. Y. supreme

;

'

But no-

body seems to know for sure how
big.
There are too many fingers
reaching into the pie, Disk has already surpassed 1,000,000 copies, ac»
cording to Jim Bullet, owner of the
previously 'obscurie
label
which
started the tune. But even Bullet is
not absolutely certain o£ the correct
amount. He's got "partners."
One of the risks run by the owners of minor labels which launch
hits such as "Near You," "Peg o* My
Heart," which the VitacoiiStic label

is

h

now one

recordings in recent years.

FotOmIoo^
'Balteniia'

American Society -of Composers,
Authors and Publishers conducted
its
first board meeting .yesterday
(Tuesday) exclusively devoted to
the television situation. Confab was
Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
a special meet called subsequent to
Herman Middleman, maestro at the Society's regular monthly board
Jackie Heller's Carousel, and his meeting, which occurred last week.
wife were both critically injured in Notliing conclusive was developed as
an automobile accident last week to the various ramifications of the
near Erie, Pa., and are confined to use of copyrighted music by the lastthe Westerville Memorial Hospital growing medium.
4-

Francis Craig's disking of "Near
You," which exploded from a re-

Parade'

work program, squawks

AKMtoGet4(iG

ASCAP Beard Hdkb Imt (rf Series

PLmTEBS

cases to call for its attention. There
is no regular interval between meet'

ings..

The

42nd Anniversary Number
OF

Col. Signs
Columbia

Newcomers

Records

last

week

signed two new artiists, Kay Thompson (with the WilliaiKis Bros,) and
Jeannette TJavis. Signing of talent
now by Columbia is unusual in
view of the disking situation, which
that all majors lay in
of masters by their entire
roster before the Jan. 1 disk ban
deadline.
Only the minors had
been grabbing o^ new talent simply because mbst hadn't enough
tiames to 'make enough masters to
fend off Ific effects of the ban for
any length of time.
Thompson deal is due to the excitement her act has created in the
trade as a result of her work at
Ciro'.s, Hollywood, Miss- Davis Sings

demands

CU's

New

."Stocks

Blue Note

Chicago, Dee. 2,
Newest L6op spot to swing over
into the jazz kick is the Blue Note,
formerly Lipps' Lower Level. Bis-

Usael MverUsiiip rates ^evoil

<

tro

opened

last

week

after remodel-

ing, with Herbie Fields orchestra for
four iveeks and Huggsy Spaflier tentatively set lot foUbwing 10-week

stanza.

Prank Holsfiend will manage the
and Associated Booking will
b6 exclusive bookers;
bistro

Forms elosing shortly

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and space
NEW YORK

19

)54 W. 4M!

St.

reservations may.

HOLLYWOOD

U

4311 YuccsSt./

be sent to any Variety office
CHICAGO

U6

1

H, MteWgaii Av«.

LONDON, W.

C. 2

8 St. Martin's

Pkw*

TraMflM' Si|WMr*

with Arthur Godfrey's
show.

,

CBS

radio

W^dneBday, December

40

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

;

bop, and

LVCKT LAGER DANCE IIME

"CoK Me

"Gone Again," which Win!

Brown lights Up with her throaty
torch. It's not in the best Hampton
vein, this coupling, but "Duke", is;
an easy candidate fpr the jukes,

With Ira Cook
12«

'

'

faotar* la

«ii .Mlhorial

42d Annivertary Numher

Albums

Out Soon ~

,

REISMAN, DECCA NIXED

My

"Too Fat

5.

toifca"

and "Blackeyes Susie."

(Arthur

Reisman and Decca on their com-

plaint that recordings they made
with him of the score of "Porgy and
Bess" were, they believed, cut for
test purposes and were not to have
been turned over to Decca, which he
CAN.
did later. They sought $250,000 dam^
ages and an acQounting of profits^
Chicago, Dec. 2.
pressing
plant of Vita-' which Reisman aisserted were nonChi indie, was completed existent. He claimed he actually
last
week in Windsor, Canada'. lost money on the entire transaction'.
Plant is the first ever built in DoIn other parts of his decision. Jusminion by an indie. Facilities will tice Cohalan stated, "In general the
be lease'd to three other manufac- court is satisfied that the plantiffs
turers.'
knew what they were doing in dealWhether the plant will be used to ing with Reisman; that the plantiifs
press disks of Canadian artists is had no direct deal with Decca, that
still unknown, although Vitacoustic 'Reisman
was not authorized by
isMnuUing over deals with French- Decca to deal with individuals as
Canadian talent.
agent for Decca."

COMPLETES

'

"Love Me" starts off -a
'wbirlwiitcl and the progr.essive tempo doesnt let up until the grooves
run out. If Miss Lutchei? isn't beating it. out in madcap time, with her
tric

eels,

tonsils there's her piano or the
guitarist to take up the slack. The
flipover side, "The' Song Is Ended,"
is as distinctively in the Lutcher
groove and makes artful contrast to

show

Cook

Otherwise,

instance.

aifects

giving
shbw,
segment-style
the
others slices of time, but with fewer
numbers. These are cited in group
form to keep conversation to a minimum, though re-identifled on wind•ups.

•

-

'.•

.

.

A showmanly touch is aoded by
Cook's airing from the window of

break recording-wise and

is

content

MAY GET

SIGNATURE

which

Records,

Signature

Dick Haymes has in "That's All I
to Know" and "With Roses in
Her Hai?" (Decca) anot^r surefire

.X

.'
,

.

V

1*.,.

.

offered

for sale to

last

And

it

ging the A side, so they might as
well figure on slotting two copies
of the' record in a machine. Both
numbers are that sharp for collecting nickels. There'js a' solidly captivating lilt to Haymes' treatment of

BALLfiBINA'

NEAa tOV

period during the
past three, weekSr' is endeavoring to
arrange fresh finances and is «on»
eluding de'als with .creditors for extended payments 6t debts and making every eftort to continue in opdifficult financial

.

eration,

.

ABC

lost interest in deal for Sigwhen it found that the comwas' not a wholly privately
owned organization, and that a considerable part of the firm's stock was
held by the pubUc;

nature

pany

*

(JtelTerson)

(5)

.

up

'vii'h^e
"Rosest' stacks
similarly. A' special nod to Gor^

ifsti

plenty of
bounce in a brace of tunes from the
"High Button Shoes" score. "I Still
Cst Jealous" is somewhat of a deipiBure from his crystallized style,
while "Papa, Won't You Dance With
Me?" has his band striking a snappy
polka tempo that should go well

•

••

S.

HOW SOON

4.

TOO-FAT FOtKA

(Suinreme)

(4)

CIVILIZATION

injects

"

,

addicts.

the

Lom-

^

I

WfSH

(13)

9.

..

10.

SO FAB

(BVC)

,

.

-

ality .around
"I've Got a

a

couple

:

APPLE BtOSSdM WEDOINO

^

'

.

Bffet stiriciiy -IflBtrattientBi

-with
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X
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:

.

.

iVictor

. .

Decca
TovSer
.''..Columbia

Dielc

.

Kayc,

.

. .

,,

(Warren)

i

M-G-M

,

Victor
Victor
Majestic

i

.

*

\

jSinatrff.

.

.

DON'T YOU LOVE ME ANYMORE

-v.

.

.

NAUGHTY ANGELINE

.

Peggy Lee
Dinah Share.

. i . i . .
.

i

i

i

(Oxfora) ....

^

.

,

"""""XBuddy

'

,

Btng Crosbj/
jo Stafford....'.
Dinah Shore
Kyser
Freddy Martin

J

Decca

.

STILL GET JEALOUS

.

.

.

. .

STABS WILL'REMEMBEB
.SAVE THE BONES

.

. ,

(Berlin)

M

O

^ , . , .

.

, , ,

. .

Clarke..

,
j .

M-G-M

.

".

" ^X Frank

•

" "
•

5

.

•

i

,

MfeWiKses mdicaie number 01 weekt
«i i 1 » , , ,

..

Sinatra

.Victor

;..COlumbia'

Mercer-Kinff Cole
Capitol
Aw*eu)s-Co«allaro ......... DecCd

Howard. . ;

I Edd^u

'

f
.

Victor
Capitol

3f«^'9'»i_;Aronroe.

'

,

tit

.Decca
Victor

Columbia
..

Margaret WhHing

., i.'..,

Tommy

Dorsey
Eddi/ Howjord

. . . .

.... .Majestic
'

Victor
Majestic

T • • T

r

1

Mon. thru

Sat.

KFI, Los Angeles
To hear Al Po.>ska and other staffers tell it, KFI serves a goodly

t

chunk of America with' its clear
channel operation after midnight. As
a matter ot fact, music schedule.? ai-e
built as though this were true, being
a mixture to please all tastes, from
the pure operatic to barrel house.
Show is two years old and Is a
witching hour fllier between the station's (NBC outlet) regular signoiT
and its all-nighter, with Bob Phillips
at the helm, which ryms from 1 to 5
a.m. It's fin all-request session, at
present and for some time past unsponsored though it was once a Barbasol package, and on which guests
are lightly interviewed.
Poska's chore is worlcmanlike it
less colorful than his cOnteAiporaries
but tliat seems to be in keeping with
staid station policy,
'Set

smg^^
'

Mins.; Midnight,

Sustaining

Cotombia'-Decca
Columbia
Decca

Dteic Hoj/mes

i

YEAR'S (Famous),,..

(HarAS)

fiO

.

j ^^'"''V James
\Three Suns,

(Capitol)

,

_
Wimr^

fcn

,

.,

"
I^ATE

.

With Al Poska

.Victor

Art Lund
.1 Bing Crosby.
I Vaughn Monroe...

'

WHAT ABE YOU DOING NEW
..

,

(Morris)
.

MIDNIGHT FLYEB

Capitol

X

I

noises as,
a-setting for his com'mercials and in-

'..Victor

i

"•

and the general night club

terviews, it prompted a flood of
cqmphmenlary calls and letters.

Columbia

Guj/ Lombardo
(Doris Dai;

(Morris)

listen voice.

radio,
newspaper, and theatrical
fields.
With the house band in the
background, chatter of the patrons

.CapifoJ

.Columbia
Victor
Copitol

.';( Kay

,

(Simon)

KOIQLOMO, IND. (BVC)

Capitol

... ..Victor
.....Goluwibia

X-fo Stafford

'

POPPA WON'T YOtf DANCE

.

-(Sammy Kaye

.

Roll,

makes ya wanna

....Victor

Perry Cowio.

,

SERENADE OF THE BELLS (Morris)
WHIFEENPOOF SONG (Miller)
GENTLEMAN IS A DOPE (Williamson)
PASS PEACE PIPE (Chappell)

"Daily Hit Parade" series

When Leo Jaroff, onerator of
the Cloud Room, local nitery, cited
Beatrice Kay as his star lor the
week, Taylor arranged to spin his
disks directly from the spot by remote control. This is the first
time this has been attempted in the
Nortiiwest. Between disks and commercials, he interviewed people in

(

(ParaMOunt)

a.

KWJ

Decca

Franfcie Loine
,.Mercurtf
"""""""""" {Perry
Como. ......... ......Victor

(Miller)

I

For

King plays the 10 top-selling records
of the day in Cincy shops. This program is a warmup for the Jamboree
session which follows each weekday
night from 8 to midnight. The final
45-mlnute stretch of the Jamboree is

3 Hrs.; 10 pM.; Mon. thru Sat.
Participating
J, Portland, Oregon
Aside from having the top evening
record, show in this vicinity^ Sammy
Taylor, better known as "The Record
Man" is always on the lookout for
something just a little bit different.
"Tayloi-'s show
usually consists of
disks, interviews, answering requests,
and reading commercials in a soft,

Capitol
iVictor

I Franfc Sinotro, ......... .Colunibio

(

Kentucky and Ohio stations in 1934,
King turns in a slick job of platter
spinning.

FASHIONS IN MUSIC
Sammy Taylor

,Cai>itOt

Haymes.

Stafford.
" "IUo
Toni/ Martin.

'

(Williamson)

.

45 Mlns.; 6:15 p.m., Mon.-thru-Sat.
Participating.
WCKT, Cincinnati
At.the turntables for 28 hours or
so each week, Nelson King has a
heavy following with listeners to this
unafliliat(5d 50,000-watter.
An exnitery entertainer who started doing
general milte work on West Virginia,

WIUj

.Decca

..

.

i . . ;

,

'4 Sammy Kaye
""(Eddi/ Howard

'

material, turning out a wellscript in
which disks and

verbiage neatly dovetail. Commercials on his current stint for Concord, which teed oil Nov. 30, are
casual but loaded with sell.
The
Voice of the Terkel has- a gravellycpo that sliould bring thtem into the
store.
Baxf.

tine.

...v,i...riColuTObte

i

-lArt Lund
Como
( Perrv

(Shaniro-B)

own

knit

Decca

Margaret Whitinp
.

1

a.

We*

•

'•,,'.'••'••'•."••'••'••

^'

makes a snappy hoedown.

bigh-fljriitjl ^tif964^ ot;. 4aHc«able

VAndteios

5?s>-D.

'

.

-

FEf<LOW NEEDS A GIRL

TWO LOVES HAVE

ClUton Stone and His Barn Dance
Orohestm (Capitol) has a pair that
the urbanites may not click their
about but it'll Surely warm up
the hob-nailed crowd. Latter will be
tickled as much by the growling

Neighbor"

'

(5)

,

lieels

It,

•

(

.

, .

Sisters

J Dinofi Shore.

.

•*

GOLDEN EABBINOS

musically » appealing six minutes.
Tuttie (iamarata's backgroimds are
treats in themselves.

while "Watch

.

IFramk

standards,

Xionel Hampton's latest representation with Decca is "Harap's Got a
wherein the hammer-boy
Duke,'.'

'

.

side-of-the-

King has'tugged a lot bf mail on
various offers, topper being nearly
75,000. responses from 36 states for
copies of his photo.
For hillbilly
rooters/ King calls square dances
when fiddlin' music is on. Pop fans
hear King mostly in a straight rou-

M-G-M
Bullet

^'^"V Hutton
'*''' V.VVnughw
Monroe

'.

:

Crush On You" and
''Beyond the Blue Horizon" (Decca)
and the result is a charming and

vocal,

"

.....

his

air.

.^Victor

. .

iLffuii Pr>nui: .:^..,,...,.,...V^or,_

.
•

""

*

|paramount)

(7)

(Williamson) ......

STANLEY STEAMER

:

.

person-

trumpet which marks "Red White
and Blue Over You" as by Stone's

'

""

YOU

... ....

Coming Up

em

'

......

'

(Shapiro-B)

(4)

(4)

"

(Morris)

(7)

DIDN'T LOVE

I

AND MIMI

A

Mary Martin weaves her

Francis Croij;

Larry Green.
^Bing Crosby
\Jack Owens
( Arthur Godfrey

.•

,.;-..'

.

TOU DO
7.

::

with a

clickeroo in' "Curiosity" (Capitol).
It's wrapp'ed up with a lot of rich
jKenfon brass and rhythm, and June
Christy sells the calypso lyric with
the comedy nuances that it implies.
surefire fit for the' Christy
personality, the Alex Kramer-Joan
tyne should also find
V'hitney
strong -takings around the nickelodeons, On the other side it's Kenton,
strictly' instrumental 'with an item
captioned, "Theme to the West,"
While not another "Artistry in"
Rhjfthm," the number reflects Kenton's iuncominon conception of modjezz imagery and underscores
his ability to embellish an^idea with
fiEe. musicianship.

Jimmy Dorsey,

J

(Andrews

juke and platter -program

Don Rodney and

bardo Trio ply the Vocals.
Stan Kenton is on tap

'

(Shaptro-K)

(4)

'

'

with', tlie

X

{

Jenkins' batoneering.

Gny Lombardo

i

.'

•'That's All,"

of

devoted to the folks out yonder, being called the HillbiUy Hit Parade.
It IS one of few such offerings on the

Vaughn. Monroe.

'

(») (Suiireme)

true

mouth resumes of operas, in which
he reduces Don Giovanni, Lakme,

the

on Cun-Madmies

10 Best Sellers

The jbke operators will
somewhat puzzling ih tag-

slab of wax.

ticularly

network, will not be sold. DAILY HIT PABADE
Company, which has gone through a; With Nelson King

W^t
.

consists of folk ballads, classic

Orleans jazz, and operatic arias,
which is wide taste. His commentary
combines erudition and genuine
musical savvy with a dese-dem-anddose idiom that tends to popularize
basically noh-pop stuff. This is par-

ABC

mate.

its

New

City, Glenn Wallichs' disk and and such folk to
common clay,
store, the original home of
Capitol Records at Sunset an Vine.: ^ Terkel originated "Wa'x Museum"
However, latter gets no special in September, 1945. He writes his

Music
music

week was

PLANT

.

WAX

FRESH COIN; ABC COLD

VITACOUSnC, CHliNDIE,

succession of clicks. Miss Lutcher
certainly has got a pair of them in^
;her latest Capitol, releases^ ''Do You
or. Don't You Love Me?" is due for
KTew
as wide and intensive play as "Real
Guy." It's as alive as a bag of elec- coustic,

-Ira Cook ha» the distinction ol tracting,
Show, going into its fourth and
having the sole popular music show
this station, which apes WQXR, perhaps, last year on KFAC, also
New York, in the'classical quirk,. It's spots a once- weekly guest who is
ill part of a pattern Lucky Lager also handled with more than usual
brew has spread Over a total of six' brevity in keeping with undressed
stations throughout California, at commentaries which Cook delivers
the same time nightly, and an Which in a youthful, relaxed and unpretentious manner.
the dance beat is stressed.
Hurl,
Priding himself on his evaluation
of "commercial" music, and that
MUSEUM
often on pre-release platters, Cobk With Studs Terkel
'
offers a wide assortment of tunes 60 Mlns.; Suni, 3 p.m.
Included 'in his Concord Radio
and performers.
nightly two-hour footbake is a spot- WCFL, Chloago
lighted band to which he gives a
Studs Terkel seldom spins a poo
Duke
half hour Height numbers),
Usual fare on his "Wax Museum"'
Ellington being the posied in this

on

Milt Herth Trio does a convenpleasant job with "Peggy
O'Neil" and "The Little Old Mill."
Bob Johnstone is the vocalizer.
tionally

Gow

=

'

KFAC, tot Angelet

LONG-DOWDY SUIT

Godfrey).

Reviews

with the site plugs, .Locale sometimes makes for minor disturbances
and mechanical errors such as
pauses between announcements and
disks but none of it seriously de-

pm.

Hon.-tbrv-S»t., 10

Alins.;

SpoHiorad

Frankenstein**'

"Listen To Our Story," Brunsof her interpretive personality. It wick's collection of replates, is exwas EUa Fitzgerald who last caused clusively for those with a dyed-inwhat might be termed a stylistic the-Wool interest in the older, balVS.
revolution among her chirping sis-^ ladry facets of Americana. The eight
terhfjod, and what Miss Fitzgerald sides were put together by Alan Lodid in the ballad field could happen max, and the cognoscenti will probwith the rhythmic idionj if the ably get a hefty kick out of them.
Suit by Avon Long and Helen
niaker .of "He's a Real
Guy" Some of them date back to medieval Dowdy: against Leo Reisman and
and ''Hurry On Down" delivers a England, but the flavor is certainly Decca Records, for alleged unauearthy American.
thorized use of recordings they
"Mvuntatn. Frolic/' another Bruns- made with the maestro, was diswick gathering of reprints with Lo- missed Monday' (1) by Justice Denis
Favorite Five
again
max
as editor, focuses its O'Leary Cohalan in N. Y. supreme
eight-side theme on the square court, In finding for the defendants)
(WPEH, Philadelphia)
dances and hoedowns of the early Justice Cohalan included in' his de-.
1. "Weil,
Git
it"
(Tommy
80's
Tennessee frontier:
They're cision a statement that theatrical
Dorsey).
authentically folkish and mostly per- attorneys find interesting. He said,
2. "Louise"
(FrankiS Carle),
formed by folk singers who. have "in the. theatrical trade the word
3. "Chattanooga
Choo Choo"
long disappeared from the scene. orchestra is broad enoiigh to include
(Glenn Miller).
Included are "Sourwood Mountain," singers where singers are necessary."
4. "White
Christmas" (Bing
"Sugar HiU," "Arkansas Traveler"
Long and Miss Dowdy had sued
Crosby).

•

Jfifki^v

1947

Hiy*

By Ben Bodec
N«)Ue Lutchcr is the most dynamic
song stylist that has hit the business
o£ record-making in years, It's' a little too early to tell whether it will
be one of those prolonged rides, but
she's already proved she isn't a
janie-one-note. The girl has versatility, and the indications are that
before she is through she wiir have
shed quite an influence upon the
trade -of pop v6calizing, even though
they'll have a tough time 'coming
anywheres near the unique quirks

Risk

Frank Loesser

3,

1

1

M MMn
I

1 1 1 1 1 1

u

ill

He manages

to

doxeri-odd plates for airing in

between reaching humorous patter
anent the musical potpourri. Hurl,

^ein*»daft Decemlier

Turkey

3,

1947

IM|CWB$TBAS*JIIIT$IC
Yellen-Fain Won't Dissolve
After Chas. Ross Leaves
Though Jack Vellen, Sammy Fain

Wedk No Turkey f(Hr Biz h

Eastern Dates; James Phiny Bolf
Thanksgiving weekend );>roduced Memorial Awdilorium Thanksgiving
thanksgiving among eastern Eve,' cracked ail records for gross
name band location iind one-nighter receipts at a dance here. Understood
For a change, ljusiness Frank Duffy, promoter, gave the
operators.
fan from

good to exceptional

in

location spots, wliile singledate promotions all reported making

money, which 1« quite a change
from the recent succession ol poor
grosses, AU didn't report landojCflce
l>ut thejr

made some

company will continue in busiOnly Ross is cutting out of

the

"

ness.

On Meet

coin.

the

east

was done

toy

Harry

BETm SHEH

James, at Franltie Palumbo's ClickClub, Philadelphia. In addition to
the holiday weekend, Philly was fed
with four straight days of football,
from, the Penn-Cornell game on
Thanksgiving through a Catholic
high school championship game Friday, Army-Navy Saturday, and the
Philly Eagles-Pitt Steelers pro game
Sunday, James did $11,000 gross SatiU'day niglJt alone, firemen ordering
'

-doors c^p^ed. to newcomers
eariy in the -evening.

In
Well,

New VoTk

u

Natioiisl

wic.

date within the year at Worcester

To Hollywood Branch

.Bud Gateley, professional manager
of Criterion Music, is being shifted
the Hollywood office of that
to
company due to the belief of owner
Miclcey Goldsen that the Coast
scene is today the focal point of the
music business.' Gateley will super>
vise all professional activity on that
end, with Goldsen and two other

it

P
I

handling N. Y.
Gateley will replace Pete Camr
who currently handles Criand Capitol companies -on
the Coast;

T

wk.

Publisher

Title

"ir«u Do"
"WhISenpoof Sane"

2

8

5

4

4

5A
SB

3

.

.

.BVC

1

..

2

3

5

z

3

6

.

"And Miinr.
.Shapiro-B
"1 Wish I Didn't Love Yon". Paramount
;

.Supreme

6

6

11

7

S

"Ballerbw"

8

0

^'FeadfB' mttd Fishtin'.

9

12

.

..

,

.

.

.

.

.

3

3

"1

..

1

2

2

6

2

S

4

3

7

6

7

6'

8

9

2

2

9

7

8

2

:7;'

Shapiro-B
"Apple Blossom Weddine^'. .Shapiro-B
"Pet 6' My Heart"

6

84

3

66

7

37

6

5

1

5

7

10

3

6

29

4

.

13

4

8

..

10

11

8

5

.

17
16

7:

5

.JWorris

33

24
23

3

9

'^Serenade of tbe Bells'';

12

10

5

.Berlin

10

:

8

*

.Williamson

8

11

,'3

33

:,*

«

88

2

1

1

8

9

..

1

5

7
...

1

6

.

.Morris
.Jeiterson

10

13A
13B

1.

..

again.st

just such

dimftiishing profits on

outmoded ma-

being overbalanced by costs.

9
2

9

'

As for the many indies,' they
aren't talking to
for or against
Petrillo. and the AFM.
They're too
,

busy stacking hay with one eye on
the approaching' storm cloud to dare
or sass Petrillo. And the only time
they take that one eye oil the storm
is
to look around for additional
coin with which to help pay for
the next crop of masters.
AllecTo Mur<c, 'Inc.; chartered to
conduct a music business in New.
York City, with a capital stock of
Directors are: Leonard
H. Benson, SeymOur A, Lev;y'and Al'
bert A. DeStefano.
(This firm has no connection 'with
Oscar Hammerstein lt'-RicbardRodg..
1,200 shares.

ers musical, "Allegro.")

MILLER MUSIC PARADE OF HITS

ff»n«» lytkt ky

X»«<r tntf H. Varna

•

fnglhh Vewion by

.lUDDV ClAM.RAV NOUI->««fvmbte
riMY COMO^Vitlwr
Mff DANI~Atfq«

J. P.
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end tarry Trhir$

• Afli/Wc

ECK$TINE^.C-M

bf Vfntf «» ScoHo

SHEP flWLDi-Mu$i<raft

FRANKIE LAINE—Mcrevry
6UY lOmiA«Dd--4«CM

CLAUDi HOPKINS—«ainb«iir

ANN

BILLY

SHCLTON-leiHroa

onna
(yric

KID INSON-..|l«rnboiv

by Al

Uwb

*

A4w/c by Heword Simon

RAY DOREY—Mo/aitic

^

6REEN—Victor
TONY PAJTOR—C«iumb<«

LARRY

tNNY eOOOMAN—CofUM

HOAOY CARMICHAEL'-OMca

Sua Oh

^oikf

ong
•y Mterfe Minn{g«r«if*, Gcorg*

My iiiC

$.

Pointroy, Ja4 8. Gafiowoy

•

RcWsion by Ru<fy Vofitf

'
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an emer-

gency. Decca chief Jack Ki;pp asserts that hoping the ban will last
a long time is like hoping you can
stand ott your overhead while going through a "selling out" sale, with
terial

N

staffei-s

Mli LL€I?>/

so

Capitol, on the other banc, is in
the throes of selling out; if that
deal with the ABC network is concluded its executives' will get out
nicely from under the headaches
that such a company roust encounter
over a long ban.

O

NOV. 29th

1

2

Criterion Shifts Gateley

.

bale
tliat

L

This Last

2.

his third

terion

it

away

A

Week Ending

Batinc

eroi),

T
O
T

Manree Hot in Worcester

~

away

Com-

2,320 covers.

'

asserts

filed,

.

Survey of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading ttores in 10 citic.?,
and shOKjing comparative sales
rating for this and last weelc.

fairly

Worcester, Dec.

also

..
the middle sits Decca, which
refuses to be thrown into a panic
b;;
the ban, although it; too, has
iiooe about considerably adding to
the masters it has been stowing

sales,

outstanding.
He opened
Tuesday (25) and in six days racked

Vaughn Monroe^ playing

outfit

much material

'

modore
iip

BEST SELLEBS

major hotels did

all

with Stan Kenton at the

same

gai-dless of liow well stuffed it may
bj with advance masters, it is making no statements about what Petrillo. can do with his ban.

Perhaps the outstanding b,a Job
in

Ban

of Petrillo s Jan. 1

Opinion, is divided among the^ ma^
jor disk manufacturers regarding
the Jan. 1 American Federation of
Musicians recording ban. On? company has sta.<:hed away so much material since the AFM's notice of the
ban six weeks ago that it states

the setup due to a disagreement
doesn't care if the disking Tiiatus
over terms of the never-signed conlasts three years.
tract proposed between him and, the
Another major, which has been
maestro a ^S,500 guarantee against lirms two owners.
going about pijjng up a backlog in
a 60% cut and Monroe took out $S,Yellen; & Fain had been a part^
a more deliberate way and at a re180 for his end.
nership prior to Ross coming into flatly it wishes Petrillf would dou- sult probably: hasn't cut as much
the organization, and the latter's ble-cress the companies and apply material as the iirst, is non-commitMonroe grossed approximately $8,- leaving
will not dissolve the com- the stop-order immediately; it has tal. It's going to continue to record
700 after tax deductions.
The right up to the last minute and, repany.
that much of a head start.

many

biss,

OpionKviyAffloiiglMFin^

and CKarles Ross, their new associate in the Yellen' & Fain music
publishing company, are parting,

niuch

41

NoVman Foley; Gen.

Pro7,'/V1gf.

:

:

'

.

42

Bands

Monroe Uses

at Hotel B.O.'s

Hsinil

Plwycd'
8

Hotel

-

Nat Bfand Wynne*. Waldorf. (400; $?>
Charlie Spivak... Pennsylvania (500;

Sammy

Kaye.."..

(400; Sl-5!l-50).
(300; $1-31.50)

GuyLombardo

Roosevelt

(400; $1-$1. 50)

Stan Kenton"

Commodore

950

..

..7

2,;500

l'?,800

2,325

2,325

$1-$1.50)
at Waldorf, Vic Damone at Commodore.

Marcos

*jPe

3

55

.

,

Wck

19,675
9,750
8,700
51,800

New Yorker

Johnny Pineapple Lexingfon

.

2,400
2,250
1,725

2

50)

(400;

1

Chicago
Jose IMelis (College Inn. Sherman; 700; $2-3.50 min.). Mel Torme hitting
hefty 5,600.
Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Illona
Massey opening Friday (28) following Jan August and' Monica Lewis run,
pulled 2,100.
(Beorjfe Olsen (Marine Room, Edge water Beach; $l-50-$2.50 min.). Bad
weather early part of week accounted for slight drop to 3,800.
Ofrin Tucker (Boulevard Room.^ Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Another weather-hit spot. Fair 3,000
Grja Williams (Empire Room, Palmer; 550; $2,50 min.-$X cover). Turkey
Day diners swelled covers to 3,700,
:

Best

Illustration

Boston, Dec. 2.
Vaughn Monroe is making visual
use of the sharp impetus he and his
band have been given by the heavy
click of their Victor recording of tlie
tune "Batieriria." Onstage at the

Now

Monroe has
built a, -production number around
his arrangement of the tune— using

^

Apple Blossom Wedding

i

an actual ballerina as background
for his vocalling. Girl works under
a subdued spot,
Monroe: doesn't go into other theatres following his current date until next month, but when he resumes

Danger Ahead
Donegal

RICO

theatie,

Bostort

hell

continue

the

use

to

.:,

;

.

opening helped net

(Chicago),

Bells

..>

My> Desire

.

,

.

—

Kassner
Leeds

.'..,...)..,

(....,:

Christmas Dreaming
Old Spanish Trait .... .i
Lovely World and You

'

....
.

.......... i... .....Maurice
.......
.Cincphonic
....... ;
Feldman

.

..... ..........

.

;

;

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

publishipg

jriusic

'........•
Believe
People Will Say
,

,

Good holiday weekend

What a

,

Wonderful

It's

Berlin

Beautiful Morning

Williamson

Harms has been comparatively dormant

now

months, but

lor.

recording ban of Jan.
biz.

They Say

18,100.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Lenny Kent headlining.
Parties for hospitalized vets during entire week raised take to hot 3,600.
Liawrence Welk (Trianon; $1-$1,25 adm.)i
Thanksgiving Day bow
equalled spicy 18,000. ,

&

F. D.

I

to the extent that it's assigning
to that firm a new contact staff and
moving Into a group of new tunes.

.

Paul Draper pre-holiday

Chappell
H.
Connelly
Morris
Williamson

Sweetheart Avenue
Anniversary Song .,,

Disk Crisis

in

group
reactivating 'the T. B. Harms com-

Dreyfus

,.

.

adm.).

Ascherberg
Connelly

,

Feudin' and Flghtin'

550; $3.50' min.).

$1-$1. 15

Sun
, . ,

ballet

Hypo

Co. to

&H,

F, D,

1

that the
is forcing
tunes for

Coin Tunes Big In Britain
sterling Sherwin, whose last cow
boy book, published by Francis, Day
& Hunter of London, proved to be

companies to bunch
and must have open spots
wherein they can be exploited, when
cow-crooner
Britain's
top
released, renewing tl^e Harms staff Great
was one answer to Dreyfus' particu- seller, has signed with that com"
pany for a new book to be titled
lar problem.
Carley Mills, professional manager "Sherwin's Saddle' Songs."
(Los Angeles)
New book features all original ilof Chappell,; will be moved into the
Xavier Qu'gat (Aragon, B, Ocean Park). Closed five-day stand with same spot 'in Harms. He will work' lustrated numbers.
•tout 6,200 payees: Paul Martin's local crew continuing.
on '.'Mickey,' which, is being schedLionel Hamtiton (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 5th wk.). Closed uled for a revival ride due to the
fair
stand with
5,400 admishes for flnal frame.
Count Basic opened last success of. Ted Weems' Mercury
Band Review
nite (.2).
disking. Firm will also hahdle the
Elliot Lawrence (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 2d wk).
Biz picked up a score of the forthcoming "Make Mine STAN KENTON .ORCH. (31)
little over holidays; profitable 10,800 stub buyers.
Manliattan," Broadway-due musical. With Jone Cbristy. Ray Wetzel
Commodlore Hoteli N. IT.
Stan Kenton's reorganized orches'
tra was expected to burst the seams
of the Commodore hotel's Century
Room. It is doing just that-—but not
Bright

Lead?

,

;

Chl-Ba-Ba
Peg O' My Heart ~.
Garden in the Rain

Bow

Songs

5,500.

Eddy Howard (Aragon;

Dash"
'Vale

,

Guilty

pany
.'

Connelly
Maurice

For' Everything
First Love, Last Love

Warms Up

Dreyfus

Ricordi
."Dash

Second IZ

.Angeles

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
•

K. Prowse
i

Make Up

I'll

*

is

Marty Gould (Chez Paree;

20)

,
,

terper,

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $l,50-$2). Hefty 3,300 tabs.
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Excellent 3,200 covers.

.

Sheet Sellers

{Week Snditig Nov,
is the, Hour
Sorrento-'
Little Old Mill

Harms
|.^os

Mh

Ballerina

As Song's

TOtttI

Coven
On nnte

all

disking,

:

.

Mpls. Stirs Ui» Jazz
Minneapolis, Dec. 2.
Local jazz musicians are being
given a chance to display their
ability at a series of Sunday afterconcerts, titled
Call It
in the Radisson hotel Gold

"We

noon

Jazz,"

Rpom. Best of

local jazz musicians

have been assembled into a dixies
land band.
Idea is that of

Bob Smith of KnOxReeves ad. agency and Leigh KamOf WLOL. Purpose of the, proj-

man

they say,, is to create a greater
local interest in jazz.
ect,

From Holiywood

in the manner anticipated. Its pressure on the room's construction
comes partly Irom the tremendous
drive of this big band, but ma,inly
from the amouilt of business Kenton
is drawing into the cubicle.
At the

week's

end Sunday OO), he had

piled 2,325 covers into the spot.
Few bands have come into N. y.
for a date at a major hotel under
the sort of apprehension, that '-sur.>
rounded Kenton's debUt. His big
band consisting of 10 toass evenl^
divided, five sax, and six rhythm-*
is known for its wild attack
on
anything but so-called popular mU'
sic.
Those concerned with the \)o6king ielt like small boys who had set
a fire where they shouldn't have;
I.

—

they were scared

silly

by the pos-

sible consequences.
As it's turning
out, the bookers liiight well have set
a fire alright one that may put .a
flame" to the dying embers of a: oncehot swing-band 'business. It's very
possible that Kenton may achieve
that result. There's no question but
that Renton is working a room he

—

shouldn't have been booked for and
that he's wrong in playing the kind
of 'music he does .in a spot' such as
this, but he's doing business and
that's the only answer to be sought.
Whether the kids who are patroniz-

''6 j|jo|iths.ago,
Th»n
aiid

•

added a Solovox to my piano. Now, I'm booked solid
drawing down more money than I ever made before.

am

half the musician X
take three
*ncorcs'and leave the customers holJering for more.

^

'Wbet^

he takes the

last

bow, 1

in-

him to my tabic for a di inlc. I tell
him who I am and one thing leads to
vite

another^imtil
clobcs

he

by

is in

the time the joint
a mood to .show mc
Solovox*, he calls it

what gives. A
and hi^ilets mc try
Brother, this

it.

accompaniment. Just by fiddling with
the ton? controls I can get a whole
raft of colorful effetts oboe, organ,

—

to detach, ypu'jnst plug it into the
circuit and play.
Doesn't

ment you can name.
can

lighting

up pop tunes and make
.the long Iiair stuft sit up and beg. The
SoIovo.K makes mc a speciality instead
I

of just another piano player.

The
dealer
it for

liext

morning !

on the double;

Solovo.i: for sjic,

hit for a piano

him to wrap
and tlien I beat

tell

my agent.

The

rest is

booked

aflect.tlie

dress,

normal tones of the piano,

'Cither.'

What a Solovox docs for you may.
be less; or it may be even more than
did for me.^\ lot depends upon your
oivn musical skill and showmanship.

f

it

Certainly,
nickel

very happy history. I'm

solid for

money like a

'

by

you can't

finding out

months and making

lose

a plugged
and

clipping the coupon

more about the Solovox.

Now, can you?

counterfeiter.

Hammond Invtrunient Cfnnpaiiy
4248W. Div«raey

oVox
MpJ*

^ V#

mJcmn of

Hammond Organ

N«np
Addren~
Giiy

%iMiMn.ii.KMriMh.-

Ave., ChickKo 39, Illinoll

Gentlemen: Ple*^ send me further tttfArmati'im abont
the Solovox, amt the nmnea oT Sdovex dealen
aeti mm.
,i
,:

,,"

'
.

:.

'
.

.

,

/ik

There's only one answer to the
newly.found' success- of Kenton in
N. Y. His band plays the most exciting

Te

batic

sturdy

JSaiicei-fli,

iS.cro^

mtift

Of

ft tti «.-

?Wooi

All

Whipcord.

Tou

wilt

flljd

theiil veiT' eaas^

and

fomtortttl^le ±0
In, a'nlhired »s

wofk

only We kliow lioWf
In
BjUB,
Mldliiglit

Royal

Blu(!,

Grey

Blue,
•"---^

*_
3f4IMt!>CO

'

.

S4.95

SU ftt era'

all about.
In short, somi. datiee,
but the majority listen.

You

get the hang of the SolovOx
no time. It's portdblc. It's easy to
attach to any piano, and just as easy

<&

SUIT—-I'oi-'

was

in

cello— almost any instru-

violin, flute,

up a

something! With
.thii. Solovox hitched to the piano, I
<ian make like a sax or get hot like a
trmnpet, while playing my own piano
is

/

I

Six MojtTHS Ago, I sit in a night dub.
There I sec a piano player who isn't

MEN'S DINNEf?
SHIRTS SJ.95

ing him are .gpending much is another story. They "Seeni like Coca'Cola, chejcks.
Here at the Commodore, Kenton is
doing things' .that many thought
were no longer possible in the band
field:
He's playing to 'heavy
(1)
crowds exclusively made up of kids
who 12) rush to surround the bandstand th^ second the first musician
puts foot on the stand to start a set
and (3) then stand around openmouthed, drinkmg in his surrealism
in music like they knew what it

was just another piano player!"

I

mm

Maroon;'.

Powder
and

•.i'

MBASritK—7lt.0O

SUPREME MEN'S SHOP
1693

BROADWAY,

Neiir S3rd St.

music to be heard anywhere.

And that's what has been lacking
among the top-name bands for some
time. Disregard' for a moment that.

She's an Old SwMtheart I
with the Ne«y Leoli

Kenton uses material that starts
where Duke Ellington, in his heyday, left off (it plays no pop tunes).

MARY LOU

Disregard tor a moment that it is
played toy a unit that has no rival
among current bands, performance-

If
:

wise. It is being successful with the
kids here because it is tremendously
exciting— and that's the only thing
that has been wrong with the socalled "swing band" 'business. None
of the big Bands has been able to
get out of its own way. They are
tired in more ways than one.
Trying to analyze Kenton's music
is like trying to analyze the world's
current troubles.
rThis
reviewer
frankly didn't care for Kenton's
ideas as presented by the combo
used before his illness last spring,
with the exception of certain recorded arrangements sqch as "Intermission Riff" and "Artistry in Rhythm."
Too much of the remainder of his
book then seemed aimless and often
jtst plain uncomfortable noke. This

rt^w band, while

(Continued

it

ODi

plays the'
page. 48)

same

MIlTf)

It's

True

Bro». (Dcccn

m84)

Johnny I>«iim»n<1-Vnsci OuvniitiuBli Trio
(Vlrtor 80-8818)
.
„
CoAtle WilUanip (Mnjcatlc J 165)
Art Mooney itM:0;M. 10088)
'

When YouVe

Smiling

MILLS MUSIC.

I6M Broadway

Inc.

New

York 19

Compltt*. Faciliticc of

DYNAMIC RECORDNG
STUDIO
AvoUabl* EvMings
for

DRAMATiC AND RADIO CLASSES
37 Wait 57th Street. Now York
PLon S-14M
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Dw Lee Net Cuts
Martin

RETm

Hock For

u

1
s

Hollywood, Dtc.
ing his tplftsh

KFWB

retail

tained /rom leading stores in
10 cities, 'and sHotuin'o compitrotivc sales ratine for this

and

2.

liast^weefe.

il)

duced to three aponsored quarter
hours weekly and all suiitaining 'time

1
u
CO

C

"if

1

Week Ending

National

(Gi

i

\

«>

M

o}

a

u

(Schmidt's

,,M

Nov. 29th

iS

wk.

:

]

wk.

;

m

.

M

.

8,

JB

^

h

©

9

',..!•

1
*

,..u

•

'4"

m

...0

-

w
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'O

-

L

.

ai

1

P

O

1

I

©

."5
.

Minneaf

T

„

«

•

S

(Bullet)

ban.
In deciding to recognize McKinley's claims that Majestic had not
lived up to the terms of its contract
with himi AFM's Rex Riccardi, who
judged the case, had many things to
(Continued on page 44)
.

64

withheld.

VAtTCll^ Mdl^llOE' (Victor)

Net takes the stand that Block if
not professionally qualified to pass

"Ballerina"

judgment on musical works and that

ABTHUR GODFREY

ifche didn't like certain folks or their
disks he should not play them. In-

,3

3

all

6

13

7

0

"I Wish

installation

of air-conditioning will

Both
and -Pennsylvania.
these wots, hccwever, are controlled
by ma}or< boolcittg agencies and since
Hermaii recently shifted from General Artists to the new Continental
agency,' Coast outfit, getting into
dtber' ispot'i would have been diffir

Yorker

-

,

.

10

(Decca)

BING CROSBY

(Decca)

5

..

10

•7

10

3
(Capitol)'

5

.;

17

..

16

;

2

14

(Victor)

'i-

..

PERRY COMO

16

..

6

VAUGHN MONROE

3

..

7

(Victor)

6

12

..

11

(Capitol)

5

HAYMES

..

7

4

3

8

(Decca)

8

11

in the executive setup of the organization. Bob Miller was unanimously
reelected president without opposition, and the same applied to Jo»
Santly, veepee, Who replaced Rocco'
Vocco in that position when the latter resigned seve'ral months; ageCharles Lang was reelected treasurer over the opposition supplied by
Ralph Smitman, who had beeii •
council member but sought the Lan;g.
.

On the Council three men were re*
placed, one, of course, being Smitman and. the other Johnny Green.
Harry Santly had previously replaced Nat' Debin, who dropped off
the board because he's- no longer a

ALBUMS

Sammy
"XMAf

CAROLS^'
ting Cretby
.

Decca

'60iS TO TOWN'
DvMlhy'Shay

berethy Shay

Columbia

Columbia

."PAinc

AVE"

,

AL JOLSON
Album No. I
Decca

AL JOISON
Album No, a
Decca *

.

cult.

Smith,.

1,

Harry

Weinstein,

Gene Goodman and

All^MPCE members

iiationed in

.

outlying towns cast theit 'ballots
mail»

KNOW IT

EVERY DAY'S MY BIRTHDAY
GILLY GILLY WISH WASH
BELOVED BE MINE
PLAY THE PL AYER
TIME AND AGAIN
SILLY NO-SILLY YES
EDWARD

B.

MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
New York

Radio City

Building
HAROLD

LEE, General

Professional

Manaqer

The House of Malagueng, Parade of fhe Wooden Soldiers, Paper Doll, Peanut Vendor, Song of the Islands," Wonder Who s Kisbinq Hi'r Now
(Andalucia), Play Fiddle Play, Jair Me Blues, Poinciana, Sari Walfz, Amapola, Frasquiici Sereriods!, Your^
El Roncho Grande, Breeze and
Tango of Roses and hundreds of other hits, ripe for recording again.
I

I

'

Leo, Distbn.

ALL DRESSED UP with a BROKEN HEART
THERE'LL BE SOME CHANGES MADE
MIAMI BEACH RUMBA

RCA

'

all of whom
consist of Santly,

To All Recording Companies

I

'

music man. Electees,
take office Jan.
Larry Shayne,

FIVE TOP

New York Monday

produced only minor changes

spot.,.'

i

..

10

IMARGARET WHITING
13B

18

(Columbia)

11

DlClt

4

•

;

lOB

DINAH SHORE

Mu?ic Publishers Contact Employees elections in

(Mercury)

A

^3A

REELECTED BY MPCE

20

(1)

7

QAMONE

MILLER, JOE SANTLY
'

8

S

12B

23
22

.

8

12A

I

(Decca)

BING CROSBY

PEGGY LEE

26

Love You So".

I Didn't

..

VIC

85

3

.

2

8

10

5

(Decca)

"How Soon"
BETTY HDTl'ON

hotel,

allow those plans to go through.
Woody Herman's reorganized orchestra was signed by the Commodore last week; he opens in April for
either four or six weeks:
Herman
has never before played the Commodore, his ^. Y. hotel locations in
the past covering only the Ne'w

6

,

(Tower)

BING CROSBY

Century Room of the Commodore
New York, becomes a yearround operation next summer for
the first time, although it had made
many plans in the past to stay open
Recent
through the hot months.

5

.

2

JACK OWENS

on their own when included in the
"reviewing" section of hlS broad-

N Y. COMMODORE SETS
ROOM AS 12-MONTHER

.

••Civilization"

must stand

casts.
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••Too Fat Polka"

(Columbia)

ANDREWS SIS-DANNY KAYE

over his critiques of
Beryl Davis and Betty Rhodes. Block
cident, started

takes the view that

'

AFM Ikmm

In

American Federation of Musicians
has returned a verdict in favor of
Hay McKinley in the latter's attempt
to pry himself loose from his Majesi.
tic recording contract. Decision was
delivered early this week, and General Artists, McKinley 's booker. Immediately set about signing his band
with another recording company to
allow him time to lay in some
masters before the Jan. 1 recording/

w
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Martin Block has

into further' trouble on the Don
net. For failing to abide the regional chain's instructions' to softpedal criticisms of recordings the
loac6 platter man'* time on
cally and the Lee sltein has been re-

sa-
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and decreas-

Over Majestic
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Disk Criticisnis
Since exitinf

d

'

disk best

based on reports ob-

Surbty of
sclicrs,

Wm

McKmley

DISK BEST SELLERS

by

,

-

,
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U. of Ariz. Pays f6,500

On Ae Upbeat
New York

For T«k Bfnelne Yet

Hall. On each bookwill get straight 50-50
.share of gross. Band, starts theatre
afterwards,
playing Adams,
trek

Symphony

ton's

KoDton

ing

head of RCA-Victor

Eli Oberg^ein,

The top 31 soiigs of the toeek, bastd on th« copilrijfJited Atidienca
Bodio
CovvTfige Index Suwy of Populor Miwic JBroad'cast Deer
PitWfffhed by tht Offivt of Research,. Inc., Dr. John G.
J»ettoorlos.

and repertoire division, liead-.
Ing for the Ofoast the end of this Newark, week ot Feb. 26; Hippoweek tor a .week or -so of looking drome, Bslto, Mai-ch 4; Howard,
over the recording situation there Wash-, March 12; Boyal, Balto, March
Harry Fox, .general manager of 19
. .
Count Basie orch; MeadowMusiif Publishers Protective Assn. to brook Ballroom, Culver City ,
Chicago next -week (10) to check on
Sonera and Mercury record compaPtttsbuKfh
nies royalty problems ... Alan Gerard Trio recording for National RecLee Kelton's WJAS stall band into
artists

o

.

Gerard jEormer hamA

shj-er,

plays guitar . . , Tosor Pastor orchestra into Ansley hotel, Atlantar.Jan, 7
Chuck -T'oster orchestra to
.
Plantation, Houston, Deo. 19 . . .
Jack Paris combo into Three Deuces,
Virginia Maxey,
N. X. Dec. 12
former band singer now doing a
single^ into Slapsie Maxey's, HollyBecords
. Decca
wood, Dec. '4 .
signed Marie Knight, now out with.
Sister Hosetta Tharpe . . Stan KenRecord
doubling
into
Capitol
ton
studio in N. Y. while at Commodore^
hotel
Joe Mooney quartet into
Ira
Downbeat Club, N. Y.
.

.
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.

.

.
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-vAnd Mimi

for a run

.

,

.

Ballei'ina

Carey,

vibes

leader,

.

.

.

and
Boss

1

drummer

Pascuzzi,

.

for

.

.

'

.

Barms

;

. .

.

. .

.

:

.....

. ;

.

.

...

, ,
,',

,. ,

You

......

Is Where the. ^art Is. ..........,,'>'....
I Didn't Say I'm Sorry. ............
Happened In Ha^vaii
....Tl

Home
It

.

.......

.Miller

Flamous

..iShapiro-B

..

Itemick
.;aerHn

BVC

Kokomo, Ind.—t'^other Wore Tights"
Lazy Countryside—.t"Fun, And Fancy Free"
Let's

Be Sweethearts Again

collection, incidentally, is scheduled'

to be presented' to the Paul White-'
at WiUiams Collcfie.

man Room

BBBs

.

,.

..

,

.Marks-

Bobbins

Why

Should 1 Cry Over You
With a Hey and -a .Hi and a Ho Ho Ho...

Zu Bi%

,S*iitly-Joy

,..C-P
tlxedk

...

Sincerely Y'ours ......i...
That's My Desire
;
There'll Be Som^ Changes Made
Those Things Money Can't Buy
.

If industry forecasts prove
curate 'Whiteman should find a lu<
ei«tive market for his book that
certainly won't be lacking in po<
tentiality.
Contents of the voliune
will be devoted to the technique of
record making,' his own experiences
in the disk Held, plus catalogs of
disk jockey selections, classical ra<
dio favorites, -etc. His own platter

...Advanced

.

..

.

.

.

.

Feist

iA€IC Mills
TOR vom rao«kAM

,„ Bourne

suMisn

Republic

.,

tFtlniMsicffll.

i

.

•I«jjit Mwsical.

expired,

^"'^
M«Rinley'S original deal with the
company called for production dur- according to his contraet.
first

quarter of 200,000 disks,

P^^"'
'.

Kenton, currently at'tiie'Commohotel, N. Y, where be closes
21, is due to open for Dailey

graduatmg up to 750,000 annually dbre
during the second year of the pact. Dec.
!

was thought by

GAC

and the the following day

(22) for -nine days,
into tiie Paramount

BifkJtftteasing:
as

(iontinned from pat*

;

New ym*

.

C.-JaMnr

w4l«t^

Majestic wanted Jan. 7 but had already heen

to pay him tor -them or

jaot.

ahead one week,

moved suS«a«d in laH from a
day

,

GEORGE SIMON,

Um

W aaSa-

created after Jan. 1 if major diskers
indiscriminately set their own release dates On recorded tunes stocked
as far ahead in a few cases as 1949.
Of course, it's granted by roost 6ubUshers that jumping tlte gun en «
particular disking means nothing—
unless that version becomes an overnight hit, which rarely occurs. Majority of diskings remain dormant no
matter how far in advance they're
released until -publishers apply concentcated exploitation effort to the
tune its*lf. They 'know this, and so

leader's attorneys, «t the start of then movingthe case, that the production ;guaran- Dec. 31. However, thf -Paramount
tef clause .called tnr the disks to. -be' wants to- move the band's -opening- .do all the recordix«g companies; still,
sold, or McKinley to be paid royal- date up a week' to the
24th. Dailey these evenia stir up' coniSderable
ties -equal to the figure fn cash. This won't give him up after seeing the controversy when they occur.
proved to be untrue. Wordage of business Kenton is doing at the
the pact was later ascertained to Commodore.
Dailey has had his
Maxint Andrews of Andrews Siscall for the disks to 'be pressed and contract lor gome time. The Par
sold or JUEiSi^nli^ could cancel re^ deal' originally was to have begun ters is on crutches with broken toe
:gardless'of

THAT YOOmE IN
WITH ME

}

-

FISCHER, hK.. N. Y.

scltool-—$500,
ball-

«

.....BMIlin

;

,

a fiat 13,500.

Beneke-^6,500.

Paul Whlteman, who's had more
than 29 years of close .association
with the recording industry, has authored « guide to record buying and
collecting
for i>Ieasure.
Tagged
"Records for the Millions," book is
marked forr- spring publication by
Hermitagf; Press, The bandleader*
4isk jockey cited- trade estimates in
declaring that "more then 10,000,080
people>>wiU buy new record play<ers in -the- next couple of years;

/

Sinatra

.-Berlin

,
'.

.

the production guarantee of the -ftrst
pact Majestic hurriedly -filed the
renewal, which didn't include the
term!!, with the AFM. Riccardf refused: to *ailow the renewal to enter
Contracted Dates
into the case becau.se it had been
Stan Kenton'« or<!hestra is in quite
improperly filed and judged the case
An the inerittf of the terma qt the a'' pi^i'' di^^'';''^to''
first agreeinent
He frieased Mcr 'Bothv tKa vBaramotint-'.-t^
Kinley immediately, as per the leadi Ttotk, aiid; Frank Dafley'S
M^adower's
30-day notice to - Musieraft,
,,broQk, Cedar Grove, ,N. J^t want the
which had

fliaMl

at

the

had -discovered Majestic

hadnt filed.- the fenewal with -the
1M?M> -'bccauae it -had not lived up- to

CMl

to.

PAUL WHITCMAN. AUTHOR

BVC

Tights"

I'm Sorry
jKate

for an advance on royalty
orch . . .
coin. Latter took the contract, which
play Carnegie Hall, VT. Y., concert
Feb. 14 and night following at Bos- for an unexplained i%ason did not
include any of the production guarantee terms which featured the first
pact,- and held it instead of filing it
with .^FM. When McKinley gave the
company the} required 30_ days'
notice 'that he -was not going to re->

iiiliiiifiiiiN^it^^
for Ckto^ltat'aitaiar CAV
mc .nmncMMHf teiii6:.«(k.

outlay

HeraiUafe- Vress Briagini; Out Hfs
Ttetordi tor MIMions'
Boak

Miller

,

,

Wore

The Freedom Tetia

and Vic Dickenson
'exchange
Stan Kenton orchestra will

Soas'lKf

gross of

room admissions.

The remaining 19 son0» of the week, based oi^ the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey Vf Popular Mufic^raadcant Over
Radio Netioorkt. Published by ihe Offi»«f Iteteaivb, Inc., Dr^ John
G. Peatman, Director
Ain'tcba Ever Comin' Back
:
...Sinatnt
Almost Like Being In Love^*'%ittadoon"
Sam Fox
Fendin' And fitfhtin'
Cbappell
Forgiving

Ella Fitzgerald

A >llMHitM«1

.a

which figures to be covered by

Shapiro-B

Whiilenpoof Song.
You Do— f 'Mother

*

It

Total

..Mellin

'

What Are You Daing New Year's Eve

M

ing the

.

.

Stars Will 'Riemen>ber

Two Loves Have:!

Pittsburgh

lUBXiitley-AFM

(be

call for the band
Total
takea. tor

.Simon
Marthi
Shapiro-B

.

.

They're Mine, They're Mine,. They're Mine

.

new,

Paramount

, .

Too Fat PoUca

'Page
at Million Dollar theatre ;
Cavanatigh 'Trio 'jwt for frontier
Club, Denver, week of 'Bee; 12 . . .
E Contlmied' from paKcIs s
Elliot lAwrenee band into Kdgewater, Saa Francisco, tor tour .days consiider. Majestic, firstly, did not
Xnuwdays. I<awrence thea .plays one -bank on denying the maestro's claims
niters in £l Paso and. Kansas City that it bad not lived up to producafter which he plays the Tom Archer
tion guai-antecs -as much as it did
Iowa ballrooins circuit ; . ^ Sddy :on
oncrj ear. renewal of the origHeywood frio playing Blackshear's inal two-year
agreement. Renewal,
Supper Club Jan. 29 to Feb. 15 and
for the year beginning Jan. 28, 1948^
then into Billy Berg's Feb.
with
had, Ijeen «ignSd by McKinley in
.

..Barton
.Morris

, .

which assures

of which goes to Beneke.
Apparently attendance by students
will be a local must.
Dark houi-s
1,000, SO'ii

.

The

Wayne

'

'

Arizona will use Beneke's crew
an afternoon ccmcert scaled at

$'d.00 top,

..

,

dear

for

Supreme

CMppell
My. How Time Goes By
Supreme
Near You
Papa You Dance With Me— *"High Button Shoes";. ..Morris
Crawford
Pass the Peace Pipe— f'Good News"
Melro-se
Serenade Of the Bella
Williamson
So Far— •"^Allegro"'
W*rrcn
Stanley Steamer

Dorsey

'

.

.

will

the college, fund.

London

.Maurice

'

Iiouis Jordan crew close Silly Symphony,
doubles into Maurice
% two weeks «arly. Jor- Spitalny's dance out&t on special
dan has been ordered "to take a club dates and one-nite stands when
threieomonth rest by doctors. Layoff the Symph isn't: in -action.^
necessitates cancelling Dec. i1 week
«t lancoln theatre and Feb. 3 week

.

.

.

.....

.

Wish 1 Didn't Love You So— 1 "Perils Paulina'
Dance At Your Wedding
Lady From 29 Palms

BSrg's Dec.

.

.

Get Jealous-— *"High Button Shoes"

I'll

k

(10)

.Paramount

.

,

. .

Oxford

.

.

.^Williamson

.,

.

.

.Morris

i

....i...

Littte Old Mill
Love Is So Terrific

.

Bachelor's Club for an indeflnite stay

Wedne.sday

.

•

,

,

Crawford

.

.

1

.

.

Hollywaodl

.Jefferson

.

.

•!»"

Have But One Heart

1 Still

,

Tommy

.

How Lucky You Are
How Soon ..........

.

played trumpet for

.

Shapiro-B

^..i

........................
Anymore..,..;,,...

,..

Hills of Colorado

piano; Frank Sharbo, guitar;
AiellOi accordion and Marjorie King,
vocalist. She used to be- with Jimmy
Spitalny's band ... Raymond Scott
will return to Ankara on Dec. 15 to
head his orch for the last three
weeks of its run there. At ihe- same
time, he'll bring bade Dorothy ColTommy
lins as featured singer .
Carlyn checks into Bill Green's
Sal La Perch, who.
again Dec. 29

.

.

Free—f'Good News"

Don't You Love Me
Gentleman Is a Dope— *<'AUe)j»:o"
Golden Eanings—t'tiolden EarsinKs"

New

Tone Toppers, at the
Hollywood Show Bar is made up of

local unit, the

next

.*

1H7.

....

Best Things Are
Civilization

Mangel now managing Gene Krupa and" Benny Goodman, now in Luke
orchestra
Decoa's "Oklahoma!" Riley's house- band at Casino theatre
.
Ciro Ri mac's band and unit into
album passed 700,000 copies in sales.
.

.

NovembeMSMf,

*f

.

Vogue Terrace
David

week

Siprvey

.

.

Tex Beneke orchestra

a sure. |9,S0ff al Ua end ^it- the V. of
Arizona and 9,i tho same time the
school is. taking no chances on'hav*
ing to dig for. the huge sum. Music
committee has. dev«I<qieil an idea
which enables thm to .get top
name bands without having to tax

Peatman. Director.

horse.. £un*
'

(30).

'

|i||fil»'iy.v-«'«.

MIUS
'[

'

:

I
'

|
'

mrt YOU
LOVE

ME

AHTHOBE
OXFORD MUSIC
IMf

•'w#y,

Hvw

y«rk

Inc.

prtmlly .frvMiils

AT YOUR WEDDING

I'LL

By

im

Ooklomi-Htili Magidson

Til* ^1MI*wTiii r«G«rdki

TONY MARTIN

VIC

(Victor)

HELEN.fOmiEST (M.G.M.)

GUY lOMBARDO

(Ziy)

-

To our

DAMONE

frIoiMit: Tlioiiln for holfiiiif

Wo koooftly oxpoct thof. with yoor liol^i
HARRY SANTiY
Ulf Broo^oy. Now York

If

1mv»

bMR

ralawMit

(M*r«ury)

BUDDY CLAXK-RAY NOBLE (Columbia)
.^FLASH a THE WHISTLER (Univonal)
MAT BRANDWYNNE (W«H<I) ~ MINDY CARSON
"I'U

I

PEGOY

lEE (C«|ritot)

JEANIE tElTT j(DKca)
(Asspc.)

-

m to moko "NAUGHTY AHGILINi" •

SUNSET TRIO (C«p)

Hit!

DANCE AT YOUR WIDDI NG" wlH obo oHoIr tho h»l^^

GEORGE SIMON,

INC.

ISM

S»NIY GOLBSIf IN

'

,

'

VAITDBVnULB

SHEVEY FIRED AS AG VA
Y. Agencies Eyeing Ai^entine

1^,

As New

['

Outlet for U. S. Talent

Taleirt agencies are looking atArgentina as a large potential performer Aarket. All surveys of that

country, including that of Jules C.
Stein, head oX Music Corp. of America, indicates that the possibilities
for American talent there are still
to be tapped.
As a consequence the parade for
American representation in ArgenLatest to
tina' has already started.
get an. Argentinian rep; is Jerry

who has completed arrange?
ments with William Fromer, a
Buenos Aires agent, as Argentinian
contact, The Mark Leddy office has
also established a B.A. outlet.
General idea now is to establish a
route starting with Cuba where the
Gran Casino Nacional and the Campoamor theatre are the major out-

:

Etuiore"

its

value at the various casinos in

Rto de Janeiro.

42d Annivertary JSumber
Out Soon

Ask Dismissal
Of Framan Suit
of the Jane Froman
damage suit is sought by
Pan-American Airways, according to
a motion for Summary judgment
filed in New York supreme court

Dismissal

$1,000,000

.

Orsttle Fields has been booked for
the Flamingo, Las Vegas, starting
Dec. 24.

Lovely

Lady
of

Song

JANE

successful try to break its
contractual hold 'on them, are back
together.
The agency signed the
latters'

spot,

:

Agencies declare that the spade
work for U, S. talent has already

^

court fight two years ago over the

.

in

'

thence to the Hotel Juaragua,
Ciudad de Trujillo, in the Dominican
Bepublic, or the various Panamaniati

been done by Hollywood films, which
are extremely popular in that territory.
American talent also proved

Toledo, Dec. 2.
Fire destroyed the mtenor of KaSee's nitery early Friday (28) morning, causing $30,000 damage to the

Pact

The Gale Agency and the Ink
who went through a bitter

Spots,

Spots to a new term agenting deal
lat^ last week and picks them up folr
lowing the Strand theatre,' N. Y.,
which had been renovated this date they'll, play over the coming
year. Blaze was believed caused by holidays.
a discarded cigareti
Shifts of the Spots back to Gale
tional board of AGVA."
He was
Included* in the :loss were the from the Unyrersal agency, set up
voted severance pay up to Dec, 20.
wardrobes of six entertainers. Kay by Harry Lenetska and Ben Barton

That
Never Took an

**A Great Act

lets,

and unless new territory is
opened, acts will then make the long
•
hop by air to Argentina.

Agmcy

New Long Term

Performers Lose Costumes
In Toledo Nitery Fire

national administrator of the American Guild of Variety Artists on
Monday (1) by a unanimous vote of
the board of the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America. The action
was taken at a special meeting.
Shelvey was charged with issuing
"unauthorized directives and orders
and sabotaging the work of the na--

Jr.

tell*

Rosen,

niteries,

was dismissed as

Matt Shelvey

Joe Laurie,

Under

INOUIRY

IN 4A'S

-

CHIEF

Ink Spots Back to Gale

PQIJIIO

49

last AveeH,

'

Pan-American claims that under

Shelvey's axing came a little more
than a week after he had asked for
and received a sick leave to consist
of a minimum of four weeks. In the
interim, the committee learned that
he had allegedly gone to Chicago to
contact various AGVA representatives though he had presented medical affidavits to the 4A's that he
was unable for the time being to
carry out his duties. Shelvey had
told the committee he planned -to go
to his Ventnor, N. J.^ home for. a
complete rest.
Decision to fire Shelvey was arrived at during Friday's (28) meeting of the national AGVA committee which was set up to administer
AGVA during Shelvey's absence.
Committee,, consisting of Hyman R.
Faine, executive secretary of the
American Guild of Musical Artists;
Florence Marston, N. Y. executive
.(Contmued on page 47)

provisions of the international treaty
of 1929, known as the "Warsaw convention," damages for injuries are
limited to a little over $8,000. Airways' also bases ^ts motion for dismissal on provisions of the contract
for transportation which limits damages to the same' amount.
The singer is suing for ;the $1,000,000 damages for injuries sustained
as a result of the crash of the YankeeClipper,' near Lisbon, Portugal, on
Feb. -22, 19.43. She claims that the
plane was carelessly handled by PanAmerican employees: Donald Boss,
the singer's husband, is suing for
$100,000 for hospital expenses.

'

Ho wardj,

.

singer,

reported

loss

of

following the exit of the pair froin

wardrobe valued at $2,000, l>esides Gale's employ is apparently due in
her music. The' spot is owned by some measure to the fiasco the quaro
K. C. Rokicki, Jr., Doris Rokicki, tet ran into during its recent Engand David .Rokicki. Loss was par- land bookings. On those dates, the
tially insured, and repairs will be
group ran into consistent difficulties
started at. once to reopen the club by over
money, and finally quit the tour
Christmas.
altogether and returned to this country.

Sol

Tepper-MCA
Settle

Dilute

Settlement was affected last week
between Music Corp. of America and
Sol Tepper, agent, over commissions
arising from the booking of Martha
Tilton at the

Universal's hold on the Spots
exists until the Strand run 'and for
this reason Gale doesn't begin booking them anew until then, Letter's
contract, howeve'j:, was .effective as
of last Friiday (28).- There's another
date at the Latin Quarter, Boston,
set for Feb. 1, which Universal is
supposed to have set; it's not included in Gale's new itinerary for
the quartet.
Dick Henry, of the
William Morris office, booked for
the LQ.
.

:

.

'

.

Club. Charles,

Balti-

more, last year, with Tepper's return
of half the 5% booking fee on the
deal.

Dispute arose ^when tbe Club
Russell for N. Y. Par
Charles deducted' 5% commissions
After Totisilectomy from Miss Tilton's salary and forAndy Russell has been bought by warded it to Tepper, who is excluthe Paramount theatre. New York, sive booker of the spot. MCA sub-

seque*tly protested that it doesn't
permit booking deductions from any
of its clients, However, Tepper declared that the Club Charles was
following standard practice and besides, the contract didn't mention
)
weeks.'
Russell completed a date -'t^t the that the booking was liet.
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
After length discussions, a comSaturday (29) night and flew west promise was reached whereby Tepimmediately for a disking session per could retain half of the fee.
Miss Tilton was in the spot for
Lorraine Eognan, comedienne, and with Capitol, with the hospital date
He was bothered con- two weeks at $1,250 weekly. As a
'Gypsy Markoff, injured in the same following.
crash also have damage actions siderably during recent theatre tour result of the settlement, a return
pending against Pan-American in with Martha Hilton and Dick Wes- date is being negotiated for her at
son, part of his unit, by a bad throat. the Charles.
New York federal court.

Mack

Triplets repla<!ed Nancy
at the Harem;' N. Y., last-

Donovan
week when

latter stepped out be-

cause of- illness.

COWNS

B'V.

Elt^ESTO

opening either Jan. 14 or 21 with
Date will
Jerry Wald's orchestra.
be Russell's first following a tonsil
operation, which 'will be performed
on the Coast within the next two
^

'

,

.

JOHNSON

HEE^EandHOWARQ
2 WEERS

.

CONCERT TOUK
Dir.:

MATTV ROSEN

•

AmerbM^t
Foremost
Marimhist

BOB EVANS

Abe Lyman Ex«Bandleader,

Named Yaude Booker

GEORGE

Of Fox,
Abe Lyman,

aOEST
New Sork

Hen.:

Chicuco

St.

Louis

Dec. 2.
bandleader has
turned theatre booker. Lyman has
been made- exclusive talent buyer
St. Louis,

I

KDniK SMITH AGENCT

Jieli.: I'lIIT.

TYKUKI.I^

.

for the Fox theatre, St. Louis, which
goes into a stageshow policy Jan, 8
with a name band and name acts
He's already notified talent
policy.
agencies to make stibmissions. Opening show hasn't been set'yet.,.
The Fox theatre, operated by the
Skouras interests, is the largest
house in the city, 'having a 5,000
Opening. of this house to
capacity.
talent will mark the first time that
St. Louis will have a stageshow pol-

on a regular basis. Fanchon &
Marco several years* ago booked
stageshows into house on a spot
icy

Ca"*'iilW

CO

basis.

p.i»on<!'

r.

""f, B way-

ERNESTO
AND ANDRE
FAYE
LOVE THOSE STYLES
W.

4«th

St..

N*w

Yorii,

N. Y.

Something Ni»w in Cooitdy Material
lor M.C.'t, Acts, and Disc Jocks
Sy,.....>-.$l'<».
Uughlns-Stoik Seriei I
Rapid Fin RoutlnM (D«ubt«>ri to 3..t2 M.
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Kay

cause of the difficulty in securing
studio space at that time,
There's the chance that Lyman
will pick up his baton for sporadic
showings at the Fox.

-

JERRY aiEARY

Paramount, M.

IT.

Bob Evans comes through with
notr only an exhibition of standout
ventrlloquial skill but a downright
act.
Evans has this advantage over his coafrbres; he isn't
content to fall back on a rapid
crossfire of "fresh kid" jokes but

funny

he works for distinctive toiiches of
voice nuance and character.
His
knack for timing is also a darb.
Evans' technique has all the earmarks of a perfectionist, and if he
doesn't look out they'll be referring
to him as a ventriloquist's ventriloquist.
He goes over handsomely
here.

'

''

Odeft'

BILLBOARD
Bob Eiram Bright Sp«t

Holidays Repeat Date
Smashing

LAUGHING-STOCK!
Mut«r MtMlogiiti

six years ago,

Kyser took out $14,000 for -one w6ek
on a 50-50 basis.
Lyman hasn't been batoning for
several years now. He broke up his
band several years ago, and at one
time formed a film producing unit
with Maurice Duke, However, the
firm was unable to get started be-

Gowns by

154

Around

AND

the

all

Toleda, O., Dec. 2.
records for sellout

performances for 11 days at Toledo's
new million-dollar Sports Arena,
"Holiday on Ice," skating revue, is
returing here for another five days,
Dec. 27-31, to accommodate those
turned away on previous run.
More than 80,000 saw the show,
with seats rangmg from $1.50 lo $3
1)

wfww'*. <B«»»,*w««^-*»s«y<'-

Bob Evans, working with his
dummy, was one of the bright spots
on the bill. . with band lieckling
bits and back talk by the dummy,
Sellmg was so smooth that practically every minute Evans was on
was good for anything from titters
to yocks. At one time, the dummy
lost his shoe, and Evans's ad lib was
so glib he should keep it in his act.
.

.

Pmoml

MoRcisemMt

EZ

KEOUGH

203 N. Wflbosh AvciiiM, Chicago.
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& Waido,

son; costumes, Thonias Becher; songs,
Henry Sullivan and Ira Leff; settings,
Herman Rose; dunces, Richard Bar-'
technical director, Bernard
stoio;

S-usman; Charles Blackman orch and
Cao's Rhumba Band; orchestmtiomB,
Toliuer; $3.50

minimum.

"When waiters stop serving, to
watch open-mouthed, a performer
likely to have anything to
isn't
worry about. It's probably the best
of

entertainment

his

value.

Now

you know why. you had to
wait a half-hour between drinks

(28) at the Carnival
Opening' of George Jessel.
Friday was one of ttiose memo-

Friday night

.

rable evenings. There aren't many
times when Broadway ,win turn out
as it did for Jessel in Kls first local

engagement in years. And he threw
the book at them. He could have
sold "anything. He could even have
sold Hussion real estate to Frank
Fay.

On

Ed Han

Quintet; $3-60

in thrfee different spots, the

vet comedian undouWecBy gave a
performance that he. wouldn't repeat, generally, for the' rest of his
engagement. For this was an opening^night mob of Broadwayites, who
spoke bis language and- \)ndcrstood
his every quip, his every "inside."
A3Et6r the preem it was to be Engle-

USe TMCSe INEXPCNSfVCN

PERSONALIZED—
r-POSTAL CARDS
FOR YOUR FAN MAIL

Those habitual nitcry addicts who
seemingly, know that pre-Christmas
"the mob."- biz at the boites is supposed to- be
Premiere night saw Jessel's per- oilish will "find plenty of masterful
formance recall nostalgically the entertainment at Barney Josephson's
passing of the monologist, once a Cafe Society Uptown. Josephson has
key talent but one -who has now pulled a neat stnnt in booking Larry
long since packed his word kit and Adler into the club, at this time. His
gone on. He was sentimental in his name is always a good d^aw and his
memories, even emotionally oveiv emphasis on the longhair material
whelmed at times by those memories. ^dds a- nice iy:e-hoUday touch. In
Especially when he spoke of his additipn, songstress Joan Morrill of-;
mother and Jimmy Walker, and if fers sock entertainment as the only
this sounded corny, sure it was other performer on the bill,
Crowd tiras a little noisy the night
corny, but there wasn't anyone at
Nicky Blair's joint who didn't ac- caught (26) but Adlier quieted them
cept it for an honest emotion. They almost as soon as he stepped under
listened quietly, intently to a story the spotlight though he played only
three
'pops ttrhong his eight selecthey knew as well as Jessel himself
—*of Gus Edwards days, his career tions. Best of the classics is the
as a songwriter, his mom, Walker, Roumanian Rhapsody and a Mozart
"The Jazz Singer" and, finally, his oboe quartet, which he's adapted for
more recent career as a film pro- harmonica and piano. Pop tunes, inducer for 20th-Fo3t. AJl sentimental cluding "It Ain't Necessarily- So,"
"When Day Is Done" and an origistuflF that only he, and perhaps only
one or two others, could get away nal, "Hand to Mouth Boogie" are
with in a bistro, or anywhere for tops. John Clayton furnishes standthat matter. And all shrewdly told, out accompaniment at tiie piano.
Miss; Merrill, attroctive as ever,
sense
gentle
punctuated by a
of
humor just when it seemed as if he has a tendency to overdramatize her
was getting a little too sticky. And gestures, thereby drawing: too much
all readily accepted, as if it were attention to them. She sells her material well, nonetheless, and her
new all over again.
Imagine reprising: th« Hebrew "How Did He Look?" is a standout
prayer-chant, "Kol Nidre" (which example of modern torch numbers.
he did originally in "Jazz Singer"), Her medium-pitched voice, coupled
in a saloon and yet never for a mo- with good phrasing and shading
ment allowing it to lose its austerity knowhow, is- well-suited to the baland an audience respect for its im- lads she offers, including such tunes
plications! Imagine baring his own as V(3ientleman Is a Dope," "Man I
human, perhaps even einbarrassing, Love" (to which she oilers a novel
frailties in a public performance, treatment via a traveling, mike) and
and yet never. once permitting this some special lyrics to *'Summe<caudience to feel that all the corn- time." Encore, "S?nd Me a Man," is
husking isn't clone in Nebraska! Im- partially spoiled by her over-emotsua.
agine not giving a damn that the ing,
waiter is more than a halt-hour late
with your drink because^ after all,
AlayJair
Clti
on stage is a little guy who makes
(BLACKSTONE laO'TEI,}
everything but what he says seem
CMeago, Nov. 28.
so unimportant!
llona Moasey, GUberto Xsais, Ray
For uproarious humor Jessel, iii
his third spot, does his by-now. *forton Orch (8); Cover )fl, $3.50
standard "Professor Larbermacher" minimum.
routine, in which, as' a near-sighted
The current show at the Mayfair
refugee scientist, getup 'n' aU, he
tickles the risibles in what on open- is an hour of music for concert and
ing night was an abbreviated rou- operetta lovers. Whether or not it
tine because of the extreme length is an hour of enjoyment for bistro
inhabitants is a moot matter. To
of the show.
.If there seems to be a neglect for Ilona Massey's credit, however, is
the rest of the bill, it'trnot because of the fact that almost 300 people
any special lacK of appreciation for braved a snowstorm to hear the
^ soprano
honey-blonde
ability;
its
on opening
It's jUst that there is so
much of Jtss^ «onietiody faw to night.
Gilberto Isais is making his first
suffer...
Elsa
Waldo, comedy dance" appearabce in niteries, and the
team, are hilariously funny with young Mexican composer projects a
their slow-motion staff and con- fine musical background. His protorted kissers, but they're on too gramming, however, is a bit faulty,
long by several, minutes.
in that he does two fairly slow
tiuba .Malina is somewhat- out of numbers, Rachmaninoif 's "Concerto;
place in, this, show, thou^ certainly in C Minor" and "Clair de Lune,"
not out'of place anatomically. Miss before exhibiting/the rapid fingering
Malina is a lassie with a chassis, on "Fire Dance." Crowd's attention,
and with a flair for low-cut gowns, might be held better by replacing
her beaut looks. and disturbing der- one of the slow numbers with a
riere, who's listening?
This is too faster item.
<big a. stage for her to hold alone in
. Miss.
Massey -in. her first local
nitery appearance has a sock act.
^, son{[ performance that 'demands a
more intime background.
Singer, is gowned in a silver and
The Graham sisters (2) are lookers white creation and. her natural
J
who sing nicely in^ the production coloring Is Wghtened by a jeweled
numbers, as do Ray Jacquemot and hairband. Obviously nervous," ghe
Charles Irwin, who also do well in picked up the beat of "Zing, Zing"'
their brief spots.
to receive neat returns. Her next

—
.
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this number,
"Cherie Je T'Aime"
he's ("Cherie, 1 Love You"), though well
is usual with done, could be replaced by something
in the semi-comic vein.
t.
(by Thomas Becher)
Soprano turns on tuU color of her
colorful' and designed to !*ow off voice in "What Is This Thing Called
the gals, with the songs by Henry Love" and ''Jealousy." Follows with
Sullivan and Ira Left being pleas- the Hungarian standard, "I Brought
antly tuneful. Richard Barstow has You Lily Flowers," and then the
done a neat' job of st^ng the title tune from the picture, "Baladances,
and Charles Blackman laika," for additional salvos. Encores'
batons the show well.
with' another Hun.Barian song and
But this is Jessel's show. And closes wjthi Spanish version of
who cared about that drink
^y? "Witiiout You."
Zabe.

John Murray Anderson calls
"The New Look Revue." and

staged

it

expertly,^aB

aU. his shows; thergirls are nifties,

fer $11,00)

Tork 19

NewAets

minimum,

wood, Larchmont, Freeport and the
ones to
opening

Bronx—they would be the
Xnba Mttiimi, Elsa fill
the till. And will. But
Graham Sisters (2), Roy night
was a "special" for

Jessel,

Jacqucmot & CHarles Irwin, Line;
presented hy Nicl(y BWr; devised
and staged 1)2/ Jolw Murraj/ Ander-

test

with John Clayton;
Joan Metrni, Abbey Albert Orch,

Cinb Reviews

Carnival, N. Y.
Georoe

James

Lanv Adler

the costumes

Kahn.

lNonn»lndi« float,

Moni'l

MmHreal. Nov.

PETEE LIND HATES

ft

HEALY

M

MARY

Sju^ests musical comedy (and.
01 course, fllmustcal) potentialities.
In the traditional song-and-danca

Comedy
65 JHlBS.
Copaeabalu, N. Y.
Peter Lind Hayes' repeat stand at
.

man's wide-brimmed skimmer, and

with the inevitable cane, Dailey
opens with a lively vocal of "New
"Xork Is My Home Town." He then
reminisces about bis days at tha
Boxy and in vaude, ihcliiding a
his tremendous talent he's now right story of how he got the then-unup there alongside the top boite en- heSrd-of Van Johnson to replace
tertainers. Hayes' comedlc value is.) him in the Roxy line. He then sings
dances "You Do," from the piciand
accentuated by the Mary Healy, who
"Tights," and in with othey
is able to delineate a "show of artistry ,ture,
on par with that ot- her talented anecdotal introductions offers "Kokomp, Indiana," from the same film,
husband.
and 'the .title song from "You 'Were
Hayes' premiere was delayed a
week beeau.se of his illness, during Meant for Me." For the last number
which time his mother, Grace Hayes, he brings on Audrey Wood (doubtone of the top performers in vaude's le.ss uo relation to the play agent)
heyday, filled in along with others. from the -house chorus as his .silent
Ifobe.
However, the delay was no draw- vis-a-vis.
back to the gala opening. Hollywoodites, and virtually every cafe
comic who could make it, showed up.
Texas
Honors
Trouper
Hayes is doing some familiar
Mexico City, Dec. 2.
,
items, such as his impressions of
celebs, for his throwaways, to get
Virginia Fabregas, Mexico's Sarah
started before going into his new
portrait collection. Among the fresh Bernhardt, 55 years a trouper who
'*

.

Monte Proser's Copacabana

jserves
to strengthen the terrific impress 'he
made on his initial visit here- With

.

,

:

Mex

.

:

items are his impressions of an has been honored by the Mexican
Irish tenor, a Gallic chanteur and a
government and private organizaNegro quartet.
He retains the
Punchy Callahan impression, a. gem: tions, is now an honorary citizen ot
of gentle humor.
the state of Texas, She became that
Mary Healy (Mrs. Hayes) provides at a simple ceremony at the U. S.
a valuable assist in several of his embassy here, Nov. 25, when Amnumbers, Her takeoff on Hildegarde bassador Walter Thurston gave the
is virutally a caricature of the chan- vet dramatic actress a parchment
toosey, with her husband ai^sting as signed by Go'y. Beauford Jester.
a midwesterner brought out on the:
floor.
Miss Healy also delivers a
song delineatiqn on "How Sweet
You Are," lylth Hayes supplying an
offstage voice depicting a youthful
,

swain.

A

,,

ACT

SINGIN'

,

Perhaps one of the more colorful
aspects of the preem show came
after Hayes' regular tuni, 'whe(<i Van
Heflin came on the fiodr to do a bit',
and Grace Hayes showed that she
still knows how to entertain solidly
with her dissertation oh, showbusiness. Withal, the Copa- session inteU'',
sifies
the prevailmg belief that

THAT REAUY JUMPS!

'

Hayes has just about everything a
performer needs.
Surrounding Hayes is the usual
capable support, including Blair and

Dean, a pair of flyweight bailroomers with a cute set of routines that
xvin applause with tasteful tricks
and fetching dance designs.
Jet MacDonald and Bay^Amet do
the production songs and dance
work capably. DanCe and show
music -is by' Michael Durso and
Fernando Alvarez, while the Douglas

Coudy production and line jnoake
and «ntertaining

for a diversified
display.

For Example Sine* Augiui;
CLUI NORMAN. TORONTO. ONT.
STORK CLUt. COUNCIL liUFFS
COUEftC INN. CHiCAftO
CUIifKOHTIGR, OCNVER
MCntOrOLITAN, SEAtrU
SrOKAHE CITY CLUI, SPOKANE
CAVE CLU1« VANCOUVER. B. C.
6OL0CN 6ATE. SAN FRANCISCO
NICOLLET MOTEL. MINNEAPOLIS
RKO.KEITH ROSTON, ROSTON
KAJAK THEATRE. RiADiN», PA.
.

HI,

DAN DXILEY

'

Sracst Dsnclnf
14
Boxy, N. Y.,

>

mm.

NOW-~Untii DM«mb«r 13th
.

As he emphasizes repeatedly during the act, Dan Dailey's current
personal at the Boxy, N, Y., is a
symbolic achievement for him, as he
was in the dancing chorus at the
house several year.1 ago. Only re-,
cently in pictures, as Betty Grabfe's
leading
in "Mother Wore
Tights" and opposite Jeanne Grain

WII.PEIIttH0TEL.PimBIIR6lt

BOt KERR. RNO

man

in

LO, JACK

T DAME

Jose.

"You Were Meant

assigned^ to the' remake of
"Burlesque," also with Miss Grable."
For his current act, Dailey sticks
to numbers from his two recent pic-

CMrrMlif—Nw*. T7-3a
Marry <S« Reiind
YoKMgffvwii, Ohftt

tures, adding seemingly (extemporaneous exjglanations and personal anecdotes. The numbers themselves 'are

only

moderately impressive, as
Dailey doesn't demonstrate any
gr«at impact as a singer or remarkable dancing proficiency. However,
ne piakes a pleasant appearance and'

name he

York

MIRIAM
SEABOLD

for Me," he's

next

has^fl distinctly likeable personality
and manner. Except for. his mild film

Naw

RMr.,

Dm.

•

1.-14

Wm.

Penn Hotel,
Pittsburgh

ParimiMirt'

doesn't impress, as a particularly strong vaude or nitery act.

IMnttt: 1221 Oakby fkau
Si. Uuh, M*.

28.

Alden Puppets, Harold Barry
Co. (5), Neil Golden Orch; cover
$1 weekdayi, $U0 Saturdays.
DtiTce

&
1

Duke Alden

is

a smart puppeteer.

His handling of dolls shows dexterity.
also deepens the general presentation with superior lightinig and
sparkling 'ebsturaing of puppets.
Starts off with "Tabby-the Cat,"
jitterbug that dances tinder phosphorescent lights for a very neat

He

iiiilitivAii
CURRENTLY

Follows' with "Carmensita
Banana,-" who dances not only on
her own little stage but also does
table hopping. The latter is Somewhat different and gives a chance to
audience to see Alden's work at
close range.

RUBAN

BLEU, N«w Ydik
RADIO: Sundays, 3-3:15 P.M., WNEW

effect.:

LE

,TOS£FU HSBSOItAins

DirtCliMt

MUSIC CORP., 0»AM«ICA

SiiSSal?"

Harold Barry sings, dances and
emcees, aided by five dancing girls

and joining them

for "MacNamara's:
Band." Barry's outstanding talent is
dancing and he is- a treat to watch
when he does bis version of a jitterbug or his slow dancing impression

ot Ted Lewis.

On opening show, when Alden
missed performance. Barry and*gals
had to do the whole show and introduced an agreeable ensemble on
the theme "A Pretty Girl Is Like a
Melody" with each girl representing
»n nice costumes the songs, done by
Barry in background, "Irene." "Dolores,"
"Louise,"
"Rosalie"
and
"Margie."
Nice but not enough
choreography to take the number
away from a slight reminder of burlesque groupinp:. Weil Golden's Orch
backs show capably.
Mrtrts'

pod

.

A

"Tfta

Illg

Amtrkau Rhmnba King"

pMiMdbMr MMttro Who Knows Tempo and R«Mrtolra
DiMriniMrtiR9 PMpI*

for

.^^ Woks—Nicky Blair's Carnival
1M Wodis—Riily Rosa's Diamond.^ Horsaskoa

JEAN ROSE

4S W«ti'4iiii

Sr..

N. r.

BR.9-2030

.
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Gncy

VAUBBVUAB

OF PHILLY AGENTS ASSN.
Philadelphia, Sec.

Araia Grcnit
Cincinnati, Dec. 2.
Clncy joins the arena circuit in
the spring of 1649 with opening ot a
modern 15,000-seat sports and indoor
show garden, worlt on which gets
under way this week. Project»is

Edward

Pitt.

Shelvey Fired

^BB

Continued from page 4S

NHeries ShulHiiig Owners;

I

"

'

2.

veteran

Zwicljer,

C.

booker, has been reelected prexy of
the Entertainment Managers Association of Pennsylvaniai
Other officers are James V. Loughran, veepee; Harry J. Bitter, second veepee;
Joel Charles, secretary-treasurer,
Elected to one-year terms on the
board of directors were Earl J. Ball,

Some Reopen to Snare HoMiy Trade

secretary of the Screen Actors
Guild; George Heller, exec sec' 'of
American Federat'ion of R a d i o
Pittsburgh, Dee. 2.
Artists, and. Dewey Barto,
Night club picture around here
rep, took: the position that since
Shelvey was relieved of all duties has-been shifting so rapidly in the
when.he was granted sick leave, any last few weeks it would take a CPA
orders he issued were illegal. It also to keep track of the score. Num^
was felt by the
committee that ber of spots have changed hands
many directives sent to
VA's field recently, others are folding and still
representatives were designed to others are planning to reopen after
:

Mercur

AGVA

.

Produeer at N.Y. Harem
Wally Wanger has been named
production manager of the Harem,
N. Y, He'll assume production chores
formerly handled by Lou Walters,
former co-owner of the Harem with
Nat Harris, who stepped out in order
to devote full time to the Latin
Quarter, N. Y.
The Harem has booked the Chandra Kaly dancers smarting Jan. 2S
io succeed the Jack Cole dancers.
Martha, Bnye'c rMUy Bxte
Martha Raye has been signed for

the Latin Casino. Philadelphia, for

• February date.

rent practice of permitting high acts
to perform without nets. Editorial,
written by Kenneth D. Tooill, editor
of the editorial page, urged John
Ringling North, new/ president of
Ringling Bros. :& Barnum Bailey cir
cus to take the lead in this direction
on the, theory that other big-top

tee by issuing unauthorised direc
Taps in die Far East With
tives and orders and flaunted the
authority of the committee and of
the 4A's. Acting upon facts before
in
it,
which substantiated the above
ToKyo, Nov. 21.
.matters, and recognizing the respon
USO-Camp Shows folded its oversibility before jt, Mr; Shelvey was
seas operations here Saturday (15)
this day discharged by the 4A's
owners will follow,
with a final two-hour blowoff show
board." -Wire was also sent to Shel
Star-Times' strategy in this in- vey notifying him of )iis discharge. that combined the last two units remaining here. Finale was staged at
stance is to get North to either acThe 4A's board also decided to the Ernie Pyle theatre, No. 1 showcept or reject the suggestion,
in
postpone for a few months the forth- house of the Far East, and Brig.
Gen.
either case, North's action' will be coming
convention which Shelvey W. A. Beiderlinden, of
General Macsent out as a news-story on the
lined up for Chicago week of Jan. Arthur's headquarters,
gave the infour major news -service, wires.
12. Action was taken to '-fully con- troductory
remarks to the windup.
The editorial labeled "Back to sider the requests made
by the Members 'Of Units 960 and 970^ which
Nero" cites the recent fatality record
program committee which took the final bows, included:
of aerial acts in jcircuses, 'and depetitioned for a .change- of meeting
clares that "a Nero. complex seems to
Unit 960: Joyce Mowery, Jerry
site to New York, and which asked
have seized circus moguls during the
Wallace, Betty White, Louis Carroll,
for a change in convention voting
Al Verdi,- Ruth Petty, Doris Padgett,
past decade that is not reflected' in
procedure outlined, by Shelvey,
public demand."
Nino Ghezzi, Charlie Lelghton, ArUntil a new
national ad- lene Weisend, Helen Carter, Helene
The editorial, continues, "John
Ringling North is cited as the logical ministrator is appointed by the 4A's Wohl and Tommie LaRose.

Combined Show

Tokyo

to bring about an immediate' reformation of this growing tendency
to provide blood and death with circuses because he is the biggest personality in the business. It is strange
he has not given consideration to
the fact that circus audiences are
comprised largely of gentle folk,
parents and children mostly, who
com$ to the big: tops to laugh and be
made happy. To serve them tragedy

AGVA

Ben Piermont
,

Bert WishneW will continue to assist
Piermont.

The new organization
to.'

provide

will .continue
to hos-

entertainment

pitalized vets.

M

E D DY

affairs- will

committee

the

A

;

Billy/
Partridge,
Rollie
Fonzal,
JShelvey firing marks another Tommy Trent, Victor Dejiter,. Maxchapter in the stormy history of ine krivit, Al and Art Fonzal, Sandy
AGVA. The present imion w&s or- Grants. Gae Gallo and Ronnie Cawganized in 1939, when the 4A's re- ley.
voked the charter of the old AmeriLt.-Col. Justin G.> Doyle", who is
can Federidion of Actors, The first; now director
of the Army's recreae:kecutive trecretary was Maida
tional service in
GHQ's Special
Reade, followed \ty Mildred Rotlr, Services Section,
helped stage the
is heinous."
Jean Miiir, Hoyt S. Haddocit, Gerald concluding show.
He was the bfGriffin, Tom Phillips and, finally,
iieer-in-charge of the first USD unit
Shelvey in 1942. Shelvey^ started
to head overseag.^the cine that in
with
as an organizer, in San November,
1941, trekked a 13,900Francisco, later became Miami rep.
mile trail through the Caribbean
and was put in as national head from Puerto Rico to British
Guiana.
Industrial Expo. shortly thereafter.
It included Jane Pickins, Mitzi MayShelvey, when contracted, de- fair, Benay'Venuta, Ray Bolger,.Stan
Atlantic City, Dec. 2.
HamiCs Million Dollar Pier will clared he had iiot yet received notifi- Laurel, Oliver Hardy, John Garfield
cation
the
of
4
M's
action,
thereand
become headquarters for the Interand Louis Paluski.
fore would not comment.
national Industrial Exposition next
The jEormer.^aijiie" team of Bjfrnes
summer.
Swanson was also on hand for the
It will operate under the superTokyo tribute, Don Byrnes served
vision of Dr. H. W. Waters, who
as field director for USO shows in
Saranac
will act as its president and general
the Far East Command, and former
By ttajppy Benwajr
manager. Dates fixed in present
partner Alice Swanson served as his
Saranac Lake, N: Y., Dec;' 2.
plans call for an opening on June
The Patients" gave a shower office executive.
26 with the exposition to continue and
party, to
Esther Morrisette
until Sept. 11.
(Mrs. Victor Gamba) ai the lodges
Valdes Into La Martinique, N. Y.
Among those, who helped -to make
Miguelito Valdes Orch has been
the affair a success yrere John Bink-; signed for

The

"HeUttz of th«

'

harfflonica."

-

STOOGES

will remain as exec-

utive booking manager when U;§0
Camp Shows changes to the Vetaans
Hospital Camp Shows, on Jan. 1.

be handled by
Unit 970: Archie and Rose Robappointed by the
bins, William Glass, Mary Witty,"
parent talent union.
all

Mercia

Piermont Stays as Booker
Of Vet Hospital Shows

AGVA

man

from

February.
Spot has been' using names on a
flve-day-a-week basis,

,

AGVA

Bar

the expiration of their lease, have
purchased the building which houses
nitery for $100,000 and after trying
for seven months, Morris Deakter
has folded his classy Beverly Hilla
Club, whfch he built up last spring
from, an old hotel at a cost of
$150,000. Deakter went in for big
name shows at the beginning" but
dropped them after a short time for
just music and dancing, but place
hasn't been doing anything. Couple
of prospective buyers backed out at
last minute, hence Deakter's deel'
sion to close spot.
The Bachelor club dropped its
show policy last week, but there's
the possibility they'll be back around

.

Wanger Vice Walters As

Musitf

Brothers few years ago, last^week
sold out to Harry Fox and Al
Sursette while Lou Abrams has disposed of Lu Marba (the old Villa
Madrid) to an undisclosed buyer.
Operators of Hollywood Show
Bar, faced with possible eviction at

AGVA
baclced by a closed group, Cincinnati
Eddie Mack, Fred Siegler and James
AG
Gardens, Inc., headed by Charles
Smith. New members admitted were
lawyer, local financier and XT. S. Lou Schleifer,
Julian Hall, Harry "sabotage" the work of the national extended shutdowns.
Ambassador to Belgium after World
Town's most spectacular white
committee.
The full 4A's board
War II, with associates including the Dobbs, Iggie Rait and Bill Jaffe.
meeting
substantiated the findings of elephant, the $250,000 Belvedere,
Jacobs. Bros., linked with Sonja
which was a- bust from the getaway,
the committee,
/
Henie's ice shows.
recently disposed of by owner
iras
Enterprise has a franchise in the St. Louis Daily
Dullzell Wires Diseharge
Henry Lewis to a Cleveland syndiAmerican Hockey League. Frank
After Monday's meeting, Paul cate,, which has just cleared up an
£elke, now manager of the Montreal
DuUzell, 4A's president, sent out a old
Urges
Nets
lis 'Must'
indebtedness with American
Canadiens hookey team, has been
telegram to all AGVA field offices Guild' of Variety Artists and an•igncd as general manager of the
For Aerial Acts notifying them of Shelvey's dis- nounces it'll resume floor shows
arena and hockey team.
charge. Telegram stated that "de
shortly. Len Litman, who bought
Site for the arena is a 36-acre tract
St. Louis, Dec. %.
spite representations to the 4A'Si
on Seymour avenue near Langdon
The St. Louis Star-Times last week Shelvey immediately and deliber
Farm road, a suburban locality near instituted a campaign to urge ately proceeded
to hamper and
the center of Cincy population.
USO-Camp Shows Sounds
circus owners to^ abandon the cursabotage the efforts of the commit-

.

'

CMnrMlW

^

ADAMS THEATRE
M«wark.N«wJ«rwy

'

ROMM

CurrmHy

N
S

CONCERtlZiN<lb

Margery WallM at tha Piano
Mgt.: Itn Upitt

AGVA

.

A.

mi

REELECT ZWICKER PREZ

Joining

HARRY

.

N

:

For

.

.

HARRY

A.

ROMM

&

Lake

'

v

•

We

FLORENCE

LAUREnEandCLYMAS

,

La Martinique, N.

,

WHITE

Crystal Terrace, St. Loo,
Well Set on Bookings

ley,

Garry Vandermast, Jim Wildenand Tom Curry.

Betty
(Par)
Blessing,
sec'y of Dr. Edgar Mayer, checked
Dec. 2.
The Crystal Terrace of the Park out of the infirmary and is now getting acquainted with the UP departPlaza hoteli is continuing with' a
ment, a nifty comeback.
heavy battery of name talent. Among
Walter Hoban, who mastered three
the performers lined up' for the spot
stages of the thoracoplasty operaare Florence Desmond, starting Dec. tion, upped, and: appointed down31; Jane PickenSi Jan: :23; Lanny town shopper.
Ross, Feb. 13; Phil. Regan, March 19
H. D. "Hank" Hearn, former paand Liberace, April' 9.
tient here, now manager of Exhibitors Service, Charlotte^ N. C.
St. Louis,

The Risque Frisky
t2lid

WMk

stairting

placing

•fDANCUMOmilTS"
JACK OAVIES

the

Ntw

PHil TYREU
-Chicago

.

Yorli.'

'

Mwmaid Room

Park Central Hotel,

Y.^

next

Thursday (11) reLecuona Cuban boys.
former Ralph Font band
holds over.

thaler

New York

JANE DOUGLASS at the Piano

.

.

Mary Mason elated, over good
reports, which Upg ber for;
meals and pix.
Annual Harvest Hop given by' the
Study and Craft Guild topped' all
previous affairs. Eddie Vogt emceed
and Meribah Goodwin and Ernie LaRouche's orch headed entertainment
program.
Helen Pelechowicz mastered thoracoplasty operation, and recuping
at. the Rogers.
Eddie Vogt directing play for the
Trudeau dramatic club and a min-

Available for Foreign Booking
JoiiHory

1,

1948

America's Most Distinctive Line

clinic

,

THE INK SPOTS

strel for the Lion's club.

>

,

Forrest Glenn

Optning Dac.

1

TOWN CASINO

JOAQUIN

12 Fdrtious Boulevard^rs
Direct

.

.

ality

Direction

RAY LYTE
tea

terrific

Olncllm:

ir<

llliRofs

mIBmenx HOGAN4YTE.

WABASH 'AVE., CHICAGO

li ll>£.

Inc.

'
.

GARAY-GURRENTLY^Havana Madrid

Joaquin Garay can sing, and

and a

a SMtatieinpl

CMeogOi

NEW yORK

fPRONOUNCED WAUKEEN GAH-RAY)
".

frotti

3-Y«ar iR9«i9«ni*nt af tht STEVENS Hottl

.

taking course in
leather tooling at the Study & Craft
Mgt.-UNIVERSAL AnRACTIONS Guild.
(Write te thoie.who.aie ill.)
S65 Fifth Avcnu*. N«w Yait

BUFFALO, N. Y.

DOROTHY DOBBEirS

salesman.

one of the finest entertainers
He's what New York hoe cried for."
is

I've

—^vibrant,

ever seen

bubbling

eiTY

yrith person-

—lEE JMORTIMER, Doily

IMirrer^

.

;

Wadtowribyt 'Pwwwiber 8, 194,7

4fl

Roxy, W. Y.

?e6ra
ioei

BKa, BaatoB

htt Hollywood background,
on to i-CivlIteaUon" and "You

Variety Bills

Dan Dailev, Three Swyt», HorBoston, i^ov. 28.
Comes
Fisher, Norman Yauttg, Like It," a Calypso ballad.
tc
Voushn Monroe Orch, Fronfc FonKaye, H. Leopold Spitalnv back for a curtain speech, which
becoming taine, Zigav Talent, The Dunhills,
House Choir, Cae Foster Roxyettes, consists of a ga& that's parts
and Moonmoids; "Killer ot Large" (EL).
Paul Ash House Orchestra; "Thun- somewhat corny in these
case
der i» the Volley" (20th), revietued could well ba eliminated. In "It's
haven't guessed, she says,
Vaughn Monroe orch is registerin VAttOiTV, June 11, '47, und^r name you
very nice to be back in. Washington, ing biggest week here in many
"Bob, Sm
Bottle.''
rtso»

Miltofii

of

of

Current

bill at this

especially without a subpoena."
Roy Douglas g^ets top billing from
the patrons with his veiitro act. He
and dummy always click, here, and
earn the returns they «et. Technique

20th^Fox show-

case stacks up as better tlian avcr^
age. There's no whammo act, but
they're ''all entertaining and the show
is nicely routined and attractively

WEEK OF DEOBMBEB

Nam wall

weeks. It remains one of the top
band attractions on the cii'cnit as
Monroe always comes, in with a
staunch group of er.tertainers. Lay-

out is soclco all the way.
Band starts off with "Kokomo Indiana" to set a fast pace and never
down. Monroe, fronting the
band in his usual personable manner, vocals such top-ranking pops as
"Ballerina," "When a Feller Needs
a Girl" and "Road to Mandalay" to
catch a begofl from the capacity
houses he gets on every show.
Supporting talent includes the
Dunhills,. a tap trio with an easy,
speedy style; Frank Fontaine, long

is smooth, and character created for
wooden partner is convincingly
produced.
smart alecK. Highlight of act, which
This time the house orchestra is once made the Ripley column, is
placed on an extended apron at stunt in which veniro and dummy
stage left, with Paul" Ash batoning sing together in haj-mony in two
as well as introducing the- acts from different keys.
Albins, slapstick adagio team, are
there. At the opening the H; Leopold
Spitalny vocal group is on another mildly funny and ^t scattered
apron at stage right. 'As it offers laughs. S*inale,. which iidces pot shots
stock ballroom dancing, has
"it's a Grand Night for Singing" the at
main stage lias three ballroom dance enough good aero ierping in it to
couples, with five other couples give team a nice send off.
Curtain raiser is Connie Stevens
standing around for atmosphere,
Sfiltoa l^aye, the house pianist, is in a- drum major routine that is so
center stage and follows with ^ swiftly expert that constant -twirl-ahnrt
solo' of the
Tchailtowsky ing never becomes monotonous. Gal
"Mtoon Love,"
partly in
dance handles firist one, then two batons
SG well that she garners beaucoup
j:hythm.
*
With the choir backgrounding, applause;
Sam Jack Kaufman and house
Norman YoUng is on next with two
acceptable baritone selections in op- orch .round out holiday layout in
eretta style.
The stage is then o-verture combining the usual
cleared for the clever and laughable Thanksgiving motif with a salute to
dance 'js«itife of Hartison and Fisher. the 'Freedom Train. Patriotic busiTeam, does two numbers .skillfully, ness is handled more, tastefully than
avoiding repetition of most comedy, most,, with effective, help from solist
Kay DeWitt and narrator Charles
dance acts.
Lowe.
-Dan Dailey (New. Acts), -the head- Edwards.

lets

YO«K CITV

Clipttol (I') *
Pawl Wliltcnmn O
MarU.vn Maxwell

MUHlc

4

(I)

V.

(including one on
Talent, who

Zifigy

Oi'(!

(D

AdnmH

ClarU Bi'OB
fU>\y

Monroe), and
with his

3

SwitW

N1«H

:

,

.

,

-

'

.

,

.

Martin & .Florena
Tommy Jlunlon
Prltchard » Ijord

BHOOKLTX

KiMtbuHli

(I)

Bros
AbaullRh Kiltlu

Isob-

Stone

^

_

'

Horiaa 3
Jtima & Jamea
Trumpet Twin*
((o»r to

)

'

Mark

Jordon * Tarvis
Tb« Kanasinwaa

-

BAI.TIMORE

Hojah

«-S

(?)

Jletol

DoHiMffs and

Vmn Smith Ore

Kaya Sisters

HoM

-Aq£ie .B.ond

one -to'

fill)

State,

3

<«-«
tRobsrts^

&
Parish
Tommy nnnlan
PtidTO & Iniranft'

Jsrrett

-

«

Ula^i*

Rei-< Bros
Duciilt
Kay«
(one to nil)

&

1

IBOMXOir
<

tStroud Twins

ffAMnKN
Toncm (I) s-T

Morry & Frank
Tvonne Moray

&

,Tulle

Hotel

OBXCACIO
CMeato (P) S

Welta Rhythm Boys
Robert Maxwell

Hsnnln*

The Colstons

*

Oaynor

Boim

MInit

Bri'nne Xiorey
Janle Scott
Danny -White
Zlmnkerinan'o

Omar

Ca.tran

Bros

O

-

mm

IBypod

M

.

Wash.

Cii|»itali
Walton & O^RottrKie, The Robems.
(5), Jo Lombdrdi Souse Orch (12);
Wa*hinBrton, Nov. 29;
Marilyn Maxwell^- Connie Stevtns, "tt ff«d to Be You" (Col).
The Albins (2), Sam
Jflcfc KofUfman'* House Orch u>ith
Standard. layout plays well enough.,
Kay DeWiti, ChaHes^ Edmaris: "Song Opening by Bobenis, mixed quintet
of tumblers is punchy despite space
of Love" (M-G). limitations occasioned by house arch
Make thinga right for
Capitol's stage bill curMnt session on alage.
is some notches Hbelew top drawer, Walton it 0*Rourke to handle varibut is nonethelecs so nicely balanced ety of puppets On small portable
and well paced that it is doing its stage. Get over strongly with handling of skeletons, jiving blackface
flbs09 ,to pabk the house.
Heiad liner Marilyn Maxwell, vocal 'flnd piano duo, a very funny
Metro player on a build-up p.a. bit ot a drui^ken ilowager at a nilery
tour, seems thoroughly at hoime and and for a sock finish, two Skating
Roai DoitpUu,

,

knows what to do with a tune.
ChantODsey is plenty eye-fllling and

»

warn), sultry, voice. Yet, she
Komehow misses the boat with the
custtuners—at least she did at show
eaugfat. Her Intimate style may be
Jh too low register for daytime
f Udiences, but reason is more likely
thie material she. has been given,
Which Ui a bit too far off beaten
track for the conventional tastes of
ibis type audience. Opens with "As
!xou tMt It," ivcltteb for the occahas-

destruction of noise meters, its lack
of attention to pop songs, and the
tempi that go with them for dancing.
And he uses this situation in a par-

Tony VanKbn
Pannora Imps

TAJ

Honey Boys

Fields
Caltes Bros

...
.

I..eon

Marlyn

<P) 4-7
FrankltL Carle Ore

Bros

Ilowanl

Andy

(S)

&

Ilelsinxs
Cleorm, Uubi'l
t'hnndler

'iiHi

Mary

sarcastic

XiOs

.

.

.

Biz good.

to

the hilt

and

it'

wasn't heai-d
fitirw.

really

when

<caught {Pri«U»y>i

well.

Fttln«e

Hurry Riy
Kathleen

1

(T>

-

•

Ray Malone

Konard Do Ccurcy
Hatel Stevens
Orin Tneker Ore
Prat Lambertl
Marcella Gould
M & J Slack
Scolec Harsh

Ore

.

Bensatlonallsls

ITnnkon

:

(3)

Boul evar-dears

^orit Kfzan

im

-West-

MANrilKST^B
(I)

1

to Hollywood; his last pic
tleman's Agreement."

Annn Mac

.Tohn

*

filndcii
Tiller GIrlH

Kmpire
Dante

(I)

waa "Gen-

HcretofOBe top reittuueratioh lor

K orris

Robbie "Vincent
Cecil Frederick
3 Sbinley Bras
Sanlna & Vnlrtcm'i
Millard

Coin

Contisaed 4wkim page 1

* .I'.-well
Atoms

Olfcn Bca r.ion

i

Sini-Kala-Blni l!cv

Cabaret Bais

directional jpbs

was around 16%, and

author-directors as George S.
IvEiufman and Moss Hart are said to
have rccaived' that share of the
proflts in instances of "My Sister
Eileen" and "Junior Miss." Around
the same compensation goes to
Jobhua Logan for his work with
"John Loves Mary" and; in addition
lo the weekly percentage, he is billed
as associate producer, show beinfi
s>:!c!!

presented by Rodgers & HammerGuthrie McClintic also draws
.goodly percentage, which ap-

stein.

HEW YOBK
BacittcU*

Ooiathy ttoss
nine An«e1
Blls! T Martin
I'earl

Ellin

l.arkin

down a

CITY

CMittH

plies to "Antony and Cleopatra," he
also being compensated for script

Irwin

Chas Blacltman
Ouo Ore
Cafe

lialloy

Jay jMnrshall
Hal Coolfe

Oj-

Soc-iely

(Minvntonii)
8

Carnival
ucovSii' .Tesnel

F.Inn & Wttldo
Sis
was (Irnhnin
l„uh<t Malina
Wood.
Bay Jacuuemot

the band

O

(,t)

KfnculU

('arilinl

.

gin^,. fiddle

Bob-a-Hebop"—all sold
and a .strong closer.

Hyd«

Florence Desmond
Artlno d: Counsuelo

.

Happldi'onre
1

F

.

.

Ik ,1111

Valentos

Harry
<I)

l.nt*

(2)

Jack Bnrtpll
H .KOeewutn' Jleach
Gcoi-ea Olsen Ore
J'dul

Vam

Delson

The Stewaits

White

Tonduleyo &
Calypso Buys
.Dnnuy Dennis

Xbwan

Vllnw SIi«ny
Valmer Honse
Gritr WUIlams Oro

AnnettO'

Heiino

5

Ore

KIrli

-

&

Johnson &
Musical Notes

Xiewls

Bfartx

•Teanne -Williams

Carl Marx
Eatln QimHcr
T.enny -Kent
liatin Lovelies (13)
BUdkly Sha-w Oro
Valida Snow

Massey

Rudenko Bron

(4)

Duncrs (It)

Jose iMells Ore

Ray Morton' Oro
Hotel Bismurk
Fred Harrin, Donmt

ITolKind

&-.

Tunw

.'

JJon Chiesta fjro
Chci! lAdorables t Id)
Ja^n narllntr
Bot«l
Blarkstane
llona'

m4

Sis

Mfthoney

Xihei

mm

D

Hotel BbemMii
Xeo Blamond
Mel Tormn

Marty Gould Ure
Paul Draper
Marttn Ji. I.wls

A

m>i.H»o

Puwmmurt

Ikfartln

.HottK Stylists

BKy Ohien
HoWjittl Broolw
Shirley "White

Brace Drysdals
a

nippodroiue

3 'Monarehjs Ca-

Bmplre

Makula

Marian Fodels

Phil I«Tant

4-t

(1)

ArcollYio

KniBlit
Ili«hty

Pauletle

Ignoianoe Bliss
Harold Bemns

Janezl

,

Court Sa

."Durosa i

J.efCertcs

manner, along with
other developments, to actually add Bladj'a Hay
Michael -Mopre
a dose of showmanship to the pres- Burt
Nerman
entation of the combo. For example: Foul Harttiunlcii, O
prior to a broadcast he explains to l-en St Bill i«nre
the kids what's going to cook—and .llnimle tlobbins
Koinic Conn
warns that dancing shouldn't be un- Alys
dertaken
since
there's
"vidous
tempo changes and somebody's liable to break a leg." Such touches,
combined With his constant (feigned)

.tially

inability to remember at what spot
he's playing and a funny routine of
Steve Murray is next with gag- introducing the members <il his
playing and a comedy troupe, add showmanship to the
vocal.
Set matters for the Angle broad color of the band's unusual
Bond Trio to dose with strong sesh musical performances.
of instrumental stuff and some vocpjKenton still has June Christy on
jzing. Utilizing piano accordian and vocals and trumpeter Ray Wetzel as
bull fiddle for swingy arrangements, noveltyrtune backerup. Miss Christy
trio of femmes give out with "Cara- i» a fried performer and her pervan," "All These Things," "Samba" formance here goes over, as usual.
a Bach classic and for encore, "Hey She handles material peculiar to her
does
Wetzel
cats.

Joe Black
Cella Hart

&

Sin

Knclianters
(one to flit)

Hero

DuifRie Wakefield
Hilly NelKon
Chiiok O'Neill

Mills

A Una

-^^'miB

0

SSslga Bcla
SAN'
WAMriSCO
nntel !niTt
Piaulens,
date (K) S Vincent T^opez Ore
Doris Ha-ywood
Babert Iticlium
Charlie Drew
(3<-nc Kitrdos Q
Ross & Stone
'Danny Drayson
CHICAGO

^TAm

Hoy

Peitito

Jack Prase Oro

Bill

Theatre (I) 1
All

^:

&

liasKlo

Beolriee. l''nntt Oye
11 Cnrbpllo Ore

.

Francis Oraip

CARim^-

OanBS

^lareos

.lianric Tjon,^

Lester

Ijander

FranlcJe Carle- Or«.

New

De

Falocfi (I) li
'BroatTwaiy I'asBinc*

Noal Slanlev

& Srnwn

•

t

-Frye

WaMort-AslvrIa

Wbltey Roberta
RilltfA 3

Dewey

Xlynenilte .Tefterson

Rivers

Don

Bob I.oe
Kay Carole

Capitol

Caudlllo Hlstens
Carl Sands Ore
(one to Wiy
Regal (F) B
Nellie Luicher
Otllesple

Vnnsmrd

C'oi-ey

WlWy

Max ^nminsky

;i

WAflttlNOTON

Sntut

Marshall Bros

Dlzz}-

Village

Irwin
Jjea

J Oiiurnerl
CUOii Uoll

to mi)

Ool^y -Worth

4

(I)

Ranch Ore
'

*

Bonnie

,

Itevan &' Roles

Russell

Oriental

m

Tea Straeler Ore

J0hn

Harper & Lonlse
The -Warners

-Pat

St Mnrit*
liUblnh Ore

Ma<''Arthui-a

miMm

Boateii (K) «

Barry SuUfvan

Bontn's Puppeta
Will Mamlh «
Connie Haines

Palmer

%li>ore Sis

Nat Braiidw.vnno
Mislia Mori- Oro
Wlvel

(-lliriH'

.

Winton

Oi-c

VlUaice BflTii

Pluie T*ete
:T(>nl

Bnosevelt

4Iotel
Seals
Knunk Parker
Raye & Naldl
Nype 8k C<ile
Mvulyn T>ner
Anrtre Andree A

Tmniny -Bomey Ore

X.lnita

Iterron Oro

Sdo

Be<UnKt«»»

•BiMCimSTKB
Mteee (B) 4

V

(D

Regan

.Tool

Hotel

Ob !WJIIIb

-liliiyd-

Panehito

llHKU

Pbll

Guy l.ombardo O

-

Nelson

na>ira(lann
K«w Viaehrr

Saitnray JSaj'e Ore
lyalljr ^laelter
'Hatvl VeimwIvnnHi
Sl^W*
„ .
Cha-i Splvak Oi-e
•flplvy
ilDtvl VIenrr
Shleli Barrett
I.andre & -Verna
Venatlllea
C;hn» Reniler Oro
Dunulnger
Gray Terrell
Bob Grant Oro

SENSATIONAL tIMOPCAN
HOVtLTY
9et. Mgi.: WOli SMITH AMNCY
mat .Brwdwy
Sfm'
Lew

Tony Hnvaar

Catallno Ore
Xabaa -Bleu

Sonla Conts
Connie Sawyer
aean Palmer
Nortnann Paris 1
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(f) A
»heii Kl«ia« Ore
O'St^utk* :Boh I'lopltina

ik

O
O

Bonhy Wnldon
Ktpiilicn Tvlaley

lUSAUINO

O

Vincent Travcra
Blvleni

Billy Vine
J»n Bart
Demur
Denlae
Uet+y Jane Smitk

.

llavid

-CommmloM
Hdtrl
Stan ICenton Ore
natel Lrxlmiton

ISileen JSarlon
OeoriTfl Guest

RipSiMlKune

WAlton

-

ValdoJS

Bon vivants

Pat -Whitney

8-1
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'
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flll)-

GeorKle :Tapna
smith SJs
I'Htrlcla Adair
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:

(I)

«niiltaa

t'umpiig:noiiH

C& T
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Castlllanou Ore
-Ilddle Stone 'Uro
Hot,el Blltinar*
I,anny Ross
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Paul KenioH

Four Moroccann

"Papa Won't You Dance With Me?."
WllHlHur (I) S-7
"Two- Loves Have I" and ''Civiliza- Alan Reno
Besides being a looker, she Cttthorinfl HarrJa.
has a .sharp way with a comedy lyric- Koslyn I*aKo
and «oes very big. Whole show, Paul McWniiiiina

,

Harem

•

Myron Cohen
Kllsa .Taynu

John

»,

Betty Jann Watson "Majestlo (I> *-7
Wilfred Dujiols

tion."

"onJ>^ with -an enteetainin tact, interlarded with band niun-.;
Ing jtoB^-jind-dance act' and some
State,. N. ¥.
hers in superior settings, rates as a;
amusing -palaver about how he was
Jackie Cleoson, 3«ttt; Reilly, Sob smash affair, and wows from the,
ono! a cfaoruS' boy at the Boxy.
outset.
-The Three Swifts foUow with Howard, Ladd Lyon K), Pritchord
Opening, holiday J^im. biz was senMarimba
theirfsuniliar
comedy ju^Ung, '& Lord, -Reg Kefioe
sational jn a house that's been n.s.h,
Dailey. sticks, around to do .a simple 4iuems (7); "The Wistful Witlotu of
!for moutbs.
\Elie,
ju^ling bit,- then exits for the -third Wagon Gap" (U) (2d week).
-member <a the net,- who's introduced
as the drunsmer in- the house band.
The -State show adds qp JBtisfacTtw^tcio jgo through -their funny se- torily- although wiOumt tite punch
• Miami, Nov. 29.
ries e^-buildi^'for. seveml' standard- to .put it jn the -sock column. ItV
Gordon MacRac, Snjah Raboid,
indisntrClub bits, to progressive audi- one of- those shows wherein most
Alodelettes,
Soimv Spares;,
(12),
«nce:i»«:tion;
of the acts do well individually, •PrydM^ It Dtai, Morey 'tc Eaton, Les
JPimtle of -the show has the Roxy- but in .the aggregate it's compara"House Orcfc; "Crw Wolf
ett» coing. through- a routine bal^ tivejly tianie. One -of- the .j«asons for Hhotte
(WB).
-ancing on lar^e balls, a by-now this CDhditiOn might be that tlw
sdoi'dirird turn with them.
Hobe;
-hoi»8e-'had to be extranely careful
Fairish show current here, with
this week because of the increased audience -approbation ,in same vein.'
juvenile ^attendance:
during the>
Pace setters «re the Modelettes, A
¥.
departure from, the house -policy,
.Charlie Bamet Orch (17)., Dick Thanksgiving holiday.
.Present are a few acts that can wiiich rarely includes .anything apHalOtoin,
Jeanne Louise, Bunny
Btism, n>mrny Ropers, aUider Bruce do well on any stage including Betty proximating a .production number,
Reilly, Bob Howard and Ladd t^on. the-12^al Hne turn in -two well reti Co.; "The Spidr,"' (20«)
Jackie Gleason -will regain >enter'that hearsed, though -not too imaginative
Layout at this Barlem vaude category as soon «s. be gets fresher xoutines.
Gordon MaoRnei topliner of the
house currently is a below-par med- material.
ley. Cliarlie Bacaet^s wtch.liowevep,
tintcbard «nd' Lord, baUrjSiMnet& layout hits solidly with liis fuUy
n»nages to vtoke' ijp enough steam- who canbine tapi 4md ^liallet, '-mbb in- TOunded vocalistics. Guy leaves imto .please the ApoUo: jiunp set. the opening slot. T-erptwain provides presh that he could range liigh with
While the oxilir other items, to be an extremely mild offering. Their ,^t&e' -notes. As is, ,gets the mitting
recommended are the reitular house- routines "are showing signs of wear, with his -easy approach to the pops
comics and. terper BUnny Briggs. -and <9n infusion of new and original with "Near You" and "Body and
Best of'the show isititai-.'
material is needed if they're to Saul" standouts.:
Bajahe Heboid, a local fave in
Composed of eight brass, six reeds, maintain their f ormer .standards.
-'three' rhythm, 'BarirefB crew gives
There's -an immediate- lift in the niteties, ^^a^ners a .good palm-poundout with
driving -brand of- itaz- proceedings with Ho-ward'a Mag. '.iag. 4iiiHt his .mentalistics'. Ansvlrers
ttaat'4 jiharply .atranged; 'ior easy and' :piaao-'Wotk. Ttiis ^aepian aoidcs. any and all questions sent up.
Unicycllsts and balancers Pryde
listenind. Barnet's solos xtn the alto Across Ji guintet of numbers wiffa«ad DcQT di» okay with their stunts.
-and .AQwano aax, .moreover, are vigor and a shade of 'hinnor -for
loaded with -xUft* fhai^CKi over par- .turns swarranting an encore, ^on,' Jtoutiningi «re well handled. ComtitHilKrly -vwai 'to "this house. Nice- aided by an. audience plant, shm- edy -ipot held down by -Morey aiid
novelly ^totteh is added by two 'larly gets bis hand-to-hand balancing ISsAm doesn't go too .'vsr^L Timing
-,lti«re^
cotoced trumpeters with -band who across, while Miss Reilly hits it olr and showmanship
but
.do a taObact wiQi their horns, drcb's nicely with -an -assortment fit rhytbm not the material.
3fa emcee spot. Sonny Sparks hanbaritone vqcdlist, .Dlflt aaldwin,. tunei including some in the Irtttin
«CQreifr well -with '^Ton Do" «tttt "Be- -and Xididish idiom.
She's another; dled the ehore neatly. Also clicks in
songctanza,
en .the .Secnine." SVsmme .Trocalist, encore .getter.
Larv.
Jeanne LquIk,. lacks as yet suffiGleason's
in
bis
capacity
as
cient .'jitidr to "hoia the customers emcee, and his -solo turn, does comquiet*
paratively well, butihat'4;not enough
Briggs is completely mls«fipotte'd Tor a .performer .with hb; capabQities.
«s 4ne number oni it«n sand sfaoUld The ract that he gets some of .the'
•be moved up. higher In the bill, be- too-familiar yarns 'across indicates
cMse everything, following him that -fae'd wow with some new;
-auiTers badly by comparison. Srigi^ verbiage. (Bd. note: It's generally -material, seems to have added a dif.hashes xme of the smartiisirt tap-terp- i.'the same criticism of Gleason -when ferent suality. Perhaps it's just the
mg routines in the business. Smooth he was at -the N, Y. Capitol recently). same fare, only it's matured. It is
iww ea^y without Usihg any acroCloser is by Beg Kehoe-s marimbai now possible to sit really close to
batic nips to win customer applause, band, a decorative group with six- those 21 men -at work and enjoy the
he features, a uniflue stylis oft hoofing gals. They mafee->e, pleasant imnress results unequivocably. A ooaversaipunctuated b"<«ast and funny breaks with the marimbas^ vibe and chime tion can't exactly be carried on
while the band is at work; to say
JfBs to beg off.
offerings^
Other acts include Spider Bruce
Louis Basil's house orch, aside that is gohig too far. It's still plenty
In ^ hangup skit which is, jegularly from
oi>Fcrin£
topnotch
ba(>king, novel, but therells.jiew: color in most
repeated here with same uproarious helps warm up the house with a of -the things it does and the blasting
Isn't
as noticeable. Kenton now uses
rfeiiultg.
Tommy Rogers closes the f»Qcy arrangement of "I Wish 1
bongos and maracas for- unusual eflayout, with a wheezing style of DifJn't Love You So."
-eoaiedy patter and singing that's
Hou8e< held oveii the Abbott and fects, incidentally. Pete Rugulo,
Kenton's main -wranger, ain't too
- narrowly limited to Harlem
Costeilo
tarr
er
"ISie
Wistful
Widow
s
taste.
His-pipes are fair and he-does a.good of Wagoh' Gap," for. a second week. clear hiimseU over what has been
.done to change the band's approach,
job on the novelty .tune 'fFlagal^,"
Jose.
but admits there is a difference.
but his comedy material is. a rehash
Whatever it is, it's a great band.
of stale
mnS bis delivery is
i'O i c» Halto.
.Kentoi). -sterns to have been soured
Without finesse.
Hcrm.
'« bit by the' numerous
Baltimore, Nov. 30.
objections he
ATtpie Bond frib, Steve Murray, has heard in the past on the band's

.;
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nice style to "I Wish. I Didn't 3tiOve
others. In i contrasting- vein Madelyn Russell warbles
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usual "Sangi You Made' the Pants Norman Youtir
& I'^ioher
Too Long" plus "The Maharajah of HarriMon
*
mite
Magador" and "Josephine."
R & li Plukort
Moonmaids, smooth vocal quartet, The Tunosiiien
work; with Monroe and contribute .Tuhnny Morffun

lined, )8
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Backer.s of "Streetcar" did the
largest part of the financing, which
is

up

not unusunlj angels often putting
all the money, but in light of the
percentage to liazan, Ihey
40% of the profits io-

record

will .sliare- in
sta-

rt

aSj

staiices,

50% er more

In

some

iia-

,

.
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CnOman Says Cut Is&es No
Proposed limiting of 9roadway4
opening-night Usts appears to'te in
« state of flux, and while the number ^f tickets given the press will
doubtless be reduced, it's generally
conceded that there will be a more
elastic schedule arrived at than the

managers originally announced. Tomorrow (4) the board of the League
of New York Theatres is due tp consider the suggestions for more elasmade at a meeting, with press
agents test week. It is likely that a
revised' list will be submitted to
manager-members of the League be-

ticity

it becomes "oflticial."
Along Broadway there was varied

fore

'

Fmian's' Book Pnzzled
Brkisli,

tive,

it is felt.

Howard

S.

Cullman, one of Broad-

way's most proline bsekers,
for instance, that tlie proposed press
.stresses,

makes no sense. Those
amusement business need the

ticket slicing

in the
.

a,:sistance of columnists, radio

com-

mentators, magazines and all .those
that influence public opinion. It is
inconsistent to ask for their asiilstonce through press agents and then
deny them the privilege of covering
the ^ows.''
Proponents of curtailment among
th* League's officers state that it is
only flie flrst night that the limitation would apply and that those supposed to be scratched from the list
8r« welcome to attend the shows on
the. second or some subsequent performance.

EQUin OKAYS CUTS
IN

PAY FOR

'FANCY'

It's unusual for a cut in salaries
made at this period of the seaeon but Equity okayed such an arfor "A Young Man's

to be

T^ngement

*

*

But Dances OK,

a bright

In N.Y.; Newspaperman,

featiir* in Iht

Om

mfim

is

Divided," at the Civic thea-

tre here after three-week run. Show,
which opened Oct. 19 in Detroit, had
the an estimated loss of $90,000 despite

But audiences went all out for
dance and musical numbers, he- several rave notices. JMTost critics
claimed.
This went, too, for the were lukewarm to play about GI's
young people in the show. Dancers in the black market.
aren't as integral a part of English
Firm already has a musical in
shows as in Broadway musicals, preparation for spring production.
Kidd said. Their importance in a

show

was

like "Finian's"

relatively

The dancers liked working in
a U. S. show, because of the faster
The type of movement and
expression was new. but intriguing

new.

pace.

Hops

'Sons'

them, he added.'
dancer with Ballet Theatre unassignment to stage the
his

h

-

to

Ou

A
til

dance numbers for the Broadway
Finian's," Kidd has offers to stage
dances for three forthcoming shows,
including a revival of "Sally." He
did the choreography for a ballet,
"On Stage," now in the Ballet Theatre repertoire, and inay dance in the
work during the current BT run at
City Center, N. Y. This would be
his first dancing since an operation
on his heels last season. He has another ballet in mind which he plans
worldng on this winter.

My

and Qints

slated to close in
c8) at the Erafter a disappointing three
there, is the second drama
rated among Broadway's clicks la.st
i'eason to have flopped in the Loop
''All

Chicago

SonS!,"

Saturday

langer,

weeks

this fall, the first
of the Forest."

was "Another Part

-

.

.

'

Press Agent, Producer

indications of a pre-Christmas business slide along Broadway one week
sooner than usual, and the same applies this season, although Turkey
Day is supposed to see the peak of
the fall period.
difference in con«
ditions does not appear to count.
There was a softcoal strike threat a
year ago, and Broadway lights were
dimmed to conserve fuel, yet that

A

Alex Yokel, who had
newspaperman,
Chicago
Broadway press agent and legit producer, marks the passing of a color- weekend saw the midtown jammed
There was a like:
ful figure among showmen. He died with customers.
influx last Friday and Saturday
Thursday. (27) at the age of 61.
(28-29).
Yokel got his show biz start in
Thanksgiving
week
started disChicago, where he had been intermally with a torrent of rain, and the
ested in road shows that played"
effect on boxofflces of theatres withHe came to New out
smaller stands.
heavy advance sales was imYork to become press agent for the mediate. Several shows got unbelate Sam H. Harris' attractions, and
lievably small money, stated to be
he Was highly regarded in that po.st.
between $500- and $600 on Monday
Yokel clicked with his first Broad- (24) night, while reports were that
way show as manager, "Three Men takings for two attractions were conOn a Horse" (1935> in which he was siderably lower. Attendance did not
Comedy, by improve much up to midweek but
backed by Warners.
John Cecil Holm and George Abbott, the holiday matinees were generally
ran for more than two years, and satisfactory.
night
Thanksgiving
profits
from its road companies was exceptionally off and, as one
were bi& too, but Yokel's share agency man put it, "you couldn't
He planned to give tickets away." Rush theatrewasn't all gravy.
protect himself financially by buying ward the foUowing two nights saved
annuities but through manipulations
even fairly good grossers from turnby men he trusted the securities bling to new fall lows.
were never delivered, and he nearly
Despite the holiday, declines in
went broke.
the weekly grosses were estimated
asso-:
More recently Yokel was
at around $2,500, too much to preciated with the click "The Glass vent some shows from operating in
Menagerie," whicji brought Louis J. the red. There were exceptions, of
Singer into sho-W business as its co-- course, but the offisbness was noproducer with Eddie Dowling. Singer ticed even with attractions that have
Yokel consistently registered actual capac<^
production.
the
financed
brought them together, in exchange ity. TJrop for those shows was disfor which it was agreed that he re- counted by the
managers, who
ceive 5% of each partner's share. clrimed that takings were down
At Yokel's suggestion "Menagerie" only a few hundred dollars. One
opened in Chicago, at the Civic the- of the marked exceptions w^ "Iceatre, whei'e the critics hailed the time of 1948," which was quoted
new drama. Show sold out thene for ju-.tping $9,000 to $42,000, with one
three months before it was brought extra matinee (10 performances),
to Broadway (Playhouse), whore it although "Ice Follies" was current

Death
a
been

of

,.

,

"Sons" played the stand under an
arrangement with the Theatre Guild, was cited as the best drama
the latter's sukscribers being offered season (1944-45) by the N. Y.

"Sons" tickets at the usual price reduction.
Understood that "Sons"
grfass was only a few hundred dollars over the amount totaled from
Actors Fund Finds
subscribers, and it was felt that the
postwar plcy would not successfully
Itself Unusually Busy tour further without that support;
"Sons" was accoladed by the N. Y.
Actors Fund recorded one of its
busiest periods during late Novem- Critics Circle as the best play durber through sudden deaths in the ing 1946-47, and business at the
profession; it was much above aver- Coronet, N. Y., spurted after the
The actors* charity defrays award last spring, spanning the
age.
summer, run continuing until recosts of the burials.
For the two weeks immediately cently when the play went to the
road after -41 weeks, playing Rochesprior to Thanksgiving arrangements
were made by the Funt: to take care ter and Buffalo prior to Chicago.
Pointed out that neither drama had
of 11 casualties, one ^rom as far off
stars in the casts nor name players,
as St. Petersburg, Fla. Fund's annual
the possible reason' why the shows
report showed that during the 1946did not attract more than "moderate
47 fiscal year ther^ had been a total
out-of-town grosses. However, when
of 74 burials by the Fund.
"Forest" tried out last -season excelAmong those who passed away lent takings were registered in a
were two oldtimers, William 'Wads- couple of stands..
worjli and Charles E, Burrows; both
over .80, but both of whom secured
Xief May Baton in Dallas
stage engagements unexpectedly in
Dallas, Dec. 2.
recent years. Wadsworth played the
elderly doctor in "Three Is a FamArthur Lief has been offered the
position of conductor of the 1948
ilr'' and scored the hit of his career,
while Burro'ws appeared in a road season of operettas to be staged here
company of the same comedy, pro- by the State Fair of Texas, Lief
would replace Giuseppe Bamboschek,
duced in 1943 by John Golden.
There are a number of veteran musical director of the operettas
1943;' who plans to tour Brazil
actors who frequently visit the Fund Since
offices and' chat in the "backroom." and visit his family at Trieste.

yancy?' after surprising figures were
submitted. Comedy played through
the summer at the Plymouth, N.Y.,
then moved to the Cort. "Fancy" is
in its 32d week but indications are
the show operates in the red from
the start, it's slated to be $165,000 on
the wrong side of the ledger.
Play is presented by 3&enry Adrian'
•nd it's understood the boo&ing contract. Stft the Cort calls for a guarantee to the -house of '$3,500 weekly.
Average gross has been around $7,000 but it's claimed the show, which
has a number of juveniles in the
cast, has been bettering an even
break though that's hardly borne out
by figures submitted when the salary
slice was sought.
Adrian, whose
previous tries included "Victory
Belles," during the war, and "The
Girl from Nantucket," a costly musical which also flopped, was on the
verge of closing some weeks ago.
Stated at time of the intended fold
that the authors "refused to cooperate," which revealed that the writers declined to shave their royalties.
"Fancy" was written by Harry
Thurschwell, an. attorney, and Alfred Golden, who burned when
Adrian recently was reported saying Be wrote the play. Authors complained to the Dramatists Guild over
Wadsworth and Burrows
non-receipt of royalties and script When
were engaged for "Family" it was
Changes without their assent
Revival of "Burlesque," which has an event that other oldsters considxun nearly a year at the Belasco, ered something of a miracle.
also has a modified cut salary arrangement, dating from the summer.
Cut only applies if the gross drops
under $14,000 weekly. The actors
have been getting their contract ural
salaries through most of the fall,

But Weekend Better
Last year Thanksgiving week saw

Michael Kidd, dance director of
of
the Broadway and London versions
of
"Pinian's- Rainbow,"
returned
from England last Week just ahead
Shortly
of the news that th^ British edition
would close Saturday (6) after onjy
The British
a seven-week run.
Red in Fold
found the elements of "Finian's"
Of 'Gaul' in Chicago
book too confusing, thought Kidd.
Chicago, Dec. 2.
They couldn't understand the specific
Lambour and Golden, Chi proU. S. parts, such as the Negro ques^
tion, and' the Southern Senator, and ducers, folded initial venture, "All

Gaul

Hii,

Axel Yokel Dies at 61

*

42d Anniveruiry Number

Michael Kidd Reports

comment over curtailing the press
opinion mostly favoring the
press contingent although partial
curtailment received the nod.
League's plaint against "cold" opening nights could be blamed more on
those first nighters who arrive late such American jokes as references to
at the theatre ^nA are often inatten- TVA and Sears '& Roelmck.
list,

AO Sbws

'"Somebody Always
Writes About the
Good Old Days'*

Sense'

of the
Critics

Circle.

.

Madison Square Garden.
One' new. show, "Antony and Cleoentered' the list; two are
to debut this week, the highly touted "A Streetcar Named Desire,"
and the calypso musical,
"Bongo." A dram.., "The Gentleman
From Athens," and an intimate musical, "Angel in the Wings," are
scheduled to open next weeki Next
premieres thereafter are revivals of
"Crime and Punishment" and "Topaze," dated for Christmas week,
with the D'Oyly Cartes starting 'New
Year's week.
Two and' probably
three major musicals are on Jjunuary's incoming cards.
Currently there are' half a dozen
fewer shows on Broadway than in
the same week a yedr ago, and so, r
at

patra,"

Yokel

offitially

was general man- carded

ager of "Menagerie," During the Chi
engagement, and thereafter in New
York, he went through a series of
wrangles with Singer. The latter
allegedly refused to turn over to
Yokel the agre^d-upon share of the
play, although Dowling had readily
done so. After months of contro^
versy the matter was settled. Yokel
accepting $25,000. Joel W. Schenker,
a businessman outside show biz, who
was also suppcsed to be in on
"Menagerie," also settled his claim
out of court.

This season Yokel produced "The
Benchwarmer," with Bert Wheeler
playing the lead, but the play was
flop in Detroit, where it ripened.

a of course, there's no house shortage.

suffered from heart disease
for some years; and that caused his
death. During his disputes with
Yokel
was advised by his
Singer,
medico not to take the witness stand

He had

because

.

MARY MARTIN'S RAKE

Exim cHi'Am&v
Chicago, Dec. 2.
Irving Berlin trained in last week
persuade Mary Martin into extending stay of "Annie Get Your
Gun" at the ShtibeH past scheduled
Jan. 10 closing date. Miss Martin
had insisted she woiildn't stay. at any

of hfs illness.

Another' play which he produced
but closed at ti-yout was "The Snark
Was a Boojum," put on several
years ago. He obtained the rights of

"Love From a Stranger'? from London and was ,in on the American
which did not fare well..
in which he figured
were "Bufy the Dead," "The Song
Lief was associate musical director Writer-" and "Under the Gaslight."
His widow is the former Mys,
of the St. Louis municipal opera in
Funeral services
1946 and last season conducted the Rosalind Levy.
touring company of "Call Me Mister." were held Sunday (30) in N. Y.

to

house more than 12 weeks because
she wanted to play before audiences
that had never seen her' before.

presentation,
Other plays

Shuberts and Berlin, however, have
been awed by fantastic Chi grosses
.

,

-

of "Annie,"
tJpshot of

Bei-iin visit is tJjfit
"Annie" stays until Feb. 28.' Miss
Martin's old cont];act has been torn

up for 'a new one that brings her a
hefty salary hike. ^

OUT SOON1

Treasurers' Benefit

hoVirever,

Sbw

The
Baggage
Delay 'Lueasta' Preem
Columbus,. O., Dee.

Elkhart, Ind.
virtual capacity

A

opening-night
house could not be notified, patrons
arriving in the first full-fledged
snowiitorm of the year.
Only a few weeks ago Fred War-

Pennsylvanians had to borrow

Columbus
Philharmonic Orchestra and play in
Memorial Hall in" street and sport
clothes because their baggage v/ent
instruments-

astray.

.

from

the

made up

of Broadway legit boxmen, held Its annual benefit
Sunday (30) for the organization'*
burial, fund. Extr^. per.sick and
formance of "The Heiress" at the
tBiltoBore was played in aid. Of the
fund but the actors were pa'id pro
ly

office

I

2.

OF

Opening of ^'Anna Lucasta" on
Thanksgiving night (27) at the Hartman theatre here was delayed until
Friday (28) because the show's baggagecar got hooked onto a Chicago
train in Cleveland and wound up in

ing's

Gets $14,000

Treasurers Club of America, most-

42nd Anniversary Number

j

rata, as usual, at the club's insist-

Top was $6 and takings ap$3,500. Real profit, howcame from the souvenir program, and between that revenue and
show, club's fund added $14,000.
Trea.<Urers' many- timed president,
Allen Schnebbe, manager of the
Lyceum, again handled the program,
which contained 170 pages, with.
ence.

Vsonl Hdfeitismg rates pievoil

F^ims closing shoitly

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and space
NEW YORK
1S4 W.

If

46tli St.

reservations

HOLLYWOOD

28

«311 Yhccmi ».

may be

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

1

360 N. MicUgaa Av*.

LONCON. W.
8

C. 2

Hom

St. MarriM's
Trotaisar Sqaoir*

!

proximated
ever,

,

:

'/

Lewis Harris (Biltmorfe), current
president, chiefly aiding.- Gross on
the hook topped $16,000, while the
eost

o;f

printing ^KS»~p!6i)!ati

^lii^

Y
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UICS1IllIA'n&--CONCBRT

NX to Rival Paris-Yieniia-Berlin As

Charlotte

2-%era-Hoiise Town ViaCity Center
well on its way to
two-opeta-house city
like Berlin, Paris and Vienna, with
people's
its younger fiouse a real

York
becoming a
Nevi/"

How JerUza*s

Is.

opera company for the massesthanks largely to the efforts of,
Laszlo Halasz and the City Center
Opera Co, With a strong assist from
Broadway, hy the way.
The three-and-a-half year old
operatic institution at City Center
directed by Halasz, will do 13 weeks
of opera this season (eight this fall,
15
flye next spring) and will do
weeks next year. The 63-year-old
Metropolitan Opera does only 18

Coif

Saved "LeUy''

'BiUy Sunday' iBaUet
In Bow by Monte Carlo

*

*

Chicago, Dec. 2.

Ruth Page's ballet, "Billy Sunday," done a year ago by the Renais-

I"

sance Society of the U. of Chicago,
its professional premiere
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
presents it during troupe's midwinter run at City Center, N. Y., in
February. Last Page ballet to be
seen in N. Y. was the controversial

have

will

when

•weeks of presentations a season.
Halasz's idea is an eventual comseason of opera at the Center
from, September to May, as firmly
entrenched as the Met. Where the
Met is a" "class", house, with top of
$7.20, and lowest price about the
Center's top, the Center will be a
house for the masses, at the $2.40
top that mow obtains.
Final week of the Center's opera
this fall coincided with the Met's
oitenihg week. Instead of the competition hurting, the Cenfer did the
best business of its eight-week run
in the last five performances, all but

pl^

Frankie and Johnny."
"Billy

by

Sunday" will also be done
Opera Comiciue next

42d. Atmivet$ary Edition

COMMUNITY CONCERTS

the- Paris

gpring> with Miss Page going over
to "stage it. Remi Gassmann, com-,
poser of the score, is now in Paris
setting up the deal^ Jerome Andrews, who danced the title role in

the Chicago preem,
.

may

repeat

it

in Paris.

Kz

(kcert

Off

By 15% from

'46

UP 300 TO 813

Publicity job done on "For Love Or Money," at the Henry Miller, N. Y.,
in the face of adverse N, Y, notices has attracted trade interest. Attention
has been focused on one player, June Lockhart. Show opened three weeks
ago, with Miss Lockhart, the ingenue, not even featured. Seven notices
were bad, and show did' only $400 on its second night. Producer Barnard
Strauss was all for closing the first week. All notices had singled out
Miss Lockhart and the press agent, Richard Maney, talked the management into putting every bit of publicity on her, despite contracts'^With
featured players John Loder and Vioki Cummings. The latter pair okayed
the idea. Daily ads ignored the show,- merely plugging Miss Lockhart and
the "star is born" idea borrowed from one critic.
Since then, the play's flacks claim they've made everything but the Yale
Quarterly with Miss Lockhart. All N. Y. d«ili6s went for interviews. The
N. Y. Times followed a story in the Sunday drama section one week with
a yarn in the mag section the next Sunday. The Herald Tribune's Howard Barnes, Post's Richard Watts, Jr., and Journal-American's Robert
Garland, followed up their reviews with second pieces about the girl. The
Sun gave her six columns of text and pix on Page Three the Saturday
after opening. The Mirror and News had her in colorpix Sunday. Life
last week had a three-page spread en the "star is born'' idea, and Cue
Collier's story is in the making. The
and Look have followed suit.
New Yorker covered her in Talk of the Town.

A

CITIES

Partly interlocking managerial interests explain the season's most in-Community Concerts, division of
Columbia Concerts headed by Ward teresting independent, booking deal oh Broadway. The Hudson, started the
French,, announces an, increase of season disappointingly with "How I Wonder," but as the house is due to
300 cities in membership during the get **Man and Superman," which moves from the Alvin in mid-February,
past year, to bring total of towns on its season will probably be a <:onsiderabIe winner after all. Hudson is
'While business has owned by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse, whose associates include
its list to. 813.
fallen off in theatre, niteries and Howard Cullman, who has a piece of "Man" and who heads the group
other branches of music. Community which owns the Alvin. Leland Hayward, .who will produce "Mister Robmembership has steadily increased- erts" at the Alvin, also has a share of the Hudson: Joshua Logan colFrench estimates nearly 4,000 con- laborated in its adaptation from book form with Thomas Heggen, author
certs to be given in the 813 cities, or of the original. How highly "Roberts" is regarded may be judged from
the fact that a Broadway weU-known who doesn't invest in shows offered
from 40 to 50 concerts every night.
.

This year Community organized 10.
Mexico and expects to have

cities in

25 lined up below the border by
Concert business is definitely off, next season, to add to its roster in
about 15% from last year, according the U. S., Canada and Newfoundland.
Oper» Unique at 92.40
Lcvine^ veepee of National
organized audience movement,
The
HalasB claims his company, with to Marks
Concert & Artists Corp. in charge of which. French started in 1921, is run
Its style of presentations at a $2.40
Drop, says
concert division.
It differs from all its
on the proposition of signing up
top; is unique.
returned to N. Y.
local membership each fall at a $5
other troupes in being real ensemble Levine, who just,
from a six- week trip to the Coast, membership fee. .Town receives up
It follows Broadtheatre, he says.
way legit style more closely than any is due to the uncertainty of the to nine concerts a season, with five
other company, afid is more dra- political and economic situation and the average. Membership fee today
cash.
Gross memis still $5, as in 1921.
matic. Its atidience consists mainV a desure to- conserve
of New York's young elements^who
But it's .only a temporary setback, berships have gone up, of course, to
won'tHake old-fashioned opera. !i;he Levine feels, and likely to last only provide bigger budgets. Field reps
Broadway dramatic style, the new until after the presidential election. direct the town's local campaign,
these are City Center Inquiries for next season^' bookings ganize audiences aind membership,
audiehce
Opera's chief contributions to the are coming in at a greater rate than deposit the coin in a local bank and
The close the 'books->all in a one-week
last year this time, he ,says.
art, says Halasz,
life in drive.
He'* trying to put on operas differ- underlying tone of musical
acField reps of Community are hold
ent from the Met, he claims. He's this country is a healthy one,
structure
with
its
cording
Levine,
to
ing their 17th annual get-together in
"Salome,"
done "Eugene Onegin,"
its outlook N.
this month (1-19) to discuss
'X'.
"Ariadne," "Werther"—not usiially fundamentally sound and
' .
bullish.
sales!
and organizational problems
four
In Met repertory. He's bringhig

one

biside Stuif-Legit

Greenwood

selling out.

"

.

—

.

•

.

,

the play in total, estimated cost being $100,000.
opened, Maurice Bvans, stager and star of the revival,
for a limited Broadway engagement and had Baltimore penwhich is the date the Shavian play moves, to the
Hudson, where it can remain indefinitely. A limited arrangement applied
to the Alvin booking when Evans booked the house,
"Tha Voice of the
Turtle" is the current Hudson attraction.
to finanee

-

,

When "Man"

figured

it

cilled in for Feb. 16,

Numbers in "Allegro" are beginning to show popularity in coin-machine
and disk jockey ratings. "So Far" and "The Gentleman Was a Dope"
being the toppers of that Broadway show's score. "Far,"' was written by
Rodgers and Hammerstein quite some time before they even thought of
writing "Allegro." When the "nieatre Guild was casting "Carousel," R. &
H,' wanted Jan Clayton for its cast, and Metro released her at their request
but stipulated' they compose a new number for it in exchange. "Far" was
the song. Miss Clayton eventually returned to the Coast and later R. Ac H.
wrote "Allegro,'' also for Guild production. They knew that Metro had
not found use for the "Far'! number and at their suggestion it was turned
back to the authors,
Scores of "Allegro," "Oklahoma!" and "Carousel" are published by
Williamson, Inc., music publishing house owned by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Name of the firm was derived from their fathers, first name of
the respective male, parents having been William. Hammerstein's dad
•

'

familarly known as "Willie," managed Hammerstein's Victoria at 42nd
As for general conditions, railroad and catch up on concerts, especially and Broadway duritag the heyday of vaudeville.
new productions in a- year,
which the' Met doesn't. The' operas and hotel situations have eased up the hew artists. On the agenda are
trouWhat's
country.
the
series,
new'
through
double
discussions,
of
sets
have modern productions, new
'A Streetcar Named Desire,''' which introduce Irene M. Selznick as a

or Ave

-

and costumes. Next spring he'll bling concert managers this fall Is methods of campaign procedure and
preem an Atherican opera, Glan a wave of illnesses, causing cancella- publicity. Many towns are sold out
Carlo Menotti's "The Consul." Halasz tions in bookings. Helen Traubel, to auditorium capacity in memberbelieves in opera in English, but Simon Earere, tizio Pinza and others ship, to suggest a second series in
wants' to do original' works, as an on.NCAC's list have had to cancel the town, or double concerts in the
'National sense of having an- artist stay over
easier, way 'Of introducing opera to a strip of appearances. The
'9uljUe rather tttan through Male Quartet .cancelled Ave concerts for a second night.
because' one member took ill from
French has prepared two. novelties
dubiOb^ textjs of foreign ones.^
food poisoning.

Atoist From B^owlivay
Halasz says that ' Brpadway gave
lot of ideas towards doing
operas a^j. plays, to. make them'dra'
matie and aUve. He thinlcsj .too,' that
Broadway opera (as. exemplified .in
•The Medium" and '-'Street Scene")
did more good for his company, than
anything else^ He. also believes these
operas injtfoduced better music to!
woadway. Opera; he s^s,' is. becoming a part of Broadway, although
the en suite jtotm .of eight-shows-aweek isn't good for opera, for Broadijray, tf lor the singer
Halas2 says he likes Broadway
people in opera' for three things: (1)

As

to the. situation abroad, with
dates to 'fill during the
off-season, Iievine says he's
booking in Canada, Mexico and such

'

next

him a

U.'

^

-

'

•

>

etc.

For singers, he took Wilma Spencefrom ''The Merry Widow," Virginia
£taskins. from "Carousel,". Evelyn
Keller from 'The Medium," and
Virginia M.acWatters, Dorothy Sarnoff.and tttiph Herbert from^'Bosalinda." In turn Broadway took such
'

talent as Poljoia Stoska for "Street

Scene"
that

the artists go aw.ay as fast as they
come. Covent Garden grabbed five
of his artists last season, and two
didn't return.
The Met took Miss
Stoska, Begins Reznik, Martha Lipton, Jennie Tourel, Dorothy Kirsten,
Mario Berini, Thomas Hayward,
Bamon Vinay, Hugh Thompson,
Giuseppe Valdengo and the conductor,
Wolfgang Martin.
In turn,
Halasz has used the Met's Norman
Cordon, Frederick Jagel, and others.
He's giving all young singers a
auditioning
about
1,000
'ehance,
yearly. He gets them from everywhere. And he's giving youngsters
« buildup lor the future (as in the
cafe of Dorothy Kirsten, Polyna
Btotka, iu)d others), with the traintng ^tat flDKent of byg0n« years had
Itt

^

itt

Eimq;« to acquire.

service

as

.

-

is

etc.,

.

i

tragedy, says Halasz,

.

a sales point. An- way hit.
Soutit American cities as Buenos other is an open-end transcription of
Aires without difficulty, as artists are shows with various artists, with
"Antony and Cleopatra," the Katharine Cornell-Guthrie McClintic reable to get their fees out wjthout any opening and clositag announcements,
vival, which opened at the Beck, N. Y., last week, is extremely costly.
trouble; He is, howeyer; refusing to as a promotion stunt. Package insend any artists to Rio de Janeiro's cludes four transcriptions, of eight Counting out-of-town expenses, the attraction represents an investment of
summer opera season unless fee is sides, to cover several such showsi $116,000, -Based on the press reception, it should exceed the classic's U. S.
sho)vings easily, also in England, where Shakespeare's historical drama
deposited in a N. Y. t>ank first, due
is seen more frequently, I^ast seuon' it was done in London, where Godfrey
to difficulties in getting -funds out
Tearle and Edith -Evans had a boderately successful engagement, Tearle
See Pinza's B'way Play
last summer.
having come over to play the -Roman lover opposite Miss Cornell's EgypFart of Levine's Coast trip was In
queen. Understood the play had its longest run in England when
connection with plans fot the MetroAs a Step to H'wooi tian
Beerbohm Tree and Constance: Collier teamed as Marc and Cleo, it then
politan Opera Assn.'s spring 1948
There!s'' possibility of' renowned being given an estimated 100 ttaies.
It looks like 'that mark may be
tour, which NCAC helps to book
Metopera basso Ezio Pinza appear- eclipsed here.
This will be the Met's longest tour
ing on Broadway next season in i
on record and embrace some unstraight play, for his legit debut
When producer Brock Pemberton appeared in the lead of "Harvey," one
usual' features. -The Met will perform in Los Angeles for two weeks, anywhere. Edwin Lester is reported of Broadway's long runners, recently as a stunt, for the benefit of the
interested in producing the play Stage
Relief Fund, it was the cast that was nervous, not the manager.
in its first L. A. visit in 42 years,
with Pinza as lead.
Play is
Fact that he has made many public appearances and addresses explains
It will play Richmond for the first
comedy without any/singing and Pemberton's poise before audiences;
time in many years, and in Denver
Frank Fay, the play's star, later told the mantiger he thought Pemberton
and Lincoln; Neb., for the first time script, as yet unfinished, has been
approved by the Met star, but the died several times
ever. Tour will last nine weeks and
during the "performance. Pemberton replied he felt
one day, including Boston, Balti- play's content and author are being the same way, but only died once.
secret
more, Richmond, Atlanta,, Chat- kept
Pinza; who is subject of an untanooga, Memphis, Dallas, Denvet,
Figure
quoted
in these columns last week for third and final stanza of
precedented' 1^-page spread in the
Lincoln, St. Louis, Los Angeles,
current Life, has long been touted as Joe E. Brown's "Harvey" at Nixon theatre in Pittsburgh was more than a
Minneapolis,
Bloomington,
Ind.,
P"* ^* $28,500. Actually show did a little more than
a fine singing actor, and is known to Sn^na""" '^''"^^
Cleveland and Rochester, N. Y.
have film ambitions. Stage deal is ?^»,b00 to establish a new record at that house for a straight play at $3 top,
beating
the
previous
mark held by Paul Robeson-Jose Ferrer "Othello" by
believed to be another lacet to this
yen. Jed Harris once wanted Pinza over $500. "Harvey's"^ take all the more remarkable since it was set at the
tag
end,
of
a
run
while "Othello" was in for one week only.
for lead in a musical version of Fer''Strange
PhUlip enc Molnar's "The Play's the Thing,'
Bedfellows"
but Met commitments then preWaxman.
Inside USA' Into
"The Men We Marry"—Edgar vented. Singer's concert and opera
dates have since been so arranged to
Liickenbach.
Hehearsal Next Mo.
"The Master's Chair" (Hollywood) permit outside activity, although his
"Inside U. S. A„" revue based on
STRESS U.S. MUSIC
managers fear the film bug as putLawrence E. Stanhope.
John Gunther's bestseller, goes into
*"Bontim» Bound"—Paul Feigay, ting an end to Pinza's opera ac' rehearsal
Philadelphia, Dec. 2.
in January, with Beatrice
tivities.
Oliver Smith and Herman Levin.
Jeanne Behrend, Philly-born pianSinger appeared in a bit part in Lillie starred. It's being produced by ist, sailed Saturday (29) aboard Hol"Crime and Punishment" (reArthur
Schwartz,
in
association
with
vival)—Oliver
Rae and Ralph Federal Films' "Carnegie Hall" and
land-American liner Noordam from
Victor.^
Samrock,
general
manager
of Hohoken
in a 15-minute industrial pie for the
Whitehead.
for a concert tour of Holthe Playwrights Co. Schwartz will
*"Look, Ma, I'm Dancinc"-^eorge Telephone Hour. He has a contract
land, Belgium and Great Britain.
compose the score and Howard Dietz
with Federal's Boris Morros to ap<
Abbott.
Miss Behrend, who is a member of
"Topaze" (revival)—New Opera pear in a revised form of Victor write the lyrics. Schwartz plans to the faculty of Juilliard School of
produce
film
a
Herbert's "Babes in Toyland," as
version later, on his Music, will
CO.
feature on her programs,
•"Make Mine Manhattan"—Joseph the toymaker, for his first full-length own.
native American composers who reMiss Lillie is due in N. Y. next ceive mtle
feature role, and the 54-year-old
Hyman.
notice in the U. S.
"OaUleo''-^barIes Laughton (tor singer has already .received a $10,000 Tuesday (9) from England and will
She made a similar tour of South
advance for signing. Pic was to start record three of the show's sohgs for America in
Experimental Theatre).
1945 under aegis of the
-tjkmp St Midiiltlit'''*-New Stages, last June but w&s held up for lack Victor. Russell Case is orchestrating State Dept. She will appear in the
of Technicolor equipment; it's due and will conduct. Ii6muel Ayers is
Hague, Rotterdam, .Antwerp, London
to roll next ^'une^
designing the settings.
'MttSifiBl.
and oth«r -cities.
clubs,

^

'

The

to present at the current meeting of
the 55 field reps. One is a 20rminute
16m. musical film on artists, to be

shown before women's and

the sole general partner in the ownership of the latest Tennessee Williams drama, and put in her own money to the extent of $25,000. Limited
partners include Betsy Cushing (Mrs. John Hay) Whitney, Joan W. Payson,
Howard S. Cullman, Clinton E. Wilder, Jr., Robert Lehman, Cary Grant,
Howard Beinheimer and Audrey Wood, each of whom invested $5,000; also
Adele R. Levy, E. Y. Harburg and Irving Schneider, who are credited with'
putting in $10,000 each. Latter, general manager, is said to represent ft
gt-oup. Total indicated capitalization is| $100,000, an exceptional sum for a
drama. WilUdmis bounced up with "The Olass Menagerie," his last Broad-

is

<

.

their superb: diction, (2) their action,
(3) their sprucedness:' They watch
themselves constantly, in' figure,
makeup^ costuiQing, never getting
sloppy: He says' he's taken a lot of
stage directors from Broadway for
hid productions, in Jose Ruben, Eugene Bryden, Teodor Komisarjeyskj*,

summer

S.

Broadway manager tonight (3), drew high rating in Boston and Philadelphia, where it tried out; excellent business attehding»both dates.
Miss
Selznick, daughter of Louis B. Mayer and former wife of David O. Selznick,

.

^

—
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'Annie' Hits Great
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Sp3[e Jones $23JOO

Kansas City, Dec. 2.
Second legit company in as many
weeks played the Music Hall here
under A ft N Presentations for the
Thanksgiving weekend, Thursday-

mL'MILD21G,ST.L,
IN umpheth repeat
St. Louis,

Dec. 2.
Victor Herbert's "Red Mill," pre"Private Lives," at the Harris,
Previously sented five times previously in the
eased oft to ^16,000.,
alfresco Forest Park playhouse here,
light Saturday matinees of Spike
Jones' "Musical Depreciation Revue" pulled n.s.g. biz during the ilrst Of a
two-week stand at the American
at the Studebaker, suddenly perked
UP and the gross hit dandy $23,700. theatre. The initial session of eight
Sons," at the Erlanger, performances ending Saturday (29)
"All
eot a fair $15,000, wjth final notice grossed an estimated $21,000, with
posted lor Saturday (6). "All Gaul the 1,700-seat house scaled 'to $4.27.
Crix were generous with their
shuttered
is Divided," at the Civic,
Saturday (29). after three, weeks, plaudits for the piece and cast, headwith a feeble $9,000 for the final lined by Dorothy Stone, Odette Myrtil. Buster West, Charles Collins, Edweek.
.
.
New openings set for December, ward Dew and Sara Ann McCabe.
all repeats, are "Voice of the Turtle," "Anna Lucasta" follows "Mill" for
two-week engagement starting
at the Erlanger, Dec. 23, and "Anna a
Liicasta," at -the Civic, the Shubert Monday (8).
the Blackstone, and
"Firefly,", at
"Ballet Theatre," at the Civic Opera
Sel'wyn, hit a fine $23,000.

.

My

,

^

.

House, all Dec. p.
Estimate* for iMst Wedk
.«AU G»ul is DIvMea"—Civic (900;
$3.00) (3d week). Closed Saturday
(29) wilth light $9,000.
"All My Son^—Erlanger (1,133;
$3.60) (2d week). House picked up
a bit with closing -notices for Saturday (e);fair $15,000, ...
.
„,
,
"Aunt* Get Tanr Gun^' Shubert
(2,100! $0) (4th week). Mary Martin
company still scoring with gigantic

—

—

$$2,000.

Wed &avy Oadoofc%(i

Turkey

Ikngii Weekend Tasty for

(37*29). Hurec-day, fourperformance stand of "Voice of the
Turtle" rang up $7,200 fake, with a

B'wayi;

Saturdtiy

Mistress Mine/' at the

"O

Haila Stoddard Turtle'
$7^200 in Four Shows, K.C.

2.

"Aanio G«t Your Gun" had an
empty seat or two at the Wednesday
(26) matinee during the nbowstorm
here last weeJc, but the Shubert
leBister nevertheless rang up a huge
S50 500.

.

SI

Chi,

$S0^,

$23M

Chiaago, Ded.

.'

'

.

,

Blackstone
yCI>oeolst» Soldier"
(1,358! $4.80) (8th Week). Hugging
that nifty $23,000 gross mark.

$16^'

Ina Finales at

•Mary' $15,800; L.A. Shaky
Los Angeles, Dec. 2,
holiday matinees helped
last week, but legit biz was generally spotty here. Decline waS: noted
especially in the case of "The Fatal
Extra'

slumped

Weakness,"

which
to
$16,000 in. its third and final frame
at the Biltmore. Ina JCSaire vehicle
garnered a middling $64,500 for the

three weeks.

"Weakness" was replaced at the

downtown house, last ni|^t (Mon.)
by "Angel Street," starring Laraine
Depreelatim Revne"-^ Day and Gregory Peck, which
"IWosloal
Corn bowed into a. healthy advance. "Em(i;a46;
$3.60).
Studebaker

A

Hose

fibie,'

.

of

Norway" coming Monday

CD

the ShuhOrt.

M

:

.

,

"Xhe Fatal Wealoness,*' Biltmore
(3d week) (1,636; $3:60)—Slumped
to $16,000 in final itrame, for a
^54,500 total on the tiire» wedcs-.
^Tbe House of Bemasdk .Alba,"

Cleveland, Dec. 2.
Coronet (2d week) (289; ^60)-^Off
Three-week, session of' musicals this week to $3,300, about
70%
br Cleveland SOO Operetta capacity.
the 7,200-ciqpacity Civic au.<
ditorium closed, last Saturday (29)
with "Desert Song." Show did the
beat bie .Of all the three musicals
staged. With Helena Bliss and Ed(Period co«er{t^t'D*e. I'-lSi)
ward Boecker Miest'Starrlng in.
Erlanger, Chi.
'All My Sobs"
stocked cast, the Romberg: operetta
(1-6).
puIIed^ 8 reported $in;O0O fii six per"AngtH in the Wittfs^
XV>nest,
formances «f $8:00 top.
Civic non-profit; group broke bet- PhiUy (1-6),
"ABcel Street*'— Biltmore, L. A.
ter than even on the series accord*
-

ctaged

Co., at

'

—

(Comedu-Drama)

R

,

O

turn operating*
mated.

^,S0O

profit)

tional stay; slated until Xmas hoUdays; $6,500; moved here frc
Beck.
"The WInslow Boy," Empire (5th
week) (D-1,102; $4.80). Very good
$18,500.
"Voung Man's Fancy," Cort (31st

week)

(C:-l,064;

last

week

Despite

$3.60).

length of stay hasn't

made money;

up, $8;500,

BE-VIVALS
"Antony and Cleopatra," Beck (1st
week) CD-1,214; $4.80). Opened to
press and was over capacity

fine

from

start;

times.

got $18,500 in

five

first

'

"The First Mrs. Fraser," Shubert
week) (CD-1,880; $3.60). Play-

(4th

Sundays, to bolster mild pace
of stopgap revival; hoiuse soon gets
ing

'High Button* Shoes"; $9,000.
"Medea," National (Clh week) (D1,164;
Heavy drama has
$4,80).
caught on better than expected- and
takings close to top among straight

:

plays; $30,000.

"Man and

Superman,^' Alvin (8th

week) (CD-1,331; $4.80). Another re.vival getting better attendance- than

.

expected and will probably span season; better than $31,500.
'Burlcsqve;" Belasco (49th week)
(G-il,077; ^4:80).
Like most other

we^

stayers, Imsiness 'dipped :l3St
estimated at around $l%500,,butin{gr
play past
Year!s.

New

ADBED ATTRACTION

esti-

PlaybOBse

(865; $4.80).

Edith Piaf-

and other French acts in vande rou"Annie Got 'Swr Gtm," Imperial- tine; diie off; Saturd^
(ft) aftw si»
(M''l,472; $9.60). Only
and. one-half weeks; fairljr icood'

(81st week)

"Allegro" tops the musical that led
the list' for year; sold- out' consistently; bit- off but nearly $44r,000.

"Born Testcrday,'' Lyceum (96th
week) (C-993; $4i80). An exception
to the trend last week, and takings
close to $19,000 level; leaks more'
certain to span another season.

mwAr sam at

fare so well, and takings approxi*

mated $11,000.
"The Voice of the Tartle," Hudson
(190th week) (C-1,057; $3.60). Appears to be nearing end -of except

(Revue) ,

(8) to
(JtfMsicoD.
(Operetto).
Estimates for Last Week"Allegro," Majestic t7th week)
"Lady Windermere's Fai^V CSolonial (1.500; $3.60) (3d, wk>. Without (M-1,695; $6). Call for ticiects is inGuild auspices, - dronoed .off to an creasing in agencies, whicli have a
estimated^ $18,000. Good; current- limited number availal>le bacause of:
parties; holds list 'leadership; $49^500
week final.
"BaseMaifo,''
Opera
House approximate!'
(3,000; $3.60) (1st week). Second of'*An Ihapectar Calisi" Booth (6th
fering of revival .repertory got a big weak) (D-712; $4:80).
Only^ fairiy
estimated $22,000; better than pre- good to date; .Stilish meUer said to

growing all the time, with lovers of peror Jones" opens tonight (Tues.)
Spike Jones taking up matinee slack at Las Palmas.
vious week's "Merry Widow." Curto raise hefty count to $23i700.
Estimates for Last Week
<fO m*6>*mt Minc^'— Selwyn (1,000;
"Bisolcaiita of 1847," El Capital rent ''Firefly" completes' the billi
"33i« Medium," and "Xhe Tett-;
$4.20) OtOt week). lEeeping. up with (284th week) (1,142; $2.40)—Holiday
the toppers with t23,000.
matinee boosted the revenue to phone," Majestic (1,-500; .$4>2Q) (2d.
Harris (1.000; $1»,200.
wk;) Gained a' IitUe>' on seeood week"PrtvAie L*v«i"
.$3.fi0) (16th week). Snow and slush
"Mary Bad a Little," Belasco (3d. io touch a nicer.$El9,000. Final week
.•"^
did keep soma away from seeing week) (1,061. "$2:40)- Extra mats current.
"XOBiglit at 8:3«,» Shubert (1,700;
Tallulah Banfetaead. Fair $16,000.
and upped scale ($3,00) at wedcends pushed it up to .a. nice i$15,860. $4.a)) (2d wk). Expected more but
gained to estimated $20,000.
Road tour in' the offing,

—

CiixHotforComeH-'aeo;Wowl8i;^G

$3 top for evenings and $2.50 for
mats. Haila Stoddard heads the cast
of the company.
Except for the standouts Thanks"Turtle" is the last legit, the town giving week was something of a
will see until Christmas week; "The disappointment on Broadway. First
Red MUl" is due Dec. 25.
part' was considerably on, Friday
and Saturday (28-29) seeing the reverse when tickets for even long
stayers
were hard to get.
number of Wednesday matinees
22(], were switched to the holiday, there
being 18 out of the lift's total of 29
shows playing that afternoon. Near1;^ all did well, seven selling out and
eight faring very well.
"Antony and Cleopatra" opened to
press praise, and performances after
the midweek premiere played to
standees, with takings for the first
five times around $18,500. Interest
this week goes to the debut of "A
Boston, 'Dec. 2i»
Streetcar Named Desire," regarded
Only opener last week was '.'Rose a sure thing at tryout; a calypso reMarie," at the Opera House. Got vue is also due in late this week,
cordial notices and proceeded to do current title being "Caribbean Carmore biz than anytliing else lifere. nival." "Eastward in. Eden" ended
"Lady Windermere," off Guild aus- after two weeks. Two tryouts can-,
pices this week, dropped consider-^ ceiled plans for Broadway and.
ably, but others gained on finale.
.stopped.
Edith Piaf is due oif this,
.In this week are "Firefly," at the week.
Opera House, and "The Gentleman
Estimates for Last Week
From AthenSi" at the Plymouth, with
Keys:
(.Comedy), D (Drama),
C.
"Song

business:

'Shxetear'W

"BriKsdoon," Ziegfeld (38th. week)
(M-1,62S; $4^80). Not affected

than

of hundred

couple

more

dollars,'

mostly because of'bad weather, early
Pittsburgh, Deci 2;
last week; dose to $^000.'
"Caribbeam Csraivail," ' Interna'Song, of Norway" did a sizzling.
$^000 at Nixon last week to hang tional (R'-l,'17d;-^:8a). Colored revue
up a new lef^t -high for the season that was postponed now dated to
so far. Show' started out strong, on bow in Friday (8).
"Comnandv Beeision,^ Fulton (9th
heels of .big advance sale, -and never
let do'wn' a minute, even, packing a week) (D-»68;'"$«:80). Not' materially
Thanksgiving Day matinee, which affected but'-some variation; gross

.Philatdelphiat'DecJI:

.

•

The

been eliminated around, here quoted, at-around. $21,000.
under
"Call Me lMBI«tw,".J'lymouth (85th
years ago because there was ..seldom

Sued:

V

real^ soclceroo -itere last -week-

-

"Streetcar Named Desire," which
grossed a capacity $24,580 second
s^ester at the Walnut Limited,
capacity of the. house and' fact '.that
the show was on ATS sulncription
were only factors' that kept'the gross

was

$3O',O0O.

'

v

.

'

The "Show Boat" revival got'
week) (R-1,075; $4.80). Advertising
any call for it.
General feeling- locally was that last weeks, but rovne is due' to stick $36,500 in its .seconct week- at th»'
Shubert, a -gain of about $8;-00O over
'booking "Norway" in for single through holidays; last week perked
Ing to Samuel C. Johnsi general, (1-13).
the first week; Th» musical stay*
"Arnia Lucasta"—Cox, Cincy CI -6); week, especially since it's- been to $24,SM.
manager and vice-prez. Total net.
five weeks:
"Eastward
in
Eden,"
American,
(8-13).
Royale
(D*
St.
Louis
proven, in past that this is no-longer
receipts
came to approximately
Despite good notices, "Angel-in the.
"Annie' Get ITonr Gan»—Shubert, just .a- six-iday town, was little short 1,035; $4.80). Takwi oB' Saturday
$122,00<L Operating costs were $115,Wings," the intimate revue- with th*.
Chi. (1-13).
of criminal. Musical hit. could easi- ('20); played only two 'weeKs; nestt
000, siiowing an operating profit of
"BfaMlMiat* at 1949"—El Capitan, ly- have stayed two or three since attraction is^ "Medea," movingi. up Hartmans- at the Fon-est, drew onlT
about $7,000 for putting: on "Desert
about $11,900' in its. first week, -ft
n,.
they^ were begging, for seats all from National Dec. IS:
Song," "Roberta'^ with Gertrude Hollywood (1-13).
"Flnlan's Bainbow,? 46th Street remains anothec wei^' and 'may!
"Csronsel"—Cassi Det. (1-6).
tlirough the- engagement: Played to
Nieaen, and A'Merry Widow,': with
(47th wee*) (M-l,31&; $8). Only a build.
Maurice' Chevalier—Curran, Frisco $tJV> top (includihg tax).
Allan. Jones: and Do]pthy :Sandlin.
Fourth legitfrr was "I Remember •
Nixon will be exclusi've'ly musical- variance- of few hundred doliiirs>
Alttiough' profits w«re compara- (4^13).
Blackstone, minded now ri^t tlnrougti January.' early last Week; which was mad» Mama," which upped to $16^500 on
"Chocolate Soldier"
tively small, they were sufficiently
^
un
by 'Standee money; count again second of four weeks! sliedded-at.the
fMerry Widow," current, will be
encouraging^ and the irrous is plan- Chi. (1-m
Locust. That was profitable for the
-^
nearly
$42,000.
Girl"
Frisco
"Dream
Curian,
followed by "Hose Marie," "Thfr
ning another season -next' yeue, John
Fwr Love or Lioney," Miller (4th Charlotte Green'wooa; starrer, 'but •
(1); Mayfair, PortlMuL (3>4^; Tunpley Firefly," "Sweethearts" and "aiow
said,"'
ImpetiK o£: long way from capacity- for tills
Tiiipoma (S>6); Capitol, YcMma (8); Boat," the latter twp for 10 day^ week) (C-940: IfiM).
favorable foUowup publicity betv largecrcapacityv lower .floor houses
Met., Seattle (ft-m,
and two weeks, respectively.
Nothing, is- neVK .ea the hiUs this:
Ballet Draws $31,000,
tered takings hcane^ with gross- quoted
"Batal WeaKncss"-r-Aud., San Diweehv but Gertrude La-wrence comes
over $1S,QOO; no parties:
ego (1); Aud., Pasadena (2); -Aud.,
Extends, at Center, ]^.Y. Fresno
Birtbdar,"
Sapity
J3roadburst to the Forrest neatt Monday (S) lO'
(3-4); Aud;, Stockcton. (S); 'Harvey'
TOni^t nf -8:30." Bngagemoit is for
(57th weelc) (C-l,l«»; $«.80), Went
strong business during its current Aud.^ Sacramento (6); Geary Frisco
two
weeks and two diffetiont' bills*
like
off.
most,
others;
takings
around
stay at City Center, N. Y:, has im- (8-12).
Ciney Settles With
"".;500; "Still making money and of one-acters wecei. originally planpelled Ballet Theatre to increase its
"Harvey"—English, IndplB. (1-6);
Cincinnati, Dec, 2.
ned for alternate nif^tS» but. now'
aimed through winter.
four weekvstay three days. Skcdded Davidson, Mil. (8-13).
Joe E. Brown in "Harvey" raag"Harve-T," 4"* St. (Iffid werft) one' group .Will bO' done the first
to :close Doc. 14, the troupe will give
Locust, neted a bulging $22,-000 last week in
"I aemeinbcr Mama"
(C-902; $4.20)
Some dtfferenco in weeli' and the othRr group the' .
three added performances, through PhUly (1-13).
the 1,300-seat Cox theatre, at $3*0
second weeks
Dec. 17. Fact- that' the company
"&«dy Windermere's Fan"—Colo- top. Figure exceeded the- regular attendance; just as other. lon^; staywould have, to pay its-dancers a inll nial, Bost. (1-0); Erlanger, Buff: (8- capacity scaling duetO the use. of 38 ers, 'but turned in excellent .gross of
week!s salary because of the two 13).
extra chairs in the orchestra pit,' $16,500.
final performances Sunday (14).^itS'
"Hlrb Button -Sliacs," Century
'•Medinm." "TeI^hone"'-t-Majestic plus: standees.
(9th
week)
(M-l,e70;
With
$4.80).
work'week' begins Sunday—partly Bost. <M3).
House- has been without music
Impelled the extra booking.
"O Mistress Mine"—SelWyn, Chi. this season because of a- di.«igieo- parties and high agency call, gross
However, 'the troupe has been do- (1-13).
ment between the Shuberts and going to new high; nearly $43,000.
"Icetime> of 194S," Center (27th
ing exceptionally well at the Center.
"Oklahoma!"—'Ford's, Balto. (1-6); Cincy Local No. 1, American Fedei-Baltimore;. Dec. .2,
For eight performances- Wednesday Empire, Syracuse (8-13).
week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Always picks
ation of Musicians, on points of a
"Oklahoma" played, the first of a
(26) tbrouw Sunday (30), it grossed
Harris, Chi. new contract: Theatre management up at Iioliday timei and- last vreeif
"Private Lives"
two-week repeat dato at Ford's last
$31,000. only the Thursday (Thanks- (MS).
refused to hire musicians for dra- sliating revue was quoted getting.
week and mounted a rousing total
giving) matinee being poor. ComShubert, Philly matic shows and the union would $42,000 with an extra matinee.
"Show Boat"
"John Loves Mary," Music Box of $31,000. With, extra performance
pany grossed the same /figure the (1-13).
not consent to have its men play
advance
previous week for seven performAud., Roch. only for musicals. Settlement was (43rd week) (C-979; $4.80). Had its Sunday night (30), added
"Sons of Norway"
ances, Wednesday through Sunday. (1-2); Erlanger, Buff. (3-6); Shubert, reached Friday
ups and downs like others, but has buying indicating, even bigger figure
(28) in New York,
Ballet Theatre and Ballet Russe Boston (8-13).
been
consistently profitable;. Volcay .for second round.
the Shuberts resuming to hire a
Following, a. dark we^, "I R«de Monte Carle Jointly signed a
"State of the Union"—Par., Ama- minimum of seven musicians "for last, week- around .$15,800.'
lease Monday (1) with the Metropoli- rillo (1); Majestic, Wichita Falls (2); dramatic productions and
"Musle In It^ Baact;^ AdelpM m«nber Mama" is set for DeK 15,
a minitan Opera Assn. for use of its hoiise Melba, Dallas (3-4); Par., Austin (5);
(9th wedt) (0-L4S4;. $».8a). Doing
mum of 12 for musicals. The new very
in the/ pre- and post-opera reason,
well, vaiying accotding to thC'
Tfexasi San Antonio (6) ; Music HaU, contract liecomes -efitective Jan. 1
starting; in fall of '48. Sol Hurok had
Houjston (8-9); Poche, New Orleans and necessitates rebooking of musi- aire parties; last week' djinped to
B lO-yter lease en the house through (11-13).cal shows whose learliM Cincy dates m500Lspring '48, but refused to bid for
"Oklsbouk!", St, James (2Slst
New had been, canqelled.
Shubert,
"SWeethearts"
the renewal, BT and Htt signed
week)
(M-1,505: $4.80). Late in week
Haven (1-6); Nat'l, Wash. (8-13).
Cox- has ^'Anna Lucasta" this
.Jointly for '68 performances' a year,
just as hard to get, tickets as -ahy
Opera Hse., Bost week.*'.
"Mio Firefly"
Washington, Dec. 2,
to .be
adjusted
show on list; run leader jumped to
between them.
Amount for lease is believfld to be (1-13).
$23:500,
The National theatre, the town**
"The Gentleman From Athens"—
around" $68,000.
"Streetcar Named Desire," Barry- sole legiten finds itseU dtek- this
Plymouth, Bost. (1-6).
*hag4' ISG, Port.
more (D-1,064; $4.80). Presented by week- at 'the height, of titer season.
"The Late Christopher Bean" —
Irene M. Selznicii; written by Ten^ but returns to turnstile music rieixt
Portland, Ore., Dec. 2.
Shubert-Lafayette, Det. (1-6); Cox,
Laraine Day and Gregory Peck, in ne.ssee Williams; di'ama attracted weeki- The. house raclied' up $16,000
Cincy (8-13),
American, St. "Angel Street," concluded a three- excellent, money out of town; opens last, week for .the revival, of "Firer
"The Bed Mill"
San Francisco, Dec. 2.
(3).
fly," the operetta playing- to a $9
^
"Dream Ghrl,". with Lucille Ball, Louis (l'-6); Orpheum, D'pori (.8) day run, Sunday-^Tuesday (23-25), tonight
(9th top, including tax. Due. in Mondag;'
"The Heiress,'*' BUfmore
chalked up a second and final Iowa, Cedar Rap. (8); Par Waterloo at the 1,500-seat Mayfair, with a
capacity. $15,000 at $3,60 top. Four W6ck) (D-920; $4.80). Some fluctuar (8) for a fortnight is Bobby Clark
week gross of $18,500 at the (10); Aud., St. Paul (11-13).
Shubert, Bost. performances were a sellout Several tion but definitely in hit class with in Victor Herbert's "Sweetlwarts,"
"Tonight at 8:30"
1.776-seat Curran here last. week.
strong
agency
demand; around with Charlottf Green v/ood then
days before the opening.
There was plenty of profit at that (1-6); Forrest, Philly (8-13).
due for another two weeks' In "l *Advance sale for ''Dream Girl," $22,600.
figure.
"Voloe Of the TorUe"—KRNT, Des
Maurice Chevalier opens
"The DEuid Circle," Morosco (6th Rfsmemberj.Msma" which wiIk.'Mt
Thursday J4) at the house lor a MoinQ.-? (1); Parkway, Madison (2); starring Lucille Ball,,, tomorrow
,<Wed.) and Thursday.. <:4t).:«t,- $3.60 wfek) (D-&3Si; $4.80). Ih th& down- the lush bi3!,:«£/tbe<.'Chdsttni»Si>Nei!ir«^
1 '-day run, with a olaimed advance Davidson, Mil.
(?-6)}' Shubwt-La,-.
ward trend English drama did hoi ,Year:.week.-.'-.' "
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sale of

$n,000.

layette, Det. (8-X3).

top, indicate

another capacity house

pecially of a political or ideological
nature, begin life under a distinct
handicap.
.
The setting is an old Virgimj
comes this new vehicle for the pair
mansion, but nearby AVashington, esGraiid Gulgtt«l
pecially the House of Representawith all the old situations and inParis, Nov. 18.
anities reshuffled and embellished.
tives, is the scene for off-stage action.
Mrt. Eva. Berknon's pioduetion of four Good local appeal but not suited for
Stephen Socrates Christopher, the
plays, two dramas and two (jomedlea
congressman from Athens, Cal., is a short
U. S.
of two .lOts each, and two ot ono aot).
(two
crude but exuberant Greek-Ameri- Four plays shown instead ot usual live «l
This time the couple is innocently
can who gained power and money by this Montmartro house, lylth one ot drAmas, involved in black marketing and
Al- instead ot being tailov-made tor spot, a
"pushing before being pushed.
Con- forelBn play "Meurtre Au ViJlHSe," adapted enda up in the hoosegow after being

Hays Abroad

Plays on Broadway

Smith as Enobarbus, friend and adviser to Antony; Ivan Simpson as
<REVIVA|i)
Lepidus, David Orrick as Agrippa,
ItttUutrtna C*i'n*n producttqn ot SimlteSiars Miss Ralph Clanton as Ootavius Caesar,
ipoai'O'a araroa ta two parts.
Ulric as Charmian, Betty
lornoll anS Qodftey TearUj teaturea Kent Lenore
Ivati
„tullh, Leoore Ulrlo, Ralph Clanton,
Low as Octavia, and Joseph Holland
SlAipBon. Stateea by Outhrje MoClIntlc; sctas Pompey. There are over 30 pro-tinsB, Leo K^rz; men'a coalumes deslgn^a
bv John Boyt, women's by ytHentlna! grammed players and all are exceP" though he bought his way mtq
OpaMd at Beck, tionally well schooled in their parts. gress he decides to play the legislator
umalc, Paul Notdoff.
N. T:, Nov. 89, '«i $4,80 top.
Classic drama, especially Shake- role straight because of an in-born
„,
Alan Shayne speare, frequently will have action
piiilo ......... > .\
respect for democratic government.
Theodore Mbmusb
DBniotrlu*..
To get a classy background he
Godfrey Tearle and lines that could apply to the
Antony. .
ICathoTine X'otneil present day. This includes the play rents the family home of a part-time
Gleopatt-a
.....Pavld J. SUwart about the fabulous Cleo, during which girl liberal who, disillusioned and
A Messenger
Bobert Dulta there are a number of doublecrosses.
bolajiella
frightened by a trip to war-ravaged
Charlton Heatpn
Proc'uleluB
settings,
countries in Europe, decides .to use
..Maureen Stapleton Leo Kerz, who designed the
IraAi.
Lenore tjirte is not a familiar name on Broadway, the lease money to hide out in South
fcharmlan
Alexas
nor is John Boyt, who did the male America. The girl is the fiancee of
Ell WaJlaoh
Dlomedes
designs. Valentina designed the Greek's friend antl mentor, a
Kent Smith costume
Enobarbua
the femme period roles, namely Miss coHgressman from New .York., When
Wiseman
Jdseph
M.«rdlap
.Ralph Clanton Cornell's. Effective background mu- the Greek insists upon introducing a
Octavlu* C|i«sar
....»,. .lyan Simpson sic by Paul Nordofl is another of bill his first day in the House, the
tepidns,
:Davld Orrlck the show's attributes.
Ibec,
Affcippa..
New Yorker eives him his pick of
.Joseph Holland
Pompey
bills ignored ttie preyious session.
Martin Kinssley
Menasr.x...'..
.Barnet Biro
The Greek picks the world governVarriUB.
Faust
Bruce Gordon
Vantldtus..:
mient bill and goes overboard on the
Betty Low
(IN OEftMtAN)
Oc'lavla
idea. The girl, imbued With his enDayton Uummis
.....i.
Canldlus
produotjon ot thusiasm, decides to stay on as, his
Erom
Abroad
The
Players"
Watson
Douglass
Bros
Stars- Albert and Else secretary.
Popular opinion swjngs
.Charles Nolle Goethe's drartisi
f
fillusi
Basserman. Staged by teon Askin; superhyreus ...........•.>•••• Robert Canicart vised by G. v. Gontard, At Barbl2on Plaza, behind the bill but. the would-be
;\ ....... .. .. .Gilbert Bcado
Caurils.-.
'411 . Oi^st legislator is stymied by .powerful opRUdnlph Wat«on theatre, N. T., opening Nov. 27,

Anfony and Cleopatra
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Stories')

('N<iwiip#per

(One act

driiiiia

by Norbert N»lpas)
Miaryae

Marthe
Agaths, ..,'.-.'...'..:
Marie
Marcel
Directed by Mrs.

Jjeroy

Henee Gardes
.Marianne Mussst
.Henry Nalpas
.

.

KVa Berkson.
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((SallUs.:!.-

Old Soldier

tn
carus

Buphrontn

i

indudes Ilta Hagen. Leon AsUin,
Bngel, Lelo Field. Vilma Kuerer.

.Bruce Gordon
....Anthony Randall
<*. .BSrneat ,Rowa';
.Martin -KingsleS

Walter- position in

Congress.
Deciding to use the same tactics
which helped him to power, the
new legislator steamrollers the bill
through, the. House. Then the opposition learns of the bought election
and is preparing to force him out of
the House when the Greek's henchman learns unsavory details in the
personal life of the opposition leader,
The Greek is getting ready to broadcast the scandal when the girl returns and convinces him that honesty
and fair play are the best policy;
deThe nurtain falls with the
ciding to drop his revenge plain, return to Athens, win an election
honestly and come back to washington to .continue the battle.
"The producers have assembled a

Jjeroetas.
OUver CU«
K. Clown.-.»;
Slaves, Gtaards, Sehraitta,' SoldlBrs: John
B.USSO, Feter Bama, Drumniond Brshinei

'

,

Even for the Gtand Guignol, this
sensational and partly because of
Henry Nalpas' performance as the
is

repulsive that in a
house where most of the women are
used to this sort ot thinlt^ they can't
help shrjieking. He looks a natural
for this sort of role on the screen.
He*!? so

killer.

Introduced as a gunman of five
years ago who, with a pal, committed
a murder and left the latter in
charge bf th§ stolen jewelry, he is
shown back in France. He finds
his pal had died in jail, and so he
claims his share from the family.
The women first pretend the police
got the, jewels but he forces the
wife. to admit she has some of the
loot left. .They fight and she is
killed in cold blood. The daughter
then tries to seduce him biit lie,
turns her down, So she digs a knife
into his back.
The fetnmes are good, and the
crooked dive set is realistic.

hoodwinked

into participation.

Lynh

plays* a prodigal returning to the
ancestral home to make peace with
grandpa, after sundry visits to the
clink. Hare is land steward of the
estate and secretly married t<i» the
ot^ man's granddaughter.
Grandpa decides to leave his fortune to his two grandchildren dn
condition they marry, the cousins
having once "been engaged.
This
causes upheaval all around, complicated by the men getting entangled in the disposal «f masses
of ill-gotten mysterious boxes found
in the cellars which they are led
to believe are the
grandfather's
property. From then on if is just a
chase by the police until things are
squared up, the lawfully married
lovers are .united and the lightfingered nephew ties up with grandpa's pretty nurse.
Slick^ production an4 general casting support are commendable.
Story is pure farce, .with the main
characters bearing no resemblance
to human adults, but is roistering
fun and will provide good Christihas tare for the hundreds of tans
of the popular team.
Clem.
,

,

Nothing of the breadth and poetry
of Goethe's "Pawst"—even its first
part only—is lightly to be compressed within the confines of any
stage, and especially not as small a
stage as that at the Barbizon. The
There hasft't been a comparable result 'is a production that tries con«
of
Broadway production of the Bards tinually to escape the too-narrow
rarely-presented tragic love story be- physical limitations of a simple imBudapest, Nov. 11.
of
the
pressionistic set. Nor does it often
tween Cleopatra, "the serpent
National Theatre production of drama by
Kile,*' and Marc Antony, the Roman overcome the liandicaps of- an 80Inire
Madnph.
Directed by Beld Botli'
Music, Sandor Veres; orchestra conducted
gladiator. It may not be a wow at the year-old' Mephistopheles and a'Sup->
by Gyul.a David; set, Matyas Varga; cosboxoflice htJt should span the winter. porting cast th'at varies from ama.tiimes,
Teres Nagyajtay,
At National,
MEVETBE AV VILLAGE
As with r'Antony and Cleppatra," teurish to th6- sensitive fineness of
:Bu(lupest.
('Village Murder')
Shakespeare has his limits on the Uta Hagen's Gretchen.
Adam
u
l,aJos Basil
The general idea seems to be to
main stem' but he's invariably a pres.....Marglt IiUkUca
(OraiiM, 111, two acts. adapted ll>y Eve.
.......... .,
provide a field day for the' visibly.,.',..Samu Balu7d
tige>fouUder.
M. Mattel- Bouwou troni'I.' M, Cara- liuciter.
^
HIpplH.
............
'
Anthony
Cornell's
i.,"<.
Maria Sulyok
aged Basserman. Althpugh this was tppflight cast headed by
°!Cleopafefa" is Katherine.
cUlft's It«U»i>)
Cliivia,..
...Kataliii Ilosvay
His
played
Greek-American.
scarcely,
Season,
needed
consolidate
the
his Quinn as
to
Ion ...,> r ..... t •
«ontributioh to the.
Samson Fainsllber Peter .'i,
...
,i
....Arthur Somlay
.perfbrmance .with fine Ghed^ghe. ..,',.,.,:.•>.'.'.:.... Iteite Berthler Kmporo'r Rudolph.
under the. direction of her nusband, position as first actor of the German is a grade
...iMIhloa Patalcy
',',•>'.••*.;....... .'Andree Ducret
Oypsy Woman...,.
Hilda Gobb
Guthrie McClintic, who. is something stage, the old gentleman plays his character shading and ^ood. comedy Ancal
DrAgoihlp.
•
. rvTony Laurent
, ,\ . , r< ,.
of a magician- himself. With God- Satanic majesty with a mixture of touches. He sparkplugs the whple
Plrect«d by Samson Falnailber>
frey Tearle, who came from London painful acrobatics and sincere dec-- play. As the girl, Edith Atwatejr
Hungary's
greatest drama is retd play Antony, Miss Cornell heads lamation that would be no less ad- attractive and capable, and a delightperformance "that mirable, although possibly nfore cont ful portrayal of a gentl.e. old bi^.
This ^hor,t Balkane^ie country Vived again st the National to great
ft crack' cast in a.
sketch in two acts is screen material, success.
Imre Madach's dramatio
Consumes nearly three hours. But it yincing, in a younger playet, He turned in by Ethel Browning.
Gavin Gordon enacts the hero s even it sombi;e. Andree Ducret is poem is to Hungarians what "King
isn't' ^n audience endurance test; in chooses to depict his devil as a sara rather comic cos- sophisticated mentor, a practical poli- the village girl who's married to
particular, the^ second act of nearly donic fellow
Lear" or "Hamlet" is to the British.
9d minutes held fli?stnighters raptly. tume, with a sword getting in his tician unable .to stomach the world Rene Berthier, after her lover has
There are solUoquies and inter- way more often than not. His cavort- government idea. "The opposition been mutdered. The slayer has been Revival carries great impact.
ludes of quietude, wlth'the group of ings' are on the painful side while leader is well played by Arthur sentenced to a life term in the salt
Drama starts in Heaven with
thespians performing with marked his reading of the ancient -poetry of Jarrett, a politician ivho sees no mines. He's Samson Fainsilber, who's angels praising
the Lord who comexcellence. That notably includes the script are a -treat to ears tob cause for worry, as the t[. S."is the halt-mad, and hense given considerLucifer is the
JVD^s Cofnell, who hasn't gone In rarely .privileged to hear (or under- only nation with the atbmic bomb. , able 'jCreedom ot movement about the pleted the Creation.
only
opposition and wants his share
Comedy roles are excellently done village. The girl knows that the
much for :the Band's works hereto- stand) Uhe teutonic Shakespeare.
of
the
great
Cleo
work.
behchman;
The Lord expels
Leon
the
sexy
Askin's
Polan
the
Faust is a lot njiore by Iau
as
murder was really committed by her
fore, ;She may not be
that is usually envisioned but the believable than Basserman's devil, F^odor Chaliapin' as a Soviet em- own husband, she having married him from Heaven, giving him -two
Paradise, reviving the old
star and.dhrector. are seemingly well To one not attuned to the old mas- bassy attache, and Alan Hewitt, a him in order to bring his conviction. trees
nwate that thet regal Egyptian was ter's eminence the evening might be bored society radio broadcaster When the madman commits suicide, Bible motive of how Adam and Eve
apptoacMng- middle, ages. >Still,. her awarded to Askin rather than th6- whose best friend is '-the bottle. she charges her husband with hav- failed to refuse Evil.
,
,
After being expelled from ParaMtense yen for the Italian, warrior star. Miss Hagen does her Gretchen Others rating bows are Creighton ing kiUed him, and he's arrested tor
With a quiet beauty and sincerity Thompson, Msie May Gordon, -Wat* murder.- Samson Fainsilber, as the dise, Adam wants to see his future,
very isvident at times.
Miss Cornell's Cleo reaches the top marred only by a German accent de- son White, Leopold Badia and Ed madman is excellent. Th« character so Lucifer makes him dream and in
upon
raves
cidedly
she
different
0irom
those sur- Latimer.
of the w^oman, who wed a slayer in nl? dream Adam passes through the
In the first act, when
Sam Wanamaker has directed with order to trap him, is niceQr biult up. ages of history bearing AWays the
Naming that her lover, recently rounding her even to the American
good, effect, and Ralph Alswang's
IwiBOwed, had married Ootavia, sis- ear.
part of some important personality.
It's clearer than' ever that Goethe's setting is impressive.
Klep.
ter to young Caesar. Tearle's Antony
Actors give strong and realistic
CBARITE
Is tops In the second part, after be Paust is for another day, and, if it
characterizsitions.
^'Charity')
Lajos Basti, aa
has tasted victory for a moment owy« must be produced, for a larger and
Adam,
has the best role ot his career,
(Two-act
coinedy
by
Edmoiid
See)
to soon see that "all is lost," his! better-equipped, stage manned by
and succeeds admirably.
Marolle. ., .. ^
.Renee
Margit
Berthler
fimbition of then world domination more agile .players-. The present pro*^
Therese
Bllans Charles Lukacs as Efre has some lapses but
false
reduction,
which
is
a
will '.certainly please thosfe
MA&'ob top of
J«onle
Renes Oardes also does well.
Maria. ...
-.Andrea' Ducret
foft that his queenly .Egyptian lover addicted tastqe German classics and'
Samu Balazs is miscast as Lucifer,
Garnotel
Bernard Charlan
Is dead. She soon Hies, however,-. Basserman, |{ could do no more.
Hes not cynical enough. Smaller
suicided.
Anthony
had
When
New Yolrk ticket agency nien, es: Directed. b¥< Mrs. Berkson.
roles are handled by Maria Sulyok as
Cleo'g manner of passing, a regal
peciaUy 'those in the. neighb<>rhood
Kdmbnd See is the dean of Paris Hippia; Arthur Somlay as Apostle
prerogative, coriies as she sits upright
Peter; Hilda Gobby as the gypsy
of Madison Square Garden, buzzed crix and has already authored sev•fter putting the "poisonous worm"
eral
plays.
His
light
comedy
here woman; Katalin Ilosvay as CTuvia,
<aSp) to her breast. ,
over the reversal Friday (28)' of a begins iii amusing
Old of
fashion, but bogs and Miklos Pataky as Emperor RuSettings, lighting and costumes afC'
.gi
conviction, for overcharging, and th^ down. It needs .considerable short- dolph,
strongly contributing faotote in' mak^
Set by Matyas Varga, costumes by
ening. The cast is okay but
of
fag "Cleo"
for
Mfltred HMU,

Or>:Itt Jlddfleil^.

jTameci .Orndler,

Cha?l9»

,

I^olt,

I^wtence Perron.
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Phy

dis-?
an attraction
Stepped platforms consti-

tinction.

Ttwi

a new

order

GenMcman .From Athens

tute the b^sic scenic background. The.
Wilmington, Nov. 28.
production in total provides one of
Martin Goach (in azanclatlon with Eunice
the "most striking series of scene*, Healey) production ot comedy in three
acts
with vivid. lig}jting:eflects. McClintic (ftve scenes) :by JSmmet I;*avery. Directed
made some revisions of the original by Sam Wananinlcer; settlns and HghtinB
by
Baluh
Alswang.
Qpefied at Playhouse,
all
transpositions,
severaland
play
Wilmington, Nov;
*S top.
of which certainly add to the pey* Vincent KUpatrlcka8.29, '47; Watson
White
iorq[kauce.
Mary iCllpatrlck.
.Ethel Browning
Among pthey standouts are Kait ftforgan JKlIpatrtck
Alan Hewitt
r.ee Kirpatrlelc,
Edith Atwater
Daniel
:
Cretghton Thompson
Big Ed I,a-wrenee
Gavin Gprdou
'

trial

by the

late division of the N. Y.

court,

qf

Wilfred

Betts,

appelj-

supreme
Martin

ESCULAPE

Terez Nagyajtay and mUSic by Sandor Veres are all first class. Gool.

;

(One act coinedy by Georges Dot'
Tax Dept. ptckf Ex-Theatrenan
Hirsch, Leonard Cohen and Williani
ley and Jean Befrolsney)
Henry of the Jacobs ticket office. Madame
Albany], I}ec. 2.
Ta.ut....
...... ..Kenee Gardes
Agency is controlled by Eddie Rey- J-Bpn
BPinara Charlan
Fred P. Magin, treasurer of the
.MiirJanne Musset Capitol
nolds, not named in the indictment, It"'?theatre here during its roadDoctor.
.Henry NalpaS
and Betts. It was formerly operated Woman doctor
show
and
.Odette Villeret
stock company days unDirected by Mrs. BerKson.
by Mike Jacobs, fight, promoter for
der the Shuberts and Erlanger, has
the. Garden, who is ill and in semibeen appointed Acting Collector of
This farce is well done, and sends Internal
retirement. Latter disclaimed any
Revenue lor the I6th disthe audience home happy after the
st.ephen Socrates Chtlstophef
trict of New York,
connection
with,
the
ticket
office, v
Anthony Qulnn
with headquarpreceding horror piece. It intro,
Igor Stepenov.
Feodor Chaliapin
Sol Gelb, former N, Y. assistaiit duces BernardI Charlan as a young ters in Albany,
Newsreel Director
.Loranoei Kerr
Magin succeeds Harry M. Hiclcey,
argued for the man who has dated a married worn'
Sllke Hyltowskl. .............. .'.LOU Polnn district attorney,
who resigned because of illness.
C^ongresaman Andrews.
i. .Leopold 13'adla
defendants, contending that the ar- an, Marianne Musset, in a shady ho
Congressman BOrgsen. . ....
.Ed liatittier
tel run by Henee Gardes.
Congressman Harnell
Arthur Jarrott resting oificer had submitted hearWhen. Musset arrives, she imbibes
Congressman (Mrs.) Strlngley
say evidence when obtaining a freely,
strips down alluringly, but
Elsie May Gordon
Gelb's con- soon is so ill from liquor
Hadio and Kewsreel Crews; Frank Jlo\van, magistrate's warrant.
that a docOliver Crawford, Ijeonard Auorbach,
tentions evoked the interest of other tor is sent for. Latter is unable to
for
attorneys in the amusement district. help, so a woman medico is called
Emmet Lavery has penned a play He pointed out that the policeman in. She happens t6 be Charlan's
DRAPIRIES
with a
controversial
theme in listened in on the agency's tapped wife. Finding her husband in a
"Gentleman from Athens." It is an
compromising
position,
she leaves in
all-out plea for world government to telephone lines and claims he. heard a huff. Gardes is fuUny as the
hotel
Maharam suppliit evtry Fabric n««d
stave off atomic warfare, which, the Jacobs' clerks (j.uote prices for operator.
Maxi.
tar iMding Broadway
Lavery claims, is inevitable in a fight ticlccts considerably |n excess
pi«ductioni and
world ruled by power politics. Both of the boxoffice rat6$. Because the
Hollyw&od studies.
the play and playwright probably officer had destroyed his original
will be widely cussed and discussed,
London, Nov. 14.
Tht Houii e( ServiM"
notes, he depended upon his memand that, if for no other reason, ory to verify the allegations, Gelb
Linnlt & Dunfee presentation of fsw* In
three ads by -Ben Travers. Directed by
should assure a better than average
run. The hint that this play had a added; it was a point brought dtit in Charles Hlcltman. At Winter Garden, London, Nov. ^8, '4T,
130 West
subversive coating is not borne out. the trial, but heavy fines were levied Gregory
Streeti New York
Bird
Bobcrtson Hare
anyway. State law limits the price
Alarmist,
.
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capped by slow action.
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THEATRICAL FABRICS
COSTUMES

;

STAGE CURTAINS

saa an<l f«*t l>«fter now that
have Kaan^Sight Contact Lansai,

"I

I

and highly raeommand
anyonia with poor visioin,"

•^Rogar

-therti

.

to

Pryor.

OuArageeus Fortune

MM

yes; but hardly

n|i[^H|{ijr

of -agency tickets to 7Sc. over the
leaves boxoffice scale.
much to be desired. It's strictly a
Appeal was heard in September by
one-idea play, and at times the
author is so engrossed in his main five justices—Peck, Gleimon, Doi^^
thesis that dramatic values suffer. Cohn and Callahan. Justice Edward
But Lavery is a gifted writer and he Dore dissented from the revefssl
can concoct pithy, sparkling dialog. but voted to reduce Betts' fine from'
And there is no denying the. sincerity $1,500 to $750. Evidence obtained
and forcefulness of his arguments over the tapped wire
was not con*
that it's a case of "one world or
none,V Experitece has shown, how- fined to fight tickets but for several
ever, that plays with a message, eS- Broadway hit. shows also.

'Viewed as entertainment

PHONE FOR INFORMATION OB

AlPPT.
^

Sal HikdlMMk Av«, <?a FSi>»»>
FI. 3-S4M
Open Mondtty Till e:$0 P.M.
Brooklyn! «7S UvlnRSton Street
XB 5-106S
Open Thursday Till 6:S0 P.Sr.

2ir.Y.:

BKBVICE
A COMPLETE OPMCAi
PLASTIC COTACT

tfO>'KER8 IN

•'IJfVISIBLE"

MNSBS

CJUr IBI8 »D X-OK SSIKEBKNCJC:

commu-

nistic.

it

Wilkinson King....;
Old King..,.,....,
Bather Turner...
Turner
Linda.

.....Ralph

<

E.

Loll*

St.

lOS ANGELES

1113 So.

I.

A.

SI.

Marl In Cose
i .

Mildred......
Mrs. Httggslt
Huitgett,
Dr-.Pe't,
Tickle

CHICAGO

I.,ynn

(Jowlon .Tftmes

........Knid i^owe

D.

,Rona

Ijauric
Joiin LaUK
trene Arnoltl

Biadley-Smltli

Sam Lysons
Caswell Oarth

Following the long succession of
Aldwych farces by Ben Travers
written around the personalities of
.Ralph Lynn and Robertson Hare,

ARE YOU AN ANGEL?
I.o*r-buitget imui«Bl piny by established auUiors seeks baoktnir. Tjocalet
Ii)tornntlonal set, Olilna. Ample reterences. Will audition.

Ij4 W.

Box 4252, Voritfy
N. r. I» er CH.

«Sf(i S«.,

,

W^BMdby^

1947

DecpuilMir. S,

mailing room slowdown that began
last weeki Contracts with Chicago
Mailers Union No. 2 expire Jan. 2.
Officials of the union, which is allied
with the ITU; indicate they will

follow

Ubruy

t«ndia(

A Aew

Boyalties Alftpped

plan tor collecting author

on fees charged, by book
rental libraries will be considered
at the reitplar monthly meeting^ot
the Mystery Writers of America, to
royelticss

held tonight (Wed.) in N. Y. As
ysual, there will be a board meeting
in the afternoon and at dinner, with

Joe

-

membership session

slated. for the

ifvening.

The idea of author royalties from
library jKHitals, a long-standing one
In writer circles, has always been
stymied in the past by practical difftcultiesl The existing copyright law
has ibeen a factor, and no one bias:
previously flguied out how to keep
the collection expense from exceed'
Ing the prospective income.

MWA

However, the

believes

it

has doped out a workable plan along
the. lines of the ASCAP licensing
It would license book pub•etup.
lishers, who would collect a Bait fee
ou the original sale of the book, with
the rental library passing «long the
charge to the reader. In case, such
a setup would be illegal under present copyright law, the
says
'

MWA

it

has been assured by Rep. Emanuel

Gellei', of the House copyright committee, that Congress would amend
the Statute to permit such royalties.
Any system of author royalties on

boqk

rentals,

.

no

matter

how

it

worked, would be a revolutionary

demonstrate to them easily
enough that .their luck isn't really
so remarkable. There's also "The
Drunkard," now entering its 15th
could

no-contract policy

the

preceded the printers*

that

strike.

of

field,

Another item of the agenda of tOr
night's
meeting will be rePOjts by Bayard Kendrick, former
president, and liawrencc Blochman,
executive vice-president, on their

MWA

recent nationwide tour. Including
visits to the organization's chapters
in Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Also up for discussion is
the proposed
minimuln basic
Agreement with book publishers, in
relation to the recently-signed minimum contract between the Authors
Guild and Random House. The
and the Guild are not af*

MWA

MWA

filiated,

merger

'

to bring about
having invariably failed,
efforts

a

Trytnr
Tliough publishing biz in Budapest
year. vBut these are mere infants still drags bottom, another batch of
compared to 'The Old Homestead," boolcs has been printed lately.
which ran more than 30 years in the Among American books are Saroyan's
early '90s, and "Rip Van Winkle," "The Adventures of Jackson Wesstairing Joseph Jefferson,
which- ley," Mary Jane Ward's "The Snake
played during the same period for Pit" and others.
Book prices are stiU' high and out
almost "as long.
In those days, shows were not only of question for people with average
durable but tended to mushroom all salary.
over the country. Once 27 troupes
Arthur Pollack Switched
were "busy simultaneously with
Brooklyn Eagle underwent a dras'Pinafore," and back in 1885 there
were 117 concurrent performances of tic staff shakeup in its entertainThe Mikado" on view from coast to ment section last weekend, with
coast.
But nothing in the theatre Arthur PoUacki the daily's drama
has ev«c compared with the lachry- critic for the past 25 yearfst, and
mose melodrama that was spun out Herb Cohn, film critic for 11 years,
of "Uijclc tom's Cabin" or "Life shifting to the rewrite desk. George
Among the Lowly" by one G. L. Currie, from the sports department,
Aiken in 1852, and it's even running is now in the drama spot, with Lew
Schaefer, who did a Broadway coltoday on some showboats!
Which brings us to a book by umn for the Eagle, replacing as film
Harry Birdoff which he calls, "The critic. Schaefer's column has been
World's Greatest Hit" (S. F. Vanni, assigned to' Al Salerno.
According to an American NewsN. Y.; $5). In it he tells all about
'Uncle Tom's Cabin.'' He has done paper Guild spokesman, the reshuffle
a terrific research job and has put It is another phase of the paper's war
all down in an entertaining and in- of nerves: . again Pollack and Cohn,
teresting way.
The book is pro- both of whom were active in the 1937
fusely illustrated with oldtime play- strike which culminated in a Guild
According to the
bills, daguerreotypes, vignettes, mu- shop at the Eagle.
sic sheets, poems and cartoons.
It management, however, the. reassigngives one an insight to the way the ments were made to strengthen the
"
old showmen did business in thea- rewrite desk,
tifes,
tents,
to wnhalls,
showboats,
"rnOgy, the Free" «nd Hollywood
schools, etc. Tl>e volume is sprinkled
Mortimer Frankel, associate script
with anecdotes, all swell Teading and
a must for any student of the thea- editor at CBS, has written a novel,
tre.
And one doesn't have to be a Pudgy, the President," which is
analogous to the Congressional probe
student^o like it.
of Hollywood. Book is reported to
Joe Xaurte, Jr.
burlesque the coming Presidential
K.It. Bookstalls
campaign and the violent wrangles
Still

,

.

Sale of books on trains .was start- among the nations at Lake Success.
this week by six railroads, in- Investigation angle figures imporcluding the Pennsylvania, B&O, tantly, but isn't the central theme
Southern, Seaboard, Burlington, and of the story.
Maxim Lieber office lias the first
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis.
Other lines will start the draft.
service, provided through the Railroad Book Plan, in January.
CHATTER

ed

•

Four

will

be oilered each

month, the books for December being Thomas
B.
Costain's
"The
Nv K> Mirror's AntuiB. (Setup
Moneyman," Lion Feuchtwanger's
Bealignment of the N. Y, Mirror's Proud Destiny," Mabel Seeley's

amusement coverage is
Bob Coleman, drama
critic;

Lee

editor, film

associate

Mortimer,

and

nitelife

drama

critic;

frank

as follows
editor and

Quinn,

Woman

critic,

amusement

and Manning

of Nashville.

.dept. msikeap

Babrow,

of Property"

Coles' "Let the Tiger Die.';
Railroad Book Plan was formed
and by Edwin W. Mitchell, of Ft. Lauderdale; Fla., and Phillips B. Slover;

amusement

cd; Harold Conrad,
asst. pix and nitery

^^vaude critic and

.

titles

editor; Mrs. Beulah
amusement dept. sec; Jack

Some Show Biz Goodies

Brooks Atkinson's "Broadway
Scrapbook" (Theatre Arts; $3), anthology, of some of his N. Y. Times
pieces in the last three years of playcovering ... "Hollywood Merry-GoThe World's Greatest Hit'
Round," collection of gags and anecThe producers of such hits as "Life dota about film personalities (playWith Father,'* "Tobacco Read, ers, agents, producers, et al.), put out
"Abie's Irish Hose" and "Oklahoma!
by Grosset & Dunlap ($2). It's a
bave considered themselves very rather orderly book, broken down
lucky in' having shows that carried according to specific categories, reover a number of seasons. But any- minding of the Bennett Gerf techbody whose memory of the theatre nique of showmanly presentation by
iocs back to the turn of the century groupings. Bob Hope did the intro
duction
Historical as well as en
tertaining is Colton Waugh's "The
Comics" (Macmillan; $5), with gen
xeview pix for the Sunday mag.

.

.

«

Rock, Dec.

1.

As comforting proof to us cynical but influential followers of Diogenes,
Crates and Demetrms, that fights can bo lixed, it seems' they evfen fixed the
fight between the fight managers associatfon and the EnterprLsre exploiters
Having got the maximum free publicity from the
of "Body and Soul."
"feud" that a free enterprise system could afford, all parties are now willing to settle for another picture. Tlie next one, due to roll next spring,
will prove that fights are as on the level as the ftoor of a ring.
It seems the lilywhite school of pugilism has even prevailed upon Abe
Polonsky, who did such a beautiful job at scripting "Body and Soul," to
develop a screen play which will raise what old Bill McGeehan used to
call the "manly, art of modified mm-der" to the ethical level o£ the religious
order. This should be the fairy story o£ the year. The trinity back of
this counter offensive are Jack Roper, Dan Tobey and Johnny Indrisano,
but I'm afraid if 'Uiey give themselves enough Roper they'll hang themselves.
(Ed. note: The editor disclaims any responsibility for Scully's
humor.) ,

.HAMds Acrttsi.:th« €
The characters around the Enterprise sets were really characters. Artie
Dorrell, welter, on meeting Alex Steinert, pianist, and learning Steinert
earned his living by his hands, too, said; "He must be plenty hot His
face hasn't a mark""on it."
Neither, for that matter, did Johnny Garfield's, and as a pianist in "Foul?
Daughters," a violinist in "Humoresque" and a fighter in "Body and Soul,"
lie has used his handSi or simulated facsimiles thereof, plenty.
Roper, who worked some lights on the picture, missed seeing Joe Louis,,
a set visitor. Learning about it later, Roper cracked, "I didn't duck the
first time I met the guy but I've been ducking him ever since."

GaUihad Garfield Next?
If Polonsky didn't write himself out on "Body and Soul," I'll be a very
surprised disciple of Diogenes. Do they plan to Switch Johnny Garfield to
a Galahad, too? His performance as a lightweight champ who could throw
fights as well as rights is magnificently convincing, and it had a certain
real-life fighter's sellout to give it documentary plausibility. The plot of
"Body and Soul" is premised on a fighter who plans to bet $60,000 against
himself in a title fight.
But personally I think the money at the boxoffiice is in more pictures
like "Body and Sold." H. C, Witwer about used up "the more romantic
money in his "Leattiet Pusher«" series years -ago. And remember what
happened to "The Prizefighter and the Lady." Even "The Horn Blowj^ at
Midnight" didn't dive lower than that one.
In fact it was the Metro flop that convince.d all Hollywood that fights
don't pay^aearly as well at the Capitol as they do at the Garden jiist a
block away. No, fhe road opened by "Body and Soul" is the right road for
Hollywood. It should inspire others to make Jim Tully's "The Bruiser"
and his "Mack Boy." After that, Budd Schulberg's "The Harder Ihey
Fall" as well as Hemingway's "Fifty Grand" and Ring Lardner's "The
Champion" might be pencilled in as exposes of one of America's greatest
subversive activities. There are lots of others, but this quartet shoidd
suffice for the moment.
.

So Well Remembered

I think the first use of lighting in pictures was the Jeffiries-Fitzsimmons
fight.
Albert Smith and .T. Stuart Blaclcton were on the picture end of the
deal and William A. Brady on the fighters' end. Brady was Jefl"s ipanager
Dorothy Wagner, of Today's
at the time. Joe Manchen built special laraps^with carb'oh two inches thick
"Woman mag, .sent abroad to Ifeop to
'
^
photograph the fight.
up with the fashion?.
They tested the' lights in aXBroadway theatre and for those days the
Robert A. Low has been appointed
results were terrific. But when they moved the lights to Coney Island
advertising manager of the- SaturSports club they foimd that the circuit had only 2,000 volts. So Joe hired
day Review of Literature.
a steam donkey engine and hooked it up to the generator. That stepped!
Richard G. Hubler, film director,
up the voltage.
sold "Melancholy Millionaire" to '47
The- cameramen began shooting the preliminaries to test their equipMag. Yarn is based upon Howard ment. That was their mistake, because by the time Fitss and Jeff exHughes' career.
'
changed a few blows, the great battery of arc lights went out.:.
Paul Whiteman featured in a fourPop Lubin moved in after this flop with the first 'film fix of a tUht,'and
page spread in the current Redbook,
using- a German comedian made up to play Fitz he scored a hit where
and is the subject of a similar layBrady had. failed. The fake fight cleaned -up in pictures as fake fights
out in Parade Dec. 7.
have 'Often' cleaned' up before and since in the ring. ''That one sent' the
Meyer Hutner, "former press agent boys back to the open arena and sunlight.
with Carl Erbe and Billy Rose, has
They still had a lot of film left and they finally caught a fight that 'was
combined with. Bennett S. Rosncr a pip.
That wa.s the Jefllries-Sharkey fight. Tliis brought everybody back
in a new publicity- -firm.
to Coney Island, but by then Brady had contracted with Biograph to shoot
Somerset Maugham's 1 it era r y it with Cooper-:Hewitt lights. Blackt;on and Smith bought a block of:
agent, Jacques Chambrun, 'in Hollysix seats and sneaked a cidnera in under a 'cloak of darkness. They iva:wood with the first draft of the rounded themselves with Pop Rock, Joe E, Howard, Tod Sloan and it- 'few
author's new novel, "Catalina."
puguglies Who claimed they could lick even Jeffries under Marg,uij; <fC
L. Mohrenwitz, Swiss representaBowery. rul*s.:.
r^"-:T
tive of Curtis Brown and the A. M.
They
Thata

.

,

Thomson, now asst. editor of Sunday
.MEirror magazine, but will continue
.'to

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
By Frttnk Scully .«« «>*
Little

Budapest

,

innovation in the literary
course.
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Heath
in

agency

literary

in

London,

Went

is

New York on a business trip.
Sam Molen, sports "director of staKMBC, Kansas City, has writ-

tion

ten

book

a

of

sports

Way!

anecdotes,

watched, but in the milling crowds the picture
They met at Cohn's roa'dhouse to celebrate the
Jim Jeffries, his brother Jack, and Brady ~1:raced
followed
them down
What
was a Keystone Kops chase. Smithsand
Blaekton escaped by a fire-escape and caught a Brighton train for New
York. Hie rest got away, too, Jeff not being very good at road^ork. It's
quite possible that Tod Sloan made it on a horse and'~Boward sang his
''Brady had

pirates got

all the exits

away

clean.

swipe with champagne.
there.

"They Make Me Laugh". (DoiTance).
erous illustrations throughout
Sol Zatt, promotion manager for
William Auerbach-Levy's book about Ziff-Davis, to the Coast on two
:
caricature, "Is "That Me?" as breezily novels, "Earthbound" by Dalton Ray- way out.
Between the bootlegged versioni and their, legit ¥itagiaph propeifties,
texted as illustrated (Watson-Gup- mond, and "Stubborn Wood" by
the Blackton-Smith-Rock trinity moved up to big money". .Thtis by the
till;
$7.50) naturally is bullish on Emily Harvin, latter a first novel.
show biz personalities, with plenty
Bennett Cerf now getting $500 time Jeffries was ready to stage his comeback after a seven-year layoff
of others culled from politics, the minimum per literary lecture under and take'on Jack Johnson, picture rights to the fight were worth a lot of
seven lively arts, the headlines, etc. W. Colston Leigh's auspices; fees for legitimate money. In fact they were worth more than .the fight itself.
LiUian Albertson, talent coach the last three totaling $2,600. Works Pop Rock started bidding at $50,000. When rivals went to $75,000 Pop eu*»
at RKO Studios, has produced a on
a 33^67% arrangement with the chase and bid $100,000.
Prom their little camera which they sneaked into the Jeffries-Sbarkey
breezy albeit practical manual on Leigh, instead of the usual 50-50.
Motion Picture Acting" (Funk" &
Ezra Goodman on the Coast to in- fight, the Vitagraph. trio moved into the Jeffries-Jjohnson- arena with 12
Wagnalls; *2.50).
terview, a dozen.>.top film industry cameras ("Body and Soul" had .only seven) and 20 technicians. Corbett,
biggies in connection with a Holly- John L. Sullivan, Tom Sharkey, Terry McGoverri, BattUttiG!' Nelson, Abe
Konssy Dro|» Suit
wood survey for Coronet. His pieces Attell, Ad Wolgast, Leach Cross and big gold-toothed Jack Johnson were
Serge KousSevitzkjrs suit^ against will deal with such picture lumin- among the techriical advisers.
Blaekton once told me he believed that Jeffries, was doped: for the fight.
Allen, Towne & Heath, by which he aries as Darryl F. Zanuck, Louis B.
sought _ unsuccessfully to prevent Mayer, Jack Warner, Hal: Wallis, Mrs. Jeffries always took care o£ his meals, but the afternoon before the
A "friend" said, "Let me get it, Mrs.
fight he asked for a cup of tea.
publication last summer of the Moses et al.'
Jefl'ries, you've been doing all the work today."
Blaekton watched Jeff
Smith biog, "Koussevitzky," has
drinlc the tea, without cream or sugar. It was very strong and blacki
been dropped. Understood the con.
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;
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"I enjoyed Hecht't gatherings at much as I could
enjoy someone else'i

.

comedy. Youlucky people!"

.

J

.

'

By

ANDREW HECHT

BOB HOPE
A riotous tour of the dizzy film

Introduction by

capital; loot racy, miarious anecdotes about what maket Htdly-

wood's

Btars,

Martets, dimetorii

—

and tlirectotlets tick-rcllck ^and
ticlc. Brimminc with names,'
(tories, tly obtervations, and
packed with lauiht. Dozens of
wonderfully funny drawings

by

LBO HIRSHPIELD.

ductor paid the publisher's as well
as his own legal expenses,
Suit alleged the book libeled the

4iteovm

maestro and invaded his privacy,
Chi Mailers With Strtkitt«r Printers
Chicago dailies continue to appear in varitype photoeugraved during the printers' strike which started
last

Monday

(24).

First

edition of

the Times after the walkout carried
wry headlines: "Printers Out Times
Too," Negotiations so far fJJOV
remain stalemated. Comics, columns,
pics and other features
haven't
been dropped, although the extra
space required by varitype has
caused some news to be pared down.
Ads appear as usual, with clients

Ornstein

Bill

Quality Mags an

Untapped New Souree
of Writing
*

—

*

*

Is

AtmUbook*toi*;^3.00
'

OROSSMSt » DVNtAPt N.

Y.

supplying theii; own plates.
further tbiieat i» seen in the

A

in

the

forlheoiiiiiici

42d Anniversary Edition
of

.

TKe

..First .Blaefc.

Market

That night Pop Rock, Albert Smith and Blaekton saf'in a corner of
Golden's Cafe. Jim Corbett joined them. He glanced around cautiously
said, "Put your money on Johnson."
Before the fight Blaekton went to see Jeffries in his dre.ssing room.

and

was lying on the table, face drawn and white. "Look at him,- he's
been doped," said Roger Wells, his trainer. "This man's in no shape to
Blaekton took Jeffries' hands. They, .were as cold as ice. Berger,
Delaney and Corbett were in Jeffries' corner. Jeffries held up the fight
until the money was turned over to Pop Hfjck and he. Pop, left in a car
with two armed deputies to give the. money to Mrs. Jeffries for deposit,
Johnson came into the arena scared, not of Jeffries, but of the crowd.
For 15 rounds Jeffries was down on one knee playing "The Dying Gladi-

Jeft'ries

fight."

ator."

'

That fight was July 4, 1910, the same day the Vitagraph plant in. the
Morton building back in New York burned, destroying their entire stock
of films and negatives.
Maybe that was a payoff for going legit. Diogenes could have told
them that honesty and pugUisra don't mix.
I must see Barney Gerard. and get his side of -this. ..He handled Jack
^Johh&on i'n,tbose days^tthd afterwai^ in sKbw

r

.

,

.

Vednetdny, jPecember 3, 1947

S4
game and decided to stay over for
Joe E. Lewis, currently at the Latin
The comtdian beCaiE^
there^
Paul N. Turner, counsel for Equity moa.,^-.. that here he was, sans any

in California on vacation.

o c Ic
manager, at Post Graduate hospital a couple—and incidentally sold Lewis
tor operation.
two: special songs at $750 each.
Milton Berle wUl "roastmaster''
the .Friars' luncheon Friday (6) for
Franlc Sinatra. &
,
,

s

t

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

Mrs. Nate (Vera) Blumberg liedcold.
They return to the
Coast week after next.
Installation Gambol will be held at
the Lambs Sunday (7), the 72d of
its kind since the club was formed.
Eddie Weber, business manager of
"Can You Top This?!', cracked a rib,
Vfhile moving a piano at his home.
Broadway barrister Ed Rafterys
daughter, Marie Antoinette, formalr
ly engaged to "atthew Leon Coneys.
Haf Ro?ich in N,. Y, from- HoUyr
wodd to r^ume conferenoes with
United Artists on upcoming two pro*

Royal Cinema, Limerick, opened
on site of former Athaneum.
Mayfalr Ballroom, Arklow, Wicklow County seaside terpery, sold for

>

$42,000.

Abbey doing

big biz with revival

Frank Carney's "The Righteous marry. stars Kieron Moore and
Film
Barbara White, whose last fllmiapCities Films director Brian
were in "Mine Own ExeDesmond Hurst back to England pearances
cutioner," set to marry in London,
after looking over talent here.
tomorrow
(4).
Max Milder, head of Associated
comedy,
IrishJohnston's
Denis
British Cinemas circuit, here for
"The Moon In the VellQW Biver,"
duclions.
talks on company's Irish interests,
_
was revived at the Arts Theatre
Lou Lissner, back with I RememBelfast's non-profit-making Arts
with: Jack HawMns as
ber Mama" in Philadelphia,, slipped Studio Theatre now rehearsing Au- Club, Nov. 26,
recluse father.
In bathtub there and fractured den and Isherwood's "Ascent of P6." 'the
Reg Connelly and Irwin Dash sail
recouple of ribs.
Productions
Film
Dublin
Mauretania, Dec. 9.
Pianist William Kapell bacK from portedly dickering for Maura La- to U. S. on the
returns on the Queen
his first European trip, where he verty's latest novel, "Lift Up Your Connelly
Jan. 24; while Dash's stay
Elizabeth
months
in
did 19 concerts in four
Gates."
is prolonged to Feb. 4.
capitals.
European
Important
Actor John McOarby planes to
Musicart, Ltd., transferring the
Marjorie Reynolds," film actress, New York for part in "Finian's
comedy, "Happy as
sailed for Britain last week to as- Rainbow." He tried out in the Lon- successful
Larry," from the small Mercury thesume the lead in the forthcoming don production.
atre to the Criterion, Dec. 16, ShowLondon production of "Burlesque."
Sir David CunyHghame, London
by Denis Cairey will keep
Leon SiritJtky, head of Siritzky Film Productions managing director, produced
original
cast.
International Pictures, sworn in as here for Irish preem of "Open the
First del' Giudice picture to be
an American citizen this week. He City" at Regal Rooms.
for his new company, Pilgrim
also runs the Ambassador theatre.
Government of northern Ireland is made
Pictures, will be an adaptation from
head-:
Broadway
w.k.
Posch,
Katl
expected to vote grant of $160,000 to
(ex-Hollywood: Restaurant northern Ireland.. Council for En- the stage success, "The Guinea Pig,"
waiter
by W. Chetham-Strode. Boulting
La Conga, Beachcomber and Sherry- couragement
Music and Arts
"

.
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,
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-

'
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Netherlands), now at MonteVon.
the-Park.
Margalo Gillmore, who recently
appeared in "State of the Union,"
sailed Friday (28) aboard the Mau^
Ijondon yatwo-week
tetania for a

.

'

cation.

•
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^

,
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Mary

and Bugs Baer threw Sunday
'turned jout to be an engagement
own plane and remained two days
Barty for Arthura (Artra) Baer, 21,
on account of -bad weather.:
and' songsmith Martin KalmanoS.
Jackie Heller has a fellow Benny
Bob Weitman, Paramount theatre
managing director, and Leonard Davis alumnus,: Jackie QreeiU' headGoldenson, Paramount Theatres ing the show at his Carousel.
Donald Steinfirst on the job again cert, tour.
veepee, in Chicago for huddles .wi«i
reviewing
concerts for the PostNorman Alexander here to proPar pattniers. 'Weitman returns Tti- Gazette following
an operation,
duce documentaries for Waverley
day;
Alicia FuUer out of the hospital Films, London.
Viennese chanteuse Greta Keller;
African Theatres announces plans
planed to Europe for concert tour. after an. operation, but won't go
in back to work at KQV until -first of for ,new lJ800-seater at Wynberg,
set up production
Will
of Cape Town, to be comViertnS of "The Medium," to which year.
AFRA and Playhouse; sponsoring suburb
pleted by 1948.
she owns German and Austrian
joint Frank Hipps Memorial perJ. H. Nevinson arrived from Engrights.
Paul O'Britfn, of attorneys O'Brien, formance of **June Moon*' in mem- land to take up appointment of
ory
of
Killed
actor,
in
an
auto
late
South African director for J, Arthur
DriscoU, Raftery & Lawler, home ilP
crash.
Rank Organization.
this week as .result of over-exposure
Oscar Hissen, Norwegian film acto a suiilattip. He fell asleep Under
tor,
passed through Cape Town
it: on Thanksgiving Day, following
serving as seaman on a whaling ship
turkey dinner.
en route to Antarctic.
Maurice Bergman, Universal eastBy. Si Shillft
Irene Morgan and Kathleen Cave,
ern ad-publicity chief, to Coast last
Walton hotel being, remodeled, due English revue artists, scoring hit in
week' for confabs with John Joseph,
and other to be reopened May 1.
Cape Town with season of repertory
director,
ad-publicity
Jose Iturbi signed for a concert revue called "Seeing Stars.*',
studio executives' on forthcoming
recital Jan. 11 at Academy of MuSouth Africa Broadcasting Corp.
campaigns on new product.
announces increase in pay for memA. Warschawer, an exec of Pal- sic.'
Eddie Bracken here to head up bers of Cat>e Town Studio orchesestirie's Habimah theatre,' due in
Jrom Zian. to mafce arrangeraents for Gimbel's annual Thanksgiving Day tra. Basic pay now is £500 ($2,000)
yearly.
Sabimah's fortheomintf American Parade.
Buddy Rogers planed in yesterFight to obtain civic theatre for
tour. Troupe is scheduled to preem
- day (Tues,) to ballyhoo hi^ forth- Cape Town still proceeding. Local
OB Broadway in March, '48.
~
business men offered to purchase
Harriet Kaplan,, focmier. story aide coming film, "Sleep My Love."
(?
Gene
Beverly
has
joined
the
Joel
ediMike
assistant,
play
old Italian Consulate for conversion
Todd and
to
tdr of Metroi back in New York Charles agency in charge of sales to theatre at cost of $283,000 but
after five months on the Coast. She for the orchestra and variety de- South Africa Broadcasting Corp. favors the site for new broadcasting
xeturned via .a six weeks' vacation partments.
.
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Amer-

tour of Mexico and' Central

\

WIBG

John Henniftger,

chief en-

gineer, named to the newly-created
Lina Abarbanel, of ;Dwight Deere post of technical director of WIBGWiman office; fell' downstaurs in a AM, WIBG-FM, WIBG-TV and Naphotog's studio last week, and sent tional Wired Music.
to French hospital with cuts and
bruises.
Was accompanying Tish
Wiman (Dwight's daughter) for
marriage photos.
Palestine Partition
Faith and John Cecil Holm proContinued ttom page 1
"Grameroy
jtnoting
backing
for

lea.
'

•

.

;

comedy written by

Ghost,''

himself,

with Faith Holm as producer; Albert

H. Rosen, business manager of "An
Ji^pectpr Calls,'.' as hsn.', bankrpU
calls for $60,000.

Columbia

..

four

.songs

legiter,
"Music
(30), with

Heart," Su^jday

'

Lind

and

Broadway

Jean

Handzlik

cast singing,

of ,the

and Franz

Steininger conducting the orch.
On the basis .of its economic betterment committee's preliminary report,. Actors Equity has engaged Robert R. Nathan, noted economist, to
make a study of. theatrical employment conditions. The subject will
be .oa the agenda at the association's
quarterly meeting Dec. 12^
Mary MacArthur", daughter of
Helen Hayes and Charles Macis
attending
American
Arthur,
.

.

Edward J. Noble in for festivities
When KGO-ABC switched to 50,000watt transmitter. Monday (1).
Louis Armstrong, Jackson Teagarden, Barney Bigad and Sid Catlett
into Burma Club at $4,000 per.
Big contingent' of Hollywood stars
in for Damon Runyon cancer fund
fashion show at Mark Hopljins With

Academy of Dramatic Art this season.. Had two strawhat experiences,
with her mother in "Alice Sit By
the Fire" in '46, and with Lillian
Gish in "The Marquise" in '47.
Walter Vincent,, prez of Actors'
fund, to sponsor a Christmas program at the Actors Fund Home,
Englewood, N. J., Sunday afternoon
(28), John Alexander and Florence
Aquino will apuear in specially
written scene by S. Jay Kaufman.
Among others to participate are Guy
Kibbee, Tom Terri>, Geoffrey
O'Hara, Norman MacKay^ George

George Tobias planed

from

in

Manhattan.
Alice

down

Paye broHe an arm

in a fall

stairs.

Helen

Forrest
Holohan, Dec, 7.

marry

to

Paul

Russ Vincent bought a 400-acre
ranch in Oregon.
Betty Grable bedded with a displaced sacro-iliac,

Margaret Wycherly in from New
York for film work.
Joe Frisco in town after a Week's

showing in Las Vegas,
Johnpy Shadrack opened at Charley Foy's Supper Club.
Pat O'Brien being paged by the

Abbey theatre, Dublin.
Greg McClure, born Dale Easton,
legalizing his film name.
Jane Powell returned from personal appearances in the east, >
Virginia
Mayo returned froni
three weeks of stage touring.
:

is

;

•

:

-:

.

.

,
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Leo Salkin.
The Woodstock Players opened
their winter season Nov. 27 with
"The Male Animal"
Sam Jaffe will headline the Golden

By George Gaal

'

Pesti Szinhaz will stage O'Neill's
Jubilee Festival .of the Zionist orAnna Christie" neganization here Dec. 21.
Magda Rasko, State Opera singer,
Joan- Edwards in for Vitacoustlc
recording date aiid guest appear- now at Vienna Konzerthaus.
Sigurd Rascher, Danish saxophonances on the Jack Smith show.
The Hull House Players opening ist, giving several concerts here.
E. van Beipum, director of the
Dec. 8 of "Bury the Dead" marks the
50th anniversary of the theatre Amsterdam Concertgebouw, in town.
Opera singer Gabriella Relle,
group.
Robert Ryan, RKO player, is ex- signed contract with the Rome
pected here Dec. 9 to address meet- Opera.
Benjamin Britten's opera "Peter
ing of the National Conference of
Grimes'' will be performed at the
Christians and Jews.
State Opera here. ~
Actress Frida Gombaszogi prepping
to leave for the states to visit
TokyA
'

':.

'

'

,

New

sister in

York.

Theatres, radio, newspapers and
National Theatre started rehearsrace tracks took leading roles in the als of .Shakespeare's
"Richard III."
launching of Japan's nationwide
Lead will be

played by Tamas Ma-

charity campaign last week;

Carl Mydans, Tokyo bureau head
Time-Life International, gave
concluding lecture to Army students
attending the international news reporting class.
Appearance of Tetsu Katay«ma at
opening of Zenshinza troupe's "Merchant of Venice" production at
of

jor.

Hilde

BaumanVi,

solo

dancer

of

the Berne Opera, back to Switzerafter several performances

land

'

here.

Gyorgy

Denes,

celebrating

30th

anni as actor, awarded tlie Pro Arte
medal by the President of the Re-public.
Waseda Univ. last week marked first
John van- Di'uten's "The Voice of
time a Jap Prime Minister has pub- the
Turtle" opening at the Muvesz
licly attended any type of theatrical
Vienna
Szinhaz. Hungarian title is "Happy
performance, Katayama is a strong
Sunday,"
By Emfl W, Maas
advocate of a national theatre.
Operetta Theatre preiiping OffenLibrettist Karl Leibinger, 62, died.
bach's "Helen of Troy" with new
Rudolf Hanzl elected president" of
Vienna Philharmonic Society.
prima donna, Marika Nemeth, playMiami

studios.^

Dr. Josef
of Austrian

Marx

Beach

elected president

Composers Assn.

Aurel Nowotny,;

66,

ing the lead.

By Larry Solloway

Mihaly

president of

Artists Union, died suddenly.

'

recorded

In My
Charles
Fi^edericks^ Martha- Wright, Delia

from the

By Xe4 XtlwA

Jackie Phillips, at Famous Door.
Tony Martin sought for late FebFriedrich Gagern, 65, well-known ruary date at Colonial Inn.
poet, died in St. Leonhard am Forst.
Cross & Dunn and DeCastro SisDaisy Halban-Ku'rz, back after 10 ters into Clover Club, this week.
years;* exile, gave a concert in
Latin Quarter readying mid-December opening, With Myron Cohen
H. Bar Tdv Gutman,-Yemina Passov- Brahmssaal.
SchoenbTunner theatre closed heading show;
sky, Emmanuel Ben Amos and Tuvia
Newest club in town is Little RoUsed as
Gruenbaum. Passovsky staged while down, due to bad business.
"
film' studios now.
mania,
preeming Deo.
17
with
Peter Kamnitzer did. the settings.
Salzburg Festival plans to produce Moishe Oy.shc and continental forPalestine Film Censorship Board' next
season the Swiss opera, "Le Vin mat show.
has lifted the ban on the Danish Herbe," by Frank Martin.
iVTriton Berle, in for four days,
film, "Day of Wrath;" after repreRobert Stolz writing the music for planed back Sunday (30). Speni
sentations by the distributors of the Hubert Marischkas' latest film pro- most of his stay at Copacabana
lounge on the Barry Gray aircast,
picture as well as the Danish Writers duction, "Girl From the Island."
French' film producer Andre and Mother Kelly's, where
Assn.
Gloria
Paulve announced that 15 Fernch King IS working.
Still banned are a revival of the
pictures
are being synchronized
French film. "Kermesse Heroique," here.
and the Italian picture, "Open City."
Portland, Ore.
Board, however, is scheduled to reDale Bray's Quartet at the Tropview its previous decision on the

"Pick-Up Girl," the Broadway hit of
several seasons agoj which followed
"Take It" at the same house.
Cast includes' Hanna Sukenik,
Joseph Passovsky, Rosa Lichtenstein,

servation,

,

'

'

;

•
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Mori^s.
Dick Powell flew into town in his

.

Doru bought a farm !n
Oregon.
!Mary Astor hospitalized for obPhilip

San Francisco

Clare and Henry LUce. at Mark
Hopkins.
Straw Hat Review, local legit
group, set at Golden Gate Dec 17.
Dean Murphy accepts -beaucoup
benefits while playing at St. Francis.
Benny Strong to follow Carmen
Cavallero orch into Peacock Court
Dec. 7.
Mucho'"' local society excitement
over Ina. Claire. openlnn Monday (8)
at Geary.

,

Oscar Levant and his wife reconciled:

-

.

•

direction of

tion.,'

;

,

.

a; Vance Grahams divorced.
William Goetz in from New York.
Bill Bendix ill with throat infec-

.

towards 'purchase of theatre -in Belfast.

By Hfti Cohen
/ean Holloway, Metro contract
The Bernie Armstrongs (he's the
writer and formerly a radio scripter,
KDKA staff. orch leader) are due
is on leave of absence from the
for parenthood again.
studio and isjspending the winter in
Tech
drama school's next show
"
Srew Yprk.
The "cocktail party" which Louise win be "Wingless Victory," under

*

Hollywood

have been blood

Susan Hayward called off her
divorce suit against Jess Barker.
L; E, Behymer, 85'year-old Los
Angeles impresario, seriously ill.
Natalie Wood recovering "from in$10 admish fee.
Frisco symph, with Pierre Mon»: juries sustained in a motor crash.
teux at helm, still biggest sellout
Louis B. Mayer and Howard
in town, all three, weekly Opera Strickling planed in from New York.
Bros. will start production early House performances' SRO.
John Ridgely back to work in
next year at Metro s Elstree studio,
"The Sealed Verdict" after a siege
for
Gracie Fields, who- sails
of flu.
America tomorrow (4) on the Queen
Charles Meeker in town to scout
Mary, is anxious to resume legit acttalent for next summer's operettas
ing.
Last time she did it was in
Dave O'Malley's Foirt Myers home at Dallas.
1928 in "S. O. S." at the St. James' burned Thursday (27).°
Emma Goodman' retired on doctheatre, oppositie the late Sir Gerald
Russell Birdwell has opened a Chi tor's orders after 25 years as Sophie
du Iblaurier.
branch of his publicity outfit.
Tucker's secretary.
Ciene Tierney doing shopping here
Father Paul Douceur, technical;
before returning to the Coast.
advisor on
the
"Joan" picture,
John ^ildberg here for confabs leaves for Paris next week.
South Africa
on opening of "Anna Lucasta."
Tyrone Power returned to town
By Joe Hanson
Kay Armen in from the East to after a, 13-week air tour, covering
The Ashtons, Australian family of spend holidays with her family.
32,000 miles and 18 countries on four
acrobats, arrived here to join circus.
DonSld O'Coniftor opens Jan. 9 at continents.
"Forever Amber" released in Jo- the Oriental theatre for two-week
Richard English- succeeds Gordon
hannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. stay.
Kahn as editor of Screen Writer,
^
Nat Kalcheimi of William Morris, monthly magazine of the Screen
Joan Hammond, Australian singer,
doing big biz on South African con- in from New. York lor huddles: with Writers Guild.
•

;

'

•

fol-

.

friends

,

are Bold."

;

Row

Film

'

.

ded by

and "Chocolate Soldier" to

low.

BBC radio licenses to date number dtfnors for Clara .Eisenberg of Uniaround 10,998,000. These include versal, recovering in 'University
approximately 28,000 ieievision li- hospital from major operation,
censes. .
Jack Lorentz, 20th-FO]( midwest
Millie Hoey, who operated The sales head, presided over sales conBag O'Nails, popular Soho nitery, ference at Hotel Nicollet here, with
died. She once managed Kate Mcy- Omaha, Des Moines and: local exClub,
rick's notorious 43
changes participating,
Mary Seibel, young daughter ot
Francis, Day & Hunter celebrating
tueir 70th anniversary on Dec, 16, Ev... Seibel, Minnesota Alnus. Co.
with staff dinner. Fitm claims' its publicity and advertising head, playing lead in St. Catherine Seminary's
oldest in England for jpop numbers.
Google Withers, stage and film ac- production of "Enchanted Cottage."
tress and Australian-born John McCallum, who appeared with her in
"The Loves of Joanna (Jodden, to

A-N

gags but the songwi'iting son of the cartoonist whipped up
topical

Guy Balmerton, summer

2.

London

.

:

Szekely

received

the.

Medal

of the Republic from Hungary's President Zoltan Tildy. Szekely leaves soon for the states to
sing with tlie" Metropolitan Opera.

Hungarian-American Society gave
an Orchestra concert recently at
Music Art Academy to capacity
house,
Program included Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue," David
Diamond's "Rounds''' and Ernest
Bloch's "Solomon."
'

m

By Eric Gorrick
Ernest Turnbull, Hoyt's chief, is
back from London before

due

Christmas.

'

,

Air-Commodore West of Eagle
is making extensive survey of
Melbourne for the Rilnk interests.
Two-a-night vau'de-revue no go in
Lion,

ics.
Brisbane for the Tivoli loop at His
Catherine Toomay at the Glover Majesty's, House goes back to pix
Documentary film showing efforts
By Les Bees
revival.
Club.
of Jewish men and women in reAndy's nitery has Seror Twins.
William Herbert, vet showman, 81,
Freddy Master's band into St.
Skinnay Ennis at Jantzen Beach
claiming Palestine's soil is drawing
died here. Was the originator of big
Ballroom.
strong business at Zion cinemas. Paul Flame nitery,
loop in Newcastle, selling later to
North Star Drama Guild, little
Betty
Titled "The Great Promise," picture
Vickers headlining new Hoyts and GUT.
theatre group, offering "Jane Eyre," stage show
at Capitol theatre.
was directed by Joseph Leites, with
Harry
workSenor Wences and Franks & JanyRusty Coleman filling in for Jerry ing on Watt has his cameras
score by Misclia Spoliansky.
"Eureka Stockade" for Ealing
ce into Hotel Nicollet Minnesota
Mac for the week. now. Unit is on location in northStory is related by men of the Terrace.
^^-P^",^ ^^S^"}^
Mills Brothers into Music
Hall ern New South Wales,
Jewish Brigade to an old man in a
Orrin Branton, 20th-Fox salesman, Supper Club,
with
Cinesound is puttin'T out
special
German concentration camp on the recovering in St, Mary's hospital the supporting bill. Gloria Jean on
feature film titled "Cavalcade of
day of libertion. Technically the from major operation.
Beatrice Kay held for a second
Australian Sport," dealing with all
Victor Borge drew only fair week at the
doctunentary has been produced on
houses at two Twin City one- thur Blake toCloud Room, with Ar- the Aussie toppers in the field of
a high quality level. Acting is quite
fbllow.
sport over past 12 months.
Idea is
nighter concert engagements,
Michael Loring, Pauline and
Jack Ken G. Ball's, Cinesound's chief proThe Ken KUngs took their 22-year- moving, while lensing, editing and
Lyceum here, gets "Red Mill" week
orchestra at the Rose ducer-director.
Old £0n to PhUIjr tot the Ati^y-mvy Englisl) eynchronizatioii measure up. of Dec. 14, '.'Harvey" week of Dec. Bowl,
Pic goes into the

latter.

•

,;

.

:

'

•

^

•

_

c,

.

Multnomah

hotel.

Indie Tatler,

Sydney,

'

'5S
atrt in Capetown. Aftck
closed, Vorster managed \
theatres and was in cba)
Protea, in Paarl, when hf'

OBITUARIES

Wife survives,

]
Ernst LubU$ch, 59, veteran motioh
picture ptroducei' and director, die^
jjuddienly Nov". 30 at his home in Bel(Further deAir, near Hollywood.
tails in Pictures Section.)

ALEX yOKEt
.

iLegit producer Atex Yokel, 61,
Thursday (27) o* a heart attack alter Ttianfcssivins dinner at a

,died

Auditorium and Maryland theatres
in B|altimore, He was a member of
the Vaudeville Country Club of New
York and former chairman of the
Maryland
Boxing
Commission.
When stricken, he was associated
with his son, J. Lawrence Schanberger, in the ownership of Keith's, de
luxe flrst-rUh in Baltimoie.
Wife, two sons, daughter,
brothers and sister survive.

jBiend's JioHxe, Lawrence, L. I.
Further details in Legitimate sec-

JOUN W. BEHADSEB
John W, Rehauscr,' 68, retired conductor, arranger and composer who
had heen connected with vaudeville,
musical comedy and radio, died Nov.
26 at Foi'est^illsi L. I.
Behaius^r played in theatrical and
dance orchestras 6nd later developed
into a conductor and arranger. He
,

Gordon C. Munger, 56, who as Pat
Daly was a former dancer and
comedian in vaude, legit, film and
radio, died Nov. 19 at his home in
Detroit after a- long illness.
He
had been an entertainer for 47 years.
•Starting in minstrels and vaudeville,
Daly appeared in straight
plays, musical comedies, pictures
and radio. In his early days he was

associated

with

/or various vaudeville acts, inbluding
those of Gus Edwards, with whom
he toured for many, years. After
that he conducted the orchestr^a for
the Weber and Fields musical sho^s
and did orchestral arrangements for
the "Ziegfcld Follies" and other
'

shows.
In recent years he exposed incidental music and arranged' orchestra'

among them ?d

M.

Gill,

former band

93,

ing given Harry James his first
tooting joo: when Gill's band wa-s
touring in Texas.
Brother and sister survive.

leaves a wife and two sons..

HARRISON BROCKBANK
'

JO^EPH-M. GILL
Jo.<;eph

leader and musician in St, Louis,
died Nov. 24 in that city, after two

A

retired in 1045.

He

together

Genevieve Daly.
Wife survives; ^

years' illness.
gi-aduate of Georgetown Univ., Gill became a violinist
in the St. Louis symph. orch. Later
he organized his own dance orch.
that played for many years in the
midwest. He was credited with hav-

Wynn's program, the Ford Hour,
Cavalcade of America, March of
I'ime and the Bell Telephone Hour.

He

vaudeville

late
George
his wife were In
as Pat and

the

He and

composed and conducted the music Primrose.

Harrison Brockbank^ lSOi: veteran
baritone of musical comedy and' col-

EDWARD BECK

'

He

studied music in London
with' .Mme. Tasca and voice with
Signer Franco Leoni. He came to this
country in 1909 and became a citizen
in 1916.
A member of the Lambs since
1914, Brockbank appeared in Such
Broadway musicals as "Sometime,"
'-'Apple Blossoms," "The Last Waltz,"

Edward Beck,

69,

show producer

for the Walnut Room "bf the Bismarck Hotel, Chicago, died Nov. 19
in Hollywood. He began his career

as a song-and-dance''man, appearing
In "The Chocolate Soldier," "Pink
Lady" and others. As a Chicago cafe
producer, he was foremost in his

during the 1920's, presenting
Mann's, Marigold Gardens

field

jfevue.s at

and Bismarck Gardens.
Wife, Pearl Cook, former dancer,
a brother and a sister survive^

ARTHUR
,

Arthur

R. BUBBOWS
Burrows, 65, British

R.

broadcasting pioneer, died Nov. 26
in London. He was among those responsible for the first BBC program

"Melody" and "The Three Musketeers."

Nov.

W. W. HINSHAW

15, 1922.

He had been secretary general and
William W. Hinshaw, 80, retired director of the
International Broadconcert singer and opera producer, casting Union
from 1935 to 1940. Bi'
died Nov, 27 in Washington. He had 1942, he was appointed
director of
made more than 5,000 concert ap- the broadcasting division of. the
pearances in the U. S. and abroad British Ministry
of Information. He
prior to his retirement in 1931.
also \was a correspondent for The
Born in Union, la.,' Hinshaw Times of London.
studied music at Valparaiso Univ.,
and in 1895 was named dean of the
SAM ROCCA
institution's muiSic conservatory. He
Sam Rocca, 82, Pittsburgh dismade his first grand opera appear- trict exhibitor for the last 35 years,
anc at St. Louis in 1899 as Mephisto died recently at his home in Newall,
.in"Faust." He gang baritone with Pa., after a long illness.
Rocca
the Metropolitan Opera from 1910- handled
all
assignments at -his
1913 and produced operas himself in Newell theatre, ranging from jani-later years.
tor work to projection.
Wife,' a daughter and three sons
Upon his death the house went
turvive.
dark and future plans for it have
,

not been announced by members of
.

WALTER

K.

HILL

VIRGINIA GRAFTON
Virginia

Grafton,

33,-

of several film companies.
the wife of Robert Stittworth, TaHill was president of the Theatri- coma detective, had been niaking
,cal Press Representatives of America, .the hop from Alaska, where she had
which' was absorbed when the Assn. completed nitery engagements, acof Theatrical Agents and Managers cording to her husband, .who had
was formed. As administrator of the been at the airport to meet her.

emergency fund during the

depression. Hill granted all requests
for aid from members and the fund
was depleted.

R6BERT POOLEY
Bobert Pooley, 42, orchestra leader,
died Nov. 29 in Worcester, Mass., of
a
cerebral
hemorrhage.
Pooley
played trumpet for a time with Jean
Goldkette's orchestra. Later,
his
own orchestra was the studio
standby for local radio stations
at various times and played at
the Hampton .Beach, N. H., Casino
and the Deshler - Wallick hotel in
Columbus, O. In recent years he had
'

at

a

local

night club.
Wife,' mother, two brothers and a
sister survive.

FREDERICK

-

C.

,„|,,^,^,j^

I

He returned to the Broadway
stage in 1920, but returned to pictures in 1930. V

•

m

Ernest Adams, 62, screen actor,
died Nov. 26 in Hollywood: after 9
long illness. Before entering .pic- rence-'Massey "Pygmalion" or the
tures, he appeared in numerous stage 1936 edition of Miss. Gornell's "St.
Joan," which drew ^almost $23,000 a
musicals.
week; is that- the current' production
has a $4.80 top, whereas the scale
HENRY S. BERTINETTE, JR.
sss Continved ftom jpage 1 sss
Henry S. Bertinette, Jr., 21, an-* used to go no higher than $3.60. But
in
which cas6 vaudeville would
nouncer at WBIB, FM station in the most important factor, from the
not have been discontinued.
standpoint
of
Shaw's
royalties,
is
New Haven, died Nov. 25 in that
The agencies go further in declarthat the Evans production appears
city,likely to play through the season ing that the. dropping of the State
and, according to Evans' policy in vaudeville will ^undoubtedly mean
KIRK E. WICKS
Kirk E. Wicks, 50, who as Eddie the past, put in a solid season on the that the remainder of the stageshow
houses will be able to get performPowell was a nightclub pianist and road during 1948-49. The production
moves Feb. 16 from the Alvin to ers at "reasonable" lees. Many, they
singer, died Nov. 28 in Chicago.
.say, remember after the JPalace shutthe Hudson, N. Y.
tered, most acts refused no' reasonP&ther, 78, of Johnny Broderick,
A striking angle of the current able offer,
'
and perhaps; the State
of the vaude comedy team of Arren "Man" revival is not only that, for
closing
will
mean a return of
Broderick, died suddenly last the first time in his career as an acweek in Sharon, Pa. Wife and an- tor-manager, Evans is paying royal- 'sanity" in the matter of salaries.
The
State will have- a policy of
other son also survive.
ties at all; but that he's- payin'g. the
highest
rate
in
show business: single features on first runs, and
William J. Passmore, 62, owner Whereas m'ost other playwrights get double features when' subsequent
and operator of the Royal theatre. a sliding scale of' (7%% on the first run fllmp are shown. Initial bill will
Moose Jaw, Sask., from 1930 until $5,000, 10% on the next $5,000 be "Cass Timberlane" and a "Blondie" film.
1945, died NOV. 18 in Victoria, B. C. and 12%% on all over $10,000),
With the vaude^ exit from the
Shaw has always- insisted upon a
Mother of Benj^tnin H. Segal, flat 15%. So Evans, who in -the past State, Loew's will have only two
managing director of the Shubert has .produced the works of' Shake- stageshow, houses, the Capitol, N. Y.,
and
the Capitol, Washington,
theatre, New Haven, died Kov. 18 speare alone (which is, of course,
There still remains the poissibility
in that city.
royalty-free), has this time picked
that the ctiange may not be final.
out theiauthor who's the toughest
There's some feeling throughout the
Son, 24, of Gene Dyer, owner of businessman of them all.
Loew organization that the -stagestation WAIT, Chi., was killed Nov.
Some of the notable Shaw pro- show policy -will return
if 'grosses
30 in an auto crash near Mundelein, ductions in the U. S. in the past have are
considerably' lower. Under the
111.
been the following:
stageshow policy the house averaged
"Heartbreak House," by the Thear arouud $28,000, with the -all-time
(for 125 per- high mark being set at $55,000 when
tre Guild, 1920-21
formances).
Eddie Cantor appeared there in
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Muzzy, son. Can"Back tOk Methuselah" (consisting 1939. If the average gross is con-.Father is WHBC, of five separate plays) by the Guild, siderably lower than $28,000 minus
ton, O., Nov. 1,7.
Canton, spo'Ttscaster.
stageshow costs, then Loew exe'cs
1921-22 (seven weeks).
may put back, the- Vaude.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Sadofl, son,
"Devil's- Disciple." Guild, 1922-23
However, that, remains to be seisn
Siouxr City, la., Nov, 26. Father is (about 10 weeks).
after the- Dee." 18 bill topped by
theatre owner therCi
"St. Joan," Guild, 1923-24 (grossing Molly
Picon; Jack Carter and Dave
Mr. and Mrs, James Frangooles,
as high as $10,000 a week, for over Apollon
ends' an important chapter
Father is a
sftn, Albany, last week.
200 performances).
in the history of vaudeville.
Paramount Pictures booker there.
"Candida," Actor's Theatre, with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank DeRosa, son,
Chicago, Nov. 23.
Father is <sales Katharine Cornell, 1924-25 (at Q,rst Hillbilly Acts
offered at special matinees, later extraffic manager of WMAQ. .
and
Pard's Carolina
Mr. and Mrs. Roberc Carman, son, tended for a regular run,
about $14,000 for some
Chicago, Nov. 21. Father is. assistant grosses
Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 2.
manager of NBC' Central Division weeks,, playing a total of 143 perWilby-KIncey circuit. Paramountformances).
Continuity department.
partnered chain straddling the Caro"Caesar ' and Cleopatra," Guild, linas, has turned to vaudeville to
Mr. and Mrs, Bob. Holt, daughter,
bolster slipping picture grosses. SubHollywood, Nov. 24. Fath($r Is a 1924-25 (48 performances).
film flack.
"Arms and the Man'," Guild, stantial number of its theatres are
Mr, and Mrs. El wood C. Hoffman, 1924-25 (grossed as high as $15,000 now booking hillbilly five-act shows
son. New York, Nov. 26. Father Is a weeki ran 180 performances)..
for. one-a-week appearances.
New
an editor of CBS' program writing
"Androcles and the Lion" and policy, in the main, has been adoptdivision;: mother' is Toni Darnay, "Man of
Destiny" Mouble bill). ed by houses in towns varying from
radio actress.
10,000 to 35,000 in population.
Guild, 1925'26 (68 performances).
Mr. and Mrs. Howard B^rd,
The
shows
are
traveling as units
"PygmfOlon," Guild, 1926-27 (143
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
30.
Nov.
from town to town to -fill in along
performances).
Mother's Patti Jean Baldridge, for"Doctor^ Dilemma/' Guild, 1927-28 .with a single picture. Theatres former band vocalist.
merly dished up dualers seven daya
,
(US performances).
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Muhl, son,
a
week.
Understood
that H. F. Kin"Major Barbara," GuUd, 1928-29
Hollywood, Nov. 24. Father is gencey ordered the changeover figuring
(84 performances).
eral manager of Unlversal-Inter*
"Apple Cart," Guild, 1929-30 (88 the public is ripe for talent drawn
national studio.
from the local hills.
performances).
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Sadofl, son,
"Getting Married,". Guild, 1930-31
Sioux City, Nov. 26. Father is owner
(48 performances).
of the Fourth Street theatre in that
"Top True to Be GMd," Guild,'
«
city.
1931-3ii (S7 performancesX
Sylvia Berger to Albert Redman,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Ray Wilson, son,'
"Candida," Cornell, 1933-34 (two New York, Nov. 29. Bride is a mem->
Hollywood, Nov. 26. Father is a ra- performances
a week) in repertory, ber of th^ CBS program writing
dio and film writer; mother Is the
for 40 weeks).
division.
former Marion Jones, dancer.
"Simpleton of thfc Unexpected
Rosemary Bruns to Ifliohard W.Mr. and Mrs''. Milt Ho'ffman, son,
Isles," Guild, 1934-35 (40 performLeibert, Malverne, L.
Nov. 29.
Mt Kisco, N. Y,. Dec. 1. Father ances.).
He's organist at Radio City Music
is with Paramount's h;0. adv; dept.
1935-36
Joan," V Cornell,
"St.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Brennan, (grossing -nearly $23,000 for some Hall, 'N. Y., and on various radio
son,
Germantown, Pa., Dec. 1. weeks, ran 89 performances in New programs.
Father is a Warner Theatres' exec York and 79 on tour).
Maryline White to Byron Collins,
there.
He's a
(in Hiverdale, N. Y., Nov. 29.
"Candida,"' Cornell, 1936-37
& Ru-'
repertory, with "Wingless Victory," commercial writer at Young
'
bicam.
played 50 performances in New
Toni Reynolds to Fred Wilcox,
York and about 24 on tour. Reperl^iskers
tory grossed as high as $18,000 in Beverly Hills, Nov. 30. He's a director at-Metro.
N. Y.).
Coiitimied from page 1 ss

State Quits Vaude

&

.

.

^

SCHANBKRGER

Frederick C. Schanberger", 75, theatrical manager, died Nov. 27 in
Baltimore. He had beeti associated
for many years with the theatrical
and philanthropic enterprises, of-, the
late James Lj'Keman who bniM the

CHARLES WHITTLE
Charles Whittle, 73, former song
writer and music hall performer,
died Nov. 27 at his home in Bradford, England. While starring. at the

London Pavilion and
ford,

"Put

the-Tivoli,

Ox-

20-odd years ago, he wrote
the Girls," "Fall In

Me Among

and. Follow

Down

to

BIRTHS

,

Hypa Par

Houses

'

.

,

"

.

'

MARRIAGES

songstress,

was press representative for the old was killed in the crash of the Ala<;ka
Columbia Burlesque Wheel and had Airlines plane in Seattle, Nov. 30.
a similar job in the eastern offices
Singer, who in private life was

extended engagements

1

$26,000 a Week ances in New York, plus a season
"
the Theatre. Inc., revival of tour),
"Pygmalion," Miss Cornell revived
"Candida," Cornell, 1945-46 iin
"Candida" again for 24 performances repertory with "Antigone," played
New York and 22 on the road, in 24 performances in New York, plus
repertory with "Antigone." No fig- 22 on tour).
ures are -available for the engageThe Guild has scheduled a proment, but even for the interval the duction of "You Ne<'er Can Tell"
two Shaw plays were running simul- for l^ter this season,
taneuously, it's doubtful if their
In addition to the above, thert
combined gross equalled the $31,500 have been innumerable productions
of -Shaw plays for special performfigure Evans- iS' drawing.
The reason the Evans revival is ances, by .repertory and stock
groups; etc.
gettiiig highec grosses than the Law-

.

the family.

Walter K. HUl, 81, former burlesque and film press agent, died
Nov. 22 at St. Petersburg, Fla. He

TPROA

pan

were grossing around

in

'

'

lector of relics of. North American
Indians, died in ,N. Y., Nov. 30.
Born in Liverpool, Brockbank appeared in many Broadway producchiefly musica^.
His first
tions,
roles were perfohhed at the Drury
Lanie and the Covent Garden in Lon-

don.

LAWRENCE

ERNEST ADAMS

PAT DALY

'tion.

tion for radio show's,

three

^

Contlnned from

WILLIAMt.E.

William E. ("Babe") Lawrence, 51,
film and stage actor, died Nov. 28 in
Hollywood. He went to the Coast. in
1914 for "Birth of a Nation" '«nd
played juve leads until' the First
World War.

Me" and

the

"Let's

Strand,"

AH Go

.

"

;

on Limb

its

Mercury

Mary
neer at

House,"

way on wax," one music Theatre

publisher concedes, "because neither

which
had we nor the record people want
'

to

get caught short."
Quite a few songsmiths, surprisHe retired 17 years ago.
ingly, are going into private recordLEIGH
BRUCE
GOLDIE
ing business. Utilizing some passable
Bruce Leigh Goldie, 32, until re- vocalist, and with only a piano or
cently continuity editor of CKCK, pei'haps an inexpensive rhythmic
Regina, Sask., died in that place trio for musical acompanimcnt, the
Nov. 21. He resigned Nov. 1 because private recording studios have been
doing a rushing business on new
of ill health.
and unexploited songs. The idea is
Wife survives.
to have a master available if, as and
when a shortage is created, and
M. M. VORSTEB
M. M. Vorster, theatre manager perhaps one of these songs (still unfor many year.s«for African Theatres, published) may catch on some time
Capetown, South Africa, collapsed in '48, Theory is that these masters
and died Oct. 11 in Paarl, near are a cu.<thion for future disk pressCapetown. He, .was at one time man- ings, 'In that post-iJaffi- 'l- period,
ager of the'ol'Cl itviAt vaudeville tie-* "whfen "fresh recoisiln'gs^ ire tabu;

wide popularity,

(Orson Welles); 1937-38,
(several weeks' run).
"Candida," on the Coast, with

"Heartbreak

found

L.

Byrne

to

•

H*nry Clark,

Canton, O., Nov. 27. He's an engiWHBC; Canton.

Mary

Ann

Raiding, 1938-39.
"Candida," in Chicago, with Cornelia Otis Skinner, 1938-39.
Cornell,
"Doctor's
DUemma,"
1940-41 (grossed about $19,000 for
some weeks, ran 121 performances
in New York, plus five weeks'
tour).
"Candida," Cornell, with Burgess.

New

liull to Andrew "Wiswell,
York-, Oct. 24. He's recording

director of Muzakt
Riith

Bose

Chicago, Nov.

and

.

to
29.

announcer

Claude Kirchner,
He's disk jockey
on "Ladies Be
.

Seated" radio show.
Mildred Tilson to Bruce. Williamson,

Maryborough, Ireland, Nov.

19,

Meredith, Raymond Massey, Dudley He's film critic of The Irish Times.
Jayne McGahey to Russell BunDigges; 1941-42. (for War Relief
benefit, grossed $122,247 In 27 per- desen, Chicago, Nov. 22. -Bride is
formances in New York and eight in member of the Pinning Sisters,
»
singing
trio.
Washington).
Lynne . Bowman to Lionel Shelly,
"Pygmalion," Theatre, Inc. (Gertrude Lawrence-Raymond Massey), Las Vegas, Dec. 2. He's a western
1946-46" (grossed. as, high 'as '$26',00Ck actori she's in the-line-at Eiirl C;arfocr '-iome' wee'ks,' raii ''I7tf

|)erfomi' fifoH«e,"ita-itt)ii/w6ad.'-: t'
'

.

S4

.

"

'

Wedneaday, December 3f 1947

WMMkltfWBIi.
game

and- decided to stay over for
Joe E, Lewis, currently at the Latin
The comedian.beCasJ-Vi there.
BBC radio licenses to date number
Paul N. Tutnfer, counsel for Equity moa.
that here he was, sans any
around 10,998,000, These include
in California, on vacationi
topical A-N gags but the songwrit28,000 television liGuy Palmerton, summer stock ing son of the cartoonist whipped up approximately
«>
censes.
mfluasiec, at Post Graduate hospital a couple—and incidental^ sold Lewis
Millie Hoey, who operated The
tot operation.
two special songs at $750 each.
Bag O'NaUs, popular Soho nltery,
Milton Berle. will '.'roastmaster"
died.
She once managed Kate Meythe (Friars' luncheon Friday (5) for
rick's notorious 43 Club.
Franlc Sinatra, o
Francis, Day «? Hunter celebrating
Dublin
Mrs. Nate (Vera) Blumberg tiedanniversary on Dec. 16,
tiitfir
70th
ded by cold. They return to the
By Maxwell Sweeney
with staff dinner. Firm claims it's

Broadway

•

,

Coast we6k after next.

Royal Cinema, Wmerick, opened oldest in England for pop numbers*
on site of fotmer Athaneum.
Google Withers, stage and film acthe Lambs Sunday (7), the 72d of
Mayfair Ballroom, Arklow, WickAustralian-born John Mcits kind since the club was formed.
low (Sounty seaside terpery, sold for tress and
Callum, who appeared with her
Eddie Weber, business manager of $42,000.
Godden," to
'Can You Top This?!,', cracked a nb
Abbey doing big biz with, revival "The Loves of Joanna
marry.
whilft moving a piano at his home.
of- Frank Carney's "The Righteous
Film stars Kieron Moore and
Broadway barrister Ed Raftery's are Bold."
White, whose last film apdaughter, Marie Antoinette, formalTwo Cities Films director Brian Barbara
Own ExCtin
"Mine
pearance's
were
Coneys.
ly engaged to i:atthew Leon
Desmond Hurst back to England cutioner," set to marry in London,
Hal Roach in N. Y, from Holly- after looking over talent here.
(4).
wood to reSume conferenoes with
Max Milder, head of Associated tomorrow
Denis Johnston's Irish comedy,
United Artists on upcoming two pro- British Cinemas circuit, here for
"The Moon In the Yellow River,"
ductions.
talks on company's Irish interests.
was revived at the Arts Theatres
Lou Lissner, back with "1 ReJhemBelfast's non-profit-making Arts
HawMns as
ber Mama" in Phjiladelphia„ slipped Studio Theatre now rehearsing Au- Club, Nov. 26, with Jack
'the recluse father.
In bathtub there ahd fractured den and Isher wood's "Ascent of F6."
Reg Connelly and Irwin Dash sail
couple of ribs.
reDublin
Film Productions
U. S. on the Mauretania, Dec. 9.
to
from
bacK
Pianist William Kapell
portedly dickering for Maura La'
Queen
the
returns
on
Connelly
he
where
trip,
European
his first
verty's latest novel, "Lift Up -Your
Elizabeth Jan. 24; while Dash's stay
did 19 concerts in four months
Gate?."
is prolonged. to Feb. 4.
Important European capitals,
Actor John MoDarby planes to
Musicart, Ltd., transferring the
Marjorie Reynolds, film actress, New York for part in "Finian's
"Happy as
c o m e d y,
sailed' for Britain last week to as- Rainbow." He tried out in the Lon- successful
Larry," from the' small Mercury thesume the lead in the forthcoming don production.
atre- to the Criterion, Dec. 16. Show
London production of "Burlesque."
Sir David Gunynghame, London
Leon Siritzky, head of Siritzky Film Prodt^ctions managing director, produced by. Denig Carey will keep
east.
original
the
as
in
sworn
International Pictures,
here for Irish preem of "Open
First del- Giudlce picture to be
an American citizen this week. He City" at Regal Ro.6ms. .
for his new company Pilgirim
also runs th6 Ambassador theatre.
Government of northern Ireland is made
Karl Posch, w.k. Broadway head- expected to vote grant of $160,000 to Pictures, will be an adaptation from
Guinea Fig,"
waiter (ex^HoUy wood Restaurant northern Ireland Council for En- the stage success, "Tk^
by W. Chetham-Strode. Boulting
lia Conga,. Beachcomber and Sherry- couragement of'' Music and Arts
early
Netherlands), now at M6nte's-on- towards 'purchase of theatre in Bel- Bros. will start production
next year at Metro's Elstree studio.
tMe-Patk.
fast.
Fields,
who
sails for
Gracie
Margalo Gillmore, who recently
America tomorrow (4) on the Queen
appeared in "State of the. Umon,
Mary
is anxious to resume legit actMauthe
aboard
(28)
Friday
sailed
ing.
Last time she did it was in
reteinia for a two-week London va1928 in "S. O. S." at the St. James'
«ation.
By Hal Coben
theatre, opposite the late Sir Gerald
'
7ean Holloway, Metro contract
The Bernie Armstrongs (he's the du Maurieir.
writer and formerly a radio scripter,
are
KDKA
staff
orch
leader)
due
Js on leave of absence from the:
for parenthood again.
studio and is spending the winter in
Tech drama, school's next show
K*w York.
South Africa
Victory," under
The "cocktail partyV which Louise will be "Wingless
of Mary Morris.
By Xoe Huisoa
and Bugs BaW t,h*ew. Sunday direction
Dick Powell flew into town in his
The Ashtons, Australian family of
'turned out to be an engagement
own plane and remained two days acrobats, arrived here to join circus.
jtarty for Arthura (Artra) Baer, 21,
on account of .bad weather.
"Forever Amber" released in Joand' songsmith Martin Kalmanoff
Jackie Heller has a fellow Benny hannesburg, Cape Town and Durban.
Bob Weitman, Paramount theatre
.Joan Hammond, Australian singer^
manaeing director, and Leonard Davis alumnus, Jackie Green, headdoing big biz on South African conColdenson, Pafiimount Theatres ing the show at his Carousel.
Donald' Stein'flrst on the job again cert tour,
veepee, in Chlrago lor huddles with
reviewing
concerts tot the Post^^iretUrn?
Norman Alexander here to propartners,
vlTeitman
Par
Gazette following an operation.
duce documentaries for Waverley
Alicia Fuller out of the hospital Films, London.
.^'^ienheSe chanteuse Greta Keller
African Theatres announces plans
planed td BufoSe for concert tour. after an operation, but won't go
'Will also set up production in back to work' at KQV until first of for new l,D00-seater at Wynberg,
suburb of Cape Town, to be com"ViennS of "The Medium," to which year.
AHIA and Playhouse sponsoring pleted by 1948.
she owns German and Austrian
joint Frank Hipps Memorial perJ. H. Nevinson arrived from Engtights.
Paul O'Brien, of attorneys O'Brien formance of "June Moon" in mem- land to take up appointment of
DriscoU, Raftery & Lawler, home ill ory of lat$ actor, Killed in an auto- South African director for J. Arthur
crash.
Rankdrganization.
this week as result of over-exposure
Oscar Nissen,. Norwegian film acto a sunlamp. He fell asleep under
tor,
passed through Cape Town
it on Thanksgiving Day, following
serving as seaman on a whaling ship
turkey dinner^
en route to Antarctic*
Maurice -Bergman, Universal eastBy. St Slmltx
Irene Morgan and Kathleen Cave,
ern ad-publicity chief, to Coast last
Walton
hotel
being,
remodeled,
due
Joseph,
John
English
revue artists, scoring hit in
week for confabs with
and other to be reopened May 1.
director,
Cape Town with season of repertory
ad-publicity
Jose Iturbi signed for a concert revue called "Seeing Stars."
studio executives on forthcoming
recital Jan. 11 at Academy ol MuSouth Africa Broadcasting .Corp.
campaigns on new product^
announces increase in pay for memA. Warsehawer, an exec of Pal- sic.
Eddie Bracken here to head up bers of Cape Town Studio orchesdue in
estiije's Habimah theatre,
from. Zion'to make- arrangements for Gimbel's annual Thanksgi'ving Day tra. Basic pay now_ is £500 ($2,000)
yearly.
Habimah's forthcoming American Parade.
Buddy
Rogers
planed
in
yester-:
Fight to obtain civic theatre for
tour. Troupe is scheduled to preem
day (Tues.) to ballyhoo hiSi forth- Caf)e Town still proceeding. Local
on Broadway in March, '48.
business men offered to purchase
'Harriet Kaplan, former story aide coming film, "Sleep My Love."
Gene Beverly has joined the Joel old Italian Consulate for conversion
to Mike Todd and assistant, play editdr of Metro, back in New York Charles agency in charge of sales to theatre at cost of $283*000 but
after five months on the Coast. She for the orchestra and variety de- South Africa Broadcasting Corp. faInstallation Gambol will be held
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and "Chocolate Soldier" to
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20th-Fox midwest tion.
Oscar Levant and his wife recon•

Jack Lorentz,

ference at Hotel Nicollet here, with
Omaha, Des Moines and local ex-

'

ii*6turned via 'a six weeks' vacation
tottr of Mexico and> Central America..

liina Abarbanel, of

Wiman

partments.

vors the

WIBG

John Henninger,
chief engineer, named to the newly-created
of technical director of WIBG-

studios.

ne-w. broadcasting
<

tional

Wired Music.

By Emit W. Maas
Karl Leibinger, 62, died.
Rudolf Hanzl elected president' of
Vienna Philharmonic Society.
Librettist

Palestine Partition
ition

Continued from page
e 1 isssssl
backing
for
"Gramercy
comedy written by himself.
With Faith Holm as produce; Albert "Pick-Up Girl," the Broad\yay hit of
K. Rosen, business manager of "An several seasons ago, which followed
Inspector Calls," as <b.m.; bankroll "Take It" at the same house.
calls for $60,000.
Cast includes
Hanna Sukenik,
Columbia recorded four songs Joseph Passovsky, Rosa Lichtenstein,
from the legiter, "Music In My H. Bar Tdv Gutman, Yem{na PassovHeart," Surjiday (30), with Charles sky, Emmanuel Ben Amos
and Tuvia
Ft'edericks^ Martha- Wright, Delia
Lind and Jean Handzlik of the Gruenbaum. Passovsky staged while
Broadway cast singing, and Franz Peter Kamnitzer did the settings.
Palestine Film Censorship Board'
3teininger conducting the orch.
On the basis ^of its economic bet- has lifted the ban on the Danish
.terment committee's preliminary re film, "Day of Wrath," after repreport, Actors Equity has engaged Rob
sentations by the distributors of the

moting

Dr. Josef
of Austrian

'

Marx

elected president

Composers Assn.
Aurel Nowotny, 66, president of

.Ghost,"

'

'

In

'

down

stairs.'

Helen Forrest to marry Paul
Holohan, Dec/ 7.
Russ Vincent bought a 400-acre
By Tei Friend
Oregon.
Clare and Henry ltuc« at Mark ranch
Betty
Grable bedded with a disHopkins.
Straw Hat Review, local legit placed sacro-iliac.
Margaret Wycherly in from New
group, set at Golden Gate Dec. 17.
Dean Murphy accepts <beaucoup York for film wprk.
Joe Frisco in town after a week's
benefits while playing at St. Francis.
Benny Strong to follow Carmen showing in Las Vegas.
Johnpy Shadrack opened at CharCavallero- orch into Peacock Court
ley Foy's Supper Club.
Dec. 7.
Pat O'Brien being paged by the
Mucho"** local society excitement
over-Ina. Claire opening Monday (8) Abbey theatre, Dublin,
Greg McClure, born Dale Easton.
at Geary.
Edward J. Noble in for festivities is legalizing his film name.
Jane Powell returned from perwhen KGO-ABC switched to 50,600-

San Francisco

m

.

'

.

watt transmitter Monday (1).:
Louis Armstrong, Jackson TeagarBamejr Btgad and Sid Catlett

den,
into

sonal' appearances in the east.'

Virginia
Mayo returned from
three weeks of stage touring,

Burma Club

Hayward

Susan

at $4,000 per.
Big contingent' of Hollywood stars

called

off

her

divorce suit against Jess Barker.
in for Damon Runyon cancer fund
L. E, Behymer, 85-year-old Los
fashion show at Mark Hopl^ins with Angeles impresario, seriously ill.
Natalie Wood recoverinft'firom in$10 admish lee,
Frisco symph, with Pierre Mon-^ juries sustained in a motor crash.
teux at helm, still biggest sellout
Louis B, Mayer and Howard
in town, all three weekly Opera Strickling planed in from New York.
House performances' SRO.
John Ridgely back to work in
"The Sealed Verdict" after a siege
of
.

Dave O'Malley's Fort Myers home
burned Thursday

flu.

Charles Meeker in town to scout

talent for next
at Dallas.

summer's operettas

Emma

Goodmaif retired on docRussell Birdwell has opened a Chi tor's orders after 25 years as Sophie
branch of his publicity outfit.
Tucker's secretary.
Giene Tierney doing shopping here
Father Paul Donceur, technical
before returning to the Coast.
advisor, on
the
"Joan" picture,
John .Xyildberg .here for confabs leaves for Paris next week,
on opening of ''Anna Lucasta."
Tyrone Power returned to town
Kay Armen in from the East to after a^ 13-week air tour, covering
spend holidays with' her family.
32,000 miles and 18 countries on four
DonSld O'ConiAor opens Jan. 9 at continents.
the Oriental theatre for two-wedc
Richard English succeeds Gordon
Kahn as editor of Screen Writer,
Nictt Kalcheim, of 'William Morris, monthly
magazine of the Screen
in from New York {or huddles with Writers Guild.
Leo Salkin.
The Woodstock Players opened
their winter season Nov. 27 with
'
Budapest
"The Male Animai:"
By Georee Gaal
Sam Jaffe will headline the Golden
Pesti Szinhaz will stage O'Neill's
Jubilee Festival of the Zionist or(27).

'

'

ganization here Dec. 21.
Joan Edwards in for Vitacoustic
recording date and guest appear'
ances on the Jack Smith show.
.

The Hull House Players opening
Dec. 8 of "Bury the Dead" marks the
50th
anniversary of tlie theatre
group.
Robert Ryan,
plMrer, is expected here Dec. 9 to address meet:<
ing of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews.

RKO

Tokyi0

Anna Christie" neMagda Rasko, State Opera
now at Vienna Konzerthaus.
'•.

singer,

Sigurd Rascher, Danish saxophongiving several concerts here.
van Beinum, director of the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw, in town.
Opera singer' Gabriella Relle,
signed contract with the Rome
ist,

E.

Opera.

Benjamin Britten's opera 'Peter
Grimes" will be performed at the
State Opera here.
Actress Frida Gombaszogi prepping to leave for the states to
sister in New York.

visit

Theatres, radio, newspapers and
National Theatre started rehearsrace tracks took leading roles in. the als
of Shakespeare's "Richard III."
launching of Japan's nationwide Lead
will be played by Tamas Macharity campaign last week.
jor.-::
Carl Mydans, Tokyo bureau head
Hilde Bauman^, solo dancer of
of
Time-Life International, gave the Berne Opera, back
to Switzerconcluding lecture to Army students land
after
several performances
attending the international news re- here.
porting class.
Gyorgy Denes, celebrating 30th
Appearance of Tetsu Katayama at anni as actor,
awarded the Pro Arte
opening of Zenshinza troupe's "Mer- medal
by the President of the Rechant of Venice" production at public.

Waseda Univ. last week marked first
time a Jap Prime Minister has pub-

AM, WIBG-FJW, WIBG-TV and Na-

'

:

site for

"

Dwight Deere post

feir downstairs In a
'photog's studiQ last week, and sent
to French hospital 'with cuts and
bruises.
Was accompanying Tish
Wiman (Dwight's daughter) for
marriage photos.
Faith and John Cecil Holm prooffice;

Ddni bought a farm

Philip

Mary Seibel, young daughter of Oregon.
Ev. Seibel, Minnesota Alinus. Co. • Mary Astor hospitalized for obpublicity and advertising head, play- servation.
ing lead in St. Catherine Semmary's
Geopge Tobias i>laned in from
production of "Enchanted Cottage." Manhattan.
Alice Faye broke an arm in a fall

.

1

,

'Ciledt.

changes participating.

'

'

a; Vance Cfrahams divorced.
William (3oetz in from New York.
Bill Bendix ill with throat infec-i

sales head, presided over sales con-

^

,

Hollywood

,

friends have been blood

ddhors for Clara Eisenberg of Unirecovering in University
versal,
hospital from major operation.

Artists Union, died suddenly.

Friedrioh Gagern,
poet, died in St.

65, well-known
Leonhard am Forst.

Daisy Halban-Ku'rz, back, after 10
years •exile, gave a concert' in
Brahmssaal.
Schoenbrunner theatre closed

Jphn van- Di-uten's "The Voice of
the Turtle" opening at the Muvesz
licly attended any type of theatrical
Szinhaz. Hungarian title is "Happy
performance. Katayama is a strong
Sunday."
advocate of a national theatre.
Operetta Theatre prepfping Offenbach's "Helen of Troy" with new
prima donna, Marika Nemeth, playMiami Beach
ing the lead.
Mihaly
Szekely
By Larry Solloway
received
the
Jackie Phillips at Famous Door.
Medal of the Republic from HunTony Martin sought for late Feb- gary's President Zoltan Tildy. Szeruary date at Colonial Inn.
kely leaves soon for the states to
Cross & Dunn and DeCastro Sis- sing with the" Metropolitan Opera.
ters into Clover Club, this week.
Hungarian-American Society gave
Latin Quarter readying mid-De- an orchestra concert recently at
cember opening, with Myron Coheh Music Art Academy to capacity
heading show;.
house*
Program included Gersh,

,

down, due to bad business. Used as
Newest club in town is Little Ro- win's "Rhapsody in Blue," David
»
film studios now.
mania,
preeming Dec. 17 with Diamond's "Rounds* and Ernest
Salzburg Festival plans to produce Moishe Oyshe and continental for- Bloch's "Solomon."'
next season the Swiss opera, "Le Vin mat show.
Herbe," by Frank Martin.
Milton Berle, in for four days,
Robert Stglz writing the music for planed back Sunday (30). Spent
Australia
Hubert Marisohkas' latest film pro- most of his stay at Copacabana
ert R. Nathan, noted economist, to picture as well as the Danish Writers duction, "Girl Prom the Island."
as By Eric Gorrick
lounge on the Barry Gray aifcast,
make a study ot theatrical employ- Assn.
Ernest TurnbuU, Hoyt's chief, is
French" film producer Andre and Mother Kelly's, where
Gloria due
ment conditions. The subject will
back from London before
Still banned are a revival of the Paulve announced that 15 Fernch King is working.
Christmas.
be ori the agenda at the association's
French film, "Kerraesse Heroique," pictures are being synchronized
quarterly meeting Dec. 12..
here.
Air-Commodore West of Eagle
Mary MacArthur, daughter of and the Italian picture, "Open City."
Lion* is making extensive survey of
Portland, Gre.
Helen Hayes and Charles Mac- Board, however, is scheduled to reMelbourne for the Rank interests.
attending
Arthur;
is
American view its previous decision on the
Dale Bray's Quartet at the TropTwo-a-night vaude-revue no go in
ics.
Academy of Dramatic Art this sea- latter.
Brisbane for the Tivoli loop St His
son,. Had two strawhat experiences,
Documentary film showing efforts
Catherine Toomay at the Glover Majesty's. House goes back to pix
By lies Bees
with her mother in "Alice Sit By of Jewish men and women in rerevival.
Club.,
Andy's nitery has Seror Twins.
the Fire" in '46, and vnith Lillian claiming Palestine's
William Herbert, vet showman, 81,
Freddy Master's hand into St.
Skinnay Ennis at Jantzen Beach
soil is drawing
died
Gish in "The Marquise" in '47.
here. Was the originator of big
Ballroom.
strong business at Zion cinemas. Paul Flame nitery.
loop in Newcastle, selling later to
Walter Vincent, prez of Actors'
North Star Drama Guild, little
Betty
Vickers headlining
Ho.yts and GUT.
X'und, to; sponsor a Christmas pro- Titled "The Great Promise," picture theatre group, offering "Jane
new
Eyre." stage show at Capitol
theatre.
Harry Watt has his cameras workgram at the Actors Fund Home, was directed by Joseph Leites, with
Senor Wences and Franks & JanyRusty Coleman filling in for Jerrv ing on "Eureka Stockade" for Baling
£ngl0wood, N. J., Sunday afternoon score by Mischa Spoliansky.
ce into Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Owens
at Club Hy Mac for the weelc. now.
(28). Soba Alexander and Florence
Story is related by men bf the Terrace.
Unit is on location in north*
Mills Brothers into Music Hall ern New
Aquino .will apoear in specially Jewish Brigade to an old man in a
South Wales*
Orrin Branton 20th-Fox Salesman,
Cinesound is puttin" out < special
written scene by S. Jay Kaufman. German concentration camp on the recovering in St. Mary's hospital Supper Club, with Gloria Jean on
the supporting bill.
feature film titled "Cavalcade of
Among others to participate are Guy day of libertion. Technically
the from major operation.
Beatrice
Kay
held
for
Geoffrey
a second Australian Sport," dealing *rith all
Tom Terri>,
Kibtoee,
Victor Borge drew only fair \veek
documentary has been produced on
at the Cloud Room, with Ar- the
O'Hara, Norman MacKay, George
Aussie
toppers in the field of
a high quality level. A&ting is quite houses at two Twin City one- thur Blake to follow.
sport over past 12 months. Idea is
Jaison.
nighter concert engagements.
Pauline and Jack Ken G. Ball's, Cinesound's chief prothe Ken Klings took their 22-year- moving, while lensing, editing and
Lyceum here gets "Red Mill" week i.r5'?i*^l'*'''',.'^'"^'"8,
Whitehead's orchestra at the Rose
ducer-director.
OliA fion to Phtfly for the Arpiy-Navy Englisfat synchronization measure up. of Dec, 14, "Harvey'' week of Dec.
Pic goes into the
Bowl, Multnomah hotel.
lndi6 Tatter, Sydney,
,
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OBITlfARIES
]

atra in Capetown. After that house
closed, Vorster managed sevetgl film
theatres and was in charge oi'~{lie"
Protea, in Paarl, when he died.
Wife survives.

Auditorium and. Maryland theatres
Ernst Lubitsch, 55, veteran motiott in Baltimore. He was a member of
picture produced anii- director, di^ji the Vaudeville Country Club of New
his
home
in
Belat
York and former chairman of the
No^.
suddenly
(Further de- Maryland
Boxing
Commission.
Air, near HoUyiyood,
When stricken, he Was associated
tails in iPictures Section.)
with his son, J. Lawrence Schanberger, in the ownership of Keith's, de
ALEX YOKEL
luxe
Alex
Yokel,
iii'st-run
producer
61,
in
Baltimore.
jLegit
Wife, two sons, daughter, three
.died Thursday (27) of a heart attack after Thanksgiving dinner *t a brothers and sister survive.
friend's home, Lawrence, L. I.
Legitimate
secdetail!)
in
PAT DALY
Jurther
Gordon C. Munger, 56, who as Pat
tion.
Daly was a former dancer and
comedian
in
vaude, legit, film and
JOHN \V, WBUAIISER
John W» Behauser* AS, retired con- radio, died Nov. 19 at his home in
'

'

'

ductor, arranger

he toured
that he conducted the orchestra for
the Weber and Fields miusical shows
and did orchei^tral arrangements i6t
Follies" and other
the, "Ziegfeld

Daly

JOSEPH M. GILL
Jcseph M.

Gill,

former band

53,

lender and musician in St, Louis,
died Nov, 24 in tliat city, after two
years' illness. A graduate of Georgetown Univ., Gill became a violinist
•in the St. Loui,s symph, oroh. Later
he organized his own dance orch.
Cavalcade of America, March of that played for many years in the
Time and the Bell Telephone Hour. midwest. He was credited with having given Hmry James his first
Be. retiK£d 4n 1945.
tooting jolT when Sill's band was
He leaves a wife and two sons.,.
touring in Texas.
,

shows.
In recent years he cflmposed incidental music and arranged, orchestration tor radio show's, amon£ Ihenx'Ed
Wynn'S program, the Ford Hour,
.,<

.

•

.

.

HARBISON BBOCKBANK

Brother and sister survive.

Harrison Brockbanlc, 80, veteran
baritone of musical comedy and collector of, relics of. North American
Indians, died in ,N. Y., Nov. 30.
Born in Uverpool, Brockljank ap-

many Broadway

producHis first

musicals.

chiefly

roles were performed at the Drury
Lane and the Covent Garden in London.
He studied music in London

with ,Mrae. Tusca and voice with
Signer Franco Leoni. He came to this
country in 1909 and became a citizen
In 1916.

A member
1914,

of

Lambs

the

since

in "The Chocolate Soldier," "Pink
Lady" and others. As a Chicago cafe
he was foremost in his

during the 1920's, presenting
revues at Mann's,. Marigold Gardens
and Bismarck Gardens.
Wife, Pearl Cook, former dancer,
a brother and a sister survive.'
field

'

ARTHUR
Arthur

R.

BURROWS

Burrows,

R.

British

65,

broadcasting pioneer, died Nov. 26
London, He was among those responsible for the first BBC program
in

te^s."

Nov.

W. HINSHAW

William W. Hinshaw, 80, retired
concert singer and opera producer,
died Nov. 27 in Washington. He had
made more than 5,000 concert appearances in the U. S. and abroad
prior to his retirement in 1931.
.

in

Union,

la.,

'

Hinshaw

studied music at Valparaiso Univ.,
and in 1895 was named dean of the
institution's music conservatory. He
made his first grand opera appearanc at St. Louis in 1899 as Mephisto
.in "Faust."
He sang baritone with
the Metropolitan Opera from 19101913 and produced operas himself in
later years.
Wife,' a daughter
survive.

.

ERNEST ADAMS
Ernest Adams, 62, screen actor,
died Nov. 26 in Hollywood after 9
long illness. Before entering pictures, he appeared in numerous
musicals.
'

•

WALTER

15, 1922.

He had been

seeretar.y general

SAM ROCCA
Sam Rocca, 82. Pittsburgh district exhibitor for the last 35 years,
died recently at his home in Newall,
Pa., after a long illness.
Rocca
all

assignments

K.

at

Newell theatre, ranging from

-his
jani.'

work to projection.
Upon his death the house went

tor

and three sons

and

director of the International Broadcasting Union from 1935 to 1940. Ih'
1942, he was appointed director of
the broadcasting division of. the
British Ministry of Information, He
also \was a correspondent for The
Times of London.

handled

:

dark and future plans for it have
not been announced by members of

HILL

the family:

Walter K. Hill, 81, former burlesque and film press agent, died
Nov. 22 at St. Petersburg, Fla. He
was press tepresentative for the old

VIRGINIA GRAFTON
Virginia

Grafton,

33,'

HENRY
Henry

S.

S.

BERTINI^TTE, JR.

Bertinette,

Jr.,

21,

an-"*,

nouncer at WBIB, FM station in
Havcai, died Nov. 25 in that

New
city.

KIRK

E.

WICKS

Kirk E. Wiok.s, 50, who as Eddie
Powell was a nightclub pianist and
Nov. 28 in Chicago.

singer, died

ViMeen 78, of Johnny Broderick,
of the vaude comedy team of Arren
Broderick, died suddenly last
week in Sharon, Pa. Wife and another son also sur\dve,

&

:

William J. Passmore, 62, Owner
and operator of the Royal theatre.
Moose Jaw, Sask., from 1930 until
1945, died Nov. 18 in Victoria, B. C.

the

Theatre,

Week ances

$26,000 a

Inc,

revival

of

tour).

in

New

York, plus a season

'

"Pygmalion," Miss Cornell revived
"Candida," Cornell, 1945-46 Cm
"Candida" again for 24 performances repertory with "Antigone," played
in New York and 22 on the road, in
24 performances in -New 'York, plus
repertory with "Antigone," No fig- 22 on tour).
ures are available for the engageThe Guild has scheduled a proment, but even Uyr the interval the duction of "You N£<'er Can Tell"
two Shaw plays were running simul- for later this season,
taneuously, it's doubtful if their
In addition to the above, there
combined gross equalled the $31,500 have been innumerable productions
figure Evans- iS' drawing.
of -Shaw plays for special performances,
by .repertory and stock
The reason the Evans revival is
groups, etc.
gettiilig highec grosses than the Lawrence-TMassey "Pygmalion" or the
1936 edition of Miss. Cornell's "St.
Joan," which <irew >lmost $23,000 a
Vautfe
we^k; Is that the current' production
has a $4.80 top, whereas the scale
SSS Continued from page 1 jss
used to go no higher than $3.60. But
which case vaudeville would
the most important factor, from the
not
have
been
discontinued.
standpoint, of Shaw's royalties, is
The agencies go further .in declarthat the Evans production appears
likely to play through the season ing that the dropping of the State
and, according to Evans' policy in vaudeville will undoubtedly mean
that
the remainder of the stageshow
the past, put in a solid season on. the
road during f948-49. The jproduc- houses will be able to get performtion moves Feb. 16 from the Alvih to ers at "reasonable" fees. Many, they
say, remember after the Palace shutthe Hudson, N. Y.
tered, most acts refused no reasonA striking angle of the current able offer,
and perhaps, the State
"Man" revival is not only that, for
closing
will .mean
a return of
the first time in his career as an ae-^
"sanity" in ih6 matter of salaries.
tor-manager, Evans is paying, royalThe- State -will have a policy of
ties at all; but that he's- payin'g. the
highest
rate
in
show business. single features on first runs, and
Whereas most other playwrights get double features when subsequent
run films are shown. Initial bill will
a sliding scale of <7%% on the first
be "Cass Timberlane" and a"Blonon the next
.

.

State Quits

m

$5,000,

10%

$5,000

die"

mm.

and 12»,4% on all over $10,000),
With the vaude. exit frbrri the
Shaw has always insisted upon a
Mother of Benjamin H. Segal, fiat 15%. So Evans, who in the past State,- Loew's will have only two
managing director of the Shubert has .produced the works of' Shake- stageshow houses, the Capitol, N, Y,
and the Capitol, Washington.
theatre. New Haven^ died Nov. IS speare alone (which is, of course,
There still Temains the possibility
in that city.
this time picked
has
out the 'author who's' the toughest

•producer,

as "Sometime,"

'.'Apple Blossoms," "The Last Waltz,"
"Melody" and "The Three Muske-

Born

'

in

royalty-free)',

EDWARD BECK
Edward Beck, 69, show producer
for the Walnut Room "bf the Bismarck Hotel, Chicago, died Nov. 19
in Hollywood. He began his career
as a song-andrdance'*man, appearing

•

Bfockbank appeared in such

Broadway musicals

Vr,

.

tures in 1930.

after a- long illness.
He
for 47 years.
Starting in minstrels and vaude-

appeared in straight
26 at Forest,HillB, L. I.
BehaMser pli^red in theatrical arid plays, musical comedies, pictures
dance orchestras and later developed and radio. In his early days he was
associated with the late George
into a conductor and arranger. He
Primrose.
He and his wife were in
composed and conducted the.niusic
vaudeville together as Pat and
for various vaudeville acts-,' in);luding
Genevieve Daly.
those ot Gus Edwards, with whoxn
Wife survivesj
for many, years.
Aft^r

tions,

William E. .("Babe") Lawrence, 51^
and stage actor,. died Nov. 28 in
Hollywood. He^-wenj; to, the Coast. in
1914 for "Birth Ot « Nation" --iSnd
played juve leads uAtil' the First
World War.
He returned to the Broadway
stage in 1920, but returned to pic,

film

had been an entertainer
ville,

peared in

Were grossing around

and .composer- who Detroit

had been connected with vaudeville,
musical comedy and radio, died Nov.

Shaw's H700 Royalty
Continued from ^agc

WILLIAM. E. LAWRENCE

EHNST liUBirSCH

songstress,

was killed in the crash of the Alaska
Columbia Burlesque Wheel and had Airlines plane, in Seattle, Nov. 30.
a similar job in the eastern offices
Singer, who in private life was

that the cliatoge may not be final.
There's some feeling throughout the
of' tttem all.
Loew organization that the -stageSome of the notable Shaw pro- show policy will return if gro.'sses
ductions in the U, S. in the past have are considerably lower., Under
the
111.
been the following:
stageshow policy the house averaged
"Heartbreak House," by the Thea- around $28,000, with the 'nU-time
(for .12S per- high mark being set at $5S,00Q when
tre GiiUd, 1920-21
"
formances-).
Eddie Cantor appeared there in
Mr. and Mrs, Jim Muzzy, sOBj Can"Back to, Methuselah" (consisting 1939. If the -average grosss is con- <
Father; is WHBC, of five separate plays), by the Guild, siderably lower than $28,000 minus
ton, O., Nov. 17.
Canton, sportscaster.
stageshow costs, then Loew exe'cs
1921-22 (seven weeks).
may put back the vaude.
Mr. and Mrs, Abe Sadofi, son,
"Devil's- Disciple," Guild, 1922-23
However, that remains to be seen
Sioux- City, la.. Nov, 26, Father is (about 10 weeks).
after the' Dec.' 18 bill topped by
theatre owner theres
"St. Joan," Guild, 1923-24 (grossing Molly Piconv
Jack Carter and Dave
Mr. and Mrs. James Frangooles,
as high, as $10,000 a week, for over Apollon ends'
an important chapter
sQn, Albany, last we$k. Father is a
200 performances).
in the history of vaudeville.
Paramount Pictures booker there:
"Candida," Actor's Theatre, with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank DeRosa, son,
1924-25
(at first
Cornell,
Katharine
Chicago, Nov. 23. Father is «ales
Hiflbilly Acts
exlater
matinees,
special
olfered
at
traffic manager of WMAQ. .
regular run, and
Pard's Carolina
Mr. and Mrs. Roberr Carman, son, tended for a
for some
$14,000
Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 2,
Chicago, Nov. 21, Father is. assistant grosses 'about
perWilby-Kinccy circuit. Paramountmanager of NBC' Central Division weeks, playing a total of 143
formances).
partnered chain straddling the Carocontinuity department.
"Caesax " and Cleopatra," Guild, h'nas, has turned to vaudeville to
Mr. and Mrs, Bob Holt, daughter,
bolster slipping picture grosses, ^ub-?
Hollywood, Nov. 24,
Father is a 192.4-29 (48 perfonnances).
film flack.
"Arms and the Man,'* Guild. stantial number of its theatres are
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood C. Hoffman, 1924-25 (grossed as high as $15,000 now booking lyllbilly five-act show«
for one-a-week appearances. Ntew
son. New York, Nov, 26, Father is a weekj ran 180 performances).
an editor of CBS' program writing
"Androcles and the Lion" and policy, in the main, has been adoptdivision; mother is Toni Darnay, "Man of
Destiny" Wouble bill). ed by houses in towns varying from
radio actress,
10,000 to 35,000 in population.
Guild, 1925-26 (68 performances).
Mr. and Mrs. Howard B^ird,
The shows are traveling as units
"Pygmalion," Guild, 1926-27 (143
Nov.
30.
from town to town to -fill in along
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
performances).
Mother's Patti Jean Baldridge, forwith a single picture. Theatres for"Doctor's Dilemma," Guild, 1927-28
mer band vocalist.
merly dished Up dualers seven dayo
.(11'5 performances).
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mubl, son,
"Major Barbara," Guild, 1928-29 a week. Understood that H. F, KinHollywood, Nov. 24. Father, is gencey ordered the changeover figuring
(84 performances). ..
eral manager of Universal-Inter"Apple Cart," Guild, 1929-30 (88 the public is ripe for talent drawn ^
national studio.
from the local hills.
performances^).
.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Sadoff, son,
"Getting Married,", Guild, 1930-31
Sioux City, Nov. 26, Father is owner (48 performances).
of the Fourth Street theatre in that
.
"Too
True
to Be Good," Guild,
,
city,
1931-32 (57 performances).
Sylvia Berger to Albert Redman,
Mr, and Mrs. W. Ray Wilson, son,
"Candida," Cornell, 1933-34 (two New York, Nov, 29. Bride is a memHollywood, Nov. 26. Father is a ra- performances a week, in repertory,
ber of th^ CBS program writing
dio and film writer; mother is the for 40 weeks).
division.
former Marion- Jones, dancer.
"Simpleton of th* Unexpected
Rosemary Bruns to R'ichard W.
Mr. and Mrs. Milt HblTman, .son,
1934-35

Son, 24, of Gene Dyer, owner of
station WAIT, Chi., was killed, Nov.
30 in an auto crash hear Mundeleini

businessman

BIRTHS
.

Hypo Par

Houses

;

.

.

.

*

.

'

,.

MARRIAGES

the wife of Robert Stittworth, Tacoma detective, had been inaking
Isles," GuUd,
(40 performthe- hop from Alaska,, where she had Mt. Kisco, N. Y., Dec, 1. Father ances).
which was absorbed when the Assn. completed nitery engagements, ac- is with Paramount's h.o. adv. dept.
1935-36
Joan," V Cornell,
"St.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Brennan, (grossing nearly $23,000 for some
of Theatrical Agents and Managers cording to her husband, who had
son,
Germantowo» Pa., Dec. 1. weeks; ran 89 performances in New
was formed. As administrator of the been at the airport to. meet her.
Father is a Warner The,atres' exec York and 79 on tour).
TTPBOA emergency fund during the
of .several film companies.
Hill was president of the Theatrical Press Representatives of America,

depression, Hilt granted all requests
for aid from members and the fund
was depleted.

ROBERT POOLEY
Robert Pooley, 42, orchestra leader,
died Nov. 29 in Worcester, Mass., of
a
cerebral
hemorrhage,
Pooley
played trumpet for a time with Jean
Goldkette's orchestra. Later,
his
orchestra was
the
studio
standby for local radio stations
at various times and played at
-the Hampton Beach, N. H., Casino
and the Deshler - Wallick hotel in
Columbu.s, O. In recent years he had

own

extended engagements
night

at

a

local

dub.

Wife,' mother,
sister survive.

FREDERICK

He

retired' IT

years ago.

until recently continuity editor of CKCK,
Regina, Sask., died in that place
ill

21.

He

32,

resigned Nov.

1

because

health.

Wife 8urviv«s.
M. M. VORSTER
M. M, Vorster, theatre manager

many

years -for African Theatres,
Capetown, South Africa, collapsed
and died Oct.. II in Paarl, near
Capetown. He. was at one time manager of the ol'Cl Tiv'oli vaudeville the-

for

;there.

Disken on Linb
Continued from p-ige

found

its

I

way on wax," one music

publisher concedes, ''because neither
we nor the record people want to
get caught short."
Quite a few songsmlths, surprisingly, are going into private recording business. Utilizing some passable
vocalist, and with only a piano or
perhaps an inexpensive rhythmic
trio for musical acompaniment, the
private recording studios have been
doing a rushing business on new
and unexploited songs. The idea is
to have a master available if, as and
when a shortage is created, and
perhaps one of these songs (still unpublished) may cntch on some time
in '48, Theory is that these masters
are a cushion for future disk press1.
period,
ings, 'in that post- Jaw.
,

BRUCE LEIGH GOLDIE
Bruce Leigh Goldie,

Nov.
.»

'

wide popularity.:

two brothers and a Of

C. SCHANBERGER
Fredei-ick C. Schanberger; 75, themanaser, died Nov. 27 in
Baltimore. He had been a.ssociated
for many years with the ther.'vir;al
and philanthropic enterpri.-ses. oJ!. the
late James Lji "Keman who built- <he
.

atrical

CHARLES WHITTLE

Charles Whittle, 73, former song
writer and music hall performer,
died Nov. 27 at his home in Bradford, England. While starring at the
London Pavilion and the-Tivoli, Oxford, 20-odd years ago, he wrote
"Put Me Among the Girls," "Fall In
and Follow Me" and "Let's All Go
Down to the Strand," which had

wii'en' fresh rocoi'dings'ire tabU;

Leibert, Malverne, L. I._, Nov. 29.
He's organist at Radio City Music
Hall, N. Y., and on various radio-,
programs.
Maryline White to Byron Collins,
(in Riverdale, N, Y., Nov. 29.. He's a
"Candida,"' Cornell, 1936-37
repertory, with "Wingless Victory," commercial writer at Young & Ruplayed 50 performances in New bicam.
Toni Reynolds to Fr«d Wilcox,
York and about 24 on tour. Repertory grossed as high as $18',(KK) in Beverly Hills, Nov. 30. He's a director at-Metro.
N, Y,),
Mercury
"Heartbreak
House,"
Mary L. Byrne- to Henry Clark,
Theatre (Orson Welles), 1937-38, Canton, O., Nov. 27. He's an engi(several weeks' run).
neer at WHBC, Canton.
"Candida," on the Coast, with
Mary Hull to Andrew TViswell,
Ann Harding, 1938-39.
New York, Oct, 24. He's recording
"Candida," in Chicago, with Cordirector of Muzak:
nelia Otis Skinner, 1938-39.
Ruth Ro.se to Claude Kirchncr,
Cornell,
"Doctor's
Dilemma,"
1940-'41
(grossed about $19,000 for Chicago, Nov. 29. He's disk jockey
some weeks, ran 121 performances and announcer on "Ladies Be
in New
York, plus five weeks Seated" radio show.
Mildred TilsOn tp Bruce. Williamtour).
"Candida," Cornell, with Burgess, son, Maryborough, Ireland, Nov. 19.
Meredith, Raymond Massey, Dudley He's film cMtic of The Irish Times.
Jayne McGahey' to Russell Bun''
Digges; 1941-42 (for War Relief
desen, Chicago, Nov, 22. Bride is
benefit, grossed $122,247 in 27 per
formances in New York and eight in member of the Dinning Sisters,,
singing trio.
Washington).
Lynne^Bowraan to Lionel Shelly,
"Pygmalion," Theatre, Inc. (Ger.
trude Lawrence-Raymond Massey), Las Vegas, Dec. 2. He's a western
1945-46" (grossed as. l^igh as $26,000f actor; she's; 'in tbci line! at Sari Carfor 'iome' wefe'kS,' r$iH''l?7d'"'p6rfoml-;' Wi's;4h-.rtbnfwt)ba.'*
'

-

•
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'
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My Beauty
new

Facials bring
LoveliiJess*

Here's a proved complexion care! In recent
Lux Toilet Soap tests by Skin specialists,
actually 3 out t>f 4 complexions, became
"
\
lovelier in a short time!
"It'sr

€lmlling the

way Lux So^p

care

;

leaves skitt softer, smoother," says chdmt*
ing Sylvia Sidney, *'I work the fragrant
skin. As I rinse and then
lather well into

my

pat with a soft towel to dry, skin takes on
fresh new beauty!"
"

•

Don't let neglect cheat you of romance.
This beauty care ^Ivia Sidney recommends
will njs&e yoti lovelier tonight

SYLVIA SIDNEY
star of

Eagla Lion's
"Vm

glad I took

Syltria Sidney'!

,

these gentle f^tciahT'
,

tip!

Lux Soap'

really malce skiti

6elS^uty care is

lovelier, H6liyw61?d'S

quicfc ^nd easy but

beauty

care, is

for delicate

nljfW

i»4lft?'

w Showing Locaily
(W H D u
i

9 out of 10 Screen Stars

i

i r) !.

use Uix Toilet Spap!

U«im ... Siriw MM ... Cim

MM

;

.

RADIO

at IM
•Mini4>-clua
»Wwkhr

Walt Mtb Stceat, New
uatte« Cecember 22.

PubUsbad.
Bnleraa

COrntiaHT,

tot.

169

No.

NEW

1

MUSIC

Anilual (ttbiorlptionV {10,
Toric 1*, N. T., by Variety, Inc.
S1UI« DtklMUL |(. C«|U«.
IH« Foat Qitica at Nevr Tbrk, N. IT., undfc th*
1906.
SMV^^ t. lUt

M

1947,

BX

'

AM, HIGHTS RE^KRVJBD.

VARI1;TS', inc.
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OR MASS
U. S.

Emlni^o Rdhaiies Brit

EN

hki/, WWt (teTheatresh-Jarratt
No BMtiiiti theatre wUI cloae for<(
lack of product, whether or not an/
'aaaitionaj V. S. films are received
in En'glatvd. That ,was the opinion
expressed in New York Monday (8)
by Sir Arthur Jatratt, for more than
'25 years one of pagland's top ek^;
Wbitjgfl oKeos and iioyir managing,
ditector of Sir Alexander Kordi*'*
diif^butins- iiirit, Rritish Lion,'
Ja¥t;att declared that every Brftistfi
theatre already: Ijas snflleieht l>ooll;jj
Migs to carry it throiugh'hei* atitjUf,*
after that, they can carry tfn
indeftaitely— and not unprofltably-ri
•with reislsu^ahd British-made fllnis,
ti» said. Within two years, it t^e
tax ^tuation hasn't' resolved itself,
the Vet S^tish showman added, domestic producers will be able to tufn
•.out enough product to flU 50% o£
available playing time. He intimated

Washington, Dec'

.

.

that talk by exWbs of closing down
unless they get American product
was just a threat.
Sir Arthur arrived in New York

Monday,
.

'

by

accompanied

;

ship Dec. 26 and Quennell planes out Dec. 20.
Jarratt revealed tliat a significant
(Continued on page 20)

M.

Cole,

U

/I

Vuteoit^etting Pix
Milwaukee, Dec. 9.
Col. H. A. Cole looks with scorn
-

manage^^

Cov^ 2

to

As

ChTvstmas

When

i

^f vi^iH

a

man

wqman

A^

attention.

what ^he' wants.

.

-

•

,

Rari| Olympic

vicinity- iA- $9,O00;OOO,- That's
-.
tele and radiOt

wlU be

Radio caverage

nites

pulled a steal on the television industry this week by rushing its pictures o£ the Joe LouisJersey Joe Walcott Hght out to theatres throughout the country within
36 hours after the final bell sounded.
Tele scooped the films, of course, in
New Yorki Philadelphia, Schenectady and Washington, where the
fight
was transmitted live from
Madi-son Square Garden Friday (5)
night.
In all other cities, however,
no films of the fight were televised

(Continued on page 63)

th^ most

iii peatietirae history, with
virtually -'every
tppflight 'gabber;
slated for air stints trom the Philadelphia conclaves. Tele, of" course,
will write hiiitory. Every video Station in the country undoubtedly will
industry-wide job. The commercial
A-w^rding of exclusive right? .to J carty^ either live. pickupiS -from the
theatre itself proposes to do it.
Arthur Rank, to film the 1*48 Olym-, scene?' or- specially fllcned tiewsreeljs.
Campaign is to have the overall pic games in England and the conmajor scrai> ^aWady ,is in thfi
breadth, on a national scale, of simi- sequent elbojving of American news-itaaking for newsreel.'-'tele' and tejei •
lar drives in the past ten plug films reel companie.^, has started something
("Movies Are Your Best Entertain- in thes way of an international fra- newsreel accommodations in the
ment"); bread ("Eat More ^read"), cas. The five reels will meet this convention hall. 'Where, four yfeara
or such similar moves, as the Cwceht week, to. map joint ,action against agd and before, dnly newsreel artd,
institutional
campaigns of - the hahdiQg ot. a blanket ~ franchise newspaper photographers had to b^
railroads and electrie, lighfe'^ and to Blritain's ice ..filmmaker whic^ accommodated, televi.sian and tel».
power companies in hatiooal maga- woulij .mean, they'd have to buy newsreelers now also ate in" tile
(Continued on page 32)
,
zines.
the privilege
Aiming events
of

extensive

.

Aiiglo-U. S* Scrap

A

-

'

>

'

;

Although details are still unset- from him. s They claim that the
tled, pending their discussion and
games are news events which can't
approval by League mtetnbers, sev- be shbject \t6 fifanchise restrictions,
(Continued on page 71)
Yank feel toppers sizzled for. real
.

WB TO PAY

OFF COOPBR

Holly wo(>5,: Dec.

9.

Gary Cooper's new .deal with,
Warner Bros., which was signed

Seats far 'Sweethearts'
''

at the end ot last week, provides
that the payments for the 10 piX

Same Fancy $35 Top On

New

after a\prfeljtrtln,ary protest by the
reels 'to Avety Br.uhda'gef .chair-

man

of the U.- S..DIyiiiipid'"'<^mmit-.

<D

1.

iJeSl
'

V

_,-.-^N^w York niteries

•
'
I
J
Years Mpiainea

'

'I*

s

,

•

mhla^t

-

HI

.

'busine'ss

will-

be on par

year, despite the fact that
expected to hold to

isn't

previons levei. There have
»»vu«
As Warmon&er bv
no.HWiHVU^u
uj Keds/
i-.'beei
^^g^ ^^^^ reductions in sfeveral
.

...

,

Washington, Dec.

,9.

/

cages,

but gi^nerally

tariffs iiire

Washington, Dec. 9.
he will make for thgi studio shall
"Be.st Years of Our Lives" is now same as last year.'
Bobby Clark opened in a two- be spread out over an 18-year period.
being explained to the Russians as a
week engagement of "Sweethearts" Contract states that WB may use the
:\'--,To'Pi-;-!BaIfe:(Jjai^feS--l0r,';^^
warmongering.' picture. A Soviet
la.it night (Monday) at the National
star m no more than one film a year, "home service'^TSwradcaijt of Radio
theatre before an audience filled
'Versailles, 'sj?h(5rf!'.?i|_SI,;iex^^^
but, if it chooses, may take as long Moscow, monitored by the U. S.,
with political dignitaries, including
tax, will be the t^p fQr" n cot^Ie.
as 18 years to u^ up the 10-pic broke the news last week, in a proTruman, Gen. Dwight
President
The highei*'' churj^es^ wi^l.>- prfev^iil
commitment.
gram which explained that HollyEisenhoweif and Cabinet members.
in the hotel rooms. Maximunx -of
It's presumed that the studio will
Show looks sure tor solid business hardly take advantage of the latter wood is whooping up anti-Soviet $26 ^\«Fnf^'t>revaU;:.it'^
(Continued on page
for the length of the run.
clause, since it would mean the
'

•

'

'

TILtMYrDUULZELL
,

Breaking all precedents. President
Truman and his party of eight sat

1

orchestra Instead of boxes,

all

Stage, radio and screen actors are
^^^^ occupied by Secret
assured ot union shop at least until ^^^.^-^^^ ^gn. The President entered
July 1, even if the courts decide the ^j^^^. ^^^^ j^^^^^ y^^^ darkened and
Taft-Hartley Act applies to them ^^^^ overture had begun, in order to
That opinion was voiced by Paul ^^^^g^
sensation. The curtain was
,
Dullzell, prexy ot the Associated ^^j^
minutes until he was
Actors & Artistes of America (AFL) jg^jg^
here last Friday (5). Dullzell was in
gj^^.'
directly behind the Presitown for the AFL parley ot 105 union ^p^j ^^^^ ^o^s back were CJen.
chiefs to establish Labor's EducaEisenhower and his party. The Presitional and Political League
dent and his possible opponent in the
The union's present contracts carry 1948 elections didn't exchange any
the union shop prolnsion running to
greetings or nods.
*tly 1, and tfo Taft-Hartley ban on
soeh comaitlOBS does not affect conWALCOTT'S 5-TO-l PAYOFF
'tracts already in force.
When, a couple ot weeks back,
"Thereafter, the entertainers may
went on "We,
.Tersey Joe Walcott
a- legal out under the Taft-Hart
Fey Actr"since some attorneys take the People," he collected $200 for the
the position that legit stage actors guest shot.
Last (Tues.) night, Walcott rehave never been considered to be in
iaterstate commerce and so subject prised the guest shot. This time he
1

i

1

;

film would be lensing with
at the age of 64. He's now
In any event, the spread-out
salary payments not only ease his
tax problem, but practically pror
vide him with an old-age pension.
Pact Is non-excjusive and, for the
final

Cooper
46.

next tew

year.s,

at

least,

A RECORD ALRUM

of

any other

deals will be only for single pictures.
It was negotiated for Cooper by his
Grant.
attorneys, Prinzmetal

&

,

by

HOrR OF < HARM

.

|

i

fev,Federal labor legislation.

.

Th<N^

Year's Ere

; Bu Ispected to Be Oiff
/^he kew .Year's Eve charges in

(Continued on *a^«s,"2)

FOR 10 PIX OYER 18 YRS.

Truman Takes Orchestra

'

poclceted $1,000.

.

.

fw hoth

;

RKO

shop

„,
„ „
Dec. 9.
Washmgton,

'

,

Best estimates, at this early date,
are that' the coverage of the t^^,a
conventions by the four major net-:
works will cost them, including commercial projgram cancellations, in the

s'fiecial

The idea of selling the theatre as
a whole, instead o£ pluggmg individual productions, for the purpose
of arousing interest in the living
drama and to stimulate .theatre at-tendance everywhere, involves fin

Democrats ho)d

,

a store

goes' "irita

iRnd' out

to

monthsi until

'six

find.

radio and televisioDi'iitfere^lis
are tjn hettied huddles^and tiiHous
long-distaqee phone coijsujlt^ttoti in
what promises to shape iqto a. four*
iewer
Star scrap for listener ahd

goes; into a store
wants')^ he

he knows what -he
gets it, and ,g6ls out.'
'

Wre-, ^an

their jiationta>Cottv6nti«»n». -^fki the

of

item

small
shopping:

.

the %|M)bUctini

Shopping,

that

to

Up $a.W(IJW

PhiHy Conventions
It's

Xmas
.

be
meeting, of the League membership.
legit

submitted shortly at a

Pick

.

C06htinued on page 71)

.

Broadway

AFOimd Country

that tele will affleet boxofflce grosses
in a sporadic way; that is, wl^en
there Is a major special event being
But he doesn't see the
broadcast.
new medium, even with the novelty
factor, causing* any dent in theatre
attwidanee for any sustained period.
Clole, one of the country's oldest

,

Tab

N

homes.

J^toBeatlde

upon the possibility ot television becoming a competitor to the picturehou^e business. The colonel thinks

mm mm

.

Hugh

home by

Exhib,

lethargy by the public, towards tbo
legitimate theatre, especially on tfta
road, and they proposes to do something about it.
An ambitious, long-range plan to
sell the legitimate theatre as an institution, on- a year 'round, national
basis, has' l?eei| approved by the
bct^, ot governors of the League of
Theatres, organization- of

The bureau wants to pin a
tfeason <?haj;|.e ph heir, )>ut needs
supporting' evidence' frorii her
wartime fans,
Artj^ vets who
think they can definitely identify her radio voice were urged
to contact the FBI office nearest
their

Quennell, chairman of the board o£
British Lion. Their entire stay will
be spent in New York, Jarratt leaves
for

9.

,

And

mnu

Broadway showmen ,s(re disturbed
by what they, feel is a growing

The FBI has issued an urgent
call for any Pacific war veterans
who think they oari identify- the
voice of "Tokyo ^ose."

MmM To

Four

By ARTHIIB BRONSON

Miss Hush-Hush

.

.

BIG

IP

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Seller
"Ballerina"
Retail Sheet Music Seller

"Near You"
"Most BeftUested" Disk
"PaUerina"
Seller on Voin Machines
"palierina"
Seller
H(our"

BMtbh Sbkm
"NOW Is the

All

OM^OrchMtra

und«t the du^ecti'on of

.

tiiHl

Ch*lr

PMIItSiniTALNY

CHARM RECORDS.
r, 0< li9t>IO..|ldd|l<( City

Inc.

StMiM

Miwr Y«rh If, N. Y.

.
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WDKmL,

liESCOSbtsSOOGYearlyfor

TINIAN'S'

WIN EBONY PLAQUES
Cliicago; Dec, 9,

Raib, Press to Finndier Aims
Mexico City, Dec. 9.
conference which closed
here last week resulted in a decision
to appropriate $500,000 yearly for
the use of films,! radio and press.
Actually, money allotted for 1948,
the first year of tnU- operations of
the Coininittee on (jS^nmuijiications
Media/ "ft $360,000, ia be divided
•mong .film, radio and press' projects.
Cash is toibe spent 'tp further the
aims ol the United, NaititBjs and to

UNESCO

Now

It'$ Different
Broadway pgent anC his
who decided to pr<b'dtice
» play together, sat down lor 4
confab. After the partnership.^

A

was (onAed ,an$<#^, D«{«a

'

Joey .Adams

Committee, headed by Sir Henry
French, has decided in particular to
filmmaking which would

COKEBILUN^Y BACK

.Seoiipote
"
plajf up

"points of excellence" in
various countries. In othrar words,

will establish- a stafC to
•ugSgest-fdeas to studio execs in

By.

VN

member

A

that lend themjKves to production. It's' figured
„ jinotiey spent in stimulating filmmakr"
iat by others will go s lot further
it^n it Uip^CO its^ went into the
'.'

coittitries

on child

Cub

.'

operation,.
Aa an tUostnition, committee' will

life

cial

llfei

Players

ior

HVood

r<(m

Manila, Dec. 9k
Pacita Francisco and Rogelio de go

The Cubs

lilliputs.

their early twenties,

photogenique. Two are SoRegister heiresses, Leila D. B;

One,
Smith, ii -'Vassar scholarship

Julia

and associate editor of a national
-

:

monthly.

From their blue-stocking office in
New- Trork's- East 70'« and 'their
Hhin-telephone, they deliver (and
manage) the basic necessities 'for
children's parties to any desperate
mother or cbild-lovijig commercia]
:

LYTELL INDUCTED AT

Not that Edwards, or spon.sor
"BLACKOUTS OF
Procter & Gamble,"^ aren^t completely
Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal. work on Eagle Lion's "The Avenger."
WattU for KKif MURllAY'S new Chosen Miss Luzon in thi6 year's gratified with the fiikyoff Saturday
Bight but he prefers 'entertainment
feature length film production
national beauty contest. Miss Fran- to giveaways on show. Now that
"BILL AND COO"
he's
Released through HojnibHc Picture.s cisco will play opposite de^la Boss, exhausted Mr,, Mrs. and Mi-ss Hush,
topfiiight male star.
there's beeu .some speculation on
With Sidney Salkow directing.: where to go from here. Should he
forthcoming picture is believed to decide to repeat the gtunt next year
be the first major romantic iUm for the Marc^ of Dimes, or some
featuring leading Filipino screen other charity, he's practically
deEl

SBWDIGFimSDfATRA

JUiBAE.IiMBS€AMBOL

personalities.

cided on whose voice would be next
Right now it's a tossup between
hearjftg'fbr weeks about the wow Cantoif'j^ 4th Drive
Mr. and Mt*,, as one family head,
Friars -Club -dinner to. Bob Hope
and Baby ,Bush. There are also
Gifts Set Grandma
Vets
which George. Jessel toastmastered
and Grandpa to be reck'on the Coast.
And while Milton
Eddie Cantor has launched his oned with. Due to the time
element
Berle's "roastmastering" 'of Frank fourth annual campaign for Christ- the
"Miss" contest yielded fewer
Sinatra at a Friars Club luncheon mas gifts for hospitalized vets. This dimes
that "Mrs." last February, but
in New York last Friday t5) was year, as in former seasons, campaign
the infantQe paralysis -fund will still
not in the. nature of an Intersee- is being carried Out in cooiieratioti: get a check
for about ;$350,<)00. Last
tional" challenge, many agreed -that with the National Retail Dry Goods
time it was $543,000.
Jessel's performance on the celery Assn, which will plug the campaign
Contest just closed drew 717,000
circuit couldn't have been more bril- in newspaper and magazine ads as
For Berle was
peak per- well as provide ballyhoo with special pteoes- of mail with an average doliant.
formance. Being a stag affair,, the booths set up to collect the Christmas nation of 50c as against 92p,t"'^ let-

Non - BoUywQodians

have

been

Xmas

m

language was natur^illy more lurid
but none could dispute the humor,
Jessel was also on the. rostrum^
*
as Abbott^ of the Hollywood Friars,
outfit.
Bert tytell was inducted as ShepSimple entertainmeni includes: a and Berle" .as Abbot of the New
herd Sunday night (7) at the annual tooti^ess lion, ..a- talking dj!>g, ehim- York Friars gave him full kudos.
Gambols of the Xjambs in New York,% paifzees, ^ther. ri^pe^olimber!!,' and of Just as genuine was the turnout to
.•mid 'festivities that included a din" course, a cub on his bind legs. honor Sinatra.
jier and entertainment attended by Decorations: helium balloons, people
The fun ran high and the intrasome ,of the top names in show \tix. dressed as animals, Kipling blow-ups Broadway gags were many. SomeX>aU inctaided .such top .bra^ a$ Fai4 in papi^^mache.
Favors of the body wanted to know why Mike
liteI<Tuitt,
Ambassador to more conservative variety: puppies, Todd was at the head table and Lou
British
tl. . S. liord Inverchapel^ Admiral "live"
Ja<*; Harner pies', Madame 'Walters wasn't— "Walters lost just
Kelly and former NeiK Jersey Qev. Eva cakes, tcit^i^p Jo^- Ttaqs- as much at ginrnmmy as Todd."
BaroId£L.Ho£tinan.
portaiion to and, tto Vfjnu victoria Songsmith Danny Shapiro vocalized
Also on. the. dais 'were ex-Shep- and sleigh,
• ^
a "Gin Rummy Blues" dedicated to
herds Fred 'Vfairing, Raymond Peck,
Cub partitit' announcement, gilt- lall Friars; on both coasts. Solly
William GaxtoQ and R^ H. Burnslde. engcaved iyssji. like a deh ball invi- Violinsky bragged he had laid off
F(«ck, Ijbe outgping Shepherd, pre- tation, was sent to advertising agen- under four presidents ("and one of
i^#«d^/$^°iA<i«ictiiHt.. €(riaies tirtsre cies, film publicists, big biz prexys, them, you know, hdid four term^)
'
W^At^r Gtetoa'tUDKllIoifmanl
columnists, tt brought tangible in- observed, ho.wever', that eompayed to
in the quiries front' toy; bBbblegom,
•^Xhi>se who' participated
'soap me Al Lackey is a slave."
Aow following the dinner either as and perfume manufacturers. Plus Jes-sel, in saluting the venerable
'Performers or sciipters of the ma- th«,' great god coke.
Coca-Cola Max Hart, recalled when the latter
terial, or both, were Fred HiUebranid, won.
For the premiere, Coke's was the kingpin agent of America
Senator Ford, Harry Horshfield, Joe Steve Hannegan.is landing his spe- and handled all' the blackface co»I«Urie, Jr., George Slu^Sim, Happy cialized helping hand and Sherman medians (Jolson, Cantor, etc.). Jes*
S'elton, Clyde North, Lon Ctark, Joe (Stork Club) Billingsley is
offering sel added he once admonished Hart,
Ciurtin, Walter Greaza, Les Tre- his
Cub Room -and knowledge of "You -won't be happy until you're
mayne, Leu Doyle, King Calder, edibles.
American History has the only straight man in America."
Jimmy Little, 'Wilbur Evans, Richard donated Thanksgiving.
Crack;$ abo^t Pegler and Lee
•, Taber,
Johnny Kane, Jack Pearl,
And last, and perhaps least, the Mortimer were naturals in view of
ChU Hall, John Bavold, Leo Edward, United Nations are supp^ring the the guest of honor but Sinatra
John Bratton, Ddnald Brian, Har- purpose: children. Children of 55 turned a serious note by saluting
land Dixon, Dan Healy, Irving countries who will now be able to his personal guest, John Quinlan,
I'isher. Smith and Dale, Eddie Miller, enjoy, in capsule form,
the delights himself a former concert singer and
Hoy Atwell, Jack Cherry, Don Lor- of two great institutions: the Stork now The 'Voices vocal coach.
ing Rodgers, Jack Blair, Eddie Foy, Club, local, and Coca-Cola, internaUn Pan AHey was out in force,
in tribute to Sinatra, one of its top.
Jr_
George M. Cohan, Jr., Harry tional.
Miller, Don Randolph, Jack Whiting,
plugs,' and Berle observed that he
John Hundley, Don Tompkins, Wiltoo is a half-caste songwriter "but
liarh B. Mack, -Leon Janney, Frank
right
now I owe ASCAP four
points."
Fay, Adam CarroU and the orch un,Phil Silvers, Ken Kling,
der John McManus' direction.
J^on Cohen and Harry Hershfield
X^ep Solomon handled the tickets,
were others who did their stuff.
Weddiii^ Pic Is
'
Bill Btandell and Alan Corelli
Which sold out two days after they
Dublin, Dec. 9.
were put on .saleCarlton cinema, 2,O0O-.'3eater indie handled the shindig which, because
house in O'Connell street, city's main of its surprijsing cllcfc should bethoroughfare, was damaged by a come at least A bi-montfily affair,
Swords at
faces
letterbox bomb, in the early hours many agreed.
Abet
last Thursday* (4) morning. ExploSntry and Foe sive was pui^hed throflgh letter-slot
MISTINGUETX IN LONDON
in street shutters fronting the buildPaiis^ Dec. 2.
London, Dec. 9.
Mlstinguctt, supported by Lino
Though unlikely to be fought, a. iiig, vvhifch was empty at the time.
duel between Sacha Guitry and Glass was shattered in the vestibule Carenzio, made her English debut
Henri Jeanson, screen writer and but otherwise damage was slight at the Casine theatre yesterday
(Monday),
critic, his, been in the talking stage, Hou.se opened as usual
Program, was ,a double feature,
Star, suffered a nervous breakdown
especially by the former, as fesult
of their controversy in Qir press. "Why Girls Leave Home" and during the third number of the show
Guitry went so far as to send "Blacltie and the Law," plus the but returned to finish the performseconds to Jeanson is ask for sat- Pathe two-reeler of Princess Eliza- ance to a sympathetic, fulsome rebeth's wedding. Bomb planting may ception.
isfaction.
Jeanson has slammed Guitry in have been a protest against the lastarticles lately, while in his memoirs, named although ]5our other houses in
"Quatre Annees' d'Occupation," the immediate neighborhood have
Guitry has shown Jeanson in a very been showing films of the Royal
Wedding without incident
nnfiivorable light.
Ifot* a long time Jeanson -was the
life of the satirical paper, Canard
Sues Oil Dolly Sis Story
Bnchaine. 'He is also prexy of the
Chicago, Dec. 9.
scenarists group. As such he was
Klari Dolly,, daughter of the late
sued by Roger Richebe recently
for
.

,

.

presents.

Campaign

will

also

get

the

co-
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^d

Bombed

'

;

50

For

.

'

'

,

Kay Campbell

.

because

tiichefoe

had

Jenny Dolly, one of famed Dolly

been

suspended at the scenarist's request for

a

1 1

cVlaWtVon

eg e d

sible for

it,

Si.sters,

sued her

fo-ster

'"hebe

after Richebe held an
[

official picture administration job in
the Petain regime. Bichebe' is a
producer. He just lost his fight in
court after a decision was rendered
that Jeanson was acting as proxy of
the scenarists and aot for his own

father

*^'«««'6«

BtrChi

.'^ed

KvSv 1
bv

ltJ-t

Sifters'

sold the .story for
Netcher, who, in

$5,000 to Irving
turn, sold it to 20th-Fox, which
profilm,, "Dolly Sisters."
Hearin|{
set tor, Dec. 15.

duced the

wa

In

v^^.rn^^

The'S

Vmlsky reportedly

Those Tieups
a featere

^e^s '(e/ M?nz '/w^^^^^

ra

'"HoUytEood More
Than Ever Going

424 Aumvenaty Number

0ut$eim

ters ia February. Current c
pst
set twe 'Tecontei howevei?, the mail

American Legion, hitting tlSfiOO on one day for a new
and Disabled War high, breaking its record next day
with 145,000.
Reuben H. Donnelly
'Veterans;
The (drive will retain as its slogan Co., which handled the mail, and
"Give a Gift to a Yank who Gave." performs that function for all maoperation of the

AjU Auxiliary,

jor contests, declared that the mail
those two' days was 'an' all-time
record for mail contests.

ptill

For the eight .weeks the content
£dwards will be out of pocket

ran.

'

>

it.

la Rosa, Filipino film -players planed
to Bollywood last week to atari

For

:

Hadley and Susanna A. Holt.

,

,

Course

'

in

all tres

propose that tJ, S^film ln0ust.rii^ make
a film depicting ma(^ti(9 Aituro.Toscanitti as a gre^t man .'and techniaii. Britain may be .asfced to -'fil'm
the growth of its b^Uet theatre and
^Russia 0% ita .Moscow Art Theatre.

,

on

Parties plan to be the Elsa

Maxwell of the
are three, aU in

.

.

PEGGT LeBOUTIULIER

piciuant comn^entary

America (top drawer) is the birth of
Cub Parties and its budding impact

'

,

286th 'Wti^l

Its

LIUIPUTS' CUB PARTIES BERLE 'ROASTMASTERS'

Committee

'

,

Sift

KEN MURRAY'S
1947"

Rao

Hollywood, Dec, 9.
Ralph. B^Wairds, "Tmth or Conseijuence^ emcee, isn't 'sure whether
there'll be Miother "Ifush" contest
Anyway, theire won't be one" till next
season. If it can' be made to s^rve a
useful purpdee o* worthy cause, he's
all for it, but' jusfc tot the sake of
hypoing the showr-ihe'd rather fore-

-

tribution.
.

Walter

,

Filipino pic

'

proximately $120,000 will he spent
on films dirsetly or otherwise with
'She ptffpote oC stimulating pioduclion 'of documentaries and their dis-

Royal."

Winchell,

V

aI|t

sfened, the agent 'lame5''to hiJt;.,
'
ey^ctient and .said: "Son, now,
that you're my jjartofer, for the
sake of the business^tel me givi
you a little advfee.' For God's
sake, don't let anybody do to you
what I've been doing to you for
the past five years." •

promote international goodwill. Ap,

"Kingsblood
"Crossfire,"
Rainbow" and
"Finian's

client,

'

CpoM May Have

Annual aw<irds to the film, play,
book and radio program voted as
doing the most to improve interracial understanding have been instituted by Ebony,- Negr<^. {nc mag.
Bronze plaques for IM7 go to

ass

Conttaiued from pace I ^saa
'

tee, got exactly

nowhere. The

col-i

loquy between' Bcundage in Omaha
and 'film execs heated up the
wires when the lormer justified the
reported deal on the ground that
there was precedent in the action of'
the Germans during the 1936 Berlin
*

Olynjpics,

'
'

around $16,000. Just hpw much the
Texas housewiie who tabbed Martha Graham will be taxed by the
Government for the :^20,150 in merchandise prize;^ still isn't known. It
will be iigurec} later in the week
when she arrives to appear on the
airer. JJkely she'U be nicked on
some items not taken care of by
'

Brundage was referring to the ap- donors,

.

pointment of Leni Riefenstal, film
Edwards explained how the Graactress highly regarded by the Nazj^ ham name was chosen. Names suband then reportedly Hitler's girl mitted by .his five writers were'dis-

head of, Olympic film ac- carded. At ,a Dallas party, someone
with exclusive rights to mentioned her 'name. It didn't ring
and features derived from the a bell at first but later it kept hauntFilmites
argued
with ing him, so he phoned Miss Graham,
Brundage that even in that instance and got her Okay to go ahead. He
YAjnk newsreel cameramen were'f ree worked out the riddle on a plane
t6 shoot clips of the games since Miss back to Hollywood. Contest started
Riefenstai's monopoly did not ex* on next airen
friend, as
tivities

shorts

games.

tend to news.

Paramount, for one, has instructed its London office to enter a
protest with the British committee.
Other companies are expected to
talce parallel action, A letter, under
the signature of Oscar M6rgan. Par's
shorts subject sales manager, was
forwarded to Brundage asking for
"equal privileges with all other
agencies who mtend to cover the

Government Wants Share
Washington, Dec. 9.
Buireati of Internal Revenue declare^ itsfeU "in" on the $20,000 "Miss
Hush" boodle 'won by Mrs. Ruth A.
Sufabie, ot Port Worth, the government boys estimating that their particular "widow's mite" of the coin

would be about $5,000.
Since the awards are in merchanOlympic games,"
"The matter is' so unusual in the dise, this meant that Mrs. Subbie
of Olympic game history," might have to sell some ol: her prizes
Morgan's letter .said, "and io obvi- to keep out
clutches of that tax
annals

d

ously unfair, xve feel it only right coUecter Htma. and proper to enter our strong ob-,
jectiott;
We cannot conceive that Alexis Smith, Stevens,
the British Olympic Committee could
possibly foresee the full effect of so
in
Eng.
completely eomraereializing the Delayed a day by heavy weather,
photographic rights of the Olympic the Queen Mary is scheduled to argames— especially those in 1948, the rive in New York today (Wed.) with
first since the war—particularly
becomplement of film players recause the Olympic games are mot turning from Britain's Command
only supposed to represent competi- Performance. They
include Alexia
tion between amateur athletes of the Smith and
her husband, Craig Stedifferent countries, but to cement vens, as well as
Loretta Young, who
good relations and bring the coun- was hoi^pitalisted briefly for a minor
tries closer together. I am also pre- operation during
her London stay.
suming that the British Olympic Robert Montgomery, who also ap'»
Committee does not have the indi- peared at the CP, returned last week
vidual right to allow the photo- aboard the America
and is 'now on
graphic privileges to be tied up or the Coast casting "Come Be
My
contracted for by any one individual Love,"; his next Independent film for
or company, and that such rights ac- U-I release. Bob
hope planed in earcrue to the World Olympic Commit- lier from- London, his
wife coming
tee, of which, of course, you
.are a back by boat several days later.

Young

Ffom

.

member."
Also listed among the Mary's in"We are not contending that w$ coming passengers are film and legit
want something for nothing," Mor- comedienne Gracie Fields and Metro
gan said further. "I am sure you ap- contract player, Linda Christian,
who
preciate that coverage of the Olym- is returning from a European
vacapic games per se will entail great tion of several
months. Among those
expense to Paramount Newsreel and sailing on the Cunard liner tomorother U. S. newsreel companies."
row iThurs.) are Sir Henry French,
It's reported that Britain was hard director-general
of the British Film
pressed for cash to finance the Pr6ducers Assn., and HKO producer
games and that Hank made a sub- William Pereira. Latter will
survey
.stantial
donation- to the British locations in England for the forthOlympic Gonunittee. In return, he coming Baok-BKO "The
Capta:
received exclusive film rights.
was a Lady."

—

,

.

,

;.
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SET TO GO ON TELEREELS

SHOW BIZ IN THE MTODLE
It seems a far cry from Petrlllo to Communism but show business is caught in the middle of a situation where Uncle Sam
unwittingly is the heavy. The admittedly now obsolete Copyright
Act of 1909 has squeeze-played the music-radio and allied phases
of the entertainment industry in an unwelcome showdown with
the American Federation 6£ Musicians. And. Washington's tardiness in ruling on Commutilis'm has likewise done a disservice to
Hollywood.

Big

Appeal Briefs Indicate

5's

Acceptance of Competitive Bidding^

,

A

domain by major

Communism, howeiver, there is strong likeliJhOOd that Congress will move fast and that within two months
thefe will be an of flcial pronouncement whether pr not the Communist Party iand/oc -any b( ^ts tentj»cles become legally tabii.
Thus it would, automatically s6lv6 and r«SDlve the Red issue not
only in Hollywood but border-tdrborder. The fact that the picture business was compelled to take the initiative may, in a very
short time, emblazon the industi^^s move as a trail-blazer where
now, in certain quarters, there still exists an air of doubt. It's

On

the issue of

axiomatic, 6t Americans that national catastrophe is the. great
uniter.' "We saw it in this war just past and in previous wars, and
seemingly it's essential in a "cold war."

As regards PetrlUo and his claims for his musicians, there is
no question that our Congressional salons .40 years ago could
never foresee the effects and the impact of the rapidly developing
type of electronics which are .so dominant today, not only in.
America but in mass entertainment the world over. The TaftHartley Act further complicated the foyalty technique into union
and so show business is in an unenviable squeeze play
which only official Governmental ukase can correct. Revision of
the>1909 Copyright Act to conform with mld-20th century science
and development is the solution.

coffers,

But it looks like the JEteds will get first D. C. considerditiofn. Even
though both, issues, for the4ime being anyway, may be pushing

show

more into the

biz

red.

'

.

.

Al^eif.'

'

invasion of television's

full-iicale

,

.film

companies

Block Any 'Abdkatmg' Producors
Court
tlie

action'

Enterprise,'*'

against'

.

.MM

—1948Coming

of Age
a Challenge
to Entire Industry's

'Films

from the tremendous video audience
that, watched last week's Joe Louis^
Jersey Joe Walcott boxing match,
estimated

between.

at

Showmanship'*

750,000-1,-

000,000..

producer who

and .any otiier
to 'live up to tlie letter ofhis contract
With United Artists was threatened
yeiiterday (Tuesday ) by prexy Grad
Sears in a biting statement on the
'

RougKing

fails

status of the.cotnpany. Also threatened with legal action was Warner
Bros.i which recently made a distribution deal with the Cagneys,
Sears' flst-swinging was engendered by "unfavorable reports concerning UA's financial and internal
condition which he attributed to

story^spreading
"self'-seeking
.
.
Also behind it are
competitors."
jnoves by various indies to ditch
their contracts with the company
already critically short of product
•^in order to release elsewhere.
Sears' statement follows:
"It is not the custom of United
Artists' management to dignify the
industry's fishwives by answering
The
ruthors, gossip and maligning.
boys, lilce
'Have-you-htjard-that
taxes, are always with us.
"Recently,) however, the unsolicited
and un'welcome. attention of the industry has been directed at our com-

Economy
.

It

De Luxe

of

-

has

tele

now upped

.

and the

mrnm British trip

it

SMPP

Producer,

who came

east about' six

weeks ago, shut down his studio

M-G's
officials
(Continued on page 24)
.

Audience Research On
'Crossfire'

a Cue

to Pix

Biz on Similar Films

theme

plaints as being deprived of product,
of being forced to inferior run position or subject to mordinately long
clearances are no longer possible under the new decree, integrated companies argue in their briefs.

Competitive bidding gives the indie the same advantages as an affiUatej briefs claim. -Since that's soi
(Continued on page 2S)

FINNmflAYWOItlH^
pixRi©rrsmij[077
Hollywood, Dec.

.

.

anti-Semitic

9.

in

-

9.

'

Arvo Himberg, Finnish exhibitor,
a deal with Columbia for

closed

flrstrun rights in Finland on. all Kit*
Hayworth .films "for the next 30
years." In case she retires in the
meantime, he said, he wants to rua

Own

Businesses

'

tstarrers over and over.'
In addition t6 his ehore'-as presi-

is slated to return to the Coast to- here to gander athletese as well
sponsored, the study was morrow (Thursday). Paul MacNam^ pictures^
supervision of Dr. ara, Selznick v.p. in charge of pub*
Louis E. Raths, director of research licity and advertising, returned- to
of the New York University School Hollywood yesterday.
of Education, and Frank Trager, naSelznick- was in New York to
tional program director of the- Anti- spend Thanksgivini; with his sons
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.^ arfd see "Streetcar Named Desire"
Trftdo Murk tleKlsteMd

aat

-

Dec. 31, according to reliable reports.
(Fox was home ill yesterday (Tues.)
and couldn't be reached for confirmation). He's dropping his topdrawer duties with U to devote his
time to other interests including U's
'

Based upon samplings from a high which his
(Continued on page 10)
produced.

nesses.'

UWP

plastic
,

is

of

busi-

:

getting set "to release a
86 two-reel geographical

the

—

will accompany him west. They are program following the British

snarl.

Reportedly, he's ankling his tjniversal job to save the company his substantial salary since, with the profits

from
it

is

his outside

eaten

up

most o£
Federal income

activities,

in

taxes,

DE MILLE'S SLICING
.

Cecil B. De
Three Tenses," "Secrets," "Billion
Dollar Baby" and "Earth «nd High of Lebanon
surgery.!
Heaven."
.

wife,

Irene,

POUNDED BT SIMB PILVERMAN

PuMtalied Weekly
40111

Xmas Shopping Slows Down Biz—'Dolphin/

'Mitty/

Anniiil
tlO
Slnclt Copici

,'

Early arrival of Christmas shopping season is putting a dent in the
national boxoffice this week, with
every key covered by 'Varietv suffering declines of varying intensity.
From N. Y. to San Francisco, most
exhibitors are merely coasting, and
hoping to get by witli holdovers and
extended-runs rather than launching
new product before Christmas day.
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) is
pacing the field -for the second week
in a row, but even the total business of this picture is off considerably from Thanksgiving week; "WalMitty"
(RKO) and "Where
ter
There's Life" (Par) again are fighting it out .for second position, with

(EL)

Of the newcomers this round,
"Good News'" (M-G) appears fairly
promising as judged by a good week
at N. Y. Music Hall, even if not
smash.
'"Past" also looks a strong
entry, being leader in Cincinnati,
nice on second N. Y. week and
sturdy in San Francisco. "Capt.
Boycott" (U) is rated mild both in
N. Y. and Los Angeles" although
I

I

!

'

A

the former winning out.
week
ago "Life" copped second.
Others in the Big Six are "Uncbnquered" (Par), "Had, To Be You"
(Col) and "Body and Soul" (UA).
This is a vast advance for "Had To
Be," and was achieved via a rousing session in Washington, leadership in Denver albeit mild weeks in

,

and "Out of P*st" (RKO).
like a comer*
being done this

"Exile''
tU)*^ looks
based on. business
session,

I

1

I

I

1

1

drawing nice notices in former city.
"So Well Remembered" (RKO) is
doing okay currently in Cincy, "Escape Me Never" (WB) is proving as
dull outside of N. Y. as when it was
at the Strand, being mild in St.
Louis, thin in Indianapolis and slow
in Frisco.
"Northwest Outpost'' is
racking up a fancy session in Providence.

"LTneonquered" (Par), big in Los
Angeles on initial holdover stanza,
looks tine in Minneapolis and Boston and okay in Detroit on extended
run date.

Vork

.

1^^^

;

.

No.l

.
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.
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.
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Night Club Reviews
Obituaries
Orchestras
Pictures
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71

50
3

Pre-Production News'
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Radio
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Radio Reviews ......i.
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'Unconquered,' 'Had to Be' Pace Field

'Life,'

Inc.

7r»ldfnt

St..

8UBSCBIPT10N

V

National Boxoffice Survey

VARIKTX,

l(3r

Sill Silrormaii.

Wdst

1S4

Philadelphia and N. Y.
Runners-up, evenly split as to acHollywood, Dec. 9.
Mille enteied Cedars tual revenue, include "Golden Earhospital for -minor rings" (Par) "This Time for Keeps"
.
(M.G), "Exile" (U), "out of Blue"
.,

estranged;

;

-

-

Matty Fox is stepping out of his
as exec veepee of Universal
with his resignation effective as of
post

'

Hayworth

Selznick's Coast Return
dent of Astor Films of Helsinki,.
David O. Selznick, who has been Himberg is chairman of Finland's
in New York for the past two weeks, Olympic Games Committee) and is

industry

op'

Kerner, talent director; Max
Wilkinson, in charge of writers, and
Bernie Smith, story editor. Pat Duggan/ talent and story v.p., has set up
headquarters in New York and will
remain dast permanently.
Producer hopes to have the next
pic before the cameras by Aprjl.^ He
has four scripts in work and the first
one ready will go. They are "Take

Hollywood,,, Dec!

Other BlSs to Majors

outfit.

,

remove any taint' of monopoly which
miy have heretofore affected the flln»
business. Such eomraoft exhib com-*'

made under the

following completion
films. "Your World and Mine;" which
Is Born"
producing.
i.s
idea of staying in New Louis de Roehemont
into a
except for three weeks in Vitavision retently spUiiged
to license triEngland
until about March 15. nationwide campaign
stores
and comrights
to
dimension
Change of mind resulted from the
studios.
mercial
feeling the present time is not proAs part of his chores at U, Foi
pitious for a layoff.
Three members of Goldwyn's staff supervised the company's economy

Lew

novelty of the new selling rules, the
Big
Five
maintain
that
these
judicially improvised practices will

Donald Nelson's resignation;, as
prexy of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers
was
promptly tossed back at him by
SIMPP's exec committee, it has been
learned. Committee was not gentle,
either,, in the words it used in rejecting continued efforts by the for?
mer War Production Board and
Sears Roebuck exec to get ou.t from
under the SIMPP load.
Whether the committee's harsh
words and insistence will, have the
eiTect of keeping Nelson active on'
the SIMPP's behalf, or whether he'll
just refuse to continue, is yet to be
resolved. Society prez has been in
(Continued on page 10)

Metro, it's said, has instructed its
toppers to take
steps in organizing an Independent'

U for His

of series

eratious

York

Rejects

Resignation Move

through, newsreel company catering
to theatres would probably swing
into magazine type issues.

such pictures as "Crossfire" and
"Gentleman's Agreement," a recent-

Danny Kaye's "A Song

"with

apparent
throughout the
arguments is a willingness by the
theatreeowning majors to accept the
statutory court's book of rules pro*
viding it's recognized by the high
court that the need for divorcement
is thereby eliminated.
After a mild tut-tut because of the

Donald Nelson s

theatres.
Par, however, has
been persistently reported considering establishment of a separate
newsreel tele company to hanflle
clips on spot events. Should it go

ly concluded survey of audience reaction to "Crossfire" reveals that the
film gained wide approval in all
segments of the population. Non-

diamond cutting and

Arthur Rank.

What's-

.

was nixed on the
would have competed

with

tele-reel

lining up. Big Five briefs
in; the isystem.

is

$ee plenty of virtues

Proposition

ground

:

for J.

Three

the third.

Repart Matty Fox

16m subsid, United World Picturesy
OFF,
of which he's board chairman.
Samuel Goldwyn has called off
Among Fox's multitudinous out-;
the trip to England on which he was
interests is his ownership of the
side
to depart irom New York Friday
World Export & Import Co. He also
(12), Instead, he will return to tlie
directs
the activities of Vitavision
Coast inext Monday (15) to begin
holder of practically all threeCo.,
work on anotlier picture. He had
planned to spend Christmas, as he dimensional photography patents,
having a hand in both the
besides
did last year, with his son, who
works

Contrary to the bitter assault
competitive bidding which the Little

•

about the social impact of
Hollywood's handling of the con-

SETS COAST FILM

'

tha

DtteShordy

fears

'

(Continued on page ?2)

In

US!RIETY

on a two-per-week program over
a number of stations. Under the
terms of the oflqr, Par would have
been paid $250,000 the first year;
$500,000, the second; and $750,000

trbvfersial

Exiting

.

of

Answering widespread doubts and

.

*

42d Annivenary Number

-

like.

.

an Editorial FMtur*

-

really catching on.

i&

Baskets to be distributed to Par.amount's board of directors at
annual Christmas
party is to be filled with chewing gum and counter candies of
inexpensive
type.
the
For the past few yearSi baskets were generally loaded with
Scotch, bourbon, imported wines
their private

*

*.'

Growth

the value of newsreels as broadcast
fodder terrifically. Indicating their
current value, understood that Para»
mount was recently offered a total
of $1,500,000 for the tele rights to
its
newsreels for
three-year
a
stretch. Proposal was made by' a
national sponsor who wanted to put

News Of The Day

Cagney brothers^ Howard Hawks

The Big Five's briefs for the U. S.
Supreme Court, now in the polishiing stage, throw the works at theatre
divorcement and the Government's
counter-proposal, of a cross-licensing ban, but reserve only, a half-slap,
halt -pat for competitive bidding,
bans on price fixing and block book'ing, and other provisions of the current decree. The quintet (with the
possible exception of Paramount)
have retreated to a legal line which
recognizes the; value of the decree's
sales provisions while launching an
all-out attack on divestiture.

Darryl F. Zanuck

'.

Sears WarnsThatUAWinrightTo

Means Saving Their Theatres

If It

is

nearing, according to persistent reports in trade circles. The movement, in all likelihood, will take its
initial' shape in the formation of
television nfewspeel companies by a
number of thp big companies. "That
action's been bruited for some time.
It's noyi taken a terrific stimulation

M
,

VMlfty, Uil.)
i Tnr-4li Vgnilta

l>»ll»

.

.

.

More Great ?^roducers
Mean More dieat ^Productions
From ^Paramount
For some time Paramount has made more of
the year's top 50 boxofRce pictures than any
Other company. Instrumental in this achieve-

ment, of coursej.were Paramount's' show-wise
studio management and its brilhant array of
production and direction talent,

^

Recently this industry-topping staff has been
augmented by.some of the most notable nam€;$
in the current annals of screen entertainment*

J^ow

it

has been

still

further strengthened by the

addition of two of the most famous makers of
famous motion pictfires-^the kind of pictures
that have brought new patronage to your
theatre and new prestige to this industry*

We

doubt

if

any such

roster of top talent in

this crucial creative field has ever

been assembled on one studio lot. Here is picturemaking power so overwhelming that it,cian
make every Paramount picture one of the top
5(3

pictures of any year.

W«M«^jt

Dccfcttiber 10,

1947

J Pjramount Welcome To
Leo McCarey
Winner of 3 Academy Awards for "Going My Way"
and producer, director and author of "The Bells of
St. fJlary's" and director of "Ruggles of Red Gap"

Norman

Z.

McLeod

Director of "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty," "Pennies From Heaven" and the recently completed Paramount productions "Road to Rio" and "The Paleface**

And Rainbow Productions
with

all

its

important pictures and other

assets.

—

,

.

Wedweediaf/,' Dccemlwir 10, '1<)47

HoByw(K)d Peace
Strictly

or

9.

Rep. Defends H'wood
Washington. Dec. ,9..
Defense of the industry froin
charges of Un-Americanism was
placed in the Appendix J of tiie
Congressional Record, I8it wf^k'
by Rep. Chet Bolifieid, Tuos An.

this week- to formu-late their separate policies.

At meetings of the SWG and SAG
exec boai'ds yesterday (Monday), it

New Dealer.
Pointing to the attapks by the

House Un-American
.

defense of an industry and an
that has contributed so much

SWG

"

'

to selling the American way" of
the entire world."

GBLLAMB

life to

.

{n&s Eye

Now

W

In

Rome,

.Italy,

starring in

Oine Opera's ."Eternal Melody" to be

But

released by Columbift Pictures. Returning'
V. S. 'Dec. 25.
OpeulDg at Olympia Theatre,
Miami, Dec. 3].

ER

viR Y. IkaUTrilHBe On

.

Excl, Mjitnt.

'

l^pikals Feared

To^'; AbAws

'

WILLIAM MORWa AGENCY,

Inc.

of indie producers have
expressed interest during the past
week in acquiring the services of U>e
10 Hollywoedites blackballed b]r tbe

day) to thrash out its attitudeFollowing the Guild conferences,
the plans call for a general meeting
of Guilds and' studio, executives, tiie industry during the past two weel»
object of whicli is to present a unit- for refusing to testify as-^fo' their
ed defense against Hollywood's nu- political faith before the House Un-

of trouble

'"vntit

their

why

the independent, producers are

interested in the services of the producer, director and three writers
who were given the gate and the
/five other writers cited for contempt
[but who werenH under contract to a
studio at this time. One of the reasons i£ thai they are sympathetic to
the plight of the men, as are other

MetrOi They were suspended with
the following statement:
"Notice of suspension of employ-,
ment. was sent to Dalton Trumbo
and Lester Cole by Metrof-GoldwynMayer "^studios, in accordance -vvilb
the industry's statement recently
outlined in New York by Eric Joljnr
ston, president of the Motion Picture
•

trade circles- that the House
ifn-American Activities Committee will not resume its Hol'

hbfic Rdafions

.

There are a number of reasons

Wa.shingtott, Dec. 9.
New. York film

Reports- in

American Conunittee.
Indies are
merous critics.
Meanwhile there is opposition to fearful, however, that hiring the
Eric Johnston
the plan from extremists ou both men might bring rt^risals from d.'ssides. The leftists «re still fighting tribs and' affiliated circuits is book- %is week an
ing their'fibns,

Take* Rumor

Fklmlidirsliew

is

expected to

name

itil-industry board
expanded pubby the Motion
Board will consist of
MPA press chief Kenneth Clark; the
chairmen of the- eastern and western

whlcii will supervise

lie relations .activities

Picture Assn.

Advertising and Pubilcity, Directors
Committees of the, Motion Picture
and a number of mentbors of
the board of MPA.

Assn.,

lywood hearings get^ little credence here. Sev«ral members of
the committee, contacted on the
rumor^ said they had heard noth*

10'

•

Expect

ing'fields.

Other notable protests against the

Plans for the board and expansion
industryites- below the top echelon f of
public relations staffs were
Another reason is that It gives: given the blessing of the Associasome
of the not-so-well-heeled in- tion's directorate at its meeting in
Association."
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
While the other- thre^ were sum- dies, they think, the possibility of New York last Wednesday (3);
The, 10 unfriendly witnesses sre
hirmg
men who have topnotch pro-, Slated to get a staff of assistants are
marily dismissed, Trumbo and Cole
but fessional ratings'" «t considerably Clark, who heads the overall setup expected to surrender today (Tues-"suspended,"
were
merely
less
•
than their regular fees.
Metro's spokesman declared the wqrd
and: headquarters in. Washington; day), obviating, necessity
using bench
There has been much oiuiet dis- Tom Wall«r, who is New York flack
"suspension" provided a "different
warrants issued by the Government
method of proceeding" tod' that cussion among -the indies of this cbi«f, <and Arch^ ReevAS^.C^ast
pub*
in Washington following indictment.
there -was no difference in the ends poissible rea'ctions fay the majors licity tot>per.
Warrants
and
by
were
the
public
due
here
to their hiring
late today
reached, Trumbo a&d Cole promised
Among plans being discussed for but
any of the 10. They feel that the
will .be ignored if the 10 follow
a legal battle.'
the new public relations program are
public will little remember by the
their attorneys' advice and put in
revival on an expanded basis of the
lime tbat a fllm that's written nowMPA's monthly newsletter. Former- voluntary appearance. Arraignment
hits the screen some. 12 to 18 months
is scheduled in Washington, Dec. 19.
ly put out bv the jffew York office,
Civil Likerties Union
hence.
Conviction on indictments chargThey do fear, however, that there the- typewritten-photo-offset letter ing refusal to answer questions Of
was discontinued about four months
mi.?ht- be more or less subtle rethe Congressional committee carry
&[liibs' Bowing
ago. It went to women's clubs, parprisals fro;n the distribs and the
a maximum penalty of one year in
ent-teacher tjroups, critics and newsthey control and also possibly
jail,, or $1,000 fine on each count, or
PresstHreXroiips houses
from the. banks on which they must paper editorial writers and editors. both.
Attacking the .undue influence of depend for production loans.
If the project is revived, the pubThere's
unoffical censorship bodies^ Ameri- a strong possibility,
lication
probably
Will
much
more
be
however, that
See Trial in .Tan. or Feb.
can Civil Liberties Union Is pro- som'6 of the men may find jobs witb elaborate. One thought is to make it
Wa,shington, Dec. 9.
testing the. action of the Srlani^cr the indies in a few ajonths.
almost a fan mag. and distribute it
theatre, Philadelphia, and the Loew's
The 10 Hollywoodites indicted
The five fired .-or suspended in- for free in theatres In attempt to discircuit in .Mew 'Jfork in their with- clude Adrian Scott, producer;
Friday
(5) for contempt of Congress
pel
adver.se
criticism
and mould faEddrawal of "The Outlaw" and "Mon- ward DmytryJc; director, and DaltOn vorable public opinioni
are slated to ^o on trial either late
sieur Verdoux." In letters to the Trurabo, Lester Cole
and Ring
New public relations board, under in January or early in February,
theatre execs signed by Roger Bald- Lardner, Jr., writers.
While a mutual agreement by the
which such projects would fall, was
win, ACLU director, and geneval
to have been named by Johnston at a Qovernment
and the defendants
counsel- Arthur Garfield Hays, cxmeeting at the end of last week. could' turn it aito a mass trial, this
hibs were ItirShed for yielding' to
There was a delay, however, which is not figured likely. Several of the
private pressure groupii opposed to
defendants reportedly preferred to
will carry it over to this week.
these particular films.
refused to comment on the program lake their chances one-at a time, so
The Union said that while it did
as to protract the trials and get the
as yet.
not question the "right of any grout)
issue, as they, saw it, before the
'Washington, Dec. 9.
of citizens t-o express their opposicountry. Since the cases are expectMotion Picture Assq; today lashed
tion" by boycott or pieketingj ac- bank
ed to be appealed up to the Supreme
at the Russians -in answer to
ceptance of such, views deprives ,Mo.scow's
s
Court, no final ruling may be- forthblast against Hollywood,
those who do not share tliem of the which had
coupled a call to filmltes
Andy W. Smith, Jr.,. 20th-Fox gen- coming before 1949. New law on the
right to see any such fillns. It added to rise
subject of contempt may be made
up against the industry's ef- eral sales manager,
entrained for in
that "minority pressures of this sort forts .to support
these trials.
the Truman DocChicago last (Tuesday) night to
do not reflect the interests of the trine and Marshall plan.
The KremThe indictments popped out speedgeneral movie-going public."
with company territorial ily on Fi-iday.
lin's appeal, voiced in the MoseoW huddle
The announcement
Literary Gazette by the headmen of sales managers on the Jackson Park came just about
24 hours after the
the Soviet film world, "was an of-' Situation,
first of the eases was taken before
fmial
call
to arms to Anierioan;
Smith will be joined in Chi today the grand jury. Two of the 10 men,
stooges to rebel against the motion
John Howard Lawson and Edward
(Wednesday)
by
assistant
sales
chief
picture industry and give HoUyWiUjam C. Gchring, who's been on Dmytryk, were indicted on only one
^.'ood the business," MPA' declared
count—failure to answer the ques•a business trip to Toronto.
Part ol an overall American FoU- 'hrough Joyce
OTIara, ass't to prcxy
tion about Communist Party niemi
etation of Labor setup, the Intci'- Eric ilohnston.
bership.
After a fashion, Lawson
national Alliance of Theatrical Sta.^'e

MPA

House committee tactics were made
by a group of Princeton Univ. faculty
members, including Christian

To Duck Arrest

'

,.

Gauss, dean emeritus; the New
Yorker mag; in its "Talk of the
Town" section; by New Yorker
writer S. B, White, in two letters
to the editor, in the N. Y, Herald
Ttibune, and by the Screen Office
'-& Professional Employees Guild,
and
the Screen Publicists Guild (CIO).
In additionv a proposed amendment
to the Authors League con.stitution
«

'

.

Attadi

's

condemnation.
Perhaps the most serious attack
was that brought by the Authors
.League of America, on the ground
that the tactics of the House Committee on Un-American Activities^
under the chairmanship of Rep. J.
Rarnell Thomas, are an "immoderate,
uncontrolled
and
radieally
harmful form of censorship now
being exercised on the entire profession of writing." The statement was
signed by the League officers and
the entire council, including some
of the top names in the various writ-:

ing of it.
They pointed, out that only ft
vote of the full committee could
make such a determination.

Hie

Le^

-Prom several directions the Con-^
gressional investigation of alleged
Communist infiltration of Holly,*,
wood, and the studios' "purge'' of
the 10 contempt defendants, are
continuing to receive protests and

Number

for the cause of the flive "unfriendly witnesses" who have been lopped
oil the studio piayrolls.. Last of the
five were Dalton'Trumbo and Lester
Gole, writers; who got; the axe at

..

'

-art

in the aU-industry lAiblic relations
to whip up favorable opinion for the motion picture industry.
is planning to hold a general membership meeting Dec. lii at
which* time any plan on either topic
will be- put to a full vote for concerted acceptance or rejection. It's
imlikfely, however, that SAG will
call a mass meeting for similar action, due to its large membership.
Exec board of the Screen Directors
is holding a meeting tonight (Tues-

•

'

-Activities

Committee, Holifield commented
that "I feel I must rise to the

committee

.

.

geles

what policy was

adopted on the drive against Com*
munism although the- auestion was
discussed. Both bo'ar as also' considered participation of the Guilds

OK fw $64 Qu^tkm

'

.

Guild—lined up

disclosed

Congress Gets

Legal hopes of the 10 unfriendly w,ltnesse9 io upset the indictments
voted by" the House Un-American Activities Committee were dampened
yesterday (Tues.) when a divided U. S. circuit court imslied that
Congress has the power to ask the $64 question. Case in point was on
a conviction against Leon Josephson, admitted -Communist, who refused to be sworn or testify before the Committee. He's an attorney
. with no film connections, although his. brother, Barney Josephson
is
more directly in show business as owner of the Cafe Society Uptown
.and Downtown In New York.
Two-to-one opinion said in part;" "The power of Congre^ to gather
facts of the most intens,o public concern, such as these, is
not
diminished by the unchallenged! right of the individuals to speak their
minds within lawful limits. One need only recall the activities of the
so-called fifth column in various countries during the recent war to'
realize the United States should be alert to discover and deal .with the
seedi of -revolution within itself."'
Majority opinion viras by Judges Harry B, Chase and Thomas W.
Swan of New York, .with Judge Charles E. Clark dissenting. This
N. Y. federal court is one step below the XI. $. Supreme Court which
will ultimatebr -settle the (iiiHstien.
The 19 Holi^yi'oodites who ;^r» <a!w<oni likewise refusM td «ngwef
'whether th^ Were Condnmnists;

on the 3 Talent Guilds

.Hollywood, Dee.

Peace or war in Hollywood over
the film industry's current purge of
leftist personnel is hanging in the
balance as three top talent unions
the l^cre^h Actors Guild, .Screen Directors Guild and. Screen Writers

was not

War Depends

separate story in Literati secdesigned to broaden the
power to deal with
developments, indicated the
seriousness of the writers and their
intention to 'Carry the anti-ceniior."ihip aspect of the fight to the limit.
In his initial letter to the Herald
Trib, White took issue with the

.(.see

tion),

organization's

such

,

Raps

•

'

To

editorial of Nov. 27. which
conceded the right of the Holly(Continued on page 1?)

.<!heet's

.
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L. A. to N. Y,

,

Lee Van Atta
Charles (Bud) Barry
Joseph Bernhai-d
A. Pam Blumenthal
David Butler'

.

MPA SCORES SOVIET
ATTACK on

MPA

Jose Ferrer

.

Pamela Fonda

01 PIX

Clark Gable

Alan Gundelflhder
Jack Haley
Karl Hcrzog

I

I

.

.

AFL'S

Mm

Henry. Morgan
Mildred Natwick
E. J. Noble
Pat O'Brien
Norma Shearer
Vladimir Sokoloff
Muriel Stafford
Arnold Stang
Paul Williams'

.

,

JOINS

INFKHtONMLAW

,

j

I

Maiodce Zolotow

I

"How

to Interview

nil

Actdr'*

,

legislation.

other AFL unions,
lATSE is asiessing each of its 40.000
members $1 apiece to finance the
politic.al setup.. Half of the coin will
go to the national ofSce and the
other half will be retained by the
lA, which is setting up local committees to operate along parallijl

Along

lines.

with

I

Soviet article subjected to MPA
counter-attack blasted Johnston,
Paramount, Warner Bros.. Darryl
F, Zanuck, Louis B. Mayer and
Hearst columnist Louella Parsons.
It
assailed
Hollywood gensrally
as the source of the "printipal
sermons of wm-ld bigotry" and attacked Warners specifically, for projected production of anti^Soviet pix.
.

In

forthcoming

42d Anniversary Number

replic-J to the query
ship in the Screen

about memberWriters Guild.

'.
;

'

Sam Wood

:

Up to now; MPA said, Kremlin
Employees will enter the national "has been content
with ocAa^ional
.in:ping against American film.s," but
were now out for the works. "HavAFL ni,s! fEiiied in any way to influence
officials, Richard F. Walsh, lA prw, the
American screen, the Kremlin is
was appointed to the administration now out on a grand
"scale to
.committee of. the newly ornanirxiA jVillify and discredit
our picLabor
Bducation
and
Political tures
and leading Hollywood
League which will fight the Taft- personalities through its-fifth
column
Hartley bill and other anti-labor j« America*"
political scene in 1!)48.
Following a
meeting in WEshington over 'la'it
weekend (6-7) attended by 105

Burl Ives
Oscar Levant
Douglas MacLean
Hal Magg

,

N. Y. fo L. A.
Dana' Andrews
Barbara Bel Geddes
Eddie Bracken

Dmytryk is a director.
The other eight,, however. Would
not reply sati'-factorially to queries
about either Sy/G or Commy membe«hip, and so were indicted for
contempt' on two counts. They were
Dalton Trumbo, Albert Maltz, Alvah
Bessie, Adrian Scott, RinK Lardner,
Jr., Lester Cole. Samuel Ornitz,
and
Herbert Biberman.

Lou Clayton

'

Jerry Colonna
Beryl Davis
Irene Dunne
Phil Dunning*'
Jed Harris

-

June Havoc
Claude Jarman,

Jr.

was promptly announced that
bench warrants would be obtained

Kenneth MacKenna

for the 10. Assistant U. S. Attorney
William' Hitz, who has been handling this Grand Jury, said he would
recommend arraignment on either
Dee. 18. or Jan. 2, and would pu.sh
for trial as soon as possible afte'r

Robert Montgomery
William Pine
Mrs. Jack Bobbins
David O. Selznick

It

Paul

Mack

MacNamara
Millar

Frank Sinatra

that.
I

Gene Tierney

,

•
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PHB-PRODITCinOKr

THEATRE MAP

CHANGING
New TeeA in I^odiKtion Code Kifls

British

Any Dences to Cash in On Lurid Sex

Sdks;
<

Qn^sto' Cycle

K.O. to the

With the Catholic Church and ti>
variety of local and n^tlonaV pressure groups breathing. doWn its neck,
the industry's action last weelc in
strengthening the Production Code
gave further evidence that public relations is currtntly its No. 1 problem. The Motion Picture Assn. not
only moved to 'belay- further criti-!
cism on gangster ifiltns, but opened
to Itself wide leeway for putting the
nix on another "Forevei; Amber."
While the attention of -the'pre^g—
which gave the MPA's annoitincement the desired wide play^was
drawn- to the gangster issue by the
list of 27 films and' titles which were
scratched, trade hepsters saw .even
more' significance in the opening the
industry gave itself for discouraging
the fllmization of bestrsellers and
stage plays of questionable taste.
This was accomplished by the revision of the rules governing titles.
If
It, in effect, makes it impossible
the Production Code Administrator
so chooses—to hang a title lilce "For-

H. S. Kraft'9
Mart Stery

—

,

ever Ainbec" on a picture, even if
-the story itself ia sspolioed sufficiently to get past Joe Breenjs crew.' The
change resulted from the Legion of
Decency stance .that public familiarity with Kathleen Winsor's novel
had audiences reading, into the pic-,
tura what 20th-Eox claimed wasn't'
there.
Legion's feeling was that
Fox fllmed 'the yarn largely to take
advantage of the salaciousness associated with tbe tag on it.
New Clauses
Under the 'former Code clause
covering titles, adopted in 1930, the
PCA had no basis ifor axing such a
label as "Amber." Code read njerely:
''Salacious, indecent, or other ob(Continued on page 22)
'

MPM Following

"Broadway Cyrano**
Am

MtMM

I^Mtw*

th*

In

'PMfllMOMltM*!

Number:

narrow-gauge distribution.
Problem of local government censorship will be nil, since all Alms
will already have been reviewed and
approved in their 35m size. In addiin its

-

Church's

F For

'Amber' Presents

Probl^s

Furdier

1,100

Boxoffice results of the Legion of
Decency's reclassification of "Forever Amber"' into its "B" category
are not expected to be felt for another several weeks.
Before the
stigma of the previous "condemned"
classification can be lifted, the Le.gion's

new

ruling

must

first

filter

through
to
Catholic
churches
throughout the country. Most priests
are
expected
announce the
to
change to their parishioners next

"Amber"

is

awaiting with special
taken on

now

by

Philadelphia's

Dennis Cardinal Dougherty.

When

the Fox theatre in Philly failed to
pull

henceforth playing 20th product.
Even With a change in classification,
it's st&l not eertain the cardinal will
withdraw his boycott. Similar situation exists in several citiesi including Providence, where the film was
banned in toto by church and civic
officials.

Legion handed down its new d«(Continued on page 25)

DISMISS PIRACY SUIT

continually lag behind 3$m
^
pictures in time.
Prints sent by the
thi? week
to Holland and Hungary have al-

Los Angeles, Dec. 9;
Pii'acy suit, in volvihg the picture,
"Dangerous Millions,"- and aimed at
Sol M. Wurtzel Produiitions and
20th-Fox, was dismissed by Judge
Ben Harrison in U. S. district court.
Plaintiff Paul Gordon had asked
$100,000 damages.

MPEA

ready been subtitled. Next two counbe opened by. MPKA to substandard films are expected to be
Czechoslovakia and Poland, with

tries to

other countries among the 11 serviced
by the organization slated for 16m
films late in 1948. Primary consideration is to expand the commercial
market for U.S. films, but MPKA "will

Madden Leaving Lyons,

i

also keep in mind use of
for cultural purposes.

Taking Names With Him

16m ^ims

Richard Madden,, head of the play
department of the A. &S. I^rons
agency^ is withdrawing to become
an independent authors' representaLantz's 90-Day Layoff
tive. He'll take most of his name
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
clients with him, including Eugene
'Walter Lantz, who has a contract O'Neil, Sean O'Casey* Cole Porter,
for 12 cartoons (annually for United Somerset Maughan «nd Paul Vjnoent
Artists, is curtailing production over Carroll.
90-day period due to limited number
George Freedley, drama critic of
Of.' tint prints he can get from Techthe N. y. Morning Telegraph and
nicolor durihg.ifoming year and un- curator of the theatre collection of
til United Artists* management has the N. Y. Public Library, is set to
settled its problems.
succeed Madden as Lyons' play head.
He's giving creative staff three- However, according to Freedley, he
month layoff beginning next Mon- hasn't yet worked out future arday to reduce inventory of pix in rangements with either the paper or
production. Move affects oiily those the Library so he hasn't actually
doing creative work. Painters and signed a contract with Lyons.
Others doing completion of art work
The impending shift in the Lyons
remain at their posts.
Starting agency was revealed by Arthur
March 15, he'll enter ftill production Lyons last week in Hollywood, in
again. At that time he'll establish announcing that Danny Winkler and
new schedule to meet UA comMt- N^t Wolff were joining his Coast of*

•

:

ments.

and

1,200.

The work

is

expected

.to

be com-

pleted by Labor Day. It is hoped
to keep the theatre open during all

(Continued on page 24)

H.

I.

PhiUips

U.

S. anti-trust

laws

now appear

as the major obstacle in a settlement
of the British 75% ad valorem tax
question.
British government and
industryites and American film companies favor a- comproinise, pri*
marily,. based on the slotting of U. S."*
earnings of British pix to Yank
majors if a way. could be found to
handle the project without violating
•the Sherman anti-trust, laws.
With*
out that,' neither the- British government nor the presidents of American distribs have any solution to tht;
tax tangle which' is proving « "baffling problem.*^
-

tell* all

obeat a

**Top Secret**

in-tlie fertlKomliif

42d Anniversary Number

<

-

i

Ontat's an up-to-the-minute summation of the situation by Sir Henry
French who's opposite number to
Motion Picture Assn. prexy Eric
Johnston^ since he holds down tha
top spot of director general of the
British Film Producers Assn.
Sir
Henry's opinions followed a series of
huddles 'Utis week with film heads»
including Johnston, Barney Balaban,
Nicholas M, Schick, Spyros Skouras
and Ned Depinet. He sails for England tomorrow
(11)
aboard the
Queen Mary after attending a
UNESCO Confab in Mexico City.
If a formula could be found which
would permit reciprocity on films
and cross-allocating of credits withWashington, Dec. 9,
Battle for control of the General out stumbling over the anti-trust
Aniline & Film Corp., parent of laws, a solution would be speedy, ha
said.
British earnings in America,
Ansco, was temporarily stalled by a on ^uch
a Compromise, must ba
U. S. Supreme Court decision yes- pooled and then divided among, dis*
terday (Monday) which held that tribs a process which is legally
the Swiss Uebersee holding com- dubious. No other practicable way
pany may sue to ijecover property of spreading the cash around has
seized by the Alien Property Cus- been devised.
todian during the war. It's underCan^ See the 'Freeze'
stood that RemiAgton Rand has
While he can't speak officially for
made a bid to g^t control of the
whole works, while duPont is inter- the British govertpnent, Sir Henry
is emphatic
in his belief that it
ested in. the Ansco color process;
would not accept any proposal for
High court's decision accepted, for freezing American pix coin
witli
purpose of its ruling, that Uebersee
(Continued on page 25)
had no enemy connections and
.

Eye Ansco Plum

In Custody Fight

'

After MardiQIeet
Another three-day session of. the
Motion Picture Foundation, set for
March 16-18 next, has been agreed
upon to put the final touches to or-ganization of the industry project.
Entire framework of the Foundation
which seeks $10,000,000 initial funds
is expected to be set up then along
the lines of finance, administration,

.

.

therefore was entitled to sue for recovery of its property. U. S. Jus-

'Dream'

Homes

Part Of
tice Department, which was planning to dispose of the property
fiaily for 'Blandings'
scope and program, money-raising without interference^ contended that
plans, executive office setup, per-' foreigners had no tight to sudi court,
action..
sonnel and industry 'relations.
In Key-City Campaign
•Two-day meet at the Hotel Astor,
Next .ciuestion before the courts,
Unique ballyhoo campaign calls
N. Y., concluded yesterday (Tues.). however, will be to decide whether for erection in
key cities of more
The trustees named a program and the Uebersee Corp, was a genuine- than 100 replicas of
the actual house
scope committee and a finance com- Swiss company or a dummy for Nazi used in the forthcoming
"Mr. Bindmittee. Ned Depinet, RKO's exec ownership.
Under a decision also ings Builds His Di-eam House"
veepee, was tagged chairman of the made yesterday. Supreme Court up- (RKO)—film is being
distributed by
former, and Ted Gamble, prexy .of held right of the Alien Property SRO despite its RKO production.
Pic
the Theatre Owners of America, Custodian to take over shares of the stars Cary Grant, Myrfta
Loy and
vice-chairman, while latter group is Silesian American Corp. on a find- Melvyn Douglas.
SRO publicists
headed' by Si Fabian and seconded ing that securities registered in the conceived the stunt.
by Leonard Goldenson, Faramount's name of a Swiss outfit were.held for
Houses will be built within the next
theatre head. Goldenson was also the benefit of a German company.
six months and are expected to be
chosen ass't treasurer to work under
completed, furnished and placed ori
Barney Balaban, Par's prexy, who
public display by May. It's planned
is the treasurer.
Weltner's Return ,
to have the model homes open lot
Depiiiet's committee is to survey
George Weltner, Paramount's for-' inspection for at least a month in
the industry on potential need in eign dept. head; returns to the U. S: order to capitalize on the publicity
terms of relief and assistance. The Monday (19) aboard 'the S. S. Mau- prior to the^ fllm'^ release in June.
Fabian
group
will
determine retania from England.: He's been
With SRO furnishing the plans,
methods of raising coin and admin- abroad for the past six weeks on a actual construdtion of the "dream
istering it.
tour of South Africa, the Continent houses" has already been set in some
E. V. Richards, Paramount's New and England.
30 cities.
Many building-supply
Orleans partner, was elected firstWeltner spei^t the past 10 days in firms,- as well as departm«tt Stores^
year head of the MPF at the teeoif London to size up the current tax contractors, home furnishers and
meeting.
His election followed a crisis and map releases of Para- real estate agencies, are cooperating
speech by Balaban, chairman of the mount product which came into the in .erection of the homes.
Incitemporary coordinating committee, country -before the tax went into dentally, they won't be given way.
After the pablicity fires dim, the
(Continued on page 22)
effect.
houses will be placed on the market.
However, in some cases they may be
raflfled oil for the benefit of worthy
,

.

'

-

.

,

From

Briefs

the Lots

charities,

Hitchcock's N.Y. Prowl
9.
signed Tex Beqeke orcfa for a twoAlfred Hitchcock heads for New
York from the Coast 'next week on
"Timber reel musical..
Hal Roach, Jr., bought "The Real the prowl for a couple' of legit playco-starring

Hollywood, Dec.

Ford

Phil

wiU

direct

Republic oater,
Hale and Adrian

Trail,"

Mont*

Booth,

Thing," Collier's magazsine yarn, for
production in spring
WlUiain
.
,

.

Mel Tucker pro- Stephens' next indie production will
Audrey Long draws the be "California Conquest," based on
femme lead in "Rampage." Crest- the formation of the Republic of
William Keifhley and
views' first production for Allied California
Ruth CUflord production staff left. for. Washington
Artists release
came out of retirement for a role to shoot scenes for "The Street With
No Name" at the FBI Academy for
in "Th* walls Of Jericho." . .
Filming of "The Iron
Republic rolled "The Heart of 20th-Fox
"Virginia" with Robert Lowery, Jan- Curtain" resumed on the 20th-Fox
et Martin and Frankie Darro in top after shooting exeriors of Canada's
roles ... Universal > International government buildmgs in Ottawa,
starting Jan. 3 with

ducing

.

.

.

.

.

'

Remington, du P.

—

MFPSettoGo

(14).

interest the st«»nd to be

ONWURTZEL'SmiONS

'

,

,

tion, the supply of 16m films is expected to be almost unlimited, since

they'll

-

Humorist

Settled

By IRA WIT

t

,

Investing Co., owners of the Astor,
and the Fulton, to
temporarily abandon the, idea of
scrapping the entire 45th to 46th
stireet block on -which the four theatres stand in order to erect a groupi
of new superi-deluxes houses.
Instead, it has been decided to do
a complete renovating job oh the
Victoria alone to make it a Class A
flrstrun. In giving a completely new
front and interior to the house, CI
theatre operator. Maurice Maurer is
planning to-, install a new balcony,
which will raise the- capacity from
the present 720 seats to be twee n
Victoria, Bijou,

the picture within his ultiMotion Picture Export Assn.,
matum time of 48 hours, he threw
which began 16m distribution this
week in Holland and Hungary, will a year's boycott at the house and
at any other in his archdiocese
follow much the same pattern of

operation established by the majors
for narrow-gauge releases in foreign
countries. No subjects are to be released in 16m that have not already
been released in 39m, and the conventional time lag is to be enforced.
BecaUise of that fact, the MPKA expects to face much easier conditions

75% Tax

Desire to Get

.

.

4SSd Anniversary

Industry

Releasing 'Em Abroad

IVoducers Assn. Head

Avm Lcmdon 'Shows No Burning

'

Sunday

16m

Pattern of Majors In

mm

i

.

'

.

NOW

Rebuilding of the Victoria theatre,
now set to begin in April, will mark
another step in the radical changes
which have already taken place Or,
are prpmised in= the Broadway theatre picture. ,Most ^striking is the
switch in the situation from a year
ago. Then product was piling up
begging for a house} now houses are
limping along bagging for product.
Broadway appears to. have felt the
decline of theatre grosses in the
past year more than other parts of
th^ nation. Long runs that prevailed
dt^ring the war years are seldom
Heard of now. Besult has been a need
JFor. more, and more' product to fill the
gaps, with a tremendous change in
the overall scene resulting.
High cost of building and uncertainty of -materials has caused City^

Fdm

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

ers to

fill

feature roles in his forth-

coming film, "The Rope." First of
two films being turned out by Transnew Hitchcock-Sidney Bernstein production outfit, for Warner

atlantic,

Bros, release, pic starts pre-shooting
rehearsals within 10 days.

Meantime,

Perry

Ferguson

has

joined Transatlantic's ranks as art
director for "The Rope." Ferguson
formerly was art director on Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years Of Our
Lives" and "The Bishop's Wife."

:
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Popcorn

SEC

at Distribs

Finally

s
Philadelphia. Dec. 9.
Thomaseolor, Inc., new color proc-essing outfit in Los Angeles, received'
the Securities & Exfrom
an okay
.

of the issue, by a three-to-two vote.
Was made upon application of Thpmascolor jlor acceleration of the effectiveness of its amended registration
statement.
Company's original statement was
found by the commission, in a de-^
CiSion given last week, to be "gross.

eight pages.
ments.
While the «ctions taken against
the distribs resolved themselves
pretty much in paper talk, it was
of
brunt
real
the
took
that
ASCAP
the convention's militancy; For the
first time in the history of the performing rights society a 'grpup of its
music users will operate under a
plan whereby they wiU have mutual
]»rotectton from A'SCAP. liUgation.
plan, ishidh will" apply ohly to
conexhibs who do not sign
tracts, is, as follows;
1. Participating exhibs will pay to

ASCAP

.

an Allied regional -committee a sum
eciual to one year's dues to ASCAP
fX whatever -rate then in effect.
%.

The

tiCMoamlitee

advise
consideration
will

that in
agreement not
of the. society's
to sue or "otherwise molest the subiwaribi«K exhibitors for failure to sign
a contract,'', the committee will de^
posit air such one year's dues, upon
the conditions that if, by the end of
•Ui^ year there has not beep a final
decision o( ASCAP's status under
existing law, or if the copyright law
has not been amended to "curb"
ASCAP's procedure, the funds in es-

ASCAP

.

crow will be turned, over to ASCAP
and received' as dues f romlthe sub-,
mribing exhibitors.

.

-

t. It the issues regarding ASCAX
aren't settled in the courts or Co»
gress at the end of the first year, the
.committee will then ask ASCAP to
renew this arrangement for anothei*
year.
t In the event ASCAP refuses tp
accept the escrow idea the funds
paid in are to become a "defense
fund,'' with the cominittee author

'

,

'

circulate

stuff.

Hksi Hold on News
Of

RKO Diwy

they put pressure on the Australian
government, with which they bear a
close political affinity, to get toughIt is known, however, that the
er.
Aussies have, suffered a severe deterioration of their dollar position
the original agreement was
made this past summer,

^cp

.

order, but' there's been vir-

in

tually no progress whatsoever in
aphieving such, a compromise.
This v^eek's move by Premier Ben
Chifley's government in Australia
came as a particvilarly hard blow, to
tho American industry, as the 30%

Cut

freeze which had been imposed was
considered^ under the circumstances
of the dollar shortage, fairly reasonable. It was hoped that it would
prove a precedent for dealing with

The 50% of income which cannot
be remitted to the U. S. must be invested in Australia, in conformity
With terms of the original agreement. This provides that the money
can be used for making pictures, investing in exchange and studio properties and in government bo;ids.

Alone

Aud. Research

'

m

.

.

-

%

it

distribs

from r^usinjg

.

RKO

.

RKO

UA THEATRE CIRCUIT'S

$l413,56a NET PROFIT

.

ASCAP

agenda^ was
Gross profits front wholly-owned 50% of its net in dividends^ reduc«
quietly bypassed. Jack Kitsch, ak
came to $1,515,703 from tion was felt necessary to avoid cash
lied prez, when asked about it at the houses
.''
start of the Wednesday session (3 )i which are deducted $463,784 in es 'depleiiont'
explained that a loaded calendar timated federal taxes; $67,439 for de
compelled its shelving, but other preciation and amortization of the
leader sources indicated that it ha:d atre leaseholds; $24,904 for interest
been agreed 'by airing the thing the and $49,478 for. other items.
Indicating the chain's' solid flnan
exhibs would only aggravate' a re'
INDIES
gretable situation. The intent had cial position, report showed a total
been to point out to the public thai of $3,800,132 in earned surplus over
Harry Brandt, New York circuit
the theatres only play what is given liabilities. Sum was, reached after operator and prez of the Indepen
them and are not responsible for payment of all dividends which dent Theatre Owners Assn., -has
totals $658,135 for the year.
what goes on in Hollywood.
ankled the Metropolitan Motion PicCash holdings hit $1,677,686 and
ture Theatre Owners Assn. of New
U. S. Government securities $1,389,Yorkr exhib group which represents
PCC's
529.
Other current assets bring the
over 90% of the theatres in Gotham.
Hollywoodi Dec. 9.
total to $3,228,577>
Theatre investContributions to the Thiifd An. ments are computed at $5,674,774. Of Brandt walked put of the organiza
nual Appeal of the film ipdustry'; this, value of holdings in partially- tion after surrendering his position
as its chairman of the board of
Permanent Charities Committee at owned
.

,

'

•

BRANDT EXITS FROM NX
HE ONCE HEADED

914G

circuits is figured.'to

the end of the sixth week amounted
to $914,068, nearly 70% of the goal,
Edward Arnold, chairman of the
campaign, predicted the drive would
he over by Christmas.

Sweden Also Still Unofficial
Cut in Swedish remittances, indicated in Stockholm dispatches, likeWise is not official so far as the
American industry is concerned.
Gerald

MPA

Mayer,

international

has been in Sweden during
the past few weeks attempting to
save as much of the American inchief,

come as
is

possible.

Currently in Copenhagen, Mayer
expected to return this Week to

Stockholm for further negotiations;
if the Swedes' determination for
the
cut to one-third isn't insurmountable. They temporarily banned all
imports, last sununer, then compro>'
mised on the 60% figure.

CPlombian government has allocated $800,000 for remittance in 1948.
Thls is only a slight cut in the allocation for tho current yeiar,
but
that's not quite so bright a
situation'
as it looks. In terms of one
Amerr
lean distribution exec, the allocations by some Latin American
countries are only "hunting
licenses."
After they're made, it's still necessary to find dtollars which
can b«
purchased for remittance.
Negotiations with the Colombians
have been carried on by Joaquim
Rickard, MPA's Latin American rep.
.

'.

in Denver
typical American
fire"

and

Boston,

cities,

also

two

indl

:

.

Yet

basis.

Halving of RKO's fourth quarter Britain,
In some quarters, opinion was excoupled with rumblings
pressed that the British also thought
that ^ number of other majors may it might be a' precedent—too' much
follow -suit .on dividend I'eductions, pf 'onl: It has been suggested' that
had its e!ffect on WaU street, where
some pix common dipped to new
lows for. the year. At 4he same
been evidence of
there's
tiihe,
Continued from page 3 tB
enough support oCOr the film stocks
Metro and RKO are the only two to prevent anything ' approaching a
school audience in an Ohio town
of the majors stiU conducting bid- really sharp dive
quotes. RKO,
adults at previews of "Crossding for their pictures. Rest'of them with spotlite on it because of its an- and
Denvpr and Boston, the
eportedly feel they've compiled nouncement of « I5c per share cash fire** in
v in
enough evidence to prove to the outlay in place of itsxustomary 30c, polls cross-checked each other
disclosing that the film resulted, in
U. S. Supreme Courti during the slipped most^a one point drop to
a- more tolerant attitude not only to
forthcoming hearings, that bidding 8% over the .weekend.
Jewish persons, but Negroes and
woij't work, And, since- they'ye' lost
Paramount, Warner Bros; and other minority groupings as well.
money on their bidding tests, they've 20th-Co3c also hovered about new
Report, however, points out that a
decided to giv« up the idea until nows— partially, it's thought, be
single picture cannot be expected to
the Court decides whether or not cause of the impact of RKO's reduc
produce a 'tremendously significant
it's to foe made mandatory,
tion:
Street, however, still believes, difference in basic attitudes." Effect
Metro, it's revealed, is presently that film stocks have already been of a film cycle of the anti-Semitic
selling films on the auction block discounted for their prospective drop theme will be made the subject p|
in some 75 situations and BKO in in profits. Hence, there's a feeling another study.-..
about ISO. Two companies continue moderate «1 icing of divvies by other
In its quiz of the high school audito accept bids for their product on companies won't' knock the drops ence -before and after the screening
'
the assumption that all such situa from under price quotes.
of the film, poll revealed a marked
tions are strictly competitive in
On the news of RKO's action. Par shift in the students' beliefs towards
character. If they; refuse tp accept Went of( one point tp a dosing price a more liberal Viewpoint on such
bids and contintitf selling ijti ^uch of 70. Twentietll was down
point questibns' of superiority' of one resituations to their old customers, it's tp 22 and Warners was off
to 12. ligion as against' another, racial dis<
crimination, anti-foreign sentiments
felt they might be letting themselves Universal slid only an eighth to 15;
open to more legal 'entanglements Loew's,
to 19,'- and Columbia held and 'anti-Semitism. One by-product
from those exhibs to whom their at \Pk. Since then all film stocks of "Crossfire," as ". revealed in the
pictures would otherwise not be have held within fractions of week- poll, was a gain in prestige for law
enforcement agencies. Despite dif'
made available.
end prices.
Until a stay was granted on the
Reduction of 15c per share on ferences in the student body, gen'
anti-trust decree, all majors had 3,839,600 outstanding will save RKO eral reaction to the film, was that it
been seUing;.Ki^ bidding under Sect some $575,940. for' the quarter, which, made them "stop and think."
Poll di adult audiences'at "Cross
9 pt the decre^. Thif eAjpined the
would have paid out under the

to consider old rate.
Current production costs
ized to use this money to tiid sul)-_ the application to license a film and increasing difficulty in convert-^
scribing members 'in any litigatioh' froni any exhib who could prove hp ing' foreign currencies into dollars*
brought by ASCAP against them, as was competing for product,. undef makes the step desirable to conserve
long as the fund holds out.
terms outlined by th^ decree, iwith cash resources,
said in anThe escrow plan was unanimously another theatrOi
nouncing the cut.
adopted on the floor of -the- conven
—At the beginning of the year,
tion, even though the vote of tl^e
had $40,021,142 in current and worknight
the
beforfr
unit 'leaders
ing assets, of which somp $17,000,000
in formulating it was 16 for and one
was either cash. Government securiagainst. The contrary hand came
ties or readily convertible assets.
from the lowarNebraska -unit. The
Additionally, company lias a $10,convention also approved a proUnited Artists Theatres turned in 000,000 revolving' fund for producposal that film producers be called
«
a net profit of $1,413,563 for the tion purposes.
,
upon to include the performing
Report dis
year ended Aug. 31,
Sum ordinarily would have beeh
rights in the. selling price of their
closes that the chain racked- up sufficient but for the fact .that RKO'^
product and td proceed- against
$910,0,98 from theatresvwholly owned; distribution wing wentointo the red
through the Department of
and another $5.03,467 from houses in for an estimated $600,000 during the
Justiipe, test litigationv apd the inw
which the company has less than third quarter.' It's again operating
troduction in Congress' of an amend'
ment to the copyright law making 100% interest. Included in the lat in the black,' but effect was sufficient
ter group are the Skpuras and Rand,
to pull down profits to $l,7a9j284 fpr
it unnecessary for picture houses to
force circuits, in which United Art' the quarter; On the 'generally acObtain music licenses.
The commie issue, which had been ists has a 90% interest through its cepted sound financial rule that K
holdings in Metropolitan Playhouses -company should nOt pay more than
on the convention's
'

Oflleial

film companies hav« re-

ceived mo pflicial notice as yet of
the Australian move, although McNeil Ackland, the- Motion Picture
Assn.'s Aussie rep, is known to have
been fighting off the possibility of
such action for some weeks. According to Australian cable advices,
the cut becomes effective Jan. 1.
Original ceiling on remittances,
based on the 70%, was $6,686,000 for
thp le months from Sept. 1, 1947, to
Dee. 31, .1948.- New figure is $5,232,000' for the same period. Remittances for Septeinber, October and
November have been on the 70%

dividend,

RKO

Nothing

American

—

is

Film Stocb Slid^

Fordgn Embai^oes Rbe

Battered and beaten foreign outlook for the U. S. film industry suffered a bevy, of new blows this
week. Australia, which only a few
months ago agreed to allow 70% of
earnings to be remitted tb the U. S.,
chopped the figure on Monday <8)
to 5Q%—a loss of $1,454,000.
Sweden, which lias been permitting remittances' bi {approximately
50%, is about to slice that to 33 1/3%.
Meanwhile the news from the most
important foreign market of allBritain ^offers no particular reason
for optimism. There's agreement on
both sides of the Atlantic that a
compromise on the British 75% tax

.

M-G,

The

to

cuties

Semi-clad

and

misleading
inadequate,
subsequently
Outfit
incomplete."
changed it tO meet SEC require-

,

'among the conventioneers with
boxes of the freshly popped

change Commission yesterday (Monday) to issue a proposed public oifering of 1,000,000 shares of $6 par
value at $10 a share. SEC approval

Ansae's 1(^30 Cut to 50%; Sweden's
5(^50 to 33%;

The stand, an elaborately mechanical and debor^ted affair,
was priced ft^ |B,<IOO, whereaii
the projtisfton machines, with
variou;B units, such as sound, Included, sold for $2,000. The popcorn kernel exhibitors went
heavy on'' ih® glampr, using

Approves

ly

J

only did popcorn-vending ma«
Chines dominate, and by far, thf
exhibits but the highest-priped
item on viev was not a project
tion machine hut a candystand.

Milwaukee, Dec. 0,
Extra virulence with which the
delegates to the Allied States' national convention went after the distributors here last week had as its
basis what some . sideliners termed
a misjudgment in. trade relations.
Exhibs usually come to these meets
•with chips against distribs on either
shoulder hui this time the chips wete
multiplied, all because, as several
times referred to from the dais, of
'^ack tif cooperation" from the major
picture companies.
Leaders of Allied had asked each
of the eight major companies to contribute eight pages to the' convention program book, on whose proceeds the association depends for a
goodly share of the convention expense money. The majors got together and decided, because o* the
current economy policy, to limit the
request to two pages each. Warners,
however, came through with the

•.

Exhibit section of the Allied
States convention offered an Interesting sidelight on the state
Not
of tho theatro business.

Sounded at National Allied Meet

Raps

Show.

Milwaukee, Dec.

Trade Relations Hiisjudgmeiif

In Super-Heavy

Hcftcit

be

$3,-

Chief of these chains are
Metropolitan Playhouses and Robb
& Rowley United.
Important theatre operations in
which the company and majors are
Among the .studios. Paramount interested "are expected to be terleads with $143,522, followed by minated as a result of the GovernMetro with $131,498. Total pledges ment's anti-trust litigation," report
fo date amount to ISilSfl.
declares.
792,004.

directors.

His duties have been temporarily
taken
over by Fred
Schwartz,
MMPTOA prexy. Brandt was unavailable yesterday (Tues.) on the
reasons for the powder while other

MMPTOA

Officials though confirming his resignation refused to com-

ment

cated widespread Agreement with
the film's point of view. Out of approximately 1,200. replies, .77% indicated that they thought the film
to be "very good" and 90% indicated
they wouM recommend the film tO'
their friends.

.

Brazirs

30%

Bite

Rio de Janeiro; Dec- 9.
American film reps headquartered
_

in

Brazil, along with other
noncitizen agents of foreign
companies

operating here, may, find themselves
taeneflpiaripa of a peculiar
law proposed by the government. At
tho

same time, Yank film companiei
would be hit. Briefly, it's an
act
which wpuld compel all outfits, native

or foreign,

doing business in
In
summary, i .committee of
Brazil to allocate 30% of their
surprominent psychologists, educators
plus profits to employees,
and religious leaders ^uded "Gross<^
The bill, with government sancfire" because it "would stimulate
tion, has been offered to
the legislaaudiences to re-think many ideas of
ture, with excellent chances
of being
their own relating to prejudices of
one kind or another. The picture enacted. Under one of its provisions,
such agents as Yank film
representahas a quality which provokes retives would be paid their
fiection.
share of
this is good in itself, and
the
30%.
reflects creditably on Hollywood."
Profits upon which the 30%
is to
be fixed would be the entire net exceeding 6% return on capital in.

A

SIMPP

Bs

Continutd from page l

vested.
complicated system of
points for length of service with
a

^

company, number of dependents,
efficiency, etc., is to be used to dehealth recently and has been intermine the pro-rata share to each
terested in a project aS' economic
employee.
adviser to the Mexican govprnment,
Film distribs' profits would be subso it's presumed he may wpll dedde
ject, to the levy before they're conto follow his determination to quit
verted into dollars and remitted to
ill

-

by' Jan.' 31.

homeofficps.'

Committee insisted to Nelson that
there are various matters of importance on the ageikda, with which he
is

familiar.

Members want him

to

FEDERATION DRIVE

carry through, jpointing out that a
has been invested in the
SIMPP organization, that Nelson has
Individual gifts to the Federation
been permitted to pick his own per- of Jewish Philanthropies of New
sonnel and that he should carry on.
York show an increase of 42% over
last
year in the current drive for
Once the important matters are
cleaned up, they told him, they!ll $325,000 from show biz, according
consider the resignation in a differ- to Si Fabian, FJP amusement division
chairman.
is
ent light. Topping the slate now is
Federation
the indie stand on the British 75% seeking to raise a total of $15,000,tax compromise and SlMPP's peti- 000 from all sources to carry on its
tion to the'' Supreme Court for per- program of welfare and community
mission to appear as amicus curiae work.
Campaign in the amusement world
(friend of the court) in the forthcoming appeal qf the industry anti- curtains tomorrow (Thurs,) at a
trust suit. Association is asking for testimonial dinner tendered George
complete divorcement of the major Jessel at the Hotel Atsor. Jessel
will emcee the affair.
companies' theatres.
,

lot of coin

-

COMING TO A CLIMAX

'

The Senator Wiis
Itodlsereiet

Bwartz!

Jack Voglin; sMCdal
music, Banlele
Tamkln. Trade-

asst. airector,

Davia

Iloisloy;
Amfltheatrot; score, David
»hown N. T., De<j, 8, ;47.

^fteots,

S.

Running

88 MINS.
Ijew Gibson.
Valerie Shepherd

ISUa Raines

HQUlilian
Farrell

i

Dlnty
"Walter

Und

Peter
,

.

. , . .

time,

WiUlnm Powell

Sen. Melvin G. Ashton

Poppy MoNauBhton...

.

Hayes

Wheian
Bay CoUtns
i, .Allen JenWoB
Charles I>. Brown
Hans Conrleil

. . . . ,

Ai'leen

Whit Blaselt
'Woman at Banquet.,....,. .Norma Varden

Oakes.

.

....

J

.,.

j

Know Who".

.Milton ParBon.i

V*rank.

.I'^ranels

Plerlot

Cynthia Corley
.
Indians. .Oliver Blake, Chlei: Thupder Uloud,
Chief Yowlachle, Iron Eves Cody
PoUtlcoB ....... ,.. B«ya Davis, Rodney Bell
Etelen.

.

.

tJddU'..

.

.

. .

. .

.....

i .

.

Attendant-Stand.

Texan

,

,,

;

Ingred.
book Dealer.
Girl. In Klevator.
Broadt'aster.

.

.

.

..William )''ori;c'Rt
, .Douglas "Wood
.Tom l>ugan
>
.George „K. Mann

;i.

.....
;

t'lark

;li3d\vtti'd

.

TJ.
S.- Oftioer.,
tTniverbllv President.

.

. .

.

.

.

...Claire Carleton
."Wm., 3. Tedder

,
. , , •

.

.J^ina,

I

Ijimn

...Tohn B, Wald
Vincent Pelletler

.

Quiz Master

show

or

WnW«wat releaee of NunnuUy Johnson
(G«ne FowMr, Jr.) iwoauctlon. Stai-a WHIltim' f 6w«U; {snturea Ella RHincs. Ai'lei'n
DirecteiJ by
'Wheltin, Peter LIna Hayes.
Cebrge S. Kantman. Scieenplnj', Olmiles
MacAtthtlr tlonintoiy by Eflwln tanhmn;
earner*^- Wm. Mellori editor, Shermnn A,

"'Toil
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With Hollywood and Congress a
bad parlay these days one might
wonder i£ Universal is indiscreet
about releasing "The Senator Was
Indiscreet;"
But taln't so, McGee.
This is' such a broadly humbrous
lampoon of politico goingsTon" that
it
would be foolhardy for the
most thin-skinned of our lawmakers

Sure enough, badman George
Chesebro has killed the rightful heir
to the property to seize the premises
for himself. Saloon keeper Nancy
Oatea has -witnessed the murder but
she's afraid fo inform the sheriff.
After the usual moonlight search for'
the .will, some hard ridin' and
Ariz.

depend on how

likely will

Miniature Reviews
"The Senator W«» Indiscreet"

well the distributor and exhibitor
sell it. It's that sort of a picture.
This handsomely mounted Technicolor musical OH Chauncey Olcott's
life needs to be smartly sold to land
big openings because- it will thrive
on strong word-of-mouth. Film is'
the sort of vehicle that pleases right

Fine Satire, starrinif! Wil(U).
liam Powell, which should do

OK

business.

"My WIW

"

.

Rose" (Colpr-

Irish,

But. just as "Rose" obviously has
the ingredients for big returns, just
as obviously this pifcture appears to
need being judiciously put over with'
whale of an ad-exploithe public,
tatibn outlay, will be required. The
selling. shoulcl c,enter about the. 01cott-Lilliah Russell angle. And, of
course, this film is a natural for

Americans of Irish extraction:
."Rose" surprises with its ability, to
tell a concise story, without too much
dependence on' the surefire Irish bal-i
lads or other Celtic angles. In manv
respects, ,the production becomes a
swiftly moving panorama of the variety stage, of Miss Russell's era, with
a considerable' leaning to the minstrel
and musical division of show biz.
While Denbis Morgan is the chief
name for lobby decoration, and
measures up to star billing in thff Ol
cott role, Arlene Dahl shapes as a
brilliant newcomer in the chief romantic part. This titian-haired beaut
is a terri^c looker who displays okay,
thcspian ability. But she needs sell-

Chesebro

geared for solid biz.
"Pandits or D^rk Canyon"
Sturdy entry for. the
(Rep).
western market; plenty ot action,,,
lor kiddie fans.
"Devil Ship", (Col);

(EL,).

LeRue

the "L^sh"

oatei- in

enough,

tyhile

Ringeni
'

(SWEDISH-MADE)
Kucosa Film

|>roau«ttan '«nd release, star*
Attdera Henriksoii, AlnA Taiibe; teat me'!
LaurKie Fslk, BlttUl B«rB«tronl, Bva Diihlbuck, una Sallert, 01l« HlMl;i|t. pireotcd
by Ilcnvlkson, Screenplay, .Bertii Maiheiic,

LaRue

'

wins hits sobriquet of the "'Lash"
through his adept 'u$age of a long
whip, he .fails to use. the weapon based on novel Tly August Brunlus; camera.
once in this cayuser. Instead he re- Herald Berglund; muglo, 8un« Waldlmli.
Running

Stockholm.

S8

tinfe,

amusingly -petulant in
With some of Sweden's best film
the lone femme role. Ghesebro constars in this tntry, "Nyckeln Och
tribs his usual staWdard characterization of the heavy, Lensing and Ray Ringen" looms as a good grosser
Taylor's direction are smooth' in this in .Scandinavia as well as having
in the overseas market.
)otentialities
Jerry Thomas production,
3ased on -a novel by August Brunius, the comedy has been bi-ilFan^asiique liantly directed by Anders Heriiikson, who also handles a leading role.
(Music)
Cast is uniformly good. Outstand(FRENCH-MADE)
ing is Hilda Borgstrom, Bertil MalA. F. Filni'i lelc.ise oE L'Atalier Francnis
in-oduetion.
Starb .Tenn-.I.,outa BarranU: Dl- berg's screenplay is excellent, as is
Sfcroenpla;,- by
leeled by Christian .laonne.
the camera work of Harald BergMiss Gates

'

"Cheyrnne Takes Over"
Okay,

Singiilarly

'

Oeh

("Hie. Key and the Bine")

exppsed and the law

lies on his iflukes and six-shooter, -St, 'At Baga,
John furnishes the comic relief arid MISS.

Uftimporr
screen material with
stereotype performances.

.

-
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etc.,

tartt, filler

is

triumphs.

.

cott's life

A

IVyekebi

shootin', plus discovery of the body,

Songs) tWB). Sparkling Dennis
Morgan starrer on Chauncey Ql-

off the reel.

Foreifsn Film

(Unlifcelu /or Anolo-17. S. Marfcet)

is

'

.

series.

"Symphonic Fantast^ue" (In-,
Stilted French-made blog
die).
of Hector Berlioz for below-par

Symphonic

sureseater results.

,

pace is fast, the action plentiful and
it's all woven around better than
usual plotting, which gives it extra
interest for the oater fans. Production and camera take advantage of
outdoor settings to advance action
intrigue.

AUap "Rocky" Lane

rides

.

,

hard

.

,.

I'ttul

hnU Ji, A. .l.egrnnd; trunifra,
Cblrard; musloal director. MaiirioeOulUot. At Wth Bt. I'layhouee. .V. Y.,

Dec.

6,

.T.

lund. Qn the whole the picture compares favorably -with most American
film comedies.
Winq.

P. Feydeau.'

Avmand

'-IT.

'

KunnbiK time,

Hector Berlioz;
Mavi* Martin

t)»

MINS,

ij(ean-l.iOuls Barratilt

.R*nce Salnt,-Oyr
Delaniare

Kronblwm" (SWKDIMU-M.inE),

Menrlette. ..<,,•••••-•',><. l^lse

release

fllro

o(

.Svea-

Sven Nygrenrlmaito Film

.tules Rerry
Rehlesliliiger..'.
...4,.
n'oducUon. Stars Ludde QentKcl, DaKomr
and shoots straight as the Texas Cliarlionnel
.... ..Bernard Blier
Sbbesen; features Julia Caesar, <'alle K^hiFilm comes at a time when blue* Ranger who aids Bob Steele, es- XauIs Berllos!.,,'..
Gllbeit till holdn, Thor Modeen, Slgge Fischer, Slese
nose fingerpbinters have had certain caped convict, straighten out a phoiny
Fyrst, Arthur Kolen, Georg. Ska..ri9ledt,. ,r(tlin
recent pix under fire; but this success lifturder conviction. Philip Ford's diNorrman.
Dijreotect
by Hugo Htiliin4tt'L-.
(In French; English Titles)
Sc'reenplay, Torsten Lundqvlst and Fisclif'p
story, with its clean-cut romance, rection keeps
everything oh the
"Symphonie
Fantastique"
is
a
a magasslne serial by I'^lov P( fnbaaedvon
should be welcome to many elthibs. move and production by Gordon
ponderously slow and stilted long- flon; camera, Hilmer KItOahl; mtisie. <liitiFurthermore, producer William. Ja-" Kay backs up all- departments.
nar .JoliunsKOn.
At Olympla, Sloekhotiii.
Actually, cobs has made solid entertainment
to think the, shoe fits.
Plot centers aroupd eflorts of hair musical destined for below-par Running time, ItO SIIMS.
this is tiptop entertdinmenf of a type out of what could, well have been a
Lane and Steele to chase down clues results in arty situation's. Based on
the audiences haven't had in A long rather, .routine story. Actually, .the that will prove latter did not mur- the biog of Hector Berlioz, early 19th
Poor adaptation and direction
time^and could stand. It will do title is the dullest part of this .film der his mine foreman. When it's all Century composer, film fails to cap- spoil this comedy. Yarn is based
5good tg smash business.
although identifying one of Olcott's unraveled in the Bob Williams, ture the revolutionary excitement of upon "Kronblom," a comic figure
Film may even exceed expecta- popular ballads;
script,, the skulduggery is fastened his time, and, instead, is a static sketched in one of the Swedi.sh
tions if it gets the press breaks that
Scripter Peter Milne has u.sed the
Steele's best friend arid ,the sup- arrangement of tableaux elaborately mags. As dra'wn in the publicatiop
should naturally befall an effort from I5ita Olco^t story 'with some liberties on
the character is a humorous pei-son
posedly murdered foreman is dis- dressed but, without conviction.
the' filled typewriters and celluloid to depict CbaUncey Olcott's rise to
who's invariably out of funds due
very much alive and 'helpJean-Louis Banault, talented star
«f such a .cojnobo as Nunnally Johnson fame, via minstrel shows and musi- covered
ing' the "friend" steal Steele's gold. of 'Children of Paradise," plays Ber- to his dislike for work. But the iilm
(producer); George S. Kaufman, cal comedies; Plot ha's Lillian RusJohi^ Hamilton and Roy Barcroft lioz disapitointingly vi/ith a series of version presents him as a man of
making his debut as a film di- sell figuring vitally in his theatrical
intelligence and sagacity.
Picture
Johnhead-uD the dirty work/ Linda
agonized grimaces that frequently
rect<Sr; scripter Charles MacArthur, career from-their 'first 'ineetin^ when
offers .little, for the , international
fills 'the slight romantic interest
son
irovoke laughs tvhere' -they shoMid
find' associate 'iproducfer Gene Foi^ler, th6 Irish -jsingter Iwas trying to', get
Winq.
and Griegory Marshall is okay as 3e- kindlint^ sympathy. Restt of the trade.
Jr. These behind-the-cai)iera factors away IxofR hjs.'wdrk «ti a tugboat ..in
Steele's young son.- Some chuckles cast also' -sags under the burden of
should coinmand plenty of .accentU'^ Buffalo,' N. T. 'Latex she, gives him a
^onnmniHd Av Sin »'rn" .rNcgleeted
arid
a .dull screenplay, ^nd uninspired di- by His 'Wife") (SWKmsH-SIAUK). Snii.
sted newspaper commentary^ nil-.-'of break by making him" 'her leading are injected by' Eddy. .Waller
it .good.
man ui'a Broadway musical; In fact, Lane's stallion, Black' Jack, shows off rection. Camera 'work is okay but drew.'Bauman Film production and reieitse.
Star* Irma Chrlstensaon. Karl Arne HoUtisa' scratchy sound track nearly ruins
As for director, Kaufman manifests it's the.'sorcalled newspaper romance his tricks for' kiddie pleasure.
Brofl.
listenability of the symphonic and, ten; rea.lures Agneln. Prytz, l.arn Ka^e,
pace and poliish in a fast-moving' bit with Miss Russell that brings the first
Carl Uagman, Ake l^laesson, Arthnr Cederoperatic selections from Berlioz's borgh,' 'Mai'glt AndeUns, Harry Ahlin, Barof fluff about, a flannel-mouth solan rift between OlcOtt and bis real heart
works which are played by the Con- bra itWIavuial:, 'Georg Sknrsteiit. Directed
whose presidential aspirations be- interest., the ddugUter of a wealthy
Devil l»hip
by flosta Foike, Screenplay, liven BJnerkservatory Orchestra of Paris.
come compllicated when he loses aii N. Y; alderman..
"Holl'j! wood, Dec. 6.
man; camera, Goran Strindherg, Hilding
incriminating diary wherein he had
Director David Bujler has mainStQiy traces, the rise of Berlioz Bladh; tnualc, tiakon von Blchwald. At
Columbia rtrieaee Ot ilsiltln Mooney prorecorded every 'step taken by his po- tained interest in this stylized .plot,
from obscurity to fdme with all the Royal, Stockholm. Running time, SS ItllNS.
Feature!}'' .Alc-hard' Xiane, Xoulae
duction.
litical backers' in the past 39 days. however, quickening the pace from
Artistic failCampbell; William IBishop,, Daminn O'Flynn, conventional devices.
Twice the boys flash the hij-the-road the more. leisurely moments ,by in- Myina Iiltes, Anthony Capneo. Directed by ure gives- way to domestic travail
Good Swedish comedy, this film is
call, the last time scattering the kid- jecting exciting epiaodes such as the Lew I;,andera. OtijEtnal wreenplay, I;,aw- until the composer is forced to defemme journalist and
the story of.
.dies to Patagonia, Little America and fight' in the theatrical boarding house refiee lldmund "estytar) eamera, Allen Sieg- sert his wife and' son for another
b'er 'husbarid. Because of the nature
Bevlewed Dec.
other ..outposts with which the U, S, and the first time.Olcott subs .tor ;the ler; editor, .Tames H*eeney;'
woman who succors his genius teto^ of her work, he seldom sees her at
Running tifti^. n'MINS,
maintains no extradition treaties; tiring Irish baillad-singing favorite, Capt. "BIB" Brown .......... Rlehard Lane fruition. Latter part of the film of-s
Plot has other amusing comhome.
Topper finds William Powell. Un the William Scfinlan. But[er 'shows ^n Madge Havrla.
.Vi,I.oul,"!e Campbell
fers' a. maudlin portrait of Berlioz plications which point up plenty of
.AVUliam Bishop as
,
... .
title role) in native South' Seas garb Olcott .-who' "continues pushing for- .SaAderson . .,
an old -man still suffering but oh audience laughs. Acting, direction
and- his "queen"- is the unbilled ward, with-the few obstacles in his Red MitKon. ........... I. ..Damian O'Flynn the pinnacle of success. For long;Myrna lilies
....
and scripts are okay. Picture' rates
Myrna Loy-r-a frank takeoff on the rise to fame overcome- with only Jeanle'.';
Venetll.
.,.>i.. .... .Anthony Caru»o hair addicts, a liberal sprinkling of as having a fine chance in the ScanCrosby-Hope technique of "sutpjcisis;'' Blight effort. He's ^ept the colorful .Mil;«
'..•,,,
Marc Krah Berlioz's compositions are offered,
dinavian markiet 'with possibility of
<'
.*
. .Anthony "Wards
tongue-in-cheek fadeouts.
including
fHages pn :whii9i:the Irish balladiiit Burke.;,.,,..,..;..<
pieces from -"Damnation breaking into the' foreign mfirts.
,'..
.Denver I*yle
i
Powell does a fine job as the stuffy 6se to the heights cobstantly before t'arl,
',
Wjnq.
Wllltam. Forrest From Faust;*' "Bequiem," "Benverit
I'jvanst.
dimwit of a Seriator'who was hot 'thie eye.- Net.r.esult.is that, even with D'rtlly
Marjorle "Woodworth uto Cellini," "Symphonie Funebre at
i ............
.Stupid enough not. to record his pollt- the .slow, ballad^' there's; no letdown. Chunt. .'
.ToHPPh Kim Triomphale" and, "Symphonie FanMam Bernard tastique." But this great -music
.ical'' machine's, machinations.
He 'Morgan (or his vocal double) dis-^ Jel'i'y. ....
uses tjiat as a cliib over Charles' D. Jilays remarkably fine .vofcte' for the
doesn't make up <Qr the surroundinl
Brown, who does a capital job aa the numerous songs, besides looking -Ithe'
'Herirt,
."Devil Ship" is a minor dualer, inadequacies.
bullying political boss. £lla Raines is part of a.typical Irishman t^om N. 1,
stereotype fashion and genthe newspaper 'gal who rightly sus- Miss Dahl is the Rose Donovan who told in
BSSi Continucit from page C 5S=
erating 'little interest. Production's
pects Arleen Whelan got away with finally weds him despite h'e^ father's
with
out
values
padded
budget
are
wood studios to blacklist the 10 men _
the diary as a favor to her beau, Svho objections. Andrea King's' Lillian
('Pa.zzl Di Gloh')
sea
clips. Cast names .are minor.
charged with contempt of Congress.
too has political ambitions, in oppo- Russell is effective -without being
(ITALIAN-MADE)
.Plot Concerns itself with Richard
sition to, the senator. Peter Lind flamboyant* 'Alan.Hale makes a typ^»
He wrote that the writer o£ the
tuna ship
(One Sonr)
Hayes is highly believable as the p.a., ical alclerina'n a^d dad to the Dahl Lane, captain of .small Alcatraz
editorial had "fallen over the First
in
which hauls prisoners to
Hoffberg iProduetions release ol! Atl;
playing his role with ease, mugging girl.
San Francisco Bay, and the dull produelion. Stara Vittorio D'i Siimi, Marie Amendment," mistaking it for "the
only a shade here and there, but in
.Nick Popolis, the Greek hotel opern the
Denis,
Tlmbertu
.Mulnan;
features
Kiii-.o
Bit
Terming himself a
office
catl"
he encounters lottl,
the right proportions, and impressing ator and backer of theatrical ven- adventures which
Paglo Sloppa, Roselta Tofano.
Dl
shots
of
tuna
fishing,
"party of one,'^ White argued that
Some library
rccted by Carlo T.udovleu and Bragall.
generally as a likely juve.
tures, is nicely done by George Toeasting is good down the line, and bias, while George O'Brien makes a two big storms, a wreck and flsti- Original scripl by Vittorla Dl Bh'o.; eaniera the Thomas committee, and the
Anchlse ErIzzI, Rodolfo 'Lombardl; muslen
action
division
while
cuffs
feature
studios, have no right to "invade"
there are many nice little touches in rugged stroni? man. William Fraw.director, Giovanni Fuaco.
Previewed In
the Johnson - Kaufman - MacArthur ley does William Scstnlan in fitting Lane,pushes hi^ suit of wido.w ILiOUise N, !„ Dec, 8.
any man's mind or beliefs, and that
Running time,
The -Lawrence Edmund. Mll^S'
7'.
manner fsueh as that autographed, fashion. Ben Blue furnishes fine Campbell.
a pei-son's politics or beliefs should
thin «ind- C6(mt'V4lM;
.',>.„.',..yittorio Dl'sica
oversjze
postage stamp \yhereon comedy support as Olcott's little pal Taylor .script spreads itself
Ulllana
•..;.-.,>..,,'
Marie Denis' not be a basis of employment.
George Washington "thanks" p.a. of early minstrel days. Latter's Lew Landers' direction isn't able Con
ado
„ ..1u .,
. .trmbarto Melnal
More Pro and Con
.Hayes lor "putting .me on the mother is portrayed in pat fashion to give it much lift.
Alsor Kn-/o Blllotti, Paglo Stoppa, Ro.
Lane, Miss Campbell and William eelta
' stamp").
Tofano,
The satire is broad, such by Sara Allgood. Heading the big
In an adjacent column of the same
only
adequate
Bishop,
in
leads,
are
as the hokum Indian induction scene; .supporting cast are Charle,* Irwin,
page, the "Trib ran a second editorial
the broad Communistic waiter, e'har- George Cleveland and Don McGuires to' demands; Damian O'Flynn, An(In Italtnn; English Titles)
reiterating its previous
in reply,
thonyCaruso
arid
Marc
Krahare
acfer, and all the rest of the fine
Besides the standard Irish ballad^
There's no attempt to "say" any. position and calling White's "party
*ppofery which, for all its sophistica- such as "Wild Irish Hcse." "Called It obvious heavies. Myrna Lilesi mop.
of one" a
"dangerous element."
thing in ^'Two on a 'Vacation" ("Paz
Ireland" and "Mother Machree," the pet, and others, fill in.
tioh, should appeal generally.
Martin Mooney's production
additional tunes by Ted Koehler and
za Di Gioia"). This Italian picture Several days later the sheet printed
M, IS. Jerome add modern twist to standard for budget feature and isn't intended as another "Open a "representative'' batch of a dozen
the musical end of the vehicle; BeSt lensing and other technical aides are Cliy" or "Shoe Shine" of. realism. or so letters to the editor on the
okay.
There's
not
much to recomof these are "Wee Rose of KiUarney,"
(COLOB-^MUSICAL)
#mend other than to pad out the bill It's merely an escai>ist romance more subject, the majority ol which sided
Warner Bros; release »( William Jacobs "Miss Lindy Lou" and "There's Room in twin feature houses.
Brog.* Of less in the Hollywood manner ol with White. Again in an adjacent
production. .Stars •'DSnnls Morgaiu feiUuics in My 'Heart for Them All."
a decade or so ago,
As siich, it column -on the same page, it printed
Le Roy Prinz's handling of musical
Atle,ne Dahl, Andrea Ki«k. Alan Hale,
seems somewhat weak for average
explaining its
third
editorial
George Tobias, George 'O'Brien. Snra .4.11- numbers is in excellent taste, never
American audiences, but may appeal a
S<»oa, Ben Blue, \ViIli:iui Frnwley. Dliected
stand.
being permitted
the
,
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My

Wild IHsh Rose

David Builer.
fSi-reennlay liv foiei
Milne,- Knsed on tibnk by HI la OlcoM; ouniera (Tectinli'olor). ,*rlhur Kdeson, "VVm. N'.
Skall; PdUor, Irene MoiTO; mont"iiKep,^TSimp«
Kelifester; dliilOK director, chnries Vatii'e;

l)y

M;m

•petMHl efteots,

.Biirndollnr;

<lHjice.s,

%» Hoy Pi'j"!!! m"..Iip,-i|nilkins uondm-ti'd )iv
Bay Vlelnrtoi-£; score, Max i^telnep; Konxs.
/red Knehler, At. K. Jefome. 'fraileslioivn
N. r... Dei;, ri, 17. RgunlnK time. 101 MJNS.
Ohautleey Olcol t
Dennis Mitrsa
Hose Donuviin
Arlene Dnlit
Mlltth Russell.
..\ndren Kins
JOiill Donovan.
.M'tn [lulf

to

slow

action.

Lensing of Arthur Edson

Wills, Jr.

and William 'V'. Skall is- topnotch
throughout, and the Technicolor is a
definite asset.

.

Wear.

,

,

,

,

.

UlcU Popolls...,

:.«eiirBo
.

, .

,

.

Pat

Dalh

Osi.,-ir

Delia

Rithy

Brown..
EtfeWBter.

. .

.

Hanvson.,.*
etoae.

.

O'.^lmi

DaiMllMBe

.(Jrndy .snltDn
; William
Davtilsnn
.DoiiulaH yimM

.v..

,;.

.

.ciiiii les

Hollywood, Dec'

Tnlilim

"Duke Mulitonn"
.Ceoit;* o'lii teiv
..Sfira AIlKrmt
Hopper... ......
...........
Ben Btiip
WUIiatjj .Seanlnn.
...WlVliam Ifirnrley
Terr* O'ltourtce.
.Don Mi.Cutre
Foote... ,'. ,
,
.<-haries I-win
J«8 Brspaait.
.inifton Voiinj!
AuguKtuf, Pltou,.,
Paul .siaiiioii
Oapt. Brenrian.,.,
..GeorKe (llcvctnnrt

Mre^ Brennan.

M.-u."4i

Uepubllc

I'^leufte.

this pic,.ja
'

first-rate

production

in

«very department except big mar>
iquee names, lands first moniy, place

of

6.

'Gordon -Kay pruduo

8t«i^a A.Han- VRocky^* Ijiine: ffaliii-es
Sleelifi
lljiy
HJiidy Waller,
Kti i-rof t.
(-lainllton, T.lnda, ilohns-on.
Directed
T'Uilip Ford,
Orlplnal -pi-reenpliiy, Hob

tion.

Bob

1

,

.Idhn
l!5'

NVillijimM:
tor,

lif'.'i

Orletietk.

liuiniins' time,

MficBui-nie;
1?revletvetl Dec.
,Tohn

I'n'inera,
.

ii

IJob .Steele

.

M.tNH,.

.58

.

Cheyenne

^.Mant'y

..M. ......

,..

.

.George

Delhaven

lipe

.VIoi'oril.,...
.'iherllT.

(Sates,

Cbescbm
Mor',?fin

....,....j..,lohu Merton
I ..Sieve
, , . .
I'lark
Ridy Woodward
.

Andeison.
Compatilon.
.

Boi!twl(!lt

.

,

.

,

.

SlwrBhail Reed

^

MessrnKcr
.

,

Riul Buster
Mathisws
Dee tlooper
.Brad Slaven

» .i;nv1.

.lohnson
Jiailey.,

...... Bildy H'aller
..... Roy Bnnorolt
.
..lobn l-lxmiiton
.... Lillda .Tolitison
.(Iregory AltirsbaK
I''vanris i*Vrd
T2ddie A.eul7

,

Purely as a novelty, latest in the
LaRue series has a whodunit
tinge. Story departs from formula,
calling tor the old water hole or rail"Lash''

The picture was

torio

De

Sica,

.scripted

'

by

'Vlt-

sung by De Sica, with lyrtranslated via .subtitles, during a
brief daydream sequence.

tal ballad
ics

The story is a fairly involved one
about a young couple who take an

.

. . ;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

already classed "among the uncmployables.'' The sheet cariied an
editorial answer, considerable modified in tone, with still another explanation of its attitude ori the

trip through southern Italy.
There are various mistaken -identity original
running

auto

wi s t s, a
farce situation
dealing with two jilted swains, and

t

hackneyed happy ending as
learns her supposedly poor
sweetheart is a. wealthy count.
The picture is not expertly produced. The .scripting seoms guileless
and fulsome. The direction is adequate, but the photography is somewhat stilted. De Sica is an acceptable romantic lead and Marie Denis
is p^rctty as the girl, though not ima rather
the girl

road right-of-way angle, and instead
.loan .Shaw.
of missing cattle the film has a missBilly Ari'her
ing body. However, "Cheyenne" still
Horse -Trader. .
falls comfortably in the same dualer
Fnrrldfly.
...
Ouarrt. ............
IjeKny Mastm groove Bs its many predecessors in
Nhcii'lft
lack Norman this oater series.
pressive dramatically. Some Of the
LaRue and his comic sidekick, Al secondary parts, mostly comedy reAs fodder for the western action St. John, dive into the plot early lief, aipe reasonably well played but
market, "Bandits of Dark Canyon" When they suspect something's amiss sufl'er from seemingly uniriiaginameasures, up to all requirements. The at a ranch hard by Rock Creek, tive subtitling.
ifobe.
Ben Shaw

,

'

who wrote and directHe also co-stars

ed "Shoe Shine."

, .

l''uzzy.

Ftiy.
Do-w-son

'-17.

lift

,.,

time,

to Italian»born filmgoers.

Another answer from White, ibis
time protesting the Trib's assertion
that he's "the most dangerous elein "Two on a 'Vacation" with Marie: ment in cur society" and observing
Denis and Umbertb Melnati. There's that "a man who disagrees with the
..."Lash" T.aRue
one song in the picture, a sentimen- Tribune" is "by your own definition"
A1"FU!!2.V" .St. ,IolW)

.

edi-

Allan ",(t«cky" .Lane, . Allan "Rficky" T,nnc

KU Ai-fhcr...,
iSUKtift
.Ten Coiiley

» . .

"My Wild Irish Rose" puts Warner Bros, back in the screen musical
.sweepstakes with a winner. Whether

Dark Canyon

llanilH«i Of

Cheyenne Take« Over

'.Eagle liion retcaae ol' .Terry ^homa.s production. Stars "J.i«sh'' .T^aRue. Al "FuKsiy'*
Hi. .Idhn,
Direi'ted by Hay Taylor. Orlffintul soreetiplay^ Arthur Jil.- Oflott; camera,
Brnrst Jlliller; editor, .Toe Glui-k,
I'revlcwcd JN'ew York, Mov. 2S, '47, Running
'

He's also credited with the several
oicely done dance ensembles. Outstanding dance specialties are pr<i.T
vided by Three DunhillS and Lou

issue.

The Authors League .statement
was signed by Oscar Hammer.<!tt'in,
2d, president; John Herscy, ^'ice-

'

Peter Lyon, secretary,
Arthur Schwartz, treasurer, and the
president;

entire council, including Franklin
P, Adams, Maxwell Anderson, Carl

Carmer, Russel Crouse, Julian Fiini,
t'aul Gallico, Otto Harbach, Lillian
La Fargc
Hellman,
Christopher
Howard Lindsay; Peter Lyon, Sam
Moore, Paul Osborn, Elmer Rice,
Richard Rodgers. Rex T. Stout, John
Vandercook, Kurt Weill and Glcn-

way Wescott.

V«dnc»d«y«

DoewAer

10,

I94T

13

4

Teclwii!'''''''

^6

"^Andrews

m

IRON

.

)

,

I

.

Wednosday;,

picrrvRB CiROSSiis
V\i\U LuU ; Bu9se Ups
'Railroaded' Brisk 14G

PreXmasBopsBwayBot'NewsPlus

WeaAar, Printers

Louisville, Dec, 9.
Business is on slow side this week,
with "Walter Mitty" at the Bialto

WyTniemiarrings-Stage

and

plus

"Railroaded'"

-

Busse's band on stage at. the National thfe only new bills to show

Big 8SG; Tor Keeps -WlutemaiiliSG

Estimates tor Vhis

Week

Brown (Fourth Avenue)

—

40-60)

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the vari«
ovis key cities, are net. t.e., with<out the 20% tax.. Distributors
shate on net take, when playing
percentage, hc9ri«« the esUmatecl
figures are net Income,

—

Sump

And some

than usual.

exhibitors

claim it is more severe than in recent years. Soaring prices for merchandise and foodstujfs, made more
apparent during the Christmas shopping season, also are rated as not
being conducive to free spending
jtor entertainment just now.
Bulk of the reaily big business, is
going to the Ma$jc Hall. and ?ar3mount this session. Hall Has its -annual Christmas sbow on the stage
•with "Good. Nffews," and likely will
be good at $l32,d00. This is particu.

larly nlqe'iri' vjesw .of .the fact, that
"News" has no' big name; star.
.

Criterion

—

$1.25)

M-G)

(Loew's)

week, "Mertoft
$3,000,- Last
"Tarzan Huntframe Movies" (M-:G) and
ress" (RKO), $3,500.
;
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
40-60)— 'Lsdy From Caieyenne" (Indie) and "Lady in Jam" (Indie) (reissues). Modest $6,000. Last week,
"Escape Me Never" (WB), good

Eighth

wk).

of

Street

Dolphin

"Green

(9th

(1,700;

•

.

,

Dec.

17.

Globe (Brandt)

(1,500;

70-$1.20)—

$8,600.

"Body and Soul" (UA) (iith wk).;
National (Standard) (2,400; 60-80)
Henry
with
(EL)
Also feeling pre-Xmas lull bqt stay- "Railroaded*'
ing up nicely for this stage of run BUsSe orch, others, on stage. Brisk
Hal
Last weekf
at $33,(100 ending next Friday (12); $14,000 looms.
fourth was strong $41,000.
Roach Comedy Carnival" (UA),.

'admission

parenthetic

however, as

stage,

indicp'o-d, in-

"Nightmare Alley"

clude the U.S. amusement tax

the. State-

"Golden Earrings" at the Chicago
With Delta Rhythm Boys on stage
for moderate $47,000. "Gangster" at
the (}rand is light $16,500, "I Love
Trouble" at the United Artists also
"Forever Amber"
is thm at $13,000.
switched to the Bialto, but seems
hampered by weather and lack of
'

Dolphin' 19G, 2d

fairish $6,500.

providence, Pec. 9.
(3,400; 40-6Q)--«WalOkay $14,000.
State's holdover, of "Green Dolphin
Mitty" (RKO).
Last week, "Poxes of Harrow" Street" is stm in high this Week.
' (20th),
about same.
Also big in second stanza is RKO
40-60)
(Loew's)
(.3,000;
State
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d Albee's "Walter Mitty." Town virStrand's
solid
holdover.
wk). Pace slackening from first tually
Stanza. Mild $12,000 after last week's "Where There's Life" bad' a nice
Bialto '(FA)

.

at

Lake also seein's okay.
On the
weaker side of new pictures is

ILO.'s Flood Prov.,

-

Golden (RKO) (789; $1.20-$2.40)-"Mourning Be<;omes Electra" (RKO)
(3d wk). Holdinr-uP well in v'iew

The

prices,

'

last (Tues.) night was okay
fast
$24,000, albeit .way off from,
'Pirates
$32,000 of seventh stanza.
of Mqnterey'V (W) is set .to open

ended

B(vs Chi

Chicago, Bee. 0.
Bad weather is fouling tip the expected good take ,at- boxoffices this
week. Lots of new product, but that
js not enough to overcome the pre3Cmas lull. Doing best of the new
ones is "Out of the. Blue" at the
Oriental, with the fine $93,000 partly
attribijted to Three Suns on the

Grosses Are Net

(1,200;

"Foxes of Harrow" (20th)
Mild $3,000. Last week,

with mildish $63,000
Broadway deluxers, with only a shopping slump,
(m.o.).
in initial round. Last week,
Life" (Par) (m.o.),
tew exceptions, atfe taking it on the likely for
"Husband's Affairs" (Col) "Where There's
. :
chin this week, with several thea- third
Frank Sinatra, Skitch Hender- $4,000.
tres seeking new product or addi- and
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
fairly
stageshow,
heading
orch,
son
tional fare to bolster dwindling
"This Time For Keeps" (M-G)
hopes.
below
but,
$74,000
good,
pre-Xmas
the usual
It's
(BKO). Medium
grosses.
"Crossfire"
60- and

but getting under way earlier

Strike

10, 1947

Bttt'BIne'^iiiisSSMW^SG

Henry

-

DMember

ter-

newspaper splurge, which

is

also

{Ef-

Paramtiunt, with "Golden Ear- of xioRditions at $11,000 after $12,000
fecting all. theatres with printers
•
tings" and stage show headed by; for second. Continues.
strike still on.
(Bbtham (Brandt) (900;-70r$1.40)—
Billy De Wolfe, Ray McKinley band
"Body and Soul" at tlie Woods
«Dd Frankie I^aine, will be a big "Bed Stallion" (EL) (23 wk) Curcontinues at the top of the holdover
^S,00O for first week ended last rent stanza ending today (Wed.)
list with smash $25,000 in lifth week.
<Tue5,) \iight. Par *as particulatlj; slipping to, Passably good- $10,000
Right behind is "Gentleman's Agreehelped, as were some other theatres,' Mtcr stout $13,000 opSn^r. That Was solid $18,000.
Week, and opened its second Mon- ment" at the Apollo with staunch
,
Strand (FA)-(1,400; 40-60)— "Gold- day (8).
by Cathplic schools being closed below expectancy.
$20,000, Bight in same 'bracket also
•UiWe C^rncKie (Indie) (460; 95- en Earrings" (Par) (2d wk).. ModMonday (8) fii.v observance of
is "Exile" at Palace with $20,000,Kstimates tor Thii Week
maculate Conceptioii, Holy day. .$X,20)—"Nicholas Nickleby" (U) (2d erate $4,500 after last week's excelEstimates for This Week
44-65)
Albee. (RKO)
(2,200;
Other strongest' opener, is "Henry wk). Session ending Friday (12) is lent $8,(100.
iindei;
"Wild
bit
Mitty"
(BKO)
fthd
or
"Walter
a
$8,000
nicely
at
downtown
Apollo (B&K (1,400; $1.25)—
fourth
faring
in
playing
V,"
Horse Mesa" (RKO) (2d wk). Nice "Gentleman's
Agreement"
(20th)
N. Y. house, and likely to hit strong after fancy $8,500 initial week.
'
{19,000 after opening- week at big (4th Wk). Firm $20,000. Last week,
$10,000 in first week ending next Stays on.
^
22000.
Maylalr. .(Brandt)- (1,736: 70-$1.50);
$25,000.
Friday at Park Avenue. Booked. in
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (MOO; 44-65)
"Gentleman's Agreement '(20th)
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)—
hurriedly when "Bush Christmas"
—"Anthony Adverse" (WB) and "Golden Earrings" (Par) with Delta
fell apart, it is giving the'theatre its (5th- -wk^,' Fourth round ended last
"Jezebel" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk). Bhythm Boys heading stage show.
best trade in months despite the Monday <8) iiight slipped drastically
First week was good Moderate $47,000. Last week, "Where
Nice $4,000.
but still- okay at $46,000 after, fast
season.
$6,000.
(Par)
with Rosie
-Capitol teed off "This Time for $65;800 in third.
There's Life"
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Spoil- IVtarle topping stagebill ('2d wk),
Talace (RKO) (1,700; «0-$1.2O)—
Keeps" with, Paul Whiteman band,
ers" (U) (reissue) and vaude- on okay $46,000.
Marilyn Maxwell and Gene' Sheldon ^"Out.of Past" .(RKOr (3d.,wk). Addi^,
stage. Fair $6,000. Last week, "Th»t's
topping the stageshow last Thursday tion" of liOviis-Walcott fight films
Gsrrlok.(B&K) (900; 95)
"UpMy Gal" (Rep) and vaude on stage, turned Glass" (U) (2d wk). Sad
(4), and is .not getting far with mild pver weekend giving this a 'nice?
$7,000.
"Had to Be You'.' -boost in' second stanza ended last
$63,000 or less.
$7,500. Last week, $11,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
and stagebill of Connee Boswell, thfj Monda;? (fi) night, to solid $29;000;
Grand (BKO) (1,500; 95)- "Gang"Wistful Wid(3w'' (U) .and "Bulldog ster^' (Mono), Light $16,500. Last
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9,
Pitchmen' and DiGatanos was rusbed first week was big $38,800. Continues:
Miserable weather over the week- Drummohd Strikes" (Col) (2d wk). week, "Pirates -bf Monterey" (U) (2d
into the Roxy last Saturday (6) until. Dec. 25 when "Tycoon" (RKO)'
end and the Xmas shoppini? boom Nifty $14,000 after swell $19,000 wk), fine $17,000.
after three days of second week for opens.
raramonnt (Par) (3,664; 55-$l,50) will bring no joy to the downtown opener.
"Thunder in Valley." It, too,- looks
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 9S)—
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65- "Out of Blue" (EL) with Three Suns
"Golden E&irriniss" UPar) and houses this week. "The Exile" at
»thin with $60,000 -for split week,
(Rep) and MarshflU Bros, on stage. Sharp
covering only four days of ."Had to Billy De Wolfe,. Ray McKinley orch; Harris^ and second week of "Green 8S))—"Northwest Outpost"
Be," Since house ends week nor- Frankie Laine .heading stageshow Dolphfn Street" at Penn are excep- and Judy Lynn heading stage show $55,000. Last week, "Heaven Only
First week ended la.st tions to the downbeat.
"Anthony for three-^day weekend run. Very Knows" (UA) (2d wk) with Red
mally- pS Tuesdays. Despite fine re- (2d wk).
(Tues.) night hit big $85,000, being Adverse"
and "Jezebel," and nice $9,500. Last week, "Wyoming" Ingle and Jack Smith, $31,000.
views,- '"Capt. Boycott" shapes disappointing at ^20,000 .or under in one of few real money-making op- Warner, with holdover of "Fun and (Rep) and Peggy Ann Garner headPalace (RKO) (2,500; 95)— 'Exile"
erations on strieet currently. In Fancy Free," picked up some yester- ing stage show,' $9,500.
first week at the "Winter -Garden.
<U) (2d wk). Nice $20,000.- Last
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
Typical of curre'nt conditions pn ahead, "Wild Harvest" (Par) with. day (Mon.) via adding- Louis-Walweek, $23,000.
Broadviray is. .the way Strand's re- King Cole Trio, Connie Haines; COtt fight pix, latter house- petting "Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d
Bialto (Indie) (1,500; $1.25)—
wk). Stout $19,000. First round. Sock "Forever Amber"
issue combo slipped badly. "Slight Randy i',Br6oks orch on stage (3d the most help.
(m.o.).
(20th)
..Estimates tor This Week
$31,000.
Case of Murde'-" was moved in to wk), good $60,000.
Stout $16,000.
Last week, "Abie's
Strand (Silverman) (2;200; 44-65) Rish Rose" (UA) and "Fabulous
Fulton- (Shea) (1,700; 40-70—"Lost
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1,20-$1.80)
bolster "Jezebel," supplanting "An-"Where There's Life" tPar) and. Dorseys" (tCA), $8,500.
thony Advpise." but i\ was no dice —"Henry V" (UA). Booked in hur- Moment',' (U). Crix didn't want any
Second
"Murder"."Jczebel" combo is sad. riedly last Saturday. (6) under Tl^e- part of this, M4ytie $6,500, very thin. "Sweet Genevieve" (Col).
Roosevelt (miK) (1,500; 05)— "HaFirst gen Girl" (WB) (2d wk).
flS.OQO in final five days, with Stranid' Utre Guild auspices; and d<>»ng ".jre» Last week, "Outlaw" (UA) broke week opened Monday <8).
Sweet
i^suming -slaj^eshows today <Wed.). iharkaiSly well at $lO,000-' or nearj' all-time house record 'bS' more than, week was good $12,500. Last wcelt^ $17,000, Last week, $24,000.
Tees Off' "Always Together" and best here in months. Final three $7,000, sensational $26,000, but pulled "Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d vikh
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)—
Charlie. Barnet band heading stage- days of second week for "Bush after seven days because of church $10,000.
"Nightmare Alley" (20th). Nice $25,bill,
Although "Victory Through Christmas" (U) fell to slim $1,500, pressure.
000.
Last week, "Forever Amber"
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
Air Power" has beenj added, the while opening week was only fair
(20th) (6th Wk) big $20,000 at $1.25
"The Exile" (U). Virtually alone as
Broadway will hit an -all-time low .61 $9,000, below hopes.
top,-.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- far as downtown new pix are con$3,000 or less with Second week of
United Artists (1,700; 95)— "I Love
lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)-^"Good News" cerned, and looks big $14,000. Will
"Christmas Eve."
Trouble" (Col). Lean $13,000. Last
AU holdovers and' ext6nded-nuis (M-G) and "Nativity" pageant plus stick. Last week, second of "Had To
week, "Unconquered" . (Par) (7th
$18,500,
are suffering drastic dips frim boojn Christmas pantomime on, stage. De- Be You" (Col) around $4,000 in 3
wk), great $20,000 at $1.25 top,
Omaha, Dec. .9.
tradie of Thanksgiving week. -Evieil spite, absence of names in film'^ days after $13,000 opening stanza.
(Essaness)
95)—
"Repeat Performance" plus Lionel 'Body and Soul" (UA)(1,073;
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
the front - running " Gintleman'iS cast, Hall looks to land<:good $132,(5th wk).
Agreement" sa.^ged nearly $20,000 in 000. Holds, natch! Last week, "Cass; "Green, Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d Hampton's band heading stage show Smash $25,0(10. Last week. $28,000.
Its fourth week at the Mayfair to Timberlane" (M-G) -and stageshow wk). This one's showing plenty at at the Orpheum is 'being kept down
World
(InSie) (587, 75;)— "Caphit $45,000. Addition of I.ouis-'Wal" (4th wk), nice $127,000. "Paradine strong $17,000, and m.o. Last week, by combination of bad weather and live Heart" (U). Minor
$2,400. East
Case" (SRO) booked to open next, smash $29,500.
Christmas shopping, but will be
cott flght pictures over w^ek^nd
week, "Mayerling" (Indie) (2d wk),
BIti (Loew's) (800; 40-70)— "Sun- fairly good desspite these handicaps.
"
helping second stanza of "Out of likely J.an. 8.
Bialto (Mayer) (594; 50-$1.80)
down" (UA) and "The Kansan" Other theatres al.so are feeling the, $2,200,,
Past"- at- Pialace to $29,000, nice in
'Panic" (Indie) (2d wk). Continues (Col) (reissues). Nothing much at holiday spirit.
Plenty of street
•view of conditions^
"Bishop's
Wife,*'
which was in fine style at $14,000 on initial $2,500. Last Week, "Bocly and Soul" crowds but they're busy going to the
launched with special preem for holdover session for this French- (UA), terwf $5,000 on moveover stores.
Holds Up;
First was riew record at after two Penn weeks.
benefit of Lighthouse Assn. of N. .Y. made.
Estimates for This Week
Senator (Harris)' (1,750; 40-70)—
last (Tues.) night at the Astor starts $18,000 but a bit beloW hopes. Stays
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-85)
Okay$16,500/Gangster'
(UA) and
Its regular run today (Wed). RKO- on two or three weeks more with "Man In .Iron Mask"
"Repeat Performance" iEL) plus
"Fury!'
(Indie)
set
to
follow.
"Gentleman
After Dark" (UA) (reGoldwyn. opus replaces "Walter MitBivoll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25) issues).
Oke $3,500. Last week, Lionel Hampton orch on .stage. Good
ty," which went 17 highly profitable'
"Unconquered" (Par) (9th wk). "Nightmare Alley" (20th) (m.o.i, $18,500. . Last, week, "Where There's
-weeks. "Pirates of Monterey" is set
Lite" (Par) and "Adventure Island"
Dipping to: passable $21,000 which is $3,000.
to open Dec. 17 at the Criterion.
Buffalo. Dec. S.
(Par), fine $13,000 at, regular house
Stanley
Biz is holding up fairly well here
Victoria brings in "Belle Starr" considerably off SrbiA sturdy $31,000
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
(WB)
and "Anthony
pre-holiday p^eriod, especially in
and "Frontier Marshall," twin re- in eighth (Thanksgi'ving Day) week. "Jezebel"
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65>-^ in
view of holdovers and reissues.
Louis-' 'Great Expectations"
Issues, toworrow (Thurs.) after two "Capt. From Ca'StiW" (20th) set to Adverse" (WB) (reissues).
(U).Looks
Walcott fight pix added yesterday
The Exile" and "The Gangster"
okay weeks with "Love From open Dec. '25.
KOxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)— "Had (Mon.) may help to around $12,500, moderate $10,000 or near. Last week, shapes as top new entries.
fitrapger."
"Spirit West Point" (FC) and "Fun
to Be you" (Col) and stagebill head- just fair. Last week, "Escape Me
'
Estimates tftt This week
EsUuatCB tor This Week
ed by Connee Boswell, Jayne and Never" (WB), also $12,500, very On Week-end'; (UA), big $10,200.
Brandcis (RKO) (1,500: 16-65)—
Aittbassaadr (Sititzky) (1,200; 70
Bnltalo (Shea) (3,500; «l}-W)-~
Adam Digatano, the Pitchmen. thin for holiday .week.
Mitty" (RKO) (3d wk), '^Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Blackfl.S<l)—"My Father's House" (Indie) Opened last Saturday (6) alter hurWarner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—"Fun, "Walter
Neat $6,500, Last week, $8,200.
mail" (Rep.) Average $16,000. Last
<llth' wk).
Still showing profit at ried decision to pull "Thunder in Fancy Free"
(RKO) (2d wk). Also
Paramount
(Tristates)
16(2,800;
week, "Where Thcre!s Life" (Par)
$7,500 or near; 10th stanza was very Valley" (20th) and stageshow Louls-Walcott fight pix
for last three 65)— "Green Dolphin
good $8,000. "VoIpone"JIndie) opens topped by Dan Dailey, Harrison and days.
Street" (M-G) and "Adventure Island'' (Far), solid
good shot in the arhi at
Nice $9,500. Last week, $19,500.
on Dec. 28.
Fisher, which went only three days this spot with Disney feature hold- (2d wk).
solid $12,000.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80) of second week. New bill in first ing up well,
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-'7O)
too.
Trim $9,000 or
"-"Bishop's Wife" (RKO).
—"This Time for Keeps" (M-G) (2d
Opens four days plus final three of "Thun- over. Last week, big
$18,500.
today (Wed.) after preview for der" hit meagre $60,000, First week
wk). Down to good $12,000 after big
liiglithouse Assn. benefit last night. of "Valley" was thin $65,000;
$20,000 last week.
I,ast week, "Walter Mitty" (RKO),
Hippodrome (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)— last Monday (8) night slippingto $5,- Frisco Dips But 'Exile'
<17th wk), fell to $20,000; previous "Song of Love" (M-G) (2d run) and SOO, still in profit, after $8,200 in pre—"Wherl^ There's Life" (Par) and
week was $26,000.
"Adventure Island'' (Par) (m.o.).
vaude headed by Lorraine Rognan, vious week, Stays on.
Firm $16,500; 'Blue'
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)— Johnny Morgan, the Timesnien. Very
Fair $9,000,
'Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)
Last week, "Green
"Revenge" (Indie) (2d wk). Down mild $20,000 or near. Last week, -:-"Love From Stranger" (EL) (2d
San Francisco, Dec. 9,
Dolphin Street" (M-G) (m.o.), fine
to very mild $4,000, after only $6,000 "Wistful Widow" CU) (1st run) »2d wk). Dpwn to barely okay $8,500
Weekend trade is helping to lift $11,000 for third week downtown,
opener. "Beauty and Beast" (Indie
40-70)—
(1,400;
wk), with, vaude topped by Jackie after neat $10,000 Opener, albeit first general level of biz but it still cur- •Teck- (Shea)
opens Dec. 22.
GlCason, Bob Howard, Betty Reilly, week was below expectancy.- Dual rently is dragging near bottom. "Out- "Swamp Water" (UA) "Prisoner of
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$l..W)-— fancy $34,000.
reissue combo of "Belle Starr" (20th V law" is bringing in some out-of-town Shark Island" (UA) (rei.ssues). Mild
^'Christmas Eve" (UA) (2d wk) with
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—"Al. and "Frontier Marshall" (20th ) opens trade at the bandbox Esquire. '-The $3,500 or near. Last' weeJs. "Body
"Victory Through Air Power" (UA) 'ways Together" (WB) plus Charlie tomorrow (Thurs.).
Exile" is passably good at the Or- and Soul'.' (UA) and "Winter Wond(reissue)
added
over
weekend. Barnet orch topping stagebill. Opens
Warner (WB) (1,499; 00-$1.50)— pheum and "Out of Blue"' looks fair erland" (Rep) (m.o.) {3d wk),
Added Disney oldie in effort to bol- today (Wed,). Last week, "Jezebel" "Life With Father" (WB) (17th wk). at the Paramount. Addition of fight $5,500.
ster this sagging house but won't be (WB) (2d'wk) and "Slight Case of Also off at $10,500 but not so mild pictures at Golden Gate is helpm.?
Lafayettcr (Basil) (3,000; 40-76)—
over $3,000 if that; first Week of Murder" (WB) (reissues), was dis- considering length of run; 16th stanza the second week of "Out of Past," "The Exile" (U) and "Two Blondes,
*'Eve" was very dismal $5,500, below mal $13,000 in 5 days. First week of was good $14,000. Due to stay until with Robert Mitchum heading stage- Redhead" (Col). Okay $16,500. Last
hopes. I'OMse was all set to shutter "Jezebel" and "Anthony Adverse" Dec. 25 when "Voice of Turtle" (WB) show,
week, "Bide Pink Horse"- (U) and
today
(Wed.)
but
plans
Estimates for This Week
were (WB) (reissue) hit mild $38,000. "Ad- opens.
"Blondie-in Dough" (Col), $12,500.
Changed'.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60Clay
(Roesner)
65-85)—
(400;
verse" was yanked after first week
20th Century (20th Ceiit,) (3,000;
Ciipitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50) in hopes of bolstering twin reissue $1,20)— "Capt. Boycott" (U). In week "Tawny Pipit" (U) (4th wk). Fat 40-70)—
"Gangster" (Mono) and
—"This Time for Keeps" (M-G ) with combo.
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks for $a,00(l. Last week, big $2,400;
"That's My Gal" (Bep). Fine $19,000.
Paul Whiteman orch, Mprilyn Max^l^squire
Sutton (Rugoff-Becker) (S61; 70- modest $20,000 or under. L,ast week,
(Blumenfeld) (9.'52; 55-85) Last week, "Fun, Fancy Free"
well, Gene- Sheldon^eading-".4lage'- $1.25)—"Know Where I'm Going" second of "Lost Moment" (U) was —"The Outlaw" (UA). Wow $12,000
(BKO) and "Bowery Buckaroos"
bilL
Teeliag general Christmas- (U) (17th wk). For 16th frame ended slow $14,000.
(Continued on page 24)
(Mono), $16,500.
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'Let's

the folks

IN

IS
cfaiere

News!"

BAG

THE
If ever

Good

was a pkture

perfectly

timed to bring the folks fast-paced
cheer at this holiday season it*s

M-G-M's "GOOD NEWS " brimming over with music and merriment,, love and laughter, youth, talent, beauty. Yes,

for

it's

got everything

young and old and in between!

...'•v*v-<i

Now

playirig to

paclced audiences

Musk

of Radio City
Hall!

Hundreds of

theatres will play
sinHiltaneously

it

at

Now

Years I

NEWS
JUNE

day

field

McCRXCKEN

INiy iklHINAil)

•

Screen Play by VtHy Comd«n and Adolph Gr««n
lai«d on H)« Muiicai Com*dy by lawranc*

Uw trown, Frank Mand<S. G. DaSylva
and Jtay H«nd«rson

CHARiES WALTERS

ProaucMl by

ARTHUR FREED

. . .

^Exhibitor

-^ilm

D4iily

should dick with

—Variety
" 'Good News'

is

all

(r«eifc/:^)

good newsl"

"Exhibitors and public alike will be mighty thankful for this won-

—C«atlV«ri«ly

derful entertainment."

and speedy

.

.

seekers."
*'Gay, festive

.

. .

^'Brightly tinted

.

*Good News*

is just that

—

for entertainment

C<mwroii/ N. Y. Doily

entertains all the way."

~C«iiradf,

Newt

W. Y» Miifor

and aggressively exuberant."
Bomety N. Y. Herald Tribune

—

^'Something for •verybody...bright movie, version of 'Good News'."

''Audience attraction which will render a

"-Crowifter, N. Y.

timet

good account of

itself."

—Metion Pidfuie Doily

MEL TORME

coio.irTECHN/COtOR

—

at boxoffice..."

ki&g-size boxoffice figures."

JOAN

MftiiSiHU. *

DirMttd by

h jive

mount into

type iradtences ... carefree escapist entertainmetit."

*'Gay

ALLYSON
PITER
LAWFORD
Schwab,

"It should

**Shouid

**Boxoifice appeal itidicates hearty grosses

GOOD

PAIIRCU

M-G-M's XMAS GIFT TO
NATION'S SCREENSI!,^.^

"A happy «ttraaion

for the holiday season."

—^ShowmenV Trade Review

December 10, 1947

We«1ii\«(iday,

16

L A. Marks Time Pre-Xmas; 'life

H.O.'s Slow Up Seattle;
Tor Keeps' Mild $11,500

Hot

~

SSS^Jnconqueretrasaikilpiiin'

Los Angeles, Dec.

Broadway Grossj^

Ine well on weekends. Pantages
bi'.
Hillstreet are getting .strong
typo via exclusive show^ng ot
up 30:60%
films, with matinee trade
FisUc pibtures
(8).
on Monday
ads
-advance
without
Sundav
opened
«ll ""W. Monlio upbeat was not
it will
day "^Playing with '-'Mmy,"round
of
toe strong $29,500- tor- inird

Rm

^
.

till* Werif:;>v . ^ .
(Bqse<I''»» 24

ine

is

mm

hefty at $33,000

"Dolphin. Street" also is nice- $44,
loca000 in second sessiiin; three
Second- frame', pl
P^^y
Kf nvoii" is fair $34,000 jn four spots.
Girl" loSta slight $24,000
houses,
three
stanza,,eecond
estimates tat TWb Week
<FWC) (U532; 6q;$» ^.
And.
'Mono)
iW>»,
"fJanester"

Sen
^st

wdek, "Out of Blue" <EL> Bnd.

G&|(feverly HUls Mflsic Hall
BoA?
Bli'menfeld) (£26; 65-Sl)- 7Only $4.-pnrl Soul" tUA) (jd WM.
$6,400
000 List week dropped to
brl way over average

.

wk). Fair

$8,000. Last

'.
,

'Body'

wow

(U)

and

Fenway (M-P)

"Met on Skis"
up to nice

(1,373;

65-$].20)—

"Unconquered" (Par). Best draw in
town at, nice $13,000. Last week,
"Hagen Girt"«<WB) and "Railroaded"

(EI.),, 1$5,500.

Kenmore
"Henry

-V"

.

(Ihdic)

(UA)

(700;

$1.10)—

(3d wk). Big $5,000

after .nearly $7,000 for second.

Memorial: (RKO) 2,985; 40-80)—
"Mitty" rHKO) and "Lone Wolf
London" (Col). Third week begins

.

toddy (Tues) after great $26,000 in

first was smash $31,000.
Soyd (WB) (2,3SO; 50-94)—"Had second;
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,.'ifi8; 40-80)
Be Yoii" (Col). Fair $25,000. liSst
week. "Escape Me Never" (WB) (2d -"Where There's Life" (Par) and
.

to

"Adventure Island" (Par) (2d wk).

wk), thin $15,000.

Okay

Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)— "Ride
Pink Horse" (U) (2d wk). Moderate

first.

Walcott fight

films^

$22,000

after

big $29,000 for

.

Orphenm (Loew)

$15,000 after $20,000 opener.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Nightmare Alley" (20th) ,(2d wk). Louis-

(3,000; 40-80)—
Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d
Moderate $20,000 after nice

'tGreen.

wk).

$27,000 in

helping to fair^

flrat.

Pariiiliount'(M;-P) (1,700; .S5-$1.20>
ish $19,000. Last- week, only $21,000.Staunch
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50- —"Unconquered" (Par).
94)_"This Time For Keeps" (M-G) $26,000 at advance prices. Last week,
'IHagen
Girt';
(WB) and "Rail(3d wk). Nice $18,000 after $21,0(!0
roaded" EL), ,$19,000.
Isst week
State
(Lpew) (3„W0; 40-80)
Karlton' (Goldman) (1,000:, 50-94)
"Green Dolphin- Street" (M-G) (2d
—"Where There's Life" (Par) (3d wk).
Offish $10,000 after nice $15,000
wk). Down to $9,000: Last week,

—

«

m

for

good., $12,000.

Keith's

(Goldman)

50-94)
(2d run).

Tripoli"

—

•

»

.

(900;

(reissues); $S,S0Oi-

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)
"Bocty and Soul'' (UA) (4th wk).;
So-so $16,000 'after solid $26,000 last

,

,

30-74)—
and "Roger
Touhy" (20th), (reissues). Standard
$5,500.
Last week, "Black Swan"
(20th) and ."Fallen Angel" (20th)

Thin $4,500. Last week, "Shores of
(20th) and "Springtime in
Rockies" (20th) (reissues), $6,000.

'

firs-it.

Translux (Translux)
"Dark Corner" (20th)

(1,300;

—"Magic Town" (RKO)

.

'

'

'

iSt&T12i8

-

.

50-$1.10)—

(rndie) ,(2a wk). Holding
$4,000 after $5,500 in first.

,

•

^

I

"Frieda"

,

Tops K.C.

-

(3,200;

$22,000. Last "week. "Killer at Large"
(EL) plus' 'Vaughan Monroe orch.
Others,
$41,000.
Exeter (Indie)
(1,000;
45-65)—

hurting as is the fact that film crix
are putting the whammy on most
first-runners. Best newcomer looks
to be "Hiid to Be You" at the Bqyd.
Estimates for This IVeolt,
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; ,50-94).—"Fun,
Fancy Free" (RKO) (2d wk), Mild
$8,000 after oke $15,000 openpr.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-!84)-*"Adventuress" (EL) (4d run). Mod^
est $5,000. Last week, "Unfinished
Dance" (M-G) ,(2d run), $5,800.

'

$11^

big

"The Gangster" (Mono) plus Barry
Sullivan,
Connie Haines, Stroud
Offish
I^^a^x J>thet5, on .stage.

9.

With Christmas shopping rolling

OOphelr (Par) (1,000; 44)-7-"GenKansas City, Dec. 9.
<1.8<'0; 60-Sl)
tleman Aiter 'Dark" (EL) and "Man
^»nale.s
Christmas slump already is being
•!Hogcn Girl".(WB) (2(1 wk^in Iron Mask'.' (EL) (reis.sues). ModLast week, "Return felt here,- with stores reporting
erate- $3,200.
e >.9,500. La^t jveek, slow>16,400,
rtow«town Music HaH 'Bluman-Bin Tin Tin" (EL), $3,500.
Soul
<out
in force earlier than
shoppers
"Body and
Lyceum (Murray) (1,700; 50-70)—
:icld) (8/2; 60-.'El)—
wk), .Okay |8 0:)0., Last "Grapes of Wrath" (20th) and "To- any year on. record. "Body and
w«ek; above AVWaSe $13,50^^^^^
bacco Road!' .(20th) (reissues) (2d Soul"^ is holding off the .-iag at the
after
healthy
wk); Okay $5,000
midland, doing "a solid $18,000 and a
first week.
cinch holflover. otherwise. trade is
^turdy $7,000
tas^: we
50-70)— slow, Witlj,li!oldoyersln tfiree downvvk)?-Good
<l,OO0;
Lyric ..(Par)
f'Whert There's Life" (Par) (m.o,). town- spotsV
'66-$l)*"Ef*!jtey . (FWC) (881:
Here after excellent first Radio City
Esiimatcg tor This Week
Latt week.
'Gangster" Moiio) arid "Wild Horse week.
Solid $7,500.
Last
Esquire (Pox Midwest) (820; .45(30 wk),
Mesa" (BKOJ. LigW $3,500
"B<)tly and Soul" (UA)
65)— 'Lured" (UA) and "Second
week, "Out of Blue" (EL) an4"Ha»l- $6,500. "
Average $4,500.
t20th).
Chance"
$4,800
(EL).
50-^0)
Radio City (Par) (4,400;
tcaded"
85) -- "Green I Dolphin -Street"
(685;
(Kosener)
(M-G). Last week, 'Old Spanish TraU"
Esatiiire
Just
Hood' Texas"
They're - flocking in tor this one* (Rep) and "Robin
«Tawt.y -Pipit" -(U) <3d wk).
Helty $20,000 in sight. Last week, (Rep): nice .$5,500.
$2,000. Last week, good $2,900.
'
Kimo (Dickinson) (SoOi 85^50)-^Four Star (UA-WC) (900; «0-$l) "Where There's Life" (P^f), big
"Housekeeper's Daughtef'tlndie) and
_"Out of Blue!' (Eli) and. ''Rail- $17.000..

fv%

is

here at pop prices after a floppo
road showing last spring; fairly good
$12,000. Last week, "Fugitive" (RKO)
(4th Wk), $4iOp0.

into high gear, Philly flrstruns are
being badly dented this session. Ab-?
sence of a new sock picture also is

Rugged

$18,00(1

"Walter Mitty"

Memorial se-ssion.
EsUmato* tor This Week

Skids;

Philadelphia, Dec.

"I*reteriders" (Rep), $2,200 in 8

Century (Par) (1J500; 76-41.20)-^
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l) --r "Unconquered" (Par)' (2d wk). Giv"XViW
and
(Mono)
••Gan,^'ster"
ing spectacular perfornnfance here.
$4,0Off.
Horse Mesa" XBKO). Dull "Cmxie First week was biggest of any roadand
(U)
Big
sho\)(r- picture
at this hpuse.
I^st week. ''Exile"
wk,5.
S1B,5(» after huge $21,000 first week.
fe^Ctoff Gamble? '(Col) (2d

pop

in its second

lladtoBe'$2§.000

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)-,:
"Green Dolphin" (M-G) (2d w.k).
Big $12,500 after s'ock ,$17,600 last

.

days,

$S,«2M0«
19^<theotm)

best at ad-

"Carnegie Hall,"
prices, fairly good

pripes.

at th« Astor.

Boston (RKO)

$3,500 in 6 days after excellent
$7,400 last week.

Oke

With , lioldovers dominating the
-Orpiieum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)
dovvntown sector, there are only two
(RKO) and
Free"
major newcomers c rrently, but "Fun, Fancy(RKO) (2d wk). Nice.
powerhouses, particularly "Baldpate"
they're
Last week, big
days.
in
$8,000'
6
Radio
at
Street,"
"Green Dolphin
City; i'GoWen Earrings," the other
(Sterling) (1,350; 45-80),
riew entry, is just good at State. '^^Paloinar
Soul" (UA) (3d wk).
The holdovers are led by the sen- -.'Body andLast
week, swell $7,700.
sational "Unconquered" and "Walter Neat $5,000.
-Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)Mitty." The revived "Ecst-asy" is
(Par) and "Repeat
Life"
There's
{he World ticket sellers
fceeiting
(EL) (2d wk). Good
I^erformande"
Unfavorable' weather, and
hvsy.
great $16,200.
.week,
-Lest
$7,500;
in
offset
are
nearness oi Christmas
kookeVelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
part- by the strength of the product
<*Guadal(janal*' (20th) and "Purple
-Eaimates for Tliis Week
30-44')—"In
Heart" {20th) (reissues). Neat $4,
(900;
(Par)
Afttter
"Roosevelt Story'
Visible- Wall" (20th) and "That's My 500. Last wfeek,
Trail" (R6p),
Gal" (Rep). Light $1,000 in 8 days, (Jndie) and "Oregon
Last week, "Marauders" (VTA) and
."Gas House Kids Hollywood" (E^)
<UA)
-Man"
split -with "Stork Bites

<Grauman.WC) .(2,048;,
^"chtaese
(20th) Utt
eo-$l)— "Dsisy Kenyon' week, below and'

mount Add Fenway doing
vanced

first timie-at

Astor (Jaycocks) (1,400; 40-80)—
"Carnegie Hall"
(UA). Firstrun

on

Philly

—

80-

—

citie*

(Boserf Off

.

Carthay Circle (FWC (1,518,
"Unco»quered
^^^J^> .^^'^
week, $20,wlV). Fancy $13,000, Last
'

$l.:-0)

conquered," day-date at the Para,

$2,516,000

taH year

*

'

Slbw-KflC;

,

GrOM

Same Weelr

Total Gross

'

BelK

HorsI Mesa" (BKO.

Estimated "Total
This Week

.

U

City Grosses

—"Father" (WB)
thing of roadshow run record here

9.

9.

flock jOf -holdovers plus the start
of the Christmas buying season in
earnest has cut into the takes at
nearly all spots this week with "Un.

(Brtsed on 20 cities, 202 theOtreSi'chie/lv first runs.'tncfutlinB
Ns y.)

(800; 90c-$1.25)
(5th wk). Some-

in Mpls.

Minneapolis, Dec.

-

tions."

Key

week.
Music Box (H-E)

Smoodi

'DaliAin'

Second week at uPPe^.f ale ol Unl

~

,

$3J,-

Gangster" looks sturdy $38 500, five
as
theatres. "Capt. B.oycott" shapes
very dull $2i;0OO. also five houses.
conquereel" kii

tMalm't

2d

Boston, Dec.

Am-

.iSgfSlM^wl*

mty' T«rif 26^

Spots,

A

$11,500 in 8 days. Last week.
so hot
ber" (20th) <2d wk), ftot.
'
$10,600 at 90c-$1.25 scale.
-Liberty (J&VH) (1,650; 45-80)
Desert Fury " (Par) (3d wk). Good
last
$7,000 after getting nifty $9,000

,$WS,500
Last Tear
(Based on 18 theatres)

Fme

llncoiMiiiered'

Week

(M-G)
-"This Time For Keeps
and "Wife Wanted" (Mono). Mild

Gro# Jj'ZK

Estimated Total

for This

39a 2

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)-'Arizona" (Col) and '^Texas" (Col)
(reissues). Fair $3,500. Last week,
"Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Big Fix
tEL) (3d wk), $3,300.
45-80)
JFifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349;

t

9.

Pre-Xmas s.ump is dampening
midweek biz here, but trade is holdand

"Where There's Uie" is nice
600 in two Paramount houses,

EsUmatM

2d

Slight 24G,A]1

44G/Hagen

Tall

Hub MiM Albeit

Seattle, Dec. 9,

Holdovers and pre-Xmas lull are
"This
slowing business currently.
Time For Keeps" looks best of newcomers but it's only- mild.

'

(WB)

"Green Dolphiir

,

wk).

'Had to Be' Hot $22,000,

'

Stanley

.

Still

First week
..Stanton

50-94)

(2,95P;
Stre(et;*

solid" at

(M-G)

,

(M

2

$26,000 or near.

was huge

Spots,

Tops Denver

$38,000.

Denver. Dec. 9.
an*
"Jt HBd,.to Be You" Js brightest
(EL)
"Return Rih-TSn-Tin"
JRKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50- "There
toadfed" (ED .(m.i>.y.
"Last ol Rtdmen'' (Col). Dismal $7,i film on the horizon currently, being
Lasfweek, "Life, With- Father" (WB) 70)—'iWalter Mitty" (!RK0) (2d wk). (reissues). Start new
500. Last week, "Gangster" (Mono),
week,
big
in two spots, "Mons; "Vcrdoux"
'$1,000.
Last
prices.
;
prices.
Fair
upped
&\
$6,400
wk),
(3d
;Big $12,000 on heels p£ sYnash $19,000.
$12,000.
"Open City;' (Intlifi),- -ended .foreign
was^ yanked after three days in two
GuiM (FWC), (968; «0-$* --^•''Capt. initial state'a.
Ecycptt" m) and "Devil Sb*
BKO-Fan. (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— language film policy at $1,200, okay
houses,^ doing' badly in both.
Last -week., "Wistful Widow" (U) '(2d, wk). Has for return date.
„
$.4.OP0.
(Col)'.- Light
iSsttmatcs lor This Week
''.idland (Loew s) (3,500; 45-65)—
Det.
fE*ile" '-(U) and "Crime Doctors chalked up -best res(iIts:''oi' an^, deSlough
Help
H;Q.'s
"Two
AMdIli- (FOX) (1,400; 35-74)
G.-mble". „(CoI) (2d wk), only $2,700. cent Abbott-Costello' opus,. Neat "Body and Soul" (UA) and
Strojjg:
(Col).'
Redhead"'
"Exile? (U) and "Roses Are Red"
Hawaii (G&S.BJwn6nteW) (95| $8,000 >tf>ll«tviiig vifiH fHijOOO' 'first Blondes,
Smash
At
heading
for,
(3d
Albeit
(20th),
alter week at Paramount,
(VA)
and
opening-gun,
Soul"
from
r
6C-$1)—"Body and
session,week,
week, over
Esquire. .-'-Fair $2,500. Last week,
State. (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Goldf $18,000 and second week. Last
\vk). Oke $4,000. Last
"Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Invisible
averiace $7,000..
en Earrings" (Par). Good $10,000 or ''Song of Love" (M-G) and "Crime
.
Wsai" (20th), (in,«.), big $5,000.
Hollywood XWB) (2,756; 60.$l)r^; near. Last week, "Unfinished Dance" Doctor's Gamble" (Col) (2d wk);
Only. (M-G), $9,000.
DetS:oIt, Dec. 9.
good $14,000.
•-'Ifegep Girt'; ,";(\l?fi) (2d wk).
Dcntiani fCOCkriU) (1,7^35*70)—
It's a breather week -in' Detroit,
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)— "Orplieum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65 )-r
*t,500. Last *eek! light $12,000.
"Where There's Life'' Par) 2d
(3d Wk),
with strong holdovers af -mo^t thea- wk), N(^at,fll,0O0,'.and holds again.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-< "Park Passage" (WB).
First nabe '•Walter Mitty" (RKO)
"Green poJphin Street" and Last'.-weeK, big- $14,000..
ield)"(475; 60-85)— "Body and Soul
showing. Fair $3,500. Last 'week. Slow $8,000. Last week, nice $9,500. tres.
45-65)—
Last,
(Par)
Paramount(1,900;
won't
their
Nice
$3,000.
Harrow"
make
"Foxes
of
(UAli (3d wk).
"Down to'Eearth" (Col), same.
Denver (F'ox) (2,925; 85-74)
week, $4,800.
50-70)— "Where There's Life" (Par) (2d wk). debuts until next stanza, and may "Had to Be YOu" (Col) and "Crime
Workd
(Mann)
(350;
..^
Last ..week, stout overcome
the present pre-Xmas
Uls (FWC) (828; 60-B5)— "Cant.- "Ecstasy" (Indie) (reissue). Daring Fair $10,000,
"Where There's Life" is Doctor's Gamble" (Col), day -date
apathy.
Boycott" (U). -Near .$3,000/ Last week,- advertising for this. Great $4,000. $17,000.
Last
$18,500.
Boxy (Durwood) (90O; 45-65)-^ setting the pace in its second 'week with Esquire. Big
"E i)e" (U) "<Zd wk), dull $2,300".
Last week; "Mother Wore Tights"
and
"Out of Blue" (EL) (2d wk). Mod-- at the Michigan. "Body and Soul" week, "Fabulous Texan" (Rep)
L,»urel (Roseher) (890; 85)— "Shoe (20th) (,5th -wk), good -$2,500.
fine
Point"
<FC),
"Spirit- West
erate $4,000, Last', week, got ^big, also is okay inithird stanza.
S>ine" (Indie) (6th wk). About
I
$16,000^
holiday play for trim $7,500, best
Estimates!, for This Week
$2,500. Last week, good $3,000.
35-74)—
"Had
60t
runs.
70-95)
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
switched
to
first
'.Adams (Balaban) (1,740;
Lotw State ^Loew-WC) (2,404;
(1,451; 60-$l)— "Where There's Life" since house
Tower - Uptown - Fairway .(Fox "Walter Mitty" (RKO) -(7th wk). to Be Yoa" (Col) and "Crime Doc$1)—"Daiiy Kenyon" (20th) anij (Par) <2d wk). Into second frame
*Two Blondes, Bedhead" (Cpl) (24 Sunday (7) after nice $14,000 first Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)— Still prosperous at $8,000. Last tor's . Gamble" (Col), also Denver.
Tall $3,500. .Last week, "Exile" (U)
"Black Gold" (Mono). S6-so $12,000, week, $10,000.
wl>). Fair $14,000. Last week; $23,200. jyeek.
(United
De- and "Roses- Are Red" (20th), $3,000.
B'towdway-Capiiol
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,09?; ~.^BkO Hillstreei (RKO) (2,890; 60- Last week', "Pil-ate's of Monterey"
Street" 80)-^"Walfe'r Mitty"
OrpHeulu IRKO) t2,600; 35-74)
troit)
(3,309; 70-95)— "Wyoming"
60-$l)— "Green" Dol^iWh
fRKb) and (U), only $13,000 in 8 da.vs.
and "ATizona" iCol) (re- "Grerii* Wlpliitt street" (M-G) (M
(iRep)
<M-G) (2d wk). Good $20,000. Last "Lone Wolf! London" (Col) (3d wk).
issues). Laggard $10,000. Last week, wlr).' Good $14,000. Last week, Jtnash
Good $14,000. Last week, brisk
week, fancy $30,000.
,
"Anthony Adverse" (WB) and "Jeze- $24,000.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$!)-^ $20,400, .,r
Be'
But
'Had
to
D.C.
Dips
wk),
(2d
bel" (WB) (reissues), $13,000.
-BUz (FWC) (1,.S70; 60-$l)—"Capt.
"Daiuy Kenyon" -"(20th)
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 85-74)—
Cinema (Marten) (250', 60-90)-^ "Mons. Verdoux'" (UA) and "Gas
Mi'd $5,000. Last week, good $9,000; Boycott" (U). Mild $4.00Q. Last week,
Pimpernel" (Indie) and House Kids Hollywood" (EL), day'
Afoccal (G&S) < (900; 90'$1.20)--' "Exile" (U) (2d wk), $3,600.
Lood20G/Mitty'16G,2d "Scarlet
"Return Scarlet Pimpernel" (Indie) date with Webber. Sad $2,000 in 3
Studio City (FWC) (880;- 60-$l >—
"forever- Amber" (20th) (3d wk):
Washington, Dec. 9,
Passable $1,900,
Last day.s, and yanked. "Pirates Monte(2a wk).
"Capt. Boycott" (U), Light $2,!i00.
ScPht $2,000. Last week, $2,300. ^
With only two newcomers along week, $2,100.
Orpheum (D'towi>WC) (2,210; 60- Last week, "Exile" (U) (2d wk), dim
riey" (U) lair $4,000 in 4 days. La.st
the main stem, biz in most situations
*l)_"Gangster" (Mono) and "Wild $2,700.'
Downtown (Balaban)' (2,683; 80- week; "Exile" (U) and "Roses Are
"Forever
Amber" (20th), Red'.' ;(20th), good $12,000.
United Artists (UA) (2.100; '60^1) has pipped sharply, from last week's $1.20)
Horses Met,a" (RKO).' Solid $21,000.
Last week, "Out of Blue" (EL) and .—"Capt. Boycott" <U) and -"Devil holiday boom.- Stories circulated .in (m.o.). Nice $12,000. Last week,
Riaito (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Fabupost-war
$10,400.
pointed
a
"Week
up
slight
past
(EL),
the
West
"Desire Me" (M-G) and -"Spirit
"Railroaded"
Ship" (Col). Slight $7,500. La.st week,
lous Texan" (Rep) and "Spirit Wfest
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,122; 55- "Exile" (U)' and "Crime Doctor's nick in smusement biz., although this Point" (FC) (2d wk). solid $10,000Point"' (FC), after week at Denver,
Is probably crying "wolf" for benefit
Reverting to subsequent-run. Gamble" (Col) (2d wk), $8,600.
at regular scale.
98)
Last week,
Webber. Mild $3,000.
VptoM'n (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)— of tax-makers on Capitol Hill. ."It .'Fox (Fox Michigan) (5,100; 70-9.5) "Body and Soul" (UA) and "Two
Last week, "Bowery Buckatoos"
(Mono) with Bill Robinson on stage, "Daisy Ken von" (20th) ?nd "Two Had to Be You'' at Earner, looks —"Nightmare Alley" (20th) (^d wk). Blondes, Redhead" (Gol), (m.o.), big
Blondes. I>.\head" (Col) (2d wk». fine. "Walter Mitty" is holding well Strong $20,000 in five days after
dull $15,100.
$6,000.Palace fD'town) (1,226; 80-IH.20) Okay $7,000. Last week, sturdv in its second stanza at Keith's, with good $27,000 onener.
35-74)—
"RiflTabor (Fox) (1.967;
weekend crowds in line to see fight
^"Unconquered" (Par) (2d wk), $11,800.
Michigan (U-D) (4,039; 70-95)—
Sturdy $20,000. Last week, giant
Vogue (FWC) (885: 6ff-$l)— "Gang- short on same bill.
"Where There's Life" (,Par) and, •Rafl"' <RKO) and "Born to Kill"
Estimates for This Week
$29,700.
ster" (Mono) and "Wild Horse Me.'^a"
"Adventure Island" (Par) (2d wk). (RKO). MiWish $8,000. Last week,
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)- Smash .$22,000. Last week, whopping "Thief of Bagdad" (FC) and '¥lvin«'Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)— (RKO). Stout $6,000. Laist week,
man" (FC), good $io,500.
•Secret Life Mitty" (RKO) and "Out of Blue" (EL) and "Railroaded" "Golden Earrings" (Par) plus vaude $34,000.
Satisfactory $23,000
with Francis
"Lone Wolf London" (Col) (3d Wk). (EL), thin $4,200.
Paints
(U-D) (2,976; .70-95)— Webber (FOX) (750; 35-74)—"VerWilshire t F WC ) (2,296; fiO-$ 1 )— Craig on stage helping. Last week. "Body and Soul" (UA) (3d wk); doux" (UA) and "Ga."! House Kids
Swift $15,500. Last week. $28,500.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l) "Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d "Song of Love" (M-G) plus vaude, Off to $13,000. Last we^k. stout •Hollywood" (EL), also Paramount,
—"Where There's Life" (Par) and wk). Smooth $I2,500i Last week, strong $31,000.
la'sted only S.days, getting just $600.
$17,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
•Killer Dill" (SG) (2d wk). Into stout $18,000.
United Artists (U^D) (2,976; 80- "Pirates Monterey" (U), fair $1,000
second frame Sunda.y (7) after
W;it«rn
(WB) (2,.300; 60-$l )— "Body and Soul" (UA) (2d run). $1.20)— "Unconquered," (Par) (6th in 4 dB.vs. Last week, "Fabulous
Last week. '^Drums Wk). Slipping to $12,000 but still Texan" (Bep) and "Spirit West
"Hagen Girl',' (WB) (2d wk). Down So-so $6,000.
^gfiod $19,S00 first -weekv
(Continued on page 24)
Hollywood
(F&M) to $7,000. Last week, dull $12,300.
JfaiiKamoimt
okay. liBst week, strong |18,000.
Point" (FQ, fine |8,S00.

Dim

Goes

-$2,000.-

My

(WB)

50-94)

(1,475;
'

Heart"

(Indie
|
policy and
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Play
is

of our <lay (st^^S^'n^'^fl
+h« nev^r pn'de of

BROS.

starring

RONALD

ELEANOR

EVE

WAYNE

with

KENT SMITH -JOHN EWERY
l>y
'
.

at the loRg-run

directed by

prodoMd

IRVING

CHARLES

Mi»it}on«>
«rr**n Pliv by JOHN «»n IJRUTEN •
Hoffman . froj^^^^

DWmW&s

'Box'« Byroiiic

Co^ Ah^U. SL Pix l^e m France
Paris, Dec.

2,

Sydney Box's

Arg. to Prod.

Pk in

Fore^ %iyso^ft|i

Heing enpoilutered

Buenljr .Airte, Wt. W:-:
CinematograficI' \ D^ra^igj^fi
prexies Jos« Lo 'ipenk. atfc^plah
Farret are currfiijttly in Santiago,
completing plans to produce the
studio's first picture in Chile with.
Argentina cinemswtoi«,'lo|d probacy,.
Mexico's Maria Felix.
Le Pera has also made a deal with
government^
the
Chilean
which
lifts a 25% tax formerly appU^ on
foreign pix exhibitea in.Ohile. ^is
will .mean a considerable incireaise
in returns on Argentine pix in Chile^
but -tiko an increase in production
of..' pix
in the. Andean country by
Argentine studios with Argentine
stars- and Chilean personnel,
*
For Argentine film '.folk, prevented from working by political
prejuj^ices in Argentine government
circle?, /the Chilean production an^e
will be a lifesaver,

difficulties

by American

distributors in IFra'nce
Rlso probably will be aired. Confab

attended by all European
reps, with Gerald Mayer, now in
Benmatfk, set to preside. He's MPA
foreign ehiet Besides Frank McCarthy, MPA European head, and
his aide, Bupert Allan, meeting will
be attended by P. W. AUport, Lonwiir.faft

enforcement of the proviso barring
entrance into France of all, reissues

two years

-

ago.

developments are
two
These
merely recent ones in- a long list
have croj»ped- up since the
Washington agreement was signed
reopening French market to U. S,
imports. Ever since that pact was
signed, Frenqh cinema administra- Lira DevateiSii fh*
tion heads apparently have- been
busy trying to find enough loopholes
LikdylaAffklAmer.
.

the U. S.-French pact.
These pin-prieking tactics apparenUy stem frnm a yen to hold their
jobs Whichever way the political cat
jximps while at the same time staying in solid with local producers
and film' politicos. Latter gFwp,'.
through the technicians union, ap.-?
parenlly is trying to hold up American product at every turn.
scuttle

'

•

viewed

.

'

^

Bed. Llbeb

As

campaign mstjj^rted

the

anet carried
radio.

It^eds

on

-

.

m

An example

and on

participation of ibrie[j^nv-i)ijili^ii:<

companies in Italia»'fifew)£mSiBg i^Jl
Ije affected very little:,,;^>iKe iecaii
acffon of the ItaUan governineflt
li^fijising-, the value of
W^'/ina
teiSifsA^f tloUaes;-:
-"<ifii#dn,'-.'WasexjEle^sisa Mtmdgf "'ms'ibj- Mario,
:

'

.

the Itt^ian Sailk of
prior to Iti's^^ilep^lure on
America- aftpr several -weeks'
'^yi^i^ {„ the
S. His headouartfers
*
aigi in Milan.
'

f4»tt?»i<!a,

American
press-

Proihiee^l^d^ii^

J^f^Bj to^fectoir of

>

circles
industry
.
,
here, this appears part of an anU-

in

bj?

the
df

such statements is one .<'in a 'Red
newspaper that claimed vU., S; producers are taking $240,000,000 annually from France.. Protest against
such slanders Toss availed little.
When the MPA, had .this claim protested at the JWiifistjfy "for' Foreign

Box
mayor

squawking;,^ the local

is

910.6.

is likely to

win 'this

battle.

'

.

that'

to

"

home.''

round of the

,

'

'

U

Lira will stiU have practically the

SaMe purchasing power on the Italian .coinmodity and la}K>r markets,
Roli ebinfed out,. Bitt wbat has

Loi^piB Gain

2^Del6u£ces

3IL&;iMioM
London, Dec. 9.
Withdrawal; of insurance companies* baclcing' has caused the temporary shelving of two ot three films
announced thi5 'wei^ for, production

by Folippo Pel Giudice's PUf^cim
Pictures. .'Affected by the financial
decision -are
in Our

institutidns'

Coward's,'

"Peace

to

Metro

Fore^

Newsreel

ducers and exhibitors to submit
individual opinions and suggestions
on
scheme to introduce longrun
showings of Alms throughout the
Metro n^wsreel, foteign edition, country. This is first of Wilson's
which has.faeen going out to overseas Stopgap plans to epse the new film
accounts since 1645, is due to be shortage which is now making itself
folded^ some time-'this month, accord- ,felt.
Although there is still severe oping to reports here. Closing, stems'
from desire of M-G to cut down all position to any drastic change in the
possible expenses since the newsreel present releasing system, the idea
thus far has proved no big money- for longrun cinemas has gained famaker.' May be resumed as soon as vor with many film executives durforeign revenue prospects are ing the past lew weeks.
Greatest
advocate ior this reform is Filippo
brighter.
W. P. Montague, formerly Para- del -GiUdJce, head of Pttgrim Picmount newsreel assignment editor in tures, and fonner .^Jhief of Two
N..V- homeofliee, left the OWl film Cities Films. Max Milder, head of
service in the U. S. to launch the Warner Btos. in. England, and Sir
reel for Metro. He {n-obably will be Alexander Kbrda are among those
assigned another job with Metro's in agreement with del Giudice.
"We do not want Mr. Wil.son to
European setup.- The Metro newsreel was going to 26 European ex- introduce ^his'longruh idea in every
cinema because that definitely would
change cities.
not be practical," del Giudice told
VARiEiy. "Longruns should not become the rule because rules for art
Indttstry
are not good.
"The longrun policy should only
Split
to Block
be applied to certain films not conforming to the usual stereotype entertainment.
Theatre
controllers
Monopoly
must be the -sole judges of which
Berlin, Dec. 9,
Paris, Dec,

Fdm

Up

To Be

as well as a Peter Ustinov adapta.tibn. of the Eric Linklater
novel,
'^P-tivato Angelo,"
It's^ jfelt that the losjs of the proGermany's film industry, centralduction coin resulted chiefly from
ized in the huge UFA combine, -will
repercussions of tiie present film
be split up in the British and United
crisis in Britain. Despite the acute
States zones' within a couple of
financing problem Del Giu dice
according to informatioti
-weeks,
claims that both Coward and
from the Military Government.
Ustinov are prepared to remain with
Under provision "of a law drafted by
his organization.
Meanwhile he's U. S. officials, production, distribuseeking: a new bankroll, possibly
tion and exhibition would be broken
American Boulting Bros. "Guinea into separate phases to. block any
Pig" is beh'eved to be the only picnew efforts to monopolize the industure absolute^ certain of being
"
try.
made on the Pilgrim' slate.
Clayton Coleman, .assistant .chief -of
With a minimum' budget set at decartelization, said- 'the proposed
about $1,200,000, "Guinea" i?, schedlaw would also limit 'the number of
uled to roll in January at Metro's
theatres which could be Owned' by
Elstree studios.' Del Giudice, inany one concern to 10 throughout

Mo¥es

Any

-

'

.

:

mnSH DROP

FOR
TAX

5§|

''

his

9,

cidentally, .resigned from the Bank
Germany,, and would bar control-of
ch^ng^d is that tt^e onetime artificial Organization about a
year ago and more than one theatre in any town
exchange Tate:bjf-^SO lire to the dol- subsequently set
iip Pilgrim Pic- under- 100,000.
The law was delar is.- now about 600 lire to the doltures. He was also -reportedly intersigned to Carry out the triple policy
lar by government decree. Thus ested
in producing films in Italy.
of the Military ' Government—free
35,i)00' lire carried on an American
Affairs, promise'' was made that it
competition^ no carpetbagging and
film 'fipa's books as $100 now has.
would be officially denied in ,the
'no: cartels.
been'^c'ut to about $58. Furthermore
preiis. Result' Was a three-line denial
Z^'^T'.
*u - w
Law also hits at U. S. film prothe exchange
ra% changes,
from 'day
IDEA
in the conservative, Figaro. whUe „
ducers, who',J»aving built ' up a
to (day in accoriJance with the lira's
the originaj story hid 'been printed.
blocked balance of 60,000,000. marks
supply* and dem^ind on the exchaiige
ADVERTISING
in a big thr^e-coluhtii story.
since. the end of the war, would like
Tnatt.
Director l^jtief.Autan-XAra,.. in a
to use these. funds to buy up.Ger
-London, Dec. 0.'
' 'With the Italian -goyernment still'
cecent interview, leht support to
As a result of representations man theatres., However, since they're'
antij-ApiMican-.-'campai^a- by adhering to a freeze policy as far as niade to the
thisTreasury by hard hit: already in the producing field, they
stating thot-'tfae Cost .<Qt importing rfental earnings- of 'U. S. film comr industries,
theatres and film inter- will be automatically barred from
an Americ'ani .pictiire and dubbing panics are concerned, there's little ests, a plan for.
4.50% advertising controlling^ ^ny se<^tion of- the exthe same amounted- to' $24,000. IiX demand on Italian hanks for picture tax was discarded last
'
we*. In an-^. hibition phas'e.
contrast, he stated, the -average cost financing, Roli -Said. .There's ihore
nounciiig abandonment of -the pro*-British and U. S. anti-trust measof a conservatively budgeted French than enough lir^, available, he 'eon- posal in a
speech to Parliament last ures, it, w^' pointed out, 'are compicture is. never less, than $2.40,000, tinued. In fact, TtJ.-; S.*' fihh interests week,
Chancellor of the' Exchequer pletely.; the. opposite of the practice
and hence; iiiU. .imp^tlt; shotdd Stand are casting aboi|t; .io the exhibition Sir Stafford Gripps said
a scheme in (he- So'Viet and French sectors.
fbr the differen'tial/niea'ning $21^,000' field in Italy asrwSl 'as the produc- for voluntary
cuts in ad disburse- In th|$ Soviet zone, production and
tion end. He indicated there was a
per picture.
nients had been advanced by the! exhibition a»;c yed up by; Sovexport
Whtoe Autan-'Lara, who directed good possibility rr.that bBocked lire Federation of British
Industries as 'a whiie'ip the French sector it's Defa.
Paul Giraetz" "DiaWe au Corps," got will finance both the acquisition or substitute measure.
'
.Soviet .comiiariy has tied tip the Gerhis figures is not; revealed but such construction of Ital^in film theatres
Heacis' of the Cinematograph- Ex- 'ipari exhibs ^-yifith pacts which guarwilld 'claims .are'reaten up by the to he eontroUedi -by- American dishibitors Assn, and the Cinemato- antee' 'a minimunL-of 60%^ jplayiiig
tributors.
nias.ses. her^)-4nii often 'subsequently
graph Renters Society were 'particu- time 'Xor Russian lihns.
are employed
l>&si9.;for instigating
larly
,

New Fibns

of

London, Dec 2
Harold Wilson, president of
the
Board of Trade, has asked film pro-

Reported Doe to Foil

Noel German

Time,"

hit, which was
have been directed by the author,

current Ik>ndon legit

Bri^ Favw

To Ease Sbtt:^

first

,

.

don a.^sociation r«pi
McCarthy now is protesting the
Franeh ukase barring original versions with- French subtitles from
playing in more than 15 situations.
He previously had persuaded the
Embassy here to protest the strict
originally released

encountered trouble
with the present Lord Byron,
when he decided to call the film
"The Bad Lord- Byron," which
title is now going, to be changed.
His nekt snag is opposition from
Duncan. Gray-, Nottingham, cura*
"vtWi refused permission to
-:ixiti
^px's'lUEUit to film N^\vstead Ablltey, ^(^ttingham, nfkW a public
Uiusej^J and formipy Byron's

Chil^

expected mainly to explore the
j.s
film situation in Scandinavian couiittiles,

He

+

Assn. conference -scheduled to
held here within the next few weeks

London, Dec. 2.
pic on the life
is a case for th«

',

"

Bug*

of Lord Byron
aspirin bottle,

Motion Picture

S.

'

'

May Be Probed by MPA Pans Confab
While the U.

omoa

<TAiin9xx'S' (.ONDosr

INTBRNATIONAL

18

.

'

,

'

fll^s are. suitable lor special runs,
will make mistakes of course
until they, learn how} careful selection must be.
"I
told. that Jack Warner of
Warner Bros., also favors the idea of
detaching cinen^as from circuits in
key districts and switching the/n to
a. Idiigrun policy. His chief associate,
in this country, -Max Milder, is also
keen on Jntroducbtg this on the
A.B.C. circuit if it can be arranged
"Ther<e'is an- enormous audience
which regularly misses films it
wants to see. And lor films that

They

•

am

wduld obviously appeal to special-*
ized audiences, films like 'Henry 'V'
and 'Odd Man Out,' it Is ridiculous
to sweep them out of sight after sixday runs.
'I am confident that the releasing
system in Britain will be changed
and soon."
W. K. Fuller, secretary of the Cinema Exhibitors Assn., isn't, so sure of
the practicability of Wilson's longrun scheme. Ho believes that only
one. in six films could still be a box<<
office draw after a normal week's
tuui
,

.

-

•.

.

'A thousand cinemas in this country change thieir piograms threo
times a '.week," says Puller, "and
What with attendances having dropped between 15% to 20% during the
past year, mtmy exhibitors feel that
more .frei^ttent' protu^m changes are
the only way to bring these wandering
K>icturegoers
to
the
back
cinemas/f;

'

,

;

'

ARG. PUTS mON CURTAIN

'

M

vocal in objections to the tax,

restrictive- legt^ls^fion.'-

McCarthy -just ^turned from several days of conlerences with Allport in London previous to having
the Spanish territory transferred
from

London, to

McCarthy leaves
,

the Paris
soon. Jor

office.

Italy

to

be present, when the. Ita^an govern-

ment

settles; .the ijifttter

of foreign

imports and co^fproduction, but- will
be back in 'tbn0 tor the Paris parley.

TO RETAIN CAPITOL,
Tep SYDNEY nX HOUSE

GIFT

;

tain lease

Rental is
^5,000, plus rates

in the vicinity of
and taxes, per annum'.

presently

,

used'

weekly change.

GUT

New
B.

deal

It

by

Hou,se is
with

GUT

has been under

Rydge, GUT's chairman

rectors. Rank holds -a
In the loop.

50%

of diinterest

The Australian Broadcasting Commi.ssioji,

concretely cited RKO. which, they
charged,;"has obtained control of the
studios and is preparing

,to -'invade--

tions 'made in

ket."

-

<

iion-cOmmercial radio opera-

wanted the Capitol for the
Sydney Symphony Orchestra, npw
batoned by Eugene Geesen.s. It's

the producers'
that the workers donate an
extra hour, a day, and a whole day
once a week, as well, to aid the
national cinematographic industry."

Uttderatood

that the S'ydney City
subsidizing the orche.strii
to tile tune. oi$80,000. It's also un«lerstOosl that the ABC would not
JiSve 'the.^mfc rental as that of GUT
it given *th*'house ior «ie longhairs.

Council

is

last

week, present officer and

director slate of Monogram International was reelected for a one-year
term. Tho.se who will retain their
officer posts include board chairman
Steve Broidy; Norton V. Ritchey,

prexy; J. Peter Frledhoflf, veepee;
George D. Burrows, treasurer: Nellie

who'll serve as chairman,- plus directors Ritchey, W. Ray Johnston, Bur-

rows

Home,

Morey and

Friedhoff,
Williarp B. Jaffe.

Mexico

is

Co.

GIVES

City, Dec. 9.
getting more coin
bank. Banco Nacional
Giuematograflco.
This year,- up to Oct. 31, bank
granted l<mns, credits and discounts

from

trade

its

Edward

boy chorus, Les Petits
Chanteurs de Paris, is the current
feature of Mexico City's XEX programs. Sponsor is El Popo Rubber

MEX BANK
Pic

•

own

to total $3,256,179

(U. S.).

tain

of

distrib

of

Soviet

2.

Ru.s-

up against the iron curcensorship exercised by

is

Argentina's Entertainment
Board,
and has again been stymied in attempts to exhibit "Days and Nights"
at the Libertador- theatre, customarily reserved for exhibition
of

,

In

York

Parisian

tor.s,

Montevideo, Dec.
Artkino,
sian pix,

recover $4=000 damages for alleged French pix.
Inti Officers,
wrongful dismissal.
Days and' Nights" was given the
Attorney for Whitehall alleges greenlight by the board (municipal
Directoca Reelected
Hayden was dismissed for neglect of police-controlled) January last, and
board meetings held in New
duties. Hayden, attorney continued, was exhibited

Mexican producers, too, ivere Witting, secretary; David D. Home,
panned.by the Communists, i Dolores assistant secretary; G. N. Blatchford,
Bravo, a .delegate, said, "The cine- .assistant ; treasurer,
and Barnett
matographic workers have lost their Shapiro; assistant secretary.
Board again will consist of Broidy,
the eight-hour

demand

ONPMSEDROS^'DAYS^

Monogram

ChurubuKo

many years. constitutional right to
was signatured, by Norman day by knuckling to
control for

4G

.

:

'

here for a

^

.

.

from theowners of the property.

;i

Skn RXO

Mbx

our market with producthose studios. This
Yanqul company is the vanguard ot
Sydney, Nov. 27.
the invasion that we suffer because
.'Union -Theatres will re- production in our country is much
of the 2,750-seater Capitol cheaper than it is in the United
further 12 months on okay States, so it seeks control, of the
Sjrctoey City Council, Mexican and Justin AmericdnJ mar-

Greater

the

which was originally proposed in a
Commies
budget .introduced last month by Aussie iPredncers Sued
former Chancellor of the Exchequer
Hugh Dalton. Plan for voluntary
U.S. Director for
curtailment of ad expenditures! has
Mexico City, Dec! -9.
Sydney, Nov. 27.
Mexican Communists' assailed BKO been approved by the Peiiiodical
John Mather- Hayden, who came
Trades
Pres.s,
Newspaper Society,
at-thcir 10th annual convention heret
here from U. S. for Whitehall
Newspaper
Proprietors
Assn.
Talkers belted in general "imperialand the
Productions to stage "Life With FaBritish
Chamber
of
Commerce.
istic motion picture companies that
ther," is bringing a court action to
displace Mexican- producers" but

was engaged
October,

lor a lew days at the

in the U. S.; arrived in
1946, and left Au.stralia

July, *47, He
cent home for

Comedia theatre. Board, however,
clamped down and shuttered the
was ill in a convales- theatre on a technicality, alleging
some tinje.
that it was in an "unsafe condition."

Canadian Exhibs Meeting

Artltino protested to
the
authorities
who coun-

municipal

tered by stating that the folding of
the theatre had nothing to do with
^
the Russian picture, which has been
Toronto, Dec. 9.
Headed by. J, J. Fitzgibbons, presi- given the greenlight "without redent of Famous Players Canadian, a strictions."
delegation representing the individIn .spite of this denial of censor-*
ual exhibitor associations of all the .ship, the Libertador has been notiprovinces will hold a meeting with fied verbally that the picture must
the Treasury Dept, to implement the not be screened. 'Presumably the
immediate removal of the 20% fed- municipal authorities will deny
eral amusement tax on film house once more- that this verbal warntog
admissions.
iVas givenj just as they also denied
Obstacle is that this tax contrib- it in the case of the Comedia.
utes $12,000,000 annually, and the
Treasury's stand is that the tax
will not be removed so long as it
Goddesf' Blindls
feels that theatres are not suffering
London, Dec. 9.
losses because of the tax. Two day
"The Blind Goddess," interesting
meeting here of association heads legal drama,
opened at the Apollo
pledged that, if the tax wete- re- liist
Tuesflay (2).
moved, Canadian houses would not
Splendidly acted and enthusiasticraise admission prices.
ally received, play looks like it's in.

On Nix of 20% Amuse Tax

London

.

Other Foreign

Newt

COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents

LARRY PARKS
in

with

ELLEN

lAY COUINS
Directed

by

DREW
•

MA«C PIAH

'

.

INTERNATIONAL

Ad Rates

Radio

British Pix,

CU. S.

Skyrocket With Newsprint Scarcity
Washington, Dec.

New

conditions

in

Britain

fi;

+

experiment to make

S3

Forep St^

present product

backlogs last as long as possible wiU
be launched after the first, of the
year by J. Arthur Rank, who con-

Odeon and Gaumont-British
Important pictures will play
one week on the Odeon and the fol-

trols the

have

Jans Writer^^l^^

driven advertising rates in that
country skyhigh, a survey -just released by. the Dept. of Commerce
Prices have jumped subdi.sclosies.
picstantially in the popular motion
well
Playwright A«*re#l^aii?«l^pS^
ture raediutrf of advertising as
media, The only 'iism the AuthoEsivSoa^tj*
a.s for most other
icights for' his
exception is for time on- Badio thousand dollars ih
Savait" ("A
Luxembourg, which beams nearly play, "Uoe Jeune Fille
thp Gerthe radio advertising to Girl, Knew"), done during
of
all
Odd angle Js that
Britain that the .broadcast listeners man occupation,'
(British he has never seep the play acted.
country- hear.
that
of
German camp
Broadcasting Corp. tajces no adver- He wrote it in a
when he' was a ' prisoner and* sent it
V

Vsetw

,

CiU^As

circuits.

lowing;

.w^eefc

on>6-»,.;eVii,n in situa-

tions": whore:-ihe\chaii>s'{bave

WiA

Ai^. Pix ProdnctiM Active,

Embargo

continued from page 1

houses

direct competition' with each
in
other, Jtext pic will play G-B first
and Odoo'h' second, with subsequent
continuing the ^alternation.
films
There will be no reduiptitin'in admish
,

t»

hlR Qinie Marked
Buenos Aires, Dec. 2.,
£melco Studios is iskipddihg inauits new studios at MarUn«!5, in Buenos Aires suburbs. The

Pndice

guration ot

Wak»

C3y new sets will be the.. best equipped
Revie ia
]>'' xicp City, Dec. 9.
in the country. Meanwhile, the merStage-screen comic Cantinflas; ger .between Emelco and Lumiton,
(Mario Moreno) is going to try a Which had been stymied by protests
new role, that of vaude-revue im- from the Film Workers Union

presario. Comic is completing' plans (AGICA) through fears of Cormato take over the Teatro Iris here, tion of a monopoly, -may still go
the second week.
^
right after the Christmas holidays, thrtjugh, but under a different forStagger Product.
which end Jan. 6.- He did very well at mula to' that originally skedded. UnThis i;? a form of breach in Rank's the Iris heading his own show,
4er the new setup Bmelco will inject
ruling that no film wiU play more some years ago, between pix.
new capital .into Lumiton, but the
a week in any house. If it
than
First show will be !'Cantinflas in latter will continue to operate as
here, where it was done in Paris doesn't prove successful, or a still
Paris" and will feature himself and an independent studio,
and in the provinces.
greater spreadout is necessary, the
Mrurice Leliman is now going to one-week rule may be dropped com- a real French cancan troupe,
AGICA -was also instrumental in
augmented by Mexican chorines.
adapt it for' the screen, starring pletely, Jarratt opined.
iitymying appointment of Chiirles
Andre Luguetj Dany Robin and
Ijforman Cutler, as chief technical
Meantime, the third large circuit,
'
.
\
'J
''l*Francois Perier.
engineer of Emelco Studios. Cutler
Associated British, and indje bouses,
transferred to films from radio, havare giving big 'films extetided playing been Xadio TBI Mundo's chief
ing time, frequently^-aS much as three
years.
Union
tor
12
technician
or four weeks, he said.
squawked at his appointment from
"This is proving advantageous toone field to another, over the heads
both distributor and exhibitor,",. Sh:.
of film technicians, even if his qualiArthur declared. "The distributor
;

•

tising.)

Paper shortages, which greatly
and
limit advertising in newspapers
for the
are"responsible
ic.ij^^^^^
maakz"ines'." aiL
magazmes.

purposes

cial

Isles,

British

the
is permitted in
time on the Luxem-

radio Is ordinarily much
sought after, because of the lack
The preof space in other media.
was $500 (U. S.) per
charge
war!
has
price
This
quarter - hour.
dropped to $308 becaiuse, of the fallby
ing off of radio audiences caused
the lack o£ radios. This is the only-

bourg

,
'

form

of

advertising

which

less

is

expensive than before the war.
"The expEiise of motion picture
advertising has increased from $60
(U, S.) for five minutes screen time
to $60 for two minutes. Advertising
shorts are gaining in popularity,
both- because of Jargcr audiences
.

'

'

Fr(Hiffly.S.Pix$

DHef(^Arg.lhaw
Buenos Aires, Dec. '9.
All signs now point to an early
looselning of frozen American plx

money in
ment has
for

The govern-

Argentina.;
just aslced

Yank

information

detailed

distribs

on. total
in the

made by them

remittances

past five year«,

and major cotnpany

now busy conipiling the
Request is consi4ered the
tipoft that some sort of quota system
"Curtain advertising in theatres is
on dollars exported will be applied,
controlled by one London compaiyr,

*nd,laek of other publicity
.

-

>

I

The

increases, it is pointed out,
SVii-yey decl&res in part:
commerT
"A,s no broadcasting for

Sles..

facili-

reps are
figures.

,

w

•whoSe rates are reasonable arid
accepted
from'
vary much
not,
i

(rtandards."

Export Life-Blood Of

^

Export market, is now the lifeblood of the French film industry,
Goodman,
Morris
to
according
prexy and general manager ot Discina' Internfitional Films Corp., and
B. L. Garner, Vog Film Co. head.
Ijatter; who is also veepe© fit Vog's
importing subsid, .•Foremost Film
declared in ISfew York last
•week that th& Fretich government is
considering .an export bonus designed to encoi»ragft" Gallic filmCorp.,

making.

.

.

,

of British theatre business. It's oil
probably 20% from the boom period,
but the big' pictures are doing better
than ever. The small and mediocre

ones are doing nothing. And it is
these latter with which an exhibitor
would fill in the time that he now
givejs to the better films, the ones
that are doing business."
Mostly, because of this situation at
'thfe b.o., Quennell explained, Korda
will make only eight pictures this
year, with every one a top-budgeter.
Minor pictures, which he contracted
from outside producers when London Films was being organized 18

With the five years used as a base.
Meanwhile, major U. S. firms have
continued shipping prints into the months ago, will no longer find a
conntry without any letup. They've place in the program, Quennell said.
always felt that, an agreement would All future pictures Will be made by
be reachedj since blocking of pix producers, with long-term contracts,
ftinds was merely a byproduct of in "the London Films family," 5»^ith
Britain's sudden, action in halting the "studio providing, the financing
the conversion of pounds into dol- and participating in -'the profits, he
lars.
.
added.
Argentine freeze has been in efThat 15% Tax
fect for some three months. Since
As for the current 75% tax on
remittances, heretofore, had been
American films, both Jarratt and
made regularly^ the halt called by Quennell asserted they liad no ofthe; government did not block any
ficial knowledge of any compromise
substantial backlog of funds. This
moves. Jarratt expressed the pereeiantry is good for approximately
sonal opinion that British economic
$3,000,000 yearly to American distopper Sir. Stafford CrippS was per^
tribs, and It's understood that some
fectly willing to listen to compVo*
$450,000-$600,000 are now tied up by
mise offers, but that the Americaji
the freeze.
Industry bad not made clear its po'

French Plx Industry

With Govt Bpnns

'

'

fications were greater,
Emelco has. started on "Rodriguez"
Dublint. Dec, 2.
with-Pepe Arias in the lead. Script
London group members ot -ihe MoEnrique

Ass;ft., through their Eu-.
ropean rep F. M. Allport, have
agreed to provide one American picture a year for a benefit performance
in aid of the Catholic Stage Guild

tion Picture

of Ireland.

ance with the President ,bf Ireland
and all church and state heads in
'

attendance.'

»

IS

PASSED IN EIR£

North American distribution' rights
to independent V. S. distribs. Disaccording to
proxy Goodm^, not only is closely
affiliated with the Paris' Discina, but
the parent company has a substanYork
interest
tial
in the New
branch.
On Discina International's current
distributional slate are about 10
parent
produced
the
by
films, aU
cina

Interniitionali';

Mexico

'

•

?

City,

;

.is

some

Korda will, deliver Under his American >distribution deal
with the company. It's "An IdOal
first

public griping to
^ shame to stage

the etiect that it's
the Choir in a big open-air bowl,
because acoustics are such that only
the highest-price scalers can really
enjoy the show, and that such a
be
"The
release
will
company. First
songfe.st is better in an auditorium.
Marais
with
Jean
•Eternal Helurn,"
There are several • such here, but
Sologne,
due
for
a
Madelein
anij
January preem at the 55th St. Play- none is big enough for a b.o, take
house, N. Y. Others are "La Partie for such a hefty guarantee.
rOmbre,"
starring
Jean-Louis
de
Possibly because of the RussoBarrault and Edwige FeuiUere; "Les
with Jewish origin of some of the musiMaudits"
("The Damned")
Marcel Dalio, and "Lucien Guitry," cians and the pimdering to the customers
father
Guitry's
who go in fof minor key
the story ot Sacba
•which Guitry wrote and is starring music, "Yiddishe Ma'ma" is one of
In is well. This picture is now in the more popular excerpts in the
production.
Russo boites in Paris.

in legit.

;

FRENCH

ON

wm; nm
Paris, Dec.

is

co-starred.

2.

'Walt.Disney's'^'Dumbo" distributed

Cinematograticii Inter

-

Americana

is still dickering with Mexican achere by RK;o, is getting an unprectress Maria Felix, who is expected to
edented release handling •via simulmake pix in Buenos Aires early in
taneous use of 40 technicolor prints
1948, while her divorce from comof the pix, all dubbed in French.
poser Agustin Lara goes through.
sition on terms.
This is all the more noticeaible' beHe empiiasized the difiicult British cause of difticulty in ^getting color Overtures were made to Pedro Lopez
Lagar, the Charles Boyer ot Argendollar position and pointed out that
sufficient: quantities. Even
prints
tine pix, but the Spanish onetime
Sir Stafford would be hard put to
white
l^lms, the raw
with black and
iegiter insisted that he share credits
justify sending dollars to America
stock shortage makes printing over
tor films when he right now is faced
with the Mexican star. Luis Saslavprints
impassible.
about 30
nearly
is to direct the Mexican -acttiess
with the necessity of cutting the
will
play
the
"Dumbo"
RKO folidly- sky
Interpresent three-pound weekly potato
booked 'Gaumont Palace and Rex it she finally does accept the
ration to two-and-one-haU pounds
americana deal.
theatres here and about 70 mOre'
because of a shortage of exchange.
Mapy
Cortez, revue star from
week
and
provincial situations' Xmas
QueimcU was emphatic in that the
for
Porto
Rico,
in
Buenos
Aires
is
the following^ New ^Year's .week.
recent Cabinet switch, which saw
For "Spanish IVlain," RKO plans to legit and is mulling over offers from
Hugh Datton step out as Chancellor
various local studios to make pix.
of the Exchequer and Cripps move use nearly as many technicolor Influx of foreign stars in 'Argentine
into his place, would not adversely prints, French dubbed, RKO sales studios
is
assuming proportions
ailect a compromise on the tax.' Sis manager 3. Cartier, believing in get- which some fear will provoke a pro'^
ting, heavy returns from available

m

.

grossers before further dificulties
may arise in turning them into
francs, is instigating a high pressure
sales campaign supported by European flackery liead Elias Lapinere,

Swiss Like turtle'
Zurich, Dec.

German vers i o n

of

2.

John van

Druten's '"Voice of the Turtle" is
playing simultaneously in
Zurich
Schauspiclhaus) and Berne, 'with
the pu'olic draw big, despite lukewarm comments in the local papers.
Play was called "too superficial."
Vim Druten's "I Remember ""Mama,"
which was given here some weeks
ago, received a better -press.
,
Zurich ca.st of the "Turtle" includes Anne-Marie Blanc as Sally,
Gu.stav Knuth as Bill find Rita
Liecbti as Olive.
(

•

from local elements. However,
since so many Argentine stars, such
as Pelia Garces, Libertacl Lamarque
lest

and Graciela Lecube, ai-e banned by
Senora Eva de Peron f rom working
in

picture

•

There

'

'..

RKO SPEEDS

Dec. 9.
Biggest open-air spectacle here in Husband," Paulette Goddard-starrer,
years is concert series of the ^hich will be released early next
Vatican Choir, conducted by Msgr. year.
Fox pact, Quennell said, called for
Lieino
Reflce,
slcedded
lor
the
Plaza Mexico, OS.OOO-seater Ijovvl 14 pictures, with either side having
hero, where
gtime -buUflglits are the option of calling it quits after
staged, starting
Dec. 12.
Tomas six. The Six are expected to be dC'VaUes'is managing for Conciertos livered by March, 1949, he estimated^
Jarratt said he would also confab
Mexicanos. Opener is on Guadalaupe Day, Mexico's greatest re- with Murray Silverstone, 20th's foreign chief, on distribution of Korda's
ligious holiday.
Choir has a guarantee of $20,650 product in Australia and South
He'll
(U.S.) per concert, of which three Africa, which 20lh handles.
are .skedded. Promoter.s report an likewise huddle with Republic execs,
excellent advance, with prices rang- British Lion handling the Rep product in. England.
ing from $3 (U.S.) io 4Gc.
.

'

Del Bio .Dressing Boom Dither
First of these annual shows will
" Work was almost held up on tlic
be held with Metro's "The' Yearling'
stais
next month in the 3,000-seater Adel San Miguel lots when local
built
phi. Decision to hold benefits using saw the portable dressingroom
U, S. pix each year followed 'tallcs by the studio for Miss del Bio's use.
between Guild chaplain Father Cor- This is the first dressingroom ot the'
mac; Allport and Robert 'Vining of kind seen on ArgentinO .sets. The native stars threatened a strike unthe MPA.
less they were granted equal treatment with the foreign star, but eventually everything: calmed down. Miss
DISIRIB
del Rio is supported by Alberto
Closas, Francisco de Paula and Fernando Lamas, while Maria Duval

'

Vatican Choir for 3 Mex
Alfresco Concerts at 60G

Cahcl
by Ivo Polay and
Salaberry; directed. Formei^ly Pope
Arias pix have .relied almost solely
on the comedian himself as a b.o.
attraction, but this, time he is to be
surrounded by -a big all-star cast,
with Golde S!lami, Floren Delbone,
Ilde Pirovano, lilaria Santos and
Nelly Duggan figuring in bi 'ight
lights. Some scenes will be shot in
the Maipo theatre where the comedian has made his biggest successes

is

"

Back from a fkvp-week junket to
France and Italy, Garner pointed
out that, the governmM^t's largesse
DubUn, Dec, 9.
would help to 'fill the breach between the true value of the iranc
Londonderry (Northern Ireland)
and- its pegged, sKtiacial value of City Corp. film censorship commit119 francs to the dollar, Han, he tee, after a midnight' sitting in a
reported, would result in .a- 100% local .picture house to view, the- film,
bonus in Vanes ics every $1,000 a gave the greenlight to David O.
French Him producer realized in Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" by a
the U. S.
majority vote.
Thus instead of receiving 119,oeO_
iPicture, with cuts, has also been
francs for his $1,000 at the official okayed by Eire film censor Richard
rate of exchange, the film-maker
Hayes, despite a vigorous campaign declared the film balance of trade
would be granted 238,000 francs. in Catholic newspapers, but it was just an impossible situation and
Additional revenue fi-om the- O. S.
hasn^t $Iiay^ in any fiire cinema yet. the personalities involved in no way
would help oflfpet the slumping domattered.
mestic grosses brought about by the
Jarratt and Quennell are in the.
government's policy ot fixing admisU. S. to show 20th-Fox execs the
sion scales. Currently, Ga«t»er said,
production costs have risen 11 times
over prewar budgets while the b.o
bile has been Uppfid 'only about
three limes what. it- was in '38-'39.
Thus the foreign, marts, especially
the U. S., arc more essential than
ever lor the French film industry.
Perhaps the first Gallic prfaducing
company to realiie the value of having its own affiliated Anierican.dis'
tributing branch is Discina of Paris,
headed by Andre Paulve. In the past
the custom generally was to sell

^

•

Arrangements made between the
association's rep jand officers of the
Guild aip to give, the show the character of an Irish Command Perform-

:

AND NORTHERN IREAND

.

Iri^'€enm»^

profits in getting the long run. The
exhibitor profits because of the state

their

inu.st

be

Once

Current London Shows
London, Dec.

"Ann*

Iiucasta,,"

Majesty's

"Blind Goddess," Apollo

16-).

(27).
(33).

Away

has

the

gaps

finished

(1)..

"CMiarles Sing," Garrick (3),
"Chiltern Hundreds," "Vaude (15).
"Grime of Foley," Comedy (22).
"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (19).
"Edward My Son," Lyric (28).

"Fly

country,

somehow.

'

9.

(Figure sTiow.i weeks of run)
"All Over Town," Playhouse (7)

"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm
"Bless the Br|de," Adelphi

native
filled

Luij; 'Sandrini

two pix now skedded for Argentine
Sonb Film, he is due to .sail for
Spain where he is to make a couple
of pictures under Benito Perajo's direction. .Ace Italian director Antonio Leonviola is currently In Buenos
Aires and is another foroif.;n film
man for whom local producers are
competin^r

Peter," Fortune (18).

"Girr Quite," St. Martin's (16).
"Here There," Palladium (36),
"Honor & Obey," Saville (3)
"Life With Father," Savoy (27)

Terpalaces Best Buy Now
In Eire Due to Film Tax
DiAilin, Dec. 9.
With further upping of taxation on
shows in Ireland, dancehalls
are now .regarded as the best buy
in entertainment biz here. The lux
film

on dancing has been removed— it
cost more for the govornraonl to
"Linden Tree," Duche-ss (17).
collect than they got in taxation-^
"Never Can Tell," Wynd (10).
and youngsters are going for the
"OB Becord," Piccadily (28).
halls in a big way.
"Oklahoma!," Drury Lane (32).
Two new terperies opened here
"One, Two, Three," YorkS (13).
tor the low-price trade— 60c u.sniil
"Outrageous," W. Garden (4).
week-night admission charge— are
"Peace Our Time," Aid w'h (18).
both
collecting heavy coin. Number
"FiCcadUly Hayride," "Wales (39).
"Present Laughter," Il'yro'kt (34). oE halls also means more dates for
dance bands, some of which are
"Private Ent.," St. James (3).
now on a semi-amateur basis,
*'StorUght Boot," Hipp. (5).
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (84). altiiftugh the Irish Federation of
"Together Agjiln," Vic Pal. (34).
Musicians is endeavoring to reduc*!
"Tuppence," Globe (9).
the number of dutrate ensemble.';
nov/ operating.
"Worm'i View," Whitehall (,32).

!
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Wifh
lovc.moking-

...Ill

VIYlAflE

ROMAN Ci
Sm^slimg

'«TERRIFIC-.$20,000-A New Record
at this Housel"—VAiifEnr

>

"A Masterpiece.. Should be Seen by
.

,

The

30 weeks

in

NEW YORK

O weeks

in

LOS ANGELES

7 weeks

in

SAN FRANCISCO

4 weeks

in

CHICAGO

3 weeks

in

WASHINGTON

Smosfiffi9 off offencfonce

money records

ffie llnffed

All!"

-N. y. HOkAlP TRlBUNt
"Could Not Be More Perfect!"
—N. Y. POST

^

oJicf

First of the

1

'

illicit

^

lOTe •.'f^LMtr'

tiHMt0 4A.».

in

Stores

"Challenges Hollywood on
its own grounds!"
—N. Y. POST
"A New Peak.. . . Superb!"
-LIFE

*'An Epic Work ... the French
Reply to 'Gone With The Wind'l"

-N.

y. TIMES

IN FRENCH WITH

fNGt/SH WIES

MAGAZINE

AVAILABLE FOR
FIRST

RUN THEATRES

CIRCUITS

•

CONCERT HALLS
AUDITORIUMS

For Extended fngogeinenr$ Throughout tho Nation

Both Films presented by TRICOLORE FILMS and distributed nationally by

FILM RIGHTS INTERNATIONAL
IRVIN SHAPIRO, General Manager

1600 Broadway,

°

HltASl

^

I

offendoficereconi^
of ffce

RIALTO, Bcoadway and 42nd St., N. Y.

,

WIC010«

off

New

York

19,

N. Y.

Pfione Circle

7-5850

'

.
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N; O.'s 313,351 Seats
Theatre survey of the New

Q»|dmWilk to Sell His UA Stock

m
m

interest
sale' of Charles Chaplin's
United Artists, it has been learned.

Selznick

no

success

m y«t» since

those inter-

marks

to

dine

Case,"

of Jennie"
Bidlds His

"Portrait

such as Boston banker Serge and "Mr, Blandings
Sem«nenko, wants complete control Dream House."

ested,

.

Iil^s ikckford's quest ipr a pur<aMU»r 'for the Chaplin shares took

her

Thursday

last

(4) to

Kuhn, Loeb

She had a lengthy huddle
-Co.
there With partner Sir WiUinm Wiseman; She had previously conferred
Neitlwr, it's
With' I.ehman Bros.
undttetood,. ivas teterested in tbe

&

JUUUSSCHEPPSTOPS

'

.

prQppSition.
- Chiaplin is reported ready to take
$2i50O,0OO to $3,000,000 for bis share
tof'UA. During the past summer he
could hftve had. #5,000,000 from a
syndicate headed by Si Fabtian, but

Miss Pickford tossed over the deal
1^ refusing to part with her shares,
bhat>lin's attitude until recently
-WS*. that he wouldn't sell unless his

TEXAS VARIETY CLUB
Dallas, Dec,

0.

RKO

before the House Un-American Committee. •.
Invite to the Motion Picture Assn; prexy to testify in their behalf was
issued by Robert W. Kenny, counsel for the 10 .Hollywoodltes recently
cited by Congress for contempt. It followed Johnston's acceptance, as a
production chief by a Philly
sub tor Dore Schary, of an award to the
Masonic group for his contribution to the fight on bigotry.
Johnston called ''Crossfire" a ^challenging, dramatic picture striking at
Intoletance,"^ but never once mentioned Scott or Dmytryk, Attorney declared; "If Johnston can accept an award <or the film's contribution to
Americanism he has a moral obligation to help Scott and JDmytryk in
their fight against illegal discharge."

RKO

,

theatres apiece.

MORRIS OFFiCLTlf ON
FILM ABOUT RADIO BIZ

Opposing attorneys in the #2,000,000 -libel suits of Emmet Lavery and
Gpsch against Mrs. Lela Rogers, mother of Ginger Rogers, have
been conferring in Hollywood on plans for withdnwins ^* present action
and filing a new one to include five additional defendants, .It's reported
the revised papers will be filed this week.
According to Max Fink, their attorneyf .th* plaintiffs. will include James
K. McGuinnes, Metro production exec; Sam Wood, dlreiter; Morrie Ryskind, scenarist and playwright;, Ayn Rand, novelist, and' the ABC network.
They would base their action on Mrs. Rogers' pre-trial testimony that
tlie four individuals helped her prepare her script for the "American Town
Meeting" broadcast. last Sept. 2, during which she referred to Lavery's new
play, "The Gentlnoan From Athens," as' "Communist propaganda." Gosch
is producer of the show^, which opened last night (Tues.) at; the Mansfield,
Iblartin

United Artists board has given thfe
nod to Jerrold Brandt to go ahead
With production of "Radio Cavalcade," a history of the radio Industry. William Morris office, which is"
to provide some of the featured radio players for the cast «hd is also
report^ed, tft have helped round WP
some of the production money, is to
get an undisclosed percentage of the
profits.

UA

wlU

get

its

.

N. Y.

regular

The new complaint

Heading the Variety Club ot Texas 27.^% distribution fee.
during 1948 will be Julius Schepps,
Brandt has been n^otiatinf with
recently elected chief barker, and UA on the film for. some time under
Fred Hoenschedit, first ^pssistant the previous tiOe of "Music in the
Other officers are Air." Cast has not yet been selected,
chief barker,
cMef
assistant
second
Wilson,
P. E.
but it's scheduled to tee^ off within
barker; Duke Claik, prop master, 30 days, with Stuart Heisler directand Harold Schwartz, reelected ing. Armed Forces Radio Service
national
the
to
Delegates
doughboy.
iias granted the producer exclusive
convention of Variety Clubs «1' permission to recreate its wartime
America- are J. B, Underwood and "Command Performance" stunt for
Lloyd Rust. Selected as alternates the picture. National Assn. ot.jproadare Roy Litsey- end Don Douglas.
casters is slated to assist in exploitaMembers <« the 1948 board of tion by having the film, plugged
directors are H. J. O'Donnell, Paul gratis over mbst radio staUons as a

program) because

.

.Fink said.

PCA

and

affiliate

first

is suggesting that its members "xkip'K couple ot movies"
with #3 contributions to help finance the protest campaign.

.

'How can Hollywood do this to me?' and developini! an 'include mc out'
Did Barnum give two shows a
attitude toward magic lantern shows.
night, one with elephants and one with mice? Would the legit theatres

MPF Meet
-

liiek In

Samuel Goldwyn's crusade against double feature bills has recruited
N. Y< Sun columnist H. I. Phillips into the siitglerpiiittiire camp. Writing
in a recent column, Phillips said: "The whole theory, of one good picture
and one stinkeroo is iKiring tlie customers, causinf widespread cries of

in Pitt, which
licensed radio station
in the country..

was the

include the; ABC network (which broadcast the
hasnt made the retraction originally demanded,

PCA

addition,

radio industry pitch.
Preem has already been set for
Pittsburgh under the vauspices of

KDKA, KTBC

-will

it still

•.

':

Launcfaing'an organ^c^ protest campaign, against.the recen*; directive of
film industry execs calling top discharge of all Conunuaists, the Arts,
Sciences and Professions Council of Progressive Citizens of America is
staginK a rally next Monday (15) at Manhattaii. Center, N. Y. Writerproducer Adrian Scott, one of 10 Holly wood figured Indicted for contempt
of Congress, is slated to fly in from 'the Coast, to address the meeting.
Calling the film indmtry's action "a direct threat to progressives of
is asking its members to write protest letters to Eric
every shade^"
Johnston, Motjon Picture Assn. prez, iirging ham to reconsider the step. In

.

did, too, and he is under«t6od at one time to bave pflered to
have him buy her out or" her buy
him ovEt, 'but she refused. Since Short, James O. Cherry, PhU Longfhen^ with the mounting troubles
don, Samuel B. Landrum, Buddy
fftced by tiie company, Chaplin has
Harris, Duke Clark, Harold Schwartz,
apparently come to the point of lorFred Hoenscheidt, Julius -Schepps,,
Settiitf personal feelings it he can
Waiiam O'Donnell, John Paul God^t a reasonable return for his in' win,
<3. CEzell, P. E. Wilson, John
terest.
and Haywood Sinunons. Wil
Rowley
Negotiations with Semenenko are
Ham O'Donnell, retiring chief bar
said to have been in sbeyance reker, becomes national' canvasman
oently, while Miss Pickford tried the
ofheir tacli;s. V,p. of'ffirst N«ti<mal
Bill Elson's 3d Encore
Bank o£ Boston reportedly has sugMinneapolis, Dec. 9.
gested (i #5,000,000 price for full
Northwest Variety Club directors
control of the company; 3ack of his
chosen Bill Elson, one-time
have
Interest is said to be an eventual
Variety
mugiS and now an indie tltemerger with Eagle Lion, 'since he's
atre circuit owner, to be chief
closely allied financially, with £L's
barker in 10*8, succeeding John
owner, Robert R. Young.
Branton. It will be third «me he
has held pOst
Other officers selected are Ted
Bolnick and. Joe Loeffler, first and
second assistant chief barkers; Abe
Continued tcon. pace 3
Kaplan, treasurer, and Pat Halloran,

''l^iirtner

jft.

seats

with 6,255 seats.
Of the total number oi thea287 are ciucuit-operated
tres,
with remaining 302 owned by
indies having less than four

Organization

Releasing

313,351

operating in that area. In addition, there are six drive-ins
with a total capacity of 2,350
cars and 13 shuttered houses

SRO's Coast Sales Meet

its first anni with a sales
meeting in Los Angeles Jan. 8-9-10.
Chaplin, Miss Pickford's partner
It will be attended by all studio
UA,, has given her power to sell his and h.o. execs, yl^. the exception
stockvif she can.
of eastern pift>'-ad chief Boh GsllDetermined to retain her interest ham, and by division and district
in UA,' while Chaplin wants to un- managers.
load. Miss Pickford's aini is to find
Sales policy will be expounded at
tor the Chaplin holdings a customer the conclave by prez Neil Agnew
who will agree to her keeping her on three films which will be shown
BO^- She U understood to have had
the assemblage.. They ftre "Para-

with

theatres

Stuff-Pictures

Eric Johnston, 'A6 result ot his niltadelphia 8|ieech to ptaise of RKO's
"Character witness" for
"Crossfire" last week, was "invited" to become
Adrian Scott and Edward Dmytryfc Scott, Who pxcfduced "CIrossflre," and
for their testimony
Dmytryk, who directed it, were recently fired by

being issued by the Motipn Picture Assn., shows a total of 576

EvenlfMarylWorilRetamsHerSO^Q
Confabs with at least two majortWall street houses have been held
by Mary Pickford during the past
two weeks in an effort to aryange a

hade

Orleans territory, 11th in the
series of 31 exchange directories

c«iittnnc*-.|Mm.'.pafe-'>V''BBL-,.
.

ever get anywhere by producing ^Oklahoma!' and 'Unjcle'^m's Cabin' on
the same night program? ... I lite movies, Sam, but I don't Uke limbui-ger
on the same prograni;''

stressed thai the Foundation
must be "more than transient phU-

who

aiithropy."

•

York

Production Code

_

Tapped for top jobs along with.
Richards

are

Hany

Brandt,

New

circuit operator* first veepee;

[

Rick Ricketson, National Theatres
exec, second veepee; Mitchell Wolf-t 8c«ie

CenttaiBea from page T

not 1^

titles shall

used.*'

TOitii

Miami theatre op, tliird veepee; was interpreted to mean that only
Sears
Balaban, trees.; and Jack Kirsch, a title that, per sc, was "salacious,
National AUied proxy, sec'y. Prez, indecent or obscene" could be nixed.
first veepee, sec'y and trees, will also New rule adopted by the MPA board
secretary.
.'v :
pany through many careless stateserve on tiie executive committee in New York last Wednesday (3)
ments and by some malicious ones.
provides—with attention called to
as members ex officio.
It is for that reason, and; at the re- Hindu-Ala^ie Picon B-wiity:
Other exec committeemen desig- Paragraph 2:
quest of the stockholders and board
"The following titles shall not be
New York preen) of "Sbakuntala.'' nated for the permanent org. ace

Warns

.

,

;

:

i.:';,'

of directors, that I wish to make the first feature produced in.iindi4t;^Keir
itdldwing facts completely dear:
to be shown coinMnerclally in
"li'UA has been completely sol- U. S., has been set for Christmas
vent for the 28 years of itis existence. Day at the Art theatre. Opening
marks the house's 'conversion to a
It is completely solvent toda^.
"2, UA is presently operating at a tctst run foreign film policy.
;

Picture stars Jayashxee, India's
substantial profit and.^cvery indicadistributed
tion is that, because of the com- foremost star. It's being
pany's flexible sfla'ture* it will con- in the U. S. by Mayer-Burstyn.
tinue to operate .profitably. tn tiiis
xespecti it is in <i far more favorable unf ulfill^
obligation.
contractual
position than the more self-seeking
We are cognizant of -published reof its story-spreading competitors.
ports that a distribution deal has
"8,''UA has Bcf outstanding indebt- been concluded between the Cagney
edness of any kind. As a privateiy- brothers and Warner Bros. If this
corporation,, it has no com- is true, and de^ite this confluence
moti. or preferred stock' problems, no of 'brotherhood, if is our intention
outstanding debentures, .no stock- to proceed against Warner Bros., as
holders suits. It also stands unique well: as the Cagneys.
among other motion picture com* "Counsel has also been instructed
panics which are presently faced, in to demand immediate delivery from
parlous times, with heavy contrac- Monterey Productions of 'Red River,'
-tual, executive costs, excessive longproduced and directed by Howard
term rentals for lAvA office space, Hawks.- This picture is firmly com-:
banking pressure for liquidation ot
has evimitted by contract.
huge olillgations and the many other
denced complete good faith even to
problems which have caused such
are also
an .offer ot arbitration.
slurrying, screaming and axe-wieldreliably intonned tliat Enterprise
log. in other quarters.
Studious, production,^ 'Arch of Tri" has,
over a period of umiAi,'., has been eompleted.'. This
"4i
almost three decades, dealt cleanly film, we understand, has been shown
.

i

miwA

-

.

son,

,

and honorably

witli both its exhibitor-customers and its producerelients. pur contracts have been
liveifl: tip to in both letter and spirit.

Wfe *xpect all otKers--.in this country^ ^nd; throughout the worldr^to dolikewise. To this end, the management of
has engaged outstanding counsel to prosecute aggressively

UA

&

Calif.

By-laws were amended to boost
Named
10. trustees at large to 12.
to that group are Ricketson,. Wolfson, Walsh, Gamble, Kirsch, Brandt.
Bruen,. Abram- F. Myers, AUicd's
'

the

.

general counsel; Herman Bobbins,
National Screen Service toppe^; Cart
Hoblitzelle, Par's Tcxas-partner;'MaJ.

UA

Gen. Ted Curtis, of Eastman

all violations of
existing contracts and, mark this
welli to prosecute ail efforts by individuals or 'corporations: to interfere
Witb^ obstruct or suborn the legal
exetstitlon .of oiir existing contracts,

Kodak

Co.;

-

used:

,

1.
Titles which are salacious, .indecent, obspene, profane or. vulgar.
"2.
Titles which suggest or are
Currently associated in the public
mind with material, characters or
occupations unsuitable for the
screen.
"3. Titles which are otherwise objectionable."
The Advertising Code .was also
amended, eliminating the possibility
ot a studio getting around the^ title
prohibition by labeling a film "with
another name and then advertising,
for instance, "Made from Kathleen
Winsor's novel, 'Forever Amber.'".
Code reads:
New section of the
"Titles of source materials or occtqjiationB or names ot characters on
'which motion pictures may be based
should not be exploited in advertising or upon the screen if such
titles or such names are in conflict
with the provisions of the Production Code affecting titles."
Phoney Crime Biogs.
This rule also eovers changes
,

AD

;

'

Wire

—

.

our counsel lias t>een
already Instructed to proceed against
Gagney Productions demanding full
performance of that organization's
deal^ with UA. Only two. pictures—
''Specifically,

A

,

acter in the film.
With reissue 'values as high as
are currently, distribs cut
themselves off: from a fairish clvunk
of income by their action in listing
x4 pictures, released between 1928
and 1947, as unsuitable for reissue
because of their crime content.
These are "Dillinger" (Mono). 1945;
"Roger Touhy, Gangster" (20 th),
1944; "The Racket Man" (Col), 1944;
"This Gun for Hire" (Par), 1943;
"The Killers" (U), 1946; "Tiney Made
Me a ,KiUer" (Par), 1946; "Born to
KiU" (RKO), 1947; "Shoot to Kill"

tliey

.

(Screen GuUd), 1947; "The La.st
Gangster" (M-G), 1937; "Me Gang(Fox),
"Gang War"
1928;
.1928; /"Ladies of the Mob
(Par). 1928, and "The Racketeer"
(Pathe), 1930. Also named is "The

ster"

(FBO),

"

.

Murder Ring,"

1942,

but

neither
release

Vabibtt flies nor distrib
charts carry .any /such title.
Fix already in release'- are not
affected, although ]t is a.ssumed they
will
reissue.
be
ineligible
for
Among such films not named are

"Check

Yoiu:

Guns"

.

Under

and unflaggingly

Wohnny Come Lately' and 'Blood on
the.'fSun'-T-have been delivered.
third, 'Time of Your Life,' has been
comptett^d, °lhi$" latter constitutes aii

'

And Chick Lewis.
All 31 exchange areas except
Cleveland, Milwaukee and OklaWe
lioma City are now organized, Balaban said. As: for these sectors, he which were made.in the Production
recommended appointment of a Code to give the Breett office a clear
committee by the board to underf mandate for eliminating biographies
take their organization immediately or pseudo-biographies of gangsters,
to audiences and exhibitors here and after the meeting.
dead or alive. The industry is curin California. UA's B-picture conFoundation now has #1,000;000 of rently under fire of columnist Westtract with Enterprise is unique in its original flO,0OO,O0ff starter com- brook Pegl'er because of the PCA's
that 'Arch of Triumph' "was and is mitted.
Paramount has promised thumbs-down ou the Al Capone
a primai'y consideration- of the deal. $500,000 and its partners the o^er script which he authored for proAny attempt to withhold this pro- #500,000.
duction by his brother. Jack, and
duction would be alien- to. the intent,
Lou Cioldberg. While Breen has long
.spirit and letter of the .agreematt.:
been trying' to hold back another big
the
Counsel has therefore been incycle of gangster film.s, he was doing
Universal will suffer no loss
structed to demand an early delivio under only generalized clauses of
as result of the Motion Picture
ery date and complete fulfillment of
the Code,
Now he has a specific
Assii.'s action last week in listthe contract.
regulation which undoubtedly was
ing
"This same desire to protect the
Mark Hellinger's "The
engendered by the Pegler case^to
Killers" among crime films "uninterests of our company and its
point to.
coterie of producers will dictate our
suitable for reissue."
Reis.sue
Adding a 13th section to the preactions in England or wherever else
rights had already been sold,
vious
sections of the Code, the
our position may be', placed in
with a large group of others, to
new rule reads:jeopardy, purposefully or unintenHarris-Broder^ outfit w'hich
"No picture shall be approved
tionally. We expect aU producers,
specializes in handling resale of
dealing with the life of a notorious
present, past and future, to fulfill
reissue rigtits.
criminal of current or recent times
their contracts with us to the same
".Killers" was one of U's bigwhich uses the name, -nicliname or
degree that they expect (and are
gest grossers of the 1946-47 seaalias of such notoriou.s criminal in
entitled to expect) performance from
son, snaring in the neighborhood
the film, nor shall a picture be apus. . .
of #3,000,000.
proved if based upoii' the life of
-

UA

Depinet, Leopold Friedman, Metro's
v.p. and general counsel; Spyros
Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy; Nate^um-^
berg, Universal's prexy; Jack Colm,
Columbia's exec v.p.! Fred Wehrenberg, board chairman of TOA; Gani-.
ble; Dr. Jacob Fishman, New Haven;
Moe Silver, Pittsburghi., Hicharck
The^
Walsh, International Alliance
Stage Employees' prexy;
atrical
M. J. MuUin,. Paramount partner in
Boston; Sam Gillette, Salt Lake City;
Ai Schoenstadt, Chicago; William
Jenliins, Atlanta; and Hugh Bruen,

;

such a.ndtorious criminal unless the
character sho^. In- the. film be
punished for crimes shown in the
film as committed by him^"
The Advertising Code revisions
quoted -above would preclude rclerences in ad copy to a criminal who
might be alleged as the real-life
counterpart of the principal char-

(Mono),

Gangster"

(Mono)

and

Uu-ee

(FJL),

"The

"Gun

Talk"
Screen
"Racketeers"

from

>

Guild, "Killer Dill,"
and "Call It Murder."
Since the minor companies are
not members of the MPA, they're
under no obligation to pull their
gangster reissues and it's assumed
that they won't. Inasmuch as tlie
pix won't carry the PCA seal, af-filiated
circuits
and some indie
houses will not play them, but many
other minor exhibs habitually pay
no attention to whether a film has
a .seal or not...
TitlM stricken from the MPA's
Title Registration list by last week's
action are: ''Al Capone," "Under-

covee

lilan.

He Trapped

Capone,"

for
"Killer for Hire," "A.si!assin
Hire;" "Killers AU," "Baby Faced
Killer,"
"The Gangster's Moll,".
"Professional
"Gang.ster's
Glory,"
•Killer" and "The Killer." The.se are
labels for films never made, but
\
to which rights were staked out,

'
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No

Entertainer in history of

Broadway night

life

ever re*

ceived fuch an ovation as

George

ence

This superb

Jessel.

rhade

performer
laiigh,

audi*

his

and vreep as he

Willed.

—LEONARD
New

York

GEORGE

LYONS,

JESSEL

Post.

1947

Dec
super smash at the

Jessel

His opening most

Carnival.
exciting

and

thrilling in re*

cent Broadway history.

—LEE MORTIMER,
New

York

.

,M''"fO''«

. oil DooTteA

George

tae

a^

i

^roadvay

^orTti^K'

^aclxed

one of the

Jessel,

few remaining greats

show

«v vacation

,,earDarryl«

the

iii

business.

—KAHN,

The Star
Georgie

Variety.

of

the

week

is

.quits'."—

Jessel.

—EARL WILSON.
New

York Post.

.

.....;«Uo

al>->'

The gang from 21 and Toots
Shor's .went enmasse to see

Georgie

Jessel.

They laugh-

fortwne*aXl-st
jaitTa*^^^

and cried with him and

eid

then cheered.

—LOUIS SOBOL,
N.Y. Journal-American*

Georgi®
Jessel^ return to

New

York's

night life was one of the season's

premiers.

sensational

The audience actually rose
to

its

feet

and cheered the

producer-actor.

—DOROTHY

KILGALLEN.

N. Y, Journal-American.

"He's wonderful

in the finest

sense of the word/'

—BERT McCORD.
Herald Tribune.

:

—

1

,

•

1^ 1*«T

nCTlJllKS

S4

UA't Pnlm-OfF
United

Ketui Gmses

landlord'to a
is

may become
legiter. Company

Artists

SANFIMUiCISCO
CODntiaiie^
tasfe

font

pase^

week; "Pirates of

Fort. Okay;

U>

W

ate Never- tWBV Dull IttXIwa l;***
week, -NigfatiBai* AHer' ^a»m>,

mw' Sock

^

^;

—

—"Unconquered"
$19,000.

(1,400; 90-$1.20)

(Par) .(5th wk).
Last week, great

-«Eui»

Broadway,

iirtii4t»

on

•

M

tagihip.
,siace oiHHied bar Walter Reacfe moo-e
Ttet Old Clapital Rumor Afi»f», 'than a year ««oi'also has had to be
IVh tmg hten. iumored that the opened to a non-tIni\rersal picture
Cap, wttBShlLoewV leases in partner- this week because- -of faiilare of any
will
Kendall,
MeamUKts
be at the ,$oin{ianji's. own product to
dropped by the conqiany. This hm iboMB ugpk. afti fBarime '"Henry V" at
been denied as often, as it comes up, pop prices, marking the third rtin
but the rumors peitSast- Baroadwayites. thclUnillnislEadt]iia.]!<ew York. "Bush
readily agree tttat. tbe. 3,4S0-seat Christmas'* was pulled last
Fridiay
Stale, because of its mid - Times after only three days of
the second
Square location,-, iisi a moire advan- week.
tageous theatre jgBKBRKty' than the
U
is having all it can do to keep
4,820-seat 51st strietf htmt.
Chicago, Dec, 9.'
That .Loew'S-cotild gej; along minus its Winter^ Garden booked with its
fi'"l'.f/P«^""y
Metro homeoff ice has advised its the Cap as a showcase fw
aamuen a9 two addrtional houses
branch staff here that no M-G feahave r-eoe»ttia'' bMA Qpe^
to its
any
ture «r short is to be sold in
"fite^p are the Little
IrnvMai'.
shape or form to televisioit. broadSelznick
M. H.

ship with'

,

C(^£S

Retro

m

To

Video

M-G

'

^

.

,

t

,

.

;

m

Carnibgie, ia whieh; "Nicholas Nickle-

ea»teis.i

Deal with Badio City iisaiK
ib; mm- ioatallled. sifter 12 .weeks
Order came fhiwagJfwIi«B one of
Hall, N. Y., by which "Paradine
of -'Tawijr Kpit,"* and the Sutt«n,
the jnidwestern tele stations soraght
Case" goes in next, is understood
[.Tirlitl^ IS' i>%..-'^ic: tWi Iradne of "I
to rent an old fieatiBje from the
also to include negotiations for
Where Tm Going." Latter
Know
Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 40-80)—
exchange to transmit over its
two other Selznick films to be
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue). Metro
Igesm^ M JSts!»l^1S ,&Sktck^ operation,
offered was rebooked in the bouse. They are
Fair $3,500. "Wind" played two video outlet. Price
is; "itoi feast sicte, cIebss- house form eily
weeks at firstrun house several portedly high enough to warrant the
"Portrait of Jennie" and "Mr.
play<ias.|Ribi[w4uents>
«
HHtaibs ag^k. Last week, "Bachelor branch manager wiitiBg into the
Biandings Builds His Dream
BIG^ llRStrrnKtiKr, the venerable.
Bobby-Soxer"" (RKO> and ''The homeoffice- to determine whether be
House."
Palace ef vaude fame, is to gfU a
Wd>" (U) (3d wfc>, after two smelc could sell the film..
to
"Paradine" ts expected
facelift shortly. "The 1,757complete
weeks at Iteamount and (Jriental,:
Metro's •aetiMB, following reports
open about Xan. B or 15, follast$8i600.
seater is to ^get new cfeirs, # paint
other distriba are considering
Jtowing the current "Cood News"
It was
job, liod^ equipment, e^^
OriMU (K-K) (2.0Q0^ 40-m'y- that
deals with U3it broadcasters, indi(MtG). "Jennie'* may preem im-^
"Fun, Fancy Free" (HKO) and "SevbrlginaUy iittended to close the
bold its
.ea.Keys.Baldpate" (BKO), day-date cates it wiU continue to
after
that,
wteicht
mediately
bwute .ipvMiittistiatiAs, wedic for the.
can
wiSi Oniiieimi. SoUd $7,000. Last place on tbe sidelines wh«re
likely will be between midVFebslfrengjlllt ot "Cut of the
repairSi
wedr, '^'Forever Amber" (2Qth)« watch video wifiMnat 8efcliii& into it.
ruary and mid-March. ''BiandPast,f* prtstnftt tenant, has, caused tje'$7JSIia at up^Tcd scale.
Persistent refusal even to disettss
ings". wi^n't be ready for release
la^ .naati]!: car^' iiext' year.
Orpheum (H-KJ- O.'JSO;' 40-80)— the sale of its product to broaduntil July.
"Fun, Fancy Free" (HKO) and eastera is believed to mean: the
"Seven Keys Baldpate" (RKO), also stance wiil lie continued for some
Inroadi. of the foreign pix has
week,
Oriental. T*rrifie $11,000. Last
time in the fliture.
product is perhaps evidenced by the been.;
most strikchg
ttcc
,
itf
"Gtapes o£ Wrath" (20th) and "Tonecessity recently of reaching out '(diangMr iti the BroEidway scene.
(5
baccOi Eoad" (20th) (reissues)
for other company's films. Suffering, Latest switch was that of the Riaito
da93>,
as. are most other Broadway theatres, from its tradition of being a "House
-Bammount! <H-E) ^400; 00-^.20)
*Ton»ei Amber" (20th) (M wk)
from inability of product to hold up of Horror" to Unguals. Its first and
(6 dsys). "Big I9JS00 at upped prices.
for long runs, Csqp has recently been current
Freach
is
foreign
the
CsntfnateA fma gaBe 3
Last week, torrid $11,000.
playing Columbia releases. "Her "Paitiie." JjaMwise. reachin| lor the
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 40-8ff>^
refuse to coaftem or deny these Husband's Affaim" ended a thzee^ \mmsma. ,n^0aait9.'is CSdar InvestjE^'s..
(RKO)
Bobby-Soxer"
"Bachelor,
cooipany in- week run last Wednesday iS), pre- Bijou, transfbrmed a few weeks ago
and "The Web" (U) (4th wk) (m.o.). rumblings. Heportedir,
Last week, tends ten create the unit as a selling ceding return of m Metro fllm; "This frotn a'li^tter. It. ewseistly has the
Fair $S,000 or near.
"Golden Kantings" (Par) and "Se- agent for its- clips, wbieh would be Time for Keeps."
Italian' "itevenge,'" bat biz has been
Col. similarly got a break in get- so wcah. mdec ti% policy that if
cret Mission" «BL> nu».>, $2,800.
leased to video stations.
United Arttsis (Parker) (095; 40-aft)
Understood that Universal has ting its "It Had to Be You" into the there's any eaU flrratn the live shew
.—"Green Dolpbiai Street" (M-G). also been. ItittinB w)iith the idea of .Roxy this week, although that was
produceis the house may be expected
Scorching. $15,000. Last weiSn, "Es- fcanchising the use ot its reels to something of a favor,, too, to 20th»
to 'g« qfsiiidfcly litKlt- to legit.
cape Me Never" (WB) (8 days), tbin
coBUuerciaiL sensors as one way of Fox, which operates the house.
li^^
Another change in the street is
the revenues izom its Very slow biz that was dope bv

vpped

Husky

1

wcdt

witlt "AiiKiya" Together"
operated by United
lease ffiton. the Shuberts,
was shuttwred last night for lack of
them since 1921, ia; rumored to pres- {Hc«i|iact.: At SaWL gfareet, too far from
changiB
more
radical
still
age a
Tferwff SqiBtat* ttir gc« hrw* drop-in
Metro's operation on Broadway. It's business, house. has 4)cen doing vefy
reported that tbe. double fcatnm: poottf sitBcc ngjattO. last spring far
which the State will offer may only preem of "Monsieur Verdoux."
fte
temporary
jaoeasure
before
be a
Wniiwwai'a plttsb Paxie Avenue,
houMe repEaces the Capitol as Loew's which has never proved profitable

has had the house since
on lease from the
Shuberts. At 53d street, too far
square,
from Times
distant
been able to
seldom
house has
show a profit on its $10,000 weekplus
of
$5,000
ly nut, consisting
2.% of the gross as rental and
salaries of the staff.

.

weeks ot the iew»-

fii'e

Drbpping'ot stajeeshows by Loew's
State on Dec. 2% after running*

April,

last

«MUcn

'^St.''Francis (Par)

but the final
vating job.

Bound."

S|iots

'-^I'OeSi

,

Continued from pac«

Broadway

it

UA

2

Giant 18G,

Portland. Ore. Dee. 9.
Bii ia on the upgrade this week,
<Sate (RKO) (2,8«r tS^ti laJgeJy because of good product in
ot Past" (RKO ) plus vaiide town,
"Green Dolphin .Street" at
Ifeddea by Robert Mitchuro (2d \vk). United Atrists, '-Wistful 'WTifow^ at
Kice ^5,000. Last week, big $31,000.
Broadway, and "Fun and Fancy
CaHd (Lippert) (400; 90-$l.M)— the
Orpheum are
"Uiie With Father" CWB). Happy Free" at Oriental and
taSQM for 10th -week downtown. I^ast the best bets. Standout loota to be
•week, "Anthony Adverse" (WB) (re- "Dolphin."
iss*ie) (2d wk). $3,200,
for This Week
Estimates
65-85)—
Kaikin (Roesncr) 1400;
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 40-80)
"Bjmiw Where I'm Going" (U) (6tn
"Wistful Widow" (U) and "Ex'«^> (m.o.). Good $2,100. Last week,
Torrid $17,500. Last
fioaed" Rep).
'ffioe' $'2,4()0.
(WB) and
"Tlnsttspected"
Orplieum (Blumenleld) (2,448; 55- week
Oregon Trail" (Bep>,okay $8,700.
igi)_-'The Exile" (U). Passable $16,65-$l)
Ijast week, "I Love Trouble
(427;
SOtt,,
Guild (Parker)
tool), tired $12,000.
Waltz Time" (Indie) (10 days).
60-90)—
fcramount (Par) (2,646;
Fine $3,000. Last week, "Ivan Ter"S>it of Blue" (EL). Fair $16,000. rible" (Indie), $2,000.
IjBt week, "Whispering City" (ED
Maytair (Parker) (1,500; 40-80)—
vaude headed by Tex Beneke "High Conquest" (Mono) and "Black
^h, oke $25,000 at 65-95c scale.
Gold" (Mono). Average $.7,000 or
iStacedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.20)
close. Last week, "Lile With Father"
.^"Henry V" (UA) (2d wk). Sock (WB) (3d wk) (5 days), $5,500 at
|6,500i Last week, reoord-breaking

IpMKi $20,009.

its

shuttered last
(Tuesday) for lack ot
night
product. Mentioned as a possi"Bonanza
musical,
the
bility is

which

theatre,

174(^'Dolphin'Bigl5G,

JftMrftees;"'

B'way Map

a straight play or

.leeking.

musical to relight

\

scale.

-

'

(B'WC) (2,656; 60-85), Warfield
«G)reen Dolphin Street" CM-G>. (2d
wk). Fine $18,500. Last w**,-«ock

'

.

.

*3a,000..

'J''

Cnlted.ArUsts (BlumenfeHd) (.i^-

.

65^85)—"Body and Soul" (UA) *2*l
yk). Big $14,000. Ijat week, strong
XJnit4d Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60B5)— "Kightmare Alley" «aith> to.
c). Thin $3,500. Last week, "Hagen

Girl"

(WB)

(3d

wk)

(m.o.), $2,300.

i

ST.LOOOFF;mAPr

0^

St. Louisv Deei
"With one exception all screen fate

big stem cinemas ace holdover
or Issues *tlris week, reflecting- the

"Green
activity.
one mi lun ibaold

turnstile

torplcl

Z)i»I{)lna Street,"

xepeat

leadership of last week.

its

_

"IScapt Me Never," the only new
iffm. Will get second money, but it's
iniW'.

—

•-

'

Estimates tor Xtiia

WeA

Ambassadde CB&M) (3,000; 5«-7Sj f
To Earth"' iColi and
"Crime Doctors Gamble" (Ct)I> (M

—"Down

'

cape

Me Never" (WB) and "Bad

Men

Misspuri" (\VB) (reissue). Mild
Last week, "Where There's
(Par) and "Big Town Dark"

$18,000.

(Far) fine $25,000.
50-75>-^
LoeWc
"CJxeen Dolpliin Street" (M-G) «2d
Fanjgr $22,(W* after suxprisWkt'.
In^iy big $30,00ff first c&aptet.
iSiEsonri (F&M) (3,590; 50-75)—
"Visiter Mitty" (RKO) and '"Key
"Witness" (Col) (m.o.). Trim $lft,00O.

(Loew)

I^ast

boosting

1

wfcj. 'Oke $12,000. after $15,000 first
:i
cession.
95)— "Col.
(115;
Art (S'Renco)
Blimp" (UA) (2d -wk). Trim $600
after nifty $800 initial stanza.
Vox (fi'&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Es-

-laCe"

EPbc-Telereels

week,

(3,172;

Fancy

"Fun,

ypk Has Xms Mses;
Indianapolis, Detr. 9.
are singing the

here

Deluxers

Christmas, blues this stanza. Grosses
are down aE aniiiRd, with $10,000
the top coin. Leaders are "Green
Dolphin Street" in hold-over at

Loew's, and "The Exile," with some
help from "Hoyal Wedding" short
at CSwle. "Escape Me Never," at
Indiana> j» yets disappointing.
Ssfriuafea foK

Free"

IKk Week

(Gamble-Done)

Circle

<2300;

4Ck-

newsreel company. Trade circles
fb^ieve negotiations with one national siMmsor are already under
way. In view of the lucrative offer
made to Faiamount, U could garner
sizeable revenues from saeh a move.

Xewsneet toppers are plenty concerned over the recent actions of
Associated Press, United Press and
International News Service in orThey're
ganizing tele companies.
figured to take the play away from
the reels by far earlier and more
complete coverage. The reels are
plugging for entspy into the biz by
their parent orgs since they think
it's a natural for them and a profitable, one at that. Fact that AP is

(arming

their

photographers

(EEO) and "Old Spanish- Trail". 60)—"Exile" (U). Average $10',000. 16m cameras for
(EKO) (m.o.), $9,000.
Last Week, "Hagen Girl" (WB>- and think, is a direct
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; Sft-TC)— "Gas House Kids Hollywood" (BL), chosen field.
"

"Sundown" (UA) and "Kansas" (UA)
SoHd ftOJWia. Last week,
Time Keeps" (M-CO and
"E^Serson Case" (Col) (m.o.) (2d
wk), $9,00^. '
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
"Unsuspected" (WB) and "Each

'(zeissues).

"This

3E>awn J E)ie" (WB) (reissue) (2d
'Wk). Okay $8,000 after neat $12,000

opener,

.

Shuliert

(Ind)

(1,500;

40-60)—

"Where

There's Life" (Par) and
After
Dark"
(Par)
te.o.>.
Eime. $6,000.
Last week,
''XlaBatsJSaiticg^
sad, "Mark
(xeissxim\ $7,000.
«C Zaxtr

"Big"

Town

iwm

dandy

with

television, they
invasion of their

$12,000.

Indiana
(G-D) (3,300; 4fl>-«f)—
"Escape Me Never" (WB).. Thin
$8,000. Last week, "Where There's

WASHINGTON

Life" (Par), strong $14,000.
(Continued from page 16)
40-60)—
Keith's
(G-D)
(1,300;
"Where There's Life" (Par) (m.o.). Along Mohawk" (20th) (reissue),
Oke $5,000. La.st week, "Drums nice «8,500.
•

and "Mark

Along Mohawk"
of -Zorro"'

(20th)
(20tb) (reissues),

KeWi's

nice "Walter

Good

$8:000.

(HKO)

(1,838;

Mitty" <RKO)
or better

$16,D00

44-80)—
(2a wk).
after

big

Loew's (Loew's) (2i450; 40-60)— $22,000 opening. Holds again.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)—
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d
wk). Okay $10,000 after hefty $17,500
-

Goott
"Arizona" (Col) (reissue).
Last week, "F,scape Me

$8,000.

opener.
tjFrrr (iG-D)

(1.600;

40-60)— "Fab- Never" (WB)

(m.o.), $7,000.

Falaee (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
roaded" (EL), Modest $6,500: LSa* "Green Dolphin Streef (M-G) (2d
wk). I>ropiped to $15,000 after sock
week, "Red Stallion" (EL), $7,000.
ulous

Texan"

fRep>

"Rail-

aiad

$27,000 initial week'.

]k$|fte

Caey Slop

Ciociimatj, .Dec

ft.

General biz of tnajor stajids has
dropped to pire-Xinas level. Of the
c::Iy two new entries this round, "Out
«f' Past'* holds a maigiii over "So
"Weli' Remembeied,^
-whicli
was
Jinked in .last -half V^li 'i^ie^fbl -the
Xrf>ius-Wailco4Lt scr^,
.

rigM

$7,500 trailing
kiekoiT.
Keitli?s (CI) (1,542;

wow

$16,000

50-75)— "Bodv
(3* wk). Helped

and Soul" (UA)
by -Royal Wedding short to hotsy
£10,000.
Lyi-ic

Last week, socko $13,000.

"Walter

moveover
stanza.

(RKO)

(1,400;

Mitty"
for

Good

50-75)

(RKO).
fourth

$5,000.

Second
week,

SVtlid $18,009.

CapiM

(TRKO)

t2,0«0;

50^-75)

—

Me

Never"

$9i,e(»K.

(WB),

thin

—

"Greea- lioljphin Street"' SM-<5)- .«2d'
Shiiliert (RKO) r2,100; 50-75)
tsrfel Stiirdy ?i2,5(K) ^ter 's»iat $18,- "Where There's Life", (Par)
(m.o,).
000 parecm- Stays on.
Moderate $5,500, Last week, "Waltef
GnuMi (KKO) nfim; .50-75)
Mitty"
(RKO), thirr"
downtown

—

"Wistful

Widow"

ItF^

tZd wk).

AH

on

switchover

"

.

Malady Lingers On
Despite fanfare of the Riaito
theatre

Island" (Par), $7,000.

"Eiscape

rotmd, hefty

$8,000.

days of the second week. In great
need of a picture^ it got Col's Ginger
Rogers-Cornel Wilde-starrer, Col.
was reticent about giving it, since
there was no tiaae for an ad or p«iiblicity campaign'. It's the first time
since 1942 that Fftx had to use an
outside picture. Bii was so in need
of a hypo, that a Friday night- preview WES resorted to, giving t5re patrons a twin bill.

'

'

'

'

I

.cooaea ElecteaiT".,
Stable in their policy and opterationas,
but suffering along with the
inaMtjEty to get the
o>tfeers' fnoj*
foEmer long runs out. of their attractions^ are- the Mmsie Ball and the
Paramount. Doing particularly well
is Brandtrs GJiofaci. wiUt "Body and
Soul" (tTA) in its fifth week. Aator
ctMttneies t«t soil afeng, too, witb a

Fox had no suitable pix of its own
available, since "IXaisy Kenyon" is
being savedi for tbe Roxy's Christ-

mas picture and 'Captain from Cas- ffow of products from Samuel Goldis booked tor the Rivoli. An-'
its top .productions, "Gentleis
in Brandt's
Mayfair. Switch' in management and
policy of the latter house also
marked a radical, change of the past
year. Opearation was taken over by
JIarry Brandt from Loew'*' and .it
was made a flrsti'-run, thus contributing further to- tbe sflortage of j^od'uct on Broadwagr, since t?fere are
now more houses among which it
must be spread.
Loew's l,700-s(S»t Criterion has recently undergone a policy shift, toov
Instead of the short-run Metro, Uni-r
versal
and
occasional
Coltanbia.

opening "Biabop's Wife" this
aifter i7 stanzas of "WaMer

tile"

wyai.

other of

weeir

man's Agreement,"

Mitty."

U Stockklder Sii«s To
tCniversal's top. !drawer execs are
of
tdiazisedt nitb nettSne a total
$212;075 ia invalid stoek transactions
m- an aitffi»mdtid tempKtiiait filed in the

f." fifderal district court by
Stejihen ^Dntncaile, dissident Universal stbcAdhoMkr.
Suit demands return of $07,000 in alleged profits by
product on which it subsisted, it's ,3f, CSheewer iOwiirelliij, ciiainDan of the
board;
$12,500
by
Nate
J. Blumberg,
now being used for extended Metro
runs. It had "Gone With the Wipd" p.r.exy; |ito,3^;bgr liPSpiami A. Scully,
in for many weeks and now is wind- distribution chief; $8,200 by Charles
O.
Pnxtzman,
counsel; and
seraeratl
ing up the Secomd month of "Gteen
by CMffbrd Work, erstwMle
'Dolptoin
Street." There was talk $75,000

N.

Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—
Be You" (Col). Rousing some months ago of Bond Clitriihtjiiig: prodvictiion -headi
and best here in weeks. enlarging, its next door store ^nd
Ifs clafnied' that transactions ocHelped by Royal Wedding shorts. scrapping the bouse, but drop in curred since July 24, 1945- Purport-

Last week, "Hagen Girl" (WB), thin
$1S',00Q for holiday week.

"West Point" (FC) and "Adventure

EStiaiates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (2:600; 50-75)— "So
Alhce (KKO> (3,10(j; 50-75)—".Out Well Remembered" (RltO). Bolef Past" <UKO>. Okay $13,50.0. .Last stered by Louls-Walcott fight film in
rreek, ISfhete There's Life" (Par), last half, fancy $12,500. Last week,

the manner in which the GoliSen,
another ex-legiter, has establis&tsd
rtself as a two-a-day outlet. It stairted off auspiciously with "Ilenry V,"
and cmrWent |aio>^^l^^
rentiy has KKO's "Mourning Be-

ITalley" Caused 20th
(5) after three

to pull it last .Friday

"Had to
$20)000,

—

downtown
Last

"Thunder in the

Broadway on its
from
Hollywood

chillers to foreign films, it's apparently still catering to the
same type of customer, judging
from the marquee copy.
For the current French picture, "Panic," one sign reads:

"Murder, sex, thrills." Which
up the French proverb

points

that the more things change, the
more they remain the same.

Bond

edly, stock deals

biz scotclied that idea.

violated

the Se-

curities Exchange Act in that shares
Pulling' One of 2 Reissues
Manner in which the pressure for were bought and sold within a sixBroadway playing time has eased month period.
(iJrigiiiiaJi coiilplaiiait was dismissed
because of product's failurie to holdi
up as it did daring the war is seen by Judge Simon K. Rifkind beciuse
in
at Warner Bros.' Strand. House, in the charges were lumped together
one of the to-p Broadway locations, one pleading;
j

has been
cently.

resorting to

And

fast

reissues re-

week even the

Yates Coming to N.Y.

re-

issues were sor flabby at the b.o.
Republic proxy Herbert J. Yates
that a strange switch was empIooFedi. is dwe IB! New York from the Coast
"Jezebel," one of the duat^billed over the weekend and will remain
reissues, was held over, but its co- east through the Christmas holidays*
feature, "Anthony Adverse,"
wa.s
He'll attend the Rep board meetpulled. In its place was installed ing Dec. 18. It has been moved for"Slight Ca.sG of Murder." Hou.se goes ward a week from its regular dafe,
back to stageshaws and fbrat runs wlxieli falls on Ciiristmas Da^.
,

It;

inkm

M

pubtte hatOm to

««

80 days •«i*i'«SS.
being wage* igr

He

ins.

PICTIJIIB$

10-15%

^Mi m fniad

Texas

A

1947

is

Battle;

-^^^

After tour months, British tax
beginning to nick

^barrier is first

M<

fieciee ii

Tmraer-gMTjir

tapec^ to a punt

units of fba

at

eaneiait

BuxMimM,
UA,

fiddie Budolph, saleBtiaii for

urinC printol mUUer.

ins purchased the Stale. MO aeater,
Imnaiw,
in OnJimflwiB, HI, from the Goldmanpaper advertWnf anal wilWBW. TOg- I>c«nllluLl-lkiliin;.s53idicate.
fng patrons to mtUn to tfce Itome- efTS»e Cre^, a 250r9eater, Creel
fices of BiK nniac laQnfNnws.
;

According to Joaeplv when he first Springs, 311., has been sold by Russell
Manus io R. M. Moore, Crab Oropened Ws first a«i»fr4n here seven
vearg ago, he eooaUlBot g«t product ' Kennefii Lindhgr.
West Yodc. ID..
at all, but he toter aivranged to ob- tax ^undhMted
fbts Fox, a SOO-seater.
tain it six monHiB after the down
HxitsonrvUte,
«'«wqw»,H», HI..
lu
from J. Stewart
tSwn'reiease. He ttaally filed an ar- 1
Palestme, 111., and B. Tambori„,.r,,r.i,i«*
period
and this neriod
compltdirt mtJ
bitration

was cut

to..90'

us, L-ebanon, lU.

dajs.

Jackson Fark llMiiee In Chi.
States

was

Great
owned, which conttnla aubsequent- flat ifiaj tap^ If .is «sjiBcteiof "Hie '.new
fiin houses In neartty suburbs of poMcy *ill yield ;$5,290,wevenue.
Csicago and in norttwn Indiana, is
now booking these houses under
Tw» New PhillymraH
Jackson Pai-k decree. AMbough the
Pldladeiphia.
decree applies speciAeaDjr to ChiA new distribution outfit has been
cago exchange area, nrlddrhas been
,

Chicago, GSC theatres will •^wate under the Chi clearance aarstem.
As yet no other sulniitoui circuits
have announced similaf actton.

Interpeted as the city limiitc of

Haiistein'g Promoiisa
manager of Baramount's
exchange is Henry .Baustein,
Herbert Kaufnam, rereplacing
He was formerly Iwanch
signed.

New

Seattle

jnnhager of the Portland eaoJiange

which was converted, Dec.

1,

into a

shipping station.

Joe Sagar Sweetens His Jaih
Joe Sugar named head of JEagte
Lion's contract dept., succeeding Ben
He fonnerly
Shectman, resigned.
served as Shectman's assistant.
contract chief entered the film biz in
1935 as head Of Republic's contact

New

dept.

organiited bere. Called Boxoifice
Picttues, Inic, it will harwtte borror
pix 'and leissues. .President is Nelson Wax,, an exec of the Wax indie
chain.
Associated !lSieatre
Service,
a
booking organization, has se* up
shop iieee.
"Iteemg oK wiifla 15
houses,, it's headed by David Mol•

liver.

ATO

Sydney Samson on

Leave

Sick.

Sydney Samson, 20th-Fox division
sales manager for Canada, has been
granted an indeterminate leave of
absence because of ill health.
Replacement bus not yet been
named.
Grainger's Canada Buddies
Grainger, Republic's
R.
veepee in charge of sales and distribution, returned to New
Monday (8} after huddling in

James

YaA

Be-Elects Cole

opposing

new ASCAP demands and
adi\iission prices: By reso-

lution it directed officers of the association to take steps to relieve shortage of prints in Dallas exchange.
The operating personnel of United
Theatres Service Corp. has been realigned here with the resignation of
Ed. V. Green as manager.
John L, Franconi, prez., will
henceforth be active in the administration of policies and details.

to be

made

in the iCutaire.
^Tbe government is firm in insisting
that any dollar payments, be made
outxi^ as money is earned^'" he declamL - Any piling up of debt upon
debt—and that's the meaning of a
freeze is unthinkaihte.'"
,

—

On the oSher hand, Ms talks show
that Amoican film prcxies under no
orcumstanees

Sims

will

if

'

under

'B' For 'Amber'
Coatinued from -pace

7

cision Monday (8), following days
of intensive' negotiations between

Legion officials and 20th prexy
Only two days
Spyros Sloouras.
previously, Skouras had issued an

argument monopolized theatre operations in
violations of Section 1 and 2 of the

before the Supreme Court Friday
with the legal dehate on the
similar -<%dffiih Sheatres suit listed
for matt Honday <15). Hbe climactic
.New Toifc .anHa-imsl. case^' pivoting
on the issue of divorcement of the
theatre interests of the maiors,
comes before the court in Januarynie Schinc case is an appeal by
the circuit from a partial divorcement won by the Department of
Jostioe in the trial court in Buffalo.
Chief differences in the GrilBai case
IS tBut the nod went to the cfa»n in
the izial court and the anti-trust divisaon iias taicen np the appeal. The
Government contends that the* Griffith circuit is even a worse violator
than were Schine and the Crescent
circuit, for which fihe Supreme Court
order^ partial dnestiture a coiipte
of years ago.
There were two developments yesterday (8):
:

Sherman Act"
Gownuikent

said in part ia
written aigmnent:
"The method of negotiation and
the express terms of the master
«gi:eements and franchises by which
the appellees licensed feature film*

its

from the major film distributors so
tediained the ability of the appellee's competitors to procure films as
to violate section 1 of the Sherman
Act The mere fact that the appel-

by combining their film-buying
power, w«ie able to contract for thfi
lees,

Srstisun eachibition in their theatres
of sobstantially all of a major -fllm
distributor^ output of films for one
or more seasons, precluded their in-

dependent competitor^ from liGensinj
such films on a competitive basis.
"Furthermore, the unique provi*
sion in the master agreements authotisong
appellees to play
the
1. The Government filed its brief
licensed films out of order of rew
the Grifi'ith case, charing that,
lease wias on its face substantisllar
the' offenses are just like those of
effiecftivie in preiKn ting the appellee-a
the Schine and Crescent larcuiis,
iSrom
licensing
tiie
only more so. It asked patrtiiid dives- competitors
titure and an injunction agalhist cer- aecondrun exhibition of the Alma
ooTOred by the agreements while
tain trade practices.
2.
An amicus curiae brief was such films were current entertain^
.

they're to

be limited to 25%

of the

earned annually in the
past Company heads io&nned faim
%ere was "'no chance of a settlement
on that. basis. It's economically im$68,000,000

possible."

.

advanced

1
paym^t

'
Wastiington, Dec
peUees were a comiMnatioa in un^*
on the Sdiine Theatres* «easonab!e restraint of trade, which

anti-trust case is slated for

•

Toronto, with A. "W. Ferry, prexy
and general sales manager of Empire Universal Films, IJUL, distribDallas.
Republic product in Canada.
H. A. Cole was re-elected presi- ntors of
While in Toronto GfntinseF also
dent of the Allied Theatre Owners
held confabs with John Fitzgibbons,
of Texas at the association's recent
meeting here.
Other ofilcers re- prei! a;id .geneial manager of Famous
3ESIayers Canadian Corp., as well as
elected were Rubin Frels, C. D. Leon,
discussing deals with Earl Lawson,
B. R. McLendon, R. N. Smith and
director of
Mrs. Martha McSpadden, vice-presi- head and managing
Theatres «f Canada.
dents; A. W. Lilly, secretary-treas- Odeon
urer; Will Dorbandt, L. O. Xidball,
Alberta. House Sold
Lee Bell, Henry Sparks, Phil Isley,
Calgary, Alta.
Ifiimii Legg, H. Ford Taylor .and W.
Bow Island,
J. Cheshcr, directors.
New officers The municipal theatre,
sold
tp
Henry
elected included P. V. Williams, vice- AUa., has been
president; R. J. -Cordell and Walter Gnanun, of Medicine Hat,: Alta.
Sstoasive altera^ns are
Knoche, directors.
way.
Association endol'sed the stand of
the national Allied States group in

Texas

Apsieal

:

ww

GrifiA Odbde Usted for Monday

.

BMW

a

Chicago.
•week. Sach. theatre
pay a
CircuU, Paramount per-seat tox:..per
jf^^- H^iieaA oi a

Com w Friday;

jraaic

ci)RqiM|inlse' 'on:
'new; ''43ieatn
ia^'.' ioeasuiiK. fpr-. mat.. .Jhnnkes: .in
Sprlitipehlf 'HI,;
'vBiuSimS:\ 'last
'"

Before Sivreiiie

It^.lft^be-

ifs not tbat the eooopanies are
lunainc .wit of ihw- badktoe of
fliaa wldc3i beat the tax deadline. Beaaon for the sUde is a
poUcgr nam in eOeet of n^easins
pia:
stowly, sbetiAtos extended ttmS as far as possible
and interlarding with reissues.
Result has been a Jowerinig at
revcgaues witb a coaqpeesatary
hoarding of pa^

.

'A

AppdonSckiiieTnBtSiiitDDe

-

that returns Hfobb Biitaifi are'

tow the IkvA tor the

Gntnd and Oipheonx,
-

Dip

revenues of American majors.
JFV>»j£n. d^t. heads nowreport

out at Ums

given

British

-

m

It all adds up to the fact that no
solution or hint of one has been
found, according to the British official.
Talks between Fayette Allport, MPA's British repj and govern- filed and accepted by the Supreme
enunent. men cannot be called nego- Court in the Schine case. It came
tiations, Sir Henry stressed. TSiey're from several exhibitors preparing
merely «sploratorSr-3n -effect; to See treble-damage suite against Schine.
whether there is any foundation' for They want the trial judge to order
negotiations.
more complete findings of fact in the
Government case, sO that the foU.
Trip WaoU Be 'Prcwatare'
infoimation will be availab^ imx

Both Johnston and company heads
to him that ihey would

indicated

make

the. Atlantic crossing if All-

part?*

iffiscussions

reach

point

a

where negotiations eould begin. Sir
Henry doesn't favor an immediate
trip by them because it would be
"pcematMre." '"-Failure by them tocome to an understanding with the
British goverranent would set the
dock back," he explained. "They
can't be expected to come to Engsix weeks.
It's
therefore,
that
they wait
chances of success are better."

land, every

producers must have

"The appellee's 'film-buying combination should be dissolved and
the negotiatiioa of fllm licensing
agreem«>ts, such as were employed
by the appellees, should bei enjoined.
Abn, an sttective decree should inclnde a provi^<m for the divestiture
of a suSicient number or theatres or
their own actions.
In its Grifilith brief, the Govern- stock interests to restore theatre
ment tharged two major errors by operating competition in the sreas
the: Oklahoma trial court which now controlled by the appeUete, and
contain a idnular prohibition against
found for Griffith:
"1.
In failing to hold tbat each further aci|uisiUons by the s^pellees.
Tlie seven exhibitors who filed the
of the master agreements made between the ^appellees and the major brief today (9) in tlie Schine case
film distributors' was a Tjolatioa of were Lawrence J. Corkey, Irving
Section 1 of the Sherman Act on its Cohen, Richard Be Toto, Charles
'

'

"2.

C. Smalley, WilSuun Tischkot^ and B. P. Wallace.

libitina, William

face.

Oat

In failing to hold

tbe

ap-?'

best,

until

BFPA doesn't want to exclude any
country's films from England, ilte
director said. But 450 American pix
yearly is too much "and cannot be
permitted to eontHnue."
BFPA,
therefore, is proposing a graduated
boost in the quota of British films
which theatres must play until a
possible maximum of 50% is reached.
Current quota laws expire March,
1948, at which time the BFPA will
ask for the upped requirements.
"Briti-sh

.m«it.'

tlie

as-

apologetic statement, expressing his surance that ^ longtime home marregrets that previous SOtii state- feet is amdlabte," he said.
ments regarding the Legion's, AngiPittsburgh.
nal ban on "Amber" had created
James Verner, after being in air
an "unfortunate impression." He
trai;sportation business lor several
"These statements were
years, is rejoining Mwris Finkel declared:
Enterprises to assist in the manage- interpreted as questioning the right
Continued from page 3
ment of the Capitol and HiUtop of reUgious leaders to guide the adtheatres.
herents of their faith on moral
Pittsburgh Variety Club lor 1948 qviestions. No such purpose was in- there's no need for depriving the
Will be headed by Sam Fineberg as
five
companies
of their theatre
tended, neither was it our purpose
chief barker. Other <rfficers are Bert
Cross-licensing ban, which
indicate any acceptance whatso- chains.
Stearn,. Rrat assistant chief barker; to
would forbid one affiliate from bookBen Steerman, second assistant; ever of the. tbeoi^ that the popu- ing pix from a competing member of
Georjte Ebjr, tieasurer, and Al Wei- larity of a motion picture is a true
the Big Five, is divorcement through
blm^bi-, secRtaiy.
«(ji!ecifln of .ibc moral character."
memorandums
li^on's '"B" classiflcation means economic pressure,
assert.
That so, it's argued, sinqe
"Awiber," after having been cut and
BMMRwtoi nil., Vtm trnx
the majors will be compelled to sell
revised, is now deemed "morally
St Louis,
their
circuits
because
of a lack of
The City ConncU ol Eldorado. 111., objectionable in part" and so okay
product.
has hUBBd
annual license tax on
statement acth»t Uical film bouses" from $150 to only for adults. In a
While only touching on soiling
announcement of the
AfTecfcd arc the Nox, oper- companying
5^00.
practices, briefs almost entirely ai'e
ated by.Pcibert Wagner, and the switch, the Legion stated: "Revidevoted to divorcement. The claimed
sion.? made in this film are deemed
arising in the industry, they
sufficient to meet substantially the abuses
assert, were part of the historical
origuial objection of the Legion that
highly complex
the pictwrt glorifies immorality. development of a
maintained,
However, 'Forever Amber' still business. As such, it's
there's no direct connection between
laclcs the adequate morally comthe purported evils and theatre bTOipensating values
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COOPER
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present in a story of

rHCRE'S ONLY

ONf

MIAMI «EACN
OOEMI mONT • 4PA !• «M SM.

*N*MliMf hriM . Wator Jacdto

tliis

ership.

kind."

Twentieth sales chief
declared
Jr.,
Smith,

Andy W.

(Tues.) that revisions in

all

yesterday
prints

had already been made and that
there would be no interruption in
A total of 475
the film's playoff.
prhits, most ever turned out on one
fllra, are now in circulation. Twentieth originally had secured 3,102
bookings on "Amber"- between Oct.
27. date of its release, and Jan. 1.
Many of these had been cancelled
or bought back by exhibs before
the film plaj'cd l)ecause of the exhibs' reluctance to incur the displeasure of their local church officials. Another 1.000 bookings had
been obtained for January. How

many

of those cancelled will

now

be repacted remains to be seen.

Context of the briefs are the payoft on how the Big Five will conduct their side of the arguments
when the appeal is heard by the nine
judges during the week of Jan. 12,
Oral presentation of a case customarily follows submitted briefs very
closely.

Understood that the majors will be
allotted a total of five hours to present their side of the argument.
Originally, industry legalites asked

'
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'
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Lane on

Board

SA(t
the clerk of the court for eight hours.
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
No date for exchange of briefs beRichard L a n e succeeded Pat
tween the defendants and the Dept
of Justice has yet been set, but it's O'Brien as a member of the board
expected that the auestion, plus of directors of the Scteen Actors'
order in which majors' attorneys will Guild.
O'Brien resigned because he is
argue, wiU he cleared at lawyers'
now a producer as well as an actor.'
huddles slated for this week.
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OH! OH! THE WrrCH HUNT WIDENS
Wh^ePatimcelsaPayitf

THOiSSETTO

With' the 8pon«o* Just renewing for another IS-week cycle on th«
afterinioon NBC "Pord Theatre,'' the $13,000-budgeted dramatic
rating, and a growing tendency to deplore the
airer with a current 4.0
overemphRsia placed oh a new show's initial ratings, the trade is pointing to the career of U. S. Steel's "Theatre Guild of the Air."
"Guild" is currently in its third season as a Sunday night ABC
showcase. For two seasons it was an. uphill flght with the Hoopers,
cueing plenty- of agency-sponsor huddlUs to determine its tUtimate fate.
With ho definite assurance between seasons that it was switching networks or returning at all.
With the exception of moving up a half hour to its present 9:30-10:30
«eriodj nothing, drastic has happened to the show, with the same quali'^tiVe standards of programming prevailing except that, in its third
season, the show's rating is beginning to justify U. S. Steel's patience.
Its 12i7 for the Nov. 23 broadcast, topping the previous high of 10.9
lor the week before, represents one o£ the top ratings for the postWinchell time bracket among the four webS;
"Ford Theatre's" added hurdle, however, is recognized by both sponsor, and agency; No 60-minute dramatic show has yet licked a Sunday
matinee time peri04. Lux .tried it many years ago and failed. If Ford
jjticks through tlie full season, it's considered a certainty it will do
80 only if NBC comes; up with a nighttime segment,

Capeharts Accusation That Durr
I.

Sunday

'

—
"

CBS^ NBC Slugging It Oat for Top Dog
In

CmsiimH'

hm

In one of the rare instances

Raises Eydirows

in^^-

NBC and CBS have been'
it out via the consumer
what had all the earmarks
week of shaping up as a cat-

laaio,

slugging
last

and-dog

fight.

started when CBS went to
bat in glorifying the network's
Mature in a series of three fullYork Times and
page ads in
It all

New

Herald Tribune, basing the elaborate promotional pieces on the "fact
that 99,000,000 people gather weekly
around the CBS dials.
incidentally,
Promotional
copy,
was the brainchild of "Vic Ratner,
who did it on a freelance basis before signaturing a veepee contract
with the network in- returning to
his old post as promotion-advertising chief. It v?as the series of ads
that clinched the deal for Ratner
stepping back into the web fold.
Full-page ads, which in the past
have been confined to the trade
press, caused considerable comment
trade circles, and
in; Manhattan
•

'

.

$15

.

press' in

up no little annoyance
NBC
around NBC headquarters.
hit back with a one-shot, a fullpage, ad which not only ran in the
Times and Herald Trib, but also got
24-sheeted in the Wall St. Journal.
The NBC layout was devoted to a
of caricatures of the
(Continued on page 48)

NBCs 50G

net-

Splurge

Ford can afford $1,000

ure: "If

a throw for a script, why can't
he pick up the tab for a secretary."

Which

prompted

has

the
K & E comeback: "It still leaves
you with $985—'SO what's the
squawking about?"

John Hayes To

WINX; Seen Coy

tlniversal

kudos for the

brilliant

NBC

the

Symphony

Orchestra

Saturday

(6), has obscured the part
the network played in the produc-

Washington, Dec. 9.
probe of
the much-investigated Federal ComCommission
is in sight,
munications
if
Sen. Homer Capehart, Hoosier

Another

Taking Chances
"We, the People," the Gulfsponsored CBS show, goes out
on a limb next Tuesday (16)
when C. E. Hooper does a guest
(Next
shot on the program.
week, incidentally, is the show's

telephone call during the broadcast to poll a 'N. Y. listener. Regardless of whether the party's
listening to the rival NBC "Amos
'n' Andy," (and that's what the
"We" boys are anticipating), the
CBS radio audience will be
given It straight.
,

wood-originating shows lambasting
via star-studded stanzas the activities of the Thomas probers. ABC
will turn over its records, with a

Commerce Committee
which handles radio matters, msy
have an Interstate Commerce
subcommittee named to probe the
FSl-^Durr icontroversy, it was speculated. (Committee Chairman Wallace White of Maine said he intends
Interstate

try to

by Thomas and James F. O'Neill,
the American Legion prexy. ABC

Spread

also points out it had refused to sell
additional time to two Hollywood
groups opposed to the film probe.

NBC and CBS won't sell lime for
such controversial issues, but the
webs' commentators and news programs have delved considerably into
the pros and cons of the D. C. hearings, all of which are expected to
come under the scrutiny- of the
Thomas committee.
Stanton's Bold Front
Repercussions are also expected
from the recent address made before prominent film-radio personalities
on the Coast by Frank
Stanton, CBS prexy, in which he
made one of the most outspoken

Itself

In '48

to talk with Capehart about his
statement this week.) Meanwhile, it
is no secret that; the House Commit-

Agenda

CBS Documentary

Unit has pencilled in some unusual productions
as

moves

it

'

into ^'1948, reflecting the

its probing acShows on the upcoming
agenda range all .the way from
an examination of racial relations, in
America, to exploring the educational system in .America, a, documentary on elective, politics in the

broadening scope of
tivitiesi

CBS

Clincher

John S. Hayes is resigning as manWQXR, the New York Timesowned indie in Manhattan, to take
over toe managership of WINX and
WINX-FM, the Washington Post sta-

ager of

tions in the nation's capital. He steps
into his new berth Jan. 1. His suchas not been decessor at

WQXH

regarded as the clincher to
the appointment of Wayne Coy, the
present manager of WINX, as chairman of the FCC. Coy is executive
veepee of the Post stations and he'll
retain this title pending announcement of the anticipated acceptance
of the White House nomination.
is

Although the symph is a sustainer,
the web added a quarter-hour to the
regular fuU-bour program (as it will
do'again next week (13) when the
jisttwo acts are performed),

.

8)igmetited

the

orchestra,

spent

on soloists and ehoruses,
Und expended for extra time and

IftViShly

"

rehearsals, to

make an

outstanding
contribution in the field of public

service

programming.
Although web officials won't comit's believed the two broadcasts will set them back $50,000 for

.ment,

talent alone, exclusive of time. Toscanini is reported to have been

given that budget for the two alrers,

(Continued on page 44)

Q. Gets a New Dr.
A new Dr. I.Q.—Stanley Vainrib,
I.

until recently of

KIXL, Dallas— was
mike when the NBC show for
Mars candy aired Monday night (8)
from the JlKO Albee, Brooklyn.
at the

Lew Valentine, who's been in and
out of the quizmaster role since the
snow first hit the air in 1939 is back
the Chicago office of Grant
•gency, resuming former produc-

Declared Capehart: "the confidence of the people that the FCC
vigilant against nefarious maneuvers of Communists to capture radio
stations has been shalcen by the socalled. Durr a&air , .-. evidence vp.t
folds daily that in our own government household Communists' and
their New Deal fellow-travelers are
harbored ip key positions wliere
they can sabotage our nation's policies." Capehart echoed a statement
,

is

'

-

,

M-N^o Mu»cal

Truman had

but

it

was

ernment has continued to expand
dangerously with respect to radio;
this inching-up process by
government, if continued, will be
come a regimental march. This is
not unusual, as I said even when
accompanied' by the highest
it
is
motives on the part of the men in
government who do the regulating.

and that

—

secret that Presioffered Coy the

is a good one?"
Show, titled
"Report Card," goes on Wednesday,

good

Blow agency is. scheduled- to audition the show this week. Mentioned
Jan. 14.
The program on politics will be a as regulars for the musical thus far:
factual drama, exploring via true are Rose Murphy, Cafe Socie^, N. Y«
incidents the whole pattern of elec- singer, and the Golden Gate Quartet. All-Negro orchestra
is
being"
tive politics.
built* for the- show by Sy Oliver*
The documentary on the state of Welbourne Kelly will write the show
the -American Indian -will have an
and Harry Lafferty direct.
origination from CBS^: Minneapolis
Schenley, which recently dropped
station,

of
it

WCCO.

Sig Mikelso% head

news for the station, is putting
together.
,

less certain

—

WSM
As

13m

REVAMP
NOW INCLUDES MALONEY

ALLEN

roster of 200 persons.

The

hour's

event will be the springboard of a
series of 13 half-hour shows on the
general theme ol America's rededication to the importance of maintainand
unity
ing freedom through
strength. In addition to its own symphony orchestra and staff of mike
entertainers the station will use the
Fisk University choir of 100 voices
for the big event, which will be
spotted between 9 and 10 p.m.
Something new for a southern station is WSM's plan to have the hour's
show piped by wire to a New York
hotel at which the station will host

Kow h&xtk

On

.

.

''Certainly if we do not watch it,
if we do not watch it vigilantly, the
fight for freedom can indeed be lost
It can become, a fight to get back
ho would our .freedoms
instead Of today's
be willing to take a stiff financial fight to preserve them.
(Continued on page 48)
"In one sense, then, I am very
glad that the issue has been joined
with motion pictures; that radio,
films and the press are all seen
Freedom Train Inspires
clearly today to be in the same
fight the fight that must be won
1-Hr. Documentary over and over again to keep America what it is; and to set an example
Series Teeoff of .successful democracy the rest of
the world can follow."
Nashville, Dec. 9,
WSM is putting the red carpet out
when the Freedom Train arrives
here either Jan. 4 or 5 with an hour's
SCRIPT
documentary program which will
make use of the station's talent

was an open

It

dent
post,

.t

on Un-American Activities has
been amassing info on radio per-

tee

sonalities over the past two years
and may welcome this .opportunity
,fo get in on the act.

U. S. and a study of the' American
Indian.
Race relations program- is schedpleas to date for freedom of ex- uled as a year-end- feature. It goes
on Dec. 30, in the Tuesday night
pression on the air.
(Continued on page 32 )
At the lime Stanton was criti- 10:30-11 slot. TiUed "Among Ourcized for his comments by some in selves," it will be treated strictly
the industry who expressed the view from an upbeat angle, showing what
that the' CBS exec was "inviting an has t>een good and encowaging -durinvestigation."
-however, ing 1947 in the way of race relations,
-Others,
-were quick to cotamend his .stand as though cautioning in a footnote that
a frank and honest espou.?al for the picture's not that rosy throughout the country.
freedom of communication.
The documentary on. education
In particular, it's the following
Stanton statement that's expected to will be a full-hour production and
First all-Negro radio musical may
will utilize the:; Middletown techinvite the D. C. repercussions:
nique in examining the iiystenl in one soon get network showcasing, with
In my own testimony before a
town where it is reputed to be good, likelihood that Schenley may pick
Senate Committee earlier this year,
'"
but
premising the show oft "how
up the tab.
I pointed out that the role, of gov-

-

'

tion's success.,

Congressional

Republican, has his way. Capehart
last Friday (5) demanded a Con-^
gressional inquiry of what he called
a "brazen effort" by FCC Commissioner Clifford J. Durr to "sabotage
the FBI." And Durr, who has; twice
challenged J. Edgar Hoover's practice of forwarding "bits of gossip"
on radio applicants to FCC, prompt*
ly rejoined with a hearty endorsement of a public investigation of
both FBI's and FCC's handling of:
these so-called loyalty reports.
Capehart, a member of the Senate

"Hooper night" when the rating
is made).
Hooper will make a legitimate

..

FCC

Move

artistic success of NBC's presentation of the first two acts of Verdi's
"Otello" Djr Arturo Toscanini and

sold and"" given cuflo to critics of
the Washington film probe, as well
as time allotted to proponents of the
D. G. hearings.
Thomas is particularly interested
in the activities of the ABC network, which sold time to the Committee for the First Amendment for
a brace of Sunday afternoon Holly-

FC|

Prelude to Congress Probing

burial."

The chairinan of the House
Committee on un-American A'ctivi-,
ties has already gone to the Federal
Communications Commission
for info that he wants. At the behest of Thomas, the FCC has notified
the four networks to turn over a
record of all the time that was

Seen Possible

.

cided on a^ yet.

ForToscy's'Otello'

J.

reminder to the FCC that it gave
equal time on a cuffo basis for talks

$15

Freelance writer^' given a
crack at the $l,000-per-show
assignment for the Sunday
afternoon "Ford Theatre," have
been complaining over the necessity of submitting five, copies
of the script to the agency,
Kenyon & Eckhardt. They fig-

stirred

series

Is

19 'Sabotaging FBI'
Piriwll Thomas looks all
set to move' into fadib. One of the
top network executives has described the initial Thomas overtures as the"soft music for the

Rep.

Bob Bums, Tired Of

HitsatAgcy/Haziness'
Chicago, Dec.

Bob Burns, here

last

of-

to
his

plans to go into biz for himself as
writer, producer, director and ialesman of transcribed open-end series
for sponsorship on indies. Move, he
S^ys,. will ber .undertaken to, escape
dictation from jigency men^ web
bers and sponsoiiii who, according to
Burns, aren't show-wise "and hold
hazy notions on entertainment.

Fred Allen, whose Sunday night
show has, in the opinion of
many, been suffering from writer's
Burns said his "miscasting" last
cramp, has revamped the scripting
staff. Russell Maloney, the ex-New year soured him to the point where
Yorker mag staffer i;urned radio- he considered giving up radio,
video actor, is now a member of the Transcribed deal, however, will enAllen writing team. That makes it able him to record at his leisure
Maloney, Bob Weiskopf, Harry Bailey without heckling from hucksters. "I
and Terry Ryan, with Allen himself want to give radio back to the
people," Burns dra-itrled, ''and I
supervising the overall scripting.

NBC

,

think I've figgered out the

squawks would stem &0m
mixed shows only and not all-^Negro.

basis that

-

9.

week

orate for 4-H clubbers, told

"Suspense" from- its Roma Wine account, is ssAA to be angling for the
as a new buildup for-lts .Cresta
Blanca product and has discussedtime availabilities with the networks.
Question of how southern stations
would react to an all-Negro show
has already :,beeh sifted, with the
Blow agency going ahead on tha

show

way

to

PAAR'S SUB-PAR COIN
.Ceme.dian VinS» Vltmt • Ditterenee
Spmamt JKaltet

A

Here's what hapi>eng' when «
comedian loses his sponsor and goes

the sustaining route:

Jack Paar

Show,

while

under

Lucky Strike auspices, has been an
$18,000 a week package. Now that
the ciggie outfit has bowed out, Paar
is; negotiating with
network
to continue on the web sustaining,
although not in the cream, preCrosby Wednesday night time seg-

ABC

ment, which has been turned over
to Elgin-American's

Groucho Marx

show.

If deal jells, Paar show will go la
with a $3,000 to $4,000 a week taloit
new show Will include nut. If the web sells the show, it'll
talk
turkey to .diesis in term^ ol
Gorcey:
Flavor
Shirley
Ross
and
Xeo
duties in connection with "I.Q."
Critic," the program on which Mo^^the other Alan airer, "<Jurtain a party of newspaper and magazine loney as a thesper has been most Will be woodsy, with loto of stuff on $9,000 B week^ half the original
cost.
Burns' kinfolk.
l^ominestly identied with.
r«<Uo editor*.

w

wn

Maloney checked

on the spot in

in

do it."
time for last Sunday's (7> satirical
Cast of
kickaround of "Author Meets the
,

.

,

'

'

'

.
.

.
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New Radio Service

Nieiseq Pr«i»

Friwi die ProdiictioB Centns

kiUl]ng6attko{die^(^^
Now

that A. C. Nielsen's

preparing to spring
Right
about
his expanded activity in radio' but
it's reported that Nielsen is prepared
to deliver a speedier and. enlarged
service, which will also involve «

that Nielsen

fiV

20 ^

Top

has been ^tnpked out, it's seen as
merely the prelude to th« Rating
Battle of the CentUry. For one thing,
trade
it's not generally known" in the

fit, is

is

WCCO

operation in Minneapolis.
WOIt is auditioning a new Eddie MayehOff

branching out. Now entrenched
Xork, Philadelphia, Bostqn
it's launching a service

show in which the comic, who
his original show on this station in 1040, will mimic news commenta'news com.Stanza may get a Saturday evening Spot—amid
mentators, .Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak, who was down with a cold last
week; elected chairman of the advisory council for science and engineering
his
.Henry
Damti
(where
got
pfttt
of
schooling)
...
Notre
at
he
v;iscardi,
assistant comihef cial production suoervisor at Muttial, resigned Friday fS')
to become personnel and public rclalfens director of Burlington Mills Corp.
Wauhillau LaHay, Ayer's head radio publicist, called to Kansas Thuisday (4) by the sudden death of her brother
Pat Steel, ex-promotion

New

in

had

and Chicago,

'
for Cincinnati! statiohs.
Ciiicy ratings w;Wl start rolling
the end of the rtionthj

selling plan.
Speculation at the moment appears
to -be less rife as to just what this
will do to C. E. Hooper's more pub-licized service than its efltect on the

by

Star Hont For
'Studio One'

'

Meanwhile,. Nielsen's all-out offensive in the ratings Beld, aimed
obviously at knocking the pins out
from under. Hooper's m'ake-or-break
prestige as raiang king, went into a
phase last wefek with introduction of
& new simplified Nielsen Radio Index Ratings -Report similar to HoopSimultaneously,
Pocketpiece.
er's
issued a .promotional broadside
emblazoning^ in blownup typefaces,
reaccompanying
explanations
the
lease the previous week of Nielsen's
of network
first "Top 20" listing

NM

*.,.:•,•

the tradp, the Nielsen blasts
just, one thing: the longanticipated .sliowdpwn battle was
finally on. The, conservative Chicago
audimeter iesearclie^,' backed ,with
plenty of capital trim hiS other reind-.,. possibly
search
©Iterations
piqued by his rival's Jong preeminence in J.he public, eye (hjpoed
lately by Sateyeposl' designation as
*"Ehe Biggeslt MaUjin Radio"), 'flrfed
th^ opening gun and thus f^r has
«aUed the shots. Thiere's been a,dead'
silence from the 'woper camp.. No
one expects, bofweVer, that the'shobtfrphi' otie side for
ing* will be'
long. Hooi)er 'nev6r Vet lias been
without an 'answer tit Some kind. His
announcement last month that he

To

portended

TiHi^h Going
Talent agents in New York have
been cooperating with the CBS full
hourvdramatic series, "Studio One,"
in an effort to maintain stars of
topflight caUbre, So tax the series
has had John Garfield, Robert Mitchura, Charles Laughton, Geraldine

Fitzgerald and

planned

Kelly.

and program director of KPLT,

•with-.Projectile

Ratings, it's lielt; ra'tiy have "been a
factor in. Nieken's -decision to open
wp.
Implication of more NRI surprises
to come wJls ^e^n in reference to' the
new pocketiiiecp as ."the second step
in- Nielsen's ^he^ .plftris." JlJielsen
noted, with af .statistician's devotion
to detail, that his new report "weighs
40%. less than. the!-.ttld repo^V- .a^'^

studios in

Paris," Tex.,

into

NBC's ad-promotion

dept. as a copywriter.

Manhattanites on 3ury duty: Dave Taylor of CBS, Fred Wile, Jr., of
comings and goings
KLZ's Farm Reporter are im- Young & Rubicam, and Bruce Barton. .Virginia and Woody Klose waxed
portant news to farmers and ranch- their Mutual *'Red Hook 31" show from a hospital bedside the morning
IjewiS
eis of the Denver region.
after Mrs. Klose bore a daughter, their fifth child
Anonymous voice
Thomas direufs .the pubUcity tor. narrating the Mu.seum of Science and Industry film, "Poland Comes Back,"
this and other KLZ farni service
is that of Roger- Bowman, NBC tele commentator and web announcer.
programs.
because
producer's
anon
of
edict
that
his is "Voice of
Has
to
remain
KLZ, DENVER.
Poland". ...A. C. Nielsen has annexed Rexall and Ayer (Durante's sponTeresa Kean and James Burke into the
sor and agency) as clients
Tess Sheehan, Donald Keyes and Elaine Rest new
"Stella Dallas" cast.
to "Young Widder Brown." Charles Francis and Ian Martin into "Our
Gal Sunday" roster. Pete Capell added to "Backstage Wife." Katherine
Emmet in "Katie's Daughter." Gene Leonard into "Just t>lain Bill."
WQXR's prexy John V. H. Hogan awarded the Major Edwin H. Armstrong Medal for achievement in technical radio development Friday night
(5) at the annual banquet of the Radio Club of America. .. .Mutual salesT)ie activities,

of

.

.

PUlly Pedagogs

IWKidSiiows

man Jack

some

instances to
wood
co<H^er^te. Film studios messed up a
couple of -deals that were 'pending
CB3
showcaser.
for the
Agents in Manhattan -appreciate
that with but seven programs^ in the
east paying ov^r $1,000 for a 'visiting
name it's.qjute something for a sustainer t<i be budgeted' up to :$1,S00.
This ^ is an unprecedented siim for
non'-comTnercial but the
film
s<

'

go ahead

to

Gene

Job of matching scripts to stars
and train schedules has be'en tough,
complicated by- iailure of the Holly-

"

•

KLZFARM PROGRAM PUBLICIST

LEWIS THOMAS

Broadcast Measurement Bureau op-

WOR

tors.'

new

ehows.

YORK CITY ...
'

Pulse, the ibcal-slanted rating out-

a new service' on the industry.
now there's -a "strict hush-iiush

eration.

mw

.Niles Trainmen ailing. Has his arm in a sling. Except to attend a board
meeting last'VridiBy he's been absent from the 6jS(lce....CBS prexy Frank
Stanton spending a week in the midwest, principally to look over the

Pulse Expands to Cincy

Overall goes to sleep listening to the radio--with earphones on!
.'. .".Ed
Wynn, in N. Y., shot back a fast nix last week when CBS' WRC,
Washington, wired him for llth-hour clearance on a dramat airer based
on his life. Wynn said he'd see the script first, please.
C. E. "Biggest Man In Radio" Hooper kudosed again, this time hy the
J'anuary Esquire in a piece called "Mr. Hooper Counts £ars".
.Mutual's
trying to interest a midwest advertiser, in -"The Thin Man"
.Radio
writer Charles Speer has sold a story, "Teacher," to Warners as a possible
vehicle for Joan Crawford. .. .Don Coplin, until recently in radio promoin
Mineral Wells, Tex., as
tion here for the Theatre Guild, has landed out
program director of KORC. .Henijy Ford 2nd was originally skeddcd to
kick off the FrAi Allen show when it moves over Jan. 4 to Ford Dealer
sponsorship, but he's sent word he can't' make it. He's pencilled in for a

Are Just Dandy
Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
Philly school teachers don't think

,

.

,

.

.

there's anything wrong with chil*
dren's programs oiT the air. "

.

.

Parentkteacher 'groups, school
maxms in other parts of the country
may squawk about mystery prograios, serials, hprror showjs and the
colony is not always sharp about like as being harmful to .moppets later shot.
the ijneaning; of the terms' ''coihmer' but the 'Quaker City pedagogues
Singer-comic
Don Briggs into the title role in ABC's "The Sheriff"
think' everything is hunky*dory;
c'ial" and "«ustaining."
j
Marty Drake, who<jrecently got his own show on Mutual, has signed Kermit
•That, at least, is how they reacted Shafer as his personal manager
Dorothy Day to do a weekly radio'
at a radio confab at the annual con- column for Affiliated Features, a new syndicate^
.Mutual is closing out
ference of the. Philadelphia Teachers its 'Tor Your Approval" showcase stanza at the end of the year
RoseAssn. held at the philadelpliia Girls mary Rice' into "Light of the World" and "Aunt Jenny" casts. Elaine
High 'School on -Saturday (6).
Rost being considered for role in 20th*Fox pic to be shot in the east. ..;
Representatives of the six major Jo Ranson's
flack staff has annexed jHildy Grayson and Dorothy
Philly ^stations participated in a
Sewell... New facets in ABC's "Willie Piper"; Shirley Mitchell tin the
{)anel discussion on "What's Wrong
Martha Piper role), Parker Fennelly and Jean Ellyn. .. .Westera NewsWith Children's Programs?" I'hey paper Union cooking up a radio coliunn it hopes to feed out to 800 .weekly
came loaded for bear expecting that newspapers under network subsidy, . .Bing Crosby, whose "Man Without a
NBC prograiQining department has the teachers in the audience would
gone on a comedy audition hinge rip right into the much-booted- Country" Thanksgiving show pulled surprising mail, is doing /'The Little
One" story (about the little donkey Jesus rode) for Christmas Eve airing.
Otily 'problem confronting the soldaround subject. But it was a love
out network is where to spot the
.

.

.

.

'

'

;

,

.

.

.

NBCHasrime

WHN

For Comedy

.

'

,

,

HOLLYWOOD ...

feast.

stanzas.

They asked for suggestions from fAf
Among the hew shows auditioned -the audience; they asked where raArnold Stang ("Gerard") has been pressed in his own show written by
one built around Al Bernie, the
dio could be improved to help Howard Harris and Selma Diamond, with Harris doubling oYi the direction
vaude and nitery coinic. Audition
children; they asked for criticism, ... .Jimmy Saphier now "reveals" he closed a television deal on hi.s last
pla'tt«r ,Wa^ .directed- by.jKen Macbaiting the teachers- to get trip east and that I'affaire Bob Hope was merely incidental. As selling
etc.,
Gregor. ^PC also sees in Phil Leedssteamed up. But the result was nil. agent for Telecomics, Inc.. Saphier sold U. S, Rubber one telecast of Anaa potentially- promising radio' come- The Philly teachers -were only intole France's "Our Lady's Juggler," 10 minutes of narration and drawings
dian and Is- building a situation
terested in "in-school" listening .iv.."Pomt Sublime" has been ^-enewed for another semester and spreads
comedy around' him with a fourand they felt that the local nationwide after a test run in California and Texas. .Phil Baker's new
man writing, team including Sam shows,
stations were doing an' okay }ob in quizzSr was put on wax last :week with Joe Parker producing.
."Double
I^ocke, Al Garry,
Milton Kramer
this angle.
or Nothing" will be taken on tour by Walter O'Keefe.
Joe Bigelow and
aixd Mel Tomkin: Paul Roberts diParticipants on the radio-di.scus- the missus motored in for two months' vacation.^. .Chet Lauck and Norris
.rects.
Cast includes Jean Tighe,
sion panel were: Mrs. Ruth Weir Goff (Lum .& Abner) handing out commissions as admiraLs in the Fine
Eve McVeigh, Bernie Gould and*
Miller, educational director, WCAU;, Ridge navy. ... Don Quinn, Paul Franklin and Don Bernard on the sick list
Prank Albfertson.
Edmund (Skipper) Dawes, producer ....First annual dinner-dance of Radio Directors' Guild drew black tie
Also on the agenda is a baseball
of children's programs, WFIL; Gor- and decollette turnout of 400, and on that score alone, was rated a howling
comedy featuring Cha'rlie Pu'rcell,
don Hawkins, program director" of success. Charles Vanda, Murray Bolen and Herb Sanford handled the
currently in the "Command Deci.
Westinghouse Stations, Inc. (iKYWI',. arrangements.
sion" legiter, with Gloria Stewart,
John McClay; program directoj,;
Alan Ladd's "Box 13'' moved into its second series with Richard. Sanville
Leonard Patrick and Cliff Hall also
WPEN; Sam Serota, educational di-, directing the plattered dramatics/. ..Ned Hulinger of Bob Hall's ABC
in the cast. Show is written by Arrector, WIP, and Ray: Walton, edu- publicity staff named prexy of networks employees association ... .Norman
thur Small B^nA directed by Paul
cational director, WIBG.
Ostby, first aide to Don Searle at ABC, chairmans the advisory board of
Harrison, under the supervision of
Southern California. Broadcassters Assn.. .iTorcher Adele Clark being
Bob Adams.
auditioned around town after Decca signed her to slice a few sides....
NBC has also wrapped up a packThat .smile on Jimmy Saphier's phizz was put there by renewals on five
age in cooperation with the Kenny Brewery Cancels Lewis
of his shows, i.e., "Corliss Archer," "Point Sublime," "Man Galled X,"
Delmar package outfit entitled "The
"The Saint" and "Date With Judy." And with talk^oing the rounds that
Magic Lamp." It's an audience parShow in 8 Markets Bob Hope may break with Pepsodent he's besieged with offers from every
ticipation stanza with Wayne Howell
major agency in town .... Harry Einstein (Parkyakarkas) is taking short
Chicago, Dec. 9.
as emcee and Jack Kuney directing.
Burlington Bretving Co.
(Van walks after being confined to a wheelchair following a spinal operation. ...
Merritt beer) will drop sponsorship Jack Paar sneaked .an olT-color gag into his script after ABC had passed
of the transcribed "Ted Lewis Show" it and drew the wrath of the network on his head. ...Bob Graham started
Accent
on eight midwest power stations the a daily strip on KNX with participating spon-sors. .. Abe Burrows makes
end of December.
a call on "Dufty's Tavern" Dec. 31, but this time as the star of his own
Brewer is reported to be satisfied show. He toiled for years as Ed Gardner's head writer and is credited
with ratings and sales performance. with much of Archie's success. ., ABC's Ed Noble around for a few days
Mel Blanc^ Cass Daley Retreat from radio is due to uncer- enroute east after attending the ceremonies in connection with the extra
^

(Continued on pa^e
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(BS P^-Prod.
Revamp Goes On

. ,

. .

. .

CBS

prograirtniihg-production dje|>artment in New York is .sitting
tight,

anticipation: of. additional'

in

impending Changes which are ex^
pected to Bnd men with agency
background' moving into the organization as replacement (or cur'

rent
'

.

staflers,*

'".•

i

•

.*
.

.That there wiir be. a revamped
program department in coming
months is now a definite certainty,
•

;

although Hubbell Robinson, Jr., the
web's program bo.s.Sj is, keeping the
contemplated, changes under wraps.
Thus far' Harry -Ackerman, out of
the Young & Rubicam veep^e^ stable,
has been- pacted for an important
spot with Robert Mannt also from
the agencies', also entrenched. .N6w
finds Goodman Ace thus far
exiting from the fold.
It's
known, too, that the 20th
floor brass at CBS has given Rob-:
]n.sDn a complete. go~ahead, with
expressions of approv^il for the administrative agenda lined up by
the departmentiil boss.

regime

'

.

HIRES REVERTING TO

HALF-HOUR FORMAT
Hires,

via

N.

W. Ayer agency,

.

,

'

.

.

MBS

Now On

-

.

.

Mutual, long the stronghold of tainty
whodunits, is getting comedy-mind- grain.
ed. With "Meet Me at Parky's" and
the Jim Backus Show currently
riding
its
kilocycles
(the latter
stanza, however, headed for a fadeout), the web is now talking deals

has detiniteiy decided to 'expand its with Mel Blanc and Cass Daley
Blanc,
whose Colgate-sponsored
current 15-minute Sunday atternoon
CBS format and return to a half- starrer on CBS last season went the
hour weekly show. Soft drink out- cancellation route, is slated to audifit will begin its final cycle as a 15- tion a show for Mutual within the
minute entrant Jan. 18 and then re^ next- several weeks if the net's
vert to 30 minutes at the conclusion programmers like a script that's
awaited in N. Y. Blanc's only curcf 13 weeks.
Agency meanwhile is mulling rent air commitment is a role in
talent changes for the show, with "Point Sublime," being tested by
likelihood of a name band, going in. Hancock Insurance on a 13-station
As a half -hour show it will occupy ABC hookup.
the S to 5:30 period in the net's reMutual is trying to get together
vamp of late Sunday afternoon pro- with. Case Daley 'on a format, but as
gramming, involving time switches yet the two haven't seen eye-to-eye
lor Prudential' Hour and the Phil on the type «f characterizatioA in
Spitalny shows as weU.
which iht should be east.

over

future

allotments

of

juicing of the net's Frisco station.

IN

Al and Sherwood
Schwartz
Satirii*

a Segment of Radio

in

CHICAGO ...

Bob Wilson, onetime commercial manager of WALB, has joined Mutual's
to the
co-op dept
Bob Elson's "On the Century" shifts from
same time slot on WENR Jan. 5
Shep ChartoC and Walter Pre.ston sojourning on the West Coasr for cuttings of the "Ted Lewis Show"...»
Ell Henry, ABC's flack chief, skedded for a hcspital checkup alter the
first of the year.
Jean McRenna signed for staff chirping on WBBM.
Special non-broadcast' ver.sion of "Ladies Be Seated" will be staged before
3,000 Telephone Pioneers Dec. 12... .Al Benson's new Saturday disk show
is angeled by the "Angel of Broadway" .... Art Duram lectured De Paul U.
studes la.st week on "Radro Sales Promotion"
Bob Kintner, ABV v.p.,
sounded blgger-and-better note in speech to net employees here. ...
Hollywood's Ray Morgan, of "Queen For a Day," in for huddle with Ad«
Hull, Mutual v.p
Wadhams division of Socony-Vacuum sponsoring U.
of Wisconsin basketball gatnes on WTMJ for 20th consecutive year.
Marion Claire, director of WGNB, luncheon-speaking in behalf of YMCA
recreation center.
Porky Panico,
trumpeter, is a charter members of newly-founded "Society to Provide Comfort for a Fat Man in a
Telephone Booth" or the STPCFMTB. .Mrs. Myrtle Goulet back at her
desk as Mutual's traffic manager, following;, a bout with flu. .-. .Quiz Kid
Mark MuUin about to Ipse his eighth tooth. .. .Fair Store is advertising
its newscasts ms "News «uly-»no propaganda, no slanting".

WBBM

.

"C&median^s Blood

RoyaV
(Which Will Make CemMiiaM'

.

.

,

.

.

-

.

A«

Etfltariat Fealiire
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.

.

WBBM
.

Upcomiim

42d Annivmnary Number

.
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NM RDG VOm JM
ihy Dffectors Are Squawldng

:

mi IN'T See Complete

NETS,

directors unburdened themselves yesterday
N. V. network radio
(Tues.) of a load of beefs over the way the webs pay them for what
they do. Getting right down to cases (although they didn't name
cited
a few reasons Why they're either going
names), the directors
walk out:
to get paid better or

Feb.

.

MEET

1—A

New

sustaining program recently prodlieed by a network
The director who organized and created the
cost $25,000 in talent.
program, rehearsed it, directed it on the air, received a total salary of
$100 a week, for which he was required to direct other programs dur-

"Example

week and perform

ing the

of

—

A flve-a-week quarter hour series now being produced
hy* a network represents a weekly investment in excess of $5,000.
The director who created and organized the program, and now directs
a commercial program fee of $10 per program.
receives
«lr,
the
if OA
"Example 4 One director directs a pi«gram -with a weekly talent
investment of $3,-000. Bte works si^c days a week, is currently creating
two new programs lor the network that represent over $5,000 in audi<
^on costs alone. He teceives <$105 «alary.
/Bxampic 4—One network, when it befieves any of its staff directors are "getting; too much' money in commercial fees and salary,
X!harg<!s them $25 weekly for office space and telephone service:

.
'

What galls the directors moist, however, is that
enjoyed in actually producing shows including

—

.^nncAineers, stagehands

men—directors

i^^ts

and

electricians, radio engineers

and sound
:

:

N^^mlbidik On Free Tnne For
iMBBg Presidential Canl^^

any RDG'er would violate his own

was

action

unanimously

voted by the 250-member N. Y.

'.
Washington, Dec. 9.
.Reps of the four networks are
hv>dd)ing to see whether or not
'

.tftey

will give

dency
'

..

apy more

free time

candidates for the Presiappears that the
it

..1948-

to

when

Tlie
stanzas -are strictly political.
write are concerned over the TaftHartley Act bah. against' political
contributions by either corporation!?
or labor unions, arguing that pro->
'Vision of time is, in effect, a subsidy to a^ political -candidate.. And
the last thing any broadcaster wants
right now is a citation for violating
the 'new labor law-^which, inci-

won almost unconditional
approval from the radio men at a
p'anel on the subject at the NAB
dentally,

Hooper

to

Me This

go nuts figuring out a

rating:

;

"Studio One" in the latest tabulation is 7.4 for the first 15
minutes, 8.4 tor the next quarter
hour, then drops down to 6.9 for
the third segment and snaps
back for a concluding portion
of 7.6.
This compares with the 25.0
of Fibber McGee
the 25.9 of Bob

&

Molly and

Hope

whicli

occupy the trenches on NBC.
But why "Studio One" is strongest during the. second halt of
"Fibber" and the last 15 minutes
of Hope is something they're
even defying Hooper to figiure

lo-

Situation

September.
developed after

9.

hours witfe
here yesterday

six

Petrillo

the four networks,

who had come from New York to
new contract with the

talk about a

American Federation of Musicians,
admitted that they were as much in

APM

the fog as ever over the
chief's
post- Jan. 31 plans,
,
One of the web delegates, in a sub

comment following the meetremarked that he was being

rosa
ing,

-

gradually forced

the conclusion

to

that all the parleying was merely a
prelude to the complete withdrawal
of musicians from network service,
as of Feb. ,1.
The four network
spokesmen were a.sked by Petrillo
to come back and see him again
after the holidays.

Not much was accomplished dur-

ing Monday's huddle, except that the
network clarified a little more just
what the AFJM could expect from.'
them in the matter of musician em- r
ployment. Petrillo was assured thai
the webs would retain all the men
now employed on their managed and
operated stations, but repeated their
previous a vpwal of being unable to
do anything for him "with affiliate
outlets.
Washington. Dec. 9.
On the matter of FM, the
The American Broadcasting Co. web officials noted thai method <at
transmission was fundamentally, a
last week jumped to the defense of
substitute for
and' that it would
Federal Communications be amiss for the union to expect this
Commission Chairman Charles R. newer form of radio communication,
Denny, Jr. in urging ,FCC not to to become a substantial source .01'

to set

up

a

war

chest for the strike^

roundly challenged the FCC decision
and questioned the legality of Den-

TackageOeaV

NetsJ^iBB Bypass

ABC

provided -gratis time to GOP contender Harold Stassen'in his Wis-

—

.

NBC

RDG

MULLS

STANDARD

NIGHT SHOW

w

—

.

—

fm CANTOR,

BACK WITH MORGAN

%mm

Sez Rep.

Uiii0nsan

.

STANG

officials of

.out

Present RDG pacts with the three ny's voting in the case after he- had
webs and WOR, covfering a total of signed up to become NBC general
about 100 staff directors in N. Y., in- counsel and veepee. The Comission
cluding seven in CBS television, ex- vote was 4-to-2 against the newspire Dec. 31. Guild spokesmen said paper, with Denny opposing the
a termination of contract notice was News' grant.
consin tour. American
began to
filed with the National' Labor Reworry, about future demands from
.The ABC brief declared there was
ABC quietly started off the Christ- lations Board before Nov. 1 and that nothing illegal in Denny's voting on
other political, hopefuls and. sought
notice, in accordance with the
counsel, of the other webs.
If a mas bonus liairade last Thursday (4) a
Oct. 21 since he did not join NBC
(Continued on -^jage 44)
fou,r-w«b policy ;is adopted, it would by dispensing an undisclosed sum to
until Nov. 15; pointed out his vote
'bi.no case prevent 'a network from all employees except union memin any event had not been deterLatter
designation includes
*airing views of'a candidate -iti an bers.
mining in the 4-to-2 decision and
interview, roundtable or forum pro- members of the Radio Writers Guild
concluded that the News' arguments
Gives Directors
gr^ani.
didn't hold water, inasmuch as NBC
And, for example, if Sen. and Radio Directors Guild as well
Robert Taft spoke in his capacity as as members of APRA and engineers
was not even a party to the New
Budget Control, but
hejd of the Joint Economic Com- belonging to NABET. Same policy
York FM hearing. The network held
initlee and not as a White House was followed last' year.' Web spokesa prewar ;FM permit.
candidate the policy would not ap- men would only say, regarding the
Fears Issue Is Ckudetf
ply,
Otiierwise, however, network amount of the handouts, .that they
NBC maneuver last week, of petime would call for plenty of cold were "the same as last year;''
culiar timing in connection with the
OH.
Policy ol discriminating against
cash on the dotted line,
web's negotiations with the Radio
So far as the Communications Act union members in bonus payments Directors Guild, had a dual effect of
TEX, JBIX
gfles,
the webs have nothing to also was pursued last year by NBC, granting staff directors full budget
worry about political time until the which gave non-organized employees control over shows they produceStandard Oil, shopping around for
Demo and GOP conventions. But, a.s one week's pay and is expected to something the sta-ffers have sought a nighttime network show, has
a practical matter, with at least do so again this year, on the same for years— and at the same time
fput admitted candidates dickering b.9sis. It's 'said the divvies will be arousing suspicions that the net was auditioned a series of Tex & Jinx
with Jinx Falkenburg
programs,
distributed
next
week.
fpr position, the webs will go ea.>iy
attempting, through nomenclature,
CBS, where most employees got to cloud the definition of a "direc-. and Tex McCrary plattering both
Oh handing out free time from here
bonuses amounting to one week's
60-minute and 30-minute stanzas, as
tor."
iiJi spokesmen said here.
executives got
pay last Christmas
well as a 15-minute cross-the-board
Web had a huddle -with RDG ne- format as alternate program formats
substantially greater amounts is be*
10:30 a.m.
lieved sure to grant similar divi^ gotiators scheduled for
for the client.
asked at
dends in the next week or so, al- last Wednesday (3), but
Show will follow tlie format which
to postpone it until
though no official .word has come the last moment
brought theni wide kudos when
2:30.
At 2 o'clock program and pro- they went in
through.
as a Bristol-Myers
directors,
Only Mutual, of the four webs, duction staffers, including
siunmer
for "Duffy's
summoned to hear announce- Tavern." replacement
will be bonus-less. Staffers will have wore
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Standard Oil piolts up
memo from Thomas Mc- the Tex & IfJinx
Arnold Stang, having obtained a to content themselves with a free ment, in a
nighttime tab, they'll
Cray, national program manager, of
probably check out o£ their morning
release from his contract for tlie round of eats and drinks at the web's
annual Yule party, expected to be a new "supervisor system."
cross-the-board NBC stint,
Eddie Cantor program, has returned
Besides granting producers full
toiiscd, as usual, at .the Astor Roof
to the Henry Morgan
control over their program budgets,
show under afound Dec. 20.
an exclusive pact giving
permitting allocation of lunds as
"

C.

(Mon.),

Petrik) Ifove

.

•cottvention last

spending

After

James

an emergency meeting Monday night (8) at which RDG negotiators reported a complete stalemate
in talks they have been conducting
with the nets since Nov. 12. In a
AM
Former FCC Chairman Charles R. resolution adopted without a dis- former
Denny, Jr., now veepee- and general senting vote, the local declared that
counsel of NBC, has pulled in one
the webs "have been adamant in
of his former FCC aides, David C.
their refu.sal to make any reasonable
Adams, to he assistant general coun- concessions and,, in. some instances, reconsider a decision rejecting the musician employment.
The network negotiators.- in out->
sel of the web.
have made no concession, and -have N. Y. Daily News as an FM licensee lining their position on television,..
Adams until recently was assistant refused even to engage in bargaining in the New York City area. ABC(Continued on page 32)
to the FCC's general counsel and as: with regard to minimum salaries."
WJ2 was one .of five companies apsuch assisted Denny during the sixIndicative of how seriously they proved for FM operation there in a
month-long International Telecom- consider the issue, the directors
Commission decision, in October..
niunications Conference at Atlantic
voted a membership as.sessment
In a protest earlier this month, the
City,, which Denny chairmanned.
equal to one day's pay out of every Daily News,
bidder,
a
rejected
seven, effective starting this week,
cal in

n^w

Chicago, Dec.

Rtctdle

How

,

union's picket lines.-

Strike

Networks Left Up in Air

After e-Hr. Talk with Petrffio

networW and

UPOWA

are the lowliest in pay.

sponsor can dish out $5,000 or $6,000 a week for a radio
show, the directors reason, the nets can afford to' spoon out something
m^re than #5 or $10 of it for a director.

1;

station of the

going to budge.
How severely the walkout, if it
comes, will affect the webs' N. Y.
operations is open to conjecture, but
believed highly probable that
it's
many members of other industi-y
unions, such as AFRA, the white col(at CBS), the Radio
larites'
Writers Guild, and the engineers'
IBEW and NABET would refuse to
cross RDG picket' lines. Also, while
Guild toppers say they will not ask
or expect member directors to violate written contracts with ad agen?
cies or other employers outside of
the webs, it's strongly doubted that

of all the people
actors, musicians,

When a

'

^t^i!a;'-3srBC

WOB, Ny%''key

Mutual web,' are walking out on
strike Jan. 1, or within a few days
thereafter.
Only way to avert the
strike would be for the nets and
Mutual flagship to give in or show
some disposition to give in to demands of the N. Y. local. Radio Directors Guild (AFL). As of yesterday (Tues,), there was.not the slights
est indication that companies were

—

'

Yorl^vrjtdtn- directors of the

ABC, CBS

his office duties.

"Exatnple 2

'

Walkwt

Musician

'

'

-

Washington, Dec.

9,

The recording ban is a step in a
plan by James C. Petrillo to round
up the entire music-using industry
.

"in

a package deal

contract," Rep.

Carroll Kearns (R., Pa.) said here
yesterday (8). Kearns is 'chairman
of the House Labor sub-committee

which investigated Petrillo's variom
mu.sic bans a few months ago.
Claiming that he had information
on the subject, Kearns declared that;
"This is what is going on in Chicago
the negotiations with the radio
networks.
Petrillo would like to

in

FM

get radio, television,
and record<ings all under the same master con-

—a

tract

package deal.

could not

However, he

make a

long contract if
he did succeed. Under the TaftHartley Act, he cannot make a contract for more than one year."

Kearns added that

his

committee

is
waiting until after the first of
the year to see whether Petrillo goes
through with the recoi^ding bah.
Kearns said Rep. Fred A. Hartley
(R., N. J,), chairman of the House

Labor Committee, is ready to reopen hearings of the entire music
industry situation and to press ac-'
;

tion againit Petrillo for restraint of
if he bars all re'cord production.

trade

!

him

featured

baling. The deal calls
for him to
get $500 when
the-^ieries is sustaining and $650
commercial. The "exclusive" clause forbids

him from doon any

ing the same
Aaracterizatfon
Plher stanza,

Tlie character stooge
guests

day

each sees

FCC

Editorial

Hearing

Put Off Until March
Washington, Dec.

Thurs-

As expected, the FCC

1

9,

week
March 1,

last

night (12) on the Al Jolson postponed from Jan. 12 to
for $850, then planes to New its long-heralded hearing to deterfor Morgan's first broadcast mine whether broadcast stations may
nack in the east, next Wednesday
editorialize on the air,
u/). Understood he's
being sought
Under the new hearing date, perw resume his old part on
the Milton sons wishing to appear now have
»ene show, which likewise, origi- until Dec. 31 to notify FCC of the
nates in New York.
However, that fact. Some 85 persons and organi"
aeal may depend
on Morgans intcr- nations have already been invited
Pi-etalion of the
"exclusive". angle.
by FCC to speak their pieces^

Miow
Jfork

fit,

the

memo

designated:

that when asked to produce, a director shall be called "a producer"
and that when an executive is on
production end, he shall be
tlie
called ''a .supervisor."
virtually to eliminate the
"director" on many pro-^
move immediately rea
circles as an effort
in
to further confuse attcraptJi
guild to get webs to agree
definition of a director.
this point has not been
upon in web-RDG talks

Effect
title
of

grams,

garded
by NBC
by the
On the

Even

is

RDG

agreed
which, have been going on
than a month now.

WMCA's

'Mr.-Mrs. Music'

To Be Disked, Syndicated
.'WMCA, N. Y.'s "Mr, and Mrs.
Music" disk jockey show, featuring
Bea Wain and Andre Baruch, is bein^ transcribed for syndication, with
the station's- reps handling sale of
Deal
the program in other cities.
on the Show is similar to the one
WMCA negotiated on the upcoming
Duke Ellington disk program which
also

being syndicated.

is

PEN SLUMP CANCELS

OUT 'ONCSUSTERS^
Slump in. the pen market, which
knocked the ether out of Henry
Morgan's
Eversharp
show,
has
caught up with "Gangbusters," another ABC show. The sponsor, L. E.
Waterman Pons, has pulled the
purse-strings on the show, despite Jticurrent 10.0 Hooperating,
ABC, it's said, will keep "Gangbusters" in its Saturday 9 p.m. slot
as a sustainer for the time being inan effort to sell it and preserve the
web's present block of -crime-shbw
programming, which segues from.

Expansion of the Wain-Baruch
program comes simultaneously -with "R; Dolan, Detective" tfr "FamoUM
more the airer's second birthday "Friday Jury Trials" to "GSngbusters" to
"
"Murder and Mr, Malone."
(12).
•

:

'

Wedneeday, December

TBKBTISION

WNBTs NntNeM Sponsor Deak.

Television Reyiews

I

Even Televiewers, WiOi Clear

LAW OF LIBEL
Frof. P»»I,D. Kaufman. Anleeds,' Stricily a Radio Haogoirer With
drew Tor>i;'»n. I-*"" Stein, Francli
Pointing tip NBC's assumption that 4
a television network should be operated similar to a radio operation,
WNBT, the web's N. Y. outlet, began
this week to sign on local sponsors
for non«-network shows and to receive shows' on a regularly-scheduled
basis from other stations in the net.
For the -first" time, consequently,
has taken on the appearance
of WNBC, NBC's N. Y. flagship radio
outlet. Attempt by NBC to follow
the radia pattern in setting up its
video network has been accepted by
CBS, DuMoht and other broadcasters
now planning tele webs but is opposed by those >whd believe that tele,
through use of canned film shows,
jshould operate as a "celluloid netr
work." Backers of the celluloid web
idea; for the most part, are advertisers favoring filmed tele over live
shows and, or course, the film pro-

Those Credit Tags
NBG

,

to stage "Late George Apley" on
television. That they did |o at
a price, however, was easily -ap-

parent during the show Sunday
the
preceding
fade-in, a large card flashed on
the screen advising viewers that
the play was being presented
"through the courtesy" of the
film company. Card, also pointed
up the .fact that ZOth's film version of "Apley" is current at

Immediately

nabe

Ni Y.
DuMont station has given a tele"worltshop" of New York
of
Univ. air time to produce a .series
experimental, programs, of -which
made
this (2) was the first. Cast was

Same

text

It^s

was

repeated immediately after the
performance;

Rose Bowl

B,R.lor 1st Time

on Mondays and Wednes^
days from 2 to 3 p. m".' and a kids'
show from WNBW, Washington,
from 5 to 6 p. m. Wednesdays. WNBT
currently originates the "Swift Home
Service Club" Fridays from 1 to 1:30
p.- m., feeding it to the other stations
on. its- hookup.,
has also used network feeds
for its evening, hours, thus furthering the radio pattern, in its web, operation. -"Current Opinion," a halfhour show in which correspondent
Robert McCormick interviews Gov*
e^nment spokesmen on current
from Washtopics, is now fed
ington. Wednesday nights at 9. In
addition, th6 last three sessions Of
G-etteral
^ress,"
Foods'
"Meet the
sponsored
show aired Thursday
nights at 8, have originated in the

WNBT

show currently to advertise the
fact that the suds bottler will
sponsor the telecast of the pro
football all-star gamfe from Yan-

and faculty members.

understandable that the ,school,

kee Stadium next Sunday

commendable -effort to tram
for video careers, would
at a chance to give the students actual air experience. But why

in its

via DuMont's

students

should the viewing pubhc be expected to loolc upon the experimental

eropings of a classroom group.'
Television, with the best hands it can
get these days, is none too good.
When it's placed in the hands or
rank amateurs, it's pretty sad. This
the
is no slap at the efforts of
It's simply a case of teler
studes.

than
vision being hampered rather
advanced by. prograrwning of this
kind.
this
in
ma-de
Ah obvious effort was
prograin to popularize its appeal,
nstanccs of libel and slander were
enacted, in the form, of political
speeches, with the camera reverting
after each to a classroom discussion
with Prof. Paul D? Kaufman, in

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
which the NYU students hashed
Complete revision of existing con- over the subject. Aside, however,
tracts for radio-television coverage from a sequence in which a "candiof Coast Conference football is be- date" in his political harangue held
ing discussed at a meeting in Sonora up a skunk as a likeness of his powhich ends tonight (Tuesday). One litical Opponent, there -was little in
wouldn't have been
prospect is that for "the first time the program that
well conveyed by ear as by eye.
the Hose Bowl garae may be per- as
awkwardly
The students were
mitted to be sponsored, on one or bunched up in a corner in the classboth media. Previous sponsorship room scenes. Production was lagoffers, including one for a reported gardly, with many of the scenes
state
well-this-is-all
into
a
the
rejected
by
lapsing,
have
been
$75,000,
..
before the cameras were switched
Bow}.
General ^feeling now is that -foot to the next episode.
audiences
build
tele
won't
DuMont
a
virtual
has
been
ball hiB.reabouts
come-and-get-it progiveaway and now more coin will with this sort of
Doow.
gramming.
be sought, posing- possibility that
the college football monopoly held
by Associated Gas may be broken TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE
Gold
Solid
My
of
("The
Last
up unless the ante is upped con
Watches")
siderably. 'flowl commissioners are
With John Stuart Dudley, Robert
also mulling the possibility of com
Luther Henderson
Morgan,
bining radio-video rights to the Writer: Tennessee Williams
Bowl classic as a single package for Director: Fred Coe
a national advertiser.
Executive Producer: Richard Harrlty
Meanwhile, Don, Lee is attempting
30 MinS., Thurs (4), 9:15 p.m.
to ace into televising the Bowl for
WNBT,: N. Y.
the first time along -with Paramount's
Postponed from the previous Sun-:
'

ing, video coverage of the Joe LouisJoe Walcott split decision event as
sent out from Madison Square Garden last Friday (5) was the clincher.
The number' of viewers who witnessed Louis' win by television has
not been estimated but it was clear
that the Gillette razor outfit got a
bargain even though the telecast
rights were reportedly a peak price.
The event, as seen in a midtown
cafe which was jammed to such an

extent that the doors were closed,
carrie'd with it much of the excitement that fans in the Garden exhibited,
Similar gatherings were
present in almost every establishment that had a receiving set and
the number who saw the fight in

Interest Perks

.

WNBT

(14)

WABD.

iump

NYU

May

AHowTeKRafio

delphia,

that manner far outnumbered owners of private sets. Scrap was telecast throughout the east over the

In Boston Video

As Sets Move

National Broadcasting Co.'s

WNBT,

Commercials were

spotted

,

'

spot

-

•

,

KTLA. Move

to- share the game
the rival station may also
ultimately be a saving step in the
event the union problem facing the
Par station precludes the latter's
chances of covering at the last
moment. KTLA got an exclusive
when NBC- advised it would have to
give up rights If still without a sta
tion. Since then, however, local 659,
lATSE, has demanded unionization
of KTLA's camera staff, threatening
withdrawal of newsreel lensers
there's no capitulation by ,Jan, 1.

with

On3MoreBi(b

-

Washington, Dec. 9
The FCC, for the first time in
inany months is in danger of being
^

eti«»wed tinider by a landslide of
nev' television station bids, last
week called for hearings in three

more spectrum-scarce communities.
No date was set, but hearings were
on video applications for
the Fall Kiver-Nev? Bedfor^J, Mass.,
area; Louisville; and Wilkes-Barre.
The New Kngtand Television Co.
and' E. "Anthony and Sons, Inc., are
competing for the only channel assigned the Fall Biver-New Bedford
area.
In Louisville, station
is after the No. 5 slot and WHAS,
.UOWv assigned the No. 9 position,
wan<^ to switch to the No. 5 chanAnd the WyoiAing Valley
nel.
Btbadcafeting Co, <WILK) and Louis
G. Baltimore -are contending for
the lone assignment tabbed for
Wilkes-Barre.
specified

Boston, Dec. 9.
tage; of those. at ringside
the
Video in the Hub is getting a strong cameras are elevated and
nobody
hypo since A. T. & T. got its micro- can jump up
and obstruct the view.
wave link from New York to Boston When Walcott floored the
champ in
in operation a fortnight ago.
Tele- the first and again in the
fourth
vision .dealers lare moving in with
round, the blows were clearly seen
an eye on WBZ-TV's March 1 deadto be right banders.
As a contest
line, a more and more promising
it was no thriller but the element of
reality with that Westinghouse stasurprise was the factor that resulted
tion's
new million dollar plant in the most
argued-about fistic ennearly
ready
for
and
heating,
WNAC's Medford hillside plant in counter within memory.
the work^ for mid-summit or fall
Tele Fans Give Wolcott Decision
opening.'
There Was even a greater differThis week ITI demonstrated its ence of opinion over the decision
$li9g5 bar-room job for about 2,000 among video fight fans than among
saloon keepers with the Television the booing bunch in the Garden.
Sales and Engineering Co:, Inc.,* That was proven by the squawks
sponsoring.' This outfit, long in- registered, with newspapers by those
volved in metered radio service for
(Continued on page 48)
-

hotels

.hereabouts,

is.

piloted

by

Frederick W. Papolos with Lycurgus
Loumas in charge of sales, and is.
out to corner the saloon biz.
Already placed sets in several downtown bars and picked up plenty of
prospects; Other video outfits have
been selling from catalogs, but this
was the first actual eye-witness
demonstration
for
Mass.
saloon
keepers, who are' plenty impressed
by video grosses in Ni 'Y. spots.
WBZ, which will be the first to
pipe video in from NBC and produde
its own shows too, followed up with
day, when NBC ran: into curtain-,
time camera trouble, the premiere an gency demonstration of the.
Show drew
production of the jointly-sponsored Louis-^Walcott light.
American National Theatre and capacity audiences of about 150
Academy-NBC "Television Play- writers, time buyers, etc., in studio
house'- was launched Thursday (4) A, using eiglit RCA receivers. MeanTennessee
of
a
performance
with a
while WNAC, .the only other radio
Williams one-actor, ''The Last of My station
in town announcing video,- 1$
Solid Gold Watches."
planning a series of video clinics
The fact that 24 hours previously ad men, time buyers, producers, for
etc.,
the Broadway drama critics did
handsprings over Williams' new with a view to showing how it works
smash legiter, "A Streetcar Named from the production end. Clinics are
Desire," served to heighten interest planned, twice a week with afternoon and evening slots.
(Continued on page 48)
Idea was hatched by Linus Travers, exec veepee and general manager of the Yankee web'
,

Milwaukee Journal's Tele Station

WAVE

Third LA. Oudet Near

As KFI

Gets Equipment
Hollywood, Dec.

9,

By BEN BODEC

anced a picture as could be ex- with its readers to a major degree
pected of a debut. Of twin statisti- from the very inception of WTMJ,
cal import are the facts that it and unless some catacylsmic ecomakes Milwaukee the 11th Ameri- nomic factor intervenes it's a safe
can city projecting a regular video bet that the Journal will cut a simischedule and that no other video lar groove with television. WTMJoperation has teed off with as many TV is starting off with what it figcommercials on the books.
ures to be around 300 tele set: in-Perhaps a more pertinent title for stallations in the to^n. What had
.the event would have been the "Mil(Continued on page 46).
waukee Journal Brings Television
to Milwaukee." It being Milwaukee,
the bracketing of the Journal with

Los Angeles' long-talked of third the medium looms more importaretly
-telestationJs a virtual certainty now,' than the technical and programing
;

KFI

having received

its

transmitter

in step with technological develop^

ment.

Milwaukee," Dec. 9.
'Because of its power and ^prestige
The Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ- the Journal has been able to call the
TV went on the air last week with tunes in many a way for the Milabout as sharply defined and bal- waukee citizenry. It put over radio

are as conservative and cautious in
is being rushed to completion on its
peak buildings ^for probable Feb. 1 accepting the new as Milwaukee.
It's a show-me town that makfes
preem.
a wastrel of the proverbial Mi.sStation already has cameras and
sourian. And that's where the Milsome trained top level personnel. It's waukee Journal
comes into the picmobile pickup unit IS expected sjome- ture. The Journal enjoys more than
time this month, and owner Earl C. a practical monopoly in its field.
.Anthony is now making final de- The paper goes into nine out of any
homes.
rate
10
And
because it was the
cisions on
card, outside studios
to be acquired, personnel and- other Journal's .adjunct the same ratio
pretty well applied for many years
outlays.
to WTMJ's audience.
With a repuOutfit !s also hypoing its 50,000tation for stolidity and native
watt standard operation via installa- centricity almost equal to that ecof
tion of a new' 7S0-foot tower, town's the town's ancient City Hall, the
highest AM-Wise.
Journal nevertheless has kept well

Mont

engineers, it's been learned,
have already scouted several other
have
Manhattan
buildings
but
'

up anything

failed thus far to turn
of interest,

QuMont has begun,
after receiving reports

the

search

ixom a num-

ber of disgruntled viewers of trouble'
in getting a clear signal from WABD,
the web's N. Y. outlet. Most of
those complaining, for some strange

own RCA

reason,

DuMont

sets,

strong

clear,

it

receiving sets.
seems, receive a
from the 515

signal

Madison site.
Web's troubles point up the difficulties being faced by many broadentering

the

television .for

first

,

'

:

Alan Lipscott

video

facets, particularly at this stage of

and antenna equipment this week television. As merchandisers and
from RCAj which it is already in- showmen have discovered, few other
stalling atop Mt. Wilson while work communities of major population

New Antenna Site
DuMont television, not yet fully
satisfied with its tran-smitter site
atop, the building at 515 Madi.son
aveiiue in N. Y., has begun searching again for a new location. Du-

time in cities throughout the
country, ABC .has ju.st completed
to share the Chrysler
Tagged for l^BG Tele arrangements
tower in N. Y. with CBS alter
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
months of fruitless searching for a
Frank Paris, puppeteer who winds site of its own. WOR has not yet
up an engagement here at William found a suitable location and, at
Penn Hotel's Terrace Room on Satur last reports, was mulling the posday C13). has been tagged by NBC sibility of constructing its trans-for 13-week television series to begin mitter atop the' Palisades, across the.
right after first of the year. Idea Hudson river from Manhattan.
is to star Paris' little wooden people
Talk is still rampant in the in«
in series of soap operas designed dustry, meanwhile, of building a
for kiddie.?, with the marionette ex
single tower 'in N. Y, for all seven
pert doing the animation and regular channels.
Tower Would be high
actors the voices.
enough to preclude the possibility
While his present "personnel" in- of any interference from outside
cludes only half a dozen figures or sources. With NBC safely ensconced
so, Paris, who builds his own pup- atop the Empire l^tate Bldg„ howpets, is already at work on flock of ever,
it's
believed doubtful that
new characters .being made to order web would consent to joining such
under instructions from network's a plan.

Puppeteer Frank Paris

Mefium Into llthCity

IkMont Seeks

casters

•

Debut Projects

logically

during the one-minute rest periods
between roundSi
Video audiences have the advanbecause

In

-

studios.

Local- sponsors signing for
».
.(Continued on page 46)

theatres.

Sustalninir

of students

its

commercials to plug Us sponsorship of a television broadcast,
via: another station
which
Brewery,
Ruppert
bankrolls Stan Lomax's sports
news on WOR, N. Y., is using the

WABD,

up

first

time, a radio sponsor is using

vision

(7) night.

•
ducers. •
In addition to furthering its network aims, NBC has another purpose
ta niind in. 'taking shows from stations on the web outside of N. Y.
Two shows teeing off last week are
both matinee air.ers, indicating NBC
toppers have found it impractical for
one station in the web to handle, all
the daytime programming made necessary to answer complaints of receiviii'g iSfet. dealers that they can't
sell sets during store hours unless
they, have programs with, which to
demonstrate them. WNBT, consequently, will air the "Television
Matinee" show from WPTZ, Phila-

WNBW

.

ecision
By JACK FVLASKI

If ttiere was any doubt about the
effectiveness
of televising sports
events, particularly professional box-

Calling All Car*
For What may be the

Writer: Mary Clabattorl
Director: Bob limery
Producer: Prol. Robert Gessner
3« Mln»;s Tueg.,' 7j3* p.m.

1947

Vision,

On Louis.

man. Bertram Cohen, Audrc B«rl

and the Theatre Guild,

after lengthy negotiations with
20th-Fox, finally obtained. rights

WNBT

Split

Donnelly. Martin Waldmann, Betty
Horowlti, John B»M», Joe DHWa*(io, Chacles. Grant, Murray IUu«-

-10,

Wriltis

staff.

Humorouily About

"Radio Gagman's
Footnotes to
Shakespeare*^
A

Feature of

ForlheomlHg

42d Anniversary ISumher
Out Shordy

Lo^n Sets for Plugs
Juke-Tele

Combo Preems

Chicago, Dec, 9,
Two hundred coin machine ops
attended a
private
showing of
Videograph's new juke-tele combo
here Sunday (7). Combo, seven feet
tall and three feet wide, has a tele
set mounted on a juke bo3t which
plays 40 disks.
Nickel, dime and quarter slots
are for video or disks at five cents
per three minutes. Customer can
switch from tele to records at will.
Machine is priced at $1,695, plus
$100 installation' charge.

Holly wood, Dec.

9.

Motion picture style promotional
tieups have come to television. Mu^
sic trade drumbeater, Bobby Weiss,
has lined up all of his personality
with Bert
accounts in a
tieup
D'Orsay. exclusive video receiver
dealer here» whereby for: use of, their

muggs in newspaper ads and win-

dow

cards all get d'ree use of a receiver over the holidays.
Those benefitting with G-E consoles are Margaret Whiting, Helen
Forrest, Dick Haymes, Peter Potter,

Page Cavanaugh Trio and

DeVoL

Frank

,

.

'

THJBVISIOM

ABC, CBS to Share Chrysler Bldg.

SccH'eardirf Ikflies-T^le Tie
Fo,l(owin0 is a lilt of tKt newspaper pubKsher« -already interested in
operating televtwion stations. List includes those stations now broadcastiwij, tl»t»sc for which construction permits have been granted and
tho^ for which appUcatioris are still' pending be/ore the FCC. Call
letters for the stations not yet in operation represent either the
st(ilioi.is owned by the sflme newspapers or letters filed in applications
to the Commfssion..

CALL LETTERS
KLAC-TV
KTTV
KCPR
WMAL-TV*

-

Los ' Angeles

San Pr^wcifico
Washington
Chicago

Betroit

St'.

faul
Louis

Cleveland
Portland

-

St.

St.

'

WIOD
VSB

Atlanta

Daily'

Cincinnati

WSAN

News

town Morning
Pallas

KRLD-TV
WJAC-TV

.

^tfolinstown

(Pa.)

WHP

Harrisbuvg
'Station.s

Times*Heraia"
"Johnstown Tribune
Daily Telegraph

vengeance.
Survey of the current video scene
reveals that seven of the 17 tele stations now on the air are owned by
newspaper outfits. In addition, 24
of a- total of 104 companies that
have either been granted construction permits or have application
pending, own and operate newspapers.
Consumer press thus represents the largest single, interest
now investing in video with the possible exception of established
radio networks and indie stations
who are doubling into tele.
Reason for the mass influx of newspapers into the tele industry simply
means, according to industry observers, that they apparently dol^'t
want to repeat their experience .with
radio. Most of them formed their
early aversion to
broadcasting
when it looked as though radio
might grab off much of their advertising money. Since then, however,
they've learned that their
readers have practically demanded
a listing of radio logs and that radio
columns have helped to boost their
Circulations. And, while radio might
have drained off some of the available advertising revenue, there's
still enough to support both media.
Position of the hewsjDapers in television has perhaps best "been sumnled
up by F. M. Flynn, prez and general
manager of the N. Y. Daily News,
which is presently constructing a
station in N. Y. SpeaMng at a recent

L.

Hollywood, Dec.
Scalpers

are

site

9.

same

the

that'

is inspiring sales of stool
positions, preferential treatment
based on types of potables consumed and other pglite piracy attendant on the televising of a big

Somp bars

World

big eastern

Call)

•

.

already in operation on a oommercial basis.

TdelWactiirerstfrFoetBiDFbr

two competing

-

stations

have

full -five-station

operation.
In a statement filed with the FCC
this week,
pointed out that. itspresent
contruction permit
contemplates installation of its N. Y.
transmitter atop the General Elec-Iric building.
GE engineers have
recently informed their company,
however, that the building will not
support the necessary transmitting

plan loading

ABC

of Roses start, following the pat-

set on

.

ahead for the web's

up and then locking the doors
after the game and Tournament
tern

Y.,

used the same transijiitter site and
will give ABC its long-^a waited go*

i

event.

:

now plans to get
with CBS for joint use of

N.

in

together
the Chrysler building tower for Its
WJZ-TV and CBS' N. Y. outlet.
WCBS-TV. 'Move woidd mark the
first,
time in television's history

the

world over, it appears, and Los
Angeles' barkeeps are no different than those of Gotham. Here,
too, the imminent Rose Bowl

game

9.

ABC, after prowling tdmost a year
for a suitable television transmitter

A. Bai'robih 'Scalpers'

fights.

'

Series, etC;

;

and antenna equipment without ex-

Damra-Pyttiias

tensive
lias

Sure

Stuff

structural
thus decided

to abandon plans
transfiiitter there.

Is

those

of

told the

medium as Plans
DuMont last Sun- both a

as telcv^ion;

for

»

FCC that

it's

already

FM

day (7) was forced to take a feed
the CBS lines for' coverage of a
game in order to fulfill its tower and what antenna systen»
contract with a sponsor.
will work best under the joint oper«
off

football

Seems

the'

DuMont

ation plan.
Once the

last

staffers

•

locating, its

tions for a lease covering such jomt
occupancy are now in the wea'ks.
call for the in.stalUttion of
tele and
antenna for the
two webs. Engineering studies are
now under way to determine wt»>t
alterations will be necessary to tbia

that

situations

could happen only in a

new

of

Iea!<-ing

completed preliminary arrangements
with CBS for joint use of ib«
Oirysler building tower. Negotia-

EmbarrassH^
one

that

the tower to
ticable and so

Web

In

GE

alterations,

ABC would be impracABC has been forced

AM

S. Knight)
"
Cincy Times-Star
/
Dayton Daily News
Lehigh Valley Broadcasting
(Interlocking ownership with Allen-

IVHIO

,P«rton
Allentown

^

Atlanta Journal
(4.5% stock owned by John

WAKR
WKHC

'Akron

.

AM

Milwaidcee Times-Journal

Washington, Dee.

-

Nation's newspapers, which' shied
away from an association with radio
during tiiat industry's early days,
have jumped into television with a

.

-

WTMjrTV*

Miami

Paul TSmes-Herald
Paul Dispatch

Inquirer
Bulletin
Daily News
Memphis Publishing Co.
Ctirtei* Publications

KOPN

,

Times

ScrippsrHoward
Oregonian Publishing Co.

WCAU-TV
WPEN-TV
Mllwdtilcee

Louisville

St. Louis Post»®i8patch
N. Y. Daily News

,WEIL-TV*

tlemphis
Fort Worth

&

Baltimoite Sun
Detroit' News

KGWG

:

Pbiladefpbia

Thackrey

S.

CourlerrJournal
Hearst Radio

WLTV

New York

.

Chronicle Publishing Co.

Evening Star
Chi Tribune
Sun & Times Co.

WGNA

BaltiraQrer

Sf.

Dorothy

L. A. Times-Mirror

-WHAS-TV
WBAL.TV*
VRdAK*
WWJ-TV*
KSTP
"WTCN-TV
KSD-TV*

•

Iiouisville

OWNER

.

Ske;:WJZ-TVSetforld-'48Preeffl

AM

CITT

31

.

transmitteiarrangemeeting of the Radio Executives fall believed Sunday's game be- ments
have been completed, ABC
Club in N. Y., Flynn declared: "We tween the N. Y. Yankees and Brook- plans to up the
full speed aheadview our entrance into the radio lyn Dodgers would be played at sign for construction
of WJZ-TV
field, now limited to television, --as Yankee Stadium. N. Y., and' WOuld
and to begin broadcasting by thfta supplement to the service we now thus be available under DuMont's middle of next
summer on channel
offer the N. Y. public.
contract with the Yankee!?.
Game No. 7. Order has already been
"The recognized possibilities of was consequently listed when the placed for transmitter and studitaradio operation complementing and contract was signed with - Spring equipment and ABC plans to spend
supplementing nevwspaper operations Mills Fabrics to bankroll all the $356,000 before hitting the air.
-

.

-i

CoweiriHm h^aUatkms
"
Philadelphia, Dec. 9.' 4'
have
Television manufacturers
agreed to ioot the bill for the installation of eoLuipment which will
enable additional thousands of persotts to view prbceedings of the
'

.

19*8 Democratic and Republican national conventions h6re next summer.,
At 'ihe same time) it was disclosed
by Wffltet S, Hallaqan, chairman of
:

the arrat^ements committee for the
OOP national committee, and William N. Roach, managing director of
the Democratic
convention, that
neither party will charge a fee for
Video transmission of the -events,

Zoomar Zooms

to

Bowl

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Jerry Fairbanks is rushit^ one of
new Zoomar video leiises here
from N.Y. foi: Rose Bowl coverage
by KTLA, after learning that the
lens ordered by the station won't
arrive in time.
New lens permits telecasting of
scene at any focal range without

home football airings. Early
Once the N. Y. station is operating,
week, howevier, DuMont learned ABC hopes .to follow up with its
consternation that the game other four assigned stations within
to be played it Ebbets Fi^d in the lollowittg.yiear-' tihiiHaed iviB.be
Bi'ooltlyn, which would msdce if a the next station in the network, with

are particularly true in television. Yankee

(Continued on page 48)-'

last

'

to

his

.

camera movement.

Capt.

Eddy Launches

WBKB Trainee'

Plans To

Chicago, Deo.

manufacturing companies and
W. Clipp, general manager of
WFIL. The maaufacturers agreed to
tele

Qatput

Rotier

CBS

Cushion Technician Raids

Hallanan and Roach conferred
Friday (5) with representatives of

fw Coast

bear the

cosst of providing receiving
equipment for Commercial Museum,
adjoining Convention Hall, which

1

its

.

was

9.

To cushion current raiding of tele
technicians. Capt. Bill Eddy, director of WBKB, Chicago, last week
(3) announced a 12-month plan to
accept a limited number of video
trainees at exec levels. Idea is. not
to convert
into- a training'
school, but merely to add qualified
trainees to existing crews.
Trainees, subject to i-eview by an
advisory board, will be accepted

WBKB

exclusive.

transmitter located atop 'tb»
Civic Opera. Bldg^ It's expected to
begin operating by fearly fall next
game listed oa its
Spring; Mill^ and no more forth- year. ABC will tee off its Los Ancoming from the Stadium, DuMont geles operation immediately afterapplied for permission to CB& to wards, with the L. A. transmitter
cut in on the' CBS airing. C0S thus atop Mt. Wilson.. San Franci-sco,
handled the game and it was carried with a transmitter on the Sutra
by both stations in N. Y. Unique estate, and Detroit, utilizing the
part of the arrangement was that Macabecs Bldg,, will Start broad"
CBS did th'e game as a sustainer casting early bi 1949.
and DuMont had itself a sponsor.
Jn addition. Bill Slater announced
the
for DuMont in i:he same
booth as Don Dunphy, who -worked
the game fot CBS.

With

one

'

its

more
'

regular season
contract with

.

.

.

^me

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
First priority on RGA's television
A'mused i>yfitn)iderG are now askwill accommodate betweeti 12,fl00 and receivers has been granted Los Aning what would have happened if
15,000 persons.
geles with, manufacturer ear-mark- from CP. tele stations, ad 'agencies, two major radio webs, «uch as NBC
unions with tele jui-isdiction, and
The Republican national conven- ing
reported 70% of total output,
and CBS, found themselves in the
a
tion will btr held at Convention Hall
tele jurisdiction, and educational inthe stitutions. Trainees will not be re- same situation fpr a radio show.
the wjfek of June 20, and the 13emo- at least until mid- January, for
Also a new speed-up. dis- quired to pay ffees and are to be
eratk.cpnclave will be held«t Con- Coast.
vention Hall beginning July 12.
tribution system is being worked out kept on the payrolls of sponsoring
Hallanan said xti sgreement had by Leo J. Meyberg (30., dlstribs, for organizations. Maximum number of
IIIAKE
been reached between him and direct-to-dealer deliveries from rail- "grads" to be turned out is estimated
at less than 100.
Roach for both parties -to divide the road yards.
Five trainees already have been
costs, of putting up: physical equipHeavy demand here for sets and
Annual awards of the Television
ment, .such as construction of tlie the promise that the planned tele- certified for schooling. A tele, direcrostrum, press and radio facilities, vising of the Ro.se Bowl game will tor and « chief engineer from. Fort Broadcasters Assn. are to be made
special lighting effects for newsreel.s afford a terrific hypo to sales is Industries, which has c.p.'s for De- today (Wed.-) -at a luncheon which
and television, and phases of the prompting the priority. Sales have troit and Toledo stations, will join will highlight TBA's one-day clinic
seating arrangements.
climbed steadily since Spring's "T- WBKB crews Jan. 1. Station WBAP, at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N, Y.
Award winners have been selectTidevision mam^facturers commil- Day" with some 8,000 sets now Ft. Worth, Tex., has arranged for acceptance of a program director ani ed by. a special committee working
tfte named
at the conference in- circulating.
The first locally manufactured tele- two engineers. Maximum numbei* under the chaii'raansbip of Para(Ccmtinued on page 48)
ranges from mount veepee Paul Raibourn. Comvision set to hit the L. A. market will in training at one time
be released by Gilfillan Bros., for six to eight, depending on scope of mittee includes Edward W. Barrett,
Newsweek;
editorial
director
of
Xmas WBKB operation.s.
during
showings
sample

P«ikghtoD.C

'

Washington. Dec. •.
of video bids is still big news
here with a half-dozen applications
for new stations reaching Wasl:^g•

Rush

WL

TBA TO

A

AWARDS AT itxanoc

:

;

WKRC

'

!

;

i

.

]

[

I

.
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Bachanan Agcy. Preps

Bow

Into Tele Com'ls

Cliehts of the Buchanan ad agtaicy
Kiay be tlie next group of heavyspending a'dvertisers to enter television.

fadio

Martin
chief,

Weas for

'

Joi^ss, -

is

a series

Buchanan's

currently prepping

of one-minute aBd

.w-second spots and 12-second chain
orealcs, which he'll
submit to the
clients in the near future
lor. their
approval.
The time is certainly ripe, accord>nS to Jones, to get into television
now. Agency's biggest
client ia the
lexas Co. (Toxaco), long
oiie af the

.agency's

oiSgest spenders

itt

radio.

One

of the la&t radio set
makers to get into the picturej GillflUan now has a pilot run under way
and will start full production atter
the New Years. Initial entry will be
period.

a Combo console with standard and

FM

radio,

phonograph and a 10-inch

screen teleset,

•

Winifet'i AF Tele Spot
Washington, Dec. 9.
Associated Press last Friday (5)
announced appointment of ftader
Winget as editor of the AP's new
television newsreel service here.
Winget has been desk supervisor
of the AP world service
York City.

in

New

Intensive raiding now in' prbgrcsis
six exec technicians.
has cost

WBKB

TELE PEEPING

C%arl!es E. Sutterfield, radio editor
of the Associated Press; Jerry Mason, associate editor of This Week
mag, and Eric Hodgins, veepee of
Time, Inc. Awards are to be given
in three separate categories, with

Chicago, Dec. 9.
Big Nine college conference here emphasis on tele programming.
this week may talte up the question
More than 300 TBA members and
Of tele scouting of football foes. associate members, including broadPresent Big Nine code provides for casters, manufacturers, ad agency
one official observer and a maxi- representatives and film execs, are
mum' of thr,ee ganders at forthconj* expected to attend the clinic, which
ing opponents.
this year will replace: TBA's usual
.So far there aren't any restrictions two-day convention.
on tele peeping, which cottCeivably,
Reorganization meeting of the
could be done by dozens of st>ies. TBA directorate will be held this
(Besides, it's more comfortable in a afternoon, to be foloiyed by a. panel
meeting on station operation^
tavern than in a pressbox.)

'

ton in the last five days.
New requests have been received
from the Cincinnati Times-Star stir
tion
(owned by the family
of Sen. Robert Taft), bidding forifae
No. 11 slot in Cincy; 4he Wyoming
Valley Broadcasting Co.. W414S. for
the No. 11 channel in Wilkes-Barre;
the Lehigh Valley Broadcasting Co.,
WSAN, for the No. 8 position- in
Allentown; Summit Radio Corp.,
WAKR, for Akron; the Jefferson
Standard Broadcasting Co,- WBT,

;

,

(Continued on page 46)

KTLA

Claims Tele Record

Hollywood,, Dec.
Paraiiiount's

KTLA

is

now

gramming seven hoiurs daily, a
believed to be the nation's top
the world's.

9.

pro-',

figure
if

not

.

It's music and news from three to
five p.m. daily, followed by regular
shows from seven to 11 p.m., not in-

:

;

-

'

.

.

'

and
what

eluding special one-shot events,
shortly

it

adds an

hour-, for

must be the world's first eight-hour
day In tele, the latter addUiou a day-*
tune segmenti

/

,

.

'

'

B^castersto Get ChanceMi Wi^e, Hour
Qarification at

^ial

Washington, Dec. 9. +
Broadcasters will get a chance to

jplead for clarification of

Larry Adler Topped

Wage and

ecutive administrative, professional
a
and, outeicJe>&l«s" employees at
Bpeclal hearing here Jan, 7 before

the 'wage and Hour Administrator.
The hearing was requested by Bichard P. Doherty, director of the Em-

ployer-Employee Relations Dept. of

.

announcer * topped him,
however, after the performance

Tbtoadcasters "on the following quesintions raised by' Wage and Hour
The professional naturt
spectors.
and
'at , duties performed by stafE

.

Urector Slate

freelance announcers; news com-'
mentators, sportseaster?, home econcmists, "special events announcprs,
etc; the exemption status of cliief
proartnouhcerg, "chi^f engineers,

gram

directors,

news

by signing him off, "Thank you
Borrah Minevitch."

from

info

soliciting

is

ords not to plug Decca, harmonicaist Larry Adler thought
he'd put it over in a "ciite" man-,
ner by telling the public, on a
recent guest-shot, "that because
of Columbia Broadcasting System's alliance with .Columbia
records," etc.

The

the National Assn. of Broadcasters.
Ip preparation for the hearing,

editors,

NameilbyBBC

etc.;

exeniption status of announcers, engineers and other employees customas
arily performing, other services
outside salesmen and the require:

London^ Dee.' 9.
Recent formation of a n^iw Board
of Management has resulted in elec'

.

.

•

tion of a new slS(te of directors for
ment that certain profit-sharing and the British Broadcasting Corp. New
bonus payments be included
xlirector -.of adlninistration is Air
basis
*'av«r9ge earnings" used as a
Marshall Sir Norinan Bottoraley,
ior aetfefrtifnitt)^- overtime pay.
Who served as deputy chief of air
Doherty pointed out in a letter to Stalt during 1941-45' while Sir Noel
member 'stations that unless Ashbridge, foVmer'dt^put^ 'directorthe Wage and Hour La\w, is over- general, hecam$'s'''fit|;ector'.of tech
hauled^as result of hearings in prog: nical services.
ress on Capitol Hill, the Jan. 7 hear^

m

UAB

Other appointments are B,' E.
ing represents the Jjrotldcasters' best; Nicolls, former senior' controller, as
chance of informing tbe.Government director of Home Services; Maj.-Gen
about "inequities", -which result $ir Ian Jacob, former head of Eufrom the "inflexible, application of ropean Services, is liew director of
The
the." Act"", to tiie radio industry.
Overseas Services. Yet to be ansame Jan., 7 hearing will also con-^ nounced is the director of talks and
sider a petition from the CIO United news. Post of', television head, made
Electrical Workers that, a minimum vacant by the 'resigna'tio'h of Mausalary of $500 a month .be. required rice, Gorham, has been filled by Norfor xadio employees classified as man Collins who previously had
"eatecutivs, administrative,- or pro- b^en in charge of the Light Pro-'
.

fessional."

^

to

Speak for AUdirector Bill

bidders,

.

'.stations."

i

seconded

demand for an investibut insisted that not only the
findings but the. hearings themselves
should' be public. Maintaining that
Indianian's

-

'

'As an indication of the concentration of -gabbers slated to be on

Continued front page 28'
_

'

m

,

0

be c oaked in
Screcy," the FCC tnember declared
Congress and the public were en-

ments and bureaus

«.

,,<.'
,
-ji' j,
„*
Proudly poirited out that a wealth
is. included
its 44 pages,
^'^
and lightly
f^t it slips so easily
pocket
no
one
could
that
be
l^e
Pocketpiece
conscious of its bulk.

|

"nothing is more dangerous to the
preservation of our democratic system of government than for the
operations of its agencies, depart-

»^ «

f

^P°"'''°'^f

titled to the "fullest possible infor-

^'^''t^^'

l^^f^""
^''"^ *'"""'^' N'^'^^"

Just how NRI will be able to despeedier rating service hasn't

mation" on these loyalty reports.

live-

The public should know, D'lrr
hand, CBS already has on the con- said, just how much of the informavention a-ssignment list almost its tion FBI furnishes to other agencies
,

,

been detrmined- Slowne.ss of Nielone of NBl's
major handicaps.
sen's ^-eporting is still

.

•

eptire

including -Ed

'

asj

j

Bili

I

I

•

i

-

j

j

"

^

^Htime

Hp

'

,

.

"

-

•

!

,:

AFM

PM

'

lone

.

AFM

^or

'

•

-

'

.
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•

AFM

•

,
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it's not' carrying pooled
The web officials also reiterated, cable when
on profit-sharing' and. bonus
pickups; Eight pooled cameras will
payments, talent fees and salesmen's .that, under the <rircumstances, they be in operation at both conventionsr
could not help him with' bis employcommissions,
feeding continuous pickups to NBC,
Doherty also recommend.ed revi- ment problem outside their own CBS, ABC, DuMont and injjividual
sion of the law so that non-union- precincts. Also, they would not as- stations, NBC will be feeding a netjzeij broadcasters could inaugurate sume, to talk, for any outside broadwork "of 'six outlets' or more, nsing
guaranteed annual wage 'plans un- casters or -serve as go betweens, as a special Philly-N. Y. air relay set
der the same' cirpumstai^ces as they have, on 'previous like situa- up in cooperation with Philco for
,
unionized employees. A final .recom- tions with the AFM,
some of the pickups. In addition)
Petrillo was amiable with his
ine*hdation' called iot- cteatlon of a
NBC will shoot tele newsreels for
special Advisory, .Industry Committee callers, who included. Mark Woods, Stations in Detroit, Milwaiikee, St.
to counsel tlie Hour and Wage Ad- ABC prez; Pirank F. Mullen, NBC Louis and possibly elsewhere.
ministrator on 'special 'broadcasting executive y. p.; Frank White, CBS
CBS is playing its tele coverage,
•problems.. "The JJAB official pointed ,v; p.ji' and Robert SWezey, Mutual plans clo.se to the vest,, taut .promises:
cut that' since 1938 the aveifage an- V. p.-gen. mgr. 'As he has done on some newsworthy surprises. Fot'
nual earnings of fulltime radio staff- such occasions previously, the
one thing, CBS is going to shun
ers have been 70% above 'the ,na- prexy. indicated his caution in pro- pooled commentaries and make use
and television. He
tional average for all industry and ceeding with
of its own star gabbers to do the
,th* minimum wa^e Set in the ^Act is, asserted the union has missed the chatter
accompanying the video
therefore, "only of academic concern boat on sound films and said he's pickups. Web is working' closely with
determined there'll not be any repetoradio.^*
J. D. Levy and Dr. Leon Levy, of
tition in some other field of enterPhilly, in blueprinting
WCAU-T'V,
tainment.
coverage plans.
Digriessjng near the close of the
newsreel
comrtiitteej
Television
'Sfar Ranger' Sues
session, Petrillo recalled a recent
representing all video interests exlair show routine of Jimmy" Durante,
pecting, to cover the convention (inthe
boss adding, "thatDurante's
Ranger'
50G, Also
cluding AP, UP and INS news serva helluva guy!";
Mowrey, na'Much significance was attached ices), is headed by Paul
ABC,
by the network foursome to a re- tional television director of
had meetings under way last
Detroit, Dec, 9.
mark which Petrillo let drop to one Group mapping
pireliminary plans*
week
Ranger,
Radio's Lone
whose own- of his .own men during the huddle.
plans, beyond servicing
ABC's
own
ers often have fought in the co.urts Said Petrillo, "Let's tell them now.
a number of regular tele' outlets, are
to sustain their rights, ar.e on- the Why wait five or si^i" weeks?"
One of the web officials today uncertain at this point, owing to dedefendant end of a $50,000 suit filed
lays in getting the web's own Video'
in federal court (5) by Earl W. Cur- (Tues.)
appeared to be of the
air.
xey who says Lone Ranger,- Inc.; has opinion that -Petrillo would next ad- stations on the
been interfering with his right to vise the networks that since they
had iiot come up with a plan for
use the name "Lone Star Ranger."
Hartley's 'Cavalcade'
According to Currey, who de- increased musician employment his
scribes himself as "a real cowboy union was left no alternative but to
Arnold Hartley, winner of a
from Texas," uhe's been operating qs terminate all network employment. 'Variety award in 1945. has authored
the Lone-Star Ranger for 25 years, Such authority was voted Petrillo a half-hour transcribed show for the
and has raised and trained white by his executive board last October. United Press, dramatizing the 10
It is understood that the networks biggest news stories of 1947, as sehorses named Silver Chief,. Silver
King and' plain Silver (like the radio are prepared to go along with the lected by UP editors.
Lone Ranger's horse) for years.
in
supporting Congressional
Platters of the show, titled "Cav.Borne of the horses were born before legislation designed to give mu.sicians alcade of 1947," are being distributed
a stake in recordings and perhaps on request to UP "radio ne^s clients
ibe Lone Ranger ever hit the air.
He is suing the Lone Ranger and arrange for the restricted playing of for airing between Chrilstmas and
American
Bakery
sponsors,
and
phonograph
records
on
two
the air*, New Year's, ilate at which requests
General Mills, accusing them of something similar to the system are coming in indicate 90% of the
inalung him 'lose contracts by calling '\»]Mch prevails in England. Under agency's 'clients will ask for the
lifm an imposteir, and he wants an the British s:)/stem, the playing of airer, UP reports.
'injunction "to"- prevent them from recordings' on the' air are limited to
Hai^tley is program manager of
"Jbaressing and vDil^ying" him.
a number of hours to day.
WOV, N. y. indi«.
«
'

'
,

.

.

that of 'radio.

over-

,

.,

the

j

between station
and employees. This would

_

.

Durr Invited Probe.
Durr immediately

,

"

tiacts or agreements

HBtelleVe employers from paying

;

;

,

'

Conttttued frpm pace 27
his

'

•

•

Capehart Accuses Durr
friend— FCC Commissioner neled through oh«J Commissioner?
earlier -in the (Durr)."
Robert F. Jones
week that FCC was '^derelict in its
He 'concluded: "When one sees
duty" lor failing to follov* through Communi.sts operating on a thouon leads and tips furnished by the sand fronts, it is' not surprising they
FBI on a particular grOHp of radio would like to control broadcasting

by

'

recommending
broadcasters - in
chaiiges in the Fair Labor Standards
Act.
•tast month,. Doherty suggested
overhauling the Act to permit over"timp payments based only on regular hourly rates of pay for standard
workweeks, as defined in union con-

'

'

'

.

Bailey informed^ the Waj^e and Hour
Subcommittee of the House Labor
dommlttee over the weekend that
FMA will let the NAB speak for all

gHk owners

forwarding to FCC.
But oldtimers here are quick to point out it isn't the flrsst time Durr
has stuck his neck out— without regard to the consequences. Hanging
in his office Is a small, framed invitation to membership in the Royal
Order of Giraffes— a select Chicago society whose members are few
and carefully chosen, Tl^e ipvite, dated 1945, was issued because he
had "demonstrated a high degree of mental fortltuc|e, coupled with a
deliberate and studied indifference to his personal fate' and fortunes,"
(As a member of the Reconstruction Finance Corp. in 1940 Darr had
frequently challenger RFC Chairman Jesse Jones' handling of Defense
Plant Corp. contracts.)
The Royal Order of the Giraffes concludes with the hope Durr will
not lapse in his eligibility to remain a giraffe and descend into "the
degraded as.sociation of Horses' Necks." To date it looks as if the
Commissioner is in no danger of losing his RQG membership.

Staffers

'

FM Assn.

9.

bevy of dome.'i.tie reporters, "relates to national security and law
Murrow, Lowell Thorn-': enforcement" and ho-w much "leFelti^.Says 91UB I<i Sopnd
Henry, Richard Hottelet, late.s to the activity of persons enDenying that a financial crisis
Pryor,, Charle.s gaged in the peaceful advocacy of
gram. Thomas Chalmers, Collins's Eric 'Severeid, Don
exi.sts and that industry fientiment *is:
Bill Downs, Don. Hol- political, social and economic phi-r
assistant, is acting head of th^ Light Collingwood,
growing
that the .BMB :bbatd need^
Quincy Howe, Winston losophies."
lenbech,
Program.
i the -inclusion, of hard-hitting
busi^f
BUrdette, Joseph' C. Harsch and
"Those accused as well as the
presiDoug Edwards. All the webs expect public are entitled to know whether -nessmelf, Hugh -Feliis, BMB
dent,
yesterday CTues,) that the
said
printo pull in correspphflents from
the accusers are responsible people research organization is in sound
them
funnel
cipal news points and
who know what they are .talking financial health and that its board,
Petrillo
All say they'll cancel
into Philly.
about, or are mere 'tattlers add is well balanced between businessContinued from pkcc; 29
programs for all major convention
busybodies, speaking things which men, researchers and industry assospeeches and "wherever the develremindcid'^'etrillo that this medium
they ought not.' " (Durr's quote is ciation executives'.
in
addition
to
opments warrant,"
was 'still generally in the cocoon Originating dozens of '.special broad- fiom the Bible, a check at his office
"Annual income from pre.sent substag6, us far as commercial possibilirtiyealed).
.
scriptions," said Feltis, "run above
casts from the scene".
ties flvere concerned. They added '
Durr and Capehart also crossed $425,000 a year. These subscribers
the
most,
however,
J;hat
teltf,
It's in
that tele operators could not at the
industry exqitement is^ certain to; swords on the subject s>i whether can be expected to continue their
present time guarantee him any
prevail, what with the major video the FBI reports were solicited by subscriptions at least until publicasort of emplcvment nor a compeninterests scraimbling fqr private use FCC and to what extent the police tion of the 1949 survey findings in
sation scale that was anywhere n^ar
of the Washington-N; Y. coaxial agency .attempts to evaluate the info the fall of that year. And, haying

-

NAB

Meanwljfle,

Network

The four networks, as nearly as
could be determined this week, expect to have a total of about 320
staffers on hand, counting the technicians and' others, as well as nevrecasters. NBC tops the list with plans
to assign a total of 118, 38 of them
for tele alone. ABC expects its crew
to total about 100, CBS about 50 to
60. and Mutual perhaps 30 to 40.
While most web toppers hesitate
at this point to estimate the probable
costs, an NBC exec "figured that
web's outlay would be close to
$1,000,000, and that the combined
cost to all"Yiets, including time cancellations, would exceed $3,000,000,
He pointed out that coverage of- the
1944 conventions cost NBC, minus
any television at that tim.e, about
$600,000 of which roughly half represented time cancellations.
News toppers of the four Webs
met last month and flipped for booth
positions.. As they have done in the
past, the four nets will share equallSr,
in the expense of installing the'flpor.
riiic'rophone system, with NBC handling the job under the supervision
of George McElrath, the web's director of engineering operations.
Hesfviest' coverage is expected to
be given the Republican co'nfab,
opsning'June 21, inasmuch as a battle
is expected for the GOP nomination,
whereas President Truman is 'almost
certain to be renominated at the
Demo session, slartirig July 11.
CBS' Topflieht Barrage

•

.

Washington, Dec.

There doesn't seem to be any debate about, the fact FCC Commissioner Clifford J. Durr walked headfirst into a lion's den in challenging the "loyally" info FBI crief J. Edgar Hoover is in the habit of

scramble tot lens positions. It's estimated that demands for facilities
in the way of broadcasting booths
and video camera vantage points
will be three times greater than at
any past conventions.
320

1947

lOl,

Hang By

from pato

.

Warned^ that because of CBS'"
ownf hookup with Columbia Rec-

Hour liSW dehnitions governing "ex-

Doiiei^ty

D.C Sesdon

Ik ^tter to

4 Networks
ContinueiS

I

Wetlnestlay, DeermlKir

P^RfEff

RADIO

9i

f

.'

I

maintained their subscriptions for
three years to get the 1949 data, it
is reasonable to expect that they will
continue to subscribe for an additional. two years to get their 1951
figures. Thus the present subscriptions represent a continuing incoii.e.
In addition new subscriptions are
plied:
being received both from old .sta'It is apparent the Senator himself
was not furnished full information tions and those beginning operation."
events
sequence
of
.
... on the
He was' not, for example,. informed,
Taking exception to 'Variety's
of a memorandum from the -FBI to statement that industry sentiment
antedated
Commission
which
sought the inclusion of more hardthe':
Denny's
-Chairman
-prompted
hitting businessmen on BMB's board!,
and
letter of Nov. 27, '46" (which solic- Peltis said, "K this is true, it is the
ited more.info from Hoover on the best kept secret in the.industry's history.
same group).
As a matter of faci, a maIn that memo, Durr added, Hoover jority of the board already consissts
of businessmen, -whose hard-headedhad advised the FCC flatly:
"I thought you, would be inter- ness is attested both by their reested in knowing that an examina- sponsibilities within their organization of this' list reflects that the ma- tions an^ by the reputations ot their
jority of these individijals are mem-' organizations for sound, hard-headed
bers of the Communist Party or business judgment,"
have affiliated themselves with the
activities of the Communist movement."
PhiUy
Chartered
Hoover, when questioned Friday
(5), said he was standing pat on an
Philadelphia, Dec. 8.
earlier statement that FBI would
The Philadelphia Local of the
"be derelict in its duty" if it did not
forward to other agencies informa- American Federation of Radio Arttion in its files. The rest of the FCC ists was chartered la.st week by the
bench, with the exception of Com- union's national office in New York.
missioner Jones,
staying clear of
It's jurisdiction covers surroundthe scrap. Jones issued a blast at
both the FCC law department and ing territory in Pennsylvania, New
Durr last week for not reopening a Jersey,- Delaware and Maryland, and
plans
hearing record fo examine the activare already imder way to enities of .station bidders in the light roll members from Norristown and
of FBI reports. Durr, in his Friday Reading, Pa., and Atlantic City and
statement, repeated that he was Wilmington.
At the chapter's first biennial
speaking only for himself and not
membership meeting Bill Harl, of
the FCC.
Capehart, meanwhile, interjected station WCAU, Philadelphia, was
a blast at still another angle of what elected president. Other oflicers are
he called "this smelly case." Said George Cahan, ol WFIL, Philly, vicehe: "We are told thSt the reports president;
Alan Gans, of KYW,
made by the FBI were not shown Philly, secretary, and George
WCAU, treasurer. The
to all PCC members at the time of Thomas,
their .submission and that only re- executive board includes the above
cently did some members learh officers, plus the shop stewards ai
these reports had been made. Who (he various .stations, a.s follows, Fred
suppre.«.sed them? Why -were Ihi^y Webber, WFIL; Gene Crane, WCAU*
suppressed? ' Why were they liban- and Gans, KYW.

it

receives.

*

j

Both Capehart and FCC Commissioner, Jones in his statement main-

!

i

tained'that th'e then FCC Chairm&n
Charles R. Denny had asked Hoover
for loyalty reports oh one group of
station liidders. To which Durr re-

'.

.

AFRA
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•
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The Next Seven Pages

ARE NOT

Advertising...

These are the words chosen at
typewriters by reporters
viewers.

.

Not one

.

.

their

and

re-

line of adver-

tising treatment

has been added to

what they have

to say . ...

fotlbwing pages
tion, the

is

On

the

the color, the ac-

excitement and the crowd

lure

which the ladies and gentle-

men

of the press in three cities dis-

covered during September, October

and November about
\-

~

..

,

:-/'.

'

:
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HILDEGARDE
SEPTEMBER • SAN FRANCISCO

OCTOBER • ATLANTA
NOVEMBER • MIAMI BEACH

.

"

'
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Night Life

Is

0ob

Nob Hill's

Hildegarde's Back— and

*<

Whirling Again

Nollbing

a sudden my heart sings
When I remember little things ."

with Everett Johannes

The longer you watch her, the more
you are impressed, and the. more you come t<k
how hungry you have been for real talent,'
'The recent trends in the entertainment fiei<|
are responsible for this amazing lack of talent^
I think, Hollywood has deluged the public with

^secret.

All of

. .

I

^realize

'AN TUESiDAY

The great room is dark and quiet, and the
voice singing that French song is hardly morej
than a whisper, but clear, and only one palej
stream df light dares the darki^ess and the still*
ness and settles on the face g^f^^

eyening, they reopeaed the Peacock Court

^

the Mark Hopkins.
apl
For the past twelve monthn. thiB
famed
led' supper room has'TCan more or ess on its vacation

,

various bancis< have pislyea thei^'fuid' a^skfleffi' c^
and patrons has managed to' keep the franchise
aliye (and Dorothy Shay, for awhile, administered effective
judificial respiration), but on the whole, the room could
have just as easily and as profitably been used for pin ball
machines or lodge meetings.

of the blonde woman at the.
piano and traces :-er profile
in shadows oh the deep colored wall behind. The Woman's name is Hildegarde and
she Is xiirrently triumphant
'
at Hotel Mark Hopkins across
the bay, and after you've
listened to her songs, you'Uj

of-'ipiiests

«^

bould be screamed rather than nuftg,
But because of this, the real troupers, tha
Bereal entertainers, stand out like beacons.
cause of this Al JolSon and Sophie :Tu6ker and
Eddie Cantor bjfe still going strong. And I'd say
that Hildegarde is at least as good as ai^ of

j

SOMETHING SORT OF STRANGE-ISH

IN

LOBBY

Wednesday moming.
unusual
YOU sensed somethips
entered the
i$a actph

Main

aa you

Then you

realised
tl^t it wt9 « eandy booth selling
.Bhun's candy^ Finding Blum's in
the Uaric is Ulie finding the Pal^
ace's Ur.'Bach at«the St. Francis,
so thoraughiy has this outfit

lobby.

liose

>

Tuesday,. Hildegarde officiated- at the reopening of
the place and everyone showed up for the occasion but
Warren Shannon and Al- Williams' parrots. It was the sort
ofm iihing that hotel press agents like .to describe as "a gala
occasion," and a lot of Bromo should have been sold on

know why

a

^

Her show begins with as great a display of showmanship as anythin? ZiegfeM ever
dreamed up, Her show begins after all table
candles have been blown out, and all conversation has dwindled, and all waiters have beat

iiing.

,

would you do with a beautiful
woman who was devastaOngly
been -tied up with the Fairmont Uritty, too? Who ever hears' of
and Monsieur Swig. Blum's ap- jDorothy Packet now? And what
latently had a straight tip.
jif .ahe fcm't
to juggle," or do a
The Xiower Bar was abundantly tap dance, or sJiig about Uncle
full of dinner goats a^d long pud. Neither e«uld Helen o« Troy
dresses, with people inside of ^^j^
^id ail right, though I
them. This is A fact worth not- i^-t believe that she ever played
ing; because the local bel monde
Peacock Court
has not been dressing up vaty ^immmmmmamegmiii'tm

a retreat, to the kitchen, for table seryicft is
suspended during the show.
And, after the bit of theme music and the
applause and after the spotlight has cut a
path for her, and after' the, shoW has started,
you're just about as taken as Richmond Was
when General Grant moved in.
She sings, and gets off a few jokes which
are just bad enough to be good, and sh«» preiients
Hildegarde roses to a dozen lucky ones in the
audience, and she fusses with her hair and
pulls continually at the long black gloves which
are one of her stocks in trade, and she exchanges
^^quipj with the people at ringside. She is an
'
yi entertainer, a one- woman show, a trouper, one
. 2 of the very heai^
And this, perhaps, is the
.

>

^

^^

•taborately lately, except to get
SPELL
'
narried or buried. Tliey were
what HKdy did. as she stood
dressed Tuesday evening, and
^^^^
^^^^^ intenseenrsaged and loaded with glue, 'sometimes dramatic, sometimes
jpugnaciously mmtant I'U-

perience

of-

POOR OLD HARRY—

'm^

business.

that has the audience shrieking its approval.
And that, for my money, la the true test of
'
the showman.
But after the laughs, the repartee, the lively
songs, it is in. the quiet. and darkened room
that she reaches her height
love song isn't
just a song to. her it's a story, and she tells
it that" way.
She goes to the piano and th«
'

A

—

.

away, all hut one soft, 'ne, and
suddenly her yoice grows sad and lost and wistful, and she seems alone, even in the -great
room, and' the words are a soliloquy and .th«
Jove they tell about might as well -be your own,
jpr the song gets deep down in you. The sad'
and lost and wistful voice Is all over the room,
and. you are seeing and hearing theater at its
best, as Hildegarde finishes • • >
lights tricMe

''Your little laugh and naif surprise.
The starlight gleaming in yoi eyes.

The magic

thrill that's in

.your touch—

Oh, darling, I love you so much."

ilMES-STAR, ALAMEDA. CALII^

sentimental,
sometiWcs gay"^0^ minutes, was to bring beauty i.d

^'^il^^;^
life "^^i^^^r
nuking
miserable for each

show

dition of

lovej

is to CamUIe.H«r show begins a littlej
after nine o'clock in the eve-

.

,

to

song what Oarbo

Leave us face it, Hildy was
pretty wonderful; She isl' probably tlie on^ performer in .entertainment .history who sings
sijLccessfuIly
with a pleasant
nteaking voice, Her jokes are
still corny, 'but pleasantly, corny.
And when you thinh of it, what

|UNDER HEK

is

giants of

She Can hold her own Without the aid of any
Sh^ can sell a song in the real trar
show business. She has. that magiO
knack of malting the audience like her right
She
off.
knows how' to close a .song in a way

stooges.

discriminating peo-|

pie say that she

who can't sing, actors who can't act;
weak young men who whimper into microphones
and overdressed women who think that songs

singers

^iSATURDAY, AUGUST

30, 1947

romance'into the exmany hundred. San

Tf^

"iS.r'"'

ffhe lady with the overstuffed
^jf' f}!^^iJ''^^r^Zr
l^beiJngto .thchr own chatter,
4iriwlstC(/ andlhe «lDth <tf gold
an*readtag about the Russians,
anx.
Howard Hughes and Brother Biid
l(n»-aii she waited for Fritx to
Golhun of Long Beach. Listen to
"I
hxtpe
that
do
find the name.
Hildegarde shtg Bel Ami. and
sh» wont call Harry out^thero on
youll be quite, oonvineed that the
tlui floor and .g^ hbn a rose. She
only reason you never became a
tt^always steered to certain men,
great lover or a femme fatale
you know."
^er lady friend was impressed. was bfccause you were too busy.
She fussed with Harry's black She mak^ sentimentaUsts out' of
hCT-Hstene ra.
bdwtie. He looked prominent the

Ssb3»t

.

way that castor oil Umks

appctiz-

"8!i«?i'tttf' ''rfSijj!|IK<fll',"Iieader

Hal

THB SAN FRANCISCO NEWSJACK BURKET
LOOKING AROUND the top supper clubs

he had just Kanner produced ,the notes with
competence, ./though lie
if he griaat
might leave some of the hot licks
Add any nai}ieS that you can out of his owni.,persona1, private
think. of and th^ were probably singing, and Salvatore Cioe, of
the bushy black hair, provides a
there.
At 9;30 all table lightg,.cigarets beautiful piano background for
and bonfires were extinguished Hildegarde's stardiist

Ingi He kwked
lud some. He

like

looked as

werc.homesick,

and it .began to look as if there
>«.!«M be some
.»nii> H
tnM„„—
1^ -„ might
ldegarde
soon,

The lady with the overstuffed
upholstery seemed .to be a little L
One of th^ greatest phases of jniffei as she propelled Harry S
Manager Anh^ Sosenko's produc- ahead of her at departure. "She
j

tlon skill is her ability to make' does pick the oddest people to
She used to
great occasion of her star's en- K^ve those roses

a

trance.

Out with the

lights, stray K*^*

A

named Herman who
jbUndly sought t&'bring a brace of
crab edcfctails to a brace of
bUiqgierihg dUziens was bdieaded
and oisemboweied.
ana
disemboweled. Hart smith
Smith

"T" M"«

perfbrmtog

the latter function

The cable cars outside in
California Street Vere halted and

the bells at
fled.

GBRce cathedral mufc

/""/'""ewco,

u-ij

^^f\^
*^

ner.'»

A«(l.-,20.

Orch; (12); »2 cooVr"

The ImpRCt

tivaiter

-Mnffielf.

of

Hildegarde

Is

a$

sock m current stanza as it was last
ssMon when she captured the town
^'".1.

,we«ks

'£,"''

Of

boff

biz

,.
Mark
Hopkms' Peacock Court
Turnmg on the "«d»tiortai
traditional HildeHilde*

in the

tWE SAN
PRANCIgnO NKW?
bAXS ^KAJNLlbLU
THb
W£.WS; «ard«
'

magic .Pl"t nifty wardrobe
and .new song specials, the chanteuse
bewjtched the jam-packed opening

SEPTEMBEat S. 1947

night crowd.

jFtxtcbed

?'

left.

Upper:

'

Hildy has the ability to size up her audience- instantly and then

W,

LOVELY TO LOOK AT
*£PT'!*,

11

diminishing in her appearance at the Mark's
Peacock Court. To her fans, Hildy can do no
Wrong. Her every move dominates them in a way
that can be compared only to .the idolatry with
which sports fans once held Babe Ruth and
Jack Dempsey. Expressions on their faces are
comparable to the eagerness with which the
sports customer* once pulled for the Babe to
knock the next pitch over the fence or for
Dempsey to land the kayo blow. In the same way,
Hildy's fans puU for the Milwaukee chautoosy to
_ make good on every note she idngs and every
1l quip she off eirs.

H«it»kinB, $. F.

J^t"" ""'K /"h^^.Ti? «^

drunks and Russian spies: Soft ""^" "J*'?
incepse. ShhhMihhhhhh!

•music,

there's

escaping the evidence .that the gals have the spotlights and
the Stardust to sprinkle on them. It's seldom: that we have
in town at one' time such entertainers as Hildegarde, Gina Janss;
Lucienne Boytr, Anne Triola and nexth Tuesday Prances Faye.
THE CHARM of Hildegarde remains unchanged and 'her held
an audience, always amazing, shows no signs

ana plcanl to
Ha<legarde. now
Hopkins, wears the tW Adrwn. »«itf
Winter. navy with big whke pearl buttoiit.ng with

So Nice To Be
«i(.e xo Your Net^bor" and then
"Ask Anyone Wlio Knows," Hildegarde moves into her own with "Oo
La Lk and her nilty ^'There's No
"It's

Busme,?.?
Like
Show Business
tapering off to "Be Good To •yourself" for the fir.st half of her stanza.
With the customeis now in the palm
of her hand she carries on -.with a

piano

on

Itf collective

heart The big names and the

bank balances in ittpy town she plays are invariably at ringside tables.
Hildy plays it to, the hllt and her greatest charm lies in her ability^to
big

handle the celebrities she lures to the microphone and th^ ad-libs she
exchanges with them on the floor. Hildy seldom is topped, bu£ she^
*
always leaves her prey laughing,

cccc*

Jfrancifltn lExamtncr

'Mom' Chung Stages ,a Farewell

Par-fy

.selection,

Tschaik6wsky's
Valse frorp The Nutcracker Suite,
expertly done, backed, by Salvatore and Hal Kanners Orch.
To round out stint of ovfer an hour
.jhe also gives out on I Was
Lucky"'
French and Kngli.sh). "Bel Ami"
and 'Im Going To See You Today,"
with suHi standbys as "Vienna In
Spring aime- and "Gyp.sy in
Myyplt —pouring on "And So
To Bed,"
•

'

Always

pluck the riKhi strings

A Lady" and "Ct Fait
Boom for good measure, and
Blano
mc^a ey or Straus,, waitaies. for
finale"
0« to folid acclaim.
Xed.

Before Hildegarde Bestows Ldst Rose
rnPENINGS AT THE HOTEL

^

supper rooms are stool?

material for a department of this kind today

yyorthreporting

;

if

we repot-]

i

only because her demrtures are seeming
id

I

"'
L

;

8$

w^ntMiMr* ntlemlbtt 10, 194T
It

$H|^IS

TO A lOVE SONO WHAT OARfiO

HOW HUN GRY YOU HAVE BE^N

Hildy ond

Anna Go

IS

TO CAMiiU

FOR REAl TAIENT//

rVOU COME TO REAUZS

.

Alameda

T/mes-Sfar.

(Calif.)

Shopping for Art

CHItONlCLS

S. F. EXAMINER
AUa* 19, 1947

Observes:

fRANClSCO

JAM

Freddie Francisco

WOULO

THIS

By Carlton MtKiiiney

Hildegarde Followers Ready Their
'Bravos for Return Tonight

LAST
hasE

night

Tuesday

might

been called "Charm
Night oh Nob Hill." The ex*
4pensive supper rooms were as
'TONIGHT, "the incomparable Hildegarde" opens at the tikcked with late standard model
smartness as a fashion advertiseMark.
The last time that I wondered how incomparable Hilde* ment.
The redoubtable Hildegarde set
garde was, I had
hat thrown off the top of the Ifark
shop and started caUir.g her
.

*

my

Hopkine.'courtesy of

:

Tup

Anna

Sosenko, Hildy^s manager, sev-

not wonder how
incomparable Hildega^ie is at this time. I have only two hats
and one of them is a straw number, suitable only for talking
through, and any mental repartee which you may have at
this point would be' too .obvious, and don't do it.
I will only repeat what I said last year ; to wit. that
Hildegarde is not inoomparable. You can compare her to any
number of performers, and she shapes up well in all comparisons. (One man's opinion.)
erest critic

and fairy godmother. So I

will

^SLIGHTLY CORNY. BUT STILL SUPERB—

wares that night in the Peacock
Court of the Mark Hopkins Hotel.
At about the same time that the
Mark's crowd hushed its bray of
conviviality in order to hear tlio
'lady called "incomparable." another girl was straining enchantmen'f through another .microphone over in the -Fairmont's
plush Venetian Room. She is
Gina Janss, a newer light in the
supper club firmament who hasn'C
jet diummcd up enough publicity
voltage .to match HUclegatde's ta»

.

candescent brightness,
The wind blew harder

*rhis is not a paid commercial. Hfldy pajrs off in roses
oil the
only and there aren't enough roses in Christendom to buy
^orth side of California stjeet*
Freddie. This department just willfully believes the lady since lUldegarde. on the soutn^
ottars the best entertainment this side of Congress. Granted hall been a sell-out since those
that 9he hasn't- a great voice. Granted that she is a trifle simple billboards sireaiced her
corny in the clinches. Granted that she does a veiy poor tap cerise name, plus exclamation
.

points, all over town,

dance, or can't Juggle or doesn't

S. F.<vr»*-*^"v*-»-«-»
CAlX-BULLETrjkU
y.i
jrv*

do nearly enough bumps and
grinds.

HiMflgardt «n<l HiM«card«

1^ Sp«iM»v tarefMt

Pendmg

the Mllwaulfte exhibi-

pleasantest

Uon, the Grant Woods. Thomas
coavemUtm we hftve hiul Bentons. William Oroppers, John
'in mimy ft dw, we teel quaUIled Steuart Currys, Adolf Dehns, Doris
to iMun an to you the ctwy ot Lees, Raphael Soyers, George
BUiieianle-SaBeDko. «rt collectors. Schreibers and Peter Kurds, the
We gktfacred tbe ditta we are Picasso drawings, Rowlandsoni
Alxnit to revtal In the course ot »
water colors, Toulouse-I^utreO
visit oniB afternoon last week to a
posters, the Renoir oil, the Boudln,
larie, rose-filled apartment «n the the.Orandnfa Moses, (3ie'Daumier
S2tb floor <tf the Ifark H<vlcin3 lithographs, andthecontemporaiy
HoteL In the chair oiwosite us sat Irish oils are in the young ladles'
a bioiuls and gctsf'tfeCL" younar apartment In New /'fork city'*
lady who Is tiettor known as the Plaza Hotels
high iirfestest of • particular type
"Anna has arranged them veiy.
«t musical entertainment and well in the apartment," Hildegarde
rutmins repartee than she Is |i£ a told us. "Very artisUcallV."
eoUector of paintings, but who may
"They aren't arranged at.««ll."
4SonceiTObly Uve to see the day
said Anna. "There are too' many
when the two rotes are reversed.
«f them. They fill every foot of
pACing. feverishly about the room
wall space in the seven rooms."
as she t^ed was Ano^ Sosenko,
"They are very attractively ara. dark-tttired and brown-eyed
insisted. "My
young lady who Is famous as the ranged," Hildegarde
favorite of them aU is Frederic
business manager ol Hildegarde,
'Girl with the Pinch.' Ifto
and who may some time be still Taubes*
And next is the
more renowned as an owner of, my very favorite.
small original painting Slgmund
and' expert on; modern art.
his prise-win*Anna Sosenko was quick to tell Menkes made taf
ning "Day's End." X like ttoat *««
us that the paintings she and
very much, too."
BUdegarde have bought during
the past 10 years are strictly a 50-

Vtir the past several weeks the
various Hildegarde clubs have

yprlt^nirik^ftme-cQld yashmak—maybe it was a
and the t-aai»-her4»-New .mantilla, over her blonde coif*

New

Hie

Sh^-it-iehdifferentltMvdioieague,and llts auXiliiary,

the Yo«-lMve-tOrabii^her4»v«non
guild.
And, of coum.' there's
t h'« Attiance'P0r^eUeving-That-

Anna Soaenh o-ia-the-BraiwH>fThe- Act. None of this, adverse or
favorable, seems to detract from
Hildy'a draw. They alt show up
to cheek up on their own opin-

maybe get a

ions; aiilt

ing and massage appointments, a
thousand Oilngs to toke her Ume
and energy. l ean' get by on four
hours' sleep. Hildy needs nine. I,
buy the pictures l want, and stiie
buys the ones she wants. Some-tiitfet we don't agree at all.^

c<rflection

"AT mm,"

Anna ecplalned,
** after she had answered long
distance calls from New York and
Los Angeles, "I began to coHect

Ao most of the buying. I had some
t-pare time, and Hildy had shows. emoUonally.

CmCE THE

1 supp<»e weryone
first. Things 1 liked. And
one day I said to mysdf. 'My

the two have agreed, and not
agreed, «re valued at a figure
aomewhere between S1SO,000 and
•200.000. each of the young ladies
has invested a considerable stake
In furthering her intorest in modcrn- painting. Barton Cumming.
director of the Milwaukee AH tnBtltuto.ivat wMcb the BltdeEarde-

Awenko

pictures will have their
*first public showing on October to,
has called them "a quite excellent

G<^-}[1':

and very personal

collection."

On

eatied,

hat-hurlinjg.

I

pianist and a wonderful
teacher. He was accompanist for
jaschaHeifets untU four years ago.
"And now, -now they say I am
doing very ^ell and sometimes I
think I will mdke Camegle Hall,
one' Of these di^s—liiaybe anwa*
1950 or '51."

Dispfaysd by Singier
By Tbeododa StavraH
I found Hildegarde as delightful
an* gay as her voice you've been
hearing at the Mark HopUns. She
loves clothey well made; Ukcs ^baple lines but exciting fabrics. While
she has |usi ordered six dresses
from Paris, sht t« devoted to Ameiil-

can desqnera^,-

pictom And

partings that toterprtt this COUB*

one In winter navy wltli a
side awept line and hug* white
buttons: another in black
with brllUaitt patohes of red spat-

suits,

VwA

^

.

know the

.*i

-Urred to

alanced at HUdegarde. aiid

«ari

Just that,

mjgftt,

me

ma

"I* »«» «'
that our oiaiectioa
fial*.

small way.

oollectvon is

not

"But
leeml»K »ore and «»ra>n»

well balaBeed," said Anna.

I
to

am

—

—

—
know as*

appreciate

„

'If I
said Hildegarde. "besides

*>«

more

r«Uy very exciting.'
had a little more time,"
It's

things.

do now.

Ann*

It

seems, started Hil«

called In

a number

l^

l

golt-l woUld^llke

»

when I was
shw- what know,

to high school.

TO^^

^J^*.^^^^,

he

cert artist.
"1 am a verV hard worker when
I start on something, says Hildegarde, "and I practice an hour

or so each day, no matter how
busy I am with other things."

The

"oUier things." one gathers,

are rehearsals an.di other work
connected with her nightly aP»
pearances which sUU clainr hec
>.

'

first attention,

But she is Very serious in lj«f
ambitibn to become a good pianist,
though ishe has no definite ideas
of giving up her singing pertorm'ances for the concert platform.
In true showmanlike fashion, she
has; some other plans in mind. She
may. she says, soon go on a concert tour in whlcli she both plays
serious music on the. piano and
does some of.her singing 4- if you
;

can

call it that") as well.

an ey«.on those
toadmoder«.lBa»l.K lsthesaB[* we l»ad*.

of important

concert personages to hear her
and they were amazed at her
progress. In three or four years,
they thought, slw could be a con*

"

j^hiW^ I

tater.

acHRON,

right back with scales
and Other beginners" exercises,
as though she had never played
before. Alter". three months, he

Adegarde

,„,:;

Adrlen ls Ott« of her pett. She
lust received two stunning Adtltn

do that, «Hftt they, even tt
Weitpenslve, gWd
they buy
fItb mudc I still like Beethoven,
my Itors are n6t tuned to the more prints?';
^
^,
sonu^ime.
we agr««d that people ooUld do
n^dem music But
.

mostly ^^jt^^^^

the Marquette ,School of "Musio
before I went into show busin&s,"
she said in that curious accent
Which is not so' much a foreign
iderivative 'as an energetic over
enuntiiaUon. "Affd always, Always
I 'have loved music and 1 hav*
•wanted to play really weH.
"iSto, last January I said *i "wtU
do it' and I went out tmd got a
tea(*er. He is isidor Achron—oh,

a fme

l.

il

._

<*| AM NOT, as you see; the abwanted IrcMn tlje first to buy 1 i^ract type," sftid Afma, "I
American Works. A few European i^ntit pretty concrete person. But
it a
^en^^here
j ant beglinnlng to Ukeandmiderthings now a»d
beautiful Rouaitft W* have ,t,nd jj^iract artists, and I toave
«-rj
'
now-but,'lhostly wjught a few very beautttttt ab^yi^

w.

.'

*'''''^"*'^?"*'^*''^'"''^'"^^

about this.* I went to the^Ubrwy..
and the museums, *nd f bought
books." I have read, read, tead.
until tiow Wis beginning to come
I
out ofmy ews a^d «y«^.
have studied paintings to every
museum I have been able to see.
bave-r
75 OILS. 40 water
mean
1 ha»e-^I
„.

^ colors and 150-prints on which

.

Fobulous Wardrobe

is

or

the

F.«

full

tlien

"We own

D»

ANNA STILL BUSY—
Anna Sosenko very much On
— as usual — with
hand,

does that

affair.

together," she explained. "It was
agreed from the first that I.shoUId

BvHiMegarde

rose.

Interviews, broadcasts, hair-dress-

£0

"You know I started out to be
a concert pianist and studied at
-

feur.
ciatiDn."

Machiavellian plots and i»KnpUexpeni^e schemes. Actoally. on the'basis of the economical usage of all natural resources,
site should be permitted to spend
only a small part of her time ^Ith
Hildegarde. The rest of the time
should be devoted to n>aste^
ifiinding the U. N. O. conference,
foiling Russia and accomplishing
the return of the nickel stogie.
In our next, vye.will report on
the current Incomparabitity of
Hildegarde, come hell, higbwater

'

gamut from summer prints to
and shoulderless eve-*

l»ackles5

club

"Fhe t^aawher-in-

"

suite,

Hildegarde, being a girl of coo*
siderable concentration and with
an eye to good copy, has neatly
tied the private ambition with the
current career developments this
year. The big thing in her life
right now is her return to serious
study of the piano.

ning jobs, one girl in white going so far as to wear a lad

fojEiniog.

received this reporter

'She

In her

ment at the Hotel Mark Hop-*
kins. The cafe set was tbere In
full force and gowns of the
feminine contingent ran the

been

.

.

TSEE LAST bar
was Tuesday night's openIng of .the Hildegarde engage*

.

Jenny Und.

when

PACKED TO

rail

Und.
Is there any one In the audience who can remember the days
of Jenny- Und? All right^^jthen,
X toin say it ... the days of

her sex foUowirig a visit to the
The frank; informal
chat was the order of the day

liairdresser.

Hildegarde

—

that date, lUlUUUUrUV'WlU return
to her home town in the new role'
of patron of the arts.

TWO HOURS, and
AFTSR
soma ot tb«

Crowds Greet

What she has got and what she
does do add up to more glamour
and atmosphere and to greater
entertainment than any one has
seen tn San Francisco since—
might say
the days of Jenny

The lady herself was surrounded
en Momiay evening by that quiet
calm that seems to descend on

Ood lowws we dldat weiiW sejpHW

audienc<k

She ha«

large opera houst

.
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the hcomporiilile/

Opens Wednesdoy in Ansley 'Roof
HilderEirde,- tupper club, radio and recordinc ibr, begins' tht lonc-iwaited two-week iKigaftmcnt
dt her "one-woman show'' in the Rainbow Root of the Aniley Hotel Wednesday night.
She comes to the An$ley following appearaqces in the Hotel Mark Hopkins, San Franciaed, end the
Hotel Plata, New Voi'k, where sh,e retu rned for a nine-evening en gagement as part o! jgie.,hoterf;

~

fortieth anniversary;

Her engagement

in the Ansley

be her first In Georgia.
Last Friday she made a side
her home town, Milwaukee,,
where she addi:essed trustees and
members of Milwaukee Art Insti-,
tute; speaking about her collection.
o) modern paintings- which she
owns jointly with her manager,
Anna Sosenko.
Thus she returned' as a patron
of the arts to the town which she
left to enter -show business as a
pianistv She was not a singer-ac^
tress-comedienne but a pianist
with ambitions for the concert

will

:

trip to

.

Now I knov^
comparable."

why

Hildegirdt

is billed

m

th«

)

"in*

hobnobbed with Atlanta's upper crust Wednesday
night at the effervesoeot singer's first performance in the
Rainbow Roof. I went there with a
"show-me*' attitude, like «U the rest, and
She's tl^e yne
I came away conyinced.
and only.
I

'

IH my career as appraiser of things
arty and entertaining I've nevor chanced
across anyone quite like this Frenchstyled song peddler.
^Jg^sdismmng,

commandinj;, she'ffTflBSsTjvCTy-

she's

,

.

She starred

stage.

in

luce It

Paris

and Condon where

shfc

<

.

and she
hi a i^oih-

iqnpet

HILDEQARDE

Her opening-night audience tried to sit on then: hands.
They were definitely anti-Hildegarde when they arrived, and when she went on her own little stage, you
<^uldhi{ar uncomplimentary whispers here and there. But
they

all tibanged into

a chorus of applause at the end.

and shu

QQd|Qy3|Ljia|jij||jg^^

hi:

opens in the Rainbow sooi with a flighty little
show on. She then disarms the
audience with what she calls her "Icebre»i|«r." this warms
up the audience for such nifties «s "There's Ko Business
Like Show Business" (I liked hers better than Ethel Merhnan's) and a new one, "Ask Y6'ur Heart."
After more
than an hour of continuous banter and music, the internationally popular star doses heir show with Lisst's Second
Hungarian Rhapsody.
il(i|y

ditty, \xak tQ~ jet the

pared.
In Chicago, where she haa often
eppearM as aupper' club star ^r,
with her own theater revue, Oiere
are three major impersonatione
of Hildegarde now being done by
Mitzi Green (Chez Paree), Peter
I^ind Hayes (Mayfair Room)
and Florence Desmond (Palmer

House).

Lilliputian

My preconceived impression of Hildy is a secret I wiH
long cherish. But I can disclose she is entirely different.
Slie's not- like the overstuffed piece of upholsteiy I'd
visioned. She's shapely and good looking. She bubbles
like a fieltzer and her humor and jSoplilsticated banter
flows at and on.

won

her first international .successes.
In 1938 she returned to the U. S, to
establish records at every suppereliib wh'ere she appeared.
Hildegarde is called "the most
imitated personality in America"
There is hardly a city in the U. S.
'which is not seeing an impression
'of her by some of the hundreds
of mimics who try to capture her
gestures and moods. vShe is: described as ^The Incomparable
Hildegarde'.' from New York' to
San Francisco chiefly becanse
there is no other feminine person*
ality with whom she can be com*'

'

was a

vaudeville,

pleyed the piano for Ruth Etting
and Tony de Marco, then went to

•

Hildegarde's performancft
change continuously. It is this
quality which induces people to
come back to see her again and
again.

•

At the Ansley, Hildegarde will
wear' some of her new Parisian
the first she. has had
from Europe since 193B. The European gowns were designed by
Christian Dior, who began the
controversy about long skirts;
Pierre Balmain and Jacques Fath.
Others by Adrian and other American fashion. experts are incUtdetf
in her fabulous wardrobe.
Witht Hildegarde will be the
fashions,

-

.

y

muiiic of Hal Kanner :and his orchestra. Kanner for nine yeSrs was
mamber of Fred Waring's
orchestra and. is a pianist and composer. Hildcgarde's accompanist
at' the piano is Salvatoie Gio who
also appears with her in radio.

a star

'

.

LE DEBRIERti 0E PARIS by

Didf via tlUddgarde

. »

was had by all, or so it Itx^,-^ The hilari<
pictured above was when Christian Dior,
Paris designer credited with changing hemlines to "ahemlines," borrowed the modeling services of Hil^garde (you
know, the incomparable) to show off one"1!ttfi?li!fst creations. The gown i$ of pale blue satin with butterfly bow
in front jind Le De'rriereMe Paris > , . curves and devilmay-care attitude couftesy of Hildegarde. Hildegarde begins an engagement at the Rainbow Roof of the Ansley
and a good

Xixak

oils. occasion

'

Hotel tonight

Ctie Atlanta 3[otttnaI

Hildegarde Scorns^

Hildegarde
;

wearing one

m

f
t

LAUREN NORVELL, Movie and Radio Editor
Hildegarde hold.s no fear of television. The
radio
now packing them in at the Ansley Rainbow Riof, starl
has i
routine that brings out manjf of her talents
concealed bv

audience

the hair stacked
on top of iter

she

ijiead,

the. air waves."'".'

4i

h e

and befdre the
ladies can focus
their eyes on

By

^^COWPARABLE^

ol

the latest gown:
r o
Paree„
breeze» before

Television Fears

if

j!ood

natwrediy
lilLDCGA;ltl>C
Joshing the gentlemen, pointing h^r fingers atihe
baShful lads as they fumble with
Ice in their glasses.

She lets yoU know at the beginning that there will be no .corny
She -keeps her word.

jokes.

Ably assisted by Hal Kanners
orchestra, Hildy perforins
for

more than an hour with songs
that seem to have a relaxing effect
upon the customers;

TECH PREXy ANDHSt:Kriia3%^iBDE'
entettaineg pictured^with Col. Blake Van
Uer

Famed

'

j

Highlight of the show is the
arrangement and. singing of "AsM
Your Heart," written bv Hilde-

ATLANTA

k% TECH BEAT AUBURN
By MORGAN BLAKE

manager, Ani}a 'Sosenko.
The mad rush the gals made for
the mlrior.s at the close of Hildagarde's performance was proof mil^f
tlhat she and her up swept hair-do
made an.impre.ssion on the men. St

01iv?r^&t*tHS*"'

assemblage of 35,000. including Col.
* member of the British Parlia-

Slrtfreld!^^^*^

•*«^«"»

^ *o

^»

Saturday
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<'NOW

S9

KNOW WHY Hildegdrde IS BILLED AS-the

1

'THE ATIANTA CONSTITUTION

LET'S SEE

Hild^arde

NOW

.

7neoinp«r«b/e' "-ATLANTA CONSTITUTION.

.

Anna

Hildegarde,

Complete Co-operition

Captivates

By DORIS LOCKERMAN,
Woman's News

I

Editor^

Fifteen years ago, Hildegarde, the en-

Attantans

tertainer,

•Toseph Cotten. handsome. Selz'

because she was working and needed to keep up her

Now the sen.sational Hildegarde and her equally sensational girl manager make up to $20,000 a week, it is said,
and they .split it equally after they pay off their retinue 'of

1

These days they are both working . . . and hard.
Their partnership, always witliout contract, is a unique
combination in the show business. Their "story" has been
researched by several national magazines, bid for. by the
movies, become the plot of a thinly-disguised- book, but
so far neither Hildegarde nor Miss Sosenko feels she has
ever really been diagnosed by an outsider. And no writer
has ever been able to decide which one of Jtie two comes
first in the production of Hildfegarde, the theatrical peraides.

!

m

artist

sonality.

was disarming, vivacious; »nd she
c<»mpletcly captivated the audi»
ence. Her performance was highItgmed by an unusual iifihtlng

'

.strength.

j

The internationaUy-known

and Anna Sosenko, her dark-

eyed, turbulent manager, lived on 25 cents
a day in Paris. Hildegarde Rot four nickels' of the five,
.

Pictures star, Wcdnesda;
night* joined 500 Atlanta firstnighters at the Rainbow Root in
IhrillinR to the debut performance!
of Hitdc!;arde.
Cotton was an unexpected guest.
J
l|
}He was en route to New Orleans,
{but his impromptu appearance
ihightened the evening's entertainiment.
The inimitable Frenchs I y 1 ei
songstress proved to the overflow]
cafersociety audience that her virtues, both physical and vocal,
were everything herjpress ageri
had said they were.VShe is th?^
• only artist who ever has
sustained
herself for a complete hour before
Atlanta audience. '^«J
ttick

Anna isxplodes when v.ou suggest a fabl* of equality.
"Nonsense," she cries, in that intense, husky voice, "Hilde
fabuA very great person!
is a great, great person!
lous personality! She. has God-given gifts and she has
imisroved them. Sfhe knows the show business! If I were
and on . . . and
tto die tomorraw, Hilde Avould go on .
never stop."
Hildegarde; listening with her eyes squinted in v>hjt
might.be shrewdness or embarrassment, shakes her towsled"
lop ciirls, ducks her head, and in the sweet voice that
endears her to old ladies, middle-aged gientlemen. and
little children alike) murnlurs, "Ohhhhhfeh, Annnnnna,
Don?t ever say such a thing, my dear!"
This fortnight, while Hildegarde is capturing the South
from the Rainbow, Roof of the Ansley, discerning friends'
shadows,
are. apt to spy Miss Sosenko over yonder in the
behind the orchestra, fussing with th« lighting effects. But
electhose who know never think she has her mind on
memory
indelible
She sees and hears, and has a
tricity.

A

ef-

The

ifect.

—

.

1 ':1

multi-colored lights re-'
isembled a Ziegfield show— p, j.

|

'

.

.

for detail, later.

been a bobble, Anna will be apt to say,
"Well. thev?re only people," but before the moment has
partner in
pa.ssed, she'-will have showii her glamorous
blunt gestures the way the trick could be accomplished
"If there hasi

FAMOUS PERSON SEES FAMOUS PLACE-No

visit

famous
is complete without a visit to the
Cyclorama at Grant Park. And George Simons, Genthe
eral Manager of the parks, here gives Hildegarde,
famed enteriainer, a view of the painting from down
among the stalues—a privilege for special guests only.
to Atlanta

entrepreneur. They- offered her a first-class steamer ticket,
and she thought of Anna, who yearned to know everything and to see everything. She converted the ticket
into

two

third-class passages.

*

From then on they shared their successes and failures,
Hildegarde was no hit in London or in Paris, but she was
learning the show iTusiness. Things like wearihg dramatic
clothes, never going back into a room when your act is
'

ways to warm up a frigid audience—these things
they learned in those 25jcent days.
Then overnight, they' struck it rich. The King of
Sweden dropped in .to hear the vivacious American af the
Casanova a few minutes after she had been fired, fhe
manager hurriedly summoned her back. She played for
the.' Duke of Kent,^the King and Queen of England; the
Coronation, and again and afcain in command performances for European royalty..
dynamite-laden kid. was a hero worshiper and she was
Sometime in their 16 years together. Anna wrote Hilde'ifi
fascinated with Hilde's expressive hands, her nervous man- theme song.i'Darling, Je 'Vous Aime," translated the French
ner of speech, and her innate flair for showman'ship.
song, "J'Attendrai," to "I'll Be Yours." and has recently
Three years later.' Ihey met again on a street in New written the music of ''Ask Your Hea"?t." Hilde sings
York When Hildegarde was pounding the piano for $15 them all.
a week for Irving Berlin. In a burst of characteristic
No one knows haw much Anna has done to keep Hilde
generosity, she suggested that Anna, a fledgling newspaper on the path she treads so airily, but these they dn know
reporter, use her apartment when she was out of town. that Anna agrees that her personality must be intimate,
They say now that Hilde was no hit in those years, but fre.sh, never in bad taste, and that she is a scathing director
she did attract the* attention of Joe Lorre. who took her under stress.
And she pos.sesses^a sense of iming like a guided missile.
to see Gus Edwards, the star-maker. She became the last
The aniartest men in the show business have shaken their
theatrical personality Edwards promoted.
heads ominously over decisions she has 'made for Hildeshe won a singing contest, and a prize trip to the
over,

with grace.
The amalgamation "of the Milwaukee-born Hildegarde
and her New^f Jersey friend began in the late 20s when
Hilde was playing' stock, in a strictly mediocre way. and
room m the
her troupe traveled to Camden. She took a
Sosenko home. Anna, four years younger, a brash, bright.

"

.

t

HILDEGARDE^

Then

Cite 0ft{iinta Journal

Cafe de Paris

London, where Martin Poulsen was the

in

garde's appearance.

But they always pan nut ... and Anna

is

ittiti

CLOTHES HER V/EAKNESS

Hitdegard Hits Towfi
CHRISTMAS NIGHT HILDEGARDE RETURMS

—Golf Togs and All
aii

,

.

." (They'ie

eiolhcs are
wouldn't

my

believe

weakness. You
this

hat

came

from San Francisco, \yoiild you?
Well, it did. American designers
get better every year and nearly
all my clothes are American."
.

•

JHildegarde's technique is described as "indescribable," even

The sometimes dreamv. somc- by those who know U best. She
times vdhilile alnm- licliescs, she isings— this much they agiec upon,
says; in bcinj; prepurcd for any- |She gives a .song "the works" or,
thms. And ;K'fordiiiply .she has in her own words, she "mutilate.s
biouRlit iiloiif! a complete outfit lit. She deals out' roses and sidet)f RoU togs in the wild hope that [long glances which stun but never
.somebody will ask her to play 'kill. Sh^ flares her eyebrows at
jjoir.
hight clubbers and the next thing
mic"Nobody ever doe., ask me to <''ey know, THEY are at the
rophone smgmg as they nevpr sang
I

I

ms

coll.

"

-she siiciird

»ok*. "Thoy

Jill

siiy

in »

FOR

Quite right).

By EDITH HILLS COOGLER
Hildegarde and there is only
one Hildegarde) hit Atlanta Mon,day amid a heavy precipitation of
HiRBage—-three trunk*, eight bags,
three fur coat.s. and endless series
of topless cveninf! dresses and
other useful impedimenta.

the golf type.

husky

I'm not at'lbefo"-

A FOUR-MONTH ENGAGEMENT TO
ROOM OF THE HOTEl gLAZA.

THE PERSIAN
THIS

MARKS HILDEGARDE'S TENTH CONENGAGEMENT IN 5 YEARS IN

SECUTIVE

THE PLAZA AND HER TENTH CONSECUTIVE

YtAR IN THE PLAZA AREA.

bom.

'

JUST RELEASED
SOUVENIR ALBUM NO. 2

• OPENING PLAZA' HOTEL, NEW YORK, XMA$ NIGHT ... 16 Weeks
One Week
• OPENING BELVEDERE HOTEL, BALTIMORE, APRIL 16
• OPENING COPLEY-PLAZA, BOSTON, APRIL 26 ... 2 Weeks
• OPENING PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO, MAY 8 ... 8 Weeks
• ENGAGEMENTS FOLLOW IN KANSAS CITY, ST. LOUIS, ATLANTA,
SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, MIAMI BEACH, DETROIT AND
WASHINGTON.
. . .

IN

NEGOTIATION

.

.

.

RADIO

SHOW ACROSS THE BOARD.

TO BE RELEASED SHORTLY

IN

FURTHER DETAILS

ANOTHER VARIETY

ISSUE

CURRENTLY APPEARING AT THE ELEGANT BEVERLY COUNTRY CLUB, NEW
ONE OF THE MOST RENOWNED ORCHESTRAS OF OUR TIME

ORLEANS, WITH

EMIL

In association

with

COLEMAN and orchestra

ANNA SOSENKO,

Personal

Manager and Producer

forHILDEGARDE
SALVATORE GlOE, Accompanist and Arranger

ALAN EDELSON,
fin ossoeiation with

WILLIAM
SIEGEL

AND
J.

NANCY

P.

JACK

Edtfleton foi'

RICHARDSON,

E.

MARTIN

Public Relations

Alon

rafno,^DAVID O. ALBER)

Lighting

SPIEGLER, Accountants

DESMONI, Attorney
KISHLER, Secretary

BERTELL, Personal Representative

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Exclusive Agents and Representatives

^

.

Wednee^aff Dccewlwr XO, 19i7

RADIO

41

FREELANCES CAN BE TOO FREE
^tion Reps Look
December

liWe new business

'*'^''y

Alf Landon's

activity Until after the first of. the

I

1

Other
may also hold off tq see, what Congress is going to. do about impleroeiiiing the Marshall Plan In the

ers,

Get $6 Raises
In Arbitration

(8)

Wonder

Attorney Sidney Wolff.
increases

promise between

mands and

Kansas

City, Dec.

9.

Midland Broadcasting Co. got its
AM station, KFBM. on the air
irjv u
i;
J 1 J
:i
as scheduled Sunday (7), but is was
only through th* help of FM radio
I

it
was accomplished. A sleet
storm in central Kansas last Thursday-Friday ,'knocked out .telephone
lines which connect the! transmitter

that

north-central

and the studios
7elepihon6

in

Kansas
Kansas

to Salina
City.

company could promise

ho complete repaics for a week, so
the teclinical department of KMBG,
big brother to KFRM, had to swing
into action. With only 48 hours to
go for the inaugural program of the

new station,
director,
and

crea.=e.

,

(

;

Permission had to be secured from
the FCC 'for the ,two
stations,
but Arthur Church, ,president o'f
Midland, pr'ais'ed the ready cooperation given by the federal agency.
Transmitter trouble at the
site- also developed and wasn't ironed
out until 20 minutes before Gov.
Frank Carlson of Kansas was set to
throw the station on the air from
the Kansas City
studios.

j

:

ABC PREPS NEW ANGLE
IN OVERSEAS PICKUPS

KFRM

KMBC

BEAKALMUS JOCKEYS
$850 PAYOFF TO AGENT
An

'

claimed that he was the
Originator of the idea and sold the

show

for airing at the Riviera, Ft.
Lee, N. J, last summer. (Show is

Palestine.
An announcer in New
York will submit the questions via
shortwave' during a segment of the

i

15-minute program, and the Web's
on-the-spot co'rrespondents will answer back.
Initialer will be from Paris, bringing in correspondent Robert Sturdevant.
Following week (21), Mike
Eskolsky will report from Palestine.
Pickups will be plattered in advance to assure satisfactory recep,

tion.

DANNENBAtlf S WPEN APPT.

will assume duties
Ship shuft'le from the Evening Bulletin to the Sun Ray Drug Co. is
completed.
Dannenbaum succeeds Charlie
.
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AFL

execs were particularly
impressed with the effectivene.'ss ,o{
the broadcasts staged by talent'from
the AFL entertainment unions and
intend to repeat this technique in
the much more- extensive propaganda

time,

"'

The Federal Communications
Commission moved on two fronts

Postwar Station's Drive
Washingtori'i Dec. 8,

The campaign

up the postwar stations here,.
momentum last Friday 5)
employees at local daytimer
f
,
j
^^uuis.- voted unanimously for an
AFRA contract. Twelve announcers
and disk jockeys were judged eligible to participate in the National La-

]

jj^j.

'

"

with a postwar indie.
Meanwhile, another NLRB election

theris
J

|

,

'

AFRA

involving

is

skeidded for the

WPIK,
WPIK was the

employees

of

|

Dec.

^

ban daytimer on the

'

'

,

AFRA

j

''

'

Wt:

the union,

"

9.

^jg^jj^j^j

now have' a
term- agreeirient coVeririg yvages and
vacations,
tlniori
attorney
'J^eMessitte will meet with Eatoh^ e^ily.'
in January to negotiate a fotWal
contract, the fir.st to b'e signed
y^lth

Convention Set

.

-

Upiatj^^g g^^j.^

.

"woOK employees who recenttv
ended a 24-day strike' when owner
Richard Eaton promised to negotiate

,

i

Wa.shington. Dec.

^

.

.

1

The FM Assn.'s second annual
convention wiU be held in Chicago
at the Sheraton Hotel, Oct. 11-12,
director J. N."Biir' Bailey has
FMA
the full FCC bench got around to announced.
acting on these relatively simple
Bailey said the FM'ers decided to
transactions.
meet in October to forestall any
conflict with the May convention
McLEAN'S TORONTO POST
date of the NAB. This year's FMA
meet was scheduled Sept. 12-13,
Toronto, Dec. fl.
only
two days before the NAB conassumed
McLean.
has
22,
.Ross
duties as director of public service.] clave at Atlantic City. As a re.<(Ult,
Bailey ,saidj it was impossible to
for Station CKEY, Toronto,
in
accommoda.te
the equipment- manurecently
was
McLean imt-il
charge of CKEY's feature script de- facturers who wanted to display at
bulli conveuttolis.
jpartmeni

'

<

,,,he„

I

,

(APi;-)

gained

'

FMA

'

the American
Artists,

to sign

1

Sec.
to pass on "involuntary" transfers of control or assignments of radio station permits
Heretofore, parties
and licensees.
to such transfers had to wait until

.

Federation of Radio

!

permit

of

^

,

to

Vote

AFR A Contract, Hypohig

'

streamline its pro-cedures and e/ise the burden of campaign of the LEPL.
broadcasters in doing business with
MOrris Novik, New York radio
the government.
consultant who ma-sterminded the
Following reconimendations of the AFL radio campaign against the
NAB and other industry groups, FCC Taft-Hartley Act la.st summer, was
announced simplification of material called to Washington for the Friday
called tor in its annual financial re- meeting. An overall LEPL radio diport for networks and .station licen- rector headquartered in New York
New shortened form.s,will be and tulltime as.sistants in Washingsees.
in effect Jan. 1. The Commission has ton and other key cities will be
eliminated four schedules from the named shortly to co,ordinate purpresent form and simplified instruc- chase of spot and program time,
tions and info called for in others. Bulk of the radio' deals will be ma^e
New data on finances must be sub- on a local and regional -level .to
mitted to FCC by webs and licensees reach strategic audiences.
on or before April 1, '48.
At the same time, the Commission
to

•

.

WOOK Employees

last summer in an abortive effort to
<lefeat the Taft-Hartley bill. At that

T%f\i\

'

iJvilllU.
JIPj
*^

i,„>,'^

^^vi.i;i,.

.

'

;

win friends i,n. high plaex?s..
The AFL got jtS'poytioal feet w,et
in a $1,000)000 press-radio Campaign

Streamlining
n

last

,

J

m

plans to inaugurate,
March
its own menibership. ahcl to

plumb

series

^^^^^ed to a dramatic prcsen ation of a demand for action^^'""^ ""^^
city' govern^^^j
^ the Mayor, can take.'
.^j,^
^
the people tO"
Jact that they can-.iethous^«|^'I
rentals they cari^lfor^f th^^ijl^'*

'•

purposes.

to

week

,

1.

eai
mVke^ lor. propag..nda
eaimauced
The LEPL funds, it was

l.Tsh
dough
,

AFL

VAtIIII

-I,

'Xdt^ ^«4«
nd
^

course in dramatic acting.

rules
when the owner- amended its
Thomas J. Slowie

(Chick)

.

Washington, Dep.

emption and insurance coiijpsjny
LeagUe-with-a healthy -^o^^^^S ^uch as N. Y;'s Stuyves^nt
funds to be earmarked
„
, ,,

P^'i^-^^l

i

12:15 p.m.
Listeners will be invited to submit duestions regarding conditions
in specific foreign localities, from
which news is currently breaking,
such as.' for examplCj France and

to handle the New York of-,
as Harold (Buiiz)" Davis transfrom New York to become sales
RoBim had no proprietary interest manager for television at WCAU.
and acted solely as agent. Romm
sued for an accounting of profit,?.
Gets Vp Early
C-asc was to have come up last week
Omaha, Dec. 9.
before Ju.stioe Bernard. Botein in
has started its broadcasting
N. Y. .supreme court.
day at 5 a. m. in.stead of 5: 30. The
Braunstein represented station goes on the air with a pro_ N°ah L.
Miss Kalmus, while I. RO'bert Broder gram called "musltal dawn" and a
handJed the case for Hoilim.
disk jockey sci/up.

now at, the Singapor*. eatery. N. Y.)
Miss Kalmus, however, claimed that

Educ. League
fuU'-fiedged Labor's Educational

'

day,. <l-4),

Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
settlement was
Alexander W. Dannenbaum, Jr.,
niade last week in the litigation between Bea Kalmus, disk jockey over commercial' manager and secretaryWHN, M. 'Y., and Irving Romm, treasurer of WDAS, has been apagent, who claimed a 50% partner- pointed sales manager of WPEN ,and

Romm

,

Frederic Zj\

with

-

out-of-court

ship in Mi!!s Kalmus' airshow package. Latter made an $850 payment
to Ronim.

,

inspired andunfler tjje direction of
iNathaii Siraus who,'
as a recognized .authority on the
question; was first •Hdrnihistrator of
the U. S. Sousing Authority; Preparations for the, series have- been Un-'
der w. y for the past six itiohths with
material being gtithereft lJ^ tesearcii
writers. All phas<S? of^ ifte subject
will be covered to ihe air flfive ih^

OtttinNewAFL

A

transcription office in New York and
he's now picldng up stakes and moving his family to Chester, Pa,, where
•.
as writer-producerhe joins
director-actor, in addition to teach-

Overseas news commentator pickup series with' a listener questionand-answer angle is being prepped
by Tom Velotta. ABC news direc*
tor, for a network teeoff next Sun-

|

,

,

B&io campaign was

organized

1

]

^

i(,

i

i

FM

as

mant'

will fire its •%st

WMCA's prexy

'

i

KFRM

station

broadside in behalf of pUfblic hous-,"
ing on Jan, $; aha will iolloW iifp.
with a stream of regular programs^
and spot plugs to aro^
public sentim.ent^

to

Some

indie

itself

common

sort of lobby for the

.

I

FM

ing shortage. Constituting
:the

t-^^inoljc
War Veterans,
Urban,
Action Committee, League, NtUonal Assn; for AdvanceColored People, Jewish War
planning- $1 donations from I?^"'
CIO Citizens' Housing
its 6,000,000 card-holders. (The Tail- Veterens,
the American
Hartley Act forbids Union, political S^V""!."*
*t*^'u^"'^
>
^^b^^
gram of its -"freelance'' status. That contributions per se or the use of'; ''"^'^^"9"
Hitting at the exce.ss of talk and
vnbers
goes for such shows as CBS? "Studio c"' " ''""n 1o foice rnion
to
the
absence
action,
donate
funds^or
of
this
purpose.'
Straus stated
One,"
"Cavalcade
of
.America."
the
radio
°*
series
will-.
"Theatre Guild of the Air," etc.
Since both QIO and the AFL are ^''*'.,P"''P°'*^
Latest in the freelance market stressing raclio in their '^propaganaa bO "not to add to the discussion, butt
exodus is Larry Menkin, who has campaign, it loolts as if the nets and *° S^' something done. There have
.l'^*"
radio
many
good
programs.
been around for some years doing stations cart look forward to collecton
subject of housing, but all of
the "freelance circuit" and in the ing pK';nty of folding money for
process estfcblishing himself as one political broadcasts between now ^1*^"^ 1^^'*'^ \>^et^ devoted to ir^vestigat\pn an4 discussion. Our programs
of the skilled craftsmen in the trade. and the \Ui elections.
are
designed
to
beSm
where
otbeiaRecently he's been serving an inT- „j
*
u
11
J u
iu
«r>T.
Funds
to be collected by the APL's
.^i*
-muL v«ni»«-.»
IS^.
have "left oir.
Thfe
the
terim stretch

of

minimum

I
i

technical
Ken Krahl, studio
technical director, devised a booster
system of
stations set up at
Salina and Minneapolis, Kans. Salina
.Ment signals (received ,by telephone
cable from K. C.) to both Minneapolis and the transmitter site near
Concordia. Minneapolis in turn retransmitted its signal to the
site as double insurance.

to induce Mayor
William F. G'JJwyer to call an open
hearing on the city's erltlca,! hous»t

Radio to Stand

ply given up the ghost and are ChanneJing their energies elsewhere
It's not that there is a particular
dearth of freelance dramatic shows
at the moment, but what there are,
for- t'he most part, -are what the boys
characterize as "stable shows," in
which the same four or five writer
personalities are involved from week
to week, virtually stripping the pro-

?

whiche.ver jvas
hiting
rates; time and a half for overtime;
merit increa.ses;
increa.ses: a 5% equalization
f""'^fund
°ther new provisions in
the wage clause of the CPS-UOPWA
i^^^j ^he web countered with offer
of overall increases amounting to
about ;5%.
In addition to the flat $6 raise, the
arbitrator granted an ad justment
upward in various minimums, lowest .statring rate of S27..50 being
upped to $30. Additionally, a 1%
equalization
fund was ordered.
Other union demands were denied.

Ray Moler,

it's

boldly,

is

programs designed

'

|

jn'

claim,
routine.

Y.,

The

The union had sought hikes

new

ding-irt-earnest

wA

30% or .fl2 weekly.
Debut higher;
a stepup in

KFRM

now

counter"

N.

editorial limb with a scries of daily

,

right

WMCA,

climbing- out on the far end of an;

represent a comthe Union's de--

A

Sleet Storm

^ies

Macy

has been augtake care of

to

to light.
particular,

'

the

networlc's conntetoffer.
tr o P"
spokesman
estimated the raises amount to
approximately a 15% overall in-

FM Comes to AM's Rescue

week

Padovani will be Italian program
cootdinator,' with English assistant
hot yet nam6d.
Joseph Savalli joined WOV sales
department tp service Italian language accounts.

and regards them as subversive.

won

by

wage

Y., staff

soripters barred f roni participa^
tion ip the- weekly stanza be-"
cause the client doesn't hold
with their political ideologies

$6 weekly raises effective Dec. 1 uncler an arbitrator's
ruling issued in New York Monday

'

As Kansas

demands the

N.
this

minded
I

increased business and programming,
Program director Arnold Hartley
gets two
assistants,
one tb coordinate Italian language programming, the other English. George

oksy the script and the authorship,
with
certain
freelance,

About 700 CBS white-collar emr
ployes covered by the web's contract
with thfe United Office- &
Professional Workers of America
(CIO)

this

aVjpears

It

sponsor

.

Eye), Continehtfll' Baking,
Bread, Camel, and Essd.

been brought

has,

Frankly launching a political prescampaign,
public
service

sure

Revamp

Personnel

^

Scripter 'Blacklist'

of ]egis]atibn,..such a rationing,

price control, steel allocation and
However, it is
installment buying.
expected that this marliinfi of time
will not EfEect new products set for
launching.
Station reps are likewise looking
to a heavy inflow of renewals on
spot campaigns from such accounts
as Procter & Gamble, Colgale-PalmcUve-Peet,. General Foods (Birds-

mented

Existence of a V.blacklist" in
the case of at least one known
sponsor of a network dramatic
show which uses freelance writ-

commitments.

iidvertisijig

WOV,

It's

^

CBS Collarites

making any new

ter of 1947 befOte

way

I

—

k

network quarters the impres-

^

WOV

circles is reported

practically an impossibility for new*
comers to enter the field and the
skilled craftsmen who h&ve been
around for years are finding it Increasingly tough to land assignments.
The boys and gals who in past
years gagged it up with the crack:
"Thank Qoodness for Christmas, we
can pick up some dough behind a

'

Last August Landon was, granted
permission to set up a standard station at Leavenworth, Kans., less than
40 miles from Kansas City,

'

campaign,

|

i

In Series Bid for Housing Hearing

in

'

to have, reached its lowest ebb.

.

sion prevails thai plients will wait
until they have scanned the sales and
and profits fisures for the final quar-

market

scripting

Manhattan radio

authority to construct a standard
broadcast station in Denver.

iime of availability inquiries they've
been getting the past two weeks and
the belief that there will be a lot
of yedT'Ond advertising money tossed
to spot, a la the Cheii^e & Sanborn
In

Freelance

Denver Grant

Kansas City, Dee. 9,
year, whereas station reps expect
Alf M. Landon former . Kansas
December to be one of the most ac- governor
and presidential nominee,
tive months of the current year, and"
has,
received
his
second grant from
it's been an exceptionally prosperHeps base the FCC within lour months. The
flus year for spot radio.
latest permission
gives Landon
their anticipation 'on the heavy vol-

cofl'ee

%m\

GET

sales executives are fig-4-

Network
winfi

WMCA Going Out on Editorial Limb

for Bolf Spot

Biz Despite Geni Lull

i

16.

Alexandria,
first-

aiir

subiSr^

afteir

war. Five WPIK staffers .will v'ote
in next week's election.
-''I.
"Fine music" station
is
next on AFRA's list. Meeting is
skedded this week to plan an NLRB
'

|

I

WQQW

to ctioose between AFRA
and the CIO's American Communi-

election

cations Assn.' Some of the W^JCJW
employeeis are alir^ady ACA mem-,
bers.

-

-

'

hkvirws

Bimiii

IS

Sustalains

Direotei: Glenn Xiuisam
SO Hins.; ThUTB., 9:3« p.m.

MBS, from New York
As demonstrated on

SustatinInK
Mutual, Ii'om Cbicaeo

Here's the show the Ford Dealers
to reach the rural mar-

next month. If succeeding sequences hold up to the

ketis, starting

;

level or the last week'& (4) getaway,
there should be Fords in lots, of
termets' ilutinres. As auiz shows go,
It should, even sell
flivvers among city folk, who are
wont to yearn over the bliss ol coun-

a d«nc(y.

try

life.

.

.
,

Producer Lou / Cowan obviously
put plenty of polish on the "R.F,D."
curtain-raiser, hoping to set it away
to an impressive start. Four initial
contestants ^three men and a houses
-wife, all with R.F.D. addresses in
Ohio seemed to liave been liand-

—

of

all

them

being, as quiis

participants go, remarkably easy. This, machine is no substitute
well informed, articulate, alert and ior the Irving Berlins sfaH Cole Portwell poised. Questions: dealt with ers and if one of these assemblythings farmers know about, such as line tunes ever makes the hit parade,
naming as many breeds of cattle as it'll be a near miracle. However,
possible, and a good measure of the Ballard and Winter do remarkable
quizzing was rigged for laughs. Con- jobs considering the time they have
to work, in, even though the two
tejst was on an elimination ba.sis, the
wiilner being named "JVlastev Farmer tunes which; were turned out on the
And prizes were preem sounded very much alike.
of the Wealc."
lavished on the least of the eontest- There certainly should be a readyants, the fir.st out of the running, for made audience for this "type of show
instance, receiving a iJSOO ring "'for among the legion of amateur song>.'
.

writers.

consolation." The winner got'..a 10year supply of overalls, a washing
a vacuum cleaner, and a

manure spreader!

As added

at! Tactions.

Cowan has

-

for, many years
quizmaster of the "Quiz
KiCfi," is one of the most competent
hands at this sort of entertainment
and was 'in top form on "R.'FJ).'s"

Barn Dance

still

debut.

Mutual has one bl the best new
ideas of the current season in' this
-show. Barring a slump in its pace
and overall quality, it shouM be
toning strong by the litiie .Ford
Bonn.
latches on.
,

MAXINE SDJLLrVAN
With BiU Dlilard, Burt Wayne
>wd«fieT: Tea Catt

'

CLAUDIA

DabMns

.

With Kaiaerine Bard, Paul Crabtree,
Ptrey Allenby; Joe King, anSastaiDine
nmiacer
WNEW, N. T.
Writer: Bose Franken
linlatgement of the Maxine SuUi- DirectoT: William Brown Melaney
-van show on WNEW (N. Y.» from 15 Mins.; Mon. thro Vru, 11:45 B,ni.
.,'3t'l(ilw.v 'San. '3 pju»>

COCA-COLA BO'lTLING
WGN, Chicago

15 minutes to a half-hour is just
stretching a good thing too far.

punch

evident
during the' slsorter session- has been
dissipated iii'' its qcw format. Even
the presence of a guest artist and
more writing doesn't cover the
essential bareness of the increased

Compactness

and

"Claudia,' as tiie broadcast byproduct of numerous sljort storie.%
one play, two films, and four no-vels
on the same inexhaustible sub.iect,
sugari'^es the husband, wife and
mother-in-law triangle. Its central
truth, uns^poken, is that mothers-in'.

'
.

.

.

law are iveople.
radio comedians

Miss SuUivan, of course, is a topnotch stylist who's able, to get her
personable pipes across in any
medium, but there is such a thing
as overdoing, a good thing, especially
in radio. Miss Sullivan does about
a half dozen numbers. In addition,
'

d;:ughter relationships.
The relationship hasn't been weakened in
the least by marriage. The mother
remains dominant and all-wise
a

Dillard, initial guester, doe.<s suveral, All of which -makes for too
inuci) vocals, s

incidentally, has

This fact, which

have laughingly
suppressed, for years, will probably
be well received by mothersriu-law.
Femme appeal o£ 'Xaaudia," under the froth "of husband- wife pingpong, lies in its treatment of mother-

BjU

Dillali-il'

—

set ofsliows to ad- comfortable
i

bosom on which weary
sobust pipes which he
femme listeners can pillow their
•vaniase in. a trio «f tunes.
and ears. The marriage deisl
A more impressive session might heads
is depicted as an
have been oTitained- with a full band, of lurtle-doving. implausible round
but the mOmbut on: this show an organ predom- <Jaughter setup is couched
in beinates, which helps ' accentuate the
lievable human terms.
lumpiness of the sho-w.
Unlike the average daytime serial,
It's to be realized that the indies the action in "Claudia" often
originfrequently cannot compete with the ptes in tangible situations outside
nets when it comes to sustainers^ the characters rather than in tlieir
the case of WNEW, thejj've emotions. In other words its story
But
come across with some truly im- action, with minor changes, could be
pressive shows that compare favor- filmed or televised.
This approach
ably with network product.
The Is handy in building separate, selfstation hasn't shown the same in- contained episodes, but one
wonders
g.enuity in this, case.
i^ose.
if it doesn't reflect the playwi-iting
background of Rose Franken'.
To its advantage "Claudia" isnt
PAUL BKijcE PKnrTr
meant to rasp any nervous systems
10 Mitts., Mon.-thru-I'''rii, 6:45 p.m. or require any greater
efloi't than

m

.

WBOW,

Albany

stagecraft at N. Y. State Teachers
College) in a series of comments on

time such frank,
direct and searching criticism has
been broadcast on an origination
herfr—certainly by a man from the
£eld of stage education.
His views won't always strike a
responsive cliord among entrepeneurs of entertainment, if the first
week's stanzas are a cnteriui]. Certain listeners are apt to find him
too cerebral. Others should like
PetUt's standards, attitude and style.
Peltit is not yet a first-class milcerat times he sounds dry. inflexible
and lacking the popular touch.
Pettit would do well to make his
the

first

i

-

criticisms

more

The

at three

bills

brief

and

inclusive.

downtown

iirst-

t

light

It's

though

crackle,

local dramatic film and other entertainment marks an interesting ex."
periment in Albany radio. It probis

pertinent,

The dramatization
the

Constitution,

selling' the

wildered

of the signing of
the difficulty of
to simple, be-

document

new Americans, the need

for a Bill of Rights

and

its

genesis

—all came off warm,' timely arid
Their first revival in_ the
Ford series -was an excellent idea,
a credit to Ford, its agency and to

.ieogent

Kolorbak.
With Derwood Kirby
handling interviews by means of a
wire recorder at LaGuardia Field,
N. Y., show on night caught came
up with a 30-year-old Army'Lieut.Col. followed by Robert Montgomery,
Vera Vague and Bob Hope. The
Colonel was en route to Chicago and
the otlier trio was planing to the
Cos^t.
A facile interviewee,Montgomery noted that he and Hope were
returning from their appearances in
London at Britain's Command Performsnee.
He described *it as a
"wonderful show." Hope was "impressed with the human qualitie.s'^
of their majesties and in boidng off
facetiously remarked to Kirby, "'With
those kind of teeth you must use the
stuff"— meaning Pepsodent.
Miss
Vague had been seeing the Broadway
plays. Rather incongruous is the top
billing Husing gets in the iprogram's
intro.
He reads three commercials
while Kirby, who does all the spsde,

work

at the airport, receives only
perfunctory mention.

THE INQUIBING EDITOK
Producer:

Kay

Klchins

SO Mins.; Sat. 4 p.ni;
Susiaininx
mOTPL, Salt Lake City

The

Inquiring

Editor

5s

Herb

Kretchman, editor of the Telegram,

who

asks the questions of high
school students
in this
current
events quiz show. Billed as a program dedicated to the idea that a
well informed -jwuth is.a. guarantee
of national strength: "Inquiring Editor" pits a team of four -girls against
a liice number of boys from the same
school, and awards points for each
correct answer.
Kretchman does a smooth job as
quiz master, considering the fact
that he is not a pro. He has a brislt
Approach, doesn't let the youngsters
flounder too much, and supplements
their answers with information of
his own, without mounding like the
know-it-all patronizing a bunch of
ninnies.

The quiz is split into three rounds.
stuff,
First segment pitches questions at
dialog doesn't
has authentic each individual, second round is a
triteness.
There's no diil-harging true-false set-to; and the thitd round
toisses -questions at the entire team,
and n^obody .gets shoved- around.
with the opposition getting a crack
Commercials, neatly arrowccl at at it if
the first group misses.
distaff siders. sound the hospitality
In general, the questions are split
note and al-so use the retrain ininto international, national, and retroed years a£!o on 'Spotlight Bands."
gional catejgories, and the results are
("Whoever you are, whatever you- an intere-sting
insight into the thinkdo, vi^erever you may be, when yoii
ing of high school boys and girls.
think of refreshment, think of Coca- Quizzes
are held at School assemCola.")
Bai^L
blies, and transcribed for later playback.
A middle break featuring a plug
run houses were given insufficient
consideration
in one case to the for the school itself wasn't too bad.
point of possible unfairness. The but draggiuK in the school choir for
commentaries oh tlie visit Of Poet a song didn't fit the established patRobert Frost and on a Je-Wish stage em.
production ran too long. Closer
"Inquiring
Editor" is «
wellattention to the starting tihie of the handled program of its type, and by
program and to technical details are traveling from school to school,
advisable. Ricbacd Annfteld works probably does a good lob in keeowith Pettit on the pfoduetikHi.
ing thc.bobbysoKers hep to what's
•
Joco.
What in the world.
Bert
listening.

Presentation of Paul Bruce Peltit and.

(who recently became teacher of

ably

stil!

.

Transcription Review

Writer: Shelley

was!

•

,

Nf.-;ional

1841,

15,

,

inje^Led a sequence where the conte; lants "tell why they like living on
a farm" and another in -which a citation is awarded weekly tor the best
instance of nei?hboriiness amons
farm folic. To top off the teeolf,
Cowan sueceested in lining up a brief
transcribed "salute" to the progrtim
from Secretary of Agriculture ClintOD: P. Anderson, who declared that
"never before has the American
farmer been so important to the
welfare of the world.'*
Joe Kelly, "bfeUringer" ol the

and

Dec.

dramatic and moving. Revived as
a live show, with a different cast
however, -the program was a fitting
presentation for Pearl Harbor Day.

Participants who work the' mathe cast that did it.
chine receive 100 professional copies
of the songs they "wrote,'.' plus a reCBS "School of the Air" featured
thereof
in
cording
addition
to
on racial and relia eontract giving them 50%' of a sharp attack
S. on
the royalties, if any. Emcee Jim gious discrimination in the U.
series Monday
Harkins is careful to accent the- "if its "Liberty Road"
Without mincing words, pro(8).
any'' so. as to forestall any misagainst both the
struck
out
gram
understanding about the likelihood
prejudice
of getting cash. There's a^o a par' open and subtle types of
operatin'g against Negroes, Jews and
ticipation gimmick for dialers who
mann^
are asked to submit title and lyric other minority group!; in a
listeners ta stop
suggestions for one of the num)¥Si'& that slioulid. 'Cause
On the debut stanza (6),. Harkins' ,abd think. Takeoff point for the
was unlucky in pulling two contes- script was the "Report of the PresCivil
Right"
ident's
Committee
on
tants, both ot whom never wrote athe script iUustratipg via
j:ong, nevpr wanted to and never with
thought they could. By-passing this dramatic sketches the -variods disminor hurdle, program ran along criminatory, practices described in
smoothly with Harkins supplying a the report.' Good advance- -exploihran'd of twangy, com-^bred chatter tation would have- tied this program
and Ballard and Winters displaying in with classroom discussions of the
*
their dexterity in split-seco;id Com-' subject. ,
position. Holt sang an oldie ballad
"Wini^ Over New Tark," on WHN.
written by Ballard in addition to
the tune written during the program, N. Y., Friday (5), packed plenty of
titled "I Love You AU Life Through." interest for the dialer until Ted
Husing mouthed a distastefully writ»
Herm,,
leu commercial on the virtues of

.

tuectaine,

rubbsr-tired

<

.

show

$2!:0

« «

it

wholesome

the

certainly

—

Director: Rarlleid Weedim
«.m.
30 Min&-, .S*t„
Sustaining

•then; Bon.Fvadeitick, waaoauMeri'
$ivn,Mm Vprjian

U

'

4

•

—

picked,

>««»

wm

easeee; laltial cnesla
inelnitMg Gay iMibwde, Miiioa
Berle, Xaehairjr Rcott. Stet Barber,

other ffvasts
Producer-Writer: Kddie Feniita«

Writers:

mmf

-

Don Bichards, first gue.ster
ABC, from Holly woe*
on "Pause that Refreshes," SunThis is a welcome novelty in kid
day (7) CBS, vice the ailing Ginny iihows, and one, no doubt, that will
Simms, proved a botl trailed for be welcomed by kids from six to 60.
"Finiaii's Rainbow," in which hes
Abbott and Loli Costello,, enterBud
Broadway,
currently appearing on
iog the field of juve entertainment,
and didii't hurt the Coca-Cola airer bring with them their zany type of
Richards baritoned
a particle.
kid audi"01
Devil comedy, slanted towards- a
Song,"
"Whifi'enpoof
ence, for a program that has a good
Moon" and "Begin the Beguino deal of appeal to both youngsters
with a pleasant asurance that belied and grownups. Sustainer, in a tranhis somewhat limited network exorigithe
Coast,
from
scribed
series,
perience. Teamed with the always
from the Lou Costello -Foi:(ndaFaith harmonics nates
satisfying Percy
lion there, a playground and club
Richards proved a much better than
underprivileged youilig.sters ere*

push-button era in song writing has
begun. Grinding out pop tunes like
sausages, Pat Ballard's invention, a
song writing machine, is the novel
twist on this new audience participation program. It's as simple as
do-re-mi. A studio visitor pushes
a button on the machine, the wheel
turns round and round and a musical note comes out here." After turning out six notes which constitute
the basic phrase for the so'ng, organist John Winter goes directly to
work on his keyboard lashioning the
hitter.
Fifteen average pinch
theme with variations.
minutes later Ballard comes up with
"Ford Theatre" revival of "We
the lyrics and the finished product
Truths" Sunday (V)
These
Hold
is rendered 'over the air by Alan
held up admirably. Norman CorHolt.
dramatic presentation of the
But Tin Pan Alley can take it win's Bill of Sights, originallv aired
U. S.

have bought

It's

CfMeni^

Follow-up

spotted

this airer, the

m

FAVOBinc
COSnOtil^O XID SHOW
With Wild Bin BHMt, Vwy VEstver, With Blli SUtev^

ABBOIX *

ymrmtG

machine
TitE $oMo
IVith Joe Kelly, .quUiMMter; CUnUn With Fat Ballard, 3ohn, Winters,
Alan Holt; Jim Harkins, emeee
Anaersen, gw»t; farmer parPradueer: Roger Bower
Uelptinis; Ed Ceei^er, anaouncer
SO Mins.; Sat,, S;30 p.m.
Wrlter-Pr6<lNcer: t«iric G. Cow»n

AMEUCA

|t.F.D.

.

,

'

for

mend,,

M Mias.; Wed.

(3).

PM.

lA

Sustaining

Mutual, from

New York

A

variation of the talent-scouts
iopnat, this ^new' stanza, which indie

producer Laurence

Hammond

hopes

to interest Mutual in skedding regularly, lutros .Juveniles of Distinction

who are

the "fav>rite kids" of prominent figures in business,' sports and
entertainment. The kids are nominated for appearance on the program
by such organizations as the. Boys
of
America snd Junior
Clubs
Achievement, Inc.
,

'

.

atcd as a memorial for Costello's late
It's .a
high-minded idea, giving
young son.
Program has its ups and idownsi' nationwide attention as it does to
in quite 'a varied format, bat tlie promising .teenagers, and certainly,
overall effect is well on the oltay on the basis of the audition airing,
Saturday .(6) offers a satisfactory quota of popuInitial airer
side.
opened interestingly enough with the lac Name appeaL ''Sponsors" of the
clear piping voice of a kid announcer, ju-ves presented on the initialer inintroducing the program and its cluded, tiesides Guy Lombardo, Mil.Then on caine Abbott and ton BeHe, Zachary Scott and Red
stars;
Costello with their familiar gags and Barber, Oscar M. Lazrus, board
banter, but aiigled^tor kids, so that chairman of the Benrus Watch Co^;
the studio audience of ja-ves got the and Arthur L. Manchee, exec veepee
point and the liumor^ as did un- of Bamberger's dept. srare, Newark.
doubtedly evei-y mike listener. Gags In addition, Claudia Pinza, new Met
* Opera star, stepped to the mike to
were good, too.
.
Tony Harper, eight.-year-bld singer, kudo the stanza. BiU Slater was a
followed with a Solo of highly pro- :genial, glib host
Kids who came in for a bow infessional calibre in "Good Day," and
A&C were back to exchange verbal cluded a boy who appeared in N. Y.
blows with their chief guest. Wild court as his mother's counsel and
successfully defended her; a blind
Rill Elliott, the Cowboy star.
who hopes to be a sports comits
youth
switched
program
Then the
format,' and Ijegan to sag, in. the mentator; a 12-year-old pianist; a
various games introduced. One was .girl president, at a small chemical
a "quiz" game, with eight Itids .on company in Newark, and a Negro
stage for a contest in bubble gum girl soprano,'
The show needs some production
blowing, -which may have amused
tended pretty
it
the studio crowd but fell flat to-mike embellishment;
listeners. Contest that followed had much toward a "now the next guest
more interest, youngsters from the and his fa-vorite kid are" routine,
an obvious effort was m«de
'although
studio audience answering questions,
on history, geography, etc., witb Cos- at ohe point, via a butt-in-on-the-act,
There was intro, to escape this repetitiousncss.
tello as gagging emcee.
too much of this game business; £he The kids weren^ in every case too
comedy of the earlier portion went impressive, judged by the aired
samples of their talents, and the
over better.
A bond went to the kid who per- juves were all "hprae talent" (a
formed the best deed of the week in 'factor which, of course, could be
eliminated if the producers went to
combating juve delinquency.
iexpense of bringing in youngthe
A&C have ,a, good idea and a good
prognuA in this new show. Show sters-from all over the country ^ or
could lure them jn for the. payoff of
stands up and deserves a kudo.
,

•

•

Bron.

HOUSE THAT MUSIC BUILT
With Bex Maapin's ardi
Lester,

JFaok

anMaBeer

Writer: Bill Adaau
Director: Banter Bcynolda
3t Mins.; Taea., 9:3S p.m.

1)0071.

'

OUT OF THE NIGHT

LTON AND HEALY
WENB,

a showcasing).
Souped up via really name guests,
choice of really unusual kids, and
some more showmanship than the
preem contained, the item might do
a5;well as the next new-^Ient show.

Writer-Prodacer: Lynn McKinley
IS mns.;' Mon.-thra-Frl., 9:45 p.m.
KSL, Salt Lake City

Chicago

"House That Music Built" is ABC's
top model musical sustainer, one of
An across-tbe-bOard' bedtime airer,
dozens expertly turned .out Ijy Rex "Out of the Night" isn't likely to
Maupin, the net'smidwest director excite any dialers into a. case of
of music. TJ^nlike previous models, insomnia. This session of music and
this one is aired as a local program po^c palaver is slow, soft and
with good business reasoning be- somewhat relaxing as befitting its
hind it Show, offerii® light clas- purpose..
Lowell Durham's house
sics and the more dur^le pcjis, fol- orchestra plays a conventional brand
lows Boston Symphony and is, bank- of music, ranging from waltzy pop
rolled by a chain retailer of musical tunes to the semi-classics with an
merchandise. All in all, it shapes ultra-sweetish accent on string.s.
up as a logical rendezvous of sponSpecial fillip to this ihow is the
sor and customers.
dreamy recitations- of Lynn McKin, Preem (2) went off Willi Orst rate
ley*s
verse which punctuate the
solo work by Ennio Bolognini, cello; musical numbers.
I^e poetry is
Ralph Martire, trumpet; Russ Cran- sticky but oozes into the ozone with
dall,
harp; and Marie Ferguson, .iust 'enough enchantment
to induce
organ., George Barnes' octet, faniiliar sleep. Sample: "So clear the atmoweb combo, unswung a brisk bit of sphere, so old and cold the moon
progressive jazz, with Barnes' am- tauigfat," etc* It isn't K«ats but it
plified guitar incising the melody. ,rbymes>
Orch -was fluid and lulling in ensemble numbers; atriitg section diim- AS !mB TWIG IS BENT
mered to advantage -in solo backing. WUh Gordon fiaton, narrator; Geecc*
Jack Lester lubricated the' proJohaaon, iJiara Hae Carpeiter,
gram runway -with straight informaJenry Nelson, Dean Alaiqairt, WUtive introes.
lioai B. Newford, othen
.Commercials, put a
human interest touch on the: main Pcodweer: Bob SiitiMi'
store's sheet music section and also Wfitcn: Balph Andrlst, Kalyh Baekplugged the Xmas gift angle. Format
IwaA
calls for a guest line-up cued to 3t Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m.
dl'um beating of sponsor's various WCCO, Minneapolia
-musical departments. Shows, packIn its second series of documenaged by ABC-WENR's. production taries, WCCO. is devoting four halfdepartment, are budgeted at $1,200- hour programs to analysis of prob?l,500.
Ba.x't.
lem of juvenile delinquency and
tying in broadcasts with open forum
meetings held in
studios in
MUSICAL CLOCK
Minneapolis and St. PauL
Otlier
With Sfaerb Ilerrick
meetings have been scheduled in
60 Mim., Mon.-1]irB-Sat., t-9 a.m.
several
other .Minnesota cities.
JOHN G. MTEBS CO.
Produced' in cooperation
with
WOKO, Albany
Sherb Herrick has proved a, Minnesota Radio Council, .shows are
worthy successor to Forrest Willis written toy a team which scripted
since the latter left this spot to WCCO's "Neither Free Nor Equal"
handle a program at the same time series, a vigorous attack on racial
via WTRY. Tl-oy. for Whitney, discrimination. Second show of the
Albany's other big department store. current series pointed up the plea
Long an announcer and sportscaster that the key to solution of juve deover WOKG. Herrick possesses a linquency is in correction rather
voice of network calibre^-probably than punishment.
Actual cases are dramatized, one
the finest regularly heard on
,

,

.„

.

WCCO

'

a Cap-

ital district station.

Slowly but surely, he is integrating himself into the Musical Clock
and into the community service

which it offers. He still needs to
work on two angles: more modulation and further development of
ingratiating radio, personality. On
occasions, Herrick booms too ju'ucU
and sounds a'bit over-direct In interviews with adults and youngsters.
Interviews (one heard was with
Mayor Erastus Corning on the .sale
of Christmas Seals), biithday and

w

e d dj n g
anniversary greetings,
.service-club,
church organization

detailing tlie death, by police bullets,
of a criminal whose juvenile missteps were handled by a callous
court
Otlier dramatizations show

how sympathetic and understanding
judges have stepped down from forbidding benches to get bito heart-toheart contact with erring Kids.
in
Series stems from passage
Minnesota and Wisconsin of youtt>
conservation acts extending age
liniit for juvenile handling from 18
to 21 and setting up commissions to
seek best way to remedy youngsters'
difficulties.
In haiUng these measures as a step in the right direction,
the series aims at Itetenership in

and social announcements, and e.t. outside states.
music comprise the rairiilar t^rn
Seems a smart and direct way of
Advertising is in good ' taste, if a dealing witb an important problem.
little over-insistent in spots. Jaco.
MufS*

Wadnewlay,

Dwanbcr

1<),
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NBC SPaTiSAlEgj

.

4*1

BAMO

KGO's ^[time Watbt^^ Presages
'48 Frisco Battle for
San Francisco, Dec. 9.
Inaugurating a drive which it
hopes will bring it to the top spot
in Frisco radio, KGO-ABC, with
Edward J. Noble, Chairman of the
Board of ABC on hand for the event,
together with Gayle Grubb, local
station exec, and other local keymen, formally bowed in their new
50,000 wattage. They also announced
the purchase of a six-acre tract of
pur^
land for television and
poses,, at a St. Francis Hotel shindig
attended by Frisco- notableSj mem!staffers.
bers of the press and
The transition from 7,500 to i50,000
:

FM

-

KGO

watts was made on Monday, Dec. 1.
Television was promised by the end
of 1948 by Noble. The tract purchased for video and FM is located
903 feet above sealevel and includes
the huge 16-^room palatial home of
Adolph Sutro. Transmitters for both
video and FM will be housed in the
mansion. Sale price of the tract was"
'

.

,

in excess of $100,000.
Tailing dramatic advantage of

its

KGO

increased wattagfe,
unleashed
a publicity campaign which included
an eight-page- tabloid supplement
in the jSan Francisco Chronicle,
special advertising, circulars, heavy
local newspaper publicity &nd vig-

Directiirt Vote t9 Stri&e

PetrlOo Deadline Seen

.•Ciontlhuelt

Supmacy

Cause ol Games'
Charles Gaines,

54,

Oes\lfa

executive pro

orous use of air time on -its own ducer oi the -radio transcription
station. Over 250 localities attended packaging firlp Prederie Ziv, Inc.,
the formal luncheon and coclctail (in- died .siiddenly Dec. 3 ,of a heart atveiling at the St. Francis, at which tack at his home on park Avenuei
He had spent the. evening
a dramatic sketch was used to lHjis- N. Y.
there was no
trate the growth ol KGO and its with his wife- and
achievement of eminence as a 50,000- warning whatever.
However, Gaines had been abi
watt station.
normally
active
of
late
due to the
Countering KGO's hard driving
publicity campaign to establish it as rush of work at all transcription
of th*
"the most powerful station' in the houses, under the shadow
AFM
in
closedown
'January. Gained
Bay area," KNBC, which has had.
wattage of the same amount for 14 wa$ represcsitative' fbr the record*
ing
companies
on
tfate industrfowide
years is emphasizing its claim to
strategy cominiitt^e concerAiog the
"power and prestige" in 'this area.
problem,
A lively struggle fof local station
Gaines was a veteran of radio
supremacy is predicted by local radio
rank and file, KNBC's advertising transcriptions, having been program
the World
which included large newspaper director -and treasurer of
System -under the
space in advance" of the KGO wat- Broadcasting
Deutsch regime prior to its
tage increase, stressed its great Percy
-worked; wltb
shows and wide coverage. The sale to Decc9< -He
many of the first ivaxed series, intheme of KGO publicity highlighted
More re*
cluding "Singing Sam."
its big name features including Bing
cently he supervised a variety ot
Crosby, Paul Whiteman, Walter Winradio programs including' Guy Lom*
chell, Lionel Barrymore, "Theatre
bardo, "Bosfon Blackic" -and others.
Guild of the Air," etc. His widow, Blanche Gaines, Is a
former radio writer and one-time
Memphis—Mrs. Fanny B. Wilson, president of the Woman Pays Club
of Washington, has won concHtionBl of N. Y. Hid daiughter,'- Doris, has
FCC approval for .a new I'M station worked for various ti4vertising a^en-here to be called WM^I.
cies.
A brother is a psychoanalysts,
•

.

.

I

r

:

I

"

,

from Pi>M')i>;

Taft-Hartley Act, that a dispute existed, was fjlepl before Dec. ,1,
'

Both the Federal CoWiliation
Service and the N.' Y. State Medial
tioa Board are trying to set Mft
meetings- between tb" webs- and.
BDG. The Guild, according to its
general counsel Ben Myers, ''has£
expressed complete willingnesSt and
XS tfeady to faffifet,-" The- WeWlt'V^s
understood, have decUn^cl id aec^lpt<
In
a statement of relevances
versus the nets, the RtK? local asserted that salaries paid-radio directors by the companies' are "ridiculously low."
'

,

.

'

-

creases
and elimination oi the
"kjclcback" system, the local demandecl .iniiUtution by the webs of
guild shops.
'-'We don't care who
the -nets employ- as directors, as long
.a,s those, people are or become Guild
meinbers,"- "aai?! William Sweets,
lojB&l

prexyj

,

'•
'

'

„

" The nets have refused

to agree to
.poin^ in
the BDG, demands, Sweets teported.
Sweets,, Myers
and other" guild
spokesmen indicated they had resorted' to' a strike call as a last
resort and laid their case open to
industry in.spection
after
going
along with the networks' proposal to
"Gross inequities of nay are going
"talk things over quietly" and withto be corrected by the Radio Di-r
out trade-press airingof the dispute,
rectors Guild," the local declared
The talks came to nothing;
firmly.. "For years, the radio direcThe current contracts, set two
tor has been under-paid lor his
services and had* until recently, no yeass ago while the war labor relarepirefieHtation lor
just griev- tions board was still in existence,
weren't
"anywhere near what was
ances
..inte «t&ndards of pay
which the four networks Offer the wanted" by the Guild, the RDG'ers
director is lessen that of an actor said; but- 'had to be accepted under
the
-circumstances,
hired by the' director, less than that
This time the guildsmen aren't in
of a musician, less than that of an
announcerr less than that of a stage a compromising mood.
hand or electrician ismployed in the
this'

Or

'i<t

any

o.ther mtijor

.

,

"

,

.

,

,

.

.

networks' theatres^ less than 'that
of the radio engineer. le^s.than that
«f the sound -effects men.:
"An analysis of ^e income "of the
-

network directors reveals that of

ABC

jioes a'Shopping

For Mon.5 Thurs; Shows
ABC programmers are shot>pihg'

the ereative peiisonnid inV(i|ved'
in a radio program, his'lfevel of 'pay for several new shows to plug holes
>"
is lowest."
opening up in the web's Monday and
PresSht. network .triinimums for. Thursday night schedules. Web has
directors is $1((0 per .week' and for offered the 8. p.m. Monday spot to
associate directors '$7(^ per week,' John. 3ftncook Insurance for "Point
Gtiild is asking that these' tie raised Sublime.V currently undergoing a
to $25a -and $200^ respectively. An- 13-statiori test, in event the company
other demand is that the nets abolish decides on a- full-network deal.
the. practice (permitted ' in the cur- Monday segment was Opened Up by
rent pacts) of taking a "kickback" shift of Elgin-American's Groucho
out of the director's base pay Marx show to Jack Paar's Wednesall

•

i

"

•

'

amounting to 25%. of .^ny commercial day night sloti
fee he gets. (As an illustration, if
Nothing was set up to yesterday
a $100 director gets a commercial (Tues.) for 9:30-10:30 p.m. Thursday
show paying him a $50 fee, the net hour opening up as result of the
deducts $12.50 from his regular fadeoutf-pf Dr.- Pepper'^i' ''Darts for
salary, giving him- in effect $37.50 Dough" and scheduled
sljift of "Mr,
for handling th<f show.)
President" to Sunday afternoons.
Aside ^rom minimura. pay In- Prospect? include a Joljnny Olsen
•

audience- quiz
Wastin',"^

as

Continued from page 27
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Some

folks look

they do, we at

WSM

thia truly native

down

their long, thin noses at folk music.

But when

always smile quietly. Twenty-two years of fosteringf

American form of entertainment has proved to us that

it

When

A

for talent.

nourishes a strong musical hunger in our audience.
Carnegiets hallowed hall was packed with the carriage trade

subway trade alike—and jammed

;

to the plush doors with enthusiasm

foi;

atidt

the

WSM Grand Ole Opry—the whole country had to admit that WSM's championing of this special form of American artistry had a rock-ribbed foun^
dation in the hearts of all kinds of people. '

WSM'a acceptance
of the

World

is

as the

Folk Music Capitol

one explanation

for, this station's

large, loyal audience.

Mm

$TOKE» 6EN.:MGit.

•MWAHO

PITHY %

CO.,

HATL. REPRS

HA$HYil.l.E

.

Toscanini did "La Traviata"' last
year and "La Boheme" the season
before, both in two part, sessions,
but neither was done on the lavish
style of "OteJlo," and cost is estimated at half the current production's.
straight
Symphony
concert, when orch was sponsored
a couple of seasons ago, cost $10,000

9^

NBC

"Time';?

by Mark

A-

Good-

Audition plat-

was cut last Sunday night (7),
Web has sales' and sustainer rights
'
on it.,";
ter

because every bit was needed. The
orch was augmented by 20 pieces.
There Were seven soloists; a' mixed
chorus of over .50 adults, an'd boyS'
chorus of 10. Instead of' a normal
week's rehearsal, orch rehearsed
"Otello" for three weeks all this
extra rehearsal time being at over-,
time rates. Soloists' are ,rei>orted to
have rehearsed with the maestro- six
months.
The extra quarter hour donated
by the net (concert went on at 6:15
p.m. instead of the customary 6:30)
isn't considered in the 50G .^gure,
anymore thart the regular hour's
time.

show,

packaged

sOn and Bill Todson.

Toscy

For six years Ellery

Queen hos

,

averoged a 10J Hooper!
Attention, advertiseris! Heres
Ellcry
•for.

Queen has^ a large,

you

1

loyal

the best

buy in radio today}

audience— ready and waiting

(Did you know that Ellery Queen's

among

the No. 2 best-sellers

all

stories are

American mysteries?)

Regardless of sponsor, time or network, the program has
consistently rated

since 1942.
is

assured.

A

The

among

price

is

the top detective shows

low— the

What more could

time

is

a sponsor ask?

PROGRAM

DEPT.

on the

good— the

air

return

.

•

Circle 7-5700

New York, N;Y»

.

'
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M'waykee Repent*
Milwaukee, Deo.

Milwaukeft Teto
continued ttoia pst« 30

stimulated

lafgely

buying

this

among Milwaukeans were

the Cubs

bEisiebnll gomes that they sought to
pick V& f^om WBKB, Chicago, 90
miles by airline signal.

Other

WTMJ-TV

TELEVISION

TO

CiOMEd

MnU'^

„

WAVKEl;:
,
„
,
With Niles Tnunmell, Frank E. M«1«
len, Walter J. Bamm, Carl*, W»I»
Comte, 0<>r4on
Iieis.1,
Georife
Thomas, Barbara Jacobs, LiOUisQ.

on the inFabell, Francis Gallet
were about
busmess a week Froduoer: jrawes Bobinson.:
assets

auguration occasion

worth

(3)

of
from eight local accounts (three of
tbieih the leading department stores),
the latest tele equipment and a
?0x30x29 studio especially designed
for video wnen the Journal built
its Radio City layout five years ago,
The station could get but two of the

$1,600

;

.

-

Director;

Lanny Pike

Production Mgr.! Cbarles ZoMkler
ZV- l>rs.; Wea, (3) 8 pjn. ,

WIMJ-TV,

Milwawfcie*

and head of the web's tele operation, Walter J. Danun, chief <?f
v.p.

four cameras it ordered by tlie time
interests,
the opening rolled around, a cir- the Journal's broadcasting
cumstance which threatens to ham- and a couple of state and tnumcipal
per programing operations somewhat functionaries.
Local pride got its innings via a
since the schedule includes nightly
session dealing with the matter of
sports pickups.
Considering the limitation to two how Milwaukee is masterplanulng
cameras and the fact that these had its growth. Garla, a blonde looker,
daily women's stanza
to do some fast shifting within a TVho conducts a
opening on WTMJ, m.c.d the blueprint and
space,
the
Constricted,
schedule came off quite smoothly. scale-models excursion and a runThere were numerous production ning exposition by a couple of planMiss Carla's
oversights and some technical blem- ning experts. To all this
welcome sugarcoatishes but they were most of the sort, jtersonaiity was
Schuster's, local department
that are easily ironed out with ex- ingi
perience and. additional equipment. store, whose tag was attached to
The agenda was of a sufficient mix- the city planning klotsch, resorted
blurb,
ture to give Spectators a pretty to the conventional for its
broad conception of the medium's namely, some film shots of the
^cope. ' About the only run of the store's interior and exterior.
mill types of video- 4)rogramming
•The subsequent three 15-minute.
tni^utg Irere sports and dramatic slots were occupied with an. all-male
chorus chanting standard ditties
fare.
The .first-three-quarters of an hour (Gettelman's beer), an NBC newsof static dimensions. The sta- reel (Gimbel's) and a sports revue,
Heiss
tion, natur^ly, had to have its dedi- with staff sportscaster Bob
catioa ceremonies and after that it doing tbe-isomment to some not-sohad to pay its lespeicts to the old f oirtQ film shots of collegiate fbotball
"home town. The dedication included -games.
With all this stage wait stuff out
a filmi <A Niles .Tjwrimell welcoming
WTMJ-TV to the- "NBC family Of of the -way, tlie station's cameras and
television,'' and live well wishes by studio facilities were able .to get in
Fr8^..iF. MolJen,, NBC executive their real licks. The style show,
'

9.

taventSeveral MUwauTcee
keepers are wondering wheroe*
they weren't a rUtUe tpo hasty
several months ago" when they

•

.j^osslbleinrelude to an TSSSC puab.tov th« w«V« iswfftSil^ programs was
folder ptivg^ the oet'« co-ops
.seen lit cUstribution last-^ireek.o^ |i
as. "six gt$af radio buys for local attd national spot idvntisen^''
Up to

mv

NJBC, disdaining the eo*6p as « lowly form of commet^stal programming, hasn't bothered to iollow tita trend in other webs of dangling major,
evening' shows before local advertlsm. NBC's balf-dozea «d-dpb are all
flve-a-weok 4uart«r-hours!, alt news paekaget except B|pl«g^'4 *3eUeve It

now

compeUed a tele-equipmfent distributor to take back the mstallations

and refund the pur-

WtMJ

chase price. Now that
on the air, and with a sports
have
schedule, the spot oiJeratots
process
again to go tlirough- the
video
Of shopping for lai!ge-sized
calireceivers and having them

brated/

,

is

Or Not."

.

The outfit which sold those receivers last spring had assured
be
the tavernmen they would
able to bring in the Cbicag;o.
Cubs baseball games telecast,
from WBKB, Chicago, 90 miles
reaway. When the guaranteed
cepUon didn't -pan out the tavernkeepers complained to the Better Business SureaU

ABC

-

summer showing an inadequacy of radio copy
aiid

..

brought In themselves.

an order with

which followed, not. only mi^cted
prowiedmgs
lots of action intc» ,tbe
or
but suggested that this very form,
entertainment may turn out, alter
of the
aU, to be one of the bulwarks
medium. TherunofE, m,.c.'d by staff
announcer Gordon Thomas, consisted
Jacobs)
of a blues singer (Barbara
synchronizing her lyrics to a record,
pantomimist
of course, a' comedy
Betty
(Louise Fabell) working to a
Button record, a ballroom team, a
roUerskate acrobatic turn' and a

The staging ol the bill reflected no
small amount of knowhow, ^rSHf the

show business

in

money

out the kind of kind cooperation
buy.

Hence,

can't

.want to thank the following

I

lensing turned out the best of the
The Boston Store took
evening.
credit for the style show,' and RCA s
local distributor, the Taylor Electric
Co,, shirttailed the vaude show.wit}xa camera panorama of its video
Constant Hosiery 'under-,
models.
wrote the final item, a golf instruction sketch, featuring a local prpfes--sional, Francis Gallet, that must have
promised more action and comedy
on paper. All in all television came
to Milwaukee that evening with a
relatively convincing demonstration,
of things to come.
The Journal's radio execs figure
that in addition to the $375,0Q(» al-

with-

my new

for the No. 3 channel in Charlotte,
individual,
tor channel No. IQ in
Bakersfield, Cal.
Jefferson's Standard's prexy J. M.
Bryan predicted, meanwhile, that
his station would bring tele to more
than 2,000,000 people in North and
Bell System's
South Carolina.
cctaxial cable is already through
from Washington to Charlotte, bht
is not expected to be operative for
VB13T expects'
tele- for some time.
to speqdtmorefhan $900,000 on video
and wiU' tjse « Visual transmission
power., of S.OOO-'watts.

and Pearl Lemert, an
bidding

'

and

.

Gate has been named station manager, with Milton C. Scott as chief
engineer.

Cox has requfested channeiiNo. 13
in Dayton, planning to build a 500foot tower near the 'V7ilmington Pike
southeast of Ihe city. Robert Moody
wUl manage

&e station,

with Ernest

I,.*Adaais as chief enj^eer.

For.S Ci&ts

AtTanta, Dec. 9.
Applications for television stations
in -Dayton, Atlanta and Miami were
filed with the FCC in Wasli^gton
Friday' (S) by toe Barnes M.
radio stations in those three citiek«

iGIens JfWI»,

N,

T.-^o

pointments on the

staff

new

of

ap-

WHLN

have been announced. Earl C Pace
has been designated as general
Ow .Manager,
and_Carl Mattison as pro-

At tha^same

'

heard on

njghts,, ^.:30- P.M., EST,. from

more than

for

applied lor channel No. 5
or B in Atlanta and plans to place its
studios and tratt$niitter (Ha. a 20-acro
plot near Rhodes Center. John M.
Cutler, Jr.r'is to' be-in charge of th«
WSB tele station, with C. F,
Daugherty as chief engine^^ Channel. No. 9 is requested for Miami,
with the tower to' be' erected on the
Daily News building. James M. Lelias

tiroe,

the outfit placedi dvction manager..

ready put into equipment the 'icost
of video operation will easily come
to $100,000 for the first year, 'and
that the investment may run as high
as $750,000 before it begins to sho\i>
a profit. Some of the smaller stations have become to express concern over this tele event. They fig-,
ure any local, money that goes intft
WTMJ-TV will mean that much less

"TH&SONG WRITING
WOR-MUTUAL Sat.

radio. show,

MACHINE,"

Cox

Continued from pate 31 iss

Cexi Files

RCA

$1,000,000 worth of transmission
studio' equipment.

Video Bids
J—

.

who

greatly c-on+ribiited (and that's the right word!)
to

the Negro press

•

to the thenje of Wisup
consin's apparel mdustry, stacked
projection,
as a suave bit of pictorial
bill,
while the half -hour vauae_

which was cued

risley act.

Nobody can gef anywhere

jpAap1ied,.^ir

editors for more.

program veepee Charles (Bud)' Barry is tmderstood to be kicking
around a plan to stifrbund himself with an "advisory board" of topflight
'*
treelauce- producers and directors. His idea, it's said, would be cither to
place three or four producers and' directors on a i^etai^et bastjt or to set
Up an option or "first caU" ^system under which Barry woidA t*play along'*
with the producei's and directors in developing program Ideas. In feturn,
the p. and d.'s Would be adored of the most favorable' sustaining fees on
shows' they handled and be given a piece of the package on those they've

and through

'

a desire by

ABC

thetf
the Jatter's intervention got
money back.
^ j i,
WTMJ's immediate scneouie
includes wrestling and b^ket-tops in popularity,
ball, both

hereabouts.

.

Radio column for distr^ution to the Negro press- us ft free mat service
ttegLoniqe im January is t»efag mdied %€mtei!k«folui«^ j|u»ociates, n. y.,
specialiats Ui mediia ^reaching Negroes. Oot&t £wi' nfl«red the colimtn to
the font major netWisrks. on a qpdperaiive bsids and-x««<(!h:^ed aceeptaxices
from
and NBC; at.least one of the other two w«bs is {expected also to
sign. Remaining space will' be offered to ad and publicity agencies.
Carter-Johnson blueprinted the "sponsored'' column, to be headed "On
the. Beam With John Milton," following a sttcvey~ l>y the agency last

for distribution

The Guild Theatre,

among WTMJ's comT

petltors, if they may; they add, call
case in point
themselves that.

A

and to those who gay^
.'•agern^nt

in- this.

adlvice

nrie

venture ^nd

irr

and encour-

forming The Pat

bobbed up with WTMJ-TV's debut,
Permastone, an- abrasive, which used
to spend $200 a week on WEMP, now
is committed to WTMJ-TV for $500
a week. Among Milwaukee outlets
an appropriation aot' $30a «, week foe
radio -by a local account ia considered,
big money.
WTMJ-TV is starting off with a
schedule of 20 hours a week. It will
be 'on every day but Sunday fron),
2. to 3:30 matinees and from 7:45 to
around 10:45 nightly, Sundays thestretch will be from 8 to 9:30 p.m.
,

Ballardwill

Music Corpdratteft.fwIlicH henceforth

publish

'

my songs.

(In

no particubr. order]'

MITCHELL BENSON

;

.

EDDIE

DOWLING

WNBT
SSi Continued from pase 3A

'

ROGER BOWER
ROBERT A, SIMON

'JOHN WINTERS
ALAN HOLT
.

NORMAN LIVINGSTON
DON HAMILTON

ELLIOn JACOBY

•LOUIS BERNSTEIN

lester santly

UNCLE JIM HARKINS

moegale'

eo brainard

signed for a series of three' five-minute capsules on
Wednesday
nights at 7:25 p.m. Firm will trail-

WNBT

erize
forthcoming WNBT shows
through slides and commentary.
Vims, N. Y, radio retail chain, is
flirting with the idea currently of
picking up tlfe tab on "Musical
Merry - Go - Hound," WNBT disk
jocfey show starring singer Jack
Kilty. Aired .Thursday nights at 8:30,

Gratefully,

PAT BALLARD, which

for

the show has been on a sustaining
basis since its inception several

over 30

years has been a pseudonym

months
CBS,

for
]

the

name my mother and

gave

m<i:

(from the

father

—Francis

Drake Ballard

famous

no

i

;

,

pirate,

as

campaigns this week include James
McCreery & Co., department store,
which will bankroll three 15-minute
shows on Fridays at 8:30 p, m.,
as of last Friday (5). Shows will emphasize Christmas specials and give
viewers tips on Christmas shopping.
Another local sponsor is Holt-DeLand, used car dealer, which has

ago.
too,

came up with

a series
of local spots on WCBS-TV, its N. Y.
video outlet. American Safety Razor
has signed for a series of pre-Christ-

1,000,000
NORTH JERSEY HOMES
WITH

WNJR
1430

5Q00 watts

MArket 3-2700

mas announcements

less!)
'

!

!

to plug its new
cigaret lighter, and the Hat Research
Foundation has pacted for 10 spots,
which will be aired immediately preceding and following various sports
event pickups from Madison Sq.
Garden. Both these series will be

I

aired on film.

GDCIIU

Kilocycles

91-93

HALSEY

NEWARK

2

N,

ST.
J.

47

WCAU,

Philatfeliihla's Niimlier

Station^ gives Advertisera the

One

Cream

af Pliilailelphia'a listening Andifnce.

WCAU
HmkKlta Ckninl*"

P k

1

L A

D

EL PHIA'S

LEADING

30,000

RADIO

WATTS

•

CBS AFFILIATE

c

BMlMuIlee.*:

Viileallit;'^

'laaSaStm

c*«V

tbat heM b« tw fton tke
jksjHovm- Mut iwMit «onts experts

XawcU.

ttkc

mrflEli

imiwi'

npMta
ttelie.

gsnUb- tl''iMNiiiiK''iihiMit

wmam mm- **' :|ijM#:^««lW«'^^^

Sf«/XL-Jllpi:^^ psncnMiiiif Is

the pracM smm'liiiBttimmmmJii^
bftncred a.. ipeMiiti«/«<''«MtMV»'- a*'

3'iUni

lagiuiinedt'limn jtevlM^^

yri«ib,-.'IMsi«!Mleis '.wnttiie.; '4be.

liHDRBOKS'' jtt'

XwlfinUhi' CofllMdnRv*'

.

ttam'-'Wrnii^}.- mDbMtanWt.
dis- aiMXfe''<if 'tMmMiic e*pniilNiiC. Vmc-'^
for Itdiaa ta iiwt xi^^ aiiine
spoctis edBinr,
of aes; -iStteneh ddinqaencqr' "^taU ViKldicir' - la iKwiUtwIljr. .«.;
Wvl^iOtt
o'lliiiiit: -" IK'S "tme. Jbal
The same fellow msjctc an its meV-HMpaed "lledkad VMiMiMc;,:' 9teMt ''iMis #/'ji«.«cfiM>:
ntaaiK.
Jli^s
eti^fKped Ira arad j^banaiged Xahios; 'huit
tSaic^ oC pr»a qosxi»s tea iriaen Cooler at Oie Air." and iix Amai'
Duiins ™»st
only jsiow «ma ithera.
sdumdiic taoned iioir IjiiuiK, tam Bit Asso. innwu. Bi«<»t pn^ | »>uwv a slow'
_m~, cSiamdfeBr
i-. devalttpilmlMk
luotwaal taeop was widi the straw- Lnent, In luuarcUinc the dtanKtor
hat praiiect wawcwatea «h«
tt*
hl^aiiaaMi, liy hii avdilh^
hr Wtdiesfer CoOeee. Idea ai?fla iwd|li|iea leit Wmgofctnv vem^m ifce ba-.7^^
W^iwanaB HCTltft; Ii»a«ii' -jaiBife
lup brjr IJnuii "nraven,, executive vice- 1 man -wericneswss that eneniiallr
inmild^jm.
T^jtt-awffijD^^ifihi:
VM«lde the vSa^a ttHaric.
BSB.
.:jasso«»a|-,- tatsest: .T«ilsiiBBe 'iirf -'MmH' jpneddent and ceneivl manaeer of d
TraiiaiB^ adinea^ ot a IdnimTanhee, and dkfaMmd tor
S. 3
•«™=* «.
uiy Jraases
old wartorac, as he calls
hamsdbC—is «be sad atna^ of « man

TieWeni

te«

.sivw

.

StM^ Jt-'MMMh^ .XMil*«::th«'
:gfl^JtjtmmJmm^ ind- eat i^m.
ga|.'|h«: Ao«'pt»diie«^^
vfae

.mated'

been fhoee Isnner

ldiiiiaBt,.-'1lte

'IbB- 'cnDtaniiii'''

:

m

I

1

'

wd

">*^

vtAwn

loDK'.ItasI: jiis uJAiK^.|hpiii'iin,:[p«st;

>o«M% li^W^

-Sfee

wpigW

-™

auiOBaBoin.aiiiae^*^ »*.'*?'^:i)iei6jii«./-

3^

and "'imm^Sm^' .''ta'. -meest-

cliAles

aiownwy of

iwidio.ac-.
aiQi)iiiS'iq% for

cbanw.

He ]atar.«ivi»iiedLlM»r be

.

^

KHM^

'

'

"

CBS, IBC

Btstion {ddtuites at

'i^^

'lii^'a

'

djaeBvered
'

iMauiliai;,

'

thct IMKniS zo^Us mver
arm, laavic^
MctewdWI
Aat ilt could ibe done

dtiSnraned

w

enmpaittd with tbe ojwniim off tihiwe
aeadate-Htwo jiadees and the indieine Senate in ocdn- 1» talce over the seat qnatiibr.
gund tfKEiy .itoD difasiiee'aMnetiiraes. vacated by fanner Chaoiman Charles ''''-''Bi^innd'^ 'dwoiine. 'an- lufaawssHiag
as thcF did last J^qdar.
B. Benny, Jr. Qoj was, in effect, :vcliii^'..and' 'casliQje -it:."lil^'''Wii'
jointljrHqiqniiined AlCCA^IiniCr
dtatted lor lOie laiagllMW job at a tinw
-gniere :did^ joofhims 'ftt- 'MNcnKt: .'liasi^
when the FOC bench needs a strong' wedknoses oC '|d|emiM>^i^:'in':>'<ail^
~
hand, aoondins to reports here.
llus -'particulaK' .diarMier'-:
'inent
did' mocii' -'is. iMiM ''Oil!'
A former newspaperman, the FCC InadeiiiaMaeK
'Of ''small' caaneta ''Si
left Ins native Indiana
'Under notmal theatre litBCBaC'
ly in iOie Boosem^ Adminislia- « w<tlims
nC 'lile^:''di^ier''''l«a«d'
the diney batd mam,
aeUioK.'.iltf'
plus flW
iiroick's jiD^IlM' laleDt,'
tion to lUke over top jobs with iOie hriih the iNind, saKnt nclpiMt
la
Jtliat
asBieitiOiii
thMie-sBratisisS
Bunau at lOhe Biitleet^ Wodcs Frag- the old man's harangue; would have
teons .«! H<p(>p£^':is»aoes(,. BitB and ress AdiwinisttaBon and the OBIcie of provided the proper mood for the

and i^a!ncei,;,ju^
iog 'lti» lEbe
'htd the taeMiaiatsc: mit- _^t!^if^eil the
iwmd, iOwsne's little quesitioa

.filial

tan^

'

jMnao*, man 'oC^-llve 'inew''4iBfa)Mli' MHt'
'ln.''llie"fe«i':'':inC Wt'^:Milvwbm'-'li'>i'l^'
and undertake to buck likely nsaMin/ ^liis 'IliiUbVin..
ewHsdettdble GOSP oppiuSlian in ttae thai' ^imUKiecialeS' '1^^

'

'

^

.

'Then; ins an ondeRxment im
spwrting onAei tn the eHlect «hatt
Ltmis mighlt be defeated and dteatitier PublisKecsr Iiifkinnatim Bunsau
Bmeisency Manaeement For two
tao tbat Wakotbt -wwiid stay fee iimit ^res on grass espenditanes far rm^.- war years he was a White House AsptkmBatenry-OKAVttfmm^^tffoMlwm^ fedliiiies, no otder netwwrk sistant tif Boosevc^t atA fee the past
then Ik BKatdMd fer an oaitdoor ne- ijcMi deliver like ISBC
two years has been s^fli the Washtorn natch in Jmit. ^a^hkli is now a
vjunjm Cam Be Wra^
ington Post and its aUHHated radio
What the ad swd and -hat 3JBC stations WINX and WOK-FML He
WakMtins somvuie ^were helween l^j^
ihom^t joat loud ailwut tShe « feaner diiednr oC boOi iOae 39AB
£ix and ciitfat to one, and
two dUfereid;
CBS aaaes
vagpa at dotAvV tboae deures -wae tbiDgE.
WhaA: particidaritjr .irked
JEcsr
koMnn to have been called off. From jKBC was the CBS dann that it'si Ogfea has been wifii
tbe post two yeais, since his disthe cheapest network per fistena:,] charge fixxn the army.
Prior to the
9itBC mamllaining that iiPs based on
war he had a key inngramming spot^
an OBt&c&r taUse pacnuse.
at
<N.
for five years.
The HBC hagnt are abo of ibe
Kfearandule;, Morman
Su XcGee
npinian: :that. Omae^m: -no aource .tw
tie Jec^thy-docameiited copy in the was named veepee in. chaise ot
sales.
sixxeedii^
Hugh K. Bnioe.
fliej
on
iCBS ads and that, based
laatter
will
renain.
a
'veepee
of'
anii«d
SiymoH lUteaercoBdnaan
at 1)7 CBS, NBC wnnld hit an audi- W<4KR and WQKQ. but wiU take
ence »eak:
IffjMMW hgr in;hie'.| over general executive duties. JHcamond ">gith the sainae reafmnina and Gee ^was prenously direchR- of
;

\

wtM

|

WQXR

'

'

WOR

I

.

.

>8a|ii)il|ifjfe''f

":

Hhiis jhc
dallf

y'^{

MBC

y

j

'^y

^
.
•

lot eontined

its

pre^ use In ai'iawe-idint, hot is

Bilph Ailass; Ct WINt),
the xunning as

^';;

Philadtilplua,

9.

is

:

'

<3xb in Boston, were well
tunsedinnl^ pAividing the maximum
tteedo
of movonent before the
In aO, once the Guild
leams t» svpmecUte that television,

m

le-

-Fow Yanln».ainiittl stalianB in New England were kndbsed
by Brig. Gen. Thomas Irftwe, commander of the air base at Westover
Field, for "patriotic sennoe in a positian of trust andrcsponsilriUty.''
rds went to WEDi, Fitchburg;

Awa

of a Ifegro snpooaedir ii^reeentelive of the South.

ntUevisian Chqrbonsc^ represents
a stc^ liirward fer teievidmi in preaeating .thinking;! mainre: fare. Bot
cannot gin tmSmx thin the teiAnical strides of the indnatiy itelt:.
nose.

it

'-'

among

all

J—tt B«{edhef.

Bi4raMdB'''B<Maiii>''C!aflhcdne':']Me^

'-'-.'-.

.

meiMK

|ini..:0|i«ali::itlfc-:'.;';;;:-*^^

_
WWwF—SipC,' „
I».-,.X,

poliian centres, will eventually

have
out of the most new^iaper.«wtM^^aUons
I

a candidate buyer

1.

WHAI, Greenfield; WAAB, Woreesfer. and WHYV, Holyoke, for
Far a reason not mad* dear, carrying 4ie Annr Air Fotee vonthere was an underlyinK "Imn sihred "Tlii^ls Into flie VwO."
throueboat mott ot the peiftHmance

WaaiI«n(l>CaRea,

Xms

,

'

:

Sot
]

DoralOqr Thadorcy's KLAC, Ijos Angeles. The deal that was taUcefl has
obilted. Tiao far wart on money, is

Sobol

Tnanksgiving -table.
Cast, inoat of whom eame from the
oiigmal Broadway productian, -was
mrifonnly csecUeBl. Leo G. CtooU,
in tt* titte nilci, fluffed aeveial tunes
but more than compensated Sax his
mrrors sritfa as neat a tfc«q^ job as
tde has yet been abte to ikroduce.
Janet BeeiAer,, as bis wife; Beynolcls
Ilvans, as Horatio; William David, as
Hewcombe;, and Bllen Cobb
SHeanor, were .Ifae. Archie
•» John, and Margaret
nalQps, as Agnes, did a particularly
appririmg 3ob in their one big seenc.
Two sets, inrbiding the Apley
loom,
and a comer iff the
i^iag

There are limilations in our tabloid
newsnaptf format. We do not ex:Harvey,-, Bryaai /-.BnaMll^
cayhy,
at aa t C asp ar
pect merely to eicpand thai -format
-MmiH
OffODgh |«3evisian. Yet in many Mseeteni: 'sadle'^'Sehfll..
Ami CnMree (tar Theatre CSniH)
ways we cm add to and supplement
wbat we offer thmun^ onr news- Adapted fkwm play hy Jiiiw IP.
>
jsapeih^/:.' /,';';';
Xieili..dbttyaR'Ancrt]K«i«^

h me Swcepsb^es
.

'eonstant

course to the cloeenp technique.
This alknsied fer Sonne iivlendUl dmts
of the old drummer, bat did litOe
to coordinate the tlieuM: or ausiain
the .moed.
John Sfnart Dudley idayed the
old man, and the stature and the
voice were wrfl suited to the role.
In leaser ndes were Bobert Morgan
and iJufher Henderson. The directun, however, was ttt fmn in-

U sssisa

.OaaiinBed-flMa lace

m

Chicago, Dec

nkvanafily.

•eewM as the bloated ewt tn>m the

LAKE GBOBCSe ATUET

planfuncr' to -fiillaw thranch via the
ttade -press,
And tnde lieeUng
anwoEtd N. T. is that, reganlleiE ot
who's Jdsfal; ilfs stridilT an intratrade candhanse that didnt fa^Imie
'Ihfe^ consumer. ipinM te-JbeSin -wifb.

Afliss (kt if

canw In on cue

made line use at his cnmeras in cer.
toin spots by highWihaHg auch

asm nniqwe wydftim from the stage,
seqmres a diffenent approach' to
siai^ac lOns aeries^ legiten should
pitiful detiamatian. But theinaibiUtr approadi the general excellence ot
of the cameras tn fecus the entice
Of the Good's BitMtdway bits.

TOom necendMboil «

k

Wai^.rS^-^«^s^^

-ot 1lws;-.:-aita«d-''intrQ/

ems imftr «tane and lent m nice,
nwstalglp qualitr In the affair. With

HBC Matt dinectar Bddte aobnl e«U.
mg the siMb and with a fine assist
femti tA AX Piolujian, thtt cttneras

I

J

Ihese Include the

with tbrecL

WEIL-W,

quirer's

.

Jhi-

i'Tiieatre-

afavadr in ogpen-

'SiHttethiiig'

-Guild.''

''idncii: '''-.creaited

of 'a..tiaseo'-wiilt'.

its

-mst

tion; Uie Bally Newtf WPEN-TV. 1ete«4sialar'produ«»M''^ae»elnl' .i^etikS'
aeo. came Indc Sundir
nij^
,iad the BuHdtin's WCATJ-TV. liOs

with a. weIl-.^odiKedl, '.aeted'-'and diliweMnmeat
Alleles, Chiiaago and Baltimoie will rected version of "Late George
|
IlMto^is ppratrai^,^to ^
ham ^been^e^
hamp two new^per-owned Apler." Despite ihe gseiMnil ezeeland 2> oOmr eilies wiU Jmx- .<tf' :'tte jAay Ifanaf^-'-'lmwever,
handles the ladiO mieiests of all 'taxe mse eodl.
;and.-.the:"fine; |iei'fiHniaiH:esi':''it -^Ult
Wrigl^ controlled basebaOl, among j
failed ta hlt"li«e,inarie as *.vm-Wkft
i.„ji. - i
which are the X. A. Angds end „f^^SS12f Sf»^^.^"!S.'^t prodiHlion.
"eiwOTP^^ toto tele is the fact .Iteasoii:iS'voncvlii«t'.p!egaed''''litil^
Bollywood StaiB.
IBwit «oc j^phcaUans were filed dur(
legitees wboiled tar teie-4he
I
»
;»« the last
i-rf^
i, 1.
wedt
by newspapers. faOure to take into aixount
Joe Roddy, inrmerwould include staitions In {cameras. "Apley" was apirinenlty
ly with the announcing staff of
KTBC, Austin, has joined the an- Miami. Atlanta, Akron, Cincinnati, I lifted almost bodily from the ategc
*nd placed in the NBC studios. A'
j
nouncing 'stall flf -WOAI here re- Dayton and AOentown.
la result, the lack of movement ati'^
placing Jack Foster,
abiiiidance of dialog
.

f^l?^^?^"?^^?^'^^*^

-

'.

^

''

'

1280 kc
iOHN^BLAIR

'*.

CO.,

iftaae^ ft

ss

Continneft from (tace

a

_

eluded G. H. Horst, Crosleyr Ben-

C

jamin Meutra. Emerson;
A. Malliet,
Famswortfa; T. B. Jacocks,
General Electric; Edward I.. Pincus.
Motorola; J.
Juran, Pilot;

Shallow, Philco; S.
K. West. RCA-Vic-

J.

J.

tor; C. M. Sherwood, StrombergCarlson, and J, N. Van Demftn,
Wejitinghouse.
,

With Hallanan

Edward

at the confab were
T. Ingle, -director of radio

of the

Republican national commitand.the ioUowing membefs of
the convention arrangements oommiltee:
Guy George Gabrielson,
tee,

.

Janies L. E. JTappe, Marisui Phelpst
and Sara T. Mallison.

John M. Redding, director of publicity for the Democratic national
committee, accompanied Roach. Clipp
i.s

radio-television

chairman

!

of

Mayor Bernard Samuel's Committee on Arrangements for the Demoand Republican Conventions,
Radio-television reps also present

cratic

at the

meeting incTuded Kenneth W.
Stowman, David J. Miller, Jr.,
James T. Quirk and Alice W. Faust,
Of WFIL and WFIL-TV.
{

VSaXKb KXAI.t. DBTG CO.
VframHOay, MHO,. 10:30 P.M.. K.S.T.

tooyr

far too slowly in paftS;, ^Imost. th-'
only action present was. ia "the

Tele Mfrs.

M-tJ-M— "On

|.

tlie

IhIiiikI

WItli

"THIS TIME FOn KECP8"
Mgt.
LOU CLAYTON
:

Xou"

starting

3rci

Year December lllh on

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB
Tuesdays and Thursdays— NBC~Coast-to-Coast

1

.

;

oRfaiBsmjis-iiirsic
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'Wein^^ri Ihmahev

IQ, 194/7

])adb|Coiuienyt<^N.Y.

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

XiOndon, Dec,

9.

eviews

Jausic publisher Irwin Dash «nd
left ftere today (Tues<i« M<t
*
« < t>
» »»
«
«
<'
day) aboard the S.S, Mauretania for
Bodec
New York. Pair are headed for the HOUSE OF sot
school. One of. the latest hew, Allett
U. S. on business deals and are ex- With Bass Harris
tries to woo a smart set audffl
Hoagy Carmichael has something side's "Whoa, Sailor," a fast-moving pected to remain abroad beyond the Z hours, 1 p.m., Monday ihrii Sat. via frequently straWted,
but
some!
new on Dacca that sounds like a bit of novelty fluff.
holidays.
Partlclpatint.
times amusing comedy palaver and
Karl and Harty, the zany team
Winner. Tliere's a fetching bounce
Both Connelly and Dash were last KING* Seattle
and mixed pace about "Put' Yourr which .has been on V^JJD, Chicago, in tlie tJ, S, less thftil a year ago.
.Bass Harris Is the only Negro disk than the usual disk show here, but
*
jockey in Seattle, if > not on the not necessarily better.
self in- My Place" which makes it are now waxed for the backrooms
Session is earlier of two owl jockey
Coast, and his show is probably tops
a natural foir the jukes, jockeys and on Capitol with "Don't Mix Your
in this area both for listenabiUty and mints on the net station,, preceding
The support of the Whiskey With Women"' and "You
counters:
Tom
Hanlon>
Too
Tag
midnighter
sales
'Disk
Jockijy'
.pvinch,
Harris,,
formerly
"Merryt,
Bliy tbitnaires'and the batoning of Billy Cooked Your Goose With Me." The
member of> thie Exposition Four, has Cf-Bdunii," in it Allen gets oft an
May also figures Importantly. It's first one has a catcliy quality. The
a voice tliat smooths all of the average of four not so average selecLow, Milwaukee Radio
upper*levcl Carmichael 6lso on the other can be overlooked,
tions, stressing seldom heard verwrinkles out of the commercials.
other side, ''Tune for Humming."
Harris relies strongly on popular sions of old and new tunes. He fa-»
Here's an instance of a personality'
Seeks Substitute tunes and vocalists that fall neither vors the clawio in anything, be they
Decoa's "Showboat*? album cah be
and a mood- composition, on the compared commerciallly to g i 1
into the sweet or live / category, weifdies Bed Ingle, goodjazs, ions.
Milwaukee, Dec. 9.
hair
or ballad, adliei^iig {i, unusu»
mixing old and new nicely. Straight
novelty side, proving a perfect af- edged stock. It's one- of- those colGaston Grlgnon, WSIN general
arrangements largely..
^nity-for. each other, .Arrangement lections that the. counters will- con- manager, doesn't like the tag, "disk jazz is never -used. His policy of
Allen's' been around these parts
breaking up his 120tminutei stint
on "Humming" is a darbV
for three yesirs but is new as a
sider as standard stock. The- eight jockey," so he's currently staging a into "rooms," suoli «s
the "TeaBea B«OM,> Decca'9 girl .with- the sides -include Bing Crosby and Lee contest, with hard money as prizes, yooro," the. "Ballroom" etc. is a ]ockey.' Greater portion of his show
is given over to his satirical patter,
lowdowh moans, has carved out a Wiley dueling "I Stjli Suits Me," among listeners to the. station's disk showmanly touch.
intetspersed with tinkling of
ci)r]cing .'standby, for the jukes and Kenny, Baker in "Make :Believe," show, "Something "Worth Listening
Harris handles .the.' m&jority of 88's himself, though he seldom the
sees
those jockeys 'tiiat specialize in the Finances Langford and Tony Martiil' To,"
moniker.' Commercials himself and sells his a nutaber through. Informal
for A «abstitute
clownin "Why Do I Love You?" Miss Grignon doeshi!t think "disk jockey" sponsors as he sells hintseU with ing includes reading
of fan mail,
Langford seems to fare better -^ith; is dignified enough for Milwaukee complete sincerity and a sensible pokes at fluctuating sponsors and
recent special Hoop- fans, comment! on the news,
"Can't Help. Loving You" than she and that there ought to be some sales angle.
Favorite Five
etc.
docs with "Bill." Crosby's interpre- more scholarly way of referring to erating puts the House of Joy in all in the flip lip vein. If going into
&fr$H 'hughes
third place for the two hour section an especially long routine
tt^tlon ot '.'01' Man River" is not the th« specialty.
he'll script
(KXOK, &t: Louis)
in this area, ahead of all other local it first.' otherwise
it» «4 lib..
most moving kind, but. it sets well
.'.'Johnson bag" (Russ Morgan).
The "words, "disk jockey" have independents and topped only by
Htwl
iiere.
Ttt
.fill., out '.the eight sides- of
(Orchestre
two
"Taming the Tiger"
network stations. Reason for
been such a pet av^i^ion to Grignon
the packager added fAll .the Things
Raymonde)'.
are in pub- this popularity;, is made clear by the MIISIC TILL
PAST MIDNIGHT
You Are", from the same -composer's that his platter flippers:
easy, persona! flavor .of the program.
"When You Wish UpOn a Star"
of
.''masters
copy->-dubbeid
-*Jerome Kerh—-"Very -.Warm- 'for licity ^
Which, strikes kn outstandipg indi- With Al Bnetner
(Save Rose).
Somebody suggested vidual tempo and paccr
ceremony."
n.in., 8 hrs.; Men. thm Sat.
May."
Canal
"Heavy Traffic On
WTMl/ Milwaukee
'Iplatter pundit" to him, but he reEddie
LeBaron
packs
wealth
a
of
T'riends
of
(New
Street"
operated by the staid and
'
rhythm and tempo in his "Congas" jected that one as being also too
Rhythm).
dowaiteriSh Milwa^ee Journal,
BBEAKING ALIr ttCOOBDS
album for.. Decca;' They're eight flippant.
succumbed to the disk jockey IdCa
"That Old Feeling" (Peggy
WlHt Steve Allen
sides.
With LeBaron the country's
Ijee).
3* Mins.r 11:15 pja^ Mon< tbni Sat. eight 'months ago. Al Buetner was
top man in. that*, niusical idiom, theimported
to
preside and make with
KNX-CBS, Los Angeles.
chatter and he
choice at the couiiters' should' be -A
DISK
Contrary to what the title sug- into something has l|>uilt thia session
of gemdne pleasure
gests, this owler is not a bust-'eiin- and
indigo- .idiom.
The -item is the simple 'one.'
relaxation..
Maotalta and His Afro Onbans do
up
teeord
rodeo, al)ieit-<rfl the zany
standard "See See Rider," anfl La
Btiether's voice and personality
JAZZ
the same thing- with- rhumb a
makes him a natural. His is a slow,
Booze does it with all the modularhythms on the .same label. Gamut
Detroit, Dec. 9.
easy and well modulated drawl wi£h
titons thatr the sistethood' has been
ranges over plain rhumbas, AfroTaking his cue from profitable opno punching at any time. His comJjouring bito its. blne^ since Bessie
rhurobias. guarachas and guajiras.. eration of Fred Robbins' series* of
ment has an air of authority, which
Smith. An added, asset is a batch
M^mta voi»liise» on' all eight sides. jazz "One Nite Stands" in Town
is 'M ii should be, since he's been a
of heavy-beat piano playing. Reverse,
musician all his., life. On occasion
Hall, N. Y,, WJBK's top disk jockey,
"Catphin' As Catch Can", registers
he has. a go at the piano, this ohly
Bregman-Vocco-Conn has pulled a when some listener to this all-reEd McKenzie (Jack the Bell Boy), is
Bympathetically but it's synthetic
launching a weekly series of similar rare music business "faatrick" in quest program, inquires about some
«tufl! when compared to "Rider."
vaude and jazz cocerts at the 4,30t)' landing three songs on the Lucky oldie that Isn't in the station's disk
Guy Lombardo lends a, smooth
IN JAN. seater Mosque 'Auditorium. &nie Strilce "Hit Patade" for the past two library. Lyric accompaniment to
brand of melody to "So Far" and
such js as a rule more of a recitaNational Assn. of Disk- Jockeys ex- Anderson, promoter of the New York: weeks. NOt only that; 'but the Arm,
compounds, a blend of nostalgic
concerts, is arranging for the book- combined with its subsid, Supitone tion than a vocal. Boyer is a subflavor and bouncy tempo out of "A pects' to stage an election of officers
Music, has achieved a one-two stantial mail maghet, with the maing of. some of the Detroit layouts.
Feller {feedif.a.Ghrl" Both numbers next month, Barry Gray, currently
jor portton originating with middle'•...,':.
Initial 'date at the Mosque Jan. 24 rating.
af<ed gals. Of ihe two hdu« he's
are teom the> "Allegro" score and conducting- a disk sho^ in Miami,
Tops for the past, two weeks on aired the station has opened only
«arry the lOecca label, Don Rodney but formerly with "WOR, N.Y., is the will feature Ella Fitzgerald and Ilwas "Near You". (Su- the first 30 minutes to commercials
linois Jacquet, Detroit date will be "Parade"
does his usually apt job by the incumbent prez.
Org must conduct its balloting by part of a national.^our which An- preme), with "You Do" (BVC) and these come closely packed.
vocaii.
The, jukes will probably
Buetner also does a daytime Show
mail since- members are* spread all. derson is mapping lot the Fitzgerald^- second. In No. 6 slot is thft -combo's
favor "teller,"
on the same station tor Manor
over the country.
^'How Soon" (Supreme).
Jacquet combination.
Hou^e coffee.' It's a IQ-n^nuter
Ben Bernie's "It's a Lonesome
across the board.
Town" and "Au Revoir" is being reOiiee*

Reg Connelly
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DISKJO€KSTOHOm
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b^ Decca. The platter will
undoubtedly get a tug out- of "that

Issued

radio- listeners and
so kindly

generati:on

of

dance

who warmed

fans,

DISK DblNOS

{

personal' association, jockeys'
have .to limit it to ihe subdued

moments of ihe

a.

BALLERINA

NEAR YOB

(13)

(Supreme)

Larry Grecn.
{[^^fcSfi:

HOW SOON

(5)

(Supreme)

Bing Crosbj/ .......,<.....,;. Decca
Jack Owens....
.^^..Totoer
{AHhur Godfrey
....Cotu-mliia
iAMdrfetes' Sistei*..,...,
.Decca
Louis Priwio
.Victor
I Andrews Sis.-D. Kaye... ... .Decca^
[Di«ah Shore
."..Columbia

(Jefferson)

(«)

"

3.

'

eveniti^.
4.

TOO-PAT POLKA

5.

OrHWZATlON

8.

70IT

'

Item

it.

is

^

"Orange

Special." Smith doubles
whirlwind fiddling to some
ivekd, spasms of yodeling on this one,
BlOSfiiHn

:;

DO

is

•

AND MIMI

«,

it

and

,

vocally.

Pairing

ve'-

is

one

of her top" clicks, 'fMartha"' and
"The Double Talk Song," With Bob
Crosby and His Bob Cats in support.

"Martha" stiU wields

The

other

.dated.

'

-

number

lots

^

of

sounds

'

"I

(WllHsmison) ..........

'.V

^

;

WISH

I

DIDNT LOVB TOV
.

(8)

''*

(Parantomiti

,

-

.

^

,

'''''

i
'-

TWO LOVES HAVE

life,

quite

roundelay on "Too Many women"
that listeneirs will find it easy to contuse 'em.
Wevertheless, "Women"
ahould figure as a strongie with the
addicts.
They'll also
take a liking to the other

been

new

lacks warmth, variety and flexibility,
tending to become a bit' monotonous.
And the personality behind the voice

Perry

Como

,

.Victor

Columbia

iFronfc Sinatra.....

«livided into -eight periods, each
singer or orchestra usually being
spotted in an individual segment.
News blocks are included, which lit
does, himself, and well—
.

.

'

-'

.''

.'

(Morris)

I (Miller)

-

i

................................

Sammy

Kttye,

Victor

XFrartltieiljf^i
^

STANLEY STEAMER

;

bopper, comes- so close to sounding
like Tex WiUianis in the former's

v

."^

I

I'

'i'/'.^,'-

/.

|

\

JOHNNY OLSEN

•

'

iJo Stofford..,..vii....,..,,Copitol

.

Inchaps,
Cass Ceanty Boyi, also toting the
Vnited Artists brand, have a nickle
ptill«r from the same class of customer in "Ctowboy Blues." This
commbination isi uncommonly good
at both instrumentalizing and sing'
Ing.
"Texas Sandman" is the back
number and this likewise is above
average western fare.
Milton Estei, Decca's western be-

has

Phillips makes no
attempt to
embellish disk introductions; he
gives them simply and directly. Perhaps a little more color and authority could bfe imparted. Show is

^...pecca

,..M-G-M

,

......'..'.Capitol
J Bettv Hutton
"'''V*^'lVAtiffftuMonroe'...,., ....... .Victor

V

'

k

^
;

(Warren)

GENTLEMAN IS A DOPE
FELLOW NEEDS A. GIRL

;;
..

flier

the_^ stattori's

does not emerge clearly,

Columbia

Coming Up
SERENADE OF THE BELLS

:

;

'

probably

U..

'

Smiley- Burnett. ^ets in a mite of
opposition to the 'other purple sage,
chirpers with "It's. My Lazy Day'
(United Artists), Novelty maintains
a ziggy stride throughout, with the
Sunshine Oirls riding a pleasant
background ^rhythm. T'other side's
"Hominy Crits" gives the impression
that Burnett's trying to do a-Jolson

Mirestern-type

(S)

•

..

s

jfO*cfc HoiWWS.V
""'*-- t4rt Lwnd...

.........4..

,

SO FAR

'

....Capitol

since

owners, Gannett's Press, took over
operiition of the 2S0-watter. He continues to announce "Window Shopping," dinner-hour program, which
torn; has had a, spot here.
"Bisk
Doings" is a listehable'show. Music
.IS
well paced and Philips possesMses
a
voice
that pleasantly
strikes on the ears. It sometimes

•

(Sbapiro-B)

(S)

•

also,- gets

Issbing front' Decc^.

.».

•

captivate

'.

.

Capitol

""' ll^mh Hhore..,.

-

t

can get substantial play, will
the listener. Flipover's
"Crazy Blues" Jj. conventional stuff*
altboiMjh it catties much sip both

IJIJoroaret Whifinjf

jjP«aav'tee.:

perhaps

compare in the novelty
The strangeness of the' thing,

Coanee' Boswett

.

(It (Paramount) iv..

"

"J

•

.

"

V.

'

GOLDEN EAIUONOS

'without,

instrumentally

''"'''^*"*

.

(Mewls)

(BVO)

(14)

ima

producing an eitect 'that

(Sl»aplro-B>

(i()

JBx-Army

hanging a two-hour disk show on.

WABY

Bullet
Victor

i

'

(8)

Bill Phillips
Participatint .
3-8 pji. Men,, thru PrI.

This.

(Jimmv Dortey..,,,,,.;..'.^tt-G-M

I

western novelty that might be

were i>ut behind

if

;

With

WABY. Albany

8.

lifted into the hit class if pressure

fl^ld:

"u

»

Monroe. ...... .(...Victor

a.

; Arthar Smith and- his plxlellHersi
bewcomecs to' the Capitol Ubel,'*have

cut

iVmohn

'

may

>

:Ia.te

'

and

on Coin-Machines

10 Best SeBers

'

bandsman's personality.
Good judgment
eiiercised In the
choice of numbers.
Because of
^lionesome Town's" lowdown modd

to the

..

..
'

..".''

':

.'.''..'

,

J<>,

r'XFtavk

(ChappeU),.,.....,;

ME

Al«ftMOBE (Oxford)

'

;

•

•

'.^.'iCapitoi.

Como

.

Victor

Sinatra..,
.,u..
'.<'

.CoIt(tK6ia

•

Dinah Shore,

...'.Victor
;...Col'U'mbta

C Freddy Mortin
Victor
iBuddi/ Clarfce........... Columbia

[

•

I Clarfc-JVoble
Columbia
(Toni/ iWortin. ...... .........Victor

Simoil) ...i....,,,.,.

,

i

Sill,

WLMO

""""

:

.'

:

'

i

since.

,

of "Ladles

*"""""'

:

admit, Which hasn't been matched
«
"

;

After Olsen had resigned as m.c.
Be Seated" (ABC). Jerry
who took over the operation of
several
months
ago,
"
POPPA
T01T DANCE (MOrtIs)
iGuv Lombcurdo
Decco
sought to have him settle down in
*•'"*'
(Doris Dov...;..
....Columbia
,
the town again: but OUen explained
I STILL GET IE ALOITS (Morris)
(Horry Jomes
Columbia ^ he had. Other irons in the fire in New
'
(Tftrec Suns
Victor;*' Yoilt. He, however, accepted the
proposition of recording a dsfily disk
KOKOMO, IND. (BVq)
f Bing Crosby
Decca
,
routine plus commercial and relay1 Voughn Monroe
.......Victor '.I ing the stuft to Milwaukee.
NAVdmnr ANGELINE (Slntion) .*........»...,.
|DicJcHaywes
It didn't take long to get the hour
.Decca
pretty well sold out to local merWHAT ABE tOV DOING NEW YEAR'S (Famous)
chants. The program is Olsen at his
Tar^am ^y.V.V.'.'.V.SS
smoothest as a personality and
STABS WILL REMEMBER (Harms)
f Voughn Jtfoitroe. . . ,
adroitest as a showman. Olsen knows
..Victor
his Milwaukee audience and his Milwaukee merchandisers and the
;:::i':.::::::;;::?CcS:'.'.'.'.'.'.'r.';!Ss: t three<^way
wedding looks like solia
tfiguret in parentheses indicat* number of weeks song
going for all concerned,
has been In the Top lO.J
Sill is now talking to Olsen about
*«
>
«
ll»
I
I
» » syndicating the soundtrack. Odec,

PLL DANCE AT WEDDING

WONT

•

:-,:,v.Vic'tor

,,,„i:dpitia

'

.

'

;

..:

Mortim

,'.,'

-t

•

WHptiO, Milwaukee
Beturn of JoKnny Olsen to ilil*
waukee, if only by way qf a soundtrack, as is the. case here, ranks as a
shrewd, bit of business action by a
bwa^caster. It was. as jockey ot,
WTMJ's "Rumpus Room'' several
years a^o that Olsen developed into
Milwaukee's top local mike personality with^aj-eputatioaftt'd' popularity,
competitor brbaclcastQra here

;/.'';''.MercjM-

,'

Stafford.

.(Pern/

,

.'

DONT you

p^^j^ ComiO,..
Jo StajJFord. . *

:'X Tony
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.
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Conung Qiost Gty?

Baod Operations

1

H

Jarties C. PetriUo fails to get together, with the radio networks
a isettleinent 'of theif coin diflerences, and radio music goes out as
of Feb. 1, Nlevir York for awhile will look like a ghost city in so far as

nn

music and recordiJW

men

Attention in

are concerned. With record-making banned

after Jan. 1 'an4 radio out as of Feb. 1, there will hardly be anything
to do.
music executives and contact
Many Blteady are mentally figuring to head out on winter vacations,

men

"for

AS^P to Se(^ Btraaon d
Tf^viaxn Rep Rq^ts

Camarata Back

'houses which

Untfl 1965

have been finding

dif-

James O. PetrUlo waxing -banr effective Jan. 1, won't result in. any
special benefit for his firm, Camarata feels. It can, however, if the

Loiiis Prima and .Carmen Cavallaro
are the maestros involved.
Prima
had a contract for the Par calling
for a' fiat '$50,000 -for four weeks;
Cavallaro had one for the same
Chica^, Dec. S.
until 1965 current agreenunits under
period for which he was to get $47,Mercury Records, Chi indie, in
which the .l^ciety js designated as contrast to the prevalent fever of 500. 'Several weeks ago. the Par,
taking the lead in endeavoring- to
th)» ha^gaiBing. dgent for television Signing
all available free
talent,
reduce basic stageshow costs, asked
^performance rights, As it stands dropped two femme artists last week;
these agreements be revised
Anita Ellis, with the company since that
iiow, the iSociety's agreements with
downward,
an unprecedented- reearly days, and Irene Wicker, "Story
quest, but one that ' the theatre
majority of its jpublisher members Book Lady/' were the' fatalities.
pointed
out was justified in view ot:
18>U,
and
ASCAP's
3t,
expire Dec.
Neither has cut any disks for sevIt was pointen
recent
b.o. trends.
which
met
last
week
board,
^iteectOT'
'

<

ban lasts long enou^ and the
American diskeries' huge backlogs
.
are run down.
.

Kenton,

eral months.

fii^st'

out

ti^e on video prob-

to

MCA' and

Cdeh

PiiiUBfFnrms

•

'

Accord^n^,
Society's
guaranteed b.o. picture— "Road to his ideas down the line to Peggy
counsel, fiermaa Finkelstein, and.
Hio" (Crosby -Hope-Lanaour) in thi.s- Lee, who also has. a publishing firm.
Sehwairtz
Frohlieh, its "outside"
Kenton and Nat Cole had been
Last week's special board meeting^ case—phis a contract at the same
attorneys, have 1>een instructed to
terms
for 1949. Cavallaro's pact was tied to Mickey Goldsen on a publishcollaborate on ii contract to be sub- at the American Society of Comalso reduced to 40G -figure with the ing deal, the' former with a firm,
mitted to pub members calling for posers, Authors and Publishers autitled Leslie Music and Cole with a
'49
and
contract
same
film
type of
an extension of the. video rights to thorized the payment before Xmas
company called King' Cole Music.
clauses.
1965.
ASGAP's agreement with its of the distributable .revenue colNeither the Strand nor the Capi- These agreements have been can-^
members on radio runs to the same lected by the Society dui;ing the final tol, which operate with the same celled by mutual consent and Gastel
quarter of this year.
Since this
year.
is now arranging for one firm for
aware
of
stagcshows,
has
been
quarter doesn't end until Dec. 31 style
the two artists and himself with
That's about as far as the Society's
accountants are now busy estimating the Prima-Cavallaro deals, but both
BurkerVan Heusen.
television meeting went.
the income of the final three months have been pressing in -recent weeks
Kenton and Cole agreements with
already
writfor
revisions
of
deals
so that coin can be distributed to
Goldsen called for the latter to hold
writer and publisher members. How- ten. It's very likely that this will
a 50% interest in each company, with
-r
ever, it:s expected that the ligure occur.
each artist having the other half, a
trend
of
ever-ascending
That
the
will at least approximate, the previportion of which each gave Gastel.
ous quarter's slightly over $2,000,000 -prices for top-name bands- and vocalIn recent months, there has been
distribution, which would mean that ists was due to seek a more equitable
objection by the artists to the deal;
will have pyramided a 1947 level has been evident for months.
they pointed out to Goldsen that behave
susquotations
been
Wartime
melon of close to ^,000,000,
cause Gastel held a piece of each
That -figure fairly closely approxi- tained against diminishing postwar
firm they themselves wound up with
mates the Society's disti'ibutable rev- b.o. totals. No one concerned with less than Goldsen.
Florida^ Uitertainment spots apThey sought reenue, of 1946, and that it was able to the booking- of top-name artists be'
parently WiU ba barren l3iis winter achieve this in the face of diminish- grudges them all they can possibly visions calling for an equal three-,
way split, which Gold.scn refused on
months
theatre,
for
from
a
but
get
of name orchestral .talent Majority ing nightclub, ballroom, etc., returns,
the grounds that the deal called for
been
agreed
that
generally
has
of operations in the territory are indicates that the Society is in the it
him to assume printing and other
prices must come down in a maexpenses, and a straight 33 1/3% for
preparing to go along through the ascension.
That the 1948 income will be jority of situations or the band busicoming season with local' combos brighter still -is expected. Society ness, which isn't in a very healthy him would thus not be equitablci As
a result, both firms will be dissolved
rather than chance agreements at
Ukdihood
all
be
would
in
condition,
by then will in all probability reas of Jan. J, with Goldsen aretainihigher- ^prices tor to.o. namics. that'
ceive extra coin from radio via the hit- with a trend by theatres in N. .Y.
may not deliver.^ S« far not one settlement of its claims for addition- and key cities toward eliminating ing 50% of the income of each until
that date. Cancelled contracts were
outstanding name has been booked
al coin from cooperative broadcasts, stageshows and returning to straight for five year.s, approximately two
for tile area.
busiOie
band
the
moment
pix.
At
which are not covered properly,
years having expired.
couldn't
On« of the top maestroes who's
feels, by the current con- ness, bookers point out,
Gastel's negotiations with B--VH
possibility.
such
a
looking for a Florida, booking- this tract with radio.
afford
Present pact is
can for the establishment of a Proresident

tiie

j

Same as Last Yr.

'•

&

j

I

.

-

problem for

of a

MCA

increasingly tough for the
to' -operate.
Too;

it

combos-

loiit

by

pra»'

medium names.

MCA

$8,000,OII().AiMNit

much

isn't

moters, locE^ion buyers, etc.) on th»
top names at top guarantees; thu$
precluding or minimtziiig the ttse ot:

that if the Par was forced to honor
the agreements as written there wb.sno question but that it could not
supply the bands involved with topflight films, that medium-^weight productions 'would' have to be used.
Carlos Gastel, manager of Stan'
then agreed to cut. Kenton's orchestra and the King
Par and
-By revising prirtaa-'s contract from Cole Trio, is in Uie throes- of revising
the music publishing :^tup of
for
four
weeks,
the
SOG to $40,000
leader gets the benefit of a virtually those two groups and may continue

ASCAP '47 Melon

There

MCA

or any other agency from this
source in so far as medium name -and
lightweight name orchestras are concerned. Th^ have be^ cut: or were
forced to cut ..quotationa by buyers.;
It's mainly the 'top jiames who are
still creating a price problem^
Few of the better known leaders
have revised ideas on 'what they feel
-they are worth despite diminishing
b.o. retuRis, and
feels' they are

much money has been

Revi^Set^s^

bandleader.s

the

in for special attention.

MCA

making

.

lNA^<{eels that isn't long enough' for
it to do a job. ;Also, it doesn't wish
to.be put into Ithe' position of establishing a rat* schedule and concluding 4ireements with' televisors,
for the payment of royalties and
then find itself no longer, at the
e«d of ;nuct -year,; the pubs' rep in
video negotiations.

8.

It was decided that
band
executives must make every eltort
to impress upon the talent they handle that the! -honeymoon is over-^
that prices must 'tome down in the
face of- lagging b.o. returns; or else-

smaller

-

V

came

division

London.

ficulty.

American Society at Composers,^

N.Y.

Toots Camarata, musical director
of the New London label,: being released In the -U, S. by English Decca^
planed .into New- York over- the
weekend after a five- week stay in
Britain.
While abroad he supervised a number of recording: sessions
by British musicians and artists.
He's scheduled -to leave- for the Coast
within 10 days to handle a number
of- recording dates there, not for

three principals will have fai--reaching effect on the other Broadway
stag«show-fiIm houses— tlie Strand
and Capitol—and other key-city

Pnb

in

.

.Authors and Publishers is preparing
to Bsk publisher members to extend

for the

Exec Meet

Music Corp. of America's top: executives met here last wedk for their
annual biz get-together. The band
'

high talent prices, the Paramount,
New Yoi:k; last week collaborated
with Music Corp. of America and
two top name bandleaders on a pair
of deals designed to combat a lagging
b.o.
And. it's probable that the contract revisions engineered by the

deadline.

-

MCA

Chicago, -Dec.

what is perhaps the first move
by a major stageshow theatre against
In

what happens with the networks, recording men will
leave town pronto after the Jan.. I disk ban. .So. great is the strain on
the majority of them, due to the task of planning and executing pre^aa rccor^nft^hat most are already exhausted three weeks before the

:

S^id

ni for

-

itegardless of

-

SI

PRICE CUT

IN
NX

-.

.

•

.

The, baud business is a .sort of a
Promoters, when times were

cycle.

made money on hot b',o. riames
on which they could afford to tak<r
a risk in the face of less powerful
b.o. people. When they can't build a
surplus due to a lack of b.o. power
by even .the top names, then the
cycle is broken and eventually even
gbodi

'

names must

the best

porttmities

work

find

This

restricted.

must be corrected.
While all this palaver

op.,

MCA

feels

going on,
many band-buyers' feel that in most
cases it 's the agency that's to blame
for maintainihg the highest possible
for

prices

best

thc;

is--

talent,

evea

though the majority of leaders have
gone about reducing t)»^b;'OWlt
-

operating costs.

,

.

aubM

Fla.

i

,

.

ASCAP

NaBieB|iod Hii»c

;

i
'

:

'

'

!

.

Approximately 10%
work aid independent

the net-

of

I'a'dio

outlets

previously signed with ' Broadcast
Music; Inc., for the use of the latter'!*
copyrighted music, have renewed
with that organization.
Renewal
•

,

.

,

S^*£°™^
^°}^?3:..^^J?^A,^2^
contract extensions with

Pf""^
H.'.3.^L°!,
executed

close to, 800 of. the 1,100-oddjstations

with which
ments.

it

previously bad agree-

BMl's purpose in asking for re,

,

.

,

.

,

,

nfwals^t so early a date is to put
T^?"-"W"ed performance rights

I

.

Tommy

He

an now being renegotiated beyond Dec.
Too, television's problems
31, 1949.
may be resolved before the end of
would enable Music .Corp. of next year, with additional revenue
America to sell his band as a pack- forthcommg fc6m that quarter.
age. He would then be able to use
the K-tottt yacht he purchased last
year in Florida trom Walter P.
is

Dotsey.

,

.

•
,

hais

DoiseyBros-loHay

Fib

Park Men Take Price Stand
Chicago, Dec.

Fat fees asked by name bandare due for a- trimming.
facire last week -lot the
convention of the National Assn. of
and
Pools
Adiusement
Parks,
Beaches declared that orchestras,
1 no matter how namey, will get the
go-by hereafter unless prices are
Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
reduced.
One of the most imposing lineups of
Buyers are especially cold to oneband attractions ever to be cor- nighter asking prices of $1,000 to
which, they say, aren't comralled for a nitery has been booked .$2,000,
mensurate with drawing power.
for Frank Palumbo's Click in the
leaders

Band buyers

Concerto Jan. 26

Park men

next couple of months.

.

9.

PALUMBnCUCKCLUB
BOOKED UP TO MAY

Chrysler.

The Dorsey t>rothers> will appear
as soloists and guest conductors^ith
Fabich Sevitzky and the Indianapolis
Symphony orchestra in the local
group's first pension fund coqcert ait
the Murat Jan. 20. Hoy Harris also
is slated for
a gue$t spot
Dorseys will play their concerto
^

Harry James

finished a

two weeks

stint at the spot Saturday.

Yester-

day (Mon.) Vaughn Monroe opened,
be followed Dec. 22 by Gene
jtO

Then

Jan.

4;

Palumbo

Sammy

for trombone and clarinet from the
"J"^'The FabUloiis Dorseys," among
othff things. Deal was sprouted by
Sevitzky when both brothers were in
Carle, March 29th, and Carmen
town Nov. 9, J. D. for a one-nighter
Cavallaro, April 12.
at Indiana Roof; T. D. for week on
pMl© stage. Confirmation was ob-,
tamed this week.'
Decca Records last week declared
Pension- fund program includes its usual 2.«lc quarterly dividend on
.dance at Athenaeum following con- outstanding .shares of capital stock.
cert, with local
payable Dec. 30 to shareDivvy
band
supplemented
*
_

'

oy symphonists.

•

holders

^

the aversigc band can
expect $S00-$75O from here on in,
with only toppers getting as mUch
as $1,000 in- guarantees.

K>f

record Dec.

16.

BMI Now Has

Signed 16

ceo A

by licensing three more of its memOrganization has retused to
bers.
deal with BMI as a unit, -although
16, or about halt its membership; already have signed as Indivij^uals.
jBMI signed four bistros in all ia.si
,

week— Silver
C:c«ii«o

are

^''^ ^^^^ ^^^'^
American Society of Composers-, Authors
an^ Publishers: X<aiter's agreement,
which expires Dee, 31, 19^, inetdentally, has not yet. been extended,
for B-'VH to be selling agent on a When and if it is (and there's no
10%-off-the-top of all profits; Gas- reason to believe it won^t be) the
exten.sion will be for nine years,^
tel and the artists assuming all costs.
In the event either attists comes up
with a hit tune, B^-VH or another
Local S02
one of tiie Bdwin.H. (Buddy) Morris
firms (of which B-VH is. a Subsid)
Siervkes for Members
will put a staff to work on it under
a different coin deal.

gressive Music firm lumping the activities of both artists and in which
Gastel will be a stockholder^ >It calls

Frolics, Club Alnbam,
and the Baroque. Only three

CCOA.

.

'

M.

HoMs

Who

INed in Services
Memorial services for 41 memNew York Local 802, of the
American Federation .of Musicians,
.'

JURC£NSF(mN.Y.PeiN

.say

has Ted
Ops to Music Pacts
Kaye, Jan.
Chicago, Dec. 9.
15; Claude Thornhill, Jan. 22; Stan
Broadcast Music, Inc., made furKenton, Feb. 2nd; Louis Prima, Feb. ther inroads into Chicago Cafe
9th; Desi Arnaz, Feb. 23rd; Frankle Owners Assn. membership last week
Kru(ia.

Weems,

Th"*

«:o««PeWive basis."
would eo-

^i"'/
"»at contracts

\

ASCAP

year

idea calUng^ foc-the addition of a
Una of girlsi etc, to his band, which

°°

FEB: 23 IN 8

WEEKER

Dick Jurgens* orchestra will get
its first shot at a major New York
location Feb. 23, when it open.s at

bers of

who

died

while

with

the armed

forces dufing World Wae II, wete
held at the union's headquiU'ievs on

Pearl Harbor Day (7), Chaplains of
faiths
conducted religious
the Pennsylvania hotel. Band, which three
was to have worked the Pcnn -services. Music was supplied by a
earlier this year, lias been sched- band from the John Philip §ousa
uled for a straight eight-week pe- Post of the American Le^ott. "
riod following Frankio Carle, who
Ststo Industrial Commissioner Edsucceeds the current Charlie Spivak. ward. Cor.si and Deputy Mayor John
Jurgens' combo,
a mid western J. Bennett spoke at the cer^Onles
and Coast fave, was to have played wliich were highlighted by the unthe Penn last spring. Due to the veiling of a naemorial plaque.
condition of business at that time,
he and James V. McCabe^ -Penn
managing director, agreed' to cancel
Joe Keith, former drummer with
thai contract. Woitlter cai'ccl to risk the \ViIl-Osh6Rie-i>r^ht@tHr has beeft
thc introduction of a name untried signed as a disk jockey with KLIP,
in the east into the Penn at that Dalla.s-. Keith will air two programs
daily at 12:35 and 3:30 p.m. time.
.

-
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SPA'MPPA Pact Seen Unsetiy

And

there

are two

still

been dickpoints unsettled. They've
months.
ering around 15
IVhen -the' attorneys finish transcribing into proper

form,the terms

H

their

the unsettled

mull over
This isn't
the
before

to

questions.

Items remaining to be settled inthe demand by the writers

!

of the new, pact

.

Thomas G. Rbckweli; president of
General Artists, •leaves New York
Friday (12) .for the Coa.st. It's his
annual holiday trek' to his Monrovia,
,

home.

Gal.,

-

&

,

.

the only writer of the tune on with Urban polling just 11 ballots
p.a.'s by simply failing to point out more than his nearest rival, Hal C.
Finiil count was Urban, 651;
-that Goell was his collaborator and Davis.
"it can- result and has resulted in Davis, 640, and William Pohle, 58.
serious embarrassment to Goell.'
Other incumbents were also reJames Comoro'da beat out
If Craig persists, Goell will seek an elected.
injunction to stop him. If such in
Julius Drob for- the vice-presidency,
junction were secured, Craig would 783-to 565. Nick Hagarty was unopsecretary - treasurer.
for
be open to. a damage suit.
posed
Michael Hickley and C^eorge Wilkinswere named delegates to national
convention and Ira Wilson and
Wilkins to Pittsburgh Central Labor.

he

Bookwell West

-

.

Length

also undecided.

is

May Go

•

granting a foreigrt
hold on a tune- for 50 years beyond
Writers
the death of the ^author.
teek in this way to make XT. S. and
foreign copyrights expire at the same
time so that renewal values, if a
tune T& assigned to another pub;
.

'Rockwell will be west
terinined length of thne.

an unde-

.

is

kxkm

Fith lagest Radio

The top 30 sono^ 0/ the week, bosed on the copt/rioWed Audience
Popular Music Bro.adcost pfer Radio
Co»eraee Xndea? SMrwy
.ffetworHw.

Pitbltshed by the Office oi Research, Inc., Dr. John

<3.

Peatman, XHtet^-

Survey Week

A

of Nov. 28-Dee.

4, 1947.

=

Ballerina ........................
Best Things Are Free— f'Good News"
Christmas- Dreaming
CIvUiaation
Don't You Love Me Anymore. ...........

•

-

•

-

:

..

Williamson
Shapiro-B

Fellow Needs a Girl—«"Anegto"

—And Mimi
;;|'

•

Is

Where the Heart

.Jefferson.

••
.

.

Seattle's

Supreme

.

Wish.I Didn't Love

.

.

You So—fPetils. Pauline"

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now
I'll Dance At YbUr W«ddin«......
1

Lady From 29 Paims
Made For Each Other
-x
Near You
Papa You Dance With Me— '^•'High Button
Pass the Peace Pipe— "Good-News"

J

>

-

-

Supreme
Shoes"... .Morris

Crawford

i

Melrose

WiUiamson
Warren

-

Stars Will

Harms

Remember

Two Loves Rave

1

You

Do—fMother Wore

Ho

H(5

A

Remember.

Almost Like Being In

..........

Harms
Sam Fox
Chappell

feudin'

Mellm
Paramount

,

Golden .Earrings— -rGolden Earrings"

M.*"^'^

Gonna Get a Girl

.

Let's

.

•BVC
,C-P

Be Sweethearts Again

Love For Love ...................
My, How Time Goes By
Naughty Angcline
Peggy O'Neil
'.

'Lepit Musical.

presi-

END BRIEF TIEUP
who went along with
Walker when the latter quit

Tliree Suns,

Georije

Music Corp. of America's 'band department recently after a tiff with
its executives, ended their brief asWalker signed
sociation last week.
a claim waiver on handling of the
reported
group in exchange for
Settlement is said to have
$10,000.
been an amicable One; whether it

means that trio will return to MCA
management is unknown. Group i.s
at the Oriental theatre, Chicago.

MCA

Beverly

him.

Simon

,

WALKER

Feist
Feist

.Chappell
'.

-.

Heed was re-elected

the Suns
quit
did not have a contract with the
Latter simply, had been
agency.
booking them and, since Walker had
been doing that chore and they had
become friendly, the Suns went with

Witmark

Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town
That's All I Want To Know
They're Mine, They're Mine, They're Mine.
Those Things Money Can't Buy
Too Fat Polka
When the Whites Itesfts Bloom
What Ate You Doing Wew Year's Eve.
tllHlmiuical,

_

Shaplro-»
-Bemick

I'm Sorry 1 Didn't Say I'm Sorry
R Happened In Hawaii
Kokomo, Ind.— -fMother Wore Tights"

..

L.

dent of the local, and also president
of .the Musicians Club, local's bottle
Smith was named veepee of
club.
the bistro and Kd Carey, secretary.
Motion to provide free music for
all shows and publicity connected
with the Christmas campaign was
approved, and a proposal to pur
ehase Norway Hall for use as a
bottle club was voted down.

3 SUNS, GEO.

BVC

Love—'"Brigadoon"

And Fightin'
Forgiving You

Seed Reelected

.

At the same time came repeated
Ben Barton and Hank Sanicola to
conclude an arrangement with Frank rumors that radio'and recording muSinatra whereby they, would skH, .sicians in N. Y. and Hollywood, who
their combined two-thirds of the
firm's stock to Sinatra, who liolds a
one-third interest.

fijiure

to

current sources

have'

of

revenue completely eliminated if
both records and radio are pulled out
Barton has a deal with Eaglo Lion by Petrillo, arc increasingly develFilms to publish songs from its pix. oping a leaning- toward defying
Firm has no plug ..tune ready until Pelrillo. Among these art: they
a melody titled "Lazy ^Stream,'' would resign from the AFM- and,
from -EL's "Northwest Stampede." is work freelance; thoy would plan a
due in March or April, when the CIO union. .Spokesmen for these
film is released.
Song has been re- musicians laugh at iiuch reports.
corded. If the catalog isn't sold its They point out that there is a natural
operations will be.cut to a minimum amount 'of grumbling among musiuntil, the film is released.
Mean- cians, who niust worry about supwhile, Sinatra is supposed to have porting families, but that none of- it
given his okay for sale of the firm, has gone beyond that stage. That
including his holdings, if a buyer so far the inclination is to support
Petrillo, albeit for no other reason,
shows np.
Barton wants about .$75,000 for the than at the moment there is no othw!
Whether that feeling and
catalog. This would mean approxi- choice.
mately $35,000 to.be split among the the grumbling will stay so confined,
three owners since there is said to if eitlier the disk ban or a radio
be some $40,000 in debts to be strike becomes protracted, is anothet,
-

erased.
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,

•
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story.
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Bands

Hotel B*0/s

al

TUMI

I'ovrra

Werkit
Hotel

llHnii

I'litye*!

Nat Brand Wynne*. Waldorf (400; $3)
.. .,.
Charlie Spivafc-.., Pennsylvania (SOO; $1-$1.SQ).
Sammy Kaye.. New Yorker {400; $l-$l.liO).
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington esoo; $1-$1.50) ..

GuyLombardo.

.

.

*Dc Marcos

.Roosevelt (400: JPl-Jl.SO)

Commodore

Stan Kenton

.

,.

rut
2,500-

3

.

6

1.400
1,400

.

8-

.

2

'

em

5$'

.

(400; $1-$1.50),,

C«vcr«

W><>lt Kin-

9
,.

1,500

not*

22,175
11.150
10,100
52,700
20,130
3,825

'

ot Woldor^,

-

.
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Chicago
Chicago, Dec.
.lose Melis (College, Inn, Sherman; 700; $2-$3:50 min.).
big share of Fair Exposition conventioneers and visiting.

sters.

Excellent

5,200.

9.-

Mel Torme haid
4-H Club young-,

.

Kay Morton (Mayfair Room Elackstone;
Massey featured. Almost 2,500.

300;

$3.50

min.

cover),

$1

llona

^"1'"
Bourne

Ho

Tights"

The remaining 22 songs of ihe week, hosed on the copvriohted
Audience Coverage Ivdeit: Survey oj Popular Mitsic Broodcast Over
Rodto N^tworlts. Published by the Offiee of Research, Inc., Dr. John
G. Peatman, Director
Girl That 1
All My Love

James C. Petril-

Miller

•

White Christmas
With a Hey and a Hi and a

of

Seattle, D&c. 9,
Jack Smith, vet dance band drummer, was elected business agent of
Local 78, American Federation of
Musicians, here at last week's election, succeeding Carbon Weber, -who
resigned after 13 years of service.

Harry

Berlm
Southern

SefenadA Of the Bells
So Far—•"Allegro"
Stanley Steamer.

The

..Marks

MarUn

-.

.

Paramount

.Smon
....i...

Kate

^
.

Meeder's choice to succeed him as
president .of Local 60 when Meeder

was appointed one

Oxford
Bevlm

.Barton
1 Have But One Heart
I Still Get Jealous— *"High Button Shoes", .......... .Mortis.>..Hud«)n
.
' .
i Wanna Bea-Friend of Yours. ...
I

member, crashed the, board slate,
with Leo Strini, Wilson, Hickley and
John Marino all being re-elected.
originally
Clair
Urban
was

ters.

...Advanced

Is.......

How Soon

Luke Riley, maestro
at Casino theatre, running independently, and Frank Panella, a former

lo's

-Morris
•

Board of AFL.
\

lieutenants at national headnuarMeeder had previously held the
presidency for 12 sitaight years.

Crawford
Leeds

The Freedom Train

Home

.

Made

to 28 years, as against the cur-

available.

Ektiois

I

HSftt practice of

folly

ByChiAFM'ers;

if

clude

that foreign copyrights granted publishers abroad by U. S. firms be con-

lisher, .are

Memphis

Horn

Ote

longer.

fiited

Handy

On

wo

done
be
-to
holidays—and during and immediately after Xmas iand I^ew Year's
involved in
principals
many of the
the negotiation will have departed
This
on .annual winter vacations.
will not
settlement
jneans that final
come for at least two months or
likely

Shows

Petrilbl^newed

factions will
already settled, the two
have another meeting to take a look

handiwork and

Disk Ban Won't Last Very Long

cently revived his orchestra to cut
four sides for United Attists' Rec•4With only about three weeks to
ords, with vocals by David Street
and the Meltones. Two sides have
the Jan. 1 disking- ban imposed
Disk
Offers
been released,
My.
just
"Sleep
by the American Federation of
Sam
Love''
Coslow,
which
is
(by
in lifiami
Catching
Piano,
for Memorial Musicians, recording executives, muthe Hitle song of Rogers' and his
A
Miami Beach, Dec. 9.
W. C. Handy, "Daddy of tJie sic publi-shers, band managers and
wife Mary Pickford's new pic proNewest midnight to 3 a.m. show
the
duction, starring Glaudette Colbert, Blues," has- offered Memphis
agents, mostly the latter three, are
to be added to those already schedRobert Cummings and Don Ameche) trumpet and piano- on which he first
now speculating on ''why" the ban
uled or in action, here will hit the
and, appropriately, "My Buddy," played the '"blues;" plus other his»
airwaves Jan. I, via indie station
toric mementoes, if the city will es- won't be extended very long,
Rogers' former theme song.
WINZj with the Beachcomber the
Rogers is on a p.a. tour of the tablish a Beale Street Museum for
Latest rumor emanates from Ghisetting for the session.
Currently,
them. There's been no- reply as yet.
larger cities plugging the picture.
cago, where it was said last week
Barry Gray 'has those hours to himVenerable Negro composer, liere that James C. Petrillo, prexy of
self on his WKA'J^-Copacabana platas honor gtieSt a£ the annual "Blues AFM, would give- the companies anter-chatter canto. Lee^Mason comes
Eowl" football game staged by the other month to record, beyond the
on within next two weeks with same
Beale Street Elks for Christmas Jan. 1 stoppage dale. This was extype of show from. Glub -22, via new
charities of his race, suggested that plained thusly: that a Feb, 1 halt on
station WPBM.
the city's "Handy Park" on Beale, records would then coincide with a
Beachcomber airer will essay a
street named in his honor, would be possible walk of musicians from the
more varied format, witl^ the Baxter
rn appropriate place for the mu- i-adio studios, which would exert a
twins featured, plus
male' disk!;eum memorializing the birth of the double squeeze and result in a faster
spinners and interviewers.
Dick
blues.
solution to; both problems. Thisj too,,
Stern, who had the Copa show last
Hale as ever at 74, though nearly was in direct contradiction to the
summer, is a possibility for one of
blind, Handy between halves of the liint late
last month Dy Petrillo himthe liitter spots.
Austin High-Manassas High "Blues self to the -efrect that "maybe "the
Bowl" game,, brought out his ''golden companies won't have as much time
Chicago, Deo. 9.
James C. Petrlllo was re-elected horn'' and treated the throng with as they thought to lay away a stock
of
Local 10, Chicago bis blowing ot his own '-Memphis of ma.sters."' which subsequently
president
Federation of .Musicians, for the Blues,'' the first real "blues" hit ever proved a dud.
24th time last week.
Prexy since written, preceding even his "St.
His
Thrjeatens Suit
Another question aslced is; "Why
1923, he was unopposed, as was the Louis" and "Beale Street Blues."
should Petrillo allow the companies
of the slate.
Clear rest
Role Isn't
to put up three-year stocks of masHis son, James J. Petrillo, was also
tors if he didn't expect toi-have his
Barton Co.
Kermit Goell, who. in conjunction re-elected financial secretary.
pi'oblem resolved long before the
with Francis Craig authored "Near
companies
found
themselves
in
You," wants billing on that number
Inactive Pending Pic
Gene Urban Tops Pitt
trouble due tp a Uu;k ol' relea.ses.
when Gra{g- makes vaude and radio
This was hooked up with the asserPittsburgh, Dec. 9.
;:ppearances. Goell through his atPlug in the Spring tion that Petrillo did not hire atHottest election in years saw the
Jafle, notified Craig
torneys, Jaffe
In the e-yent that np deal Is com- torney Milton Diamond, as adviser
last week that unless Craig stops re-election last week of Gene Url^aii
representing hitnself as the sole as president of Local 60, American pleted for the sale of Barton M^iuic to the AFM, for nothing. Diamond
engineered the .settlement of tlniet
author and composer of that num- Federation of Musicians, for fifth the firm may be temporarily deac.straight term.
It was the biggest tivated until next ,$pring.
This pos- preVioas strike, while with Decca,
ber, he'll take legal steps.
Goell claims that Craig infers that vote brought out Ih last 20 years, sibility grows out of the failure of with which he's no longer associatedi•

drafting into legal language the
by comterms so far agreed upon
on a
mittees representing »)Oth sides

Itffl

pact.

Band Biz Speculates on 'Why

:

^rt

new

Hollywood, Deo. 9.
After years inactivity as a bandduring which* he has produced pictures, Buddy Rogers re-

S3

leader,

HU^at ik

contract be«+"
There Won't be a new
Protective
tween the Songwriters
Nitery
Music Publishers ProAssn. and the
least until the early
tPCtive AssD. at
evident by the
of 1948. This is
for both sides arefact that attorneys

;
;
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Far Sevoal
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Sinatra

Bobbins

fi^r""®
WMtm
Famous-

When Walker

Georffe Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Beacli; 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Beginning of pre-ChristmaS' slump showing but still good 3,500.
Orrin- Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min. $1 cover).'
Maintaining balance at .3,000,
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer; 550; $2.50 mih. $1 Cover), Slushy
weather and sleet brought only fair 3,200.

.Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador;
by big -grid weekend trade-.
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900;

900; $1.50-$2).

$1-$1.50).

Bulging 3,400 covers, boomed

Excellent 3,300 tabs.

.Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
iChtcaittV

Marly Gould (Chez Parce; 550; $'3.50 min.). Paul Draper, Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis surprise Lures! playing to sell-out almost nightly; 6,000..
Eddy Howard (Aragon; .'t;l-$1.15 adm ). Slush and sleet cut down admi.shes to. 16,500.

Phil Levant iBlackhawlc;

IjOO;

$2..')0

min.).

'Variety

show

Not bad

here.

2,100.'

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2,50 min.). Lenny Kent holdover;
Action -started a furorfe Within 2,900 covers.
MCA and the agency exerted various Lawrenoe Welk (Trianon; $l-.$1.2S adm.). Same as North Side .nster
means of inducing the group to fore- ballroom. 16,500.
go Walker and sign an MCA pact.
(Los A-noete.-!)
Suns are a valuable b.o> property,
Count Baste (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 1st «fk.). 'Moderate 4,100
Hit
having' been developed via
Records by EU- Oberstein, then later admissions.
Eiliet Lawrence (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 3d tvk.). Down to aifound
on Majestic and recently the RCAVictor label, again under Oberstein. 7,000 stub-buyers, wan.
'
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Chi Cafe Assn.

BETAIL SHEET BEST SEUEBS

May Sue Local
Chicago, Dec.
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Week Ending^

National

of the
tr. S.- Supreme Court that Ijandleadejrs .were
independent contractors
and thus themselves liable for all
s.s.
and other taxes. Majority of
members of
have not, been
paying the 10%, but' a few. have
toeen paying .the actual taxe? to the
government and state despite the
elimitiation of the AFM'»' Form

following

Due to Illness

4

W

'd

in reality

'

\

1

X

a contribution, which is prohibited
under the Taft-Hartley Act. Kxtra
10% on top of .scale was added in
Oi^obejf,

-

1

a

against

Chicago Local 10 of
American £'ederation of Musicians
claiming that the recent 10% added
"^o scale to cover social security and

'

To Break Up

c.

Survey of retail sheet music
sales, based on reports obtoined
from leadiriji stores in 11 citiej,
and showing ifomparative.; sates
rating for this and last week.

AFM on Hike
Chicago Cafe. Owners Assn^
«uit
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'contracts.

8

3

4

Lo^ Angele^ local 47^ which' had
followed the Chi AFM branch in
tacking B 10%' boost on to scale figures to Cover s'.s. and unemployment
-
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Morris
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^'Wish I Didn't Love So" Paramount
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6

10
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'taxes leaders must now pay themselves, apparently has had no trou.ble.,m^king it sticks These lopals

are'the onlr oneS'^ ifk to take action to guarantee nba>-riame band.le'aders against having to 'pay..taxes
.oiit of their
own jMckets. New
York's local '802 has been watching
the accei^tance of the «d'ded 10% in
;Chi and L.A'. before duplicating the

8
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"Here Comes Santa". ...Bourne.
Tl»»* Pe»oe Wpe". Wawford.
"Wtiitelr. Wonaerlmd".
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RCA

to

Mus-Art Opens
Jolmny Black's Estate
Branch in Kaycee

Record Score

'

wove.
,

From

CCQA' board

of

EUington Sets Preem
For 'Liberian Suite*

the

jKahias CitSr, Ded 9.
Mus-Art agency^ set 'up only a
short time ago by ex-Mtisic Corp. of
America men, established a branch
here last week, .Outfit's local outpost will be handled, by Johnny
Sandusky, who formerly handlefl
the McConkey agency branch here.
Branph vgas put' into motion by
Mus- Art's Rdss' Facchinfe,' who, with

ban 'imposfed by- the

disk

American Federation of Musicians.
will

theatres.

Dorsey plays the Palace theatre,
Columbus, O., Monday to Wednesday
(15-17), the U, of Akron Friday (19)
of Pittsburgh Saturday
(20), after which the combo breaks
up and he heads W6st Dates he cancelled includie theatres in Reading
Holyoke, Mass., Providenpe,
Pa.i
Newark, Hartford, Baltimore and a
two-week run at the Ansley hotel,
Atlanta, to. have opened Feb. 4.
Dorsey will .record for M-G-M
Records-dn. N*w York today (Wednesday) and tomorrow before heading west for the. theatres and onenighters remaining. Whether theS*
Will be his last disks for the Metro

and the U.

.

New York

.courts

dissipated

much

however.. This suit
eventually proved tljitat Black was
co-composer, and his estate, thereof. the^ assets,

1936.

Buddy Johnson, BMI
In Music Firm Deal

,

Maestro Buddy Johnson has conreceived one-half of the royalfrom the song, which .was a cluded a deal with Broadcast Music,
revival hit almost two years ago. Jnc.i for the e.'itablishment of a musie
firm to be called Sophisticate Music
Royalties amount to $9,454.13.
It's for one of those staffless
Sally Black Waldo, one of Black's Co.
widows, now Sally Black Riggs, publishing house deals which call
through remarriage, received the for an advance of $300 by BMI
major portion of the .estate, being against performanca royalties for
awarded $1,890 as statutory allow- every one of liis own songs recorded
by Johnson and released l>y Decca,
ance and $1,200 as widow's allowDeal is for one year'.'
ance in addition to three-fourths Of
the $1,665 residue. One-eighth ot the
latter figure goes to Jennte Ruber,
the composer'9 mother.

fore,
ties

.

.

.

-

.

'

.

'

TRULY A STANDARD

.

Other assets of the estate cover
copyrights in three other of Black's
songs, "Without
Doubt," "Shelia"

Harthun is now' assistant to Lyle
the - wire album
Thi-iyer, new agency's Coast head,
Dietz and Arthur
Schwartz's "Inside U. S. A.," with ajso a former MCA^r.
Beatrice Lillie doing soihe of the
songs providing she arrives frond
Scott Records in N.Y.
London in time as she- has now defewed her sailing to Dec. 16;
Another under

will be

-

,

Howard

Many Irons in the Fire."
to facilitate accounting,
Wonnell, local attorney,
administrator of the Blaek estate,
obtained a "court order to distribute
While Band Plays Pitl the royalties and copyrights to the
three
beneficiaries.
Raymond' Scott has been giving
Black, whose song hit, "Dardanelan unusual twist the past Week or
la." was a hit of previous years,
so to the task of stacking a-way prerose to fame as. a. composer, but
bah record masters for M-G-M Rec» sank into comparative |)overty
wh<in
ords. He's been in New York record- the popularity of the tune subsided.
ing with a band composed of studio He died as. the result Of a brawl
musicians while the dance band he with a patron in a local night club
has been working with for the past which he was managing several
year or more completed a date at the yars ago.
Ankara, Pittsburgh. Combo finishes
its run there next Monday (15) under a substitute leader.
Lytell

WITH A HEY
Hollywoodj

AND A

AND

Hi

A

Shirley
Temple
is
"B'ambi" in kidalbum

for

Victor will release the album in
conjunction with BICO's re-release
of the

of Walt Disney's cartoon
'
same title.
,

Maps Dance Qrch

Lutz Joins Bro*.

Caught unprepared for the AmerJimmy Lytell, radio and record'^
•Chicago, Dec. 9,
ican Federation of Musicians' disk ing clarinetist, who's been hi^ in
Lutz, former Chicago Burke- ban, by bookings
which would have demand for years, is aiming at
contact man. ba$ joined kept him far from recording studios forming a band of his
own for
the .newly formed Lutz Bros. Music until beyond the Dec.
He's figuring on six
31 ban date, dance dates.
Co., in partnership witth his broth- Scott induced the Ankara
operators' strings, three tenor sax, one trumers, Herb and Sam.
to allow him to come to N. Y. to pet and three rhythm in addition to
Maxi who resigned recentl.y from record. They" agreed, and he left his his own instrument, plus a gitl
Jewel Music in Hollywood, will dance -combo to fill out the date singer.
headquarter on the Coast with Herb, alone while a studio combo re-'
Lytell .may be handled by Genthe firm's prexy.
hearsed and cut the needed disks.
eral Artists Corp.-

Max

Van Heusen

^

1

BQURNE, INC.

m

I

'

Seventh Ave.

I

TRUE

and "Too
However,
Harry S.

ly WAITIR «: SAMUELS
and LEONARO WHITCUP
'

.

-I.''

:.''"

J'l

'"

SANTLY-JOY. INC.
1 il

f

irocitlWtiy,

N«w

York

,

RGA-Victor.

Max

HO HO HO!

Dec-. 9
narrating

form

undisclosed.

is

'

'

.

denied by -those concerned with him.
He's said to be completely satisfied
with the booking being done for him
by the Mus-Art agency' and Harry
Romm, who handles th'e band for

label

accounting filed in c^mmpn pleas
court.
Extensive litigation in the

.

•

his

Case

Settled^ Closing

use 'the entire east of the Jack Whittemore,
liyle. Thayer and
show, bejng produced- by Feigay & Howard
Christensen,
established
Duke ElUngton will introduce his Smith with Herman Levin, and will Mus-Art. Facchine is now a roving
"Liberian Suite," written for .the release the disks in album form, of M^A rep while Christensen runs the
Liberian government to commemo-. course.
agency's Chicago office, 'Whittemore
tate the country's first 100 years of
Victor is not payiag an advance. heads the N. Y. office and Thayer
existence, at his. Carnegie Hall, New It is underwriting the cost of record- ditto in Hollywood..
fork, concert Dec: 20 and 27. In ad- ing the score, at scale, and paying
aftbh io its premiere, Ellington and the producers A royalty. Chappell
Barthnn 7olns Ctal M-A
his arranger, Billy Strayhorn,. are Music is publishing the score, which
Hollywood, Dec, 9.'
teadying a group of other new pieces is. 'Uy tietty Comderi and Adolph
Chalk up another salesman shift
for debut.
Greenj music by Saul Chaplin. Chap- from Music Corp. of America to
Ellington did the composition on pell also has the "Look, Ma, I'm Mus-Art. Bob Harthun, who had
commission from the Liberian gov- Dancing" score which has not been, been handling small units in MCA's
«iS(iment.
set
as yet for recording. Hugh lopal office, had a tussle recently
Martin .penned the music and lyrics. with Larry Barnett, head of the
Both shows are in 'rehearsal in New agency's band division; and he
York.
hopped over to Mus-Art.
It

disbandl

Dorsey is said to be suffering
from nervous exhaustion. Breakup
ot his band is the first- time Dorsey
Has tnade such a move, -except, foe
Hamilton, O;, Dec. %
Estate of the late Johnny Black, occasional vacations, since- he took
over leadership of the outfit from hUi
composer of "Paper DoH," -was
brother Tommy Dorsey, at Glen Isclosed*' here
recently through an land Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y., in

*

-

'.
,

Coining/Boii^nza'
of directors also ap;
pointed a committee to send a deleHCA-Victor, will cut the score of;
gaticm to Congress to protest th^
the forthcoming "Bonanza Bound,"
continuation of 20% tax on nitery
musical
which
opens in Philadelphia'
tabs.
Directors also skipped demands of ASCAP and BMl lor D(;c.'26. Ilecording will t>e Aam hk-.
-renewals.
tween that date and the Jan. 1 start

',

will

orchestra at the end of next
week
and retire, at least temporarily, to
his Toluca Lake, Cal., home.
He has
cancelled .date? as far ahead as
midFebruary; indicating that the
layoflT
said to be due to illness, will cover
at
least three months or more.
Meanwhile, there Is some talk about
his
returning to the General Artists
agency, reports which are flatly

,

CALVERT
HAS SWITCHED TO

COLUMBIA
C— 155
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Maps

Majestic

S5

Majestic Diskery

RHAIL DISi BEST SELLEIK

Up For

Reported

P^niETY
«

Survey of retail disk best
based on report,s obtained from leading stores in
11 cities, and shovoi'*'!) comvarativt sales rating for this
.scliers,

HcKinley Pact
iH^it^, a niUng last

,

^D^mevican

.

F^t^'^'io'''

week by the

and

lost

complaint

an action

that is not usually tateen in diiqputea

xdereed by

tti*.

^ve»

latter

the

'.j)ss«ets

'Jl^JBtS.

KSM. '^less the

U

wk.

VAU6HN niONKOE

"

"CtvUiaUton^'
11

.

,

l.t

an

IftB

not aware* of such

it is

agreetuent between the two compa'*!
nies and states flatly that there's a
good possibility McKinley will not
<be signed with RCA. Executives of
the latter .were" not. available for
:/.confirmatton or "denial ofi the Wfa•
•jesticatory.
'

teason for taking its
Muabblip .with, Mii^inley into court
te based «n Ifte iact fllat the AFM
KeftQwd^tD ttvogniTui a renewal of
a tworyear deal with McKinlex because Ihat renewal had unaccount"ably been held by Majestic Instead
of behig filed with the AFM at the
'
time of cQUClusion as per the latliCfijestic
takes the
:-1xit^s- iriiftes.
.tital, regardless 6t the over- ' aghf, the renewal, 'which retains its.
hoU on MdSisies' yntil Jan. 2ft,

iMw

.

Atid it Viras
legal.
is' 8tai
voluntarily -agreed to by McKinley.
at the time^ ih return for a $14,000
advance against later-due foyalties.
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PJBDHtA (Victor)
.

"Civt]iia«oii»

.:•.«.

He needed money' and
'

method of

getting

took this

it.

McKinley's original two-year deal
witit libjestiQ carried terms calling
lot » mfnimMwi amount of produetiott
and sale of his recordings.'
Agreement carried a 30-day canV cellation clause in the event these
Vi terms were not lived up to.
,

-

CHMSTAMS ...
KISStS

'
.

.til,*

«

1

s

'OOES TO TOWN'

At JCISON
Albwrn No.

I

'

Decca

Decca

Dorothy SHoy
{^^okimbia

"•EFORE XMAS"
Fred Waring

Decca

At KASON
Album No. 2
Decca

nr

in eilRISTMAS WISH
WAS CHRISTMAS IN tONDON
CHRISTMAS TIMFS THE
TIME FOR iOVE
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Songsmitfa Grossman

Work

To

Against Cancer

INDIE DISK

LABE

ASKS

30% TIRE SALE' CUT

Mu.sic publishers have been very
Shocked' by the ravages of cancer
Sunday evening "Hhumba Nights"
have been so successful at the h o. as he has seen it,' with the passing lenient with indie disking firms in
in last week of his wife, songwriter
at the Meadowbrook, roadery
the collection of royalties due them
dedicating
Cedar Grove, N. J., that it's ne- Bernie Grossman plans
for
the recorded use. of copyrighted
to himself to raising' funds for the
gotiatinfp with Norn .Morales
Mrs. music, and frequently, they have
the disease.
bring a full-fledged Latin crew, into cause against
and died in a New been .left holding the bag. Nevertht spot lor a run, in conjunction Grossman was 42
were theless, pubs continue to grant conwith a pop-styled outfit. BonUace York hospital although they
cessions in the hopes that some of
!^ank> Dailey will use 'Morales for Hollywood residents.
Having no children or other near the many small disk companies will
three weeks beginning either Jan.
pop- relatives, save Rena Santos, singer, battle througl) tq major status, which
18 or 25, with a medium-name,
plans wotdd, in the final analysis, benefit
style outfit still to he selected. It'll who i& his sister, the songsmith
be the first Ume Dailey has used pledging a l^rge portion of Ms Tin them.
Last week, however, Harry Pox,
two bands and the first time a Latin Pan Alley- income to the cause of
cancer.
who collects royalties for pubs, recrew was featured,
ceived a request that he feels went
Morales teed off Bailey's Sunday
too far. This was from one of the
eve rhumba sessions four weeks
Winning
PiiWish
to
officials of the De Luxe label.
He
ago and did almost capacity biz,
a 30% discount on quarterly
Song in Boston Contest wanted
which isn't happening often at
royalties he owed to help reimburse
Mcadowbrook, as is true almost
Boston, Dec. 9.
.

>

•!

«•>*

Ewm. Cu
ftr

B-VH

"

WITH CHRISTMAS MORNINtt
IN YOUR HEART

MIUS

M(H(ALESDl)£FORRlIN

<

I

FOR CHRISTMAf

nxt

tlx

him for the loss of the company'.^
Dailey at that
everywhere cl.se.
Boston Post song contest was won pressing plant at
landen, N.J., which
thne intended to institute a 'Bam by GI George A. Nigro with a pop
Dance" idea Oh Monday evenings. titled "Like We Used to Do." Tune recently was destroyed by fire.
policy
jBut subsequently shifted thi»
premiered by Vaughn Monroe
was
nearby
to his Ivanhoe
Irvington, N. J.

lU W. Mtk

at. N. Y.

It

disking of "I Can't

At the same

time,

place Mmdling.

.

.

Lo.ve," its

Harry

Fox,

trustee for music publishers on
recox'd-royalty matters, went after
Majestic .last week i'or back royalties.
He collected $50,000 of approximately $1Z'3,000 the company
owes publishers, which had been
huiit up via arrangement' made by
Pox with the consent of publishers,
The deal was to spread regular
quarterly royalties over extended
,:•'.
.,
periods.
•

Silcnatare Creditars

:

'

-

Meet

Signature Records 'is calling a
creditors meeting for later this week
in New York,
(jompany is .seeking a moratorium on debts which
have been on the verge of crushing
the indie, and is also endeavoring to
iritereist

certain current investors in
liieir holdings in the cgm-

increasing
pauy.

Meantime, Signature owes music
publishers around $78,000 in royalties,
which the company is being *
pressed for by Harry Fox, general
manager of the Music Publishers
Protective As.sn.

IRVING MILIS
sueecsTSvoR Yqim nooitAM
,

I

cm

BELIEVE

THAT YOU'RE IN
LOVE WtfH ME
Musie ify , .
JIMMir HfcHUGH

at

during recent run at the BKO BosJease Greer, Songsmith
ton theatre and was given an additional jdug by Monroe on his SaturSongwritqr Jesse Greer is turning
day Cornel air show.
music publisher, at least with two
Clark, Mindling Part
Song is to be published by Burke'of his songs, "I Love You to Little
Buddy Clark and personal man- Van Heusen, whose Sidney Korn-, Pieces" and "The Song of Palestine."
ager Lou Mindling have split. JPair heiser was one of the judges. Others
Former was writt«i in collaboration
agreed to settle a contract that still were Monroe and Arthur Fiedler,
*
with Carl Sigman. '
conductor of the Boston Pops orhad about a year to run>
Dwindling markets for freelance
songs
Clark is handling his affairs him- chestra. More than 14,000
received by judges, in the material prompted Greer to go into
were
reto
mind
In
no
one
ha.s
and
self
business for himself.
seven-week contest.
spot,-

,

B»X 77V Vwltty,

No Confirmation From ,N-. Y.
That Majestic's recording' division
up for sale spread around New
la.st week.
Employees at the
local offices had heard the reports
but knew nothing more.
Sidney
Harris, the company's N. Y. attorl
ney, would neither admit nor deny
the talk. Meanwhile, the company
appeared to hay.e a hit recording in

York

'

ling Crosby

to

music publishers and others
even though it has "been claimed
.that the disking branch itself has
been in the black since the latter
part of last year. The parent vadidf
manufacturing firm's losses are supposed to explain the recording divi-

•

"XMAS CAtOtS"

ALBUMS

is

debt

R«se*.-Mju:Biby's

(Hfercury)

6

TOP

.shape

first solid
hit,
incidentally, since
^Iddy Howard's ".To Hlach His Own."

1M9,'

'

in

14

(Cipitol)

I'iSaM'.Ba?*.-: •..,....>..

DAlfONE

is

17

BAYlilES (Decca)

LOUIS
13

..

"And Hlnr......

VliE^

better

It

Give You Anything But
.,

(Decca)

MABGARET WHITING

aim

recording

Majestic's

known.

is

5

17

12A

im

up tor sale.
main ofiices

'

9

(Victor)

(Decca)
ChrlBtmas"

CBOSBY

is

Majestic's

sion's plighi

(Capitol)
"Serenade of Ihe Bells"

-BIMG

at

31

2

JO STAFFORD

MajestiCi'S'

.

5

4

"You Do"

11

That
widely

nidnt tove You So".

BrNG CROSBY

.

.

'•White

one

would deny or confirm
but the talk is gaining momen*
turn. It has spread to the company's
in this city

91

9

^.

GAC

certs

'

MAItGARET WHITIIfG
IDA

•'

"I Wisli I

Television setup,

N'o

arti.<;ts,

BING CROSBY
8

9

HCA

goe$, ahead by
tt'Majestic loses
^'it$eif.w,ithMeKinl<^,
asV'< tbt^k Majestic's story.
<

3

9

1

(Capitol)
f Golden Earringe",

VAUGHN MONBOE
8

&
it,'

could be in miich

"Whiffenpoof Song"

,

court that.IlCA has agreed
,to turn over these masters for re.lease on the Jl^jestic label, with the
.pr<ip<;r femunetatinn, of course.- And
civil

by .a

'

3

JACK OWEIKS (Tower)
"Bow Soon"...'.
BING CBOI»B¥ (Decca)

hold release of resultant disks until
the leader's dispute with Majestic is

'disposed of completely,. And that if
.Majestic's contentions are honored

.

S

'a

I

rmCX liEE

JICA to record the band but to with-

;

9.

that Majestic

it

various outposts.

3

PKANCIIS CBAIG (Bullet)
"Near You"
AIUTHOII GODFBEI' (Columbia)
riSoo Pat Polka!'..".
ANJDBEWS ai$-D. KAITE (Decca)

,

T

s
ID

(Victor)

"Ballerina"

..wtiich was approached by General
Artists, McKinley's agents, on a deal.
'This arrangement is said to call for

"

1

N

Artist, Label, Title

wki.

moMEclKinley is
mentarily free to conclude a record'
elsewhere, and .Majestic
inft deal
spokesmen say they have made an
RCA - Victor,
arrangement with

'

P

O

This Last

'

i.MM^wbile^

'

Chicago, Dec.

Report here has

L

WfekEndfiur
Dec. iOt

Ma«*Bsl

Majestic
awar,e ot its in>

consent.

its

T

A

Records, part of the Majestic Radio

\

<!'>^ cofirt;

Pays Pubs

Sale;

O

0]

-

•

t<*

3

5
u

week.

of Musicians

teleasing.Kay JleiKinley's orchestra
Jrom this contractual grij^ on it by
"
is not
MaJiesMe B««"r*l»
e\oae^ Ma}esiie intends to take its

T

MILLS

«ni

I Iutv« Ktltten at leant 100
mnKi!.
-What wlmn I do with tliemT <pnn''l
tdl Mcl) I'aper tlie iVftUir, Ucht tli«
«o«I utoye, otuntl on them to audfo me
looh taller than ithe Is, or will isame
IMibltNher look far into the fataire and
rtfifc a nt^rvoiiN hreiikiluwn fij HatcnlnR
to all of Uit'in, or at least tli« 10 Iwst.
..(Please don^t force ine to. miWlsh my
"Own.)
Boi; 207, Variety
.

l.ll

Wesl 4«th

St.,

Nc»v York

I»,

N. M.

f

r

Wettoeeday,

December 10, 1947

n

.

m:

W«fln««day, Umetaaamtit 10, 1947

oBCHtisTaA$iiMvsaic

'

chii;p, In tow.n
Jerry' Lewis of
Martin .and Lewis, currently pt the

forpier

On Ae Upbeat
.

a

Best British Sheet SeHers

sw

a two week stay.'. .George Winslow's
option picked up at Melody mill,
until Fob. 22. .Ray Herbeck set for
date at the Schroeder hotel, Milwaukee, Jan. 6, ,.Harm9nieats
skedded for the Nicollet hotel, Minneapolis, Jan. 30. ..Eddie Hubbard
and Jose Metis have penned "Twelve
O'clock Flight" and "A Long Time
Ago." Melis will be held over for
the Nellie Lutcher opening at the
College Inn, Dec. 19... Dean Hudson

.

,

.

with

been

McParUand

sides thi.s week^.-HiUy Bishop into
the Trqcadero, EvansviUe, Jan. 2 for

.

bone and works in :the
formerly
Bender,
Marion

'

Signed by Vitacoustic and cuts

.

.

husband

Chez, ,„Jimmy

Xavier Cugat, coUabed with N. Y.
Mirror columnist Eddie Zeltner on
Charlie Goldberg has been pro- a tune tagged, "And It AH Came
J«uJack Grant trio opens
Chappell
of
True"
manager
fessional
now
has
who
Mills,
at
the Crest Room, Watertown, N. Y.,
sic, not Carley
Milton Dec. 15
.
, Balph Pont, currently
Haraas drm
the T.
Sherathe.
N. Y., holds over
into
Martipiqtte.
La
at
orch^tra
Saunders
ton Piaza, Daytona Beach, Thursday, for another six-Week stretch . .
Decca Records signed Adele, Freddie P'Alftnso band current at
(U)
the
Miami Beach
through
hotel.
Drake
Bitz-Plaza
Milton
the
Clark via
Decca .
agency
Charlita Rhumba band inked for
Morris
Wilfiam
also siijned Yorke Bros., formerly the season startiitg I>e?c. 17 at Leon
>
and
quartet,
3Beach.
vocal
Ealin
& Eddied
the Avery Bros.,
took the Robbins Trio, fOKweriy the
ill Russell trio for its .Cwnmodore
has
a
orchestw*
Chicago
label.... Bob Astor
girl singer Who doubles on tromWoody Hferaaan played his first Chi
section; she's

New York

,

Jimmy Dorspy

visiting

.

(Week

Bndiwfii Woj>, 2t)

London, Nov.

Now

is the'

Hour

-..Sieordi

,

Apple Blossom W«ddhig

CknmeUy

i.

'

luttle Old' MiU
I'U Mak* Ufp For Ev«rytfai»g
First Iiovt,' [last t)0Ve

Danger Ahead
Chi-Ba-Ba

signed with William Morris. ..Marie
Shaw, pacted by Tower Records,
cuts here next week... Teddy Phillips into the Plantation, Nashville,
Saturday
(6)
years
two
over
date in
Dec. 15 and into the Indian* '^oot,
.Joe
the Pershing Ballroom.
at
Jan. 5, ..Tommy Garftrft'

Peg O'
Garden

Kayser,

My

My

,.,,...]>tisih

,.,..<,,......'.«

-

Bow B«Us
How Ave.tftaings

Maurice
Dash
Yale

',,

„..<.....

in Glocca

28.

K. Prowse

,

Sorrento

,.

Monm..

,.

..

HMsner

...... ,^Gb|)|HE>«n

-Sun
Ascherbcrg

,

Heart

:,;

Connelly

in the "Rain

'.. I^eed*
Cfiristmas Dreaming
< . . ^
Indianapolis,
liovely World and You
Cinephonic
Jr., former manager Griff back into Aragon for Ave i*ecks
Feldman
Desire
,.,
Williams' orch, now with Frederick Jan. 20, .Russ Carlyle into the Glar.,..','.,T,D.^&
H,
All
Of.
Me
.."i.;^,^
the new London
Brothers' band department, .Wayne idge, Memphis, Dec, IS for tour
Ellington
'..**F,D.
H.
Dalte
GaOty
manager
trict
Gregg, currently at Oh Henry Ball- weeks.
.Chappell
(.,,,,*
Feudin' wad Fi^htin'
,
does a concert date Sunday (14) at room, Willow Springs, in for record*.
Maurice
in
th~at
Trail
-Old SSmrI^
the Aud, Atlanta, his first
ing sessions with^ Universal Records
Connelly
*3ltoniiiwi»«it!r Song
...S. ...... .'<,...
city i Warney Buhl orchestra into ...Martha Tilton here for confabs
..F.D.*-H.
Sweetheart Avenue
Cleveland hotel, Cleveland; Dec. 18,
with Majestic... Eddie Ballantine,
Nellie Lutcher is set for tour
.Southern
Codee Song
Al Trace orchestra and Zeb "Breakfas;t Club'* orchestra leader,
hotel, St. Louis,
,'.
at
Chase
-weeks
Feldman
I
south America . ,
,
Carver's hillbilly oiitfil opwied at penned "Pop Cora Polka". .Charley
14 at $1,250 per.^nza.
'Peopte 'WiU Say
T "Wflliaihson
V- ,
Brooklyn's tEnduro Cale yesterday Ventura follows Herbie Fields and starting Feb.
Week of Jan. 23 chirp filays Howard;
(Tues.)
.i Frank Victor's trio reMuggsy Spanier into the Blue Note,
newed tin next June, at Boro Dec. 15... Freddie Slack set for the tlieatre, Washington, then Royal,
Hageman
.
. Richard
Baltimore
.:
XiOunge, Kew Gardens, li. I.
Sherman hotel, Dec. 31... Bill DarArgosy's *5VIFar Party."
Philip J. X<ang occbesttating "Bo- nell added to the "Singing Strings" started scoring
Bed CalUaider returned -from
nanza Bound," fortheoming Broad- show, Mutual webber, as vocalist
way musical . .^onrniy Pott, Chi- with B6b Trendler orchestra. . .Joe Honolulu where he had been-working
Kay
opens'-at Horentine
Beatrice
cago radio singer, disking tor' Vita- Mooney Quartet in Sultmillers, DayJack Ibspp, prexy 'ot Decca Itecords. is credited wiih, deveUping th^
Gardens Dec. 29. Chuok Gould back
coustic.
children's disk market to its "'present Imppy $20,000,060-d-year state" in a
ton, Dec. 27...Yvette here cutting
into Gardens same date tor eight
Tioxi Reid, former vocalist vrith sides for Vitacoustic. .Patti Palmer,
piece by Isester 'Velie in the Dec. 13 issue of Collier's. Tagged "Vo<»l Boy
Dick Baker, Nick tiucas;
weeks
Makes Good," the yarn traces %app's career in the platter Industry from
and Lillian Lan« p&qited by Huck1B34 when he founded Decca up to the present
.
. Gracife ^«lds set tor
ster label
Quoted as beinif in love -with "the great words, the words «f the masRancho, Las Vegas, starting Dec, 2*
the mag story, queried fioet I/>uts Untermeyer
Bing Crosby. William .-Bendix ters," Kapp, according to
felt that no' One
on records. The vwse
and Sir Cedric Hardwicke recordings as to the market tor poetry
Busy Doing Nothing" for Para- would listen to such lecordingk.. .Ilowever, Die Becett vreicy insisted ^ith
twund to succeed. And
big iMunes," the idea
mount's "A Connecticut Yankee in "background' music
A.S.C.A.P.
so it -did witti. -Bonald CttlmW'* waiting *t Bfckens* "Chriatmas Carol"
King Arthur's Coiirt."
ae^clty to tihe tune of some 18,000 albums. Ohiger
Bobbe Caston, who recently -wound -attesting to KEapp's
(Go-writer "So fiMht <My Heart for You")
Ro^s'"'*All<!e In ^V^onderland" also clicked vrith miMre.tban 120,000 sets

D'Artega!s all-girl

orchestia*

Arnold Ridgeway,
Decca Distributing

formerly

.

.

.

,

with

in the east, joins
label as Coast Dis-
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(Words and Mumc by Pat
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up a two-year wwbliug .stint «l
^
Jimmy's Chicken Shack, N. t,, now as «eU as in*ny others.
piping at Sportree's Music 'Bar, DeMusiciatt Records flatly denies it has agreed to pay full mechanical
Ted Buckner, itsnaet-lmi
troit
publisher
alto man with the late Jimmy I.unce-.' royalties to Barton Music, Johnny Farrow .«nd Marty Syraes,
Company asserts that it has
ford's band, cut "Frolic-' "Jump" on and writers of "1 Have But One "Heart"
the Staff label with an all-star sextcf' never discussed the situation with either partis due to 'its use of the
Willie
Wells, .onetime' song's title on advertising of -a recording ot "Oh, -MOi^elte" l»?.*hil
including
trumpeter for Louis Jordan- . . i Latter title is the original music and lyric itf an 414 Xwlwa
Small, group led by Cah. 0^w«iy?4 pui:^ dwnain; ttt.«t ntutie of which Farrow -adapted and to wMl<!l>
bassist, Miltm Hintoii,- wijt!^ ^'It'T itttei^ « ve^ imc. ; 'T*mtv and Symes Mad said the^r hAA dtscnssed M)«^Should i:i6s(;°'!Xou'-''4)n ^Moiie lahet cnitt's use tot.thehr title to seU Brito's recording of the <HriginaI song and
that Musicratt officials had agreed to pay them royalties. Musicraft denies
thia. At 'the same tiroe.iBarton asserts they ej^iect to be pwW royalthss by
into court with
dude COn^wny and if not will

Aimounco*

!,!'-•'"-•

.

.

.

.

^

.

.

;

.

9^

ikilldrd)

^w

for

^

'

(Ma«loi» Cot on All)
Salt lake City, Dec, 9,
'Quartermaster James X,
on recruitiJig service heire^ is
showing the trade that a smarts di£k
.

1M1 ME

DREAM

Socko Foxtrot lovo Ballad
In tho "NoarlTou^' Mood

SWEETBI lillE
A Gay
In

'

^hief

£Eardy,

Title of -Kemick Music's current .plug jtune,. "It Happened in Hawaii,"
resulted in a six-year delay in the song's release. Written by Mabel
Wayiie and ,the late 1M. Dubin, number was originally scheduled tor *
IMl debut-but the wars outbreak in Hawaii was viewed as a damper
on prosjiective wde$ at that time. Execs of Music Ft^MUshers" Holding.
Corp., ot which R«aaicfc is a «ubsidiary, dacided to shelve It Happened'^
tor the dfwation -e'vt^ though copies liad already been printed. -Aside

jockey can even sell joining tfae.'Kli!trou>son>e-l«!^ x^^pioMs, aong is now garnering disk attention as well
he uses -a sharp approach;
with Hal Mclntyre cutting for M-G-M and Kajr Kyser for Columbia. -among
Hardy spins platters "onee a week others. In -addition
'loi^ -dormant pre-war waxings by Glenn Miller and
on KNAK, -and puts on a .^itch for;
Jimmy Dor3ey are now being marketed toy "Victor and Decca, respectively.
the'Havy. Using -a g}amoi;'''-appi>oadi',
Hardy .has bee^; selling- suun^r Ales
Stan -Kenton took 4in u.nusual -action last week at the Commodore hotel.
and Warm :h!ue. -ySfaters ,tp '.the,, local
that tlie
}ad*,«nd he's rjgaUy getting a payr New- York. The unusualness to his action is based on the tact
majority of bands want remote broadcast time and in many. oases work
off. 'Utah has toeen' getting extra
certain spo^ in order- .to',>«btain it—but Kenton has upset that theory.
hea'vy snowfalls this .yeaiv and 'afhei»X'-doinjg.'!fou)r,.£hnts weekly from the Commodore, two on
ter.'everrstoitn .-business "talces
big Kenton had
only one Mutual
jump'vt -nav^ recruiting- oSiees. It Vutinll#ii(£ltwo CBS. He.lMis cut them in hslf, lebdning
and4Hie.C^> 'aM'hli^ tbcplanation is that he has not achieved the proper
falls' off "ws'sobn '«S the -skies ,claar«
-aity of the broadcasts from the hoteL As a rebult his band
but Hardy's. 'Sabfis IftUar sget- iSxem balance- On
is not being «ired;to the listening -audience from a perspective that lie
back, again as ,/tifott.Jvs
•'itnowthe band's sound when heard in the room.
Sakes reappear. ^ASince- the -ttiirtr. -of feels' is proper on the basis of
the -month, when the sd^w <«ttUfted,^
Music <and recording industries may faa-ve another surprise hit on their
Hardy's been'making his.'Qui^ta' in
the heavy click in the PhiIad!elphii^''Brea of the
^•^m^ii'^i
:;«;,.,
:^^;;:'%->-Ht 'b9n,ds-«s: the result of
Muaittraft recordinjg of "Ain't She Pretty,'* by Buddy Greco and the.Three Sharps. Arrangement of the tune, publiEihed by Leads, has made
are
Palladium,
Shiffs such, an impression (M Philadelphians -that major recording companies
rjK^USing 14 their vush to ^ pile up masters before the Jan. 1 deadline io
air tiike note.' Decca is makmg the tune, having already assigned it and the
others are tiding tp -fin4a spot for il in diddiis pkins.
<
Hotly-wood, Dec '9.
,vy it

m

Rhythmic Fox Trot
the "Sweet Sue" UNanner

.

-

'

»

'

,
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(There's

.

a Smile On«e Again)

WWeiV FANE

AN OLD

IN

A

Simple, AppeciUng
Like Billy HIH

Home Song

HfwDod,
PoHcy^^miu

To

,

Used to Write.

Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood,
apea ^even nights a week all through
the war -^and

All llubliihed

up

elUi^ton lilotel

until this time,' has

begun shuttering on Monday nights.
the Palladium one ni^t
weeldy leaves Santa Monica's Aragon
ballroom -as the only full week dance

MaterniMn Preparation

Closing

by

hall in the areai

PAT BALLARDMHSC CQSPORAliN

of

<

•

Mmin

AU

'

Palladium's move is due to a lack
biz-^^tmd nothing else; -Other mid-

week mights are far below normal,

J

::'-m0^'|M^-0m':'
"

'3i^il» i'l—e.;

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
"I

want to

thonii

my frimds

in the

Maiie SHdneit whe. «t

ion favor, picked tK* above leag* •! potential hits

m'anmcriptt

I

prepared for

wronfi, but these
to

throw

this

piAIIiMng vcnivre.

men have picked eae

my dovgh

hit after

freill
I

die

<f

pt r<

1Z new

hcive eften

been

another audi I'm happy

behind their iadgment!"

Moyb* you'N «•> a iicinii our of m/ ntw WOK^MUrUAl program, "Iht
WtWng Mach'm*," Sal. Nighta, 9.-30 P.M., from tha OmId ThtmIt: !'</»
ovor fOO tongs fiublitM lh» hard way in tiit Ia4t 30 y«aH>->hi* mecftfn*
might hav tavtd thou ukeiMl—f. t.
^

t.S.

/iitf«l

Hollywood. Dec.
Jules Magoifi
sic

S.

music

>>j||i'il

l#<l fc.'t*far-

SHOWKOPII

tudid Av«.

tit 7thi

Miami iMCh

3%

I

the clearing of licenses

recorded

by

M-G-M

Becords, Metro', disic subsid, along
with synchronization matters, has
quit that studio. He will join JRalph
Peer's music publishing organiisation as contact bctyfeen the lattef

and

film studios.
Magoll Will headquftrter

lywood.

:

«ptciALirATe$roR

WELLINGTON HOTEL.Florida

member of-^e mu-

copyriglit department', at 'Mdtro,

who handled
for

—PAT lALLAKO.
SonH.

•I

Mttgoif Joinok Peer

tbe

«OimMlllM»S

THERE'S

A "POT OF GOLD" AT THE END OF THE ItAlNBOW
RECORD #10033 OF

ROSALINDA
Kuhs

in. Hol-

'by

.KKO

'BliNSOltt;;

.

CHERtO MUSIC PUMJSHEtO, lw^.<IU5 iMMlway.

N. Y. 19

'
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mine's

Sure Core
certain fellow I know had been drinking too much and he finally
had to go see a doctor. "Bill, I think I can cure you,"
fiot so bad he
"From, now on, whenever you leel like you'd like a
said the medico,
drinking, just eat something." Bill took the doctor's
drink, instead' of
everything was working out fine. Every
advic^ and for a few weeks
drinking
he would eat something instead, and he was
time he felt like

A

'

beginning to feel good.
One night Bill was going up to his room in the hotel when he heard
gargling noise coming from one of the- other rooms. Bill
a' strange,
opened the door ^of this room and looked inside, and there
'got curious,
Bill
the room was a man hanging himself on the chandelier.
slammed the door, ran back downstairs, white as a sheet. By the time
*
he reached the desk clerk he was shaking like a leaf, but he managed
the collar and say: "There's a man upstairs hangto grab the clerk by
ing himself. I just saw it with my own eyes— for God's sake, quick,
-Joci/ Adams.
,^imme a plate of ham tuid ej,'f?s."
,

%

Sbelvey IWaps Fight

To

Invalidate His

Shelley, deposed national
administrator of the American Guild
Variety Artists, will flgbt the As,-

Matt

of

sociated

v& 4A s

and

Actors

of

Artistes

disAmerica, ruling which last week
Shelvey
missed him from that post.
A. Cowan,
has retained Arthur W..
Philadelattorney
Ip
-former

AGVA

his case.

Cowan,

m

AGVA

Firing
AGVA

Bale, head of the Hollywood
has indicated she would support the new regime despite previous protestations she would resign

office,

if

Shelvey was removed from g£been only one resig.

fice^ .There, has

nation, Eric Withers, in Montreal,
Shelvey's' dusting tbok place at a
meeting of the 4A's last week, when
he was dismissed .on- charges of
"sabotaging" the union and "flaunting" the authority of the 4A's by
issuing unauthorized orders and di-

.

.

handle
has retained Morris i. Ernst,
prominent labor attorney.
Grounds for Shelveys appeal from
yet been rectives. Ten days previous to the
the 4A's decision hasn't
'Kiere are several legal firing Shelvey had requested a siiik
divulged.
leave and asked that a committee be>
courses open to Shelvey, but his attheir appointed to take over, which was
divulging
.aren't'
torneys
granted.
strategy yet. It's possible that they
One of Shelvey's acts while on
treasAGVA's
%iU attempt to tie up
leave was the dismissal of Jonas T.
ury uiitil an adludication is made.
Silverstone and Mortimer S. RosenFaine,
H.
Hyman
Meanwhilie,
thal
as AGVA's national counsel and
American
the
of
execufive secretary
his appointment of Arthur W. A.
tGuild'of Musical Artists, is in charge
moment. Cowan as their successor. However,
of AGVA aiJEairs at the
this
action
was nullified by the 4A's
4A's-appojnted
the
He's chairman of
when he asked
board which took over the AGVA on the ground that
for sick leave he was relieved of all
national of flee, and it's expected that
any actions taken by
duties,
and
permanently.
he'll step into that slot
thus
Shelvey
that
time
at
been
, were
has
there
JPaifte reports that
reaffirmed Silvervirtually 100% response by the vari- illegal. The 4A's
position with
ous AGVA field heads supporting stone and Rosenthal's
the
union,
Florine
administration.
the new
fibia.

to

fnrri!

•

Of

krm^

M\

Hay

Guard Armory

Vaude's Denuse at Loew $ State, N.

Poses Problems for Acts, Agents

Washington, Dec. 9.
When vaudeville ends its 26 year
is threatening to shut
down XJline's Arena, due to what he run at Loew's Statei N. Y., hundreds
described as the growing unfair of acts, will be left without a BroadNational
from
the
competition
way showcasing. For many years;
Guard Armory,
this last stand of vaudeville on the
Since it was opened in 1940, the
Stem has provided the sole showing
big Arena' has been the scene of
spot for a wide variety of acts, many
rodeos, ice shows, smaller circuses
and during the war such things as of whom were booked into other
their showing
the big public dances which featured houses on the basis 'of
the annual President's Birthday Ball' here.
With the State's shift to straight
in town. Arena has also been the
agencies are
pix
on
ChrisitmasDay,
home of the town's pro basketball
team, the Capitols,, and it$ profes- faced with the problem of finding a
sional ice hockey club, the Washing- comparable showcaser. In the minor
houses
around
New York,
vaude
ton Lions, as well as amateur
bookers say there isn't one to rebasketball.
If he goes through with his threatj place this Loew stand. In the first
bookers of
place,
it's
difficult
to
get
Uline would .shut down the Arenafor sports and entertainment at the other vauders and film scouts to hit
end of the current winter season, any other house but' the State, not
convenience
only
because
of
but beconverting the big structure into a
cold storage plant. Uline claims that cause of the prevailing belief that
the publicly-owned National Guard talent wise, the State audiences are
Armory has been muscling in on his more hep than others.
territory and preventing him from
Another reason that the State will
making a profit. It has copped the be missed is the fact that this was
home games of a couple of local col- the only house where intermediate
leges and has just scheduled a huge names, novelty, acrobatic and a large
New Year's Eve dance, with Vaughn number of song and comedy acts
Monroe hand.
could play. Turns such as Baer and
Rosenbloom, Myron Cohen, John
Boles, Paul Haakon.
Hershfield
Harvest Moonera
.

Mike Uline

Harry

who

celebratet a half cen-

tury ««

a working

paperman in 1948

is

newt'
given

« typical

The other
back from vacation.
Broadway houses haven't adequate
stage space for the ballroomers.
The Staters dropping of vaude has
given rise to several rumors. One is
that eventuallyi Loew's will shift the
presentation shows from the Capitol
to the State, after sufficient alteraReason, say the
tions are made.
rumors, is that Loew's fully owns
the StatCj while it is a 50% partner
of Messmore Kendall, Capitol owner,
in the operation.
However, Loew
execs, deelare. that tO'- be nothing but
a rumor.

At any event, the State's exit of
stage shows isn't ,flnal. If' the doubl«
feature subsequent run,, and single
feature first run policy doesn't work
out, then it's possible that vaude will
be back.

LENA HORNETS MEX DATE
PRIOR TO

NEW Ilt-G FILM

Lena Home, who returns to* thi^
from a European tour- Dec; '25',

U. S.

been signed to play Ciro's,
Mexico City, starting Jan. 19 at
$8,000. Date is for one week since
she's due back at the Metro lot the
^nd of January for pic assignment.
The vaudeless State will constitute
While abroad Miss Home played
a major problem for the N. Y, Daily the Palladium, London, and- the
News which annually promotes the Champs Elysees, Paris. She'll, do a
Harvest Moon Ball. Winners ol this two-day stand in Liege before ie->
competition get a two-week engage- turning to the U. S.
has

,

ment

Joe Laurie,

Jr.

*Thumhnose Sketch'
In

the forthcoming

42d Anniversary Number
'

~

ct

Out Soon

at the Slate. It's doubtful that
the Harvest Moon Ball would attract
as many entrants as it does, without
the showcasing for the winners. Most
entrants invest in full dress suits and

expensive evening ^gowns^ and look
for a date at the State to lift the tab.

The only

possible house that could

play the Harvest Moon layout would
be the Roxy. So far the. Daily News
hasn't approached Sammy Rauch,,
the house booker. It may be done,
however, when Bill Fitzinger, the
Daily News promotion manager, gets

Taylor Joins Chi Agency
Chicago, Dec.

9.

MCAV

Frank Taylor, formerly in
Yojlt theatie department, has
joined the Charles Hogan agency;
He'll head up personal management

New
and

nitery. booking dept.

In addition to new assignment,
Taylor will continue personal management of Bonnie Baker, songo
stress.

"Undoubtedly one of the
tmortest dance teams around
today . . . Class all the way."

-VARIETY.

"Greatest dancers to
to Mexico. Her beauty
a porcelain doll's/'

com*
is like

-ULTIMAS NOTICIAS,
Mexico

"Most
tractive

*

City.

marvollous arid at-

dance team

we have

cv«r witnessed."

-TRIBUNA,
Rio de Janeiro.

.Tomorrow—
LOEW'S STATE

^

Now York
Exclusive MaiHiQamaiit:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY.

*

inc.

,'

'

DeewaJbor I©, 1947

VcdliitMwiity,

60

turn in as heavily nitigged, and over bug to "One. o'clock Jump." The
applied "cute" turn as any aspirants emphuai is on the moderne with
C/iic<iffo; Dee. "3.
tp the word "comedienne" ..could Miss Se^hpld and she'd be strpng in
Jfrru Letpi», Paul
to a

Chez Paree, Chi

Ni|^ Onb Revimrs

Deon Mortis k
Qroper, Jeon DqrUng. Paul Syi^lh
LiJie (10), Marty Gould Orch (14),
Folks," "Legalize My Name," unique
Aiij$el»
Chiesta Orch with Carmtn (5);
treatment' of "St. Louis Blues," Don
Talbptjriinimitm,
$3.50.
Elizabeth..
Joi; MarshoU,
Row, Row Row," and "That's No
M^rtin/AllJ^nda Line, P|*rt Bailey; Way to Do." As presented- here she
.stuff generally has aa
$3.50 and
Highbrow
Larfctn
J;
EUis
Cooke,
Hfll
manifests the good usage of her
chance in a nitery as a palm
imich
advantage.
$4.50 minimum.
hands to best
tree in Alaska. That Paul Draper
Then there is Amanda Lane, back scores in tap-ballet interpretations
the Blue AnIt's easy to see why
in tne from the Coast, with a possessed oJ classical themes is a tribute to
gel management remains
postwm manner, an ofl-the-shoulder sophis- hi.«i dancing. Especially so, when
black, come Pr^-Xmas or
Max ticated look, and an effective song he's working at floor-level so that
letdown. Herbert Jacoby fnd
She none except ringsiders get a comGordon consistently book talent style for the, intimate bistros.
awareness
runs the gamut of songs like prehensive gander of his flights. The
an
have
to
which seems
enare
Temptation," "If It's Good I Want crusjh was so heavy on opening night
values
showcase
their
that
other It." '*Be*itched, Bothered and Be- that most of the audience only
hanced in ttiis spot, as in few
Results have been impres- wildered," "Only Wanna Ruin Your caught picket fence glimpses of the
bisti-os.
its an Life a Little" and "Love For Sale." terper.
,
sive right along, whether
to The femme fatale stull is usually
Draijer's ventures into the clasps,
Evelyn Knight who has gone on
& fatal for the average femme but Miss with Schuman's "Romance in F
greater heights, or Alice Pearce
cla£,s
for that sorta stuff Major" and a Bach "Gigue," are
Co who are a cinch tot a now, Lane is the one with
it convincingly
the
but
culture
away
as
—and
gets
of
Or,
exptjssions
order.
flne
musical in short
and feffectivelv as she repri^ses her average nightclubbcr ain't after culwhere Pearl Bailey, who was socko
the "typed" ballads,
Somie, of course, ture. Tliis was borne out by the
enough at the Zanzibar (now betheavier response drawn by his jitterHarem) but who will never %e\. cur- ar« done broadly, deliberately.
does
caricature of a taxi-dance custer spotlighting than she
Elizabeth Talbot-Martin, another bug
ol
tomer and a sharp satire of a porently in the class environment
vet of the class saloons, registers in

Which ddbsn't add: up
essay.
solid, layout, when you have a dance

production (done well) followed by
a terper who'd look good In a different blending, followed by the DeCastros and after a blrlet group number, Cross and Dunnv
The Cubano femmes are attractive.
But som<»'hody',<i evidently told them

mwe

.

they're vei-y funny
go.

•

.

spot
Dusky comedienne IS ideal lor a
of this type as she runs
through her repertoire of WondeiTime Last Night," "Simple

this East 55th street

room
-ful

.

Cross- and Dunn can take credit
for their vet know-how in overcoming the effect left, with their satirmgs presented in showmanly fashion.
Whether it be the "Missouri Gang"
laughmaker in topical fashion anent
In the latter, his
speech.
litical
Truman and his advisors, or the
cleats hammer at the opposition, cut
down a heckler, and pour out <)ily takeoS on radio jingles, or their Gilwith rippling taps. Terper bert and Sullivan lyricizings, they

character studies that run the range
from' the catty actress; the Brooklyn
song pUfggeress; the conversation
pieces, a la Ballet Busse, Jack Cole
and Martha Graham; the Eleanor
She"s
Roosevelt .bit, and the like.
being succeeded tomorrow night
(ThuT?.) by toiothet comedienne

Kaye

and

it just doesn't
What makes their stint run is
the obvious talent for top harmony.
But when they Step out 'of that phase
to make with the clowning, it doesn't
jell.
Only in their ringside mixing,
with the kiss implanting on the male
ringsiders do they get laughs. 9hen,
But when they leave theirit's cute.
legit note blending, to project the
over-mugged comedies, they earn
polite, rather than- spontaneous reception for their efforts.

.

promises

wears his customary vest-pant

out-

poU

por-

fit,

but dofts a coat for the

trait.

Ballard.

Ex-magicQ Jay Marshall has mad^

KP

routine eclipse the
his GI and
sleight-of-hand, and to. good pur*
He has moved fast in the
pose.
comedy division. .. Only this past
summer he gave accent to the
magico in his 'Villsage en^fagement;
today that's Incidental, .giving out
with a literate version of a Johnny
Burke-Harvey Stone type of routine.
His delivery is sure, his address authoritative, and his material surefire. Result was a showstopper at the performance caught.

-

.

Jean Darling is weighed down by
her material, in this case musicalcomedy mood songs that go well in
the context of a Ubretto but drag
as solos in a nitery. The ex-"Carou
sel" chirp, very pert in an off-theshoulder Kown of white brocadcj
picks up slim hands with, a "Garou-

medley and two numbers on

sel"

the light classical side.

Martin's song styling is
first rate. .His "Reg O' My Heart"
has femmes leaning, forward for
more. Lewis scores with rubberfaced antics and celeb imoressionis.
Pair does a neat bit on "Donkey's
Serenade," and they .off-ed to heavy
mitt and returned with a British intro'to a quiz show routine and the
Lewis laugh-getter in whioh he
Off to solid rebatons the orch.
the

Abel.

-

since elevation in -Terrace Room
doesn't start for three rows of tables.
But for those up close, he's socko.
Carman Miranda is his opener,
then into a comic ballet ostrich, a
classy ballroom couple, a whirlwind
Sonja Henie and flnedly a loose-,
limbed skeleton that dances in sec-

A

tions.
Marionets are carved and
gowned beautifully and P%ris manipulates them expertly.
Hi, Lo, Jack & the Dame wind it up

in the grooveroo. Three boys are
clean-cut and the gal,'Dottie Henderson,- has plenty of s,a. Their stuil
covers the pop range, high spots
being "Rag Time Cowboy Joe" and
"She's Too Fat for Me." One of
-

(GAntinued on page 62)

From Hollywood!

rack up the mitts.
Terpwise,
Aurora Roche and
Carlyle fashion an Indonese routining, brilliantly costumed and staged
to pace the proceedings and a bright
Christmas number to add -color to
the show's tempo. Jane Wynn's spin
taps and precision heel and' toe work;
deserve better spotting than following the group's opening.
Tony Lopez ana his unit hack in
top manner, and fill the- dance floor;
.

between

shows

Main pillars of the layout are arrangements.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, whose
routines pile up yocks and salvos all
Cliek,

,

any spot.
Frank Paris follows her and.puhpeteer'* among- the very best In- the
trade. A good-lOQkirig lad with an
easy style.s he works his wooden
figures on the floor itself, which
makes it a little hard on those sit-«
ting a way back from the ringside,

way.

with

sweet

their

Jj«rjf,,;

Phllly

JPhiladelpbta, Dec. 4.

Harry James Orch (23) with
Marian Morgan, Buddy DeVito; Jack
Vema Orch (5) with Pupt DeCorlo;
$1 cower.

Harry -Ufames and his horn "Contin-'
combo that draws 'em in
Phitly.
His current; stay at Frank Palum*
bo's Click is standing the customers
tulms.
Kiul Sydell works two dogs in a up four-deep at the bar and his
better tWin standard turn in onen- music ^eems to please old and young
irtg the bill. Line's prancing in three alike.
t>roduction numbers is uniformly
James' aggregation plays music
eood. with Norma DogfSett iu ifront that's danceable even lor the folks
for ballet measures and Jack Nel- who
still
take their terpsichore
son sunplying smooth vocals. Gould Charleston-style.
The- younger se^
orch backs expertly /as iisual, and. find him plenty groovy, while those:
Xton Chiesta group fills the flnor for who. take their dance music sitting
BaxU
the rhumbas.
down fijid listening pleasant, especially with the addition of the fiddle
section. .
ClHlt,
The vocal department is in good

th« ExcTHiv*

ues to be a

•

Always WerUiigi

IMtrls
NOW ORIENTAL TH., Chicago
,

StmtiiHl Dite.
rroHfiitioii

U

for

1 W*«ht

Club. MoIIr*.

III.

LAUREnEandaYMAS
Navir

.

PHUmEU
GUcaf*

York

A
HnUH

Miami, Dec. 6.
hands with Marion -Morgan and
Cross &' Dunn, DeCMtro Sisters, Buddy DeVttO' dividing the assignJone Wynn, Aiirbra JRocfte-Carlvte ment. •
Jack Vema's quintet, one of
Dancers (8), Tony Lopez OrcR; minPhilly's b^er small combo's, shares
imum $3,
the revolving bandstand, concenFor Jack Goldman, operator of trating on Ijatin rhytiuns, Pupi DeCarlo, formerly with Xaxier Gugat,
this mainland spotr the new installation marks the inauguration of his is the maracca artist.
Shal.
three shows nightly policy^a policy
discarded just before the. war by
most of the bigger spots.* Whether
it will bring in the grosses necessary
(WILLIAM ,PENN BOTEIi)
for pront-making on his e:iEpauded
l?ittsbuF0h,.Dec~'-4.
budget for the 'motet nth, remaSns
Hi, Lo, Jocfc ft the Dame, Fronfc
to be seen,
Pans, Miriam -Sedbold, Billy CatiCross and Tftmn- have played the zone Orch (8), Mildred Don; coi>ertown for many years, and nave al- $1 weekdays, |1.50 Saturdays.
ways clicked in no imcertain fashion.
The DeCastro Sisters^ in comparison,
This is the hest all-around layout
are new, having hit this town a Terrace Room has come up with
coiQile of seasons hack as a nicely since it reopened several months
ago
arranged trio of Cuban femmes with after the annual summer shut-down
a cute style. This time out they Lineup's been increased <rom the
usual two acts to three, and every
,•

.

,

CONCERTIZiNG
Margery WslUs at V\M Hnno
Mgt.; lea UpM'

COMEDY PAHER
FUN^MASTER
Vtha Slww lb Qmq fiU"
Nei. I to 22
$1.00 «a.
(22 for f1«.00}

,

Dae. 11th

Mgf.-UNiVBtSAl

US

m

riflh

AnMCnONS

AvMMM, Ntw Ywh

one a: solid click.
Miriam Seabold opens and ballerina's, a sparkling performer with
her spins and whirlwind toe work.
Gets away fast with "Hora Staccato,"
then does a samba a la ballet and
finally pushes off with a toe jitter-

0
N

For All Brmeiief -«(.Th«crtricalt

.

CHANTICLEER, lALTIMORE

S

Carreiitly

-l:-.

'

N

of th*

harmontca."

Miami

Clover

"DANCUMORISTS''
JACK DAVIES

M

EDDY

0

10 PARODIES for $5.00
"How f o' Be on Emcee"
$3,00 Including 2
genii

for

list

«00

Gag

inikterlal,

i>f

coinviljT' KwiiKi*,

nnts, akito,

inlnslrol

Filei
parodien,

bttfi

—blncK-

eli!.

NO C.O.»'a
PAULA SMITH

W. tiUh

]Scw York !•

St.,

LAUGHIflG-^TOCK!
Sonwthing

SYLVIA

FLORENCE

WHITE

Naw

Comady

in

Malarial

H

for M.C.'t, Acts, and Diu <locl(«
e>.
LautblKB-Stock SiirKii 1 to 9..
RUMll Flra Ralltlnes (DollIlM I to 3. -tana.
.$2 «>•
Mutir Monoloiucs I to 4
Hit! and Bits I to 3
....t1 oa.

SAM PERRY
leso Broadway.

Now York

It,

N. Y.

Govms by

The

HELD OVER
'

EL RANCHO,
'

Us

Risqiie Frisky

Wwk M •rmaM Room
Pork Central Hotel, New York
24Hi

JANE DOUGLASS at the Piano

BAKER HOTEl
DALLAS
IxclHsiv* MaiMg«iiMiit

SOL TEPPER
N«w York 20

liiildiag,

CASINOS
LOVE THOSE CREATIONS
154

W.

4«lli St.,

New

York. N. Y.

Vegas
ROLLY

Opening Dec. 15

RKO

ERNESTO
DANCING

AND BONNIE

PICKERY
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slice

to

budgets after first of year,
of bar lounges which re-

lot

in for live entertain-

cently wept
ment are contemplating going back
music as a result of new
to straight
which goes into
qity amusement tax
new levy, added
effect Jan. 1- The

London, Dee.
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Favorite Story**

Sympo$ium
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records with $404,927 for 17 per-^
formances. Over 186,000 people saw

At the

first

AGVA

Exec

Scoredior Refusing

attendance
payees.

er

<

performance in St.
war and availability of materials!.
sh6w broke anoth- Many hotels are now able to install
record with 12,541 tanks at comparatively low cost.
Kitchen .refrigeration equipment, in
_

Louis, Friday (5)

Detroit

most cases, is able to t&ke care of
the added loadi thus major .savings
are effected.
Hotel operatdts ifave found that
the novelty of the skate displays is
frequently an. adequate substitute for
Movement is afoot among the inde- high-priced talent. They're able to;
get a full show, including principals:
pendent press-agents to organisie and cliorus, at around $2,500, Geninto a group that would be a cross erally, a single name, without sup-,
between a union and a trade organi- porting talent, comes to that amount.
zation.
Feeling is that the time is However, most of the name pei'formers in that salary bracket,
ripe for such an organization inasthey've found, haven't been drawing
much as with declining trade, many profitable grosses. Thus they've been
nitery ojivnersi and name acts "may
considering novelty angles, with leers
'drop their ballyhooers to save coin.
being one of the: more favored subr
Among those behind the move are slitutes.

To OK Free Vet Show INDIE FLACKS BANDING

,

York Gity for, a surprise visit to
Frank iPar) Hynes, newcomer, who
:
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week

the show.

By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N". Y., Dec. 9.
Many, thanks to Alma Mia, Sonny
Raye, Lola Milroy and Sally Lee,
currently at Durgan's nitery, who
took time out to put on a show for
the Will Rogers patierits.
Sid Grill, who cured here, reports
he's still okay and back at work.
Anita Langan shot in from New

.

shift to
fort to
talent.
to tank

Sonja Henie Ice Revue in two
stand in Indianapolis broke all

.

of

.

•

Chicago, Deo,
,

42d Anniverntty Number

Several hotel ipots are slated to
ice-show policies in an ef-^
beat the high, cost of nam»
First hotel room to convert;
displays after New Year's is
the Stevens hotel, Chicago, which
will have a blades show produced by
Merriel Abbott. ^Hie Belvedere hov
tel, Baltimore, recently adopted that
form of entertainment. More are
mulling the change.
Activity in tank shows has been
on the increase since the end of the

'4-

Sonja Henie's Ice Revue
Boff 4046 in 17, Indpls.

TOM HOWARD
,

Shows

Ice

to High Talent Costs

II

EDDIE DAVIS

^k

i

As Ourb

«k r«<«iiiiHd by

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
BOBBY CLARK
HENNY YOUNGMAN

Detroit, Dec. 9.
Last week's action by William
Grubb.s, American Guild of Variety
Artists' rep here, .who
forbade a
taking cure like a veteran.
After mastering thoracoplasty op- free performance for the benefit of
erations Moe Gould has checked into amputees, has been hit hard by the
local press. Major criticism came
the up department.
their plight.
Mable Burns received a 10-day from Mark Beltaire; whose column
jEarlier Closings
furlough to visit relatives in NiTf.C. in the Free Press. denounced Grubb's
Among the oldtimers who are action in forbididing Dorothy Shay to
,^other headache is reports that
progi-essing
nicely are Sig Mealy, perform for ttie hospitalized,
Legisnext session of Pennsylvania
Ben Schaflfer, Walter Hoban, Jim
About 100 men from a vet hospital
lature, will make an effort to cut an
Wotton,
Thomas Curry and your col- were being partied at the Booklimit,
for
booze
tioUt "^ft l^gdl time
•
umnist,
is.
Cadillac hotel. Musicians Union had
now 2 a.m.,
tales, -.Clpsiog hour
J.ohnny
head
station
Grimes,
of
okayed
Frank Hagen's orch and Miss
and midniglit on Saturdays, and
WNB2, back from N. Y. C. after at- Shay consented to appear. However,
measure that's certain to come up tending
a meeting of network manGrubb's at the last minute ordered
would shutter the hot spots at 1 a.m. agers.
Miss
Shay
not to sing under threat
weekdays. Saturday deadline reHarry "SI ipfoot" Clifton, former of a fine. He said, according to Belmains the same,
Rogerite, resting in comfort after
At same time, move will be made taking first stage of thoracoplasty taire, "we do enough for veterans
now.",
t0 shut down private membership operation at the! Onondaga sanaand, chartered spas same' time as tlie torium, Syracuse, N. Y.
Richard Menin, bandleader in
public rooms. At present; the duesr
Benefit Dec. 18
paying iboites can keep open 'until from New Rochelle to. visit Helen
Pelechowicz, who is rbcuping from
Entertainment Managers Assn.,
3 a.m.,' including Saturdays, and are
the "Rib" operation.
also, permitted to peddle liquor on
Joe Dabrowski, who made the N. Y.' club agent group, will hold
Sutidays, which, the regular rooms grade hei-e, doing secretarial work annual
benefit entertainment and
can't do.
at the St. Joseph College, Mt.' View, dance at the Hotel Astor, N.; Y.,
Dec. 18.
Although some of the lounges Cal.
Duncan Mounsey in from N. Y. C.
Sim Kerner -is in charge of aralong the bar belt are said to be for
to visit his frau, Elizabeth' Mounsey, rangements a«^ i^roeeeds will go to
the .earlier shut-down because they
who is flashing good clinic report.
the welfare fund.
db most of their business before
After four years' treatment Victor
thei),' the
top-flight
niteries
are Gamba checked, .out of the Will
plenty worried because a big per^ Rogers with an O.K. He'll continue
Marilyn Cantor, Eddie's daughter,
centage of their take comes between the routine downtown.
has been booked fQr the Chanticleer,
1 ahd 2 a.m.
Baltimore, starting Dec. 18.(Write, to those /^ho are 111.)

Biz generally along the Cafe Belt
has fallen off sharply of late, with
drop of from 25-40% 'from same
time last year, and operators are
i^aid the new nick at the pocketfrom the city will only add to

Hotek Midlf^ Swing to

Annmd

Voriety't

.

Saranac Lake
*

voted 10%

tax on all amusements, for cafes it
nfjiounts to only 5%, designers of
of the check lo
bill permitting half
go taxless since that much is conEidered to be for food charges even
though in majority of cases it won't
come to that at all.

4.

Billy Reid. and Dorothy Squires
(Mrs. Reid), one of the betterknown British vaude acts, sail on
the Queen Elizabeth, Jan. 10. Stay
in America is limited, as they are
booked to play Australia for nine
weeks, to be followed by three
months in South Africa.
Reid is as well known in England
as a songwriter as in vaude, having
written a dozen, successful numbers,
including "The Gypsy."

existing 20% Federal
to the already
too much for a
bite, is going to be
Jot of customers.
Although city council

"My

FOR AUSTRALIA TOUR

Wary of New Tax

:

TAITDBVnJLB

BILLY REiD, WIFE SET

Ops

,, '

;

TO COMBAT CUT-RATERS

..

':

:,

Carl Erbe and Ed Jafl'e. This probThis policy has been successful at
lem has been discussed with them by the Hotel New Yorker, N. Y., for
other flacks complaining about the
undercutting among some newcomer
press-agents in order to snag ac
counts, and other practices which
they describe as "unethical,"

several years, although that inn has
dropped its iccrs during current run
of Sammy- Kaye. The Benjamin
Franklin hq,tel, Philadelphia, and the
Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans, ^are
They also, .resent the competition others that have hit profitable takes
from legit press-agents, some of witli frozen froltes.
whom are going in for nitery
work. But because of the Association of Theatrical Agents and Man- Chi Nitery
Unfair
agers agreement with the legit proChicago, Dec. 9.
ducers, the indies can't cut into that
Club Innuendo was placed on the

Tagged

-

field.

unfair list of 'American Guild of
The new organization hopes to set Variety Artists last week for refusal
up a minimum scale for press-agents,, to post salary bond for acts. Also
and outline a working code to^ declared unfair was-.^Jetry Raven,
forbid
undercutting.
The group agent, who A€rVA clmmed had his
would also pass upon the calibre of^ franchise revoked for failure to pay
newcomers'so that idients; would be, off acts.
Prossie Blue was reinstated to the
assured' that 'their publicity is being
accredited agents list.
handled by conipieteDit publicists.
.

'

.

:

!

:

'

'

•
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Back On Broadway After A Six Year Absence

NOW AT THE
PARAMOUNT THEATRE, NEW YORK
RETURNING TO THE PARAMOUNT LOT IN JANUARY

Utidltr

Direction— AACA

Contract to

PARAMOUNT

PICTURES

'
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Continued from page 60

Terra«« Room,

;

lage boite a comparatively lowcost
aggiegation that provides a quality

Pitt.

MahTsel." IJits strld« later with a by Teddy and Phyllis Rodriguez, who
have been repeating at various snttta
Latino satire and Jolgon medley..
Carter, just out of "Call Me Mis- around town. -This Latin team has
ter," gets them from walkon. Keeps a fairly simple style of terps, which
the laughs coming, though tendency shows up infinitely better on a niterv
to throw those new, topical lines floor than in a vaudery. They show
too fast costs him some ..potential a large Assortment of numbers inWlien he hit his imp*eshes eluding waltz, saniba, tango and softyocks.
of Colman, Maxie Rosenbloom, Bar- shoe numbers, plus a couple- of
ry Fitzgerald, Ca;-y Grant, Milton routines wherein, the lad does some
Berle, etc. he has them hitting the fairly energetic terps balancing a
glass of water. They return for a
palms for a bcgdil.
Frank Linale orch handles' the; couple 01 encores. However, one of
show backgroundings in capable the greater assets of this team is the
fashion and for the dance sets,, gets lad's mixing ability.
He's there
table-hopping and as a result has
them up in heavy numbers..
In the Lounge, Barry Gray con- built up a sizable following that aptimies building a heavy following, plaud his act lar beyond its actual
with standing room only the rule entertainment value.
for listeners to his midnight to 3 a.m.
Other item on the La Martinique
air sesh> In the past 10 d^ys, he's bill is Maria Del Hey, a pleasant
probably outdrawn the big room looker, who chants in English and
customer-wiSe.
Lari;.
Spanish. Unfortunately, she doesn't
project sufficiently for this spot.

Vincent, rotund comedian, who fills
top spot neatly with his funstering,
songs and parodies, Oversized lad
get's 'ei* from wallcon and holds
'em throughout. Teeing oflf with
straight vocal on "Great Day," he
follows with a comedy number,
"Jose O'Neill, the Cuban Heel," portrait of a gigolo that's sock for
laughs. He Awhams 'em again with
"BooRic Woogie Porter" for plenty

.

well-kaown radio jingles, for ni entertainment out of all proporDentyne gum, gets them laughs and tion to the budget. The 45-minute
Encores with
begoff.
recognition, and ior an encore, they show is topped by Rose Murphy, salvos and
singers that's
do a medley of four Christmas songs Negro pianologist-warhler, and in- satire on cowpokegarner
additional
cludes mimic Alan Melvin (Nevv plenty funny to
that takes them off big.
Billy Catizone's dansapation has Acts) and Dorothy Jarnac & Hope applause.
magico
comedy
Norman
Jensen,
accomtogether
her
got
and
Foye, satiric terper
improved since they first
Acts), combines his hocus(New
Mela
hsis
except
maestro
All
and
vocalist.
fall,
panying
early this
of Hollywood
new mi okay vocalist in Mildred vin, who malting his pro debut, are pocus with impreshes
personalities, for good returns.
Cohen.
old hands at CSD.
Don,
June Taylor Girls (6) are held
Miss' Murphy is a sure showstopperformance with a over for trio of production numbers
TS»¥. per at every
C«le Society
routined and niftily
style of chirping and keyboarding that are well
Rose Murphy, Alan M^lvin, Doro- that's close to being unique. A heavy- costumed. Ditto for Eddie Stone
thy Jarnac & Hope Fo»?i Dme Mar- weight in the avoirdupois depart- orch, which backs show expertly and
tin's Orch (5), Cliff Jackson; mint- ment, she surprises with a squeaky alternates with Al Castellano's
Martinique, IV. V;.
rhumba band for customer dansapamum, $3.
little voice that's a still greater surJEdbo.
Lccuona Cuban Bows (14), Phyllis
prise when she puts it to the accom- tion.
Sc Teddy .Rodriguez, Maria Del Rey,
Barney Josephson has again gath- paniment of her ultra-syncopftted
Ralph Font Orch ,{11); $3.50 miniered together for his Greenwich Vil- piano rhythraology. Femme has an
their

.

BWn,

,

Jose.

La

impish; relaxed manner that keeps
the audience in. a constant grin and
palm-rpounding for encores.
Miss Jarnac terps satiric ilUistra-:
tions to the words of pop tunes sung
by Miss Foye. Pair is sock together,
with the colored sinTer particularly
standout with her pleasing style on
such numbers as "I Surrender Dear"
and "Clementine." Miss Jarnac,
whO' most of the time succeeds in
keeping on the right, side of being
towards
over-cute; leans heavily
comedy, rather than subtlety In her
accomplished dancing.
Dave Martin's flve-piece' combo is
up to the usual Cafe Sotyioty standard in providing sophisticated
rhythm for the terplng and backing
the shoW: Band" is relieved by -C'ift
Jackson at the piano, another CSD
regular who rates high.
. Herb.

jmnrv

RKO PALACE
THEATRE
COUIMVOS' OHIO

oreMIMO.MC. 15

(BELMONT PliAZA HOTEL)
(FOLLOWUP)

A.

mum.

Raff's

Orch

he Martinique's

show im-

presses as being more commercial
than anything else it's tried this seamin- son. From the Tzigane fiddles of the

Vijice

(10); $1 cover; $2

imiim.

^

latest

Patterson,
.(9),

has
switched to an accent on rhumba
with an abbreviated show.
The
parlay in this Case at least the parlay of the two Latin bat)ds ^looks
like it will entice a considerable
trade among the dancing cafegoers.

last layout this 57th street bistro

Frisco is a port-of-cqll for Sophie
Tucker which is like money in the
bank for the Bal each return engagement; Opening night found the
place packed and the Sal's coffers
were benzedrlned to the highest

'

—

—

mENE and HOWARD

-

-

its

Aiitte*'

CONCERT TOUR

La Tucker met them more than Martinique has .two potent attractions
half way right from the start by among a sizable set of club patrons.
coming on with an atomic hairdo, They entice the type of customer
garnished by an ermine stole and who can hardly wait tintil the floor'^
white-sequinned gown. Beception show is over to resume the torso-,
was terrific. For opener she socks throwing. Conseq(uently> the show,
over "I'm Having More Fun Since here is a briefie.
Ilm 50" and follows through with
The Lecuona band also contribute
"You've Got To Kiiow "What It's, All to the Haorshow. with some Latin
About." Both bowled the customers rough-house. thesy -have' a good
over for top returns. It was her comedy turn with "Dark Eyes^' in
hit tunes,

Dir.!

'

Nit«-Lif*'t

MATTV

N*w»il

IIOSEN

l(iff-S«ntal!on

HCADL1NINO

SfLAPSIE

MAXirS

HOLLYWOOD
"Fottcnd by"
SOI TEPPER, RKO

Bldg.,

New

York 20

with their slick acrobatics,
and Pat Patterson, whose marionet
specialty gets over neatly. Helene
Hughes Dancers do nicely in couple
of production number?.; Vince HafE's
Orch <10) backs show and keeps
Clifford,

fcy

REED

E.

Dane*

ON

With the Lecuona Cuban Boys and
the Ralph Font rhumba orchestra, La

reopening.

varied tempo, "Ti-H-Tin" and the
trick guitar ing of bandsman Manuel
Lopez. For the dance chores^ they
beat' out a terrifically jlast rhythm;,
that's primitive Cuban; hut there's nocomplaint Irom the customers. The
Font' band; in contrast, is a smooth
dance combo that's always easy to
foUow,. Theirs is a sapient mixture of
plause. Ted Shapiro's- piano accomps melody and -rhythm that -makes a
are- expert.
turn on the floor fairly relaxing.
Rounding out show are Park and
Act section 'of the fihow is- topped

JOHN

<'*Cnina<iy

'

point since

The Glass Hat, now changing tal- medley of her old time
ent every two weeks, has been .hold- however, which really rocked lem.
ing UP well despite general slump Latter comprises "I've Got a Man,"
"Nobody Loves a Fat Girl" and
oLsewherc.
Current bill is sparked by Romo other nostalgic tunes toppe(0>y her
sockeroo "Some of These- Days,"
which had the check^payers alter
nately weeping .in their champagne
and shaking the ratter$. with ap-

ROMM

ProfessfoncI Phoiogrupk

crowded for dancing.

floor

Co;^aeabana,

HOLLYWOOD

IH

S. F.

San FranctscOi Dec. 3.
Ted Sliopiro,

'

HIS ORCHESTRA

HARRY

Hal TabaHn,

Sophie Tucker with
Porfc and Clifford, Pat
Helene Hughes Dancers

GOtVMS BX .KRNGsTO

Ted,

Miami

'
'

Miami Beach; Dec. 3.
Jack Carter, Patsy Shaw, Buster
Bumell, Carl Conway, Chris Kerri•

.

gan,

Line

mum

by the

Julie Wilson, Wollj; Wonger
(7), Fronfc Linale Orch; mini$2.50; Batry Gray in Copa

Lounge,

are eonisidered

This plush room lias 'become a
showcase for young com.icsj, with
most clicking when jplaying the per-

ts-ade

lit, acoustically right layout.
this time out it is Jack Carter,
comparatively new to the town (he
played, here briefly two years ago)
with a line of fresh, topical patter,
solidly buttressed by fast moving
impreshes of stage, screen and radio
names that wind him into a wham
sendoflt by the payees.Murray Weinger is again fortunate
having a comic who's a fast adlibber and who can stay on for well
over 30 minutes with his material
bringing a steady series of yocks.
For the supporting show is still
weak, though it has been paced up
production - wise by stager Wally

fectly

And

When on

Jhe coast, .visit

JOHN

E.

REED STUDIO

663: SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNiA

MAX!

IV 1^

m

Wanger.
Line and production' soloists,
though doing essentially what they
were originally given in the seasonal
preem two weeks ago, still seem uncertain pf their chores. The opening number's lyrics are jumbled and
tossed away, though obviously writ^
ten about the Copa. Dancer Chris
Kerrigan impresses with her terp»'
ing and trim looks, as does Carl
Conway. with his production songs.
Julie Wilson does better than previously, but again leaves impresh
that she'll do even better with the
proper material. She's a looker who
can handle a tune under the right
'

'

SULLIVAN

'

CURRENTLY
LE

RUBAN

BLEU,

RADIO: Sundays,
'

1097

JPerBunal Manager
JOSICPH MAItSOLAIS
Nmv Sork
•
pfttt

«

UX.

5-1034^5

York

3.3:15 P^M-.
'"

MMSI#

JOAQUIN

•

Buster Bumell, handed a spot of
his own, after working in the group->
Ings, turns in a socky stint of tapstering.
Patsy Shaw, returning after a
summer click here, seemed nervous
opening night, She's, changed her
.

New

.

Broadway;

Suite

circumstances.

WNEW

/'''Diracfien:

e6ltlP<

OP AMERICA

MISS LEE BARTEL
HAREM, NEW YORK
CURRENTLY SIN«INa AT

10TH WEIeK

,

Thanks to

'

GARAY-cuRRENTLY— Havana

"Joaquin Garay, short, dark punchy ems«c*singer ... was gracious and pleasant. ... But
was in his own spot that he did an outstanding job . . . overall effect was socko."

Madrid

NEW YORK

(PRONOUNCED WAUKEEN GAH-RAY)

Direction: M.C.A.

LOU WALTER

NAT HARRIS

.

.

hairdo and gowning for better orb
resuMs, but teed off with the worn*

if

CifY

Garay's emscelng ehoros wtr* wall handled,

—BILL SMITH,
Opmiaci 'DM. 23,

It

Billboard.

HOUSE OP HARRIS, San

Franeiteo

1947

W«!Jiie»J»y*.P<wMaMli«r 10,

New

H»rpist
15 Mlns.
i's

considerable

II

boxolflce, it's safe to presume
iSaf ri-oon and swoon will provide
entertain^
integral part oi the
The latest singer to
scene.

^
«pnt

is Frankie
Jatch popular imagination
on
T^ine who clicked origmally

and thoroughly

es-

himself

boxoffice-wise
"That's My Dewith the waxing ot
tflblished

RKO Rushes

ROBERT MAXWELL

Sonn
is MIM.

Wtercury records

D

Acts

FBANKIE lAlNE

•

6S

comparative
Although
rire"
audiences, he s
stranger to theatre
out $7,heen potent enough t6 drag
MO from one week in a vaude house
on a percentage arrangement. His
the Parauount is at
first date at
and speaking solely from the
Viewpoint of the Par's counting ofworth it.
fice, very welt
a.

until

Chicaso theatre, Chi
Robert Maxwell's polished harpplucking came to light several ye^rs
ago in Rudy Vallee's Coast Guard
band. In his flrst major assignment
he was heard but not seen, dubbing
for Harpo Marx on Liszt's "Second
Hungarian Rhapsody" in the film*
"Night at Casablanca."
In recent
months he's worked niteries. He's
okay mostly for the cafes though a

is

(8) night.

Varietir Oills

PIx

continued from page 1
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i

reviewed below.)

NumefAlf

NBC, which did the

with bills below. Indicate openlna da; of ttaow
whether full or split wiieh

la connection

live telecast

directly from the Garden, took th^
opportunity to use the Zoomar lens
for the first time in covering a fight.
Lens was used to furnish closein
shots of the boxers between rounds
and of the knockdowns.
,

Fully aware of the strong demand
of patrons in the sticks to see the
fight,
has boosted its rental
terms this year to an aU-time high.

RKO

click, too, in theatres.

Letter In parentlieaet Indicate* clrcnlt) (I) IndeDendeott
(P).

YORK CMY

JiKW

PMamoimt; (R) RKO; (W) WaWer

Oriental

Capitol. (I:) 10
Paul Whiteman O
Marilyn Ma,xweU
.Gene Sheldon:
Ben Beil

li

(I)

Prima Show

U

£1 Chlcip
F Del Monte
Victoria Baroelo
Ilita Sr. Rozino

COIiVMBUS

Palace (R) lS-17
.Tlmmjr Dorsey Ore
Will Mastln a

MiihIc Hnll (I) 11

(two to

HARTFORD

Lucile Cumminsfs
JlyrtiU & Pacaud

State

(I)

12-11

....
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JAMES bahton

LOEWS
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Harem

Lee

'
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Downey &
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-

,

.

.

'

.

^

sound-on-film

Eyemos.

and

two

'

.

Botty

Denise.

Smith:

.Tano

Tony Bavaar
Catalino Ore

Rubau Bleu
Soni.x

Cortls.

Connie .Sawyer
.Tean

.

Palmer

Nermann. X'aria I
Wally Blacker
Splvy's

Spivy
Shiela Barrett
Versaillce

Dunninger
Bob Grant Ore
PanchitO' Ore

Barn

Village

Hotel Plazs

Piute Pete
Tonl Palmer

MacArtiiura

Moore

Q

Raye tt, I^aldi
Nype &. Cote
Bvalyn Tyner
Andre Andre*

Village Vnnsatira
Irwin Corey
.

,

Leo Wiley

Max Kamlnsky
Don Frye

A

'.Bonnie

Peplto

Mlsha Borr Ore
Wlvel
Bob Lee
,Kay Carole

Ted. Strneter Ore

J Ounrnerl

3

•

Jlotel Taft

.

Vincent Lopez Ore
Charlie Brew

Brynne. Lorojr
Jnnle Scott

.

Havana-MndrM

.

Noro .Mornles Oro
.Toatiuin Garay .v
Cordiiy
Saoa.sas

Danny White
Zimmerman'*
Janczt Makula
.

-

Triano
Oro

St

Lynn AWsoq

.

Ksiga Bela
Paulens.
Doris Hnywood

Iceland

'

'

t

.

.Waldorf-Aetoria
Be. Marcos
Uat' Brandwynn* O

•

&

Laszlo

Sis

Ranch Ore

St Horlt*
Bdo Lublcli Ore
Hotel St Revil

i

Gene

Tiny ClarlE
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SS^Si Continued from pate 1 sSSSsil
Broadcast also informed th*
home-front Reds that some of. Holly wood's stars are demanding th*
pix.

"

death penalty for the "progressive'*
'actors...

,:.,

Broadcast said in part:

"Hollywood is now feverishly
working on the production of « se^

ries of anti-Soviet films, designed
Th«
to slander the Soviet Union.
•

premiere of the widely advertised
American film, 'The Best Years of

Our

Lives,'

Paris.

was recently staged

in

In the film these years we.ra
The heroes of 'th»

wartime years.

film yearn for a

"Those

who

Rew

refuse to

war.

work on

-Hie

production of imperialist films ar«
subjected
the U. S. to pressure
.

portable

Dorothy Jarnao

Bagatelle

Hope Foye

Dorothy Boss
Blue Angel

StaX.
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pack
their work with plenty of en- the handerkerehief baffler,
Theatre's Poll on Fight
ergy. Open as a unit in some fast pearing glass of miik and vanishing
San Francisco, Dec. S.
jerpmg. Two of the femmes; dressed blocks. Instead of p 1 a y i n g them
jn male suits,
Poll is being talcen by the Golden
drop out, leaving the straight he interlards the tricks by
roird to contrib some aero stuff. She fitting each stunt to a Hollywood Gate here in conjunction with showscores with somersaults, etc., inter- personality presumably doing pasr
fight pictures,
Louis-Walcott
impreshes of ing of
spersed with splits.
In contrast to lor tricks. His voice
her mates, she's attired in white Gable, Colman, etc., are more than to determine who they think actually
With a short skirt.
ordinarily authentic, with the Durwon. Vote thus far is two-to-ohe in
*^oir the finale, group reforms to ante takeoflf the topper,
step in unison.
Lad's equally adept on mimicry favor of Walcott.
With more experifhoe and further polish the Poms and magic stuff, and should have no
San Francisco Chronicle sports
snpuld be ready for most niteries trouble duplicating reception ac- page
is giving daily reports on baland vaude houses that feature corded here in intimate boites or
loting via tieup with theatre.
*•«'"»
"wns similar to theirs.
vawders.
.
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Guy Lombardo
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dusky femme trio are Vameiy's New Acts files
He does standard magic; such as
"»eans original but the gals
disap-

Sis
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tilne

.
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Lou
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His repertoire ranges from clasAcromaniaca
Doctor Neft Show
Rusa Morgan Ore
and standards to novelties and Some small town exhibs have been Gaudsnuth Bros
MIAMI
Using "Mamselle" and asked as much as $200 for the two Rockeltefs
Corps (le Ballet
Olympla (P> 10
"Honeysuckle Rose" as teeoffs, he reeler.
Syin Ore
Cathalls
i>arttmonnt ,<P) 10- Mack &. .Desmond
follows with fast "Old Man River,"
RKO reportedly worked at super- Ray McKtnley Bd Aunt Jemima
then to "Who" and "Smoke Gets In
Tjalne
ITrankle
Ijsrry
Daniels
Your Eyes." Strips of paper in- speed because of the looming menace Billy DeWblte.
Coco Stove &.Ktldje
serted between strings give a hill- of video.
With a l9-man camera Clai'k iBi'oa
NEWARK
Koxy (I) 11
Adams (1) tl
billy twang to "Feudin' & Fightin'." crew from RKO-Pathe at the ring=-»' At this stage of Laine's career it
Oonnee Bpswell
Rich Ore
Buddy
For
windup
he
|)uts
elaborate
side, each roll of film was rushed to Piiui Gevrits
Vic Damone
would seem that his toehold on the
aunches on the Liszt rhapsody.
R & M Clu'nevale
the processing labs as soon as it J & A DiGatano
"oublic would depend upon his abilipftchnien
Harpingi pointed up by workmanPau^l Winchell
produce click records. With
Labs
came out of the camera.
ity, to
Strand (W) 10
OMAHA
like flourishes and surgical preciend
of
the
effective
at
ban
wax
the
worked all night Friday and the Charlie Barnett O i'uramount <P) 11
to pose a sion, hit home with the house. ManBunny Brings.
Fred Ingle Ore
this month that's likely
pictures hit the screen of all RKO Ada Lynne
ner was relaxed and personable.
Gil Mason
considerable problem,
theatres in N. Y. and the Trans-Lux O Marie & Lee
I-Taydocks
Baxt.
liaine is one of the more enerJoey Bardin
Stat* (I.) 11
ne wsreel chain by noon Saturday. Dewey.
.Sis
PATERSON
of the singing crop,
members
fetic
Films were flown to Chicago for Jiiyne Walton
Majeiitio (1)^ 11-14
out there punchinp. making MARIAN MANNERS
[e's
B'ranl.tief
Canviile
wlnt'on & Diane
Songs
screening Saturday night, and Los Fra.ncls
Craig
with the gestures and stomping his
Harry Steften
Mins.
Angeles and San Francisco had them
ivme.s Barton
Grace Johnston
'feet so that he's got visual interest
Leon
Y,
&
Eddie's,
N.
Landa
&
Holland
lilddle Lambert Co
Sunday.
as well. He rides his melody, giving
BRONX
Gautler's Brlckl.'y's
Marian Manners has played sevan occasional glissando for the juve
15-17
Because of the controversy over WinclfiOT (I) n-U
eral vaude and nitery dates on the
I.ily Ann Carol
Derby .Wilson
trade to get the desired audience Te-Coast but this is her first appear- the split decision on the fight, RKO Catron Bros
The Slsyriders
turns.-.";
Tuck DeLeon
She demon-, hopes to do more business with the Edward Sis
At the current point of the game, ance in New York.
J & C Brick
pictures this year than ever before. Abdallah Girls
Laine is regarded as a "freak" at- strates via her polished performJackie Bandall
(one to mi)
ance, something not usually found RKO
salesmanager Harry
shorts
BROOKLYN
i>ini.Api:T.PBi \
traction. He's nott a handsome gent,
among the newcomers «t Leon & Michalson predicted at least 8,000 Flatbniih (I) li-U
Carman (1) 11
he (ioesn% look helpless. But he can
Boh Hopkins
that she's had considerable booIciDtgs 1)efote Feb.: 1. Pathe has Brookina & 'Van
dog witlsi. Freudian ^indertones. Eddie's,
The Kossllianos:
Atas a
experience.
Her medium-pitched turned out more
Jofe.
enough.
gld Stone Co
than .600 prints so Marty .Barrett
voice is well-modulated, although
liiriain Gwlnne
Tanner' & Betty
far of the two-reeler atid the labs Stagg McMann 3
can
PROVIDENCE
she
turn
on
the
volume
when
•
FOVB TUNES
are; still working at. top ipeed to
Capitol (I) 11-M
she wants.
HWmony Sinfinv
Jamaica (I) 10-18
? Fontaines
She'd do best to play down the meet the demand.
Howell & Bqwser
Stev.» Murray
MMim. _
swing numbers and concentrate on
Business engendered by interest
Apollo,- Nf Y.
This colored quartet was formerly torchies, on which she does a much in the fight was apparent Sunday
known as the Brown Dots, when better job. Her teeofE on ''Wild morning on Broadway,, when the
About Harry^' misses through her
jDeke Watson dropped out several
Trans-Lux house on the street had
BBABUNIKfl
months ago the boys picked up a inability to put over a jump num- a line two-deep stretching almost a
new member, as well as a new ber but she does a fine job on "Wish block. Theatre neighbors- most of
STATE,
York
Didn't Love You So." Closing
moniker. While the Four Tunes vo-.
WMBK BBCi tX
"Emerald Isle Is Jumping," is the big Broadway showcase houses.
cfilizing is largely in the same idiom tune,
rtlt. HKt.; AIj H^ILSON
the Mills Bros., Charioteer^, etc., okay desiiite its swine beat, perhaps RKO Palace, only other theatre on
well with good timing. because it's a novelty and offers Broadway currently running the
it's done
EDOie SMITH AtttNCY
MOl 'Broadway
Unitis a good bet for vauders such little for comparison to other sing- fight films, expects to add |6,000 to
New Wrk
as the Apollo and warrants book'
its boxoffice take this week alone,
Miss Manners is a tall, attractive
uun in the cafe time.
Boys are neatly garbed^ in white brunet, olcay for niteries and sood
Pix Decide the Wlnnah
BelaireK
«
OouHenry
a
for
radio.
fiftol.
suits.
They do some five numbers
(seven to *ll)
Paul Gary
Controversy over who won the
here with only a guitar as accomBALTIMOBB
(One to All)
Louis-Walcott fight can be partially Hippodrome (I) 11
paniment. Nevertheless, they're not RITA LOPEZ
RBAniNa
Harmonicata
Rajah (I) 1«-13
lacking' in rhythm as evidenced by Dance
settled, at least, by the excellent Bob Berry
MIn*.
Csstie Sis
aieir sock piping of ''1 Understand",
slow motion shots. Pictures show Stroud Twins
bew Nelson >
Curry. Byrft &
and "Just in Case You Change Your Leon * Eddie's, N. T.
Geo M Cohan Jr
From her appearance, .Rita Lopez with unmistakable clarity that WalLeRoy
Mind."
Guitarist usually handles
C North & Maroia
cott, with the exception of the two
Rcsal <I) 1«
WHlie. West *
the melody while his mates back might be another Latin from ManCal) Calloway Ore
times
he
knbcked
.Louis
the
''McGlnty .
hattan. She still has enough of an
to
can- Berry Bros
up. with nijEty throat eCCecte.
exotic
quality
about
though,
ROCKFORB
her,
vas,
took
just
as much punishment Stump & Stumpy
"""^
Palace (I) II
to qualify her for the use of the as he, dished out.
In the close-in (two to fill)
BOV DAVIS
Footll«ht Parade'
State (l> U-IS
billing.
A tall, attractive brunet, body fighting, in fact, Walcott at The
Senfi-Imprewions
Eftrloary Coast Boy».
Deimars
with a lissome figure, she's making .several points got
Ncfncy
Belle
Put
Valley
« Him.
far
by
the worst
Clavton & Phillips
her first New York cafe appearance
Pevrles
teon * Eddie's, N. T.
end of the battering, meaning the Sliaron
AttiaKine Si(xoi|i
Gonzales Sis'
"Best features of Roy Davis' work at Leon & Eddie's.
Oaudilld Sis
14-14
Her dance routines are okay but decision favoring Louis was prob- Stuart Sis
•re .hi{9 impressions of various radio
•SAK FRANCISCO
ably
fair.
Gloria French
iingers^and by some strange coin' nothing out of the , ordinary. Chief
noiden (])at« (R) 10
Marie McDonald
(Jack Pulaski's Television review Paul Brilliitnt
(idence, he resembles a composite fault is her tendency to overdrama^
The Vespers
QUI Robinson
of them all from Crosby and Vallee tize via facial expressions and arm on page 30 however, indicates the
BOSTON
Larrjr BlaJc^
to Dick Powell. He's got an infec- and hand movements for her num- video viewers gaVe it to Walcott.)
BONton (R) 11
Morrell 3
several of which require
Tommy Dorsey Or ^tvart & Ida
tious personality, a neat flair for bers,
Pictures, running 18 miqutes, rep- Prof Bacli wards
/SPRtXCiraBT.B
comedy and demonstrates in his nothing of the sort for best results.
Emerald Sis
ISq <I) 11-11
short solo spot that he rates more She opens; in a novel way by dis- resentf as good a job as Pathe has
TAMDEN - CourtriightoAvSrs
Towers (I> n-U The
lectured billing than his combo^ tributing gifts, such as a flower from ever done on a heavyweight cham3 .B(!rtB
Ber hair and a garter from her gam, pionship bout. Full-screen closeup B & M Gates
emcee-singing turn here.
GeorKe Guest
White.
Olive
B*M Brown
His comedy is slightly better than to male ringsiders and then seques keeps the fighters at all times prac- The Lureyii
Heddinglons
Tl>o
Samba number is tically in the audience's lap and Keis Bros
his sonas and the teeofE number, into a beguine.
Flnkus & Foster
"Don't Know What You're Getting slightly better, since- she puts more there are some fine views of the J & C Briok
WASHINGTON
CHICAGO
Anymore," is a little too cute. Take- emphasis on her terps andless on boxers' facial contortions.
Capitol (I.) 11
CliieaRO (P) 1*
Because
Stah
off on Eddie 'Cantor is the best of her dramatics.
Delta Rhythm Boys Machls Duo
of the controversy, exec producer Robert Maxwell
J^ian* Courtney
his impressioi^s,' although he also
"asic C«rt»
Jay Bonafield wisely refrained from VaX HennlOB
.ages a standout job on the Ink Spots. MAYO BROS. (2)
l^aVold 'ifc "tola.
adding any kind of commentary to The Colstone
WkK a little^, "more experience, he Dancer*
the film. Only sound, consequently,
s,hould do okay ip similar nitery or 6 Mlns.
BRITAIN
Leon Sc Eddie's, N. Y.
Vaude dates.
is the crowd
noise and ring an
stal.
T-hese two boys are definitely nouncer Harry Balogh's grandilo
Delya
CHISWIOK
comers. Nice-looking, clean-cul lads,
Beottmy Warner
JSmplre (I) S
Wally dean
quent introes. "As a result, the audi \]t\VltB
Barr Co
standout
and
should
their
terping
is
Maciciari
Nev;man Twins
ence is given a chance to decide the Hamilton & Vafisi
get them going fast on the road up.
« MWi.
Marie Wilson
Gale *. Barker
They're introed by the' line here as winner for itself.
I^epn St Eddie'*, N. Y.
Uuffh Diamond
SHEP^RRBS BirSH
part of ail Indian war dance and then
It seems hardly possible that
With most of the fight having been ColllEon A Breen
Kmplre (I) S
Cyril Fletcher
segue into their own routines. Much a dullish affair, in which Louis Dynamos
Jitery magician could ofter any
Rex Kamer
Maurice Colleano
-thing new but Wally Dean turns the of this consists of highly-intricate chased Walcott around the ring,
LEICBSTBR
T & B Andrews
Palace (I) *
trick.
After running through his and seldom-seen steps, done for the Pathe has condensed* it as far as
Elsie Bower
Zulder Zee
most part on a small platform.
Bill Waddington
act, he encores by bringing out a
possible.
Film shows snatches of Tllacarl
Lindsay Colleano
W'jrionette, togged to resemble him, They've got the usual .slides and
.Serenaders
UacDodald d>
done each round, but tsoncentrates only Dutch
Pf lino's Circus
•JflfUts the puppet through severe!" fancy splits but even these are
tSlraham
on the .highlights. Excellent view O Morris &
,
M the same magic tricks that he in topdrawer style.
Red Fred & Rosa
.T Morccombe
They could Improve their act by on a large theatre screen, incidentwooB oRcneiN
performed earlier.
Cbow Dins
Their ally, proves much better than any- Oen
Dean started slowly the night toning down the comedy.
Kmplre .(I) 8
Williams
Is Bllsf
eaught
(3)
because of obvious dancing is good enough to stand on thing that can currently be offered Dorfkester Ijovelles Icnorance
Alys
Jack Qlenrose
nervousness and use of the antiquat- its own and their attempt at humor by television.
Because the fight's
& Jill
Jam
MANCHES'J'BR
•0 cigaret-appearing trick. Once he is n.s.g. anyway. Even with the at- outcome is already known, however, HippodrOiiie (I) t Madrigal
jwung into his manipulation feats, tempted comedy, though, they're the audience, watching the film
Terry HaU
Borrah Minevltch
will
Stal.
Harmonica Rascals lioi yelentoa
though, he was okay. Patter is fair standout.
Bonne Conn
not feel the same excitement as did .lohnny Puleo
-Jimmy Rolbblna
T^atnar
?1. ,"n?«ted to the bare necessities, NOttMAN JENSEN
those people who watched the fight
W'-ich is good. Novel trick With the
as it happened on video.
oummy rabbit is neatly done and Marlcian
1« Mini.
tne marionette turn more than dem
Pathe used its biggest camera crew
Glass Hat, N. Y.
onstrates his versatility.
Cabarel
Stnt
in history for
with 19 men
Norman Jensen is a neat-appear working under this,
the direction of
ingi youthful magician whose pro
IMREE POMS
Six cameras injection and polish would suggest Larry O'Riley.
Danolnir
YOEK CITY
8 Mlns"
he's been around the vaude and cluded two slow-motion jobs, tvfro
-
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(Fight film

Amanda

C«fe Society tptn
Larry Adier

and baiting. The representatives of
,Toan Merrill
American reactionary Bohemians,
D Martin Ore
Adolphe Menjou and Gary Cooper,
ChliiK Boll
Ming & Ling
who many a time slandered the
Wong Sis
Laurie Long
progressives of the American intetBeatrice Fung Dye

r^alne

Kaye Ballard
Pearl Bailey

Marshall

.ray

Hal Cooke

,

Larkin t
Carnival
George .TesKCi
Ellis

BIsa
j

1

& Waldo

II curbello Ore
Jack Fra^e Oro

"ubi'MaUna
,^S^^„'Yrwin'"""

Ohas Blackman Or

Blair & Bean
Ray Arnet

c»fe ^ocisty

J»Su?piiy"*
aisa Meivin

i;oiiacabBna
Peter Llnd Hayes
Jet MacDonald
Me.ry Healy

>

Micbael: Buroo Oro
Fernando Alvarez O

lig^tsU] d^maiAded th« death sentence for Charlie Chapliri, anrl cttier
famous American actors^Katharine
Hepburn, Henry Fonda and (Bdward
G.)

SobinsoB—for

views."

their progiessiv*

,

WodmBwbyj Peeember

64
imitation of a. man
ing for cabs.

Maaie Ml, N. Y.

Pardon," CnigV taiMt, which hits
the disteriw tida wwk. .Ctai£
Poul WWtemon. Orch' (81), Ben
•The WaiwttV" and '"yutetidiiiB*," plesaes witi> « naveU:r iuttmUwed by
Beri, Marilvn ManeunelU 'Gtinn' SHel'
lieonidof;
botit produced 1^
a humoroua north-«lid'«oufh spiel,
Loretta Fisher).; "!Phi»
mtting*. J^iNUi. HiOn^; cMtuvMS, in which he- plsyr "Dixie" with .nne don (with
For Keeps" (M-G), retfiefoetl
Marco Mmtedoro, /a*. Stewart Mor- hand and "Yankee Doodle" jvith the Time
VwtHiTY .Oct. 8, '47.
in
eawcttted
Lttiinoston,
com, Billy
other.
H; RoBffe; ligWina, Euo«»e Broun;
Current stage bill at the Cap, N. Y.,
Ncal Stanley, flUipK ihe comedy
Mpeeial (vrics, Albert Stiltman; Richspot, has better than average success offers- solid entertainment, with
ard: Wbert, Hiarr!/ C(i«ipBell, jUshlpv
routine of interpretations. Paul Whiteman's larste orchestra ('31Miller at organ; Alexander Srnallens with a fast
good acts: juggler
conductins Jftcsic Ball SlfmpHonif Rmining th« i|uig«. from Donald piece) «nd tburee
like
idol set;
Ben Beri, iilttster vocalist Marilyn
(Jules Silver, Antmt Coppola msO' Duck to the matinee
Jimmy Stewart and Ronxld Colinaa, Maxweil and comedy 'h*njoist Gene
ciate^)-: LttcHe Ciimttttnfls, Nernutn
with
hiterest,
It holds
xadio
Sheldon.
on
kidthe
Stanley
goes
to
Roger
Wym, Germaine tfyrtUl t
the hor- enough laugh spots, for 50 minutes.
Pacottd, tiowrence Nicfcol, Evelyn thrillers, and then takes in
ror crew of fllmdom—Peter Lorre,
Whiteman opens the show with a
Gairttu: Gaudsmith' Bros: (2); Aeromaniacs (3); Becfcette* (.dancex.Rus- Sidne$' Gieenstreet, et aL, HaS' a pickup number, "Papa, Won't You
awanged act, with continuity Dance With Me," from the legit mutell Jlfarkert); choir (Kay Halley, well
Bang up sical, "OEIi^h Button Shoes." ThereNetes" (M-G), and some novel twists.
ossoc: din);
.finale of James Cagney as George aCter, he- presents his harpist, Gloria
revteteed in VAiBEinr Dec. 3| '47.
M. Cohan hi "Yankee Doodle Dandy" Agostini, in « properly showy sehim back 'for some stmigbt lection, Matty Malneclc's "Harp Fan.brings
The hit of iRadio City Music Hall
gags.
the
stage
tasy." The band closes the bill with
for the Xmas-semester is
Lander. & Hollands new, to these another pyrotechnic composition, De
portion, per vxal. "The Nativity."
marking its' 15th annual i-epeat, parts, impress as top-drawer adagio Falla's "Fire Dance." As always the
terpers.
Team are handsomely Whiteman outfit is versatile and imsplits the biU with "Yuletidings,"
•nether' gay and colorful seasonal groomed, and match their technique pressive, neatly registering its leadBoth staged by I.eon to their looks. It's all straight -terp- er's characteristic style of music.
spectacle.
ing,- of the ballroom variety, done
Leonidofif, all the imagination, pa
The first act on the bill is the fafteantry and whimsy of the Kringle with unusual .grace and artistry. Of miliar Ben Beri, who registers imcustom is visualized in an eye'- the trio of numbers, the polka got mediately with the standard balancarresting, 'Somewhat breath-takinij best returns.
ing fake of spinning, a rubber ball
presentation. What's more,
stage
Pacers for the show are the Dewey on a twirling parasol;- Thereafter,
it's
all wrapped up in the best Sisters in a- pleasing acro-balancing; he hdds attention and draws steady
happy holidjiy tradition, replete act,
chuckles With skillful juggling of
Loioe..
with tinset and gaudiness in its.
rubber balls and Indian clubs, clos^
trappings. "Sniese include producing with -tambouciaes tossed in synand talent. The
tion, costuming
copated time to the music.
Rockefellers,' agented by presy Gus
Connee Bos well. Pitchmen (3),
Miss Maxwell, who has personaled
Eyssell cof
the 'Hall, apparently Paul Gerrils, Jaime & Adam Di 6a- at
the Cap before, sings four varied
threw the baido-oll right oft the tano, H. Leopold JSpitalnj/ Chorus numbers expertly. At the performRainbow; Room.
Soxyettes (24), PomI Ash ance caught Thursday (4) she made
<25),
Lucile- Cummings scores as solo- House Orch; "It Had. to Be You" a striking appearance in a long,
ist throu^oiit, teeing off Nonnan
(Col;), retiteu/'ed in Vamett Oct. 29j dark blue, split skirt and overblouse
Wyatt's narration for "The Nativity," 1947.
with gold sequins, with a bright
first part. Tiiey repeat in the second
.iSffeen ribbon in her blonde hair..
segment, which really is. a riot of.
For the -second time in a row 'the She exaggerates her fluttering ges-*spec, ftesh and splaslL The Gaudtures and facial expressions.
Boxy
been
caught
with
its pichassmiths, with iheir Standard canine
Gene Sheldon's hokum banjo playcomedy, segue into Kurt Weill's "My tures down. Sudden withdrawal of ing and pantomime is, "of course,
Ship" (out of "Lady in the Dark"), the previous film ("Thunder ir^ the long standard in vaudq. This time he
which is -a:' fitting atmospheric ¥aUey^) has forced the manage- offers the identical routine, coming
musical theme
WyrtiU
Pacaud ment to book new lajrouts on a split- on in the baggy, gray suit and silly
do their balletmania; the Acromani- second notice.
wearing hi.<; familiar expresOn' the basis of what was avail- hat and
acs. (3) wham 'em with .their pantosion of blank or delighted wonder.
acro-comedy; and the ballet, choir able, the new Roxy stage shuw All his old bits, like trying to exand Rockettes. are, interstkliced in an shapes up as -a good layout, having tricate his fingers from the chair or
four
value
.proven
acts,
with
name
*
eye-ftUing' hour.
banjo, plunking not quite the right
Withal, one of the fiaU's topmost ooncentrated in Connie Boswell. -note, dozing off during a number,
3'br entertaintnent value, the session
stage shoyts.
Abel.
^
etc., are as funny as ever, and his
is equal to some, of 'the top shows
closing bit of pantomime with, his
to play here, but paucity of business
.femme
partner, Loretta Fisher, is
doasn't make for anywhere near the
the same irresistible lunacy. I^pbe.
Applause that the proceedings warUorgai^,

Kenning, shuns stereotyped porHollywood folk in a i^ever
Approach that rest-* on downing
traits of
r^ither

than actual

grunts and wheezes

i-eact to deadly gunfire. Topper of
the let is his Sdwaid O. Bohhison
absorbing machinegiib htlUets while

seated in a chair.
Unlike some recent song groups
that huddle iriotionless at a microphone, the Delta Rhythm Boys know
how to shift around on the boards.
They ^Iso know that gestures add to
the sell. Set opens wWi a jivey
touch on "St. Louis Blues," followed
the heart-throhber olflie, "My
by
Future Just Passed." Quartet, with
piano acompanist, weave fine harmony on their disk fave, "Old
Bones." Group offs to solid hand,,
then returns With a parody on the
quartet from "Rigoletto," in which
they wage mock battle for the mike.
Robert Maxwell, harpist, is reBaxt.
viewed under New Acts.

iM«pli«i«»iiniis, VlfMnia

len. Else

Rambmmk, JFrtd

HiT.

rchfr Facamount ltu> fortified its
stagesfaaw -with a pair of powerful
lures in BUly De Wolfe and Frankie
liaine- plus the interesting musical
fare onered by 'tttt Ray MtOCinley
band, and tiie speedy ttvps vt ttia
CU$rk Bros. (2).
It's * toflsup as to who's pulling
more *ii2—De Wolfe or Laine. T3ie
screen copiic gets -the more frenzied
reception at the matinees while De
Wolfe wins greater palms during the
evening shows.
K'j tlie kind of
booking that'll help keep the house
in the blue chips,
De WoUe, of course, is an old hand
in -tiie preacaitatiora houses. Prior to
clicking with Paramount Ficts, comic
made .the-*stage grade with an act as
polished as any on the 'boards. He's
doing essentially. the, same things as
-he did then, but wlm the- added assurance gained through the years.
An amiable line of chatter coupled
with his chorusgirl impressions and
his drunk takeoff are certain applause-winners.
•

The

latest in

the swoon parade

Laine, who'.s "arrival" via his

is

Mer-

Hilarious

laughs

alKiut

Wondra

connecting the many
little story
scenes, excellent chansons, ending

•

Up with Hermann Leopoldi and
Helly Moeslein. however, it would
not be just to claim that the American couple alone carry the show.
Oegyn
Otto
Producer - inanager
proved that as far as the art of

rant.

cabaret: is

trite by thoughtless and pearrangements,
McKinley
can even handle a tune .himself, tothe extent of bchig able to follow
(Continued on page 69)

de.strian

and Zwickl. with many new ,gl»^,
besides a cat>aret plot and a nice

,

Rognm

^^t.'- r>onJcie-Loine..Ra«
Orch (17), Oarfc Broi.

"GoWeft Karrtoa*"^ (ParyZ rt^

Wtis and coming

Franz Wagner.

.

Lorrttine

(2);

cury recordings has caused a conVienna, Niav. 28,
siderable flurry.
He's more fully
Cabaret Show, "Hotel Red' Bttll," detailed under New Acts.
The McKinley outfit is one of the
by Hans PJlanzer and Otto Oegyn;
music by Trojan .Weiisch; produced better stage outfits, having an assortment
of
vtunes
that
provide pleasurand direc.ed by Otto Oegyn; »ettinps, Otto' FlMder; donees, Grete able listening. With an instrumentaFuhr*rr; costumes, iMtibert Hofer tion of five reeds, seven brass and
Hotel Porter, Ferry Wondra; Head- four rhythm, the band ex-ecutes imwaiter, Ludunfl Ztuicfcl; Serunnt girl, aginative arrangements to win reHentii Vray; FeUx Gentard, Fred spect of the house. t>laying of "StarW-eiss; Guests: JETennown Leojpoldt dust" gives a refreshing slants on this
and Hellv Moesl^ -Rtidi Knettner, Hoagy Garmichael classic, which for
Gerda Rdusehenberg, Haitnefl Jaess- sometime has been in danger of be-

&

Pat 'McCaffrif Ginger Uarman,
(3)., Rotty & Bonnie Kck-

-as

KcKmev

He

ample, by a WHincl Jifc* the huaeer
on the "Txutta or .Consequences" air
show. Best resulfci are .gotten by his
imitations of how screen toughies

.

Johnny

I947

uses viewed i« VABnaw, Aug. J7,
the touch-

tttihiicry.

stone, in characterizinif film celebs.
Identifying Wallace Beery, tor ex-

.

V3iOf

IQ,

«nd 'woman wait-

conoemed, Vienna has

:

CLASS BISTRO

TMNT

CLICKS AT TaWN HALL
By JOE .COHEN
Uiitil the

Herbert Blumenthel As-

sociates got the .idea of bringing east
Iira«ioa«I.JL'vill«
much talent io oiler.
Miss Boswell generates a nice
Louisville, Dee. 4.
Ludwig side talent over to the no-longer
and
Wondra
Ferry
ert, 4!!Vloi/wxamr Sarnmy -1^1^ tiHth glow throughout the house- with her
Henry Busse Orch (17) witit Lee Zwickl are oldtimers. They are the staid Town Hall, New York's oneHime &reh} "Sang of .Lat*e (IS-G). warm renditions of a" variety of
numbers ranging, from "Feudin mnd Shearin, Betty Baylor; Terry & outstanding; comedians of the capi- night concert business was a closed
Now that JLoew's State is- set to go FighHn'" to "Silent Night" and. Ralph Rio., Al Gordon's Dogs; ''Rail- tal. Rudi Kreitner, who has made corporation for the talent rost^ of
White Christmas" as the commu-^ roaded" (PRC).
himself known also as author, dis- Nick's, Loew's State, and the Siecond
straight pix, each of the house's renity-sing curtain.
In between, a
covered in Gerda Hauschenberg an Atrenue theatre^ :It's. been this par^mainini! .hills .diould becdmc "col
lector" .items. The vaude connoisseur medley of pops and the swing arTeeing off with his theme, "When excellent partner, Hermi Urey, too, lay i&at, has made the Saturday
will become « lost individual when rangement of "Martha" come off Day Is Done," Henry Busse loses no augurs a meteoric career. Else Ram- "Concerts at Midnight" one of the
the last.curtain on flesh shows comes with a .great deal of personal charm tteiie introing his first vocalist, Lee bausek copies various types of the
down here Dec. 24: The State, of and feeling. She merits and gets one Sbearin,. tall, personable Chap with .a female species and gets much ap- more profitable institutions in town,
modest manner and friendly ap- plause with the song comparing our giving the sitayouts a legitimate excourse, -is. the last stronghold, of of the top hand of the occasion.
proach to a tune. Went over nicely world with- a circus. Trojan Weiisch cuse to spend $3 top on the better
vaudeville.
Another to register handUy
The current layout actually may Paul Gerrits, who's been off the with the patrons, smoothly phrasing composed .and arranged tiie music. talent from cafes and vauder.s.
not he the type .tiT'^be treasured foy Stem lor sometime. This comic "Almost lUke Being in Love" and In this line of the music business
Now the east side is in on the act
aba variety -epiciiies because of .the mixes -an .-eifable selection of stories "Xmas Dressing." L^d has a listen- he ranks on the top x>f the list here.
Blumenihal opened his "Chansons at
lack- of .1op>narmes,. but ifs-a bill that, coupled with Inme graceful roller- able pair of pipes, and is a worthy
Pianist-composer Hermann Leo- Midnight"
at Town Hall Friday (5)
has ..its quota ol entertainment re- skating to hit it ofl nicely with the- embellishment to the Busse crew, poldi begins with « potpourri of his
for
a chi-chi clientele, with a bill
gardless.
as is Betty Taylor, an eyeful in a old-time favorites. Though forbidThis'.st8nza. is strong on house.
Bless gown, and showing neat den for many years, nobody .had- consisting of Amie Francine, who's
comedy, 'having Johnny. Morgan .and
the Pitchmen (3) are- sufficiently
song selling ability, plus nice diction, forgotten them—and they never will been a long-termer at the Coq
Lorraine Rognan tu take pare of that rowdy to get the
measure of the and expressive drfivery. Rates with
phase, Morgan, while not punching audience.
be. The new one, "On Side Streets" Rouge, Leonard KlUdtt and Irma
Their zanyisms i:. dembest of the band chirps, at this ("In den Kleinen Seitengassen"), Jurist, regulars at Le Ruban Bleu,
for laughs, gets his share with a onstratuig
instrumental effects with the
catching. -Turns in a neat vocal job text by Jimmy Berg, is catchy and
batch of -affable material. ., -Be m9de the kazoo-like
and the Jules Lande trio, for many
musicmaker aire well on' "Gentleman
Is a Dope" and at present the No. 1 hit here. Leoa sufficiently good impress to walk liked.
"Feudin* and Fighting"' to cop nice poldi's latest composition, "Some- years at the St. Regis hotel.
off to-a strong exit, despite the comjE^yne and Addm Di Gatano give applause.
parative paucity of attendance, at
The opening of this series merely
where," gives his partner, Helly
a demonstration of ethereal ballr
show- caughti
Busse tooties a neat trumpet, Mbeslein, a possibility -to prove her indicates the possibilities inherent
room
terps.
'EStectiveness
of
their
Miss Rognan, assisted by Pat.Mcbringing, out the old-time ^eet oliay abilities.
in swank entertainment.
The hall
CaSrie, is. a competent and likable work is pointed up by the fine- vocal tonesj and fronts for the band in a
with this was far from sellout, weather and
T^iae
Simplicissimus,
comedienne, a proven standard. Mc- backing of the H. Leopold Spilalny businesslike, brisk, manner. Gives his show, marim its '3Sth anniversary.
the Louis-Walcott flight providing
Caflrici's straigiding provides effec- group of 29 mixed voices, and Paul' piano man Arne Barnett an oppor- It is Vienna's oldest cabaret, foundstiff competitrion, but shotild this idea
tive, foiling tor- Miss Bognan's pro- Ash's house band as well.
tunity to sparkle with a neat play- ed by the late Egon Dorn. Dom's
tean antics.
The house production by Arthur ing of "Warsaw CItoncerto." Hqrace successor, Alexander Goldfarb, was catch on Herbert Jacoby, the Blue
and Theodore
There's further coipedy by the Knorr and Giae Foster is Up to the Paratil out iront with derby skimmer forced to emigrate and died abroad. Angel's boniface,
Tunesnien, (3), who have come up usual par. The line gives a good and semivcowboy getup to essay a Otto Oegyn tried to follow in the Meie, of Le Ruban Bleu, would have
account of itself in the familiar comedy treatment of "Cowboy Joe." footsteps of his predecessors but sufficient cau.se to worry, at least on
fronii: the codctall lounges and developed, a .good theatre act. They number wherein the girls balance Band drags out an oldie which it re- also got into trouble with the Nazi Fridays.
These midnight concerts
have, an okay selection of special themselves on huge rubberfoaUs.
cently
recorded,
"Wanp,
Wang authorities and was not only obliged come ,kt a time when isie cafes are at
lyrics that draw laughs, a knowing
Jose.
Blues," and it sounded good, too. to close d-own, but also to hide for
their height of activity, and they
delivery and a good comedic flair.
Close with a medley from "Annie more than two years. A few weeks
draw the same type mob. Whether
Musically, the outfit is a bit unGet Your Gun," for sock returns.
after the liberation, he turned up
Oljnpla^ Mfannl
orthodo-x with n: piano, clarinet and
Supporting acts are Al Gordon's again and- was first to start a cabaret this type patron will venture to the
druni instrumentation, but their
Miami, Dec. 6.
Dogs, standard canine turn, with tlie in Vienna, 48. hours after the re- less fashionable west side, except tor
-arrangenvents are interesting and
Ettgeni^i
Baird,
Tim Herbert purps getting laughs with their non- installation of the electrical current. legit entertainment, still remains to
make for encores.
cooperation
and Gordon's near- That was on May 10, 194?. Ever be seen, but there's some cause for
Song department is taken care of Modelettes (12), Pawl Dulce, Johnny apoplectic efforts to ««st the hounds since then he worked hard to make
by Ginger. H^trman, who does well Welde, Carlton $1 Dell, Le.r Rhode to do sometbting; Wind stint vAth the his Simpl what it was. As results concern, especially if some of the
more solid draws get a concert
enough to do an extra number.. She House Orch; "Song of the Thin Man" do«s racing on a revolving table.
show, he succeeded.
Maas.
hankering.
shows up best on rhythm tnneSj Ui- (M-G).
Terry and Ralph Rio back with
clusion of ballads providing a good
their
familiar
clowning
At any rate, this layout is the first
routine,
IKuHton
change of pace.
Current bill- stacks up as better Ralph Rio makes an excellent straight
of the midnight series to draw white
Boston, Dec. 5.
Novelty comes at the opening and than past few layouts, with blend of to diminutive Terry's UitJe giij foolBarry Sullivan with Jacqueline ties, which, in its own way, is quite
close of the bill with Roily ana novelty and standard appraising as ery, and even unlimbers for a brief
Bonnie Pickert, a likable dance mitt-raisers, though only in Tim stint of eccentric terps. Win nice Dalya; Connie Haines, Bunin Pup- an accomplishment.
pe s, Stroud Twins, WiU Mostin
twam who do okay as the house Herbert does house have sock act.
Despite the comparative paucity of
appreciation.
warmups, while the Four Moroccans
Business near capacity atflr.stShow Trio; "The Gangster" (AA)
attendees. Miss Francine and the
Eugenie Baird, who co-toplines
aiake a strong closer with their with Herbert,
Hold.
Jurist combine put on a comsets her songs nicely Thursday (4) night.
Routine stage layout given .some Elliottturafoling.
Jose.
with Straight and comedy lyricsmendable
show. The statuesque and
marquee draw by personal appears
Orb appeal is there, aiding in presenChicago, Chi
ance of Barry Sullivan, star Jof the husky voice Miss Francine with an
tation of such numbers as "Give Mc
Chic'aya,
Dec.
5.
of French and English
assortment
film
on
the
Capitol,
same bill. It works out
Something to Remember You By,"
Delfo
all
right
as
Rhythm
entertainment,
with the fashionable
Boys
isn't
ballads,
clicked
tout
Robert
(5),
•
Washington, Dec. 6.
•'Don't Blame Me" «hd~t^ off palmAfa.x'UJeH, Pat Henniiio, Col.?to7Ui (2)
doing biz.
east siders in the audience. WestFrancis Craig vH1^^ Bob Lamm, getter,"Fancy Free;"
Lou Breese orch; "Golden Earrings"
Sullivan, assisted by Jacqueline siders wouldn't go that far, but
Lander t HoJlond, Jteol Stamen.
Herbert, a fave here, racks up con- (Par).
Dalya, does a sketch satirizing radio
Dewey Sisters (2); Golden Barrtnos rfstent
Her demeanor
they're
entertained.
laughs with mixture of imprivate eyes. It's good- special mate(Par).
niteries,
preshes, satiric takeoffs and eccenLightweight bill holds up well, rial and handled nicely to get good and fare are essentially for
"
but as is the case with talented
tric hoofing, ail done with ea.sy, con- after brisk tee-off by the orch in an returns.
.
Show, hetidlined by Francis ("Near iident approach.
anywhere.
evident
chii-pSi
ability
Slim guy gets them Americana medley with the maefstro
is
Will Mastin trio, featuring hoofing
You") Craig is nicely paced and all the way, to wind into
banjoing
begoff.
"Oh Susannah" and "Dixie," of Sammy Davis, Jr., opens the i»ill
Elliott and with Miss Jurist at th»
well balanced, with customers appret.
Pace setters are Carlton and Dell the Colstons' comic terping has the with a lively terps sessiopj Connie piano and chiming in with vocals,
ciative throu.^hout.
usual correct male a.s a foil for Haines, backed up *y the Larry
Craig, assisted by Bob Lamm, with a zingy sesh of taps, niftily rouin cafes.
hoydenish lemme. Latter picks up Flint house band, warbles "Stanley are as amusing hisre as
bund trumpet player and vocalist, tined. Magico Paul Duke utilizes plenty
on old
laughs with twitching der- Steamer," "Civilization," "But What Their double-talk takeoffs
gets nice reception, which is height- ciggie bits, razor blades, pipes, etc.,
riere and man-hungry antics. vPalr's Are These" and "Som^ine to Watch music forms; broad burlesques of
"ened by his home-folk touch. Some- for good response.
oratorios,
Johnny Welde and his bears get really expert aero routines are at Over Me," doing them with a nice old English ballads, Latin
what amateurish in his stance,
times almost lost in the by-play.
warm style a'nd getthig plenty audi- and French classics, all got bravos.
though never awkwardly so, Craig laughs from the kiddies. A matinee
Pat Xlenning comes on in a confi- ence lavor.
Bunin ftuppets, rtovel
registers with his key work, par- act, -wiih
the fur bearers weii
The Jules Lande Trio offer the
dential way that gets and holds act, likewise clicks.
ticularly in the be.st-selling "Near trained. The Modelletes hold over,
music, the maestro doint!
maximum attention. Comic nets
Stroud Twins are in the finale spot entr'acte
You," in which Lamm assists with to close the proceedings with their ready
more
yocks with a sly, gossipy and manage to finish up an other- a bit of fancy fiddling to get
the vocal. Latter does some nice well reheai'sed routinings.
routine directed at ab.sent maestro, wise good if not exactly sock show than a passable salvo. His backint.
trumpeting in "Margie" and then
Les Rhode and the orch back f' -w then switches to impressions that on the upbeat
with
their standard of Miss Francine is <*xtremely
team gives again with "Beg Your capably,
Lary.
draw salvos. Standout bit is his comedy routines. Biz way off.
fective.
;,
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Annie Get Your Paste!

New

The

Fvst-N^ list; Now 48 Free

Pairs

engraving process.
When John Montague,

the satisfactioti of both
manaaers and press
of representanrents at a meeting
last ThwrsiivM of the two JSroups
aareed to shelve
was
It
Jav (4).
Teduced free
drastically
Ke recent
managers
individual
give
list and
leeway. That will
and afients more
press seats for
illow opening-nifiht
others are relehut
columnists,
«ome
are radio
gated to second-night, as
wmmentators, only two of whom
iete rated as possible reviewers.
to sign
at'lted
been
had
Managers
curtailed
Dledges to conform to the
Xihedtde and a number did, but the
the
where
Trestles,
Y,
of
twague

On Mi^dans

Rises ^isfffdy

TMs Year

Several stoclc companies are cur*
rently operating and by next month
eight anp Slated to be. playing, more
than usual at this period of the season for years.; Three are in the

:'-'

Huberts' Mtisical Rcj^

Ready

j
i

metropolitan area— one at Milburn,
N. J., (Frank Carrington) another in

called

;

SUM Less;

Village called New
Stages (Rose and Heilweil), while
the third stock being readied will
be for the City Center theatre (The
atre. Inc., Richard Aldrich).
Albany, N. Y. (Malcolm Atterlist was bury) has been presenting stock for
pljn to slash, the first-night
the
withdrawn
has
some weeks and there is another at
"Break It Up," musical scheduled
gteam-YoUered,
Two for opening in January, was abanwill be Heading, Pa. (John Kenely).
managers
Instead,
Dledges.
one doned last week by James W. Garl^ked to sign a modified "agree- .stocks are scheduled for Florida,
opening being, definite at St. Augustine diner following indications of a mixniWit" to use the revised
Dutton).
schedule.
(Patricia
up .over, financing. Gardiner was conight press
understood that .some proproducer, with Richard Kollmar, of
It's
objected strongly to one
the musical "Are You With It" two
^lioers
WaUse in the original pledge which Experiffiental Theatre
seasons ago.
inseTi'-n
the
perr>''te.'<
have
•vi!-;-id
GeriTude Niesen had a two-year
booking
in
provision
restrictive
flf a
Policy
contract for the new show, calling
Switdies
they
that
insisted
They
"wntracts.
for lf3-,000 weekly against 10% of
individinvite
any
to
have the right
the gross. When the production was
al
^liediile
first-night
in
figure
think
iBls they
called off, it's understood she was
Experimental Theatre started its paid
..coverage^
$12,000, representing a guaranShowmen who gave further second season's .series of new plays teed four, weeks. The money was on
thought to the pledge said that an- at the Maxine Elliott, N. Y., Sunday deposit with Actors Equity.
was
objecstipulations
"Galileo."
its
scheduled.
other of
(7) evening as
Subsequently,
Equity ruled that
who
member
League
of
Any
in
one
tionable.
which was first presented
with hereafter, producers may not make
theatres
little
«igned it might be open to legal Hollywood's
piecemeal salary guarantees, but will
'•^8W< The pledge might also give Charles Laughton last summer, was
required
to post an amount coverbe
never
of
power
degree
the
a
Utelifeague
the attraction^. Star's presence in
The possibility of legal drama attracted most of the first- ing the entire cast. If, because of
intended.
additional ca.sting, sufficient funds
action by the League against mem- string critics and while most notices
on deposit, the extra money
bers or by the latter against the or- were favorable and some enthusias- are not
start of rehearsals.
jfanization's officers was also men- tic, the general opinion was that if is payable at the
chances
Gardiner, from a Texas oil family,
tioned.
commercially produced, ills
It was pointed out that any mana- to malie the grade were doubtful. is reputed to have an income of
ger-member has the right to with- Laughton had the support of some 890,000 annually. Postponed show
draw from the League, though with well-known players, there being an had a book satirizing the antique
business in New Orleans, in which
the revised first-night list generally exceptionally large cast,
i)i:ceptai>Ie, no such ructions are exAgain ET advertised for sub- Gardiner is said to have been enunderstood that the scribers in Monday's (8) papers, the gaged before he came to Broadway.
It's
pected.
press list will be submitted to the organization being forced to change It's -estimated that he spent over
.league membership for final ac- its performance schedule becau.se too $36,000 in preliminary production
ceptance and further changes may few patrons went for announced costs for "Break It^" including the
The discarded schedule matinees. Instead of offi-matinee money paid Miss Niesen, Show was
be nuide.
«as adopted by the League's board afternoons, "Galileo" performances budgeted for $130,000.
on its own.
were switched to Monday, WednesIt was conceded by the managers day and Friday (8, 10, 12) nights
that the first plan was too hastily with the drama concluding next
acted upon, without calling for ad- Sunday (14)

At

to €ail

%is

It

Shuberts' musical repertory, offering "The Merry Widow" and "Hose
Marie," will probably call it a, season
at Pittsburgh next Saturday <13> after touring for around 10 weeks. Last
season a .siriiilar operetta: outfit was

.

Greenwich

hhrn^.

for

Broad wray managers and ttie mti- ,.
siciaus linipA, Local 80?, N. Y., ar*
still quarrelmg over: the latter's contention that Lee Shubert verbally
agreed to install a four-piece house
orchestra at the National, N. Y. At
a recent meeting between producers
and union officers at tile League of

4.

phoned

legit

SftZ StiS

press

agent' of "Annie Get Your Gun,"
a paper recently and
asked an editor to put something
in the next day, the reply was,
"Sorryi palt we're all pasted up."

II

to

teeadway

League, Local

new

a

newspaper lingo in Chicago,
where the dailies are being
issued these days by a photo-

the first,The controversy over
press list was aiwateBUy
*.;i,t
tattled

Chicago, Dec. 9.
strike
has
expression in

typesetters

created

:

.

1

12G to Niese

back

within

five

"Widow" did so badly the
of the
closing

i

N. Y. Theatres, the managers proposed to settle the dispute by arbitratjon.
Union representativos .said
they'd think it over. If the matter
is adjusted in that manner, it will
be the first time the musicians have
used that method.
Theatre crafts
[groups nearly always avoid arbitration of their difEerences with show-

j

I

j

i

weeks.

!

week

;

first

fortni^t date that

outfit's

went up and unless

notice

i

the current "Marie" does better than

[

i

men.

be curtains.
"The Student Prince" and "Blos-

indicated,

it'll

Tiiere were sizzling words and. ac-,
cusatioiis exchanged at thi^ iLe^guie
mqetiiig, and the Veracity bf to
sides
was questioned. Managers'
cbminittee, whiqh settled the Brst

som Time" which were consistent
morey makers for the Shuboits sea-

:

sonally for many
touring. Understood the managers
figures those operettas will be more argtmient over the National, devaluable if one or two seasons of clared they knew nothing about the
arrangement for using mu"sj alleged
touring are skipped.

are

years,

not

when

sicians

straight
present,-:

-

To
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Shows

]

-
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vice from their own publicity men.
The- latter admittedly have an accurate gauge on the proper press for
.
,
liremieres. The result of the agreewent at last week's meetiTtg was
that the first-night press lust was
increased to 48 pairs, in.stead of 34
pairs, as in

Total

j

When ET

1

j

,

96,

was

definitely

FQRACT^S^PirFUNDS

^^^^^^

!

of first-night tickets

be

it

A huge fair, with top show busiwould be no objection ness name.? meking personal appear^^^^ managers. Decision to change ances, will be held at the 71st Regi^j^^ ^^.j^g^j^jg ^p ^4,^3^ y,egijday, eve- ment Armory, N. Y., next November
matter
^^^^^ ^^^^ explained to be a
$1,000,000 for ttie^ Actors'
'to' "raise
economic necessity, for unless pyn^ of America and the^ Motion
^^^^ subscriptions are secured ET picture Relief Fund. The alfau: will

1

,

the discarded scbeciule.

number

tijerefore will

started

decided that night performances
were not to be given (except Sun-

i

,

a material drop

union

^

^id last

By GtnaUthorized'KeyieW

^^.^p
the
to

|

.

i

|

j

1

;

The minup'apparently. arose when
the revUiB, "Cafe Me Mister, played
the Natioital iand a regular sized
o'-^hestra was- mstalled.
When tfie
house opened' this .season, the ar,
,
,
_ , ,
,
"My 'Fmjan's Hambow is dead— gument over a hou.se orchestra
started.
Union
people
.shot tlirough the heart by the Britbeeame
ish Broadcasting Corp.," Emile Lit- tngry over the issue -and declared
*Bt
""a^e coatier told Variety after announcing
J^f^, producerstracts
with individual
that his $120,000 production is bemg ^.^ih^r than the League when the
withdrawn after .a seven, -weeks' present basic contract expires next
"

London, Dec.

2.

,

j

.

.

^

j

^

\

,

,

j

run.

fall.
I

"We had a mixed reception from
the press," added Littler, "but ttiat
is trial by jury. Some of them liked
it, some of them didn't. That's fair
enough. But on the Sunday following the opening of the show, the

BBC

an

broadcast

some

;

unauthorized

criticism, and the next, day people
were at our boxoffice asking for
their money back on advance bookings. They said they'd heard -the

i
'

1

broadcast.

"The" BBC

criticism

was unau-

well:

>
St. Louis,. Bee. 9.
Songs from "On The Beam," a
musical skedded for opening in New
York next February, were auditioned
for a si'sall group here last weelt

WCMILL STOCK €0.

TJimf 'Stroinbergi Jr., atx^g^.. 'thfr
hearing in the American th^if^
during the ruii of "Red Hill," -v^hich
he and Paula Stone produced.

thorized because we^ hadn't invited
them to see the show; Between the
Tuesday opening night and tiie
broadcast we had been doing quite

The tags for the new songs are
"Greenwich Village," "WhippoorFollowing the lead of Margo Jones' will," "The Little Church Around the
stock outfit in Dallas, Lily CahiU will Corner," "Daydreaming" and "On
establish a similar company in San The Beam." The new show will
Antonio. It is hoped to have a sea- feature Eddie Foy, ifenny Baker,
son of three months each winter but Vera Allen, Lew. Parker and Odette
the initial schedule starting Jan. 5 Myrtil, according to Stromberg.
will be for four weeks at the Jefferson auditorium. Reported that a
working fund of $50,000 has been
subscribed locally for the project Jones Finds
which will be known as Theatre San
Antonio. Miss Cabill is a native of

SETFORSAlfAilfM

|

;

Lept Pace

Chicago, Dee. 9.
Spike Jpnes canceled the Mondaj*
pight performance of his "Musical

To

.

Depr^ation Rete
baker here last' week

y,^^^^
,

|
1

HENRY MORGANPEMS

TOUY'
MUSICAL
B'WAY
" ~T „
"
"
„ „ 0
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"
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h'asl:
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t'Historical So-

Hollywood. Dec. 9.
jg^/^of the District of Columbia
Henry Morgan, currently winding ^^^-^ ^ committee of three United
up his first film starrer, bo ims
g^ai^s Senators, three members of
New York," for Screen Plays,
the House of Representatives and

'

reception of new shows. The "cojd"
portion was staled to be mostly those
firstregarded
as
"prnfessional
nighters."

^iS'uic^ntZlai.^
ing sponsored by the
|

li»

,

(writing a stage musical, "Morgan's
Potly," for production on Broadway
nc;:t spring.

i

only previous stage
was as an actor on the straw-

Comedian's

I

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
work
Melvin Gallemore's "The End Is a hnt circuit last summer in "The Man
Dream," which was premiered re- Who Came to Dinner."
cently by the Tryout Theatre, Seattle, will be produced during the winter at the Pasadena PlayhousA
Estdle Winwood's Aceident
The blind playwright's "Endure
Buffalo. Dec, 9.
the Night" was presented by the
Estelle Win wood, en route by auto
Tryout group in 1943 and rfevlved in
from Boston to Buffalo for an en1946,
gagement of "Lady Windermere's
I

i

SOL JACOBSON INHERITS 108G
Harrisburg, Fa., Dec. 9.
legit
Jacobson,
Broadway
publicist, is the beneficiary of a
$108,085 trust fimd provided in the
will of his father, the late Morris
K. Jacobson.
The elder Jacobson was a Clothing
Sol

;

.

-

store owner.

1

Pan," was painfully injured when
the car skidded on an icy road Sun-^
day (7) near Little Falls.
Arriving here at midnight, Miss
Winwood required a doctor's attendisince. She appeared at the openMonday *8) night
ing performance
...„
obviously suffering from the shaking
upi Scalp wound of chauffeur tie-

„—

eessitated six stitches.

aftier

Charles B. Cochran

.^ade^
huddleft

and

toppers

disk dates,

were

to

J.

S.

many.

MCA

Shubert arjued thet
the contract and should live

i

made
up

to

[^..^^nces were continued, he would
not show up, so »subert agreed to
revise the Contract.
Noroton Hts., Conn., Dec. 9.
^ and
^ 24
Jones has cut three albiun*
„
„,
,
t
Cobweb Playhouse here, used tor ^.^^
^.^^^^
strawhat productions duriiij', the
____________
summer, has been taken over lor. the
winter by a new group of- mixed Sile€^<Hi
to
oit
Equity and non-Equity players, with
Scottie Marshall and Doris Cunning'
ham as producers.
V" Hoa^ctod,.''i)€o. 9,^^
.

^

,

,

,

,

Bow

three citizens of the district.

I

Pasadena Pacts 'Dream*

\^mm, awawnai UpeOS
For HotStOVe Se.?SSOn

^CA

Shuhert and Sam Gerson. Shnbert
j.gp j^^^^ ^^^^^^ jj,^^
^^^^
on top of his radio program and

Do

,

ttoe

.

.

i

;

After listening to the press agents,
the managers seemed to accept the
Idea that the newspaper element at

The musician reps also made
caustic comments about the

managers' organization. League then
called attention to the NURB ruling
that emplpyee and employer must
negotiate upon the xequest of either
side.
Then the controversy started
again.

I

w

-

|

|

*»,i%^™r

the house has a
dramatic show, as at ^
with "Madcsr.'J!: But Itoei
insist there was

or

spokesmen

[

From BBC, LitgerCkhns

^un 10 days.
extent of $16.0()0.
°\^^^son
^^^^ Sauter,
^^^^^^ president of Air
James
2;o« tick^nowevei
Broadway managers voiced no ob- Features imd wartime executive diRve pairs added at last Thurs j^"^"""' '^"^^"^
audiences for the
united Theatrical" War
day's confab are tn be distributed
ET plays were mostly aU Pi-o jf-| Activities
wiU be genCommittee,
^1
fvtiiv»i.«.o V-.....""-.—
or
Ht the discretion of each manager nr
sional and therefore could hardly ^^.^j manager of the project. Compressagent. Instead of a half-dozen
boxtake any money away from the
include John Golden,
^j^jgg
pairs' each to certain dailies, which
offices.
chairman; Arthur Hopldns, co-chair,
had been reduced to two pairs in the
New York dailies with one excepj^^^ Hersholt, Frank Mororiginal list, the schedule finally
tition bought subscriptions, the Mir- gan, Emil Friedlander, Marcus Heiagreed on calls for four pairs each
ror passing up ET. Unlike last sea- man, Harry a. Sommers and Jacob that city.
.
to the N. Y. Times
and Herald
son ET is starUng with name leads, I. Goodstein,!
Peggy Wood will be^ the name
.^ibune, three to the Daily News,
to
the second play, "Skipper Next
two each to the Journal - American,
player in the first attraction, "Ned
God," to have John Garfield, That
folthe
and
Daughter,"
Mirror, Sun, World - Telegram. Post
McCobb's
drama is due Jan. 4, also at the Elwill see Ernest Truex
and PM and one pair each to the
lowing
„ weeks
,
It was authored by Jan de Paul Greet Asked
,i„
,„ T,
t,.
lliott.
r^-Rie,
Morning Telegraph,
Brooklyn Ergle,
and Sylvia Field in George Wash\«=;«Srapn, wroOKjyn
^^^^ ..^his Time Tomor,,
Wall
Street Journal, Journal of Comproduced
^..^eath of a Rat"),
Pageant on D. C. jm "The Barretts
^f"'r5"™\^f^''"?"
of Wimpole Street,
meroe.
Women's Wepr, Newnrk
Theatre Guild, was recently
Raleigh, Dec. 9.
News, Newark Star Ledger, Life,
with Miss Cahlll topping the cast
on Broadway for a brief en
Newsweek, New Yorker, Cue, Asso- seen
Washington, the nation's capital, of "The Marquise" which finales the
gagement.
e'-fr>d Pre-". Ti-rtf
Pr^^-s.
useason.
in
birthday
15pth
celebrate
its
to
is
North American Newspaper Alli1950, and Paul preen. Chapel Hill
ance, V«uETY and several others.
playwright and author, has been
^jjj

:

S^w

Robert McGahon ha.<i bouisht the
All members played in stock last
summer and have done USO-Camp leaiter, "Really, Mr. Quill," comedy
Shows or little theatre work. Group drama of English manners in 1890,

(Veteran of 126 productions in
Si Years of Sbow Butinessl

;

j

''The

Brkhh Theatre
Today"

Fritz Rotter and Elisa. Rohn,
is running a different .show weekly, iby
with productions Wednesday through for ear ly February production
York. Rotter co-auSunday. ''TChe Shining Hour," byiin
Keith Winter, opens tomorrow < 10). thored "Letters to Lucerne." which
—
(was produced December, 1941. He
is also lyricist of such tunes as "Two
_
.
Hearts in Three-Quairter Time" and
'Oyor ^icJur fnr.
i

New

;

••

(despite

London autarity)
all over Broadway
* * *

an Editorial

4i2d

^

tiat

it

Feature of the

Anmversary Number

'

'

•

"

1

UKier Jlbiei

K wnV
lUrDWlty

A. B. Shiffrin's "The Older Sister"
has been optioned by Russell Lord,
who has slated it for spring produc-

Robert Perry is
tion on Broadway,
to direct, and casting will begin as
soon as a femme star is set,

.

Out Soon

Claire Leonard and Carl
agents for the author.

i

"KIss Your Hand. Madame."

!

i

McCahon, who produced "Skin of
our Teeth" and "Dark of the Moon,"
under aegis
^ei-e, is

Of Pelican Productions

making

his

way producer with
sociate, Fritz

bow

as a
"Quill."

Baumgarten,

is

BroadHis asnow, in

Cowl are N. Y. arranging financing and production details.

.

'
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Grace Panvini, From U.S.,
To Sing Opera in Rome

Furore Brewing in BaDet World;

Claim Tab Units Misleaii Public
Tempest in a ballet slipper is stir->
ring as a result of reports that 6inali Italian Opera iRecords
dance units aren't doing business on
Pressed in U.S.
Wfll
the. road. Two groups are already
Cetra Records releases of popular
out, the Markova - Dolin Co. of 10
Italian opera singers will now be
dancers, plus a small orchestra, and available in the V- S. at competitive
Mia Slavenska's Ballet Variant, with prices, due to arrangements made' to
six dancers and two pianos. Due to ttress these, records in this country.
go out after Jan. 1 are the Nana Disks have been imported from
GoUner-Ivan Petroff Ballet Intime Italy the past year and a halt by
unit of four dancers and a pianist, the Haxor Corp., of which Dario
and Marina Svetlova & Co., consist- Soria, former. CBC producer now
ing of three dancers and a pianist.
with D'Arcy agency, is. pre?. ComCompiainti'ar«- varied, with jgripes. panyv intro4uced Ui* flnt records of
Loudest Ferrucio Tagliavini, recent Met flnd,
heard from all sides.
squawk heard is- from the public, to America, U. S.-pressed disks,
which sees these small units billed farmed out to various iirms, will be
•5 ballet companies, and assumes released under label of Cetra-Soria.
each troupe will number 40 or SO
Special albums will be pressed in
dancef s, instead ot 10 or so: Com- vinylite. Others in shellac. First alplaints are also being heard against bum to be issued under the Cetra-,
New: York i managers of the. major Soria label is "NapoU Canta"
album of six
troupes, which advertise a company ("Naples Sings"),
of 125 (including orchestra, stage> Neapolitan so^gs by Francesco Alh9hds. Office Staff, ejtc.), when only banese, Italian tenor. Raxor will
36 dancers appear on stage. Local ContfaiUe to import Italian record•managers are held to blame for ad- ings.
vertising the small units as full balr
Soria, by arrangement with Cetra
Itft groups, to which the big com-' Records, has also pacted wiUt. RCA.
panics as well as the cjistomers are Victor to, record .Tagliavini In the
taking exception,
U.S.
Thought is that the small units
.hould be advertised and sold differ^t;^ ftom the latge ballet comSee Longhair Record
panies, similar to the way' concept
managements are selling sinfoniettas
in School,
Saleis
.this year as agtiinst symphony orchestras.
Both Columbia Concerts
and National Concert & Artists Corp.
Library, Bookstores
•re sending out Instrumental en.Sale of longhair recordings in
sembles of 20 to 30 playeri; this sea1948 is expected to be hypoed as a
son to towns that can't afford visits
of pioneer, promotional work
from full symph orchestras of 90 .61 result
hi three new fields—schools, libraries
100 men, but in no cai^e. is one of
and college bookstores. (Petrilto rethese groups billed as a symphony
cording ban isn't expected to have
group.
any adverse effect here, due to huge
One ballet, faction claims small backlog ot masters with the record
units are- good for ballet, in bring- companies).
ing the art to towns that can't afPacting by Jack Kapp, Decca Recford to book the large troupes^ in ords prez, and R. Dk Marriner, Amerthat some ballet i^ better than none, ican Book Co: prez, of program
another ' faction claims it's better to distribute educational records
.to have no ballet at all than to haVe throughout schools and colleges is
small Units misrepresented as real expected to implement the sale of
ballet.
Thought here is that ballet, concert albums: Recent suKV«ys inby.iiature, can't be done adequately
dicate that college book .stores are
by small groups, and- that attempt important record sellers,- in some
to reduce it to tabloid size is harm- cases being' the only record outlet in
ful to the art as -a whole.
community.
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LYNCH, 'BALLY

WW

.SET FOR 35 CONCERTS
Despite, the adverse effect of his
exaggerated preliminary buildup last
season, Christopher liynch has been
booked '«s a major concert artist for
this season, his second in the U. S.
Columbia Concerts has lined up 35
recitMs lor the young Irish 'ten<nr on
tojp concert series throughout th6
country, through May 2 next. Singer
•tso has 20 dates on the "Voice of
Firestone^' radio series on ISfBC.
Lynch, a protege of the late John
McCormackt was signed sight unseen for the Firestone broadcasts
-

.:

-

last year,

on

Libraries, increasing numbers ot
have audio-visual departments, are having more and more
promotional effect. Either through
affording opportunity for classical
music to be heard in the library, or

which

-

through albums
hypoing record

lent out,
sales.

they're

Distribs'

are

finding that the rentals don't hurt
sales, but are of distinct help.
For those reasons the move of the

American' Book

one of the
Co.,
country's largest publishers of text
|)ooks, is 'being watched with great
interest,
may' he. duplicated, by
'

others.

Iturbi, .:Now in Holland,

-

Starts U.S.

Tour Jan. 6

basis of reports
London, Dec. 2.
strength of
Jose Iturbi has completed a series
statement of 24 concerts in the British Isles,
the one' most likely to and has gone to Holland for 11 ap,th6

.

from Ireland and on the
reported
McCormack's
that "Lynch

is

succeed me." He mainly sang ballads on the Firestone program and
thereby raised critical doubts as to

his all-around recital equipment and
ability^ Also, there, was a let-down
from his pre' visit buildup. Columbia claims it's overcome the ballyhoo
Jcick-back and that xecent critical
•nd boxoSief^ reception has been
okay.,
.

Lynch's

first

album

of American^

tiearances during the first half of
December. If conditions, have im'
proved in France by then, he'll go
to Paris to conduct the Lamoureux
Orchestra. Concerts have been sell-

outs in Britain, including three dates
in Albert Hall, London.
Pianist is due back Jan.' 1 in New
York for 10 concerts in the east,
starting in Washington Jan. 6. Sub'
sequent dates are in Baltimore,
Newark, White Plains, N. Y., Phila-

made records: will be released short^. Columbia Album, titled "The d^pbi?, New Haven,

Providence,
Boston, Springfield and Worcester,
Mass., and Hartford, ending Jan. 18.
He then heads midwest for further
concertizing, and returns to Holly

Rome, Dec. 0.
Grace Panvini, young American
coloratura Who arrived in Italy recently for a series of concerts, has
been signed to sing the lead roles
of Rosina in "The Barber- of Seville"
?ind Gilda in "Rigoletto," with the
Teatro Lyrico.
Singer opened her concert series

who has clicked as a manager with her first Broad"A Streetcar Named Desire," which opened at the
Barrjrmora last week, is no newcomer to. the thcotre. She became inter
ested in show business as a' youngster in Haverhill, Mass. Her lather Louis
B. Mayer, operated a theatre there which played touring shows. That was
long before he entered the picture field. Mrs. Selznick often accompanied
him to New York to seek bookings and frequently went to the office <rf
Cohan Sc Harris. They requested Jack M. Welch, then booking C. & H
With a recital at Enna, Sicily, her shows, to include their house in th^firm's routes. Mrs. Selznick was also
film production, but always had a yen to become a legit
father's birthplace, and has appear- active in Coast
ances skedded in Milan, Oenoa and producer,
Not, a little of the "Streetcar" production is invisible from out front
other Italian cities.
consisting ot electrical and m.uslcal effects backstage. There are. five large
electrical switehboa'rds and seven auxilaries. requirin^t five electricians
under contract to .the show. The production personnel 'also includes five
,

presentation,

,

.

'

West Indies New

Lhii^

Fidd

Kingston, Jamaica, Dec. 0.
Caribbean concert circuit built up
in the past three years by Stephen
Negro' manager, has
local
Hill,
opened up a new booking field for
the major New York managements.
Both Columbia Concerts and National Concert & Artists Corp. have
been supplying artists for summer
engagements^ addint a substantial
profit for everyone concerned.

The n'ew circuit includes 10 cities,
the chief being Kbigston, Trinidad,

stage managers (only three get program credit) to give cues for light
and music changes. Four musicians, each it specialist, are in a backstage room, the musical effects belni piped out through a control boards
This is operated under the supervision of Lehman Engeli but the tone
volume is subject to the directional Instructions of Elia I^zan. Iti addi-^
tion there is a fifth musician- who operates Monochord providing wierd

sound effects. Those playing the "atmospheric music" are Eddie BareJohn Mehegan, Dick Vance, Denny Strong and Max Marlin.
William Liebling and Audrey Woodi agents representing the author
(Thomas) Tennessee Williams, have a financial interest in the show. It's
understood that through them Mrs. Selznick had first chance at the script..
Max Siegel, company manager; was formerly in the office of the late'
Sam H. Harris. So was his kin, Irving Schneider, the general manager.
Both were formerly oni- Max Gordon's staff.
Columnist Louis S&bol last -week answered, in.ttart, the hue-and-cry
about "stuffy" flrstnighters- by accenting the enthusiasm for Irene Selznick's "Streetcar Named Desire.'* The preem wfts packed with so-called
"sophisticated" oi* overly "professfonar theatregoers->'the type which some
members of the League of New York Theatres think help "ruin" an open>
ing—but their enthusiasm was undeniable, stressed the Hearst columnist."
field,

^

San JUan and Santa Domingo.

Al'
though there is a local concert management in Havana, Hill includes the

A feud between two Broadway critics was"- revealed l^si week when
John Chapman, of the N. Y. News, referred In print to Ward Morehouse,
Cuban capital in his bookings. the Sun's reviewer. Chapman wrote of Garson Kanin and Ruth Gordon
Lawrence Winters, Negro baritone (Mrs. K.), who ate "secure enough in the world of drama not to have to
f ormerljr in th« Broadway musical, worry about tournalists, nor pay their opinions any mind." He continued,

Me Mister," has just completed "yet apparently they do. On ttieir new Connectlciat property there is •
fall tour under Hill's .direction. trickle of a stream and they have naiineti it Atkinson's (Times) Brook.
Dorothy Maynor, Batrtlett k Robert- Within the main house there is an essential department which is called
son and Ginette Neveu also gave Chapman's..;. they must be contemplating -additions., v. I hope, they wUI
several concerts.
include a small room with padded, walls and ceiling, to be called MoreAlready signed for next summer house's Ward." 'Latter was in retaliation to the Sun critic's uncomplimenon the. circuit are Luboshutz and tary estimation of Chapman's ability, in a recent magazine article about
Nemenoff, duo-pianists, and M^klos his fellow critics.
Gafni, Hungarian tenor, while negotiations are on for K>z61 Scott to
With the season nearly half over, the Nixoii, Pittsburgh, has still to play
tour the loop.
an American Theatre Socles-Theatre Guild booktog. It looks as if the
subscription group' will have a tough time filling its commitment of five
shows. Two of the promised productions, "Another Part of the Forest" and
"All My Sons," haveVtlready folded prematurely on the road. The single
JORJA
certainty at moment is 'Xiarousiel " which is slated for couple ot weeks in
March.
BE IN 'MASTER'S
"Forest" has already been picked up for local production in Pitt by the
Dec.
0.
Pittsburgh Playhouse, and the community theatre may likewise grab off
Hollywood,
Nero Films granted Jorja Gort- "Sons," now that it's been blacked out at the Nixon. Usually by midright a leave of absence to play one wihter-end the A'TS-Theatre Guild has played more than halt: of its sub'
of the leads in '*Xhe Master's Chair," scriptipn list.
a Lawrence Stanhope legit producAlthough "Power Without Glory" was ^not slated for Broadway until
tion, opening iDec. 24 in: Santa Bar-,
bara. Other key roles will be played spring, an .English cast is now rehearsing it' in London, where it played
last season, and will come to the XJ. S. to open the show Dec. 29 in
by Ona Mtinson and Richard^'Ney.
for
Portland*
Sebooked
Boston.
The Michael Clayton Hutton melodrama will be presented
Play is
attle and San Francisco before head- here by John C. Wilson and the Shuberts, The former returned last week
ing for Broadway.
from England, having found it necessary to cast the play there, despite
the presence of many British actors in the U. S.. Understood that after
"Glory" closed in London last spring most of the original cast was engaged
Blitzstein's Russ Tuner
by Noel Coward tor his "Peace in Our Time" "Glory" is being directed
Waits Ptopitious Time by Chloe Gibson, and is due on Broadway: in January.
"Call

a

. ,

CORTRIGHT TO

CHAW'
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'
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.
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Marc

BUtzstein,

whose

"Cradle

Will Bock'' i^ having renewed popuon Broadway, has authored a
liew musical, which must be held in

larity

indefinitely. The work, as
yet untitled, was written in the sum-

abeyance

of 104!1. The book, scripted in
collaboration with WiUiam Friedberg, a legit press agent, concernstwo. GIs in Russia/ one of whom
falls in love with a Russian girl.
Book is amiable and folki^ in na-

mer

State Relief Fund will occur Sunday (14).
1932 when the depression was on, as an
emergency organization, but -has continued to function. It is almost
entirely supported by benefit- performances of Broadway shows. Since
the organization's inception 238 such benefits have been, given, grossing
a total of 1509,000. This year to date 10 benefits have been played. Shows
volunteer to play benefits for Stage Relief Fund, whereas aU are obligated
to play benefits for the Actors E^nd;

The 15th anniversary of the
The agency was organized in

'

At the Dutch Treat Club's limcheon last^week, Ray VirDen, of the
Lennen tt Mitchell ad agency, introduced Lee Shubert, who was a guest.
ture, rather than satirical or bitter, Ad exec then r^ted that Shubert was once approached- by an acquaintBlitzstein's stated intention having ance who sought a loan. When the producer turned him down, the fellow
Whereupon Shubert is said to
l>een to promote amity between U. S. remarked, "You can't take- it with you."
have.retorted, "Well, I won't go then."
and the Soviet.
Fellow-managers who have attended League of N. Y, theatres .meetings
Music includes folk songs and
parodies, such as a take-off of Ghek^ with him say Shubert has a sense of humor—but only, at some sessions.
hov'S "The Cherry Orchard," titled
Claim for $2,800 against the N. Y. Central has been filed on behalf of
"Now Wie'U Never Get to Moscow";
a Mother Goose fable with Russ "Anna Lucasta" management and the Hartman theatre, Columbus, O. It's
words interpolated, called "Mamasha claimed that the: railroad was responsible for the show's failure to play the
Goose," etc. Muriel Smith will: in* house Thanksgiving night (27). Baggagecar' containing the drama's physical
dude two songs in manuscript from production was not unhooked from the train at Columbus, but was carried
the musical,"Orpheus" and"Mama- into Indiana, forcmg the show to cancel the first performance at the
sha Gopse," in her recital Friday Hartman.
^

'

(12) at

Town

played

several

work

Hall,
-

N. Y. Blitzstein

numbers from his

Carnegie Hall a year ago
Minstrel Boy," consists of ntaie songs.
at a benefit show.
Musical was to have been staged
by the New Opera Co., but project
Toumanova-Eglevsky
was dropped when U. S.-Soviet relawood at the end of February to tions grew strained. Tbe^ authors
Guest With S.F. Ballet start work on the Metro film, "His
hope it may be produced some time
Bollywood, Dec. 9.
Only Son,"
in the future, under more propitious
European jaimt winds up Iturbi's
Tamara Toumanova, film actressconditions.
ballerina who danced last summer biggest concert trek since he went
«t the Paris Opera, iwjll be guest Into films. Finishing work on "Three
star with the San Francisco Civic Darling Daughters" (formerly titled
Pons, Kosty for
Ballet for its six performailces in "Birds and the Bees") in June, he
Washington, Dec. 0.
February with the San- Francisco has appeared in Europe, Mexico and
Lily Pons, Andre Kostddnets. the
Symphony Orchestra for the Art South America, covering 100,000
Griller
String Quartet, Ellabelle'
Commission festival. George Eglev- miles in seven months, by air.
Davis and Claudia Pinza have
skXi now in Europe with the Grand
signed to play the 'Veterans AdminBallet de Monte Carlo, will return
istration
hospital
concert series,
in time to co-guest star witth MUe.
To Stage Coast 'Roots'
bringing the total of recital volunToumanova.
Los AngeleSi Dec. 9.
teers to 100. Jean Tennyson, naSan Francisco ballet troupe,
Ray Spencer, legit producer, has tional chairman of the newlyformed a year ago, plans a tour of signed John Berry to direct "Deep formed Artists'
Hospital Programs,
California and the northwest next Are the Roots," to open Jan. 15 at is skeddtog
the dates.
year. There is also possibility of the the Belasco,
Other stars inked to appear in
40-member company being booked
Berry is now winding up a film VA hosps include Jan Peeroe,
by Sol Hurok for a national tour directing job on "Gasbah," at Uni' Robert Weede, Jose Iturbi,
Stella
next season.
versaHnternational.
Roman and Josephine Antoine.

To

hade Stuff-4^
Irene M. Selznicfc,

way

in'

'

VA

<•

'

Cast of the touring "Song of Nbrway." currently at the Shubert, Boston,
has formed its own "Food for Eui'ope" unit and is sending three gift parcels abroad each week, through the CARE organization. Members of the
troupe contribute mdividual amounts weekly, with Gilbert Russell han*
dling collections and forwarding the funds regularly to the CARE office in
New York.
'

.

Richard Herndon, who formerly operated the Belmont, N. Y. (now a
film house), but who left the Broadway managerial field years ago, may
return to show business, according to reports from Philadelphia. He is
Interested in "Tomorrow I Begin," by LouU Sack, to be tried out there
by the Academy ot Modern Acting. Herndon is director of the schooL

.

Di Barrymore in 'Joan/
WINTER
Joe E. Brown for Texas
Dalias, Dec.

9.

The Joe E. Brown company of
'"Harvey" will play the Melba thea-

STRAWHAT DUE

FOR PALM SPRINGS
Palm SpWngs, Dec.

9.

Winter strawhat project moved
tre here, April 5-9, according to
Charles J. Freeman, booker of stage ahead when Michael Browne, charshows for Interstato Theatres Clr.> ter member of Actors Lab, took an
cait,

700-seat theatre
A roadshow company of "Joan of option on a site for a
here.
starring Diana BarryBrowne will organize a winter
more, is also announced for Jan. 1820 at the Melba. Both shows WiU stock company similar to the sum*
tour other key. Interstato towns.
mer troupes at seaside resorts.

Lorraine,"

.•

;

'

67
ZaSu's 'Bean* OK $13,000,
'Carousel' Boff 366, Det.

Qh Defying Weather, Pre-Xmas;

Detroit,

Dec,

Pre-Xmas

Lull Mectiiig B'way;

9.

"The Late Christopher' Bean," with

'Annie'

Wow $SOM Limts ^^^^^

Chicago, Dee. 0.
here
Bonanza boxoffice cpntlnued snow,
1.5 week in »pite of sleet,
SSrir^pre-hSlidays. StUl in flrst

^

ZaSu
week

upped,

Pitts,

to $13,000 in

the

'SWEETHEARTS' ?21,500,

Philip. Faversham. Advance sales look promising, although
the play had been here before.
The Cass theatre closed -three
f**^ Shubert..''0 Mist«ss_Mine,"
"Carousel"
with a jammed
Weeks
of
New Haven, Dec. 0.
,t tte
nuild subscription, at the Selwyn
"Sweethearts" hit town last week $36,000 week. It stays dark a week,
^Chocolate
to boff
for 'a fall eight-performance session. then opens Monday (15) with the
bowler," With two weeks left to Bucking the tough, competition of a operatic pair, "The Medium" and
rang up a concurrent week of the "Ice Follies.", "The Telephone."
nlav'at the Blackstone,
at the Arena^ the Bobby Clark
"Privatfr Lives," «t the Harris, musical pulled approximately $2130
missed some- of the suburbwj trade fair enough, at the -Shubert, At a
and $4.20 toEv
weather
fc«eau«e of inclement
good.
plenty
is
stm
There was plenty of favorable
Jettto H7,080.
qongregate comment on this year's edition, of
Cwrn. lovers continue to
SpAe Jones' the "Ice Follies," %nd plenty of
»t tb» Stnd*ak«:, for.
idiek« of the Arena turnstile. .Even
*AllMy the- early-week performances were
aii i^wWatOWJ.
fiSF closed a three-week engage- sellouts,, .and the nine-.show. week
Tinal grossed a terrlfie $90;000, at $3.60
wient Dec. -6 at the Erlanger.
ynMs ticket sales jumped the grpss top..'
The Shubert is dark thla week,
to'$i9i0eo.
the offing are "Anna Lucasta," with "Make Mine Manhattan" rehearsing for Its preem next Wednestheatre;
Bcston, Dec. 9.
.oneiuiut Dec. 25 at the Civic
21 day (17). Other bookings' for the
The annual pre-Christnjas theatre
"vSm «f the Turtle," due DecJan.
ho.use
are try outs of' "The Men We slump has arrived here, as to shows
be
tbUowedto
Edanger,
at the
Marry,"
Dec. ,25^27^ .and.
"Mr. <and attendance: Last week saw all'
12 by "tady Windennere** San" at
the same house. "Itr^y" is due Boberts,*' Jan. 22-24, plus the Char- hoiases' in a sharp boxoffice drop and
Ballet lotte. Greenwood touring edition of brought no new entries into the
,Dec. 23 at the Blackistone.
"I Hemember Mama," Jan. 29-31,
prospect list. Virtually nothing is in
theatre opens Dec. 2S at the Civic
sight for after New Year and there
Ooeea, House; as .does Sonja HenieV
is speculation as to the future, tip
Ice fi*vttei 'lit the Stadium.
till now an anverage- of four out: ol?"
Peck-i>ay Fair $19,006,
Week
Ertiputtec fer
six' of the Hub's legit spots have
"AM Mt Sons." Erlangfer (3d wk.) *Mary* Off to $12,500, LJL. been lighted simultaneously.
<L13S: $3.60). Gross jumped up the
"Gentleman from Athens," the
Los Angeles, Dec. 8.
flrlal week to a flue
Pre-Christmas
slump hit' Los onl^ opener last week got so-so
"Awi^e Get Tonr Gun," Shubert Angeles last week, giving legit its notices, and drew a disappointing,
considering
its
marquee
(Sth wte) (2,106; tfi)- Way ahead of second
consecutive spotty frame. gross,
anything In year* with another Both new entries, "Angel Street" strength.
"Firefly," at the. Opera
«ran£'|SD^
and "Emperor Jones" felt the pinch House was under expectations too,
"CBtBirTH^ SUAIer," Blackstone «f the times- a^ well as of mixed with others considerably off:
bit
"Here's
a
of
.Hasty
Pudding
shoWj
the
noticesi
(dth Wfc) (1»8S8; $4.«)). Got
Pelican Productions ftnaled Sun- Pitch," debuts tomorrow n i g ht
the comfention trade and had tidy
$21,000. Last two weeks.
day (7) its "House of Bemarda tWed.) for six performances at.
iHai-vard and the legit opener is
Revue,"
Alba"
after>
Depteelation
three
weeks
and
four
"Masieal
Song of Norway;" at the Shubert,
Studebaker (6th wk.) ,(1,2«; $y.eo). day? at the 'tiny Coronet, with a
with "Firefly" remaining at the
Pop music fans are hastening to near total take of $14,700. Figure rep- Opera House for eight more peiv

'Mtnnie Gel Your Gun,"
ite
ltefl«*> week
S^$50,500,8Kain

^

.

;M

jSS)

b^BastflB

-

m

-

.

.

'

Spike Jones, as he leaves Jan. 3.
Matinees are of(r bHt«tfll cream $19,000 gross;

.

"0 MistrcH Mine," Selwyn (5th
(1,000; t4Jffl). Otr subscription

wk.)

.

mon^,

and into the
buffed a bit by

and' although

wind and snow, drew

terrif «i4,900.

"ttimim L'ves," Harris (17th wk.)
Suburbanites didn't
(1,000; $3.60).
.train In for the matinees and .take
dipped to $17,000, which is stUl okaiy

.

.

Wow $21300, Sk fBnes,

tleo|N^a'$27,0ilstFiiWeelr

Bromley and

m, N. H.

ICE

IStreetcar'

at the Shubert Lafayette, riding $1,060 higher than the first week.
This week, the theatre brings in
John Van Druten's ''Voice of the
Turtle," with Haila Stoddard, Sheila

(191st week) (C-1.057; $3.60). Does
fairlv well at weekends because of
Thanksgiving failed house capacity; three-person play
.shop- got around $-7,000.
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (6th
ping rush is now on in earnest, however, and the next two weeks will week) (D-1, 101; $*,80). The best of
probably bring the t^ditional sag in the English nlayvs this season is- do->
Business at midweek ing very well, with taking^ claimed
attendance.
Two new to top $19,000,
matinees is away off.
"Young Man's Fancy," Cort (32d
productions are opening this week,
despite declining grosses, but there's week) (C-1,664; $3.60). Management
figuring on sticking through winter;
none listed for next week.'
'Streetcar Named Desire;" opening takings around $7,000.
BETITALS
(3) at' the Barrylast' Wednesday
'Antany and Cieopatta," Beck (2d
more, lived up to outwof-town. rating,
and was ear-marked a sure thing by week) (D- 1,214; $4.80). First full
Drama week's gross' of $27,00a indicative of
critics.
first-nighters and
classic
draw with Katharine
drama'9
drew $21,500 for its first six performs
ances, with standees from .second- Cornell and Godfrey Tearle.
"The First Mrs. Fraser," Shubert
night on. "Caribbean Carnival" arrived Friday (5) at the International (5th week) (CD-1,380; $3.60). Thi»
"Antony revival disappointing, with takings
to fairish notices at best.
and Cleopatra," at the Beck, grossed under the $9,000 mark.
"Mvdeav" National (7th week)
$27,000 lor its first full week.
(D-1,164; $4.80). Expected to play
Estimates for Last Week
into .spring or longer; easfid to.$27,T
KeMs: C! (Comedu), *D (Drainn); 090; amazing for Greek tragedy.
"Man and Snperman,". Alvin C9th
(Reuue),
'.CD :<iConied»^Drania), -R
week) (CD-l,3ai; $4.80). One of seaM (M«siedt), 0 (Operetta).
"All^o;" Majestic (8th week) son's exceptional winners^ with
(M-1,6S5; $6). This is the Number standees in most times and the gross
On» niusical production of the siea» approaching $32,000 every week:
^'BurlcMinei" Belasco (iiOth week)
son s*> i^r- a?id hot likely to 'Be topped
(C-1,077; $4,80). Will hit the 52- week
in JatiK® or gross; over $'^;500.
"A'n Inseector Callsv" Booth (7th mark next week; protective notiee
weefc) (D-712! $4:80): Oaittied to hut will play, into Jan^HiisSA^keen..
have been under-estimated, with getting around |>12,500
Exfierimentkl. Theatre
paee around' $12,000 for the last two
Galileo," Elliott. Bertold Brecht
weekly
"Angelitn the WInjs," Coronet (Br drama done oa Coast last summer
Presented by Mar- opened^'SundBS (7), for six perfimn1,032; $11:80).
jorie and Sherman Ewing; written ances on subiioription.
by Babect. Hilliard, Carl Sigmsm,
Ted Lucei Hank:. Ladd and the Hartmans; Opens tomorrow (Thurs,).
"Ainritt Get- YeinrJ Gun,'' Imperial
Any,
<«2d week) ;(Mrl,472; $6.60).

Broadway grosses eased oif .somer
what last week, but the sharp drop

expected after
to materialize.

The Christmas

,

.

.

i

80% capacity for the run,
'i^i^aoce f^om capiicity-seeaiis 'saiAr
considering the type of show formances. "Look Ma, I'm Dancing" dentiil with this, long-running standand the current business conditions. is due Dec. 25 at the .Shubert:
out;, tiross -up, close to :$4S,000.
Estimates for Last W«ek;
"Born Yesterday;" Lyceum (971ii
Estimxtes for Last Week
"Firefly," Opera House (lis week)
week) (C-99S; $*;«)). One of the
Aufcl Street," Biltmore (1st Wk.) (3.00; $3.60). Did a mild estimated long, stayers affected- last week; tak(1,636; $3.60). Gregory Peck-Laraine $16,090 but' remains a second week.'
Quoted affouad $16,500.
"Gentleman 'fr«m Athens," Ply- ings'!
Day staiTer drew mixed notices and•«ri8adob)n,^''Ziegf eld (39th week)
resents

At bad

'

M

'^m to'

exnected name draw didn't mate- mouth

(single week) (1,400; $3.).
(M-1^(Q9! ,$#.86). Run ntciiii<sil s^d>^
Anthony Quinn-starxer didn't im- lout
good $19,000.
didn't, seU oxA all petfdrmattces:
•^Btackouts of t9«9," El Capitan press crix too much and biz never .but tekings rated over; $i^006.
Philadelphia, -Dec. 6.
(285th wk.) (1,142; $2.40). Back to buat iEstimated $8i50Q.
«Cali
MfsteiV Plymouth (Seth
There was nothing-, to -make the
Fan,"
"Lady
Wlndtarmere's
Col$17,000 after the exti-a Thanksgiving
week) (R-l^OTS; $4;80). Eased o« theatre folk- very happy aa
as
onial (4th week) (1,500; $3.60). Final
matinee tilted the take.
!I!IMli:^ving last week;s legit, was concerned^ Biz
after peiiniig
'Emperor Janes," I,as Palmas (1st week to an estimated $17,000.
Chi^istnias really -went to piecess,
"The Medlam" and "Xhe Tde- weet^ sliMed throiii^ thir
wk.) (388; $2.40). O'Neill's oldie reholidayj^ dipped,- ^,500.
"Show Boat," which had climbed
vival got a mixed reaction and went plume," Majestic 3d we^) '(1,S0Q;
'fCBciUbean Carnival;" International above $37;000 in its second week at
through the five days with about $4:20). Dived to $10)000. Kourfli .and (R-1,173; $4.80). Opened Friday (5); the Shubert, nosedived to far-fromslightly
than
less
$2,000,
50% final week is current:
.satisfactory :^5,000 in its third .ses"Tonight at 8c30i" Shubert (3d colored re'ttue iirtV wSed' fype^^^
cauacity.
riailze; fairly

'

Me

^r

dumg

IMAM IlT»i

BALLET

DATE CANCELLED OUT
currently playing

Ballet theatre^

at the City Certter, N. TT.,

projected

.

engagement

had

its

in Bogota
to postpone-

Columbia, cancfdled due
ment .of ^the Inter-^mierican Conference from ^an, 17 to March 30. Group
is cucFenily trying to boelis XT.
engagements to fill In. the gap.
Projected trip to Bogota was a
prestige junket arranged by the Co
lombia government to coincide with
.

Pan-American

the

confab.

'

(1.061;

Little," Belasco (4th
$2.40). Faorce slipped
still showing a profit

week)

$4.20),

the

closing

$14't000

"Song of Norway"

Bernarda Alba," house.

of

iibtices, with ch^tofeesi not yet sion.
Failed .to Imixed
Indicated.
"I 'Bemember Mama" slumped unweekv with
"Connnand Division," Fulton (10th der $9j00e in. its third
at the
disappointing
fweek) (D-.968;. ^80). Capacity #r- Locuist and "Angel in the Wings,'!
current at the
:tually every night; dipped- mei'e- than the musical try-outi desrpite good
Usual at midweek' maiineet grbisit was notices
and favorable- word''0f>
arbund 4Mf,000.
mouth, finished a two- weeks' stay

(1,700;

for
estimated

rally

(255: $3.60). Final
eiiyht days- registered $4,300, for the

Coronet (3d wk.)

is

,

we^

"Flnlan's Rainbow," 46th Street
48th week) (Mrl,319;, $6), Anbther
long-riin musieal that eased slightly
the grbss was figiii^ed tit $i^500.
"For Love or Money," Miller (5th

House

stays dark unDec. 25, when Pelican oilers a
holiday revue;

$14,700 total.
til

9,

Bevtval of "Merry. Widow" had. a
sad' slay last week at the Nixon,
staggering, through to under $10;000
for season's new low. Both produce
tion and. house went into the r«d
with that flfiure, and it doesn't au
gur well for "Bose Marie," which
same company is presenting this
.

Y., April 14.

under $10,600 in its< fin^l semester at' .the Forf est.
This week^.Ione opener was *^0*
night at 8:30," the Gertrude Lawy
rence starrer, which' opened- a 'two*
week) (C-94D; $4'.80). Seems to be weeks' showing last night (8) at the
A' last-minute reai-rangegettini^. stronger and was quoted over F'orr'esl.
$16:000; one of season's^few comedies. ment uf schedule has a change of'"Hsmpy BirOiday," Broadhurst bill for the Noel Coward one-acters
taking' place next Monday instead
(58th week) (C-1^160; $4.80). Vari
ance here "from previbus *6ek. of the two bills, alternating nightly.
'claimed to have been not material; Advance none toe good:
.with

.

'

.

Dec.

Pittsburgh,

Ballet

the&tre, although guaranteed $40,000
for the date, finds it impossible to
make the trip at the later date due
to its opening at the Metropolitan

Gpera Hbuse,, N.

"Mary Had A
Wk.)

this week, but
at $12,!>0O.,
'^The House

'

(Pertod couertno Dec. 8-26)

— Biltmore, L.
— American,

'^Anvet Street"
(8-13).

"Anna Lucasta"
Louis (8-20).
"Annie Get Tour

A.
St.

Gun"—Shubert,

week.

>

,

.

.

'

arblind $20,600.
'«Hacvey," 48th St. (Ifl3d week) (Cliongrrun laugh show
902; $4:20).

mm imm m

(8-20).
"Widow," playing to $2.50 top (ex- not' ^fected more than some other
"Blackouts of 1847"
El Capitan, cluding tax), started off poorly and
leaders; rated over $16,000.
Hollywood (8-20).
never: got going alter the brutal
"High -Bnttoa Shoes," Century
"Carousel"— Par., Toledo (lS-17). notices. Repertory had reportedly (10th week) tM-1,670; $4.80). Newer
Manrice Chevaiier>4-Curran, Frisco been doing well previously, but any shows naturally not as much aStectBallet Theatre i» keeping to its
San Francisco, Dec, 9
accumulated profit' went down the ';ed asf' Stayei-s and this stsmdici^lc
$31,000 weekly pace during its cur'
Mavirice. Chevalier, who opened (8-20).
Slackstone, drain hcre^
"CBocolate
SoMIer*
i-ent engagement iat City Center;
ThuKday (4) lor 8 IT-day xuti-at the
tiiuied. a);o<md capacityw!^
"UetiBM ef ia48;" Center (2Sth N. Y. Third week of eight perform-^
1,776-seat Curran, packed the house Chi. (8-20).
"Dream Olrf' — Capitol, Yakima
for his first four performances, end
week) (B-2,fl94; $a.40). With one less ances, Tuesday through Sunday
'
(8); Met., Seattle (9-13); Aud., Sacraing Saturday (6).
perfttrmahce and pre-:Xmafi dip ac- (2-7), grossed $31,00S>. With another
mento (20).
eounted for, tti^ takings biased to week, plus three extra perform*
Ina Claire opened last night (Mon.)
Geary, Frisco
"Fatal Weakness^'

OK OiieiiinK,

Chetralier

Chi.

mm AT mm, m.

'

bia Also Current, S. F.

—

'

»

.

at the Gearys in the Theatre Guild's
production of George Kelly's "The
Fatal Weakness." She had a good

Advance

sale:

—

(8-20).

"Harvey"-^Davidson, Mil.

(8-20).
XiOcust,
"I 'Beuember
Philly (8'-13); Ford's, Baltd. (15-20).

Mama"

"Lady Windermere's Fan"—Erlanger, Buff.
(15-20).

lit

Tower WUhoot Gleny" (London)
'—John C. Wilson and Shuberts.
"Huveat at Xv»t%'> (Martha';
Vineyafd)—Arthur J, Beckhard.
"Strange Bedfellows"—Philip Wax"
man.

*"8onanza Bound'-rr^Paul Feigay.
and Herman Levin
"The Men We" MBwry"— Edgar
Luckenbach.
"Ihe Maiftei-'a' Chair" (Hollywood)
Oliver Smith

—Lawrence

E. Stanhope.

"Look, M«, I'm Danctng"—George
*

Abbott.

(8-13);

Boyal Alex., Tor.

"Make Mine Manhattan"— Shubert,
New Haven (17-20).

W

-ttie troupe will likely rack
to $140,000- fbr its. fourhalf'-'week stay, considered
In the face of the bigge.st holiday but
fine at a $3 top.
have
exstores
buying wave local
506.
Following Us
York run; the
perienced, show business in MilwauHeaet," Adelphl troupe preparsa.for a visit to Bogota,
"Sbwic in
kee took a back seat last weelc (10th week) (0-lr434; ,$*,80). Harties Colombia, fbr r. fdur-weeK.' season
"Voice of the Turtle,'' with Haila hiive flguced In elasticity of gros^M; in Jmtuary.
Stoddard, on fourth visit to the Da- last week's count estimated around
vidson, did a weak $3,500 in four

"O

Mistress Mine"

(8-20).

—

"Ohlalioma!"

— Selwyn,

—

"Show Boat"

Chi.

Empire, Syracuse

(8-13); Aud., Boch. (15-20).
Harris,
"Frivate Lives?'
(8-20).

—

Chi.

Shubert, Philly

(8-20).

.

to
"Song of NoifW*y''*-Shubert, Boston (8-20).
„' „
,
..X

.

theUnion"—Music

"State of

Houston (8^); Poche,

New

Hall,

Orleans

(11-13); Erlanger, Atlanta (18-20).
"Sweethearts"—Nat'l, Wash (8-20)
Opera Hse„ Bost.
"The Fireiiy"
(8^13); Nixon, Pitt. (15-26).

—

MUwaukee, Dec.

9.

.

.

,

'

"Skipper Neict Ut Ood»-T^EJ*perimental theatre.
•Musical.

*

,

,

ances,

Box up dose

$4.80). Eased oft
is stili operating to profits; $13,-

(44th

week) (G-979;

..,•...'

.

and-a

Mew

.

My

.

$21,000.

,

,

.

,

Lauritz Melchior and his troupe
spent a week- in Wiscon.sin— Racine,

James (252d
St.
week) (M- 1,505; $4:80). Celeste Holm
rejoined the cast last week for three
''Oklahoma!"

Oshkosh. Milwaukee, Wausau, Madi- weeks,
and attendant publicity
son. Kenosha— and the big tenor' told hypoed, interest in run leader'^ $21,-

reporters: "This business isn't what 500:
On Milwaukee .stop
it used to be."
"Streeiear Named I>esii^" Barrs*he did below expectations of $3,000 more (1st we;dt)' (D«l,064; $4.80}.
at the Palace film house. Harala Played six- performances intSIuding
Kreutzberg, famed dancer, attracted paid'- preview and, with fine press,
despite
only 600 patron.s to the Pabst
hit capacity from start; nearly $21,unusual advance publicity, press be- 900; Qisn get $27,000 itt ei^t times.
ing highly generous with stories and
'<Tlie tlEttid: Oirele," MOFOSbo (tth
pictures.
week) (D-93S; $#.80)- Haa been in

ctoubi from opening- and last week
slipped toi $10;060; One motfe week;
"Topaise" to follow.

$24^

\ss^.
'ttarvey'
"CKiuc and Ponishnient" (revival)
Indianupolis, DeOi 9:
Whitehead and Oliver Rae.
"The Late Christopher Bean" —
'"Make Mine Manhattan"—Joseph Cox, Cihcy (8-13); Aud., Louisville
Joe E. Bi-own in "Harvey" took a
$24,500 in eight performHyman.
capacity
(14-15).
^
mst week at a
"Topaze" (revival)— New Opera
"The Red Mill"- Orpheum, D'port ances at the English claimed
at least
Co.
Iowa, Cedar Rap. (9); Par., $3.60 top. BoxolTice
(8);
turned away as got tickets.
"Lamp At Mtdnlght*'— New Stages. Waterloo (10); Aud., St, Paul (IH3 ); as many Slater,
the hypnotist, is in
Ralph
Lyceum, Mpls. (15-20).

—Balph

araund. P*,500.
"John. Loves MMry," Mtusic

,

"Medinm," "Telephone"—Majestic, days.

Host. (8-13); Cass, Det. (1,^-20).

.

3iam4,M'w1iee

.

'Red Miir

,

Te^ $17,000,

'Lueasta' Cunrent,
St. Louis,

St
Dec.

L.
9.

Victor Herbert's "Bed Mill^' wound
up its second and last week.. at the
American theatre Saturday (6) with
only a so-ao b.0. record. Th« flnitl
stanza of eight perfoniaanee», with
the 1,700-seat house sealed to $4.27,
gros.sed an estimated $17,000.
The

take for the previous vreek was approximately $21,000.
"Anna Lucasta" opened' a twoweek engagement last night (MOn.)
at the American. The house is scaled
to $3:66

and » good

ad'tfance

is' r«M-

'The Ge»H«^*Mt Frent Athens," -ported.
Mansfield (D-lv04l; $4,80), Presetit-

ed by Martin Gosch and Eunice HeaEmmet Lavery;
ley; written by

'Norway' 18G (5), Buf.

'

BuftalD, Dec; 9.
op^ed last' night (Tues.).
"Song of Norway" developed top
Hettea*," Biltmore^ (16th
^"Wre
week) (0-920; $4.80). Claimed not price bracket: weakness but rounded
to have -varied at all last week, out a satisfying five. performances at /
"Xnnlght at 8:30"— Forres-t, Philly this week, with "Late" Christopher
•
the Erlanger last week.
$22,000
approximated
takings
and
Dec.
15.
weak
of
the
plays
Bean"
(8-20»,
At $4.20, the musical registered^
of j again.
'Voice
ef the TnrUe"— Shubert-La- and "State of Union" the week
^"Tn
..
/
'Tii« Voice of (be Tttttle,** Hudson $16,000.
'Dec. 30.
fayette, Det. (8-20)<
_

,„

J

.

.
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The

mosphere.

no

which

Plays on firoadway
Incidentally, she
formance thus
A Streetcnr Named
the only one who maintains a

Galileo

far.

is

Desire

•

Irane M. Selznick Di-eBenU Ella Kazsn
^roiluutUm at aiama Iji three acta by .TenFeatures Jenslta Tandy,
liBKMde Willlamd.
ifarlcm Branao, Itim Hunter, Karl MaWen.
etaftcd by Kazan; scenery «nd lighting, J "9
Luclnda P«Ilacd;
costumes,
Mielainer;,
ojiohea Bitrrymore, N, T., Deo. 8, •«) (4.80
,

southern accent throughout the i>lay.
Karl Maiden, as Harold, is restrained
until his big scenes, and then he
counts plenty. Peg Hlllas and Rudy
Bond, as the couple upstairs, regis-

•

I?egro

Gee Gep .Tames
Pgs lliniaa

Woman

Ennic* HubbeU
Kowalskl

A

,

....Ann Dere

.i.

.

.The dramWic sock
opened on Broadway

day

when

(3),

bowed

in as

Garriclc

..'.iRicllara

..

r>emi la

Thomas

Bflnft,

,

M^it.

'

WednesM. Selznick

last

Irene

"A

Streetcar

Named

"Streetcar"

Elia

theatre.

all

is

.

theatre tind films, who is in for a
irecord share of profits for this staging assignment, should have con»
vinced the author that the play is,
were about 20
If it
too loiig.
minutes shorter, "Streetcar" might
prove' all the more sensational

Menagerie," he may have been
adamant about cuts or changes in
this new drama.
Patently the characters that interest the author are not attractivejust the reverse. That applies to the
hew play, as well as to "Menagerie"
and his "Summer andSmcA:e," which
was tried out in Pallas last summer
and Is now on tap for Broadway. In
"Streetcar" his peo{>l.e are denizens of the Vieux Carre, a sluni section of New Orleans, seemingly types
the dramatist has known and understands. They are more or less kin
to those in "Menagerie," tout the
new pi^y has much more dramatic
power thaA that click of three seasons ago.
From her first entrance, Blanche,
,

•

Caribbean

A(]o]ph Thc^nstead proauctlon ol musical
revue in two acts (iSO scenes).
Features
Pear]' Primus, Josephine Premlce, Claude
Dulie of Iron, Sam Manning,
Marohant.
Hinith Kuls, Pamela Ward, Trio CubanaMusic anil lyrics by Sam Manning and
Adolnh Thenstead; directed by Samuel h.

Manning; associate director. Col.' John J.
HIrshman; choreography for vpodoo num.

Primus; actditttfnal choreography,
Claude Marchant; costumes,. Lou Elsele;
chant -music tor voodoo numbed, D'uke of
Iron; drum rhythms, Mario Costlllo; orchestrations and orchestfa direction by Ken
Maconiber. At International, N. Y., Deo. S,
47; $4.80 top (.$» opening night).
<,'ast: Pearl Primus, Josephine Premlce,
Claude Marchant, Duke of Iron, Saip Manning, Smith Kids (2), Pamela Ward, Trio
Cubana, fiddio Talifferro,' Peggy Watson,
Biir Allen, Elolse Hill, Alex Young, Curtis

ber, Pearl

-

Wahnetta San, Fannie ^rurner, CUCton
Gr«y, TjouIs Sterlingf JsciiaeUne. Halrston,
Marjorle James, ^ -Danald Curtis, James.
WJlUant }ohnsan„ J>orothy MaeDavid, Jem' 'Meeres, Helen TTinsley.

bard,

Bcowft,

leading character, a tippling forschool-teacher' from a Mississippi town, is obviously tt neurotic.
'

'

.

'

suicide.

'

Blanche's brother-in-law, Stanley,
of Polish parentage,

young mechanic

is'livmg in comparative contentment
with her sister Stella. Their home
Is a two-room. hovel, below the level
Of the sloping street, which is visible
now and then through a painted
scrim. Another seedy couple lives

and. they

also

drinlc

ancl

quarrel spasmodically, lending more
V atmosphere to the play,
Blanche comes to her sister's home
because she has been ordered out of
her hometown and has nowhere else
'

'

'

to go.
first,

Despite her polite manner at
QIanche toegihs to hit the bottle

imd she presently becomes a blowsy
dame.

Nevertheless, she is attracto
Harold,
one of Stanpoker-playing buddies.
She

tive
ley's

imagmesi she may, find redemption
through marriage with him, but her
brother-in-law reveals how she was
Icicked out of the hotel in her hometown. The impact of this snaps the
remaining thread of Sanity and she
is taken to an ^asylton.
Jessica Tandy, former English ac.

back from Hollywood after

tress,

five years, scores the hit of her
career as Blanche, the most arresting characterization in many seasons.
{She is on stage virtually throughout
the performance, the 85-side part being one of the longest in Broadway

history.

Marlon
gaining

Brando,
stage

who

stature

has

for

been

several

cdmes up with a crack per-

seasons,

xocniance as
Stanley,
a
rough
pugnacious
guy with a quick
temper, who always is forgiven toy
whojR he deeply loves. Kim
Hunter, as gteltef is another excel,
Stella,

lent

of casting.
She is better
in pictures here and in Eng
this is her best stage per-

toit

known
land,

and

. .

. .

.

. . .

,

,:. . ,.,

i

. . .

the Coroner.-' Albert McCleery' has
directed the production expertly and
William Riva's sets are impressive.

Richard Astor

.

.

John Carradine

Nehemiah Persoft
Andrea (mafc)
Guisseppt. .............. ..Donald Symington
.Harris Brown
Ballade Singer
.Bliziibeth Moor«
Ballads Singer's Wife
Ballada Singer's Daughter. ..... .Iris Mann
.Sidney Bns.'jler
Monica.
Duke-pf Florence. ..Kail Monigomery, Jr.
.Werner .Kieniperer
Beggar.
Taylor. Gmves
Dwarf. ........
,

.Warren Stevens
Informer
..................Phillip Kobinson
Matti

Nights of

-

presentation

of Bertold

Brecht's "Galileo" at the

:

mVEST'

AT MARTHA'S VINEYARD
"Harvest Of Years,"
comedydrama by De Witt Bodeen, is being
.

rehe&rsed entirely at Martha's 'Vineyard, Mass. It's believed this is the
ttht time a Broadway production
has been readied at such a remote
'

Wrath

("Les Nuits de l» Colere")
Dramatic Workshop (New School for Sotwo

spot.

Arthur Beckhardt, who gave the
Ar- play a strawhat tryout last Rummer,
mand Salaorou. Kngllsh version by Maria figures that the company will be
Ley-Pisoator and John McGrew. Slagcd by
Hiss rj6y-Pls<iator, under direction of Er- able to concenttBte more fully on
win Piscator. Sets, WiHls Knighton; music, the performance at the island resort,
Herbert Hertzf eld; Ughting, Doris WJnstein.

At President, N. X, Dec,

1, '47.

Bernai'd Bazira. ................ .Scott Hale
.Sheila Miller
Rose Bazii'B.i
Margaret Baslre.. ...f,;< .. ..Lee Kaiser
....Yvonne Prolben
Violet Bazlve.,,.,.
Rl voire . ..,>.,... ... ..... Robert Osterloli
.Jaclt, Bin-khnrt
FIsancon
.

.

.

Dede..

. .

.

.

.

.

.Frank Argentn

.»

liott,

adapted the script into English) in
the lead role, the play .is gripping
and intense, with some strikingly
beautiful moments. With Iiaugbton
remaining in it, and adequate sets

REHEARSING

cial; Research).- production at play In
act^ (.nine scones), from the French at.

.

The Experimental Theatre, open-ing its second season- Sunday (7)
with a

-

Edbo.

.

.

'i

A

competent cast is given good showwith standout performances
by Will Marshall and Paula Mayer,
as the NegrO' couple; Thomas' Itob-:
erts, as the D.A., and Marc Siiow, as

•casing,

Lawrence Uyie
.lUisty Lane

.

,

nciulsHor.

'

.Taylor Clraves
»Le<>nardo Clmino

:

the American stage, deserve

much

^

praise.

"Nights of Wrath" is Intense*
gripping drama, well directed and
adequately presented by the semi-;
pro cast'tQ intrigue attention of embryonic students of the- drama, which
is the purpose of the group now tenanting the diminutive President theati^e, N. Y.
Salacrou, who could be suspected,
via his play, of having been an operative of the underground because of
his know-how in depicting its cause,
holds attention throughout. His main
barb, however, is at the middle-ofthe-roaders, who remained passive
after enemy occupation. The stand
that: those who are not with you are
against you furnishes the mainspring
of proceedings, and Salacrou goes on

particularly at this off-season period.
also reasons that the actors wilt
be out of reach of possible bids for
radio programs, which he regards a
distraction. Producer suggested the
Martha's. Vineyard rehearsal idea to*

He

the

cast,

which approved

it.

The members of the troupe are
getting $7.50 per day sustenance
plus $25 weekly rehearsal pay. That
comes to $77.50 apiece per week,
-which tops Equity's minimum of $60.
Rehearsal end of the production' will
therefore cost more than normally,
but Beckhardt expects the play to
be ready for the boards more quickly than
straight

usual.

play

is

Under the

rules,

a

allowed four weeks

of "free" rehearsals, but

most shows

use only thpee weeks and, in the
case of '"Years," only two weeks may

This 'West Indies dance-and-song and staging, the production could be
revue; which the management calls commercial .and a. success further up
be necessary.
"the 'first calypso musical ever pre-* Broadway.
Some productions rehearse for
Galileo's discovery that the earth
sented," was first titled "Calypso"
periods
imlimited
out-of-town
and then "Bongo" diiring its out-of- revolved around the sun; the immediately prior to tryout debuts, in
town tryout, but is'now tabbed "Ca- petus that theory gave to independwhich
case sustenance money is
conflict
inevribbean Carnival." The cast is a ent thinking, and tlie
it
dark-skin mixture of racial strains itably brought on with the estabpayable. In previous seasons, the
^have
(as. a line of dialog says, the West lished authority Cthe church)
rate was $8 per day, but the tilt to
Indies is the "Shanghai of the West"), inescapable pertinence in light of
$7.50 was inserted into the basic
In addition,
except lor one blonde white girl, contemporary events.
agreement between Equity aiid the
who as a Life, mag photog, provides the story of a cynical scientist .who,
managers when the pact was .re«
barely
perceptible
a
continuity outwardly straddled with his discovvised and renewed last summer.
thread- for the native dance and song eries to avoid execution as a heretic
Intjuisition,
excellent
drais
numbers.
by. the
Brecht's theatre
"Caribbean Carnival" is unevenly matic material.
entertaining. With a suggestion of craftsmanship is adequate; and the
to Fold;
to justify his theory.
semi-tropic island locale, it presents l^^perimehial Theatre's acting comr
The large cast handles assignments
some spectacular d&nci^s^and several pany exceptional enough, to make adequately, but the tricky sets and
Can't Follow 'Norway'
entertaining songs, tout -the- show is it come alive and articulate.
expert direction mainly counts^
not merely lacking in production skill
Laughton, in his first Broadway
Edba.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
and form, but is actualljr a sprawling, appearance in 15 years, dominates
Shubert musical troupe which has
succession of acts, varying f rom ex» the' proceedings with a rich, flavorbeen doing "Merry .Widow" and
Cellent and exciting to ponderous, some portrayal of the alternately
"Rose Marie" (and "Firefly" in other
oveAong and dull.
petulant, gruff wordly-wise and cauof
towns), folds at the Nixon here SatThe explanatory dialog, in which a tious savant. John Carradine is
native police sergeant advises the striking and sinister in the somewhat
urday night ii3i, after a couple of
femme photog where to seek the brief role as the Inquisitor. Dancer
months' tour. Biz has been spottyvarious sights, misses the intended Joan McCracken; in her first serious
'With, a few winning sessions. There's
Jeiuay
light comic effect. Everything con.
part, gives a poignant portrayal as
been little interest in the shows
Washington, Dec. 3.
sidered, "Caribbean Carnival," de- Galileo's lovelorn, embittered daughCatholic Univ.'s Playwritjng Fes- here, however, and they'll wind up
spite its redeeming moments, appears ter:
..
to have limited appeal and is unAn unusually large and able cast tival has apparently hit a jackpot in in the redi- particularly
suffered
Operettas
likely to attain, boxoif ice success.
also' offers flne
performances by "Jenny Kissed Me." Fourth of the
Nearly .all the hunibers in the Hester Sondergaard as the house- current series which began last here, coming in on the heels of
show are overlong, including tooth wife, Fred Stewart as Priuli, Wesley spring, it is by all odds the play "Song of Norway," which was
dances and songs. Kifceptions are the Addy as an old cardinal, Sidney with the greatest amount of profes- cheered by the critics for both en«
dances of the Claude Marchant Bassler as a monk. Rusty Lane as sional savvy and feel for boxoffice.
tertainment and production. In controupe. They are, electrifying, prob- Barbarini (later the Pope), Michael
"Jenny" is in the tradition of the
ably as good as anything of the sort Citro as the .boy Andrea, Nehemiah lovable Catholic priest stories which trast, notices pointed out. the drabever seen on Broadway.. Marchant Persoff as the grown Andrea and have been so boff on the screen of ness and shabbiness ot "Widow" and
himself is a superliT dancer, with D wight Marfield as Federzoni,
late. Story is built around Father "Marie."
enormous vitality and grace, and his
Sets are simple, tout adequate, and Moynihan who runs his parish with
two male and three female associates costumes are striking. Staging is a tight rein. lie does not approve of
Strawhat
excel in -every number they dance. sharp, whether in simple household such nonsense as bingo and objects
Their work is comparable to any of scenes or the vivid All Fool's Day to teenage girls using makeup. The
J.
City,
the classic or modern ballets seen lo- scene.
Hahns Eisler's music is niece of his housekeeper comes to
cally
Ocean City, N. J., Dec. 9.
highly appropriate and effective.
live at the parish house with her
Pearl Primus, who has appeared
This resort is assured of a legitiBron.
aunt.
frequently in
legit,
recital
and
reas
summer
a
mate
theatre
next
This teenager turns out prim and
niteries in New York, appears with
proper and an obvious cantiidate for sult of the Board of Education enterTrial
Fire
her company through the second act
C. UpBlaekfriars' Guild producilori of drama In those Queen Mary of England hats ing 'into a contract with T.
of the show. She's impressive as
five episodes (three sets) by George H.
by the time she hits 20. Father Moy- ham, who will produce strawhatterf
usual, particularly in portions of the
DUnn, S.J. Staged by All>ert McCleery.
voodoo ritual dance, but the number Sets, William Hiva. Opened at BlacktrlarS nihan sets out to get her married, in the auditorium of the high school
partly because it will get her out;
seems too long and, at the close, im- Playhouse, N. Y,, Dec. t, ;47; $2.40 top.
building.
.Marc Snow of the* house. In the course of this,
perfectly
planned.
Both in her Coroner,
Upham established the Beach
Thomas Roberts he learns that girls must make themdancees and those of the Marchant District Attorney
after
Samuel Jones
.Tack Delmontc
selves attractive to men by. primping, theatre company last summer
unit, the native drum accompaniment Roy Johnson......
will Marshall snappy clothes, etc. He wmds
Up a several seasons at Cape May. He h^d
is a rousing factor.
Rita .Tohnson..................Paula Mayer
self-considered
fashion
discontinue because of his health.
expert
who
to
The two principal singers in the David Johnson<...,........;Ciaren«e Roek
rethinks
the
ladies
th^
Carol
parish
ought
had
Ann
Johnson
Charlynn
Wlright
of
it
Q.
revealed
The
also
Board
show are Josephine Premise and the
Park*.
.....Valeri* Cavell to dress snappier and more attrac-^
Duke of Iron. The former is a slim, Helen
jected an offer of Mr. and Mrs.
Ed tarks. ..>...,.......,. ....Bvelio Grlllo tively.
angular, kinetic girl with an arrest.Tim Neal.,..t................,J(>hn Flowe*
Frank Jacotoy, who started the 1947
Meantime there has been a cross- season With Upham as director and
ing style of putting over sly native Tom Craven ..... ...
John Young
Harry Bolden plot of romance between the young
comedy songs. The latter, a calypso John Bailey.
business manager,
Bdward Danforih,
Waynt^ Sherk
singer, is obviously handicapped by
Hlrarn Jasper.
Tom O'Connor gal and a 30-odd year; old teacher
the large theatre and the feet that Thomas LawBOn....i.^..... Nappy Whiting who also has been living at the parcomparatively few in the audience George Jenkins.
.Walter Thompson ish house. All ends well, of course,
Mr.
Hitchcock................
John Michael with the right fellow getting the
'Carousel' in Toledo
are familiar with that form of music.
Ilaskins.
Mrs.
......Helena
Price
Thus, he doesn't receive the reaction Mrs. Fitch.......
right girl, despite the padre's inno-'
Toledo, Dec. 9.
Charlntle Nachtwey;
or create the mood necessary for best James Cameron. ......'.....Seamus Maloney cent efforts to pan Jenny off on a
Town Hall theatre has booketl
results.
Dr. Hauser
Chris Oaye conceited young jitterbug.
ZaSu Pitts in "Late Christopher
Mary Leigh
Others notable in the show include Nurse
"Jenny" is by Jean Kerr, member
Man....
Henry Justyne
Bean" for a four-day, five-performSam Manning, who collaborated with First
the
of
Catholic
Univ.
faculty,
who
Seeond Man
Tom O'Connor
Dec. 28.
producer Adolph .Thenstead on the Mourner.
John Michael did the dramatization of "Our Hearts ance stay, starting Sunday,
music and lyrics, staged the produc. Priest.
Angus McDonald Were Young and Gay." Her husband, Prior to that, Jim tTederlander, mantion and pla.ys the native cop-guide
Walter Kerr, also pari of Father Gil- ager of Town Hall, will bring the
the Smith Kids, a man-and-gal com"Trial By Fire" is by far the most bert Hartke's playmaking team, di- Theatte Guild's "Carousel" to the
edy singing act: Pamela Ward, pretentious attempt ot this semi-pro rected. While the third act can stand 3,400.'seat Paramount, Dec, 15-17,
blonde photog; the Trio Cubana, group and, while splendidly donCi is a trimming and a lift here and there,
latter day.
singing-instrumental group, aftd the 'better suited for such incubators of the play generally moves along at a with matinee the
Town Hall house, with 1,150-seats,
pulsating native drummers, Alphonse talent as the Blackfriars than comrollicking gait, thanks particularly to
was deemed too small for the attracCimber, Bernard Ibylor and Paul mercial Broadway. The theme, of the spritely lines. Certainly this
is
Meeres.
smalltown California vigilantes who much better theatre than the first oX tion. This is first time that the ParaThe costumes, designed by L6u force. Negroes to live in the slum the Playwriting Festival series, "All mount film house has been leased for.
Kisele, are becoming and add at- neighborh(»ods, was covered to some Gaul
Is Divided," which has had a more than a single day.

—

mer

develops she becomes

.

•

"Trial," has fashioned this play more ness'of his rehearsal period. Thoras a documentairy than a commercial oughly. competent is the job of Pam.
The piece is said to toe ela Riverjs, who plays the title role
drama.
based on an actual Negro family She is the only professional in the
who perished in the burning, of their cast, and carries along as a goodie
home after being "advised" that their girl without turning the part sticky
presence in a white neighborhood apt! cloy at any point. Mention
The play- shpuld.bii made pf a CU student
"might be dangerous."
Wright a 1 1 en d e d the subsequent nahjed Robert Moore who stands out
coroner'js inquest, using it and other like a beacon to provide much of the

'

thfe

is
progressively psychopathic.
It
•presently revealed that she is a
Jnymphomaniac, the, explanation for
hec disintegtatioh toeing* that she
had toeen ttiarried to a degenerate

.

.

"

humor as Owen, the conceited ybuth
Swander material in his play.
Stow.nrt'
In a series of flashbacks,- he has whom the padre figures will make
Straus done a good reportorial job on the: ah' ideal husband for Jenny.
story, but hasn't succeeded in giving
Lowe.
long and
it clear theatrical form.

,

Claviua. ,:. ..
Secretary I. .
,
Secretaiy 11....,.,;
Bellarinin ,
, . ..
Barbarfnl . ; . . . ... . .

limited professional run in the
mid.;,."'..
west.

Leo Brady, also on Hartke's fac*
However, the pirevious
"Deep Are the Roots" demonstrated ulty, waa slipped in at the last minthat plays on the Negro question can ute to handle the long and exactinu
role of Father Moynihan. He does
be boxoffipe if dramatically done,
Pjither Dunn, Jesuit author of unusually well, considering the brief,
erate run.

..Tolin

.

.

i

,

ag<t

Maxine El- Lecoq.
.John McLlam
....Nancy Stlber
N. V., was off to a brilliant start Pierstte Bazirel
.Lenore Sheldon
with a production worthy of its aims Louise Cordeau
.Morton SUk
Jean Cordeau.
and proponents.
This episodic drama of the life and
Erwin Piscator, presiding over the
struggle of the great 17th century
of the Dramatic Workshop
Italian physicist-astronomer is destinies
of the New School ^or Social Re.lames, Padjet' Fredericks, Pred Thomas,
sprawling, verbose and occasionally
search, and those associated with
Helen Carr, Gem Boiling, Dorothy Graham, halting;
It is also adult; pertinent,,
him in the transition of Armand
.Charles Queenan, AlPhonsQ' Clmber, Bernard TayJoi-, Paul Meeres, LiUie: Peace, dramatic and moving.
Salacrou's play about the French unWith Charles Laughton (who also derground after Nazi occupation, to
Mildred Xhomas, Andrew King, CI»ril. Hub-

•

who committed

....... .......

.

.

.

As.' the play-

.

I'liillip

Fi'cd
.

.

Yet though WilJiams was

said to have been tractable over
deletions in his previous "The Glass

upstairs

Charles Ijnughton
Mirliael Citro
Scuiaergaara

...V,

.. i.

,

i

'

Kazan, a master director in both

',

i

I,. McMlt'r

.

especially

'

'

f

.

.. ..Toivn- McCrnckon
eSbiting,
The Use of Virginia
varied kinds of baclcground music Feflei-zoni ................ .^.D'wight Mal-fleld
................... .Larry iloaon
and weird sound effects are also fac-' Prince.
Thoinna Palmer
hilosoDhcr.
tors in the performance.
.Karl Montgomery, Jr.
Mathcniutleiaii.
> ..
The single setting by- Jo Mielziner; •llderly Lady. ........ .Mary Grace C'nnflcld
...llyana London'
A Girl.
is even more novel than that Which
.Leonard Bell
A Monlf
he designed for "Menagrie," and the Another
linn McCSpldrklc
MonI;
lighting -effects are also highly ef- infuriated Monk.
.Werner Klamporer
brief Old Cardinal
are .two
fective.
There
Wesley Addy
I'ltl Herbert
intermissions, one of only four min- Siivporting Monk
..Don Hanmer
Monk.
...
Ittle
utes, and the play's 11 scenes are

is

It may be the dramatic
Desire."
standout of .-recent seasons, and in- separated by merely dimming the
Lucinda Ballavd's costumes
dications are that the play, author, lights;
director and actors will toe oontena^ seem appropriate .for the types in
this strangely absorbing drama.
«rs for prizes next spring.
Ibee.
There may be disagreement about
the drama's content, the type 'of
characters and some of the lines; but
Carnival

click.

...

(lallieOi

. .

the season

of

a manager with Tennes-

see Williams'

a

,

.'

,

of these,

.

Wonian

'Strange

One

fight scenes.

. ,

> I'K

Woman

Stranite

superb

calm Andrea (boy)
MaWcn when Stanley's pals try toputting
.!
Sak'U.
one
of
his
rages
by
tcv
K™ Hull
LudoVlco.
Kwly Boml him under the shower, and he tosses Priuli.
Jes-slct l.uuly
them out of thi^athroom one by one, Sngrinlo

eteve Hubbel

A

Kazan's many directive contribuare notable/ particularly two

tions

Elxperlmentul Theatre jirodudion of drama,
in two afits (1,1 scene.i) by Mertolt Brecht,
translated by Charles Ijaughlon. Staged by
Joseph Lossy.
Sets and ctwlumns, Kobert
Davison: musio, Haniis Kislci-; lyrics,., Albert Brush; t-lioieoBrailliy, l,oltB Gosleri
SclinilU.
At
musical
conductor,
J<..wf
Mttxine Elliott, N. Y., Dec. 7, '-17.
,.,.'..,.... . ; , Richard Leone
Singer.
.Michael Oitro
•Singer. . . ....
Albert Ares
Singer
,

Kflirl

Slanchts Dn Bols
tablQ Gonzalesl
M«>fii;a>i

ter, too.

Marlon Krando

Stanley Kowalskl,..,
JffaroW Mitchell (Mitch)
Blella

.

program seasons

receives

modestly helpful, Hobe.

credit, are

"On Whitman Avenue" two
on Broadway for a mod-

siinple settings, for extent in

one
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Authors* Riepresentatives
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»

tlKSS

West 46tli Stnet, N«<r Tork
Sunset Blvd., BoUyWoDd 40, CAl.

ROAD TOURS
booklnc

:C«mpletlnr
Illlbuelty tor
,

utA

• NATIONAIi

adviinrii

tour deat-

with radio tpoommi, protnoten

and coHeses.

Bxteimlve

czperlencw

attd flontaet* In tlila field. Novr aVallnble tor
tjrpa attmetlona.
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ILITEIIATI
written .Ijy Valentine Davies, will be
brought out in a .special edition of
more than 400,000 copies by the
Book-of-the-Month-Club.
Harry Wismer, ABC sports direc-

was named "outstanding football
annoimcer of 1947" this week by
The Sporting News. Award marks
inauguration' of an annual selection

SCULLYS SCRAPBOOK

;

tor,

Mewure

secret balloting and <2) provide for
to the constitution distribution of statements supporting

Authors' CeDgqrsWp

An amendment

League of America, nominees.
At the Authow
broadening und clarifying its power
Bumsey Heads Authors Agents
aealing with censorship, will be
Top officials of the Society- of
iuhmitted to the organization's memWhip. The proposed measure, al- Authors Representatives were rethe League elected at the outfit's annual meetby
approved
ready
was revealed yesterday ing in New York last week. Follow^outicn,
membership ing is the complete slate of officers
(Tues.) at the annual
Hieeting and election of the Authors and directors: John W. Rumsey , prez;
Harold' Frcedman, vice-prexy, and
Guild, an affiliate of. the League.
- Glenway Wescott delivered a report Alan Collins, seciretary-treasurer,
Leah Salisbury and Maxim Lieber
the subject.
The amendment, in the form of a were chosen directors for terms: of
new Section B in the League con- two years, and Nat Lefkowitz and
,.<titutian, defining the organization's Nannine Joseph, to continue as dithis rectors until December, 1948.
"ttnteta, would "supplement
Established function in respect to
Inter-Guild Fracas
'censorship by protecting creators of
Committee for Action, dissident
literary, dramatic and musical matetial from fiU forms of censorship faction in the Authors Guild, is cambecause of their belief, opinions or paigning for the defeat of the pro^victioiis, and from censorship posed as-sessment^ based upon earn"
npim' Any grounds other than ille- ings, which the organization's council
has submitted to membership
gality of specific material."
'
also
report
covered vote.
; Wescott's
The committee consisting of
^lans for a'proposed standard contract covering' sales of film rights Nancy Davids, Louiise Mally, Madeline Thompson, Cathleen Schurr and
,
of literary material.
Paul Gallico was' elected Guild Len Zinberg, circularized the Guild
president; Helen Hull, vice-presi- membership recently with a sixdent, and Gilbert W. Gabriel, s6cre- point attack oh the measure;
tary. The' votes in the election of
« tnentbers of the Guild council and
Books Pubs Aid Scribes
• representatives on the League counThayer Hobson, president of Moran opposition Com- row, heads' tli« new Author Relations
cil, in which
mittee For Action slate was entered, Committee of the American Book
had not been tabulated up to press Publishers Council, which includes
' #rae.
Douglas Black, president of Doubleday; Whitney Darrow, executive
Farfs VsiHes' PreMeaiueuf.
vice-prez of Scribners; Alfred R.
'
Paris dailies are acutely feeling Mclntyre, president of Little, Brown,
the shortage of newsprint. Early and Stanley Rinehart, president of
last week, it was decided to cut Rinehart.
Committee will advise ABPC
Hmn from one full sheet daily to
one
sheet/ three days a week. members on dealings with author.s,
Even before this became operative. literary agents and author organizaIt was further cut to one half sheet tions.
six days a week.
(There are no
Book Cenncil'y Flackery
tIaUies printed on Mondays). QuesNew public relations bureau has
tion now is whether they will appeat on a quarter sheet daily or be been set up by the American Book
Publishers Council. It is headed up
•tnuSed out altogether.
The weeklies are likely either to by Prentice-Hall publicity chief Ken
t>e. cut tO: the. bone,
or suspended Giniger as chairman, and includes
Benn Hall, of Benn Hall A.ssocipro tem.
ates; Elinor
Green, ot 'Simon &

w

,

.

of the country's
nouncer.-

top

an-

football

Author MacKinlay Kantor,

m

'

'

•

'

•

•
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Letter, Penn., Dec,

7.

•

I've Iieard (by listening to myself),

worth about 10 bucks, not a $10,000 mink coat, is this:
Communist is a guy a Republican has just found out is ayPemocrat.
it

:

Dear Ralph Bdtoard.'t:
The March of Dimes should, be helped becau.se quiz programs have to
too, but wliy did you switch to another Mi.ss Hush when ,1 guessed
this one was Martha Graham?
live,

Dear Fred Allen:
Why don't you write an introduction to the Declaration of Independence?
might start people reading thai, too. You could turn Jefferson's royal*
begging me for $45,000 to
over to John A. McShane, S,S.J., who
build a school for his Negro parishioners in Houma, La.
ties

House Reviews
M ss

Continued from page

Paramonnt*

IV.

¥;

Laine with "Civilization." And he
a huge mitt for his efforts. Hia
vocalist, Marcy Luce, is a cute trick
with a good deal ot charm, and she
gets top rewards in a duet with McKinley on "Man Could Be a Wondergets

ful Thing."

For theatrical vitamins,

the band shapes up as one of the
better crews to hit the Par.
The colored Clark Bros. (2), in an
otherwise .-vll-white bill, get the
measure of the house with some fast
and imaginative hoofing.
Jose.

'

,

Dead

,

D«or Waiter Winchell:
The best definition of a Communi.st

A

i

Pratik Scully

,

It

'

.

$y

who which makes

participated in many combat inisr
sions with the U. S. Air Corps in
Europe as an observer, has received
the Medal of Freedom from General Carl Spaatz, Chief- of Staff of
the Air Force, because of his writr
ings uboiil the air unit

,69

Apoll«,

TV.

Y.

Erskine Hawkins Orch
Loiira

Wos/iinffton,

& ScoU, 4 TuneSt

3.
'

(17)

toith

Poms, Harris

Ciutck

Brown;

"Shadotocd" (Col).
Erskine Hawkins' band is the current marquee lure' at this Harlem
house.
Of average size, the outfit
comprises four rhythm, eight brass
(plus Hawkins' trumpet) and five
i

reed.

i.s

Deor John Reddy:
I never said that bride and groom vulgarized marriage
recent royal wedding. How could' it?

Dear

more than the

Gordner;
Put corned beef and cabbage in your Dufi'y's Tavern, keep the rap
under a buck and you got me as a paying customer. You can get the
corned willie anywhere in Europe. Our armies dumped millions of cans
there, and people are sick of it. Norway just shipped 6,000 pounds of ours
to Bulgaria, not realizing we're starving for taste of same.
fid

Dear Joe Louis:
That autograph you inked on my leather jacket in Victorville 10 years
ago couldn't have been done with a life time pen. It's wearing off. Please
rush a new autograph or a new jacket.

Dear Mike Todd:
What in Hecht did you do with my script of "Alexander?" 1 put
your bed. That was three years ago. Don't you sleep there?

it

on

Dear Rose Bowl:
hell pay $20 to see a television copy of the New Year's Day
game between USC and Michigan at the corner saloon. I wouldn't go to
Pasadena to see anybody but Trixie Friganza and she, the old darling,
is technically in Flintridge.
I

will

lilce

Deor Leo Mishkin:
Thanks for that^plug over CBS "Views the News." If Norman Corwin
wants to see me, tell him to crash Bedside Manor. I always work with
hope of being interrupted.

the

Boys tee off the stanza with a fast Dear G. B. S.:
"Swing Out" that's followed by HayRemember in Malvern when you told me that the time would come
wood Henry's click clarineting- of when your plays would gross
$30,000 a week, and' I said you should live
Band's
vocalist,
"Rose
Room."
Laura Wa.shington, packs plenty of that long? Weil, you have. But wait till Maurice Evans takes your Nietzeye appeal as well as sporting a schean nincompoop toi Memphis!
plaintive, sexy delivery.
Tall and
Deor Max Schuster:
attractively garbed in a black, floorPeople are sending me clipping about Simon Schuster, 37, a Salinas
length gown, she opens with "AndDo," encores with "Dontcha Think i pawnbroker who was fined $25 for failure to report sej-ial numbers on a
Ought to Know?" and "Fool That 1 radio' and rifle to the police department. Will you please issue a press
Am.",
Her slow, measured beat release that you and Dick Simon are married? But .not to each other?
a
could stand a change of pace to
*
Dear Paul Denis:
faster tempo to avoid sameness.
Thanks for the batch of clips and for the news that I'm b^ng' quoted^
Comedy team of Harris & Scott is
Schuster;
Ramona Herdman, of back tor a repeat date here. Boys' on lecturing in your new book, "Your Career and Show Busine.s8," Can
Harpers, and Louise Thomas, of material has changed little. Their you get me a copy wholesale?
humor is broad and unsiibtle, but it
Doubleday.
registers with the payees. For ex- Deur Peggy Rendall:
Bureau plans to "work, specifically^ ample one gag is built around the
Thanks for all the inside on how broke the Lou Costello, Jr., Youth
in the press and radio.
operation of one ot the partner's Foundation really as. Of course, I'll insert a plug in V«nieiY, but our
wives. He has to be there for the readers are shoulder-readers and claim they're broke, too. Tell yoit what
CHATTER
"opening." Swish routines are also you do. You get that. Father McShane off my back and get me $45,000 for
Thomas Dcvine new exec ed of overdone. Boys also contrib a vocal that Negro school he wants in Houma* La.,: by needling Frank Sinatra,
of "Sweet Sue," and close to neat reSurvey Midmonthly.
Bing Crosby, Loretta Young, Irene Dunne, Leo McCarey and' Jack Ford,
Ralph Samuels i£ new eastern ed turns with some brief hooHng.Chuck and I'll then needle the Community Chest to take this one off Costello's
Only ofay act on the billi
of Popular Photography.
,,„,,.,•,
Brown, runs through some gym- chest.
Philip Ewald joins tlie editorial nastics on a flock of horizontal bars
Dear Laura Wilke:
stafi; of 'Whittlesey House.
contraption.
weird
rigged up on a
Of course I know who the author of "The Stubborn Wood" really is*
Mrs. Carroll Carstairs is the new A maze of cables and .struts, the
fashion editor of Town and Coun- gadget' assembles itself automatically and I've told her not to reveal her identity till 1949. Did "Gone With the
while Brown keeps up a flow of Wind" sell inillions of copies becau.se its author went on radio programs,
try.
His monkey-like cooperated on freak publicity .stunts or sliowed her legs at the Met? Let
Duell, Sloan & Pearce to publish running patter.
routines are chiefly confined to some "Emily Harvin" stick to being the Mi^ Hush of the literati.
Dick Hyman's "Nonsense, U.SjA."
.

'

•

Xavrie's AnthAIogy
Joe Laurie Jr.'s "Pages Out of Old
VaudeviHe," which had been serialized in Variety, is being brought out
in book form by Samuel French.
This galaxy- of time-hdnored staige
material came to the publisher's attention when an editorial researcher
««taa1Iy did some of the material in
S concert recfently and clicked
*
VrtUi the old but seemingly surefire

™P

gag

'

material.

MeCarthy

<)ni{tinK

Cosm*

Joe McCarthy is re-signing as
associate editor in charge
of non-fiction at Cosmopolitan
mag,

Mtr't

Blue pencils Ae«in
PubiicaUons

11 novels off
the lists of Dublin
booksellers. Lat-

"

obscene^arT

Film-stage

director
profiled by

Rouben Ma-

Maurice Zomaulian
lotow in tlie current Satevepost.
Louis Zara, novelist^ new book
head ft»r Ziff Davis, with headquarters

hi

dropping

its

Chicago. Company
wliodunit division.

is

rapid flips

occaskmai

A

somersault.

Garnered Dear Sen. Tenney:
The fact that the assembly room of the California State Building was
wire-tapped a half hoiu' before I sounded off there two weeks a^o was
:

band on the brassy side,
Hawkins' crew is considerably better
than the average outfit seen on the
Apollo 'Podium. Leader fronts his
boys well and contribs an occasional
trumpet solo. Pianist Dan Michael
stands out on the ivories with
"Hawk's Boogie" while Matthew Gee
registers with, a trombone solo of
"Kilroy Was
"Out of Nowhere."
Here" winds up the show. Saxman
Julian Dash garnishes this one with
some individual tooting.
Four Tunes and the Three Poms
are reviewed under New Acts.
big

"T*"^

Go

.

'

.

,

thTm^

'

bar-to--bar plus an

from

fair applause.

Brof."

Can't

,

'

Arc Wondering," tions for Farm Business, its new
Launching of weekly projected for publication
Oriental, Chi
Dennis Wheatley; early in 1948.
Chicagio, Dee. 5;'
Home
Inez Robb, INS scribe, and Julia
Marshall Bros. (2). 3 Stms, 4
Thomas WoUe; "Stranger Again,"
on the McCarthy, N. Y. Daily News report- Cflttdtllo Sisters, Whitew Roberts,
er, due in on the Queen Mary Corl Sands Orch; "Out of the Blue"
Edward Holstiiis; "The today (Wed.) after covering the (EL).
tt,*"' „.
Happy
Time," Robert Fontaine;
"The royal wedding.
Current layout, which will do good
°* Cardclli." Thurlow Ciait;;
Eleanor Kennedy, formerly with
"Mvn"
Myrmyda." John Lodwick;
biz, is overlong and doesn't pick up
"Make t1ie Coa.st office of Music Corp. ot speed until next to closing.
Raymond
Mar- America, has been appointed head ot
^^'^'
shall
Four Caudillo Sisters open .show
^'"''^
the literary department in New York,
and while they have some effective
figesava.
succeeding Jim Bishop.
and unusual aero stunts, cram all
«Sned by
Ray Josephs, Variiwt's roving the best and fastest stuff in a few
Fatw''T°^1^ ""^^'^
Better pacing
a minutes at the end.
scribe,
doing
American
South
tte bM^S!*'*''
roundup of Latin America for Ran- would have received more ,aud atdom House's forthcoming "Latin tention. Whitey Roberts gets over
Authors' Amendments
American Diary" which he's au- on fope skipping and plate throwing
riather than his gab and vocals.
thoring.
•Zltfl^^^^"^^ ^"''^ recently
Marshall brothers, brash young
All Mexican theme: Marc Brandel
with clever
click
impressionists,
consbtution and by-laws.
All were i.s working a novel with this locale; .satires of Hollywood and radio perGorman,
titled
"The
''^^^
so is Herbert
sonalities. After giving the air soapIZaum
and
Edith
Dove;"
Breast of the
ers a ribbing, junior member does
setting
on same
a Peter Lorre takeoff that's sock,
viS'Au""^"*!*"""^! aimendraent re- Roelker Curtis also
Danny Kaye impresh also good.
°'
vacancies as background.
orrtf,**'
Analysis of problems confronting
Three Suns come up from the pit
council more
"*l«'ays before the annual cIpc- both
management and labor is and work before net screen. Recorduon
Hereafter in such cases, the handled by Edward T. Cheyfitz in ing faves, after a bit of their theme,
replacement will be elected by
swing into "Hindustan."' Trio of
a hi.s ju.st published book, "Construcaccordion, guitar and Hamond organ.
special vote of the
(McBargaining"
men^bership, in- tive Collective
«ead of being selected by the coun- Graw-Hill). Author is an executive Use the soft-pedal to back the crooning of Artie Dunn on "All the Things
as before. The two by-law assistant to Motion Picture Assn.
You Are." For change of pace they
Changes (l) r*quife nominees for prexy Eric Johnston.
give out With their version ot "HaM&ce to fUe acceptance, of nominaNovelized version of the film waiian War ChEOit" with comic byHon and strengthen th« validi^ of script, "The Miracle on 34th Street;" play for Bke returns.
Zaht.
'S""":''"'"

.

,•

T V?"*'*'"^"

you

_

.

The McGraw-Hill farm departFairbanks: ment in Chicago is taking subscrip-

*Y™il? S'?'"'"

Wr

-

'

^

planning
JO leave some time in
January. Ex- next year.
pects to freelance as writer.
SuccesTom Duncan, author of "Gus .the
sor hasn't been picked
yet.
McCarthy was managmg editor of Great," started work on a humocous
novel, "The March Adventure/'
Katherine 'Dunham's autobiograOf the w. Y. mag and
the other 20 phy, her second book, will be pubcwuons around the world.
lished in spring by Henry Holt?

^'"^y «eain and has
bhi
l. n*,*^''
blue-penciled
another

,

strictly coincidental I know that. Jack. The more people. who will listen
to me, openly or by stealth, the better I like it I ga-ve 'em a lot of
laughs, didn't I? Years ago my ph'une was tapped, and all the good' the
tapper (a coppec) got out of it was a stiff jail sentence for throwing a
bomb at another cop. That was ip years ago* and he's still in tb« caU.
That's the case in a nutshell and, boy, is Matt WeiustockTs "L. A." (advt.)
full of nuts.

Deor SheiUih Graham:
Of course I recognized you on the Santa Claus float with Jack Carson
and Eve Arden, but where did you get a minkcoat which matched hers
Hire a sister act? Did you' win the Winchell prize with a "Hold for Release" tag on it?
'

,

,

:

Dear Jock Paar;
That Straus' No. 9 .smokes like the riverbed of the Blue Danube. It
doesn't bite your tongue, it dissolves it. Please send something that will
grow it back.
box of .Coittna-Coronas might do it. Or Ijave you some
Lucky Strikes left over?

A

Deor Ai

Jolson:

Don't bother to send me a r^jctord of that '-'Rosie" duet you did with
Lc Bing. I transcribed it myself direct from your transcription when
Petrillo was out hunting down jvikeboxes.

Dear

Lolly:
Hope you'll be happy to learn that your "Tyrone Power Gives Up Lana
to Fight Reds" has just won our Bellylaff Blue Ribbon. Nice to knpw'^e's
?;„
sticking to blondes at any rate.
-

Dear Rudy Vallec:
Nice to hear you were such a hit at the New Orleans Beverly Country
Club and that you liked the Godowsky column. As to where 1 hold ail
tho.se details, I usually get 'em by listening to guys like you when you're
not even Ui^tening to yourselves. As to that couple who fell in the hole
in the sidewalk, I thought it was a pip, too. If, however, you think I
should have the power of Louis B. Mayer, I'd even settle for the pow'etof Tyrone.

(That's a joke, son!)
Okay, so the papers wouldn't mention your performance because the
country club is really a gambling joint, but when you say Variety wouldn't
review it because you lueren't a bust you're speaking of the rapping paper
I love. Let's see how Hildegarde tares as your follow-in.
Pine, I'll see you around the pool at Palm Springs but for decency't
.sake put a new string in those trunks. Otherwise, you'll be booked next
in burlesque.

Dear Jo« Laurie, Jr.:
Why don't you write

to

me any more?

'

Dear Readers:,
It'a » little early,

Merry Christms.

.

,

,

.

'

'

:

70
crippled by polio in '41, will stand
tor an entire performance for the
since, whea She- sings
first time
"Elektra" with Chicago Symph to-

Jake Wilk due back from Hot
Springs, Ark., holiday.

'"irvfng Geist, of the Four Chaplains

Mrs. Jack Robbing to the Coast.

James

new Fund and

•

Walker Me-

the
Al Schftcht previewed his
morial Foundation, being given a
restaurant Monasy \(6).
A luncheon
Presidental citation.
Lauritz Melchior due in N. Y. celebration at the Sherry NetherJanviS to rejoin Metopera.
lands today (10) will signalize the.
,.„
RKO's Jack Goldstein will Xmas- event.
Playwright Phil Dunning and his
Ne* Year's it in Miami Beach.
Fox) off to Coast on
Joe CanduUo, ex-bandleader, now wife (Frances
17-day auto junket. Dunning Plans
partnered in Peter's travel bureau.
stopovers in towns where he did
Paul Small surprise birthday-din- one-night stands as a former vaude
nered his wife IilUian on Monday performer.'
(8).
Management, reopening
Seiden
Paula Padani, Palestinian dancer, Palm Beach Hotel Dec. 18, just rerearrived, in N. Y. for V. S, dance
purchased permanently swank Lido
cital tour.
.
Beach Club, L. I., from War Assets
j.„,
,
John -Loyetoh, producer of radio s Board. During '47 Spidens operated
"Mr. & Mrs, North," Into Broadway Lido only by loan-out arrangement
producing.
with UN.
_ ,„
Cartoonist Kube Goldberg turned
"Sherm From Mort," the gpld tiesoDtgsmith with "Two Lips, Two clasp which Morton Downey preArms, Too Late."
sented to Sherman Billingsley, got
Spyjros Skouras guest of honor at into the act ais part of the newsdinner of N. Y. chapter of Hadas- paper accounts attendant to the
sah at WaldorfiAsloria last night Stork Club boniface's current labor
(Tuesday).imbroglio.
„
iJohn Koenig, ex-Broadway scenic
Irving and Ellin BerIm may holidesigner now with Macy's Frisco day In Holly wood because of final
branch, in town on biz.
soundtracking of his Metro fllmusiAbner J. Greshler depicted as the cal, "Easter Parade," which is
club-date tycoon in the Nov, 2i primed for Easter preem. This
issue of Business Week;
means they don't -.move into tlieir
James Proctor, agent and Robert new Beekman-Place home until after
Milford, company manager of "ToJ.

.

•

,

tres at Royal,
attraction.

Sydney* as Ywletide

Hollywood

G. R. McDonald has been reelected chairman of the CarfbllMusgrave unit, operating the Prince
Edward, Sydney. It's his Vth con-

The British Broadcasting Corp. w
presenting Princess Blwabeth with
complete set of theawddinff record-

secutive term.
.
"Diamond Lil," with Mae West,
Joe Joel, Columbia's ad chief,
broke the house record at the leaves next month for Perth to set
Alhambra, Glasgow, in its two up special publicity for the Col.
weeks' recent stay.
product bow into Fuller's Capitol on
Notice is up for Noel Cowards longterm deal.
closes
".'Peace in Our Time," which

inizs'

'

"

'

..

theatre Dec. 13. Its
being replaced Dec. 18 by "Macbeth/' starring Michael Redgrave
and Ena^Burrill, for a li-nited run..
at

Aldwych

Jean Hersholt ill with flu.
Victor MoLaglens aivoroing.
Irene Dunne in from the east,
Lionel Shapiro *return6d"from Europe.

Nate

Manheira

iU

with

heart

trouble.

Bob

Coleson

hospitalized

for

surgery,

Rudy Vallee returned from New
'Orleans,:.

•

Herbert Stothart stricken with
Chicago
heart trouble.
Virginia Field to Las Vegas to diLouis Calhern resting after minor
vorce; Howard Grode,
d Lowest," the Am- sur'gery.
"Sweetest
Janis Paige and Frank MartinelU .
liouis Bromfield checked in to adbassadors revue starring Hermione
took out a marriage license.
Gingold, now in its second year, dress the 4-H Clubs.
S. Barret McCormick in from New
late
till
reeast
for
Broadway
going
Crane
-Lynn
won't be seen on
York for RKO studio confabs.
1948. Was originally to have been hearsals of "The' Old Composer."
John Albeok leaves next week for
Horace McMahon and actress-wife
presented by tlie Theatre Guild, but
represent Paramount.
Louise Campbell due in for the holi- Japan to
sponsor now is John Wlldberg.
Edward Cheyfitz to Washington
British film producers who are to days.
Fritz Bu^ch, here to conduct the for confabs with Eric Johnston.
have their own "Oscar" have set up
Regis Toomey to Memphis to apselection committee comprising Sir Chi Syttipl) orch, stricken with pneupear
in
the
annual Winter Carnivals
Alexander Korda, Michael Balcon, monia.
Joe Frisco will open at l^e Black
The Don Cossack Chorus opened
Frank Launder, Ronald Neamc
nitery, Beverly Hills,' Dec. 26.
Michael Powell, Carol Reed, Sir the Opera House Concert seijies Sun- Hawk
Josh White to San Francisco for
Laurence Olivier, Paul Rotha and day (1),
"Joan of Lorraine" marks opening two weelcs at the (California Theatre
Muir Mathieson,
.*
"Gone With the Wind" doing ca- of Village Players season, Dec. 11 Club.
Jonie Taps returned to his Columpacity business at the little Ritz at Palos Park theatre.
Richard Whorf viewing all the bia desk after two weeks., in New
theatre adjoining the Empire in its
York.
236th West End week, dating from legit shows, preparing for production^
Vince
Barnett
in
town after a
Revival of two shows on Broadway.
original, presentation.
its
tour of Canada and. the
Bob Hope headlined the North- three-month
had five week stay at the Empire,
eastern states.
and advance booking for thts Ritz western Univ. football dinnpr squad
Paula Stone and Michael Sloane
Saturday (6) at the Stevens.
goes well into the New Year.
Washington for the opening of
Ann Shepherd, headline.r in "All to
Peter Dearing, who is reviving
"Sweethearts."
liaze,'.' now in rehearsal.
^.
"Daddy Long Legs" as a Christmas My Sons," addressed Conference of
Edward Arnold- to Portland. Ore,,
Nat Fleisher, editor of The Ring,
attraction at the Comedy theatre, is Club Presidents at the Art Institute.
elected president of Boxing Writers
Maurice Bergman and Charles for a recitation with the Symphony
the first to play one show at two?
Association (Monday (8),?
there.
.
Orchestra
theatres. "Daddy," besides playing Eeldman, Universal brasshats; hudLarry Barnet, Music Corp. of
Bing Crosby bought. a piece of the
with firm's midwest head„
By. Mrry SoUoway
at the Comedy in the afternoon, will dling
America veepee, in Flower Fifth
Bltlings,- Mont., ball club in the
Gene Baylos adderd to Mother play evenings at the Embassy Swiss Manny Gottlieb.
Pioneer League.
Ave. hospital with the flO.
tryout
spot;
surburban
Cottage,
a
agent of Kelly's show.
Reginald' Denneholz,
Jane Russell to Sun Valley as guest
Kelly, who created the part
"Lamp At Midnight," sharing office
Edwards into the Albion Kenee
Cliff
of the Union Pacific, for the opening
of Judy in 1914 at Toledo, and in
auarters \vith Bernard Simon.
Hotel: Baroque Room,
of winter festivities.
19J8 in London; will now play the
T Opening pf Barbara Kelly's new
Radio Actors Union stages benefit
John Huston, returned from Key
Bob Jacobs preemeid his Fail and l^itchard role.
Crystal coronet, Westchester, de- Bill's spot, Saturday (6).
West, where' he scouted locations for
at Nacional Theatre.
layed by slowed likker license.
Jack Osserman, RKO's Buenos Warners' "Key Largo."
Len Dawson otch into Br}ga<loon
LeRoy elected chairman
;Mervyn
Igor Buketdfl Has taken over conoff on Brazilian jaunt.
Aires
rep,
Tarleton.
ducting of orchestra of the touring room of the Lord
Anna Marly, French Resistance of the Associated American Artists
Dick Smart bowed out of the
"Xh^ Telephone" and "The Medium."
heroine, warbling on Radio Splendid galleries in Beverly Hills.
By MaxM^II Sweeney
iGustav Bergman, Swedish theatri- Blackamoor room after the .openuiig;
Dennis Morgan to' Milwaukee for
web.
,
SwedishIzar.
on
the,
replaced by C^ito
^ „
Royal Welsh Male Choir to make
cal director, arrived
Pianist Antonio de Raco sails for a hometown personal appearance
Olmsted's, of Washington; D: C... Irish tour next March.
American liner Drottningholm MonU. S. and Europe on extended con* with "My Wild Irish Rose."
took over Maurice's, and will operTenor John Torney inked for cert tour.
day (8).
Harry Siegel resigned as "BlackEarl Carroll left last week for ate it under own name.
Theatre Royal, -Dec. 14.
Radio El Mundo adapts '"Vivjire outs" stage manager to join Brigham'
Benny Fields and Al Bernie, with
Japan to gandfer Nipponese showbiz
Chain of newsreeX cinemas being en Paz," Italian pic, for broadcast Townsend in a new flackery,
and visit his old friend, Geh. Mac- new production lineup, intov the planned for Northern Ireland shore on Lux Radio Theatre.
Frank 'Whitbeck farmed out his
Copacabana, Thursday (11).
Asihur;'
resorts.
Film star Tilda Tamar planing for three elephants for another year
A. J. O'Keefe, Universal's ass't
Nitery biz was solid over last
French organist MarOel Dupre In Paris to spend Xmas and New Year with the Polack Bros. Circus. .
general sales manager, at Mayo weekend. Town is finally beginning Ireland for recitals in Belfast and with husband, Count Toptani.
Arch Reeves doing flack duties for
Clinic; B<K!heste>'r Minn., for general to fill up with.vacationers, instead of Dublin.
Argentine film commentators as- the Motion Picture Producers, pinch.
checkup.'."snowbirds" looking for jobs.
Scottish playwright James Bridie sociation feted San Miguel Studio's hitting for Duke Wales, who lost his
Mildred Natwiefc back from the
Murray ,Weinger* .back from New here as guest ot St. Andrew's p.a. Maria Elina Corrieri at dinner appendix.
Coast, virhere she completed work in York and Coast trip for talent. Will Society.
Paulette Goddard and Burgess
by
300 of Argentina's enter
attended
Metro's. "Mortal Coils," starn^ng present one name act, sans support,
Frank Law; London Film Pro- tainment folk.
Meredith gifted Amherst and Smith
-ijharles: Boyer,
with George Jessel, in January.
ductions flack, here to hypo interest
Lola Robert, from Paramount's colleges with sound equipment units
Jules Ziegler, who recently re
Club HaHa, which accents enter- in continental' fihns.
Paris studios, currently in. Buenos valued, at $10,000 each.
reArtists
manner,
General
signed as head ot
tainment in the "gay"
studio 400-seater theatre imder Aires, as. custodian of exhibition of
Corp;, legit dept.; has opened his own opened with Pat Clayton heading Construction
for
Radio Eireann, French religious masterpieces. -I^ins
management offices.
..
the show and Babe BaEer producing. state-owned broadcasting setup.
,
staying on in Argentina for -work in
Ann Marie Joel, Kretfch technical
Leon' Kramer, who began a come*
Radio Eireann actor CharleS Da'^s film production.
adviser for. Warner's "To the Vic- back last summer at thfe Cppacaf leaving for New York this month
. By .Xes. Bees
Monday (B) bana and the Olympia theatre, back for tryout in "Finian's Rainbow."
. ior," returned to France
City council legalized bingo fo*
aboard the America.
in St. Francis hospital for further
M. J. MacManus, Irish Press liter
on
churches and clubs.
Bill Qmstein and his wife cele- treatments on his leg.
ary editor, broadcasting on BBC's
;
Univ. of Minnesota Theatre ofbratied »th att9iversary yesterday
By Florence S. Iiowe
Rivo Alto,- newest nitery here, Third Program on "The State of
fering
"Arms
.and the Man."
(Tuesday). He's Metro homeoffice closed its show after three weeks Eire."
Miles
at
the
Club
Cairo.
Jackie
W(JCO launching new "Backtrade, press contact.
and reverted to dining policy until
The Van Heflins in town to visit
P. J. Kelly, who took over lead in
V/ith the windup of "Sainted Sis- the hew show is set. Al Fast headed London
"Finian's the actor's brother Martin, a Wash- ground to the News Stories" proproduction
of
te'rs" at Paramount, Joan Caulfteld the revue which folded*.
gram.
Rainbow,*' vacationing here before ington publicist.
trained into New York Friday (5)
\f. R. Prank off to the Coast to
Ned Schuvler's Beachcomber open^ returning to. New York.
Loew's Palace had added some.;
for a six-week vacation.
his "Dan Patch" film production
Friday (*2T, with Belle Baker, Joejr
J. Lawlor, manager ot Leonard thing new in the form of hot coffee get
New Chicago syndicate, backed by Adams, Mark Plant, Tony Canzonet! Ging's
rolling.
'.,
Dublin nabe circuit,
served to. payees in lobby.
.
ra--ch-owning moneybags, set to and June Taylor. Seating capacity manager of Adelphi cinema, Dun
Al Morgan into Hotel Nicollet
CJharles "Buddy" Rogers in on
open huge wild West steakery, ilying has been enlarged to 750.
Terrace for return enMinnesota
double stint of exploiting Navy reLaoghaire, new seaside house.
In beef daily, in midtown.
gagement.
players
under
title
for
"Sleep
of
Irish
cruiting
and
My
Love."
Group
Ken Hargreaves, ioint managing
"Junior League Follies" at Lyceum
Walter Long, Catholic Univ. alum'
of Dublin Hellgious Drama Groiip
director and secretary of 20th-Fox
plans to do a series .of morality nus and ex of "Toplitsky of NOtre Dec. 11-13 for Northwest Variety
Palm Springs
International Covp, itt- Britain, due
plays in Protestant churches &i Dame," currently terping at Casino club's heart hospital benefit.
In na the Mauritania next week.
"Ecstasy," at World, advertised as
Royal.
Christpias.,
-L
py Arthur Vngar
Trixie' Friganza .tnarked her 77th
Olympia theatre director Lorcan
Edward R. Murrow, CBS news- ''unccnsored" and "uncut version"
Early season trade is about 40%
birthday-, at the Flintridge Sacred
Bourke now in association with caster, guest speaker at annual and "not recommended for children."
;Heart Academy! L. ,A.', she's been below this time last year.
Max Bercutt, of S.R.O. publicity
vaude artist Frank O'Donovan and founders day dinner <$f Kappa Sigma
Sally Eilers, between pictures, is
U'li'lng; 'tjfiere for the last seven years.
staff,
in from Hollywood to show
in
Irish
the
Percy H. Holmshaw
alumni.
'..@rem Kurtz, Kansas City Phil- spending her time getting a desert Theatrical Agency.
Jean Cocteau's surrealistic film of Twin City critics "Para.dine Case'
harmonic maestro, due in N. Y. Fri- tan.
rushes.
theatre
Abbey
Frank
Dermody,
early
"Blood
of
a
Poet,"
the
30s
•Villa Hermosa, added to the group
day (12) for recordings with N. Y.
Group headed by an Illinois manumonths
producer
who
resigned
some
here
last
week
under
auscreened'
getting
is
season,
Philharmonic for Columbia Recdrdfi of resort spots last
facturer bought the Hotel Nicollet,
to join Gabriel Pascal as direq. spices of American Univ.
Cordano, U. S. dance strong Hollywood patronage; mostly ago
Corinne
one of town's leading hostelries, for
tor. has returned and resumes pro
team, in on the Gdynia-America executive^.
, 4,
;
$2,500,000.
ducinf; chores with special Christ,
liner Batory Sunday (7) after windAl Jolson's home was remodelled
Louis Orlove, M-G-M exploiteer,
mas show in Gaelic language.
Mexico City
ing up an. eight-month' Suiropean and refurnished at a cost of around
set up "Green Dolphin Street" intour.
$60,000. They call it the dream house
Xavier Cugat has mked with the vitation screenings for clergy and
oC the- town.
After being given, penicillin for
newest local radio station XEX foy others in North Dakota.
Harold Hopper's menage, which
bad cold, Hal Horne was later told
programs that he and Alonso Sordo
Mrs. S. G. Lebedoff. wife of the
by the medico, he's allergijc to the has a swimming pool designed by.
Noriega will package.
veteran local showman, now Los
By Kric Gor.ick
drug. However,, the film ntan is on LuciUe, is aeross the road from the
Senate, in special secret session, Angeles resident, here visiting her
'<
Glive Arriett, United Artists rep, okayed for Mexico the Inter-AmeriJol^on home.the mend.
exhibitor son, Martin Lebedoff.
Bob Hopkins is building a home surveying New Zealand field.
Foreign film distributor Marc Gilcan radio nact adopted at the Rio
Harry Katz, erstwhile burlesque
Metro's "Rage in Heaven" revival de Janeiro meet in 1945.
bert has acquired the stock of his here, meanwhile living in a rented
impressario, resigned as North Star
non-show biz' silent partner and is house. Doing his screen ehores at at Liberty, Sydney, is a surprise b.o.
Sofia Alvarez, Colombian w.k. in Theatre Guild business manager to
hit.
now sole owner of the Marc Gilbert the first tee of the golf course.
Mexican pix and stage, heads com- engage in off-; le liquor business.
Cabot and Dresden, dancers, big pany of Mexican "zarzuelas'' (musiSeems as though the 20th Century
Film Corp,
Fire in Kitchen grease duct of Sar- ePDX personnel are the majority, of hit here on Dave Martin's Tivoli cal comedies) that Guz Aguilar is to
* di's Restaurant Monday (8) resulted the weelcend guests at Joel Blumenloop.
start on the road at Guadalajara
Lion during
'
Williamson,
Eagle
Ala.n
in an estimated $20,000 damages and feld's Wonder Palms in Cathedral
Christmas week.
Cleveland
Aussie rep, currently touring New
forced eatery to close several days City.
/
Another new pic production com•
By Glenn C. Fallen
Racquet Club, with new addition Zealand.
for repairs.
pany, Paz Films, has been formed
"Dear Ruth" troupe at Play House
Guest speakers for Bernard of bungalows and five houses of Trade is still strong with Ballet by Miguel
Pereyra, Manuel AltoSobel's course on theatrical tipub- eight-room size built by that Charlie Rambert at Princess MelboUmej on aguirre and Francisco Zarraga. Trio touring to Indiana Univ., Jan. 5-6.
fifth week.
Prankie Strasek, Alpine Village
licity at New School last Friday (5) Farrell, is turning them away week
are co-writing script for their first
maestro, became a parent a secona
Doris Fritton is producing *'The production,,. "Juventud
were. Michael Myerberg atid Edward ends.
Sobre MexiPalm Springs already has 500 more Little Foxes" at her indie North co" ("Youth Rules Mexico").
time.
L. Bernays.
»j
Local 4 of musicians union tossed
Jack Haley's deal for "Inside rooms this season than last, with Sydney house.
Government has been asked.to ban
IPSA," new Arthur Schwartz musi- more and more building going on.
a beer-and-hot-dog shindig on its
cal, lilte; Beatrice LiUie's. arrangeAnother 1,000 rooms will be added importation of funny strips on syn60th anniversary, with Lee Repp as
San Francisco
dication from U. S. dailies vo conment, is a flat sum proposition; no by February.
host.
•„
serve dollars.
percentage.
Tlie picture colony is heavily rep
Victor Borge's recital at civic
By Ted Friend
Wee Georgie Wood will produce
Entertainment biz being hit by auditorium pulled smallest crowd he
Peter Donald's sore throat slowe'd resented as land owners in Palm
Eddie Small the big Xmas panto at Minerva, pre-Christmas lull,
his new transcription series for Springs this season.
ever drew here, losing money lor
One, purchased Sydney, for Whitehall. It's "Aladdin,"
Stanback altho he!s that far ahead has two homes.
Al Wallace orch cutting Latin G. Bernardi, promoter.
„ j
that schedule starting Dec. 15 coast while it was being built, was too with magician Levante featured.
disks for a Global album.
Carolyn Adair, wife of dancer Ted
Chauvel's
pic
to coast won't be affected.
small, so he constructed a larger one
for
UniversalVirginia Mayo and Michael O'Shea Adair, playing her first iiometown
Ricliard Maney,. drumbeater for along the same lines a block away Greater Union, "Sons of Matthew," in for opening of "Out of the Blue," legit date as femme lead in OKiaKermit-Bloomgarden, proclaimed the and has just moved in. He also has is due off the production lines soon.
Jerry Lester set for "House of homa!". due Dec. 22 at the Hanna.
birth of the latter's son last week on large acreage investments.
Btas local oast, with Chauvel direct- Harris," Feb. 10. Carl Brissoft inked
Continental Cafe, which dropped
the day of its birth with the anThe Pan Bermans are pretty much ing.
in for the Mark Hopkinst Jam 10, 22-piece symphony orchestra, mked
nouncement "as yet untitled."
Palm Springs dwellers with their
Biggest Wurlitzer organ in Aussie and Fairmont dates set for Beatrice Dsmiele & Danice Kodell and AnDrama collection of 1,500 books, new home, as are the Eddie Cantors, has been installed at Regent, Mel- Kay and Evelyn Knight.
nette Olsen to start its fioor show
assembled by Maurice J, Speiser, le- whose house had its third enlarge* bourne, Hoyts house, due for re-Irving
Ackerman and Herbert
git lawyer, and wife, was given to ment since being built eight years opening Dec. 19 with "Homestretch" ROsener net Straw Hat Revue, local ^°PoSowing Harry Richman's stint.
early.
Univ. of Pennsylvania last week in ago. Bryan Foy's home backs up (20th).
legit productidn, for Dec. 27 opening Mounds Club closed its season
memory of their son, Herbert Arn- against Sol Lessor's, so deals are
Cicely Courtneidge, British star, at the tiny Nob Hill pix house' First Business has been vvay off since tne
old Speiser.
swapped over the fence. Jack Benny arrived in Sydney to do "Under: the legit offering in that theatre since- $500,000 robbery by masked bandits,
Counter" for J. C. WUliamson theii- its opening ttiree- years ago.
Met soprano Marjorie Lawrefnce, has rented a house for the seaspni
Who scared off regular cUentele.
;
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71
also was with WCAU, Philadelphia,
and Scranton station for. a time.

OBiTUARIES
plunged into the Charles River near
TRISTAN BBBNABD
Tristan Bernard, 81, French hu-< Braves Field, Boston.
died Dec. 7
Erbb 'entered the film business as
nsorist and playwright,
It his- home in Paris. HU comedies, a shipper and presently became New
Tel Qu'on le England distributor for Paramount.
inch us "L" Anglais
ecome classics of the He subsequently was with the comparle," have
pany's oKices: in' Philadelphia and
••Theatre Francais.
Originally a lawyer in Pflri3,*Ber. New Yorki and two years ago went
manager for
'
nard turned to writing and during to England as general
out many novels Selznick's Vanguard division. In
k his- career turned
best England last year Erbb was involved
and light plays. Among the
were "J> in a motor accident and was still relatter
' known
of the
medical treatment for dizzy
Pouailler," "he Danseur Inconnu" ceiving
his spells as a result.
anS "La Petit Cajte." One of
Wife, also seriously injured in last
novels was adapted for films and
shown in Paris and the V. S, under week's crash, survives.
.

>

'

"

•

'

"The SUpne*

of

title

Ifeiaode,"

JUs.

BAKSIt

comedy, "I* Se» Ifort," wa» produced at the Batbixon Plaza theatre;

"'i
-

of Eighteen,"

"A Boy

MOOBK

Baker Moore, 62, former actor and
recently
an instructor of
speech, was found dead Dec. 3 in
his N.' Y. apartment by a friend.
EUlward Lester, also an actor. Police
believe Moore suffered a herrt at.

in MSV.
;
During hir early career he took
temporary fltoE at acting, appearing in tupport of Sara Bernhardt
in a one-act play of his own, titled.
ITi v.,

•

more

tack during the night
Sister survives-.

AL SACK
Al

t

bee.
''

^

*in

hospitalized three

sons
22,

-

'survive.

Coniinned from page

A. REEGBB
Louis A. Heeger, 94, former musician, died Nov. 29, in EvansviUe,
Ind. He was at one time a member
of the 'oWginal George Warren band
and also was a Jeatured cornetist in

LOUIS

,

the Pfafflin Rough Riders. He was
a soloist at the St. Louis Exposition
in 1904, and played in several the*
atres before sound pictures.
He- retired ifr years ago.

jrOBN jPEKBAS
John

Pekras', 71, active in the theatre business- in Elyrja, O., for more

than 30 years, and for many years
operator of the old Dreamland theatre in Columbus, O., died Dec. 1 in
Tucson, Ariz.
Wife, daughter, son, Theodore and
brother, the latter two being Columbus Isheatre operators, survive;

CHABLES GAINES

era] striking ideas

have been

pmr

mulgated of an unusual nature to

1

Giles Cain, 85, drama critic, feature writer and columnist for the

in New York.
Details in the Radio Section.
Brotbert. 58,

of

Gatizone,

Billy

•

city.

One

is

for

a'

National Legiti-

five

—

,

tions arranged in the public libra- •ized.
ries.

'

...

<

.

,

.

rich,
Vinton Freedley and Herman Levin. The tour then set
themselves up as a committee to
Utther, of Paul Williams, manager
probe its possibilities and prepare a
of WB's Etna theatre, Pittsburgh,
plan to present to the League.
died at his home there last week
Committee's plan is to engage a
after a long illness.
director of public, relations. In addiFather, of Lou Abramson, secre- tion to l-egular promotion ,he would
tary to Jjsck Kirsch, head of Allied cooperate with -theatre managers
States Theatres, Chicago, died Nov. throughout the> country in -organiz-ing audiences, and stimulating; ther27, in that city.
atre-going, Director wotild be. headBalpli rrieiit, 42, recording en- quartered in New .York, but would
gineer for Decca, died Nov. 29, at divide his time between Broadway
and the road. Office would be oper'his home in Hollywood.
ated under auspices of the League,
James Wildeuthaler, SO, former with an advisory committee of; prostagehand, died at the Will Rog^s, ducers and - press agenbt- meetlns^
monthly wtth the dhrector to bear,
Saranac Lake," N,. Y:, Dec. -4.

.grandehildrett also survive.

1

monia. He went to Hollywood seven Independent, Kansas 'City society
years ago after three years -as music publication, died Nov. 30 in that city.
He had moved to Kansais City from
Johnson.
director for Olsen
Re was chief arranger and asso- Kew York about 50 years ago, and
male
ciate conductor with Paul White- spent the last 36 as the, only
member of the Independent staff.
<Coast
had
him
appointed
who
man,
music director of ABC. He left a He wrote three colunms,' "Plays and
year later to freelance, and directed Playesrsi "Petticoat Lane tevife,"
the music on the "MaisW "Beul»h" and "This, That and the Other."
brother, a niece and two nephjBBd the Tony Martin 9hnws, Up to
ews survive.
time of death.
He also directed "Taike It Or Leave
accompanied
recordings,
on
It"
MILTON DBESSEB
Dinah Shore and Frances Langford
Milton Gellette Holiday, 58, who
and had his own album, "Velvet under the professional name of MiliMoods." He appeared as guest con- ton Dresser had appeared in vaudeductor of the Cleveland Synnphony ville and later in radio* died Dec. 3
Orchestra three years ago.
at his home in East Orange, N. J.
Wife and daughter survive.
At time of death he was in the oil

&

'

:

-

his

reports-

and malce-

.

A

.

-

.
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MARRIAGES

Booking Office aifd American Nar
Paul Holahan, tional Theatre & Academy on liis
pl<)ns.
In addition, the:
7.
Bride's a promotion
office
could cooperate with the
radio singer; he's a film actor.
Theatre Guild-American
Theatre"
Marie Szymnnski^to David Fergu- Society, and any similar isetupS' ha-vburner business- there.
son,. 'New York, Nov. 27. Bride was ing
seasonal, subscription, support^
Mother, brother, two sons and a a researcher: on the "We, the
StlGENE n. BAILEr* Sr.
Committee
believes,
theatre
that
Eugene H. Bailey, Sr., 70, former dau^ter survive.
People'' radio program.
attendance on the. road, can be. in-,
theati'e manager and film distributor,
Estelle Shay to Milton Goodman, creased by coordinated effort. The
HO.WABD C. SCHAUB
for 35 years, died Nov. 26 at his
Flushing, N. .Y;, Dec. 3. Groom is advance agent for a show spends
Decatur,
Schauta, 84,
Howard
home in Cleveland. During the
assistant to the short subject sales only a week or two in a town,, and;
silent screen days he has been as", III., radio and newspaper executive manager
of Columbia Pictures,
has no time to promote anything;
Betty Lee Hannon to Robert' Eu- except his 'own show. ^Committee
gene Bray, Hollywood, Dec. 2. Both feels that conditions in "bad" show
towns could be improved by workare film players.
ing
with
and educating house
Bettye- Durrence to Ilobert Whiteman, Miami Beach, Fla., Nov. 30. managers, and by enlisting interest
of
local
societies
the
such as
Bride was formerly dancer in "Gall
Upstairs

Helen
Beverly

J'orreist

Hills,

'

•
'

Before World Wjjr 1 and for several years thereafter the road, was
much more extensive and profitable
than in the last decade or more. At
that time a dozen' road companies of

Broadway

to

Dec.

•

.

scale;.

;

Office

IN

MEMORtAM

ed. h.

with Universal .Exchange,

W. N. Skirball Co, and Columbia
Pictures.
Before he retired two
year.^ ago he had managed houses
in Wellington and Steubenville, O. dailies in Illinois.
Two of Bailey's sons now engaged interest in radio
.

in film industry are Thomas E.* Mvith
the Universal Exchange in Cleve-

land,

-

and George

with Metro.
four daughters,

one

great-

SID

also
stations

WSOY

'Mr:

ace

week

John

70,

Theatre

J.

in

the Pal-

Building, N. Y.,
heart attack.

last

(2), of a,

Robert Fulgora, 78, veteran vaudeIn the 1900's Rankin had been an
died Dec, 6 at Bay Shore, advance agent for burlesque shows
I.
He had been a .guest at 4he of the ol^ Empire Circuit and CoPercy Williams Home at East Klip, lumbia wheel, handling shows for
L. I, since 1942,
J, Herbert Mack, founder of the
He was born in St. I«uis, and Columbia wheel with Sam S. Scribnnade his first appearance in variety ner, and later for Jermon, who had
.theatres
been a producer for Columbia. Later
in
lightning
1884 as a
change artist and impersonator. In he was burlesque editor of the N. Y.
1902 he appeared with the Boston Clipper and Zil's Weekly, remaining
Howard Co., organized Fulgora Eu- with latter publication until it susropean Stars, which toured the pended in 1937, More recently he
Keithi Proctor and Orpheum cir- had been a checker for Metro illms.
cuits. His last stage appearance was
Survived by a daughter.

m

1933.

.Survived'

by a daughter and

J.

a
J.

,

and

CALVIN JACKSON

Calvin Jack.son, 45, announcer

program

WSAW,

director

and Mrs. Ifack R.- Berne,
daughter, Hollywood, Dec. 7. Father

Mr.

ville actor,

nephew.

son,

Fattatf is
City, Dee. 7.
eastern talent test director for BKO.

former advance
died in the

Jermon

and Mrs. Staeey Keaeh,

New York

BANKIN

Sid Rankin,

Mr. and Mrs. Shep Chartoc, daughChicago. Dec. 2. Father is partin Chartoc-CoImaA Radio Ptoductions.

ter,

for

station

Reading. Pa., collapsed Oh
WILLIAM. H. EBBB
the street and died Dec. 8 in that
William H. Erbb, 52, forbier Selz- city, Starting in 1929 at WEEIJ ahd
hjck exec and Joiig associated with WRAW, then under the same ownernlm distributing, was killed, in an ship, Jackson went with the latter
automobile a(;cid«nt last week, When .station exclUiSively in 1936, and bei"» car
went' out of control and'^came program director in '1940. He

is

second assistant, director of the
"Velvet Touch."

film,

Mr. and Mrs. Kermit BloomgarDee. 3. Father is
producer; mother is former
Virginia Kaye, legit actress.
den, son, N. Y.,
legit

Mr. and Mrs, Jack Cotton, son,
Burbank, Gal., Dec. 1. Mother is the
former Marion Thompson, of the
films,

or

so, arte

'.•.

now-

Some basis for^ihat', bias, been ap>
parent last season and this f^l, there
currently being half a dO!:en shows
playing scattered time reached by
station wagon, trailers api buses,
.There- was a time when actors shied
away from tourin'gy but it's- felt that
'

numbers-of players out pf jobs would
now readily accept such engagemeats,

Col; Cole
Contlmi«d from page

1

exhibs in terms of service, was here

week, attending the

last

-

national

Allied States convention.
As' the Texas operator put It
,

when

quizzed' on the -subject ot television,
Chamber of Com- people will ''still Want, regardless of
and fcmme club.s.
any. new contraption .'for the homei

Club,

merce, biz

No

Central Committee

liegit faas .no central coordinating,

BIRTHS

had an ner

man and newspaperman,
office of

BOBEBT FVLGOBA

He

Mister" (Plymouth. N. Y.); he's
and radio musical director.

violinist

and WSOY-FM» DecatUf.
Wife and five children survive.

F.,

Three other sons,
?3 grandchildren and
grandichild survive.

Me

weiner

died Dec. 1, at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
after a short illness. Schaub was
president of the Decatur Newspapers, Inc., which owns several

Rotary.

of

Souses

in those stands switching to pictures
as the- film field rapidly expanded.
It is hardly expected that a majority
of .the former small stands can be
recaptured, but it's felt that many
one, two and three-nighters that
have I'arely had stage shows during

'

DAMON RUNYON

rather

At one time there were upward
1,200 one-nighters,'most of

'

C

th«f rule"

only three or occa'sionally four simultaneous road companies- of New
York hits, and very few shows' have,
been able to operate even on that

.

i

were

hits

than the exception, In recent seasons, there have been -a maximum of

saggesfionj;.! -the.
last Jiehertttion
ripe -for bookings.;,

Wife, 42; of Berrile Grossman,
^The director, or field secretary,
songsmith, died Of cancer- last week- wouldn't conflict with press agents
in N. Y.
for individual showsi but would
augment and help them; He'd also
work'' with
the Leagu«>) Unitid
.

...

Boad Once Very Extensive

Promotional idea originated with
Hotber .of. Robert- Ardrey^ scenaTheron Bamberger, who discussed it
rist and playwright, died Dec. 1 in
San Jose, Cal. Daughter and two with fellow-producers Richard Aid-

Sociated

talks,

There are now perhaps four or
ferame organi^tions which buy
mate Theatre Week, with windowblocks of matinee tickets.
More
di^ilays in department stores and such activity could be t-iicouraged.
shops in legit towns as reminders A central fotueau Could nan'dte the
taking
care
of
out-ofproblem
of
that the theatre season bad opened.
'to-wn critics who come to New York
Not a display about one show, but'
and want to see shows. Bureau
about the legit could
about all idiows
also
investigatei
proper
theatre. Important stars would make credentials of many people repretours of key tfities to dramatize the senting themselves as; theatre lec>
scheme.
turer,S) who ask for passes.
Mailing Lists
To finance the plan, the poimroit'
Theatres in Icey cities would be tee believes that $30,000 minimum
encouraged to. maintain mailing would be needed the first year as
lists, to circularize schools, women's
salary for a director, his secretary
clubs, etc. An information file of and expenses.
Contributions now
conditions in various road cities made to the League by both plays
would be kept for use of producers, and theatres, of $10 weekly, could
managers and agents. Regular radio be increased by $5 or $10, which
programs about the theatre in the would be a drain on no one, yet
various cities on tou'r would be would finance the work. Qommittee
promoted.
p.refers that the League finance the
although assistance from
Also, a weekly press- release withj matter,
news of legit would be sent to Equity or tl»e Dramatists Guild
newspapers throughout the country.- might be asked -later if warranted.
A speakers bureau would be mainThe committee believes its plan
tainedi furnishing speakers on legit isn't a short range one. A 'year might
to various organizations. Studies of: elapse' before any important results
current plays would be- made avail- sliowed, and several years, perhaps,
able for schools, and theatre exhibi- before full growth could be real*
legit.

;

days with pneu-

"iXX:"

them pep

they're doing, give
etc., it's claimed.

,

Charles Gaines, Sii', executive producer of the Frederic W. Ziv radio,
productidn office, died Dec. 3 at his

bandleader - at 'the William Penn
Hotel Terrace Room in Pittsburgh,
died of a heart attack Dec. 4 in that

.

Mass Draw

Legit's Pitab Far

his, life

lost

home

GII.ES -CAIN

mwac

director, died
HoUywood,, after .being,

36,

pfifSt,

three

in .the Sicilian canapaign.

I

.

and

Wife

Slmer A, Jackson,

bureau, as film companies have, the
committee points .out.,-When a .house
nianager in one town hits on a :.good'
stunt there is .no central office
whose job it is to -pass the idea on
to other cities.
For example, the
First Night Club iii' Boston assures
a good, opening there, for nearly
fevejy ^ow.
This idea could, be;
introduced to other cities by the'
field secretary. luerease of '.$500 in
opening night receipts in Philadelphia,
for
instance,
would alone
justify the expense of the secretary.
Legit, says the committee, might
well study methods in the concert
field, which in recent, years has organized its audiences all over the
country with great .success, "Riis has
helped not only the artists and managements, but has been, indirectly
profitable to related business in the
.'

to get their entertainment in crowds
with their "neighbors at their elbows.
Exhibitors would tje foolish, he said,"
to give video any concern, whether
it's the eventual pull of the home
set or the- application of tele- to the
theatre screen. If theatre television
is> feasible, and- profitable, exhibitors

will latcb on ci.uickly enough, and if,
it isnH either or both, added the
colonel, then the- medium will' be
natu'rally disregarded by the theatre business.
'

.

.

Mr, and Mrs. Jack Granara, son,
Hollywood, Dec' 2. Father is a flack

Cole figures that tele, as far as
film boxofflces are concerned, will
repeat the story of radio. People
will agaui make a habit of staying
home on a certain night for their
favorite, sequence of programs, or a
particular program,, but there will
b- other nights of the week when
they'll be going to the theatre.
'

New

music field'.
Cleve. Nitery
With proper promotion throughCleveland, Dec. S.
at RKO.
out the country and a stimulation
The Alhambra, new nitery using
PittsMr. and Mrs. Lou Ross, son,
of greater advance interest, plays
name
talent,
is -set to Open Dee. 26,
one
of
the
3,
Father's
burgh, Dec.
like "Another Part of the Forest,'
Initial bill will be headed by ImoBar.
owners of- Hollywood Show
"All My Sons" and "Alice in Won
genc Coca and include Neil Stanley,
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Abrams, son, derland" might have been saved
Belva Drake, instrumental trio and
Father owns from failure on fhe road, it's bePittsburgh. Nov. 23.
lieved. Office would have lists of lull pianist.
Club LuMarba nitery.
key people in various tOwn.s, lists
Mr. and Mrs, Gerald O. Kaye, son,
of clubs, teachers, clergymen, etc.,'
Jolut iiUtfogel Exits M«rrls
N. Y. Dec. 5. Father is gen. mgr. of
John LfiStte^el o£ the tUeatt-e dept.
Bruno-New York, HCA Victor N. Y. who would presumably stir interest
in the theatre as a whole and in
of the William Morris agency, has
distribs.
specific sho'ws,
tendered his- resignation effectivt
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Adams,
Managers- in road cities are in- Jan. 1.' Future plana are indefinite.
son, Newark, Dec. 7. Father -is viceHe?s the nephew of Abe Lastfogel,
president of' the Paramount and active because nobody visits them
from a homeofflce- to see what the' agency's general manager.
Adams; theatres,- Newark.
'

.

-

:

RADIO

SStESd*.J^aidnrt'rtMll
^t'tf.f'f.il™?.*^
ssnurea »• Wcpnd-clag^ matter
t>«c«inber
.

Variety,
22,

COPVIHGHT,

,

NEW

VOL. 169 No. 2

With HKQ'a ^orthcottiiQg, released'
0i ."I Bememb^r -Mama," Bichard
ftodgers ^nd Oscar Qatnmerstein' I2d
Right
/)«t « show biz m^rk by/ having 13
legit productiong and one jilin in
* j- ^
{'ottcurrent operation,
Ittdications'

th»

WEBS

lecwjd: 13 Concnrrent L^ts,
-

«t

Post

BY VARIKTr,

Atana»l ubtertptlon. Jto:

Inc.

OKIc* nt
AIJ,

INC.

New Touk, N, T., Qnder.th*
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1947,
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PiEPIlRE IF Par's Theatre lek Giles Spcidati^

He

On Tenif

P

$l(lll.i)l)O,()0O

Sports Sate

linveiling by Paramount last week
its.: theatre
tel&Visibri
system
poijjts up the fact that the n0O,00O,.
000 - late ior hiajor sjpiorts events,
long predicted by theatre Prided proponents, is how c0hsl<le^ed possible,
though the likelihood of it'iiappening
in-vthg near future is sji^tilaitive,
.(See story on use Of the Paramount
•System 'f^r regular television bpefa"
\

By G^0|CGE ROSEN

Of

From

the Crib
Tele KiUs Cafe Acts
Within the next few days, the
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
The Friday, night sports-events
four-netw.brk modus operandi in the
that the new eventuality Of James C. Petrillo telecasts threaten to eliminate that
/ •
yive of the productions are .cur-J' Dinalt Shbre^Harry James CBS show yankjng oft all live musjcji'ans/wiU' ^Vening -as a sourci^'of re.-iienue for
litany., small acts playitip cafiss that
tently on Broadway, "Olilahoma!" for Pftilip Morris will' ^reem either begin to take definite shape.''
'
''brlii'^'iR talent on Friday ~iind Saturtthd "Allegro," which the duo wrote,
Now that Petrillo has called ,pif all 'day evejiings.
the last week in January or the first
;•
and" "Annie Get Your Gun," "Happy
future huddles until strike,' dea(£-'
. Birthday"
Con^fensus 'of Opinion.' am(wg.-inkny lte:^h:!.the'fele,!yisib'ni''^pt,>'\;^
and "John toves Mary," week in February. It 'replaces "It line time, the
v
webs are prep»red..for beerstube operators
is th«t4elevisioit' ?i^eJ*'.v'ipei«| jftJ iij(&ny:.c»?^ ;ila '-^t:
WhicB'they produced), And "Okla- Pays to Be Ignorant,"
the worst, and they're set to, "move
Iwhia}"- and' "Annie Get Your Gun"'
Miss Shore was toldtTiy heij doctor into high geatt to establish, a pro- will bfivd suit^cieut attcjaction.t^' get' fclearea up.'fome 0f whteh still loom
them '. jn- fiSiiy^ in, tijg -'^ev^niajj,! :ils.:^.a;^m()ist^|(^^|^itti^^
itt ,gi«'t^'
jcbmpany are both on tour in the
she can go on 'the air !four' weeks gramming formula that will hew to Whether' Iat« buaiiiess
s):»nct- up, :the.'.'lIM ^^Ite JeniOHstration oti.$f
I'TT. S; and London has a version of
as normal-fisrpossible a line,
,
without thfe tatetif hyplo," i&nsH^, to; .l^iTOedia|fi:.;i|lpt:'ittigth6a^ howeven
each. "There is oft "Annie"^ produc- after her baiby is born.
First oflE. the 'webs are trying, to be seent.,
""proved .that^ lit other develop,[ Par
tion current in Australia,' 'Duo lias
i*^'"
line up ^ull. sponsorship cooperation,
jnfentsvlMep .itojfevlt"%li:f»
a "Show Boat" company on tour,
tov'anil "oh' thb 'bakii of preliminary l|udfurnish patrons in its Broadway.
while "Carousel,"' 'which they wrote^;dles thus -fsr with musical Show
5aramount,,theatr'e next spring with
is also on- the road. There is a sta^
sponsors it looses like they^U be will"
.clear; lucia fcpictCtres of the nea;fc
'.yer«l6tt at "I BemeiiibeE »|a&,"
ing
at least" for a while
to play
,Loup''fe&|ittx;''(tS * jEestti^iliajJJ
' 'which they origitially produced, 'Abw
~
ball with the. iWebs and -stay on with
wi%lte'8f :1se!cOh&^
'fist
'^itaOtrlng with Charlotte Greenwood
a revamped jprogranp formula that
rauhd starts, in "Vankee Stadium,
-'r'lltarred, although the play is now bewill make the most of recorded mu-^
S.;
.;1^M<i-=':t|i^ef »;i^«S^et^^
ing presented by Lewis & Young.
sic "
•availikble.. to.. .Otoei:-wea,lrls 'm:,yipiff.'>
This B^H record far outshines
In theii^ elTortS' to dig out songs
At the .moment the webs^T)aiJ*!
W^.lkJ^; 's^i)(y«%«S«*.',3i*^^
in numbers, boitoffice take or extent
National labor- unions^ I'yirhich are .•a.vail^i||,JjE^iis>»jii(|ti^^
that are likely candidates for re^,. tieulatly UBC aiSd CBS, which .have
of coverage, any other writing-proelaborate recbrding equipment ap^' heading into thf 1948 p«&tical scene :itoyf^'i|i5i*n te^tM 'bgiwffi^
ducing " team, whether it was the <<ording prior to the 'Dec. 31 disking
well^stocked transcription librarie&r- on a widening scale tV defeat antiSchwab
Mand'el musical comedy ban, some publishers -are going far
Par executives, meanwhile, hav«
te^m of the '20's, or Gilbert A: Sulli- back into their ,own and other cata- are -rushing into production a hea)tthy union legisUition, will^ utilize spe- shunned
any predictions as to whatbacklog of musical cues, bridges and cially-mad^ Alms as a''vit4l link in
.ftiVan of the last century.
^
Aii4 this ultimate result may background' scores to replace the th'eir propaganda. Initial ''step has .'use ti)6y*|l|)ut;:th^.syst^jfe,:;rit;ii^
logs.
At one time, in the 104!l-f8 reason,
Ndws programs, already been taken by th'e American te-^einp|iteize;":'tijat:"4*y|iofe^
few 'hits of tunes originally live musicians.
Hammerstein had the <(istinGtion of be a
whodunits and dramatic shows, of Federation- of Labor, which has ^ef fM,;proJect 'M SfoJh*^
-being' Connected with six pretfenta* PU|>lished during' the early 1900*s and, course, will "be little
alTected, but up a Hollywood film c'oiuiiiittee to- is now ai|'':"#itaiflyi|ett*feci!i' :&^^
y tlons on Broadway, and twa more now on Xene'w^al .pei'iods.
c*just 'how S}ich stap^ias as
"Tele- gether with the ne.wly formed Labor iriyoivesi>tfie:=;1k^iiltti|j3^^
the road. Six were "Oklahoma!",
images oft the ist^ of= a fele feceiv;
For ejiample! Bregman, 'Vocco & phone "Hour," "Pause Tiiat Be- Educational & Poliiictyi Leag'Ue,
.."Carousel," "Mama," "Show Boat"
,-is;j;tub|t/ .giving •'tp,fe''iffiiH£^^^^^^
'Conn recently t^ok. over from Chi- freshes,^' ''Voice of I^irestone," "HighAs yet oply in the talking stage, yeloping a.ridJlr^Ki^ jBiSictf^^
Jfon which he was lyricist and cor
ways in- Melody," etc., will cOme oft',
tune
Rossi
firm'
a
ter
Will
cago's
the
.film
committee
is
planning
)>roducer), "Carmen Jones"
a
(lyriit'.into .thO: iegi^i^y^•^^^^a'l^!fr^i^oiectors^
is the' bfjB[ question at the moment.
cist), and the 20th-Fox film, "State
series of 16m pictures, which' will be and
called ."I'd Love to Live in Loveland
throwing it' on the theatre
Despite 'the ,1,00% •'we'll-string- used, accjording to
Fair," lor which he wrote Taook and With a Girl Like You," written by
-AfJi execs, as a screen. For the demonstration before
along'- cooperation anticipated trom
'
lyrics,
medium for educatipq. .'and underRossitep^ under the peri name of
the Teleyisiott- 'Broadcasters Assn.
the advertisers at the outset, whether
pubstanding
of
first
'the
'American
meet last.- We^nea^ay (10), fiiras
labor
Si'iJce,
'W. R.v'-WilUS'ms.
or not they'll continue to play ball
sold
movement.
Central
in
t^e
AFI^
has
gear
the
tune
lished in 1908
^^feF^^'taKen Ctrt :.:ttof ft;itoim|s Jii:'tfee.
after the. first week or two is .remechanism is. the International Al- ©jplRi^l^attotf *^^
It. has been sub'&,000,OD0 copies.
.gfl^ceiiig;
Drive-Ins Labeled Only
garded as questionable. For there's
;
of
Th^atrieqi.- ^eu:^ 'Em-.' pfaay,''4s'.*eIsl'f^Seaiby NBC. and of',
liance
mitted to recording companies for
a little matter of a $10,000 weekly ployees, which
'wiU*-;piOwi4f!- ,tlie ;fcehes from .iiie iliTO
before Dec. 31 along With the
licensed Pelting Places/ cutting
(Continued
on
page
63):
*
technicians.
(Cotttiisiued' oil ;pagfe:83)^^;^'
^
firm's other plug* tunes.
'
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So fl,OQO Fee, Curfew Set
Washington, Dec.

.

16.

Drlve-in theatres are "licensed
petting parties," which is why Mont-

^;

Laurel' Music also has one called
"If You Hdd All the World and Its
Gold," written in 1912 by Joe Burke
It, too, is being submitted to recording companies as a plug tune. It's

gdmery
County,
Md,,
rammed also in its- renewal period.
jhrougb.an ordinance for an slnnviar
license fee of $l,Oop and set an ll
l>.m. curfew on them.
Action was taken upon the" de-,
mands of several prominent' citizens
of the county, who described outHIT IN
door theatres as "licensed petting
Boston, Dec, 16:
Beef, came in connection
, .Waces."
Song T|>enned by Gurden SaltdnW"h .the building Of a drive-in near
^oek-viUe, by Sidney Lust, indie stall Worcester, Bostonian ]J)sychiat^Washington exhibitor, who already rist and novelist, is getting a play in
r, has one drive-in in another suburthe Oval Room, Copley Plaza hotel,
ban Maryland county.
'
and baHling the trade since its sub«
^i^v.
.

SATEVEPOST $2,080,442
GROSS FOR 240-PAGER

.

.

,

.

•

MORBID

im SONG

HUB

STRANGE

,

Saturday Evening

Post's Dec. 6
a hefty 240-pager including,
the covers, represented the mag!s,
biggest edition since Dec. ;7,' 1929.
With 606 columns of advertising, its
gross business amounted to $2,080,^

'

Virgil Lilly, representingmmisterial association, ject matter is the delicate one of the
re-burial program.
'
Called "Coming Home," it's a sen^
*o
promiscuous relationpatriotic jiballad noting the
Thomas M. Bartram, of timental
'
jfiT^^J,
-the County League
return .of dead 'war heroes< Worcesu,.,

..

442.

Of' Women Votdeclared that "invasion of such ter, who with. Natalie. Shipman (his
amusements into the county would wife) has authored Jplenty of pop
-r ">^?ease. juvenile delinquency." ,
novels -and magazitlfe stories with a
~
Judge Alfred D. Noyes, a juvenile women's angle, took
'to Harty
*na8"rtrate, asserted that "an Marshard, Oval Room njaestroji. who
««tdoor theatre in - nearby Prince {.cored it to see what would happen.
•'^nnty was a contribviting Resulting requests for the tune, rem-i
iniscent of Taps, i& bard tj» lexplaltt
delinquency
iti
^u^I'' ?
court,'
in a nitery atmosphere.

ers,

_

H

'

New

Year's Eve l^z

NSGSoFanFignreisNo

"'

er'

(Continued on page 62)

According to'presepl indications.
"year's eve .will mean no more
to the
York cafes than a "good
Saturday, night.
The anticipated

New

New

AIMOST LITERiOlY

gold rush, so far, has failed to materialize and reservations, at present,
account for less thah 10% of the
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
seating capacity.- That'5 less than a
ot the heaviest talent inthird of What it sbonld be.
for a single picture, WarHowever, bonifaces point" out that
ner Bros, is sinking almost $1,000,000 the
cafes rarely have sold, out in
into cast payments for Jerry Wald's
advance of the big night. Bulk sE
upcoming -production of Maxwell orders come during
Christmas week,
Anderson's play, "Key Largo," to be and transients
can be expected to
directed; by^ John Huston. Broken produce
Capacity or near capacity
down into 'individual outlays, the business. They still expect
that
budget ledger for the picture reads: prosp^cttv* patronage
will hit the
Humphrey Bogart, $200,000; Kdward cafes in-order .to g^tojai ttie crowded
G. Robinson, $190,(K)0; .'Lauren Ba- streets
and'avoid,'the jOstUtig they'll
call, $75;000; Lionel Barrymore, $75,get in fllu^.^d pKesentatiort houses.
OOO; Claii-a Tjevor, $50,000; "Bruce
Tliijf = anniV. jfec." $1^
.

A

$1,000,000 CAST

were 673 columns of advertising.
Intone
However, no figures are available on
what dollar volume was realized on vestments
the spfice sales.

J.

'*

T

Issue ot 18 years ago ran some.a76
pages including the covers. There

'^''"'^'y

the County Board that such theilemoralizing influence
uf.^-

Guild
have

issue,

.

^^""itoid
ij

Several of the HoUjrwbod
unions, including, ttiet 'siti^een. Actors
and 'Screen' .l^}ttra$> Guild,
tentatively' indicated
their
willingness to ,{a>Operate\. in'.-'-the
project. 'At ,the,.yecent_ AFL •convention
in
San Francisco. Walter
'

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Seller
"Ballerina"

,

Retail Sheet Music Seller

'

.

"Near.

You"

"AIost'.S««uested" Disk

"Ballerina"

on

Seller,
Coin MMolilnes
'\ \ "Ballerina"-

BrHi^

Shieet ^Seller

"Apple Blo$£K>m Wedditig."

Bennett,

.

'»C6tal

Thomas .Gomez,
Dan Seymour,' $2S,000.
eOmes

$50,()00;

$50,000, aixd

fo? the" eight players

business

is,

nevertheless,' exp'ected to' be below
that of last year which -wasn't particularly .'good.

.

with Remainder of the
Cafe owners are relying less on.
$iKKW,Oeo being spr&ad '4!V«r lesser the big- »igltt -than ever before. Srv
taembbts^ ot the cast.
(Continued ofi page 63>
to,.v$880,000

'

;

pwwsNmiyBOw

ffwMd Red Probe M(S at Roots

'\

(k Gvil lib«rties, Sez WJace

Of

Albany, Dec.

date, at

The House Committee
American Activities* investigation
Into Communist influence on the

Rugged
vest

Moon Dancers

Blair's Carnival,

George

Jessel.

With Film Execs

Jft,1l.,

Deal

set over the

ensuite

in New York during the past
week,
bectn disclosed but itjs be- has
had a succession of film moguls
lieved he's goin^ in on same deal calllni on him. This has caused coh-i
topliners.
Blair has bcen'-siving
Both siderable speculation in the trade

The dropping of vaude 'on
Broadway hy Loew's StSte
leaves Ed Sullivan and the Har-

iicreen involves a "vitally important
question" of civil liberties, guaranteed by the first amendment to the
Constitution, and it contradicts "good

Nicky

GenIkeHiiddles

ifUrst*nit«S!}r:

General "Jke" Eisenhower,
weekend by Paul
sconced in a Waldorf-Astoria
Small, representing Wynn. Salary

was

Un-

will play his

Jan. 4 following

16.

on

Ed Wynn

hasn't

homeless.

There was some thought that the
and -MQton Berle got
General is being o.o.ed as a possible
plus 50%'. of the iiosB over '$44,000. successor to
^Sotion Picture Assn.
Wynn has been a fairly steady prez Eric Johnston but it's believed
ringsider at the Carnival during Jes- more likely-,- hovirever, that with the
Eisenhower-for-Ptesident
boom curHe and his son
Sel's engagement.
rently developing, he's being ganj
287th~
Keenan, Metro comic, have been f>b-r dered as potential
White House ma*
serving Jess^l's work .frequently. At terial,
Industryites are naturally
"BLACKOUTS OF tt47"
,anxious
to
to
get
a
line
on his thinking
one time, Jessel stepped the show
El Capitan Thastr*, Kotlywood, C*l.
before lending Kim their support.
Watch for KKN MtTKBAT'S new ask them "How many timoK can you
General is slated to become presifeature length film production.
laugh at the sam^ joJefr?"
dent of Columbia Univcr.5ily next
COQ"
"BILL
-the*CarJessel,
upon
cancltisi^tt
of
year,
thatbut
hasn't slowed the
Beleaaed through Riepubllc Pictures
nival date will return to the Coast Chief Exec boom.
Jessel

old - la.sliioned, Jeffersonian democracy," Henry A. Wallace emphasized

-

ike Jones to Get

Odd Fellows Hall here last weelt
The former vice-president,
(12).
'here for an address before a SRO
at'

20GWeeldyforRim

WEEKl

Km MURRAY'S

audience, said that he had discussed
At PaUadiam,
the matter in a number of recent
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
speeches on his tour, but was easing
up on it for a time.
been
has
Spike Jones' band
educate
time
to
talces.a
long
"It
booked for six weeks at the Palmatsuch
.in
people
American
the
ladium, London, opening July *, at
He added that $20,000 per stanza for the aggregaters," Wallace said.
be
to
seem
did'nOt
inter'est
public
tion.
Sum includes transportation.
very keen, although he thought the
Five figures, as far as can be deissue very serious, "The investiga- termined, is the largest sum ever TiiNESiiiTH's
tion is dangerous in its long and guaranteed to go to an' American
«hort-range implications," he stated. name by the British two-a-day
•
house.
Believes ht Probe's Effect
Songwriter Bernie Grossman's deWashington, Dec. 16.
cision to- turn over his song royalCancel* Miaurff Copa
Bep. Jolui McDowell <R. Pa.) has
ties to the cause of cancer has
Chicago, Dec. 16.
]$emphasized that he expects the
quickly gained momentum in the
Spike Jones has canwelled his
Hdlywood investigation to continue,
number, of songmusic business.
-and added that he believes the ex- bistro appearance at the Copacabana, smiths have volunteered to the same
pose of Communism in the film Miami Beach, Jan. 5, in order to do platform. With the death recently,
colony has resulted in cutting off a a month of one-nighten^ in the. mid- from cancer, of Mrs. Grossman at
h^st of the age of 42, the songwriter, hav•large flood of contributions to Com- west,' Switch was ^^de pt
his radio spotm*, Coca-Cola, which
munist headquarters in New York.
ing noi immediate dependents, deWhile some members' of the House wants the band to build around this cided to dedicate himself to the
Un-American Activities Committee territory and originate its broadcasts cause.
VARiEtY's initial story last
.have expressed the personal opinion from Chicago each -Friday. Jones' week about Grossman's cause interthat the probe has accomplished all "Musical Depreciation Bevue" .closes ested the l(Tational Cancer FoundaMcDowell said that neither a 10-wcek stand Jan. 3 at the Stude- tion promptly, just as it did many
it can.
he nor Chairman J. Parnell Thomas bafcer here.
of Grossman's colleagues in Tin Pan
(R,, N. J.) feels that way about it.
Tour opens Jan. 4 at Des Moines Alley.
McDowell said that the major ob- then plays Omaha; Quincy, Bl.;
.
Long domiciled in Hollywood,
jective^ of the coni nittee has been Burlington, la.; Davenport; Spring- <trhere he wrote some 25 film scores,
te chop oi|f the- flow of contributions field, lU.; Decatur, Hl.> Peoria, HI.; tuned 75 musical cartoons and in a
^rom Hollywood .to red headquarters, Orand Bapids; Kalamaiioo; Indianap- quartec^'of'^a'century career as a pro<
and not to find 'alleged communist olis; Diduth; Minneapolis; Sioux fessional songwriter has bad^ ovei'
lines in films.
Falls, S.Id.; Sioux City, la.; Water- 250 songs published, Grossman thinks
loo,. la.; Rockford, 111.; £Unt, Mich.; that he alone should be able to reLansing, Mich.; Saginaw, Mich.; To- alize $200,000 for cancer research,

London

.

.

.

AMD

.

cmm

CAUSE WI!» SUPPORT

•

for two w'eeks and then to Miami
Beach where he's slated to open at

the Copacabana, Jan,

STOLZBUEBACKINU.S.

14,

F(»(;} TIME'

REMAKE

'

'

Gala Tribute to Al Jokon

Emceed by Eddie Cantor

A

'

BAHD
FROM WHEELCHAIR

CRIPPLED, LEADS

^Minneapolis, Dec.

'

from

Crippled

.

-the

16.

down

waist

eince birth, <Hughie Spencer is believedito be the only person anywhere to lead his own band from a
wheelchalir 'for 'a livelihood. 'What's
more, his seven-piece outfit is conidered one of the better dance bands
to this vicinity.
victim of spastic paralysis,
Ifipenicer previously had tried a numf)eie:
of other occupations before
''Starting his own band in 1841 and at-^
tainmg success. 'He asserts the job
vt leading a band from a wheelchair
- isn't
so tough and he believes that
any disabled, vet With a musical
background, such as his,, could- loV
..low his example.

A

;

Spencer

is

one of the few

left-

handed

'

batt4 Waders In the business.
crippled right hand necessitated
the' switch. Besides the seven mu•ieians the band also includes a girl

A

and wan.

vocalist.

*

ledo, Terri! Haute,

and Milwaukee. under

LOWER ADMSH TAX

PLUG® IN CONGRESS
Washington, Dec. 16.
Lo wer admissions tax got a double
plug an Congress last week, but the
20% bite is expected to remain for
some time nevertheless.
Rep. John Dingell (D., Mich.),
menibctf of the -tax-launching Ways
and Means Committee, introduced a
tax-reduction bill ope of whose fea^

Coniffi^ce (k)nmi'r of
James

NX

R Sauter, chief of Air Fea-

-

%

,

will be composed by me for the new
version as soon as I report to the
.studio."
picture, he disclosed, will
be produced and directed by Douglas
Sirk.
Latter, incidentally, recently

completed

directing- assignment on
Productions "Sleep My

Triangle

Love" for United Artists release.
Here -for the paM year, Stolt has
practically completed the score for
his newest opeiretta; "Freuhling Im
Prater"

("Spring in the

Prater"),

with book and lyrics by Ernest
Maiisehka (author' of "A Song to
Remember"<->original German ver-

The piece, Stolz pointed out,
due for production here at the
theatra as well as several
other Edropean. houses.
Besides working on "Freuhling,".
Stolz also has been busy synchroniz-

sion).
is

Baimund

.

ing his fllmusical, "Rendezvous in
'Salzkammergut," a Wiener Mundusfilm Production,
Aside from that
he's been recording for Telefunken
and is readying another musical picture,

an

I,

"Our

Lo^

Shall Never Die,"

F. F, production.

'

20th's Made-in-England

-

governors' conference. One of the
features of that was complete elimi<
riation of the Federal admissions
tax. Reason for the governors' stand
was that the states want to move in
more deeply, on that tax field.
leadership's tax-reducThe
tion bill, which will probably be the
one passed by Congress, does not
change the excises. Its principal features are $100 additional personal
exemption for everyone and extending the benefits enjoyed by married

tures, Inc., has heeii' named Deputy
couples in community-pri^er^
.Comnlerce Commissioner for New states to those in other states.
Yotk City in a sweeping realignKient of the department worked out
by recently-appointed Commissioner Preminger
To
Edward .C. Maguire. Sauter, sworn
in by Mayor 6'Dwyer at City Hall
on
Ifonday tia), is to serve without
Hollywood,' Dee. 16,
As a posthumous gesture of reItt: a ntemo to the mayor accomjpahying his realignment plans, Ma- spect, Ernst Lubitsch will be given
guire declared the commission could screen credits as producer and diboth aid and assist existing busii- rector of "This Is The Moment,"
.nesses in the city and attract new which he was making at 20th-Fox
industries.
Since he's also head' of at the time Of his death.
Otto Preminger, who took over
the mayor's film coordinating committee, it's believed he'll continue the half'-flnished production, asked
to put major emphasis on O'Dwyer's that Lubitsch be given all the tredit.
.campaign to lure jnore feature production to N. .'V. from the Coast.
Play
Role

Bows

.

.

With PDR
Aims
For PhiUy Politico Conv.

Hollywood, Deo. 16.
Jack Young has been chosen by
A Tinkering outside of show biz. Bud producers Henry Donovan and AnAbbott, and Lou Costello have come drew Sutton to portray FDR in
up with a new gadgelr^an ice cube "The Bridge," legiter being readied

A&C^s Ice-Cube Gadget

.

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
BUlie Burke promised Columbia,

16.

.

:

freezer and: dispenser Which shoots
the cube into a drink without further ado.
The machine was perfected by the comedy team in conjunction with Robert' R. Barber,
fulltime inventor.
Apparatus freezes 150 cubes per
JlOUr, and is worked by pressing a
button.
Called
"Cubemat,"
all
profits go to the Lou Costello Jr.
S'oundation.

-

CoL Gets 1st Crack At
'

tribute to Jolson as a "decent, fine
fellow who never lost his head, a
great showman with a great big human heart." The sentiment was
paraphrased countUess times in
and
other greetings 'from 'timvt
civic toppers.
From moment Xiou HoUz stepped
before the mike to tee ott the show
portion, one act topped anothei; in
a bill that read like a conglomeration of the old Palace standouts plus
sprinkling of newcomers.
liberal
Jack Benny and £iou Costello came
from sickbeds, with the former to
fiddle legitimately lylth an hilarious hiUbllly band,- and the latter to
get pie in his eye in a typical burlesque routine depicting how pictures

where she's under contract, first call
tures Would be to restore excises to
are made.
on a biography of herself and the
their pre-war levels. Thus, the ad^
In pauses between the acts, new
late Flo Ziegfeld, which she's writmissions bite would' drop to 10%.
tributes were paid to Jolson who
The Senate Expenditures Commits ing.
Yarn starts with her faOier, a was described as "probably the
tee unanimously went pn- record as
greatest entertainer >>the world has
circus clown, and winds with death
endorsing
tax
recommendations
ever known," Cfintor'p "Old Man
made last fall in Chicago at the of her husband.
Biver" parody deserined JpUe as

GOP

Jk Suiter Now Deputy

his voluntary platform of
turidng over his rpyaltiei!. This is
similar to Al Jolsoh's standing in*
structions that the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers send his performing rights Iut
come direct to the Will Bogers Sanatorium at Saranac liake, N, Y.

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Eddie Cantor's "This Is Historic
Biz Night" jammed the Biltmore Bowl last ;nig]^t (Monday) with
over l.OOOpeople coming to pay tribute to Al Jolson who was chosen
"Man of the Year" by the Beverly
HiUs lodge of the -B'nai 9'rith. latest
in the series of affairs kudoing the
hardy perennial trouper brought out
a million dollar array of talent to
pay tribute to Jolson,
Except for presentation of a 118piece sterling silver set and the
opening remarks j>f Rabbi Edgar
IMagnin, evening was one of entertiainment only, Babbi Magnin paid
•

Show

'Vienna, Dec.

Hollywood remake
has
been
scheduled for the 17-year-old Ger.man fllmusical, "Two Hearts in
Time," according to Robert Stolz,
composer of the original film's score.
Writer declared- that he is returning
to the US, iihortly after the first of
the ye'ar td report to the Coast for
composing and conducting chores on
the forthcoming picture,
"Only the title waltz is being retained from the original score," Stolz
revealed, adding "all other Hiu.sio

for Jan. IS

bow

at the Curran,

San

Francisco. Young won role after
prp.ducers held lengthy correspondence with Sleanor Roosevelt.
He'll appear on a dinily-lit stage
delivering excerpts from FDR's fireside chats with background of choral
voices. After Frisco run, producers
plan sendhig play to Philadelphia in
time for tha Republican and Democratic conventions next

summer.

Helen IVelvetrees,

Now

"older

than

&

Olsen

-

'Escape' Over, Stars Sail

Johnson

London, Dec.

16.

together,"
With the windup of 20th-Fox's
Wife, Quite Acting Show consisted of Alice Tyrell, "Escape" schedule for Dec. 22, film'*
Anita Martel, Larry Storch and
stars Bex Harrison and Peggy CumRal»igh, Dec. 1ft
Shirley Ross in great run-through
Former .film and legit actress of routines .of Nora Bayes, Helen. mins will leave for the V. S. Former
Helen Twelv«tEees, recently married Morgan and Eva Tanguay. Other sails on the Queen Mary Jan. 10, accompanied by his wife, Lilli Palmer,,
to. a North Carolina farmer, Conrad
acts included Sophie Tuclcer, Ethel
While Miss Cummins departs a week
R. Payne, has permanently retired
Waters, Phil Foster, Evelyn Knight,
later aboard the Queen Elizabeth.
fr<Hn shoW business.
Bums
Alien and Bed Skelton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, who directed
She met her husband, an Army
Jolson accepted the tribute tearthe William Perlberg production of
flyer, while she wds overseas with a
and sang too few numbers, in- "Escape," will a^o return early in
USO unit. He:r last legit part was fully
cluding "Sonny Boy" with the story
in the road company of "Arsenic and
January bttt as yet his sailing plan^
of how it. was written. In accepting,
aren't jset. His wife. Rose Stradner,
Old Lace."
Jolson said, "I am not as proud of
arrived in New York Monday (15)

Fami

'

&

:

anything I've ever "done as: I'm
aboard the Mauretania.
grateful for opportunities." Of all
.The Jewish Theatrical Guild of tributes, probably the most expresAmerica will honor Waltej Vincent, sive one came from a sleepy-eyed Wakenian, Schless,
a dean of the American theatre, and junior miss seeing him for the first

Dinner to Walter Vincent

many years president of » the
Actors Fund of- America, with a
testimonial dinner on Sunday night,
May 2, in the grand ballroom Of the
Hotel Astor. N. Y, City.
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel,
prez and v.p. of the JTG, are estpected to officiate.
for

-

,

Delayed on

Daven

De Grasse

the
time. Beluctantly leaving the party
Paris, Dec. 16.
at 1:15 a.m., she said: "I saw the
The Frederic Wakemans ("The
picture, I heard his records, they're
Hucksters") are scheduled to leave
swell but he's wonderful."
for the U. S. Dec, 18 aboard the
French liner De Grasse. Originally
Rochester Civic
.slated to depart from Le Havre Dec.
27.
3, ship is due in New York Dec.
Belive
Labor conditions prevented the earRochester, N, Y., Dec. 16,
Nostalgia for the good old days lier sailing,
for sevrep
local
Robert
Schless,
when George Eastman combined
promusic and films in the palatial new eral Anieriean Independent film
are
Eastman theatre, has led the Roch- ducers,^ as well as Andre Daven,
Latter was
ester Civic Music Assn. to duplicate also listed as passengers.
departStory
20th'-Fox*s
in
charge
of
as near as possible a 1922 Eastman
here.''
ment
show, just for its membcm, Ifs set
for Dec. 29-30.
Talent of the Eastman stage comSartre
Radio
pany will be brought back for the
Paris, Dec. 9.
stage show, The Civic Orchestra,
conducted by Guy Eraser Harrison,
Jean Paul Sartre, playwright,
will be in the pit for a classical novelist and prophet of Existentialnumber and the organ will be un- ism, who had been given the job of
has
draped for the occasion.
silent commentator on French Radio,
film, yet to be chosen, a comedy and been suspended.
a Rochester newsreel filmed by Joe
Reason given Is that he recently
«e
General
Durnherr, still. shoqting pictures for ab-ed material on which
the Times-Union, wiU complete the Gaulle could easily have taken fixprogram. Music scored by the late ception.
Real reason is that the
of
Victor Wagner will accompany the government finds him toO hiucb
f
feature film.
hot head generally^

Music

To

Eastman Era

•

Charles Schlaifer
(ChairMM at Hi*

MmriMnq Advisory Ceimcil ta
fht Motion Ketiiiw AsMetdtiom
details

haw

"The Motion

Picture
Industry Looks at
the Future"
(from the |Mblle

ralotlAiii

vlawpalM)
* * *
OH editorial featar*

Sacks

A

in

42d Anniversary JSumber
Out So0n

Wtdmelt^t

DecemW

17,

1947

jHajor Co. fVenes Set to Hop Abroad

At

1st

(tf

75% Tax GNqHromise

Major, company prexias are holding themselves in readiness to go to
London around mid- January ii there

1. SWG Unanimoiisly Votes to Defend

1S% UNDER

5 Writers Let Out by the Studios

BIG DIP IN '4B

^

,

Universal Picls Prexy

$iia6 by then thai chances are
ood pi negotiating a settlement of
1C9

ik

Bntlsh

79%

tax

bite.

Nate Blumberg

Meantime,

Imkg-standiiig impasse in arrive
the tax is bringig at a solution to
ing increasing criticism in the trade
that thie situation has been mishan-le

"Now

the

Is

Time for

died.

a United Front"

from liondon yesterday
a new plan would be
iubmitted today (Wed.) by Fayette
W, AUport, Motion Picture Assn.'s
Reports

'

(Tues.) said

In

Jlritish' rep, to Sir Wilfrid Eady,
lecond secretary of the British
-Iweasury at their meeting,
Ipokesmen denied this, asserting that
all AUport talks are exploratory.
According to sources in New York,

MPA

which may be anywhere from 50%
to 66%%. The clamp in Britain,
Australia, Argentina^ Sweden, Denmark and Norway came too late,
however, to do more than nick this

42d Anniversary Number
Out Soon

AUport has taken a polite "pushing
around" by- British officials because
they ddn't consider him important
.enough to handle talks of the megThis is no
'liitude they envision.
personal reflection on Allport, but
it is said that the British are ac.customed to conduct negotiations of
Brit.
this sort on a strictly governmental
level. If the U, S. government won't
London, Dec. 16.
enter in, as it has indicated it won't,,
Britain's
three
major circuits,
.the British are said desirous' of talktni with persoiis with- authority to stronghold of American pix, will
have to play more home product
dose any d«al that's discussed.
This makes for a paradoxical sit- under the new Cinematograph Films
uation for the company prexies. Bill announced by the government

New Decree Sez:
more

Pix'

,

iThey feel it would be -a bad move
to go to London until they are sure
they can come back with adequate
They are the Big Berthas
results.
\pA it they don^t succeed in laying

trfday

bill

up for the next 10 years puts
circuits

of

200

theatres

or

(Continued on page 24)

List

Collapses

Bojlywood; Dec; 16.
Qeal for Danny Winkler and Nat
to
take over A&S Lyons
its client list has collapsed. Neither of the parties could
get together- on financial arrangement, both Winkler and Wolff balking «t a partnership setup.
Wolff

'Agency and

>

With

its

in

$70,000,000

normal

revenues representing-over 50% of
the entire overseas biz, Britain, of
course, is the Icey to the foreign situation. Film companies report that
their profits from that country will
be off from 10%-15% by New Year's
Day. In short, British returns should
be some $60,000,000 for the current
stanza. The dip is comparatively
slight because of backlog of American pix on the isle when the- 75%
(Continued on- page 18)

freiliei*

Berated SOO Years Ago, Films
May Be Glorified Three
Centuries Uene^*
*.. *
.*

:

•

,

in

the U|K»iiiill9

SWG

42d Anniversary Plumber

.

UWP

Offers 24

Tde

Shorts for
World

United

16m

sal's

subsid,

Univer-

Pictures,

dipping

is

into television operations.

its

toes

Company

week

offered 24 one and tworeelers to video stations for program
packages. The 24 are part of several hundred subjects which
acquired when it absorbed Castle
Films: Protracted delay was caused
by a tangle in tele rights which
has finally cleared.
Under no circumstances, however,
sell tele rights to its feawill
tures or to th^e of J. Arthur Rank
which it holds in the U. S., company
topper, said, Universal's contract
with the American Federatioi^ of
last

;

Huddles

UWP

UWP

Reps of Samuel Goldwyn and Da-

of Yank distribs turning out
vid O. Selznick, the two most promicheapies as quota pix.
members of the Society of InAny theatre which normally oper- nent
dependent Motion Picture Produates as a first-run can also be classicers, have been holding confabs in
fied for special quotas^ Since a numNew
Yorlc during the past week
ber of West End showcases ar6 operwith a number of potential succesated by the' majors, they may find
sors to SIMPP prez Donald Nelson.
themselves in tlie position of being
There has been no decision yet on a
(Continued on page 24)
recommendation to the
SIMPP
board of: a man for the post.

>

ToUAMforPickford

Only deal acceptable to Winkler
•nd Wolff is a complete buy-out of
•United Artists board yesterday
ttia Lyons Agency and its clients, •(Tuesday) named Peter Cusack, New
but it's understood X^ni ^ants to York businessman, to the directorate.
remain an active member of flrmi,
He replaces Franklin Cole, who resigned several months ago, and will

m

TAX MEET TOUCHES

Mary Pickford

represent the

inter-

ests.

Cusacic is veepee of the Fira-Benenson Co., dress firm. His only- previous association' with the film inDespite profit-taking In market
dustry was as campaign director for
yesterday (Tues.), film stocks showed
the March of Dimes, when he was
the, greatest strength in many weeks
exec secretary of the National
during a short buying flurry around
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
pnidday. Report on the ticker that
Election of Cusack to the board
f. W. AUport; British representative still leaves one position vacant. That
Of the Motion Picture Assn., will
was formerly held by Miss Pickford's
confer today (Wed.) with Sir Wilfrid
Grant, who has also
Eady, of British Treasitty, on the attorney, Arnold
resigned.
|?% tax bite touched oft the buying.
discussed the EngU-sh

OFF PIX STOCK SPURT

Iieport was all that was needed to
Start action since film shares appar-

Board

situation,

also,

according to HoUywdod
'Electra' Cut 15-20 Mins.
favors his exec assistant,
RKO has won its fight to get pro-,
but the producer- ducer-approval for cutting "Mournmembers are understood to desire ing' Becomes Electra,'' now in its
someone with a wide national repu- fourth week at the Golden, N, Y.
tation. Job now pays $75,000 a year, Fifteen
20 minutes
will be
to
plus an $18,000 expense, account. trimmed, making the picture run
SIMPP directors are holding a meet- about two hours and a half. It now
ing in Hollywood this week to dis- runs three hours less eight minutes.
cuss the prexy post and other prob"Electra," which is playing at
lems.
upped-scale, two-a-day basis with
James A; Mulvey, prez of Samuel Theatre Guild sponsorship at the
Goldwyn - 'Productions, and Milton Golden, preems on Coast Dee. 2S at
Kramer, chairman of the board of the Four Star -theatre. It will have
(Continued on page 22)
Theatre Guild backihg' there also.
Nelson,

reports,

Marvin

Faris,

.

.

Pre-Xma» Doldrums Bop Biz
'Past,'

With few exceptions, key

cities

with prez Grad Sears re- covered by Variety this week are

to $1, with net gains pared considering selling advertising in (Par) not far behind.
•tf the close.
Neither of these pictures is creatBiggest gains were features.
Following a meeting of board of ing much of a stir althojigh "Earscored for the day by Columbia Pix,
Pafamount, 50c; Warners, directors,, Y. Frank Freeman, chair- rings" is very good in its second
K9ii''
board, said "not only is week at the N. Y, Paramount where
o^%c; Universal, 37%c;
and 20th-Fox, man of the
contemplated,
it
wiU
plan
IOC. Last was
no such
it's getting a strong assist from an
up $1 at one time.
not be permitted by any member excellent stage layout. Others makevery precaution will be ing the Big Six are "Out of Past,"
studio,
ZICKISAN
free
inadvertent
no
that
taken to see
(RKO), "Body and Soul" (UA).
London. Dec. 18.
of commercial products "Where There's Life" (Par) and
*Um mdustry's tribute to SamEck- advertising
enters any motion picture."
"Had TO Be You" (Col).
maii, Jr., London
boss of Metro on
Headirig the runn.er-up list are
tne occasion of
his receiving the
"This Time For Keeps" (M-G) and
to Direct
nonor of being made a Commander
"Walter Mitty" (RKO),
01 the British Empire, took place at
Hollywood, Dec, 16.
Vlftndge's hotel, Dec. 10, and was
Of the newcomers, "Past" shapes
Richard Haydn, who foinierly
rendered under i!pons.orsh)p of the stage-directed in London, is tempo- as most promising, being brisk in
Wnemafograph Exhibitors' Associa- rarily forsaking thesping for his first Los Angeles where the only strong
chore, Paratpount's new entry, and is good in third
screen-megging
"^""'^^'Sraph
Renters
Society,
2'«
»
week. Another to hint real
'^^ ^^'^^ Producers' Associa- '"tatlock Millions," which Cliailcs N. Y.
tion
Brackett will produce from' his own boxoffice potentialties is "Bishop's
Wife" (RKO), which drew fine rethe distinguished guests to screenplay.
5ay tribute to the
Gay, modern con^edy is slated as views and comparatively nice trade
doyen of the industry was J.
at its preem at the N. Y. Astor. "The
spring topbudgeter,
Arthur Rank.

FETED

.

Haydn

a

Washington, Dec> 16.The 10 Holly wooders, indicted for
contempt of Congress, Will be arraigned here Jan, 9, instead of this
coming Friday (10) as originally
planned.
This decision was made in Federal
court yesterday (Men.) by- J^ustice
David A. Pine, who .turned down
requests that the arraignment be
held' up untU the tri^}. ^At the atraignmeit^ John Howard Lawson,'
(Continued on page 20)
-

.

whether it's possible to film "Rope
Of Sand" there.
"Rope" follows"
"Sorry, Wrong Number" and "Be
StiU My Love."
"Number" rolls Jan. 12 at Paramount, "Love" in February. Wallis
probably vrill go via London and
eye chances of filming ,"House oC
Mist" at Denham before starting
"Rope." Latter is located in South
..

Africa.

Pabllshed

—

m

'Dolphin,' 'Earrings/

Swordsmah" (Col)

is

.

AniH»l_

EIIiVBRMAK
TABIKXX, Inc.

Gllilll

We«Mr

bjr

Sid SilrtrmiB^ FK«lt(i«i("

Wwt Mth

tU

pallid

on

Vol.160

its

San Francisco .date.
"Fabulous Texan"

:

New Tork «,

St..

tmamraaa

N, T,

,

roraign

;;

Single Oopleg

'Body,"Life' Lead Field

ymly had been oversold for some porting on a phpne conversation held suffering from the pre-Yuletide conthis week with exec v.p. Arthur Kel- ditions stemmtog from the annual
Christmas buying splurge. Net result
.London dispatches which started ly, now in England,
the flurry stated the MPA rep had
is that the two top boxoffice win^
a compromise plan to offer. That
ners this week will have less than
No Ads in Features
was denied by thC MI»A here, which
$200,000 apiece nationwide. "Green
Hollywood, Dec. i6.
Dolphin Street" (M-G) is gettmg the
declared the huddle strictly "preUminary and exploratory,"
Motion Picture Assn. emphatically most coin and dates for third week
Picture issues went up major denies reports that; the studios are in a row with "Golden Earrings"

SAM

10 Filmers' Contempt
Arra^ment on Jan. 9

FOUNDED BY

National Boxoffice Survey

tune;

i

the industry.

Musicians bars such a move.
Wallis' So. Africa Trip
With Louis de Rochemont Associates tied to a production pact to
Hollywood, Dec. 16,
deliver .within one year 86 two>.reel
Hal Wallis Will make a flying trip
geographical shorts, first batch is ex* to South Africa in the spring to
(Continued on page 20)
gander studios in Johannesburg and
surrounding areas, to determine

'

Peter Cusack Elected

meeting chairmanned by SWG pi-exy
Sheridan Gibney:
Dore Schary was guest speaker for
the producer. Eddie Mannix and
Walter Wanger also were present
but unheard from. Schary explained
and defended the producers' position in the "Red" matter and asked
cooperation from the SWG in a
broad public relations program for
,

UWP

in N. Y.

Screen Writers Guild at its general membership meeting yesterday
(Monday). SWG membership also
opposed "legal blacklisting" as outlined in the Motion Picture Assm
directive, hinting at legal steps to
obtain an Injunction against alleged
violations of the State Labor Code.
For defense of the Ave writer^, it
was recommended that
enter
their "civil defense suits against th«
studios as amicus curiae. More than
500 members were present, with

•

-

NoIW*

JtH UKmIoI

studios for failing to testify at

House Un> American Activities
Committee probe was voted, by th«
the

Was

"At Shakespeare

.

Reps

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Unanimous approval to enter legal
defense for five screen- writers fired

by

is cut.

all

sity

ler,

To Acquire A&S Lyons,

000 tape

more

(meaning the Odeon, Gaumontand ABC circuits) in a special quota bracket liable to higher
quota rates than other houses. The
new law terminates renters' quotas
and that spells curtains to the neces-

Hughes

Rupert

year's returns. Hence, '47 will probably be the last period for some
time to. come in which the $100,000,-

Which picks

British

be .irige there will be nothing left

Client

The

(Tues.).

Prospects are clouded for '48 but
the worldwide revenues for U. S.
films abroad in '47 shouldn't .'be too
hard to take when the ledgers are
closed. Foreign dept. biggies now
think American pix will roll up approximately $109,(K)0,000 for the
current year in remittances beyond
the U. S, borders. The total would
be some 15% below the $125,000,000
which Yank companies netted in
overseas returns last year.
Film prexies and other top brass
are predicting a slide in overseas biz

ill
centt

{>(

.tgj^l^

No. 2

(Rep), which
is doing
well in Seattle this stanza. "Thunder in Valley" (20th) is shaping up
mildly in three spots this round, as
it was on its N. Y. date. "Upturned
Glass" (U) looks okay this week in

BiUs
...
Chatter
Concert
Disk Jockey Reviews..,...,,

Philadelphia.^

Foreign

Exhibitors Scurried about getting
new product or extra fare to bolster
sagging wickets this week. The
Louis- Walcott fight films are proving a real help in ntunerous situations while in some localities the
British "wedding special is credited
with, bracing boxof flees.
Result of the yen to change bills
and spot in films until Christmas
fare is launched is the record num^
bev of dilTerent pictures playing

House Reviews

opens at N. Y. Gotham soon,

"Foxes of Harrow" (20th),
"Verdoux" (UA), '•Singapore" (U),
"Wild Harvest" (Par), "Driftwood"
(Rep), "Red Stallion" (EL), "Fun,
Fancy Free" (RKO), -"Christmas
Eve" (UA), "Ride Pink Horse" (U),
"Exile" (U), "Out of Blue" (EL)
and "Nightmare Alley" (20th)- reappeared in several keys although
most of these have been around

-.

Film Reviews..-,,.

Inside
Inside
Inside
Inside
Inside

(Complete Boxo;S^ice Reports on
Page* 12-13)
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M's Omtrol

(tf

Both OdeoD and (Kl

Howard
hM

^nrtdly Inswes Morgof of Both Co&

lank Combine Hit by B.O. Dip in U. S,

Dlelz

wlkertd

47Take Only 40^0 of $10,mOllftDream

"Water for the

London, Dec. 16.
Coupling of a steep dropoff in box-

Elephant''

De^ite S(Hne Scattered Protests
liondon, Dec.

New

J.

^

To

Co. Formed

Make FUms

at,

new company which

Unite!,

16;

wpeemliig
will
been"

42d Anniversary Number

produce .pix. for tele has
a foregone concliuion.
formed here. With Stanley Simmons
the merger could as prexy. First ot series ot pix rebe portedly in production will be ready
would
approval
via J. Arthur Hank's bowing to tor screening late this month.
Initial output will be shorts which,
the present public clamor by backthrough
some new, undisclosed
only

lail

of

w$y

down on

Trail In

Odeon have been invited to
They can state
meeting Friday.
teeir Views there, but they cannot
In attendance on that basis
Vote.
ere expected to be Arthur W. KeUy,
exec v.p. of United Artists, which
bolds a 27%% interest in Odeon,

London Juve Fans' Poll

Froz«^{«ll Han

the industry

by

poll ever

to

many years he was a motion

indicating that cow-

by Sidney L.
Bernstein, head ot the Granada
chain, covered youngsters between
seven
to
15 who attend
of
the ages
special matinees given in his theatres
tionaire,

AsUnworkdUe

^esdnnp'

1st

organized

Washington, Dec. 16.
weekly.
to help U. 6.
Despite the low rating given Jo
firms lEet their frozen film coin out the mustanger$, Roy Rogers
•cheme.
foreign
countries
of
does not seem emerged as the No. 1 favorite among
Will be chairman ot Fri, Hank
so
good
on
.second
look
here,
by
the
the fihn stars. Other favorite stars,
His reasoning In
day's mejeting.
State and Commerce Departments.
listed in order ot the kids' tastes are
«iefense of the merger move is exThe proposal, which was disclosed James Mason, Bing Crosby, Stewart
jpected' to run something like this:,.
last week, would have the U. S. Granger, Margaret Lockwood, Oene
OdeonV it Is aclmowledged, Is now government take over the blocked
m^re profitable than GCF. That money in a foreign nation and spend Autry, George Formbyt Alan Laddi
Johnny ."Tarzan" Weissmuller and
tniRkes it appear, on the surface, that
it there to support embassies, misOdeon shareholders would be sut slons, etc, Tlieni the equivalent }n John Wayne.
Order ot popularity in content
lering by merger with the less American
dollars- would be turned showed historical films heading the
company. While more over in this country
l>rofltable
to the exporting list with comedies, cartoons, tiurillers,;
profitable now, however, the theatre studios,
serials and adventure following In
circuit won't remain so if It can't
Eric Johnston has been actively that order and horse operas far in
'continue to get product, in part as a pushing the plan. He has interested
rear. Newsreels were given a
result of the current U. Si embargo, the State Department's information the
big nod by the "kids with a large
-3t is therefore Insuring Its pros- and cultural division on the argumajority stating they liked them.
Herity by merging with the pro- ment that motion pictures are an
Interest in the reels increased as the
duction unit,
important factor in^ spreading the age levels went up.
<
GCF holds the controlling interest American story abroad.' Also he has Love; scenes were nixed but the
In Gaumont-Brltishv- Hank's other been on Capitol Hill a number of
figures show an appreOiable preferc' 3uit. If there is a product short- times and has interested Rep, Karl
ence for them by the girls, No
it Mundt (H., S. D,>, who Is spearheadage,' under the present setup
satisfactory answer, however, was,
would, be natural for GCF to pro- ing the drive tor an increased '"V^oice given to 'the question of whether
vide pictures to its own circuit in- ot America" program to counteract films produce bad dreams. The group
stead of to Odeon, This would work Russian propaganda oveH^eas,
ot psychiatrists handling the quiz
to the disadvantage of the minority number ot magazine, book and news- agreed that 'the kids' replies on this
stqdtholdet* in Odeony «a weU, as" to paper publishers, wbo also have point coyild not be taken at face
controlUng-sharehoIder Rimik. Inas- funds frozen abroad, have come yp value.
much as Hank is principal owner of
(Continued -on page 16)
In .cbneIusion« the psychiatrists
both GCF and Odeon (although mipoint out that the films at the chil,nority stockholders are different), It
dren performances do not provoke
therefore is logical for him to help
any '^'alarming" responses. The quesAcad Picks MaoTcli
.Aut'both outfits via the merger,
tionalre, they said, eenflrmed "the
The meeting Friday is strictly a
established truths in chfld psypublic relatons move,' inasmuch .as
chology."
.Sank, with sueh « preponderance of
Hollywood, Dec, 16.
atoctc, doesn't 'have to explain anyBoard of governors ot the Acadthing t^ anyone under British- law. emy ot Motion Blctnre Arts and
Vatican Choir Sbort
In any event, he claims to have the Sciences picked Satvrday evening,
approval ot 88% ot the minority March' 20, tor the running of the
'Vatican Choir completed a short
holders of voting shares. This, with Oscar Derby at the Slurine audi- in Neiw York's .RKO Pathe Studios,

Of Several U.S.

The well-touted plan

.

'

A

20

.

'

'

.

.

h£es for Rank

(Continued on page 23)

film is
Produced ^by Clyde
to split the schedtiled for a Gotham preem early
classification, next year. Print Is now being cut
Elliott,

remittances this year has fallen far
below that goal. From the looks of
things, $4,000,000 is now the likely
take. Prevailing feeling is a decline
in quality from the fast start made
with "Stairway to Heaven" and
"Great Expectations" has taken the
edge off the American market. Inability of British films to make solid
headway in U. S- small towns and
nabes is another important factor.
On the score ot quality, the year
started promisingly enough in the
U. S. with "Caesar and Cleopatra"
released late in '46, breaking the ice
with an American take of $2,250,000,
"Stairway," another show piece expensively made, followed a few
-months later and now looks like
$1,750,000 ^for Universal, pic's. U, S,
distrib. Best film of the year in

jteklhg ot Arnold Prcssburger, indie producer, to a deal whereby he America, it's said, both from its
releases his next picture, "Then and critical reception and grossing poNow," through the J. Arthur Rank tential is "ESxpectatlonsV which
organization, may presage a move should do $2,000,000.
If "Black Narcissus" hadn't hit the
by Rank to tie up a number of indies who'va auctomarily operated in pitfall of a Legion of Decency conHolly wood to produ«ing-r«leasing al- demned rating it might have beat
liances. Rank wbuU like to takebn "Expectations." But the C bracketing
a number ot producers with Holly- caused the pic to be pulled and since
wood know-how and the chances are it's only been re-released within the
considered unusually good right now last few weeks. Rank officials won't
because of the india filmmakers' dit-' estimate the business it will do.
The last batch ot Rank's films to
ficulties in obtaining U. S.. financing.!
'While British Treasury restrictions be released in the U, g, have proVen
prevent the British' magnate from disappointing dollar earners. The
banltrolling production in HoUy* thought that it may be due to a
(Continued on page 18 )
wood, there's, nothing to bar him.,
from signing deals -tor filmmaking'
Within the environs ot the British'
isles. His organization Is considered
N. Y. to L. A.
ideally constituted for taking on
Lew Ayres
Hollywood producers since it^s a
Irving Berlin
loosely-knit setup in which British
Gloria De Haven
affiliates and Indies are financed,
Armand Deutsch
partially or wholly, in return tor a
Roy Disney
.

.

to release through
Hank; Understood that Pressburger's
tieup is along limllar lines.
"Then- and Now," filmization of
Somerset Maug^am'9 recent novel,
will be made 60% at Denham Studios and 40% near Florence, Italy.
George Sanders will play' Niccolo
Machiavelli and Trevor Howard, thCF
role of Caesar Borgia. Italian shooting is set tor March.
Fressburger arrived on the Coast
last week to sign an American

commitment

actress for the lead

temme

role.

.

own

holdings and tiiose of his
associates, gives him 98% approval,
he claims,
/
Kewspaper charges that Odeon
stodkholders were getting a "pig in
« poke" in taking over GCF finally
forced Rank to issue a GCF balance
sheet last week. It disclosed that in
only two of -the six years ending
September, 1946, did the corporation show a profit on Its production
activities and in the last three years
his

of Rank's

picture

16.

^

»

mercial attache at

films,
com- which is was hoped would bring
the
the legation. For British producer
some $10,000,000 in

probe

boy pictures tailed the list of their
ttivored types of screen tare. Ques-

AbrradBhdied

.

'

to a decline.in; the quality of Rank's pix
and to a corresponding deterioralioa
in Yank films .playing his theatres,
there's no doubt now that grosses

will' act as

specialist in Europe for the Bureau:
ot Foreign and Domestic Commerce
of tlie Department of Commerce, In
1939, the State Department took
over- the foreign trade attaches of
moppet .preferences in films, E0,000 the C«mmerca Department,
London and provincial kids surprised
first

'

Investigate the situation following
Biank's announcement of the merger

and

But Roy Rogers No. 1 Star
In the

and Wilfred J. Eadie, comptroller
«nd assistant treasurer of 20th-Fox,
which holds an interest in Hank's
danmont-British elrcuit. Both KeUy
and Eadie rushe* here by plane to

While variously attributed

faded as much as 25% during November, with December seemingly
Jan .15.
no better.
Canfy.ba? held the title of assistIt hasn't helped any, either, that
ant chief of the commercial policy U. S.
distribution
division here,

London, Deo.

of
the

pix is caushig rough going for J. Arthur Rank and his organization;

.

Cowboy Pix

his

higher percentage of GCF.
The preference shareholders

Washington, Dec,' 10.
George R. Canty,. State Department's motion picture speeiatist, 'it
being transferred to Berne,-. Switzer-f
land, 9S first secretary of U. S.
legation there. It is one ot the routine changes which, under Stat^,
Department policy, shakes up per-'
sonnel every four years. The trans^
ter is effective

merger proposal, method of clearance, averting AFM
since he and his associates control music in Its tele nix, will contain
»0% of Odeon votes and even * music.
ing

'

for Tele

<19) is

The

Canty, State Dept. Pie
office returns from some of his
best
houses
Specialist, IVansferred from with disappointing revenues
American distribution of his

*

la

Hollywood, Dec.

the extraordinary general
meeting of Odeon shareholders Frl-

Corp,

*

,

•H MHtwrial fe^Hire

16.

mergArthur Hank's. Odeon The»tres and General Cinema Finance
Eatification of the proposed

er ot

*

He

formerly produced a number of pix
for United Artists distribution.

torium.
Decision was made
producer - executive
due to the increase in the number anJ edited. Choral group is officially
of Academy members. This means known as the 'Roman Singers;, of
the addition ot one new representa- Sacred Music.
GAIN,
ElUott also produced "Citizen
tive to each group. Jack L. Warner
joins Walter Wanger on the pro- Saint" at thd same studio. This, picLondon, Dec. 16,
.
ducer' list and N, Peter Rathvon ture is based on the life of Mother
Reports persist here that Leslie 'W.
checks in with Donald M. Nelson on Cabrini and stars Chicago actress Farrow will follow his partner,'Barthe executive i^oster. More than 300 Caria Dare. It's slated to bow si- rington C. Gain, out ot the J, Arthur
uew members were accepted this multaneously with the 'Vatican Choir Rank setup. The two men are asyear, making a total ot 1,933.
short.sociated in Farrow
Gain, accounting firm which is Brtain's equivalent
of America's Price, Waterhouse
Co.
They are directors of many
Rank corporations and have been
close to Rank himself in directing

REPORTEDFARROW^UKE

-

'

WILL Exrr

fm
.

&

&

U's 5-Year Proft & Loss

Summary of consolidated profit & loss accounts of General Cinema Tinantje Corporation and its subcompanies lor the five years to Sept. 28, 1946, excluding accounts ot Metropolis & Bradford
Trust Coq Ltd., which controls Gaumont-British Picture Corporation and its subsidiary companies,
and-of Denham &.Pinewood Holdings, Ltd,, which controls BritlBh Mid Dominions Film Corporation,
Xid., and its subsidiary companies, except In so far as dividends have been received from those
sidiary

-

.

companies.:'.

*

Year ended
OGt.3,'42

Year ended Year ended Year ended Year ended
Oct,2, '43 Sept, 30/44 Sept. 29, '45 Sept. 28i 46

from film distribution, laboratories,
newsreels and sundry revenue after charg-

Profits

,

,

$2,672,436
420,400

2,787,416
338,644

2,992.838

Proffts or loss before charging U.K. taxation 2,448,772
United Kingdom taxation.................. 1,905,880

^

Net

profits

•Loss,

or loM

t Credit.

reported departure

Odeon circuit and General Cinema
Finance 'Corp., which *as been causing such a wide stir in' financial
circles. Gain Is said to have had no

Rank's Shorts' U^. Pitch

..$2,553,440
233,976

on film production.;.,.....

Interest payable....

all the
last weetc -Fatrow's
is unequlvocall:^
denied. He is said to be responsible
for conceiving the merger of Rank's

Rank combines

part in thi^ idea,

ing all expenses (including foreign taxation)' Other than interest payable in the
U.K. and after eliminating minority interests
profits or losses

fiuancM afl(airs>
Gain resigned his posts in

his

$642,892

$3,034,916

717,648

$2,554,192
*1,513,172

$2,168,436
»e,668,028

1,041,020

320,240

2,317,268
526,448

907,628

1,299,556

2,772,596

1,790,820

•5,799,400

2,409,584

1,240,492

133,392
1442,632

$363,012

$550,328

$576,024

*4,499,844

t3,90O,292

*$1,899.108

J. Arthur Rank's next step to cut
himself a piece of the U.S. boxoffice

pie will be a campaign to sell British shorts subjects to Yank theatres,
Rank is sending over 31 one and
two-reel briefles and 12 of the "This
Modern Age Series," the Britisher's
counterpart of "March' of Time."
Universal will handle the shorts
under its distribution tieup with
Rank. If the first batch proves sale
able, releasing of British shorts will

be put on a pirmAnent

basis.

Charlies Einfeld

Sam Goldwyn
Jack Kapp
Peg La Centra
Emmet Lavery

.

Eidwin. Lester
Leonard L. Le Vinson

Hugh Owen
David O. Selznick
John Payne

Bob Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. Jules C. Stein
Paul Stewart

Bob Taplinger
Franchot Tone

Jimmy Van Heusen
Benay 'Venuta
Arleen Whelan

L. A.

loN. Y.

John Banft

Norman Barsh
Mady Christians
Fred Clark
William T. Gresplnal
Walter Daniels
Katherine De Mille
Pat Di Cicco
Clark Gable

Benny Goodman
Katharine Hepburn
John Houseman
Ann Marie Joel
Jay Richard Kennedy
Paul Lukas
James K. McGuinness
Adolphe Menjou
Henry Morgan
Pat O'Brien
Tony Owen
William Pettit
Jennings Pierce
Carroll Righter
Carl Rigrod
Bill Saal
Mark Stevens

Danny Thomas
John M. Whitaker
Jack Wrather
Herbert J, Yates

John Zanft

Europe to N. Y^
Maxwell Anderson
Robert Benjamin
l/ouis

Dreyfus

Ken Hargreaves
Alfred Nightingale

Artur Rubinstein.
George Weltner

WeAvMAVi PeiiemW
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'30-35% FOR MAJOR
Anodlff Cadiolic Chnrch Broadside
'

'

BIG

Pespite attempts to appease religious opinion, Hollywood headaches
tenuning from church opposition seem to be on the increase. I^ate'st
broadside Irom Cftthoflc Church leaders, coming in the wake ol tangles
over "Forever Amber" and "The Outlaw," has left the industry slightly
dizzy since it was directed at an unexpected target— religious and
educational films. According to Daniel E. Doran, exec chairman of the
catholic Film & Badio Guild, the industry is being condemned tov

their
distribution
terms
indie filmmakers.
The Majors
in
a
number of recent
demanded and got 30%35% of the take, to a figure reaching
the negative costs, plus 'the first 25%
of profit and a straight 50% cut on

to Price-Fixing Suits
Roadshow At

Upped

'

Metro, INS linked

To Telenews Deal

were aware

Sales toppers

possible liability,

.

it's

said,

of the

but de-

termined to go ahead regardless
they saw no other way of
boosting revenues on expensive pix.
They also think that upping prices
don't mean a breach of minimum
.price;tabus since it's on individual
Sims, and an exhib Isn't coerced into
cince

-:

'

(Continued on page IB)

tShnford, Washer, MesiboY

To Run Own Par Depts.

television

field

week With

were

International

heard

that the
Service

reports

News

Vith Curtis Mitchell, Paramount's
national director of advertising and
tuWicity, stepping out the latter part
t January, Par will experiment on
tunning

its

Overall chief.

without an
System to be followed

flaekery

pn a semi-permanent basis, it's repotted, is similar to that now in effect

at,HKO

partment
ports,

,

wont

in

this

tele
to set

department was attempting
up shop with Metro's News of the
Day, Executives of other commercial newsreel outfits, at the same
time, expressed the opinion that
selling theic product to video broadcasters might give them a chance
to make money for the first time
since they added sound to their
reels.

rule their own
sans supervision below the

office,

Paul Haibourn, Paramount veepee
fnd budget director, will hold do^vh
it's not exPected that he'll devote anything
liKe full time to
the job. Raibourrt,
probably, will confine his activities
?«;utini2ing expend'itures-^chores
which he took on some months back.

nommal command, but

«iHchell's
resignation,
leaves Stanley Shuford

5'

in Jan.

Suit Vs.

Several' legalites ,repping for the
indies see the rapid deterioration in
powers as stemming from the wobbly situation in
which United Artists has been in the
past year. "UA always was 'a rud.^
der in the industry to keep distribution terms within reason," one legal"When that company
said.
ite
finds itself in an unhealthy- condi-

In^ Want ¥

indies' bargaining

tiooj

independents

all the

way down

the lihe suffer."

With the sort of terms which the
Big Five can now get, it's said, these
companies ate a lot l^etter off pacting for the expensive films from
sources and turning their
increasingly into cheaper,
Quinrun-of-the-mill productions.
tet, thereby, are hedging against possible heavy -losses because of the deoutside
studios

clining domestic market and uncerIndies are
tain overseas outlets.
taking the big risk while the Big
are in a position to reap healthy
profits on strong pix while losing lit-

on the weakies.

tle

publishing

On 6^

5 Appeal

Among them were Thomas Turner
,

18.
Cooke, for Universal; Gen. William
Bill)
Donovan, for RKO;
Exhibitors Associations today (Tues- John Caskey and Otto Koegel, for
day) petitioned the U. S. Supreme 20th-Fox; Robert_ Perkins, Warners;
Court to accept a brief filed as an Louis Phillips, Paramount; Sidney
amicus curiae petition. Plea was Schreiber, Motion Picture Assn.;
filed toy Abram P, Myers, general Herman Levy, general counsel of
counsel, of the Allied States Associa- Theatre Owners of America; Robert
tion of Motion Picture Exhibitors' Rubin, Assistant to Donali M. NelCouncil comprised of AUiedr Pacific son, and Arthur $waniclc> for« So*
Coast Conference of Independent ciety of Independent Motibn Picture
Theatres Owners, and six affiliated Producers.
Coast organizations, along with' unThe Schine circuit was appealing
affiliated independents of New York
a victory by the Justice Department
City.
before the trial court. While the
Exhibitors' .brief declared
that anti-trust division was seeking to
they had considerable interest'in the overturn a verdict favorable to the
casg inasmuch .,as they represented Griffith circuit.
Bromley, in his
26 organizations and 4,000 independ- argument for Schine, ^rgti.ed that
ent theatre owners who are in- "there was no. geographic
concentrar
terested in having complete divorce- tion in our six-stiate circuit
'such as
ment of exhibition, distribution and there was in the Crescent case." He
production. They asked permission said in no state did Sohine ever
to point out 1^0 the court the fact control
more than
of the
that the decree handed down last theatres; and over the
entire area
January by the three-man court in
(Continued on page 22)
New York was unworkable. They

Washington, Dec.

The Conference of Independent (Wild

-

.

.

5%%

UA and U Would Unload
Their 2 B'way Showcases

also asked that they be permitted
Shifting Broadway theatre picture to offer concrete suggestions to the
may well find two houses, now in court to malce the decree workable
the hands of film companies, return- without being harmful to the small
ing to the legit field. In addition to theatre operators. - _

outfit,

-which

the

Broadway, for which United

.

Artists
there's

trying to get a legit tenant,
strong possibility of the

is

Winter Garden being turned back
to the Shuberts by Universal.
Jarman's Next at
Winter Garden lease, held by U
Next assignment for Metro mop- for exhibition of its own and J.
pet Claude Jarman, Jr., is "Moun- Arthur Rank films, expires Oct. 1.
tain Prelude," adapted from a story With a dearth of top grade product
by Marjorle Kinnan Rawlings, au- to keep it filled and the availability
thor of "The Vearling" in which of playing time in. other Broadway
Jarman first won his thesping spurs. houses currently, U is understood
Robert F. Sisk will produce, rolling to figure the $7,500 weekly rental

M-G

^

film shortly .after

New

Year's.

unnecessary. House

staff,

plus other

Jarman, after appearing on the expenses, bring the operating nut
"Cavalcade of America" show on to around $12,000.
the NBC radio net Monday (15)^
The Broadway, at 53d street, too
left New York for NashV^Tle, Tenn

Par Appraises

Its

In order to file the brief, the
exhib organizations had to get the
consent of the parties involved in
the case or the permission' of the
Facing an enormous problem if the
court. Permission of the U. S. Dept. partial divorcement provision of th«
of Justice was obtained, but the current anti-trust decree stands upj
major company defendants refused Paramount has been conducting an
to give consent. Picture companies extensive survey of its holdings.
refused permission on the grounds Company's theatre division has been,
(Continued on page 22)
compiling statistics On its. 1,100: partly-owned houses, including the value'
as 'Saxoii' of each theatre in the present real
estate market, its profit potential in
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
fiuctuating population, centers, and
Robert Montgomery has been set the feasibility of buying out or sellfor the role of Matt Saxon In ing to particular theatre partners.
screen
Universal-International's
Since the two-year period for
adaptation of Frederic Wakeman's
complying with divorcement provisos
"Saxon Charm."
allowed by the' statutory court
Film is slated to roll early in Janustarted running Jan. li 1947. regardary. Joseph Sistrom will produce,
less of the stay, time to. cdrry out
.

Montgomery

uptown to attract walk-in trade,
his hometown^ where, he'll spend the far
now shutChristmas holidays. He's slated to has fared so badly it is
requested permission
return to the Coast immediately tered, UA has
with Claude Binyon directing.
(Continued on, page 22)
after the first of the. year.

OUT SOON!

therefore,

in charge of
(Continued on page 23)

;

divestiture would be comparatively
short after a decision, by the U. S.
Supreme Court. Far wants', to be
(Continued on page 24)

4 BIG

TNS TIME U.

DATES FOR OSCARDERBY

The

RADIolCRIPTS INTO

Los Angeles, Dec.

OPEN FILM MARKET

'

With both independent and major
°'m producers searching
for story
properties they can
turn into low or
^"^8«ted pictures,' decision
nf rni"
'° throw its 20-year accumuL-

°* ""^^'o scxipXs open to film
considerable interest
film industry.
Three of the
majors have already
contacted the

42nd Anniversary Number

^cnpts

now

getting the o.o. from
originally aired in
series.
Many inalso come in from film
proaucers on their
chances of putCBS radio shows beH''""*

f'Rc"^f.r? ^^'^e

?"«Pense"
)mt
quiries have

BnL ! cameras. Several high
cooperated
shows In the past have
ttontmued on page 22)

18.

Blizzard' of"Supferi.dnp6rsV lncHidi
ing at least four pix playing locally
advanced prices; are slated to hit
theatres here on Christmas day. The
splurge of top releases are neatly
timed to get the films under .the wire
before the Jan, l deadlhie set in the

at

Oscar derby.

elicited
TrJ^
i" me

''"h bids for various
hinl"
Properties submitted
to them.

16.

the
Schine and Griffith theatre chains
operated similarly to the Crescent
combination. Which the l^preme
Court broke up a few years ago,
was the one the high court wag
given to determine yesterday (Monday).
It
was originally scheduled
lo be a two-day hearing, but instead
was a one-day.
Robert Wright, motion picture
specialist for the anti-trust division
of the Department of Justice, argued
in the two appeals that there was
great similarity, white Bruce' Bromlej^, for Schine, and Charles Cochran, for Griffith, emphasized the
differences." So'far as the Supreme
Court was concerned, the two antitrust suits formed a dress rehearsal
for the Big Five anti-trust case
which will be heard in mid-January.
Importance of the arguments was
emphasized by the observers preseht.
"

Harry Warner, Others

.

revenues.

Washington Deo.
of
whether

question

'

Hearst

owns INS, has a hefty share of
fne Metrq News, which reportedly

which the three de- the

heads

Wins 300G

all profits abov6 the figure.
This
Los Angeles, Dec. 16.
compares with 27.5% which United
Telefilm, Inc., headed by Joseph E.
Artists now obtains from its producers, in itself is a boost from the Tomasiello, was awarded $300,000
damages in a suit against Harry M.
oldtime cut of 25%.
Indies have squawlted over the Warner, Thorobred Photo Service
terms, asserting that the figure is ex- and Jack Mackenzie, manager of the
orbitant for straight releasing deals Hollywood Turf Club,
Tomasiello charged the defendants
without any financing provisions.
Big Five, it's understood, are de- with hiring away his technicians in
manding the upped terms with: the an attempt to snatch his process for
counter-argument that they're in the photographing entire horseraces.
second-money .position because of
first lien which banks backing production have imposed on the films'

new Five

(Continued on page 24)

As Gurt Mitcyi Resigns

The

.

Current bookings of advanced-^admission pix are a calculated legal
risk on the part of major distribs Taradine'
Which may turn out badly. That's
reaction of industry
Itie oft-tjie-cufl
Prices Out Def
legaliteg who realize the possibilities
Hollywood, Dec. 18.
of a flood of damage actions if the
Roadshowing of "Paradine Case"
present decree Is upheld by the U. S.
Supreme Court. The subject's being at upped prices is definitely out but
kicked around in trade circles at the SRO is still mulling release^ Film
present time because of the an- will likely go on release in Februnounced intention of National Allied ary, with Radio City Music Hall and
tea^s to bring suit for claimed vi-» Vogue in Hollywood the only pretUtipn of the antl'trust laws,
release showings.
It's expected "Case" will open at
.impression in the Industry is that
ihk «tay of much of the decree Music Hall, Jan. ft.
the Supreme Court,
|riin£ed by
pending appeal) removed the neces-.
with the ban
lity qI complying
It's the contgalntt fixing prides.
iwsus of legal opinion, however^
suspends the
iliat. While the stay
Totei jjfttil A court decision, an af^ance "will make the decree effipttve as of its original date (Jan.
Any acts declared illegal
1947).
f,
'
Further rumblings of the major
(it'that time will be ground for damnewsreel companies entering the
ige actions, lawyers believe,
i

Dress Rehearsal for 'Big

Five

deals

.

'

Forms

Schine, Griffith Chains

for

Upped Rentals on Top 1% May Subject

•

steadily

jacking

''trying to invade the educational field and teach our children" because film leaders lailed to "see Communist implications in 'Mission
To Moscow' and 'Song ot Jlussia'."
Spealcing at the same forum, Prof, Karl N. Xiischka of Loyola College,
« former member ot the Production Code Administration's reviewing
board, accused Hollywood of producing religious and educational films
"only lor coramercial reasons." He characterized the industry as "a
trsfisgressor Bini on probation."

'

By

JAGKS UP TERMS
The Big Five have been

•

'

Supreme Court Hearing on Appeak

GRADUALLY

li

DISm

Foms

Vsuol Advertisinir rates

closing shortly

|iref nil

Special exploitation advantages
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St. MarHii't Hoe*
Trafalgar S^Mra

The four upped admission films
RKO's "Mourning Becomes Electra," Samuel Goldwyn's "Bishop's
Wife," and 20th-Fox's "Gentleman's

are

Agreement" and "Captain from Castille."
"Electra" has its Coast preem
at the Four Star on a two-a-day,
roadshow basis, "Bishop's" opens at
the Carthay Circle. "Castille" goeSi
into the State, Chinese, Loyola and
Uptown while "Agreement" is slated
for the Palace, Los Angeles/ tsnd
Beverly, Beverly Hills.

Wednesday, P»ceBllier 17» 194T
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\mim\m
Zanuck

Darryl F;

DANA ANDREWS

pntMnh

HENRY FONDA.

Oarryi F. Zanuck
pFescnii

OREeORY PECK

mm

lOROM

leHNOARFIELD
m

Color

torura Z. Hdbson'n

\st^hc^^UCoic^
nARRiNa
with

moNEfewER

RUTH WARRlCKr MARTHA STEWART
PEGGY ANN GARNER- CONNIE MARSHALL

with

JEAN PETERS

•

jtlot)iQ!^oreno *

LEE

•

Thomas Gomez

Barbara Lawrence
(toy Roberte •
IHrMt«il

NICHOLAS JOY

CESAR ROMERO

JOHN SUTTON

•

•

ART BAKER

Produced and Directed by

with

OTTO PREMINGER

COBB

CEIESTE

Screen Ploy by David Hertc

Alan Mowbray

•

HOLM* ANNE
ALBERT DEKKER

REIIEIIE' JUNE
•

JUNE

•oied on the Novel by EliMbelh Ja*«way

George Zucco

Mn

W
'

OEflNSIflCKWEll- SAM JAFfE

Produced by

Marc Lawrence

Screen Ploy by

DARmF.ZANUeK

Produced by

by

HENRY KING

•

J.

LAMAR TROTTI

Directed

-

MOSS HART

by

EllAKAZAN

Starts Christmas

World Promiore
Christmas
RiVOLI,

Day

New

And-Dates

iPoli, Sprin8fl»l(i

Victory, Bvantvillf

Poll, Bridgeport

Paramount,

Poll,

York

and 221 Day• • •

Coast-to-CoastI

Day

ROXY, New York
and Christmas Week at
N«w Hav*n

Ft.

Fulton, Pittsburgh

Ohio, Columbu*
Poll, Worcosler

Majoitit, Providonc*

Shoa's, Erio

Grand, Terro Hauto

Palaeo, Canton

Midwosf,

ColAnidI,' Akron

Lincoln-Miami,

Christmas

Week at

Wayno

Miami

Oklahoma

City

MAYFAIR, New York
APOUO, Chicago
PAtACE, Los Angolos
&EVERLY> Bevorly HilU

.
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FILM UEVIEWS
High Wall
Hollywood, Dec.

13.
Metro rolease ot Bobert Iiord woancttoD)
BtnrB Hol)«rt Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert MniBhali; teatoroa Dorothy Patrick,
H. B. Warner, Warner Andorson, Directed
hy CurtlB Bernhardt. Screenplay, Sydney
Koehin, ljB«ler Cole; auggeated liy atory <ind
play by Alan 11. Clark and Bradliary Footej
Paul VogeJ; Koote, v^W*'"'*"
camera,
Kaper; editor, Conrad A. NenvJr. !Wfd«"
Bhown Dec. 11, '47. Bunnlnctlme, S83UnH,
...Robert Ifcytar
Sloven Kepet.......
Audrey Totwar
Dr. Ann I^orrtMitu,
wniurd I. Wl(ltt)Dnil». .'.Herbert MursliMl
.Dorothy Patrick
Helen Ken«t..
Mr. Sloonnt.....i.,...,......H, B. Warner
Dr. GeorgA Powardv . .... ."Warner Andernon
.Moroni Oleon
Dunlap..
Philip
Dr.
John RldKeley
David Wallace. . . .i*
Morris Ankruin
Dr. Stanley GHItln
Mr!!. Kenet,.............,.Bll8al>Bth Risdon
VInco Barnett
Hemy Cronner
Jonathan Halo^
Einnry aarrison.,...,
Charles Arnt
Sidney X. Hackle-.
.......Bay Mayer
Tom DelfUiay-.,,

Veaneaday, Deccmlier 17, 1947

basic story's flavor, although letting
dialog run away with » few scenes.
Lancaster belts over his assignment as the former jailbird who re-

Miniatiire

Aiwajn

Reviews
Sturdy

"Hlfh Wall" <M-G).

with good

b.<».

prospectis.'

.

appeal.

"Daacerow

cast,

pathetic nftatal cases, interesting disclosures IjCJboiVital m.etbods in bandlin* thes insane.
Taylor scores, in his role, making
It believable. Audrey Totter registers
strongly as the doctiir, dist>laying a
marked clegr«e <of talent, able to handle most f^^tiaxactet. .HerbertHar'
shall is another who clicks 'as the
murderer who cloaks his sin behind
the garb.Ot.« pious publisher of bibUoal tracts, H. B. Warner movingly
creates a' pathetic mental case. It's
no more .than, a brief bit but will be
remembered: Dorothy Patrick has"
short footage as the murdered wife;
and' Warner Anderson is a doctor intere^ed In 'Miss Totter, Others are
very able ia making their roles-real-

istic.

The Bronislau Kaper music score
and PauWogel's lensing play .a major
part in pointing, tip the melodramatic
mood. S.ettings, art directimx «nd
other production iSontritautions ,Are
firotr.
expert assists,
'

tWaikiUoiie

Sir Cedrlo Hordwlcke, Judith. Andersop.
J^mea- Gi»»mMi Anthony -Qulnn. Dlrttcted
by RIAhatft Wallace. Screenplay, Bordeu
Chase and: John Tvrtst, adapted from novel
"by C. B* Scugglna: camera. <Technlcolor),
Himy J. WUae,iW. Hovrard qrcene; editor, Vtajik Doyle; music, J^elgh Harllne.
Ttadesaowit. N. T,. IMc, 13, '47. Bunnlng
time, 1X8 UINB.

John Wayne

Laraine Day
Alexander
..'Sir Cedrlc Hardwleke
..Judith Anderson
Miss Bralthwalte.
',,
James Glenson
Pop
..Anthony Qalnm
Biofcy
.Grant Withers
Fog
.
Paul Fix
Joe
Fernando Alvarndo
Chlco........

Maura

r.'.

Harry Woods

Hohlen

.....Vfchael Harvs^
Trovrbridgn

Curly

Senor Tobar

.'Charles.

Martin Garralaga

Chavet......

"Tycoon" could have been a standpictuie,,.fout because of an
ultra-slow, faltering script and injudiciously kmg running time it
emerges as Just anoUier attempt »t
escapist -fare.
Bulwarked with a
good cast. Technicolor and some exout action

'

-

^nsive backgrounds,

it rates top
playing time. Whether it wiU get
mor<e than fair biz is problematical.

With both distributors and exhib-'
iters asking for shorter films these

(20th).
'

'

"The EtemriBetBra" (French).
Brilliantly executed love story
made in France; surefire' for «rt

houses.

art house draw.
"Under ColerMki Bkitif (Color
& Songs) (R^). Good oatuner

TVankle Mai2ifioii.,..,...,...Burt Lanoaater

Kay

Lnwren«e;.;,..,.........Li2alietli Scott
Noll Turner....... ........... Kirk Douglas

Dave..
,. .Wendell Corey
Mrfj. Richardson. .^',.,......Kri»tine Miller
Maurice
George BIgaud
Nick Paleatro..
..Mam Lawrence
X>an.,..,.,.*..
Mike Mazurkl
..';.
Slcinner.
Mickey Knox
......^
,
Felix.. .. ..i...
Boger Neury
.

.

"I Walk Alone" is tight, hard
melodrama developed from
Theodore Reeves' short-lived stage
Are Coming to
play, "Beggars
Town." It punches over its melo<
dramatics and has been given bright
polish by Hal B. Wallis that should
pay off. Names values are good and

boiled

talent ably

fits

characters to give

them -sense Of reality.
A ndmber of unusually tough sequences are spotted that wiU give
ample satisfaction to the bloodthirsty. One, in particular, is bloody
beating handed out to Burt Lancasby a trio of bruisers who spare
punches.
the dark-

ter

no

Another

iS'

street stalking and gore-tinged death
meted out to -Wendell Corey.

Element of suspense is high,
broken into only occasionally by

he

picked.

Mountain

'

m

>

,

.

. . ,

'

too-

many pictures, she parallel events in" recent history.
yrm leave her if But pardonable whitewashing has

thinks her husband

'

'

:

.

. , , .

'

.

.

.

.

.

:

a

. .

.

at

the final

fadeout.

What

several of its beach suburbs, may
have cost a little more but the effect
they achieve in verity can't be dc
nied. Of particular help is the capable lensing of John Alton.
Preceded by a brief foreword delivered by a Treasury official, plot
unfolds at a slow pace in its early
stages. Cater, however, it's obvious
why the opening scenes were so
carefully

and meticulously, outlined.

Solution of every crime depends
upon the most minute clues. When
assembled in the proper sequence
there's a crashing denouement. And
so it is with "T-Men." The final reel
IS a corker.
There's a new Dennis O'Keefe in
this film.
His characterization of
the Treasury agent is finely drawn
and is a complete contrast to some
of his more recent roles—most of:
which were in musicals. He's ahnost
Jimmy C^gneyish at times. Cast as
his partner is Alfred Ryder. They're
undercover agents assigned to break
the "Shanghai Paper Case." Mas
querading as mobsterg they join a
ring of liquor cutters in Detroit who
are known to be using phony revenue stamps,
.

0«ngerom Years

:

,.

'

musical

Undy

.acore,

-

Schreger;

editor,
T., Dec.

Production on a modest budget is
adequate for the slight story, but the
Halop greatest handicap is lack of marquSe
^tf^..:-,.., Ann ES. Todd
names although the' cast is uniformly
Jttrome Cowan
first-rate. It should play to fair busi.»».». ...Anabel Shaw

Frank Baldrldge. Treviewiea in N.
Bunnlng tiiHO.
MUtS,

W.^William

10, "47.

Danny

Junes
Doris Martin.

t

Weston
Connie Bums...

EdKar Burns

Richard Oalnes
Scotty Beckett
.....Darryl Hichmnn

Willy Miller

Leo Kmeraun
Jud^e Buymond

Gene Spooner.

.

Moorfi

Carter.'

Here, from appearances, is a picture that started with a sound idea
but was apparently crimped by
budget limitations and inadequate
,

-

writing.

ness here.
As the Prince of Wales, Graves
gives a nice performance. It's not
his' fault that .the character is not
true to history. Miss Howard has
the difficult name role of Maria Fitzherbert, but is unable to bring the
woman fully to life. Fine character
studies are contributed, by Frederick
Valk, Lily Kann and Wanda Rotha,
three: continental artists who play
with all the stops out Direction is
competent but uninspired. Not a
picture for -historians, but quite
Caite.
passable entertainment.
,

...Barry Shannon
.... ...... ... .Dickie

.Donald Curtis
PhU ICbnny
Harry Harvey, Jr.
Tammy McDonald.. .i.v... Gil Stmtton. Jr,
Aug-ucit Milter.
Vitaie
. .Joseph
Bvie..
Marilyn Monroe
Miss, T«mpl«ton.
,v,«;-.. .Nana. Bryant
Jeif

As a

result, "^'Dangierous

Years" is a mildly interesting meller
about juvenile delinquency; without
the necessary plausibility, dramatic

'

The Eternal Relnrn
('L'Eternat Xeteiir')

punch or marquee strength

to draw
Ifs dual-bill fod-

(FRENCH-MADE)

DlKCina Internationa] I'elease of Andre
productiaii. Stars Jean Marais. Mader. Yet it has intrinsic merit and
deleine 'Sologne:. features Yvonne DeBray,
might have been made into
su- Jean Murat. ITIrected toy Jean Delannoy.
perior picture.
Original sc'reenplay, Jean Cocteau; camera,
"Dangerous Years," as,it*s noted Roger Hubert; music, Georges Auric; Kiigin the documet>tary«like soundtrack liHh titles, Herman .G. Weinberg. PreviewedIn
Running time,
N. T.; Dec 11, '47.
that sets the locale and basic situa- 108 MtHS,:tion, are the juve years, the teens. Patrice. .'...,-.,,,...«.. .
Marals
;. ...Jean
The yarn is set in a typical Ameri- NatliHlln. ,.;......,;
Madeleine SoloKne
Yvonne DcBvay
Gertrude,
can small town, in
tiie popuJean Mm-ut
Marc.
i , ....
lar schoolteacher who ttles to enNn thalla the i»nd ......<....,.. -Junle Astor
courage the kids in healthy recrea- Lionel......
.Roland TouUin

heavy, patronage.
~

Pauve

a

. .

wuch

,

.Pleral
tion is killed by a young hoodlum Achllle
.....Jeanne Marken
who-ihas ensnared them into criminal Anne..,,..
;.Jean d'Yd
activities.
-major portion of the Amedee,
.Alexandre RIgnauIt
lUg Horolt.
film is devbted to the murder trial,
with some of the action in the form
(In Frcncli; English Titles)
of flashbacks:
"The Etetnal Return," written by
The premise is plausible and the
general plot outline is xeitgotiably the -Parisian avant-garde poet, Jean
Cocteau,
whp formerly dabbled in
acceptable. But the picture never
gets beneath the surface or comes surrealist cinematics, is one of the
to grips with essentials. The writing great films that have come out of
is frequently loaded with hokum, so France and the -rest of Europe in recertain scenes seem phoney; and the cent times. Powerful b.o. appeal will
overall impression is disappointing. be generated by the. pic's universal
Thus, like many current radio shows, theme and the certain critical raves.
In a brief perface, Cocteau exwhat purports to be a realistic treatment of a serious subject becomes plains that "The Eternal Return" is
merely a minor cops and nobbers- a takeoff on the Tristan and Isolde
courtroom meller with a contrived legend, the original three-cornered
switched-identity orphan-parent de- love affair which is duplicated here
in modern dress.
Into this mythic
nouement.
Under the circumstances, Arnold mold, Cocteau has poured a tragic
Belgard apparently deserves credit yarn which is familiar in outline but

A

Performances are of uniform high
quality.
O'Keefe sparkles as the
cryptic bursts of brittle dialog, but
agent while his team-mate, Alfred
even these scenes become clear as lensing of Harry J. Wilde and
plot moves on. Byron Haskin earns Howard Greene is negative, with Ryder, is also convincing.
Wally
Ford
stands out in a neat portrayal
a top credit with his strong direc- the colors looking smudged in most
a
onetime
of
gangland big shot whO^s
tion, which has all the strength places. Leigh Harline's score is inneeded to unfold gutty action and cidental, lending little to the film's a victim of his own peculiar idioother redi-meat Ingredients.
atmosphere. Other production credits syncrasies. Mary Meade lends a
touch Of realism to the part of a
There's a Rip Van Winkle angle tq. are similarly average.
Stal.
nitery photographer. Jane Randolph
the plot wherein ^i gangster returns
is a sinister moll while Charles
for the original story, but his screen
from 14 years
prison to find that
Sierel Building In Csl.
McGraw, John Wengraf and WiUiam treatment Is Inept. Arthur Pierson's
his former cronies now wear the
Los Angeles, Dec. 16
Malter shine as 'heavies. June Lock- direction is taut and propulsive, but
garb of respectability and are in
Fred W. Siegel, has started con- hart, heralded as a Broadway "find" possibly depends too much on aural,
such pseudo-legit rackets as used
by
her
current
struction
appearance
in
of
"Love
rather than purely visual, methods
a 900-s^at house in
cars, night clubs, nylons, etc.
or Money," is seen only fleetingly as
the story-telling.
Charles Schnee's screenplay, from Oeeanside, Cal.
William Halop, having graduated
He already owns the Palomar and Ryder's wife. Anthony Mann's directhe adaptation by Robert Smith and
tion IS well done as is the scripting from the "Billy'' name
of hi..; Dead
John Bright, makes much of the Margo theatres there.
" "
chpie of John C. Higgins.
End Kids days, is properly restrained

W

; .

M

finish

that Wayne and Gleason have to
tunnel through doesn't Ipok as tough
as the picture tries to make outAnyway, the two engineers would
rather bridge a river for their railroad 'than cut through the mountain, but Sir .Cedrie Hardwleke, as
the tycoon for whom the roaf's being built, says no.
Wayne's role as the rough-andtough engineer is tailored to his
style and he handles both the action
and love scenes with Laralne Day
(as Hardicke's daughter) in convincing fashion. Miss Day is beautiful in Technicolor and makes the
_most of an unconvincing lole, Ifordwicke's part as the austere father
is beneath his talents but he makes
it believable and Judith Anderson
does the same in a minor role as
Miss Day's Governess. Gleason does
his standard thesping job as Wayne's
partner and Anthony Qulnn, as
Hardwicke's nephew, is good. Grant
Withers, Paul Fix and Fernando
Alvarado, latter the construction
camps moppet mascot, top a good
supporting cast.
Director Richard Wallace handles
both the thesping and action techniques neatly, but producer Ames
hasn't fared too well with his production accoutrements, 'technicolor

, ,

'<

-

;

site

Leo Toverf ntude score, ¥lctor Toung;
song, Ned: Waafatogton, Allie Wrubel; edi-*
Arthur Schmidt. Trndeehown Dec. iS>,
Running time, 91 MINS.
era,

Beau Brummel................ Barry Morse

'

'

:

tor,
*47.

-

he finds out she's -roIliBg in moola converted the morganatic wife of
but, in reality, he loves the stuff. the Prince Regent into a woman of
Meantime, the old guy who gave her treat character and even made the
filmed in Trucolor.
issolute Prince something. May find
the million in a death-bed gesture of
generosity, recovers and .tries to take a place on U. S. twin bills .if cut
it- back.
In playing Satan, he throws down.
the marriage on the- rocks, drives
It is in 1783 that the Frtaice (Peter
Bagle Lion release of SIdward Small thvm to Reno and gets them mixed Graves) and Joyce Howard meet by
(Aubrey ISchench) production; Turner up in a jungle- of absurdity out of chance in the streets
of London. The
Shelten, asaocistte producer. Stars Dennis
U'Keefe; 'teatures Anei Bandcdph, June which the pic never finally emerges. susceptible yoUng man, who is adept
acquiring mistresses, falls under
in
Lockhart, 'Hcry MMda, AVrad Byaer,
In lead, Joyce Reynolds registers
WaUy i?'ord, Ctaarka ICcOraw. Directed by. as a winsome gal for light comedy her spell and begins a determined
Anthofny !Manik>' Miaenplar. Alfa C. Hlcchase.
She eludes him, knowing
roles
theniaverage
but.
packs
only
gln« Buggestsa fty afory hy'Tlttinla Ktlthat nothing- more than friendship is
lenr; .camera, John AHon; «ditor, Fred ing talent, 1tob«t Hutton plays the
Allen; musU;', Trvlnp -Friedman,
Trade- vis-a-vis
-energetfcally
but
his possible.
*47.' BUniiiAr tini«,
ahown
T. 0(tG..
But the Priiuie laughs at Acts ot
line* offer him few chances-; Two
•1 MINS.
Parliament, and when ihe refuses
Dennis .0'Btisa.,...,...'..,'Dennia O'Keafe vet cranics, Cecil Kellaway, as the to compromise herself he. In desperUmingeline,.'...(,..<
...Mary Meade eocoitiic millionalTfe and Ernest
Tony Genaro......'..,'..,
Alfred Byder Truex. as hf^ two-jamfttg- lawyer, ation, attempts suicide. His friends
Schemer, ..;.•.,.;,.>., .
Walfy Fi|>rd give sturdy performances ,in their .send for Miss Ho-ward, and -as the
Mary Genaro.,.;,,....,.,
June Lockhart usual fashion..
'
Prince's life, is at stake, she agrees
Moxie.
.Charles McGraw
,^..,<
Production is good but modest, to n secret marriage. Wild tales cirDiana ......«.....,.«:.... .Jane Randolph
culati^, the queen refuses to receive
Gregg, ....... ...
Art Smith with sets,' size of cast and runnings
Chief Carson...
.Herbert Hvyes time held down to minimum. Camera her at Court, pointing out that the
Brotrnle.
.... . .
„. . JacK Ovennan work and editing are both handled marriage is illegal. When the matter
iShlv.
>w, ....... . .John Wengraf
is raised, in Parliament, the Prince's
expertly,
Herm.
Lindsay..
... .Jim'- Barnion
. .«
friend denies the marriage ever took
Paul Miller. «; ... n ... .William Malter
place; And when the Prince refuses
to clear her name she retires to the
aOth-Fox release -of Sol M. Wurtxel pro- country, in her humiliation, which
Producer Edward Small has taken
duction (Howard Shee)ian, associate
is complete when his bethrothal to
a closed case out of- the Treasury ducer). Foatures -William- .Hal<4>, AnnproH.
Dept. files, reenacted it in documen- Todd, Scotty Beckett, J«rom« Cowan, Princess Caroline (Wanda Rotha) of
Bichar4 Gaines, Anabel SbifW. Directed by .Brunswick is announced.
tary, fashion, and the result is "T- Arthur Flerson, Stoi^ and screenplay, ArAll this is told in flash-back'wbea
Men" an entertaining action film nold Belgard; camera,- Benjamin ICllne; the Prince dies.

BordenChase and John Twist expanded too "House of 92d St." did for the FBI
does for the Treasury
fully from C. E. Scoggins' novel, has "T-Men"
Hollywood, Dec. 13.
John Wayne and Jimmy GlcasOn agents.
Paramount release of Hal B. WalllR proin a., contracting firm
duction.
Btars Burt Lancaster, l^lEabeth partnered
-Small and his associate producers,
Scott; teatunir Wendell Corey, Kirk Done- that's building a railroad through
Kristin* Miller:
Directed by Byron the South iimerican. Andes. With Aubrey Schcnck and Turner Shelton,
las,
Haskin. 'Screenplay, Chat'les Schnee; atlap; plenty of high
mountains in Califor- have embellished this entry with
Robert Smith and John Brisht;
tation,
1>a8ed upon an oricrlnal play, ."BQggarir Are' nia from .which to choose, Amies': unusual production values; lioca-tion
Comlne to lown^" by Theodore Beove* could have done better than the scenes in .Detroit, Los Angeles
and
tiroduGed oxr :|il[te.«ta6;e by Oaoar SeHIn; cio^r
desert
'

m

Among- those appearing

its results,.

in hoked-up sequences of films within a film are Hunqihri^ Bogart,

Maria Fltzherbert, ........ ...Joyce Ilowni-d
Charles Fox...;i<.,...,..,...I,eHlie Bunks
I.ady Jersey.
..Margaretta ;3<'ult
IDucbess of Devonahlve..,,', . . . , .Mary Clare
King George lU. ,,.,.<., ...Frederick Valk
Sheridan..,.
Ralph Truman
Duke ot Bedfi)ra, <> . , ,
..John Stuart
IjaOy Sefton..,,.,...
Helen Hnye
Prince WiUlam
Julian Dallas

Txom -seeing

tnusiie.

Good

—

action in the final reel.
Story, ' which
scripters

ot
if-I*had-a-million story, some
which come oS as intended. Several
.of tiie big stars on the Warner Bros,
lot are used as comedy props in bit
parts, .a de-vice usually surefire

with Puccini baekgraund'

-"The Story oeTosea." (Italian).
'

.

.

•

Slow but interesting costuma
drama based on SardlQU pby*

(Mono).

Fair programmer in MOnoffratn^ff
"Charlie Chqn" series.

.

'

.

.

Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson and Lord Southampton... .;Lawn!nce O'Madden
Henry BrrJngton
,|Prederick Leister
.
Cleanor Parker- and they make up Queen Charlotte,.
Lily Kann
the best portions of this production. Caroline.
; . . .
Wanda Rotba
.
Surrounding story is a giddy conPresumably this is the love affair
coction about the effect of a- f 1,000,006 gift en a young stenog who's which shook Georgian England, and
married to an unemployed author. there is just a little emphasis to

Chinese Btaif»

<'The

it seems strange that producer
Stephen Ames could have let "Tycoon" get so out of hand as to run
128' minutes'^specially when there
was. no apparent reason for its
longevity, "Trimming as much as 30
minutes off the picture wouldn't
have hurt the .story and could .have
done much to bring the action sequences close enough together ta geared
for good grosses. March-ofmaintain seat-edge interest throughout. As the picture, stands, the slow Time technique in the early reels
pace creates enough disinterest to flavors the footage with pungent re*
spoil thtf .effect of the spectacular alism that builds up to a suspenseful

days,

Kobe.
"Always Together," thte
ries. Which began so sparklingly
Biim. .p'itzhei'bert
with "Janie" and dimmed a bit in
Janie Gets Married,"' has come to
(B8£EkS|I-MA»E)
the end of the Ihie. The original
London, Dec. 3.
cheekiness has faded into contrived
r,itlio Pictures (clensc of Britleh National
comedy that pulls too hard for its production. Stars Petkr Gt-aves, Joyce Howlaughs.
Moderate niarquee lure of aid, Leslie Banks, Hargaretta Kcutt. Directed by Montgomery Tull. Screenplay liy
the cast, moreover, makes this pic- Montgomery
'Tolly from novel "I'riri-pss
a dubious prospect for key firstruns Flt»" by Winifred Carter. Music by Stanand will -demand solid support in ley Black; camera, Jamec Wilson, Gerald
Moas; editor, Charlea Hasse, At M.(!.]ti
nabe .situations;
private theatre, Irf>n4oD>
Running time,
Director Frederick De Cordova has OB HINS.
.Peter Gviivcs
wrapped lots of cute tricks into this Prince ot Wales.
'

Fitiherbert"
(Patbe).
No-name cast in British-made
historical drama may get by on.
some U. S. dualers it cut down,

"Mrs.

•

Johnny

ireava"

Moderately entertaining 'nftUer
about juve delinquency; ad*r
quate for dual bills,

Tycoon

Taylor is seen as a man. believed
homicidally insane, being treated at
meptal hospital pending trial for
itdirder at Sis wife. His case seems
hopeless untila femme doctor braafcs
down his.reluotance to try treatment
to penetrste details that occtirred
during the lapse of memory. Bit by
bit, as the topnotch script by Sydney
Soebm and Lester Cole reveals the
facts, Taylor and his doctor become
convinced of his innocence. Eilorts
to foree a confession from the real
murderer,, the manhunt staged when
T&ylor escwpes to rout out the villain and omtx touches of action and
intrigue refleet good writing and
strong direction. On the latter score
are sharply etched, brief glimpses of

for

"Always'Toceaiec" (WB). Soso icany coniedy with mild b,o.

Mike

U

With

,

ileared

Todd,* the British Ingenue of

.

.

type action' illttt
strong grosses,

K

Ann

'

"Tycoon^ (Color) (RKO), John
Wayne, Laralne Day in ,Qverlong action tale of South American bridige-buildihg; fair biz.
"X-Men" <BSC,). DocumeijtaSy-

,

and yet vigorous as the killer. Anne
Todd (not to be confuted with

T«-uex,

'1 Walk Alone" (Par). Suspenseful, hard-boiled hnelodrama

.

Sttira

Roynolds; features GecU Kella-wayr Brrtest "The Seventh Veil" and
Selznicl^s
Directed by Frederick Pa Cordova.
"The Paradlne Case"),
touching
Original screenplay by Phoebe antt Henry
Bphron, L A. L, Diamond; camera, Carl as ta lonely, intense schoolgirl. Je?
Outhrlo; editor, -Folmer Blangstead; music, rome Cowan is expretslye as the
Werner Heymann, At -Strand, N. Y., Pec, shrewd, tolerant defense lawyer
'17.
Bunnlna
time,
tt
MXN8.
10,
Anabel Shaw is believable as the
Donn Masters. •>..
v. ..Robert Hutton:
pretty
daughter,
Richard
Jane Barkei*;.
...Joyce Reynolds, D,A.'»
Cecil Kella-tray Games is competeiitt as the conJonathan Turner.,.,,
«.,.E:rnijst Truex EciehtiouB prosecutor.
Mr. Bull;.
And Harry
Don MoGuIre Shannon is impressive as
Mclntyre. ,
, . . ,
the judge.
Judge,. ..
,.,.,;>. Ransom Sherman
Various
and
Kids
several
adults
Doberman
.Douglas,
Kennedy
are
,
convincing in mipporting roles.

melodrafnatic film fare, backed
by strong cast and production.
B.o. outlook good.

turns £rom prison to Und the parade
has passed him by and that old
friends have given him the doublecross. Melodrama develops as Lancaster plots to muscle in on Kirk
Douglas' prosperous nitery. He finds
that old strongarm methods no longer work, rackets are now rurC
through legal corporate setups. Tension hits hard as the rough-f owgh.
guys play it all out and windup is
cleverly handled.
Lizabeth Scott holds up her end
capably as co-star, malcing role of
nitery singer who falls for Lancaster
after a cross from Douglas, believDouglas is a standout as the
able.
hood turned respectable and fighting
Bobby Hyatt a losing battle to hold his kingdom
BIchard &snet
together against Lancaster's assault.
"High Wall" gamers a high score Wepdieljt Corey impresses, as do
as a strong entry in lihe psycho-melo- Kristine Kjaox, George Bigaud, Marc
Mazurki and
drama cycle. Unfolded credibly and Iriiwrence,
with almost clinical attention for de- Mickey Knox.
Among potent values backing the
tail, Sim holds the interest and
punches.All the way. Its boxpllice production are Victor Young's music
values are fiood, paced by Robert score, the lensing by Leo Tover, and
Taylor heading excellent cast names. art direction. Lizabeth Scott' reRobert liord has given the melo- prises the single tune, "Don't CaU It
dramatics fine production polish and Love," listenable cleffing by Ned
able handling to spotlight best fea- Washington and AUie Wrubel.
Brog.
tures in stdry of a man who believes
he has murdered his wi'e during a
mental blackout. Curtis Bernhardt's
directiqn misses no bets in guiding
(qOLOB)
plot through high tension «ec|uence»
BKO. release of Stephen Ames production.
and in getting the most from the StarsJTofan, Wayne, .iJiralne Day; teatuni
capable

Togetli«r

xdease of Alex Oottlleb
Bdbert Hutton, Joyc6

-Warner Bros,
production,

m

,

brilliantly conceived in detail.
aginative direction, superlative

Imcam-

era work and a perfectly attuned
musical score complete the parlay
for a

monumental

payoff.

Unrolling with an unhurried but
steady beat in the style of a rdmantic

anchored to a palatial
(Continued on page 22)

epic, story is

ITciiliicidaf,

IKMsendbee 17)
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ntB-psomiciToiv

PEAK PROD. DIP SINCE PRE-WAR
Exhk Fear

IDA'S Cope Reports

Jadison Par^ Attmney Fiffther

STUDIOS' BIG

Most: Taxes, Ifim, Tde^ ASCAFs iTdt
Back

in

New York

after

bedevilling the theatre
man's peace. During the raft of exhib
meets in the past few months, 90%
of the time was taken with the unr
holy quartet: growing taxes, increased 16m competition, threat of
television, and the proposed rate
hoist by the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers.

Max

first

E. YoungsteiB
effwt hint*

"How

to

Read Annsial

"
Tariety*

cltisively

The

*

fealm

42d Anniversary Number

USiRtitff

go

before

the

Mws/e Ways & Means Committee
in January when Congress gets
;

:

New
Shown

3-Tfliter

(Continued on psge 23)

'of Polacolor, the
three-color film process developed by the Polaroid Corp., was
held yesterday (Tuesday) for a large
group of film company and press
reps in New York. Used to show the
quality was Polacolor's first com-

Demonstration

new

.

-

.

,

Loew't Annual Meet

Recup

.

election of directors.

BOGEAUSES' N. Y. VACASH
Benedict Bogeaus, with production
wuttered for the next three months,

DETROIT LIFTS

'CROSS'

BAN

.

New

Detroit, Dec. 16.

arrives in
York Dec. 29 for the
start of a
vacation. He and his wife,

censor board ban. on
Detroit
'Burning Gross," Screen Guild pro-

JJoiOres
out o£

duction on the

Moran, are planning a cruise
New York.
. Producer wound up "Lulu Belle"
wr Columbia release Saturday (13)
«» a one-pictitre deal.

feotare in

Hw

ii|Konia«

42d

Number

Annit>er$ary

between

Ku Klux

Klan, has

been lifted.
Film was banned over a month
ago but was okayed for showing
after reconsideration

by the board.

•

Loop

first-run'

"Unconquered" and V Where There's
were both pla.yed in viola-

Lite"

tion of the decree.

The important contempt motion

the same period in 1946, The skidding started several weeks ago and
will hit a new postwar low about

will claim that Par has no right to
three- week clearance
set
a
for
Life" after it wound up a two-week run at the Chicago theatre.
Distrib set that clearance between

Out Soon

the first and second-run showings.
Par is 'maintaining that it can fix
clearances on each picture as it
comes along while conceding that
no arbitrary limit applying uninational is .shuttering its stages untU
formly to all plx can be set.
(Continued on page 22)
ruling will shape the pattern on
major; item in driving picture- future releases in Chi of all majors.
costs to their present upper-bracket
As for "Unconquered," JP's pitch
level is that too many people have is that Par stepped off the reservetion when it pulled the pic from the".
too many ideas on how to improve
Chicago area after roadshowing it in
a film after its finished, instead of
the Apollo. McConnell contends that
ibefore it's started, Bichard Whbrf,
Metro director, declared in Nev.- his client should have had an opYork last week. Hollywood is over- portunity to ^ bid for second-run.
Broadly, it's claimed that no film
loaded, Whorf said, with the "Let'ssee-it-first-and-then-cbange-itnboys," can be withdrawn before permitting
subsequent-runs to play it.
His own idea "for both saving
money and saving pictures" is that

Xmas.

Wkrf's I^as On

leads all the major lots in
inactivity, without a camera at work
until Jan. 26, and Universal-Inter-

Picture-Making

'

A

A

N.Y.Pfd. Locale
Speddl

Ltd. to

.

Pix Says Ifflman

American studios should adopt J.
Arthur Bank's scheme of "produc^i
-

Quci^o Jwlg«

Ws 4-Week

i

:

they could demonstrate.
Contracts Polacolor is slightly cheaper than
the two other most widely-used
unique book, which miost film processes. Charge for it is-$;0575
attorneys ttnd" agents—and many of per foot; while Techni is .0622 and
their clients—won't want to be with- Ginecolor .0592 for 200 or mote;
out was published last week. Called 'prints..'.-"
it
"Sfotion
Picture Agreements,"
William H. Hyan, Polaroid recontams .standa'rd contract samples search engineer, who developed the
lor any type
*cUvity- associated new process, disclosed that one comwith motion piSiwes from employ- plete unit, capable of producing
went of -a star to servicing a projec- 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 feet of Polation machine.
color a year, is now operating at
One-thousand page tome, which Cambridge, Mass., and additional
weighs some 10 j>ounds and sells for
production imits arie planned. Pola,:
|35, was compiled by Alexander
he said, wotlld deliver rushes in
landey. As a member of the New
eight days and, with future eiiuip-.
York law firm of Greenbaum, Wolff
ment, might be able to do So in
'& JH'nst, Lindey^s been dealing with
three days.
picture contracts for more than 20
He said that details of the process
years.- He has assembled the samples
could not be revealed as yet, but,
with the aid of attorneys JErom all the
three separate color
major companies and has simplified that it produces
single layer of .standard
and .-strengfliened each of the con- images on a
black'fand- white fllrn
from three
tracts shown in the book by reduccolor separation negatives provided
feg and clarifying verbiage.
At the end of the sample contracts by the producer. Use of this standard film and the same processing
0.f each
type, such as production,
employed for black-andexhibition, emplosrment, etc., Lindey equipment
has listed and sununarized, for easy white, Hyan said, makes Pola relareference, all the cases that apply to tively inexpensive. The film is for
such agreements. In addition to the showing in standard projectors.
moividual ^nd company contracts,
(Continued on page 23)
Loew's, Inc., has moved the date of
its -annual stockholders meet up to
Fla.
Jan. 30 for 1048, three weeks earlier
Hal Horne heads for Florida at than it was held last year.
the end of this week to complete
Loew's execs denied the meet
^cuperation from his recent illness. would be out of the ordinary, despite
He has been sirfc. the past three its being termed a "special" session.
jyeelts with a reaction from penicilLabel is only a technicality necessilin administered
to relieve bron- tated whenever the date of a meet is
chitis.
difl'efent from that, called for in the
former 20th-Fox pub-ad chief organization's by-laws; they said.
said he wasn't interested
in returnWB's Meet
«>6 to a post with a major company,
Warner Bros, has slated its annual
out would concentrate
on develop- stockholders' meet, Feb. 17, in Wil™e .and marketing the "Sing-a- mington, Del.
lma,' toy musical instrument on
Stockholders of record Jan. 9 will
Which he holds patents.
be eligible to attend and vote on

H«me'i

a

,

Bodi ihiUbi

.

to

all clearance

houses and second-runs and will test
its argunient before Federal Judge
Michael Igoe who threw the book
at the majors. Paramount has been
notified that Tom McConnell, JP'a
attorney, is preparing a doublebarrelled eontempt proceeding
against it on the claim that Par's

Here'*

Despite optimistic predictions of
Nixes
the quality of color film. AU proc- eastern film production boosters,
esses do a pretty good job on them. JRKO producer Frederic UUman, tion teams/'
Oiniy by catching face tints and the Jr., believes that "only a fraction of
Pitch
''Rank gives an assignment to av
other sXibtle shadings of live action 1% of all features" can ever be group of men and then lets them'
Chicago, Dec. 16,
pictures can true judgment be made made in New York. Ullman's state- go to.work on it together, without,
Judge Michael L. Igoe of Federal
of color control, definition, eh$rp' ment is considered especially sig- interference," Whorf said.
"That's! district court yesterday (15) overness and resolving power. Pola nificant in view of -the fact that, as the way it should be. If I- had my ruled Columbia Pictures^ request to
execs said they had no such film former prexy of RKOvPathe, he was way, the producer, director and even be allowed to play film, "The

A

.

looks ahead 10 ytan*t*

**What Can Happen

Labor statistics for November
showed a drop of 60% in hours- and
earnings, compared with the last few
years, and December is going at least
10% lower, and possibly 15%. Slump
is felt most heavily by mechanical
workers, white collar! tes and talent

RKO

around to the excise tax. Coyne said
he was anchored to the platform at
various meets for long stretches
while answering exhib questions on mercial release, a one-reel ParahoW to combat the Federal tax and mount cartoon, "The Circus Comes
'the^growing rash of local levies. to Clown."
The color proved brilliant, but
•-(Ted Gamble, TOA prexy, over the
introduction
in lacking in the depth of Technicolor.
hailed
^weekend,
Congress of a bill by Hep. John D. However, caitoons, it is generally
pi^gell (D., Mich.) providing for agreed, are hardly a fair sample of
.^ixiination of wartime excise taxes.)
'
I^nsure- Afcout .Tele
little
about
Hlxhibs know very
television, according to Coyne, but

down

Chicago, Dec, 16.
Jackson Park theatre, winner in
recent court bqttle with the
& Katz cir-.
citit,
is now contending that the
decree recently handed down bars
its

majors and the Balaban

Throughout the industry there will
be only 20 pictures shooting during
the holidays, a decline of 70%- from

Out Soon

Polacolor $

-

without benefit of contract.

•

see the tax as the difference between
.profits and an operation in the red
if the boxoffice continues to slide.
With those prospects facing them,
their interest in the chances of winning, a-reduction in the 20% Federal

to

Ob vs. Par and Col

Quentin Reynolds

the shortage of American dollars in
foreign markets and the drooping
grosses at home, while the indie

producers have slowed
walk.

l»

fht farlhconiiim

three or any combination

local matters, every convention was
lilmost a c&rbon--it was taxes, 16m
films, television and ASCAP.
As an instance, Coyne said, exhibs

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Film workers are up against the
toughest holiday season idnce the
pre-war slump. Major studios are
buttoning their bankrolls because of

;

*

•

a hmnereHt

of them, Coyne said; are spectres at
•flie least because' the -exhib is in
deadly fear that ihey .can drive him
t)ut of business. Aside from strictly

bite'isM«si!e.
TOA expects

Testing in

rubbing*

elbows witli exhibs in all parts of
ihe couptry in his lnunt for affiliations with the newly organize4 TheaBobert'
tie Owners of America,
'i^yne,' TOA*s executive direotbr,
Be69 four bugaboos as almost ex-

the cameraman, if possible, would Swordsman," for four weeks in Loop
work closely with the writer, start- Balaban & Katz house starting yesing long before the first word is put terday. Coliunbia asked for excepdown.
tion on grounds it was not party t<^
"All the good ideas would be in- the Jackson Park decree,
corporated before the jtcript is on
company
Judge- declared the
p^per, not after it's On Celluloid. "didn't wait lor the decree to cool,,",
We''d know_ beforehand from the di' and "that it was time that the derector what scenes might look good fendants read and understood the
as written but just won't play, what decree."
camera shots are impossible or too
Meanwhile, B&K has skedded
difficult to be worth the trouble •and ''Nightmare Alley" for its third week
that a breakdown would definitely dozens of other .details that delay at the State-Lake starting Dec. 17,
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued on page 23)
and Jackson Park theatre plays it
the 19th.
Tom McConnell, attorney for the
Jackson Park theatre, contends that,
regardless of offering pic to the JP,
holdover violates decree. Decision of
Judge Igoe will affect holdover, but'
action
or 20th-Fox might take
Countess of Monte. Cristo," to 'be is still undecided:
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Bernard Vorhaus 'Slfi^ed as direc- made for Universal-International
Westwood
Productions,
release
by
Stolaff
production,
Ben
the
tor of
Chi
Nixes
Henie
Susanna
with
Sonja
and
Turiian
etarring
Spiritualist,
"The
Bey, at Eagle Lion. . . . Edward Hon Foster co-starred . . . Republic
Patrons J
Gotta
succeeded Edward Jewell as ehief of bought "Airborne," tale of a jetChicago, Dec. *16.
plane test pilot by Aubrey fvisbecg,
the Eagle Lion _art department. , .
Chi city cotmdl last week quietly
Ed-ward Golden will roll "Texas, for production by Edmund Grainger'
put the nix on passing new 3%
Michael
Krsike,
former
RKO,
Jan.
12
at
.
.
.
Heaven and Brooklyn"
amusement tax on to customers, Tax,
General Service for United Artists and Coltunbia producer, joined the which becomes effective, Jan,
1, is
r^ease. ^ , . S. Sylvan Simon will Uni'versal- International production on all forms of amusement.. Council
direct tiie Bed Skelton starrer, ';A staff" i , . Falcon Productions pur- prohibited operators from adding
Southern Yankee," the first produ- chased "A Woman's Privilege," an' the city tax to the ticket price.
cer chore for FanI Jones at Metro. original by Joel Malone and Harold
Budget experts estimated that
Rampart Productions bought Swanton . Eddy Waller draws the 1948 revenue from measure wotild
"i'ou Gotta Stay Happy," forthcom- top comic role in "Cimarron Trails" reach $4,000,000.
ing Satevepost serial, as a starrer at Republic ... Walt Olsney ac-'
for Joan Fontaine, slated for filming quired screen rights to "Children of
the Covered Wagon," Junior Literin May.
Request
Dsvid O. Selznick acquired a ary Guild selection for 1934, auPhiladelphia, D^'ec. 16.
Technicolor commitment on "Romeo thored by Mary Jane Carr.
The Los Angeles Stock Exchange
and Juliet" and moved that picture
Noreen Nasta was called back from has made application to the Securiup on his production schedule ahead her Manhattan vacation for the ties and Exchange Commission
to
of "Tender Is the Night" and "The
list stock of three film companies,
Arko borrowed femme lead in "Assigned to Danger' RKO, Republic and
.
Doll's House."
20th-Fox.
Terry Moore from Columbia for the at Eagle Lion . > Boris Morros and
The SEC has given notice thai on
top femme role in "Mr. Joseph William LeBaron picked -May 1 as the request Of any interested
person,
Young of Africa." . . . Woody Her- the starting date for "Babes in Toy- a hearing on the application wiQ be
Man and Pegry Lee will play in land," which will be filmed in color held prior to Jan, 6. If no one
Theron Warth will ]>roduce requests a hearing, the application
.
.
George Pal's first feature, "Tom
Thumb," 60% live action and 40% "Bodyguard," slated to -start March will be determined by order of the
with puppet characters . . . Metro IS at RKO , , . Catherine' Doneet in commission on the basLs -of facts
took an option on ^'No Son of Mine," from Paris for a role in "The Walls stated in the application.
of Jericho" at 20th-Fox . , . Fay
.
British yarn by G, B, Stern
.
The stocks which tlie L. A. exRafael Vergon, authority on 17th Baker shifts from stage to screen as Change seeks to handle arfr
century France, signed as technical the femme heavy in "Trapped by common stock, with $1 par value
adviser on "Three Musketeers" at Boijton Blackie" at Columbia
and option warrants to purchase
David O. Selznick's "The Jeffreyl Lynn will co-star with common .stocks; Republic common
Metro
Paradine Case" was edited down to Dorothy Lamour in "Let's Fall in stock with 50c par value, and 20thLove," a January starter at Coltun- Fox common stock without par
two hourji and 13 minutes.
value.
Andrew Stone will direct "The bia.
the man mofit responsible for having the new Pathe studio^ buUt in
N. Y. to handle feature production.
According to UUman, only those
pictures will be made here that re-'
quire N. Y. settings. Such a lUm is
"The Window," his first venture as
an fndie producer, on whioh he is
currently working. He declined to
furnish a breakdown of 'costs to
compare prices in N. Y. and on the
Coast for such a film but declared

'
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ttractions
U-r« hilarious foliow-up to "Th« Egg
unci I" |>rlxe coiii0dy hif of

IW,

Entered os U>i*s nominatiott for

thft

t947 Academy Awords,

A fin«

motion picture planned to

audi«r^<C0$

thrill

everywhere.

From Mctrk HeUinger who outdoes
even ''The KIDefs"' in this produclbn.

A tfemendowdr amo and a starlHng
love $fofy for top entertainment.

Color by Technicolor; octlon

ond
romance by those who know how.

A sure-fire
action,

^

hit

with intriguing

musk and romance.

Another Broadway musical hit

W«dneaftay, -December 17* 194^
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The Broadway prize ploy now a
prize picture.

The great stoge property made
\

greater

in its filming.

A throbbing

love story.

Color by Technicolor; sumwhiuhship by those

who know how.
'-4

A

hit picture

from The-Book-

of-the-Month best

seller.

iliililiillS^^^iPil
One

of the great spectacular

dramas;

color

by

Technicolor.
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the full cast
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Plf^rCRB GROSSES

X9

'Slranger'-Fighl Films

LJlSiMariDngTimeButTast'

16.
, Buffalo, Dec.
Pre-Xmas influences are sloughing
bet
biz at all spots this week. Best
looks to be "Love From Stranger"
being helped by flght films at the

Me

"Escape

"Slight Case of

16.

.

week, only
Oi three new
«nc is promising, with others below
average. "Out of Past," in two the-,
or
atres, is sighting a smart $47,000.
bills this

Estimated T«tal Groia
$«09,S0«
This Weelt
(Based on 38 theotres)
$«42.0(!jl
Last year

close despite the sluggish situation
here. Louis-Walcott fight pictures
are helping for six days in these two
spots. Ring film also is boosting third
irame of "Walter Mitty.';
"Golden Earrings" is ]ust okay at
$48,000 in four houses. '':toane-JIe
Never" looks very light $31,000 in

'Exile'

EsUuated Total Grost

(M-G)

Last
"Where There's Life" (Par)

(nj-o.)

Mild

$6,000.

Total Gt<m Same Week
Last Tfear
$M8*.«0«
(Based on 22 cities 196 theatres)

20G,aeve.
,

slump.
. .
.„ .
Estimates for Thit Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)—"Walter Mitty" (RKO), Good S15,000 for
third folio foUowinjf $16,900 for last

^HiKTrimZlG

Doctor's. Gamble" (Col)
•
(2d wk), $n.000.

Fox (F&M)

Fix Boost

'

'

,

Tifere's Life" (Par) (m.o.), $5,500

,

Good

Kansas

City, Dec. 16.
ori in earnest here,

o«

Seasonal sag is
downtown week, t
Palace
(RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— The Exile" at Tower-Uptown-Fah:Girl"
Exile" (U).
pkay $20,000. Last way looks only mild. "Hagen
Waloott
week, "Magic Town'' (RKO), helped is' being boosted, by Louisfor
by champiohshlp fight films, mod- fight pictures at the Orphetim
feld) (872; 60-$l)—"Body and Soul'
average week.
(UA) (4th wk). Good $10,000. Last erate $18,600.
This
Estimates
for
Week
55-70)—
(Loew's)
(3,450;
State
•week, .$11,000.
,
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45
$19,..
Mild
(Par):
Earrings"
Golden
trryptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
65)—"Comedy Carnival" (UA). Fly
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d 500, due to smart ballyhoo. Last weight $3,500. Last week, "Lured"
Street" (M-G)
wk)! Down to $8,500. Last week, week, "Green Dolphin
(UA) and' ''Second Chance" (?Oth),
{2d wk), bright $20,000.
neat $11,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)--- standard $5,000.
(FWC) (861; 60-$l)
El Key
IMldland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
(M-G)
Dolphin- Street"
"Gangster" (Mono) and "Wild Horsp 'Green
Affairs"
(Col)
and
Last "Husband's
Mesa" (RKO)t(2d wkX -Faint $1,300, Xm.o.). Very prohtising $11,500. satis, "Christmas Carol" (M-G) (reissue).
weelt, "Fabulous Texan" (Rep),
Last week, $3,400.
Slow
Last week, "Body and
$9,000,
85>— factory $7,5i00.
(685;
Esquire
(Rosener)
Soul" (UA) and "Two Blondes, Bed"Tawny Pipit" (U) (4th wk,). Over
head" (Cbl) "(2d wk), in 5 days, only
$1,500. Last week, .$2,10d.
sluggish $diO0O:
Four Si«r (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l)45-65)—
Orpheum (RKO)
,

•

'

'

and "Two Pitt

(m.o.) (8 days), $2,500.

Guild (FWC)

(968;'

WA

TastTighl

Kx

Fair

'

$H00(^1

60.$1)—"Cap

"Devil .Ship'
tain Boycott" (U)
$1,000.
(Coi) {2d wk-4 days)v Sparse
'

Dec.
Nothing likely to get over the
Last week, $3,200.
hump this week, with the Golden
Hawaii (G&S-Blumen£eld). i9S6; Triangle apparently- having already
60-$l)— "Body and Soul" (UA) (4th settled down td the pre-Xmas slump.
wk). Near $5,000. Last week, smart 'Golden Earrings" at Penn looks the
$5,500, above original hopes.
best bet, but even it's not big. Fight
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)
films; are helping "Out of Past" at
Slow the Stanley.
"Escape Me Never" (WB).
Last week, "Hagen' Girl
$9,500.
Estimates fo« This Week
(WB) {2d wk), $7,300.
40-70)—
(Shea)
(1,700;
Fulton
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- "Ride Pink Horse" (U). Mild $8,000
leld) (475; 60-85)— "Body -and- Soul'
and expected h.o. isn't developing.
(UA) (4th wk). Neat $3,000. Last Last week, "Lost Moment" (U), $6,
Pittsburgh,

16.

'

•

'

.

.

.-

•week, $3,900.

MlMouri

400.

—

wk), strong $20,000.
Michican (U-D) (4,039; 70-95)—
"Escape Me Never'! (WB). Nice $18,.
000. Last week, "Where There's Li'e"
(Par) and "Adventure Island" (Par)
(2d wk), smash $22,000.
Palms (U-D) (2,97,6; 70-85)— "Husband's Affairs" (CoU. Slow $10,000.
Last week, "Body and Soul" (UA)
(2d wk), $13,000.
United Artists (U-D) (2,976; 70-95)
—"Black Narcissus" (UA). Fair $14,000.
Last week, "Unconquered"
(Par) ,(6th wk), $12,000 at $1.20 top.

;

;

,

,

L'villeLagsWitb

UG

Texan' Fair

,

'

.50-75)—

(2,000;

Dolphin StreeV (M-G)—
Mild $6,500. Last week,
''Sundown"' (UA)
and VKansas"

Pace is slow all. over town this
week, with shopping taking the bulk

(UA)

of tb^ pre-Christmas coin.

(reissues), $8,000.

St Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and "Bad
Men Missou'ri*'. (WB). (Reissues)
Last week, "Unsuspected"
$7,000.
(WB) and "Each Dawn I Difi''^ tWB),
(reissues), $9,500,

.

Louisville, Dec. 16;

•

..

Biggest
b.o. noise currently is the LouisWalcott flght short at the Strand,
where tall business is in sight. Other
"Fabubut
coasting,
are
just
houses
lous Texan" is not too dull at the
Rialto.

.

TOR

SOUD

DENVER

Estimates for This Week
(Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
"Walter Mitty" (RKO)
Medium $4,000. Last week,
"Foxes of Harrow" (20th) (m.o.),

Brown

40-60)
(m.o.).

—

$3,000.

Keiitueky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Dark Passage" (WB) ^nd "Adventure Island" (Par). Mildlsh $3,000. Last week, "Time For Keeps"
(M-G) and "Crossfire" (RKO), same.
.

Mary Anderson

(People's), (1.100;

40-60)— 'Husband's Affairs" (Col).
Denver, Dec, 16.
Last week,
"This Time for Ke^s" is being Not potent at $7,000.
Tower-Vptown-Fairway (Fox Mid"Lady From Cheyenne" (Indie) and
west) (2,100, 2,043,' 700; 45-65)— "The kept att the Orpheum: after a big
"Lady in Jam"* (Indie) (reissues),
Exile" (U). Mild $15,000. last week,
first week.
"Red Stallion" looks modest $6,000.
"Black Gold" (Mono), weak $10,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
okay in two spots.
.

-

$4,500.

Estimates for This

'Xmas Eve' Pleasing At
$13,500 in Cincy; lured'

OkellG/Body7G,4tli
Down ton w
stride.

Week

AUddin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)— "Had
to Be You" (Col) and "Crime Doctor's Gamble"' (Col), after week at
Denver, Esquire, Nice $4,000, Last
week, "Exile" dU) and "Roses Are

Red"

{20th)

Denham

Cincinnati, Dec. 16.

—"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA). Medium
$7,000. Last week, "Railroaded" (EL)
with Henry Busse orch, others, on
brisk $13,000.
Rialto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)—"Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and "Exposed
(Rep). Modest $11,000. Last week,
stage,

"Walter Mitty" (RKO), $14,000 and

(m.o.), fair $2,500,

(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)-

m.o.

—

State (Loew's) (3,000; 40-60)
traffic is in. pre- Yule " Where There's Life" (Par) (.3d wk)
Of four newcomers, "Christ- Fair $9,000, and holds again. Last "Ninotchka" (M-G) (reissue) and
.

.

(1,226; 80-$1.20)—
(3dv wk).
week, husky $19,-

50-75)—

(3,500;

Orpheum (Loew)

—

(Par)

(m.o.) to stout $12,000 in 6 days.
Fox (Fox Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
—"Poxes of 'Harrow" (20th). Good
$20,000, considering conditions. Last
W(Bek, ''Nightmare Alley." (40th) (2d

(m.o.).

.

$14,000. Last

(20th)
and
{20th) (redays. Last

week, Louis-Walcott flght pictures
{20tb)
upped "Forever Amber"

(Col), $9,000.

Los An'g^Tes (D'town-WC) (2,097 "Sweet Genevieve" (Col). Fast $25,Christmas Eve" (UA).
Pleasing
60-$l)— "Dolphin Street" (M-G) {3d OOO or. near. Last week, "Walter $13,500. Last week, "Out of Past"
wk).
Trim $15,500.
Last week Mitty" (RKO) and "Lone Wolf Lon- (RKO), about same,
$19,600.
don" (Col) (3d wk). Fine $15,600
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
Loyola
(FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)— although Louis -Walcott fight film "Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d
"Golden
Earrings"
(Par).
Fair credited with much of final frame's Wk). Satisfactory $7,000 on heels of
$7,500.
Laist week, "Daisy Kenyon" draw.
strong $12,500 second stanza. Kee(20th) (2d wis), .*5,100.
RItz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l )—"Capt. nan Wynn boosted biz on Friday (12)
Marcal
(G&S)
50-$l)— Boycott" (U) (2d wk) and "Devil night with p,a. while here en route
(900;
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (i-e- Ship" (Col) (4 days). Only $2,000. to Hollywood.
is.sue).
Only $1,500.
Last week, Last week, faint $4,000.
Grand (HKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
"Forever Amber" (20th) (3d wk),
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)
'"Gangster" iMono) being boosted by
disappointing $1,900 at upped prices. "Capt. Boycott" (U) (2d wk) and Louis-Walcott fight films. Sock $13,Orpbeum (D'tOwn-WC) (2.210; fiO^ •'Devil Ship" (Col) (4 days). Dull 000. Last wfpk. "Wistful Widow"
$l)~"Gangster'' (Mono) and "Wild .$1,500; Last week, $3,100.
(U) (2d wk), tall $7,500.
Hor.se Mesa" (RKO) (2d wk). Down
united Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l)
Keith's (CI) {1,542; 50-75)— "Body
to $7,000. Last week, solid .$21,300.
—"Capt. Boycott" (U) and "Devil and Soul" (UA) (4th wk). Hotsy
Palace (D'town)

.

(2,683; 70-95)

Zorro"

of

"Drums Along Mohawk"
issues). Oke $7,000 in 4

"Green

Loew State (Loew-WC) (2.404; 60
mas Eve" looks best with "Lured" in
Penn (LOew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)
$1)— "Golden Earrings" (Par) and "Golden Earrings" (Par). Only mild pursuit at moderate tempo. "Body
"Blondie's Anniversary" (Col); Oke
(Continued on pagi? 20)
and Soul" and "Green Dolphin
$21,000. Last week, "Daisy" Kenyon
Street" are above par as holddvers.
60(20th) .Bnd "Two Blondes, Redhead
Hillstreet
(RKO)
(2,890;
RKO
.Estimates for This 'Week
(Col) (2d wk), $14,700.
80)— "Out of Past" (RKO) and
A I bee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—

Good

(F&M)

"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (2d wk) and
"Escape Me Never" (WB). Okay
Last week. "Walter Mitty"
(RKO) (m.o.) and "Key Witness"

—

,

"Unconquered"

Downtown (Balaban)

—"Mark

$7,500.

.

000.

Iris
(FWC) (828; 60-85)—"Capt.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)Boycott" (U) (2d wk) and "Devil "Exile" (U) (2d wk). Staying over
Ship" (Col) (4 days). Off to $1,000 Only two days in last-minute decision
Last week, scant
after bottom fell out of this; Thin
Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)— "Shoe $3,500. House bringing in "Pirates of
Shine" (Indie) (7th wk). Neat $2,000. Monterey" (U). Last week, sturdy
Last week, $2,400,
V
$12,000.

60-90)—

(250;

die), $1,900.

(1,500';
40-60)—
Shubert
(Ihd)
(1,900;
and
"Grapes of Wrath" (20th)
"Hagen Girl" (WB) with Louis-Wal- "Tobacco Road" <20th) (reissues).
fight films. Average ,$12,000. Nice $6,000, Last week, "Where
Last week, "Walter- Mitty" (RKO) There's Life" (Par) and "Big Town
(3d wk), $8,000.
run),
Dark" (2d
$5,000.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Wild Harvest" (Par). Modest $10,000.
Last week, "Where There's
KEEPS'
Life" (Par) (2d wk), oke $9,000.
Eoxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
"Out of Blue" (EL^' (3d wk). In 6
$19,000 IN
days, slim $3,000. Last week, okay

cott

(Marten)

''Waltz Time" (Indie) and "Murder
in Reverse" (Indie). Fair $2,000. Last
week, "Scarlet Pimpernel". (Indie)
and "Return Scarlet Pimpernel" (In-

-

solid $20,000.

,

'

—

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
"Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back" (Col).
Last week, "Green
$16,000.
Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d wk),

'Hagen' 12G,K.C

third

(m.o.)
(Col)
Blondes, Redhead"
Fair $4,000.
Last week, "Out of
Blue" (EL) and "Railroaded" (EL)

50-75)--'.'Love

$19,000.

55-70)—;
(Loew's)
1,200;
Ohio
Mutiny Big House" (Mono) and
Dillinger" (Mono) (reissues). No
dice at $7,500. Last week, "Where

60-$l)
Sloiy

(5,000;

Stranger" (EL) and "Whispering City" V (EL). Oke $20,000. Last
week, "EscapfrMe^Tever" (WB) and
"Bad Men Missouri" (WB) (reissue),

(m.o.), ordinary. $3,200.

Me Never" (WB).

'

From

Last week, "Hagen, Girl"

(20th)

Cinema

and "Crime

„

(WB) (2d wk), $9,200.'
Downtown Mnsiti Hall (Blumen

'

"Arizona'*^ Col) (reissue), $13,000.

Loo

'

^^Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
Husband's Affairs",, (Col). Very
slow $11,500., Last week, "Thunder 000 for 9 'days.
in Valley" (20th),^ sUpped to record
low .$8,000 in 5 driys.
„„v
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)-Springtirtie in Sierras" (Rep) and
Driftwood" (Rep). Thin $3,000. Last Figlit
week, "Escape Me Never" (WB)

-

Kenyon"

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
70-95>—"Mons.
Verdoux"
(3,309;
(UA). Moderate $15,000. La-st week,
(Rep) (1st run) and

"Wyoming"

In Mild

Barrings," at State, and
'Exile,", at Palace, but neither are
strong. It's the ananual pre^'Xttias

Carth»y Circle (FWC) (1,518; 80(3d
(Par)
41.50)— "uriconquered"
Steady $11,000. Last week,
-wk).
sharp $12,600.
,
Chinese (Grauman»WC) (?,048; 60Fair
(Par).-'
$1)— "Golden Earrings"
$11,000. Last week, "Daisy KeiSyon
(20+.h) (2d- wk), $8,100.
Culver (FWC) (1-,M5: - 60,$1)"Gangster" (Mono) and "Wild Horse
Mesa" (RKO) (2d wk); Only $1,500.
Last .week, dull $3,900.

?'Daisy

$8,000.

week,

T e c k (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—
"Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Black(Bep) (m.o.). Mild $3,000.
mail"
St.
Last week,'^"Swamp Water" (20th)
and "Prisoner of Shark IslaniJ" (UA)
St. Louis, Dec. 16.
.(reissues,), same.
Xmas buying splurge has hit a
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Upturned Glass" (U) and "Blonde new peak and with competish from
Mediocre $6,000. Sonja Henie grosses are limpid.
(EL).
Savage"
Last week. "The Exile" (U) and Even new screen fate is not bringing
"Two Blondes, Redhead" (U), o*ay 'em in. "Out of the Blue" teamed
with "Linda Be- Gofld" looks to be
$16,50g in 9 days.
.
„ ,
\
Century) the leader. Another dualer, "Loye
(20th
20th Century
a Stranger" and "Whispering
(3,000; 40-70) "Love From Stranger" From
'"*EL)' and ''Linda, Be Good" (EL). City" is barely okay..
Estimates fpr'TMs Week
Holdover of Louis-Walcott fight pix
Ambassador CF&M) (3,000; 60-75)
helping this to sizeable $12,000. Last
week, "The Gangster" (Mono) and —"Out of Blue'! (EL). Trim $21,000.
(Col)
"That's My Gal" (Rep), solid $20,- Last week, "Down to Earth"

Golden

14;800.

"Fffaoe

Brpadway-Capitol.
EitimKita for .This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)-^
"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (8th wk).
Tapering to $6,000. Last week, solid-

202 thea-

,

week, $4,100.
nevetly Hills Music Hall (G&SBlumenfeld) (828; 65-$l)— "Body and
Soul" (UA,> (4th. rk). Okay, $4,000.
Last week, «bOve, Hopes at sturdy

$12,000.

$2,361,000
cities,

N. Y.)

(Par),

Island"

"Adventure

This Week
(Based on 20

tres, chiefly fir»t runs, including

$8,000.

Cleveland, Dec. 16j,
Best newcomers this stanza are

liSst

(1,800;

(re-

—"This Time For Keeps"

and

Eanligs 19^y^

Belmont (FWC) (1,532;; 50;$l)-"Ganfister" (Mono) and ^Wild Horse
Mesa" (RKO) (2d vikX Scant $1,500.

Downtown (WB)

,

(m.o.).

three situations.
comparatively
are
Holdovers
stronger in several, flrstruns. 'Dolphin- Street" shapes as smooth $3Z,500 in three houses on third session.
nice $22,000
be
will
Soul"
"Body and
Cap'in fourth stanza in four spots.
tain Boycott" .is scant $8,500 in four
days in five situationsEstimates (or This Week

Never" (WB)
Murder" (WB)

Detroit, Dec. 16.
Detroit is in a pre-Xmas lull, and
exhibitors have been scrambling
their schedules around trying to find
more profitable combinations. "Foxes
of Harrow" looks good at the Fox,
but "Mons, Verdoujt" is -pale at the

City Grosses

Key

and

Thin $13,000. Last >yeek,
issue).
"Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Blackmail" (Rep), okay $16,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
and
(M-G)
Dance"
"Unfinished
"Frieda" (U). Dismal $9,000. Last
week, "This Time For Keeps" (M-G)
(2d wk), nice $12,000.
40-70)
(2,100;
(Shea)
Hippodrome

Sag at the boxoftice continues here
shopping.
In the face of increased

But Biz SdD

Dips; 'Foxes' $20,000, Tscape' 18G

''^"^"EstlmBtea for Thia Wpek
(3,500; JO-70)—
(Shea)
Butfalo

jiistOkayC4;'E$cape'i)nil31G,3
Los Angeles, Dec.

Det. Joggles Pfodnct

in Blah Buff.

$12,000

Uud $47,001) for 2 Spots; 'Earrings

.

;

Ship" (Col) {2d wk) (4 days)'. Only. $7,000 trailing $8,500 third round.
$3,000. Last week, $7,800.
Holds for fifth week.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Shoe
"Golden Earrings" (Par) and '-Blon- Shine" (Ind). Fairish $4,500. LoAnniversary"
Fair cal reviewers liked picture but
die's
(Col).
$8,000. Last week, "Daisy Kenyon" Cincy has not warmed up to foreign
(20th) and "Two Blondes, Redhead" pix.
Last week, "Walter Mitty"
(RKO), fourth downtown sesh, good
(Col) (2d wk), $'?,000.

—

"Blondie's Anniversary" (Col). Light
week, good $11,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "Red $10,008. Last week, "Green Dolphin
same.
Stallion"
(EL)
"Louisiana" Street" (M-G) (2d wk), abou^
and
Strand (FA) (1,400; 40-60)— "De(Mono),
day-date
with
Esquire.
Okay $13,000.- Last week, "Had to coy" (Mono) with Louis-Wolcott
Heavyweight bout is
Be You" (Col) and "Crime Doctor's flght film.
proving ,prime draw here. Big $8,-'
Gamble" (Col), big $18,000.
000. Last week, "Golden Earrings
Enquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Red
(Par) (2d wk), modest $4,500.
Stallion"
(EL)
and
"Louisiana"
(Mono ), day-date with Denver. Good
$3,000. < Last week, "Had to' Be You"
(Col) and "Crime Doctor'jy.Gamble"
Well;
Prov. Holding
•

Up

(Col), big $3,500.

OTpheum (RKO)
Time for
$19,000 or over.
"This

(2,600; 35-74)—
Keeps" (M-G). Big
Holds. Last week.

Fight Pix Tilt 'Horse

Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d
Nice 17G, 'Escape' 15G
wk), go(rd $14,000.
Providence, Dec. 16^;^
Pa»am«ilBt (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— '
Pre-holiday is levelling off bii
"Lost Moment" (U) and "Railroaded"/
slightly though not enough to worry
CEL), day-date with Webber. Nice
about. Most stands are marking time
$12,000.
Last week, "Pirates of
anyway With holdovers and usually
Monterey" (U), thin $8,000;
Loews
meek pre-holiday bilKs.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Bride State in third sesh with
G^t*
of Frankenstein" (FC) and "Son -of Dolphin Street" and still nice. Fight
Ride
Frankenstein" (FC) (reissues). Good films are helping Albees
$3,000. Last week, "Fabulous Texan" Pink Horse."
(Rep) and "Spirit West Point" (FC>,
Eistimates for This Week
after week at Denver, W«bber, fair
(RKO) (2,200:
Albee
$3,000,
"Ride Pink Horse" (U) and "Time
35-'/4)— Out of Mind" (U) plus Loius-Wa
Tabor
(i,867;
(Fox)«
th's
"Gangster" (Mono) and "Bury Me cott ftght films. Latter helpmg Last
Dead" (EL),
Gciod $10,000.
Last combo to very nice $17,000.
»no
week, "Riff-Raff" (RKO) and "Born week, "Walter Mitty" (RKO)
"Wild Horse Mesa" (RKO) (2d wk).

Pantaces (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)
"Out of Past" (RKO) and "Sweet
Genevieve" (Col). Brisk $22,000.
Last week, "Walter Mitty" (RKO)
*nd "Lone Wolf London" (Col) (3d
$5,000.
Voswe (FWC) (885; 60-$l)
Wk), $16,800, bolstered by fight film. "Gangstfr"j_{Mono) and "Wild Horse
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)— Mesa" (RKO) (2d wk); Down to 'Lured" (UA). Okay $11,000. Last
"Where There's Life" {Par) and $2,000. Last week, smart $5,800.
week, "So Well Remembered"
"Killer Dill" (SG) (3d wk-4 day.s).
WiUhire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)
(RKO), bolstered by Louis-Walcott
to Kill" (RKO), fair $8,000.
Into final four days after $14,600 on "Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d wk). flliws in last halt, big $13,500.
Webber (Pox) (750; 35-74)—"Lost big $17,500.
second stanza.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)
Nice $8,500. Last week, $11,600.
„
,A «i
Carlton (Pay-Loew) '1.400:4''-*"
(U)
and "Railroaded"
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,Wlltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)
"Out Of Past" (RKO) (m.o.), with Moment"
^nflet
Thin Louis-Walcott clips. Modest $4,500. (EL), also Paramount. Fine $3^000. —"Rains Came" (20th) and Fairiy
i51; 60-$l)— "Where There's Life" "Escape Me Never" (WB).
(20th) (reissues!.
week,
"Hagen
Girl"
Last
La.st Week, "Where There's Life" Last week, "Pirates of Monterey" Two Flags"
(•Par) (3d wk-4 days). Into final four $9,500.
20)
page
-on
(Continued
(U),
$2,000.
(WB)
(Par)
second
session.
(2d
wk)v
$6,500.
oke
$ll,fO0
on
o.),
$5,500.
tm
4ays after

—

—

—

—

'

'

.

.

..

.
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Indpls.

Ou Off But 'Narcissus' Fme $27,000,

Slow Albeit

Trossfire'

Xmas Shoppmg Slon^

N. Y. Albeit

Oke $11000

Indianapolis, Dec^ 14.

'Renieidb(»red' Tall 23G, 'Danger
Chicago, Deia.

Crowds

16.

9G

+

'Bishop's 43G;

Grosses are running slightly be«

low average at most deluxe spots
week. "Crossfire," however, is
okay at the Indiana and "Singapore"

'News 132G, 'Earrii^s,'

this

that braved snowstorms in

Grosses Are

Loop last week were
flocking to the
they were
patrons;
SSt tfteatre
strike Umita-

Net

w 2d

DeW«lffr-Laine-Mc^y 73G, f

looks fair at the Circle, ''Ninotchka,"
on reissue, failed to catch on at
Broadway flrstruns currently are "Fabulous Texan" (Rep), opening
Loew's.
the annual pre- Dec. 25.
suffering .from
Estimates for This Week
Little Carnegie (Indie) (460; D5<
Christmas slump, only it is more
Circle (Gamble^DoUe) (2,800; 40- severe this year than in 1946. For $1.20)—"Nicholas NiCkleby" (U) (3d
60)— "Singapore" (U) and "North- the second week in a row, the only wk). Down to $6,000 or lower; whicli
west Outpost" (Rep). Fair $10,000. solid business is being done by the is disappointing after $6,500 in sec*
Continues in hopes of holiday
ond.
although
Last week, "Exile" (U), about same. Music Hall and Paramount,
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 40- "Bishop's Wife" open«id well enou^ pickup.
60)—"Crossfire" (RKO) and "Wild at the Astor, in view ol sluggish conMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
Horse Mesa" (RKO). Okay $11,000.: ditions, to hint future strength. IiOne —"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
Last week, "Escape MeNevei?" (WB), ray of hope for most theatres is (6th wk). Fifth frame ended lasf
that the worst soon., will be over, Monday (15), dipped to $87,500 after
iMit $40,000.
thin $8,000.
,
shopping finished nice $46,000 for fourth week.
•'StUl out in front among holdovers
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40- with bulk of Xmas
!» ''B3dy and Soul" with great $22,-,
60)— "Invisible Wall" (20th) and by the end of this we^.
PaUee (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—
the
woods.
stanza:
at
mj for fifth
Only two iiiiportant bills teed off "Out of Past" (RKO) (4th wk).
Last
fight picture.
Mild $5,500,
''Gentleman's Agreement" continues
week, "Where Tliere's Life" (Par) during the past week, and both wer« Third session ended last Monday (15)
i»rt at the Apollo with $15,000 for
launched with two strikes on them, night was off a bit to $25,000, albeit
(m.o ), fair $6,000.
''Nightmare Alley" is
ilth frame.
offish
condistill on strong side and helped br
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)— because of the obvious
the
SkftV $18,000 for second week at
Standout is Louis-Walcott flghtr: pictures; last
Ninotchka^' (M-G) (reissue) and tion of the Street.
State-Lake. "Golden Earrings," with
(Col) "Biiihop's Wife" which .looks to hit week, fancy $29,200,
'Crime Doctor's Gamble"
the Delta Rhythm Boys on stage,
Very dull $6,000. Last week, "Green good $43,000 or slightly better. While
Paramount (Par) (3,664; S?-$1.50)
looks moderate $40,000 in second
Boston, Dec. 16,
this is on the disappointing side, too —"Golden Earrings"
wk),
(M-G)
Dolphin
Street"
(2d
(Par)
with
frame at the Chicagoi
It's really sad around this town okay
much apparently was expected in Billy De Wolfe, Ray McKinley
$10,000.
Nothing's doing biz;
Estinuttei for Xhla Week
this week.
tyjric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 40- the face of amusement-shy buying orch, Frankie Laine heading stageAPoHo (B&K) (1,400; $1,25)- even Tommy Dorsey band plus "Se- 60)—"Last of Red Men" (Col) and public. Campaign on the picture is show (3d-flnal wk). Second week
Boston
is
off.
cret
Mission"
at
(20th)
Agreement"
Bury Me Dead" (EL). Slow $6,500. i)eing changed to stress the film's ended, last (Tues.) night held up td
"Gentleman's
Unconquered" at the Paramount Last week, "Eabulous' Texan" (Rep) stars rather than the title.
very good $73,000, with Laine and
(5th wk). Pert $16,000, Last week,
and Fenway, on advanced scale, and "Raiiroflded" (EL), $6,700.
Strand, with "Always Together" surrounding stageshow taking bows
$20,000.
and Charlie Barnet band heading for fine showing at thus time of year;
95)- looks disappointing on second week.
(3,900;
(B&K)
Ckioaco
Estimates for Tbls Week
stageshow, is heading for possible first week was big $85,009. "Where
wk)
(Par)
(2d
Earrings"
'^Golden,
Aster (Jaycocks) (1,400; 40-80)—
alltime
Likely
low.
won't
do
better
There's Life" (Par) with Stan Kenstage.
Boys
on
Rhythm
-Delta
with
"Carnegie Hall" (UA). Second week
than $29,000, which is onljy; half of ton orch, Vic Damone heading stageModerate $40,000. Last week, $50,000. Hoppo, with only dim $5,000 in view.
what the house gets on a fairly good bill, opens here Dec. 24.
Oarrlck (B&K) (900; 95)— "Black House closes Dec. 21 for final touchopening week. Stays on, however,
Park Avenue tU) (583; $1.20-$1.50>
Holiday" (Mono) and "Thunderbolt" ing up. re-opening Xmas with '!Bishwith the theatre changing for Christ- —"Henry
niono). Lean $11,000. Last week, op's Wife" (RKO. Last week, okay
(UA) (2d wk). Doing
mas week. Victoria is doing sur- remarkably well in view of being
(2d wk),
"Upturned Glass" (U)
V
$8,000.
,
prisingly well with reissue combo of fourth downtown N. Y. run, with
$8,080.
Boston (RKO) (3.200; B0.$1.10)—
^ brand
"Frontier
Mar"Belle
Starr"
«nd
95)—
"So
(RKO) (1,500;
$8,000 or over likely in second
Secret Mission" (EL) plus Tommy.
shal"
$15,500.
at
Smart
(RKO).
stanza ending next Friday (19); first
Well Remembered"
Dorsey o'rch, others on stage. No
Philadelphia, Dec. 16.
"Gangsters"
Music Hall, with its big. Christmas was $9,500. Stcys on indef.
'Last week,
$23,000.
matinee biz at all and will keep
It's still quiet on the Philly picture show on the stage and "Good News"
Radio City Music Hall (RockefeU
(Mono), $15,600.
this down to a weak $27,000, a bit beOHeut»l (Essaness) « (3,400; 05)— low usual band average. Last week, front with the pre-Yuletide lull in on screen, is forging ahead of open- lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)—"Good News"
ing week's business with nice $132,^ (M-G) with Christmas stageshow
"Lost Honeymoon" (EL) with Louie "Gangster" (Mono) plus Barry SulBest of the lot is
continuing.
biz
000 likely for initial holdover stanza. (2d wk). Staying up in fine fa*ioft
Mild $40,000. livan, Connie Haines, other's on
Pi'itnB orch in person.
fpir«tes 'Of iSIonterey," which made Big pickup in trade over the week- and likely to top first week with
Last week, "Out of Blue" (EL) with
stage, $22,000.
"
Three Suns, $37,000.
$132,000; first was $129,500, a
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-65)— its debut at 'the Mastbaum. Other end is mainly responsible for this brisk
bit bel6w hopes. Set to stay through
P»l«ce (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Black "Frieda" (U) 'and "filet on Skis" newcomers, "Heaven Only Knows," upbeat over first session's $129,500.
Narcissus" (U). Hefty $27,000. Last
Paramount, with "Golden Ear- the holiday season,
(Indie) (3d wk). Hanging on at so- and "Thunder in the Vall?y," are
Bialto (Mayer) (594; 50-$1.80)
week, "ExJle'' (U). (2d wk)/$18,000.
taking It on the chin. "The Up- rings" and stagebill topped by
so $3,000 after $4,000 for last..
Biali* (Indie) (1,500; $li5)^"For"Panic"
(Tri-Coldr) (3d wk). Still
55-$1.20)—
Frankie
Laine,
Billy
.and
loolcs
okay.
De
Wolfe
turned Glass"
Fenway (M-P) (1,373;
ever Amber" (20th) (2d wk). Okay
Ray McKinley OTcli, is very good at up in chips at trim $10,000 after nice
Estimates for This Week
'Unconquered" (Par) (2d wk). Fair
Last week, $12,500.
Continues in112,000.
Aldiihe (WB) (1,303; .50-94)— "Up- $73,000 for second round. Same show '$llj300 for second,
after nice $14,000 in first. ^
05)— $9,000
SjktnTCtt . jB&K)
(t,500;
o r • (Indie) (700; $1.10)— turned Glass" (U). Okay $13,0()0. holds a third with "Where There's definitely.
en
Light "Henry V" (UA) (4th wk).
Bivoll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
^SGrteu for Danger" (EL).
Still Last
week, "Fun, Fancy Free." Life" and. stageshow headed by Stan
lam. Iiaat week, "Hagen Girl" satisfactory at $3,500 after nice $5,- (RKO), $9,000.
Kenton band and Vic .Damone. due -"Unconquered" (Par) (10th Wk).
(2d wk), $13,000.
Arcadia (Sablosky). (700; 50-94)— in Dec, 24. "Panic" continues in the Off to $17,000 currently, after fairly
000 for last.
,w „»\
Stait-Uke (B&K) (2,700; 95)—
Hemorial (RKO) (2,985; 40-80)— "Hagen Girl" (U) (2d run). Pale chips on its third week at the Rialto good $21,000 in ninth stanza, "Captain
"Nightmare Alley" (20th) (2d wk) "Mitty" (RKO) and "Lone JJTplf $4,000.
French-made From entile" (20th) set to t«« oft
Last week, "Adventuress" with $10,000 likely.
Oke $18,000. Lasir week, $25,000.
Tri-Color release is launching house Dec. 25.
London" (Col) (8d wk). Third (EL), so-so $4,500 second run.
ITnlted Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)— week ends today (16) lit okay $22,Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)
Bovd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Had in prosperous manner on its nireignr"I Love Trouble" (Col)
(2d wk). 000 in 8 days. Secbnd was fine $26,- to Be You" (Col) (2d Wk). Modest film policy. "Henry V" also is doing; "Had to Be You" (Col) and stageThin $9,000. Last week, $11,000.
okay with around $9,000 for second bill topped by Connee Boswell, thf
$18,000. L9st week, nice $23,500.
•
Pitchmen, Jayne and Adam IMgai>
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 99)— ""Metropolltan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)—"Wist- week at Park Avenue.
"Body and Soul" <TJA) (6tli wk).
"Thurider in Valley" (20th) and ful Widow" (U). Not too b«d at
Elsewhere, Broadway houses are tano (3d wk). Second week
Teri-illc $22,000.
Last week, $25,000 "Out of Blue" (fJL).
Sad $17,000. $18,500. Last week, "Ride Pink merely marking time until they; can abruptly to $45,000 or less, mighty
thin after dull $60,000 opening week^
World (Indie) (587; 75)—'^'Storm Last week, "Where There's Life' Horse" (U), $15,000.
,
bring in their Christmas week bills.
in Teacup" (U).
Fair $2,200. Last (Par) and "Adventure Island" (Par)
,.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Thun- Both the Capitol and Roxy are drag- which included three days of "Thunr
week, "Captive Heart" (U), $2,400.
Not
making
(20th);
$20,000.
in
Valley"
fast
der
ing bottom. Latter, with "Had to der in Valley" (20th) and stagebill
(2d wk),
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)— much noise at $14,000. Last week, le You" and stageshow headed by headed by Dan Dailey, Harrison St
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d 'Nightmare Alley" (20th), $15,000.
Connee Boswell, will be- lucky to get Fisher. "Daisy Kenyon" (20th) with
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) $45,000 for second week. House went Lanny Ross, Senor Wences, Wtierft
wk). Hung on for a good $17,000
Best Bet in Didl
Co,, heading
"This Time For Keeps" (M-G) (4th to three stageshows daily first of Bros., Beatrice Kraft
after $22,000 for second.
Parimiunt (M-P) (1,700; 74.$1.20) wk).' Oke $16,000. Last week, trim week because business was so slow. ^stages'how, opens on Dec. 25.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$l,10)
—"Unconquered" (Par) (2d wk). $18,000.
Roxy now is set to bring In "Daisy
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)— Kenyon" with stageshow headed bjr "Desert Fury" (Par) (2d run) i>lus
Slipped to $17,000 after big $28,000
Portland, Ore,, Dec. 16.
—"Where There's Life" (Par) (4th Lanny Ross, Senor W^c^s, Wiere vaude topped by James Bm'ton.
Holiday shopping picked up in '"s*t»te (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)- wk). Fair $8,000. Last week, $9,000. Bros, and Beatrice Kraft It Co. on Prancis Craig. Shapes as very mild
$21,000. House winds up vaudeville
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)— Dec. 25.
tempo this week, and with some "Oreen Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d
policy here on Dec. .23> Last weekt
after $10,000 for "Sortg of Love" (M-G) (2d run).
•'Pirates
of Monterey"
opened
Oregon rain, downtown houses are wk). So-so $8,000
Last week, "Magic yesterday. (Tues.) at the Criterion "Song of Love" (M-G) (2d run)
Okay $7,500.
second.
vaUde headed by Lorraina
on skids.
Best^bet looks to be
TransluK (Translux) (900; 30-74)— Town" (RKO) thin $4;500 second after eight weelcs and six days of -with
Johnny Morgan, the Tunes"Where There's Life" at Orpheum "Muminy's Tomb" (U) and '•Mum- run.
Green Dolphin Street." Latter had Rognan,
$20,000.v
(reissues). Fairly
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)
a highly profitable run, although off men,
.•nd Oriental.
"Green Dolphin my's Ghost" (U)
Strand (WB) (2,756; 7a-$1.50)
Last week, "Dark "Pirates of Monterey" (U). Fair with other theatres In final two "Always
$5,000.
Street" at United ArUsts is top hold- good
Together"
(WB) pluSTouhy"
"Roger
Soul"
week,
"Body
and
Last
weeks.
(SOth)
and
$25,000.
Corner"
Charlie Barnet orch headins! stage.'.«ver.
UA) (4th wk), modest $18;000.
(20th) (reissues), $4,300.
Estimates for This Week
show (2d wk). Initial holdover sesPIx (Cummins) (500; 50-94)
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Siritzky) (1,200; 70- sion opens today (Wed.) after landJungle Book" (EL). Mild '$7,000
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 40-80)
$1,50)— "My Father's House" (Indie) ing very sad $20,000 .opening week,
Last Week, "Barber of Seville" (In—"Wistful Widow" (U) and "Ex(12th wk). Able to stay in black be- likely all-time low. Final five days
die) (2d wk), fair $6,500.
»wed" (Rep) (2d wk). Weak $7,000. Christmas Buying
cause of' number of groups sold for in second week for "Jezebel" (WB)
Stanley (WB) (2i950; 50-94)
Last week, smash $17,iS00.
shows. Down to $5,000 this and first five days of *!Slight Case
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d weekend
17G,
after $6,500 last.
week
"Volpone" of Murder" (WB) (reissues), wai
Guild (Parker) (427; 65-$l)— "La
D.
nicely
at $21,000,
wk. Holding up
(Indie) opens Dec, 26, returning thin $11,500.
Traviata" (Indie). Mild $1,800. Last
Last week, bri,;ht $28,000.
Sutton (Rugoff-Becker) (561; 70wed:, "Waltz Time" (Indie) (10house to French-film policy,
Stanton (WB)
(1,475: 50-94)
'Krates'-Vaude
AStor (City Inv,) (1(300; 80-$1,80)— $1.25)
"Know Where I'm Going"
aays), fine $3,000.
Only Knows" (UA). Thin
'Heaven
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (2d wk). Got (U) (18th wk). For 17th round conWadiington, Dec. 16.
$8,500. Last week, "Return Rin-Tinr
.m%*'^''' (Parker) (1,500; 40-80)—
nice reviews generally, but on dis- cluded last Monday (15) night, did
R'«e Pink Horse" (U) and "NewsAnnual pre-Chrlstmas. slump is-on Tin" (EL) and "Last of Redmen" appointing side. However good, con- only -$5,000 but still in black; .got
"
noundf (Mono) (8 days). Fair $4,- here. Biz generally Is sagging with (Col), BO-Sb $9,900.
sidering
season,
at
In
in
16th
session. Stays inAel.
$43,000.
ataead,
$5,500
.700.
Last week, "High Conquest"
Even
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$ia0)
nth week of "Walter Mitty" (RKO),
(Mono) and "Black Gold" (Mono), Dractically no exce^ti'on.
off at $20,000.
"Belle Starr" (20th) and "Frmitier
average $6,700.
"Where There's Life" at the Palace,
Shopping Spree
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$l-50)— Marshal" (20th) (reissues). Doinn
on
succeed
to
candidate
likely
(H-E) (1,000; 40-80)— most
"Revenge" (Indie) (3dwk). Sagging nicely for oldies in week ending .ta<>
«.t?*"»'^
Pun, Fancy Free" (RKO) and "UnBiz; 'Valley' $11,060 to modest $3,000
the main stem, looks only moderate.
this frame after $4,- day (Wed.) with $15,500 likely. la
Dance" (M-G) (m.o.). Okay "Pirates of Monterey" will be thin at
Omaha, Dec. 18.
000 for second. "Beauty and Beast" ahead, "Love From Stranger" (EL)
Last week, "Gone With Ca^iitol With vaude layout.
Show business here, per' usual for (Indie) comes in Dec, 23,
(2d wk); very thin $8,500.
Wind" (M-G) (reissue), $3,600.
from
year,
stems
Xmas
Capitol (Loew!s) (4,820; 70-$l,5O)—
time
of
Warner (WB) (1,4«9; 90-$1.50)
this
Estimates for This Week
grosses down while "This Time for Keeps", (M.-G) with "Life With Father" (WB) (18th wk>.
with
shopping,
(H-E)
40-80)—
(2,000;
«iS!''**"*»'
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)
.Where
mill around the stores, Paul Whiteman orch, Marilyn Miller, Down to $9,S0O after $11,000 in ViV^
crowds
the
There's Life" (Par) and
(U) plus
/«PMt Performance" (EL), day- "Pii-ates of Montei'ey" Last
"New Orleans" even when paced by Gene Sheldon heading stageshow (2d frame. Scheduled to stick it out
week,
$16,000.
oate with Orpheum.
Red Ingle band wiU get only a mild wk). Taking a beating along with until Dec. 25, when "Voice, of Tuiiw
Okay $5,000. vaude. Thin
Earrings" (Par) with vaude, session at the Orpheum. "Thunder others because of pre^Xmas lull, be- tie" (WB) opens.
t-Mt week, "Fun, Fancy Free"(BKO) "Golden
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312;
Valley" is doing fairly good at ing down to $51,000 or less this seS'
"'cotambia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)-- the Paramount and holds.
sion after $62,000 for first. Stays i $1.20)
Afe'Joo.^'^*'^^*^"*""
"Capt. Boycott" (U) (2a
"Song of Love" (M-G) (2d run)
Estimates for This Week
third week.
wk). In second stanza ending tomorLast week, "Body and
••wlf*'"S,"» <H-E) (1,75^; 40-80)
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25) row (Thurs.) is sUpping to mild
Orpheum (TristatCs) (3,000; 20
„ynere There's Life" (Par) and "R«-. Dull $6,000. (2d run), $5,500.
(UA)
and
Red
Orleans"
(UA)
—"Pirates
of Monterey" (U). Opened $17,000 or less, after only $20JIOO
B5)_"New
P^?* Performance" (EL), also Ori- Soul"
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80
on stage. Mild yesterday (Tues.). "Green Dolpiiin opener. "The' Exile" (U) is due in
<^*.*^'
'*8.500.
Last week, "Walter Mitty" (RKO) (3d wk). Ingle's orch, others,
Street" (M-G) (9th Wk-« days), slid Dec. 29.
week, "Repeat Per
„*^n, Pancy Free"
(RKO) and Louis-Walcott fight film helping this $18,000. Last
off to thin $14,000 on blowoff after
formance" (EL) and Lionel Hamp
" .Keyes Baldpate" (RKO),
t»,S^f
to hold at a nice $11,000. Last week, ton orch, $18,600.
$22,000 in eighth.
wrific $11,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
Paramount (Tristat&s) (2,800; 16..^^•WMount (H-E) (3,400; 40-80)— *^Me*t?opoUtan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)
(20th).
"Body and Soul" (UA) (6th wk)
to Ifalentiiio'
e5>--."Thunder in Valley"
,Sf>wn To Earth" (Col). So-so |8,- —"Doctor Takes a Wife" (Col) (re"Green
week,
Last
Also cut down by Christmas shop
$11,000.
Hollywood', Dee. IS.
week, "FSrever Amber" issue). Mild $7,000 for firstrun in Okay
^»ft•n,^*'?''*
(M-G)
(2d wk), ping with $25,000 likely this round
Street"
Dolphin
Edward Small Resumed preparaLast week, "Arizona
d"y«>» Wg $9,600 this liouse.
afte rokay $30,000 in fifth. Stays on
•at
,nl
$9,000.
W upped
scale.
(Col) (reissue), $6,500.
Golden (RKO) (769; $1.20-$2.40)- tion of "The Life of Rudolph Valr
Brandeis (RKO) diSOO; 16-65)—
Palace fLoew's) (2.370: 44-74)- "Escape
Bb"*yl;«>»se (H-E) (1,200; 40-80)—
Never" (WB) and "Mourning Becomes Electra" (RKO entino," on which he hats been
Me
Disap
(Par).
Life"
Bobby-Sojcer" (RKO) and "Where There's
Fair (4th wk). Doing passably well
wprking, on and off, for 10 years:
(Col).
"Sweet Genevieve"
"T
f *!
Lured'
Last week, 'Dol
(ladie) (5th wk) (m,o.). pointing $17,000.
Last week, "Walter Mitty" $9,500, with matinees definitely oi
Meanwhile,
will
he
produce
(2d wk), down $0,500.
^"^ $1,800.
I.ast week, fair phin Street" (M-G)
third stanza Was $U(000, Continues,
(RKO) (2d wk), $6,600.
"Lorna Doone," in Ckilifornia inGotham (firandt) (900; 70-$1.40)- stead of England, as originally
Omaha (Tristates) .(2.100; 16-65)—
(2.154; 44-74)(WB)
*°Tj"'rTir
Artists
Fairly
40
(3d
wk).
(Parker)
Stallion"
"High
"Red
(EL)
(20th)
and
(895r
Alley"
Bn?'"!fS*'
Thm "Nightmare
planned.
Filming starts in Msxck
(WB) (reissue).
for
against
$7,500
9^\*^" Dolphin Street" (M-G) "Jezebel"
week,
steady
Last
$7,000
as
at
light
$9,000.
(U)
You Tide"
wk).. StronK $10,500.
Last $14,000, Last week, "Had To Be
$10.qqO.
"Great
(jq,),,
....
v^,,.
(Col), fancy $19,000.
we.*,S9pk,$16,S0(fc:

Film gross

towers. 'Newspaper

as

estJraatesj

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., with*
Distributors
out the 20% tax.
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the 'estimated
figures are net income-c
aomission
The parenthetic
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax

exploitation -apace isn't
British-inade
:ffing either. Two
Simq are in the top money brackets
"Black Narcissus" at the
?,iwently.
should hit^a nice $27 000, and
at the Grahd
Remembered"
*So Well
Oth^r
Momises a strong $2»,000.
limping. . "Logt
lew arrivals are
Joneymoon" at the Oriental with
on stage l^KS
jOuI^ Prima band
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WARNER BROS, picture. Mister,
Humphrey Bogart has
that*s positively his

a

new

it

MAm

is

your next

malces us super-proud.

kind of adventuring role

No. 1 performance of

j

all

time. In every department everything about

it

MAD%'
mm

says "socko"! Plan for the Trade

jyy^

W

Show Jan. 5/f §'^S^!^i^m^
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TO HYPO EUROPE PROD.

COS.

U. S.

Snne Ansae ExMb Expect

Fre^

Lo(wimgBan(mU.S.Pixiii

ToGoStiUlIigfaer,With75%PossiUe
Dae.
*

16.;

f

With the

Canrinflas Pic

Mm

To Preem

'f5% wit)iin three months unless the
dollar exchange, situation
takes a turn Hor the better..

of which Moreno is veepee, and
worldrreleased. by Columbia, is set
for simultaneous exh}i>ition in flvf
Entire remittance problem has local cinemas, preeming Xmas Day.
That
will top by one "puel in the
1)een thrown in the lap ot the Eric
Johnston oltice via the distribs' local Sun's" exhibition here. Selznick pic
Despite the latest showed simultaneously in four cinearganization.
mas
here.
terwhich
came
a
as
freeze blow,
.

critical

.

liflc $hocic

it's

Xmas

not

it.

BAKER, BOUILLON WINDr

Hungarian Talent Sets

interests

New

groVing currency
restrictiona
in
Europe. Whether
film»T»n be made more cheaply or
efficiently in Hollywood as against

AAA,Arg.IM%,

Renaissance Eng.-Dept.
:

'

MayReal^
Buenos Aires, Dec.

9,

It looks like Artistas Argentinos
Asociados, foi-med in 1941 as « dis-company
similar
to
United Artists/ is headed for a re.

tribution-

(H'igBnizetian and new aUgnment «{
producers working on product for

AAA

handling.
Either a full reocganizBtion looms or a complete
breakup, with several producers al-

ready breaking away.
.

.Some .of

the best pictures turned

out in Argentine studios have come
from AAA, including "La Guerra
Gaucha," "Su Mejor Alumno" and
"Todo un Hombre." Originally it

was

to stem from AAA's policy of
making only one or two pictures annually, which does not give Petrone
enough scope to keep in .the public
eye. Magana is not so affected because he aild Muino have been as-

seems

sociated in the ''Todo un, Hombre"
-radio series for Kolynos for some
time.

English language pictures. Company
is engaged in production, distribuWith only three now remaining
tion and exhibition of French and in the setup. Muino, Magna and DeEnglish language films in Canada mare, this trio is now considering
and France.
plans to turn out more pictiKCS for
Formerly with Warner.s of Canada
'and currently is in the marAt the same time,
director of its public relations ket for scripts.

AAA

M

resigned last Petrone Is dickering with GuaranAugust.. 'tCreation of the new de- teed Pictures which only recently
partment," de Seve said, "is con- went into the production field. He
sistent with a policy designed to is attracted by the story of General
make the company truly Canadian, Jose de San Martin, creator of Arbi-lingual and bi-cultural. Ireton's gentine independence which Guarduties will correspond with mine as anteed has for possible production.
du-ector of French language activiPetrone has been
Incidentally,
ties."
Early next spring, he dis- burned for some time over the inposed the company will tee off in flux of Mexican film stars into picactive production at its
especially
when Arturo
tures
here,
local studios.
Plant reportedly has a valuation of de Cordova signed up. Latter, now
W,000!000.
back in Mexico, is due in Buenos
Aires early in 1948 to make a film
Argentine Sono Film, with
for
It would be diMirtha Legrand,
Judges Author
rected by Daniel Tinayre. He also
department,

Ireton

.

'technicians

and

Dublin, Dec.

9.

A

novel and a play, both authored
iwsh .iudges, are to be filmed in

"gland next year. Michael Balcon.
01 Eaimg Studios,
has bought the
"Wel, "Another
Shore."
''^«"»eth

by

committed to make a picture for
San Miguel Studios and Cinema-

is

tografica Inter- Americana.

CoFs Mex Distrib Tie

District

Mexico

Reddin, which will

Rtt 7?u
«>>n
the profii-am of comedies

which

Charles

Columbia

American pictures- by the 'govittJ*.;
ment-dominated press jind ".trade

.

'

union

Reidi Kstrib

in Hollywood.
now in the works, was
attracted attention as the sui-i. of
complicated international ht-^kup
that currency hurdles are dictating.
TXa htixi^ promoted in the ,U. S. by
P«ter Cusitk, ifomier Univerisal director, who has. a commitment from

to throlv -open an adjacent igarden
that had been used as an outdoor

v
week,

of

the

Bank of Boston, have
him flhancially.

First National

a tiein with

New

producing units established

the English language, and

it's

not

have much difliculty
bringing them over in view of his
,close alliance with top Hollywood
interests. At the: same time, negative costs will «op up the frozen
cash which can't be moved otherlikely

he'll

wise.

!

had

films that
'

under review

be.en

'

,

'

'

against
any pictures that show
American democracy at work or
that show the American public in
any sort of liberal lisht,
MPEA has found the same situa-

does, however, give them control of
their own prints
and operatiom
Formerly, prints wer* handed over
-

to

the MG,

which

operated

e"x-

changes, collected coin, booked pictures,

Americans

etc.

feel

this

is

important in preparing for the day
when coin will again be unfrozen
and "operations back on a true com-

'

addition to license granted
distribution okay was also
given Eagle-Lion Distributors, Ltd.,
of London, combine of British companies similar to MPEA, and to eight

Regulations under
which they'll operate expressly forbid block booking, blind seUing and
"dumping."
Licenses become effective Feb. 1.
MPEA has been trying to effect the
change for more than a year and
had originally been shooting for a
Unwillinglast July 1 changeover.
to turn over its own
ness of the
exchange facilities prevented the

i

;
''

-,

outfits.

.

,

,

i

i

,-

>

MG

earlier switch, since problem of finding suitable buildings and equip-

tion to hold true for the newsreel
that it furnishes Romania. "Only
Stories ever scissored from_the reel,
which is composed of clips from
reels of the
member companies, are those showing liberalism
the' U. S. Similar situation is
.

In

MPEA,

German

.

MPEA

petitive basis.

.

crossing. They'll buttress his films, some to be made in

i

'

by Grinieff will also' call on top ment in this war-devastated country
American film personalities to make- is severe.
the Atlantic

Possibility that Rumania might
soon ban all U; S, product was
strengthened tiUs week, when the
^rZ''"^
government .stopped
Amer
40 TZ'L
,

last

n« difference
Aiffi^^,.^
no

,

i

Goldwyn

v.p.

Germany

^Riere,

to see

in Fix. stopped:'

U. S. companies' earnR^ich hivTSl^ked-j
w^hTtlJ
since postwar operations i>egan- and
r^jstihad all played' in the country
will continue to be blocked tinder
but had been called in for "rethe new iietup.
License granted t>y the AliUtary appraisal;"- Fact that some of these
Government 'to. the' Mbtion .Picture pictures definitely favored the workExport Assn., representing the ing, classes and were far from being
American majors and Monogram- antiTCommunistic i& believed to inAllied Artists, for the U. S. zone, dicate .the bans have been imposed

'

Samuel

distribution in
u ,„.-ii
...vit
will make

financially.
ings in the

.

as

9.

While the American lAotion. picture industry gained control of its

own

'

and Serge Semenenko.

750
"Velvet."
'

.

industryites

dwinc the suminer.
peopl0 sat in the coM

.

Dec.

Berlin,

Greta (3arbo for an English-lingo
.pic to be -produced in Paris on the
life of George Sand.
TJrlpiHrtite Pix Finaneinf
Gusick is arranging' tripartite
financing. French ban]cK>lling woiild
come from the Rothschilds; British
through backers lined up' by Sir
Laurence Olivier,- while American
interests would also chip in onethird,' Each group woxild contribute
!about $400,000 with the probability
that 20th-Fox would release the film
in the U. S. The idea is that French,
and British backers would get their
coin repaid by profits of the film in

understood, has gone
filmmaking because his blocked
revenues have forced the move.
Reportedly, such prominent U. S.

people

manageinent was forced

the" theatre'

InU.S,PixIbnds

<

Griniefl', it's

the

theatre,

deal,

into
film

organizations,-

lined up one day .in weather 10d^grees. above in such "masses that

made

figures in his production plans.

.

'

composer

Laszlo Angyal.

.

Ont

m

other Russian satellite
found
countries but not to such an C3ctent
as .in Buuaania.
Fapt that many
theatres in the .-county -are owned
by the government or ..party prefropa doing anyvents the
thing about the situation,
U. S. funds .are presently frozen
getting
in Rumania, with the
back only print Costs on pictures,
.

MPEA

MPEA

i

!

;

i

;

i

|

i

Supervision over type of films distributed remains with MG. Any unsuitable for development of best
democratic principles in Germany
will be rejected. Permijtted will .l»
some carefully screened films made

ban of production

Complete

try.

—

-

'

.

""

,'

'

!'

:.:"

"

|

I

thus

mean the los.r of any
revenue to the industry but MPEA
hopes to keep ita, hand in for the
time when it Will fee able to get
complete earnings out «f the co'un*
wouldn't

*

_

n.m*
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during the Nazi regime, but having
no Nazi taint. They wiU not be exported^ however, because of foreign
anything connected
resistance to
with Hitlerism.

other Toreign Newi

Lise Topart Signed

Up

i

j

ALTHOUCH BELFAST OK
Dublin, Dec. 9.
jo^n Hinde's circtfe, which hoped
pi^y Christmas in Dublin, is still
Without a home here. Dublin Corp*
refuses to rent a site in any public
park and Hinde 'Js&ys outfit cannot
afford
to
pay 50% rental de-

manded by owners

of private sites.
Belfast, however, will get its cirfor Christmas, a 20-act indoor
to be staged by G. L. Birch

cus

By Comedie Francaise

Ray Josephs
fladi

''Anti-Hollywood Ttdk
Down to a his per in
South America; V. S.
Pix Win New Favor'*

City, Dec. 16,

has joined Rodriguez
Producciones Grovas and
Produccioncs Galderon for the disdirect.
PiJ/'^PP? I^cl Giudice, who left Two tribution of Mexican pix in the key
Guadalajara,
P v ? ..""''^ »i<i founded Pilgrim provincial towns of
'"8"etl a deal for Torreon, Monterrey and Vera Cruz.
DkH-'^*
'""'^'^ Donagh MacDonagh's
Among Mexican pix Columbia disnl-,v
""''^ As Larry," which has tributes
are those of Cantinflas
beon staged
c.
""en
here and in London.
(Mario Moreno).
^tfcoii has planned
for 1948.
^riL'hton will

.

:

'Viktor Gertler as -well as

personnel,
and then turn out English-language
films which ordinarily would have

Wsh

Prospects

,

Bucharest. Metrd'« "Natjonal Velvet" had been doing standouti Taiz
there for four weeks; Fono^ving •
steady .fire of criticisrtv.* iicaiiuii

.

Ladomersa^lqr:'' .Directors associated
in the venture are.Marton Keleti and

acting

,

Two Film

Rumania, concede nonetheless" Jwai
country represents thdr biggest
problem among the Russian sateU
which they service.
Public nwareness of the governmental ban looming over all U. S.
pictures was indicated recently' in
thftt

lites

:

let up by Elias Alippi, Enrique
Muino, Lucas Demare, Angel Magana, Francisco Petrone' and Enrique
Faustin. Last named, who was gen- their respective countries w.ithout
Mexico City. Dec. 16.
,
Josephine Baker and husband Jo eral manager, was the first to break worrying _over blocked currencies.
Bouillon on Saturday (13)
ended away because of difference of opin- Film would, be made with American
six weeks work here at El Patio ion with some of his colleagues.
personalities and direction.
nitery, Teatro Lirico vaude house,
Jacques GrinieJI, prexy of U, S.
New capital came into the associand radio station XEX.
ation in 1943 when Narciso and Film Export Corp. and Magnus
They left for the U. S. for dates In Miguel Machinandiarena (San Mi- Films, has set up Franco-American
N. Y., Boston and Chi.
units
in
Paris
with
guel Studios) 6ame in. They sub- producing
sequently withdrew ftom the setup> American film companies participating in production and distribution.
Petrone, who was credited with
"Guerra .Gaucha," is the latest to He's also completed plans and obIreton to Manage
tained studios in Rome where he
pull out of AAA. after several reportedly stormy sessions. Difliculty kicks off in February. Spain also

Montreal, Dec. 16.
Renaissance Filins' board of direcokayed recommendation of
prexy J, A. de 'Seye. appointing
Glenn Ireton general manager of a
newly created department handling
»U administration of the fix-m's

business, -with people lining up at
in
boxofflce;, even
freezing
weather to see American pictures
while they aitill have a chance. Motion Picture Export As?n. oitioialst
resluctant to stir up fireworks;, im

,

been

UP SIX WEEKS IN MEX

tors has

Up

Indie Pix Prod. Unit the

Budapest, Dec. 2.
New independent film^ producing
company has been formed- here by a
foreign studio9-«PBce a much de-; -XFOup of top Hungarian actors and:
bftted.. point-rlt becoming irrelevant director.s.
Firm's organization i^
because of the cold fact that produc- similar to -that of United Artists in
tion now. seems the best way for the U. S. Planning to start producan 'American fllm^tiQmpany or allied tion within three months^ ui)it'« .first
Interests to'^rescUe at least p§ft of picture will be "Aima S\(reet"-}>y the
'
its frozen coin.
late Deszo Kosztolanyi.
The' recent splurge of production
Among the founders aire actors
JUittvify in Italy, of course, is diLajos Basti, Tamas M^jor, Klari Tolrectly tied to the fact that Yank nay 'ZOltim Viarkonyi and Marjgit

.

:

knows

picture

American

ban

,

•

.

;

.

The baronieW is pointing to a big
boost in continental film production
by;

sparked by the

Day, too, will see the preeitt
of Charles Chaplinis "Monsieur Ver- distrlbt have abandoned practically
doux" (UA) at the Cine Palacio all hope of budging the immovable
Chino here. UA did weU with "The vlirt) iri any other way. And now,
'-> Paris is rife with reports that U. S.
Outlaw" in Mexico.
Aim.' interests will go the whole hog
in France and elsewhere, even to
.'the extent of. importing American

esnsidered likely that there will be
H limit slapped on film imports for
generally beIt's
to' new year.
Ueved that the distributors will contiiUie to operate exactly «vs they had
under
the
30% freeze.
do
to
planned
Possibility of U. S. majors par=^ti£ii«iting in local film production
has been discounted. They weren't
interested in filmmaking hero- with
the 30% Slug itt ^ect and now with
the extra bite, such a step is regarded as highiy-xemote.
U. Si film companies, as they did
under the 30% freeze, will no doubt
use the blocked money to expand
their present buildings, office space
•nd' other physical facilities as well
'M introducing insurance schemes
Ibr- staffs, etc In fact,, they'll take
#I)and in practically every thing that
luB been given the official government greenlight with the exception
of producing films. Picture production here is not an economical proposition and the government Itself

Public anxiety in liumahia that
the antj-U.S. govermnent hiiBht soon
all American
fllnis fr.dm
its
.screens has ~led to a terriflci hypo in

Paris, Dec. 16.

earnings to 50% last week, distributors look up on the latest bite
»9 pretty tough, but still not hitting
Mexico Cityi Dec. 16.
the mark set by the British. How"A volar, jovcn" ("Fly High, Kid"),
ever, some film men are taking a
(Mario
more pessimistic slant, thinking that latest pic of Cantinflas
will
spiral
rate
to
freeze
Aussie
Moreno)
produced
by Posa Film*,
,
tite;

to 'i'ndustryiteg,

StamHe

FuB Boxdfke

Stffs U|»

>

government upping the
10% remittance Ireeze on American

IS

•

UvtUf

in tke

Bros.,

42d Annivertary

Nnttihier

of

Paris, Dec. '2.
Teen-age Lise Topart has been
signed by the Comedie Francaise to
debut there in January. The comedienncj who two years ago became a
sensation overnight In "Rosiers
Blancs" as an. ingenue, since appeared in "Rebecca" opposite Fernand
Gi'avet and then at the Antoine in
"Jours Hexweux," just clotted. She
also appeared in the film, "Contrc
Enquete."
There are few ingenue.^ available
in Paris, aside from Miss Topart.
Dany Robin, currently in Jean An.

ouilh's "Invitation au Chateau" at the
Atelier, and Dominique Blancfaard,
Louis Jouvet's find who appeared
him in his ''Ecole des
Femmes" are the other two likely

opposite

Om Soon

ingenues.

show

at the Royal Hippodrome. This will
be Birch's eighth successive year at

the

same house.

Two Mex

Producers Set

Mexico

City, Dec. 9.

Two pic production companies
have been organized and registered
here. One is Internacional Cinematograflca
with
Cantinflas
(Mario
Moreno ), Santiago ReacUi, prez of
Posa Films, producer of the comic's
pix, and Jacques Gelman, a Posa
exec.

::.-.-..'

•
.

Other is Centro Coordinador Cinematograflco de Mexico, by Luis L
Rodriguez and associate.
Besides
production, this company will distribute and finance pic makers and
handle cinematographic equipment.

:

Wtam^my^

16

IT'S

itypwnlnBr 17, 1947

A

WORLD
ALREADY!
A gay hit at Radio City Music Hall and booked to play simultaneously
in hundreds of theatres nationwide to celebrate

New

M-G-M presents *'GOOD NEWS" JUNE ALLYSON, PETER LAWFORD,

Years,

Patricia Marshall, Joan
McCracken, Ray McDonald, Mel Torme
Color by Technicolor • Screen Play by Betty Comden
and Adolph Green • Based on the Musical Comedy by Lawrence Schwab, Lew Brown, Ftank Mandel,
B. G. DeSylva and Ray Henderson • Directed by CHARLES WALTERS • Produced by ARTHUR FREED
•

•

a

Dt.

Ai^entina Losing

Taknt

in Forced Hegiras Overseas

'Montevideo, Dec.

Milan, Dec. 9,
SIPRA, Italian radio network of
26 stations will broadcast the coming
La Scaled opera season from Milan,
starting- iDec.

-'26.

'•

First o]pera'1;o

Abbey Theatre Directors in IK^^unise
With Deterwralion' Quizes Fded

be

aired will be ''Otello,"' Datondit >y
'
Victor de Sabata.
In addition to the La Scala.:seiri0s,

9.

>

(Director

Australia?*

of

,

-

Greater Union Theatrei)

'

U.S. Films

'

Iris

Any

Combat

DescribM

*>

'*'

in

Swbs,

Washington, Dec.

42d Anniversary Number

Arg. Exhibs Fear

'

More Quota Laws
is still

W.

B. Yeats,

is

now cam-

Lady Gregory and

Synge,

is that the Abhey directors
the bold experiof -the-, theatre's
founders, and that there .is' a deterioration in aoting standards.
Witti
the loss by death of F, J. McCormick,
and the bowouts of a number of the
most promising younger players who
•

Claim

Switzerland, claiming better than
50% of the market in both countries,
according to surveys issued today
(16) by the U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
The survey discloses, however, that
Britain, in -particular is climbing on
the ladder and. becoming a formid"
able competitor in these" countx'ieS;
It is pointed out also that when Ger-r
man production resumes' on a large
scale, Hollywood will have to fight
for primacy in these markets.

2.

considerable nervous-^

find film work more remunftrsitive,
the company has been importing- ae
number ol juves whose training and!

42d Anniversmty Number

16.

put.

American films continue to hold
high popularity in Norway and

Soon

development

is

considereij| .not

the

equal of their predecessors.
Efforts to Gaelicise the:
'

Manila

company,

encouraging new
"fhere appears to
be a tendency to give young players
who can speak .the; Irish language
preference over arti$ts who have not
fluent knowledge of the Gaelic
tongue. This policy is ascribed to
ardent Gaelicist Ernest Blythe, a
former politician (he was Minis ter
Washington, Dec. 16.
exhibitors have pro- for Finance in William T. Cosgrave's
said, are, not
artists of ability,

it's

Mbs

:

.

Balk Price Cut

,

Montevideo, Dec.

•

There

a new grpup

paigning -to,' secure restoration of ths
playhouse to the, ideals of its founders,'

are, not showing
tneintaL tradition

i*

Norge Markets

Upcoming

.

MAXWELL SWEEN£T

,-

Lead
'

..Cultural Board..

Cirtemactress Amelia Bence will
-also trek to Spain for film commitments, for direction under Benito
PerojOj who has made several pix
In Argentina. Spanish actor Alberto

Snag Vienna's Legit
Comeback**

'

All Edirdrlal Natiir*

'

-theatre,

How

of Miderktls

J. in.

Hold

Audience''*

Marga

has
formed a company with Esteban
Serrador, upcoming young Argentine
actor-producer, and they will trek
„to Spain late in December for a
'legit season, presenting "Una Viuda
("A Difficult Widow") by
tDiflcil"
.Oonrado Nale Hoxlo, as one of their
vehicles. IWiss Marga already played
a season in Spain during the current
teamed with Miguel - Faust
year,
"Bocha. These players formerly belonged to the National Comedy
Theatre, before It was tafcen over
the Peron-controUed National
•|)y
actress

•

*'Good Films Can.

tries— all Spanish speaking—afford
plenty of opportunity and several
already
announced
groups have
deals inked for 1948.
Legit

/

^'i^iacife

the Central American coun-

By

Dublin, Dec. 9.
CKarging that the Abbey Theatre
has ceased to be the Irish national

Robert Stpl^

ISIPRA will also originate -^'brDadcasts from opera houses itt Genoai
''-.^
Venice and Rome.
K''

ftU

and

,

'

.

Norman B. Rydge

Argentine picture and legit stars
are beginning to loolc further afileld
Peron governJor jobs, now tiiat the
censorship to
liient is extending its
Spain
fields of entertainment.

.

To Air MilaB Opera

Some of Its Best

,

Philippine
administration), Hho if now 'a' directested a redfaced admission scale tor and' manager, of
the 'Abbeys
of feature films required
rec&mmeAded by the- government,
Other directors are a medical practo supply the Swiss market, said the
government intends establishing furtitioner, Dr. Richard Ha^ires, .who is
survey, is equivalent to the number holding it up for the time being,
ther "protection" for locally made imported) -sinqie domestic production U. S. Dept. of. Commerce reports. new the Eire Filip Censor; -Boibeard
0.;"Farachain, a poet, and talks direcArgentine Sono pix, by setting curbs, on the impor-' is' negligible. Durini; 1946, a total Dept. also discloses that Sampaguita
Zully Moreno,
tor of the state-controlled radio statation of foreign films.
Exhibitors of 420 features were imported, 247
Film star, is also dickering 'with
Pictures, Inc., one of the four pre-war tion, and playwright, Lennox Robinare worried as local product doesn't or '98.9% coming from the! IT, S.
Mexican studios for picture chores,
film studios., is more swing- son, who
has been absent in the U. S.
show as good boxoffice returns as France was second in the market Filipiho<
provided her husband, Luis Cesar
ing back' into. production,i
for a: considerable part :of 1947.
.
with- 73 features while Britain andAmadori, can wind up his local con- foreign pix.
The theatre scales, varying for
Few, New Plays Seen
As far as can be 'gathered, produc- Sweden were tied for third, each
tracts to accompany her as director.
different classes of theatres, were to
Only
three
or four, new plays wera
Cinematograflca Inter • Americana tion of local films will amount to no placing 24i
have gone: into effect Oct. 16 but
(Guthmann interests) is working on more than d4 pix during 194S, andSurvey points. out that the Swiss have been on: the shelf ever since seen at the -Abbey during tiie year,
"
eveii that amount is doubtful judg^ have recently installeill a ceiling on
and 'only .one hy" .a playwright new
this deal.
of t^e battle by exhibs who
ing by the number skedded for 1947, percentage deals, under i/trhich the because
to
the
Abbey,"
iSigerson Clifford. His
Malisa Zini, legit actress who was
oppose government-fixed admissions
of which only 36 have been released maximum a distributor can get is,
awarded prize for best perfonnahce so far.
Fight has been headed up historical play, "The Great Pacificaceilings.
tor," was produced in Belfast before
50% of .the gross. The Swiss news- by the Manila Theatres. Assn.
'ot the year by the National Board of
it' was seen at the Abbey and. was
dollar
Shortage
of
exchange
may
required
durreel
which
by
law
was
Ctilture, and an ardent Peronist, has
Sampaguita Picl^teS has been re- the best of the year's new plays. For
the production angle, ing the war has now becoming genalso announced that she has-received also affect
investment the rest of the year
especially as the government has erally established in the theatres. established with a capital
revivals filled
rlnii from Spanish studios and that
"Sampa- the playbills and kept the boxoffics
imports of raw stock Main language in the country is of- about $250,000 (U, g.).
'
$he intends accepting- these during decreed that
heavily during the war," busy.
national interest and must German so that the return of Ger- guita lost
are
of
"im.
says the Dept. "The two sound stuThe intake of coin, however, was
com"e under rationing and control by man pix is being 'awaited.
With commitments already made the Secretariat of Industry and Comdios were completely destroyed and largely from tourists
who went to
Production is small-fry: in Switzerby Juan Carlos Thorry and Hugo del merce.
As a consequence, studios land. While there are 30 producers, 60% of the equipment was lost. After the theatre on its oldtime reputation;
Carril, two of Argentina's film stars,
liberation the property was used by No Abbey playwright of recent years
must negotiate import permits with
and Nina Marshall's forthcoming the Secretariat before they can most specialize in advertising pic- the occupation forces and returned has achieved the status Sean O'Casey
tures.
or
two
features
Only one
jaunt to Mexico, Cuba and Spain, secure the necessary supplies.
to the owners only about a year ago. reached with his first plays; only
are turned out annually as are about
Argentine entertainment will be
'The major problems confronting Frank Carney, whose "Righteous
The Institute for the Promotion 15 shorts. Country has 372 theatres
short of some of its best bets during
present are the high Are Bold" proved a boxoffice winof Trade (lAPI), another govern- with another 20 to 30 currently un- the studios at
the Coming year.,
cost of production, the over-expanr ner, appears to have hit the jackpot.
ment bureau set up to insure state der construction.
sion in the picture production field,
Question still- to be solved is,
intervention in every branch of busiIn Norway, 434 films were imthe delay in procuring equipment, should the Albbey be a purely comness, has been authorized to pur- ported last year of which 22 came
chase 2,500^000 metres of raw stock from the U. S., 64 from Sweden, 62 and the difficulty in getting back raercial theatre living largely: on its
into normal production while stu- past, which appears to be the presat 10c. (U.S.) per metre and appli- from Britain and 43 from France.
cations by studios for allocations of During that year, eight films were dios and equipment are still inade- ent position, or resume its old status
as a national theatre with an Imagiraw stock must be made through the rejected by the censors of which quate.",
Sampaguita now has 18 feature native directorate of theatremen who
Melbourne, Dec. 9;
bureau. Studios which for one rea- six were American-made. However,
The Kiwis, all-male musical revue son or another are not persona grata only one U. S. film has been banned productions scheduled- for the next could giv^ aid to new playwrights'
The language used is exclu- and be prepared to experiment?
year.
circles,
fear
they'll
find
themin
top
this year.
of New 'Zealand soldiers, rounded
sively Tagalog.
Since the government: gives a limited A
selves deprived of the means of makCountry has 273 motion picture
out ^an even year's performances at
amount of financial aid to the theaing pix.
theatres, of which 132 are municitre it is generally felt here that the
the Comedly'
Sati\rday (C), to
This ties in with the new code set pally - owned, 86 belong to associaold traditions should be maintained
set a record- in Aussie legit history. up by the newly installed entertain- tions,
and only 55 are privately
U:S.
and every effort made to bring: the
director,
Claudio Martinez owned.
The big,- important houses
h Unit, which, was recruited originally ment
acting standards of the company
"
conjunction with the are all municipally^owned.
Paiva, in
IN
in North Africa to. entertain troops,
back to their former level.
Municipal STensorship Board, which
- was kept together durjitg the -war,
For the defense of the present
Washington, Dec. 16.
the type
REUGrlOSO TINTEB
and played In its native New Zealand will considerably restrict
position it is.' claimed that in .the
entertainment which producers
Top grossing single pictures in early y^ats of the Abbey the theatre
thereafter. J. C. Williamson Thea- of
Mexico City, Dec. 16.
may screen. On the one hand the
tres. wiiich' booked the unit in N. Z,,
color film based on the life of Havana during August and Septem- was virtually a political weapon
in
working
hand
are
decided to bring ,it to Aussie, al- bureaucrats
Christ is being readied to start early ber were British, U. S. Dept. of against British rule then operating
Catholic churchthough not thinking it would go here. hand with Roman
in 1948 by the Rod.riguez Bros. Cast Commerce disclosed in reporting on in Ireland.
-It was
a nationalist,
dignitaries to put entertainment unrather than a, national, theatre and
of 35 entertainers has der clerical censorship, but on the is now being recruited.
film situation in the Cuban cap
This will be Mexico's first religious the
most of its plays had a. political
proven the surprise of the year, do- other hand, many of the government
During September; Havana point. Today
ital.
subject tinter.
the need for such, a
ing a .^change of three revues at the
coin
of
plentiful
pictures
tycoons
have
21
flrstrun
financial
screened
nationalistic platform is not so great,
Comedy. Only other show to play invested in the major studios and
which 10 were Hollywood product, and the spirit
which inspired the
- a -.year
in Aussie heretofore was want to get big dividends from it.
three came from Britain, three from earlier writers
for. the Abbey has
"ISUss and Tell," although the curCurrent
Mexico, three from Argentina, two faded with the winning of self-govrent "Annie Get Your Gun" is likely
from Spain, and one in. France.: The ernment.
London, Dec. 16.
to match that record. Kiwis should
U. S. got 54% of the boxoffice and
(Figure shows weeks of run)
Points are undoubtedly true, but
IN '48
good for another six months in
"All Over Town," Playhouse (8). the Brjti* 22%.
the Abbey established a worldwide
Melbourne, after which it will tour
"Alms Lucasta,!.' Majesty's (7).
HoVi^ever, the report points out; reputation for the standards of its
other parts 0(f,' Australia including
"Annie Oet Gun," Col'sm (28).
"For the second consecutive month acting and unless a strong policy on
Sydney.
Dublin, Dec. 9.
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (34).
the biggest earner was a British performance is quickly established:
"Blind Goddess," Apollo (2).
feature with a total of $12,805, for the building may relapse Into the
The biggest lineup of imparted
"Canaries S'n'g," Garrick (4).
a two-week run at the America the- purpose for wfoicb. it was originailjrtheatrical companie.s seen here since
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (16). atre, closely followed by another constructed, a tnorgue.
See AUiaiice Stadids
planned
been
before World War I ha.s
grossed
picture
which
"Crime of Foley," Comedy (23).
British
EDiliaan for the Gaiety
"Dark Summer," St. Mart. (1).
$11,303 during a one-week run at
In Full
in '48 by Louis
U.S.
the same theatre.?'
theatre in 1948. List already inked
"Dr. Angelns," Phoenix (20).
London, Dec. 9.
This upward. swing of British film
includes the Young Vic Co. with
"Edward My Son," Lyric (29)^
Alliance
and
group, which controls "The Shoemaker's Holiday"
"Fly Away Peter," Fortune (19). importance and grosses has' been
IN
Riverside, Twickenham and Southall '•The Snow Queen;" H. M. Tennent's
commented on recently in_^' several
"Here There," Palladium (87).
Mexico City, Dec. 16.
.
studios, gave a guarantee, through production Of "Lady Win<Jermere'.s
Latin- American countries.
Obey,'^ Saville (4),
"Honor
U. S. Embassy last night (15) did
Mark Rubens, one of the directors, Fan;" Bristol Old Vic Co. in J. B.
"Life With Father," Savoy (28).
well
by
Hollywood .in rescuing it
that the three studios will be in full
"Linden Tree," Duchess (18).
Priestley's "The Linden Tree" and
heavy tax bites on its southproduction early next year.
"Macbeth," Aldwych (1).
'Volpone* Pic Gets from
a repertory of three other plays;
of-the-border
business.
Mexican
orch; the
'
"Never Can Tell," Wynd (11).
„ Rubens made announcement that Sadlers Wells Ballet and
government was perstjaded to modthe technical and
"Off Becord," Piccadilly (29).
constructional stafi! International Ballet.
"Volpone/' .French film version of ify, in favor of films, new tariffs
will be on. company's
"Oklalioma!," Drury Lane (33).
payroll -within
Robert Atkins' Shakespearean Co.
Ben Jonson's, classic, has been which became, effective yesterday:
tfiree weeks.
"One, Two, Three," Yorks (14).
is also expected to do a season inpassed by the Motion Picture Divi- (Mon,).
"Outrageous," W. Garden (5).
_ Riverside's
first
in cluding "King John," "Henry VHI,"
production
New imposts would have hiked
"P.ccadilly Hayride," Wales (40). sion of the N. Y. State Board of
January will be "A Poor Man's "Henry IV," parts I and II. For
the duty on films "by 100%, namely
"Present Laughter," H'ym'kt (35). Education with minor, cuts. As yet
Miracle," released by General Film musicals there will be revivals of
the New York censoring panel has from $4:(U. S.) per kilogram to $8.
''Private Ent.," St. .Tames (4).
distributors. Southall and Twicken- "The Student Prince" and "Lilac
been the only official body to affix However, the Emtmssy obtained the
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (6).
nam will be used for "She Cracked Time," while the longhairs will get
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (85) its stamp of approval on the picture. relatively light increase of 40c.
Her Glass Slipper"
.
for Paramount, two seasons of opera, including a
Distributed by Siritzky Interna- (U.S.). While Americans say this
"Together Aiain," Vic Pal. (35).
and another of
,
the "Just William" French production with a cast of
tional Pictures, the import opens at tap admitted^ boosts the overhead;
"Tuppence," Globe (10).
will be made for United Art- French warblers in the principal
it still permits smooth operationik
the Ambassador, N. Y., Dec. 26.
"Worm's View," Whitehall (33).
Closas, who has been in Argentina
for the past five years, working in
legit and pix, may be teamed with
her.

ness in Argentina's film industry as

Number

a result of xepeate^l rumors that the
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UA Faces Beal Product Crisis If
lins

3

Sliift f0

OtlK»r

«hiet-l)ore Schary %n
Should United? ArtUts- lose, the by production
of pleture.,making.
thiee films on which it is now the details
threatening litigation, a product
Kramer^ (Knt) Fie for VA
crisis appears certain by mid-spring.
Hollywood, Deo, 16.
Company has only three features in
Stanley Kramer heads for New
another
its current backlog, plus
York Jan, 2 to, arrange prerrelease
lour now editing.
showing for "JSo This Is IJew York,"
committed
pictures
There are no
Screen Plays' first production for
.the
to it now in production. Since
Enterprise with United Artists set
shortest time one can be expected foi' release. Outfit has three films
from start of shooting to finished prepping for 1948 including "So This
eight;
to
six.
print is probably
Hollywood," T.'Champion" and
Is
nionthi, and very frequently longer; "Ada."
a hiatus in releases is expected. Only
Henry Morglin and scripter I^er•way it could be avoided would be bert Baker are already east. They'll
pix
the
of
out
spacing
by greater
collaborate on "So This Is Hollyon hand beyond the two-a-month wood" while Morgan airs his radio
which UA has attempted to mam- show from Gotham.
tain in the past, or by purchasing
another
from
negatives
completed
I

,

company.
Bill
Faced with the product shortage,

KA

took another step this weejk to

ovejc incr^ued adihission prices for fllms was brought
Nt Y, Post lavt week by David Kay, who writes
xvm (MS i PAid «4 of .the ^hell Oil Co. Addressing
production chief Darryl P. .Zanuclr on the subject of
JOth-Fox
himself to
pass.
-Agreement,"Kay declared that "you rate the .applause of
"Gentleman's
HoNvever, here are the blocks; the 'world, for contributing so much to the cause of right thinking, but
which make some goveitment spokes- your inspiration is gathering tarnish through the element of commermen say tbe, deal- will taev«r;, be con-,, cialiim."
summated:
^Conceding that Zanuck d^oesn't set the prices, Kay declared! "You cer«
taMy can wield enough influence to see that the rates are made far more
1. The plan would not covet all
government employees abroad but reasonable, particularly if you look upon 'Gentleman's Agreement' as
the
State
working
for
something more than dollar bait. Forego the chance to set a bbxqflice
merely those
information record with this one. Your company" canno't 'lose money on it, even if it
foreign
Department
Thi$ is a relatively small must grant larger percentages of "the gross fo unsympathetic '.Exhibitors,
seVvice.
the
group
grouji. Only that share of
Make. l:his picture available to everyone, be he rich man or ^^iper, titie
'''•"":
would ,be included who were em- world -needs it.''
ploy fed in countries, which, were
Henca
freezing American" money.
George Truman, one of the two flyers who piloted their way 'ai;ound the
iloUars
most
at
only a "few million
world in a cotjy;)le of flivver planes, was still wearing, when he returned to
would be involved.
the U. S. last' Week, a good -luck exploitation gadiget that had been sent
•
It
2. Great Britain, the industr:^'s big him before his departure by Lynn Farnol, Sam Goldwyn press agent.
headache,; is not in the picture at was a 4ittle pair of gold shoes on a pin, similar to those handed by "Virginia Mayo to Danny Kaiye in Goldwyn's" "Secret Life of Walter Mitty."
all. The British have imposed a '5%
taXi not a freeze. No deal could h%. The shoes were visible in pictures of the flier taken all over the world and
worked on in that largest- of YanK' were clearly on his chest in newsphotos when he landed back in this
country at "Van Nuys Airport outside of Los AngeteiL
foreign fUm markets.
,

UA

&

UA

prexy

he won't

hfe film to UA.' Company
claims, however, that it is co'mpleted
and he has failed to. deliver within

4ive

period following completion
stipulated in his contract. Hawks
eaid last week in Hollywood that he
wouldn't have the flhn flhished for
another three weeks. 'He added that
if it is qualhe "might give It to
Ifiecl to handle It by^ then."
the

UA

ton

On

the

flie

Agen4»

UA product

.

agenda awaits

now

"Intrigue,"
"Atlantis"

are Siam BischofTs
Nebenzal's
Seytaour

and Triangle's (Pickford'
Bogerg-Cohn) "Sleep My Love.'
Benedict
editing
are
Currently
Bogeaus' "Miracles Can Happen,
Stanley Kramer's "So This is New
Yoirk" and Hoy?ard Hughes' "Mad
Wednesday" and '",V^ndetta
"Wednesday" is a revised version of
"Sin of Harold Diddlebock," the
Harold Lloyd-starrer which was
telease-tested last Spring.

On

the jproduction starting line
only two pictures. They are

are
"Outpost in Moroecoi" in which
Bischoff and George Baft are part'
nered, and 'Titfall," being made by
Bischoff. Baft is liow on his way to
Africa to. begin location shooting on
"Morocco" and Bischoff has set Dec.
S7 as starting date on "Pitfall," in.
Which Dick Powell will be starred
In prospect for starting during the
early months

of

1948

are

is producing.
important property which

UA

.

"

'

'

money out

-

;

'

'

In Individual Pictures' >(^rank -Launder-Sidney
Gilliat) '%ondob Belotigs <F6 lie;" resulting, in withdrawal of Patricia Roo
with Susan Shaw replacing, reportedly came about 'hecquse of a tiff the
actress had with director Gilliat. He is said to have remarked that either
Miss Roc goes or he does. Also in the cast are ^ay- COmpton and Alistair
Sim. Picture is now being filmed in Britain.

Recent;

cast 'change

Unique feature of "Open City," Italian film import which has piled up
a sensational gross of over $1,000,000 in its^two-year run In U. S. art houses,
came to light when it was revealed that the picture was shot entirely as
a silent film. Dialog was dubbed in latei^ by the cast. This technique,
which eliminates costly sound studios and complicated recordings: setupit
durhig shooting, cut production costs on the film by appi'oximattly 30%.

A

mild form of censorship recently caught up with a theatre display ad
New Haven when a quick change in artwork was effected in a Loew
Bijou plug^for "Africa Speaks." Original illustration showed a practically
nude native girl. Subsequent ads carrying same layout had girl draped in
brief skirt and bra. As a parting shot, artist added a feathered headin

-

;

''dress.

,

'

.

-

,

.

:

O'seas Take SI 05,000,000
;

—

get out for $2,S0O,0p0-f3,000,000 hi
cash.

.

;

;

Mtss Pickford has been endeavoring to continue her 28-year associar
tion with UA,. hut was quoted as
saying last week that she is ready
to get out if she receives a proper
offer. Boston banker Serge Semenenko reportedly is ready to ilnance
a purchase of the company at about
,

$5,000,000.

Mrs. Kelly's Sailing Cues
UAV.P.'s Prolonged Stay
Mrs. Arthur W. Kelly, wife, of the
United Artists exec v.p., left New

York aboard the Queen Mary' last
week to Join her husband in England.

Kelly is in England to protest the
Od«on-General Cinema Finance

almost certain tO' lose, according Corp. merger
to present indications, is "This Side playing time

and
for

to obtain further

UA

product on
Rank's Odeon and Gaumont-British

Innocence."
Armand Deutsch
the best-selling novel, has circuits.

who owns

been trying to get out of his deal so
that he can take the property to
PAUI STEWART WEST
Metro. Latter would make it and
Paul Stewart planed to the Coast
provide the financing, with Deutsch over the weekend -to continue
in the
listed as associate producer.
UA cast of RKO's "The Window," for
won't release- him from ^is contract which h^ completed location
shootand he has indicated that as long as ing in New York. As soon

as the
holds him he won't make the film, picture is finished
he plans return^
so a possible tegal tangle is in the ing east for a legit staging
assignoffing.
ment.
Deutsch, incidentally, 'has been oh
Actor-<i.iyector was
accompanied
the BKO lot recently being tutored by his wife, actress t'eg La Centra.
it

money

World jrights to "Personality Parade," a two-reel-shoii: owned, by Jimmia
Fidlet and! previously releiised by Metro, have heen a«!«(Uired by Astor
PiCtures-in- a deal inked last -week by -Astor prexy Bob Savini and Ralph
Staub, -who repped Fidler."' Astor has scheduled the short for general
release starting Dec. 20. following a coast-to-coast buUdup via- Fidler'a
Mutual Broadcasting -airef. Film has sequences dealing with some- 72 eldtime picture actors.,

United .Artists prexy Grad
,
planed to the Coast last week
Matiazine $tory about a film actress who is expecting motherhood was
ready to be sent to the printers when the author was jolted by a phone call
two-day huddle; with topper Charles
5. One of the most vital points
from, her studio chief, objecting to the title, ''My Baby Will Be an Amer*
Skouras and the National Theatres'
American diplomacy at present lean." Producer thought the title might offend the European trade. Au*
staff on deals for UA pix on the of
is to get more dollars into friendly thor'is wondering what's wrong
2^h-Fox circuit. Sears declared he
about being born an American citizen.
with
got top terms and playdates for foreign nations to help them
their exchsujge problems.. The new
Swank West Coast beach club, which recently, skidded into financial
Triangle's "Sleep My Love" and Bnscheme would run counter to that, trouble, cost three HoD^ood actors and -a directoc $63,000, after going
terprise's "Body and Soul."
basic, policy.
into
the
enterprise
on advice of their busittess manager. Worse atill, it is
Sears returned to New York over
6. Finally,— and this is considered^ reported-^at the corporation setup ,waa 'so devised that Qteb' losses -are
the weekend to attend a UA board
meeting yesterday (Tuesday ). He very imporjtant— films and publish^ hot: deductible -front their income taxes.
ssad he did not taUc to any producers ing are not the only American busifrozen
which
have
money
nesses
.while on the Coast.
Meantime, Mary Pickford con- abroad. The same is true for autotinued her efforts in New York to mobiles, steel,, and a hundred other
Any derl made for the
resolve the financial affairs of the product.
company. She )^td further talks with benefit of pictures would cause othei
Continued from page 3
W.a11 street houses and has still an. industries to charge they were being
discriminated
against
and every ad valorem tax was fixed has been time—and that action has been re*
other confab slated with Sir William'
ported under consideration -— the
Wiseman, partner in Kuhn,' £,oeb & industry has its friends in Congress keeping the remittances .flowing.
and
throughout
the
government
to
year's take won't exceed $2,000,000.
Co. 'She's endeavoring to arrange
Some Markets Climbed
a sale of the half-interest in UA held, fight for it.
A number of important markets Panama is down some 15% with the
'47
climbed in
despite the general U., S. army cutting its zone 'forces
by h^r partner,, Charles Chaplain;
Latter has indicated willingness to
trend downward. Brazil, for instance, so the net Icff ^^A. stanza will be some

is

of

ap-r

"4. U. S. State Department once
studied a similar plan, with the, picture industry to help it get frozen
of France. Nothing came
of that one. 'American State Department made it clear at that time the
only kind of deal it wanted was one
Sears
under which it could buy francs at
for a
a discount.

Heaven and Brooklyn," for which shortly aftejr his arrival in London
producer Edward A. Golden just two weeks ago and is slated to meet
completed lining up financing; with him again this week. He will
"Woman of a Himdred Faces," which also attend the shareholders' meetBoris MorresrWilliam LeBaron have ing Friday (19) of Odeon Theatres,
set, and "Gallows Hill," which Jack of which U A- is part owner.

An

even be

tised to develop the
film industry and have
been; publicly explaining how important this will be for their coun«
The nev .scheme would, of
ti;y.
course, violate -the freeze plan since
it would permit tlie American firms,
by a roundabout method, to get
State and
their frozen money out.
Commerce Department people say
the AustraUans would never Jet
themselves be fooled that way. And,
of course, this situation is true in
other nations' as well.

ing the

This is taken as all indication
that Kelly sees a.long stay ahead }n
his efforts to straighten out UA's affairs with J. Arthur Rank.
"Texas,
The UA topper Jiuddled with Hank

Goldberg

deal; could not

Down Under

Sears Sets Skouras Deal

No OWetal Kott«e—iTei
his received official
A^tuaDy,
notice of intention to break his distribution contract and give his films
distrib
only from William,
to another
Cagney. Enterprise toppers David
Loew and Charles Einfeld have
indication of their
verbal
given only
intentions. That was s^t recent hud-

ing release

The

plied to. air the '.^freeze" countries.

UA

-

.

To Warners on Tnne'

trate.

-

-

:

UA

.

.

-

indicated

•

•

'

fore going to law, Hawks previously
received notict of the plan to arbi-

4 weekly column that

.

'

York with

Current argument

to public attention' in the.

:

attorneys, O'Brien, DrisBivcr."
Lawler, in the latest
coU, Battery
move, sent a better to Warner Bros. intention to release that picture
of
waiTaing it against accepting the through
Warners,' regardless
Cagney film for release.
threats ,|)y United Artists to prosecute
holding back
Previously, the Cagneys' eastern all producers who are'
'
Answetihg a.
rep, Pieggy Blsaldi«r, and Enterprise promised '.product.
v.p. 'George J. Schaefer, had been statement recently made by Grad
president, Cagney
served with summonses by UA. This well sears,
requires tbjem to Ale within 20 days said:
have
"Mr.
Sears'
statements
supi'eme court a notice
with N.
nothing to do with rights granted
of appearance.
in our distributions contract
also named, Abraham Bein- to us
with United Artists. Our contract
jBtock, New York attorney for Walgrants us a specific right of can.
ter Wanger and other film firms, as
arbitrator
on the Hawks' film. cellation, which has been exercised
Bawks' contract provides that dis- and includes Time of Your Life'."
puted points must be arbitrated be-

•JEawtes- hasn't

bk

For example, under the agireem«nt
for an Australian freeze, it was decided that 50% of our picture earnHollywood, Dec. 16.
ings would remain in that'couniicy
William Cagney, producer of "Time and would be invested there. The
of Your Life," is standing pat on his Aussies are all steamed up over hav-

"Arch of Triumph" and Howard Hawks' "Red
Enterprise's

dles in New
Ctrad Sears,

ContimteV front pact 4

.

3.

Stands Fat on Switch

hang on to the three disputed films,
Your
the Cagney brothers* "Time of
tUte,"

Cagney Defies UA,

Inside Stniftl^ibires

iSoln >la\i
I

with similar arjum^nta «p.d would
be In-, any *uch ojeal U It oaine' to

is up 10% for estimated remittances
of $4,200,000. Mexico, also upgrade,
will be good for $2,500,000 before
thie '47 curtain drops. Belgium^ up
watering-down in quality is fur- 25%, will give YaUks Astribs $4,500,thered here by attacks on Rank's 000. Paradoxically, Denmark's conlatest efforts which British critics tribution will be way up despite an
have launched. Some of the pmidits embargo now imposed by the majors
are trumpeting that Hank, in his ef- because of its fr.eeze. American pix
forts to economize, is turning out took out close to $1,000,000 this year
mediocrities In place ol pix which before currency was blo^ed whlfe
heretofore led the .world in artistry, in '46 practically no business was
U. S. returns don't discourage that done- at alU
Venezuela, good for $900,000, also
impression. "Odd Man Out," for instance, is not expected to paijs the showed improvement as did Chile
$1,000,000 mark though, pre'viously, with approximate dollar shipments
of
$750,000. Business in Sweden rose
a James Mason starrer was thought
some 15% but of the $3,000,000
surefire in Yank theatres. "The Upturned Glass," released in America earned, the companies cani take only
several months back, isn't figured for $1,500,000. As for Norway, companies
with a late start in '46 extracted only
better than $1,000,000. "Frieda" won'
do more than $800,000 while "Captain some $100,000 while their pix earned
Boycott," another Universal release, some $500,000 this year before the
and the -best of the recent lot will blackout on remittances hit.
probably hit the bell at $1,700,000.
Australian Biz Off
Since U's distribution fees plus
On the opposite side of the ledger,
advertising and print costs eat up Australian business is off -20%. The
approximately half of U, S. rentals. Aussies are permitting 50% of profits
Rank officials think the $4,000,000 to be sent to the States and It's figfigure for the year is a. fairly gen
ured the total will come to some
erous estimate.
$3,500,000. New Zealand, still free for
Rank's home theatres have always dollar transactions, is about the
been the backbone of his profits and same as last year which means reU.
film
the
S.
embargo is hitting mittances of $1,500,000. South Aftica
them hard. Yank distribsjiow minus is computed at $4,000,000.
more than half their backlog of preUnrest in India has driven returns
tax pix are hoarding the remaining down from 15% to 20%. In the past,
Alms and letting them out .very India has been good for $2i500,0Q0
slowly. With this sort of rationing, after deduction of overhead but
there's been a stream of reissues grosses are on a progressive dive and
which may be good for fair but the take this year will be far below
rarely sensational business.
that total. Egypt is Off the beam also
Many of the American releases, it' and isn't figured for more than $900,are
felt,
inferior
fllms
h ic
000.
Wouldn't be distributed in normal
Argentine business has held with
times. Adding that to a claimed de- '46. The rub, of course, is the freeze
cline in the quality of British fllms now in effect since early fall. Counand the b.o. dip become^! under- try usually turns in $3,000,000. Unstandable.
less the freeze is lifted within « short

Rank

Ctmiliiiie

Continued frank page' 4 ssk

-

w

$900,000. ChCiha lias faded slightly to
$1,200,000.

Certain coimtrjes, important in the
past scheme of things, continue to
block all remittances because of economic difficulties. Chief among
those are France and Italy. The

French were committed to payments
totalling $11,700,000 this year but
called them off because of its con-

tinued dollar famine.

American pix grossed some $6,000,<
000 in Frtince during the year on. the
basis of black: market- viiluation of
francs. In Italy there's also a complete freeze. Rapid fluctuations of
lira to dollars makes computation of
business there impracticable.

Upped Rentals
s Continued from page S

a

booking the few advanced-admission
pix.

Where the distrib is handling a
film of an indie -producer, as in the
case of BKO with Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years," there's the adargument that the distrib is
the., agent of the proThat, it's
its owp.
leaves the distrib out while the
indie filmmaker escapes because he's
not a defendant in the suit.
The chances that the law courts
may be crowded but the question
of damages is a trickier one. Industry lawyers don't think an exhib
win be able to prove he was hurt
ditional

acting solely as

ducer and not on
felt,

either in booking an upped-price
feature or in refusing to do so. That
view contradicts with the one held
by Sidney E. "fiamuelson, general
manager of Allied Eastern Pennsylvania, Who told Allied conventioneers in Milwaukee that his organization

would

file suits.

A

hit.

"

"Payees should

•

"Spells boxofflce."

"Has what
iingle at

It

takes to start

boxoff ke." • "Wide

audience appeal."
to

fill

the

till."

• "Chockful of
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Sde of Kvornimfflt Seen By

Bright

hxkwg AD

Sales Deirts.

Despite the fact that the majors'-f
theatre holdings represent a hefty
part of their earnings each year,

divorcement
yrould, in time, more than cornpensate for the loss of revenue
Incurred^ they were forced to give
up their theatres. Other industry
officials claim such an .opinion .is
only "whistling in the dark" arid
that the majors can be expected to

George

Jessel's rep as a mini-

mum sleeper

w.k.

is

Once Darryl

Canuck accused him
ly getting up at 7,

matter
late the night before-'and

how
it's

of purpose-

usually late

no'

— "just

so that

Georgie can catch up on lots of
and expose Our
ignorance around the swimming'

topical reading
pool."

To this accusation Jessel re-"I got an uncle who's
dead; he sleeps good; me, I don't
wanna sleep SO: good."

plied,

retain
"

AWA

According to the
exec board 'Statement, political censorship "would amount to a surrender to totalitarian methods and
the beginning of the end for American free institutions."
Film producers, however, have
every right to "eliminate agents of
foreign
governments and propaversives.

Salute

MPA on Purging

Of Reds From Pix Biz

their
*

<

Filmers

;

'

asked, whicb, according to the sales' in part: "I read with much Interest
ohiets, would result in increased a. statement -you made some time
.ago,, 'there is no place in ftolltwood
xentala and increased grosses.
persons who are subversive or.
Opponents of this belief point to for
disloyal to our country.* It 'p^as -inthe fact -that film- sales' have never
gratifying to learn later .that
followed the laws of supply and. deed
dmandi despite the degree of com- the .whole industry -has promptly
-

Samuel

Trumbo,
Biberman,

Ornitz,

Herbert

Lester Colo and Alvah

.

They

Bessie will -make their pleas.

are expected to plead '-'npt guilty"
to 'the charges of contempt.
Argument for postponement of the
backed up your words with positive
the trials was
aqtiop and agreed not to employ any arraignment until
such persons. That'js- excellent. It's made by Martin Popper, attorney
can gross- only so much.' While a splendid demonstration of Amerj- for the 10. He told Justice Pine how
product might go io '?variovs cou)- canism. You may be sure that the much the trip here would costi how
^eting lupuses, for « wbU6, \i would 3iOO0«00O women of our organization, hazardous it was to coipe by plane
eventually be found beating- stea<fer «s well as all 'Americans who love
it would be
path to the theatre that could pay their country, are grateful to you for now, and what a shame
most for it. Siichi .a theatre -would your prompt and courageous meet- to separate the 10 from their families
jBoon become the favorite customer ing of the problem."
during the Christmas holiday.
Mi-s. Le Roy Montgomery, national
and would wind up by walking
"You exhausted all legal meatts to
away with the cream product as chairman of the Motion Picture Com-' avoid coming here before you made:

petition to which the market is ex'posed.
Past events have proved,
they claim, that individual theatres

.

'

'

mittee of the D.A.R.,. told Johnston:
"What^a grand, job you are doing;
; Sales execs able to see some, benin divorcement, however, believe your handling of the Comittupistic
the Supreme Court will be fuljy ii)- situation has been superb." Mrs. La
forme<r of such past patterns of Fell "Dickinson, hOiioFary president
distribution, and will make certain of the General Federation of Wom-^
the industry doesn't fall into the en's Clubs,, wrote: "May I say that I
same pattern again. If the Supreme think you have conducted yourself
Court, consequently, is able to work woriderfuUy In these last trying
out some method that would insure weeks and have come out of it with
a free, competitive market, then dignity."
they believe divorcement would
Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards, chairresult in benefit to the entire In- man of the Fine Arts Department of
dustry.
the 'New York State Federation of
Womeh's Clubs, wrote: '.'No one appreciates better than I do the courage it took to insist tliat known Communists no longer be. employed by
the member companies of the asso<Ctflttinued'
from pxse 9 as
BBI
ciation. It took cciual courage to inproduction and cost, mioney when sist that fihns based on the lives of
the production is on the stages;
notorious criminals, identifying them
^llWiat's more important, by
a by name, no longer be produced. As
dose alliaitce of the ideas of all chairman of the fine arts depart-,
those concerned while the screen- ment of the N. Y. State Federation
play is being written, the picture of Women's Clubs, I want to extend
would be given a homogeneity and to you our appreciation of your forthunity of feeling and taste. Pictures right endeavor to insure the type of
too often now sufl[er from a difEer- entertainment from Hollywood which
«nce in ideas on treatment by the we can view with confidence and
writer Snd director. Each thinks the pride and to which we can give our
other is stttpid and there's resultant wholehearted support;"'
namecalling because they often don't
understand each other's problems.
O'Keefe, 3 Others
"Even worse than that, though, is
later masterminding by the producer
In
Studio Mishap
and other top stategists who cause
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
changes to be made after they've
Dennis O'Keefej star of "Corkseen the finished product. The re- screw Alley;" John Alton,
Camerasult can't help but be a hodge-podge' man; Lester
Shorr, his assistant, and
of ideas. 1 never understand why, if irtng Hall,
a grip, were .injured by
they have such- good ideas after a the collapse
of a camera platform on
picture is made, why they can't have the Eagle
Lion lot.
them before.
Accident halted production of the
Whorf just completed "Luxury picture for one day.
Liner" for Metro, It's a musical in
Technicolor with George Brent,
Frances
Gilford,
Jane
Powell,
Lauritz Melchior and Xavier Cugat.
He also has recently made "Love"
Contbined fr«Mi page 3
Prom a Stfanger" for Eagle Lion on
a loanout, and "TiU the feiOuds Roll pected by April. Three
crews are
By" and "It Happened in Brooklyn" already shooting—one in the
VS. S.,
for his Ijome studio.
He has 1% one in Euroj^e and another in India
years to gd on his three-year pact -T-while
a fourth will start in China
•

efit

•

Whorf's Ideas

'

Hurt

EL

.

UWP-Tele

;

shortly.

&

UWP

$14,000

Mpls.; 'Had to Be'

Warfleld (FWC) (2;656; 60-85)—
."Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d
wk), Nice $12,500, Last week, trim:
$18,500.

Paramount (Par) (2.646; 60-85)—
Minneapolis, Dec. 16.
"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and "Bad
Another week iii -which major Men Missouri" (WB) (reissues). Oke
newcomens again are at a minimum, $19.O0O. Last week, "Out of Blue"
"It Had to Be You" looks standout (EL), fair $16,000,
with a big session at the Orpheum,
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90.$1.20y
Despite a 'slump due to pre-Chris"Unconauered" (Par) (6th wk).
mas influences and -bad weather, Big $15,000. Last week; husky $19,000.
'

-

—

holdovers continue sturdy. It's the
week for the roadshow "Un-*

third

conquered" and for "Where There's
Life."
Xstluiates tor
Aster (Par) (900;

TUs W«ek

Man" (UA)

Orpbenm (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 5S«
85)—"Swordsman"
(Col).
Pallid
$10,500.
Last week, "Exile"
passable $16,500.
United Artiita (Blumenfeld)

(U),

(1,207:
30-44>—"Stork 55-85)—"Body and Soul"
(UA) f3cl
and "The Pre- wk). Snappy $11,000. Last week, big

Bites
tender" (Rep). Satisfactory $1,400 in
5 days. Last week, "Invisible Wall"
Gal" (Rep),
(20th) and "That's

$14,000.

-.

light $1,000.

.

than $5,P00.

BKO-Orptaeum (RKO)

Then Popper argued the
would lose a long time from

men 70)—"H ad

work.'
Justice Pine pointed out that a plane
trip could 'he made
in
one day.
Popper argued the weather was so
uncertain that it was unlikely his
clients would travel Ivy plane. The
court found that "a little unusual."

PC A's

Rally

Attacking the -current wave of
"witch-hunting," "political hysteria"
.to political censorprominent speak-

and capitulation

ship, a half-dozen
ers at "Free the

Movies" rally at
Manhattan Center, N. Y., Monday
(15)

port

made an
to

all-out pitch for sup-

Hollywood

elements

attended by over 2,000 persons,
and sponsored by the Progressive
Citizens of America, passed by aca resolution denouncing the
adopted policy of the film industry
ing,

claim

barring employment to
munists.

known Com-

Each of the speakers, including
Sen. Glen Davis, Mark 'Van Doren,
radio commentator William S. Gailmor, Dr. Guy Emery Shipler and
others, played on the "censorship by
fear" theme. Speakers pointed out
that the blacklisting of writers, actors and directors because of their
political beliefsovas a form of submission to the House Committee on

Un-American Affairs.
American Civil Liberties Union
also scored the industry for its em.

ployment policy in letters sent yesterday (Tuesday) to Eric Johnston,
Motion Picture Assn. prez, and to
Donald M. Nelson, head of the Society of Independent Motion Picture

danger to freedom
industry,"

(2,800; 50-

Be Yoii" (Col).
Last week, "Walter
Mitty" (HKO) (2d wk), plus LouisWalcott fight pictures, good' $11,000.

500 in 4 days.

to
I^ousing $14,000.

RKO-P»n (RKO)

(1,600;

50-70)—
and
and

"Slight Case of Muider" (WB)
"Jezebel"
(reissues)
(WB)
Louis-Walcott fight pictures
wk). Oldies have powerful
here, with speedy $8,000 likely.
week, "Wistful Widow" (U) (2d
and- Louis-Walcott fight films;

'TEXAN'

GOOD

$7,000,

BEST SEATTLE BET
Seattle. Dec. 16.

(2d

Everything is on slow side here
pull
Last currently, with holdovers hurting as
Lib.Wk) well as pre-Xmas dull period.
"Fabufair erty's "I Love Trouble" and
lous' Texan" at the Palomar look
$6,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 60-70)— "Night- best.
Estimate* for Tliis Week
mare Alley" (20th). Not faring so
Blue 'Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
well at merely good $12,000. Last
week,
"Golden Earrings"
(Par), "There's Life" (Par) and "Repeat

Performance"

$10,000,

(EL)

(m.o.).

Oltay

50-55)— $3,500. Last week, "Arizona" (Col)
(Par)
(1,000;
Tights'" (20th). First and "Texas" (Col) (reissues), $3,400.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
showing. Looks like big $5,000.
Last week, "Dark Passage" (WB), —"Desire Me" (M-G) and "Philo
Vance's Gamble" (EL). Slow .$8,000.
$3,000.
World (Mann) (350; 50-70)— Last week, "For Keeps" (M-G) and
"Ecstasy" (Indie) (2d wk). Grabbing "Wife Wanted" (Mono), good $11,000
okay $2,500 after big $3,500 first in 8 days.
Liberty (J&VH) (1,650; 45-80)--week.
"I Love Trouble" (Col) and "Two
Nice
(Col).
Blondes,
Redhead"
$9,000.
Last week, "Deserty Fury
(Par) (3d wk), $6,900.
(Continued from

Vptown

"Mother Wore

now nabe

under attack as subversives. Meet-

.

Company has operated in the black
during its first year, ending within
a few weeks, even after amortization of part of the costs of absorb-

Weather, Pre-Xmas Hits

.

producers, ACLU stated the producers' policy was "fraught with
of. opinion in' the
pointing out that it is
"only a short Step from this eming Castle and buying the extensive ployment policy to depriving
the
« two-week run, Whorf Is due back Bell
Howell library, a
of- public of that independence in the
at Metro the end of February. His ficial said. It's now maintaining
production of films which our denext assignment isn't set yet.
four braiich offices in the U. S.
mocracy has a right to demand,"

A

former. Broadway legit player,
he's east to appear in "Volphone,"
to be presented at the New York
City Centre theatre under auspices
of Theatre, Inc. It opens Jan, 8 fot

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Miracle 34th Street" (20th) (reis-

Stsgedoor
(Ackerman - Rosener)
My
(350; $1.20)— "Henry V" (UA) (3d
wk). Big $3,500. Last week, sock
Century (Par) (1,600; 76-$1.20)— $5,600..
"Unconquered" (Par) (3d wk).Okay
65-85)—
Clay
(Rosener)
(400;
Last week, mild $10,000.
$9,000.
t'T^wny Pipit" (U) (5th wk). Oke
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Drift- $2,000. Last week, $2,200.
wood" (Rep). Acclaimed a "sleeper"
United -Nstloni (FWC) (1,149; 60Last
and looks fairly good $3,500.
85)—"Nightmare Alley" (20th) (m.
"Gentleman After Dark" 0.). Only $2,500 in 6 days-. Last week,
week,
,(E-L) and "Man in Iron Mask" $3,300.
(E-L) (reissues),$3,500.
EsQUlre (Blumenfeld) (952: 5.5-85)
Lyceum (Murray) (1,700; 50-70)— —"The Outlaw" (UA) (2d wk).
"Grapes of Wrath"
(20th)
and Down to $6,500.. Ijast week sock
"Tobacco Road" (20th) (reissues) $12000
(2d wk). Satisfactory $4,000 after
Center (Llppert) (300; 35-95)—
this request," commented the judge, neat $11,000 opener.
"Flying Tiger.s" (Rep) and "Beginreferring to the arguments last week
Lyrlo (Par) (1,000; 50-70)— "Where nii^ or End" (M-G) (reissues). Mild
in Los Angeles. Papper protested that There> Life" (Par) (3d wk). Hope's $1,500 or over. Last week, "Hell's
was only -to test a GonstUutibnal great popularity, in this town keep- Anftels" (Indie) and "Scarface" (Inquestion. He figured it would cost ing this one going. Fat $5,000 after die) (reissues) (2d wk), okay $1,500
"
in 4 days.
the defendants a total of $10,000 yto good $0,000 last week.
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
State (Par) (2.133; 60-85)— "Gen$15,000 to fly here for just a few mint*
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d tleman After Dark" (EL) and "Man
utes in a courtroom. The judge said
wk). Amazing.,at $12,000 after huge Iron Mask" (EL) (reissues) (2d wk).
the plane, trip would be no more $18,000 initial stanza.
Light $6,000 or near. Last week, $7,-

,,

with M-G.

000.

16G, 'Swordsman' lOiG
San Francisco, Dec. 16
Business at several theatres is
holding up remarkably well this
week. Nice bally on Marie McDonald
and .Bill Robinson, heading stageShow, is giving "Lone Wolf in London" a strong session at the Golden
Gate. "Unconquered" also continues
big at St. Francis where in sixth
week at upped. scale. "Body and
Soul" also 'continues strong at United

.'

10

.

(rei.ssues), dull $2,-

'

,

,

Dull

In Frisco; 'Desire' Thin

sue) and "Blondie in Dough (Col).
Return of iorrner, Santa Claus pomedy, was expected to be a datural at
this time of year, but not coming,
through. Only $2,500, Last week,
"Gentlemarf After Dark" (EL) and
"Man Iron Mask" (EL) (reissues), Artists on third stanza.
"The Swordsman" is a bis disap.
good $3,500,
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)— pointment at the Orpheum, while
gandists for un-American and. anti- "Out of Past" (HKO) and with "Desire Mp" looks thin at the Fox.
American movements," the statement Louis- Walcott fight pix holding over.
Estimates tor This- Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l)
adds. Referring to xeeent contempt Lot of stuff packed into this bill but
citations
against
10
Hollywood it looks only fair $14,000. Last week, —"Lone Wolf London" (Col) plus
writers,- producers
and directors, reissues of '^'Jezebel" (WB) and "An- Vaude headed by Bill Robinson arid
Marie McDonald.
Strong $27,000
Adverse" (WB), $11,500.
AWA deplares that ."House Commit- thony
Warner (WB) (2,000; 4$-70)— Last week, "Out of Past" (RKO) plug
tee on Un-American Activities la do"Gangster" (Mono) with h.o. of fight vaude headed b.v Robert Mitchum
ing a necessary job In 'inciiiiring into pix. (5ood $10,500. Last week, sec- (2d wk). big $25,000.
the nature and scope of Communist ond of "Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO),
Pox (FWC) (4,651: 60-95)— "Desire
Me" (M-G). Thin $16,000. Last week,
infiltration on the motion picture neat at $7,500.
"Escape Me Never" (WB), colorless
field." Heading the AWA is Rupert
$12,000.
.
Hughes, tlovelist and former screen

MFA

before.

"Kansan" (UA(

-

Washington, Dec. 16.
Distrib toppers base the opinion on
Film industry's stand on Com.the belief that- divorcement would munism .has won the support of na..Expand the market for all films in tional'
representing
organizations
"terWtoties whefe the majors cur'millions of women, the Motion Pic- vrriter, wbo testified against the
.tently own and operate theatres,
disclosed, yesterday- US) Communists at the Washington hearSupreme Court ture, Assn.
•ttiiis, even if the
prez ings.
as it released a letter to
doesn^t rule specifically in favor of
Eric Johnston from', the Kational
auction bidding for product, the
Council of Women of the U, S.,
market would become more comDaughters of the American Bevolupetitive. Majors would no longer
be able to sell product to their own tion, General Federation of Women's
Clubs and the N. Y. State Federation
Continued from page 3
theatres and withhold it from com-'
of Women's Clubs.
p'eting.. houses, Demand for product
•Mrs. Ambrose N, Diehl, president Edward Dmytryfc, Ring Lardner, Jr;,
in such a competitive market would
ibUs boost the terms that could be of National Council .of Women^ said Adrian Scott, Albert Maltz, Dalton

'.

H.O/$OkeJew Pix

.

Major Women's Orgs

.

,

PITTSBURGH

(Continued from page 12)
come at $15,000, Last week, second of
with a two»sided' stance con- "Dolphin Street" (M-G), big $18,500,
(Loew's), (800; 40-70)—"DolBi&
demning political censorship of the
phin" (M-G) (m.o.). Still stout at
film industry and approving the Con- fSiOOOj big dough at this small-seater.
and
gressional probe into Hollywood sub- Last week, "Sundown" (UA)

out

Stubborn Jessel,

total,,

fight ,to the . end to
luci^itive" holdings.-

While Slapping Commio wrists, the
American Writers Assn., literati outfit organized to combat allesfed totalitarian control of authors, has

managers (or the
sales
eeveral
Various companies that own theatres
believe it wouldn't be too bad an
Idea if the U. S. Supreme Court
ruled in favor of total divorcement
In the forthcoming' decree hearings.
Sales chiefs/ obviously reluctant
to be quoted, emphasized they were
speaking only for the distribution
end of the business. But, they
pointed out, additional money from
the increased film rentals that might

be possible under

Rentals

American Writers Ass'n

;

PROVIDENCE.

page 12)
Music Box (H-E) (S.'iO; 45-80)-good $4,000. Last week, "Anthony "Fancv Free" (RKO) and "Baldp;iic
Adverse" (WB) and "Jezebel" (WB) (RKO") (3d wk). Fair ,$3,500. Last
(reissues), $3,800.
week, "Father" (WB) (5th wk), okay
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Mir- $3,600 in 6 days at $1.25 top.
acle 34th St." (20th) (reissue) and
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)-vaude on stage. Good $6,000. Last "Green Dolphin" (M-G) (3d wk).
week, "Spoilers" (U) (reissue)' and Solid $8,000 after getting big $12,000
vaude on stage, same.
Majestic
(Fay)
44-65)—
(2,200;
Orplieum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)-"Escape Me Never"
(WB) and "Ride Pink Horse"- (U). Thin $7,500.
"Blondie's
Anniversary"
(Col) Last week, "Fun, Fancy Free" (RKO)
Fairly peppy $15,000. Last week, and "Seven Keys Baldpate" RKO),
"Wistful Widow" (U) and "Bulldog mild $7,300 in 6. days,
„„,
Drummond Strikes" (Col) (2d wk),
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)--'
nice $14,000.
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and "Ola
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; OS- Spanish Trail" (Rep). Good .fV.OOO.
OS "Bowery Buokaroos" (Mono) and Last week, "Body and Soul" (UA)
Paul Gary heading stageshow for (3d wk-5 days)i $4,000.
3-day weekend stand. ' Fair $7,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)'Last week, "Northwest Outpost" "Husband's Affairs" (Col) and "Bed(Rep) and Judy Lynn heading stage men" (Col). Fair $8,500. La.st 'wcelc,
show,' neat $9,500 in three-^day week- second of "Where There's Life^
end stand.
(Par) and "Repeat Performance
State
(Loew)
44-65)— (EL), $7,400.
(3,200;
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d
wk,. Still nice $17,500. Last week,
neat $19,000.
MiSnday. Last week, "Where There a
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) Life" (Par) and "Sweet Genovjeve
—"Adventure Island" (Par) and (Col)
wk), fairly healthy
(2d
"Cover Big Town" (Par). Opened $10,500 after good $13,000 opener.
.
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is

one of the most riotous farces ever put on

It

belongs in the class of inspired nonsense

*

My Man

Godfrey

'

of blessed

memory.

It's

celluloid.

tliat

sired

saucy and

sexy and spicy, with a solid story on which to base

chucklesome nonsense,

ff

its
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fOPT pr TOE BLUE' IS OUf OP THIS WORLD''

piretred by IEI«H JASON

An EAGLE ClON FILMS f imn

says The Exhibifor

Wcdneeday,' Deeegdnlicr 17, 1$47

FicnmES
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METRO REVISES EXEC

FUm Reviews
The Eternal Return
country

Arias arid Incidental music
W« used only sparjjuffleient drama;

opera.
ing^^,

but story has

and suspenss to ttan4 on its own.
Film should draw at the art houses.

Sardou's play has much more innaturally, than tho Puccml
and since the film follows the
former, it mak^ for a palatable pic.
The story concerns the revolutionaries in Italy in the time of the allconquering Napoleon, when Italy
-was a collection of dictator-ridden
principalities, and those citizens trying to change the political setup
were termed Jacobins and traitors,

Fatal cross-conflict develops
as the wife and. nephew are drawn
together by a cosmic yea otUy to be
discovered by the uncle, cast out, «Jid
eeparated from each other.
Forgiven by her husband, the wife
returjos to the chateau and declines
into a lifeless melancholy. The boy,
meantime, half tries «n affair with
another woman but is driven, in torment, to see his first love once again.
In the attempt, he gets wounded
mortally. Following the legendary

doom.

cident,

opera,

.

and hunted down.

Specifically,

it

relates the story of Tosca, the singer;
Cavaradossi, her lover, and the way
the two meet their fate at the hands
of the police chief. Baron Scarpia,
for haiiboring a Jacobin fugitive.
Pic is stilted and corny in large
trieasure, ihut the suspense, the chase
effect, carries it, as well as the performances. The pageantry of the Te
Deum number in the caQiedral and:
the court scenes are interesting, too.
When the opera'i^ orchestra music is
used as ibackground, it fits, but the
by Pieral, Cocteau has invented a few vocal numbers mere^ di&tract
concentrated symbol fqr -the world's from the story. The arias are sung
«vil
and eonvfentional hypocrisy as if offstage, toy unseen soloists, tn
ivhich is among the outstanding this: case, voices are those of Mafaldo
Tavero and FerruciO Xagliavini, who
triumphs of this or any other film.
The cast- is- uniformly excellent. render the wellknown arias most
As the latter-day. Tristan, Jean creditably.
Undoubtedly, foreign film imports
Idarais is a strikingly blonde Adonis
•who plays with a vitality and inten- ers are cashing in on Tagliavini's
He's current popularity since his sensasity which carries conviction.
E natural bet for Hollywood. As the tional debut at the N. Y, Met last
wife, Madeleine Sologne, while not season, playing up his name even
e rematlcable looker toyU. S. stand- when his connection with a film, as
erds, establishes the credibility of in this case, is very minor and only
.Exploitation is legiti-fcer tragic role through the honesty incidental.
pf her thesping. Jean Murat plays mate, but it might irk the customers*
the elderly uncle with requisite- if they hear his voice once or twice
iwmbreuess. Other players, includ- accompanying a film that might
ing Yvonne DeBray as the dwarfs otherwise be bad.
Cast in this pic is quite good. Rosmother and Junie Astbr as the sec« end loVe, deliver with equally strik- sano Brazzi is a handsome Cavaradossi, with Imperio Argentina very
Herni.
ing portraits.
attractive opposite him, and both

Biattem, the two lovers are finally
fcrought together again in a powerfully moving death-bed emhraqe.
Despite the undercurrent of passion aiid sexual craving, the filni has
tm austere, classic- structure, immarred by eroticism yet profoundly
vibrant and disturbing in its total
emotional impact. Through the device of a dwarf, one of the chateau
residents who is played masterfully

,
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Schine-Griffttii

.

and' mischievous."

ineffective

Over

•

,

Group meeting at the Phillips
hotel currently includes some mem«
bers of the
as well as cxhibs
without affiliation. Homer Strowig,
prez and Kansas exhib, ig
among the registrants. Purpo.-je is
to form an Allied group entirely

KMTA

KMTA

independent and without exhibs
with distributor connections, according to D, F, Sullivan, acting secre*
tary.

Meetings- are planned strictly for

business. Besides the organizational
matters, membership will tackle high
admissions,
American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers'
fees and sagging business, Sullivan
It

"

Meeting is being supported
said.
by ofliicials of neighboring Allied
group in person Including John
Wolfberg, Denver prez ot Allied
Rocky Mountain Independent Theatres;. Col. H. A, Cole, proxy of Allied Theatre Owners of
Eastern
Pennsylvania and publisher of Allied Caravan; and Trueman Rem.
out period in which he could not busch, prez of AUied Theatre Ovimers of Indiana.
tell whether he was going to get a
picture or not.
Thus the normal
operations of the industry would be
completely bound up in red tape. Pinza in Toyland'
The plan is as full of holes as a yard
For Morros'Le Baron
of mosquito netting."
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Continuing, "The most serious vice
Ezio Pinza, Metropolitan Opera

pomfs out, "Under the lower court's
plan, offers to receive bids must go
out 30 days' in advance of the bidding, and the award must be made
'Should Have Satne Right . . .'
within 15 days thereafter, so that
^ Bromley continued that less than
i% of the distributbrs' earnings in the harassed exhibitor would have
the area came from Schiue. He said to bid for pictures anywhere from
the. distributor Circuits weVe much 166 to 204 tunes annually and would
larger than Scttine's and that if they endure In each instance a sweating
GontinneA from

the control never

amounted to over

.

.

were permitted to fueep their theatres (as provided by the trial court)
tlien Schine and other non-affiliated
circuits should have the same right.

Bromley said any buying abuses
fine actors.
Michel Simon makes a could be halted by injunction and
menacing Scarpia. Adriano Rimoldi, that dissolution, of the circuit was
Ha admitted that
as the fugitive Angelotti, and Caila unntecessary.
Monotcrailii Teleaxe »t Jtimes S. Burkett Candiani,
as his titled sister, give Scliine's combined buying power
-productto^
]9tan> Boland Winters; fea$1,600,000 in a single year—made
ture8 VftatOL DouglM, Victor Sen Young, good support. Camera work is satis
Ulttntan MoreWnd. Directed by WlllKim factory, and direction adequate.
him
the biggest indie circuit. But,
-Scott Darlingr
IJeauaine,
Screenplay.
Bron.
he added, there had been no abuse
Imseft on cltaracter cicoted by ISnrl Vurr
Blggfrs; camera,' Willi«m Siclilner; caitor,
of this power and no illegal trade

Vhe Chinese Ring

Bollywood, Dec.

To Jom Allied
Kansas City, Dec. 10.
100 exhibitors from Kansas
and
Missouri
registered
today
(Tuesday) for the two-day meeting
expected to bring an Allied-affiU.
ated group in this area. Plans hav«
been under way for an organization
of an Allied group since last fall
when a rump meeting of indopeu.
dents was held at the annual conventfon of the Kansas-Missouri The.
atres Assn., aJtiliate of the Motion
Picture llteatre Owners of America.

:

>

I

Kas.-Mo. hdies

Want

Continued from' psce ( es
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
is In conflict with the,
Exeoutiva producer berths on the that petition
sought by the parties to the
Metro lot were practically elimi- relief
They are already adequately
cause,
nated through a (Ftreamlining process
represented
the solicitor general
by
through which all producers were
this petition
were
made directly responsible to Louis and that if
accepted, there would be so many
B. Mayer, E. J. Mannix and Ben
petitioners iixtervening that it would
Thau. Meanwhile, the three toppers
be. impossible fost the major crfmhave turned over part of their manpany defendants to reply to all of
agement and executive chores to
them.
others in order to deVote their full
Majors' dissent stated, "We do not
time to picture making.
Important management responsi- believe that it will serve the convenience of the court to have its
bilities formerly borne by Mannix
were delegated to Louis K. Sidney, record burdened with a multiplic-lty
briefs by groups not directly,
who was made a vice-president; J. J. ofconcerned in the action."
Cohn, another veepee, will handle
The exhibitors in their plea to the
physical production problems; Al
Lichtman and James K. McGuiness court for acceptance of their brief
were shifted to individual produc- countered, "It is apparent, that so
tion units on important pictures; far as the independent exhibitor is
Lawrence Weingarten remains as concerned, ttiettt is a serious product
head of the executive editorial, shortage. This"- destroys the power
board, in association with Albert which the independent has in barLewin; Voldanciar Vetlugin will gaining with tlie majors. The indehandle the expanded editorial de- pendent exhibitors are rendering a;
partirient; Kenneth MacKenna will valuable public service and should
be executive editorial assistant to be protected."
The c^thibitors continued their
Mayert and. Sam Katz will be in
attack on the lower court's decree
charga of m]isieal procluctions.
declaring, "The competitive bidding
system prescribed by the district
court Is unauthorized, unworkable,;
.

from the opera

where the three

chateau

characters, Itoft uncle, ms
youthful wife, and the. nephew, spell
out the predestined pattern of their

central

Indies

PROUDCtlON $ETUP

Continued tiom pat* 1

ft.

-

,

:

.

of the competitive bidding plan is
that it is an abortive cure-all for the
evil practices of the defendants. It
will have the effect to immunize
this underlying monopoly and remove the legal clouds from the titles

was signed by Federal Films,
Boris Morros- William LeBaron outstar,

fit; to star in "Babes in Toyland" for
United Artists release.
Producers

are dickering with -Dennis Day for
one of the top -roles.
argument on to their theatres."
Picture goes into work at the close
Bcpubllo reIeaso,.ot Melville Tucker pro.
Bidding on a flat rental basis with
the Crescent case. He said the two
of the opera season, with Arthur
4a«li>ny....i.....i...^.'...V:ictoF Son Young duction. Stars Monte Hale, Adrian Booth
.Manten foreland teatures Foy Willinjr and Kldefs ot were "the same in basic issues and all percentages eliminated was advo- Lubin directing.
itiimbiirham
FhlUp Ahn I>nrt>le Sage, Directed Isy M, Gi Spring, in plan of relief by theatre divesti- cated.
They recommended divestiCapt. .Kong
,
XtiggV Cartwrlghti a. i^.-.x.^.I.o'ulie Currle steen. Screenplay. Loujte Roujaieau; cam.
ture, declaring it to be not punitive,
ture."
In
instance,
claimed,
each
he
era'
(Truoolor),
.Foujge'r
Byron
Alfred's.
Keller;
songs,
ATmstrong.
i.,.,...
Bob
.Thayer Roberts Wills, Willing', Sid Robttti music, Mort
exhibitors have contrived to elirii- but, "the traditional Sherman act
Copt;' Hi^tim'i'. t.
Jean Wong GUchman; cditot, Arihuc Aob^rts.. Pre- inate competition and have achieved remedy which has been applied to
2%ttie«ta MerWngj.
Prod. DiiT
..... ...... .-.Chablng viewed N. T., Dect. la,
/.
Running time,
liliyv m*.
The numerous other Industrie.*."
a picture-buying monopoly."
.'.iOcOtge -H, Spauiatng 05 MINS,
Br. HlckeVK".
.....Paul Bryar Alonlo -Hale
The Supreme court is still to deMonte Hale only difference, he said, was that
Bcrseant
Continued tiom page- 9
eharm!*n»'A' Harlter Jnlia.
.Adrian BootH
tAenographer..-..
cide whether the brief will be acTljorMon -Eawarcla "Lucky" John Hawkins
Paul Hurst "Schine is more complex and larger
JKolel Cl^vk,;
the new year. At this time last year
1*0 Tung Foo Ifcirlowe
William Haiide than Crescent," and went on to add cepted.
Jltltler...'.,.!..-^.»jiii,...
RKO. had three films in work and
iBIchurd Wang •I^".
...»
.John Alvin
Hamlahlni
Bpenc(>r Chan
;Cbttiese OtUccr.......
I.*Roy Mason that Schine liad admitted monopoly.
U-I was lenslng four.
Kenneth Chuck Sherin Blanchard
Tom f.ondiJn Wright argued:
Chinese Boy......
Clip.
Steve Barrel!
RKO is approaching completion of
Wright
said
that
size
was
the
no(
Ited...
........
..... Gene Evans
As filler material for supporting poc Thornhlll.'
all current productions at the end
Ted Adams basic issue in the case, hut that the

Under Colorado Skies

llU-hard Hee!nriaq<)>.' Prevlttrcd In HoUyiv-ooc], Wee. 8, 'W. minnlng time, «7 JOKS.
Boland Winters
Charlf* Chan
Bttgefiiit D&vIdson> . >• .. . .Warren Douglas

'

(COLOB^SONGS)

practices.

Wright based his

full

•

I

.

.

-

.

.

,

;

I

.

'

* •.*

. .

positions, "The Chinese Ring" will
get by. It's another in Monogram's
series built around Charlie Chan,
the fictional Chinese sleuth created

;

UA-U

, , . ,

Steve Haines
Hank Patterson
BIders of Purple Sago
.'

sum.
Fay WllUng

&

size.

m

FiUned
Trucolor, "Under ColThis one
Biggers,
drags' only £air. sating due. to slow orado Skies" reveals sets and' atmosphere that rises above the' ordinary
pace arid story holes.
Roland Winters, 'Who has donned oatuner. It should have bright b.o.
garb of the Chinese supersleuth, a prospects in the double bill situaInstrumental group of the
character worn by a number of tions.
.other character actors in- the past, Riders of the Purple Sage inay also
does&'t quijte measure up to role in mean something at the' wicket.
While the mountings and producappearance, but otherwise is okay.
William Beaudine's direction cues tion of this Republic entry reflect
care, the casting comes a cropper in
t".:e movement- too slowly for suspense, a factor that goes against the selection of William Haade as
essentially adequate plot formula the ringleader of the heavies. Physically he's well adapted to the role,
burnished by W." Scott barling.
Wrapped up in this whodunit's but a Brooklyn accent in the Colstory is a Chines^ princess, in the orado territory circa 1873-, can't be
U. S. to buy planes. When she is dismissed on the grounds of poetic
Furthermore, it's given
murdered in Chan's den,. a chain of license.
circumstances leads the detective, sharper contrast to the hero MOnte
eventually, to pin that killing and Hale's authentic Oklahoma twang.
As screenplayed by JLouise Roustwo more on a bank manager who's
trying to cut in on a large sum of seau, none too original plot tees off
in Texas where Hale works part
money belonging to the princess.
couple of .other- doublecrossers, a time .in the local bank to finance a
not-too-ke^n police sergeant and an medical career. Haade's gang stages
annoying femme reporter all man- a holdup and Hale is suspected of
age to keep clues sufficiently be- complicity. Actually he's shielding
fogged so that, only Chan can wrap John Alvin, brother of his fiancee,
Adrian Booth.- There are numerous
«:> the cage.
Warren Douglas, the sergeant, and gun fights with the outlaws before
Louise Currie, the reporter, carry law and order prevails, resulting in
^n'a battling romance. Mantan More- Hale's vindication.
Hale is forthright in his portrayal
land spots some okay comedy, VicAdrian
tor Sen Young, Philip Ahn, Byron of the- would-be medico.
Fougler, Thayer Roberts -and others Booth is pleasantly decorative as the
heart interest.
Paul JHurst lends
round out adequate casting.
James S. Burkctt has given pro- realism to the part of a hotel production standard values for budget, prietor. Alvin is okay as the youth
end technical credits are. al^o in gone wrong. Spotted in several sequences. Riders of the Purple Sage
keepings with the budget.
Brog.
contrib
several
vbcal
harmonies
among them such standbys as "San
Story of
Antonio Rose." R, -G. Springsteen's
(ITALIAN-MADE)
direction paces the film well while
Buppvfilm release of Soalera-Era (Arturo
Alfred S. IffeUer's Icnsing dresses up
Anibi-oslo) i)rodU('tIon.
Stars Impei'lo ArKPiitinn, Michel Simon. Directed by Cni'lo the celluloid.

by Eart Derr
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-
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The

Tosca

Kooh. Basoil on pluy by VictoHen Sardou,
V'ith "I>a To.soa'* arjaa and baclcground
mu.sic by Giacomo Puccini. Canifra. TIbaldo
Aratfi. English title.i, Herman Weinlierg.
JPraviewcd N. Y., Dec. 12, '17. Bunnlna
time, loe MINS.
I'luria Tosca
...Impcrio Argentina
lirarpta..
.Michel Simon

Mario

(jKVanivlossI

MaiT'hesa Attavanll.
AngeluttI

•.

...Rosuano Hi'ukzI
Cftrta fnndKini
Adrlano Klmoldi

and accumulation of inwere illegal, regardless of
Justice
Felix , Frankfurter
pouncted at this point, contending he
could not see what; comprised a
moifopoly aside from the advantage
.of size. He said he could not find
practices

terests

Wanamaker

Re-Teamed

Whether permission is granted undoubtedly depends on how well
filled other Shubert houses promise
to be this winter, and spring. UA's
Wright insisted that Griffith "kept rental is $5,000 weekly plus 2% of
competitors from coming into closed the gross, with the total nut around

competition,

towns." Frankfurter commented that
"since a circuit of four or five theatres couldn't

buy on

this plan, isn't

a matter of si7,e that gave them
this power?". Justice Douglas also
supported this argument.
Cochran, the Grifl'Hh lawyer, said
charges against his client were muchmore limited than, in the Crescent
and Schine cases, and that there was
no specific charge of specific restraints of trade." He said that the
Government was basing much of its
case on a -clause in the Crascent
contracts which gave the chain the
right to play pictures out of order.
He said this was common practice
and appears in many standard con
it

tracts.

16.

United States Pictures will team
Palmer and Sam Wanamaker

Nelson's Successor
—5; Continued from page 3 sgsg;
Releasing
Organization,
Selznick
have been doing the interviewing in
New York. It's understood that
among those they have consulted,
not for the job itself but for suggestions as to candidates, was Tommy "The Cork" Corcoran', former
aide to President Roosevelt and now
Washington law pard of his ex
associate,

Ben Cohen.

Nelson, who resigned last week,
effective Jan. 31, will become chairof the board of the ElectroChemical Research Co. of New York

He

has considerable coin invested

in the outfit, 'which holds patents
"The Long' on a germicide process for preservWay Home," based on a yarn by ing food. He's also expected to take
Un Italian; English Titles)
an active interest in U. S.-M6xican
This is a slow but interesting ver- Millard Lampell.
Pair recently corstarred in "Tisa," iKionomic affairs as a possible adsion of the Victorien Sardou play on
'Which Puccini )>ased his wellknown currently awaiting release.
viser to the Mexican government.
Lilli

for the second time,

in'

Studio,' which usually averages six
or seven productions before cameras,
consequently has cut down production workers from 50 to 75%, including secretarial staff. Six in

flackery department were dropped
Inasmuch as at least three big during the past two weeks. Studio
musicals are expected on Broadway, has 16 contract, players and 24 on
stock list who Will remain on paythere's a possibility that both
and U will be able to get out of their roll. Studio figures cutdowu in salcommitments before their leases aries a requisite as result of tiie proexpire Oct. 1. Possibility for the duction slowdown.
$10,000.

UA

Broadway
for

the

Follies."

is "Bonanza Bound" and
Columbia is washing up four proWinter Garden "Ziegfeld ductions this week and will have
only two in action, with no new pic-

tures

month.

;

Continued from page S

slated

to

Metro,

start

before

which

next

had

five

troupes working at this time last
year, now has two, with employment
figures on the big lot reaching a low

Radio Scripts
:

ebb in all departments.
film Stories, but the large
At 20th-Fox the schedule shows
turnover of radio material and nonof broadcasts have here- four pictures in work, but one of
tofore prevented the film companies them is on location in Wa.shington,
from systematically scouting the air- D. C, leaving only three opportuni-

become

permanence

fot 'Home' man

Hollywood, Dec.

-

evidence on the forced exclusion of

Governmental

JPalmer,

of this month, "Mr. Blandings Builds
ContUiaed from paj;e s
His Dreainhouse," "The Window"
from the Shuberts, from whom it and "Guns of Wrath" wind this week
holds the lease, to book a musical. while "The Velvet Touch," Fred
No okay has been given as yet. Brisson's initialer, ends next week.

ties for paychecks among the studio
waves for story properties.
By-product of CBS' script-avail- workers. Paramount is doing pretty
ability pitch to the "film companies is well with three in action, as against
the hypoed enthusiasm among radio four last Deoemberi Warners, with

Radio Writers Guild has six last year, is' down to two.
completed a contract with 'the
Columbia Pictures issued a denial
that
will
give
authors of report that 25% of its production
of
one-shot air shows a basic staff were given notices over week50% minimum share of all sales to end, and that over 200 employees
film companies.
For series shows, are being let out,
individual bargaining is to determine
Six-Tnembers Of the publicity Staff
the writers' share.
Most are ex- were
given notice as of Jan. 1.
pected to involve outright sales of
As for the indies, they are tnking
the film rights, with the nets bowing
writers.

nets

wood represent

tho holiday season in its literal
sense with two exceptions: Arko's
"Mr. Joseph Young o£ Africa" and

Frank Stanton.

may

out after the cash transaction;
First scripts submitted to Hollythe start of the continuing flow, according to Nathan L.
Halpern, assistant to CBS prexy

Beatrice Buchman,
vet of 15 years with Hollywood producers, heads up the department appraising past scripts for their film
values.

of
"Man-eaters
Monty
Shaff's
Kumaon." Eagle Lion, meanwhile,
start one before
Production in tbe

Christina.s.

new

more promising, with a

year

is

flurry

of
in

new pictures lined up for leusing
January and February,

WedneaAaf, Dfceptiber 17, 1947

PICTIUBBS

U's S-Minute Trailers

Oiteoii-GCF
~- continued from page
xt the period

it lost

A

WNBT

and CBS' WCBS-TV

reprinted
to tele-

eao.ooo,

the

basic

cast the short eight times during a
.that to 38 ($7.60).
Producer's need for coin to make two-week period preceding preem
further films is undoubtedly behind of the feature at
the Criterion,
the effort to put tiie weight of Odeon
(N. Y.), the end of this month.
back; of GCF. Bank's statement last
Briefte was made at ; U's Coast
••week said that he required $8,000,OOO in bank facilities if he is not to studio and includes highlights from
icurtail production and that .Odeon
the feature. Avoiding a tangle with
jwlU make itself 'responsible for .the
the American Federation of Musi•
>
coia
cians, studio has left out all musical
Move was .apparently made neces- background.
Long and dark- shots
sary by. increasing apprehension of are
also skirted.
loaning money

ing before the

was 40

banks aboutfor production. With

.British

'

no immediate

solution apparent to the 75%, tax on
American films, they fear retaliatory

TOA's Coyne

measures by U. -S. exhibs against
This has servedto
Contltttted from page 9
Slow down production, rather than
speed it up to compensate for the they're now really concerned over its
diminishing pool of American pix repercussions on the theatres. ''One
.that were- -here before U. S. com- Washington exhibitor clocked six
features televised from the local stapanics imposed their embargo.
tion in one week," TOA exec said.,
Proht A! Loss Since 1943
"Theatre men aren't condemning it
,
Rank's statement last week showed
yet. What they want to know, is what
the following profits and losses for
effect it'll have on the theatres."
,CCF:
. Exhibs
.are uncertain whether to
'
Totals <. $8,620,000
$850,000
join with tele" or to fight it, Coyne
That would mean a net loss of ap- stated. They think, possibly, it may
proximately $8,000,000 in production be better to encourage additional
for the five years. However, the 1946 research in theatre video and then
British pictures.

f

i

.''

.

Directors

Guild,

raaft

unions,

an extensive treatment

arid

industry anti-trust case

Lindey

has,

now pend-

general,

or

from purchase

a

pic-

book
showing to

of the play,

original to its final

the public.
Typical contracts reprinted include sale of picture rights,
financing and
production, patent
.

licenses

and

million patrons exists in

today

if

it

pictures in

progres-

sively followed the career of

ture

of the

employment,
players by one company
royalties,

loaning of'
to
another,

collective bargaining;
distribution, exhibition, leases for
studios and theatres, sale, rental and
servicing of equipment, assignments,
quit claims, releases, receipts, etc.

9.
see ruins and war on the screen—
they are more interested in being
Germany reminded of "old happy days of
greatness." in line with the trend
were possible to show toward lighter fllms^ among his
all four zones, German forthcoming
productions is "The

Stockholm, Dec.

Potential film public of 20 to 30

etc.,

Supreme Court.
in

Sez Director, But Fusion Is Lacking

industry

agreements with the. Screen Actors
Guild, Screen Writers' Guild, Screen

joon after

,

are

vise a five-minute short on its
fS Sbareg Dip to «1.60
Xmmediate effect was to depress forthcoming release, "The Senator
Odeon's ordinary shares when the "Was Indiscreet," as the first of a
the follow'itock exchange opened
series of video trailers for future
First sale
(Friday).
ing morning
Each station will broadshillings ($8) with a drop product.

,

.

'

s

I Continued from p»gt 9

Universal has closed with NBC's

Gmnan Fdm Pubik B^,

Potential

Contract Book

Over 2 Video Networks

« sassi

total of $8,-

23

film

director

Helmut Kautner re- Apple Falls from the Tree," a story
of Adam, Eve,, the snake and the
while here on a
devil in modern version,

declared

cently
visit.

He

also asserted that there is

a total Of 5,000 film" theatres through-

out the entire country.

Depts.
Cooperation between the Allied
and Russian zones works out very
sss GOntbiued from page 5 sss
badly, Kautner said; For example,
advertising; Ben Washer, publicity
"The Murders Are Among Us," prTS- manager; and Sid Mesibov, ass'4' e)c#
duced in the Soviet sector, has been ploitation chief.
banned by Allied censors although'
Mitchell ankles the top, spot after
'

was recently tradestiown in a two-year stint, sans contract. He
Kautner's own production of "In joined Par Nov. 1, 1945, after servJenen Tagen,',' made in the U. S. ing as pictorial head of the War
zone and originaUy slated for Swed- Dept.'s Bureau of Public Relation*
ish distribution, has been withdrawn
during the war with a colonel's-rank.
the film

All of the contracts reprinted are
modifications of ones alres^dy used.
For instance, so shown are Edna
Ferber's pact on sale of "Saratoga
Trunk" to Warner Bros, and Earl
Carroll's deal with Paramount covering the studio's right to make a
musical dealing with his nitery.
There's likewise the contract with
National Screen Service covering
exhibition of one of its trailers, plus

Sweden.

hundreds of others.

film fare in Germany today, the director pointed out. He particularly ing entering business .unconnected,
noted that "the people don't waHt to with motion pictures on .his own.
!

Publisher-

•'

Co.,

Inc.,

is

Matthew Bender

Albany, N. Y,

&

the Allied authorities insist
in dollars. Directors
also revealed that he plans eight new
films this season of which he will
personally direct two.

since

down a number of jobs in the newspaper and
magazine field .«s a writer and exIn the past he's held

upon payment

'

ecutive.'.'

Comedies are the most popular

,

Understood Mitchell

is

consider-

.

'

loss was substantially reduced by an.excess t>roflts tax credit of $3,800,full
balance sheet for
000,
five yeai's is- printed herewith.

GCF

A

explanation, said:
at a great, expense,
one of which at least 'Caesar and
Cleopatra'— greatly
enhanced the
prestige of British films all over the
world, resulted in substantial losses.
'These poor results '4lsO': were
partly caused by the initial cost of
vestablishlng the distribution organization in territories overseas with'Out which it iS regarded as imposHible to ensure the successful distribution of a continuous output of
Statement,
"Films made

;<

ifi

—

adapt it to their own uses. With 12,000 miles of cable networks expected
by 1950, the question must be an-

swered and answered fast.
Coyne has promised exhibs the
com plete story on theatre tele vision.
He's already huddled with Loren
Ryder, prexy of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, who's working oh a report for theatre men. TOA
will send copies of the report to all
its

members when

New, improved Western

available.

Unfair Competition

Unfair competition from 16m films

NEW ANAIYZER

is rapidly spreading, Coyne said, and
exhibs are now up in arms. "The
is coming from many
GCF is $4,691,- competition
sources itinerant shows, lodge halls,
disclosed
that $2;595,024,
116, Rank
church basements, school auditoV due
for his own GCF holdings,
riums, etc—and something must be
.won't be withdrawn in cash, but left
done. There are now 50,000 16M proUS an unsecured loan. Of the total
jectors in the country and they can
price, 97% is in 8% participating
be turned out at a rate 50,000 more
preferred ordinary shares, whose
yearly."
cumulative dividend is nearly five
As for ASCAPi that org's proposed
years in arrears.
Bank also revealed that GCF is .[>oost will be fought bitterly unless
compronnise can be reached at
, due to pay next May $4,$2Q,770 for some
purchase of shares from Metropolis current meetings in which TOA is
participating. "We want a reasonable
.& Bradford Trust.
Statement shows surplus of assets rate and we want a longterm deal so
over liabilities of $565,156 at book that the charges can't be jumped
values. Of $32,029,908 in assets, $23,- shortly," Coyne said. Exhibs are par006,10(1 is set down for "completed ticularly aroused, he added, because
V and uncompleted films and story they feel titat an increase- is poorly
lights at cost." Cash on hand is timed with a decrease in boxoffice

British films."

Purchase price of

.

Electric

INTERMODULATION MEASURING SET

•
•

—

Mm

Dlrtoilion

UNIT

pliaM nMtwf

'

<

Single, conttnuautlyyfiitabt*

input eontawl

.

.

On the other side are secured loans and liabilities totaling

$773,588.

$35,430,832.

in the last

current

Odeon balance

sheet,
assets

exceeded
by $7,300,000, While mortgage de
benture stocks and loans totaled
over $40,000,000.
liabilities

.

:

• HlghttuiiMii nitinv
• No (eparate amplifier nMtie'
• four Amplitude nrtiM

ASCAP

Statement did not disclose inner
finance of GCF's investments in
universal productions, which appear
in the GCF. balance sheet. GCF was
originally launched to make Rank
iss Continued from pagt 9
investments in U pix. It is a prinfavor N. Y. Because the company was
Cipal subsid of Manorfieid Invest
shooting on actual locales, the cost
ments, Ltd., the Rank family hold
of .set production was much lower in
ing company.
Manhattan. He declared, in fact,
that the crew was taking advantage
No ESect in CaiMdft
of "almost $l,000j000 worth of free
Toronto, Bee. 16.
.Played up reports in Canadian sets."'
Eastern shooting on "Window"
press 'financial pages that Odeon
Theatres (Rank) in Britain had wound Up Friday (12), well within
dropped £2,000,000 on shares in the the originally-established schedule.
London Stock Exchange will have Ullman and his crew headed back to
no effect in Canada, according to J. the Coast over the weekend for a
Earl Lawson, president of Odeon few days of run-through and process
shots, which could not be handled in
Theatres of Ci^anada.
tondon report was that Odeon N.Y. One such shot will show the
ordinary shares opened at 40 shill- Collapse of a tenjement building,
something for which Pathe studios
ings and dropped to 38
shillings when
It was
announced that Rank planned are not equipped.
continue
me.anwhile,
«> sell his General Cinema Finance
Studios,
Corp. to Odeon. Lawson states that booked to capacity, with the AUJJoton in Canada is privately owned American Newsreel Go., a Negro
Rank, that there are no Canadian outfit, taking over W[onday (15) for
Shareholders and that, "therefore, a five-reel musical with an all-Negro
neither th^ profits of Odeon
Film, titled "Killer Diller,"
in this cast.
country or th'e share fluctuations will wind in a week
?neei the Canadian unit
Ullman said the te.ohnieians he's
in Rank's
mtra-Empire chain of houses.
worked with in New Ifork are equally as good as those on the Coast. He
Wrgc San Antonio Censor
listed as one, Bill Steiner, head
San Antonio, Dec. 16.
cameraman on "Window," who has
t-reation of a board of fllni cen- concentrated his work in the east
sorship, to
"guard against the show- for the last several years. Only three
ing of
immoral pictures in the city," key technicians were brought in
was urged here
by a Catholic com- ftora the Coast for the picture, wittt
mittee following
adoption of a re.so- the rest recruited from the N, Y.
jution by nearly
300 men, represent- locals. Ullman also imported from
ing 23 branches of the Archdiocesan the Coast a generator which he
union of Holy
Claims could light a city block.
Names Societies.
,

.

-

Y

SIGNAL GENERATOt.
~

Prom sources close to ASCAP, it's
been learned that the Society has a,
wants
definite wish to settle.
to avoid a knockdown battle if it
can do so while copping some sort of
increase in rates.

H.Y. Prod.

.

NSW

returns.

tost tIglMil*

b

provides the ope/ator with one^'hand control, leavin j(
the other hand free to operate the multiplier on thil
percent'intermodulation meter.

This new.Westem Electric Intermodulatlon Measurtng..Set, successor to the original intermdd«lation

meter introduced by Western Electric nearly ten
years ago, is designed to meet the exacting needs of

The RA-1259

40 aild iSO jcps and the high either 4!,000 cycles or,
between .'7,000 and 10,000 cps. Because the generator
is capable of an output; of + 23dbm, no additional!
amplifier, which might intiroduce its own intermoduxj
lation^ is needed. The amplitude ratio between faigli
and low test signals can be set at 1:1, 1:2, 1:4 or 1:10^'
making available extremely high accuracy wheii'

The RA-1257 Intermodulaiion Analycer provides
a single, direct meter indication of percentage infer*
modulation. It will operate on' signal inifuts as low
as -aOdbm, eliminating the need of a booster ampli-,
fier

with

its

attendant intermodulation.

The phase meter included in the Analyzerindicates
whether distortion is occurring in the positive or
negative half of the signal, thus doing awwr with tljo

.

desired.

for a separate oscilloscope^ Individual filter*
for the 2,000 cps and high frequency measniiiig/'
circuits prevent objectionable noise from h^inf^

need

introduced.

The

Intermodulaiion Signal GeneratOi^|

pnMdes a'sigual of two frequencies^ the low between

the motion picture industry.

single, stepless input control

Designed primarily for the control of film procesft*
Ing in motion picture work, this InteimodulatioB
MeasoringSet is a valuable tool in many fields wher«^
audio frequencies are employed* Write t<Mbiy fogi
full information

on the Analyzer,

on the

system.

.

•

ElecMcaI Research Products

Dmsm

Of

Western Electric Company
233
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MCT171IKS

S4

Des M.,

hdiaM Exhlis Hit Ujpl Pte
Idwest; Xchange

Realigiis

In<lpls.

UTHE CARNEGIE OPS

Surveys

survey ^ of the Des
territory, 13th in the
series of directories; 6n the coun*
try's 3i exchange areas being

M«tro-niS

Theatre

Moines

Briefs

UBtSBt Coattamtd ICtom vaf•

by the Motion Picture

Issued

Assn., shows a total of 416 thea*
tres with an aggregate capacity
of 172,906. Of the total number
of theatres, including nine shuttered houses with seating capacity of !f,577,161 are circuitoperated 'with remaining 264
owned by indies haying less

OWecting to "an unprecedentedly^
piclarge number" of advance price
Pa., house. He succeeds
Own- ing Springs,
tures, the Associated Theatre
Nick Bogden, who resigned to go
ers ot Indiana has issued a public back to school-teaching.
etatement criticizing the tilted scales.
Jules Weil, former Pittsburgher
is op••In principle, this association
Masterpiece Producheading
now
Dosed to any and all attempts of tions, which will distribute 40 UA
InoUon picture producers or dis- reissues, has appointed Max Shultributors to dictate to local theatre gold his representative in this area.
nwst
they
which
prices
owners the
charge their patrons in order to seEagle Cion's Additions
cure a contract for jexhibition of
Richafd Brill has been, named
jJeclared.
flltas,'" the statement
Eagle Lion's exploiteer for the St.
In the public relauon move apMoines-Omaha territory,
uroved by the recent state convcn- Louis-Des
with h.q. in St. Louis. He succeeds
hon, ATOI asserted that advanced Julius -Edinson, switched to the Chiprice films force the local theatre
to work with Leon
sector
go
liis
denying
owner to choose between
these pic- _ andt Brill was last public relafiatrons the ehanee to see
director for Celotex Corp.
ures and bearing their "re»ntment tions
BL also named Richard Perry as
and consequetrt loss from the pub- salesman,
N. Y. exchange, and Kenpollie'* reaction to this proftteering
neth Ct Kennedy, ass't booker-salesicy otthejdistributor."
man, New Orleans. TWO other salesmen were taken on this week: Paul
Beslifn Stib-Fox Midwest
A. Hannon, Kansas City, and ChesMidwestern sales organization, ol ter A. Boeder, Los Angeles.
tOth-Fox has been realigned, conolidating its mid-west district under
Adam Geels to Wayncsvllle, N. C.
the Great Laltes' district. Move folAkron, Oi
lows the resignation of Ward Scott,
Adam Goel2, at the Palace, Akron,
,*ormer mid-west district chief, be- for the last two, years, is the manillness.
cause of
,
.
.
,
ager of a theatre in Waynesville,
Consolidation is believed also to N. C, operated Jjy the Meiselman

than four theatres apiece,.
Survey of the Indianapolia
-

territory, 13th in the series, reVeals a total of 475 theatres with
282,485 seats. including two driveins with 900-car capacity. Of all
theatres, 218 are circuit operated

with remaining

276,

owned by

indies.

F

ifttit

Bocca's death.
Julia Zywiczynski has reher post at the Republic, exchange to await motherhood.
'Iibrs.

tigjBcd

Tom Bello, Jr., son of the veteran
STenty-Glo exhibitor., has been named
of theBlatt Brothers' Roar-

manager

.'''."'

Imaea

St.' IU)Ui{t>

leases

on

and the
'

F&M

if

4W(

of four votes

Charlotte-Aihevllle Suit
Charlotte, N. G.
Lawsuit in Mecklenburg superior Sherman changed the tag of her new
court in whieh Philip Berler, E, M. house to the Sherman.
Fred 'Wehrenberg has abandoned
]t<oew and otheva sued H. B. Meiselnsan and others has ended with final plans for the erection of a new 1,'disposition of the disputed theatre 200-seater in Affton, Mo., since Milinterests. Under the judgment grant- ton Probstein, nephew of the late
ed in Judge George A. Shuford's Harry Koplar, started construction of
civil superior court, the plaintiffs a pre-fabricated house a few blocks
are allowed to purchase 50% of' the from where. 'Wehrenberg's site is loCarolina Theatres, Inc., stock for cated.'.
$ffl,250, and the defendants get the
Helen Sydorka te Palacf ^ Cleve
Cleveland.
•

.

treasurer at the ItKO Palace, shifted
ifs the Allen as assistant manager.
Howard Higley. is manager. Itoymond Porris resigned as assistant.
Richard Leathers, from the Palace
in Columbus, O., -was simultaneously moved to the Cleveland Palace tb
become assistant to Max Hink, zcme

,

.

if divorcement of theatres and producers went ahead.

Talk^

delivered

at

the fifth an-

Allied Buying and Booking
Assn dinner for Allied's prexy Jack

nual

Kirsch, stressed that the flObn industry is meeting its gtcatest crisis. Uns film rentals continue on the

death warrant from « proviso which
requires separat0 rental for each film
delivered to an exhibitor. 7%e ban
on block sales applies equally to
British and Yank distribs.

QiMtaa fe Be Fixed
How the general level of quotas
be effected is still problematical.
Quota percentages are to be fixed as
necessary by a Board of Ttade order
.

will

made after, consultation with the
Cinematograph Films Council and
subject to affirmative resolutions of
Parliament. Quota orders must be
made three months before the beginning of the 4iuota term to -which it
.

relates.

Circuits ovof 200 theatres are subto further restrictions.
The
Board of Trade can refuse to license
any additional theatres acquired by
these groups.
This may be the
equivalent to the theatre acquisition
freeze Imposed in the U. S. by
judicial ukase.
Furthermore^ the
ject

board can compel each circuit to
.

show at each of its houses, six firstscale and production costs
lower, he said, houses would be re- feature 'British 'films yearly, these to
be pix certified by the board as suitstricted to an. inferior product^ with
able.
attendant cuts in grosses.
New' system is set up which proSkouras estimated that foreign
vides separate quotas for first fea-revenues from films in 1947 would be
tures and for remaining footage in
19 or 20 million dollars, but that sum
would be cut'two-tiiirds, if 'not more, programs. The old law had separate
quotas lor long and short pix. First
because of money controls and other
feature quota is to be calculated on
International restrictions, x He also
the number of days of exhibition of
estimated that 20th's profit for 1947
eadii film
a quota for supporting
would be
of which over

same

wd

$lj5,000i000,
manager. .John QUiiilan; former
program based on footage.
house manager^ was tran«B^ed to $11,000,000 comprised National TheaBoard may apply the new act to
tres earnings.: If divorcement were
the Rill Street, iMA Angtel^,
accomplished, he said, tiiat $4,000,00fr narrow-gauge pix. Cinematograph
profit of production, witti threatened Council will be reduced by two members. To put the erimp on any atcut in 1948, would turn to a loss.
GaJxhibs Pledge
tempts' to play British pix at offfimes, bill also provides that the
British pic must be played at least
To Dimes CoUectiens
once between 5 pjn. and 10 p.m. if
Atlanta, Dec. 16.
it's to be included in the quota.
ConttDsed from page t
March of Dimes 1948 theatre cam
Theatres with average net weekly
paign got off to a fast start here last
to fire. They will have lost not only takes of $400 or less are relieved enweek when the Motion Picture The'
tirely of quota obligations. Power is
the battle but the campaign.
tre Owners and Operators of Georgia
given the board to specify lower
"Watch-and-wait" policy adopted
pledged their houses to raise more
quotas for theatres whose competithan $200,000 in collections, Jan. 24 by the majors is now considered in tive position
make is diffiibult for
Figure is almost double the same quarters a miatalw. As time them
30.
to acquire the requi^te number
$110,000 garnered in '46 or the goes on, with little indication of any of British
films.
relaxation of the tax wtiich would
$90,000 raised last year.
Meet at the Hotel Piedmont 'Was lead to lifting of the American emaddressed
by Producer Charles bargo on film shipments, the settle(Buddy) Rogers. Basil O'Connor, ment which can be achieved looks
National Foundation for Infantile less and less favorable.
Paralysis prexy, also spoke at the
It's fairly certain that a compromise can be reached, but not such a
gathering.
good one as might have been possible had more vigor been expended

Bt Vtu

ic

pM

'

-

Helen Sydorka, former assistant

cuniM riciwit tnHU>

i

Springfield, Mo.
Skonras On Divorecment
Ferguson .& Henley Co., Jefferson
Chicago, Dec. 16.
City, has lighted, its new 200-seater
Spyros Skouras, prez of 20th-Fox,
in Auxvasse, Mb.
Herb Jenkins lias sold the Advance, addressing 350 members of Allied
a 200-seater, Advance, Mo., to Mrs. Theatre Owners of Illinois last week
M. Sherman, who also owns the State, (11), warned that SOth-Fox would
a 'SOO-seater, in Bloomfield, Mo. Mrs. be in a dangerous financial position

Bedde

recently, has beenr ^giiiicd by
Holmes Lazzaro, a newctmifer to ex»
hibltion. House had beeii dark smee

Hall it it sold the theatre "in conjunction with any of the properties
contiguous thereto).
Court held "contiguous" meant
other properties tlijan those in which
the theatre Was located. Louis Nizer
and Walter S. Bcek of Phillips,
Nizer, Benjamin <b ICrim repped for
the tenanta

QMrta

'

iM*

J>ittsburgh.

favoring

.

.aisainst.

NeWcU UMitre,

officials

gie Hall.

Dispute
centered
on question
whether .the Hall, pliis ^e new theatre owner, could cancel Goldberg
St Lessor's lease.
That document
gave cancellation privileges to the

that they've been operating in the
red since the advent of sound. Addition of sound in itself gre;;:tly increased their opcrati'ng cost* and,
moreover, tiiey'va i>een expanding
their ' sesvicca constanQy. Theatres,
during the fame period of time,
Brit.
JbavMi't been convinced that they
shotdd pay more for the product.
Conttnnei fraat rage S
As a result, the reels have been
compelled
to play more native pix
operated more as a sMvice to exhibitors than aa a num«y-nwkins in their houses.
British produeers, on the other
venture.
hand, stand to lose, by one section of
Top executives 'of the film' coiur the act which requires payment of
panics, however, are still opposed
$2 i)er foot on all films which qualify
to participation in tel«k Until they
as quota predact^ Thal^s a bite of
are l>rought around, the 'red offi$15,000-$20.000
pic.
cials thenselves believe there's not
The government is continuing the
much they can do to hasten the provisions
of the 1938 renters' quota
time when they can enter the video
some
Important
act. with
changes.
field.
Hock booking, for instance, takes its

Par llppraites

November election showed the
margin was three votes in favor of

Wewell theatre^ operated for 35
years t>y Sam Rocca until his. death

,

vail during the extension.
Bay G, Colvin, who organized the
[
Kxhibitors' Supply Go. 18 years ago,
SB CentiiiiM4 from page 5 fca^l
has sold it to E. :Eadon' Peek, (%lahoma City, and R. 'W. Amos, Dallas. ready for fast action it tba high
Peek and his wife own the Oklahoma court ruling affirms the lower court.
Theatre Supply. Co. and the BGsaouii,
Appeal is to be argued the week
Theatre Supply Co;, the latter in
of Jan. 12 'with several monDis delay
Kansas City.
S. M. Taft, former manager of a thereafter likely before a tfecision is
dfive-in at Des FereSi' Moj, baa announced.
opened his own on the outskiiis of

the

films, instead

St, li.

Marco

contract of the
Service Corp., an 'affiliate, with the
St. Louis Amus. Co. string of 90
houses in St. Louis and St. Louia
County, have all been extended to
next July 1. It is re^rted that the
same terms and conditions will pre-

;,

Sunday

&

atresv local first-run iiouses,

.

-inspectiniE^

Bxiendi

management

.

accommodating

INS, meanwhile, is, reportedly
prepping a major announcement forth4 video business and some' industry observers 'believe such a
merger with News of the Day for
tele purposes is still in the wind.

;

M

4t

The I^nchon

the Ambassador and .Missouii the-

.

per.

shape or form, at least for the
present, and Hearst has reportedly
to Metro's wishes.

bowed

'

r^resent a money-saving move on Circuit.
aoth's part, since it will not have to
James Chakeres, operator of the'
replaee Scott under the new setuf atres at Washington Court House
Other companies liave Teorganized and Mt, Sterling, C, will assume a
their field staffs similarly during the 10-year lease on the Lyric, Green
last several months.
field, O., effective Jan. 2. Mrs. S. T.
Kansas City .and St. Louis, the Gray owns tlie property.
two mid-west branches, become part
Chalmer* Dean, former assistant
<^ titci company's central division manager of the Paramowtt, Toiledo,
under JTack- liorentz, and will lie has become msnsger of three th^B'
CUpetviSed by Great Lakes district tres in Hloomington^ ni.
manager. Torn Gilliam. Great Lakes
C. E. Harvey is opening a . new
district also includes the Chicago and 438-seat theatre in New Boston, C,
iiaiwa,«fcee branches.
built at a cost of about $60,000.'
Matt Sheidler, who owns three
theatres, plans to open « fourth,
N.O.'s Kew Film Storase Bldc
New Orleans.
910-seat house, in Hartford City,
New building will be erected here Ind.
Tulane
Brtiiad
and
near
19on
Ridge, farmjeF assistant man.
•t a spot
lor fllm storage, inspection' and ship-' aiSer df the Colony, Toledo, is now
ping. Contract for Jts construction manager of the Pantheon there. He
has been let by Film Inspection was previously manager of the ClinService, a member of KatiMud Film. ton. Port Clinton, O.
lanlenton; Pa., will have Sunday
Service,, at «n estimated overall cost
of $50,099; The building iwiU tiouse movies. Recount of votes cast at
inspection roran

Max Goldberg and Erwin Lesser,
amounts to Sl% of th» total stock. operators of the Little Carnegie, art
Other 49% is owned by Loew's, Inc. theatre on W. 57th street^ New 'Vort
With such a majority, Hearst could have won the right to the house for
conceivably put the real to .what- the next five years. Appellate diviever use it wanted, unless contrao-- sion of tlie Nr nr. supreme court by
tual agreements with Loew's ruled 3-2 vote reversed the lower court
otherwise. Metro has already ex- and tossed out the suit of Goldwurm
pressed strongly that it wants noth- & Schwartz, rival operator, which
ing to do with television in any had bought' the theatre from Carne-

Those newsreel

Manor The-

Berler and Meisetman had owned
theatres in Charlotte and in Asta«ville and a controversy developed
about certain transfers of interttti.
By the terms of the judgment Befler
and associated plaintiffs will be allowed to buy out the AaheviRe theatre stock and Meislmian and associated defen(tots will be allowed to
acquire all tha stock of the Manor
theatre in CSharlotte.

.

an4 an

STAY FIVE YEARS MORE
{

sdtes to video broadcasters point out

outstanding stock of the
atre for $1,540.50.

.
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"MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA"
H
mi
Z
IWItE DAILV 2:30

Acad Vps.Puei
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Jean Hersholt notified
Academy members that dues ^ill be

Prexy

increased Jan. 1

troitt

$2 to |3

i

montti.
'liE$nvE»siSAT$tmir

If

4Mm, w.

s

Reason
penses,.

&

Isclreased operating ex.

Wichita, Kdns,| Dec. 18.
Pressing its current organizing
drive among exhibs in the KaiisSs
and Missouri territory. National
Allied is urging indies to ilght for
local ordinances, similar to those
in Wichita, which limit the distributor practice of blind checking. According to Wichita law, anyboc^
.engaged in checking has to pay &
local fee of $5 per day.

According to Allied's organijiing
bulletin, exhibs being agitated into
forming a united front to lay down
an ultimatum to distributors to use
only out-of-town checkers or no
checkers at

all.

in that direction iarlier, it is said.
The expected protests from the Brit
ish people at the threat of loss of
American pix has failed to materialize. And even the cries of exhibs,
who maintain they may have to shut
theatres and fire employees if they
can't get access to Hollywood's output, have been rather weak. Realization is too apparent that bread must

coine before, films.

If8 not certain whether or not
prexy Eric Johnston will ac

MPA

company the presidents to Europe,
if
and when they go. Johnston

MIAMI fCACH

heads for his home in Spokane at
the end of this week for the holidays and is expected to be In Hol^y^
wood in early January.

OCEAN fRONT • ipih lit 4M S«*.

RmmimMom IntlM • Wahcr Jacobs

.

WEBS PLAY A CHECKER GAME
Wanted-A Bossmao
IS

other Commissioners are «ommtmicBtion}-wise career men and tech>
experts who tend strictly to their knitting. It is no secret they
unhappy over the. pnblicity the Commission ia receiving on Caiiitol
fre
[ill and in the press. They remember how FCC's budget and prestige
Kuifered when former Chairman James Lawrence Fly tilted with
jrep* of other agencies, and they fear a recurrence.
Meanwhile, if the Senate is amenable, the FCC may get a Chairmatt
early in '48, Wayne Coy, former Boosevelt aide and presently man»ger of the Washington Post stations WINX and WINX-FM, has
apparently agireed to accept a White House nomination for the No, I
vacancy at FCC. Should he assume leadership of the radio agency,
6t his toughest assignments will be closing the breach now
apparent between the cautious and the more outspoken members of
the FCC bench.
Durr, outspoken liberal and perennial dissenter, is described even
by his enemies as "honest and fearless." His seven-year term expires
next June 30, and it is not likely that he will seek reappointment.
However, for as long as he remains with the government, Durr can
be counted on to take issue with any decision or policy with which
he disagrees. As the first Communications Commissioner to challenge
the tactics of the Special Cox Committee of the House, named to probe
the FCC in 1843, and the most energetic promoter of the controversial

As the observers

,

'

member will continue to play an important
activities for at least several more months'.

Blue Book, the Alabama
in,

directing

FCC

Squally vigorous and outspoken is Commissioner Robert F. Jones,
an admitted conservative and "Taft Republican" who is working
&round*the^clock to acquaint himself with FCC matters and has
shown. n» inclination in his early days at the Commission to hide
his li^tht under a bushel. His forthrightness at FCC has continued to
win him friends among the GOP "and conservative Democrats on

-

Capitol Hill.

j.

closing four lines runs
as follows:
Jessel;

;

What'# that you're sing-

Jessel; Is this a capella?

NBC announcer; Tlit!! is the
National Broadcasting Co.

Following a pattern first apparent in his years in
of Representatives, he has shown an "aggressively inde>
pendent" attitude.
For example, his vote against six
stations for a farm co-op
group in New York state was reported by his critics to reflect his
opposition to auch a grant in Dewey territory. However, in calling
for a hearing on the transfer of WCAU, Philadelphia, to Robert
'McLean, publisher of the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, Jones was
clearly not motivated by^ political consideratiQ&s.

WOV's OFF-AIR QUIZ

For NBC Execs;

(Continued on page 40>

m Cold

programs, CBS is currently
profit the company makes in 1947.
shopping around for an hour stanza
Top brass will "grade" the second-?
to -slot in the 8 to 9 SatiUrday evening
level department heads and other
stretch.
-execs under them, the grades they
Hour length show would be part
get determining how much "incenof the revamped Saturday schedule
tive bonus" they'll be put down for.
which will find the Hoagy CarIt's expected the divvies will, range
michael and Listerine -sponsored Abe
Burrows 15-minute programs slotted up to a month's pay.
What has some staffers burned* is
back -to-back in the 7:30-8 niche and
that some of the in-between junior
possibility of "It Pays to Be Ignoexecutives who wererft cut in on the
rant" going in 7 to 7:30. "Ignorant"
Christmas
handout have been inhas been bought by CBS, following
formed that they also are ineligible
its Philip Morris divorce; with likefor the
Christmas-in-April deal.
lihood that it will be co-oped.
Some loud gripes reported echoing
through the corridors at' 30 Rockefeller Plaza a> a result.
Heslep's Mutual Exit
NBC's Christmas bonus, distrib^
Washington, Dec. 16.
non-tmlon em'
Charter Heslep, Mutual's Wash- uted Monday (15) to
less than $5,000 per
ington representative since Novem- ployees earning
year,
turned out, incidentally, to be
ber,' 1944, Will check out Jan. 2 to
rather
than one
month's
pay,
half
a
become executive editor of the Congressional Quarterly News Service week's.
Meantime, at CBS, the web's board
here. He has plans to create and defor this
set
meeting
directors
a
of
velop a radio service by CQNS. No
morning (Wed.) to decide what the
details yet, however.
Heslep's successor in the Mutual network would do with regard to
employees.
bonuses
for
Yule
named.
been
spot hasn't
I

h'47aNewIfigh

in

Game With
N. V, Agencies

.

WOV,

the

indie, hasn't

Bulova-owned N. Y.
been making much of

a fuss about .it, but for the past
couple of months it's been playing
a quiz game with the agency time
buyers in Manhattan in what adds
ABC out front in percentage gain up to ,the year's neatest trick in
for the year. Inasmuch as CBS and making
the agency folk WOVNfiC are expected to blU about the conscious.
«ame, or a little less than in 1946,
Twice a day the station's "quiz
while Mutual's total, will be down girl," Guida Hill, calls a time buyer,
Considerably.
gimmick being to test the effectivesharp spurt in business during ness of the indie's advertising in
tlje past quarter put ABC over the
the trade papers.
The question
top. Web v/as running cumulatively
asked is: "How can you take the
in' the red in comparison with last
guess out of buying?" and it the
year until this past Juljr.
answer iS; "WOV's Five-Audited
Web
execs,
in
releasing
1947
the
^
Audiences" it means they're hep to
billings figure, incidentally refuted
the station's ad campaign and they
speculation that recent cancellations grab off the cash jackpot. (Station
(Henry Morgan, Jack Paar, etc.) puts $5 a day into the fund.)
would cut into ABC's expected gross
Results thus far: Of 63 time buyers
dollar showing for the year. It was
queried 39 have lost; 24 have won.
pointed out that the major cancellations aren't effective uttUl near the
end of this month and that the net
already has taken up some of the slack
via sale of "Metropolitan Auditions"
to Farnsworth Radio and expansion
og Hancock's "Point Sublime" to a

A

;

.

^

coastrto-coast

WflfTE

ADMITS

COY WILL €ET NOD
Washington, Dec. 14.
2^
® House sources broke down
1
'Mt
Thursday (U) and confirmed
earher reports that President Trujnan expects to
nominate Wayne
^oy, vice president
in charge of the
^?;™"gton Post radio stations
WINX and WINX-FM, to the post
*CC Chairman. Move was tipped

JWttie to

we

the Senate in January alter
regular session of Congress

They said they anticin»* .f"*"^
Pawd
Utile opposition to the ap-

pointment in

-the

Senate Interstate

Vommerce Committee.

major campaign will be, in effect: it
doesn't matter whether you take
your business from NBC or CBS to

for various reasons,, has
decided to ''sit this one out," a fact
which is generally regretted among
the other networks since it prevents
them from utilizing the research
talents of MBS' "Jimmy" James in
the exhaustive preparation. Similarly, it's the feeling among the three

participating

Swezey,

networks that Robert
veepee, of Mutual,

exec

would have been a natural to "emcee" the presentation at its official
launching, which will take place at
the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. Nevertheless, it's pointed out, Mutual'a
failure to tie in doesn't preclude th«
possibility of that network deriving
some of the benefits in the way of

new

business.
An unusual aspect of the presentation is the fact that it will embraca
the thinking of the agencies and th»
advertisers, along with the networks^
'
For the web chieftains are taking no
chances. Critics of radio who in recent months have reorientated their

(Continued on page 40)

NBC

in

Survey

Of Newspapers
NBC's

dept.

pr«!ss

in

New York

•

has embarked on an ambitious survey ^probably the first exhaUstivo
examination of its kind undertaken'-^
designed to find out at first hand *
what kind of a play the daily newspapers throughout the country give
to radio.
NBC boys are currently sifting
1,750 dailies, and are basing their
findings on a perusal of a solid
seven-day period for each paper, to

—

how many of them
how many me advertising

determine just

,

how comprehensive the 1(^
and how much space is devoted
to text, illustrations, and signed
critical-news comment.
Newspaper treatment of radio will
be broken down in all phases to

are,

for

web

Survey will take another
weeks to complete.

few

serve

The

as

a future

guide

publicity operation.

42nd Anniversary Number

MCASEHS'HITPARADr
AS 60-MIN. VARIEH

OF

,

»n VAitiHTiseveral months ago.
V Same
White HouSe execs said
mat the President will send Coy's

'

in logs^

hookup.

mm

Between now and

i

use logs,

OUT SOON!

,

dustry's history.

next spring, when the presentation
will be ready for launching in New
York, before taken on a coast-tocoast tour, not a single stone will bs
left unturned in the bid to convince
advertisers that, for 8' multiplicity of
reasons, radio today offers unparalled returns.
Not even the current so-called
cat-and-dog-fight between CBS and
NBC, in which the two webs have
reached out to the consumer press to
extol their individual virtues, will
have any effect on the united front
that the networks are putting- forth
to impress Mr. Advertiser. For the
underlying keynote of the upcoming

.

ABC's gross bUlings for 1947 will
amount to $43,548,057, a gain of 7.2%
oyer last yeat's $M,«04,ai00 and a new
high for the web. Increase will put

'

Im

vice versa, so long as you
continue to embrace the medium in
preference to magazines or news-

rated

Plays Cash Giveaway

UJS.

papers.
Mutual,

Now

FM

More

As it presently shapes up, the (;om<mereial presentation being prepared
by the networks to "sell radio" to
advertising agencies and sponsor!
will be the most elaborate in the in-

ABC, or

Xmas-in-April

Very much on the .q.t, NBC informed its upper echelon execs that
Shop^ng For they would not be included in the
CBS
bonus distribution last
Sat Eve 60-Min. Stanza Christmas
Monday. (15), but that they would
CBS is becoming increasingly be eligible for an "incentive'' bonus
60-minute programming conscious.
Already represented with its Tues- next April—provided they are recday night "Studio One" sustainer, ommended by their superiors on a
which is batting a higher Hooper basis of their Job showings.
than any show ever matched against
Amount to be distributed, it's said,
NBC's Fibber-Hope brace of topwill be determined by how much

House

PresentatHm

.

Allen: I'm singing a capella.

Hour-Length Conscious

diflterent reasons.

Time Buyers

ran

ing?

Jrs.' Out

;plenty of changes in the composition and procedures of the radio
.j.Igency,
Ironically, Jones has joined with Durr, in dissents in a dozen radio
cases in the past two and a half monthsr-but, usually, for totally

:

The

mum

Ai a >^esult< he is believed a logical candidate for the FGG chairmanship in the event of a Republican victory in '48, And, judging
by the stern reprimand he administered to his fellow Commissioners
fw failing to follow through on FBI leads on allegedly "disloyal"
persons in radio, it is apparent he could be counted on to make

the

Tailor-Made Fads
Common as it has been for
to fade Fred Allen off the
air before he'd completed his
script at the. 29: 3Q point, the
network's identification line last
Sunday night (14) for the first
time sounded as though it had
some relevancy to the preceding dialog. To some listeners it
may have had the aspect of a
planted gagline.

NBC

man's portfolio.

«m

role

Tees Off in N.Y.

-

point out, the
tendency to ^otlight the selling argument, on schedule position is not
of the. networks' preference, but is
rather something resulting from
advertiser pressure. Whereas the
concern was once directed at picking the show that contained the potential for delivering a substantial
rating, the primary objective now is
to make certain that the network
spot itself will not only start the
program oft with a sizeable premium in listeners but offer reasonable assurance of costing less per
listener than a similar spot on a
competitive network.
This thinking in terms of maxiaudiences for a specific investment in radio dollars has a motive
that is somewhat different from the
pre-inflation .days when the bigness
of a rating was linked to mere pride.
The problem facing the average
major corporation is to keep up
profits as costs •of production increase and the price level ap-

(ml

To 'Sdl Radio' to Agencies, ^onsors;

COUNTS

picture has,
according to observers in the trade,
brought about a drastic shift in the
ways of competitive selling among
the networks. The revised technique
suggests a greater emphasis upon,
program location and sequence than
upon the relative superiority, although maps and figure continue to
be important requisites of a sales-

Jiical

.

lAT

The new economic

•

,

Web

Qaborate

Need for a rtrong band to take over tha Chairmanship oi the Fed>
Communications Commigslon is becoming increasingly apparent.
tWs need is dramatized by tha recent bout between Commissioner
Clifford J. Durr and neophyte member Robert F. Jones. In the ablence of former FCC Chairman Charles H. Denny, Jr., these two
aow atand out as the Commission's "strong men" in shaping policy.
Unfortunately, they are poles apart ideologically and their breali
leaves the rest of the FCC, bench in an unenviable position. The four
«riil

Music Corp. of America is trying
Lucky Strike- on the idea of
converting its "Hit Parade" into an
hour's variety show with I>htt Silvers as m.c. The cither acts os.tho
bill would consist of one big namO
and two or three acts that pop into
sudden attention through' a hit
phonograph record, nightclub bookto Sell

Usual Adwertising rates pwfoil

Foims closing shortly

Special exploitation advantages
CofiY tihd space tesefYathns

NEW YORK

19

HOLLYWOOD

1S4 W. 46th

St.

6311 Yucca

21

St.

may be

sent to atiy Variety office

CHICAGO

1

360 N. Miehiciaa Ave.

LONDON, W;
I

ing, etc.

C. 2

St, Martia't Place
Trafalgar Stinor*

CBS submitted the same idea to
the account a couple months ago on
the basis of the program being eio*'
panded to an hour.

'

W«dimd«y,

26

mil

Webs Agree
IK^nte,
Prospects

oi

^m, ^iftM Events Govonge Cinnes

to Mediate Direetors'

Ea^

breaking the

Setup

hto Own Via Magnetic Recwings

Somewbt

4

stale-"*~

imate which drove the N. Y* chapter

CBS-AFRA Code

of the Radio Direi»tors Guild to call
tt strike toe .Jan. 1 against the four
iq^jor networks brightened slightly
this week when the webs agreed
to mediation of the dispute.' Miss
Mabel Leslie, director of the Art
Workshop and member of the State
Mediation Board, who Tmediated
BDG-web negotiations two years
ago, was approved b^ both jsides to
First
undertake the task again.
meeting since &e stalemate took
place Monday (15) afternoon; a second session was held yesterday

AttMitioii, Scriptcrs

Tiff

New

Dispute between CBS and the
American Federation of Radio Artists, involving an ultimate total of
several hundred thousand dollars,
goes to arbitration tomorrow (Thut.)
before an American- Arbitration
Assn. panel in New York. The issue
is a matter of interpretation of the
network production code.
The question in dispute is whether

Regarding the Vabibtst story of

,

ELLIOT

.(Tues.) afternoon.

Webs continued a policy of complete silence regarding the negotiations. From guild sources, however,
it was learned that Monday's meeting -was devoted to acquainting Miss
Leslie with both sides of the dis- regular duties,

WAGER
'

1>

This matter arose last fall when,
Meantime, Guild toppers said they after Bulova time blurbs had been
with strike read over the air for years, with the
preparations "just in case." Indica- sponsor paying extra fees without
tion that the Hadio Writers Guild question, numerous stations began
Will stand by RDG, probably to the selling the chain-breaks to local adAlthough the issue is
recognizing
directors' vertisers.
extent
of
picket lines in event of a strike, was being pushed by CBS in' tiehalf of
passed on to RDG'ers by William several Of its outlets, the decision
Sweets, N. Y. chapter prexy of RDG. will affect numerous other stations
The writers, at a meeting last and, {)S a consequence, involves' a
Wed. (10), Sweets advised, passed large financial outlay.
.
Arbiters for the hearings are
a resolution: "Resolved that the
dio Writers Guild approves the de- Walter BaTFjs an attorney with the
mands of the Radio Directors Guild firm of Coudert Brothers, for CBS;
in their negotiations with the net- Michael Halperin, of the theatrical
works and is referring the overall law firm of Wilzin & Halperin, for
problem to the Strategy Committee AFRA, and. as impartial member
for a recommendation on appropri- selected by the other two, Whitney
North Seymour, a :dovirittown New
ate action;"
pute.'

"Divorce" secies,

•

.

KLZ, DENVER.

'

were going forward

>

,

Directives Issne'd
.

'ROG's exec council issued directives' suggesting that no. member
«ign a personal contract for services
"subsequent to Dec. 8 and until further notice;" and directing that no
Guild member replace another Guild
member removed from a program as
« result of any strike action.

f

'Mobilization of the 250-member loeffective strike action resulted
week also in appointment by the
chapter council of eight committees
to direct various phases of the posBible walkout,

^ cal for
last

Those named:
5y«iy» en^.^leaoft;

Xdaia Byton, chair-

mtea; Arthur H«nna, Leater O'Keete, Q^oige
EMhary, Ernte Rloca, Frank l>ap)>„ Martin

.

AAdrewBi Koger Bower, iSdcUe lDovnies.

.

Organiiatlon of Plcfeets: Carl ^agtman
Charlea 'HaiTell, co-chairmen; Alfle
Charles Polacheok, look MacQre-

{.no

Besler,

Betty ToiW, Paul Kobcrts, Bobert
JHeUet, Anton Leader, Chlek Vincent.
AavevtiBlng: Hotcrt Shayon, chairman;
«ror,

C^rlo flo Angelo, Morris Novik, Maurie
Koblnson, Herbert Moss, Barie McGill,

TBeo Qannon.
Mitchell Grayson, chajrinan;
McGee, Kenneth Macaregor, Leo
Hohert
Steeii,
William
H.
Frea Weihe,
Research and Information: Wynn Wright,
chairman; 'Norman Sweetser, .Sylvia Lowy,
ieonard Blair, Wnlter ItfcGtaw, TOm De
I!inanclals

flarold

lurwlta,

IBchwars!,

Hun, Bill Patteiaon.
Lluisonr Oliver W. Nlcoll, chairman; Tom
Bennett, Tex Welnef, Paul XaPorte, Nlckl
Burnett, Carl Baatman, lohm Dl«ti, Aldo
Ghisalbert.
:

.

,

Welfare? .Son Glllla, chairman; Litrry
Bafdlng, Charles Harrell, Roger Bovver,
^Theodore Ifntes, .John Macdonell, Joe Grai

.,..•-'..'.•"

''.bam..'
.

bfsl; Ted. Corday, chairman v Aoe,
(Continued on page 41)
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York.

Editor, VABiEtY:

Dec

announcers, during regular
staff
.JOINS KLZ WRITING STAFF
hours of employment, should be paid
commercial fees In addition to their
staff salaries, for 30-second spot anA graduate of Marquette School of
nouncements they deliver during
The union claims Journalism and recently a copy
station-breaks.
Denver departthey should be paid, and the network writer for A large
ment store, Elliot Wager joined the
argues that reading the announ.ce- KLZ production staff as a writer
ments comes with the announcers' on December
is writing KhZ'e

•

Reps

Preppg

Case

Stu^

scripters,

show one

(Mf

many

alleged "freelance" shows are not actually free
and are dominated by "stable boys,"
I hope some of the discouraged freelancers will turn their talents to
They'll
"Molle Mystery Theatre."
be welcome. This is a legitimate
freelance operation. The .50 scripts
presented during the past year were
written by 24 different writers. Ten
of the 24 writers submitted their
scripts from out of town. This reflects the fact that, regardless of its
source, a good script will always
The script fee is
find a sale here.
good 'and only first radio rights are
When a script is repurchased.
peated, which happens frequently,
the writer is again paid the full fee.
I want to emphasize that there Is.
no dissatisfaction with the past

that

10,

whose work has made the
of the top-ranking mys-

teries

(Hooper rating;

view

of

11.9), but in
implication of your
good writing talent is going to waste, here is a market.
^<
JPVonJc K. Tcliford,
Young & Rubicam.

the

story, .that

.

Deal for Stanback Headache Powder sponsorship of the neW- Pet.er
Donald transcribed show in New
York is one of the^ most unusual
ever pacted for a single market, giving tbe comedian a three-way daily
chowcasing.

Stanback

plunking down $100,000
lor the 15-minute cross-the-board
pirogram^ coin involving purchase of
time on both WINS and WNEW.
Program, which teed off Monday
(IS), is first heard daily during the
noon hour on WINS at 12:30, then
gets a couple of nighttime repeats,

one
tion,

is

at 10 o'clock

on the same

and ^gain at

WNEW.

11

o'clock

National Assn. of Radio StatiO;a
Representatives last week, got down
to the business laying the foundation for a documentary study of
spot broadcasting. It examined some
York corporation lawyer. .-.Jaffee tc material dealii]^ with case histories
Jaffee, AFRA counsel, will repre- on spot radio which, promotion men
*
for various rep offices had. gathered.
Los Angeles, Dec. 16.
sent the union..
This material will serve as part of a
The California Superior Court,
complete compendium on spot whic& highest tribunal in the state, upheld
the association hopes to compile for by unanimous opinion today. (Tues.)
the' industry and advertisers use the: decision of the lower court
against Cecil B. DeMille in his suit
within the near future.
The meeting also approved a clari- against the American Federation of
fication - of - objectives
advertising Radio Artists. The .decision ends the
campaign directed at stations. Pur- case, at least in the state courts, and
pose of this was to demonstrate leaves only the U. S. Supreme Court
Nelson Case is the sole nominee ithat part of the commissions from for further appeal by Dellktille.
In upholding the state>' Supreme
for. president of the New York local station business is being plowed back
of the American Federation of Radio in promoting the story of spot radio Court's decision, the Superior Court
Artists in the annual election to be and also, to assure the stations that confirmed AFRA's right to collect a
held Dec. 31. Clayton CoUyer, in- the founding of the association was $1 assessment from its members.
cumbent president, had told friends, not primarily a defensive measure DeMille had sued to gain reinstatehe would not run for re-election, against CBS' expansion into the sta^ ment to the union, which expelled
him for refusing to pay the assessand he was not nominated by tion rep field.ment. The m'dney Avas \fsed in a
yesterday's (Tues.) deadline.
.The reps likewise listened to Ed- political camj^aign'
against a proVirjjinia Payne, former national
ward Fetry report on the status of posed anti-closed shop law in
CaH'
first vice-president and former presthe association's complaint to FCd fornia.
ident of the Chicago local, was
against CBS.
As a result of DeMlUe's expulsion
nominated for the tlrst vice*presfrom AFRA, he lost his regular m.c;
idency of the New York local. Other
spot on the Lux "Radio Theatre",
nominations were Eugene Lo wenprogram on CBS. whioh he had held
thai, second vice-prez; Joe O'Brien, Texaco Disking
for several years,
third v.p.; Carl Swenson, fourth
v.p.; John Neher, fifth v.p.; Ahne
Auditions for San Juan
Seymour, recording secretary, and
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts will
Ben Grauer, treasurer.
Although there may be write-in have a transcription offshoot as the
votes, possibly a substantial number, result of Texaco's buy of time for
Bar to
Session
in the balloting Dec. 31, the entry of them on WAPA, San Jyan, Porto
Standard Oil, anxious for a neta single slate of officers apparently Rico. They will be aired on the iswork showcase, is still pondering
insures the election' of that ticket. land Sundays, or eight days after
the
Jinx
Falkenberg-Tex
McCrary
Since every nominee was on the slate their origin on> ABC.
nighttime show it's auditioned, with
-Deal was set for
of local council' candidates put up by
by Na- likelihood of a decision soon.
the Independents in the recent elec tional Export Advertising Service
If Standard Oil picks up the Textion, indications are that the Artists last week.
Jinx tab, however, it will have -no
Committee faction has decided not to
bearing on duo's morning cross-thecampaign.
v
board WNBC program. There's a
to
With the announced dissolution of
Tom Means; manager of WFAK, little matter of a five-year firm conthe Independents group, there was a
new Mutual station in Charleston, tract between the NBC flagship stageneral feeling in local AFRA circles
Mrs. team which
S. C, is checking out this month to tion and the Mr.
yesterday that factionalism in the
return to CBS' ad-promotion depart- assures a continuance of the .ayem
union may be largely pastj at least
ment in New York, where he put in session.
for some time. Representatives of
a hitch during the war. He'll report
various groups in the organization
to the web Jan. 5 to write ads and
have expressed the hope such po- mailing pieces
Snares 'Sublime'
for Columbia-owned
litical activity would ce^se, once the
ABC came through with the winstations under the direction of Jack
elections are over.
However, it's Cowden.
ning pitch versus CBS in the comfigured that question will probably
Means was promotion manager of petition for John Hancock's "Point
be -decided by the policies and
WOL, MBS-Cowles station in Wash- Sublime" sponsorship. Stanza, which
actions of the new administration.
ington, prior to returning to his na- Hancock has been testing on a 13-

AFRA

DeHGDe s

Case Tossed Out
'

NebnCasetoBe

NlAFRAPrez

-

"

.

Met Op

SOTexJinxAirerNo

WAPA

Tom Me«ns Back

•

CBS

&

.

ABC

tive Charleston to

FIRST CO-OP

OWNED FM

ship of

WFAK.

BREAKS GROUND IN D.C.
Washington, Dec.

assume manager-

Radio's

16.

Ground was broken here Saturday (13) on construction of FM in'

WCPM, publicized as the "first
listener-owned co-op radio station in
the U. S." Station expects to be on
the air by May with the second indie
FM signal in town.
is owned by eight consumer cooperatives in the area and
is gearing its program schedules to
fit special interests of the 2S,000 listeners whose families are represented in local co-op groups. Helmuth

Art Henley

die

*

Houston, Dec. 16.
Steele agency of Houston, has purchased time on 35 stations in Texas,
liouisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma and
Mexico for Admiration Coffee.

New

the second annual presentation
of Oscar Wilde's story, "The Happy
Prince," a one-shot, half-hour dramatization for the Christmas Week.
It's

WCFM

Kern

is

manager.
Columbus,

WRFD,

O.,

dHiceiirMi

dh ih*

"ABC

of Comedy
Writing"

h Hw

fQitheeniliig

•f

which took

to the ether earlier this year, held

John Paul Goodwin, prexy of the the title of first, co-op
station. It is
agency, produced and directed the 100%
owned by the Ohio Farm
chow, and enacts the lead role.
Bureau.

station

ABC

and Texas,

hookup

will

in

Out Shortly

.

CBS' Rangertone
Reflecting CBS' accent on tape-

recorded pickups as a coming
technique in news coverage, the
web's,

news

chief, -Wells

(Ted)

Church, reported this week that
the net has ordered a iiewly developed 'Rangertone recorder,
said

be the hottest

to

thing

evolved in this line since the
- made Magnetaphone,
S. engineers have been
unable thus far to duplicate.
CBS apparently will be the first
web to install a Rangertone. Delivery of the machine is expected
within the month.
.

German

Additionally
Church disclosed that Lee Bland, the net's i
special events director, is mak*

ing "dry runs" "on a once-weekly
"radio newsreel" program which
would make use of selected taperecorded pickups from CBS' correspondents across the countrjr
and around the world.
hearings and other spectacles. These
events, which usually run on for
hours and days, are frozen onto tape.
edited down to a tight package of
normal program length and then
slotted into, a convenient network
spot with minimum- disruption to

6ommercial schedules.
Straight news shows ere also being enhanced through the cueing of
brief recorded segments. CBS news
department, for exainple, is now
dropping little bits of actuality into
its showsi, Instead of the announcer
quoting from a speech by Marshall,
Vishinsky, Bevin or any other im»
portent figure in the day's news, the
actual voice is heard, wherever possible, through the insertion of a section of tape. CBS is also taping in
advance of airing the early morning
reports of its international corre*
spondents, eliminating through fil-

(Continued on page 54)

move

MUTUAL DENIES BLOCK
GETS IN KREML'S HAIR
Reports emanating from the Coast
that Martin Blr'°- and Mutual are
headed for a p; .ng of ways were
flatly refuted in New York this week
by MB^program veepee Philip Car»
lin.
"T'ain't so," Carlin asserted,
pointing out that Block's current
contract runs until next May. Web
also says Kreml is satisfied with the
selling job Block is doing.
Stories that Block wanted to ease
out of the network disk jockey
chore, following a "run-in" with
Mutual brass on the Coast and fadeout of Block's segment on Mutual-

Don

Lee, gained credence

when

the

wax spinner came east two
weeks ago. Carlin, however, denied
knowledge of any difficulties beABC's tween -Block and the net's Coast exby the ecs apd, said Block's trip east had
ace

California
into

8 p.m. Monday spot (exited
Groucho Marx show) starting Feb.
2 on between 80 and 90 stations.

nothing to do with his Mutual stint.
There was speculation, meanwhile,
• CBS
offered lis 10:30 Wednesday that Block was tiring of Coast and
segment, but Hancock chose to buck wanted to relocate in New York.
"Cavalcade" and "Inner Sanctum"
rather than Jimmy Durante and, if
he's
still
on,
Henry
Morgan.
John (Ak-Sar-Ben) Giliin
"Sublime" pulled a 4.4 in its first
Dec. 16.

and only rating

so far in the Pacific

Hooper.-

Omaha,

John

J.

Giliin, Jr., president

and

general manager of WOW, has been
given one of the highest civic honACKERMAN TO
ors in Omaha. In recognition of his
Harry Ackerman, who quits a civic and patriotic activities, he has
Young & Rubicam vice-presidency been named to His Majesty's CounJan. 1 to become CBS executive pro- cil of the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben,
ducer in the east, planed to Bermuda In Omaha, that's big stuff.
last Friday (12) for a 10-day vacaAppointment puts Mr. Giliin high
tion.
in the eouncils of Omaha- affairs as
His wife, actress Mary Shipp, was he is now serving as a director of
written out of the "Aldrich Family" the Chamber of Commerce, and the
and Milton Berle shows to accom- Greater Omaha Assn. He has about
pany him.
a dozen other civic and charity jobs.

BERMUDA

42d Annivertdiy Number

.

Since the technique's initial fulldress tryout early in 1946 when CBS
covered the" New York State constitutional convention via wire, magnetic recordings have increasingly
been, used by the nets to broadcast
the highlights of speeches, trade
union
conventions.
Congressional

Ayem

on

3S-Station Yule Splurge

flexibility.

.

sta-

Admiration Coffee In

Adding a new dimension to radio "
reportage, use. of magnetic-type recordings is rapidly coming into the
act as one of the' indispensable tools
in network coverage of hews and
special .events.
Although receiving
its
biggest publicity flurry when
Bing Crosby introduced the Mag«
netophone machine to record his
show, wire and tape have worked
far more important (Ranges in the
broadcast scene through its multiplying of radio's basic range and

which U.

Spot B'castmg

.

€ETS3-WAYDAMSH0W
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i

.

2T

BO. UPBEAT
feDeal in Other Bands'-fCC
Washington, Dec. 16,
chance that the FCC will move toward adoption of a
prevent the networks from signing a contract with James C.
Ifxile to
petrillO which does not specifically provide for duplication of AM
programs on FM stations— or vice versa. The FM Assn. aslced the FCC
to hold a hearing apropos such a rule last month, but Comiiiission
men are doing little about it, according to reports here.
In line with Its usual procedure, the FCC has written letters to all
lour webs seeliing their reaction to the- FMA petition. To date, Kobert
p. Swezey, Mutual veepee, is the only net rep to reply. His letter is
expected to typify the answers of NBC, CBS and ABC.
Swezey pointed out that the webs are now knee-deep in negotiations
^Ith tiie musicians' union, adding "In our opinion, there is no need
either for the hearing or the' adoption of tlfe regulation sought." He
concluded': "One of the points which has been specifically scheduled
ior discussion with the Musicians' Union is the entire matter of duplication of AM programs on FM facilities.''
The FM'ers will be satisfied, it w^s believed, if their petition insures
is little

There

AFM-web

contracts.

Censodiip of CIO's

NBC

that duplication is authorized in the 1948

WFOR

Frogram

Stirs 'Civil Rights'

Washington, Dec. 16.
The question jot "civil' rights" In
was called to the FCC's
Sunday (12) by the

edy and

"America tTnited?' program
broadcast overythe NBC network,
Sunday Dec. 7.

last week on "To Mary, With
Love,'' the presentation of the

CBS sustainer
of New York.

.

WFOR

cut tho broadcast oH the
after 19 minutes on the plea it
Program
vni& "too controversial."
"Was a<.four-<nian discussioa of "Our
Civil Rights—Are They in Danger?"
The' show was silenced, the CIO letter declared, when the discussion
touched on treatment of Negroes in
the 1946 Mississippi election; One

"Studio One" out

Actress just popped in on di*
rector Fletcher Markle and said:
"Hello, I'm Luella Gear. I'd like
'

to try radio/'

WOR

Program

Negro, ]Leslle Perry of the National
Assn. for Advancement of Colored
People, participated in the broadcast.
The CIO said It received a phone
station mancall"£rom the
ligei: in wliich he explained: "We are
down in th'B Deep South and you got
question, ...We
oft on the racial
.telling the radio audicut it oft,
ence this is a controversial issue and
WOR, N. Y., is a station without a
that 'both sides were not repre- program director, but not without
sented,". By "both sides," the ihan- program planning. More than two
aget' said he mepnt "someone repre- months have passed since Rod Ericksenting:' 'the' South
and someone son checked out as program chief
ret>rc^ehting the colored people.''
and still no succesitor has been
The union described the
found. In the interim, however, a
action as "a serious Infringement of programming triumvirate composed
civil rights" -and urged the FCC to of Norman Livingston, Don Hamiltake it into consideration when the ton and Bob Simon has been stockstation's license comes up for re- piling an unprecedented backlog of
'
.'.newai.'
show availabilities and quietly .givFCC spokesmen said there have ing the repeated*audition treatment
been relatively lew complaints of to the. more promising ones. As one.
this type, 'since the FCC's decision of the results,
has an upcomIn the WHKG, Columbus, case in ing rash of new stanzas, several of
1945. Most stEitions, it was reported, them considerably removed from the
have made it a practice of selling groove of time-worn programming.
and giving time to unions and have
Pre-testing of ^ows, to work out
Seldom censored discussion shows on the bugs before they're put on the
original or
controversial issues.
air, of course is no

Stockpfl^

WFOR

&<>ws

Despite Setqi

.

.

Arde

the

.

operation,

top

will

the

$2,500,000

mark in billings; WHN, the Loewowned station, is heading for an

WOV,

approximate $2,000,000 mark;

the Bulova bi-Iingual statio;n, will
top $1,000,000 for the first time,
representing a 28% hike over '46;
WMCA, the Nathan Straus public
service-minded indie, will probably
wind up with around $800,000 in

for the full year.

The Manhattan

indie situation is

not all rosy, however. There have
been periodic squawks throughout
the year over the rate-cutting practice among some of the stations and
from all. indications it's still going
on.

The year '47 found the ShouseDunville-WLW combo transplanting
Cincy thinking into the WINS operwhich has gone 50,000 watts,
but for the most part there's a

"show me'' attitude among Manhattan radioites, feeling generally being
that the station has yet to come up
with a distinct pattern and operational format. Baseball sponsorship
has been the strong factor in keeping the billings up.
Situation at WLIB, the New York
Post-owned indie, also continues to
stir speculation as to its ultimate
fate, with reports that it's still a ted
ink operation.
^

'

Washington, Dec.
In one of the
the

FCC

last

first

cases of

Its

16.

kind,

tion, etc.

(hiRatePoficy
On

followed NBC's suit yesterday Robinson Huddling
no one's great surprise, and
ftdvlsed agencies and advertisers that,
Coast With Partner
effective immediately and "subject
to current contractual commitments,"
Newspaper Melo
the. net's advertisers will be proHubbell Robinson, Jr.; CBS protected against rate and discount
changes for only six months, instead gramming veepee, is currently on
the Coast for huddles with -Ernie
of one year.
Hollywood assistant,
his
Sales veepee William Gittinger, Martin,
^
Wtmg the general postwar rise In with the auditioning of the new
operating expenses, said it was "not Mickey Rooney half-hour show the
It'll be
possible now to forecast broadcast- major item on the agenda.
ing costs at
long range."
At the a melodrama with a newspaper backsame time, he took occasion
point ground, based on an idea conceived

On

Rooney

out that between 1940
circulation costs day
clined 19%.

to
1947,

and
CBS'
and night de-

at

Taylor, magazine writer,
is being brought in to collaborate on
'^^Jying of the protection period scripting the show, which will have
.
^'^"^ NBC's action in an approximate $10,000 price tag and
PS?
inat
the latter web won't make the will 'be one of the most expensive
move effective Until next May 1.
packages to date in the CBS housebuilt roster of shows. Milton Geiger
Kennett ftuits Eadio^-Saleg
will coUab wih Taylor on the writ-

K«"»ett, in charge of program
J„,?™"»«on with Radio Sales, CBS
suBsid has resigned,
effective Jan. 1.
ne IS dickering on
a station program
aiiectorship in
Florida which will
Proj)ably be closed
within the week.
„j5;?""ett previously was in CBS

ing.

Ted Scherdeman will direct,
the CBS Hollwood staff

joining

When show

is

launcned.

any event, show can't precm
before mid-February at the earliest.
Rooney has a four-week Palladium,
London, engagement coming up next
8ia«on .relations
doing program con- month. He's booked in at $15,000 a
wet among
week.
affiliates.
In

S.

Meigh-

-

one who even approximately measured up to the characteristics sought
in prospects.

Meighan thinks that the blank he's
drawn so far is reflective of a condition that exists throughout tha
business of station operation.. He at«'
tributes his failure to find ingenuity
and resourcefulaess in the interviewees to the circumstance that

doubt

'

program men haven't been en-couraged for years to exercise thesa
local

Food Concerns

It's

Going

^

qualities.

Meighan's contention that a
can't create and devisa

program man

m Heavy

wheii

his

boss thinks mainly in^
transcriptions and an-

terms of
nouncements. A local program
builder must depend on local talent,
and local talent can't be developed,
says Meighan, if the station operator
keeps looking to transcriptions for
Food processors continue to feed his ch ief source of prpgrammiilg .and
the kitty for spot .broadcasting in' a has no compunction about loading
big way. General Foods is buying up his schedule with spot announcelive minute announcements in be- ments.
half of its ginger bread brand at the
Few of the candidates, Meigh«n
rate of six or more spots a week in found, had some understanding at
various parts of the country, ef- the human factors associated with

For Spot Ads

.

fective Dec. 29, while at the same
time doing a concentrated job in
New England markets for its;
Birdseye frozen orange juice. The

the technique of broadcasting. Whil*
they knew relatively much about tha
mechanics of putting a. program- on
the air, they seemed to have a limlatter campaign involves from 13 to ited conception o£ how to obtain th*
20 blurbs a week through April. maximum effect in. communicating
Young & Rubicam ig sparking these with listeners, such as realizing that
two campaigns.
at the other end of a signal is not an
Blue Bonnet margarine, a Stand- assembly or a group but a singla
ard Brands product, is lining, up, person and that the intimate quality
through the Ted Bates agency, sta- of radio has been and is its touch*
tions in 48 markets across the coun- stone '.of success: This angle wastry to carry a blurb campaign. This brouglit out via questions directed at
will tee off Jan. 12 and run until the interviewees on the type of ap*"
March 31. Proposition calls for six proach they would expect an an*
announcements a week. SB recent- nouncer to use in projecting straight
ly set off an intensive ballyhoo for sales copy.
five

.

Ward's Tip Top Bread, which canon
ABC, may do some «xtra spreading
celled its "Tennessee Jed" stanza

of spot coin after
is

a

Ji 'Waiter

Now

I^^ViceA^es

This

Year's.

Tliompson account.

In
Rurl Ives Going Live
So's

Charles

He Can Hit the Road;

Ring All Set Till March 17
Burl Ives, Philco's plattered running mate of Bing Crosby, goes live

on his Mutual 15-antnute weekly
airer Jan. Ifi. Sponsor (actually the
Philco dealers) is said to have no
dissatisfaction with the balladeer's
waxed stint, but wants to cash in
promotionally on a p.a. tour he will
tee off on that date. Ives will originate his Jan. 16 and 23 editions from
New York, then hit the road, winding up in Los Angeles Mar, 26.
Whether his show wUl return at
that time to disk form hasn't yet

Carlson was also in Dutch with
the armed services for violating
military security regulations during
the war and with the Civil Aero«
nautics Administration for his failure to light his tower adequately
to warn pilots over the New Orleans
obtained a
area.
.Mrs.; Carlson
been determined.
divorce in 1942 and applied for the
WJBW license. Louisiana has "comBins Well Stocked
munity property" laws which gave
Hollywood, Dec. 18.
her a 50% interest in the station
Bing Crosby by the year's end
which was acquired during their
will have cut enough Philco platteis
marriage.
to last through March 17.
Whether the show goes live there-

Hal Kanter

CBS.

Sam W.

to just about dissipate the word
"nearly." When he tees up his
exhibit of wit and persiflage
for General Foods (Sanka) Jan.
2 over CHS there'll be some
strange hair-do's behind the music stands.
Femme coiffures, to
All IS of.- them
be precise.
distafHng at the instruments, but
a male shall lead them, Elliott
Daniel, currently music supervisor for Walt Disney.
The Phil Spitalny influence, no

week denied a renewal

WOR

CBS

Danny Thomas

Chase & Sanborn coffee on some 200

license for WJBW, New Orleans, to
Charles C. Carlson and assigned the
license to his divorced wife, Mrs.
Louise C. Carlson.
The station has been on the air
with short-term temporary licenses
ever since 1943. Owner Charles C.
Carlson was on the hot seat with
monopoly. But it's becoming more
FCC for a round dozen or more reand more this kfey Mutual station's
peated violations of Commission
policy, Livingston explains, to insure
rules on technical operation and pronew programs of becoming "mile* visions for radio operators at the stastones instead of tombstones" by

(Tues)i to

week by Howard

CBS v.p. in charge of station*
administration, as spotlighUng tha
low state of local program creativeness into which the lousiness has
fallen. Mei^han said that he and hi9
aides had interviewed scores ot candidates for this job, which pays $10,»'
000 a year, and they didn't find any

stations.

For La. Hayride

WOR

(Continued on page 40)

Washington, was

at

cited last

,

F(X Takes Carlson

WFOR

m Moo'

remained' for

WTOP,

manager
ham,

new

flagship stations of the four

networks are also claiming impressive tally sheets on local business
for the 12-raonth period., 'WNBC,
for example; is excited about a 60%
hike in December biz in comparison
with the same month last year, and
an overall 28% upbeat in billings

'

.

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Nearly everytMng has been
tried out on «ome<^ shows, but
it

Bulova-owned

ation,

.

'

pictures,

professionally inactive for some
time, made a radio appearance

.

.•ir
:

who has been

union
published
a
CIO,. The
strong letter protesting censorship
by WFOB, Hattiesburig, Miss., of a

eiO

WNEW,

His month's failure to find th»
right man to fill the post of program

Oh, Mr. Spitalny

reflects a healthy upbeat in the
metropolitan market. As an example,:

The

Row

Luella .Gear, of musical com-

attention here

With but few exceptions, the New
York indies' boxofflce score for 1947

billings.

That Simple?

itroadcaiiting

liSOl Low Ebb in Local Plrc^am Buiidi^

STILL

IS
,

.

.

WTOP Manhimt Points Up (To CBS)

RITE-CITTING

'

Tells the Sad,

Sad Saga

after depends upon Petrillo's decision on transcribed music.

RM Revamp
Ayres,

T.

'

vice-president

and business manager of radio for
the Ruthraufl & Ryan agency, is
checking out «t the end of Hils
month, his exit seen stemming

from a
agency.

conflict in personalities at tha
Exit took his associates by

surprise.

—

.

"

.

Ayres' duties will be taken over

Tom

Slater, who went to R&A'
13 months ago as a radio supervisor,
Previously he was special events
and sports director, of the Mutual
network. He's a brother ol Bill
Slater, WOR-Mutual announcer and

by

emcee. Whether Slater will immediately get a veepee title isn't certain. Agency said no iannouncement
of the switch
time."

is

Ayres, who
for 13 years,
are uncertain;
eral things in

to

be made

''at

has been with

this

R&R

said his future plant
^but that
mind.'*

he has "sev*

Coke May Lose Faith

Due

RADIE HARRIS WRAPS UP

of a Radio Scriplwrlter in

-

to

Simms

Pullout

Reports are current that CocaCola may drop its half -hour CBS
Sunday musical, with* its 65-piec«
Percy Faith orchestra and guest
a
singers, at the close of thk present'

14 SPONSORS IN 2 WKS.
'7rt

A

Memoriam**

Bright Ptafar* In tii«

Upc^oming

42d Anni^rmry iVumber
of

Radie Harris,

who now

has

cross-the-board show biz interview
The decision is said to bf
cycle.
co-op stanza: on CBS/ is credited
influenced by the sudden pullout of
with turning the neatest co-op trick
of the month, having wrapped up 14 Ginny Simms. Meanwhile the cok9
outfit
is reported considering several
sponsors in as many markets in less
other shows.
than two weeks.
It's also pretty certain now that
Deal for sponsorship of the stanza
on WCBS, the New York flagship, is Faith won't accompany the Carnareported cooking, with some pos- tion Show to the Coast when It
moves
there shortly after the first
sibility that General Electric, which
bankrolls
"House of the year. An arranger may bli
the adjoining
Party" show, may latch on for the elevated to batoning as FaitU's sua*
/cesser.
additional five-minute ride.
,

•

.

-

,

-

'

'

Tele

Move to Coast Would ShacUe It,

Television Reviews

S(» McCrary; Warns Pix to 'Cooperate
tibn to the Coast would make it suhjject to the same fears and "lack ot
ideas" that have hit. Hollywood in
the wake of the House un-Ameri-

Marge Kerr

Activities,

Out of
'

«

*

Teeth

*

its

Academy
duced

this

awards, couldn't be proyear for fear it would be

labeled subversive."

among

film of-

The

ParExpectsTo

Go

Alme

It

Television broadcasters can look
no immediate help from Paramounts intermediate film method of
video in expanding their networks.
Par tele veepee Paul Raibourn declared this week that the company
has no plans to date for licensing
the tele film recorder to other broad-

for

SysteAi Seen Cropping

Up

show

MBS

,

,

Par system, which was unveiled
publicly for the first time at the
Television Broadcasters Assn. meet
in N. Y. last week, involves use of a
specially-devised camera which is
able to take pictures off the end of a
(Continued on page 38)
'

consistency.

And

**is

Radio Burdened

WUh Young fogeys?"
« Mqht feotar*

-

possible for different advertisers to
bankroll the same show In different
market areas.

th*

la

'

of

AM

'

Out Soon

thatv

,

was a bedEngland home and

Twin Cities Tele

suggestive,

New

the airy plbt revolved around the
effort of a Broadway actress' to buy
the front door's purple knob from
the bed-iridden lady of tbe house;
After the bored' old la.dy agreed to
make the sale for the, price of. a
performance, both Judith Evelyn, as
the actress, and Ethel .Griflies, as the
invalid, carried off a' perfectly sustained ultra-grandUoqiuent playMiss Qriffies, feawithin-a-play.
tured in the Broadway hit, ''The
Druid Circle,"' registered with
standout effect in her warmly human
and subtly inflected portrait of the
old woman. Joanna Roos 'assisted
coinpefently in a minor role.
Except for one minor lapse, the
production was flawlessly handled
with the cameras, covering the action fluidly with a minimum of
obtrusive switchovers. Single directorial error occurred when Miss
Evelyn's hat was allowed to completely cover Miss Griffies' face
while the latter was talking. It was
'jhe sort Of accident that would be
inconspicuous on the stage and cut
out of a film, but which sticks out
like a sore thumb on video.
In a preface to the play, Raymond
Massey made a pitch for public
!

.

•

Picking Up
•

In

New

Ciiicago Survey

FPC SOLD ON TELE AFTER

,

LOUIS-WALCOn FIGHT

Closest idea yet to a tele co-op
were several pro football games
aired over the NBC net from Philadelphia during the last season. Atlantic Refining -bankrolled the pickups over WPTZ, the Philly station,
while Luckies. sponsored the games
over the other three stations in the
net. .Instead of representing a. true
co-op, however, it was more of a
split network affair. In addition, the
same agency, N; W. Ayer, handled

^
Minneapolis, Dec. 16.
has received approval from
Civil Aeronautics Authority of its
plan to -build* a S68-foot television
broadcasting tower in the midway
district between the Twin Cities,
Stanley
Hubbard an- both clients.
president
nounced;
Broadcasters are looking for co-op
Approval ends disagreement be- sponsorship immediately in film
tween Hubbard and the Metropoli- shows. Series of such programs are
tan Airports Comihissibn, which already being produced by various
had objected to height of tH'e tower outfits, such as Jerry Fairbanks,
as a potential danger, to airplanes Usual idea is to turn out the films in
and wanted it shortened 97 feet. 13 or 27-minute running times, leavCAA ruling takes precedence over ing room at the opening and closing
and clears way for FCC con- for a commercial. Such plugs could
struction permit.
be furnished by a different sponsor
Provided that comes through im- in each city in which' the films' were
mediately, the tower should be ready aired.
for use some time in January^ Hub-

KSXP

'

-

:

.

.

.

-

MAC

-

'

"

"

CBS 'On Location' Being
to!

2Mou^

.

.

,

.

.

'

.

<

Station is now broadbard said.
casting experimental television from
a temporary 75-foDt' tower.
Chicago, Pec. 16.
„
Twin City Television laboratory
'
Zenith "prexy^ S.. F. MacDonald,
support to ANTA. Author Eaton has leased 11,000 feet- of space on
who's been unheard froin in the last
also came on for a brief bow.
second, third and fourth floors of
Toronto, Dec. 16.
Herm.
severai months, has apparently not
Lyceum theatre building as a teleFollowing his viewing of -theatreabandoned his idea of instituting a
vision studio and is preparing an ap"pay-as-you-go" television system. screen size televised coverage ot the
plication for a .permit .to operate a
-7.
Ran, which involved the payment of Louis-Walc'ott tight, as presented in AMERICANA
John Mason Brown; Lewis Gan- teleyision-FM station,' president Joa small fee by viewers' via. their New York at.the. annual ."clinic'* of With
nett, MilUcent Fenwic'k. Russell seph Beck announced.
telephone companies for special tele the Television. -.Brbadcastbrs' Assn.,
Maloney^ Merle MillerDeal includes priority on use of
president
of
iFitzgibbons,.
3.
ptrogratns, '^vas broached "by Mac- j;
Director: Frederick Coe.
Lyceum theatre stage for presentaFamous Players (Canadian), will Producer: Martip Stone
I)']nald several months ago.
tion of shows, and rights to teler
La Salle UniVi Extension here has meet with Paramount officials in 35 Mlns.; Mon., 8:10 p.m.
vise legit productions playing' the
just instituted a survey among set New York this- week to complete Suslainln;
Twin City Television iS: a
house.
owners aslsing them whether they'd arrangements for acquisition and use WNBT, N. T.
Martin Stone, producer of Author division of Beck Studios,: Inc., paxbe willing to pay a "reasonable fee" of the requisite equipment. (FPC
a promising 'ent also to Beck School of: Radio,
shows..
Alttiough has nearly 350 film houses 'across Meets the Critics," has
for specialized
entry in this pew quizzer. It iCerImage-orthicon apparatus, of latthere's /.nothing to connect the Sur- Canada; is building some 85 addi.than'
the
appeal
broader
tainiy has
est type has already been installed.
offi- tional.).'.:
•vti-jf with MacDonald, industry
fairly bookish "Author ,r- being a
cials are certain it's being conducted
Application by FPC to set up tele- video version of ''Information Plefise" Laboratory plans to present courses
at his instigation. After asking view- vision equipment in Its theatreg has -—even to awarding sets of thte Ency- in television broadcasting for stuTeleviewers dents, and its schedule includes
ers whether they're satisfied with been filed with the Canadian Broad- clopaedia Britannica.
elaborate -remodeling of building
(Continued on page 34)
present programs, .the survey asks casting CInrp.
space into large and modern studios.
'-whether they'd be willing to pay the''
Detailed plans are to be announced
Jee .in' addition "for you and your
at open house .Friday night (19)*
family io see in your own home and
program including, demonstration of
on your olvn receiving set ffrstrun
Provarious types of .tele shows.
movies, Broadway plays and major
posed television-FM station would
sports events, not now available for
Katz agency, one of the top radio station Tepresentativ.es, has set up be the only one restricted to ultraftee television."
first television department in the national field. shortwave radio in Twin. .Cities area.
Film industry execs at the time what's believed to be the
publisher of felecasting Publicatiohs and wartime,
former
Codel,
Edward
tlie plan was first broached, strongly
Broadcasting Station in Europe (ABSIE), will
maintained they would never permit manager of the American
the- new operation.
Tele
their firstrun product to be trans- head up
mitted to televiewers, no matter
receiver .said to make po.s.sible a 7x9 foot picture
Projection
television
what fee was paid,' Only attempt on
Daily
Colonial Television Corp., new indie outfit operrecord to transmit a Broadway play has beeh developed by
"Vision Master," the new set
patents.
Labeled
the
ating
under
RCA
directly from a theatre was stymied
With Xity
Staff
when Equity and other unions de- operates as a mobile unit, throwing its picture on a specially-designed
from two to 15
New television show that will inmanded a full week's pay for each screen accompanying the receiver. "Throw" is adjustable
'63 square feet.
corporate all the features of a daily
member of the cast and stagehands feet) with picture adjustable in size from six to
delivered
First
of
them
were
to
diealers
this
week,
Set
at
15
lists
$2,195,
newspaper in a one-hour package
for the single performance. Broadto be aired seven nights a week is
way plays staged in tele studios have with 30 scheduled for production during, December.
always been free to viewers, as have
currently being whipped into shape
New York Telephone Co. expects to expand its service to N. Y. tele- by Tex McCrary. He's rounded up
the major sports events,
vision broadcasters in the near future with a microwave unit mounted on
top names from all phases of show
a truck with receiving equipment in a centrally-located tall building, it
biz into an outfit called Television
v^as revealed by A. T. .& T. exec M. E. Strieby at the Television BroadFeatures, Int., which will produce
ca.sters Assn. meet last week.
New arrangement is expected to facilitate the package.
the installation Of more remote' pickup units for N. Y. broadcasters.
Tentatively
tilled
the
"Daily
Strieby declared that. Bell Telephone had already installed about 7,000
World Mirror," the show is to be
miles of coaxial cable or radio relay, all of which will eventually be made
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
set in a newspaper city room, with
The co-axial cable linking south- available to video. He pointed out, however, that completion of the routes the audience
supposedly reading
ern California with San Francisco for telephone service doesn't mean they'll be immediately available for their
paper over the editor's shouland pohits north will definitely get tele, sincc"very considerable additional equipment and special engineering der. It's
to be. sponsored on a parunder way shortly after tlie first of are required to make the installations suitable" for video.
ticipating basis, with sponsors buythe year, according to 'phone coming time just as they would buy
That, means that
Despite television's limited audience at present, adverti.<iers are getting
pany insiders.
newspaper space, meaning they
Coast regional networking of video better results in terms of listener interest, if not actual sales, than radio
won't have any part in production.
ishows looms as a possibility by mid- can offer with its millions more sets. Latest example is Jay-Jay Junior
[

With video already, having followed radio's pattern of straight
sponsorship and participation shows,
co-ops remain the only form of
bankrolling not yet incorporated into
the newer medium. With the biggest network today limited to four
stations in a three-state area, however, it would hardly pay' for adver-'
tisers to sponsor ^ows on a eo-'op
basis for such a limited audience
•

42d Annivemary Number

.
which was simple but
,

cost for advertisers in radio,

won't be feasible for live tele shows
until the current network facilities
greatly expanded.
Tele timesalesmen see co-ops taking their
place in the business, however,
through film shows, same as transcribed radio shows have made it

are

the full magic of the
.

setting,

adequately
room of a

..

MacDonald Tay-As-Go'

is

theatre;

the Coast, accoi'ding to" McCriary, is that they'll
•wait until radio irons' out the bugs.
Then if it's good, they'll .get in and
ijUy it out. Tele can seriously dent
the film boxofEice, though, McCrary
pointed: out, and. unless the film in- casters..
<5ee story on use of' the Paradustry begins to take an active share
in it, it might be too late. Several mount system for theatre television
Cbast exees' have already expressed on. page 1.)
tele's
future
about
vefvousness
(Continued on page 54)

charm and

of course,

tele's possible fate if it

^ Consensus on tele
ficials in N. Y. and on

President of

medium for dramatic presentaAs such, the frame of this onewas diminutive and the action
centered on the area of a dime. But
skillful scripting, superlative thesping and clever direction gave an
illusion of some scope and -direction.
The play was nothing more than a
Walter
author
of
flight
clever
Pri'chard Eaton's fancy, but it won
viewers over to its premise- through

of

of- Hollywood is sucli that 'Best
Years of Our liives,' which won nine

Cooperative program sponsorsship,
which has greatly reduced the per-*

Edgar Kobak

tion.

video program development rests
with sponsors and not with indie
producers or banks as in Hollywood.

Warning of

Griflies,

acter

'

Won't Pay

Sfliows

as a

hiimorein pite* la

42d Auniveraary Number

retention of
W.-Y. as tele's program centre was
their problem,' since the control of

that

emigrated to the Coast, he declared
that talks with various film toppei:s
had convinced him the "state of terror in the white rabbit community

JkimBoim Ift 1947

Off Until Net Fadlities Are Expanded

.

With Judith Evelyn, Ethel
Joanna Roos

grams being jointly produced by
NBC and the American National
Theatre and Academy, "The Purple
Doorknob" was" a witty and whimsical comedy neatly tailored for video

Wrist'*

lh« apceinliHi

Speaking before the Advertising
Club of N- v., McCrary told the
tO'j^pers

My

*

new medium,
ligeniiy

Them

''Take

*HE P«BPIE DOORKNOB

,

piMdt

Committee's Bed
probe, Tex MfiCtaxs last week put it
squarely up to the ad agencies to
keep the tele production centre in
New York. -At the same timci he
warned the film industry to begin
cooperating with tele soon or take a
chance of losing out entirely in the

Co-Ops im Tde

|

Writer: Walter Frichard Eatqn
Direotor: Frederick Coe
Teeh. Director; WilUam States
Praducer: Richard Hatrity
30 Mins.; Sunday (14)* 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBT, N. Y.
, ,„
Second in the .series of 12 pro-

that television's enijgra-4

Warning

.

Wotlnefltlair,

TgLEVlSiay

28

can

-

.

.

-

television, which has experisix months with its .studio-less, "on location" technique of
programming, has decided thC' sys'

tem is good enough to expand it
from the present four days weekly

'

..

Program Log

GBS

mented for

New

schedule goes
week with the addition of Friday night programming
to the weVs regular log.
to five days.
into effect this

'

,

..

I

'

.

'

..

;

.

,

Inside Television
'

,

Under the new.

sports event or

McCrary Whips Up

Newspaper Show

•

Room'

.

SEE COAST VIDEO NET

READY BY MID-1949

CBS

will be

national

'

affair

of

interest: Addition of Fridays to the schedule will five CBS
weekly programming log of some

sufficient
a'

.

.

plan,

on the air Wednesday through Sunday each week. Monday and Tuesday are blank, in line with the web's
union contract of furnishing its crew
two days off a week in succe.ssion.
CBS will go on the air those days,
though, in case of some outstanding

25'.

hours.

New schedule tees off this Friday
with a feature film. Next week, CBS
will pick up the pro tennis matches,
featuring Bobby Riggs, Jack Kra*
mer, etc., from Madison Sq. Garden,
N. Y.
Ford Motors has signed to
bankroll the show.
In addition to adding Fridays to
CBS

moved

its

schedule,

its

Sunday sign-on up from 7

6:30 p.m. It's also

recently

doubled

its

to
daily

pattern-transmission from three
to six hours -ror the benefit of retail set dealers during the Christmas rush season. All these factors,
along with CBS' .sharing of shows

test

WMAL-TV (Washington) and
WMAR-TV (Baltimore), gives it

with

semblances of

true video network.

Prep Construction Of

NBC

Coast Tele Outlet
Hollywood, Dec.

16.

Town's number four station, NBC's,
should be in the iworks by Jan. 1,
Show is tentatively scheduled to tee following close on the heels of its
1949 wlien the company expects to Inc., N. Y. teenage fashion outfit, which bankrolls the "Mary Kay and
off within the next two months on
which is well
affiliate, KFI,
ipreem its link ^providing radio re- Johnny" show Tuesday nights over WABD (DiiMont, N, Y.).
Announcement was
Sponsor recently offered novelty mirrors with built-in fiajshlights to the an as yet undesignated station.
under iway.
laying hasn't preceded it by that
McCrary will serve, as managing made this week of a start on
first 200 women requesting them by mail. As a safeguard, the company
time, another long possibility.
Utility is currently clearing right- ordered 400 of the gadgets. Results were almost overwhelming, "ivith 8,600 editor. Milton Caniff will draw a transmitter building, etc., atop; Mt.
of-ways and already has its engi- requests rolling in within two weeks after the first announcement. Figure special coixUnuuus comic strip, and Wilson "within a few days" but it's
fAeei<ing and surveying under way reached well over '10,000 before the sponsor decided to (all his staff off Robert S. Allen is to be cut in more probable that said few days
from Washington nightly~'with news may stretch into a fortnight, weather
tot the FriSco-ti. A. link. Lines run- the counting tables.
Frank Farrejl, permitting-.
ning fronx Wxi&eo north will be ready
With approximately 80,000 sets now operating in the N. Y. area, that from the capital.
fey mid-1948, It's said, there already meant one request for each 10 sets. And according to John McNeil, now N. Y. World-Telegram feature writContracts have been signed with
feeing some short strips laid in Ore- director of DuMont commercial operations, no radio show ever came close er, will handle special features; Ted the Austin Co., for the constructibn
ifon and between Marysville and to rolling up such a record during his years as station manager of WJZ, Eshbaugh, one of the original film estimated to cost $150,000, exclu.siv«
Sacramento, betb in California,
ABC's flagship radio outlet in N> V*
(Continued on page 63)
of equipment

—

AM

.

-

^

'

,
'
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TELBYISIOIV

OWN PACKAGES

NETS PILE UP
Tde Padn^e
"

Video GuBidermg

Availabilities

Is a.list of network-produced packages available for sponon the three N, Y. television outlets. Most can be bought on a
!«twork basis <twO or jnore stations), depending on program schedules
availability of the coaxial cable. Nets have set no
Itt.other cities and
preferring instead to work out the costs
.specific price on any show,

VoUowing

WABD~Du

.

'

Charade Quiz

.

'

Friday/

Matches

Tues.

Photographic Horizons
*

:

Thursday
Thursday

Birthday Party*
Wrestling

7-7:30 p.m.
7:30-8 p.m.
8:35-9 p.m.
8-8it5 p.m.
7:30-8 p.m.
8:30-9 p.m.
9:30-ciosing

Fri.

Monday
Monday
Wednesday

Clair

'r:30-7;45

p.m.

WNBX—NBC

Monday

8:10-8:30 p.m.
7:50-8 p.m.
8:30-8:45 p.m.

Mon.-Thurs.
Thurs.

liusical Merry-Go-Hound
IJheatre Guild*
legiterst

Sunday
Sunday

ANTA

The Finger

-

A

—

Television Broadcasters Assn. prexy
J. B. Poppele, who pointed! out that
other industries had been wrestling
with it for 25 years and "still haven't
found an overall formula."
Poppele urged an "overall guide"
for the present, which could "serve
as a basis for future action .on K
code after we have crosseci the
bridge of preliminary experience,"-^
He declared, however, that tele as
an art has "barely gotten its feet
wet and it would seem foolhardy
to create a rigid set of standards
based on operation of only r handful of stations."
He also pointed
out the public responsibility already
evidenced by stations now on the

.

wrong with the program was
Klein.

Last week Klein fired himself

Agencies took over the major
share of radio programming in the
industry's early days and not until
very recently have the nets been
able to .reassert themselves with
their own package shows.
Tele

8:40-10 p.m.
8;$0-9 p,m.

With the National Assn., of Broad*
casters now wrapped up in establishing a new radio code and the'
industry
film
having
recently
strengthened its production code,
television broadoasters last week began serious discussion on working
out a code of standards for video
shows. Indications that it would be
a serious problem were cited by

Points

Philadelphia, Dec. 16.
PhU Klein, head of a Philly
ad agency, is the sponsor of
television show on WFIL-TV.
Star and m.c. of the show is
Phil Klein.
review of the program,
'Thiladelphia
titled
a Great
City," was printed in Vabiexy
The
a couple of weeks ago.
review said that the only thing

radio confreres have done, have been
working intensively during the last
several months lining up shows to
dangle before potential sponsors.
Survey of the three. N. Y^outlets re-'
veals a total of 19 such networkproduced shows that are either now
on their air as sustainers or that are
fully prepared to take the air once
a suitable sponsor is lined up.

Available to single sponsors or for sponsor participation.

Americana
Newsreel

OVER

BOB STAHL

Television broadcasters, in an eff
fort to make certain they'll never
have to compete with the ad agencies for programming honors as theii

Time

Mon. thru.

Small, Fry Club*
Doorway to JTame*
Swing Into Sports
l^ylvie St.

By

Mont
Day

..Frorram-.

TIE

WILL

as m.c.

_^

.

•

t

One monthly, With four shows, remaining.
Twice monthly, with 1ft shows remaining.
.

Television

Go

"Let's

Come

Evenings
Thursdays
Evenings
Thursdays

'

Skiing*
Into Kitchen*
•

•

15 minsi
8:10-8:40 p.m.

5 mins:
5-10 mins.
15-30 mins.
7-7:45 p.m.

-

Sunday

Scrapbook

'

broadcasters, fully aware of the
money, prestige and control of programming they can lose by giving
way to the agencies, have refused
so far to have their position usurped.
With the possible exception of remote pickups of sports and other
events^ only two or three shows,
such as the Kraft "Television Theaagencytre" on NBC; have been
produced,.

WCBS—TV—CBS

News

To Queen's Tait«
Quickie Quiz*

Previously showcased but not

now on

the

air.

(Ford, LucldesX

Cop TBA Awards

air.

My

to Feed i^^ea's Small Statioiis

Chicago, Dec,
Capt. Bill
(lere; last

Kddy,

week

directojp of

16.

-f

WBKB

television

Of the three N. Y. stations currently on the air, WABD, the Du»
Mont outlet, has the most shows to
ing that, "if anything, it should be
offer.
Compared to WABD's avermore strict and severe than in raage of 50% of shows now sold,
dio." Bannister pointed out the fol(NBC), has almost
though,
lowing
standards to be followed by
66 2/3 of its program log. paid for
the WWJ-TV staff:
WCBS-TV (CBS),
by advertisers.
"I feel that our television prowith no studio shows to offer and
:
gramming
should at all timfes be so
the. majority of its sports pickups
Award citations highlighted the meticulou.sly proper and correct
already sold, has about the same
number of package shows available TBA's one-day television Clinic that, like Caesar's wife, it will be
above'siwpicion.
on
(Continued
page
38)
There must be no
as WNBT.
use of blue material or of anything,
Willing to IVIake Deals
even remotely susceptible to doublet
All three webs are reluctant to Greater Cleveland
entendre. There must be nothing i»
divulge the cost to sponsors of the
our schedule which will cause the
various packages, since they're still
lifting of an eyebrow by eVen the
willing to make cutrate deals with
most strait-laced in our audience.
potential advertisers to lure them
'Appearance, langauge, intonation,
B'casts gesture must all be beyond reproach.
Off to
For example,
into the business.
WCBS-TV under its present system
Racial comedy types must be avoidCleveland,. Deo, 16.
claims to charge sponsors' only the
ed.
in
the
References to God or religion
makes
its
debut
Television
Thus, John Reed Greater Cleveland area tomorrow must always be reverent.
facilities
cost.
Crime
King's "Missus Goes A'Shopping," night (17) with the Scripps-Howard and drunkenness, when
used, must
now aired Wednesdays from 1:30 to station
^
starting regular video be condemned.
2 p.m. with four sponsors rotating broadcasts with a pickup of the
I cite just a few taboos. There
in bankrolling it, bears a weekly cost Press'
Christmas
show will be many others. In all cases
annual
of $900 for the complete package.
featuring Jimmy Stewart. Press is good taste, propriety and the avoidProbably the most expensive a Scripps paper.
ance of offense must be the ultimate
shows now up for sponsorship are
Already operating a 17-hour-a-day criteria."
the NBC-Theatre Guild series of
plaps to utilize
station,
legiters.
Two shows already aired afternoon and evening stanza for
in that series have been extravagant video,, with, afternoon programs at
studio presentations, featuring 3 o'clock, and evening spots beginformer hit plays with name casts. ning at 8. Civic events and sporting
Four shows remain to be aired in engagements will get prominent billthe series under the NBC-TG con- ings.
tract and, while NBC has made no
First commercial pact has been
special pitch to sponsors,^ it's an inked by Standard Oil of Ohio, a
open secret that the web would be half -hour program Saturday niglit
N; Y. Yankees became the first to
glad to tag a bankroUer. Same sit- called "Television Talent Search."
uation exists with the legiters. pro- The program starts after Jan. 1 with assign television rights for the 1948
duced by NBC in cooperation with talent at each telecast competing for baseball season Monday (15) night,
Stuart Buchanan, producer pacting with the BaUantine brewery
the American National Theatre and prizes.
Academy, of which 10 of the 12 of the Ohio Story airer, is in charge and the DuMont web in a special
show televised over WABD, Dupacted for remain to be aired,
of the program.

WBKB

.

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, which
.

Dealer in Westchester county,
N. Y., is promoting the sale of
television sets by offering to install a receiver for a month with
the understanding that at the
end of a month the householder
Will either buy it outright or
pay a rental for the period.
The distributor has placed
numerous sets within the past
three months and he has yet to

Fled; of

,

,

New

Total

Up

Twelve more
tions reached the

to 64

fnne Francluse

week with Foote, Cone & Belding
Ralph B. Austrian over
rae right type of
video show with
which to invade the new medium.
Since Toni, which sells a home
Pennanent
wave product, must

is

a mass audience,

interested so
as a method
boosting sales, according to Nawanson. Outfit tepis, however,
that
isn't

n>uch in tele right

now

which has gone in mainly
u. ,*"?>ence participation shows in
«s radio work,
will probably

J,.,:""''

follow
pattern in video, NathanCompany plans to apply
TvlJflpnv?*l?S It's learned in radio, inS^^^V^e meanwhile the nece.s^.X^Y'sual techniques for tele.
'„„ •"'"ne

whTl L"^^"*
neftV

the
jne

'^^^l

some show

in

audience can actually aptake part in

proceedings.

for

anticipated.

All three N. Y. stations are already members of established tele

•

to

Biow's Lawrence To

Make

Six

WNBT, WRGB

WPTZ,

'Encore

CBS,

(Schenectady),

and WNBW
DuMont, in addition

(Philadelphia)

(Washington),
to WABD, has

WTTG

(Washington).

,

Shorts for Schenley
Bill

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Lawrence, radio producer for

the Blow agency, has closed a deal
direct with Schenley Laboratories
for the production of .six one-reel
pictures to be televised in nine cities.
Entire series will be based on scripts

« sljould experiment at this time to
sam knowledge for the future and
« aisq interested in getting its hands used
on a suitable
tele time franchise.

YankSeriesPacted

Mont's N. Y. outlet. With members
of the N. Y, sports press present,
occasion marked the first time that
such news had broken to the press
and, public simultaneously.
Deal calls for Ballantine's to sponsor all 77 of the Yanks' home games.
Reported price is $300,000 for both
Women's Club. Entrance of
tele and radio, with Ballantine's
tele has brought boom in television
splitting thie radio sponsorship with
sets in this area with Hanrahan re
porting an estimated 1,000 sets either White Owl. Tele price is believed
installed or in the process in this to include $800 time charges per
game,' plus $100,000 paid to the
area.
Yanks for the rights, bringing the

James

ager,

is

C. Hanrahan, general, mana longtime Scripps'rHoward

Matheson Radio, Boston, also filed, networks, meaning a sponsor can employee, and John Hartley, station
seeking Channel 13.
expand his ajidience by paying the manager, is an ex-NBC'er who was
Two more newspapers were freight to air a show on a network associated with John Royal.
WEWS studios are located in the
(Continued on page 38)
NBC has four stations in its
basis.
of
the
former
Cleveland
present web, including, in addition site

-

M

week and

Channel 9 in Bostoni'It's
an 11th hour bid by the radio web
to get into the Hub City with video,
battle
for remaining channels
and a

tele veepee

jnake its pitch at

last

BaUantine s 3006

.

early this week, bringing to a total
of 84 the video station requests now
pending. One of the latest filed was

by GBS,

we company

FCC

16.

applica-

television

WEWS

FM

Tele Bids Brnigs

Washington, Dec.

'

'

WEWS

stations."

Toni Products, which has relied
mostly on radio to expand from a
f5,000 company into one that will
gross $20,000,000 this year, is now
?yeing television as the next step
m, its sales campaign. Don Nathan
son, director
of the outfit's radio
aepartment, huddled in N. Y. last

.

R(^lar

isn't

SdKs Tde

:

Has

take one back. AH placements
are in homes of people who are
in the higher income brackets.

As a submarine commander in
World War I, Capt. Eddy is expert
'lit .the game of not tipping his hand
Con.Utttii the
cards are played.
*ttttC!tion of WKBK's relay link be/ (Continued on page 38)

Tpni

:

.,,

Video])d)utasWEWSIs

understood to be One of the "certain

«maU

WNBT

.

Hep Promotion

disclosed that plans

ixj^and the station's relay facilitlM' are in tha "midst of contract,
In other words, the
nettotiations."
WSt^ relay network forecast in
VARlETy- several months ago now has
leached the contractual stage^
Gapt. Eddy also has announced
that
is prepared to otfer network «ervice to "certain small stations" at the rate of 440 per program. The "certain small stations"
will be supplied with both film ^nd
live- shows- in any amount up to 40
hours, weekly. The service, says
£ddy, at present can be used within
a 100-mile radius. Only existing tele
station within this area to date is
to

.

Apparently reluctant to Wait for
the establishment of an industry*:
wide code, Harry Bannister, general
manager of WWJ-TV (Detroit), last
week informed his staff that tele
has now grown to the point where
a code of some kind, is needed, add-

broadcasters and
ad agencies still feuding over the
merits of live as against filmed com*
mercials, awards of the Television
Broadcasters Assn: last week would
seem to give films the nod. Two advertisers receiving a wards were
American Tobacco (Luckies) and
Ford Motors, both of which have
used film plugs exclusively in' shows
they've sponsored during the last
year.

With

•

Eddy, Eyeing Chi as Tele Hub,

Own Code,

Its

Iwe Strict, If Anyt^ Than Radio'

iftrship.

with buyers.

29

in a recent Schenley

nique by observing camera work
picture

weeks.

studios

for

the

total

Carroll Carroll

m

Ha> Authored

f dtferial Feature en Rodie
(per Nsual)

'

past

iii

few

''Headin' for the
Five-Fifteen^*
*
In the

*

*

forthcoming

42d Anniversary Number
.of

Tele

Comes

to Boston

:•

tele

deal

some

to

$175,000.

Agency for
Thompson.

Ballantine's is J. Walter
^
Contract calls for'Mel Allen and
Filene's Department store here
Russ Hodges to announce simultawill sponsor the first public demneously for both radio and tele, with
onstration of television tomorrow
the radioi end being broadcast over
(Wednesday) in a special show, that WINS,
N. Y. indie.
Yankees prez
will include a pickup from WCBS- Dan
Topping intimated the deal
TV (CBS, N. Y.) over the Bell called for future
options for botli
System's recently-installed micro-

Boston, Dec.

Interesltiiti

program,

"Encore Theatre," intended as a
salute to the medical profession for
its development and use of penicillin.
Schenley Lab was one of the pioneers in the compounding and
packaging of the wonder drug.
Film subjects will be made in both
35m and 16m gauge, with Lawrence
.supervising production. He has been
making a study of television tech-

WEWS

wave

16.

Ballantine's ands^ DuMont.

relay link.
Fourteen sets have been placed "in
SnsrSHEIMEE QUIlS PECK
windows, with thSir
the
store's
Arthur Sinsheinier, founder of the
speakers set up outside. Show will
Radio Executives Club of New York,
go on the air at 9:30 a.m. with
series of films prepared by Trans- and w.k. in radio field, announces
Vision. CBS will be cut in at 1 p.m. severance of his long association
for a half-hour film. With John Reed with the- P'eck agency as Director
King's "Missus Goes A'Shopping" to of Radio and T^evieion; as of Jan. 1;
Says new affiUatian trill be Anbe picked up from CBS from 1:30
to 2.

nounced soon,

-

.

.

.

.

.

'

<

'

.

.
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FOREIGN REPORTER

LOST SHEEP

'tyANTED—A BABT

HORACE HEIDT

:

1M7

>

,

With Robert "Stnrdevant; Gmrea
writer-Producer: Jeff Baker
Erie,
M^ith orchesttB, to««I j^nlntt^ fitint With Santod Ortega, El^petb
Hayes, 'annoiincer
30 Mina.; -Wed., |lt3« p.m.
Evei^ett Sloan, Sfercedes MeCau'.Gontestantsr
.'.' ",:
Produoer-ilii'ector: Babert tKorme^
SliiWWilg'' :,' ..? -..k V
'
bridse, Teresa Keane; Phil Tonken,
Writer-Directoi': J«rry Bowne
15 Mins.; Snn., li;:lS p.m.
WBOi Washlngtan, D. C.
announcer; John Gart, music
80 Mins.; Sun,, 10:30 p.nii, EST
This 3s a new series on juve (de- Sustaininv
Writer: Arnold Perl
PHIUP SlOItlUS
ABC,
varlarn; originations
the
bypassing
linquency-., which,
Director: Mitchell Grayson
NBC, frouf Hollywooilt
Tliton joined the Dick usual Boy Scout approach to the
ABC's
new'
program
Martha
is an interestProducer: Elsie Dick
(Biou))
Haymes-Autolite show (CBS) last subject, delivers a package with ing commentator's switch, it's an on9:30 p.m;
Horac'e Heidt and his orchestra 30 MIns.; Wed. (10),
Thursday (11), replacing Lina Ro^ plenty of appeal and, incidentally, the-spot- reporting of world events
and a mixed vocal quintet have Mutnal, from New York
and her presence didn't seem instruction
for. adults.
Though in a new, weekly, series of compreSecond in Mutual's series o£ three may,
moved into the 10:30 slot Sunday
to add much spark to a half-hour pitched with a strong moral—par- hensive commentaries analyzing conChildren
on
"Your
documentaries
nights on NBC, vacated by "The Big
the same which apparently bases its reason ticularly to parents—"Lost Shi?ep" is ditions and news developments in
packed
stanza
this
Today,"
it
Dowling,
Eddie
As
Break," with
did, for existence on the final 10 minutes, good because it goes to a lot of world trouble-spots, with the addiinitialer
happens, the Heidt stanza is also an dramatic sock the
written
the specially
trouble to present high-qualily dra- tion of being answers to questions
thanks to a topnotch cast and expert namely,
amateur talent contest.
submitted by U. S. listeners on these
opera." It's not one of those shows matic entertainment,*
How much the Heidt show is like handling by the same production
around conditions. Buttressed by ABC's reEntire
series
is
built
on a where a girl singer has a chance 'to
"Big Break" and the other current combo. The stanza hoppedexposed
showcase her talent with plenty of authentic case histories culled from liable staff of correspondents, this
performer contest series, the Arthur timely topic, the lately
She's in good profession- the files of Dr, Ben Karpman, senior program is bound to be a vital one—
elbowroom.
adoptions,
baby
in
market"
Godfrey "Talent Scouts" program on "black
this psychiatrist at St, Elizabeth's hQSr as Sunday's (14) opener proved,
but
company Haymes
to drive home the im- al
CBS for Lipton, probably isn't too, and sought
highly sylized stanza allows her a
Robert Sturdevant, ABC's Paris'
such, the stanzas have
Amateur contests^ in portance of foUowiog proper, estab- quickie of a number -on her own and sital. As ring-^and
important;
the fact— o;t correspondent, opened the series
joth the
come form or other,, are presumably lished procedures in adoption of a nothing after' that but spasmodic authenticity.
Producer Jeff Baker with a discussion of the current situas old as show business, and after baby..
production
wisely banks on the almost universal ation in France. Question submitted
Arnold Peru one of the deftest bouncing in and- out of a
the late Maj, Bowes' splurge with
"opera"
"opera."
The
was,
the
is France turning towards Comnumber,
them, no one is in position to claim;, hands in the documentary scripting idea is beginning to show wear, appeal of psychiatry in scripting and munism? And Sturdevant's answer
directing the series.
atten,more than temporary squatter's bizi got the airer away to an
around the edges and the erosion
was. No. He told why not, but'went
Show opens with a child's voice on
rights.
The important thing about tion-grabbing start with a pre-intro
to outline the dangers ahead, the
that comes with the exhaustion of
lawyer
alleged
an
which
in
sequence
reciting: the Biblical parable of the
the Heidt stanza is obviously -the
imaginative themes.
-effect of the recent elections, the way
lost sheep. From there Dr. Kaufman
simple question of how entertaining called on a childless housewife and
the Reds were preparing for future
offered to "arrange" an adoption-*
takes' over, explains the psychiatric
11 is.
battles, and, the political background
Spike Jones and Dorothy Shay 'are
the program
basis' of most criminal behavior and
On the basis of last Sunday night's for $3,000. Main body ofprominent
to the current scene. It was
clear
ob-. offering a much improved show over
introduces a particular case history. statement of dean thinking, a
<14) second broadcast, from the set forth the case of a
delivargu- tDe one that bowed in the :s'eason in The criminal himself
Vniv. of Southern California, IjOS stetrician who allcwfed the
then becomes' ered in plain, everyday speech
for
Cocathe
Friday
night
CBS
spot
an
and
Angeles, it's neither very jood nor ments of an unwed -mother and
Flashback technique is assured, assurring manner. RecepAs heard last Friday (12), nanrator.
very bad, but seems moderately overly sympathetic nurse to sway Cola.
used, with mood music and drama- tion from overseas
was
-very
they
a
blend
straight
pleasant
mt
of
adoption
goodidirect
permitting
him
into
As always on these Oplistenable.
tization of key incidents in the
Four months later, the music .and the Jones brand of louse- criminal's early home and social life. and the listeners got a 'valuabla
erations, the quality of each broad- of a child.
political lesson in the brief quarterhouse rhythm. As one of the latter
cast varies to a great -exent on the real mother Wanted the child back,
Tlie script is well-developed and hour.
Bron.
the numbers, the band did an okay
skill of the individual performers. while the doctor found out that
well-acted.
And the NB(3 station
Your Hand, pulls
But in, the case of this series, it b<»8s ouple who adopted it had done so in version of "Kiss- it
no punches in discussing Subthen booted
around the
ORCHESTRAS OF THE NATION
down a bit in pretentious, ponderous _ fuUle attempt to prevent breakup Madame,"
jects which radio has usually shied
of their mar^age. Windup pitch was studio. Miss Shay's clear, luminous away from. The dramatic sequences With VanoouTcr Symphony; Jacques
and complex "routine."
"How,
standsinging
of
Soon?."
was
of
a
tape
Singer,' oonducting
A'fter the elaborate opening spon- that, even though the red
are introduced by Kaufman with a
aor musical theme, with the familiar adopting a child through estahlished outrbut 'Mel Torme, making a guest' irofessional diagnosis of bovt each 60 Mins.; Sat, 3 p.m.
appearance, lost the value of "Mak-^
Sustaining
"call for Philip Morris" product sig- social service agencies results ih
incident affects the. attitudes of the
delays, "the answer ing Whoopee" by murmuring it as a
NBC, various originations
nature, there's an explanation of the long, irritating
yOung criminal toward society.
*'
As a cordial gesture NBC teed oil
program's touring arrangement) the is still wait rather thiun attempting ballad. Doodles Weaver's dementia
Kaufman is played to good eflfect this series .of Saturday matinee confor a short spot.
contest format and the pyramiding shortcuts via direct adoption. Also, comedy is funny
doption facilities, should be ex- The show's continuity, with Jones by- actor Thomas Cahill. Eintertain- certs by giving the No, 1 nod last
prizes. Then, for each amateur spot
landed "so the black market won't and Miss Shay reading most of the ment value of each stanza appears to weekend
(13)
to
an across-thethere's a choral jingle, "knock on the panded
directly
with the interest border organization, the Vancouver
linesi is tastefully brief and unpre- vary
.__door of opportunity'! and. doorropen- prosper.'
.aroused
by each case history—the Symphony orchestra. Since there
commorcial
tentious.
The
.Coca-Cola
more
been
might
.The
stanza
have
ing' sound effects, intrp by midget
more complicated and unusual ones, are two more Canadian symphonies
*'Johnny" and an interview with sensational had it gone in for an ex- copy is already established in the
of course, pulling more audience.
on NBC's list of pickups during the
Heidt. Drastic script editing tmeht >ose of the black market in babies, trade as par for the course.
In line with NBC prexy Niles 1947-48 series the broadcasts could
give the prpgrani a chance, to reach Jut wisely aimed at the more conGeorge Jessel and Fred Allen Trammell's ban on crime shows be- have also been tagged "Orchestras
structive goal to showing the dan^
the dialer..
.On fhe show caught the three new gers of eluding safe adoption prO' made with the small-talk, some of it fore 9:30 p.m., show has to be aired of the Continent.'' It is assumed that
Cast was consistently ex^ a little too fly, regarding "booking" at only free spot after that hour. It NBC isn't going to snub the neigh«!Onte^ants, all USC studes, included cedures.
forceful
Allen for New Year's eve reservation is unfortunate that it does not take bor to the south, Mexico, whoss'*
an ex-Gi singer, a hot trumpeter and cellent. Mitchell Grayson's
a' femme singer, and the •.carryover direction of Perl's cleaU'Cut, per- at the Carnival, where Jassel is the to the ether until 11:30 p.m., «nce pride in her symphonies can!t ba
Incidentally,. listening
headliner.
from the previous week's broadcast suasive script gave the item an over- current
audience is necessarily brushed off just like that.
The hour with the Vancouver
was a -Fresno highschool accordion all grade A quality. John Gart's Allen has been doing a great insti- limited,
Holl.
Doan,
tutional trailer
for WINS' Jack
symphony was according to accepted
player. Latter won the audience ap- score fitted neatly.
E'lgen, all nite di^k jock from the
pattern for radio. The program notes
pla'uiie nod again,- thus copping a
in this instance were" well docuCopacabana.
.Tex -and Jinx. Mc- CROSS-SECTION, V. 8. A.
second $250 prize and remainirtg in
With
Dwigfat
Cooke,
ItttcrTiewers,
Crary invariably have bright guests,
mented and brief. Also included in
the running another;. week for the
Guests
Transcription Reyiews
,
the continuity was some interesting
notably on Sunday, and- Sam Goldquarterly award of $7^0 and the
Mins.; Sat., 3:30 p.m.
background about the founding of
wyn's relaxed, natural- and un-pressseason's prize of $5,000, plus stage,
the. Vancouver orchestra 29 years
agenty interview ranked with the Sustaining
screen and radio "contracts." One
PETER DONALD SHOW
CBS, from Washington
ago and the career of its current
best of them.
The
studio audience
of the USC foQtball players also ap
With the end of the- football sea- conductor, Jacques Singer. The lat»
peared on the program,, carefully With Three Flames; Dennis James, incidentally evidenced their acceptannouncer
ance of the producer's sincerity in son, CBS -has revived this hybrid ter, a protege of Leopold Stowkoskl,
reading an award of a "golden key
Producer: Charles Stark
forum-interview series Saturday af- exercised his predilection for confocusing on quality product only
of opportunity" to the Fresno youth
Wjriter:
Peter
Donald
Finch and Rayburn are a brighter ternoons. ...As -before, it is offered as temporary works by highlighting- on
and then receiving a "golden trophy!' STANBACK
pair of breakfast hour platter- a sustainer, and lias little potential this event Ralph Vaughn/WjUiams'
as the "ontstancUng player' of the
IS' Mins.',': 'V
for anything else. Not only: because "Symphony No. 5" and Paul Hinde*
chatterers, doing their frequent com194? season"
(Chorles Stork)
mercials with sufficient good humor of its inherently controversial na- mith's "Cupid and Psyche.."
Besides the nuinerous product
Petfer Donald has parlayed his diature, but because of its audience(WKEW) to take the curse off it.
Some addicts of long hair music
mentions throughout the continuity,
getting limitations, it is obviously may not fancy the time NBC has
there were two major commercial lect stories into ona of the top singleTighter direction -and better per- "public service," to be spotted and marked out for this series', that is,
announcements, making the familiar personality audience draws in the
Cas formances characterize the recent handled accordingly.
if the network proposes to include
claiips that Philip Morris cigarets nation. In addition to his Ajax
are "less irritating" and "cleaner, sidy contrib on the Fred Allen show "Christopher Wells" Sunday night
The seasonal opener last Saturday a few of the major symphonic armilder, .fresher" (than what?),- that and .his "Can You 'Top This" storjr- CBS airings of the past few weeks, ns) dealt with the pros and cons of chestras in "the roster, since the NBC
*
"made in America, by telling lor Colgate, ne now has his particularly.- since Les Damon anc. President. Truman's prgposed anti- hour runs parallel to the "Metropolthey're
Americans, to please American own 15-:minute transcribed cross-the- 'Vicki Vola (the. latter- doubling from inflation program.
With Dwight itan Opera'' broadcasts (Texaco) on
taste" (presumably the agency has board stanza, for which Stanback Ed Byron's other dramatic stanza, Cooke as m.c, tone-setter and argu- ABC. Perhaps these can get into th^
with Hep.' Parnell Headache Powders is picking up the "Mr. jDistrict Attorney") have taken ment-summarizer, from Washington,^ habit of skipping over to NBC for at
this
cleiared
Thomas) and, finally, that "if every tab. In the N. Y. market, it's slotted Over the leads.
from a mid- least a sample while the ABC pro^
the
broadcast
hopped
smbker knew what PhillS" Morris three times daily in a two-Station
Program no longer strains listen- west stockf arm, to a St. Paul liver gram Is filling in one of the entr'^
siHokers know, they'd all change to (WINS, WNEW) deal.
Odec.
er's credulity, as it did in the begin- stoek pen, to a St. Lake City paint actes with a quiz session.
It's
an unpretentious package, ning, and it now
Philip Morris;!' Copyright laws being
fits snugly into the factqry, to the kitchen of a CIO
Donald's
inimitable
pointing
up
anew
can
sponsor
other
what they are, no
nighttime
dramatic
programming steelworker in Atlanta, to an Indi- PHILADtLPHIA ORCHESTRA
yarn-spinning dialectics.
wpe,
make those' statements.
pattern.
ana chickenyard. In 'each pickup a With Eugene Ormandy, Harl Me*
Sandwiched in between 'the three
local broad caster interviewed the
Donald; Norris West, announcer
way Donald spread are musical inFRONT
^he disk-jockey is readily seen as spokesman for a particular view- Producer: Jamea Pass'et
serts by thie Three Flames,' a guitarpoint, with a background of appro- 60 Mini.; Sat., < p.m.
With' 'Howard Chamberlain, mod
string bassrpiano combo that gives one of the most poWerfuI influences
eratof; 'William fl/ Hcsnlerv Carl the show the same sort of intimacy in radio, when every performer of priate sounds, such as the lowing of Sustaining
D. Groat, Carf^n D. Alcott, Gil and casualness that Donald, achieves. note in a given area will turn -out in steers, grunting of hogs, cackling ~'6f CBS, from Philadelphia
and
Kingsbury; Kenneth C. Royall,
. Return of the Philadelphia OrchesDennis - James handles the an- full force to honor a platter-pilot. chickens; rumble of machinery
guest; Will Lenay, announieer
tra to the air Saturday (13) brought
nouncing chorefs, with .a heavy dosage The first anni celebration, Friday clatter of kitchenware.
iSO Mins.; Sun., 12 p.m.
(12), of Andre Baruch and Bea Wain
For a show of the kind, this prob- the last of the Big Three (Boston
of commercials worked in.
Rosi;,
BIINTE BROS.
the Mr. and Mrs. Music of
tfbly increases public. Knowledge and Symph and N. Y. Philharmonic becincinit»ti
ynuvr,
N. Y.. produced, for example, t awareness, and thus serves the "pub- ing the other two) to the ether again.
CAVALCADE OP 1917
(Presba, FelUrt & Presba)
powerful parlay of cuffo entertain- lic-interest, convenience and neces- Starting its fifth season of concerts
Writer: LeRoy Pope
baby, springing 30 Min».
World War
ment. 'Virtually every entertainer sity."
Although it obviously has over CBS, the superb organization
from Pearl Harbor Day, when news -Sustaining
and bandleader with aspirations in negligible interest to the trade, it's directed by Eugene Ormandy gave a
the record field turned up to contrib- presumably one of the essentials of felicitous performance of two works
etafferSi huddled for a discussion of
(United Press)
^
Ifooe.
ute to the program.
(Shostakovich's Fifth Symphony and
the Jap attack, this Sunday panel
As a service to its radio n
a workinjt democracy.
It was practically an all-day shinKhachaturian's "Gayne" ballet exseries celebrated iU aixiti birthday clients, United Press is supplying
cerpts), and established anew its
as one of Wl,W's most popular regu
them gratis with this halfvhour dra- dig with several .sessions held dur- CHRISTMAS ADVENTURES OF
For the past three years the matic show built around the top ing the day. Those who appeared iniais.
eminence on the airwaves.
CUDDLES AND TUCKIE
20
extended
to
airings have been
Harl McDonald, the- orchestra
news events of 1947. .It's a timely cluded Buddy Clark, Charlie Spivak, Producer-Writer: Mrs. WInthrop
KBC stations.
manager who is unique, already as
end-of-the year offering :that will Larry Adler,. Rpse Murphy, Larry
Williams
In quick order the pattern came coincide with similar features in the Clinton. Joan Edwards, Connee Bos- 15 Mins.; Tues. thru Fri., 5:30 p.m.
the only American composer of note
to be three panel members and
who is also business manager of a
daily press and on the screen via well, Frankie Laine, Stan Kenton EMERY-BIRD-THATEB 00.
guest observer from among promi newsreel clips. Selected by .JJP edi Eddy Duchin, Jack Smith, Percy WOAF, Kaniws City
symphony orchestra, provided the inFor the
nent writers, statesmen, military, tors, the year's biggest headline Faith, Phil Silvers, Charlie Barnet,
termission commentary.
The cartoon-story feature of Cud- opening program, McDonald disprofessional and business men. To streamers as named on this platter Sara Vaughn, Erskine Hawkins, Noro
date there have been 297 guests, rec
cover such various happenings as the Morales, and the Deep River Boys; dles and Tuckle, lad and lassie, de- cussed the orchestra rather than the
vised
written
by
Mrs.
Winthrop
and
ognized authorities in their fields.
serio-comic Congressional investiga- And with Milton Berle, yet, ad-libworks to be played, generalizing on
Williams, has gotten Into radio form various musical ensembles and their
Programs' are informal, an an
tion of Howard Hughes and Bennett bing ad-infinitum.
the past three seasons in series of individuality, and pointing out the
nouncement explaining also that E. Meyers, to the tragedy of Pales
This specific characteristics of the Phijly
they are unrehearsed, although panel tine.
The disparity on the play-by-!play quarter-hour transcriptions.
members prepare themselves- with
Several of the events have been of the Cleveland Browns-New .York one involves a story about Santa's band. It was good to, hear the Philaauthentic information on the news selected for dramatization as they Yankees and the New York Giants- lost reindeers, and the 14 episodes delphians again and to know that the
subjects to be discussed. It is sel:
were seen through the eyes. of UP Los Angeles Rams pro football find Cuddles and Tuckie coming Saturday 5 p,m. CBS slot would again
thi:ough
to
find
Kris
Kringle's
mo- be filled with, the world's finest music
dom that a guester gives indication correspondents. Opening episode is games Sunday (14) was pretty obvi©f reading from script.
based on the Moslem- Hindu violence ous. Sam Hayes, who handled the tive power and delight a flock of by one of the world's finest orchesNumerous topics of national and resulting from the partition of India latter game from the Los Angeles local kiddies in the four-ten age tral eni^embles. This is real public
Bron,
world interest art taken up at singl which succeeds in projecting the Coliseum (WHN, N. Y.), was con- group.
service, v
sittings.
On the sixth anniversary terror prevailing -in that country stantly mouse-trapped in his detailMrs. Williams' weekly cartoon
program, with Kenneth C. Royall, several months ago. In a hair-raising ing, being confused and uncertain strip, which originated in the Kan- 100 FOLD
First Secretary of the U. S. Army, as juxtaposition,
tlie
platter's
focus about the players, the score, etc At sas City Star, has been transformed With JOe De Santas, Al Riley, Ira
guest, there was informative disshifts to the baseball World Series in the same time, .Mel Allen,
Stadler, June Harven, Jack Ferren,
on the to radio as a project of the Kansas
cussion of inflation, French Com
an unintentional ironic comment on Browns-Yankees game (WOR and City Junior League. Cast is a combo
Barbara Coburn, Phil Sterling, Cy
mies, atomic bomb proving base in a type of U. S. fanaticism. Hie spot WINS, N. Y. ), fluffed occasionally, but of experienced local pros and amaFarkas; Herb Ross, announcer
the Faeiflc, CIO wage demands. on the housing 'shortage is amusing' was utterly incidental to his gen- teurs for school crowd. Art Ellison WriterMra Marlon
State Dept. worldwide broadcasts, but superficial, even if true, while erally fine description of the AU- BR Santa himself carries much of Producer: Ken Joseph
exports to Russia, political Splits on the recreation of the Texas City dis- American Conference championship tlie show, and does it creditably 30 Mins.; Sun. (14V 4:30 P.Ul^
the Marshall plait, treatment of aster is highly effective.
game at New York's Yankee stadium. Others of the cast are okay to hold Sustaining
Ail in all, it's a lively show proving Quite possibly the top baseball an- the interest of the :iuve listeners.
Navajo Indians and the wheat marWNirC, N. T,
^,
that yesterday's news is not quite nouncer, Allen is getting
ket situation.
Ira Marion, staff writer wilh the
to be, also,'
Emery -Bird-Thayer, local departs
This rourtdtaWe proceeding fol
dead.
Herm.
tops on the grid stuff. And, perhaps, ment store, sponsors the series for American Broadcasting Co., did
lowed an interview of Royall by Gil
in the not-too-distant future, his the second year as a means of get- moving, imaginative, professionally
aired
Kingsbury, WLW's staff reporter in Bunte Bros, have always been
WINS, N. Y., diskjockeying may ting kiddies to come in, with 'Walt tailored script for this stanza, upon
Washington, piped from the national credit to good programming. Spot^ likewise become the best
in behalf of B'nal B'rith call
of its Bodine on the commercial.
It's a
"Deprivaa
capital.
It had to do with the ted at the start; middle and -finish, type.
observe
to
He's constantly improving in natural tieup at this time of the Americans
Army's present-day strength, prac with separate handling by an an that matter though there's still the year and probably
(15) by contribuwill continue as tion Day" Monday
tices and preparations.
nouncer, they are plain, brief and suggestion that he's not
food to Europe s bun*
too familiar an annual series under the same ting one day's
Commercials on this series for impressive.
Koll.
with things musicaL
(Continued on page 41)
producers and sponsors.
Qutn.
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Book Test

Case Emerges

leken

hdex-Top

Radio

(Week Nov.

In

'

1

2
3

"

Washington, Dec. 16.
clearly-making its
current court flght with WDAC,
Akron, a test of its authority over
programming and of the conlrovertial Blue Book.
In a brief filed with the U. S. DisAppeals for .the Di>strict Court of
FCC last week
trict of Columbia, the
iUegally ceniiatly denied that it had
sored' programs proposed by WADC

FCC

'The

B

,

ECC

found

this

a

delegation

Amos

2

Fibber McGee
.....
Truth or Consequenoes

6

7

NR

8
9
10
11
12

8
4
10
18
15
7

Andy

'n'

.

.

.26,2

.

.25.7

i

Tavern

23.7

Bob Hope

23.6

Mr. District Attorney,
Fred, Allen

'.

Chase and Sanborn
Jack Benny
Your Hit Parade.

.

.

,

Date With Judy

,

Bandwagon

Fitch

Burns and Allen
Great Gildersleeve
Big Town
Aldrich Family
'

17

NR
NR

.

19
9
12

.23.5

,

22,9
.22.7
22,4
22,2

.

.

.21.9

.

.

.

.

4

7
12

5

19

6

NR

7

2
4

8

S

+3.1
+1.4
+2.0
+3.0

20.5
20,4

+1.4
—1.2

20.4

+0.1

Godfrey's Scouts
Life of Riley
Red Skelton

3

10

20.6
.20.5

20,7

:

2

+2.9
+3,2
+1.1
+4.8
+0.6
+1.1
+3.1
+2.4

Program

Town

..........
.

,

12
13

NR

14

IS

15
16
17

5

Famous Jury

6

Fat

1

+ 15'
+47
+67

.502

490
481 NC
449 NC
444 NC
442
430

Duffy's Tavern
SGOuts

.421

Godfrey's

.

.

..

.

—5
+47'
+27
—130

NC
+28

.421NC
,

.*

Murder Mr. Malone.
Adv. Charlie Chan

.

,

—38
-40

mittee.

512.400,000.

who

407

N.Y. City Center,

What Have We Here?

WNEW

strange company

has

moved

WADC

thitf

ground.

the Hooper Top

Plan Tieup for Opera

Show

'Auditions of Air'

Another opera a.uditions of the air,
similar to the Metropolitan Opera
Assn. programs, has been in the talking stiage in New York. Program involves the N. Y. City Center and
indie station WNEW. Airer would be
departure from the Met broadcasts
(a) in that It would include instrum_entaUsts as well as singers, since
the Center has a resident symphony
orchestra as well as opera company,

and (b) it would
talent in N. Y.

15 prer
into
ferred listing for the Dec. 1-15
.period, With the usual Fibber ti
Molly tBoW Hope top-rated sequencing missing from the ranks.

5G,

GETS ABC AUDITION

Halasz, artistic director, of CC's
opera troupe. No decision has been
arrived at, however.
There were rumors that CC was
also considering a network show bid
in a similar connection, but this CC
has.
officials have denied.
been particularly anxious to obtain
Show is designed to give kids a a CC program, because of the allchance to meet real JieToes, permit- New York angle of local indie and
ting for a aock of top guest person- local opera-symph group.
alities weekly, with. Joe DiMaggio.
John. Garfield and Maxine Sullivan
among those on the showDeing plattered ior the audition.
Yflcha Frank, coUabbing with'Moss
on the $5,000-budgeted'packa8e, will
P.M,
Moss will
supervise the scripting.
ABC is mulling a low-cost musical
also produce.:
co-op show for its 2 p,m, cross-the,

WNEW

.

*

ABC MULLS LOW-COST

MUSICAL CO-OP

C

slot as a result of James
Petrillo's removal of the ban on live

board

Keep Ridin'

'Gangbusters'
.

Till

March

music on co-ops.
Gabber Walter Kiernan,
been doing a co-oped stin-t

Racing News for Chi
FCC

hearings

Chicago. Dec.
of charges

Committee for further amendments. One of the amendments under
consideration would provide for an
advisory board of top-level pix,
radio and press men to advise the'
State Department on its oversea*

IG.

-

that
propaganda program.
WJOL, Joliet, was used by Chi for
disseminating
racing
news were

ing

opened

ABC

the

for

-

That's

one-shot.

a dream audience on
anybody's kilocycles, contrasting, for example,, with the 27.7
Jack Benny rating iii the No. 2
strictly

slot.

Third high was Ralph Edwards' "Truth or Consequences,"
with a. 26.8 rating payoff on the
"Miss Hush" finale.

be restricted to

CC by Ted
program director,
about two months ago, and Cott has
been huddling with CC managing
and Laszlo
director Paul Moss,

package show,
titled "Meet Your Hero,'! will be auditioned tonight (Wed.) in New
York for ABC network. It's a halfhour program, backed by a 20-piece
-Orchestra, with Mel Allen as emcee
and Russ Hodges as another regular.

Client's Gotta

HOUSE AFM HEARINGS

AWAHPETRILLOMOVE
Washington, Dec. 16,
If James C. Petrillo goes through
with the strike against recording
companies Dec. 31, the House Labors
Committee may resume hearings on
American Federation of Musicians
activities

on or around Jan.

19.

at

nearby

Joliet

Monday

CAME

(15). station is charged with being
a main link in a system sjetup several years ago in an attempt to sup-

nationwide racing news. System was in opposition to the news
service of the late James M. Ragen,
who was sliot down' here.
Opening sesiiian was attended by
Rep. Fred Busbey (Rep., IJl.), chairman of the congressional committee
that recently investigated the parole
of four onetime Capone hoods involved in the. million' dollar shake
of film magnates.
WJOL has not broadcast racing
news during the last yearj.:

Olds First of

Com-

GM

Group

To Launch Spot Campaign

is waiting for the music czar
Oldsmobile will be the first of the
call the plays but may hold off
if it looks like the radio General Motors family to launch a
and recording industries are making major spot campaign. The brand is
scheduled to unveil a new model
progress in AFM negotiations..
Meanwhile Rep. Carroll Kearns soon and the advertising appropria(R., Pa,), chairman of the House tion for it includes a chunk for an-r
Lalior Committee probing Fetrillo's nouncements.
activities, said the committee is writThe spot plugging among auto-;
ing the Justice Department this week motives so far has been confined
urging prosecution of the music czar among sucji independents as Packard, Hudson and Kaiser Fxazer.
under the anti-trust laws.

mittee

Gillette, however, will again sponsor the MBS broadcasts of the BlueGrey clash at -Montgomery, -Ala.,Dec. 27, and the Bast-West dassip^a*
San Francisco Jan. 1, following the

Cotton Bowl airing.

to

the hearings

,

Sleane Hops to Europe

For Series of UN Shows
Allan. Sloatie, freelance scripter,
flew to Paris last Friday (12), commissioned by the United Nations'
radio division to wire-record mate*
rial for two half -hour air shows
highlighting the activities
f

UN

Mich. Publisher Gete

Watierman

is

committed

to

chatter and platter, spinining session
for Vr'3Z (N. Y.) in which he'll buck

WCBS' Arthur

Washington, Dec.

one such could be enticed by ABC.
Agencies which have been appreached on the proposition give
$6,000 as the program asking price.
The reason given them is the price
Situation, in the fountain pen and
*
Stttomatic pencil market.

out any

Station in radiolcss Midland, Mich.,

B.

by the almost unprecedented pro-

Chicago, Dee. 16.
Sachs, Chi clothing

account from
Advertising to Ruthrauff &
Account, held by
Dec. 29.
siiice 1938, amounts to about

retailer,

Philco Corp. bank loans, which
hit a peak of $9,000,000 in April this
year, have been entirely .paid off and
the company will end the year with-

•

shifts

his

•

bank borrowings, according

to John -Ballantyne, company president, who summarized the corporation's financial and sales status in a
•;tettr
.er to stockholders last week. Let
ter accompanied dividend checks? for

,

i

.

.

the quarterly dividend of 37'.:;c and
year-eend divvy of SOc per share.
Ballantyne revealed that sales of
Pliilco for 1947 will run well over
Quizzer
Olsen's
'$213,000,000 or nearly three times
the 1941 volume. Operations we exJohnny Olsen. whilom m.c. of
ceeding all previous records in radio "Ladies Be Seated." has cut for Muand refrigeration-: currently, with tual a half-hour daytime audience
television
already
an important participation show with the emsource of income for the company.
phasis of singing and other modes
Ballantyne cited how the company of entertaining hou.sewives. Includes
had expanded in the refrigerator a jackpot angle, with the winner

New

Hew He Hat Itceme

In

He pointed to $5,632,00.'5 net in- of a day's program competing with
ill
first nine' months of
the other like winners on subsequent
year as against a lo'ss of $20,477 in .shows unle.vs she's eliminated by
sttmQ period last year bccau.se the audomcter.
of cp' voi'sion
primed tor an across-theIt's
in first two quarters
,oi 1946v
board schedule.
field.

1

'

I

.the

!

I

Dow

Co. "necessarily dominates the
most of the inhabitants of
the community" and concluded that
the second bidder— Rich Publishing
House, Inc., was to preferred. Fact
that stockholders in the newspaper
company would participate in operation of the station, were longtime
local residents and would run the
station independently of the newspaper also weighted the FCC's de-

A

UN

WINS'

Hospitality

Mat

The NAB pounced on the decision
For 'Harlem Hospitality*
on another count, hailing it as inWINS, N.Y., takes over a readydicating a retreat from the FCC's
made audience in Harlem' next
Mayfiower ruling of J941 forbidding
month when Mutual's "Harlem. Hos-^
station's the right to editorialize.
Club," knocked by the web's
NAB singled out the following pilality
flagship. WOR, moves over to the
quote as evidence of this: ''The
Crosley-owned indie.
Latter will
broadcast .station would not edi- take a feed for^ 11:30
p.m. playback
torialize, but if Mr. Bich should use
of "Hospitality's" Christmas .show
the station to expound his own edi- next Saturday (20), then on Jan. 3
torial opinion, he would do so only
will begin airing the web stanza live
under arrangements which would Saturday.*! at 8:30.
permit others to state their views."
WINS carried the show for several
Elsewhere the applicant promised to
'

;

.

present a "balance of controve'rsial
opinions" and "unbiased news reporting."
Told of the

the ferttieomlMg

is

ol

tour

be done by Sloane following

cision.

*'Typed**

42d Anniversary Number

He'll

third show for
also will
his return. U. S. distribution o£ the aireis
ha.sn't been set, but an effort will be
made to get a network slot for thein.
Stanzas have already been aslced
for. however, by hookups in Canadh
and six other nations.

lives of

ported to
Reports, I

i

come

16.

The FCC last week resolved a
tough two-way contest for a radio

cedure of preferring the bidder who
publishes the town's only newspaper.
It i| one,of the few cases in which
PCG has permitted the only. pubUsher to run the only station In a
Wade
town.
Ryan
The Commission admitted it was
Wade
annual gross billings. between the devil and the deep blue
$75,000 in
Client bankrolls a weekly aijiateur
but .decided to deny "the comi,
hour on WENR and "But Not For- peting bid of the Midland Broadcastgotteh'"' cross-the-board on same staing Co., because all but two of its
tion.
stockholders hold executive positions
Skedded shift to R&R has brought or stock in the Dow Chemical Co.,
town. .The
a Jast-about-faoe by Herbie Mintz; which virtually owns the
pianist'-packager of "But Not For- Commission pointed out that the
Following a clash with
gotten."
a
picking
in
Wade over its methods
new announcer for the show, Mintz
turned in his 'resignation last month,
Jean Hersholl
Resignation, effective Dee. 19, has
been hastily recanted.
Amutlnigly Complains

Morris

Philco in the Clear
'

DowChemical Execs, Who RimT«wn

.

R&R Gets 75G Chi Account
In Two WENR Programs

:

.

Godfrey.

ABC

-^tinderwrite "Gangbusters" on
until March under a straight 26week deal, but it would be quite
Willing to step out for another account at any time in the interim if

agencies.

France, Germany, Switzerland, Holland, Czechoslovakia and possibly
Hungary, returning to New York
early in January to wrap up the
stanzas.
One will deal with the
refugee organization, the ether with
the Children's Emergency Fund,

FCC Nod Over

"Gangbusters" has as yet'fouiid no afternoon strip, is exiting it to deearly-morning
for a deal which would vote his time to an

j;eJ4eve Waterman Pen from its con«ac.tu$)l "obligation for the crime

'CAST

R, J. Reynolds (Camel), via the
Esty agency, will .bankroll Mutual'*
eighth consecutive airing of the Got..ton Bowl game next Jan. 1.
Way
was opened for the web to peddle
the gridcast to the ciggie outfit last
Friday (12) when Gillette, which had
first call, decided to pass up the deal,
reportedly because an oil companyhas -an exclusive on the game's airing in the state of Texas,
Camel
deal will cover Mutual's full net outside the Lone Star state.

specialized

who's
in the

TO SPONSOR

COnON BOWL

ply

]>rospects

wanasa'.

last

mere

leaders,

Meanwhile, the House - baclced
Bill was returned by the
Senate last week to the Foreign He-'

fight on
is in the
leadoff position, with a 41.5 rat-

WNEW's

New Herb Moss

.

a

to

view of the

latlons

On Charge WJOL Aired
.

The Gillette-sponsored LouisWalcott

Idea was broached to

Cott,

HEET YOUR hero;

$31,000,000

down

first-hand

Mundt

FCC Holds Hearings

,

on

a

""Voice" budget for '48.

'

.

got

Congressional

Ru.«ian
shortwave
operation
in
Europe last summer, are reported
favoring a substantial hike in the,

ranked in Top 20 of preceding report.
Includes only onceva-week shows, 15^.60 Mins.

'

.

.

'

State aiked for
but was pared

.year

.477

NR—Not

WADC

16.

ask around $40,000,000 for its "Voice
of America" overseas information^
program next year, according to re*
ports here. Department is known to
have won tentative approval of this,
figure from Rep, Karl Mundt (E.,
N. D.),, who is sponsoring legislation
to establish a permanent overseas
info agency, and froin members of'
the Senate Foreign Relations Com-

—94
—44

416
Green Hornet .........413
411
Those Websters

NR
NR
NR
NR

Washington/ Dec,

The State Department expects t*

+ 109

Trials. ...420

Man

7oice Next Year

+59

514
505

Gabriel Heatter.
Inner Sdnctum^
Truth or Conssequences. .429 NC
425 NC
My Friend Irma
Curtain Time
442

17
14

18
19
20

Clianee

Ilomeit

Nick carter
Break the Bank
Waltz Time
Mr.^Di^t, Atty
Lou'ella Parsons

11

'

11

.

Big

3

H-3.0
4-1.4

—0.4

.

Date With Judy

8

1

-^0.8

......21,7
21 ,4

For

Cur. P*ev.

Bank Bank

Chance

....... .26.8
.

.

Duffy's

NR

20

of

licensee resporusitiUity "not in the
is depublic interest," but
as "program
neribing the decision
'
" "
censorship."
The CommlssiOTi declared: "The
licensee (WAPC) ; . ...cannot fulfill
Its obligation to operate its station
in the puTalic interest merely throrfgh
«n assumption of barrow responsibility for techtiienl operation and admd^tration ef eiqpeiiditures and receipts, while -delegating the task of
making' judgments as to specific proirams .and general program policies
ethers beyond his control."
FCC cited a. half-dozen court
precedents, including the 1943 Sufrei^e Court decision on the chain
roadcasting regulations to ibulwark
Its auDforlty, liouis Caldw«ll, coupsel for WGAH, Clevetend, which woii
the 50-kw. grant over WADC, upheld
flje FQC's authority to reject

3-

6

14
15
le
17
13
19

The Commission rejected a bid
from WADC for a 50 kw. power hike
because the station proposed to carry
nothing but CBS network programs
The
throughout the' network day.

a*t.

Bating

—0.3

5
11

.

13

violation of Sec. 326 of the radio

to'

•

4-

is

Points

Gttr,

Proeram

1

Asks

$40M000

NBI HOMES FEB OOLLAB
NBI

TOTAL" AIJDIENCE«
Cur. Prev.

Bank Sank

State Dept.

Shows

20 N^httime

8-8)

NAB

member

angle, as' restations in

months

earlier this year; bvtt handed
early last fall. Latover to
ter station has run in a Ipcal show
in place of "Hospitality."

WOR

it

NAB

CC spokesmen pointed out
that the Mayflower ruling nowhere
specific that a license may not
speak into his own mike on controversial issues, but only insists that
all points of view on a particular
subject be given equal access to the
air.
FCC men said that any decision to come out of the March 1
hearing on the editorial-ban will be
"crystal clear" on this point
"either one way or the other."
.

.

.

130G Tex.

Station Deal

San Antonio, Deci

16.

Negotiations are under, way by'
Howard W. Davis, owner and opera?,

KMAC

tor of
here and KPAB. Laredo, for the purchase of
Fort
Worth for a reported snm of $130,-

KWBC.

000.

KWBC

operates with 1,000 watt*

daytime hours on

-970 kilocycle*.

.

.

Not everything you hear about newspapermen
For instance, not
all

all

newspapermen wear

is

true.

their hats_,.

the tittle, like in the movies.

But one thin^ you can b^nk

And

on.

that

is

that newspapermen are pretty knowledgeable fellows,

with pretty clear idea^. about what's good

and what isn't.

It's

not easy to get them to take bf£

their hats to anybody.

fPhat's

why we

at

CBS

are particularly pleased

y^hen newspapermen take off their hats to vs*

'A lot of

in

them have

just

done so

.

.

Motion Picture Daily's Twelfth Annual Poll

of mbre than 600 leading radio editors,
.critics,

and columnists from coast to

them

coast.

to take

News Job by Radio

Best 1947
.

.

,

.

Best Dramatic

CBS, for Newscasts

by Edward

Program

Lux Radio Theatre

Best

Comedienne

Best

Symphonic Orchestra

Best Dance

Band

.

.

.

.

.

New Yoric Philharmonic

.......
.......

News Commentator or Analysf

Best

Program

for Children

,

,

Best

Network

Publicity Service

.

.

.

.

(tie)

Rise Stevens

Dinah Shore

Edward R. Murrow
Letfs

Pretend

CBS Press tnformation

.

And.that's by no means the whole story.
Cp^^jj^ogxanis and performers also

mne s^bi^^-trlabe votes,
Our thanks' to Motion
and" women
I'.'

.

.Vaughn Monroe, Guy Lombardo

Best Female Vocalist (popular)

'

(tie)

Joan Davis

Best female Vocalist (classical)

Best

Murrow

R.

By
*"

all

and

.

who

'

.

I

slapping us

down
..!':;

r

'

,'

.

-y

are doing an important job

in raising Radio's sights

- who

our turn to take

^'

'.

we miss — they

to their readers

- yes, and by

.t'

<:.::

'

'.-v-

newspapermen

write about Radio.

.

".

'

mor^

Picture Daily and to the hi^ndreds of working*

over the country

appl^aJding us for our achievements

wK^ii

It's

won

six third places.

and

in

bringing Radio's story

are also Radio's listeners.

off

our hats

.

.

and we

do.?

%Wi»lfiflOiJ^

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

:

Wedmcnidajr,

BADIO

34

.,

I »

MHH

lilt

ttttif

M

*

WNEWiiiS:Proiiged
Traffic Series Via Drama,

the Production Centres
< **»»
««««« »
YORK CITY ...

From

«««««

44

NEW

lis

A

fresh appfoiich to New York's
increasing traffic problem will be a
series
of
Ave- programs
which
N.Y.,
will present next
Station will do five promonth.
grams on successive nights, starting
Monday, J&n. 5, at 10 p.m. and running cross-the-board for 15 minutes

WNEW,

for biz huijdles this
Philip Corlin, Mutual program topper, in Chicago
program veepee
week.. .C. E. Hooper bedded with a cold. .. .Ditto
Charles Powers resumes direction of the Henry Morgan
Bud" Barry
(Wed.)
. . .CBS news directonight
Y.
N.
to
stanza
the
ot
return
show with
web biz With
combining
Coast,
on
the
January
to
spend
Church
tor Ted
.Daughter, Bydia, born to CBS veepee Adrian and Mrs. Murphy
pleasure.
Connie Martin, Earl Ferris publicist, leaves for Kaiisas City this"
Dec. 9
and' now
relations
man
public
Y.
ex-N.
Ryan,
Patrick
J.
wed
weekend to
.Charles Godwin, Mutual director ot station relations,
in Kaycee industry.
calling on Carolina and Georgia affiliates for' 10 days, then hiking to New
Compton
of
Stanger
.Agy.
Barbara;
Orleans for fortnight's vacation
adio publicity wed to Merrill t>ollack, associate editor of Promehade magazine ..WOR expected to open up a weekend spot for Alan Lomax'S;
from'
downstairs
Keating
moved
J. Ford
Mutual folksong airer
to Mutual to succeed Henry Viscardi as assistant supervisor of commercial
Lillian Supove, WNYC's news, JsubUcity. and special events
productions
director, has been TVIrs. Edwin J. Blake since Friday (12). Husband's with
The Hatyy Ackermanst hfive adopted a seqond,
National Surety Corp

ABC
.

JOAN DAVIS

IT'S

.

and final program
running a half-hour. Various tech-

nightly, with fifth

.

.

niques will be employed

mentary,' dramatizing the problem.
Then will come the various solutions.

Second night's program will consist
of a roundtable by professional drivers, such as cabbies, truckdrivers,
etc. Third night's airer will contain
broadcasts from
three
recorded
cities, Detroit, Pittsburgh and Chicago, with transcribed pickups from

one a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. George V. Denny, Jr., will get in two weeks'; skiing by
"Town Meeting from Lake Placid next Tuesday (23) and Saranac
Lake Dec, 30. .Teresa Keane and Nora Marlowe into the "HeleH Trent"
cast.
Dorothy Fiancis and Ray Van Sickle added by "David Hatum."
Helen Glaire, Craig McDonnell and Robert Pollock new trio in "Young
Widder Brown." Kermit Murdock new to "SteUa DaUas". .Claire Corsover, secretary to Robert J, Landry, feU on a red' briek stoop and laid uP
Sylvia Berger (now Mrs. Albert Redman) will honeywith gashed leg
Over 600 persons attended la,st week's
moon over Christmas holidays
funeral of Charles Gaines, radio executive of Frederick Ziv..,,Alma
Marks, formerly with William Morris as radio literary agent, is in CaliMary Hunter
fornia... Everett Sloane has had another eye operation
studying scenic design at Museum Of Modern Art. . , .Henrietta K. Harrison
opening own oilices after Jan..l, to specialize in consultation and produc*Continues in
tion Of institutional and organizational radio programs.
present capacity as National Radio Director of Y. M. C. A.'s and becomes;
consultant to National Board of Y. W. C. A.'s and Women's Action Com-'
'

.

who

experts

in.

Fourth session will be
with letters
and prizes
awarded.' Final half -hour program
major
traffic
experts
will have five
listener's program,
listeners aired,

. ,

from

.

presenting their solutions.
Series

produced

being

is

WNEW's

by

special events department.

Baleich—John Ellis Smith, Jr., has
been named manager of WSAT,
Salisbury.

^

mittee for Lasting Peace.

solved the problem

their cities.

'

.

make

to

effective^

First night will consist of a docui

WOR

airing

more

series

.

child, this

17, 1947

IINtieenibeir

.

.

.

\

Len MacKenzie, commercial writer and composer with the Compton.
moved to Silvermine,- Conn., ...Freelance director Ed DowneS

\

i:

n

i;

:

agency, has

and his wife, actress Viola Griswold. spending the holidays with her family
in Ashtabula^' O.
. James Stabile, eastern executive-secretary of the Radio
Writers 'Guild,'recuperating after a second eye operation at Medical Center,
Donald G. Augur, formerly with the Magazine Advertising
N. Y,
Bureau, N. Y.,. has joined the Lindlsey agency, Richmond, Va.,. as- a copy;
Tony Leader planed to Chi yestei^ay
and radio commercial writer
(Tues.) to whip up the elaborate production for next Sunday's Zionist
Golden Jubilee Festival, being staged at the Opera House- with Sam Jafife
as the star.... Joe Mansfield has resigned from NBC director stall to free
.

lance.

.

,

N

^

Radio's best

consecutive

5tli

\

:

\{

i;

:

•
.

dramatizing the lives of showbiz biggies, with
.Robert Q.
the subjects being brought in for brief bows at the curtain.
Lewis '^ated for a new quarter-hour CBS strip, 11:15 p.m., after first of
tlie year
.Bert Lee (Bertram Lebhar, Jr.) ,to call the plays on the
airing of the Yale-Cornell cage tilt tit Cornell Friday night (19). Upstate
assignment will give Lebhar a chance ty visit his son, Bertram HI,
Cornell frosh....Hat Research Foundation, formerly a Grey, agency aceoun^^ has handed its biz to Foote, Cone tc Belding. Some radio may be in
the works.
.NBC has put Charles Kebbe, freelance working on the. Frank
Luther Show (WNBC), and Jim Hayes, with the web before the war, on
the staff as associate, directors. Reported the net at the same time pro.
rooted three associates to full directorship
"Let's Pretend," CBS Sat»
urday ayero kid show, tc( do a one-shot special dramatizing "Cinderella"
on New Year's eve, 9-9:30 p,m
Luden's has added 40 CBS stations to
give 'IStrike It Rich", full net airing. . Jack Paar, who'a staying on AB&$
air, sponsor or not, slated to get Henry Morgan's 10:30 Wedhesday «pot
.

.

HAS WAAT BEEN

<

.

Comedienne for the

i

K

i;

,

WOR blueprinting a show

Named

\

\.

.

WHN

.

.

.

A BETTER BUY!
. . . , . . .

.RATINGS

PROVE

IT

PROVE

IT

.

RESULTS

.

year.

fliationV

leading

newspaper and mpQazine radio

editors,

.

« by the

m

HOLLYWOOD ...

new members to his network production stafl
Martin Leeds talies over as business manager; Anne, Roberts
Nelson coordinates the.cooperative programSi and Norman McDonnell will
be a.s.sistant director. .. ."Murder and Mr. Malone" picked up for another
cycle on- ABC by Wine. Growers Guild.
.Jennings Pierce, NBC's Coast
director of public service and station relations, in New York to confer
with Ken Dyke on change in operations between the general prograin
department and public altairs division
Estelle Dodge, frau of Biov?
agency's Bruce Dodge, made her film debut in "Man-Eaters of Kumaon"
.Armed Forces Radio Service is reviving "Jubilee" In rcsjDonse to sqadg
of requests from Gl's still overseas antf in hospitals. Program was
popular
during the war and feature.^ jump music and Jive artists. .. .Fddle "Williams, for 33 yeai.s with J. Walter Tfiompson in Argentina, on his first
visit
to this country and studying om- broadcast technique
Helen Wald hOw
writing "Whafs Doin' Ladies?" for ABC with Jay Stewart continuing
as
onicee and production dueted by Frank Morris and Dick Mulcahy.
.
ABC's frequency modulation antenna will rise atop KECA's tower and

columnists

and

critics in

the annual poll

KNX.

.

conducted by Motion Picture Daily:

The Joan Davis Show

is still

available on

.

.

.

.

a cooperative basis

for sponsorship in

a

few cities. This is your opportunity to create
greater sales for your product by deliver-^
ing your advertising

message

the mil-

ADVERTISERS
WHO KNOW THAT
K
W
M
\ \
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\
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programming gets under way

into'

WAAT

FOR

Ernie Martin added thi-ee

at

N

V

I

)

N

W

1

^

(

»

K K

after first of the year.

Barry Keit, formerly with Mutual, now national advertising manager
KWIK in Burbank OB a move from Bowling Co., which recently absorbed Universal Radio Sales. .. .Tom Brown and Susan Miller
set for the
romantic spot with Abbott
Costello.
.Pi'ize crack of the yeSr was Jim
Doane's "dialog on the show sounded lilce something scraped
off bid
tombstone.s".
.Bob Redd, producer of the Jack Carson show, moved fast
to gue.st-book Tournament of Ro-ses queen day
after she is crowned in
Pasadena. .. Someone who saw the checks says that the weekly
payoff for
one of the network co-op shows wa.s less than
$300.... Mike Shore has
whipped up a frenzied interest in "Rebuttal," a lialf hour
show which
would give tKose wronged by columnists and commentators
a chance to

i

]

\

\

N

\

II

I

\

N

>

of

lions of

homes where Joan Davis

Amerijca's

Queen

sponsorship

in

a

of

rules as

Comedy. For exclusive

particular

market or group

of markets, coll or write CBS Co-op Pro*

&

.

strike back,

gram

Division,

New York,

Chicago, Holly-

.

.

Clifton

Fadiman

said to be so hot for the idea that he'd

is

^ = ^'^^'^^^^ °" <'«y«"'e Serials
ranpH""^TnhnJ'
n^i ^"r^^^-l
f"°J^
called
Johns Other
Lot,' to
be sponsored on
by "Honest John."
used car dealer, who is actually opening up a new
location. ,. .Don Quiim
grinding out the scripts again with Phil Leslie
for "The McGees" after
for tummy tvoul^le. . .John Nesbitt's
"Passing Parade" goes co-op

KFWB

.

wood.

(>

Mi m;

,

,

.

Arnold Stang's situation comedy piece
vl^f"',"^'.!*'*'^'"^
ready
for the wax worlcs under direction and
co-authorship of Howard
Harris.... Lum & Abner will ctit a record
of a half-hour show and may
switch over like Amos 'n' Andy did.
.Deal is near closing for Bobby Lee
and Jerry Lawrence to write and direct the
Dinah Shore-Harrv James
show.. Nat Wolff produces the audition broadcast
of Brifn
'•Danny' on KFWB's "Preview Theatre of
the Air". .. .Marie Windsor

mtrkl^XMoTlk'^"
Philadelphia— A tour of vet
pitals in

Pennsylvania.

New

'''''''

I

M»N

l)|N(=

I

w

\

I

I

\l

I.

i;r -

AM

IN COM-

MEROAL FM

1^

SOON FIRST IN
FACSIMILE

1^

SOON FIRST IN
TELEVISION

^

Syracuse—Al Godwin has replaced
Servatius as program manager

lios-

Jersey

and Delaware will be made Dec. 18
through 23 by "Lits Have Fun," daily
variety-participation show aired over
WCAU for Lit Bros, department
store. Programs Will be ti'anscribed
and replayed tour days after live
show.

""-^

I

I FIRST

.

DonWs

PROGRAM

V

i

j^FIItST IN

.

.

i\(

r>(>.()(io

.

February,

A CBS CO OP

-

,

Ncu Jci^rs's

I"

'>lali(»n

Ray
of

WNDB,

Syracuse, in a recent per
sonhel change. Leo BoUey, pioneer

Syracuse sportscaster, also has been
released, with Godwin taking over
his section, too, Manager Walter
Bllgh announced.'
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To Be

Edier

RADIO
Closing the Barn Door

Hed With Goodwin As

Four Networits Set Yule Pr(^rams
•

will
be jam"AHierica's "ether
this and next week with
"White Christmas"
renditions .of
and "Silent Night," recitotions and
dramatizations of oft-told Yule tales,

of audible gifts which will peal
across the nation." CBS "to the nation's Christmastide jubilation
. .
will add a brimming measure."

and other aural evidences of the
season. In their wholehearted zeal
to celebrate the occasion, the major
radio networks have unreeled Yuletide program schedules in which not

forego

cacked

.

indie

stations

fire

— WNEW, WHN,

WMCA, WHOM

and

WINS

—

To

-two

New

months

Hiigf.

Assn.

members

England
of

Women

the

Broadcasters set-

up fifth annual national convention in the Mayflower Hotel,
Washington, D. C. from Jan. 28 to
Feb. 1.
ting

N. E. group
meeting In the

have

will

Hub

In

'

:

16.

of

WSM

WSM

will launch its reat the United Nations in Nashville,
Flushing Meadow, becomes the first dedication campaign of which the
of a new series of programs being United Nations program and the
aired over this station as part of its hour documentary will be the first
The shows.
1948 "Year of Dedication."
show, to be inaugurated, the first
With a talent staff that is the
week in January, Is in addition to an largest of any station in the counhour long musical documentary on try,
plans to use its entertainthe Freedom Train, scheduled the ers to make 1948's public service
same week.
programs as listenable as any comDocumentary, utilizing WSM's 200- mercial shows. Typical of this Is the
person talent production and dra- welcoming program of the Freedom
matic staffi is being written by Saul Train.
Already scheduled for the show ii
Carson. Program, set for class "A"
(Continued on page 40)
evening listening period, will replace
ly for

ago.

Boston, Dec.

New

200-Person Talent Roster

A

Femmes Huddle

on

less

Utilize

Series

Nashville, Dec. 16.
regular NBC commercial shows for
Coincidental with the
half-hour show, 15 minutes of that hour.
which will be transcribed exclusive- arrival of the Freedom Train in

Latest request re.celved by the
Is from Maine, where 20
stations sent In for the series.
Maine was scene of the big forest

bureau

Three sponsors who customarily
commerical announcements
in their shows over five New York

Christmas Day and New Year's Day,
than 20O airers, in a span of this year will go a step further and
one week, will contribute their bit, give all their jrtus time to airing
Many spoMors, overcome with WNEW's jingles promoting tolerance.
goodwill, will forego their usual
BankroUers are Barney's Clothes,
.commercials. On the nation's 1,500Canadian Fur Corp., and the FriendQdd stations^ the performances of ly National Shoe Stores. Emil MoHjjn^le' Bells" will uniJoubtedly run
gul, ad' ag«ncy handles all three acinto the tens of thousands.
counts.
'.NBC tops the network field in
ihe number of programs, special and
regular, to salute the Yule in Song,

WSM s Tear of Dedication

The National Bureau of Fire
Underwriters is sponsoring national distribution on platters of
the fire prevention spots originated at WNEW, N: Y. (Spots
are heard now on 80 stations).

8S

annual

May.

WSM

.

Hummerts' Yule Binge
Anne and
The Hummerts
Frank—are parlaying their flock

<

NBC

of

ments

daytime

into

an

serial
all-star

A

time segChristmas

true story.

Names on request.

Day show to hypo the holiday
kilocycle listening.
With Frank Hummert produ-

"

80-minute musical layout

cing,

replacing the soaperi^will comamong others, Thomas h.
!ni6mas, Donald Dame; Margaret
)3«tum, Jean „ Dickinson, Evelyn
IjSlacGregor, Bbb Hanrion, with
«rch and chorus directed by
prise,

'

,

*

,

.

Arden.

•Ifffctor

be .slotted in the 4 to E
; segment jbs opposition to the
'
^Igin musical-variety show on
li'll

.

CBS.

,

comedy, talks and special

drama,
.

events coverage. The tally In program "listings Issued last week ran:
59; CBS, 53; ABC, 28; and
UBC, 60 (including it television network show).
Biggest allrstar air' show will
be Elgin's Christmas Day
Sgaiii
"Two Hours of Stars" via CBS from
Hollywood, with Don Ameche emtfeelng. Top guestars will be Bob
Hope, Edgar Bergen and Charlie

MBS,

Amos 'n' Andy, all Incifrom NBC's roster.
Runnerup among the variety spebe Mutual's "Joyful Hour"
Saturday (20), narrated by Ethel,
'.Bairymore and Pedro de Cordoba,
with such guestars as Bing Crosby
(ABC), Dick Haymes (CBS) and
McCarthy,
dentally

cials will

Dennis

Day (NBC)

in addition to a

raft of fllmites.

NBC

will air a 90-mlnute Christ::mas Eve special at 11:30 p.m; Wednesday '(24), with pickups from N.Y.,
.

Thai client who'^comef from Missourr'

.

'

NBC
Chi and Hollywood.
phony will participate.
ABC, meanwhile, has a U.

Vrfll

ex-

Mr, for the 12th consecutive

Ifpx, Lionel Barrympre's Christmas
JSve rfeading of Dickens' "A Christmas Carol."

'All - ptait
networks will carry
President Truman's lighting of the
Christmas tree on the White Lawn
Christmas Eve.

Mr. \^lson's

mund, Owenn, John Payne and
Maureen O'Hara will reprise their
«lm roles in "Miracle on $4th St."
Eddie Cantor (NBC) will do a
Christmas Day special from a vets
hospital in Van Nuys, Cal. On "Juyenlle Jury" (Mutual) Yule greetings recorded by kids of other lands

in their native tongues will be aired.
Ghbriel Heatter's show
(Mutual)
offer

a>

Hector Chevtgny

client

toss these questions at

origi-

nal about two Broadway sharpers
who try to cut In on Santa's
racket."

makes high grade

flour,

sold mostly to farm women who do their own
baking. Mr. Wilson recommended a strong radio

campaign... proposed a half-hour evening
comedy program. His client came back with
three important questions:

farm women— reached with real economy; data
on education and buying power. That's what Mr.
Wilson needed to convince his client. That's what
the exira in Radio Sales research was able to
provide.

1.

an extra which analyzes audiences living
beyond the limits of inside-the-city listener
evening and early mom*
ing listening, audience flow £rom program to
program, psychological reactions to individual
programs, program types and commercials.
It's

%.

What proportion of the program's
audience is farm women?

Cm we reach farm women economhdly
-jwith this

8.

studies. It explores late

How

nighttime program?

We think that a Radio Sales man can be more

does the program's audience

break

helpful to an advertiser than

down into economic groups?

Since the program he favored was on a Radio
passed the
Sales represented station, Mr.

Wilson thinks so

questions on to Radio Sales' Bill Jennings. Four
days later he had the answers. They showed: a

more

Wson

valuable and clearly defined audience

Great Novels," will repri.se Stephen
Vincent Benet's "A Child Is Born,"
origmally presented on "Cavalcade."
Milton Berle (NBC) will kid Dickens with a sketch
on "How Scrooge
Got That Way." Abe Burrows (CBS)
Will do his own version
of "Jingle
"ells' and some other
carols.
a random sampling of
the works.
webs'
flack
departments
^""t'"8 themselves either

.

What's
The
.

W'th

in

special
."^^'eases,

i!,!?
is
»«

Yule letterheads for
etc. ABC's upcoming

described as "* long, gay

list

someone who does
Mr.

not have this fund of knowledge available.

among

When you have

too. So,

we

think,, will

a radio choice that

you.

may mean

Radio Sales tell you
how these great stations can work effectively
efl^ective selling, let

for you,

Jimmy Pidler, (ABC and MBS),
for his 14th year, will read an open
letter to Santa, NBC, on "World's
•

you

Wsont

far

J^pn Jerry Devlne's "This Is Your
Ffil" (ABC) this week, Santa will
become a missing person and the G;.Men will be called on to locate him.
On the "Lux Theatre" (CBS), Ed-

win

Take the case ol adman

G»Men Hunt Santa

> V

-

may

SymS.

Pope Pius XII's Christ^
mas message from the Vatican next
Wednesday, 12:30-1 a.m. The net also
clusive on

Radio Sales
Radio Stations Representativ«,,.CBS

WCBS

KNX

KMOX

WBT

WRVA

50,000 wa(t>

iSO,000 wattt

K),000wan«

W.fiiDO

New

lot Ang«l«i

S<. touit

J^,000 walli
Charlotte

York City

WBBM
{0,000

WEEI

watu

4^,000

wa«t«

WCCO

Columbia

£0.000 woltt
Minn«apolii-SI.Paul

Califorifita

ftkhmond
KSl

WCBS-TV

Columbia

wQtft

WTOP

WAPI

4D,060 Walls
WttihiMglon

IjOOOwalK

50,000

firminsham
fin

(altlolwetly

WOIU

(ws/'/an.i.iM);

Nolwork

CKSi Toltviiion

NowYerlji

focifJc

.

*

'.

Nolwarh

most popular.

according to Hooper Program

. .

NBC

Surveys. Year after year

has carried

an overwhelming majority of the most pop*
ular programs

on the

Today, 19 of the

air.

.25 highest rated programs are on NBC,

most listened to... according to the Broadcast
Measurement Bureau, the industry's
audience gauge.

BMB,

official

in a completely im-

partial survey 6f actual listeners to all net-

works, found that each week

NBC

reaches

nearly 3,500,000 more radio /am/ies in

the evening and over 2,500,000 more
radio families in

tlie

daytime than the sec-

ond network.

most

effective ... in the judgment of advertisers.

Last year, according to Publishers*

Information Bureau, gross expenditures for

network

facilities

by the hundred

largest

radio advertisers, were ^^65,000,000 on
.

NBC-nearly $13,000,000 more than on
the second network. Further,
delivers larger audiences

NBC not only

and more popular

shows, but on a straight comparison of
facility costs

livers

more

and

BMB

listeners

families,

NBC

de-

per dollar, both.

and nighty than the network with the second
largest audience.

17

»1

ofthe stars

These are the stars
of the 19

NBC programs
among

today are

top 25., IHOQKR

which

radioes

REPORT NOV.

IS-2t)

KfY

1;

Boh Hope

2.

Jack Benny

3.

fii>6<?r McGee and Molly

4.

Charlie

5.

AmosWAndy

6.

Fred Allen

7.

RedSkelton

8.

Mn'Distrkt Attorney

9. jRaiipA

10.

McCartky

Edwards

Aljohm

11. ^iice

Faye

12. i)Mj5''*

'

13.

15.

& Allen

Burns

14. r/ie

& PftiZ Ifoms

Tavern {Ed Gardner)

Great CUderskeve

William Bendix

16. Fran/c Sinatra

17. ffenry

18. /«</j

Aldrich

Canova

19. /acA; Carsore «&

MAWIN05

BY

'

Fie /f/Jm

SAM BERMAM

America's No. 1 Network

theNationcd Broadcasting Company
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Revised, Improved White Bill Slated

Canned Gomls
Continued from pace

For Senate Action in Early January
Washingtofli Deo.

A

have softened the original provisions
spelling out arbitrary limits on station ownership and invoking elaborate rules on identification of news
Simple
sources and commentary.
identification of newscasters and distinction between news and comment
required—but along lines
still
is

Ift

brand new version, -Ol Sen«
Wallace White's proposed radio bill
has ijtien unanimously approved by
Interstate Commerce subSenate
a
committee and will likely come before the full •committee for deo'sAve
Thouyli
in January.
early
action
still fitted with plenty of teath, the
;

suggested by radio

newsmen

at last

good news summer's hearings.
FCC spokesmen Would not comment on the content of the bill but
NAB and the networlcs, however: expressed satisfaction with the gist
may find one provision a bitter pilL of it as reported from Capitol Hill,
This draft leaves unchanged legisla- They were particularly happy that
tion authorizing the FCC to review FCC is relieved of weighing ecopast program performance of sta- nomic factors in handing out station
This
tions in renewing licenses.
How much of the antilicenses.
was one of the chief targets of NAB monopoly nftwork regulations are
and web spokesmen, who wanted' spelled out in this draft is not known,.
FCC shorn of all but technical ,but FCC and industry reps both
powers.
argued against including them in
Senate spokesmen left little dpubt legislation, and* urged that they be
that the Senate Interstate Gom- left flexible' in the hands of the
tnerce Committee will report the FCC. Bill is still in process of
bill Qut to the Senate in the next amendment at the committee offices.

amended

bill is definitely

for broadcasters.

.

.

.

•

Conunittee advisor Edward
Cooper is now drafting a favorable
Subcommittee report. Until the full
committee acts, the measure is still
tmder wraps. Some of the NAB top

!(>

s

'Mr. Care' In

To

Thm in Revenue

Par veepee Paul Raibourn, a
Contest is tagged "Who Is Mr,
member of the TBA board and chair- Care" and has a jackpotted award
man of the awards committee, of more than $1,000 valuation at the

They want moment.

citations.

It's

being

vision

audience

the

Notre

Bill

Dame

Eddy

29.

i

'

New

;

'

•

'

<

.

the solons themselves.f AS « restdt,
the Senate committee ptlsbed up ttelease date of its own iit!ai;ings, and
ext>edited consideration^ of 'Senator
White's bill— generally regarded' as
in the face to NAB.
New Provisions
Entirely new are provisions in this
draft calling for a nine-man FCC,
and .hikes in salary from $10,000 to
$12,S00 -a year for members of 'the

a Sla^

-

WBKB

WBKB

Commission bench (move to boost
salaries to $15,t>00, feU on deaf ears
since the solons themselves have to
struggle along on the latter figure).
Another provision hits' at Com-

"

.

'

missioners who depart FCC to practice law or join up with industry.
This would forbid them to practice
before FCC for a stipulated period.
Ruckus over the' recent -departure
of ex-FCC Chairman Charles R.
Denny, jr., to NBC dramatized the
long-felt need for such a rule.
On the other hand, the Senators

programming

to better

Continued from page

Paul M, Hahn, American To-

;

event, will

get a look at wha)t's happening in

the island possession. With a popusponsored by lation of 2,200,000, about lialf of
the Junior Chamber of Commerce. whom can be figured as potential
1. Dr. Frank G. Back for developFollows on the heels of the Edwards buyers ot advertised goods, Puerto
ment of the Zoomar lens, which airer and hits when pulalic' interest Rico now has 17 stations going
and
makes possible instantaneous follow- is at height.
ing of action by the camera,
The two, papers are playing' the is slated to get Ave more. There's"
William C. Eddy, man- promotion to the hilt, thus making also a report that the island's gov*
2. Capt.
ager of WBKB (B. & K., Chicago), for plenty: free space for 'the sta- ernment is thinking of setting up a
for "the application of existing tion.
station of its own for the primary
microwave equipment to a relay bepurpose of spurring through comtween South Bend and Chicago,
petition the privately owned outlets
thereby bringing to the Chicago tele-

handed out Uie

to:

bacco ex«c veepeoi for the "skillful tween Ghl and South Bend, Ind., for
of
application of, commercial technique example, was shrouded in secrecy
until completed.
A 125-foot relay
to television broadcasting.''
Contimied from page 29
tower built on Eddy's farm was de4. Ben- R.'. Donaldson,
chief .of
among this week's applicants. The Ford's passenger car advertising, for scribed to the curjous as a "water
Kansas City Star filed for Channel the "extensive experimentation with tower."
This fall, when the relay link was
4 in Kaycee and the Erie Dispatch and support of commercial televibrought into use for telej»asts of
asked for Channel 12 in Erie.
sion in diverse market ai'eas during
Notre Dame home games,; Eddy
New bids came from the follow- the past year."
pointed out the obvious fact that a
ing: Pearl Lemerti formerly secreCommittee also cited for honor- link can transmit at both ends and
tary to radio pioneer Dr. Lee Deable mention John H. Piatt, Kraft intermediate points,
A low-power
Forest, who is seeking the' No. 10
advertising vgepee, for the "concep- transmitter was Installed
at the
channel in Bakersfield, Calif .; Lehigh
tion and execution .of a series of
South Bend end of the link, purValley Broadcasting Co., operator of
^entertaining, an d commerportedly for the benefit of students
WSAN and the AUentown Morning highly
cially successful dr a mat i c' teleunable to get into the stadium;
Call; and Evening Chronicle, for the
casts." Kraft hour-long plays have
Temporary i>ermit obtained fromNo. 8 channel in AUentown, Pa.; and
been air«d Wednesday nights, for the itC at that time won't be
the Wyoming Valley Broadcasting
the'last year over 'the NBC web.
sought on a permanent basis by
Co., WILK, for the No. 11 slot in
TBA board, meeting during the WBKB.
Instead,^ the South Bend
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Most recent requests were entered clinic, elected NBC veepee John F. Tribune, which operate WSBT and
by: KROW, Oakland, Calif, for Ch. Royals veepee, succeeding General plans to add tele, parobably will
net. Fact that
11—the last of six assignments to the El^etric's G. .Emerson Markham. join the
San Francisco area, and South Bend Other officers were reelected, in- shortly wlU train key technicians for
Fort Industries,
Storer's
Trib'une for Channel 13 in South cluding. J. R. Poppele as prez; Will Geoi£«
Baltin as secretary-treasurer, and which has CP's for Detroit and
Bend, Ind.
Eleventh-hour bid from WPIT, Raibournt as assistant secretary- Toledo, may also be Interpreted as
Three new members portending a future tele relay exPittsburgh, means a hearing there on treasurer.
the four applicants fot the town's elected to the board were Dr. Allen tension to those cities. From Toledo;
B. DuMont, Curtis W. Mason of KFI, the next logical' jump would be
three. remaining tele channels. Same
and F. J. Bingley, Philco veepee.
Sandusky, Ohio,, thence Cleveland
fate is in store for AUen. T. SimBoard also approved the applica- and into the'eastern markets.
mons, WADC, bidding for Akron, 0„
It's' understood
that Capt. Eddy
if his request is thrown in the pot tions for active membership of Aswith those already in hearing for sociated Broadcasters of San Fran- isn't tlUnking in terms of a trans.^
cisco, which has a tele construction continental network at thisr time.
nearby Cleveland.
Two more bidders, entered the pic- permit; WDSU, New Orleans, with His Immediate plans seem to envt'
ture deep, in the heart of Texas. The an application pending; Daily News,: sion Chi' as the tele nerve center of
some 15 states between here and
<A. H. Belo Corp:., licensee of 50-kilo- N. Y., with a C.p. for WLTV; Radiowatter WiFAA and L. F. Corrigan, Television of Baltimore, with a the east coast. Construction of tele
doing business as the Texas Tele- c.p,; Milwaukee Journal, operators stations in this region is expected
vision Co., both applied for the No. of WTMJ-TV, and the Baltimore to boom because of the comparatively low cost program service that
10 channel in Dallas. The Dallas Suh, operators of WMAR-TV. Board
WBKB offers.
bids are due for hearing even if the also approved as affiliate members
Relay tele figures out at about:
Lacy-Potter Television Broadcasting the Mutual network and Interna
40c per mile for network service,
Co., permittee of WBTV,' hands in its tional News Seryice. Mutual is the
permit following the death of part- last of the four. major webs to enter according to Capt. !Eddy, as GOm<^
pared to 490 per mile for the Sell
ner Rogers Lacy in Longview, Tex., the fold, while INS is the first of the
System's coaxial cable.
last weel?. Lacy was putting up most wire services to join TBA.

Flock

bill, in any
bog down in the house.
Unanimous subcommittee approval
Is looked on as an expression of th»
Senator's resentment oi tiie recent
NAP network publication, "Broadcasting and the Bill of Bights,"
Tfliis was a compilation of industry
statements at hearings on the bill
last summer, but omitted, all crossexamination reflecting the views of

In Stations Tho

.

3.

brass are predicting the

Pnerto Rico Rich

Hartford, With Press

Tie"In
staged last Wednesday (10) at the
Aid Europe
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. "5?. More
Hartford, Dec, 16.
than 300 active and affiliate memWTIC in cooperation with the
bers gathered to discuss, in closed Hartford Courant alid the Hartford
sessions;, the problem's still confronts'
Times is sponsoring a contest simiing the industry and to swap ideas
lar in format to the mysterious
on various phases of programming Miss Hush" contest of the Ralph
Export advertising men recently
and station operation. Also featured Edwards show, It's all being done
on the agenda was Paramount's first for another charitable cause, the returned from Puerto Rico say tliat
public demonstration of its interme- furtherance of CARE, the organiza- if American broadcasters think that
diate system of large-screen theatre tion sending food allotments to the the continental U, S. has
become
'.
video,
d'estitute of Europe.
overloaded with radio they ought to

football, games."

session.

1947

efforts.

Even though in the aggregate
commercial radio business on the
Island is continuously on the upgrade the coin is spread so thin that
;

a

number

of

the stations are just

managing to get by. As far as creative programming is ooncerned, it's
just enough of a stab here and there
in most Instances to keep within requirements of tli<i-lran<^ise.
As a market lor American brands
the island ha8 becom'e so active in
recent years that several American
agencies
have had to establish
branch offices in San Juan, among,
them being McCann-Erickson and
Rubicam. The radio acYoung
counts include Chesebrough/ Lambert Pharmacal, Quaker. Oats, Rup-'
pert Beer, Heimt, Lever Bros, and
Hudnut. Lever has just bought a
Puerto Rican version of a soap opera
on WlBS, San Juan.
.

&

The export ad experts report that
the tendency of almost all the Puerto
Rican stations is to go 10,000 watts,
with some favoring 5,000 watts direc*
tional, to meet a geographical condition peculiar to the. island. Mountains separate the northern and
.

southern portions of Puerto Rico and
the. problem ot making reception of
their signal easier along the northern coast is the basic reason for the
rush to increased power.

'

•

From Hollywood!

'

'

.

.

WBTV

and planned
of the moriey f or
to locate ,the» station in a new
$10,000,000 hotel he was building in
expects to be on
Dallas.

WPRC'i S5th Anni

Par-Tele

KRLD-TV

.

the Dallas ether next fall and the
sa Continued from page 2S. as
city's third channel has been reguested, by Paramount subsidiary, standard tele receiving tube. Films

Hartford, Dec. 16,
WDRC
celebrating its 25th
birthday this month. The 5,000 Watt,
CBS basic for Connecticut, was the

a

first station In the state.
though not
Walter Haase, manager, has been
perfect, were easily good enough for with
Cleveland^WHK has purchased a retransmission over video channels. the the station practically through
entire span. Chief engineer I. A.
four-story commercial building for
System represents,
consequently,' Martino has been with the station
around $250,000. The new quarters just
what most broadcasters have 29 years and originally aided ih
will house the station's AM, telebeen looking for in the way of '^elee- setting it up.
vision and FM plants.
trical

ftrterstate Circuit, Inc.

demonstrated

last weelc,

transcriptions'^

shows.

of

1W

aU live

'
.;

was demonstrated
by Eastman Kodak at a meeting last
Similar camera'

cffeG/ui^

by most

.

.

October of the Society of Motion Pic^
ture Engineers. Eastman camera,
however, could take pictures only on
16m film and had not been developed
to the point' where it could also record the tele sound. Par's camera
will take either 16m or 35m films and
records the sound on film in the

.

most

FOR SALE
Mi

Ross Dolan, Detective'^
{formerly

'7 Deal in

process.

in

the

BUYING

Write

for

Avai

Ark-La-T ex
I

a

bi

I i

ti

zs

KHfKH
Sa naa WATTS
Repi-eienTed by The Bt'anham Co.

.1

Through use of such a device,
broadcasters would be able to malte
permanent film records of all live
shows and use the film Va the same
way transcriptions are used on radio.
Thus, they could be air expressed to
other stations around the country,
forming
a- "celluloid network."
Programming personnel could also,
use the films to""study their work
via playbacks and they could be
filed for reference use irt case of a
libel suit or similar legal entanglement.
Par engineers have
on the system for the

biJen

working

last 10 years,
according to Raibourn.
Potential
trouble with labor unions and copyright difficulties prevent its immediate use for large-screen theatre
television

Starring

WILLIAM

Crime**)

GARGAN

Saturdays, SiOO

pm

EST

Gdrgain plays Boss Dolan, two-fisted,
wfio deals with oriineir
corpses and cops! It has' rated as high 9S. 10<21

Movi* star

Bill

Bmooth-tftllcing private eye

Also,..
to YOU WANT TO lEAD A BAND...wlth Sammy Koy».t.«l»ndoyfc»:30pBI<OT
EUERY QUEEN ... Thuridny*, 7:30 pm EST
CANDID MICROPHONE ... Thundayi, 8:00 pm EST
THE OPIE GATES

SHOW

ABC

. . .

Mondayi^ 8i30

pm

EST

PROGRAM DEPARTMENT
CIRCLE

7-5700

BAIIIO

AIIMHALMERS MAY

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

BUY HUB SYMPH CO-OP
AUis-Chalmers,

'«och*»tw, N. Y.—Mort Nusbaum, Saturday,
absence (one as Sibson.
after a thre«-yeat
20th Century-Fox
radio director of

H«

Ken LoweU

replaces

here.

outlet

One

Hearst-owned Times-Union to join
WROW, Mutual outlet here, as promotion director, He was formerly

from

publicity director of

of the stanzas is a seven-a-week,
midnight to 2 a.m. disk jockey airer
th6 Triton hotel's cocktail
lounge. It's sponsored by the hosbiggest single
telry, representing the.
history (14
time purchase in local
Nusbauro's other
Hours a week).
quizzer, "Cinstint is an afternoon
^
derella Weeke nd."

*

the Public Iijforination Corp.. He
has been in radio since 1938, most of

Jnr

Ume with WFBR.

frovidencer—Appointment of Arnold F. Schoen, Jr., to the post of
general manager of WPRO, was an-

Troy.

Philadelphia— Zella Drake Harper,

WIBG's

director of women's programs, will conduct the fifth annual
Christmas party for children from
14 homes and social aid groups at
10 a.m. Saturday, Dec. 20, at the
downtown Keith's theatre. More

Durhani— Guy Griffin, for the past
two years sales promotion manager than
of WFBR, Baltimore, has assumed sters
duties as general manager of Durham's WSSB, owned and operated

ihat

WTRY,

,

1,000 underprivileged
will attend.

young-

Louis-"It's Wintertime," new

St.

ditty with lyrics by Letty Barbourj
singer at
local CBS outlet*
will be aired on the CBS net. Miss

KMOX,

Barbour with Carmen Nappo, Chicago musician, in composing the
ditty.

nounced Saturday (13). Schoen has
been local sales manager at the atatiqn for a year.

which

standpoint.

.

other i^onsor

'Bak%g
rolling
year.

Program has been "coming
through here on a sustaining basis
for last several months. It was originally bought shortly after being
launched by Weaver's Candies but
that outfit dropped the airer lalter a
few weeks.

'

snagged gional levels. Indies aren't bound
local
freelancers,
Eind are free to shop for
week (10) at the third by
of recent meetings with Chi reps of scripters on their own terms. The
Guild's reply is that indies don't
ABC-WENR,
and NBCconstitute
formidable
competition
Snag c r o p p e d up when for the nets and, besides, the indies
Webbers proposed a loophole in the
will be pacted later On.
"most favored nations clause" and
Guild demands for local and rerejected
demands for local,
and regional fees at 100% of those gional fees 100% of those set nation-

MBA

sharply last

'

CBS-WBBM

:

WMAQ.

RWG

-

,

pointed out, could conceivably
be paid as little as $5 per script,
with the balance made up in the
form of future job offers or other
deals. Nets could then cite $5 price
in negotiating with. RWG, which
it's

-

ally

were met by web proposals to

25% for local shows and 331/3
for regionals.
The Guild contends
that a script's a script. Grading into
pay

regional

local,

spokesmen,

is

and not, say
merely a fiction.

RWG

Under percentages offered by nets
here, scripter of a 30-minute sus-'
tainer on a one-time shot would get
$37.50 local and $112.50 regionaL
Writer of a 15-minute local commercial strip would earn $62.50 weekly.
:

the strip were on a 13-week nonx
cancellable basis, fee would be pared
further by a 20% discount
Web proposals were .angrily rejected when broached at othe la.st
negotiation session and, al(10)
though contactst haven't been brokIf

en. Guild reps

walked

out.

Bessan, pro-

KMAC

director for
and KISS
(FM), has been elected prez of the
San Antonio Advertising Club for
the coming term.

gram
on KQV. the Ward

which will begin banklocally after the first of the

Co.,
it

Demands

and

Meantime, the Hub oroh picked off in the national pact.
As included in the national MBA,
first local sponsor in its home
town within 12 hours after co-op the so-called most favored nations
slotting of the concerts. Old Colony clause provides that .if, by contract
Trust Co. signed the symph over or regulation, the Guild gives more
WCOP, Boston, starting Jan. 13. Tab favorable terms to any company in
competition with the nets, then the
is about $600. weekly.
same terms must be given to the
nets.
Chi webbers want the clause
St. Louis— Thomas E. Howard has reworded to include Guildsmen "or
been upped to chief engineer of KSD any member."
and KSD-TV, the St. Louis PostGuild argues that "any member''
Dispatch radio and tele station. He opens the door to nullification
succeeds Robert L. Coe who will be- of
MBA.
Non-Guild
writers,

wd

—Tony

Pay, Oassiiication

would be bound by contract to lower
Chicago, Dec. 18.
Efforts of midwest chapter, Radio fees accordingly.
Webbers argue they're merely
Writers Guild, to extend the Minir
themselves again.st commum Basic. Agreement to regional protecting
petition from indies at local and re-

its

A

San Antonio

On

ABC

tied

Harrisburg-M^larence G. Moss, for
15 years manager of WKBO, has resigned to direct a new station, come manager of the New York
"Bud" WLTC, in Bloomsburg, as part Daily News tele station. Howard
E.
San Antonio—Noel
owner with Clair McGuUougb. J. joined KSD in 1940 after completing
Thompson, formerly with KGNC,
Robert Gulick, national advertising the construction of the local police
AmarillOi has been named program
behere replacing manager for WKBO, has been named department radio station,
director of KTS
acting manager until Moss' succes- came Coe's assistant.
MerriU Myers, who has resigned.
sor is announced about Jan. 1.
Fitisbiirfli—Kate Smith's Mutual
co-op show has finally picked up an-

Midwest Writers Snary With Webs

sponsored

Symphony Orchestra over

network until a long str^e
up the midwest farm machinery
outfit last year, may again put some
of its ad money on the longhair concerts. With ABC deciding to offer
the Tuesday night symph as a backto-back co-op with "America's Town
Meeting," AUis-ChalmerS is now
considering picking up the tab on the
New York airing via WJZ. Reasoning, it's saidj is that the symph on
this
outlet reaches industry and
financial exec circles important to
A-C from an institutional prestige
the

pressatfbnt), is back in
Albany—Ed Walker has left his
and two as a
Hochester doing two daily shows for promotion manager's position on the

WHAM, NBC's 60kw

the Boston

99

COLUMBIA UNIV. TO AID

YD DISKED SERIES

IN

assist from a group of topColumbia
radio
scripters,
launching production on a
series of transcribed programs on
syphilis to be used in a nationwide
S.
drive ag%inst.the. disease by the
Erik BarPublic. Health Service.

With an

St.

IiQuIt— Bruce Barrington, .news

editor of
turer.
.

KXOK,

becoming a

is

lec-

For the second consecutive

year he has been invited to address
tadlo classes at the two local. Oradeschools, the St. Louis and Washington universities.

A

flight

Uniy.

is

nouw, Columbia faculty member and
program director for the university's

Denver— Art Go w, former pianist- radio committee, will produce, with
with the Johnny I^avis Frank Papp of NBC directing.
band and for the past several years Arthur Arent, Norman Rosten, Alan
a Staff organist at KLZ, has been Lomax, Morton Wishengrad, Max
named musical director of the sta- Ehrlich and- Sandra Micheal are
tion, succeeding Les Weelans, re- among those expected to write the

•rranger
'

.

'

$2S0 per script.
According to Dr. Russell Potter,XMumi Olty-^Banbara Draper is chairman of the university's radio
the new continuity editor at KCMO, committee, the e.t.'s will be used in
Abo affiliate here, - She steps up one community at a time in intensive
from tbe department, replacing Ann anti-VD drives sponsored by state
Fittgcrald,< former fhief^ who has and local health department and
left the stpition.
Series will commedical groups.
prise 16-minute dramas and some
ttMiferil —< WXIC
has been documentaries which will persuade
awarded the 1647 Award for Dis- listeners to report to their doctor if
tinguished Service to Safety by the they are infected with VD.
signed to enter private business.

National

Safety

sei'ies at

Award

Council.

came in the form of a plaque and
was the second' time station has

Jerry Strong

been so .accoladed
watt dassiftpation.

WINX; O'Donnell Reports

the

in

50,000«

Back At

Washington, Dec. 14.
"The Jerry Strong show" which
after a seven-year hitch had been

A

Oineinnatl -^Certificate
of
^
for attisfance"in 1847 campaign is being awarded
by off WINX and WINX-FM since
<he Greater Cincinnati Community June, was resumed here last week.

Award

,

WCKY

The award will be presented
on Bill Dawes' "Teen Age Party"
portion of the Make Believe Ballioom. The *'Teen Age Party"" was
turned over to the Greater Cincinnati Community Chest Committee

Chest.

Strong

WINX for a six-months
Arlington, Va., but
returned to the scene of
with a 6

left

stint at
has.

WEAM,

now

his first big dent in radio
to 9:30 a.m. stanza at the
ton Post stations.

Washing-

At the same time, WINX announced the departure of assistant
station manager Regis O'Donnell.
New station manager John Ha.yes,

during the October-November drive
for funds.

Dallas^ Bob Stanford has been
named m. c. of the WFAA "Early formerly of WQXR, N. Y., will
wrds" program which is heard daily operate without a full-time assistfrom 7:15 to 8 a.m. Monday through ant, for the time being.

t.

YHB MEL ALLKN SH^W
Smral wMkt ago M»I
known

An«a. tuinmicdly

sports announcor. put

awoy hU

Now

No wonder wo say it's a hiil

oiico agolii

Mel Allen comes through

with ttying colorsl Taldng over iho S-l p.m»
bloc dally, tho popiilar sporfscasier Is proving

on Ih* ploying iiold or in a
there's power behind every Mel Allen

performance. Currently— Jay

Spmaored

Pmiew of Today's

^pire Diamond and Gold

Hatters^

Buying 8eivieo»

Co.*
Maryldnd Pharmaceutical Co.. MunU
New York Yankees Football Club, Hoiom

Top Radio Programs

MEl

YonlcM baseball records and becom* smes*
oi hirowtt ncoid show on WINS.

studio

BY TED HUSING I

Williams Inc. Stswori Saiss Co.* anA'fli*

Michigan Bulb Co.. as sponsors on tho

ALLEN SHOW, aro fooling tho puU oi this per•onalily wh«ls waning mot* Monds for fhm.

that wheiheir hs's

tune-ilt tips

Bill

Night Club. Ben Tucker Hudson

on oudionco this
•how is also Important bocauso It's serving as

tn additton to delivering

«

yardstick for iuture

el

WINS. As the

program dovolopmont

inlUal step in

bloc programndng. tho

our plans lor

MEL AILEN^OW is
cmd

bringing listeners top ontortalnmont

Iho samoHtno providing advorUsan

dl

«rtib Iho

lowost possible cost-perlistenor nilt.

Bay Fur Co.*

NEW WAY TO

GET MORE LISTENERS
FOR YOUR RADIO PROGRAM - AT A
COST OF 8V2C PER 1,000 CIRCULATION
TUNI-IN TIPS, A RADIO PAGE COLUMN,
WILL APPEAR REGULARLY IN 52 NEWSPAPERS, WITH COMBINED DAILY CIRCU-

LATION OF
WRITE

.

.

.

1 1

MILLION, IN

WIRE

TUNE-IN TIPS GO.

.

.

.

PHONE

Fifth

Avenue,

MHrroy

MAJOR CITIES
...
New
Hill

"TS^OOO WATTS
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CKOtllV .IRVittCASTIHI ««'lirtl«Ti«ll
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y-0l4S

17,

N. Y,
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W
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hside Stuff-Radio
'''"'::::::.

WOR

FM'ers,BumedUpatAT&T.Deiiiaiid
li

ContiliUCd

n Si

An
gram

Washington, Dec.

16.

Assn. called on the FCC
(15) to investigate the
failure of the American Telephone
Telegraph Co. to provide FM'ers
with desirable network facilities.
petition demanded a pubThe

The

FM

&

FMA

lic hearing and openly charged the
phone company with discriminating

FM

against

of television

in favor

and the AM networks.
The FM'ers pointed out that A. T.
a free ride

gives television
on its coaxial cable between New.
York City and Washington and has
tt

T.

specific plans for a nationwide
video network linked by cable. On
counsel Leonthe other hand,
ard Marks declared: "Considerable
delay has occurred in furnishing
data and in advising broadcasters
regarding the plans of the A. T. & T.
for the establishment of regional

made

FMA

and national networking

iorFM

As a

users."

result,

facilitiefi

he

said,

FM

broadcasting
"the progress of
has been considerably retarded,"

At a June 9, 1047, hearing before
the FCC when the phone company
elaborated its plans for nationwide
video networks, "actual and potenusers of common carrier
tial

FM

:,:.;.*: V'-;

;-.

development.

log.

Secondly, the phone company told
the FM'ers flatly It ha's few 15,000
hookcycle lines available lor
ups but can sppply them generally
within a year of an actual order.
The FM'ers claim that 15,000 cycle
lines -are necessary to reproduce the
is capable.
full Udelity of which
Right now, the phone company is
leasing 6,000 cycle lines to Continental at 22 cents per circuit mile.
When, the 15,000 cycle lines become
available, the rate will be 30 cents
a mile—or twice the rate p$.iA now
network lines,:
for

FM

FM

AM

The petition pointed to eight regional
hookups already 'in operation whose programming is handicapped by the phone company's
delays in providing desirable facili-

FM

ties.

The

FMA

recommended

ply procedure for

FCC

'to

a fourfollow:

J. An investigation to see whether
the phone company has complied
with that section of the Communica-

tions Act which forbids "diserim.
ination" among users of common
carrier facilities and. imposes a fine
for "each such offense.
»

outnumbered

same

the

of television -users by a
ratio of approximately 12 to 1." (At
that time only 10 tele stations were

category

^

The practice has paid

off in

the

Young

&

Rubicam commercial writer

^

%

for the stanza:

_

"Just to weigh in with some kudos. This morning's 'Casbah' commeron such now-established' netas ."20 Questions," on cial was only wonderful! It segued cleverly from the Haft tag and was
which five audition platters were hilariously done by Jackson. As a. matter of fact, I brag to others about
cut, and "Juvenile Jury," which was the commercials on this show—but today's was the topper."
auditioned four times to iron out its
Miss Dowling also writes the commercials, usually comedy, for fht
format.. A recent sample is WOR's "Duffy's Tavern" series.'
"Play at Home" quiz, which won
,

past

work items

favorable notices after fjnur-pre-test
"
auditions.

Henry Gladstone, until recently a commentator on a health and home
economics series on Mutual, obtained payment last week in settlement of
claim against the American Institute of F6od Products. The
case, involving alleged breach of contract, was Settled by Robert Bories,
been stockpiling shows as never be- president of AIFP, « program package' firm, during the course of an
fore, not only as a guard against American Arbitration Assn. hearing. The defendant had argued that the
"last-minute clambakes" to fill suS'' AFRA network code did not apply to the case.
taining spots or to supply a prosGeorge Heller and Ken Groot, of AFRA, 'were witnesses for Gladstone,
pective sponsor with a- type of lihow
who was represented by the union's attorneys, Jaffe & Jaffe (with
he wants, but to encourage staffers Mortimer Becker arguing the case).
creatively in submitting and developing new show ideas and to .give
In a unique attempt to create a critical, radio- wise audience. Girl Scouts
the station the greatest variety of
,of America are issuing special badges to encourage intelligent listening'
material to draw from.
among its 615,000 intermediate members. The Girl Scout Radio Badge
liiivlidi ^JProgram Pool'
will be used to promote knowledge "of how radio programs are built, to
The "program- popl,", as staffers analyze our own listening habits, and to become constructively critical as
call it, actually was started in mid- befits the citizens of a democratic society."
August but only, now is beginning to
To earn the badge, the scouts will be required to pkm a 15-minute broadbe drawn on heavily for air matecast based on theu- outfit's activities and visit a broadcasting studio to find
rial. Some of the "pool" shows re.^
out what's involved: in the directing, 'writing,: and. producing of « regular
cently preemed or set 'for airing
program. In addition, the scouts will be required to handle eight: other
soon are:
projects involving, among other activities, a critical estimate of their fa*
"The Song Writinc Machine," half- vorlte radio shows'.
v
hour show' built around songwriter
and ex-pressagent Pat Ballard's
Two of CBS' top brass stopped off in Washington last week for a chat
crank-handled machine which prowith President Truman. Prexy Frank Stanton paid his visit last Thursday
duces combos of notes from which
(11) and took with him three volumes of recordings of Truman broad-pop songs can be composed.
oasts. Stanton refused to tell what else he and the chief executive dis"Top Secrets of the FBI," featur- cussed- in their IS-minue :;session. FoUowing day (12) CBS newscaster
ing Melvin Purvis, ex-G-Man who Fd Murrow paid., his call' and among, other things probably gave .Mr.
ndw owns and operates WOLS, Flor- Truman '"a (taicSn fill-in On tbe royal wedding which Murrow covered for
'

Simultaneously,

ports,

Livingston

WOR's programmers

re-

his $457

have

2. That the FMA petition be regarded as "an informal complaint"
wluch FCC should discuss with
A. T. & T. "in an effort to bring
about satisfaction."
operating and 55 video permits
3., That FCC call a public hearing
were outstanding. As of June, 220
FM outlets were on the air, with an on FM networking and then "prescribe just a"nd reasonable charges
additional 630 authorized.)
The FDI'ers appeared luirticularly for the service- desired by FM
broadcasters."
on' tw6 counts.
sore at A. T.' &
the network.'
Vfhile AO charge wag made for net%. In the interim, the phone com- ence, S, C.
Reviewers," a
working even commercitd: tele shows pany be required to make its net"JBevlewine the
on the phone company co-ax be. work facilities available to FM ott twist on the author vs. critics shows,
York
tween New
City and .Wash' the same basis as to television.
which got a tryout airing Sunday
ington, 'A< T. & T. refused' a request
(14) in Mutual's "For Your Approby the Continental FM network fgr
val" segment, 1:30-2 p.m. Guests inContinued from page SS
free use of the co-ax's FM sound
cluded cartoonist Milt Caniff; writer
track. The> phone .company argued
John Lardner; Basil Davenport, of proachcs the point of diminishing
FM networks, unlike television, -are
the Book Of ^he Month Book Club; consumption. With the margin of
Continued from page 3S
Richard Maney, Broadway press- profit per article reducedj the pro^
'wmmmmm Dtad'Imt .D«c. titl' immi
WSM's regular 26-piece^staff band, agent, and Orville Prescott of the ducer must sell that .many, more
including Uhe symphonic string sec- N. Y. Times, latter as "critic for a items to maintain previous' net
Dorothy Speer is the mod- earnings.
tion, scores of WSM pop and folic, day."
*
That's where the rub in his adsingers, a JS-person, dramatic cast, erator.
Eddie Mayelioff in a 15-minute vertising money comes- in. It is no
ahd the Fisk University choir oil 100
voices.
Saturday evening mimic show kid- longer a matter of increasing his
WITH
YOlCES
appropriation to get .more business
Promotion for the event includes a ding the news commentators.
thaf pat Ih*
"Magic Curtain," Gabriel Heat- but to malEe his. current appropriaspecial broadcast premiere in New
tion pay off greater returns in con»
York City to which magazine and ter's new-talent show, to make its
sumer sales. Hence the concentranewspaper radio editors are invited. debut after the first of the year.
of interest in obtaining for his
A closed circuit line pickup which Horatio Alger stories, dramatized tion
program fare the best possible spot
T/fSM will pipe to New York will in a series of half -hour airers prob- in
'terms of an economic buy.
enable critics there to review the ably to get a Sunday night air time.
The situation has become pretty
musical documentary.
set. Format provides for a
Title
not
much of i checkercame in the com"JINGLES
Freedom Train coverage in addi- five-minute interview with a prom- petitive pressure
among the nettion to the documentary is being inent
personality who's had
an works. CBS and ABC, particularly,
that don't
worked out between WSM and the Alger-type career.
are pitching after each other's acJANGLE!" American Heritage Foundation. Ten- A high-school liour, probably Sat- counts
,
armed with elabbrate mathetative plans call for transcribed
urdays 9-10 a.m., emceed by Stan matical data purporting to demonF'riiisfaiice:
broadcasts to be made on the train Lomax and featuring high schoolers
strate the economic superiority of
and a fuU special events coverage of the N. Y. area in disk-jockey, one of its spots or sequences
M«i>l!n Bt«4«t * SoApins * S«Hl*r'«
to that
when it is on display here. The roundtable, dramatic, musical and now occupied on the compfetitive
Ospf. St«M • CutcikA* * Adam
musical documentary on the im- other sequences each week. Formait network;
Ha.t( * Yanklta Maid .FrankfurUrt
Or, that how by moving
.portance of freedom will emphasize
* Suehard * Adam's Clov* Gum
calls
for
continuing competition over several programs it cah make
practical, realistic w?iys to keep
Etcamong high schools for awards to' be savings that run into the hundreds
America strong. Twelve programs offered on the stanza. Show will of thousands.
on this theme will follow the open- probably hit the air within the next
Wtii; win or p/iona
So long as inflation shows no
ing broadcast.
signs of abating, say these observers,
several weeks.
United nations programs in addiRed Benson in a new comedy the trend among advertisers to get
GINGER
tion to the first half-hour show
maximum value out of the advertisstanza.
being built for WSM will include a
Xttdia Vmduclioni and Jinglai
Livingston is commercial program ing dollar will become more and
long schedule to: run 'over this sta- manager of
WOR; .Hamilton is as- more pronounced. They predict that
13B0 ModitoH Av«., Ntw Yeik 2S
tion throu^DUt the year of rededisistant program director, and Simon the second- quarter of 1948 will see,
calion,
mmfmmm, ATwcriw 9-4020
because of this penchant, some hefty
is director of new program develop-

facilities

\

old radio tradition, that the talent (or the talent's agent) on a pro*
generally hates, the conunerciala and believes they chase listeners,,

giving them a serial of shakedown
Mark Hmnk, As agent for Dorothy
auditions before they Kit the ether was recently booted into thtf alley Tsy
rather than trying tp correct their Kilgallen, whose weekly 15-mrnute star-Interview series is heard Thursnot In the "experimental" stage of faults after they're on Ui« broadcast day mornings on ABC, he wrote the following note to Sylvia Dowling,

FCC Hearii^ in Battle for Web Lines
yesterday

'

v'

from putt

.

,

Webs

PJay

Chartoc-Coleman To

{

WSM

'

'

;

fiECQP NOW!
THE

ZING,

mm

HaBiUe 'Dnunffloml' Sales
Hi Brown has closed a deal with
Cliartoc-Coleman for that organization to be the national sales agency

Drummond," which has
gone exclusively open end.

for "Bulldog

Waxed

WGN,

version starts Dec. 17 on
Chicago, for Atlas Prager beer

and on a sustaining run over WOK,
N. Y., after the

first

of the year.

:

LANNY &

GREY

HWESTOYA"

.

.

I

'

'ment.

switching of network billings.

KR

THIRO YEAR

ON «IS

I

J

Elaborate
Continiled

Irom pag e 2S

ANNOUNCING

thinking as to the medium's ability
to offer the best returns for the
money are being asked to actively
collaborate in preparing the presen-

The Formation of a

The webs

Group

New and

Distinctive Sing-

Produce a Song
and/or Musical Rendition with a Unique,
Rhythmic, Orchestra-Like Effect, to Be Known as:
ing

tation.

example, the
note of warning sounded in Atlantic
City a few months back by Neil McEirojr, who has pretty much to say
about Procter & Gamble's $20,000;=
recall, for

(Ail Voices)

WItich

000 "investment'' in radio advertising, Thus McElroy,'along with other
critics of the medium, will assist in

"BALiARD'S 6/lLLADiERS"

the framing.
Idea for the commercial pre.oenta-

was conceived last June by
Charles Hammond, veepee and the
web's top promotion man, Hammond, along with <3BS' Victor Ratner and ABC's Ivor Kenway, are engaged in the spade work.
After its "preem"" before Manhattan agency .ind sponsor reps, the
presentation will be moved to Cliicago and the Coast, with plans under
way for a tour of key cities througliout the countryi
The actual preparation, it's reported, represents an investment in
excess of $50,000.
tion

j

(R«9. u. s. ror. Off.)

i

i

'

i

Said Group, Together with Library of Special

Arrangements Used by Same, Presented

i

Exclusively

by

;
'

i

.

I

PAT BALLARD MUSIC CORPORAION
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WINS'

New Kid Formuia

Promotional Tiein
With Associated Laundries

N, Y. indie WINS has made a tie
with the Associated Laundries of
Brooklyn whereby station will get
unique promotion in return for air
time. Laundries will get threti 15Jim Gaines, manager of WNBG, minute sections of Jack Lacy's shoW
Y., i» blocking out the entire (10 a.m. to noon). In return, staII.
p.m. segment cross-the* tion will get 50,000 bundle
6:30-6:45
insert
board fot children's programs.
plugs each week, plus pictures of
New Idddie formula already, has a Lacy on every laundry truck, and
two-night-a>week (Tues. and Thurs.) window displays in

On WfffiC Agenda

'

"World Over Play-

apread via the

which

Iiouse,"

is

put on in coopera-

Jewish Education
tion witli the
Assn., and Godfrey Schmidt's "Story
Bagship
Teller" program. The
decision to expand the
station's
early-evenins programming is a di-

NBC

offshoot of the web's ''nocrime-show«-before-9:30" edict, feelJng being that there's no virtue in
iKe 'absence of an evil without some
additional positive action.
The additional Monday, Wednesrect

every laundry.
Associated includes all private
laundries in Brooklyn, estimated at
about 180. Tie was arranged by
Charles Oppenheirh, WINS publicity
director;

Station has been making unusual
moves to increase its exploitation
due to difficulties in getting
newspaper listings. At the begin-

ties,

WINS

ning of 1947^

wasn't listed in

any N. Y. newspaper.
in

It's

now

listed

.six.

Friday programming is now
b«>ng mulled and will probably bow
in soon after the first of the yeai^.
day,

QM

—

WCBS

Radle Reviews
conttnued from page 3t

.

GoU, Nedkks Bay

Starting January 5th

.

ss

gry.

It's a pity the piece didn't have
the same expert handling throu^-

will

program 540 minutes

out.

In
dramatic form,
stanza
Old Gold and Nedicks Stores are traced the long, devious the
journey of
an Italian peasant from bis moun-

jointly picking up the tab for broadeast of 10 regularly scheduled Ivy

•

'

tain village to the New York headLeague basketball ^ames, starting quarters of B'nai B'rith to personally
thank the organization for flour,
beans and corned beef -that arrived
in his village in time to save the
people from starvation. -It was a

with the Yale-Cornell clash at Ithaca
On Friday (19), over WHN, N. Y.
Don Dunphy will do nine of the
games, with Bert !«« on the ini-

simple

tout

of broadcast time weekly with

stirringly unfolded tale,

tialer,

so nicely fashioned that it got over
It now itives the atation an al- despite its production, faults.
most comi^te crosi-the.<board maVScired from a platter, the stanza
Jot qjiortv «vent* on the air nigbtly, suffered most from poor handling of
from now tmlil the baseball season. wavy, screechy canned music bridges.

.

.

.

'

Acting was uneven, the Italian char-

.acters
cents,

nebs Agree

sometimes lapsing in their ac^

and

direction

was ragged. The

effects were badly timed and
some cases hardly identifiable.
Probably the producers rate an A
for effort, inasmuch as they pretty
Clark Andnwi, Al Ward, Ski XXng, Murob>vlously
had little budget to work
Uurx
Losli:
Biiriiattv
ny
on. If the item made its point with
Although th« directors voted to
most listeners, howeveri It's largely
sbserve AFHA picket lines when a to Marion's credit.
Doan.
atrike by the actors* union was

Continue*!

from pate

M

Galen Drake and the

sound
in

;

.

'

threatened
dicted this

last

week

year, it
that the

HOUSEWIVES' PROTECTIVE LEAGUE-

was pre- FALKENSTEIN VIEWS THE NEWiB
"

AFRA

na- With Ed FalkeiUteln
"tional board would take no stand IS BUna.; Men. tlirn Sat, 7 p.in.
In the RD6-web dispute: Even in WSBS, Cleveland
250-watter on the
event of a walkout, it's doubted that „This new
calls itself the "family staAFHA would instruct its mequbers Heights
tion," but the families of the Greater
not to cross RDG picket Unes. Fact Cleveland's
east-side suburbs deIs cited that such action would place
serve better.
AFRA in the position of asking .The idea is good: bringing onto the
many members to violate contracts. air the editor of the suburban paper
At the same time, however, there's who ostensibly should know the
no question but tliat a large body area s inner details and machinations.
of AFRAites' working on call would Its a departure from the usual news
show wherein the announcer hikes
demonstrate where their sympatiiies
in five minutes before air time, rips
lie by simply declaring themselves
off five minutes of radio news and
"biis^' .and unavailable when they proceeds to
read it, mistakes and all.
directOTs parading in front of
Ed r'aJkenstein does know Heists
network entrances.
news, but he has a sharp axe to
grind and grind away he does until
objectivity is lost. Furthermore, he
Coasi IiMsI Aloof
has a dry* rasping voice that chills
Hollywood, Dec. 18.
Threatened strike of radio direc' listeners. His mike technique is bad,
for the entire audience knows when
tors in the east will have little bearhe turns a page. He treats radio
ing on the Coast branch of the Radio although writing
for radio news is
Directors Guild. The RDG in Hol- entirely different.
lywood will abide by its contracts
A personality in Heights circles,
with the nets, says Thomas Pree- Falkenstein fails to project either
bairn-Smith, prez of Coast local, no himself, or his knowledge of the
news, in his radio talk.
matter the situation ih the east.
The station has granted the editor
That will hold unless an attempt
15 minutes of free time on its
Is
-

AM

STARLIGHT SALUTE PRODUCTIONS*

And when New

York's leading station feels

aw

that

way about a

radio performer, he nr^ust

be

'

a top salesman!

Galen Drake
satisfied

]s.

Sales records show

sponsors

testify to

it. ..

it!

-

made to move originations here,
in iwhich case the
Coastites
w'oifld refuse to work the struck
Shows. Said contracts run- until next
fall.
It may be noted, too, that such
a move is unlikely since the space
shortage here is acute.

RDG

AM

FM outlets. Essentially, the idea
tops; but why destroy it w,ith poor
writing and poor presentation.
Albeit WSRS is a' small operation,
it nevertheless is competing with the
big ones, and no small fellow can ignore quality at any time, particular^ when the ^mall boy is a newMork.
comer.
and
is

ScIiUca'B

KYW Musio

Want
Call

to

make your

advertising dollars count ?

Wl 2-2000 or any Radio Sales
Uli

to discuss

office,

,

what Galen Drake and his new

WCBS

Post

Philadelphia, Dec.

16.

Edmond DeLuca, ranked among
the 10 top composers in the western
hemisphere in a competition which
included 400 entries from 17 nations,
has been appointed staff music arranger for Clarence Fuhrman's

KYW

participation

combination can do

^HOUSEWIVES' PROTECTIVB LEAGUE
Monday through Friday,

orchestra.

DeLuca, native of Philadelphia
and a graduate of the j^uiUiard
Graduate School of Music, won honorable mention for his Symphony,
F,
the Henry
"Vindication," by
Reichhold Symphonic Awards, spon.s-orc(i by Musical Digest.

Saturday, S:i5 to X0:1S

i: 30 to 5 :00

for you.

broadeaits

PM,,

AM.

.

VNITED RKXAU
_
WrAKRdiiT, NBC,

DRVG CO.
10:30 P.M.. RS.!.
M-C.JI_i<o« the iKlasdl With lou"
"THIS TllSE FOR KEEPS"
Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

MBtRY XMAS

STARLIGHT SALUTE broadeastt Mondau
11
FM. to IS :SQ AM,

m

fhrougk Saturdaii,

fo

FATHER PEYTON, O.S.C
and the
station in the""!

"FAMILY THEATRE"
Brocidcosting
Soliinldy, Dee.

20—9:00-10:60
MUTUAL

p.ni..

EST

market

WCBS
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Akron Symph Conductor
Admits Public to Rehearsal

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
mmmmmmmmmmmmm^

——————

By BcU BodcC

Disk Jockey Reviews

Akron, Dec. 16,
Grant Fletcher, conductor of the

Akron Symphony Orchestra, invited
the public to attend an open re- TVBNTABLE TIME
hearsal Sun*ay (14), in the Goodyear With. Irv Hurst

ing a peak of four, vith an extra
hour on
for a film comoanv
Now he does this
spot and
the Don Lee net shot for Chestw.
^"esier-

KMPC

.

theatre.

«

To Double Disk Jock
Shows on KFVD, H'wood

.

Star

My

Detroit, Dec. 16.

Eddie

(WMAQ, Chicago)
"Bijou" (Woody Herman)
VLady Be Good"
Ifwald).
"Just a
Quartet).

.

(Ella

.

Fitz-

"H You Could See Me Now"
(Sarah Vaughn) i

is

over-

in

disks.
alates into

women who

Don Henry -Trio
"Turnpike
"Sabre Dance" (Begent)
attention of the jukes if
only for the trio's smart treatment
of the polka side. Group is several
Worthy of

above run of the mill.
Vipla Watkins^'^oit're in Love
stuff and sews in the voca} is<|r>rices With Every OAe," 'It's Bight Here
of the Moonlight Serenaders aii-^ell For You" (Sniier).- Nellie Lutcher
as-Benekp.
can't be blamed for the sins of her
Buddy Clark—"Ballerina," "It Had imifators. They just make her sound
to Be You" (Columbia). With Co- that more distinctive and good. Miss
lumbia it's apparently a policy of Watkins' has the squeak effect but
pegs,

.

better late than never. This disk has nothing else.
all the evidence of a .sudden afterSoft W£ndi-<."Th«t>s the Kind ot
thought. Vis toSse^ out on-^the mar- Girl I Dream Of," "To Be Continued"
ket at the same, time with another (Majestic); Not "Up to the trio's pre
of Clark's, "You Are. Never Away" vious release but there's a catchy
and "All Dressed Up witii a Broken novelty in "Continued" and a tuneClark's version of "Bal- ful tidbit of stylistic synchronizing
Heart."
lerina," while effectivB'fare in every in the other number.
respect, must now fight to catch up
with the rest of the pack, principally

Move sooner

1.

solicited requests coincide exactly
with his own tastes and selections,
and tliey run the gamut of novelty,

juke
natural
is
"Broken
Clark gives it the super
schmalzy. treatment that is reminiscent of the screen-slide era. It's got
that
j,ukebox' thing.
In "Never

'

Hurl,

(1)

'

.

.•

'

^

'

.

about 'deven, records, opening with

one

{Vaughn Monroe. .•
Jimmy Dorset/. ....

(6)

(Supreme)

(14)

(Supreme)

bum

.. ...

< .

choosing.

If

that

goes to Crile Hospital for vet-

It's one of Cleveland's better disk
shows; fast - moving, entertaining,
and catchy, with Bjid Wendell catch-:
ing the bouquets.
Marlt,

. . . . . .

.

.

.

own

erans.

.Victor

.

.M-Gr^M
!Bin0' Crosby. ............. .Decca
Jack Owens, ........ ..i ..Tower.'
.

his

of

selection turns up later on the wheel
he pays \0S anyway. An extra slot
on the wheel is a "charity" slot.
When. the wheel halts there an al'>

Coffl-MacMnes^^

(Jefferson)

Heart.".

HOW iSOON

•

m

.

10 Best SeBers on
BALLEBINA

instrumental and dance.

vdCal,.

or

Vaughn Monroe. - However^ "Had To

other

dislikes

gets an average 45
each session, embroider-

:

Be You,'*

will prohably be preferred
with the nickel-drops. It's, got lots
of bounce and Dick Jones' back,
ground deserves a special nod; An.

and

likes

He

very infrequerttly, stating that virfrom laughs so much during the reading
of an announcement that its effect tually without exception all un-

'

,Polka,"

(W alt e r,

"September Song"
Huston).'

With younj^

manner gives the hour a light, im- CLUB
promptu touch for stay-up-latps. The with Bad Wendell
later is bound to have effect on radio
Modern. Music Shop is pluggied.
30 Mini.; 10:30 p.m., Monday thra
scene in Detroit, but for immediate
Jaco,
Friday
considerations, most interest will
Bosenblum's Becord Mart
focus on the way Ghase will operate,
WHK, Cleveland
PABADE
working on a Coast and a Mjd'west PLATTEB
{Leroy Lustig)
Potter
With Peter
station at the same time.
Thirty minutes of fast syncopation
180 MUiar.; 9:30 a.m., Sunday*
with Bud Wendell, one of CleveChase 'will record his shows part Participating
land's better disk jockeys, twirling
of the time lor both KFVD and KFWB, Lo9 Angelei
"For your listening pleasure," says platters is an across-the-board bit
CKLW, and commute every month
dangled before nitghttime audiences
or two from Detroit to the Coast. Peter Potter as he opens his. veteran
here.
And Wendell's clever chitPlans call for him to spend two biscuit'bake. And that's: exactly what chat and' fast spielittg> makes the
he means and has meant for nine
months in Hollywood, while CKLW years while being one of top local minutes tick hy pleasantly.
will use recordings, then back to DeAlthough sponsored by Rosenregional
faves and, more recently, a
troit for a month, during which he networker. In fact. Potter, by actual folurh!s, a recbrd store, the program
will Record for KFVD.
record, was one of the first to skein is primarily a "good-will builder,"
with commercials limited to a bars
Unusual deal was made because his shows, beating the Whiteman- minimum.
A tie-in with the Record
the draw
CUECW refused; to release Chase out- Block-Dorsey exponents to Lee
early Mart provides for free disks to. those
when he preemed for Don
right. He has pulled capacity spon*
this year, concurrently also being whose selections are picked by the
sorship since CKLW hired him away
roulette
wheel. No catches, no en"networked" by BCA-Victor via
from WXYZ. But CKLW likewise transcriptions over scattered Coast try limericks; just a letter for a reasserted it did not want to refuse to stations. His theme is lots of music quest qualifies the entry for the enIf the number picked is
let Chase take the Coast offer be- and an earthy, unsophisticated man- tire week.
cause "we didn't want to stand in his ner that pays oft to the overall tune named on the roulette wheel selection, letter goes out to all who reof some $100,000 annually 'for him.
way."
For most of the nine years Potter quested that particular disk and they
sponDetroit
Chase's
of
Several
has held, the same show and sta- get free any recording of their
sors will back him on the-Coast
tion.
He did a two-year switch to choice; On^ popular pieces are
shows, too, such as Wurlitzer, Mu- KMPC. but for the same used car used.
Benefit of Omaha, Arthu* sponsor who backed him until fairly
Mail pull each week is well over
tual
Murray. Another Coast sponsor will recently. From this three-hour ipot 6,000 requests and hand-outs are
be the auto dealer, Mad Man Muntz, he has expanded to others, once faav. high. Each evening Wendell plays

beginning Feb.

—

Mood" (Teddy Wilson

what Joe Public

fault

principal

:

do but background Franklyn Mac
Cormack's poetic reading.
Only.
King perhaps could probably make a
combination of sides like this one

.

shift

'

here, to CKLW, Windsor, was lost. Hurst also thrice repeated
Can., just across the river, last May, birthday greetings to a listener.
started a scramble for top disk jockAside from- these correctable miseys that is only beginning to sub- takes, Hurst I light modulate more
side oh the Detroit air, will divide and read brief news items with a
easy
his time between KFVD, Hollywood, sounder sense of values. 'His.

WXYZ,

'

DAVK GABBOWAT

whose

Chase,

right of refusal of sponsors,
Potter is strong proof that music
is 70-80% of radio, for its the poo
music he dispenses that lUres 'em
to his over-simple, often corny but
commercially effective pitches for
backers.
He has a fine sense of

,

places.

Hurst's
fawiiliarity

all the warmth- and
fine
emotional nuance, associated
Mooii," with her style. "Easy'* also pa.cks an
(Victor).
Both ingratiating lilt of solid dimensions,
<'0|tIahoma City"
numbers malce righto setups for the making this disk boff Home fare for
combination but the one that will any outlet. Luther Henderson's backprobably do the job around the ground gives it all a strong lift.
nickelodeons and tickle' the listeners
Wayne King—"Traunierai," ^'DediIs '"0kjlahoma." It's corking .western
cation" (Victor), Sitrictly geared to
bedtime or Sunday' afternoon mood.
Hardly ^conceivable anyone will ob.
Favorite Five
ject to the; orchestra's adaptation of
(Following are the five fficordr
the Shubect tomposition^' *'Dedica.
ings which, this dtsfc Jocfcei;
tion"' is culled irom "Song of Love"
regords as his oll-time
top
film and leave the orchestra little to
Joworites.)

—"Lone

Tex Bencke

ing, Potter has given KFWB the too
percentage of sets in use hereabouts.
All of which combines to give him
considerable local weight and a

phone in requests during the broad- ng with ad lib and not too searching
cast and a tendency to give taverns trade patter which he delivers in an
I'm-one-of-you-all drawl,
free advertising .rides, It seems im- "Arkie"
portant that Hurst observe the line with identifications fore and aft. His
of demarcation between friendliness long, detailed and corivinoing comand intimacy. At one time it sound- mercials are a sponsor's dream come
ed as though he were trying to ar- true. So well does Potter know his
range a date with a girl caller. He public that he asks. for requests only

CKLW's Eddie Chase

"Harvest MoOn" can be written oil side, "Smoochie,'' which has held
a
as a mistake. Ray Bloch's back- top spot on Miss Home's p.a. repergrounds to "Mean" and "Dance" are toire, receives

,

WVDB

headed

'

KFWB

nightly.
Except for NBC-outlet. KPl's rat^

field

A

and

rehearsal was 50c. for adults
25c. for children.

Sat,

Albattv
pleasant voice, engaging personality, and mike poise are the
assets this newcomer brings to this
disk program, while a lack of mature
judgment constitutes the chief liabilHurst, whose only previous raity.
(a power
dio work was on
setup at Cornell U.) was handling
the midnight assignment only One
week when heard. Considering the
ability displayed on the basis of
such limited training, this guy seems

Microphone was set up near the
cdnductor so that the audience could
hear his coaching. Admission at the

.

Mon. tbxu

WOKO,

orchestra.

.

darbs:

Participating
60 Mims,; Vtm„

Fletcher said that, a rehearsal is more fun than the finished
concert, and that music lovers would
appreciate the finished prpduct more
Furif they attended a rehearsal.
ther, he believes attendance at the
rehearsal will build interest in the

Alan Dale—"I'll Hold Tou in My under its international label but it
Arms," "Ma, Dance With Me" (Sig- belongs in the jukes. The nickelnature). There's a wealth of prom- droppers will want to hear it time
ise in this vocalist. When relaxed and again.
and linked to the right song, he
Jackie Farls and His Trio—"Skypacks personality Vus, Dale may lark," "Your Bed Wagon" (M-G-M).
not be an outstanding voice but Paris' wail seems to have done well
there's plenty of verve, freshness and for him .at the Onyx Clubf N. Y„ but
Ukeability, He handles a ballad with from the loudspeaker it sounds more
feeling and rides a rhythm ditty curdling than cuddling.
"Wagon"
with an illusion of having, a good turns out a fairly clever piece, as
time. The jockeys and jukemen will compared to the sometime weird
find in "Dance" something to perk flights Paris takes on "Skylark."
'em up and they'll find "Mean to Instrumentally, the impression is suMe" ireleased with "Shine on Har- perior.
vest Moon" on the reverse side, full
Lena Horne—^'1 Feel So Smoochie,"
of crack melodizing and oomph. His "Take Love Easy"
(MGM). The top

.

'

.

Away"

»-

8.

NEAB YOU

4.

GOLDEN EABBINGS

Clatk' retains the. lyric's no^-

.

TOO-FAT POLKA
\.

:r

-Toir

9.

solid stuff. It also' cuts in Sonny
Burke for some lively licks of dan
sapation. Platter suggests best-seller

I

(Shaptro..B)
.

.

Da

(IS)

(8)

WISH

I

(Morris)

DIDN'T LOVE

YOU

>

SO FAB

(8)1

.

(Paramount)

(9)

.•

.

10.

^

....Columbio

;;

Dinah Shore ............Columbia
Margaret Whitinu
..Copitol

f
\

(Dtcfc Hai/mes

'""

Deceo

M-G-M

(Art Lund..........
[Betty Hutton

Monroe
! Perry Como...
Frank Sinatra,

(WiUlauson)

his "Johnny's
tainer.

Copitol
Victor

"""""XVaughn

'

.Columbia

Coming Up

Dorey injects plenty of sale
ability and personality into "Girl'
and fashions "Any One" into a bal
lad of marked acceptability whether
it be juke, jock or counter.
Tony
Pastor has also a version of "Girl'
out for Columbia.
tic)*

Slim Gaillard— "BOip Boip," "The
Bartender's Just Like a Mother"
(M-G-M).
Though "Boip" won't
Stand comparison as a popularity
builder as "Cement Mixer'' it will
probably please the Gaillard clien
tele, particularly around the jukes
Same outlook may be credited to
"Bartender." In either case it's not
Gaillard on the sharpest beat,

—

Irving Fields Orchestra "Guate.
mala," "Take Me In Your Arms"
(Victor).
Fields represents excep
tional talent in his special domain
will probably latch on

The jockeys
to the samba
ride

it

side,

"Guatemala," and

into the hit class.

(Morris)

i

i . . . .

is solid melocSic excitement
bolero rumba treatment of
"Take Me In Your Arms" is also a
pleasure. Victor has put this one out

Sammy Kaye ..............

'••••VJoStajyord..

I'LL

I (Miller)

DANCE AT WEDDING

.....

(Simon)

,

... ..........

.

,.
'

PASS PEACE PIPE

(Chappell) ..........

I
,

GENTLEMAN IS A DOPE (Williamson)
+ STANLBr STEAMEB (Warren)
'

(WilUanuon) .....

DONT TOU LOVE ME ANYMOBE
POPPA WON'T YOC DANCE
I

STILL GET JEALOUS

,

...

, , , , . , ,

i

..

(

Jo Stoford... ..,.4.
Jo Stafford. ., , ,i .

.

..

.

.

{Tony Martin.,.
Perry Como^.,
I Frank Sinatra

..

JWortin.

.Victor

Columbia

Art Lund

.

.....

Columbia
.Colwmbio

THOSE THINGS MONEY CAN'T BUY (Bobbins)
WHAT ABE YOC DOING NEW YEAB'S (Famous)
IFigrires in parentheses indicate

t»

number

MM «»««t«««»«4»« MM *44»-»-

««
I

'

(

,

of
t

,

.

........

'^"'^

in the

,,.

I

.Columbia

Capm

10.]

f «# 04

^

Coins Joins

MCA

Don Goins, formerly with the distribution deEjartment ot Columbia
Record.s, has joined the Music Corp.
of America band division in New

Decco

.M-G-M

'

Top

ropolitan broadcasting, as to give
"1280 Ranch" a definite aura of
charm. There's a warmth and sense
of intimacy, too, about his program
that will invite a tune-in again and
again.
Faulk doesn't get excited about
rubbing .shoulders with show biz
personalities, nor does he attempt
to project the usual element ol conceit: into his gab.
It's just folksy,
with a 100% Texas label, and youli
have to look far to duplicate it.
•
Kose.

'.

iCapitol

Clarfc-NoMc
Margaret Whiting.

weeks song has been

V,

.Victor
i

..« .

'

Decca]'

{pick Haymes

,

f

...... .Victor

ColUTObfa

1°"!' I^ombardo...
\Doris Day.
f Harry James.
..
( Three Suns.

(Morris)

(Simon)

.Copitol

f,. Victor

,

NAUGHTY ANGELINE

Vtefor

.Capitol

4

jockey trick of the season.
There's a distinctiveness and unusual flavor about Faulk's delivery
his word gymnastics that's so on
the beaten track, in terms of met-

and

.Victor

. . .

. , , . ; .

. . , , . .

Freddv

.

sus-

.

romp, and if you
don't think blase New Yorkers and
in the surrounding environs won't
take to the Sons of the Pioneers and
their prairie counterparts between
5 and 6 in the morning, take a gander at the mail puUi WOV can take
a boW for coming up with the neathillbilly

est disk

.,..eol«mbia

'IBuddy Clarke..
.

,

,

Dinah Shore..

Kay kyser.

j

(Oxford).

(Morris)

•

•

.Goiumbia

(

<
'

I

Clork-Noble
Tony Martin,

I

'

FELLOW NEEDS A GIBL

Victor

.

.Capitol

j FranWe Loine...,....8,.,Mercuri/
••••—\Perry Como,
.victor
(

The beat

and the rhythm is kept mounting
with an unusual precision and the
result

The

SEBENADE OF THE BELLS

TWO LOVES HAVE

Porch"

Front

Faulk's a natural for this crack-of-

dawn

.Victor

all directions.

Bay Dorey-^"Gotta Get a Girl,'
Any One" (Majes-

"I Never Loved

BANCH

With Johnny Faulk
90 Mln».; S-6:S0 •.nit
Participating
WOV, N..Y.
Johnny
early-morning
Faulk's
drawl is like a breath of fresh air
out of the Texas prairies projected
into the metropolitan area. Faulk,
in fact, had his radio origin in Texas
and his current "1280 Ranch'' diskspinning stanza is by way of CBS,
where a couple seasons back he was
spotted sustahiing coast-to-coast iit

Jl-ouis
.

"""

...*.v.i»..

(Sli»plri»-B) ..i.i;.

1280

......... Copitol
....... Coiumbia

Andrews Sisters
'.......Decco
Primo
..Victor
Andrews' Sis.-D. Kaye ....... Decca

\

'

.............v......

(BVC)

ANDMraiI(8)

"Best Things" figures as an ingratiating contrast in cadence and is also

in

».

(«)

'

•

CIVILIZATION

.Bullet
. Victor

.

liarrv

(

\

6.

........

.

Green
Peggy Lee
Dinah Shore
(Arthur Godfrey

(Paramonnt)

(8)

...

.

I

flavor delightfully and wraps
up in lots of heart and resonance,
Dinah Shore—"Best Things in Life
Are Free," "At the Candle Light
C»(e'^ (ColuMbia). For lyrical an)P

talgi(i

it

tonal .sensitivity "Candle Ught" is
probably Ihe finest thing Miss Shore
has cut in some time. It is quite
likely that her version of ttiis gypsy
air y^ill .be compared to Peggy Lee's
'^Golden Earrings."
Miss Shore's

Francis Craiff

f

»

MCA is currently stockmg its
music department with college gradGoins has had no previous
uates.
agency experience.

VeJueBday^ Pgie^ber 17, 1947

AH

obchesihas-mijsic

hobes Sidemen

AI Donahue Pacted
By Tune-Disk Firm

Complaints

Boston, Dec.

On

Rehearsal-Salary Violations

Omgresaoiial

Urges Drastic Action

and will get in as many sides
as possible before the Dec. 31 disking ban. Eight tunes are being cut

Hub

Maestro Stanuna;

weekly— so

as the
gone over are only for the purpose of supplementing existing li.

would get a wave

the

piecemeal

of protests from
style
of recorded

Gray, Pastor

111
storytelling, but the mail pulled by
tr'aries, .In ihe ev^nt a rehearsal is .Weeks' show has
convinced them,
Difficulties of working the- road,
called for the speqiflc purpose of otherwise, and it's being
continued.
which begin with long jumps be'familiarizing musicians in a band
tween dates and end with a lack of
with tunes to be .recorded, the union
rest due in many cases to frequent
demand that each man be
j rules
guest appearances on disk jockey
paid $13.75 per half-hour, the charge
shows, is wreaking havoc with many
to be borjie by the recording com•

work bans such
Federation

some time.
figured.

A

February

teeoCC

Mex Mu^cians

..

.i-

Lately, few if any bands under
to
recording companies
contract
liave been adding, new tunes, to libraries excepting those they expect
to .record before Dec. 31' to beat
the disking ban.
And it's claimed

which

.

i.

.

:

that very few leaders are observing
the pay regulation, which, in many
cases, applies to top bands also since
such leaders pay their men a flat
rate weekly for all tasks with the
exception of recording; which is
txtra.

BehMrsinr
most ihaestros do their

iMdIscriniliuitinr

As

^
'

a rule,

at this time.

since 1948
year.

.

Pay AFM: Kearns

AFM
-

.

Hay McKinley was warned last
•week by -'the AFM,to halt riehearsing
;lor his first HCA-Vlctor date (see
cepfiriBte story) between shows at
.the' Paramount this^tre, N- T„ un-

'

lesa

he paid the required rehearsal

:V!«!aIe.':

.

:

because in playing Iris,
house would keep its Mexican pitas a big brassy jazz band
such as Otis' has no counterpart in
Tamaleland, outfit would not be elbowing local ork out of employment.
The Sindicato's sudden swoopdown is believed prompted by fact
AFM last August let a typical orchestra from Mexico City journey all the
way to Stockton Fair, upstate, tiien
cracked- down and prevented the
initially

ASCAP-Radio
Renewal Stpied

men and

Unless the deadlock over the issue
coUectiona on network co-op
is
meanwhile broken, it
doesn't look as -though the radio in«listry, will have a renewal commitment from American Society Of Com- troupe's appearance,
posers, Authors and Publishers by
Many believe the Mex union's ac.the end Of this year.
tion is a means of supporting the
The network reps on broadcasters' AFM's forthcoming recording ban by
.committee have rejected ASCAP's barring discussed trips across the
demand that the webs pay the music border by AFM members to cut mashcense fee on all co-ops on the ters. The above events indicate the
•round that they have, no way Of de- Mex union's barring of AFM'ers has
termining the amount of money the nothing to do with Petrillo's disk
Of

shows

•

-

,

•timates get for selling such shows
locally.
The stations often make
deals in which the network
co-op
Jhow is just part of a package and
-they re inclined
to resent having to
report any local time figures
to the
network.

ban.

time being and put through

expressed themselves as puzzled by
ASCAP's stand over the issue since
the amount involved
could not be
more than $20,000 to $30,000 cither
way, compared to the
$6,000,000 collected annually from
radio.
Since the networks have told
AtiCAP they will refuse to put the
neat on their affiliates
with the view
«i leaving them
make their co-op
music fee paynients through the networks, the indications
are that uni^^^„''^SCAP backs down the entire
matter of renewal will remain a
stalemate for months— or ASCAP
resort to a test suit on whose
responsible for IJie co-op payments,

make

it

misdemeanor for
an employer to

a

business.

"To

\

,'

!

i

I

i

2?,'°.'''^.''^ ^i^y
illegal conspiracy,
in part in his statement: iti.^"
.
8?"ave problem today.'
predicted to the Honorable
^^Y^'^'
The right
to work must be protected.
A.
Jr.,

Kearns said
I

,

Fred
Hartley,
chairman, and
Subrcommittee further recomthe full Committee on Education and
mends that the Department of .^TusLabor, that Petrillo .will; go .thrpugh
with his threat to ban all reCbf'dirigs tice toe requested to consider whether
(Continued on page 63)
after Dec, 31, 1947," ICearhs said.
.

MfldoSet^

!

'

|

'

'

,

i

.

-

j

when he

As a means of

OUT SOON!

Valando

left.

settling

and

the

Como

Sit*

relin-

quished to Joy and Santly their 25^
pieces of the linn. At the same time^
the four partoers split up the sur-:
plus coin resting in Oxford coifjer*
as a result of the hit tuiies the ne-w
firm had published. This agreement
also involved the cancellation ol
Valando's contracts with both Ox-

The

42nd Anniversary Number

ford and .S-J.
Meanwhile, since leaving S-J,
Valando has been-busy establishing.
Laurel Music, which is incorporated
in the name of Jaclc Kafz, Como's

OF

attorney. This firm has beeii in ex*
istence for Several weeks and al"
'

Usual Adfertising rates prevail

Forms cltsiny shortly

,

wm

'"^^

'"^y '^".'on to license

:

grant to any persijn or firm
placed upon an 'unfair' list the right
of redress in Federal Court/
Forbid Work Stoppa|;e
"To forbid the officers of any
unions to call a work stoppage or
strike such as is threatened by
Pei-'wHo in the Recording industry
°" O*^*^- ^1. 1947, until after an.elec*
supervised by the National LaRelations Board, and an affirma^°''« favoring said
strikse or
stoppage of at least a majority
°'
employees in said plant or iSon legislation to make coin machines
subject to the copyright laws. Bill dustry.
"To provide safeguards and penwould have had them pay revenue
to the composers. Keai'ns went fur- alties to preventva' union and,' an emther and suggested that they should ployer from conspiring to <eyade the
of the Taft-Hartley
Act;.
pay gomethirig to the musicians to provisions
, ,
recovery of damages to
make up for the fund lost when the i^"^"^
""^
w^'^'^t^r who
Taft-Hartley law Outlawed the royal- ''"^
deprived
of his job or right to
ties
from the record companies,

-

lor the

Qongres-Sional leader-

a Presidenfia] election

I

in effect

'

the contract extension.
Members of
tne broadcasters'
committee have

is

band works. These schedules are
"The enactment of the Taft-ttartoften back-breaking, calling for ap- ley Law, which outlawed the collect-*
pearances in the wee hours after a ing of a royalty from the recording
job or in the early morning from coinpanies, is one of the main rea9 a.m. on. It's the- latter that hurt sons for his nniV'Ulingness to negomost since by the tinie a maestro tiate a pew contract with the comfinishes a dance date, eats, etc., it's panies. As I look at the picture, it
often four or five a.m. before he would seem that it could be possible
gets to bed. To get up again to be [for some ruling to be made whereby
Complications stemming from the
at a studio or store by nine, 10 or revenue could be derived from the
II a.m. means a complete loss of coin machine indu.'^try. This industry resignation weelts ago of Tommy
rest, since immediately after that is of large proportion and has been Valando as professional manager of
have been resolved,
the band might be moving to the continually a point of contention '-Santly- Joy
next date.
with Petrillo. It has made great Valando was a one-quartqr ownerj
This sort of routine is what con- profits by capitalizing on the playing with Perry Como, George Joy and
tributed to the physical breakdown of recordings made by AFM mem- Lester 'Santly, in Oxford Music, a.
S-J subsidiary. When Valando quit
by Stan Kenton last April and which bers.
forced him to quit his band in the
"I am informed that there are over S-J he retained this interest. Howmiddle of a one-nighter run to re- 450,000 juke boxes in the United ever, this was complicated by the
turn to his California home for sev- States with an annual income totaU fact that Valando was under cpnia:A# tiSi Oxford for 10 years and' linseral months to rest. And it's the ma- ing near $5QO,000iO8O.
"The significant issue here is that der contract to S-J for a similar
jor factor in the temporary retireperiod, agreements which were still
(Continued on pane 46)'
inent of Pastor and Gray.

unpflssible to

poking into their affiliates' private
pusiness and they have suggested
that ASCAP pass up this provision

'

tiatiou,

The webs see ASCAP's attitude as
meet since it involves

some-

"

'

doctor's certificate to
up his
illness plea. This was easily secured.
.One of the: Contributing factors to
the layoffs is the lagging b.o., and
that's not meant to indicate that
leaders are getting ill over a lack of
business.
It means that to play
ban is now a solid line on either picked spots where the chances of
side of the border.
doing a b.o. brodie are least, often
requires
long
jumps.
Forced to
Reg Mar.shaU agency here consequently has been told its booking of move by car or bus, neither leaders
Johnny Otis' 16-piece colored crew' nor their musicians get .much sblid
rest
while
on
the
road
.and,
in adinto Iris theatre, Mexico City, for'
stand starting Jan. l)J is off. Otis, dition, the former is called upon to
who incidentally opens at Meadow- guest for disk jocks and in record
stores
in
virtually
every
town
the
brook here Jan. 2, got the booking

.

I

I

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and space

reservations

NEW YORK

19

HOLLYWOOD

154 W. 4«»K

Sf.

Mil Yucca

28

St.

may be

i

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

1

3«0 N. Michigaa Ave.

LONDON, W.

C. 2

9

St. Martin'f Place
Ihiftilgar Sqeore
'

;

investigatinj!

for

The committee's report made these
recpmrnendations to Congress;
For the protection of the public
against the abuse of power by James
C. Petrillo and the AFM and other
labor leaders or labor unions which
may be tempted to emulate their exa'.r.pln,
sub-committee recommends
that legislation be enacted by the
Congress:
"To amend the Taft-Hartley Act
and other federal statutes so that
monopolistic
practices
by
labofi
""ions, which are injurious to the
Public interest, shall be forbidden,

Radio Should

"

.:

been

operations

ship has indicated that it will not
approve further labor crack-downs

is

CoinMachme^

rehearsing of new pop tunes to be
recorded
after
they
reach
the
recording studio, so that rehearsal
time is included in the $41.25 per
I'jnan three-hour disking sessions allowed' by the union (oyertinTe extra). That's the procedure during
normal times. Due to the rush to lay
ln<4t stockpile of masters before Dec.
31 many leaders are forced to rechief
to let Mexican units
"hearse wherever and whenever postour U. S. theatres, on grounds that
'•sible,- and this means that once they
such bookings knocked Yank tOotlera
get into a studio and begin cutting
out
of
jobs.
The
SindicatO's mild re"
they can finish tunes much faster
taliation stated that
men could
ancl can put more on. the shelf than
play in the country if they did not
otherwise.'
directly oust Mexican members. The
:

recording

as

months, Sub-Committee, headed by
Rep, .Carroll Kearns (R., Pa.), is not
likely to get the action it requested

This past Week two
more name maestroes-r-Glen Gray
and Tony Pastor— decided to disband temporarily and recover their
strength. Pa.stor quits Dec. 12, for
at least two weeks, and possibly
longer, entering a Hartford hospital.
Gray breaks up as of Friday (19)
for four to six weeks during whicli
Washin^tont Dec. 16,
he will get a checkup at Boston's
Hollywood, December 16.
The coin machine industry shouldLeahy Clinic v
Latest edict from Mexican musimake some return to musicians who
Prior to the moves of Pastor and
cians union received here bans all
make records, Hep. Carroll D. Kearns
Gray, Jimmy 'Dorsey had made up
(R., Pa.), chairman of the Labor
American Federation of Musicians' his mind to disband for a while,
posinvestigating James
members from working in Mexico.. sibly until next spring. His move sub-committee
rr -n_*.:i,j^.i....... ... C. Petrillo,
declared
in a statement
The Sindicato, as. the musician; was due also to physical exhaustion. Friday (19).
In all three cases the leaders inunion in .Mexico terms Itself has
While Kearns signed the report callvolved have been on constant road
ing for legislation and an anti-trust
called a complete halt to American
work, with only brief intervals on
probe to hobble the American Federmusicians trekking south of the location.
Gray has been ou't for al- ation of Musicians prexy, he declared
border to perform on Mexican soil. most
a- year, with time tiut last April
that the niusician.s deserved some
Previously American sidemen Were for a sitdown
in San Ftancisco. return
from the disk boxes and the
okayed providing they were not Neither Gray nor Dorsey,
however, radio -stations that
get big profits
working on a competitive basis with had the difficulty Pa.stor is experifrom the' work -o^ the musicians. His
Sindicatos members.
encing in -cancelling commitments.
position called to mind the fact that
The Mex union and the AFM have He finally sought the union's advice,
last spring the House Judiciary Combeen warring ever since the AFM and- the latter told him to secure a
mittee conducted extended hearings
refused
back

UiAFMTooim

Anifit'ican

has

Petrillo's

bandleaders.

UiBon Bars All

the

Musicians

an anti-trust investigation
of James Ci Petrillo's "taehopolistic
practices" Were i-BcommendBd last
Friday (19) by the House Labor
ConWnittee. Latter endorsed a "reiport by a special sub-eommitteei

-

spany.

of

bail, pltis

Hollywood, Deo. 16.
Virginia Maxey, former vocalist
with several name bands, has been
signed to a term deal by Columbia.
Pictures. Her initial film chore will
be the lead in ."Trails to Laredo," a
western-musical, which Jonie Taps
is helping cast.
Taps is also planning to begin casting bands and solo recording names
for "Make-Bel ieve-Ballroom," which
has been in the Columbia works for

Road Wrings Ont

session

Legislation

Maxey Signs

Col. Pictures Deal

'

,

Washington, Dec. 16,
to bar Industry-'tyid*

"

Virginia

'

i

vs. Petrillo,

But Electim Year Moves Unl&el^

by Donahue this week.
t(ntpn rulea.-are being widely violatClick for
Jockey Donahue
,fd dus to tlie Dec. 31 dislclng ban.
orchestra is at tlie Totem
Boston, Dec. 16.
.problem being posed for AFM execs
Ranny Weeks, ex-maestro now a Pole Ballroom, Auburndale, near
']f the charge that members of major
disk
jockey on station WCOP here, here*
'
and minor orchestras are being
is
using
an unu.sual gimmick nightly
aslced or forced by leaders to refor recording on lus disk shows to attract and
Jiearse new tunes
keep moppet listeners. He's using
without the proper remuneration
/demanded 'by APM regulations. And kid-album recordings in a manner
similar
to the serials made by film
the AFM- Is seelcing to- snag violators
producers. He'll take a four, six, or
ahd halt the practice by having deleeight-sided album and play one side
gates haunt rehearsal studios, etc.
a night until if s completed, then go
.Union regulations allow without on to another.:
'charge to the leader one rehearsal
WCOP officials at first feared they
long
tunes
'

Labw SHb-Cwnm.

16.

Al Donahue's orchestra has signed
a recording contract with Tune-Disk
Co.,

American Federation of Musicians +begun an investigation of complaiAtf from gideman members that Kid-Album Serials

'!ha«

43

ready has secured and had recordeda group of new tunes headed by
'Tell Me a Story." Valando has also
bought from the deactivated Stevens
Music the copyright of "There Must
Be a iWay" and has secured the copyright to "If You Had .All the MV*orld
and Its Gold."

London record

label,

produced

in

England and being distributed here
by British Decca, has set up distri*
[bution and sales points covering
611% ol the country.
;

I

I

44
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OnCllESTRAS-MUSIC

ASCi^ WouU Use Direct Aikertiser
Coirtact

^uld

Video Pact

^1

rates for its copyrighted
its cjcecutives already have
planned for contingencies. If ASCAP
cannot get together with station
joiusic,

RCA

heads over charges for the use of

.

video— and

by

inusic

there's

its

no

reason to expect they won't— ASCAP
jnay deal directly with advertisers
to finance video performances.
This attitude by ASCAP parallels
the intention of the American Federation of Musicians. Several weelcs
agO' AFM execs w«re pited as having,
said that if they cannot agree with
network and independent station
owners on rates for music before or
ioUowing the Jan. 31 expiration of
the existing radio-xniisic contraet,
and a stalemate results^ the AFM

Release Date

Action in banning "Pianissimo"
until Jan. 15 follows similar courses

taken by Shapiro-Bernstein with its
"Cousin liouella" and Broadcast
Music: on its "My Promise to You"
tune, both marketed too early by
RCA- Victor as recorded by Larry
Green. BMI's restriction, of course,
is through its own channels.
,

will endeavor to sell its wares dii
rectly to advertisers.

ASCAP

only recently began going

Blau Preps Report

On Foreign Music
Conditions for

talks with televisors.
These
agreements expire Dec. 31, 1948, and
ASCAP will soon seek to extend

rate

these representation rights to 1965.

music publishing^
companies (Witmark,
i c k
e
Harms, etc.), returned here^ from
Europe Wednesday (10) after threeand-a-half -month survey of conditions in the music- -field abroad.
Blau's trip was- made for the. purpose of determining the best course
for
to follow in foreign countries as- present partnership contracts run out at years end. Warner
Bros.'

subsidiary

m

R

Tommy Tucker Reorgs
Tommy Tucker, who gave up his
orchestra for an indefinite period
last fall because of his refusal to
continue road workj is reorganizing
His band for eight holiday onenighters and private parties' and he
may continue beyond them. Since
di|banding last fall, Tucker has been
.at his Asbury Park home concerning himself with operating an electric appliance store he owns.
Tucker's initial date will be a
Scomotion at Kane,

Christmas

Pa.,

»»*«»»

lay.

Songs

i

>
:

V.

WB

music

toppers

;;

wanted

to

know

W& Largest Ra£o Au^enee

The top'31 somgs of the week, based on tlic copyrighted Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio
Wetworkt. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr, John G.

A

Girl That

—And

I

Remember....

MimJ

5-11^ 1947.

...V.Williamson

..BMI

,.

Shapiro-B
.i......

...JeHerson

..

Best Things Are Free— f'Good News"*..

Crawford

Civilization

.Morris

Gentleman Is a Dope— »" Allegro".
.Williamson
Golden Earrings 'f"Golden Earrings"
.Paramount
Gonna Get a Girl.
.. ......Miller
How Lucky You Are
Maurice
How Soon
Supreme
...1
I SUU Get Jealous— '•"High Button Shoes"
Morris
I Wish I Didn't Love You So--t"Perils Pauline"
Paramount
ru Dance At Your Wedding
Simon
,
I'm Sorry I Didn't Say I'm Sorry
Mood
My, How Time Goes By
Chappell
Near You
Supreme
Pass the Peace Pipe— t"Good News"
... .Crawford
> Peggy O'Neil
.....Feist
Melrose
Serenade Of the Bells
Williamson
- So Far— "Allegro"
Warren
Stanley Steamer

—

'.

;

;

•

•

;

',

'.

;

;

.

•

Harms
...Marks

The

St«ra Will Rtmember
There'll Be Some Changes

Made, .............
Money Can't Buy
What Are You Doing New Year's Eve
Those Things

You Do^-rMother Wore
•

•

^'
'.

...

Robbins.

'

Whiffenpoof Song
White Christmas
Winter Wonderland
With a Hey and a Hi and a

Famous
Miller
Berlin

...............

BVC
Ho Ho Ho.

.Bourne

Tights" ...................

.BVC

the remaining 19 songs of the weeky based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index SurveH of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks, Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John
G. Peatmany Direcior
Almost Like Being In Love^'»"Brigadoon". .......... .Sam Fox
Christmas Dreaming
Leeds
The Christmas Song
Burke-VH
Don't You Love Me Anymore. ........
....Oxtord
.

Feudin'

And

Fightin'

.............

i.

...........

.

.

i

Chappell

...

The Freedom Train
Fun And Fancy Free— t "Fun And Fancy Free"
Hills of

Colorado

Berlin
Santly-Joy

.London

^

Remick

Happened In Hawaii
Kokomo, Ind.—t"Mother Wore Tights"
Be

It

.

Let's

.

BVC
C-P

Sweethearts Again

Mellin
Love Is So Terrific
Papa You Dance With Me— "High Button Shoes". .. .Morris
Feist
Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town
Bloom
Sipping Cider By the; Zuyder Zee.
Sinatra
They're Mine, They're Mine, They're Mihe
Shapiro-B.
Too Fat Polka ......
Miller
Two Loves Have I
......
i

What'UlDo.

.

:

Song Cinch

\

]

t^tlmusteal.

*Le(iit Musical.

Dec. 31 disking ban, apparently are

16,

.

42d Anniversary Number
Out Next Month

title,
and wanting to know if he masters to stand off a prolonged ban.
would publish it. Schwartz decided Many just cannot afford the expense
tliat with Breneman plugging the while others are deliberately taking:
tune with a estimated audience of it easy, meanwhile making plans to
3,000,000 "Breakfast In Holly-wood" bootleg disks following the fan.
listeners, he couldn't help but, at
Meanwhile, pre-ban disking by
least, get his money out.
major companies is fast reaching a
Schwartz bought the song and will crescendo. One top firm, for exam-,
publish
it through his Royal Music pie, recently completed four sessions
Hotly contested breach of contract
firm.
in one day, starting at 9 a.m^ and
suits brought by Diamond Records
ending somewhere around 3 a.m.
and its prexy; Irvin R. Gwirtz,
Others may not be duplicating that
against the firm's star platter artist,
virtual 24-hour schedule, but none it
McKinley Pacted
letting any grass grow where maspianist Jan August, continued anew
ters might be induced to spring up
last
week.
Plaintiffs
submitted
By Victor Despite
to add to the vast stockpile already
amended complaints, and in turn,
canned.
received answers and counterclaims
With Majestic As the Dec. 31 deadUne draws
from the defendant's attorney. While
the suits have not been filed, papers
Ray McKinley's orchestra last nearer, the soi't of rumors cited itl
have been served. August allegedly week signed with RCA-Vietor call- last week's Variety, concerning vari*'
broke the contracts last June.
ing for him to record for that com- ous' aspects of the ban or its possible
August concedes that on April 23, pany for two years with a one-year settlement prior to the deadline, ftow

Angust-Diainoiid

Batde Waxes Hot

Row

:

And Victor states that there faster. Latest last week 'was, to th(>
194ft, he entered into a three-year option.
effect that the American. Federation:
deal with Diamond and later inked a is no agreement with Majestic Recmanagement pact with Gwirtz. Ac^ ords whereby the masters to be of Musicians was preparing to alcording to papers submitted by the made by McKinley -hefore Jan. 1 low manufacturers to continue business-as-usual beyonu Jan. 1 and that
pianist's attorney, L G'ainsburg, to will be held in escrow until Ma-

the royalty-per-record deal now in
would be continued; that the
disk companies were going, to hold
the coin in escrow for the
untii
that portion of the Taft-Hartley act,
which forbids such funds to unions,
was revised and the
could
legally collect its due.
*hat rumor was wild and recording men easily defiated it by pointing
out that allowing the companies to
continue to record: after Dec. 31, witb
an escrow arrangement for the re*
sultant royalty fund, would meali,
that the diskers would' be operating
without a contract covering scale,
since the current one expires- Jan. 1,
That would mean the companies
could offer anything to musicians for

plaintiff's
legal battery,
the jestic's argument with the leader is
His first disk date lor
agreements are unenforceable inas- resolved.
much as neither of them were ever Victor will occur later this week' in
with the American Federation New York.
of Musicians.
McKinley only a fortnight ago was
Union by-laws specifically provide declared free of any contractual ties
with Majestic by the American Fedthat no contract with an AFM mem
Musicians,
On the
ber shall become effective unless it eration of
grounds that it held a second signed
is approved and filed with the union.
contract
with the leader which the
also
claimed that Gwirtz never
It's
received an AFM license or permit AFM would not allow to be .subfrom the union authorizing him to mitted as evidence during the arbiact as personal manager or agent. tration 'of the dispute, because the
Had the agreements been submitted pact had not been properly filed and
to the union, the answers contend, approved by the union, Majestic asthe pacts would have been disap- serted it would begin civil action
proved since they were "one-sided" against McKinley to force his al-

the

effect

AFM

filed

AFM

legiance to the second, or renewal,
to the artist.'
August, who built up a rep by vir- agreement. Meanwhile, it had Stated
that McKinley was being allowed to
tue of his waxing of "Miserlou" on
the Diamond label, asks dismissal of sign with Victor 'without interferthe suits and also seeks to recover ence subject to the arrangements
damages
$100,000
from the plain- for the masters to toe held in estiffs.
In addition he asks a declaratory judgment stating that the: docCab Calloway's orchestra will
uments are ineffective plus a permanent injunction against Gwirtz start an; ll-d»y run in the Rainbo
Room of the New Kenmore hotel,
from acting as :his agent
'

their services.

lur

Berlin

Stuart Seymour has resigned from
the Musical Entertaittmjpnt Agency.

With Seymour^s exit, MEA will
drop its band department and will
devote, itself exclusively to coktail

;

Albany, on

Gwirtz Settles Royalty Solt

Meanwhile a N. Y. supreme court
action
jointly
filed
by Colonial
Music and Harry Pox, Music Pub-

New

lishers Protective Assn.- trustee rep-

'

Year's Eve.

Bands

.

units.

BAVs

Hotel

at

Peer International Corp.,
Total
Week* VaHt
Coven
unpaid royalty coin from
Band
Hotel
Oil DKt*
rMyed
and Gwirtz has been Nat Brandwynne*. Waldorf (400; $2)
10
2,37S
24,550
settled out of court.
According to Charlie Spivak . . . Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) ......... 4
6,725
1,400
the plaintiffs' attorney, Arthur L. Sammy Kaye.-.. New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).....
..
7
1,450
11,550
Fishbein, Gwirtz recently settled the Johnny Plneappla. Lexington
.57
625
(300; $1-$1.50)
53,323
actions by agreeing to pay off monies Guy Lombardo.
. ;Roosevelt
(400; '$1-$1.50) .
22,279
2,125
due on Colonial's "Miserlou" and Stan Kenton. ... . Commodore (400; $1-$1.50). . ... . ..
1,350
5,176
8
Peer's "Babolou" in a series of instalJtforcos ot Woldor/,
ment payments. He's already paid off
about half of the undisclosed outChicajEO
standing sum, Fishbein said.
Jose .Melis (College Inn, Sherman, 700; $2-$3.50'min.). Business down beAugust signs With Mercury
cause of season's heaviest snowfall, Mel-Torm? exits in favor of Nellie
Lutcher Friday (19). Still hi» 5,000.
Chicago, Dec. 16.
Ray Morton (Mayfair Boom, Blackstone, 800; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Myrus
Jan August last week signed with
Mercury Records here after: Amer- and Jane Dulo opened Friday (12). New two-week policy keeping tabs
ican Federation of Musicians called high at 2,200.
George Olscn (Marine Room, .Edgewater Beadh, 700; $1.50-$2.5O min.).
his old contract with Diamond Records null and void, AFM said that Far Northside room suffered with transportation stymied because of snows.
double contract with Irving Gwirtz Coasting with 3,100.
'Orrin Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3;50 min.-$l cover). Autoas personal manager and also as
head of Diamond was against union motive cbnvensh perked covers to good 3,200.
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550; $2.50 min.-$l cover).
by-laws. Augu.st has made no disks
Holiday slump taking effect here, too; fair 3,100.
in the last eight monthSi,
resenting

to recover

.

Diamond

.

.

De

.

"

August was reported to have
planned to make masters for his own
use, which he would have held pending clarification of his Gwirtz deal.
Mercury will cut "Miserlou" as one
of 24. sides in New York. It was his
biggest

Diamond

hiti

Los Angelen

tioH.

»

LocatiiDU Jobs,

•:,:•:.
'

Hollywood, Deo. 18.
Rudolph Polk, Enterprise musical
director; Ervine Drake and Jimmy
Shirl are clefTing a pop tune based
upon thematic material from the
"So Thi.<i Is New York" film score by
Dimitri Tiomkin.
Tune will be released coincident
with the national release of the
starrer.^

,

Freddy Martin (Amba.ssador; 900; $1.50-$2). Weak 2,100 tabs. Xmas
stronger at b.o.
Jan- Garber (Biltmore; 900; $1-.$1.50). Small 1,900 covers;- same opposi>

Prep Pop Tune to Plug
Morgan's Enterprise Film

Henry Morgan
',

to Sell

Hollywood, Dec.
making more noise than disks. Music
Song title, "Let's Have Breakfast publishers assert that, according- t(>
In Hollywood" was worth $2,500' to their song-licensing files;' the indies
Art Schwartz even before listening that are not < already in financial
to tiie ballad. Schwartz received a trouble, hence unable to do much
call from Tom Breneman informing pre-ban cutting^ are still not recordhim that Arthur Johnson had cleffed ing at anywhere near tlie pace that
a song using his radio program's might be expected to pile up enough

forlhcomiiif

and "unfair

\

have been cited as -working com-?
paratively as hard as the majors in:
stocking up with masters against tho

Title

.

......

Ballerina

;

<

whether to renew current application with foreign pubs or if it would
be wiser to open their own offices
in foreign areas.
Blau will submit his findings this
week and a decision is expected
shortly.

'.'Ptatmm,. Director.
Survey Week of December
A Fellow Needs a Girl— ""Allegro"
*

WB

Hollywood', Dec: 16.
Vic Blau, Coast head of Warner

Show

'BriKikfast'

la

.

had agreements with its publisher
members to represent the latter in

Not Recwdiiig As

Minor disk manufacturers, which

Frankenstein*'

Santly-Joy has placed a restriction on the performance of the tune,
"Pianissimo," through the American
Society of Composers, Authors and'
{ublishers, as a means of heading
off the pre-release date of Perry
Como's recording of it by RCAVictor.
Restriction is effective on
both live and disked performances
of the song, published by Oxford
Music, S-J subsid.

into the music-video situation on a
fuller scale^ ,For two years it has

In^

Much as Expected to Beat Deadline

"CaU Ma

Although the American Society oftComposeM, Authors and Publishers
Santly-Joy Restricts
as^et has had'no talks with network
or individual station owners over
television

NGnor

Frank Loesser

43

1

;

|

i

'

J

in Hotels
.

.

::•,•„

equalled 16,000.
Phil Levant cBlackhawk;,500; $2.50 min.). Harvest Moon Festival win^
ners joined show for one week. Okay 2,000.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 mig.). Horace MoMahon joined

Lenny Kent; up to 3,200.
Lawrence Welk (Trianon;

$1-$1.25 adm.).

Still

bright 16,400.

Los Angeles

Drake and

Shitl performed a similar chore for
"Arch of Triumph."

Not

iShtcago)

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 550; $3.50 min.). Paul Draper, Dean Maj^Jin
and .Jerry Lewis doing town's best biz. Hot 5,900.
Eddy Howard (Aragon; $l-r$M5 adm,). Weather, plus pre-Christmas sag,

Elliot

takers.

Lawrenca (Palladium

B.,

Hollywood, 4th wk.).

Woeful

6,200

:

4
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Vednegday, Decemben' 17, I947
'Jazz' Unit's 2d Film
"JacE At the Phllhitrmonic" unit

Selbs

Best British Sheet

Will do another film short for Gj on
Mill in New York tomorrow (Thursday). Buddy Rich, Charlie Parker,
"Flip" Phillips, Howard McGhee, J.

CWeek ending Dec. A)
,

!!

Apple Blossom Wedding
Now is the Hour
Sorrento

.

.

•

.

.

'

LondoA> pec.

.

.

My

Heart

,

'

,

(3m

;.. Maurice

Donegal

;[

Garden in the Rain

My

, . .

SPA-MPPAMove

Kassner
Ascherberg

Bells

Peg O'

••

Desire

.

.Feldman

Second 12
How Are

Ghappell
Things in Glocca MoJrai
Christmas Dreanjing ......... ...,.».,.i........<..Leeds
Cinephonic
Lovely World and You
F. D. & H.
All Of Me
F. D. & H.
Guilty
....... . . . ... ..... Feldman
South America
... . ; . . . .
.
Berlin
Girl That I Marry. ................. i
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..,;.-...Chappell

Feudin' and Fightin'

Anniversary Song
Chi-Ba-Ba
Coffee
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They Say

4

Its
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Connelly
..........Sun
'Southern

'

.Berlin

Wonderful...
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to Pact

Songwriters Protective Assn.: and
the
Music Publishers Protective
Assn. came closer last week (12) to
a fipal decision on the terms of a
new contract. Latest of the 14
inonths of meetings between the two
factions saw the publishers give in
to the request of writers that foreign
copyright periods be restricted to
28-years' instead of the heretofore
SO-years beyond the death of the
writers of songs.
This was the only one of main
sources of argument to be settled.
It means that when a writer places;
a song with a U. S. publisher the
granting of foreign publication rights
by "the former will be made to almost coincide first with U. "S. copyright period, and that if and when
the writer subsequently shifts the
'

Thornhill to Play Tampa's
Gasparilla CoronatiQii Ball

L Dreyfus, Irwin Dash,
Reg Connetty
Heavy

complement

music

publishers

York

Monday

tiauretania.

'

arrived
(15)

in U. S.

of

British,

in

aboard

New
the

Louis Dreyfus, chair-

&

Cbappell
Co., came in on
-his first U. $. trip since ,last Febittan of

ruary.

Also arriving were Reg. Connelly
(Campbell, Connelly)
and Irwin
Dash. Both will be here six weeks.
Dreyfus will stay about a 'month.

Dash

is

seeing his two granddaugh-

renewal to another pub he can also
Tampa, Dec. 16.
bring to the latter the foreign rights,
Annual ''piraf^^^ invasionj" held thereby increasing the value of the
here evej^y l*^rii#ry with the excep- renewal.
,
tion <if the WHii^^^^
One other item virtually conThornhill's orchestral fctr the Gas- cluded, but not formally settled is
parilla Coronation Ball, schei^ul^d the length of the new contract. It's
for Feb. lOj 1948, Same event used expected that it will be written for
Sammy Kaye last year.
10 years as against the current sevenFestival; which lasts for five days, year deal, which expired last Dec.
drew some 500,000 spectators last 31, but which has been renewed
year to gander- some 60 ftoats and 35 monthly ever since, while negotiaban(]s :in a monster parade. iGoirona' tions for the new deal were protion Bali climilxes the iFlpriida social gressing..
season.
Visiting "royalty" at the
Angle of the writer's participation
forthcoming pageant- will he; Kliig inj:he payment of charges to Harry
and Queen of the |Ietoph« COttori Fox, MPPA general manager, for
Carnival, Hugh .Dixon and Betty the collection of mechanical royalCrump.,
ties has not been settled.
.

.

and bustle of cutting to

l^eat

the ban.

Columbia Records has changed lis approach to the disk jockey exploita<
tion of its releases; Whereas It fohnerly Shipped pressings direct from
Its
factories to platter spinners,- th« latter now Will be serviced' by local distributors, with disks and promotion matter supplied by the company,
Columbia feels this method assures a personal contact angle neglected iii
the factory-to-iock approach.

Columbia's exploitation move coincides with the launching of 144 local
disk-program commercial periods on stations throughout the country—.
plugging Columbia material, of course. This course by Columbia supplements the transcribed Columbia Workshop program m.c.d by WOV, N. Y,,
jock Fred Robbins. This show> as with the local program, is tied in
with Columbia's "Hit-of-the-Weel^" promotion run in conjunction with
the Old Gold radio cohaimercial (CBS).
Capitol Records found' itself in a bad position recently in. New York in
endeavoring to add to its stockpile of masters by artists working in the
east. It couldn't use the Pathe Studios, which it leases on an annual basis,
for an 11-day period, setting back its recording plans for that period or
time.
Pathe's contract with Capitol calls for the latter to have complete control over the studios, and it can even lease them out to other companies.
]^t a clause in the agreement gives Pathe the right to move into the
studios at any time it requires their use for its own endsi This is what
occurred a fortnight ago, and the band of Stan Kenton, now playing the
Commodore hotel, N. Y. Nellie Lutcher, who was then in N. Y., King Cole
Trio and others were prevented from cutting on schedule.

.

;

ters for the first time, both' born
while he was abroad,'

It is pointed out that the recording being made during the
broadcast-I
"Slap Her Down Again, Paw"—would In all likelihood receive added
sales
Impetus due to the wish Of listoiers to own a disking they heard beinn
made. However, there's always the angle that Columbia wanted to brina
home to the public the recording ban scheduled for Dec, 31 by the American Federation of Musicians. "People" script called for mention
of the

hustle

Connelly

,

Humes makd up

Ricordi

Dash.
..Yale

,

Johnson and Helen
the group.

Dash
Maurice

Love

Danger Ahead

Bow

5.

Connelly
K. Prowse

Make Up For Everything

I'll

'

.

,

•..».,

Old Mill

Little

first Love, Last
•

,

Inade Orchestras-Mnac
Columbia Records worked an unusual stunt in collaboration with tho
the People" radio show (CBS) broftdfcast last night (Tuesday)
Ai
part of the commercial airing, a hookup was arranged which gave listener*
an insight into what goes on in a recording studio during a cutting ses
sion.
Arthur Godfrey, disking for Columbia at Leiderkranz Hall, N y"
was cut into the program; date was presided over by Manie Sachs Co*
lumbia artists and repertoire head, and; musical directoif Mitcb Ayres
Columbia's idea in arranging the stunt was strictly one of exploitation

"We

;

>

RCA- Victor is releasing for the third time Dinah Shore's version ot
"Pass the Peace Pipe," 6nly this time it will be coupled with her "Yes,
Darling ^Daughter," the tune which began Iter success. Sevefal years
ago the company started to release it when she worked for that label and
was prevented from doiiig so by the publisher, who expected it to be used
in a Metro film. Finallyi-it was inserted in the fllmization of "Good News"
(it was in the original musical) and RCA rescheduled it though Miss Shore
It was marketed along writh a Beryl Davis ,(RCA)
is now with Columbia.
version of the tune, backed by something else. Victor withdrew the disk
a few weelcs ago and is now reissuing it backed by Miss Shore's "Daughter"

My

hit.

•

Mills Music couldn't wait for disk manufacturers to get platters o£ two
new songs out so they sent demonstration disks,inptead to disk jockeys.

Two
Lew

dittiel',

"Cucamonga" and "CaUfornia Waltz" are by Larry Shay and

Holtzer, and the demonstration platters used by Shay and Holtzer
to show the songs to publishers, made by the Mello-Larks, (were deemed
so good by Mills that the firm had extra pressings made and sent out to
disk jocks throughout the country.
.

Preston' is probably the only professional musi"Ten-year-old drummei? has made several video
appearances With his skins and all because he's too young to become a
member of the American Federation Of Musicians, and therefore does not
come under tl?e video restriction laws set up by the union.
Preston was recently given special perm.ission by James C. Petrillo to
band.
play vaude dates with an

Drummer prodigy Joey
cian known to television.

AFM

is One of the more precise maestroes in so far as recording
concerned. He rarely consumes less than six hours making a maximum
of four sides. Last Week he and his band worked seven and a half hours
cutting three tunes. On this date, incidentally, Kenton added to his own
rhythm section, which consists of drums, bass, guitar, piano, bongo and
maracas, by inserting the rhythm group of Machito's Latin crew.

Stan Kenton

is

Rep. Kearns
;

Continued from page 43

the 450,000 juke boxes, as well as
the over 1,000 radio stations^ in
America, may play the recordings
that are now made, most of which
are labeled 'for home use only.' I
understand that they are within the
law because the Copyright Law,
which was written and passed in
1909, does not prohibit recordings
being used iot compiercial purposes
even though they are labeled -for
.

home use
'I

think

only.'
it is

only fair that Con-

gress consider ttiis recording problem in all seriousness. First, we must

consider the radio stations through-^
out our nation which form a great
and profitable industry, giving employment to thousands of people.
Their very existence depends upon
recordings
without music recordings they would lose their listening
audiences and go out of business.
The same can be said for the coin
machine industry, yet their development and flourishing existence has
also been the outgrowth of recordings labeled 'for home use only,'
'The 80th Congress has felt that

—

we need
polistic

legislation to

curb mono-

tendencies of labor leaders.

The

legislation should in no way be
harmful to the members of unions."

Henry Spitzer, general 'manager
Edwin H. Morris 'miislio publishing group, to' Coast the end of this'
month for conferences with Morris,
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DON'T YOU

LOVE ME

ANYMORE

of

who
east.

did not

make

usual

Xmas

trip

OXFORD MUSIC
1619

B'niray,
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York
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FRANK PALUMBO'S
THE

VAUGHN MONROE SHOW
On

th* Ajr for

CAMEL CIGAREHES
^:30-10:00 P.M. 1ST
Every Saturday

CB$ COAST to COAST
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48

VednegJay, 'DecciMW It, I947
Diskers' Dream: Pitt's

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

ingOealWi

Surwey 0/
sellers,

week due

11

retail

a

cities,-

/or, this

rotinfli

i

last wee/c^

J.-r

which Is. some, doubling.
Kenton will open at Meadowbrook
next. Monday
playing that
(22),
night and the following one- (23). On

Wednesday (24) he opens at the Par
and won't work the Jersey spot that
evening because the spot

is

wk.

wk.

I

1

FKANCIS CRAIG
S

2

work from 11 p.tft-, until 2 a.m.
For Friday and Saturday (26-27)
Frank Dailey, Meadowbrook operator, has let Kenton out entirely.
To fill in while Kenton is at the
Par and on the nights he won't
will bring in- Att
jvofk,, ©ailey
Modney's orchestra a week oit so be-

3

3

it

was

originally

night,' alternating with Kenton. Getting Mooney to
come in early was another tussle
since he bad to he cancelled ont^l
Pa.,'

7

12

8

u

9

13

week some time ago

to Dec. 31.

Two

'

Cheryl Crawford will produce
"Dish." She also did "Brigadoon."
Though the show is not as yet scheduled for rehearsal, Chappell is spot..ting the tunes for xecordine against
the Dec. 31 disk ban.
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SAMMY KAYE

(Victor)

LOUIS PRIMA

(Victor)

tative of local

distributors for the

their product exclusively during the
allotted segments.

Each company is given a half hour
and the competition's, plenty keen.
Boys are concentrating on prereleases before they're put on sale.
Eight distribs have been lined up

and every eightR week one dealer is
..order to accommodate them

out in

seven periods available.

all in the

Time, doesn't cost the record boy?
anything,
figuring the session
is somewhat the counterpart o£
a
newspaper's disk column. There's a
contest gimmick in progress, with
best letters written on "why I like
the show" getting a Hit Kit made up
of a leading platter from each of
the distribs on the show. RCA*
Victor thought so much of the possibilities they sent
two men out

WPGH

New York

their

handle their

office

to

half-hour.

first

show has commerpossibilities but what the stawill do with the company jocks

IS

tion
re compensation,

»3

prog Arh be peddled hasn't been
ured out yet.

8

should

etc.,

the
fig-
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MAY PACT RADIO

HEIDT

AMS FOR
When Horace

HIS

TOUR

Heidt op^ns at the

Capitol theatre,' N, Y., ,Feb.

4

'

..u

.

M.

10

M

9

« «

band may have eight or
entertainers^

and

talists

ttistta tiie

9,

i>ine

his

more

18 iiisti^umen-

six- singers .original con-

tract calls fon.

Heidt

may ^lick
up
a

the additional personnel as- 'result
of his current Philip Morrii; radio

n,'

NBC

show on

(Capitol)

"Pass Th)»t Peace Pipe".

Albums

JUL.

m

'

P.-

.

maRKsabet whiting

FIVE TOP

-IL...-U

U

.

.

•»..

7
17

tf

(Coluttibia)
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15C

«•

6
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.•
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GENE AU,TBY

15B

T

(Capitol)

"Here Comes Santa'^ .,

14.

Saturday afternoon, with represen,

cial

-U..

.U.

6

...

. .

tm

'Civilization"

13C

it's

major disk companies acting as their
own jockeys and naturally plugging,

(Decca)

"Atad Mlml",...,

^13B

industry,

(Capitol)

(Decca)
Didn't Love

HAYMES

•

hearts of the

platter

Station feels

8

(MajesUc)

"CMHxation^^

warming the

that's

Pittsburgh

IG.

WPGH,
new program

station,

called ."Di^H Dealers," and runs
for
threa hours and 18 minutes every

from

T

6,

..'

JAjOK d'TCENS (Tower)

BAY McKiNLEY

Be Own Jocks

n«west

.

1

(Columbia)

11

'

;

Jt

.

I

I

(Capitol)

PICK HAYMES

Chappell Music will handle the
score of the forthcoming '^Dish for
the Gods" legit musical, written by
Kurt Weill and Alan -Jay Lerrier.
There were two claimants to the
music due to Weill's long association with the Eireyfus group anBT
Lerner's association with Sam Fox,
who published his "Brigadoon" Vore,
written with Frederick Loewe, Fox
consented to Weill's turning th*
tunes over to Chappell.

o

'

S

13A,

WElil-LERNER SCORE

2

10

12B

CHAPPELL TO HANDLE

4

iit-

'

i.

iCapitol)

"Serepade to the

weeks ago the theatre

sought to
move his opening up to Dec. 24; eresiting the above snarL

o

1a

SIS.-D. KAftfi (t>0cca)

BING CROSBY
.

i

(Decca)

jo STAFFORD

drawing

$8,500 flat at
the Par, incidentally. He had originally been booked by the house to
open Jan. 6. This was moved up one
is

4
5

three-day theatre

date.

Kenton

5

6

r

•1

i

1

(Bullet)

7

PEGGY liEE
'

1

2

9

ANDREWS

H.

a
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sbheduled.

Mooney opens Xmas

a Heading,
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Artist, Label, Title

VAUGHN MONROE

has agreed to get him ojGE stage by
10;15 p.m., and rush to Meadowhrook

CO

fl

V
0
w.

W
e

Dec. 13th

always

,.

'

Bating

:o.

.

J::: :'e''

a

This Last

However, on
closed Xmas. Eve.
Thursday and Friday (25-26) he'll
do his last show at. the Far, which

^«

1

a,

;«

I-:

Week Ending

.National
'

<o

1
1

and showino com-

parative soles

aud

CO

.

Town's

S

•i-t

stores in

leodi'ttci

to

Pittsburgh, Dec.

hest

disfc

based on reports pb-

toiwed Jroni

ing snarl which called _f or the out'
fit to be in two places at once. K,entoti will double between the Parathe

mount theatre, N. Y., and
Meadowbrook, Cedar. Grove,

Allows Distrib

Reps
co.y

rf«S..

t6 the inabftWy
of Crfeneral Artists to resolve a book'-

Ch.ristmas

WPGH

Meadowbrook

Par,

Stan Kenton's orchestra will go
through an unusual "dpubling" deal

which

utilizes

ama-

teur talent- Winners of weekly contests are given $250, but if entrant
shows exceptional ability Heidt will
pact the newcomer for his.iown crew.

• •

f

Heidt started ' 'the prog'ram two
weeks ago in 'Fresno, CaU, 'and is
working his way east. Heidt antici'

"XMAS CAROIS" "GOES TO TOWN"
Biitrt

Cr»(by

.

Decca'

Dorothy Shay
'

ColumhML;

AL JOISON
Album No. 2
Decca

"BEFORE XMAS"
Frod Waring

Orig. CatI

Decca

Victor

Betty Button

AUEORO

RCA Deal

Cancelled in Dispute
Hollywood, Dec. 18.
Betty Hutton's recent skip back to
,

RCA -Victor

Worn

pates that his basic band will be increased by the time he ttits New
York for his first. firoad way date in
several years.
Heidt's feeling Is that he's going

out to discover new talent, instead
of having newcomers look for a discoverer.

Capitol, after hav<

once before moved from Cap to
and back again. Is again off.
Victor executives assertedly had so
much trouble -with miss Hutton t>ver
assignment of^tunes, .okaying of arrangements and instrumental ac>
compEthiment that the two principals
mutually agreed to cancel the new
contract, signed only recently.
Since Miss Hutton had previously
freed herself from Capitol, she's not
now tied to any recording outfit.
ing.

RCA

Wizell Quits

h

new

spot.

Irwin

Garr

Tax on ASCAP Monies

year of 1944.

Composers

were

relieved

,when

they found that Britain had not deducted the t^ireatened 55% for income tax. U. S. did not deduct income tax on remittahces to the British
composers,
and this caused
Briton to forego collection, it's be*-,

WALDORF ASTORIA

New York

lieved.

Personal

BOOKING

—

^MCA

Record

"GOLDEN EARRINGS"

Mgt: ARTHUR MICHAUD

EDDIE GREENE
RECORDING-

ing friends that his current trek
east from the Coast on one-nighters,
location and theatres dates will be

time around

-MGM

attitude

—at
is

least for a
said to be

based on road b.o. conditions.
Barnet owns a home in the Hollywood area and will head there Soon
after he finishes the Strand date.

a

into

WANTED
Hit songs by Bert Williams,
thing

Gonna Get SomeYou Don't Expect,"

"Th*

Phronelogist

"Your

Coon,"

"Whot Have You?"

WILLIAM MOORE
2030 Park Ave,
Detroit 26. Mich.

while.. His

MGM

moved

Barnet's Hiatus
Charlie Barnet, now at the Strand
theatre, New York, has been assur-

his last

FIRST

was

Famous.

Skips Threatened

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers members last
week received checks from the British Performing Rights Society for the

THRILLING NEW$! Just Compkted 10 WEEKS at

Songs

Murray Wizell resigned as pro*
Sessional manager of Famous Music
last week in New York following a
dispute over songs- assigned to the
firm. He has not so far revealed a
Wizell's .spot at

BPRS

Famous

Row Over

Alan McPalge TrW, which started
two-week run at the Warwick

hotel,

New

weeks

ago,

York, Raleijfh Room, 13
had its option picked up
for another four 'weeks.

VICTOR

LOMBARDO
and His Orchestra
GHrreeriy

ROOSEVELT HOTEL

New Orleans

.

.

«hwMlty» Pwamfew'

ORCHESTRAS-MIISIC

so

Hard

»

.

to Convince

Fifai

LA,

Cops That Barnet

RETAIL

Is

SlffiET

BEST SELLEBS

17, 1947

Ww

Eased on

Biz Pbuineiil Around

I

Not Bum-Check Passer
HoUy wood, Dec.' 16.
Last week, shortly before Charlie
Barnet's band opened at. the Strand
theatre, New York, the police collared a man here who for ^severtJ;
weelcs ihas left a trail of .rubber
checks oy*¥ Barnet's name, fiiiovit a
dQ?en of the pneumatic papers were
scattered, ai-ound beadh- resort Sreas
south of Kere, in Newport- Harbor,
Balboa and Ansheim.
-What confounded those who fell
for. the fraud was'Ifact- the bouncer
bears a striking resemblance to Barnet and, further, tootled clarinet and
saxophone. He also osirried' billfold
identification .^n^l old Music Corp. of

.

Survey of
salei,

*hc«t

retail

based on report* oMaiwed

from leadtnjf store* in 11 ;citie».
and shovaing comparative $a(ec
thU ftnd Icuit wiek.

9,

,

rating iof

Week Endiag

NatfoDMi

m

1

1

5

2

3

2

::X\.

8

onstration of sax virtuosity was displayed, usually in a bar. Before "the

2

10

2

i

4

6

5

.7

6

4

7A

5

"How

Supreme.'... 9

Soon"...,

5

1

6

3

6

.

i

1

1

3

,2--.

0

S

3

»

9

7

a.

«

»

10
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LARRY BARNET MAY
TAKE 6 MOS. HIATUS

I

N
T

'J

1

matter was capped by the' cops grabbinir the phony, Barnet's manager,
Arthur Michaud, ironically had to go
to great lengths to prove that Barnet
was back east and, during the height
of the fraud, actually playing at the
Apollo theatre, N. Y.

P

O

'O

Publisher

Title

3

Invariably, before at-

to pass a check,

bers.

CO

w

Dec. 13th
wk.

wk.

li

-3

Xhis Last

16,

Studia is negotiating with 7. B.
Harms, Shapiro-Bernstein and Uhtr
publishers for sci^n Tights to a"
series of Green's outstanding num-

,

T

CO

a

Ww

some dem-

tempting

V

M

America coijttacts. which evidently
at one time had been possessed by
the- batoiieer.

:0.
rO)'

•

Hollywood, Dac.

Tupes authoiTfa )jy Johnny Green
will be strung tofethar by Enterprise
to mak* « Stan built around the mu.
sic publlshlikg business, It's tentatively fitlad "Out of Nowhere," on«:
of hio Nst 'knowh^ songs.-

•mttric

Hollywood, Dec, 16.
Larry Barnet, head of Music Corp.
of AmericH's band division, is dua
to be discharged today (Wednesday)

72

1

6D

3
2

4B
41

5

98

10

from Flowar hospital. New York,
.and litimedlately htads tor his home
here. He will thereafter go to a
desert resort-^posilbly Death Valley
—and -will b« ojit ol action anywhere from pne to iijx. monthii to
ivcovec tram tht touch of pneUmonta which floored him hi N. Y, It
was hia t/feobi joust with the ailment and docfor* Ji«v« warne^l hhn
to take a complete rest.
iMeanwhile, John Dugan, head of
MCA's theatre department, will substitute for Barnet, subject to tha
supervision of president Lew Was,
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TOUGH TO GET BUYER
FOR BARTON CATALOG

lOB

Barton- Music company's future
position is vague. Operators of the
firm, Ben Barton and Hank Sanicola
(with Frank. Sinatra holdiilg the
other third), cannot find a buyer for
the catalog. Both ar« now on the
Co^st making iuriher i^rts to 4d>

13

"Pellow. Needs

a

Girl*'.

.Williamson.

7

:'

4;.

22
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Dance at WedfUny".SimoA

<TI1

serman.
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14

15

22

116
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10
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L01t REELECTEl^
Butch Stone combo has switched

from -Majestic label to Modern...
available for creditors.
Sale price of fhe catalog is^id to Mack Martin left Barton Music after
cutting
have come down to a .piiropositlon of •four years. Mark
$10,000 in cash split between Barton two more sides, for Coast Kecords
and Sanicola, in addition to whatever with Lorry Raine on vocal. .-.Peggy
Sinatra wijf^tvmiit.forliisidece.
•licie and^ Dave Barbour have written
five taaei, "Could You Love Somebody Like Me," "Take « Little Tin»e
Ftcilvra tkcM Miifi- fw
To Smile," "Confusion Says," "LulCHRISTMAS . . . >
laby to, a Wee One" -and 'Sfs Nice To
Be Small" for Qeorge T-aVs feature
KISSES POR O^iarSTMAS

made

.

Wamow

.

'

AIM HEAD FOR

Od

K.€.

the Upbeat

New York

lOTflYr.

will

be

weU

as

band problem.

Unh for Mus-Art

Dallas

leviMe Utejbr situation.- Meanwhite,
th& firm Jis hM.ViJy' jn debt, with no
ImtdediaW Iik»fflii»>d of issh being

means Dugan

It

Covering, theatre dating as

Charles lucci, secretary-treasurer
of Nevt York local 802 of the AmerFrank K. Lott
ican Federation of Musicians, cot
president of the Kansas City Musi- into
N. Y. Post's "Insid* X<aboj("
cians Assn. last week. It's the 10th column
hy Victor Riesel, «x]^ittinc
straight year for Lott as head of the
the union's position in the forthlocal ^branch of the American Fedcoming disk ban . . . Jean liaylor
•eratio* of Musicians. Other officers:
joined Count Basie orchestra as
Alvin
Stephens,
vice - president; vocalist .
Mickey Goldsen bought
Bruce Thomas, treasurer; Keil Mc- tune "Robin's Nest," by Illinois Jac*

Kansas

City, Dec, 16,
was re-elected'

Mus-Art agency, which last week
added a Kansas City branch to its
New Y6rk, Chicago and Los Angeles
will establish another outIt's probable that
"Chick" Scroggins, a former band^
leader, will bead that branch.
offices,

post at Dallas.

,

KUss Facchlo*, XIus-Art's roving
rep, will set

up tht Dallas branch.

.'

,

Oiiiness, secretary.
quet and his pianist, from Medallion
Directors are Ted Dreher, Ludwig Music, connected with Apollo RecThumb." Throm, Hubert WUliSr Duane Peter- ords .... Shep Fields orchestra xeby Edwin sen and William Gall. CAl Metz was places Jimmy porsey «t Ansley
H. OMorris. .Kathryn Grayson will elected a' member, emeritus of the hotel, Atlanta, Pefe. 4;'Dorsey breakwax for the fust time on M-G-M board of directors.
ing up
Gilbert Chase named to
records. All previous disks by Miss
tiandle Educational Sales Dept. at
Grayson were talieu directly from a
RCA-Victor
Dell Trio will have
Memphis Local Elects
sound track. Songs will be in semi
flve-times
a
weekly sustaining shot
Memphis, Dec. 16.
classic
vein...Cece Blake waxed
Orville Bond, vet tuba and stiinfi- on CBS starting Jan. 4, 6:30 to 6:45
'The Platta Putta" by "Vic JCnight bassist who owns his own
mus;c p. m.; shots will be done from Click
and tew Porter and "You're the store here,
Club,
Philadelphia.
was elected president and
Only One in ;My Dreamland" by Tee buskiess agent for the
Memphis
Pee Mitchel and Porter.
local of the American

"Tom
lenifth puppetbon
Soi)gs will .be 'published
,

it

my christmas wish
was christmas ih iondon

.

.

christmas time's the
time for love

MILLS MUSIC. Inc.
Broadway
Ntw Yeih If

,Ray Bauduc.'s eight-piece combo,
including Eddie Miller, Nappy LaMatty. Matlock, cut for
Capitol last week...Al JoLson wilt
wax the Ten Commandments^ which
have be6n set to music by Bene IBas-^
Jolson ttrill
sell, for Decca label.
also give the •m'usic its first t.c, radio hearing. 4. Tex Carmen signed for
three years by Four Star Label...
Five musical director assignments
were made at Universal-International
yesterday.
Batoneers are
FKank Skianer, drawins dual -assignment on "Patent Applied -F^r" and
"The Brain of Frankenstein;" tieith
Stevens,
ditto .on
"The Velvet
Fleece" and "The Saxon Gharm,"
.

.

mare and

SIDNEY MILLS
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM
I

.

.

With christmas mornino
in your heart

U19

.

CAN'T BELIEVE

THAT YOU'RE M
LOVE WITH ME
Music by . . .

JIMMY MeKVGH
MILLS

and

Daniele

Amfithe«t!ro:i^

'*Xlte:

Federation of
Musicians last week, the first ever to
hold the combined posts.

.

.

Hollywood

Jo Reichman

orchestra into the
hotel, Reno, Dec. 17,
followed by Henry King . . .
agent since illness forced the re- Xavler Cugat will play weekends of
tirement of B. L. (Spike) Lesem Dee. 19 and 26 at Aragon
ballroom,
early in the Fall. With L<sem out Santa Monica
Russ Morgan set
of the picture, AFM local decided to foj^ Claremont hotel. Berkeley,
startmerge biz post with office of presi- ing April 11
Miguelito Yaldes
dent, then held by Walter Ward. orchestra set for four weeks
at
Result ,was biggest vote in the liis- ,Chase hotel. St. Louis, Jan. 23
. .
.
fory of local 71 last Wednesday (10), Freddy Slack's re-formed orchestra
with -Bond defeating VeKne- Adams, will kickoff at Sherman hotel, Chisax-clarinet man in local band.
cago, New Year's Eve.
Slack will
New Executive Board consists of carry Ted Lenz to announce his
Art Burrell, Fred Burns, Harry p.8>'s and radio remotes ,
Walker, Robert Foster, Ow«n .E^

new Mapes

Bond has been acting business and

is

.

.

kins,
Spencer Baker
'
Hudson.

kbO,

Byron

Juitee's Wife".

Streur Defeated In Col.
Coliunbus, O., Dec. 16.
Arthur E. Streng, president of the
Columbus American Federation of
Musicians local for years was defeated for re-election last Week. De-

.

.

.

.

Pittsburgh
Bernie Cummins' band into Bill
Green's for two weeks .
.
Jimmy
Spitaltty orch, with Marjorie King
iiideilnite stay at
(15) -,
.
Honey
.

Boy, well-known Hill District drummer, and his Buzzin' Bees will come
downtown when former Club Luwork- Marba reopens next week
Phil
ing as a national AFM representa- Cavezza's
orchestra replaced George
tive, a post he took in May, 1946.
Wills' outfit at Club Belvedere
Local members wanted a full time
president, and elected Francis Robinfeat

was 4ue

New and

Distinctive Sing-

sriT-^Foibfktlf

to fact he is also

.

The Formation of a

MEN'S DINNER
SHIRTS Si.95
& 54.95

.

on vocals, opened
Ankara Monday

.

Rhythmic, Orchestra-Like Effect, to Be

Known as:

"BALLARD'S BALLADIERS"
(Reg. U.

S. Pat. Off.)

Said Group, Together with Library of Special

Arrangements Used

by Same,

Exclusively

Presented

by

Frank Todhunter, veepee of the
Columbus org for at least IB years,
and a member almost since its inception in 1900, was also defeated,
replaced by Mac Tooill.
Other' otficers re-elected were
Ryan Davidson, secretary; Frank
Mader, treasurer; Frank Mehler,
sergeant-at-arms; and Bob Motzer,

Joe Vera,, currently Hotel Shera*
ton, signed with Vitaeoustic .
Jimmy Featherstoiie, former Art
Kassel drummer-vocalist, organized
a I2-p)ece orchestra and bowa at

member

Peggy Lee and Dave Barbour in
Chi and the Midwest during .Tanuary
and February
Sam Donohue
set for the Music Box. Omaha, Feb.
3
Cab Calloway into Regal
,

of the executive board.

Albany seta Dolinr
Albany, Dee.

the
.

.

Nashville,

.

.

GAG

is

18.

:

Jilaraon,

ma)di!:to MBABrnic^'is.oo

SUPREME MEN'S SHOP
1693 lltOADWAY. Kear SSrd

St.

29

setting nitei-y dates for

.

An Albany attorney, Irving M,
Doling, has been elected president
of local 14, American Federation of
Musicians, to succeed the late Frank
Walter, president for 28 years.

Dec.

Of

-Wnpl

.

for

.

.

need a

poor

.

.

.

,

.

.

novelty?
'

hit

pesitlvtly

.

.

liitlo

polliwog

(the tadpole song)

.

.

new

a splash

•

,

Theatre, week of Jan. 23
Lawrence Welk heWover at the Trianon
until Feb. 8, Tommie Carlyn to follow
Jolmny "Scat'' Davis into
Mayfair CHub, Kansa.? City. Jan. 13
Other officers elected by local 14
Ina Ray Hutton into Claridge,
.
are: vice-president, Henry Becker;
Memphis, Jan. 16
Ray Eberle at
secretary, Harry Seaman; treasurer, Deshler-Walliek
hotel. Columbus, for
Cavl Miller, and »«rgeant-at-arms, four weeks, Jan. 22
Elliott LawJ4mes D'Aiigelo.
rence works U of Ohio Jan. 17 .

PAT BALLARD MUSIC CORPORATION

Plantation.

Don Strahl orchestra skedded
Sky Club opening, Tuesday (23)

.
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Qa Theatre s Yinide

Exit 2d

Major

SyveySetsUpMlAGVAOifke

Plill Silvers
ReminifeM Abent

to Acts; State s Next-to-Last
The secoftd major VHow ,W' the
last
vaudeville field this month came
week when the Chicago theatre,
the midwest
Chicafio, flagship of
•

iaiaban & Katz circuit (Paramount)
four weeks'
save the house musicians

abandonment

Sotice preparatory to
policy as a steady
of the presentation
The house will use top
feature.
bands and headliners .when available

on a spot basiSi

%.

In Phflly to Fight

*'Two Glasses

as "experimental." If it doesn't work
outj then, it's likely that stageshows
will be returned.
Talent agencies
think that in the case of the Chicago
theatre, there's the likelihood that
the house can be fed a steady diet
of stage bills.
They feel it's up to
them to dig up enough attractions to
make it worthwhile .tor that house
to resume shows.
The State theatre affairs, last week,

of Beer

iRiat
m

-

hmporoip* ploc*

4f2d Anniversary

Number

hit Some entanglements because of
The Intended closing of the Chi- the abandonment of vaudeville.
Out Soon
cago theatre will come three weeks Local 802 of the American Federa*
after liOew's State, Broadway's sole
tion of Musicians has notified the
stageshows
abandons
vaude house
house that it will not allow the house
of
live
talClosing
Wednesday (2^).
orchestra to be dropped. Union of^
ent in these two major houses is
floials say that they have a contract
naturally regarded as a severe blow.
with the house that runs until Labor
However, there's hope for both theaDt^, 1948. They regard the contract
that
declare
tiie
Loew execs
j(res.
to be an .irou'Clad guarantee of emfeatur.es
and
first'?
double
iecond-run
ployment.
regarded
policy
still
is
run single pic
Loew's Attitude
Philadelphia, Dec. 16.
On the other hand, Loew attorneys
Philadelphia police hav.e launched
feel that a legitimate change of policy nullifies the^ contract. The two- a drive against all affairs on Sunday
weeks' notice in ending employment, banning shows in cafes, night dubs
and rented halls. Simultaneously,
is traditional, they declare.
What will happen in this instance, the drive cracked down on. a schedisn't known as yet.
The union's ac uled concert of pianist Jose Iturbii
set for Sunday, Jan. 11.
tion hasn't been determined.
In latter case, however, Schima
The house orchestra- runs around
$2,000 weekly, and it's not likely, that Kaufman, who, besides being a local
the State will continue to pay that inapresario is a violinist in the Philadelphia Orchestra, changed the date
sum until August.
So far, no similar action has been of the concert from Jan. 11 to Jan. 9.
Concert will be held at the Met
Local
reported from Chicago
10.
The house uses Lou Breese's Opera House, instead of the origNORMANDY ROOF; "Showgoert orch when name bands aren't on inally-planned appearance at the
Academy of Music. When crackWith • partiality to imooth dwee
stage.
tMMM ilM«M iMncH C and P at th*
This house last year grossed an down on concert came, Kaufman
Hp «f tMr *mu*<,—' liti . . . all-time high with one week of Jack burned, and said he would take the
Aptti frpm being ptm of the most
Benny which pulled $113,000. toanny matter to court. He pointed out
iiemiftfpr wemtii to appear locally.
Kaye scored around $102,000, while Sunday sports events are held in
«iM-w«mail
a
Patricia • conducts
Frank Sinatra, and Sick Haymes are this city. However, he cooled, and
switched plans.
show with .gqwM that hava tha
otherS' that have grossed around the
The police drive against Sunday
From
ftMol* patrom drooling.
same amount. House average of late
affairs
gained
moAientum when
where we >it we'd My Coppello
is around $55,000.
and Patricia FORM THE FINEST
What obsequies the Chicago thea- Police Superintendant Howard P.
OUR tre will hold over the live talent Sutton ordered commanders of the
DANCE TEAM TO
TOWN."
demise hasn't been decided upon, city's 35 police districts to notify
of establishments that SunAL PALMER. The Herald. but the National Laugh Week Foun- owners
day parties were illegal.
dation, an .organization devoted tp
MeiilrMl. 1947
publicizing April 1 as Laugh Week,
Currently
is holding a comedy f'wake" at the
Party
State next Wednesday during the
National Variety Artists will toss
last show. "Top comics are expected
D. C.
be present to commemorate a Xmas party and entertainment for
to
vaudeville's demise on Broadway. children of its members at their
They plan to adjourn to -Lindy's clubhouse in N. Y., Sunday (21) afafterward to commisserate.
ternoon.
There'll be a huge Xmas tree,
gifts distributed to the juve guests,
special entertainment and refreshFor All tranche* of Theatrical*
ments.
Although this, is the Intlal kiddie
"Th« Shew >i( Gag File"
party, Lou Handin,'exec secretary of
$1.0tf «a.
Nof. 1 to 22
Atlantic City, Dec. 16.
the NVA, hopes to make it an annual
C22 for $1S.00l
Boardwalk and main avenues have
'

PhiDy Clamps lid

On All Sun. Shows

AND

.

PATRICIA

Ousted Him as Union Chief

Matt Shelvey, deposed national
administrator of the American Guild
of Variety Artists, has set up a
office in Philadeltemporary
phia with himself at the head. Action
came at. a meeting in Philadelphia

AGVA

Forthcoming

AVM

.

"

PUY

y

been fired fs Philadelphia execu*
live secretary by Shelvey.
spokesman for Ernst declared
that Srhst had no knowledge of
Philly meetkig when confab wltli
4 A's took place.

NVA's Xmas

SHOREHAM HOTEL
WASHINGTON,

,

COMEDY PAHER

ATLANTIC CITY PREPS

FUN^MASTER

FOR HGLIDAY CROWDS

@

event.

10 PARODIES for $5.00
"Hew to B* on Emet*"
$3.00 Inclndlpa 2 Gog File*
8«ad for list or Wntecinl. pnrodleii,

comedy aoncs minstrel blts^blackouta, sklte, eto;

KO

CO.D'e

PAULA SMITH
Utb St.. Mew Verb

^

10

FLORENCE

WHITE

A

m£

It's believed that Philadelphia w«8
with 16 branch AGVA
executive secretaries who passed a selected at th* temporary Shelvey
resolution that the "national AGVA headquarters because of the presenea
office" will be temporarily in Phil- there of Arthur W, A. Cowan, Shel>.
adelphia, and "all the business of vey's attorney.
AGVA will be conducted from that Faine, asked about the status ot
temporary office until it will be the signets of the Philadelphia resoproper and feasible to restore the lution, most of whom are still on
national office to New York."
AGVA's payroll, declared that sine*
The break with the national com(Continued on page 62)
mittee governing AGVA, headed by
before
Hyman R. Faine, came a day
Shelvey's New York attorney, Morris
with
Associated
the
L. Ernst, met
Actors and Artists of America in
an effort to adjudicate the dismissal.
As a result of that meeting, another
confab was arranged for f''riday
(19) with the committee governing
AGVA, plus Paul DullzejJ, 4A'8
president, and AGVA couii^l Jonas
Silverstone and Mortimer- S.
T.

Sunday

.(14)

COllllEE

BOSWELL
«nnMtly

Rosenthal.

The

resolution passed at the Philmeeting was signed- by

adelphia
Shelvey,
rep;
A.

Barney

Barnet, Florida
Herbert
P.
Niokerson,
Meyers, Bob Clark, all Philadelphia
AGVA reps; J. H. Thatcher, New
Orleans; Richard C. Mayo, Eastern
Bova,
Pennsylvania;
Joseph
J.
Columbus; Al Wilson, Cincinnati;
Baltimore;
Cliff
Senna,
Charles
Barnes, Providence; Lucienne La
and
(Mass.)
Conte,
Springfield
Hartford; Pat Geraccl, representative-at-large; Nat Nazarro, Jr.^ Pittsburgh; Fred Dale, Boston; Danny
Fitz, Boston, and Charles: Goltzer,

ROXY. THIATRI
HWt YORK
m
reftoMl MaMS*"""*

HARRY ttROV

HARRY

A.

ROMM

Miami.
'Breach of Faith'

"

•

4A s Committee

Spokesmen for the committee declared that. Shelvey's action was "a
partial breach of faith" inasmuch
as no mention of the meeting was
made during the confab of attorneys.
It was understood by the committee
at the meeting that no outside action
would be taken until it was seen
that it would be impossible to arrive
an amicable situation. A committee spokesman also noted that
the Philadelphia meeting had taken
the type of action that had previously been condemned by Shelvey.
the situation Wherein
He referred
Dick Jones had continued tp func-

EDDY

independently, after

he.

CjirrMitly

CONCIRTIZINe
Margory Wallat at tha Piano

M«hi^|M

Lipttt

had

been decorated in green and red
lights and huge Christmas trees havp
been placed along the 'walk- as the
resort

straits

preparing

for

the

New Year holidays.
With a heavy infiux of visitors expected, amusement and hotel people have prepared special attracDuring the holidays the
tions.
niteries Will book in special shows.
Hotels will have the usual Christ-

Christmas and

mas tree and trimmings.
The New Year's eve crowd, as
usual, is by far the larger and most
night spots will go all out for this
occasion. Cover charges will range
from $5 in the small spote to as high
as $50 in some of the top places.
Added attraction for the holiday
this year is ice hockey in the audi-

FRATURiD BY

torium.
.

Tht Risque FHsky

2Sth

Pinch-Hit Pays Off

We^k Mermaid Room

Park Central Hotel,

New York

JANE DOUGLASS at the Piiino

ATTRACTIVE YOUN$ LADY
Site

34 to model for (•verai wcehi.

Experience not nceetsary. Call

NeyM en

Friday

at

MU

Min

5-9210

Ann Triola, songstress, who went
into La Martiniciue," N. Y., Friday
Jan
(12) to pinoh-hit for the ailing
Murray, has been made a regular
part of the show. She's been pacted
option
for four weeks andi; has an
for next year at a $500 increase.
Miss Triola last appeared in N. Y,
Angel.
at the Blue

Murray opened at La Martmjque,
Sunday (14). He's doubling from

the legit musical, "Music In My
for
Heart," and consequently, is in
tht!

LE6RAC and BERNId
THE DANISH SENSATIONS

CHICAGO THEATRE
WEEK DECEMBER

supper show only.
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(Booked by EDDIE SMITH)
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Reviews

Tapps and Kay Vernon are
for added value.

installed

Walteu
Lou
,
Stone has refurbished his material
"America's Hall of Femme." with with ciicko laugh matter. He's gone
Harveu Stone, Campagtwns de la a long way since his-io-t.- i'
Chanson (9), George Tapps, Kav at La Martinique f.\ vi
Vernon, Corinne ft Tito Valdez, He's now
a performePatricia Adair, Gumeth Omeron,
authority. He's doly
Jacques Gordon, PirosJco, Line (18), tine and a repris'^
,'.riVincent Trovers Orcit, BvMy Harr pressions to hit the
„';'-kpot.
aj'T
minittium,
Orch;
$4.
Unoe
Tapps, who was a'ji**, 'A/;-dcabana
two months ago >
,jsnized as a
';-«dd class terpThe Latin Quarter certainly has performer who
one of the most consistent records ing to a layout, .iciis dance exhibits
among niteries providing excellent are intelligently conceived '-^ and
entertainment buys^ Its layouts al- faultlessly executed.
Miss Vernon is a iinger with a
ways have the earmarks of careful
production and sapient talent-buy- warm and appealing voice but her
tnSv. The current show is a case iii numbers are over-arranged and extremely slow, She did "If You, Were
point,
Current layout has that new look the Only Boy in the -World" and
despite use of previous production "Old Kentucky Home," latter part of
a southern sequence, but nonetheless
numbers.
values
are
entertainment
hoth
as
are inappropriate in this show.
As far
concerned, this layout equals any- She does exi^remely well In a lively
thing the spot has put on for some- tune done in conjunction with a
time. The main interesit of the pro- production scene with three harps
presentation

of

i.

,

,

.

gram is In Campagnons de la Chanson (New Acts), the nine-man singing group imported fqr the recent
show

the Playhouse,
N. y. For Brobdwayites, Harvey
Stone is in top forsir while George
Xldith Piaf

at.

Me" and "Woman Alon* With

the

Sms Acts, Set For
Men's Pak Beach Nitery

Bands,

Blues."

Comedy—and a lot of It—1« pro«
vided in the Vanguard's present layCorey'* •
Pardo Orch iHith Anne out by Irwin Corey,
minimum weekdays, $2,S0 Gordon 'alumnus who hat also
Chicago, Dec. 12.

'artier,

baclring her.

Maurice

& Maryea,

Current show opens with Tony di
Pardo's orch in a medley of Xipas
carols;

Muted

sounds a relig-

blrass

ious note, elevated by Anne Ryan's
solemn chirping of "Silent Night."
Lights dim and songstress holds <!andies; at face for an acolyte effect
»
that's first-rate here,
Pierre Cartier could use sprightly
support from the orch or some flash
biz on his own in following reverent
carol session.
As it is, his patter
collides with the after-wash of "SU
lent Night." Identity as magician is
slowly, almost too casually, established with newspaper tearing rou-.
tine.
Bin-palming is deft and ex-

LeOn Enken, former " co-owner of
Leon ft Eddit'*, ST. Y., is preeming
Leon ft Eddie's, Palm Beach, tonight

at his uptown bistro, The
Blue' Angel, and at the Copacabana,
N. Y. He's a smartly funny fellow
handles himself particularly
well in an intlme spot such as this
by' going into the audience for his
between-numbers laughs. Aside from
the adlibs, his material itself i«
strong with the downtowners who
like his professorial lecture- On "Le
Jazz Hot" and his "Hamlet" soliloquy; which touches on Just ahout
everything in the world.
Jean Murai (New Acts) fills out
the show' with her lively folktunes
to her own guitar accompaniment.

worked

of presenting standards
only a couple at a time) has
,. /iught this room steady patronage,
but it hasn't brought out the plush
rope. Table-holders are in the upright citizen category; with famiily
groups represented right down tpi
moppets. Layouts,: consequently, bypass s.a.i jive and the blue,
'.r'ji&y.

iM

.

bands san*

Until last year, the Palm Beach
cafe was operated by Enken an4
Eddie Davis, current owner of the
N. y. club.
During the ensuing
year, partnership
dissolved with
Enl^en taking the Florida club ahil
$30,000 in cash, while Davis re<
mained with the Manhattan spot.
However, Enken mahitains a realty
interest In K. Y. fpot.

.

Max Kaminsky's

trio

Resort spot will feature two
floor shows.

(17),

who

(Kaminsky,

trumpet; Ralph Sutton, piano; and
Arthur Trapier, drums) is sock in
backing, the show and for jir. t plain
listening by the sophisticated hotmusic adtUcts whoVe long favored
the Vanguard. tJon Frye is the lull
pianist and doubles as m.c, with
both9jobs capably handled. Herb.

Friars' Frolic Sun. (21)

The Friars will stage their 43d annual Friars' Frolic at the Imperial
theatre, N. Y., Sunday (21) night.
Abbot Milton Berle will again
chairman the affair, with an assist
from Alan Corelli in handling the
CoiUlion
Y. long show;v Proceeds, as in other
G. Ray. Terrell, Patricia Windsor, years,;will be devoted to the welfdrt
Landre ft Vema; Cha*. Reader Orch fund of the club.
(11) , vocal* bv Stanley Worth; Van
Smithes Latins; $3 and $4 minimum.
Tito GviMtr, working the Radisson
Room, Minneapolis,
Patricia Windsor- '<New Acts) is hotel Flame;
the highlight of 'tKe curr;eht new provides' the singing at the St.
show at thia class Hotel Pierre spot Lawrence Catholic church Sunday
(Conttaiued on page- 8S)
morning masses.- He's a friend of
Father Robert Ramsey of the parish;

Room,

Other major spots are by Corinne
N>
and Tito Valdez, who go. over nicely
with picturesque dance designs, and pert. Business of dropping four eggs
Gueneth Omeron, who gets solid ap- into tumblers comes off neatly, with
plause with Verdi's '^Sempre Libre." ringside plant asking It eggs are
Latter number is in the manner of real.
Plant has ^aw egg plopped
Prof. Lamherti, with a pair of show- into hand for yock payoff.
girls doing a mild' strip in the backMaurice and Maryea are a pert
ground. The strip is too inconse- and playful twosome in ballroom
quential to mean anything in itself, terping that's well received, Their
but .it does detract from Miss rhumba to "Miserlou" has plenty of
Omeron, who could probably get muscle and the waltz medley that
bigger returns without the tindress- follows is equally good. Pair closes
,
Teeing Off Widi 10
.ing.,
to firm hand with deft footwork in
Piioska still fills the floor with "Fine and Dandy.''
his ballet leapsi ami Jacques Gordon
Tonl di Pardo*)! musical restraint
Shows; Legit, Yaude Units
has a minute juggling bit. Patricia is a natural for this wot. Maestro,
Veterans Hospital Camp Sho'ws,
Adalr> in a ballet spot, does a win- fronting on toumpet, fills the floor
some bit of terplng, and Dorothy with dancers.
organization supplanting USO-Camp
Baxt.
Reed does a little control dancing.
Shows on January 1, is pr^aring 10
It's these small tpuches that add to
Beaeheomber, iaittl shows for the vet institutions, to
the excellent pacing of the show.
start the rounds on Jan. 24.
Miami Beach, D«c, 13.
The costumes "4nd line numbers
Belle Baken Joey Adams, Itfarfc
One legit play, "John Loves Mary,"
are, as always, in the better liitery
Plant, Tony Canzoneri, Blackhum to be produced by: Bob Gordon, Is
tradition, and Vincent Travers cuts
Twins, June taylm GirU (6) Dowc included on the list. 'Others are
the show authoritatively.
Jose.
Tvler Orcl> (10); no minimum or variety layouts. It's
plannecl to have
.

,

;

VHCS
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USE THESE INEXPENSIVE

PERSONALIZED

r-PWTAl CARDS

.

M

FOR YbyilFAl^ MAIL

'

Tou get
tloui

•

cover,

Oval Romn; 'Boston

Postal Cards quoted below.
Delivery (roin 4 to, (- weeka. All we
i» your photo.

:

one all-Negro vaude unit in the

'

.

NEW

"

M|ed Schuyler's seasonal debut of
his Beachcomber finally brought out
Boston^ j!>ed. 5;
Harry Marsharfi's the crowds that make a nitery op's

groui>.

VHCS

will play for long

term pa-

tients in 101 Veterans Administraeyes gleam; and with it, seemed to tion hospitals as weUVas in army and
spark the heaviest weekends bi2 navy general hospitals.
Ray Bolger, in- first hotel spot since hereabouts for the harried' bistro ops
'Three to Make Ready," turns in since last seasons height.
Probably "the only money maker
the sockest act this cushy Sheraton
hotel has had in years. • Result has among the the sans-game room spots
been turnawayg every night during in south Florida, last season the 7S0
his three-week stint, which, for a seater was packed to standing roomCoatltined from page (1
town that has all but folded up so at the preem show, via the potent
iar as nitery activity is concerned, marquee -power in Idiis town of they're working for Shelvey, Shel-.
IS astonishing the wiseacres.
But Belle Baker and Joey Adams with vey may have to pay them.
this has sdways been a star town in Tony Canzonerl and Mark Plant,
Faine said that last week be held
which a sock: personality or a sock and the Jime Taylor line.
Neither In' show nor in service a meeting with Florine Bale, western
product, either film or legit, will do
was the turnout let down. The only regional director of AG VA; Max
terrific biz where a secondary attrac
criticism that might be levelled is West, AGVA exec sec in San Frantion will lay an sgg at the b.o.
Bolger, a consumihate master in the overlong length of the talent cisco, and 'Nut Nazarro, Jr., of Pittsfront of a receptive, intimate audi- display (which has been pruned by burgh. All of them, according to
ence, has to resort to all kinds of some 30 minutes since).
Faine, declared they would work
gags in order to finish up his 40 to
The Taylor ^eduction numbers
current AGVA administra50 minute stint, of which he does sparkle in their costuming and with the
two a night. Sometimes he begs off routining. Their cantos bracket the tion and cooperate with the AGVA
by sitting in the band as a drummer, revue neatly.
In the Blackburn national committee. He was there-,
other tmies he picks a «al from a tww» the Beacfacottilier has a nice- fore surprised to learn that Ngzarro
ringside tebte, dances with her and looking pair ol lads -who khoVir their was one of the signers of the Shelbrings other couple9' up on the dance tap weavings.
The duo mirror vey resolutio.n.
floor, slipping out When the floor is routine topper sets the solo gfiotS:
four
Difficulties started nearly
mobbed.
off to a brisk pace:
when Shelvey asked for.
Act consists of old favorites. Be'
Belle. Baker, who opens the room week* ago,
gms with his famed soft shoe" rou- annually, clicks from walkon. New, a four-week leave of absence betine,. fpUpws,, with . impresMons
of is her opener, anent birthdays and cause of illness. The 4A's granted
tyros doing the rhumba,
conga, with some laugh making references him the leave, then relieved him of
samba, Charleston, etc., seguing into to Sophie Tucker. Follows with her all powers, and set up the national
his takeoff of a ballroom terp act. familiars, with the Irving Berlm committee to govern the union.'
Does his Scarecrow routine and medley a begoff maker to round out
Committee subsequently learned that;
winds with Sad Sack.
Between a palm^rciusing sesh.
ntambers encores leading the band,
Adams and his compatriots follow Shelvey had gone to Chicago andi
singing a song, making a speech and to keep the big timey tempo. Adams Philadelphia for branch conferences,;
fooling
around ad lib.
Harry mixes a series of new and identifled- and bad been sending orders and'
Marshard's orch supplies him with a with-him llnes~and stories for steady directives to AGVA field offices. He
hep musical bacl^round, and he yocks. The sequence with Canzonerl was consequently discharged for
nevsr gets an empty seat in the 400 Which follows is a howler, with the "sabotaging" AGVA and "flaunting"
cover room.
ex-leather pusher showing- marked
Elie
authority of the national comimprovement as a performer. Tim- the
ing and showmanship are evident mittee and the 4A's.
all the way. Gomes then Plant for
|he heclcUnie with Adams and then
his own stint of baritoning which
racks up> continued mitts.
Production is topped by thj June
Taylor staging of "Poppa, Won"*
Campaqnn Around You!
fanftt-Wmlttf
You Dance With Me," with Can-

Ray

l^U^iS^khost in di-

Bolger,

Orch; $2.50 minimum.

•

,

Shelvey Sets

One

tiz^ Utk all, provided by the stretchinesuSurttui or black.
Open length host
'

-

need

.

(COPLET PLAZA HOTEL)
'"«iabnd' tnith >ittern.
-.lilroni ^metiji to top
.IhrJladiiptoui, yet detenaable, profeisiona!
01^ that dat)c«rs wear.

tru* photogrraphlo reproduconr bluclC'and'irhiis "Ctlow'.

In.

Ton*"
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O. B. Fort Wayne, lad.
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Riliid FIra

I
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1
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Hita

mi
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I
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SAM PEMY
.

Usg

BraiHlttty,

Naw

Yark

It,

N. V.

zpneri stealing the goings on when
acts out an interpolated version
of "Mother." It all adds up to a
sparkling sendoff for the season for
the big room;
Dave Tyler and his orch rate

2nH

he

SAMOVAR

bows for their backgrounding and
we between shows dance seshes,'
pack the dance floor with their

MONTREAL

in

arrangements.

REPEAT ENGAGEMENT

ha/ty.

Public RcUtioni Dcparfment of tha
Republic F**tur*s Syndieat*. will

S'. Y.
Lee Wiley, Irwin Corey, Murai,
max Kammsky Trio, Don Frye; no
cover, 7U>

COMnSTt

ma,
Jeliii

COVaiAM Of MOIO,

COtVMNf, MAOAZINES, IK.
E.

Suite

Am,
104
8-F,

ReMIom

Mblte

laW 40
.

UiinfitMi

Street.

2-34U

MIAMI IIACH
UtTUi.

apltry pipes, the blonde"' coif

and the .accentuated blues rhythm
have changed little since Miss Wiley
introed them some dozen or more

Cumnily
CHANTiCLffil, lALTIMORI
Mai.-imjyeiisAi

AmAcTioNs

...WJnj)MY*jnWxli<!j«^.Y«rfc

,

Bail.

POLAN & ROSENBERO
4ta

K I*^(iteiMga,

I..

A.

COMEDY BARGAINS!
•

FABODIKB. SPJ}CIAI, HOMOS, BITS, ISTO., Is one
of the Ifcast in SuairMii
Oiir seleciions of

•

IMS CatelaK VKIBBt

•

JBxelaslve material

J.

ft

H.

aw

specialty I

KLEINMAN

ms-K No. BronMn
nou/YWoon «», camf.

'Jl'^K.

oi.

mm

CHORUS AND
waat hBniareas

LINE GIRLS

M tMH tor work

la- the flnest clubs, aad theatres.

Write, Wire or Calli

LLOYDS THEATRICAL OFFICES
Si! Broadway, Albany, N.

Y.

NOW TOURING

After being out of the boites for

years, the last two of
which she has been featured on tour

with her swing.piani.st husband, Jess
Stacey, and his band, Lee Wiley is
currently getting a strong reception
at Max Gprdon's one-flight-down in
the Village.

^e

Dm. 24

minimum.

some eight

fek THE INK SPOTS

HOLLYWOOD

Op«HiiHi

.

•xploit limltad number oi personaliKaf. $100.00—.12 week*.

Direeter,

Village Vaof^ard,

Optntnai O*(/ t4

mm—

COPA CABANA

-

OPENING DEC.
in

INDIANA

CONCLUDED
RECORD la WKS.

UtUsSuHila

JUDY MAGEE

LAUGHING-STOCK!
N*w

1,

THOWPSOH

GIRO'S

•

"Fottarad by"

Somtthing.

Wayne Printing Co.

KAY

'

SLAPSlE MAXfE'S
HOLLYWOOD
SOL TEPPEK, RKO IMg., N*w

Fort

Mi KMT WAYNE

-

years ago in vaude, niteries, a CBS
radio show and on platters. Huskyvoiced stylist is sophisticated and
weasing with such tunes as "SomeHmes I Love You,': . "Watch. Oyer

AUSTRALIA

^^^^^^

f reit Cemmaiit
"The LlHtener In"—Melbourne
Opanliiff nltG CABOT and DRF-SDBN held Up the s h o W and
received one of the Greatest ovations in tlie theatres' long history.

Nr. KeNNITH UTER
WM. MOMIIS ACENCY

UNcember 17, 1947

Hrcdncfld«y»

dii Bistros Getting

TapNewYr.sEve
Chicago, Dec.

I^os Angeles, Dec. 16.
Vaudteville has been tossed out* of
the Million Dollar theatre, which re.,
turns to a iilm policy With an occasional stage show.

Operator SherriU Cor win arranged
amicable
settlements
of
band bookings with Roy Milton,
Xavier Cugat and Desi Arnaz, who
had future contracts to play there.

$12 to

Tariff;

VAVBBVIUJI

Million Dollar, L.A., Tosses
Vaude, Back to Pix Policy

16.

Chi celebrants will welcome the
Year in at about the same

JHeVf

While the
Cameo, which had $100 per couple
tab last year, has leveled ofl to $20
price level ac) last year.

person

pet

this

most other

year,

remain the same.
Camelia House at thte Drake hotel

spots'

tariils

$18 per plus tax, with formal dress
a must. Palmer House, also requiring white tie ai}d--tails, will charge
flS p.p., including tax, while sister
:/^pot, Stevens hotel is $12.50 per plus
is

tas!." Swank Mayfair Room

in-

is

A&C GET COMPLETE COIN
FOR PALLADIUM DATE
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Deal for Abbott and Costello to
play at the Palladium, London, is on
again, this time for two weeks, starting Jan.- 19, at $15,000 a Week.
Understood the comics will collect
their entire salary through an ararrangement with their attorney,
,

who

draw the coin

will

wood and "Loan"

Holly-

in

their services to

fotmbl at $15, and' the Edgewater the Palladium. Mickey Rooney and
Beach $15.25, tax included, The Chez Danny Kaye are reported working
paree will charge $12.50, including the same system.
fax.
Most legit shows will hike scales
to $6 With "Annie Get Your Gun" Proser Sets Topliners
scaled at $8. Pic houses scales will
range from $1.25 to $1.85.
ForN.Y.CopaTiilJan/49
,

Monte

BETTER AND MORE
EXPENSIVE GIFTS ARE

WHEN

GIVEN

AWAY

JACK
SHEA
"The Mad Auctioneer"
THE MAN WHO REALLY

Proser,. operator

of the
set headJiners for the nitsry until January,
1949. Pacted last week were Ger-

Copacabana, N.

Y.,

has

;

trude ^iesen, who starts Jen. 8, at
$5,000 weekly; Vivian Braine, the
2Qth-Fox singer, who goes ,in May,
and Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
who go next April at $3,000 weekly.
Lineup as it now stands calls for
Miss Niesen, Jimmy Durante, starting Feb. 5; Tony Martin, in Marcb;
Martin and Lewis, Miss Blaine to
be followed by Mitzi Green in June;
Lena Home, for two months, stavting

Kamey Josephson

Sells

Cafe Society Uptown, N.Y.,

To Gordon, Jacoby
One
the

major nitery upsets of

of the

year

75G

for

Major Bookers Mark

Theatre bookers are no longer
(13)
shuttered buying talent in advance. They're
holding off on issuing new contracts
his Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y., and
anticipating a sharp decline in prices
sold the spot to Max Gordon and
on names and name bands. Major
Herbert Jacoby, operator^ of the circuit talent-inkers feel that with
nearby Blue Angel, purchase price the current downward trend in
was $75,000, and a substantial down grosses and growing inclifiation by
payment has been made. Deal will top bandleaders and performers to

when Barney Josephson

be

finalized later this

week.

accept lower coin, they'll be able to

Jacoby and Gordon, who are equal
partners in the venture, will reopen
late February or March, under a
new name. Policy is still to be decided upon, although new owners
have decided on a modus operandi in
which they won't be competing with
themselves at the Arigel.
They're planning dinner shows
and: dancing, both of which are not
the Blue Angel policy. They're also
contemplating a different type of

.

,

get better deals by sitting it out.
Cessation of buying comes at a
time when the talent agents are
pressuring the bookers to make

The

deals for 1948.
tially

agencies, par-

through nudging by

clients,

and fear that many bands and acts
will move elsewhere unless contfacts come through, have been put-

ting the heat on the bookers.
But
for the past few weeks, buyers have
nixed all proposals' even though
talent, and may rely greatly on Con- some attractions have been submittinental imports. Both Gordon and ted at slight reductions.
Jacoby gandered acts on the ConOne booker put it this way: "Why
tinent this past summer.
should I sign that band now? Just
The Blue Angel owners have by waiting I'll be able to get it for
been looking for another operation $2,000 less."
for sometime. They were recently
Although most bookers had fordickering for the iiow-closed Emmulated the wait-and-see policy by
bassy, N. Y., but deal fell through.
themselves, disclosure of the renegoJosephson will continue his activi- tiation of contracts at the Paraties
at Cafe Society Downtown, mount theatre, N., Y., completely
which he opened in the late '30s. He shut ofl the possibility of getting
opened the uptown branch in 1940, new contracts for features that had
and until two years ago, CSU was been playing the circuits regularly.
considered one of the more success- The Paramount and Music Corp. of
ful eastside clubs, hitting an average America
had revised the Louis
weekly gross of around $30,000 Prima deal with the band taking a
Things started to slide toward the $10,000 cut for a four-week period.
end fif last seasons Cafe picked up Prima will now get $40,000 instead
'

when Lueiinne Boyer was brought

of $50,000 in the

CHAMPAGNE
lEAUTIFUI. NECKTIES

tractions.

CASES OF lEER
NYLON HOSIERY
JEWELRY

York

GIVES PRIZES

AWAY

ENDIX WASHING MACHINES
•APIO-rnONO COMIINATIONS
•OIF SAGS
TAiLE SETS OF RADIOS

in

til

.

ORCHIDS
PEN AND PENCIL SETS
PLUS CASH AWARDS

because ~of his brother's
(Leon) activities. Latter had recently been convicted of contempt
of Congress- lor refusing to testify
before House Un-American Activities Committee. Whether this con-

Pegler,

Miss Niesen was last seen in New
at the defunct Vanity Fair
(now the Harem), where she received $7,500 plus 50% of the take
over $44,000. Her Copa deal is on a

straight guarantee basis.

tributed

the

to

bad business

isn't

Latin

Quarter, Boston, at $6,500,
starting Jan. 18.
Singer had previously been scheduled for a date
at Giro's, Mexico City «t $8,000.
Latter engagement has been postponed.

Home

Miss

due back from
While abroad, she
played the Palladium, London, and

definite.

Europe Dec.

FOR ALL THOSE PARTICIPATINO
IN HIS CRAZY AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATIIfC STUNTS

Homshoe'i

Socialite Harpist

Champs

From

md

hV Legal . . . It's Roxeffic*
It't
«MlHIeii Laugh* . . . Aih Any Katal,
NigMciiili or ThMtra Wha
Hat
Played Jack Shea

Hr Optn

Tim* . . . Wire,
Writ* or T*l*plion*

JACK SHEA
P«lm*r.HoHS*, Chfeaga,

downward

revi-<

The tough booker stance has virtually knocked out the Broadway
repeaters.
There have been many
acts that have been playing the
various Stem theatres for ma«y
years, frequently repeating within
six months at the same house, or
making the entire round of the various theatres on Broadway.
theatreroen
are
restricting
pur*
chases because many acts in that
category have had their salaries
grow to the point where it's no
longer feasible or profitable for theatres to use them.
Even if these
acts take sizable cuts, they won't be
used as much unless they slide back

Now

.

to

pre-war

salaries.

The bookers' policy

doesn't

mean

that buying has completely stopped,
Bookers are still shopping for showto-show fill-ins. They'll still com-

but this time it will be for
newly-developed talent that mean«
pete,

money

at the box-office.

JANE

JOHNSON

Home

EXPENSIVE WRIST WATCHES
EXPENSIVE tUOeAOE

.

suring for similar
slona for its bands.

original contract.

and continued with top takes un Carmen Cavallaro was also cut to
spot closed for the summer. Miss the same figure.
there
in July, and Joe E. Lewis from Boyer resumed her engagement
The Strand is now reported presSeptember until, the beginning of late September, but grosses were
nowheres near the amount she preJanuary.
registered.
Josephson had
Getting a full lineup for a full viously
Lena
Pacted For
year is considered unusual these been reported dropping as much as
$S,000 weekly in the operation of
days, inasmuch as most cafes genunder
Hub Latin Quarter at 6iG
erally
work on a show-to-show spot. Josephson had also been
attack from columnist Westbrook
basis because, of the shortage '.of atLena Home has been set for the

IS

'48 Pacts,

m Acts' Salaries

See Downward Trend

Saturday

occurred

Tm on

98

ill.

nostalgia
and oldtim^rs,
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe,
nitery goes very Viennese,

Billy

N,

Y.,

with beaucoup violins,

Saranac L{|ke
By Happy Benway

On Arson Rap

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Dec. 16.
Des Moines, Dec. 16.
feature among the talent socialite
Robert J. Goldstem, theatrical atRichard M. Havlik, 19, owner of
feature among the talent, socialite torney who cured here, in for annual
checkup and back to wotfc with an the Buccaneer nitery. Cedar. Rapids,
ist.;
which was destroyed by. fire' on Nov.
Her grandfather, founded the all-clear.
Robert Pasquale, Philadelphia the- 22, has "been held for the grand jury
Seaboard National Bank, N. Y., and
atre manager, flashing good clinic re- on an arson charge.
she is the wife of Geoffrey T. Hell- gort and expects all-clear and go
In
addition
to
operating
the
man, New Yorker mag staffer, him- pme papers soon.
self a scion of the J. & W. Seligman
With top clinic reports all privi- night club, Havlik is a student at
leges were given Sophie Medes, Mary Coe college in Cedar Rapids.
banking family.
The show in this "basement Car- Mason, Inez Delores Liveupool and
negie Hall" will be topped by Mata Alice Dudley.
George Fee, showing such good
& Hari.
improveinent, appointed to amusement, library and greeting committees
,

.

GEORGEI

is

22,

Elysees, Paris.

Held

and will

etc.,

Americana
Foremott
Marimbitt

GUEST
New Vnrk Rvp.: EOniE SMITH AOBN01
OliIcdKO Kep.: 1>IIIL

TYBKKI.I.

The Euliniy* and Ammliig

.

-

flOWMB BT KRNESTO

Gowns hy

E R N E S T O

at the Rogers.

AT LIBERTY
After January
Tlifatrlval jtTnnBirer, 4
IKiiiiKVti

HEENEand HOWARD
'Coinady Oaiica Aallet'

gw A
fAr

fluently.

fi

Cnmp

.T>an-

y«arN

Mnnu-

&

Kiirope

SIiown. Will Hcvept aKHlgn*!^

ment abrimd* Annwer
.

LOOKOUT HOUSE

Btfx

Cavlagton, Ky.

1«4

Dir.

Funt

1st

Knropean

ilelil Hup«rvl((or, lier«

l'A6,
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HATTY ROSEN

Joseph Vaughey, author and playtwo weeks with

and Eddie Roberts
Love Those Gowns
St., New York, N. Y.

Liieille

wright, floored for

a bad cold.

Frank

Miller,

formerly

with

254 W. 46lh

Charlie Spivak's orchestra who beat
the rap here, joined Art Holland's

band at Durgan's nitery.
Len Grotte, former Loew manager,
and his frau Eileen Grotte wsited
the Will Rogers gang last week.
Dr. Harold Rodner and speciali-st
Dr. Richard Kilstein in from N. Y. Cannual banquet at the
Will Rogers for medicos trying to
advance the "cure" of tuberetdosis.
George Farnum, Albert St. George
musicians, in from
Kaplan,
Izzy
and
Boston to bedside Inez Liverpool.
Isabelle Rook mastered the first,
stage of the "Rib" operation like a
veteran.
Andrew Grainger back at the Rogers after mastering recent operation.
Don Fairchild. who beat the rap
here, returned to his home in Danbury, Conn., after vacation on a
Montana ranch.
/
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THANK YOU MR.
EDDIE

Davis
-For the wohdtrful Celebrity Party you arranged
for us Sunday Nite, Dee. 7th, at your famous

.

EL 5-9414

LEON & EDDIE'S

33

W.

BOB

52

You were mere than kind and we would like to
extend our sincere thanks to you and. to the many
wonderful performers who so gracieusjy appeared

BBOM LEY
lOth

during the evening.

Month

Gratefully

Otcnr
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S4
on the experts and needn't give them
ah A just lor coming close. And,
to keep thB session from being too
litcrpry,
two,, of

WGEK OF DECBIMBEB

perhaps at least one. li not
the experts might well be

drawn 'from outside the

If

mag-^boofc-

New
CAMPAGNONS

DIE

Acts

LA CHANSON

out being an imitation, in evident

'

Sonss-Comedy-

'

Stunt, of singing this at an empty
field,
-table with portable mike is bmh
17-iains.
On the whole, however, "Ameri- I/iiUn Quarter, N. Y.
since Rancourt's acting is natoni
cana" is one of the most diverting
Les Campagnons de la Chanson, and easy to watch and take. "Mmp
video program billings to date,
the 9-man comedy singing group re- Uupont" and "Je n'en Connais l4,"
Doan.
Inillrntes nlrcnll: (I) Independent; (L) Loewi
Letter III paroxtlK^BCit
cently imported from France, by La Who." are again effectively done
'
(P) rnniinoiint i (K) HKO; <W) IViirner
Clifford C. Fischer, lor display in Raticourt has more personality thnn
.the now-closed Edith Piaf vaude- many French so-so imports; he
V
P BDdrl<iuez
Betty. lane Sroltli
Orlviitul (I) 18
revue at the Playhouse, on Broad- handsome, unaffected, has an agree,
NKW YORK CITTf
Tony Bnvuar
n G(iutici-'» BritUlay'fl Maria Del Say
C(ii)it«i
way, is probably one of the able voice and is perfectly bilingual
Catallne Ore
Ijeon & Bddlo'i
Paul Wliltoniaft Q 1^ elson Sla
Bnban IIIcd
most amusing satirical song groups with a small touch of French acWiUdo & Karcy
Haato Davis
Marilyn MaxweH:
Sonia Cortls
s Continncitl (Tom .patie JSS'.sb
Lad. is helped by excellent,
Shavo Shprman
around. If s an act that appeals to cent
Art Waner Ore
Gewo sh^ltlon
Sawyer
Connie
Oro
Simda
Carl
Mayo BroH
Ben 3oi'i
the literate, and with a few added piano accompaniment done by Gene
Jean Palmer
threat, he declared, citing one film
Marion Manners
MnKic Hitll (I) 18
HAK'I'1'0B!>
Parr. As a new personality, Andre
touches can widen its mass basis.'
Nermann Paris 1
Roy Davis
liuollo Cummin«»
State (I) IW-SO
topper who finally realized what
Wully Blaclcer
Rl la Lopez
Myi'Mll & I'acmio
As far' as bhoral work and M)ng Rancourt has something which can
Jan Ausnst 3
Sidvy'a
video might mean when his own
Dean
Wally
be
developed
Aipromafiiars
to star rating. More.
Byrne
Bobby
conception is concerned, there
Spivy
£jlio.pard Lino
Oauasmtth Bros
kids turned down a chance to" go scarcely a group that can equal
Monica I>owia
Theinia Carpcnler
ISoumunlan
Old
Kpdccttcs
Barney Grant
see a picture because they wanted them.
Garland Wilson
They are equally adept in ADA LTNNE
Cotpa (10 Ballet
Sadie Banlts
gl
VersnlUeK
to watch a tele show.
broad
Syin Ore
iniparting
touches
and
sly
Vaugbn Monroo O Joey Dean
Comedy.^„
Ilona Massey
rurunvonnt (P) 17
.Too LaPorte Ore
buffoonery.
Their offerings are a 10 Mlns.
MI'UIX
Bob Grant Oro
To Revolutionize Show Biz
D'AquiIa Oro
Ray McKinley Bd
Olympliv <I') 17
Panchlto Qrc
ISasex House
Pralihle Lain*
Tele can be counted on to revolu"^ sapient mixture of both. Thejr have Strana; N. Y.
GonstalCH Duo
yillace Bnm
Billy DcWolXeErwin Kent Oro
a sequence oa the interpretation of
Ada Lynne is a stranger to
UoisS) Bros
pmte Pete
tionize show biz, McCrary declared.
ClarlrBvoa
j:,atln Quarter
a French folk-tune as it would be VARimrif's New Act files, although
Kllltli Follows
Tonl Palmer
i«
Stone
Koi.v
pointed
Harvey
and
carSj
heout,
beFilms
Ooorsio Kayo
done by an American jazz band, the obviously an" experienced performer.
Lou Apparetl
Campagnons
Conntie BobwoU
4 Canton Bros
gan taking Americans out of their Don Cossack Choir and a symphony A clever and personable girl, she
MacArthurs
Ge6rKie Tapps
taul Gevrlts
is
NHWA«K
Oro
Ranch
DlUatano
along
Si'3
then
radio
came
A
homes
and
&
Smith
reached
orchestra, that has already,
J
sometimes guilty of trying too hard,
AdnmN (I) 18
VlUuXe Vimeniird
Patricia Adair
Pltohmon
and began putting them back, -Now classic proportions during the short but none the less is a good bet for
Dr Nett' Show
Irwin Corey
18
State
C & T VaUle-/.
Bfla I.nsosi
Lee -Wiley ,
.
television will complete the cycle; time it's been seen in this country. the deluxers.
Gueneth Omeron
J & C Brlcl(
Max KamiinsKy »
number
that's good
VivantS
They
do
ddnkey
Bon
a
Georgo A ^lavlin
Miss
Lynne
opens
with
18-31
impreswith
tele(I)
McCrary
declared
that,
Slajestlc
Don Frye. ,
Vincent Travers O
MoUy Picon
for .broad laughter, and. a straight sions of Carmen Miranda and Martha
Gllbort & Carroll
Waldorr-Astorta
vision, the public can be expected to
Riviera
Dave- ApoHon.
choral number to show," oB their Raye, nicely received, but maximum
i
De Marcos
Billy Vine
Nat Brandwynne O go only to outstanding films, which tonal accomplishments,
effectiveness is registered in a song
.ran Bart
MWha Borr.Ore
will mean a'n end to double bills and
Demar & Denlse
Altogethet thCT do around 17 min- telling of the experiences of a WAG,
production of B features. Film in- utes, but lor
a Continental act that's and a medley of parodies.
CHICAGO
dustry, consequently, will probably only a warmup. The various French
Under her current setup, she's- a
Preston Lambert
Blnekliawk
indie
produrevert to the basis of
chansoniers have demonstrated that wrap-up lor the matinee audiences,
Marian Fodele
Phil Levant
PAUL IMfHltEMAN
cers like Sam Gold"w^n, who turn they can remain on the floor lor in- but needs considerable toningdown
Song Stylists (4)
Ray Olfieh
CAliratoaj^Sew ¥ork
Jose.
D HI Id Donors <la> out. only five or
Howard Brooks
tcqa-limdgeted 'terminable lengths and they get for the evening crowds.
.Hotel Shennaa
It's almost
ShlTley .White
go
along.
they
better
as
films
a year;
NeVlIe Iiutchor
T Sc J Mahoney
an injustice to inflict time limita- RALPH BROWN
If the film industry doesn^t start
Mat. EDWtflfcHTH ASEMCY
Marty HuK»n
Che* Tnree
Dmclnf
Hew r«A
tions on an act of this ^pe.
Mfillii Ore
IBOiBroadw-y
Jose
Ore
Gould
oldies
to
renting its
and reissues
Marty
-Jeanne "Williams
The act could widen its appeal 4Mioi.
Kitty Kallen
broadcasters, McCrary warned, tele
Apollo, N. ¥..
Carl Marx
Itlartin & Lewis
with' English preludes as to what
will turn, to the use of foreign pic- they're doing. Most Yank audiences
A Negro rhythm dancer who works
liatln Qaarter
J & AlMcatano
Gloria French
Jaclt Carter
Paul Sydell
Lenny Kent
tures "and the comparison won't be don't understand the Ungo, and the in top hat and tails, Brown, impresses
Olson & Joy
Harold & Lola
Hotel BlnchHtone H Mao Mahon
^ Steve Murray
McCrary
also,
Hollywood."
8tmpA^(W) «.
Latin Lovelies (l?i good for
Campagnons, like most of the Gallic as a veteran terper. Somehow he's es»
Ray Morton. Ore
The Vespers
Charlie Bamett O
Jane Dulo.
Buddy Shaw Ore
video
eventually
pointed out "that
can
songsters, could heighten their ef- caped VAHtBTX's files. His work is
Bunny. BriggB
Valetda Show
MyrUH
fast and executed with precision.
Aldvleh
with
exfectiveness
some
charming
&
market
for
Kay
thirow open a wide new
Ada Lynne
Maurice & Maryca
r-icl' Hyde
Pacing and -timing, of Brown!s
.BoEsr Barnct
Jose.
Vllma Sherry
D "Marie & Lee
Hollywood, since it will be able to! planations.
Tlotel Bismnrk
fancy footwork registered among,
Al Bjutltln
BAT.xmOBK
palmer House
JPlerre Cartler
use more films in a week than
the customers here. Well received
Blppodrome <M tti Vred Rookie,
Grin Williams Ore
Benno Delaon O
Graya
Ernieat Tubb SHOW
Florence .Desmond
Hollywood turns out in year. He PATRICIA WINDSOR
by the house, he should..prove more
The StSAVarts /W)
State (I) IB'KO
BEATONO ,
Artino & CAunsueIn suggested, in addition, that much of Songs
DlPardo, Ore
Tony
than adequate in similar vaude and.WyominK 2
Ray Malone
Rijab (B lH-«0
'SO.JHlns.
Helaintni'
nitery dates.
the feature footage- that Coast pro•HowJird De Coui-cy
BlU Jordan
Tony Pastor. Ore
Cotillion Room, N. V.
George.' Gobel
Hotel Stevens
Sid Stojie Co.,
Cy Beeves:. .
ducers throw away, such as cuts and
Bill Chandler Ore
Patricia Windsor marks her nitery DEWEY SISTERS (2)
Louis & Oliver .
Orln Tucker. Ore
Tyler Thorn as
Mary IT KIncald
retakes, could be rounded up into debut, having come from operetta,
Prof Laisibertl
Roberts
Acrobatic
Jack BurtoII
Gould
June LoMlne
Marcella
if
highly-entertaining "tele shows
KOCKFORn
and on her Hotel Pierre showing she 1 Bftais.
ClmcliM -genns
U KdKewater Bearh E & J Slack
tVtilace (I) 18
Hollywood wanted to do business.
irnpresses as toeing plenty OK lotr St»te, N, Y.,Sootee Marsh
Cordano * Cortnne
Georffe Olsen Ore.
B & N Lang
Sensationalists .(3>
(one to All)
Sharkey the Seal
McCrary ^revealed that Goldwyii; sound (and sight) in anybody's
The Dewey- Sisters provide an efS'ield Bennett &
Boulevar-deara
BOMXON
Lea Canova (2)
her
blonde,
bistro.
personable
A
Jack
one,
enough
inDeCrowe
for.
fective mixture of terps and tumbling'
had evidTenced
KeiUis (K> IS
Dene & L^on.
voice is ol tmquestipned schooling. that make them a safev proposition
li Cole Debutantes
"t'erest in tele to otfer to. finance him
Juoi Fong
A choice repertoire geared to the for family vauders. They're a nice
Umit & Van
in production of .films lor video.
3. Flying Demons
Bob.Bvans
Kiss," appearing pair, costumed in good
taste
("One
middlebrow
Paul
.Walker
Oro
McCrary
claims>
to have turned 'Stella
t Saya
TelevisiiMi
by Starlight," "Kashimiri
and nave 4. set of applauseSAN imxcicisco
down the ofEer but will use several Love Song," "La Boheme" excerpt, taste,
Ooldeii «tate (B) IT
getting routines.
Continued from page 28
of Goldwyn's technicians in experi- "Almost Like Being in Love," etc.)
B&ai't SI*
Schalier Bros
\,.
The gals do a comparatively long,
Jerry Co*
JOhrniy O'Brien
are certain, in fact, to be reminded menting "with 16m production, lie insures popular appeal, especially in siege ol taps before going into the
Straw Hat Kovue
Skr.BIAers'
CotUlion
hotel
spot
like
the
a
class
and Mrs.
acrobatics. It's the latter that makes
.Beitnle George
Guy Ghurncy
of the film shorts of "Info," so sim- pointed: out that he
(two to aill)
• 'tfeltes
They're fast,
the most' headway.
McOary (Jinx Falkenburg) bad Room.
ilar are the formats.
JCHICACiO
WA8H1NGTOS
She has instinctive showmanship, agile and energetic to fill the reIn addition to latching onto a for- shot 16m film lor their BristolChleaco (P) 18
.Capitol <L) "IS
Gordon M^axrKae
'Jan. J^iatin
mulsi that has pulled radio audi- Myers tele show last year and had as evidenced by a judicious- use of quirements of actx ol this type.
Joss.
JoJinny .Morgan'
Nancy Donevan
ences years in and out. Stone wisely discovered they could turn out 20 the mike A/lrhich she further proves
BunlnH'.'Puppets
atroud. Twine
could be dispensed with, as she does
has given his show plenty of name minutes of film lor Only $1,200.
X^eBrae '& '.Bornleo
Corday St Triano
in 'one aria.
Anyway, she knows MoHARRIS &. DOLORES ^
appeal, Author John Mason Brown
how and when to pitch her high", Dancing'Slnctaif
seems a singularly smart choice for
5 Mlns.
the chairman's chorci being not only
registers away from the mike.
HACKNer
tta-mllton & Vassi
Attractively accoutred and pos- Apollo, N. Y.
well known but. well equipped» His
Palette Dogs
Kmplre' (I) Ik
Fast Negro terp turn employmg *
delivery, diction iaiA general manner
Peter Tayner
sessed of indubitable talefit. Miss
Henry HaU Ore
Eddy Bayea
are pleasing; he is intelligent and inWindsor is a plus value. She erred singing Intro shows definite possiLea TounB'
'Continued from page 26
Mayeto
Sldanl
bilities.
Following the vocaling,
seeming
snobbish;
formed,
without
repertoire,
which
only
in
overlength
Newman Twins
Bernard .Speer
where
the duo identify themselves as
glib and humorous without seeming
the
fault
of
an
however
was
more
SHKPHii'ns
ursH
ters any> fading and holding over
4 Atlas
Bmpire (1>. :|S
silly. He does the stint with relish
enthusiastic maestro - conferencier "Dave and, Dolores," team does some
M Hope & D JRSy ' Ignorance
significant items that can't be fitted
Is Bliss
BUeen & ,T Paul
and verve.
than herself. She could (and should) brief stepping. Gal, a looker with
Alys
into the 8 jam. show for the 0 a.m.
I.EICI!81<XB
cut one and possibly two ol the en^ snappy gams* lades out lor her
In the four-expert panel (again
Pant ft Jill
program,.
cores.
Palaco (I) 15.
Los Valentes
However, that's a detail at- stocky partner to wham 'em with
like "Info") on the second performBor^aih WuevJteh
Biggest virtue of magnetic record- tuned strictly to the enthusiasm of some solo lootwork.
Pepino's Circus
ance of the show this week (15) were
Bamonica Rascals >ladrlgal
Attempting a novel switch, ferome
Lewis Gannett, book critic of the ings, especially the tape variety, lie^ the customers or the management.
Johnny Puleo
NolsonlJoyd
returns- with roller skates on her
Abel.
Xieonai'd Barr
N. Y. Herald Tribune; Millicent Fen- in the ease with which they can be
Vilicent Artliura
slippers. Tries a lew ineffective tap
wick; .an -editor of Vogue; .Russell edited.
According to . I«e Bland,
routines. Idea- is good but it's eviMaloney, author and mag writer, and CBS director of. special events," the JEAN MVRAI
dent she hasn't quite mastered the
Merle Miller, an associate editor of ratio of editing speed- between disk Siiurer
roller medium.
With further exHarper's Magazin^. (On the initial
and tape recordings is in the neigh- 12 Mlns.
perience/ act stacks up as an okay
sequence, in addition to Gannett and
VilUg« Vanguard, N. Y.
circuits.
Bennett Cerf, book- publisher, "Wil- borhood of 50 to one. Tape recordMaking
her pro bow here, Miss turn lot the vaude and cafe
ings,
moreover,
permit such line
liam Auerbach-Levy, the artist, and
Mural warbles lolk and mood tunes
YOEK
RUTH
WALLIS
editing
that even a note from a bar to her own accompaniment on a
li-year-old Linda Nissen.)
Basatelle
Hotel Kew Xnrker
Remembering the medium it was of music or a syllable from a "word guitar. She does much ol her 'chirp- Songs -r
Mins.
18
Dorothy Ross
Sammy Ka.yc Ore.
can
be
removed
without detection by ing in Spanish and wears an attracusing,, the caught session made plenBlue .AnccI
Hotel Pennsylvuniu
Warwick Hotel, N. Y.
tiful use of visual tests—identifying the listener in the final form.
tive lolk costume to carry out the
Amanda. .Laine
Chas Spivak' Oro
Ruth Wallis, who recently made
states by their outlines, pasit U. S.
Kayo Ballard
Hotel, rtorre"
Recently, when the Coast Guard motil. Her personality Is mildly ather
Fearl Balley
Lan'dre; & Verna
Presidents with .some of their fea- Cutter. Bibb rescued the do"wned tractive, but she tries too hard, with the jukebox top selling lists with
Jay Marshall
Chas. Reader Ore
platter ol "Johnny Had a Yo Yo''
tures blanked out, f ollcsongs sung by
HaL Cooke
G Ray Terrell
airliner Bermuda Queen, CBS sent the result the audience soon loses (De Luxe), shapes- up as a pleasant
an a cappella group, etc. As a con
interest.
Three Flames
Van Smith Ore
She
-jecording
a
crew to Boston to
Carnival
Hotel Plaza
tinuing, viewer-participation feature,
Miss Murai's pipes are not out- performer in an itttirae room. takes
that
Ge'orgo Samel
has
nice
manner
cover
the
a
casual
Phi) Regan
ship's arrival in port, standing, by any means, so it's vital
prizes were offered for identification
Elsa & "Waldo
Joel Herron Ore
by a televiewer (phoned up by Brown In reporting the event, the Bibb's that she develop a very definite style much of the sting out ol the double-,
Graham Sis
Hotel
Rnofiovell
exat' the
show's close) of a photo captain said one of the airplane's if she is to progress. As it is, her entendres, and projects a tune
Luba Malina
Guy Lombardo. O
tremely well.
Hay Jacauemot
Hotel St Moritu
screened early in the show. Ques- life rafts
"bursted." CBS tech jumping from, one- brand' of song to
'CItas Irwtn
Edo Lubicli Ore
Miss Wallis is best when doing
tions and tests tossed out by Brown nicians
edited the word to read another proves ineffective. She goes
Hotel St Regis
Ctaas Blaekman Or
were generally intriguing "and the ."burst" and gained in grammar what from a' quaint Spanish folk-tune to more subtle material. Those numOao Ore
Raye: & Naldt
that get
"experts" performed astutely, flipCafe Soelety
Nspo & Cote
"Taboo" to "Donkey and the Mule." bers take on a sly facade
"Wise
(Domitown)
Holly Rons
ping back alert speculation when it lost in local color.
Without a marked style and man- maximum appreciation-. She'sbiiiWRose Murphy.
Andre. Andree At
First major project in which wire
in starting off with pops and
they couldn't nail the right answer.
ner, Miss Mural is too unsophistiAlan Alolvin
Bonnie
indigo numbers
FJ Chico
baszlo Ji PcWto
Miss Fenwick easily qualified for recording was used on an air show cated for this type boite. Until a ing up to the all
degrees .of
various
with
tunes
of
Ted straeter Ore
F Del Monte
was
Norman
Corwln's
''One
"World
a regular post' on the panel, being not
few weeks ago she was teaching
avoids
Victoria Barcclo
J Guarneri 3
she
manner
subtlety.
In
this
series
in
January,
1947. With wire kindergarten classes in Manhattan,
only a very bright femme but a very
Hita & Rozino
Hotel Tnft
sometimes
videogenic one. She stole the show being more difficult to handle, the having been a New York public that initial shock which
Vincent Lopez Ore
IjOS ^Panchos
Harem
Cliarlio Drew
from her male fellow experts in this whole works were transferred to schoolmarm lor the past eight years. chilte an audience.
Jack Cole Dcrs
Ilavnna-lUndrld
She's a good-looking titian, nicely
week's edition. Of the other three tape, edited and then re-recorded
Herb.
Myron Cohen
Noro Morales Ore
garbed, and an accomplished' galj
experts—all of whom, it should be on acetate
Frances Faye
Joaquin Garay
disks for transmission.
doing her own writing. She's a staff
Gorday •& Triano
noted,
aitaa Jayns
pei'formed
admirably—the Broadca.sters are gradually losing ANDRE RANOOVRV (»)
songsmitb for Mills Music when not
Johii Ulllot
Sacasas Oro
puckish, ear-pulling Maloney, whose
Singing
Paul Remoa
Jose.
Icelnnd
working the saloons.
caustic comments have earmarks of their reluctance to bi'oadcast di- 12
Mack Ti'lplels
Lynn Allison
Mins.
the
late
Leo Bartel
Tiny. Clark
Alexander
Woollcott's. rectly from tape which stemmed Zanzibar, Montreal
Nevada Smith
Dorothy Jarnac
from
a
fear
looked like, the best bet to enliven
that the equipment
This young French^Canadian bal- Delfont to Scout U. S.
Fftuato Curbollo O'
Hope Foyo
future
sessions.
would
He
break
never really got
down midway.
ladeer is, without trying to imitate
Art Roman O
Ckinn Doll
wound up in this sequence, but there
Casino
Hotel Ikllsnn
Tape recording gear, however, is him, the <!loseat thing to Jean SaActs for
Ming & Line
Tommy Reed Ore
were hints that he could.
"Wong Sis
not all that it should be, according blon.
Bancourt's soft voice is at
No 1' Sinu Ave Laurie
London, Dec, 16.
Format of "Americana"—which
Long
Eliyilis Grey
Although greatly times very much, by tonality, like
Beatrice Funa: Oye gets its title from the fact that it to the experts.
Bernard Delfont sails for U, S. on
Vlfllsoii & Hosley
Sablon's
and
he
can
achieve
hope
to
H
Curbelio Oro
improved
over their early models,
deals with American subjects (but
Queen Elizabeth Jan. 3 to Ime
Hazel "Webster
as much success if he dress- the
Downey & Fonvlllo Jack Prase Oro
Casino.
why be so isolationist? )—has the in- the machines are still not rugged possibly
es up his Dresentation ."With more iip talent for the London
Copncabnim
Highlights
and lack
herent wealcness from a video stand- enough
self-contained
Belinont-PlaKn
material.
Peter Lind Hayes
Rancourt's only mistake House has temporarily abandoned
point of being talky, but it can re- power supplies for ideal portability
Rome Vincent
Jet Ma"«)DonaId
so far is to keen his delivery straight. vaudevUle to play annual ChristmasJon LTvurens
.duce this eflect through abundant Major advances, however, are in the
Mary IlVny
He has to find some exclusive mate- pantomime, "Cinderella," presented
Taylor Lino
Blair & '{Jean
use--<>t visual quiz stuff.
Viewers
near- offlng. CMS engineers are currial.
Castillauoa Ore
Ray "Arnet"
by Emile Littler. Theatre resumes
might be^given a slightly longer look rently collaborating
Bddia Stone Oro
Michael Dursio Ore
Lad's voice is pleasant even when its vaude policy Jan. 26, with Olson
with equip
Hotel, Biltinoro
Fernando Alvarez O at the test articles, to give them more ment manufacturers
on a special it drops somewhat too low and be- and Johnson lor a four weeks
tluas: Morgan Ore
Lou Menschel
of a chance to compete with the exTom, Grant Oro
electronic .editing- device and some comes a whisper on some final notes, season.
Martin Line
-u
Commodore Bllmpy Blank Ore perts. Setting of the show, while it refinements to
He
Hotel
sings a French-Canadian origiIncrease the fidelity
should not distract from the proceectStan Kenton Oro
While in New York Delfont "Will
lia MHttlnlciao
nal modern song, "Plus Rien," and
mgs, might be a little less bare than and overall performance of tape
his
Hotel IioxInKtou
Mlguelilo Valrtez
follows with "These Foolish Things," also seek plays and musicals for
AloiAfta Hawaiians
Ralph Font Oro
if is now. Brown is a trifle too easjr recorders.
where the Sablon tonality Is, wflh- gaville and' Garribk Theatres.
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dition of

"Be Nice

bor" and

"A Fellow Needs

to

Your Neigha Girl."

Skating Vanities of IfMS

to a boff reception with VOl'

River."

Man

99

doble routines art included.

Toptiar

is a neat buildup for "the most dufl*
$he Also does the "Habanera" from
(Municipal Aud, K. C.)
Vinson is a blues singer of the old cult step a man ever took," as they
"Carman" and follows up with the
Kansas City, Deis. 10,
school.
Backing him neatly is his exit to Mendelssohn's w.k. march.
version from "Carmen Jones." For
Sixth edition of the roller skating small band comprising three reed
Per usual) Reader paces his show
an encore she offers Torme's "Christ- revue
Vinson),
drum, bass, well, plays tiptop dansapation, with
in two acts and 22 scenes pre- (including
«nt isjue of VAwtTV.
mas Song." This act with a little
hy Harold Steinman. Pro- piano and trumpet. In all he vocally Van Smith's Latfiis for the aliernat*
more dressing up would go much sented
duction supervisor, Georae Tyson; contribs a quai:tet of numbers, all terp tunestering.
furrent WU at the Strand isn't better. It also has promise
Abel,
for
the
cause of stageshows any,
staged by Russell Marketf.
of which are in the typical blues
rtoinil the
nitery route. Harold & Lola do their
vein with indigo lyrics to match.
The paucity of the present one-dance offering, the
Sood
Copacabana,
Cobra Dance,
harmful when it's
Songs of this type are a natural for
fiSl to especially
a slithery hit.
'Skating Vanities" rolled into town this house's clientele.
Miomi Beoch, Dec. 12.
comes
present
layout
Uncanny
is
the
that
noted
Benni; Fields, Al Bernie, Gene
Sam Jack Kaufmann's house orch for its sixth trip here and opening the way- Vinson's voice breaks at the
weeks without stage
flftet nearly two
is
Barry, Connie Anderson, Buster Buron a week's vacation, so Bob night Showed another of its fast- end of every
.word. Unusual infleclayout, when the house ran dual reobviously de- Simpson's aggregation is filling in, moving, lavishly-costumed and well- tion seems to add extra meaning to nell, Wally Wanger Line (6), Frank
issues. It's thin show,
working on stage with the acts. knit presentations, this time for the
Linale Orch; mtnitnwm $2.50; Barry
rimed to meet m i n i m u m budget Simpson is emcee. Band has good benefit of the Firemen's Pension such songs as "I'm Just a Railroad Gray Air iShpw; in Lounge.
Porter" and another "dedicated to
reauirements during the extremely rhythm and the boys do well in a Fund. Show is a worthy successor
to the gals" who wake up at 25 to what
dull pre-Christmas period, with little
That cash register jingle Murray
couple of vocals, best of them being it;s predecessors, with the last word they missed
at 21. He and his unit
drawing or entertaininent power.
in costumes and lighting, and about
"Smoke That Cigarette."
Weinger' has been waiting to hear
Lotce.
score solidly.
Without disparaging especially the
all the individual and company skill
since he reopened this plush spot
Barnet's
orch,
Sandwiched in the one-hour bill is should
Charlie
of
eftorts
that can be drawn out of rollers.
be a nightly tune with this
OHental, Chi
a harum-scarum number by the
which is the topUner on this payout,
Seven of the 22 scenes are exten.T Lunceford aggregation labeled "Sax-« installation, gauged from the crowds
emphasized that except for
It's to be
sive production numbers which carry
Chicago, Dec, 11.
that turned out for the first showology."
It's a noisy, furious piece
have
a very few bands, these outftts
Louis Primo Orch
with their weight in entertainment value, that's chiefly «n excuse for' saxman ings; It is a neatly rounded produce
(15)
dimmed their drawing power. The Cathy Allen, Jimmy Vincent,
while
individual
tion
with
performances
a brisk pace and av.mixspark
Lu
Joe Thomas and his fellow' sidemen
surrounding bill consists of a com- Dell;
Steve Evans, Vince Gloria Hay- the show throughouti and a quartet to cut loose. Ralph Cooper handles ture of talents that adds up to ptinaratively inexpensive act lineup,
of proven standard acts are thrown
dock; "Lost Honeymoon" (EL).
the comedy plus an occasional intro. tronage building.
which isn't sufficient for the usual
in for good measure.
Bpnny Fields, Blossom Seeley's
The "Bra- McHarris & Dolores as well as Ralph
house.
this
of
standards
ziliana" number closing the first act
boy,' returns to Miami for this enBarnet has a good musical outfit
Louis Prima could be capsuled as easily' takes top. honorsj: getting in Brown "^are reviewed under New gagement for the first time in two
that 'can still get hearty applause an ofay Cab CallowayiLouis Arm- much of the flavor of the samba Acts.
seasons and proves again thct he
from the jazz-minded. He's usually strong, but it would be inaccurate which backgrounds it through the
has the draw power to rate top billbringing in

Bai-nrt

Chorlie
j«on to«l««

'

:

.

Lunne,- Bunnw
"AJtoo«f
Brtoo,, De«ol, M«rl« ft
?oo«ther" (WB), reviewed in cur-

•

.

:

Miami

:

'

.

new

not averse to

or-

chestral ideas, although innovations
are at a minimum on the current
layout.\ 'He does a trumpet choir
arrangement with some slight disso.

.

nances that are mainly for the adVMiced jazzophilesj but evening adult
audiences aren't especially taken by
There are some good stage gimit.
micks, such as the trumpet conversa'tion between two of his sidemen,
as always, Barnet's sax riifs are
colorful td add' a measure of excitement.. His concession to the approaching season, a 'medley of Xmas
tuneSi is well staged and beautifully
ligKt^, -and comes off extremely
medley of his disk hits also
W6U.
gets a. rise from the house.
The oroh's chirper, Jean Louise, is
% good*looking and capable singer
.but doesn't impart the necessary
However, the
color in her voice.
crowd takes to heri
Bunrijr
Briggs,
the
personable
vepian -singer and dancer who's virtually part of Barnet's standard
equipment, knocks off a group of
terps 'after a song opener, that's
solidly, entertaining. The .boy has a
poised and easy style that permits a
fense of humor to shine through,

A

.

,.

le hits a full mitt.
Ada Lynne (New Acts) is a clever
gal Who does nicely with her comedy 'Songs and impressions.
'Other act on the session is Deval,
Merle and Lee, a good comedy -terp
combination that whacks across some
good comedy numbers,
Jose.
>

Olympia, Hflaml

all around.
His faint resemblance
to Calloway is in snake-hip fronting
and not in singing, while his Armstrong similarity is in tonal quality
on vocals and not in trumpeting.
Prima's style is Prima's and, as the
man says on the radio, any resemblance to persons living or dead
purely coincidental.
,

.

Although Prima and Armstrong
both have gutty 7gravel voices that
come from years' of trumpet pitching, each has an individual song
style.
Armstrong often fills out
]Dhrases with cemi-articulate words,
ijut Prima stays on the lyrics.
As
for fronting. Prima isn't as acrobatic as Calloway. You can't weave
too much while blowing a trumpet.

Prima's

vocals

go well on

ing "Civilization," with sidemen at
his side> Maestro's trumpet points
up melodies for lusty Effects
throughout.
As a frock-coated
deacon heckled by an unbeliever,
planted in a loge, he scores in stern
finger-shaking at his wayward congregation of musicians.
Jimmy and Lu Dell turn in a

comedy duet. Cathy Allen,
sheathed in strapless black satin,
does okay on VBallerinai" but better
on her torchy encore. Band of three
rhythms, five reeds and seven brass
has bounce and vitality,
Vince and Gloria Haydock tap out
the usual with more than' usual
verve, then follow with a nostalgic
routine introed as on^ their mother
good

and father worked liack in the 20's.
Miami, Dec. 12.
Pair olfed to brisk applause and reTest GVirAeW, Mack, tt JitviaanA,
turned for rope-jump tei^plng fpr
Larri) Doniels, Coco, Stetie & Eddj/,
The Gathaios, Les Ahode. Ho^se additional appreciation.
Steve Evans' impresh of a ghoulOrch; "^here There's Life" <Por)i
ish madman is a sure hackle raiser.
There's a full quota of entertain- His Polish lush, no uncommon sight
ment contained in the current pack- in Chi nabe bars, is penetrating
With minor alterations, . it
age here for the goodly numbers of stuff.
could pass as serious characterizavaude addicts in the area.
Tess .'Garden, in the topliner spot, tion. Comedian picks up fire-crackgets them from walkon with her er yocks with imitations of audience
laughing
at a comedian.
Aunt Jemima getup, then discards
Prima package shapes up prime
the character to rack up resounding
applause with fter vet knowhow in over-all, especially for youngish ausong salesmanship: Standouts were diences.
Boajt.'
her medley of old hits and the "Show
Boat classics.
The Cathalas tee off proceedings
Boston, Dec. 12.
Wim a niftily routined acro-turabling
act, with the teen-age member of
Tommi; Dorsey Orch (16) plus
troupe garnering the mitts via his Stuart Foster, Town Criers
(4),
ague work.
Emerald Sisters (2), Prof. BackEccentric hoofery of Mack and toords,,Audrei/ Youno; "Secret Jtfisnesmondliits well. Male half utilizes ston" (RKO).
his funny pan to laugh advantage
"With overall effect a healthy one on
Tommy Dorsey again proves he's
Htubholders. V
:•. Comedy
impreshes
of
Larry tops when it comes to putting on a
Paniels (with some in the biting well-placed band show. Although he
yein)
add 'up for good returns. could feature his trombone more
When he tops with blackface (only takes one spot), his side men
"it on Al Jolson the youngster has do a sock job in their respective
spots.
them for a sock windup.
Show gets off to a fast start with
Coco, Steve and Eddy are familiars familiar instrumental number "Opus
In^this house, and as usual, click One" with
a quick segue into some
With their comedy tumbling and
wow trumpet work and vocalizing
acrobatics.
Rack up steady series by Charlie Shavers about "Fat Man's
Of laughs to fold a well paced runPolka." Paul Smith is given feature
down.
spot on "Boogie Woogie," giving out
1^8 Rhode's orch accomps neatly. with some new ideas on how b.w.
Larry.
should be played in effortless and
humorous 88ing. "On the House.'"
Capitol,
gives Buddy DeFraneo on clarinet
and local boy Boomie Richmond on
Wos/iinoton, Pec. 12.»
JOcfc Corter, Harold & Lolo, Dione tenor a chance to show their stuff,
Vpa«ns«, Jtfathis Duo, Bob Simpson but top honors go to Louis Elson for
Bond (8); "Pirotes of Monterey" some terrif skin beating.
Ziggie Elman caught biggest hand
for "Angels Sing" but had to bt-g
It's
that murderously thin b.o. off encoring at show caught due to
period just before Xmas and the lip trouble. Vocal department well
J-apitol has crawled into the storm taken care of by variety of vocalists
cellar with, an inexpensive,
including the Town Criers, boy-gal
little
snow It doesn't fool the customers foursome; Stuart Foster and a new
one around here named Audrey
bill is the opener,
^<!t, on
wJi!..
"laihis
Duo,
which goes from Young. She drew whistles from the
wcycling into the unicycle with the wolves and handled the assignment
man cutting loose with sock juggling well, though not too strong on the
nom a high one- wheeler. He also showmanship angle. Gordon Polk of
taites his gal
partner on his shoul- the Town Criers in solo slots going
clowning though "I
o^j pn.the unicycle and both juggle big mugging and
and
twirl hoops while keeping the Met My Baby at Macy's" following
S^il"P"8ht. It is a nice turn and with "The Whistler's Call." Stuart
^«ves to waim 'em up for a better Foster not too impressive with "Old
Man River," his "Almost Like Being
.

RKO, Boston
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'

^

:

:

•

the

oldie, "I Can't Give You Anything
But Love," and current pops, includ-

Wash,

.

h^^^H Carter, comic, worlts very
nard
for the laughs, some Of Which
U;./ets.
His routine is very fast
with continual jibing at the
u^^'ence and much coaxing for what
Tv^"' "applau." Ho, hum.
"® Courtney,
surprises
TOUk
wnn a Very warm warbler,
and pleasant ren-

excellent terp-skating of Billy Lee,

teamed with Melva Moreno.
Costumes for this, as for the whole

ably

show, are lavish.
First

act

sets -a

good pace with

"Grand Parade of the Wooden Soldiers," featuring the line of Vanityr
Fairs and Skating Escorts. Whirlaways follow for a challenge acrobatic routine, and Eileen McDonnell
is on for a fast turn as first of featured performers. Team of six men
put over- a number as top-hatted,
suave gentlemen skaters; and Bobby
Whaling and Yvette sans skates follow with their pantomime around a
breakaway bike and a unicycle.
"Gold and Silver Waltz" production
number also., serves to introduce
Gloria Nord, ';femme .lead of the
troupe, as trim in her skimming as
ever. Miss McDonnell is back teamed
with Melva Moreno as a pair of "De-

Jayne Wolton, Dewey Sisters
"Desert

Fmy

(2)

(Par)

Being the next-to-closing act on a
vaude layout generally is a proud
spot for any performer, but being
on a next-to-closing bill isn't something to bring exultation. With the
show after this, the State becomes a
'

Straight picture house.
This time the State has some
genuine vaude talent with a liberal
sprinkling of oldtimers who know
way about. James Barton is the
highlight for the oldtime vaude fans,
but there's plenty entertainment as
well from the surrounding bill.
Barton is one of those acts who
dares not change material' His vari-

thieir

malacca cane and the easy, Confident delivery combo to add up
steadily with the ringsiders.
And
when he gets them to join in ^bia

community song remembrance,,

it

builds into hegoff proportions.
Al Bernie hasn't been seen hereabouts »in many years. Which is too
bad, for the mimic-comedian sells
himself in top fashion.
His impreshes hit with their authority and
his gags are laughmakers in their
blending of newies and twists «n
the> familiar.
Production wise, Wally Wanger
has made two changes that turn

what was an unorderly brace of
routines into trim and effective sessions.
He's brought in Connie
ous bits ranging from his perennial Anderson, his wife, for the soubrette
"Mad Dog" to "Annabelle Lee" are chores, and the blonde songster^
variety classics to the extent, that tapstress adds a zest and pace that
audiences will invariably clamor for was lacking heretofore. In Gene
leaping acrobatic routine as his intro- the old numbers.
A standard act Barry he's found himself a solid
ductory number. Three Craddocks, of long standing who does his song, baritone with a phiz that tbe women
imported from France, are shorties dance and story act with the. utmost went for and a voice the first
with a speedy round of knockabout polish for top returns. Barton has nighters found to their liking as
and comedy acrobatics, the first of been a star of vaude, legit ("Tobac- evidenced by their heavy- palmthe four vaude acts (without skates) co Road" and "Iceman Cometh" in pounding when be took over- for a
spotted through the show, "Bra- particular) and,' more recently, pic- short solo spot. The handsome lad
ziliana" then winds tDe act'
tures; he can play anywhere.
should go places with the looks
"Frankie and Johnny," one of the
Another item of major interest is and talent he posseses, Buster Bur'<
major production efforts, tees off the the first Broadway showing of Fran- nell holds over with: his eapabl*
second act, getting a hearty reception cis Craig. Craig came out of WSM, handling of the production and spot
as an illustration that the- customers Nashville, to produce the top-selling terps.
like a bit of a story, however bin:- disk, "Near You" (Bullet), The act
Frank Linale and his orch back
lesqued,' with the skating.
Bit •>£' isn't top vaude fodder, although it in their usual apt style and handle
slapstick with four of the company's gets across handily, mainly on the the patron dance chores neatly.
gent skaters done up as "Bowery strength of his reprise of that hit
Barry Gray continues to draw
Belles" fails to register as simply too tune, with Bob Lamm at the trum- them into the lounge, with, the wait-corny for. words.
Foursome in pet and on vocals. That item in ing for tables, crowds applying
Tyrolean garb comes through nicely itself justifies his place on the bill, every early a.m.
Laryj
in a double team number, leading but he becomes a bit ludicrous when
into Meehan's second solo ^as, a he plays another of his compositions,
Ciiek, Philly
toreador whirling a cape.
"Beg Your Pardon," in a manner,
Miss Nord returns to head Up a that makes it barely distinguishable
Phttodelphio, Dec. 13,
Vaughn Monroe Orch (24) tuith
production as Dinah in "A Pretty from "Near You." Only noticeable
Girl Is Like a Melody,'' a flashy turn difference comes when Lamm takes ilfadeline 'Russell,
Ziggy Talent,
woven around seven songs featuring the vocals. Craig has found a piano Moon Maids (4) ; Jack 'Verna Orch
femme names. Rose Piccola and styling that's brought him into (5) tcith Pupi DeCarlo; no cover or
Tony Mirrelli, billed as "Strength prominence, but he shouldn't carbon minimum.
and Beauty," live up to it with a himself ad infinitum. He gets good
Vaughan Monroe's mellow musical
speedy and daring turn, stroking the hands, nonetheless.
A touch of
rink at fui|.v speed while MiyreUl: showmanship is evident with Craig's style is drawing them into the Click
currently despite the pre-Yuletide
tosses Miss: piccola about in series of announcement of Lamm's blindness.
Place is
acrobatic pOses. "A Modern Mood" Latter goes about unassisted; his letdown all over town.
handicap isn't evident to the audi- jammed nightly.
is a production number carried' en-•
Vocal battery of Monroe, Moon
tirely by the guys and gals of the ence.
Maids, Madeline Russell and Ziggy
Bill opens with Dewey Sisters
company, a precision routine showing up well in flashy lights and (New Acts) for a good warmup. Talent are getting boff reception.
costumes.
Jayne Walton hits it nicely with a Tunes that are' tops on the jukeShow gains further momentum pleasant tune selection in which she box hit parade, including "Till End of
with Bobby May stepping up the stresses melody, and Frankie Con- Time," "How Soon" and "Near You,"
pace as he juggles clubs and balls ville, with assistance by Sunny Dale, get working over by Monroe'*
while rolling all over the rink. Miss gets nice applause with a varied crew with good results.
Talent takes over; when a novelty
Nord and Meehan then team for comedy assortment.
Guy improves
Closing is by Lander and.HoUand, tunevis called for,
their only number together, reeling
with age. When caught he scored
off a well-paced romantic skate- an ultra-sophisticated ballroom duo
dance. The Rudells fill nicely with with a maximum of polish. There's With VMaharajah of Magadore."
Miss Russell's warbling is espestandard trampoline work and gar- a minimum of acrobatics and they
nish with some rope-skipping to attain top results on straight terping. cially clicko when "she takes o.ver
complicate work of the bouncing This is a team that could make the with "They're Mine" and "Civilization." Maestro and Moon Maids harfigures. Finale calls on the. entire round of the smart hotel spots.
company for & go at "Minstrel Days,"
The house orch overtures with monize in hangup style.
Verna's quintet held over as relief
with the inevitable magenta produc- "18th Century Drawing Room" in
Shal.
tion as the peak. Number is spotted an arrangement that displays the band.
as most ambitions Of the program, delicacy of this number with exand brings the two hours and 15 treme .effectivenessi
Jose.
N. Y.
Quin.
minutes to a flashy finish.
Noro Jf orflles Orch, Sflcossos Oreh,
BobM Copo, Pann Merryman, Horacio
Y.
Apollo,
j
tc Marga; Minimum, $3.50.
lightful

,

Delovelies"

skating

'

neatly

and precisely.
Mickey Meehan has the rink to
himseU late in the first half, with a

'

,

•

,

'

'

..-

'

.

.

(17)
Lunceford's Band
Eddie Wilcox, Joe Thomos &

Jinimte
iaith.

Fred Bryant; McHarris & Dolores,
Eddie "Cleanheod" Vinson Orch (7)
The Ravens (5), Rolph Cooper,
Ralph Broijon; "Within These Wolls"
(20th).

Jimmie Lunceford's band, led by
pianist Eddie Wilcox, and the blues
•shouting of Eddie "Gleanhead" Vinson top the Apollo's current layout.
Orch of the late batoneer tees off
this colored show with a' rousing,
There's
"Annie Laurie."
brassy
plenty of volume in the outfit's eight
brass, four rhythm and five reed.
Fortunately, they're somewhat restrained in accompanying vocalist
Bryant,
"That's What
''
returns.

Fred

Vocal

who
I

groups

pipes an okay
Like" for average

apparently

are

a

Here
miist at this Harlem vauder.
Love" more his style.
date in less than a year
For straight acts, Dorsey has The for a return
Ravens. Four lads in palm
Emerald Sisters in fast tumbling are Thewhite
furnish the harmony
standard, and Prof. Backwards with, Beach
attired
similarly
accompanied by a
his line of chatter and spelling feats.
the piano. Working with
Biz was way off at opener, house mate at
two mikes, boys open with "Always,"
only getting customers after dark.
run through several more to close

in

State, N. V.
ing. The vet song salesman whams
James Barton, Francis Craig with out a blending of nostalgia, schmaltz
Bob 'Lamm, Frankie Conville with and modern song spinning that gets
Sunny Dale, Lander & Holland, them; old and young. The top hat,

Havana-Madrid,

Nitery Reviews

So long as Nofo Morales' rhumba
crew dispenses dance music here
the Havana Madrid has reasonable
assurance of hitting profitable gross-r
Charles es no matter what the floorshow
maestro-emcee
that
in
Reader— who is al-so the director of consists of. But there's such a thins
entertainment at the hostelry—rarely as going too far in that direction.
before booked a femme soloist.; He The current layout isn't comparable
makes no mistake with his musical to anything the spot has had in a
comedy miss making her niteiy long time.
debut. Minor error was the hyperFor the Latin elements, Bobby
enthusiasm manifested by Reader Capo has become somewhat of a
opening night in permitting her to name. He has many Latih-Ameri*
run overboard. While it didn't risk can adherents because of his disks.
her welcomCt it bordered thereon.
However, his vocal acceptance is
Show is in the right groove for the dissipated by a faultjr tune selection
holiday business until the Calgary and the lacK of variety in his ofBros, come in Jan. 8 as the next ferings, Svery nuinber has the same
headliners, along, with Maria Theresa tempo and the uniformity makes for
Acuna & Juan de Leon, dancers. monotony.
Pann Merry man does nicely with
G. Ray Terrell, a magico of the oldschool, whams 'em with a corking a fast aero terp session, but that's
assortment of legerdemain. He's- in not quite enough to 'put the show
(following iiito the hit column.
Closing
the forepart.
The opening act, Horacio and
Miss Wind.sor in between) are Lannewcomers from Puerto
dre & Verna with their unique terps, Marga,
highlight of which are the difficult Rico, are rhumba terpers who should
Their stuff is of the neo- have had an act before openingi.
holds.
acrobatic idiom, the lifts and holds Their format is like, most other turns
being different and rather daring. of this type, but there's no routining
The usual waltz, Latin and paso or terping worth mentioning, Jose,
Continued from pate SZ

Cotillion nooin, N.

.
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Gosch, But It's Tough to Be a Pfodueer,
Qt, The Pdlsof 'khsi&

00 Broadway

Kpinptal Heatre May Get

Drama School Come-On

finlEet fireak from Tckyiia^

Amateur theati-ical groups are
mushrooming In New York, prinGreenwich Village and
:

By nOBE MORRISON

4

virtually the first typewritten
of manuscript, the history of

lower Manhattan district They have
been scheduling performances at
ticket prices ranging from 1(1.20 to
$2.40, in an effort to attract audiences
from the general public.
such
of
Occasionally, mention
activities reach the theatre columns
of ihe dailies, but none is of professional caliber, according to Actors
Officials
Equity As.sn. spokesmen.

Arthur mopldi^

page
"The Gentleman from Athens" became a migraine production. Besides
all the standard misadventures olC

tx|wimdt en fha fNtara «f th*

theatrical enterprises; it became the
basis for libel suits tol^alling $2,QOOiOOOi was indirectly involved in
Congressional investigation, and
got caught in the segregation coO"

.

logMiMt*

'What

«

troversy over the. National theatre
in Washington. It .finally folded lasf
Saturday night (IS) at the Mansfield,
N. Y., after seven performances, a

•

a

tlMMrtra. la

Learned at
Fordham"^
**•.»•
I

farthMaiiag

faatara la Ida

total financial loss.

;

.

As he

.the plot:

Concerts' Flopola B.O.
In

Mpk

Chasing

Is

-

.hearsal.

to attract capacity
'W>m SSieeting" jadio seties on ABC, audiences, with' season ticket holders
«eetiing the. negative side of the accounting' for much of the attendquestion, "Js There Really a Com- ance), there have been only four
dates
far.
They
were Kostelanetz,
so
miinist Threat in Hollywood." Dur^
}ng the sizzling debate, Mr^; Lela Kreisler, Victor. Borge -and Hazel
Rogers, arguing the affirmative, ac" Scott, and there's only one more, on
'horizon
the
Itlubi.
cused .Lavery. of having written a
None of the four was profl.table for
-play. containiAg Comomunist propagai^a and- iUacged' that his very the local promoter, and Ray Mitchell
I>reaence on the program proved the of Milwaukee, who 'brought Borge
existence of ihe Communist menace. into Minneapolis and St; Paul, took
Allegedly as a result of those ac- an especially bad beating.
Al Sheehan, one of the leading
cvsatiens, $46,580 of promised "backthe
"Gentleman From concert managers, who -also produces
ing for
•Athens" production was withdrawn, tlie highly successful annual Aqua
';«n4 liaveiy and Gosch brought libel Water Follies and books the State
says that
suits, of. J$1,000,000 each against Mrs. Fair grandstand shows,
while business* is considerably off,
Rogers.
»
the talent is asking the same high
Gosch Forced to Seek More Coin
Meanwhile, Gosch scurried about terms, or .guarantees as « year ago.
In
bringing in Kostelanetz and
theatrical and financial circles iu
New York to- dig .up sufficient coin Kreisler, he asserts, "I worked for
to replace the withdrawn backing northing." He'll retire to the sidebefore bis various contm-ctual dead- lines now, he asserts, until "the pattern
becomes clearer.'*
lines. He got Jttfes J,- Leventhal to
C. C. Millces, who had a substanput up $25^000 and promise a New
York theatre and took Eunice Healey tial number of bookings, last season
and
the
year before, -thus far this
in as- associate producer. She raised
fallrwinter season has had only
the final $20,000 necessary.
While "Gentleman" was rehearsing Hazel Scott for her second local engagement
in two years, and his only
there were the usual tiffs among
those associated- with the: production^ definite underline is .Iturbi next
includinig.. author,
director, actor;; month. Miss Scott drew well last
and 'prodlicers. There were exten- season, but she attracted only a
sive -rewrites, especially to the third mediocre house this time, although
Act Still, the show got fairly promis- Milkes claims not to have lost iny
ing reviews in Wilmington and Bos- money on the date.
He leaves next week for Hollyton.
HoweveT; these two engagements, involved a loss of $ll;600, wood to try to line up bookings for
•which Gosch and Miss Healey fig- the ensuing months.

—
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Concerts, Inc.,

^t» Coiporate

Setnm

be-

Columbia Concerts,
largest concert

Inc.,

management

world's
Is

un-

dergoing a corporate reorganization
a change in name of four of its
seven separate divisions. Purpose is
to cut away some names no longer

by

of contemporary significance;
to
give wider recognition, to various
managers comprising the exec personnel, and to famiUaciae these managers more to the (mblic and trade.

Concert Management Arthur jQdInc.,
will- be
succeeded by

son,

Judson, O'Neill &. Judd, Inc. Rutii
O'Neill is treasurer of Columbia
Concerts and an associate of ,Iudson
since his Philadelphia days. WilUam
Judd, son of George:
Judd,- manager of the Boston Symphony Orchestra;,joined Columbia «bouf
three years ago. Ada G. Cooper is
booking director for this division.
Metropolitan Musical Bureau, Inc.,
foiuided in 1916, will now be Coppicus & Schang, Inc. Francis C. Cop-picus and Frederick C, Schang have
acted 'anonymatisly under the Met
title since 1930. Lawrence Evans Art-

ing night.
it spein "modern revival reperschedules three revivals, tickets to be $1.25 or $3 for the trio. Cast
slated to appear is claimed to be
made up of "players whose past theexperiences include wide
atrical
phases of stagecraft."

Another group, which says

cializes

tory,*'

Ce&ege Shows

particularly
b.o.

slump.

On the- train returning Sunday
(7) to New York, Wanamaker and
Xavery agreed on a new ending for

Reserved

mi^t

CBS around

plays and ati agreement may b«
reached after the definite selection
of the other scripts to be used. Six
plays are scheduled, one a month,
each for a week of six performances.
The ET committee is expected to
name the remaining foijr plays this
week.
Actors in ET shows are paid pro*
rata' of the Equity minimum weekly
salary of $60 for eight performances,
So each receives three-fourths of
that amount, or $4."), for six performances.
Everyone in the cast
gets the same pay, regardless of

Freezer,
yotjfn

name

rating. Such stars as Charles.
in "Galileo," and John
Garfield, in "Skipper," as. well as aU

Laughton,
casts,
tion.

a

clothing

he

project.
in

jump

I

I

-

I

°'

!

STMWHAT

herring."
";?*°''' this

.mnhief. on the possible
-^f
emphasis
Communist
philosophy of "Gentleman" may have

:

was

consid-

That was shown by the
subscription.s,

being only 300 unsold

Two

•

-

oftei

there

now

'tickets for the

;

.

.

I

manufacturer.
"What do

CBS

-

,

inc(uired,

the

Allen;, production TOper-

I

Wnk?"

rehearse without renumera«

When

ered by Equity, one proposal was
that the actors get 50% of the videomoney, the other half going to ET
for house expense,
suggestion
was nixed, however, since it would
conflict with the general scale.
''Galileo" drew- divergent opinions,
but the publicity accorded the play
hypoed general Interest in the ET

H, Chapman, Patricia. NorOpsned Dec. IS, '47, at McCartcr the-

I

His financial angel didn't register a
sign of emotion, answering merely.
"We're dead,"
Besides agreeing
on the play's,,v
quality as entertamment, the next
day's reviews almost unanimou-sly
referred to Mrs. Rogers' statement
a.i ;.t it.s fvl- .ed Communist
theme.
All indicated no such statement
valid, As Brooks Atkinson wrote irt
the Times, "If Mrs. Lela Rogers
really did think it was subversive,
•he must have been overeating red

;

:

vlsion, (Roliert

i

Breatijlessly,

;

/

.

been secretary since its start, Walter salaries for telecasts as the Video
Brown has been with Columbia since field expands and the i?evenue from
rla.
1937. AU three have been active in spon.s'ors increases.
ati*e, 'Princeton.
Caati CIlltord W. Hankin, Vinci>nt R. the H&J. division, Parmelee for 27
Although Equity is represented on
Smith, erant Goodman. Thomaa- H. Middle- years,
the committee the union iegit has^
ton, Jr., Edward H. Tuck, Frank Hartley,
Columbia's board of directors, not relinquished its claim of juris?"
Donald. G. Stauffer, George W. Morris,
Thomas J. King, Kennedy WiUlarnB, Arthur which voted the name changes, also diction over television. Neither haveW. Savage, dancing; chorus, vocal octet, elected Schang, Evans and
Ward
the radio, screen, conc^ and vaude*.
orchestra.
French exec veepees, and Miss ville performer unions.
O'Neill
The combination of youthful ex- separateand Parmelee veepees. Seven
concert bureaus came touberance, college spirit and profesgether
form
to
Columbia
Concerts,
sional guidance makes "AH Rights
Flagstad Georgia
Reserved," S6th annual production Inc., in 1930. Arthur Judson is prez
of the 'Triangle Club of. Princeton Of CC in addition to his Judson,
Univ, a musical comedy above i'vy O'Neill & Judd conAeCtidn.
league average. As premiered FriAtlanta, Dec, 16.
Atlanta Stock Company
day (121 at the McCarter theatre on
Scheduled Kirsten f'lagstad conthe Old Nassau campus, beforo an
certs in Atlanta and Savannah this
audience composed principally of Tallu, ZaSu, Joe Brown,
Plans HotstoYe
week
have
as result
been
cancelled
undergraduates^ alumni and faculty,
Others Set for Toledo of a storm of protests. Marvin
Atlanta has Joined the list of the production was enthusiastically
Tolet'o, Dfic. IB.
McDonald, manager of an all-star
cities to have stock companies thiS; received.
Town
Hall has booked Tallulah concert series here, admitted he'd
winter. Two have previously been
for
That .goes
casting, acting, music,
Bankhead in "Private Lives" for been bombarded
announced in Texas and at least two costumes, scenery, book and choreby calls from
ography, the latter no mean accom- March 29-31, with matinee the lat- Georgians protesting the Norwegian
in Florida.
^
ter day, according to James Nedersoprano's JUazi connections during,
Stock at Atlanta will be given in plishment when an all-male cast of
college students supply the simu- lander, manager. ZaSu Pitts, in "The
the auditorium of the Women's
the war.
lated "female" elements basic to this Late Christopher Bean," is
booked
Club, where each play will be ofBlanche Thebom will replace for
type of entertainment.
Credit for
fered for two weeks. Martin Cooke the click dances belongs to Patricia for five performances in Town Hall, Mme, Flagstad at the Saturday (20)
will be the director and the season Norris, a director of the Princeton Dee. 28-31, with matinee Dec. 30.
Atlanta concert.
Other bookings at Town Hall inwiil start after Christmas.
Group Arts, and whose husband, E.
Brattle Hall, Cambridge, Mass, E. Norris, was in the chorus in last elude Joe E. Brown In a return
Less Fusx "Ehls ITcar
which operates with stock in suiii- year's Triangle production, "Clear visit of "Harvey," Feb. 2^4; CharMme. Flagstad's first postwar remer, is also readying a company for the Track," and is one of the authors llotte Greenwood in "I bemember cital appearance in N. Y. at Carnegie
Mrs. Norris, Mama," in March, and Cbmelia Otis
the winter period. It will ,be tinder of the current show.
Hall last spring was accompanied by
formerly on the Broadway stage, Skinner in 'fLady
the direction of Franklin Trask, who
Windemere's wide protests, mass picketing of the
created a series of dances that give
Fan." early in May.
had a stock at Plymouth, Mass., last a lift to
hall, etc.
the entire proceedings,
Theatre
Guild's
summer.
'';Carousel"
is
at
especially in the Matinee Waltz numThis season, however, there has
ber of "The Bagel Ballet Theatre on the 3,400'seat Paramount this Mon- been little outward fuss. Her Carday-Wednesday £15-17), with mati- negie Hall appearance next Monday
14th Street."
'The Village Green, Gopher Gap, nee the latter day. The Town Hall (22) was sold out two weeks aso,
been the deciding factor in its poor
Iowa," opening number, with farm- seating capacity (1,150) and stage
critical, reception.
As La very ex- ers, fireman,
necessitating scheduling a second
policeman, postman; w«e deemed too small for the proplained it, "I never was s:-li'fio with
concert for Jan. 3.
preacher,
and townspeople, and ducticni.
the play, I never felt it was as good music
by Eugene L. Goldberg and
as my 'Magnificent Yanked,' I mere- lyrics by Charles Slack,
also regisThieves Paradise' Set
ly hoped that, with a strong per- iters.
Choreography is outstanding BUFF
ENLARGES
formance, we might get by for a in the "Amanda" number, too.
For Coast Production
Buifalo, Dec. 16.
Robert H. Chapman's direction is
moderate run. But after all the furHollywood, Deo. 16.
Strawhat Lake Shore Playhouse
ore about the play, the public and evident in all phases of the night's
Myron C. Pagan's new play<
the critics expected a world-shaking activities. A veteran of three previ- is extending its auditorium about 30
drama, which 'Gentleman' never ous Triangle Club productions. Chap- feet, deepening its stage and in- "Thieves Paradise," opens Dec. 26, at
man's experience apparently helped creasing capacity by 100 seats.
was. Consequently, they were disap- him make
theatre, with Bruce
the most of his materi.il.
The group has established Lake Las Palmas
pointed. They reviewed it as an Im- Best tunes In the show
are "Gophef
Fagan, his son, producing,
Dortant Work, which was a fatal Gap," "Love .Just Doesn't Happen," Shore Players Winter Shows to ill
inter-season requests of clubs and
Cast is topped by Rita Lynn, Marstandard for it."
(Continued on page 60)
for community presentations.
jorie Beiwett and Howard Jolroson.
Flnnle, Deaii A.

I

immediately after the final curiaidf Gosch, who by that time had
^long since lost his perspective about
the show, hurried liackstage to one
Qi ti-e pr.neq>a]nl>acicers, Herbert J.

.$6,000 .for

"per-player scale may apply
to all plays televised.
Salary cost'
will be elastic, however, as indicated
by the variance in the size of casts.
There are 14 actors, all male, in the
next ET play, "Skipper Neitt to
God.'r
CBS offered to televise all ET

as La-wrence

.

(9-):

play

would
perfomit
it

ist

Sej^n

the play, involving a complete thirdact rewrite. They spent the entire
trio writing it.
Additional revisions took place after the preview
performance -Monday night (8) and,
as a result, the actors never actually
played or rehearsed the final scene
until the actual premiere Tuesday

that

Management, Inc., wiU be^known balance of the season.
Kvans & Weinbold; Ihc„
Early this week it was stated that
Hasty Vodding CInb, Harvard
Evans, head of the division and for- subscriptions amounted to $63,000
Princeton, Dec. 12.
mer
partner of Evans. & Salter, is and indications are that the second
-Musical comedy In two acta (II sceneu);
baoK, CUftord W. Hankln, Edward H. Tuck, joining with Kurt Weinhold, who's season of experiinental plays will at
ThomBS J. Klnfr, B. K. Norrla, Jr.; musk; been with Columbia since 1935.
least break even.
It's possible that
and lyrics,' John C. Leonard, Alexiinder
Haensel
Jones, Inc., 'Will be suc- the project will get some revenue
.TaKKarl, M. Kdward H. TucIt. W. Hamlin
Nsely, .Ir., Eugene Ij. Goldberg, M. Donald ceeded
by Mertens, Parmelee & from the telecasts, if they eventuate.
Maclnnis, Jcihn B. Lovelace, Jn, HnroUl C. Brown, Inc.
W. Spencer Jones died
While Equity apparently has the
Buckmlnster. Walter ClcinonH, Thoroao 3.
King, So)>ert M. Barron, Charles Slack; in 1917 and Pitzhugh Haensel in right to fix the legit scale, that
firchestrations, -Sander-s Maxwell; nctiinK. 1944. Andre Mertens has
been han'r which was set for "Galileo"- may not
IHaxwell ©. Mayo; book director, Bobei-t
dling Columbia's foreign btisiness apply generally
it. Chapman; rauHlc and danco direction,
and the talent unions'
Patricia Norrla;. musical direction, Arthur since 1937. Horace J. Parmelee has
joint committee will probably revise
DQr{ner; vocal arranKements, Donald M.

All Rights

'

.

ured they might need to insure- at
fl iew weeks* run Jn New York,
in the- pce-ChHstmas

least

televising

The

-

.

is intact;

for

ers alone.

i

Then Laveiy jiarficipated
&pt. 2 broadcast of the "America's (which continues

Scale

would 't>e $150 per player for what
would be a two-hour program. As
there are 39 speaking parts,

Lqc2|1 'Impresarios' lieved to stem from summer stocks,
not a few oC wfaich have school adMinneapolis, Bee. IB.'
The bottom has. fallen out of local juncts. But it's pointed out that in
concert field,, which a year ago ex- otder to join Equity, applicants must
panded and boomed to proportions have a contract to appear at least
far exceeding any previous high. in one. professional production,, alMost of the numerous localites who though that may jbe in a strawhat.
became "impresarios" have quit or
One of the downtown outfits, with
are standing on the sidelines "until an oflice'in Times Square, is offering
the picture becomes clearer,"
tickets for a dress rehearsal of a soA year ago th^re was an average called iiew play for $1.20. Following
of one or two bookings a wei^. But itight the~show is to hav^e a "sneak
this fall and winter, excluding, the preview," with a lop of $2.40, while
in the regular University Concert Course $3.60 is to be the price for the open-

,

.

is

Experimental Theatre niav

company

In

as being akin to raclcets.

Evident -growth of schools

night performance on Broadway.
When, the play was completed and.
.Martin Oosch optioned it, he and
the author, were unable to raise the
necessary Utafacmls on the Coast, although the script was shown, ex.tenstvely there and was. seen by
readers at the various film studios.
However, Gosch finally obtained the
fequiised $65,000 bankroll in New
York, signed' Sam Wanamafcer as
director and- Anthony Quinn as titlelead and was. about to £b< into re-

OcwolrtM'

Bitckbone^*

neighborhood theatre, "movement" is
an outgrowth.
A checkup disclosed that., one
school charging $100 per course offered to enroll students for a deposit
of- $5 and allegedly promised an
Equity card tipon graduation. Equity
officials have indignantly denied that
the Association has had any such
arrangement, and term such methods

,

had

Hw

*'Heller HidUday's

-

42d Annivenary Number

told associates later, he
and characters clearly
Jn mind, but- couldn't .get the dramatic-effect he wanted, particularly
in the third «cC As it happened,
-ttiis third-act trouble plagued him
throughout proSuction, and may
have been' a factor in the opening

it

WritM Abwil

T?he

get an unexpected break
through
the televising of its plays. The
idea
was proposed by the Columbia
Broadcasting
System,
but
the
chances of ET's first show, "Galileo "
being viewed by video were dimmed becaflse of the pay requirement
set by Equity's council last week.
Play closed Sunday (14) but the

Mary Martin

there believe that a number of socalled, drama schools are attemptingto fulfill "guarantees" of public performances and that the current

af

This saga of show business compHcations began before the play was'
completed, as the author, Emmet
liavery, ran into difficulty writing'

'

cipally in the

From

,

.

W^whtcwlay* PetMattlicr 17,

1947

57

Fmch

Hew Musk Umon-Producar

Snarl;

Play,
Playwrituig

Book on

EqiAy Mdls New

Finch, whose "The Inwas premiered Dec. 2, in the

Robert
vaders'i'

Demai^ hvolve 'Ddre,'

theatre of .the Pasadena
has completed a new
drama, "The Gunman," with a Mon-

"patio"

'Antony

tana locale.
His volume of one-acters, "Plays
of the American West," was recently Shuberts Bring
published and is being sought by
Perennial 'Prince,' 'Time'
Thomas Nelson Sons,: Ltd,, of EdinAlthough the Shuberts planned a
burgh; for publication'' in' Britain.
perenSir Cedric Hardwicke, currently
His new book on play writing is bye-season for their operetta
playing King Arthur in ''A Connials, "The
Student Prince" and
being published in January.
"^lossom Time," both are slated to
necticut Yankee," at Paramount, may
take to the road. The duo of rereturn to the Broadway stage to star
vivals will take the place of reperin J. B. Priestley's "The Linden Tree."
tory which consisted of "The Merry
rehearsals: of which start early in, Dublin's Gate Theatre,
Widow" and "Hose Marie" and which
January. However, a hitch may de^
cancelled a tour last Saturday (13)
velop over the insistence of Maurice
Wolfit
Will
after two poor weeks in Pittsburgh.
Evans, who will present, but not apAttractions had been road-showed
pear in the show, that Hardwicke
Tour U.S. and
for around six weeks.
agree to remain in the Priestly
"Prince"' went into rehearsal this
Toronto, Dec. 16,
drama for next season, if it clicks.
Reviving the days when British weelE, it being understood that the
Meanwhile, Hardwicke is also being
same company that appeared in the
sought by the Theatre Guild to Qirect legit companies made annual visits
rep has been reengaged. ''Time"; is
Canada,
here
to
two
troupes
are
due
and appear in its forthcoming proexpected to start after
holidays.
duction of l&haw'5 ."You Never Can soon, prior to New York engagements. These are the Dublin Gate
TeU."
Theatre company, making its first
North American appearance, and
Donald 'Wolfit and his Shakespearian

May

as musicals, requiring

ilMsiflication
thie

employment of more men

at a

higher scale of pay.

A

involved, are
Named Pesire," at

productions

the
Barrymore, N. Y„ and "Antony and
SLomtra," at the Martin Beck, N. Y.
that
the
music
contends
union
The
Streetcar

each show is "integral to the performance," asking that eight men be
«mpIoyed for each.
"Streetcar" already has live musifour,
cians backstage and "Cleo" has
«n«tt)er quartet being the house's
regular pit crew. It the tuiion wins its

'

lot.

demands the musicians witli "Cleo"
would get ^103- per week apiece, init«ad of $77;SO, the scale for straight
In the instance of "Streetplays.
further tilt
car,"' there would be 8
because the drama is in a penalty
hoiue, for which the ^cale is about
IIS weekly, per man, over the reg-

Ubr

'

Back

,

Company

Gmada

gotiate with the union personally.
Both shows are drawing big grosses,
both are «ostly to operate and
lt!s liniterstood that neither is reg'
'istKring an exceptional net. Producti«n cost of each is said to be $100,000
or mor« and a material increase in

M

.

coast tour of 14 weeks.

work

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 16.

Eilbrts to bring' legit to Springfield

are being revived- through a plan of

Daniel

J.

Malo.ney» advertising

and

public relations' counsel^ to procure a

operating costs might imperil the
chances to pay ofF the nut^
Couple of .seasons back the union

theatre for the purpose. Deal
for a house

now

controlled

is

on

by Para-

mount.'

eastward
the U.

cities of

It

will then
principal

through
with New York

S.,

With Rosalind Iden as
and leading lady, Donald
and his company of 30 will
do "Hamlet," "King Lear," "King
Richard III," ''Much Ado About
Nothing," "Twelfth Night" and '*A
Midsummer Night's Dream;"
Last season he did a six-weetfs'
test«tour of six Ontario and Quebec
cities; was. so successful as to war-

as the

finale.

co-i^ar
Wolfit

Springfield has not had a legit
presentation thus far this season.
Several showSi most of them musi- rant his undertaking the first transcals, were Announced and then can- Canada tour of any English coin»
celed, reason given being that shows pany since 1939; Lon Rainsdell' is
couldn't get xi hou$e for the amount ahead.
of time needed. In the last few seaBrian Doherty is bringing over the
sons, legit has played the Court Dublin
company,
Gate Theatre
Square theatre, which is controlled scheduled to arrive Jan. i7 in New.
stance,, while the play was «;ssenti- by the E. M. Loew Theatres of Bosaboard the Mauretania and to
York
jd]y. a diama, there was one solo ton. Bookings have been^spotty and
Jan. 15 at the Grand, London,
open
pmbet and. a musician played on- for only one night a week. Rest of Onti Troupe is headed by Hilton
itage.
week has been devoted, to vaude and Edwards, Michael MacLiammoir
It was claimed recently that an subsequent-run films.
and Meriel Moore. Two of Mao"argument over vacations for musiBack in 1940 Maloney conceived a Liammoir's plays, "Portrait of Miricians wroking 50 out of 52 weeks, or
plan to encourage legit locally, and am" and "Where Stars Walk," will
the equivalent in pay, had been
formed
and
promoted
the Playgoers be presented for the first time in
aetOed, but how the number- of
of Springfield; of which he was man- North America. Other pair in the
'weeks is to be icomputed is still beingaging director. He booked shows into four-play
are Shaw's
repertory
argued between union ofticers and
the Court Square. However, he re- "John Bull's Other Island" and Denhouse managers. Still pending, also,
signed after two years, due to ob- nis Johnston's "The Old Lady Says
is the League's proposal to arbitrate
stacles from pix and other inter- 'No!' "
the status of the National, used
ests, such as the- difficulty of getting
This company Of 20 has five week?
aiostly for dramas. Union claims a
runs reg- pencilled in in. Canadst goes from,
verm i>iT$Agement to install four the theatre, for three-day
ularly, etc. Playgoers is still extant the Royal Alexandra, Toronto, -to
in the pit there.
but not too active. Maloney, who Boston for two weeks commencing
kept up his interest in legit, has a Feb. 9, then into New York for the
new organization in mind, as soon week of Feb. 23 and subsequently
as arrangements are set for a new on tour.
elassifled

Tem-

Shakespeare's "The

:

as a musical because of some
music. That
-backstage incidental
ruling aroused considerable criticism. In the case ol "Dark of the
.Moon," an orchestra of 16 men went
intD.ttie pit at the union's insistence
But in that inafter the opening.

Fw D'Oyly Carte

,

.

'

.

What

technically

not actually
a ticket buy, forbidden under the
legit ticket
code-,, applies
to the
D'Oyly Carte light Opera company,
coming from England for a season
of Gilbert and Sullivan at the Century N. Y., starting Dee. 29. There
are ticket allotments to the agencies
who 'were advised that no returns
would be accepted, which technically
constitutes a bvet^ Attention was
called to the. situation and the ShU'
bers, who operate the< house, said
the matter would be considered.
It's doubtful if there will be any
reversal of the indicated buy for the
scheduled seven-week engagement
of the imported musical, but' if the
G.&S. season is eJctended; as is expected; the .code regulation will
probably be followed^ D'Oyly Cartel
take the position that all tickets for
the engagement could "Tiave been
sold directly by mail order and at
the boxofliee.. If allotments are made
to the brokers by theatre, the production should not be required to
absorb tickets possibly not sold by
the agencies.
Because ot exceptional circum'.
stances attending the G,&S. engagement, no complaint from other managers is expected, to be pressed.
is

if

i

'

,

:

,

wn

Hmerstein Rack From

Drama department of

Hammerstein

also

became aware, he said, of how much
the dramatic arts there benefit from
'*tate subsidies^

,

Legitimate prodUfition in Scandihe added, is largely in the
hands of individual theatres rather
than in independent producers, as is

Biog Gets Cel. Disking
Columbia

Records

has

recorded

My

the score of "Music In

Heart,"

musical now running in New York
based on an episode in the life of
Tchaikovsky antt vsing his music as
the basis of the score. Columbia cut
the pTOctice in the U. S. and Britain.
the show with the original cast
Swedish houses operate as units
Deal calls for scale guarantee paid

navia,

™ving, their own actors, directors,
by Columbia for the salaries of the
wcWddans, etc.
and a royalty deal on sales to
There probably jvUl be British cast
•no Scandinavian productions of the producer, Henry Duffy.
'

Allegro"

Kern

said,

*Me and Mollie' Play
Is Based on 'Goldbergs'
"Me and MolUe,"
radio

comedy by GerBerg based on the former
serial, "The Goldbergs," is now

'

Los Angeles, Dec.

is

16.

Actor's Lab's next stage production will be "The Dragon," slated to

want
get

to

its

*o
presented by
r>,*^S'"i^" *^
Herbert Kenwith
Pa
rduii"l^"'"'"'"8s,
Feigay

and Oliver Smith. Cum*°

princpal

Kenwith was interested in
company at Princeton last
Feigay and Smith, better
Broadway, are currently
h?-,!!."
SP'«<1 with "Bonanza -Bound"
o"„"f'' man Levin, a musical due to
« Slock
funnier.

"Wn

Dec. 25 in Philadelphia.

a referendum some months ago.
The vote was a surprise, as the
amendment was expected to foe ap»
proved easily. However, of the 1,200
ballots cast, t 9, amendment ladced
passage by 110 votes. Many actors

•

neglected to vote.

The amendment had previously
missed at the annual meeting eaiAy
in the summer, as too many seniors
left before the proposal was introduced. If adopted, the amerdment
would permit juniors to apply for
senior classification upon 30 weeks
of' professional, appeaiancesi instead
of 50 weeks .,s now requiveaL But
they wiU bave- to be membeiS' lor
at least two years to be eligible: for

senior

rating-.

More Jnniors
During recent discussions .about
lowering the number of weeks- re.quired, it was contended that there
'are more juniors than vsniors. That
was claimed to be an "unhealthy
condition." Equity officials conceded
the preponderant number of juniors,
but explained that is always so In
the fall because of the influx' of
newcomers .through summer .stobk
companies, As the season .progres.however, .jnany juniors qualify
to bepome seniors. It is noted, that
one junior had been a member for
nine years, but having been in •
succession of flops, he had not actU*
all?' played 50 weeks.
Those actors who objected te the
dircretionary clause in the original
version of the amendment contended, that the eounoil might err in
giving some young actors the right
to vote too soon. It was also feared
ses,

there might

be

Some young

play«rs

-cases of favoritism.
become eligible

in hits,

mere or

less

a maf^

ter of luck.
The number of juniors in Equity
rose sharply last summer. There is
nov/ some question whether the
(Continued on page S8)
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who

doesn't
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With

share of legit shows.
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"

will

start ito

tryoutSi"Make Mine

Manhattan," playing the last half of
the current week in New Haseeia.

The
Beta Bartok's Executors
Sue CR for Infringement

42nd Anniversary Number

Columbia
Records,
Inc.,
was
slapped with an infringement suit
brought in New York federal court
last week by Victor Bator and Julius
G. Baron, executors of the estate of
composer Bela Bartok.
Plaintiffs
charge the recording company with
using the "Third Piano Concerto,"
an unpublished work of the late
writer, without consent.
Suit seeks an injunction and accounting of the profits as well as a

OF

It has been in
about six years.
John
Jjolden had the rights
and announced the play several times, but
atondoned it last season.
Philip
J«eD. and Miss Berg are slated to

Play the leads.

16.

the World-

prospect

^^^^

in elevating some juniorst to
voting classification, has been en*tirely deleted.
It' was that calus*
that conservative actors claimed was
They campaigned against
a joker.
the amendment when it was put to

power

only three productions booked so far
open Diec. 26, with Morris Camov- ttiis season, and nearby Des Moines,
Although under Equity rules atMinneapolis and Kansas City all tractions
slcy. directing.
may Jay oft the week
more than a score or so, fore Christmas without company 'hegetting
salCast will feature Art Smith,
Omahans are kidcing, but loudly. ary liability, few shows are exercisPhoebe Brand, Peter Brocco, Doris
Theatres Corp., wliich ing
Tristetes:
that privilege. None are dark,
Karnes, James O'Rear and Curt
operates three clowntown picture this week
on Broadway, although
Conway.
theatres,' does tiie stage show bookseveral managers .wanted to .suspend
ing.
when grosses dived last wed^ Jbut
KTC'« BallM Award
World-Herald is getting puch res- cectain operating cai^nses ednid not
Dallas, Dec. 16.
quests as, "Please let us know whsn be evaded and it was figured that
-'47
in
Des
been
good
roadshows
are
to
play
has
Theatre
Dallas
little if any saving" could be made,
easy
drive
the
Moines."
Latter
town,
an
fellowship
by
granted an acting
other 'than actors' salaries. No shows
National Theatre Conference, na- from here, has been getting good are laying off in Chicago -either.
tional organization of resident, col- attendance from Omaha residents at
There are IS attractions in reits
legit
shows.
hearsal, highest number this season.
lege and art theatres.
Included are .two
off -Broadway
shows, one beiiw the' next offering
by Experimental Theatre (Vadpper
Next to God"). One major musical

«ated for prbductbn.

Wt
dCKer

the amendment, which would
have given the council discretionary^
of

getting letters, phone calls

OUT SOON!

«

raude

(12), because the required
30"days' notice had not been given.
The provision in the original draft

,

and "Carousel," Hammerbut neither would be pre-

sented-in those areas this season.
He
nas no writing or
production plans
the moment.

.

Herald

•and personal visits from people

Actor's Lab's Dragon'

K

:iiavian countries,

Friday

ments

TIm^«s

Omaha, Dec.

theatre.

Scandinavian Tour
Springfield, in bygone days, had a
Osc^r Hammersteln II returned reputation as a legit tryout center,
V. SJConday (l5) from his first being a. break-in town ahead of New
coittihetttAl
visit since 1938,
im- Haven.
DEessed with the grfeat cultural inlierest in the theatre throughout Norway, Sweden and Denmark. During a four-week tour of the Scandito

constI>^

make

.under the presentirrule within the
two-year .period because of engage-

Here's One lor Equity^

League N. Y.

amend'>

Equity

juniors
rating
more
promptly than at present, may be
adopted this season. It has been re^f
vised, but was not introduced at the
quarterly membership meeting last

'

:

previously-rejected

to the Actors
tution, which would
eligible
to
senior

Buy

Latter, scheduled to arrive in Halilast, night (Mon.) aboard the
Empress of Canada, will open at the'
Capitol there Thursday (18) as the
jump-ofC of a Canadian coastrto-

fax

.

.

Set Tdket

company from London.

RevivmgSi^

rate.

differences. Irene M. Selznick, producer of "Streetcar," prefers to ne-

'

The
ment

,

league of N. y. Theatres is attempting to straighten out the new

'

hm Ruk;

Ksoretioimry Clause Dropped

'

Playhouse,

have arisen be-+'
Broadway managers and
t«)nea
Return
musicians' union. Local 802, The Hardwidce
from the
resulted
has
stymie
To B'way in 'Linden Tree'
in placing two reSnion's action
Hollywood, Dec. 16.
the
same
in
dramas
rttitly-opened
Fresh' diffei^ences

New

Scripts

Fonns closing shorUy

Usiol lUweilisiiijr mles

|Km&

'

Special exploitation advantages
Copy and space
NEW YORK

19

tS4 W. 46th

St.

reserYattoas

HOLLYWOOD

21
«311 YaccaSr.

may be

sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO

1

3«0 N. MicU9«w Ave.

LONDON, w.
8

St.

e. a
Mwtie's Plocw

judgment stating that
the plaintiffs, as executors of Bartok's estate, are the. sole owners ot
the composition. Action also
that platters of the alleged infringedetilaratory

'

a^

ment be impounded pending
and settlement ot th0 case.

tllaL

V«dne»Jay, December 17, 1947

LKCITEMATE

Yen

Aiissies

Inside Stnif-Legit

Shows

Britisli

Dmhi «f Oroma CriAet
Everett Crosby, brother and manager of Bing Crosby, last week satistwo judgments held against him by Broadway scenic constructioii
companies. Judgments were for Crosby checks of $2,067 and $5,000, both
made out to Henry Duify, producer of the current musical, "Music in
My Heart,", at the Aldelphi, N, Y., which Duffy in turn had endorsed
over, the smaller one to Vail Scenic Construction Co., the larger to Kai

Ashtoii Stevena

And Stars

Despite Coin Situation

AustraUa is hungry for U. S. and"*
Pritish plays and concert artistSf
^nd despite the money situation and
outgoing salary limits, rival manipigements are trying to fill the iieed.
Current success of "Annie Get Vour
Gun" in Melbourne and last summer's record Anzac draw of John
Charles Thomas havft spurred the
activity.

of the top Aussie legit-concert setup, J. C. William-

Frank

Tait,

head

gon Theatres - J.
imported
which

Thomas,

is

now

&

in

N. Tait Co.,
and
"Annie"

New York

after

covering the London scene, and expects to have quite a few plays aftd
artists in his Xmas sack before
leaving for home Dec. 20.
Willi'amsons have acquired Aussie
rights to "Born Yesterday" and

"Dream Girl," and Tait Is working
on "John lioves Mary." He is also

'Dark Eyes'

Linnit Sets

May Do

Xhiltern' Here

March of "Dark Eyes," which his
Company will do in association with

the U> S. firm of Davis & Severn.
He also set up negotiations for the
American presentation of the current London play, "The Chiltern
Hundreds." John Kennedy, son of
ex- Ambassador Joseph P. Kennedy,
is interested in producing the work
here, and Linnit left details in hands
of his N. Y. agent, Charles Abramson, of Famous Artists Corp. Her.
man Shumlin is also interested in
L&D's latest London production,
"The Blind Goddess," which opened
Linnit discussed this
10 days ago.
matter before he sailed.
Firm has three shows in London
now, "Chiltern," "Goddess" and
"Chiltern,"
"Outrageous Fortune."
:

•

tO'

.

•

,

i

Concert

artists

-

'

,

''.

but

f'Thousand Islands" nimiber,

Ladd

is

it

active

Donald

brother of Dick

mate revue with a total acting
complement of 12, which should get

The Gentleman From
Athens

are hesitating to
sal-

'freeze; Tait admitted, but he
expects momentarily to hear of a
government ease On the ban in this
respect. Officials Are considering a

petition now, he says<
If worst
conies to worst! many legit authors
have exi>ressed- willingness to. leavetheii' mohjey in Australia imtil conditions
improve,
Garson Kaniii

("Born Yesterday") among them,

^

also interested in. two other plays. One is: a revival'
of "The Green Pastures,'* for which about $25,000 of the necessary $100,000
still has to be raised.
The other is "Flying Fox," new play about U. S.
aviators on leave tn Aussie; which she'd co-produce with author Warren
Cheney. Illness of .James Baskett, who was to take over the role of
De Lawd in "Green Pastiires," is expected to delay that revival indefinitely,

Miss Dalrymple

.

Oenslager; staged by John Kennedy; dances,
Bdwaid Noll; costumes, Julia Sze. Opened
at Co;ronet, OSf. T., Deo. 11, '«; »1.80 top.

ary

'

settings,

continues to ba

"Galileo," in a serious dramatic role as the scientist's daughter.
In recent years ballerina Vera Zorina has been prominent in Broadway
played it last summer through the
legit, Tamara Geva, ex-Ballet Russe and musical comedy, succeeded
strawhat circuit, with Paula LawEugenie Leontovich in the original production of "Dark Eyes," at the
rence and Uta Hagen. Latter two
Tamara Toumanova have played
were to go to London, but since Belasco, N. Y., and both Miss Losch and
*
films.
changed their minds. Miss Delarova straight roles in
Anto]|^DoUn,>one. of the top male -dancers in ballet, played a -dramatic
was last on Broadway in "Snafu,"
and Brynner. played the male lead act (the title role) in the Milton Lewis-Julian Fun]fc meller, "The Dancer,"
in "Lute Song." Quartet leaves for in the Spring of 1946. Michael Lpring was the niale lead in William
Saroyan's "IHie Beautiful People" several seasons ago and Leo Coleman
London,. Jan. 17.
Gerald Severn, co-produc6r oin is, the deaf guiite In "The Medium,^' currently on torn;,
"Eyes," and formerly known as:
Jerome Savastianoff, ballet imProducer Jean Dalrymple's offer to buy back any investor's share in
presario, is the husband of Miss "Burlesque" has been taken up by backers, and she's now buying out her
Btisse partners and preparing to send the show on the road. Revival of the
former:. Ballet
Baronova,
premiere dancer.
Arthur Hopkins-George Manker Watters comedy, starring Bert Lahr,'Bl'<
though in its 52d week at the Belasco, N. Y., hasn't earned back its produc*
tion costs: Three-fifths- of the $58,000 investmeut (or about 65% ) has been
recovered. -Another 5% payment is assured. Show closes Jan. 10 in N. Y.

Haymes does good,
brief comedy bits and is generally
useful during the performance,' same
going for Bill McGraw. Eileen Barton joined the Show after tryouts
Laughter has been the missing started.
fbee.
quality in most of the season's productions, but it's dominant in Broadway's newest presentation, an intiHartmans;

The

legit

ova, Eugenia Delaroya, PoUy'^Bowles
a^d. Yul Brynner. "Miss- Baronova

is.

N. Y. Daily News drama critic John Chapman says it isn't so, that h«
feuding ;at all with the N, Y. Siin's reviewer Ward Morehouse; that
"So far as I know," Chapman advises,
is fun, and feudin' ain't.
Personal feuding
isn't mad at me and I certainly am not at him.
is not in my line,
"Varibtt quoted a paragraph of mine about Garson Kanin naming spots
on his Connecticut place after various. reviewers-—Atkiiison's Brook, Chapman's John, ,etc. T'rying to help Gar and his wife out, I suggested a padded
room called Morehouse's Ward; I was trying to be funny, that's all, and
that was the easiest play on any of th^ other names of the Nine Cold Men.
If I'd mentioned Abel's Green or Pulaski's 'Jack I wouldn't have been
,

isn't

fun

"Ward

:

Martin Gosch
with Eunice Healey) of comedy in three feuding, would I?
"And I didn't think Ward's estimation of me, in his piece in Pic, was 'un"Angel In The Wings" is still an- acitt (five scenes) by Enunet Ija.very. Feaother likely diversion presented by tures Anthony Quinn, Edltb Atwater, OaVln complimentary.' He said I sometimes lose dignity, and' maybe I do. But
and Alan Hewitt. Staged hy Sam
independent managers, this one by Gordon
Wanamaker; setting and lighting^ Sam' Als- he also said I was readable, which is quite, nice of him."
Marjorie and Sherman Ewing. They wang. Opened at Uansfield, N. 'X., Deo. 9,
have been interested in show busi- '4Tt ta.W top ($7.20 opening night),
Dinner to. Milton Weintraubr secretary-treasurer of the Assii. of Theness for sevei'at seasons, but make cousin Vincent Kllpatrick. ..Watson White
their productional debut as sponsors Miss Mary Kllpatrlclc... ...Ethel Browning atrical Agents' and Managers, on the occasion of his BQth birthday was well
Alnn Hewitt attended at the Plaza-hotel,
Morgan Kilpatrlck..
N. Y., last Wednesday (10). Honor guest was ill
of Grace and Paul Hartman.
Edith Atwater
Lee Kllpatrick....
The Hartmans have been amusing Daniel.
Creighton Thompson in the 'hotel, but after treatment by his ^ysician, hei came to the dais and
night clubbers for years, with com- Congressman Ed .liawrenco. .Oavln Gordon made a short speech of thanks.
and short Hon.Stephen S. Christopher.. Anthony Qulnn
edy dance
..Weintraub was formerly active with the Yiddish theatre, until he joined
Feodor
Challapin
Igor Stepanov,
sketches. They could . have contin- Newsreel Director.
Carleton S. Young
in 1940, His parents, Rebecca and Sigmund Weintraub, were on
ued appearing in such spots indef- Mike Rykowski...
.. ;X,ou Polan
the Yiddish stage in support of Jacob Adler, Maurice Schwartz and Boris
.Leopold Badia
initely at excellent salaries, but Congressman Andrews
'..Ed Latimer Thomashefsky.
His wife^ Frances, was in the boxoffice of the Second
chose to take a chance on Broadway. Congressman Borgsen
Harnell. ..... . Arthur Jarrett Avenue' theatre, :
In the revue titled "Heaven Help the Congressman
Congressman (Mrs.) Stringley..i.
Angels," they toured' the strawhats
Elsie May Ctordon
last summer, much on their, owi;. Kfewwcief Grew. , i
^Oliver Crawford
What
started out to be a mediocre season of plays for the Pittsburgh
'
VIie&nard Auerbach
The Ewings invested a considerable
iPlayhouse may turn out to-be one of its best, due to the^remature closing
sum in the production and, although
on the road of two Broadway hits of a year ago. Both "Another Part of
settings are sketqhy, the decor is
"The Gentleman from Athens" the Forest" and "All
Sons" had been booked to play the Niicon in Pitt
tasteful.
i
was recently the subject.of a Red rap under subscription auspices,
but both shows folded previously in Chicago.
Travesty is native to The Hartmans.
production

across at least moderately well.

go to AustraUa, because of :'the

'

Segue of baUet dancers into straight roles in

is 80, and has admittedly the -part marked. So far this season, 'among the femmes, Tilly Losch will play
in
of his lifetime.
the revival of "Topaze" on Broadway, while Irina Baronova will act in
"Dark eyes" is to be staged in "Dark Eyes" in London. Toan McCracken, who previously had a dialog
London with four Americans as part in "Bloomer Girl," and the femme lead in "Billion Dollar Baby,"
These are Irina Baron- was * the surprise of last, week's Experimental Theatre production
principals.
of

He

liUce,

.

:

Out Soon

Playsjm Roadway
Angel in the Wings

im.
:

fertheeinlag

42d Anniversary Number

seems poorly staged.
Marjorie and Sherman Bwing- production
Stats The Hart* in radio'and stage appearances, havol revue in two parta.
maniii feature* Hank Iiadd, Nadina Gae, ing been with Bert Wheeler for
Peter Hamilton, Hobert- Stanton, Viola years.
collabed in writing "AnRoche, Johnnj- Barnes, Elaine Stritch, Ei- gels' 'with The Hartmans and their
HilWords ana music. Bob
leen Barton.
Ted Luce. Robert Stanton,
lara, Carl Sigman; sketoUe's, L.ada, Tod son,

&

'

Hollywood

proS. E. (Bill) Linnit, of London
ducing firm of Linnit & Dunfee, is
sailing today (Wed.) for London on
the Mauretania after a week in N. Y.
on biz. He made final arrangements
for the presentation in London in

concert people, Benno
Moiseiwitsch and Marian Anderson
are pacted for next summer; Yehudi
Meunhin.for latter part^ of ld48, and
Marjorie- Lawrence and Todd Duncan for repeat visits in 1949. Nevin
Tait, head of firm's London office,
is now in Italy, assembling singers
About 15
season.
"fori an-' opera
principal artists will go out to Aussie,- to augment a local chorus 'and
orchestra group, for the fii^st opera
season since. 1932. Season will open
'itext' June, and run .about a year
thl^ough Australia and New Zealand.
Late next year, too, Tait reports,
Sullivan
he'll organize a Gilbert
company again, for the first time in
five y.ears. .Firm has .an Arrange. ment with D'Oyly Carte to present
G&S every five years. The last
company ran for four years, up to
;
'

last May to help the latter Vnake
ptiyments for sets for the production. The checks, drawn on a
bank.- Were subsequently returned, marked "Not Sufficient
DufiEy made good the money to the slcenlc companies, but tht
latter had to go to court against Crosby when the checks were returned
because Crosby contested the checks as having been improperly givea
Duffy in the first place. There was about $150 in costs, etc., involved, and
until Crosby paid this amount, the judgments granted by the court were
held against him, even though Duffy paid the scenic companies, Crosby
paid the extra charges last week.

down

Funds."

;

.

Velden StudioS;
Crosby had lent Duffy the money

ia

'

'

M«hllgliH of

For London Next March;

'

-

llii

*Teii Eventful Years**

completing details on "Brigadoon"
and "Song of Norway;" and is dickering for "Harvey," possibly with
Joe E. Brown. While in London, he
signed Hartley Power, who recently
finished a run as the lead in the
British production of "Born Yester^lay," to. do the same show Down
Under:
Re also secured Aussie
rights there for "Present Laughter."
Year after next Robert Morley is
to do "Kdward My Son" in Aussie, it doiie here, would be produced
after his visit next season to Broad- next fall, with the original London
a
way to do -the play.
cast, including A. E. Mathews, who

As

nevlls
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'
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.
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Undeveloped are many fields of
employment for professional actors,
the report maintained^ Consequent-ly, "perhaps half of our population
has never seen livQ. theatrcj .while
half or more of Equity members no
longer see live audiences." Equity
itself was unable to handle the sit^
nation, it admitted, and would seek
cooperation of ,majiy
diversified
groups to improve the lot of its

members.

employment opportunias cited in the report included

Potential
ties

year round stock or repertory companies in the 43 U.S. cities which
have a population o.f 200,000 or more;
small touring units, possibly motorized, to go into rural areas; neighborhood stock or repertory companies in large cities which would provide training grounds for youijger
actors; theatre in grade school and
high schools; touring units to play

more than

theatre classics for the
1,300 colleges

,U,S.

and

universities in the

theatres,

are com-

theatres,
special pro-

little

children's theatres and
fessional entertainment

large department stores.

unite

by Mrs, Lela Rogers. It espoused the
cause of Communism, Mrs. Rogers
declaimed. The producers and author
sued the mother of Ginger Rogers
for libel, which brings to mind to a
viewer of "Gentleman"

— what

was

there in the play to cause Mrs. Rogers to envision red spectres enveloping Emmet Lavery s c o
dy?
Certainly the only thing red about
it is 'in the ink with which it must
surely be writing its obituary in the
boxoifice ledgers.
Lavery has an idea here but the
execution is confused and lacking in
finale when The Hartmans play
Slausibility. It's a far cry from "The
hicks from the sticks who louse
[agnificent Yankees'"
with which
up a classy Manhattan night dub. 'Lavery was last represented on
Elaine Stritch, a tall blonde enter-; Broadway, and "The First Legion,"
tainer from radio, proves a comer his cUck of the early '30s.
as a revue comedienne with her
It's a little difficult to imagine
performance of "Ingabord." Just what Lavery is trying to say in this
before that sketch Miss Stritch reg- comedy about a young Greek-Ameriisters strongly with "Civilization," can, from Athens, Cal.,' who has
the current pop Congo number. She bought his way into a congressional
is in "Trailer Trouble," also another
seat. The legislator becomes imbued
funny skit contributed by The Hart- with the spirit of democracy, despite
mans.
his shady background^ and tries -to
"Angels'' has two or three other force through the house a "one
numbers that may be popular, one world" idea. His congressional oppobeing "Breezy" and another "If It nents find out how he acquired his
Were Easy to Do," with "Thousand seat, and he's removed from office,
Islands Song" an added possibility. but not until he's learned, through a
Score is by Bob Hillard and Carl thoroughly attractive and ideological
Sigman, who have contributed spe- secretary, that the democratic, honest
cialty numbers for night dub shows. way is the best way.
In the dance department, Johnny
In the lead part, Anthony Quinn
Barnes, ane eccentric tap hoofer, has some good moments, but his'
stands out and his stepping is the characterization lacks the spontaneity
principal reason for "Tambourine." that Lavery intended. Edith AtwateV
Also good ate Nadine Gae and Petef is the sec, and she is most attractive,
Hamilton, whose excellent modified but littte else, Gavin Gordon's omApache to "Easy To Do" scores par- niscient, saccharine grin is constantly
ticularly.
The Hartmans, of course, disconcerting. Ethel Browning, Feogive out with their always-funny dor Chaliapin and Lou Polan handle

dance numbers.

v:

Additional possibilities

munity

My

t

:

Their skit on an early morning Mr.
and Mrs. radio program, "Up Early
with the Upjohns/' is the show's first
comedy sock and giving first-nighters
belly laughs.
They score almost
every time on stage, but the radio
Betterment
Committee nonsense is the show's comic highiGconontic
under the direction of economist light. Nearest to that skit is a West
Bobert R. Nathan, the report pointed Indian dance nonsense incorporated
out that the only way of achieving in "The Salina Select Garden Club,"
economic improvement is to "have with ample Viola Roache aiding.
Standing out, too, is "The Glamora more widespread theatre, a healthy
ous Ingabord," kidding Hildegarde,
flourishing theatre on a year round which gives the first part
a giggling

Unemployment Problem
Unemployment conditions in the
theatre' and the means' of their solution were outlined in ^a report
reaa to members. Prepared by the

'

Hank Ladd

port,

a

is

me

•

lesser parts creditably.

the top feature supwith frequent,

sort of m.c.

extended,
introductory
monologs.
He's a sOave performer but is on a
for bit too much, His best contribution
comes near the finale with the

Sam Wanamaker hasn't been able
much with the staging, Ralph
Alswang has designed a neat single
Kahn.
interior set.

to do

(Closed Saturday
per/ormonocs)

(13) after

seven

That made them available for

little theatre productions and Director Fred
Burleigh, of the Pittsburgh Playhouse, immediately snatched them up. He's
going to do "Forest" In January and "Sons" in March.
.

"Strange Bedfellows," the Florence Ryerson-Colin Clements play, which
will be tried out in Philadelphia by Philip Waxman^ will have Tom Chun
Young, a Chinese actor, in the cast. He studied to be an engineer in
China, but when arriving over here went into show business, starting as
a stooge for Jack Haley. Playing in the new slmw is a side issue for
Young, who has a factory manufacturing wheels for baby carriages> there
being

A

130.,

workmen

in the plant.

"Buy tickets for Christmas gifts," appeared in
dailies over the alphabetically listed ads for Broadway legit
shows Sunday (14) and will continue through the week before Christmas.
It's in line with proimotional aetivift' planned by managers and, instead- of
pro-rating the expehse; the insertions will be, paid for by the League of
the

line of prtot reading,

New York

N. Y. Theatres.

N. Y. Daily

.

News

is now printing two news sections on Sundays, the
tab's increase to 10c. on that day.
Second section features amusements and an added department is the listing of each legit production with-accompanying ^descriptive comment*
Latter is brief and not invariably favorable.

makeup change having accompanied the

Pasadena Sets U.S. Preem

Of

Grant's 'Magic

HVood Lambs Launch
Move

Rowan'

Pasadena

for Clubhouse

Hollywood, Dec.

Pa'sadena, Dec. 16.

16,

Community

Playhouse
Hollywood members of The Lambs
American premiere of launched a project to establish a
"The Magic Rowan," a British com- clubhouse here and organized a comedy authored by James Shaw Grant, mittee to ask a sanction from tha
opening tomorrow (17) for a 10-day New York parent chapter. Currently

will stage the

'

stand.

Lambs

196

are in the film colony-

Committee consists of Frank MorRalph Morgan,:' Leon_ Errol,
Arthur Pierson, Lou Laiirie, voe..
Vitale, Lew Stone, Rupert Hughes,
Dallas, Dec. 16.
O'Neill, Jerry
The Paula Stone-Hunt Stromberg Wallace Ford, Henry
Charles Hairevival of Victor Herbert's "The Red Devine, Robert Welch,
Pat OBnen,
Mill" has been booked for three ton, Charles Kemper.
and Aiv
Niblo
Fred
days, Jan. 19-21, in Dallas, by the Spencer Tracy,
tonio Moreno.
Interstate Theatres Circuit.

'Red Niir to Play Texas

gan,

,

—
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LEGITIMATE
Ballet

Too Bad;

Cln Seasonal SIdd Not

Chicago, Dec.
'There

was the

16,

$a3J00, New High, N.Y.

-t-

were

Pre-Xmas Slinip Sockmg

its

fourth

OPERETTA REP FOLDS

.

-

.

'Korway'NeiSa

-

25 with "Sweethearts" for 10 days,
with "Show Boat" followlift'g Jan. 5
for two weeks.

Week

"Annie Get Your Gun," Shubert
No letdown

(6th week) (2,100; $6).
In sensational take with
Soldier,"
"Chocolate

$.'51,000.

Blacksone
(10th week (1,358; $480). Last week,
piround $17,600. This "week is final.
Depreciation
Revue,"
"Muiical
Studebaker (7th week) (1,246; $3.60).
ft ihay not be legit, but it's okay
b.o,; around fl7,800.
«0 Mlitresa Mine," Selwyn (8th

week)

(1,000;

$4.20).

Very

fine

$24,000.

Uv««,"

"Private

(18th

Harris

week) (1,000; $3.60). Longest runher locally did neat $1^,000.

San Francisco, Dec. 16.
"The Fatal Weakness," starring
Ina Claire, at the 1,550-seat Geary,
got rave reviews and drew an opening- weelc gross

of $18,000.

Philadelphia, Dec. 10.
continued to drop here
although the one opener,
8:30," with Gertrude
{Lawrence, did manage to snare asatisfactory $20,500 at the Forrest^
Notices were of the ejEpcct^ rave
,

liegit biz

last

tyeelt',

at

'

Road Shews

—

week

at

in. its iourth and final Hollywood (15-27).
Engagement
the Locust.
"Bonanza Bound"— Shubert, Philly

Greenwood was

fairly

Outside^ of the second ibatch of
"Tonight at 8:30" (shorts at the Forrest, this
week Is without new-

(22-27):

"Carousel"

.

— Par., Toledo

(Operetta).

New

timated around

$10,!500.

Angel in the Wings," Coronet
(1st week) (R-1,032; $4.80). Opened
to cordial first' night and. in first four
times takings approximated $12,500;

$5,500 last

week.

"The Winslow Boy," Empire (7th
week) ((D-1,101; .$4.80). Around
and previous week's takings
approached $20,500, which exceeded

$19,000

$6,000.

.

,

Revivals

"Antony and Cle«patr«," Beck (3d
week) (D-1,214; $4,80). Gi-eat attendance for Shakespearean drama;
over $27,000 quoted; .standees.
"The First Mrs. Fraser," Shubert.

Taken

off early lasi

Ford's, Balt'o. (22-27).

Maucice Chevalier-^Curran, Frisco

Both the Locust and the

—

played five

leg;

"Medea," Rpyale (8th week) (D1,025; $4.80).
Moved here Monday
(15) from National, where it drew
great grosses; somewhat off- in past
two weeks; but fine $25,500 .
"Man and Su^vman," Alvin (10th
week) (CD-1,331; $4,80), Couple of
parties at discount only variance fbr
this .standout, which got around $31,000.
"BilirlesQue," Belasoo (51st week)
(C-1,077; $4.80). With the year's run

mark achieved, could do well on
road; slated until Jem. 10; $11,000- estimated.
'

'ka^ Ms^ LA.
Los Angeles, Dec.

16.-

The Shepard Traube-Actors Co.

production of "Angol Street," starring Gregory- Peek, and Laraine Day,
wound up its two-week local engagement Saturday (13) at the Biltmore
for a stronger $19,500. It
week) (R-1,075; $4.80). Still advermai-lced the end of the Coast tour
tising last weeks, but departure date
not definite; should fare okay, during of the piece, which started as a
strawhat production at the Actors
holidays; off to $16,500.
Company's LaJolla. playhou.se. When
$13,000.
"Caribbean
Carnival,"
Interna"The Medium" and "The Tele- tional. Calypso revue closed Satur- Mi-ss Day was striokeji ill, Sylvia
phone," M&jestic (4th week) (1,500; day (13) after one week. and. three Sidney .subbed for three perforFinal week, very poor $7,000 performances; weak estimated $0,- mances, going on With only a few
$4.20 )
(Mr-1,628; $4.80). Eased off, especially
eafly last week, but figures to .bounce
back to capacity; $41,000 estimated.
"Call Me Mister," Plymouth (87th

.

estimated.
"Song of

.

came

Negroes

'

hours' notice.

000.

Norway," Shubert (1st
"Command Decision," Fulton
(1,700; $4.20).
Return visit (llth week) ^D-96^. $ 4 8 0). Alat a bad 1;inie> with estimated though rated a hit, hot cajEiacii^ all
way. bejlow expectations. times; last week?s takings .approxi$18,009
Final week current.
mated about ,$19i500;
"Finian's Bainbow," 46th Street
(49th week)
(M-1,319; $6).
Preholiday dip manifested here last
'Lneasta'
St. Loo; weelc, too, when the gross was estimated slightly over $40,000.
"For
Love
or
Money,"
Miller
(6th
Picket
week) (C-940; $4.20). Rim chances
St. Louis, Dec. 16.
still favorable and likely to build up"Anna Lucasta."' iPhilip Yordan's ward after Christmas; topped $15,-

week)

Theatre

;

riltmore is dark this week but
rekindles DeQ. 28; when Mfenli-ice
Chevalier comes in for two weeks.
Estimates for 3%is- Week
"Angel
Street,"
Biltmore
(2d
week) (1,636; $3.60). Grcss of $19,500
lapped the previous week's $19,000.
"Blachouts of 1947," El Capitan
(286th week) (1,142; $2.40). Eascd'in
pre-holiday lull to $16,000.
"Bmperor Jones," :Las Piilmas (2d
week) (388; $2.40). Continues to hit
•

'

around

$2,500.

—

KE AT MEM;

.

iellows" to the Locust, Dec. 27.
"Manhattan," which opens- in New
Haven, stays here two weeks (less
'the one day), "Bonanza Bound" has
two-and-a-half weeks set and "Bed-.
Iellows" gets two full weeks plus
the opening night. The Forrest wiU
be dark a week and relight on Jan.
12 with "Look Ma, I'm Dancing" and
on the same date the Shubert gets
the return of "Song of Norway."
,

Sbws

Aud.,

St.

Paul

(25-27).

—

"1 Remember Mama"
Ford's,
Balto. (15-20); Nat'l, Wash. (22-27).

Rehearsal

"Master's Chair"

(15-20).
"O MlstrjBSS
(15-20).

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

"Strange

Bedfcllowtf'

—

Philip

WiU Bock"

'."S**

"State

Atlanta
(revival)

of the
(18-20);

.

Union"—Erianger,

(25-27).

Aud.,

Louisville

—

•-Michael IWyerberg.
Opera Hse.",
"Student Prince"
''Power Without Glory" (London) Boston (25-27).
—John C. WUson and Shuberts.
Locust,
Bedfellows"
"Stranjrc
'Harvest
of
TTeara"
(Martha's Philly (27).
Wash. (15Nat'l,
"Sweethearts"
Vineyard)-.Arthur J. Beckhard.
Pitt. (25-27).
Bound"
Paul Feigay 20); Nixon,
(15«f
"Tlie Firefly"— Nixon, Pitt.
v«ver Smith and Herman Levin.
20); Blackstone, Chi. (25-27).
The Men We Marry"
Edgar
"The First Mrs. Fraser"— Shubert-

—

—

•

liUckenbach.

"Look Ma I'm Dancing"—George

Lafayette, Det. (25-27).

"The

Late

cast.

Christopher

Bean"

another production figured to jump
considerably when the holiday buying rush is over; dipped 'to $29,500.
"John Loves, Mary," Music Box

is

Denver Gets 2 Legits;
At Broadway, Ncii Aude

^^Topaze"

Aud.. Louisville (15); Hartman, Col.

,

d.c.

Denver, Deo.

16.

"Music

Arthur M. Oberfelder has booked
two additional legits for Denver this
winter.
However, with the: city
boosting the price on the Auditorium, they are going into the Bi"oadway, a subsequent film— house, but
in former years a leading legit hQU.se.
The shows are "Dream Girl," Jan.
28-29, and "Mistre."!S Mine," March

(llth

in

week)

My

HtmrV,"

(0-1,434;

Adelphi

$4.80).

(25-27).

"The

,

Saturday

and

Sunday

"Carousel" following Jan.

5.

Zowie $^38,800,
Cracks Cleve Record

'Carousel'

$4i80). Run leader
Cleveland, Dee, 16.
very much in the going and
Hanna's first complete sellout of
should get goodly share of holiday the season was batted'
by "Carousel,"
trade; $20,500.
which zowied its way to a record
"Streetcar Nsmed Desire," Barry$38,800 at $5 top iii the l,32e-capacity
more (2d week) (D-1,064; $4.80). house last weehf
Sold out all performances and, with
Every ducat was 'Cleaned out of
standees, takings of new drama cliclc the
racks two days before the openover $27,500.
ing of Theatre Guild's musical, and
v"Tlie Druid Circle," Morosco (8th
the management went the legal limit
week) (D-935; $4.80).. Final week in peddling extra chairs
and .standcurrent, eased off to $8,000; revival ing roctm,
of "Topaze" followed Doc. 27.
"The Gentleman From Athens,"
Mansfield.
After que.5tionable no'Okla'
30G, Syracuse
.
not

week) (M-1,505;
still

Roller "Mes'SSG^ILC.

„,
.
$65,000
Men We Marry'!—Shubert, garnered
was carried out

Opera N. Haven (25-27).

of a foctnight stand. Even
with the usual $4iZ0- tup for Class
musicals, this is almost a-, perfect

score.

Has

done fairly well to date and should
improve with advent of holidays;
but dipped under $17,000.
"Oklahoma^!,"
(253d
St James

15-17.

Kansas City, Dec. 16.
"Skating Vanities of 1948" played
eight performances. Dec. 9-14, in
the Municipal Auditorium, to moderate trade. Six evening shows and

week

Chai-lotte Greenwood in "L Reweek) (C-979; $4.80). Eased off
to around $10,000; aimed for year's' member Mama" moves in Dec. 22
to ^op up the holiday gravy, with'
mark and should survive that.

(45th

I

much business, show
tices and
was taken off Saturday (13); seven
performances; "The Cradle Will
Rock" probable successor.
(revival) —New
the Firemen's Pension Fund, which
"The Heiress,"' Biltmore (llth
"The Bed Mill"— Lyceum, Mpls. .shared in the proceeds.
week) (D-920; $4.80). Hardly af"lamp At Mianight"—New Stages, (15-20); Music HaU, K. C. (22-27).
The roller company moved on to fected and only few unoccupied seats
"Tonight at 8:30"—Forrest, Philly
skipper Next To God"— ExpetiWichita, Kans., to play the Forum, at matinees; quoted close to $22,500.
(15-20).
"The Voice of the Turtle," Hud.son
Theatre.
"Voice of the Turtle"— Shubert-La- Dec. 16-21. Then heads west for
week) (C-1,057; $3.60). Can
fayette, Det. (15-20); Erianger, Chi. dates in Denve:-, Salt Lake City and (192d
* Musical
remain at this, house throughr' Jana
San Francisco.

Abbott,

'Crime and Punishment" (revival)
*~^^lph Whitehead and Oliver Rae.

mm am, m,

Outlook for improved biz for the
second stanza, isn't
too
bright.
House still being picketed by Negro
organizations because of the policy

Lobero, Santa

Mine" •-( Sel*yn, Chi.

'^Ww! Survivors"
Bernard Hart
»nd Martin Gabel.
"Oklahoma!"—Aud., Roch. (15-20);
"A Friend Of The
FamUy" Hanna, Cleve. (22-27).
t^ Strange
Chi.
Harris,
Lives"
Michael
"Private
Anniversary'')
«!llis and James
(15-27).Russo.
Shubert, Philly
"Show Boat"
."KaiJileen"—Beatrice Lawrence.
(15-20); Erianger, Buff. (25-27).
"The Stwileut Fritac#' (road)
Bos-Shubert,
Norway"—
"Songof
Bhuberts.
ton (15-20); Aud., Hartford (25-27).

Waxman.

(G-902; $4,20). Proportionate dip for
week with indicated
takings, of $14,000; will- bounce back.

standout last

Washington, Doc. 16.
Hypoed by the most impressive
"High Button Shoes," Century
(llth week) (M-1,670; $4.80). Musi- first-night the town lias: known in
27).
cal sock moved to Shubert Monday years, with the Trumans and th&
"Look Ma, I'm Dancing"— Shubert,
(22); one of the shows not affected ^iseniiowers rubbing, shoulder.'! with
regulars,
Bobby Caarfc in
Bost. (22-27).
of restricting orchestra seats
to and remains at capacity; over $42,- the
"Sweethearts!' hurdled the .pre"Make Mine Manhattan"—Shubert, white customers. The picketing was 000; D'Oyly Cartes will follow.
"Icetime ot 1848,'? Center (29th Christmas show biz slump to the
New Haven (17-20); Forrest, Philly done first last season, tjluring the
week) (R-2,g94; $2.40). Skating revue merry tune of $24,000 -for, the first
(22-27).
run of "Carmen Jones." '

"tady Windermere's Fan"-^Royal

Alex., Tor. (15-20); Aud., Boch. (25-

Barbara (2S-27).
"Medium," "Telephone'?—Cass, Det.

in

house at a $3.66 top.
1,700-sea
Critics enthused over the piece and

matinees

at $2.50 top. Dsite
in connectitin with

,

'

.

weeks to mild business; "High Button Shoes" moves here from Century next week.

"Mary Had A Little," Bslasco (5th
drama with an all-Negro cast, found 000.
week) (1,061; $2.40). Oif again, but
competish from Sonja Henie's ice
"Happy
Birthday,"
B»oadhurst still profitable at $12,000.
"Dream Girl"—-Aud., Sacramento extravaganza and several other (59lh week) (6-1,160; $4.80). Drop
Henry Fonda.
(26-27).
Oakland
quarters
too
stiff
and
Aud.i
wound
(20);
up
the
in
business for straipht run shows
.Next week's lineup brings "Make
"Fatal Weakness''
(3eary, Frisco first half of a two-week stand at the was material and tjilcings for this
Mine Manhattan" to the Forrest,
(15-27).
American theatre Saturday (13) one figured under $18,500.
TRUMAN,
;Piac. 23; "Bonanza Bound'' to the
"Harvey"—Davidson, Mil. (15-20); with a so-so $13,500 gross in the
"Harvey," 48th st. (164th week)
Shubert, Dec. 29, and "Strange BedWalnut are dark.

,

week when Jane

Cowl fractured her

-"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(a3d week) (M-1.472; $6.60). Affected
as were- other long-run productions,
but registered nearly $42,000.
'^Born Yesterday," Lyecum (98th
week) (Cr993; $4.80). One of the
number of stayers that's having matinee business trouble; around $16,000 and still quite profitable.
."Brtsadoon," Ziegfeld- (40th week)

,

estimate; import doing plenty okay.
"Young Man's Fancy," Cort (33d
week) (C-1,064; $3,60). Leila Ernst
entered cast and performance,
claimed to be strengthened; around

excellent for intimate musical;

$13,500,

(15-17);

(15-20); Blltmore, L. A. (22-27).
Blackstone,
"Chocolate SoWler"
Latter, in fact,
apparently wi>n't relight until Jan. Chi- (15-20); American, St. Louis
(22-27).
fie, when "Mr, Roberts" arrives with
com.ers.

O

(Musical),

"Allegro;^'
Majestic
(9th week)
(M-1,695; $6).
Clicks were not
off.
and any variance was
the aiTected
Christmas buying spree, and alL minor; gross around $47,500, tops all.
legits, films, niteries and eateries are
"An' Inspector Calls,"- Booth (8th
taking a sad rap.
week) (D-712; $4.80). Has been makAdditional entries for the posm ing weekly operating profit and
Christmas season, however, make the slated through winter: last week es-

ary if business warrants; but picture
version arrives Dec. 26 at the Broadway (Warners); play got around

,

Current

—

|!Qt-

M

Jmis

Second bill of one-acters is
Order,
oeing, offered this week.
(Period; coBerino Dec. 15r27)
Actual leader in figures last week
"Anns Xttcairta^'
American, St.
was "Show Boat," with $21,500 in its
But Louis (15-20); Civic, Chi. (25-27).
fourth week at the Shubert.
<'Annte Get Your Gun"— Shubert,
that gross represented no profit for
Chi. (15-27).
the big musical revival.
Third legiter, "1 Remember Mama"
"Blackouts of 1947"
El Capitan,
for; Charlotte
satisfactory.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Dramo),
iComedU'-Drama)i, R (RCDue),

CD

the

Maurice Chevalier hit a boft $23,- future look a little better than it
OOO for his Utai fliU week at the did. Uneup now includes "Look Ma,
I'm Dancing," at the Shubert, "Paris
1,776-seat Curran.
Sings Again," at the. Majestic, and
"The Student Prince," at the Opera
House, aU due Dec. 25,
Melton
'Firefly'
"Harvest. ;of Years" follows Dec.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 16.
26, at the Colonial; "The Men We
Frank Melton, who has been tour- Marry," at the Plymouth, Dec. .29;
ing for the last two months with the "Power Without Glory," at the Wilbur,
Dec. 30;, "I Remember Mama,"
Shuberts' musical repertory company ("Merry Widow"- and "Rose at the Colonial, Jan-. S; and "Bonanza
Bound," at the Shubert, "Kathleen"
Marie"), remained behind here after
at the Plymouth and. "Blossom Time"
the troupe disbanded at Nixon, Sat- at the
Oper^t House, all. Jan. 12.
urday night (13) to. join cast of an- Biggest draw during that period,
other incoming Shubert revival.
however, will be "Ice-Capades of
Melton, who sang Prince Danilo 1948" at the Boston Garden, Dec. 26
through
Jan. 11.
in "Widow," took over the juve lead
Estimates for Last Week
in
"Firefly"
when the Rudolph
"Fh-efly," Opera House (2d week)
Friml operetta opened last night
(3,000; $3.60).
Dropped below low
(Mon.) at the Nixon.
level of first week, to get a poor
;

'Wonlght

Boston, Dec. 16.

,

"Song of Norway," at the Shubert,
was the only one of the three legit

in town last week to do
Ina Gets OK $18,000, S.F.; offerings
any biz, and even that was
Chevalier Boif $23,000 Town has really folded up with

Fdds

'Streetcar' 27^26. 'Adiens'

formances), helped.

Pre-Christraas gross slump was
Troupe winds up its boff engage- sharply evident all along Broadway
ment tonight (Wed.). George Bal- last week, only li few shows missing
Jtess
Pittsburgh, Dec, 16.
'Itrong.
"Rose Marie," second of two re- anchine, who choreographed BT's the reaction. As previously indi"Private Liv«s," while stiU doing vivals offered by the Shuberts' rep- new "Theme and Variations" ballet, cated, mstinee business was especiSpike ertory company, did a little better at which was preemed two weeks ago, ally off, with midweek afternoon
$15,000.
slipped to
well,
Jones' "Musical Depreciation Revue" the Nixon last week than the first, will make his debut as a conductor performances nose-diving, Run muin its seventh "Slerry Widow." But it still wound when he steps into the pit tonight to sicals tiiat had been registering ca'Bot around ?17.500
It will be the pacity figures -were included among:
treek at the Studebaker. "Choco- up plenty in the red at under conduct his ballet.
week left to go $12,000. Fortnight gross, at $3 top final offering of the evening, and of shows affected $2,000 or more addir
late Soldier," with a
was in the same (including tax), was just a little the N. Y. run.
tional to the previous week's oif ish
it the Blackstone,
gi'osses.
over $20,000. That explains more
bracket.
"Angel in the Wings" was accorded
Mail orders :;nd b.o. sales for New than anything else why the troupe
an excellent press and very promisYear's Eve are reported heavy at all folded here Saturday night (13),
ing business after its last Thursday
houses, "Annie" will have an $8 after being out around 10 weeks.
Notices for "Rose Marie" were
(11) debut. "The Gentleman from
top, the others $6,
much kinder, and general feeling
Athens" drew doubtful notices and
"Firefly" opens Dec. 23 at the
was that if it had been done first,
was taken off Saturday (13)'. "StreetBlackstone, "Voice of the Turtle"
company might still be going. But
car Named Desire" played to standarrives Dec. 21 at the Erianger,
those brutal reviews for "Merry
ees all performances, with better
pAnna Lucasta" is due Dec. 25 at Widow" killed its chances (show did
tlian $27,000 the first full week. "The
"Ballet
does
as
theatre,
the Civic
just about $9,000) and brought about
Druid Circle'' finales this week; "The
Theatre!' at the Civic Opera. The
the closing notice in a hurry. Nixon
First Mrs, Frazer'^ was forced off;
twin "Medium" and "Telephone" has "Firefly" this week, then shuts
"Caribbean Carnival," closed Saturopen Jan. 5 at the Studebaker and down for three days, reopening. Dec.
day (13).
Windermere's Fan" is set for
Jan. 12 at the Erianger.
Estimates for This

B way;

'Angel' Click $12,500 in 4 Times,

A
'MARIE' SA612G, PITT;

sensaUonal
"O MisMine" at the jSelwyn was also

fiet Your Gun" had a
iiilth week at the Shubert.

"Lady

59

week

at City Center, N. Y., went $2,000
over: previous weeks, to rack up
in
$33,760.22
eight
performances
Tuesday (&) through Sunday (14).
sellout Tuesday night, with an ailAmerican program, as well as a
strong Sunfiay ($8,800 in two per-

traditional business

this season but two
unafifeoted. "Annie

at

Rtandouts

Theatre Gets

Ballet Theatre, in

'AiiiiieHotamLimts$2ii
«1ack-oit

.

Wow

Syracuse, Dec. 16.

"Oklahoma" grossed $30,000 at th»
Empire here last week in an eightperformance engagement.
Road
'

company played

to near-capacity in

first week-long fegit booking in
Syracuse in more- than seven years.
"I Remember Mama" Is the next
statue booking for the Empire. du«
feb. 6-7.

the

.

.

•

P^nMEfr

LGftinHIATB

60

VedtfeBdiiy, Peceinbjer 17, 1947-

more of a psychological study than good .theatre
It permits some real acting in spots.
It's apparent that all principals are
doomed from the start since story
develops that way, interest mainly
builds on a review of the past lives
of different characters.
The whole action takes place in a
log ea'oin located near a citadel
which some Spanish rebels iptend:
Three men and two
blowing up.
rebel girls are stationed in this hut.
Apart from the episode where young
Christina tries to get away and is shot
offstage by a Franco sentry, little
happens except endless conversation.
All concerned explore their own
way of looking on freedom and their
own past. Robet Fetel, as chief
rebel, is shown as a high-minded altrilist ready to give his life for the
good of the masses. Pepita Rimenez,
as Christina, does a good replica of
the Passionaria who made herself
popular with the rebels during this
Spanish war. But it all adds up to
good material for an introspective
novel without stage punch.
The three acts use the same set,
which does credit to Bernard Breveht, Andre Cellier has shown more
ability as a director than flair as a

Plays Abroad
while.
The Armand Salacrou play
may be weaker in the end than at

The Blind Goddoss
London, Dec.

3,

the start, but it is unquestionably
extremely entertaining.
It is primarily an amusing comedy* but it is at the same time a
very strong indictment, in the shape
of a lampoon, of the French upper
crust (haute bourgeoisie) that is not
;•.
Marian Spencer the aristocracy, but mixes with iti
liady BmStea,
Wyndlium Cioldie
Lord BraSt*a..fc.
its sense of class
.WilHam Mervyn and has adopted
Jttf.--JH'ei'»el>..'.i ..i
and name pride,
Jfranlt MainwaHns K.C .Geoffrey Wlncotl consciousness
Play is jbuilt around a forgotten
BmTOMl....,......:.,.....nGeoffrey Morris
-Peter Crawford scandal which had taken place in
Butler
Arntild Bell
lord Chief Justice
a wealthy family 20 years ago. Family is one of the wealthy owners of
Good dramatic play of the old a universally-advertised brand of
tradition— court scene, the unmask- liqueur distilled in Normandy.
Jng" of villainy and young love triDuUin is e:;emplary as the old
Written by a famous man
umphant.
r a gay old: dog who has
King's counsel, its authenticity as wronged a village girl, doesn't reto detail is undisputed and plenty of gard it- as a serious oflense and
gobd sStuatioriB are packed into this thinks he is the victitn- of circumsmoothly directed story. Would have stances. Mile. Jamois, as his daughgood film possibilities and might in- ter, who marrijBd in society, gives
terest U. S. audiences via its depic- a performance "which shows, her as
tion ot English law procedure.
good in a comic part as in her usual
a
to
secretai-y
Peter FoUiss,
tragic characterizations.
•wealthy philanthropist and Lord,
Camille Fournier, as the family
calls on his girl friend on hearing problem who married a foreign noshe is about to leave England to visit bleman, is very entertaining in a
a sick sister. He tells her he has left part which, less ably acted, would
his employer whom he has discov- fall entirely flat.
Marcel D'Orval,
ered has perpetrated a gigantic fraud as the son-in-law, manages- to build
involving an emigration "scheme from up his part as plausible, which is no
Europe, .and has refused a heavy mean achievement. Lolah Bellon, as
bribe for silence. The girl's father, the ingenue, is miscast, and Jacques
a famous barrister, has never met Dufilho overacts somewhat, but the
the boy, and is briefed by another balance of the cast gives a goo.d per-^'
Lord to bring a libel action against formance and the play clijucs up to
FolUss,
who has disclosed th.e the final clurtain.
swindle to the Prime Minister.
Production end is: simple, with
lot hinges, on the recent death only
one set, showing a drawing
of a young Czech in Prague, from rooin in a spacious provincial man„i=
he got the lo^-s^,
wh<?ra Folhss claims
nullin has
haa difertPrt
tho play
nlai
sion.
Dullin
directed the
down. The peer's wife, to save her unerringly, giving it full value.
husband, perjures herself, claiming
Liocally it's a picture bet.: For
she and FoUiss were lovers. Her America the
seduction would be a
testimony wins the case.
bit strong and would have to be
The girl arrives home, Ignorant ol toned down, necessitating
rewhat has occurred while away but writing,; but the depiction ofsome
the colher evidence, corroborated from lective family fear of exposure
by
another source, proves the forgery the misdeed
of one of its members,theory; and saves her sweetheart.
who himself thinks there is nothing
Wjthdham Goldie and Basil Rad- to
it,
is an excellent theme, and
ford are the two chief players as worth
exploiting.
Uaxi.
the peer and his counsel, the latter
allowing some of his usual Puckish
humor to peep through- the austere
$1, Iskarlen
facade of a high legal dignitary. The
('The Iceman Cometb')
•women are excellent, Joan HayStockholm, Dec.
thome as.the barrister's wi*e. Honor Royal Dramatical Theatre production9; of
Blackman as the daughter, and drama in four acts by Eugene O'Neill. Directed by Olot Moiander.
Translatea Into
Marian .Spencer as the nouveau Swedish
by Sven Bartheh: Stars tino Henriche "Lady" of dubious origin who nins, Oloi:
Sandberg, Olof WIdgren, Holgei*
would rather blacken herself as an Lowenadler, Eva Dahlbeck. Settings and
adulteress than risk facing poverty lighting by Eric; Lowen-Aberg. At Drama'
Uska Teatern, Stockholm.
again,
Harry Hope...
Olot Sandberg
competent. This
,

'

Bmifoi?, LIU., pioduction of new
«I»y In three acts by Patrick HaslingB.
DUectea by i;h»i)eB Hifkmmi, At Ai.olio
thoatvc, Ijondon.
.
...i, Honor Blackman
Mary I>eflnK....
jLaiiy DWitiK. . . ..«...•>.. . , Joan Haythorne
...Basil Radford
Bit John De«ne..i
Peter FoUiss
pecolt WatSVhoulia

Linnit

&

.

* .

,

i

.

. , . .

,

—

-

,couple',

•

producer, and has permitted the lack
be scarcely notice-

of real action to
able.

Acting by the whole cast is Okay-,
However, no cast could inject enough
interest in the play to give it much
Of a chance either on stage or on
the screen. Lack of love interest also
MWri.
is a handicap.
-

^

.

Kommer

.

.

,

'

Supporting cast

is

show gave every

indication

its

premiere that it would enjoy the
patronage of those wbg appreciate
li'Play with.tlramatic situations, even
If of the novelettish gent'e. Clem.
'

British Xheaire Group production (in association with Arts Council) oC new play in
three acta by St. .Tohn Ervlne, Directed l>y
Basil Dean. At St. James. London.
.

Bdmund

HonnOT

Nicholas

Delaware.

Hector BoSa

Andrew Delaware....

....Andre MoreH
Denzll Delaware. ........... ..William Fox
Kllssabeth Oray
Alice Bddington.
Allan
•
.... .
. . .KUzaheth
Melanie...
Amabel Alderney-Kvans. ...... HUecn Peel
.Tulien Mitchell
Arthur Selby
Bussell waters
Bert'SnDddy....!
....Meadows Wlilte
p*ter Lcsan
,
Charles Lloyd aok
Rev. Oeorse 'Fennell.
Philip Delaware.

.

. .

.

• •

.

.

-
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Timely, controversial capital vs.
labor play, which will inevitably be

compared with John Galsworthy's
Opening scenes consist
"Strife."
mainly of talk, obviously intended
as warning of "the shape of things
It might prove an into come."
teresting subject for U. S„ and could
provide dramatic screen material.
At end of the war a prodigal son
returns after eight years in a blaae
-

of glory following the award of the
Victoria Cross for valor in action.
Acclaimed toy his forgiving family
and hailed by his townsfolk, he
turns politician^ is elected labor can^
Willie Oban
Olot Widgten
Joe Mott.
.Holger Lowenadler didate and marries a. local 'heiress.
Plet Wetjoen .
Rudolf Wcndbladh Father is a factory owner whose
Cecil Lewis....
Einar Axelson eldest son runs the business, both
James Cameron
Torsten Winge
HUKo Kolmar
OUe Hildlng respected toy their workmen.
Larry Hlarte
Hugo BjOrne firebrand Communist causes, a strijce
Rocky Pioggi
Mot Berg'etrom because' one man won't join -the
Don Parrit.,.,...,j|^. ...... ..Hans Straat firm's union. The bosses uphold the
Pearl
, , .
.Harriet Hedenmo
individual, refuse to
Margie
Anita BJork rights of the
,
Cora
Eva D hibeck fire, the man, who finally yield|i to
Chuck Moreno.,
UII Palme save his master and because other
Tlieofloro Hickman.,... .......I'no Henning plants
come out in sympathy.
Moran
....Henrik Schildt
then
refuses his appll
The
union
Web
>. .Mauritz Strombom
cation for membership and demand/
An excited puhllo attended the ris his dismissal for having been the
This
cent Swedish preem of this Eugene cause of, the "closed shop."
O'Neill play.
And thfeir expecta owner refuses to penalize the loydl,
long-service workman and is faced
tions weren't let down. For the lo
cal Version of last year's Broadway with the prospect of the government
factory,
because of
hit Is excellent drama made espe- taking over the
cially so by.fine performances of a the loss to the state through,
well chosen cast.
Chiefly respon- cessation of prodt}ction. So the play

.............. ..Ake ClaesBoft
Pat McOloln. .......... .Arthur Cederborgh

,

A

.

L'Ar^hfpel Lenoir
CXhe Len^te Archipelago')

.

Paris, -Dec. 9.
Marguerite Jamots proauotlon ot comedy
!n two. acts by: Xrmand' Salacrou. Directed
Dullin. Stars Dullia and Mile.

ty Charles

Jamois. Set by B. Berlin and A. Chevreaux. At the Montparnaase-Oaston-Baty,
Paris.

\

Albert Ijenolr.. ....... .Charley Dullin
Victor i^enoir.,
.Marcel. Vidal
Marie Therese.
.Suzanne Demara
A'iolphe Hoheo-Lenoir
Marcel d'Orval
Marie Blanche Robec-Iienoir. .Loleh Bellon
<5uillaume Rohec-ljenoir. ... .Serge Lhorca
tiotintess Gazette.
.ferguerife Jaiiidls
Viscount Caaette.
Claude d'Yd
iprincesB Bsrescu;.,.'
.Camllle Pournier
Prince Borescu..
Pierre Berlin
Jroieph. .:,.,...•.......,..... .Jacques Dufilho
P.'tul

.

Charles Dullin, who with M. Julmanaged the Sarah Bernhardt
last season and got it deep in the
""red, has given up managing to act.
He does it in a way which wiU keep
him and actress-manager Marguerite
Jamois, who is equally good, on the
right side of the ledger for quite a
lien

THEATRICAL FABRICS
for COStUMES

. . .

.

production of the Amer- ends with the problem unsolved,
ican import at the Royal Dramatical with private enterprise overwhelmed
and having no say in the runnpg of
Theatre is Sven Barthle, who han
sible for the

died the Swedish translation.
"Iceman," deals with a number of
sordid characters of both sexes who
frequent a back room of a waterfront bar on New York's west side.
Veteran director Olof Moiander
staged the play brilliantly. Standing
out among the thespers are Olof
Sandberg, grand old man of the
Dramatical Theatre. His portrayal
p£ Harry Hope, proptietor of the
.

(Uppliei (vary Fabric need
for baditig' Jrandway productioni and

and bar, is first class.
Dominating many scenes is Uno
Henning as Hickey, the traveling
hardware salesman who seeks to reform his fellow-drunks. Hole of Joe
Mott is handled effectively by Holger Lowenadler, who, incidentally, is
also a dramatist and f ilmactor. While

Hollywood

there are only three femme^ parts in

hotel

DRAPiRIES

STAGE CURTAINS
MaKaram

studio*.'
"Tlio

130 West 46th
6

CHICAGO
E. laU St.

House

of Service"

New

York
lOS ANGEtES

Street,

1113 So.

L.

A.

St.

BROADWAY PLAYWRIGHT
Yalt Droma '42
OITers bnslneMi efficiency ikliiti tlioironglt Uieatre hnowledgre, to Pfoducer,
A|j:eiitj l*ubUcity man, as production
assistant,
render, gcout, secretary.
Bncltgronnd: ISdltor legit weeltly; ad
agency; Bctins, directing, casting.
Box 8«5, Varioty, 154 W. 46 St., N. Y.

"Iceman," film a c t r e s s Eva Qahlbeck shines in some scenes as Gora,
one of the prostitutes.
Production represents a great b.o.
success for the Dramatical .Theatre.
Piece looks to draw capacity houses
for a long time. Large cast and size
of the production, however, will
militate against a road tour in Swe^
den. It's entirely too big for exten
sive bookings, with the exception of

Gothenburg and Malmo, where facilities are ample for such a play,
Wins,

L'Heure de la Verite
(•Hme

for Truth")
Paris, Dec. 2

Marcel Oger and Andre

C'elller production
giJR. J. Qttonl.

Naunton Wayne and Nora Swin-

bvirne make the two central figures
alive
and understandable, givinir
their individual charm to the two
characters.
Ursula Howells looks
lovely and is a bright contrast to
the sophisticated married set, as the
spinster sister. Others turn in varied

and commendable performances.

Clem..

College Shows
Continued from page 56

All Rights Reserved

"Amanda," "You^ Just Can't Put It
Down" and "All Rights Reserved."
Story revolves around the misadventures of "Woolworth Whittlewood," who leaves his hometown.
i.nyolved story. Piece will probably Gopher
Gap, for New York, with
find a ready audience if show is
the manuscript of a book about the
moved downtown to the West End. life and people of his, native
heath.
Clem.
'

•

.

La Desecnie Awe Kafers
('Descent IMto Hell')
Paris,

Andre

Certca

Nov.

25.
three-act

of

.proluction

.

Directed by
by Mme. Slmone.
t'ostumea by Marie Ange. Stars
Simone, At Theatre Pigalle, Paris.

Notable in the cast are Vincent 'R,
Smith, Thomas H. Middleton, Jr.,
Edward H. Tuck, Frank Hartley,
Grant Goodman, George W. Morris,
Thomas J. King, Arthur 'V. Savage;
and Kennedy Williams.
Ftihr.
•

rafelWy

ITSaking.
tlihe.

Alcesle.

.

.

.Madame Simone

^Marguerite (loutan-Ijambert
The 'J?urse.
.Christian Pica rd
Sumelus ............ w
..Tean Hebey
"iilg Pheres.;.,.,
. ,

Robert Hebcrt

Messenger

tie

.26.

Ed Mosher....

at

corpse to crown the confusion. Hubby finally believes Wife's «tory of
being drugged and her innocence.
Suave dillettante host comes on the
scene, gives some obscure reasons
for his revenge, and so they share
amiable drinks with him and again
jromptly pass out. Concoction this
;im6is some Gestapo dope used during the war to stupefy and extract
In the end it
truth from victims.
turns out the young newshound is
the culprit for .some- still obscure
reason and in a hold-up scene gets
juicily electrocuted against the metal
window frames.
Keneth Kent, who iJvas such a hit
in the long-run thriller "Shop at
Sly Corner," excels in this type of
mystery. Supporting cast gives him
all aid in spinning out the ingenious,

pathetically aided by a hand-kissiii*
Hungarian neighbor. Believina iS
mutual sincerity of their love
they toecome reconciled, helped bv
the news of the sister's early morn
ing marriage.

•the

Here's the Pitch
HASTY PUDDING, HARVARD

.

London, Nov.

:

'

:

.

Pirivato Enterprise

'

A

anonymously, bursts In on the
both in dishevelled dress
and compromising condition with all
evidence pointing to a drunken orgy.
Wisecracking young reporter ap»ears on the scene, "rhere are lockng. and opening of doors, closing of
electrified
window gates and a
ofl

film's suspense, being

Ilenri-Kollan

Qleona« ..
The Old Wom.ui

Denyse-Beal
Francine' Bessy

The Maid

.Rene Milan

Heracles

Admete.

..Taequea

Servant

This

Cartaud

Jacijue.')

is

Rrwin

Daniels Rimbaud
Nathalie Simon

Ttie Iilald Servants

Madame

Simone's

last ap-

iSenry Bernstein in his chief dramatic production?, and is the widow
of playwright Francois Porche whose
son, Wladimir, is head of French
Rational Radio. Before that she was
the wife of Max Le Bargy, famous
Gbmedie FTancaise matinee idol, Before the play, opened, Mme. Simone
advertised her intention to play only
a limited engagement, and than get
a substitute. This may not be necessary because "Descente" has no ear-r
'

marks

of a

—
the

hit..

Hannen gives^j

graivd

Conservative propagancTa.
There are many moving passages,
and the first-nighters were im^
as

John Barry,
.Toiin gliiaft
Lady Slary i^nnering. .. .Victoria 13^0^""'
Sj,r :J$,mes Mannerlng. .Patrlclt Waddi
Bill MaUet
Mackenzie
ijjginald Wensley
..Kenetti —
.

. ,

.Norman

Shelte

outfit in

the groove.
This one, with a remarkable but

resemblance

coincidental

to

"High

Button Shoes,"

is the work of the
same 'threesome that produced last

season's successful "Speak for Yourself,"
Book by Craig Gilbert and

camp in the Hell scene. villain,
this is lost with much of the rest.
AH this supplies the opportunity
First act is in the ancient Greek ^dr the comedy team of Ted Allepalace, when Mme. Simone volun- gretti and Fred Lament. They open
teers for a trip to Hell. Tme next, wide the throttle and hustle around
dK^ing Hell as- the bottom of a deep like a couple of midget racers. They
sti^ca'se, gives her a phafice to dis- get plenty of support from Robert
"'*y plenty of fortitude amidst the
Myhrum as Rose, an accommodating
!«rings of the inmates, and to Ama'^on; William A. West as Al, the
ce a lot of what might have made town toady, and the laughable
food reading in print hut does not chorus line.
.

—

the action

Honor and

Oliey

London; Nov.
j;lrth
Vd.

Pierce, attractive ^ets by Lawrence
Goldwasser and bright gay 90s costumes toy Patricia Havens. The pit

lends

orchestra

authority to the

score.

"Here's the Pitch" should satisfy
EMc
the old -grads,

30.

Shephard proa5cllon for Play Plans,
arrangement with Bernard' Del-

new play

of

in three acts

by Hagar
At Sa-

Daphne Rye.

Directed by

^nie, Jjondon.

..Ursula Howells

Tennant.

"Tftiiyy

tltinlap. .... ...>.,.; .. .D'^nla uordon
^jia' if^re'dith...
...Nora Swinburne
"iillip

Naunton Wayne

temes Meredith

'0

.Gerard

'Verres.

.Hein:?

tloberta Hiiby

...Hugh Dempal/T

fy Hunt.....

._

Best numbers are "Little Ladybird," with AUegretti and Lament,
and "Extracurriekler Girl" with
Robert Myhrum, the romantic tunes
serving merely to pass the time.
Show is nicely staged by John Baird,
with boisterous dances by John

('by

".t)

Ijde,

^rf^liy j^ilkingl^n.
(^yian

Hunt.

i

. .

.Mona washbourhe

........

.Bmma Trechman

rank

...ijiordon Bell

Wanted Stock Company
I

hove a theatre seating 1,800 people,
•quipped for sltti;li «i>nipi>ny or

fully

located in |h* heart of

fflovio.

ark,

New-

Hi.
.

Every cooporolion'
reiponiibU party;

will

bo given

to

.

What K%v« You to Offer?
SAMUEL SODOWICK
St., Nowark, N.
Market 3-0082

94 Commorco

J.

filiced with smart dialog and amusing, if unoriginal, farcical situation.s.

Likely to prove entertaining fare for
i^e'cial public of this show's stars,
but not outstanding enough to predict a gamble in the U. S.

A

young

girl

hesitates to

"name

the day," seeing all around her bickering, ill-assorted couples.
fearful of taking the plunge

coming

Her

She is
and be-

nags
oC three-act drama by
her affectionate husband who, with
reoted by Andre Oelller.
Set by Bernaid
Plenty of hokum in this new mys- nerves frayed after a prolonged
Brevent. At Theatre da Poche, Paris.
Alvez.
. ..
He gets
..... .Robei't {'retol tery thriller, but it does mystify and squabble, walks out on her.
Juan
; .... ........ .... .Jean
Vine
has thrills. And it will probably hu innocently involved with a cute barRosina
.Uarta Meri'ko scorned by the highbrows. It shoulcl haunter whom he invites to his hotel
Eduardo
Pierre
,

Harvard

finds this ancient

awtKfr,

London, Nov. 30.
ProfluctionR Ltd. (in asaoclSlion
>yith Arts (.'.ouncil) productioin of n^'-wr pla^
in three, act,') by Beginaid Long.
Direcie'd
by Peter Dearig.
At Embassy {heat'rei
J^undon.
Uuri'idge
Reginald Selleck

...Emqry Nile*
..Robert B. Miller
others

post-war Hasty Pudding
100th annual production?

show (and

Brisk marital comedy by a new
splendidly acted and pro-

Said the Spider
Envoy

Tyler

And

Efijt

pressed.

Show is excellently directed Imt
Basil Dean, 'witji the seasoned playwright's popularity it seem? 1^'ely
set for a prosperous run.
Clem.

Maimer Dlxoa

Herbert....

Third

like them..

•

msmouisHED
ACTRESS
.

will

leach perjonallty Enslisli.

Pl"??

ipoakin; vol«oi. fotfett acoonH
luoecb manneriims prlvutul.v ijt
small olasMS now fermlnit. Will
prepare actors /or rolos.

v\
»!'"
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Trabaiid

Christinai,
Biancfal. ,

Prcderigo

.Pepita JlmeneS
.Francis Mna&i"
Michel Picoo

Based on the Spanish Civil War
agd somewhat like "For Whom the
Bell Tolls," this play has

none of the

please the common folks.
room, for a drink, after vainly trypair of ex-lovers meet appar^ ing to date up several men friends
•ntly accidentally, each visitihg
(or dinner,
.Young ^jster-in-law
furnished house to rent.
An ejc- ^yall^l in on the party arid loses her
soldier caretaker, on orders froip tfje la4 ^Llusion,
owner, offers drinks and they graduSijibby returns to find his wife
ally pass out. Gal's husband, tipped packing, and. ready to leave, sym-

A

'

.....William A. West;
.Robert G. Myhrura
...Jack Hedges

goncentration

•

play

William M. Reed
..^Thomas W. Zinsser

•
'

This has been nicely produced,
lyrics by WiUiam Scudder maintain
competent and the sets are the level of the previous show, but
S!%. But the play lacks what the Crandall's music, though okay,
puislie wants. It is artistically writ- doesn't quite have the former's lift.
ten but lacks emotional susjpense and But it serves the purpose well
dramatic values. Also the action is enough in the gag songs, which are
smothered beneath a lot of talk.
what count most.
Already done by the ancient
Story involves a couple of mediGreek dramatist Euripides, this is cine men in a baseball yarn of the
a^out the queen who voluntarily goes 90's, in which the pitcher of the
4own to inferno to save her beloved Fair Haven Mudhens, languishing
husband king from going there him- over the loss of his gal to the rival
self, is, pardoned and comes baek.to team's ace hurler, becomes the tool
earth for a new lease of life. Mme. of the local gambler. Object is t(i
Simone, in an effort to give the play get the boy and gal back together
timeliness has added a touch of the again to foil the dark deeds of the

'

White give perfect dissimilar gjiaracterizations as, two union officials
and the proud artisan.
Arguments seem fair and evenly
distributed for and against, but •flie
Socialists (of whom the author was
once a follower) will deride fhe

12.

east is

business.

Nicholas

Fred Watson
Susan Douglas.

pearance on the stage. Play also is Al l.aney....,,
done by her. She will do playwright- RofO
Douglas
ing only after 'this show- She was Mayor
Harry
famous oh the stage when starred by Betty Thayer

dd up to much over footlights. Last
act snows her back in the palace.
$Sene.in Hades is so dark, much of
is not visible.
performance as the father, with
Though the role is tQO young for
Andre Morell making a dignified her, Mme. Simone handles it with a
filial figure of the business hSad
cStiipetence reflecting her long stage
Eileen Peel turns in a delightful por- experience. She is well supported
trait of the dizzy, wealthy wi'fej by Marguerite Coutant-LgmBert, as
Elizabeth Allan has little to do Imt tKe nurse; by Henri-Rouah, as the
wear glamor .«lothes as another
^nd Rene Milan as the Herdaughter-in-law, while Julien Mitch
Moxi.
who rescues her;
ell,
Russell Waters and Sleadows
its

Cambridge, Dec.

HasUngr Pudding Club (Harvard Univ.)

production of musical in two acta with book
Gilbert; tousIc, Courtnev Cianflail; Jyries,
William SouOder; staged by
.John Baird; dances, John Pierce; stage design, LawrchcB CSoldwasser; costumes, Fatrlda Havens, At the Club House, Combridge, Mass., Deo. 9, '47.
Artio Hooper.,,
..Tlveodote AllegreiH
Horace Cornwall
.Frederick Lainoht

by Craig

Executive Assistant
Capable

Woman

desires

position

In

DIver»in«l biieklcrounil,
tlfCht office.
of
nil pliaiiefi of theatre, knowlcilKe
ecrlptd for stnue, Hcreen, radio. Iriiiclema, prodnctlona

nox

»M W.

and

contarto.

S4%, Vlirlet.v

«6th

St.,

New

JTork

"

LITERATI
Luis Moreno Verdin, of the N, Y.
Times correspondents staff in Mex'
ico City, Rodney Voight, ex asst
city editor of the Los Angeles News,

Literati
(316),

Qanlel W. Dtlano, lomer new*
editor ct KQV and a distant relative
Franklin I>. Roosevelt, Is the
<,f
flaintiiX in common pleat court in
Itbitotirtfb In « tuit sgalntt a local
publislting house over a book he
on the Roosevelt-Delano
wrote
He charges that despite
families.
elahorate plans and promises for
publication, only 500 copies of the
reached retail outlets.
ever
volume
Delano's suit was brought to rescind a publishing contract with
James S. Nudi and to obtain the return of. his manuscript. The plain"Delano
tut asserts the volume,
.Herjitage," was published in October,
i9&, and about 5,000 copies were
iprinted and about 1,600 sent to the
.

•

'

binders.

Helen Eustis

Suit

Es4Uire Magazine's right to use
^drawings of the Varga girl, without
crediting Alberto Varga as the artist,
'was upheld last week. Federal Cirr
CUit Court of Appeals reaffirmed
the findings of the District Court
which dismissed Varga's $200,000
8Uit for using one of his pin-ups

(259),

Shirley

Graham

(254).
Ellacted Guild

representatives

to

on the council of the
Authors League of America were
the,following regular nominees, John
P. Marquand (618), Bernard DeVoto
(612), Arthur Garfield Hays (609),
John Vandercook (602), Laura Hobson
Christopher. LaFarge
(588),
(575), Theodore H. White
(548),
Glenway Wescott (542), Margaret
Leech (532), Rex Stout (628), Fulton
Oursler (453), Frances. Lockridge
(435).
The Committee for Action
nominees (put up to oppose LaFarge,
Wesootti Stout, Oursler and Mrs,
Lockridge) were Philip Van Doren
Stern (303), Dorothy Parker (298),
Oscar Schisgali (272), Bret Halliday
(231), Thomais Bell (224),
There
were 716 votes cast.
serve' until 1949

-

As reported
Tare* I<oMB IZfMIIO Esquire

in

Vardsw

last'

Week

is city editor. He's also journalism
prof at the Mexico City CoUege.
Mexico City has another tab English
language daily, the Mexico
City Herald, started two years ago
by ,Tesus H. Tamez, ex-U.P. legman
in, Mexico City.
Spanish language
newspapers. Excelsior, El Universal
and Novedades, each have a daily
section in English and there's a
weekly, the Mexico City Post, that
George McDonald has been publish-

ing since 1931.

feeurity."

He said the humor of insult was
and urged against repeating apparently humorous stories
that may be serving the purposes of
propagandists.
passing,

Shevelson Shifts to Pageant
Harris Shevelson, former managing editor of Coronet, joined Pageant
mag as editor Friday (12). Latter
jpuUlcatlon, a member of the HiUiman Periodical group, has had several changes in editorship during the
past year. Originally a monthly, it's
been a bi-monthly since September,
and is expected to continue on that
basis until next summer.
Hag has do complete staff at present. Management has been getting
It out chiefly by using up inventory.
Shevelson replaced Vernon Pope,
whb exited about three months ago.
Meanwhile,
Jerome Beatty has
moved into Shevelson's old spot as
m.e. at Coronet, Pope is now consultfng editor lor Salute.
Latter
nag,, incidentally, is scheduled to

a new format as of Jan. 9.
In other changes at Hillman, Hugh
Iiayne suddenly resigned after he

•hilt to

was switched from editor.ship of four
factj-crime mags to other duties. Ben

;

Conlon, his chief assistant, took
over temporarily until Tony Field,
«n old associate of Hillman, assumed
*Mge. Conlon stays as an aid to
Field with the policy remaining un-

Camy Feel 'Obscene' in Ohio
Ohio rreachers' and Pupils' HeadCircle has withdrawn Martin

mg

Yoseloffs book, "No Greener Meadows," from the state's schools
because of "several letters of criticism"
its

I™?"*

description of

a carnival

wijp-tease act. Director of the Circle

««d the description of the incident
jwg considered "obscene." Book
was
»ewg used in Ohio by children

of

nign school
age.
The controversial
passage does not use
any words or
««»s etcept thosft in thoroughly
nspectable uaage.

Kegulais

Win GnUd

dBtecUon

^^''^.jfntire regular slate won out
independent ticket put up
«™. , '^""""ittee for Action in the
™nual
election last week of the
AWhors Guild.

^

„5^«<>ted.to

Mm

the Guild councU to
were the following
V"*"!
the number of votes
received
hv 1
3,' "Margaret Culkin Banning

f«J

r

Sip2;'

Stone

""^^

ci'^"<>,^°<:Itrldge (610),
CoTrt

Sr^

''''^'

^800).
«Z ^X^'

ftAv

ffik
«l«ier

"0

(619),

Thomas

B.

Jacques Barzun (606),
^^O^).

Annalce JaLaFarge

Christopher

^"'J^er (532), Gretta
(522^ and to nil a vacancy

serve until 1948,

unopposed^

Jerome WeidThe Com-

««).

^'"on nominees (named
„l
JJLoppose Lockridge. LaFarge and

mmer)

were Dorothy Parker

;

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S
t»«

^

.

By Frank

i

Scully >»«»«»«4»» m «« «<
.

Burnt Cork, Wash., Dec.
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beautiful, entertaining, plausible and amusing as Warners' production
of "My Wild Irish Rose'' unquestionably is, there are some other facts of
Ghauncey Olcott's life that are likewise b. e, p. and a. These were some
of my pet Olcott vignettes that are not in the picture.

As

,

.

The scene of'Chauncey's grandparents leaving Ireland and saying good?
bye to a three-month-old baby, till they could make a home for her in
America, only to run down the gangplank at the last minute and decide
to take the baby, who was to become Chaunccy's own Mother Machre^
with them.

Comics Yen a 'Czar' Too
Taking a cue from the flhn induscomic book publishers are cur-

try*

rently searching for a "czar," They
want a prominent national- figure
who can forcefully state their case
in event of any attacks by governmental oi civic groups.
Comic publishers are planning a
common front to eliminate sordid
subjects and the uncontrolled twogun gangsterism that has brought
criticism on the supposedly moilipet

Ghauncey being lowered Out of a second-story window of the Olcott
livery stables in Buifalo to be sneaked off for baptism because his faltoejf
was so opposed to the whole church-going busine.ss.
.
Chauncey's illusion that he could succeed without working by becoming
an actor in a minstrel show, and his first trip to London, Ontario, where
they had 15 in the company and only 12 in the audience. There he sang
•his first song, "Where Did You Get That Hat?", got an encore which went
so completely to his head that he turned a handspring and tore a curtain,
which, when deducted from the proceeds, left the cast with 15c to get back
to Buffalo.
In a blinding snowstorm they stole a ride home on the train,
but when Chauncey tried to get up, his trousers were frozen to the plAt-

form.
Paul Gallico was elected president
His parading in his. first minstrel show, and being yanked out of the line
of the Guild, Helen Hull was chosen
rolled in the
vice-president and Gilbert Gabriel entertainment they turn out. This in Buffalo by his tugboat-owning mother, while his high hat
named secretary. They were unop- follows action of the Motion Picture gutter and the whole town laughed.
His disappointment on finding that nobody had ever mentioned nwney
posed.
Assn. two weeks ago in tightening
The proposal to create a commit- its Production Code to tone down the and on learning after months of singing next to the .base drum that nobody
.

tee in New York to deal with local
matters relating to authors was approvedi- But because the vote took
place late in the meeting, after many
Without due credit.
Court ruled thait the contract didn't members had left, it was decided to
submit it to a mail referendum.
name
must,
be
that
artist's
itpecUir
It was voted unanimously to OpTised.
pose all attempts by publishers to

Cert On Nostalgia
Bennett Cerf predicted that the
period of American life between 1875
and World War I would be the setting for, the popular novels of the
next few years, at a speech in Indianapolis recently.
Citing a trend
in literature toward nostalgia, Cerf
said, "We want to go back to our
infrequent periods of peace and

61

,

ratra-tat-tat boys.
There are 43 publishers currently
turning out some 100,000,000 comic
books a month. Their sale has taken
a sharp drop' since the end Of the
war, which has contributed to the
pub's desire to line themselves up
on the right side of moms and pops
reduce book royalties. There was vifho may have edicted. against their
also a vigorous discussion of the kids' reading the paperback cartoon
Guild's recently-negotiated contract pamplililets.
with Random House, the first such
minimum basic agreement in the
Shelby ville (ind.) Dailies Merge
publishing field.
The long-established Shelbyville
As reported last week, there was a (Ind.) Democrat, age 70 years^ and
report to the meeting on a pro- the Shelbyville Republican, age 100
posed amendment to the Authors years, have merged into a new daily,
League, constitution, under which the Shelbyville News, published by
the organization council's power to Shelbyville Newspapers, Inc. Maripn
deal with censorship would be clari- T. Ayers, for nine years general
fied and expanded. There was also manager of the Shelbyville Demoa report on a proposed standard' con- crat and president of the Indiana
tract for the sale of film rights of Democratic Bditorial Assn., is
gealiterary material.
eral manager of the new daily. liCO
M. Kinman, editor of the Republican
for nine years, is layout editor and
Forsberg Heads Liberty
Franklin
Forsberg,
S.
general editorial writer. Norman L. Thurston,
manager of Street & Smith before editor of the Democrat since 1935, is
the war and commanding officer of news editor. Editorial and composing
Yank, the Army weekly, during the room staffs are merged.
Both papers were published in the
conflict, has been elected president
of Liberty Magazine, rnc., «nd ap- same building.
The Democrat and.
pointed publisher.
Republican will continue, however,
Company is reported as having boQi as weekly newspapers.
been completely refinanced, following its recent biz decline. Cuneo
CHATTEE
Press understood is still its biggest
Edward C. Ketcham, Grosset &
backer.
Publication will continue Dunlap veepee, is retiring
from
as a weekly.
publishing, after a 91-year career in
the book biz.
Appleton-Centnry, Crofts Merger
Bennett Cerf is readying another
D. Appleton-Century and F. S. of his books of humorous anecdotes,
Crofts & Co., Inc., both old publish- "Shake Well Before Using," which
ing houses, have merged as Apple- Simon &: Schuster will publish next
ton-Gentury-Crofts.
W. Morgan fall.
Shuster and Dana H. Ferrin, of A-C,
Eugenic de Zarraga, Cuban writer
continue as president and executive and authority .on Spanish history,,
vice-president,
respectively,
with signed as technical adviser on "The
Frederick S. Crofts and Ferrin as Adventures
of
Don Juan" at
director.s.
Allen S. Wilbui-, of Warners.
Crofts, heads the educational departMarie Rodell has resigned as head
ment of the new firm. Crofts has of mystery department and associate
been primarily a text book house;
editor of Duell, Sloan
Pearce, eft
The principal name authors on the fective Jan, 31. Her future plans
A-C^C list are Erich Maria Remar- aren't set,
que and Clare Boothe Luce (nonJim Bishop, formerly director of
fiction only").
Music Corp. of Americans literary
department in New York, has formed
Ohio Mixes Church Exemption
his own agency. June L^ Herman is
Ohio State Board of Tax Appeals associated with him.
last week (12) denied an applicar
A collection of criticisms on T. S.
tion of the Catholic Press Union, Eliot will be published next spring
Inc., which publishes three diocesan
by Rinehart. The book, edited by
newspapers, for exemption from per- Leonard Unger, will be titled "T. S.
sonal property taxation.
The firm Eliot-—A Critical Summary."
publishes the Cleveland UniverseJames Norman Hall, who collabBulletin,
Toledo Chronicle and orated with Charles Nordhoff on
"Mutiny on the Bounty" and various
Youngstown Exponent.
Board held that although the other stories, is writing a new novel
profits of the corporation were used to be published by Little, Brown.
James Mason has designed the
exclusively for charitable purposes,
the property could not be exempt jacket for the American edition of
because it is not being used di- "Del Palma," a novel by his wife^
rectly OF exclusively for such pur- actress Pamela Kellmo. It will be
published next month by Dutton,
pdses;
Metro homeoffice trade press contact Bill Ornstein will have fiction
Shoofly, Don't Bother Me
Wil Marcus, advertising manager pieces in Sibylline, new .literary
and chief flack for Polaroid Corp., quarterly mag making its initial aphas sold a yarn to This Week mag pearance next month, and in Wildtitled "My T.B. Doesn't Bother Me," fire early next spring.
Walter K. Hill, former circus,
Marcus has known he had the dread
lung disease for the past foujT years, burlesque and film press agent who
but has gone on working with no ill died- Nov. 22 in St. Petersburg, Fla.*
He's been out only a total of was also editor of the old White
cfl!ect.
Rats publication, the Player.' In
three weeks as the result of it.
Prior to joining Polaroid five addition, he was at one. time a
years ago, he did shortwave and Variew mugg, using the idgnature
video publicity for CBS. The Week's Walt.
Ackerman Authors Agency, of
yarn was sold by agent Madeline
Los Angeles, is looking for the heirs
Brennan.
for certain authors whose fantasy
stories published wi,$h to use in
EI NBcion»l Stefts EBglish •Sab
El Nacion^l, Mexico City daily book form, if rights can be settled.
and government organ, has entered Names are: George A. Englandi
the English language daily news- Don Lemon, John Martin Leahy,
paper publishing field with Mexi- Austin Hall, Francis Stevens, Homer
can News, 16-page tab, Editor is Eon Flint and Nictzin Dyalhis.
'

&

ever intended

to.

Wrong Scotch
Billy Foote's discovery that Chauncey was really a singer and putting
him on personal contract for a trip to London with Charlie Frohraan,
treasurer of the company, as Chauncey's cabinmatc,
Chauncey's .singing in London of "Scotch Lassie Jean" so well that the
Prince of Wales thought he was Scotch and sent for him. to come tO' the
royal' box for a personal meeting.
Chauncey's trip to Ireland to learn a brogue so he could play an, Irish
part in London. (He was born in Buffalo, and except for that mother, Who
was three months short of being born in America, too, there was rto Irish
in him at all.)
His return to America in a long Newmarket overcoat, high hat and
walking stick— all made on $10 a week as a minstrel and extra money
mixing drinks in an American bar, (He once owned a bar,)
His specializing on mother songs until everybody agreed he (iould sbtg
them better than anybody before or since,
Cue; Under Tour Spell
His Sending a wire to two dancers in Butte, Mont, "Can get you $8(1
a week with COncros Minstrels in Philadelphia," They turned out to be
Joey Thompson and Eddie Foy. They knew it was authentic because
Ghauncey never could spell, not even Cairncross, who was bis boss at the
.

.

time.

His personal offer from Lillian Russell and her husband, Edward Solomon, who came backstage at Niblo's Garden, where Chauncey was starring with Thatcher, Primrose and West, which took him into legit and
raised his take to $75, his first performance in wbiteface,
His freezing in one spot after singing 'fJust One More Kiss,^ so that
Lillian Ibissell had to come over to him because he couIdSn't get his feet td

.

.

move to come over to her.
Notes To You, Too
Her written invitation to him to have supper after the show, one night,
a note which he slipped into his belt while rehearsing his song and p-rompt"
ly forgot and lost, only to have Solomon pick it up and demand that either
Olcott leave the show, or Solomon would close it, a bit of stage intrigue
"
that drove Chauncey back to minstrels, where women were barred,
His singmg backstage in "The Old Homestead," starring Denman. Thompson, until he worked up to the part of the drunken son, only to have his
mother see him one night and demand his release, because his acting was
so believable she thought he had taken to drink, (Actually Chauncey nevcgr
touched a drop till he was 46.)
A backstage visit from P, T. Bairnum and Thompson's Christmas present^
which consisted in tearing up $600 worth of Chauncey's iCIX's as a farewell present,
His singing in "Miss Decima," which got so loused up in translation
that the audience hissed the play and Charlie Wyndham^ the manager,
jumped over the ran, slugged the hecklers and dragged them out of the
theatre.
But Chauncey quit anyway, on learning that they hissed him,
too, because he was an Arnerican playing an ft'ishmah, and doing it so
well they didn't know he wasn't (Americans were pe^ona non grata on
,

.

the London stage at; that time.)
A scene of his sharing with his mother a night at the Irish Fair where,
before thousand's, he kissed her and sang "My Old Fashioned Mother.''
She was prouder of him playing a sailor's part in "Hnafore," she the
owner of tugs in the harbor of Buffalo, than she was in seeing him reach
his l^OOth performance in "Clover."
'

Beautiful

Irfsli

Gestures

His giving John McCormack "My Beautiful Irish Maid," the first -song
McCormack ever sang in public in America, and McCormack, years later,
asking an audience to pray for Chauncey sifter the latter bad sufiereft a

breakdown in Michigan and was not expectedjo live.
His' experiences on a bicycle built for two, which almost .broke up his
love life, until the tandem was so smashed that a man with one leg, whose
wife could do all the pedalling, offered him 7'5c for it, and got it so fast
he thought he was hit with it.
His first singing of the song in '<The Romance of Athlone," which left
the audience so spellbound that instead of receiving at least three encores
he received none. It was rehearsed for him to walk offstage hut without
the applause to bring him back, this left the leading, lady- standing alone^
and left ChAunce^ SO furious he vowed never to sing it again. When later
he dropped the song .ther6 was a riot at the end of the second act, and
the manager dragged him on stage from his dressing room, first slipping
him into an old greasy dressing gown. He looked nothing like a matihee
Idol.
When he asked what the trouble was everybody began shouting
"Where is 'My Wild Irish Rose'?" Tears came streaming down Chauncey's
cheeks when he understood' that the song had touched their hearts so
deeply it silenced their hands. In every play after that, whenever audiences asked him for encores, he would make out he didn't understand what
they wanted and would give^ them everything untfl' they Started Screaming
tor "My "Wild Irish Rose."

-,

.

'

I

.

Nice Fsrtey

and a mother, who
had only two, said she knew one who had
two were Dorothy
and Lillian Gish and the three that got the job were the Smith children,
later to be known as Mary, Jack and Lottie Pickford. As he wanted ail
little girls. Jack had to wear a girl's wig and dress, because the clothes
were made that way.
The scene of her visiting the White House and beiiig consulted by President Cleveland on state matters, thc^ being old friends from Buffalo,.
And, finally, I missed the scene of 'Chauncey riding along the Promenad#
des Anglais, en route from his Monte Carlo home to the Mice golf course^
now a retired millionaire with homes in Saratoga, Sutton Place and
Monaco, sitting outside with the chauffeur in one of those "Tiell-with-thedriver" cars and wrapped in a huge camel's hair coat. Even if no one
else were inside the car, be always sat Outside, not particidarly because h*
liked chauffeurs, but because he liked fresh air to blow through bis hug*
Hoyo de Monterrey Havana cigars.

The scene where he wanted three children

tov a play,
three. The

,

.
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CHATTER
to N. Y. to see shows, etc. Returns
to Hollywood this weekend.
Georgie Price, Mary Small, Kenny

London
Palmer

Lilli

in

holidaying

house

b.o.

Coscia,

who resigned

Sid

8t,

Dick Gaspdr^s to Florida at the Delmar and Peter Donald among the Moritz.
.
Peidens' Palm Beach hotel,
stars at the second annual benefit
Marcel Yarnel, film director, left
John Banft, Metro studio exec, duo sponsored by the Parent'Teachers' around $100,000, , , ^„
Association of Professional ChilIn from the Coast this week.
Anthony Havelock-AUen quitting
the Riviera, Dec. 21. the Rank organization to form his
Comedian Danny Thomas arrives dren's School at
Own setup.
from Hollywood today (Wednesday).
,
Peter waring staging vaude comeJohn Houseman In from Coast to
back after year's absence due to seproduce Allan Scott'8 "Joy to- the
rious illness.
..
,
World."
Ted Tod recuping in St. Luke's
Jackson^s British National to
LoU
Bela Lugosi due in London next after major operation.
screen an 'Up-to-date version of
spring to play original part in reDavid O. Selznick checked into Ibsen's "Enemy of the People."
vival ot "Pracula.".
town for a weekend sthy. Peggy Cummins and Carole Landls
asforeign head, to
Bill Pine visiting his former
Joe Seidelraan,
back from a charity film pierformKatz.
the Coast directly, after Xmas for sociates at Balaban
ance in Dublin of Metro's "Yearling."
The Ritz Brothers set tor th«
itudio, powwows.
Sydney Box seeking Googie WithChristmali show at the Chicago ers for feature role in "The Bad
Jack (IlKO) GoIdstein joining the theatre,
Lord
the
,
at
Lord Byron," which stars Dennis
show hi2 contingent
Lewis Davis and Mickey Wein- Price,
W.
Beach.
Miami
Tarleton,
opened their Negro talent
ste^n
Lou Wilson, of the Prince Littler
Victor Moore now a Bevhills resi- agency this week.
^
office, heading for New York about
dent,, having bought Spike Jones
Joe E. Brown is set to appear at Jan. 20 and returns the middle of
N. Roxbury Drive.
for baseball

replacing Esia
to get married,

in from New
to set up series Of

Blumensto'ck

screenings of "Gentleman's Agreement."
Burns Twins and Evelyn, Beverljjr
Whitney- and Randolph, the magi"
dan, new floor show lineup at Terrace Room.
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York lor 20th-Fox
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Leonard Sues aired

;

home

with-
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lulu.'.
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Hal Roach .planed
York,.,,
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Samuel Goldwyn

from New
J
Edna Torrence and Bob, Chester

York.
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Producer

Maxv^ell Sweeney
- director
Anatole

de

tenance suit.
Robert Alda to Baltimore to
a stage tour.

start

Grunewald visiting here.
Cecil B. DeMiUe recovering ftoih
Vaude artist, ex-boxer Jack Doyle minor surgery.
hospitalized with head injuries after
Arleen Whelan and Hugh Owen
auto accident.
in from New York.
Korda Bide Sid Myers here for
Gene Kelly returned from New
exploitation on "Mine Own Execu- York radio chores.
tioner" and "An Ideal Husband."
Hal Pritchard to San Francisco to
,

Legit actress Cathleen Delaney
switches to pantomime In "Dick
house on
Whittington" at Queen's theatre.
the Diamond Dinner
February.
Dublin vaude warbler Pauline
Eddie (radio gagster) Davis com- writers, Jan. 18, at the Morrison
Margaret Johnston, who scored a
signed lor lead in pantomime
Forbes
pleted new musical at ms Tucson, hotel.
hit in British Lion's b.o. surbrise, "A
Irene Billings in from Manhattan Man About the House," will, do a at Gaiety theatre, Douglas, Isle of
Ariz., retreat for next season.
Door," being
Man,
r
next.
Harry Shapiro is general manager, to appear in "Stage
pl^
s
Big protest meeting staged in
Frank Lawton is returning to the
und Samuel Friedman p-a^, for Jose- produced by the Jewish. People
Institute.
.
„
phine Baker's return to the U. S.
stage after long absence to star in a Regal Rooms Cinema Dec. 11 by
David Seed, brother of Harry
Exhibs A-ssn. agahist government acMrs, Arthur Lehman elected mem- Seed, Warner's Midwest District revival of Pinero's "Mid-Channel" at tion in upping tax.
ber of board of directors of the N, Y. Manager, ill in St, Mary's Hospital, "<5" theatre.
In September, 781,827 feet of films
"Brigadoon," slated lor spring
Philharmonic-Symphony Society.
Brooklyn.
greem here, will need careful were imported into Eire, bringing
Maxwell Anderson back from
Danny Thomas and Dennis Mor- andlUig In view of "Finian's' flop, the total for the first nine months of
attending recent preem of his,' Joan gan planed in from Hollywood to
the year up to 6,013,778 'feet.
trade obsMvers feeL.
of Lorraine" in Athens, Greece.
headline the "Stars for Mercy" benFergus C'Ryan,' art director lor
considering offer
Redman
Joyce
Lawtfence Winters, formerly in efit at the Stadium.
made her by "Theatre Guild to play Irish Odeon (Rank.) circuit, has deBetty Bruce takes over the Paul
"Call Me Mister," set for concert
part of Dolly in Shaw's ''You Never signed Christmas seals lor Irish Red
Draper spot in the Che? Paree
Cross anti-tuberculosis campaign.
and radio appearances in Mexico.
Tell'' on Broadway.
Can
goes
latter
the
when
Dec.
17,
Charles Crichton, who will direct
Harvard's Hasty Pudding Club's show,
lYolande Donlan, star of the local
East for recital dates.
"Here's the \ Pitch" opens six-stand
version ol "Bom Yesterday,!' returns "Another Shore" lor Michael Balcon
Marjorie Lawrence made her first
tour at N. y. City Center Friday
to the U. S. Dec. 19 accompanied by at Ealing Studios (Rank), is here lor
standing appearance with the Chitalks with author Kenneth Reddin.
her mother and her baby.
<19).
cago Symphony Thursday night (11)
Seamus de Faoite, now known as
Walker,
star
ArDaphne
of
Tom
man
Anthony Buttitta, advance
with the" aid of a mobile platform.
Rearden White, is to leave here lor
lor "Song of Norway," headed west
Ann Lee, principal in "O Mistress nold'^ "Stars on Ice," is to marry U. S. shortly on a two-year student
over the weekend, after two weeks Mine," will operate a summer the- Bill Keiefe, of The Three Rooki^, scholarship
won lor stage and radio
who
appear
in the same show.
In New York.
She
Mexico.
New
atre in Santa Fe,
Herbert W. Victor, British film writing,
Sonia Wojcilrowska, specialty dan- is flying there during the Christmas
A bronze plaque conmiemorating
writer who's been living in Paris,
ger in ^'Oklahoma!" making her first holiday to begin preparations.
Christmas to George Bernard Shaw's boyhood has
nitery appearance at Samovar, MonThe stage crew of "Annie Get Your coming, here around
been
unveiled
at aged writer's Irish
deal with John Sutro.
treal, Dec. 29.
Gun" Christmas partying the entire finalize'a
The George Mitchell Choir, outfit home, where he lived Irom 1866 to
the
1874—Torca Cottage, Dalkey, Dublin
•Arthur Pincus, Loew's Interna- cast, numbering nearly 100, after
Hoffman, the of boys and'girls that served in the seaside resort.
tionat assistant publicity chief, leaves show Dec. 23. Bernard
KnightsArmy,
has
been
signed
for
a
doubles
the first of the year for ah 0.0, of Pawnee Bill of the musical,
bridge Picture feature titled "It's a
as Santa Claus..
Latin America.
Wonderful Day."
Martha Davis, Coast pianist-singer,
Despite failure of "Message For
ington
inked to one-year DeCca disk pact
Margaret" in New York a year. ago,
By Florence S. Lowe
with Dave Kapp personally supervisshow is still doing big business on
WNBW-NBC featuring weekly
Ing waxing sessions.
tour here with Cathleen Nesbitt in
By Erie Oorrick
telecasts
from
th6
cages at the Nathe' Flora Robson role.
Negro bSritone Aubrey Pankey is
Ernest TurnbuU back, from U. S.
Mabel Gonstanduros has completed tional zoo.
bdck from a, concert tour of 10 Ku- and Britain. He heads Hoyts loop
Variety Club has slated its annual
all three scripts for the scheduled
roifiean countries, including Czechohere.'/
/
Sydney Box family picture series Christmas party Dec. 26 lor memslovakia and Hungary.
Will Mahoney. back for another starring Jack Warner and Kathleen bers' children;
Igor Buketoff, now batoning for run over the 'rivoll loop for Dave
Erwin Lesser, of Little Carnegie
Harrison, as yet untitled. the touring "Medium" and "Tele- Martin.
Noel Coward's "Peace in Our theatre, N. Y., to become a member
phone/' to guest-conduct the K.C. "No, No, Nanette" is winding up
Time,", which closed Dec. 6 after of local Variety tent early in '48.
Philharmonic Dec, 21.
Walter Smith moving down from
a smart run in Sydney for Willi
four months' run, is not going to
Henry Morgan returned to New son-Tait.
America as originally intended. Most the Hotel' Pennsylvania, N. Y., to
handle Statler public relations here.
York over the weekend from HollySyd Gresham, formerly in charge of the cast declined the trip.
Margaret Truman has a press conwood stint making "So TThis Is New of Ealing's Aussie ofltce, is presently
Joe Friedman, Columbians manag'
in London.
ifork" for Stanley Kramer.
ing director for Great Britain, goes ference next Saturday (20), almost
Cabot and Dresden, U. S. danpers, to the U. S. as soon as final; print of on the eve of her D. C. concert deJoe Zelli, famed n^itre de of Paris,
•:.'..,
Loiidoh and N. Y„ now doing same held over lor second run aroUnd "The First Gentleman," company's but.
loop.
"rivoli
Robert Shackleton, lead player. in
_
local production, is completed.
at Barbara Kelly's new Westchester
Syd Albright, local 20th-Pox head,
Robert Lantz, former Universal "Sweethearts," and ex general staff
spot. Crystal Coronet, in Yonkers.
will visit U. S. soon, for first .trip rep here, has acquired a personal officer in Europe, received a backAstrid Varnay, Met's Wagnerian home in years.
option on the Kieran Tunney-Simon stage visit from Gen. and Mrs. *'IkeV
singer, due to sing four Italian roles
George Formby pregms in MelEisenhower opening night of show's
with Opera Naeional in Mexico City bourne at Christmas for Dave Mar- Warden comedy, "Aurora." He may run at tjje National,
present it in association with Peter
tiext June» in a change of repertoire tin's Tivoli loop.
Shooting crew for 20th's "Street
•
Daubeney.
pace..' '"
Possibility
of Gladys MoncriefE
Without a Name," including pro- Sam Burger, Loew's International
K. Pishlock, for years a reader ducer William Keighley, Mark
doing a new musical for WiUiamSoh.
with European story depts. of 20thsales chief, just back from a trip to Tait in the new year.
Stevens, Lloyd Nolan and Joan
Cuba, dated to leave for Europe and
''Under the Counter," with fiicely Fox, Columbia, tJniversal-Ihtema- Chandler, currently in town lor
the Fw East shortly after New Courtneidge starred, goes into tional, etc., sailing for South Africa fortnight of background material.
Dec. 11 to settle permanently and
¥'ea)i!'&^:'
Royal, Sydney, Dec. 26.
Hoyts will stage pantomine at act as a literary agent.
Erich Leinsdorfi Rochester PhilCelebrating his 25th. production,
harmonic conductor, due in N. Y. Empire, Sydney, this month. "Song
23 to make recordings with Jan of the South' goes on same bill for Sydney Box gave a birthday pafty
feb.
at
Gainsborough Studios pec. 8,
eerce and « synipb groiip for RCA- the kids.
By Les Bees
We- Georgie Wood will produce prior to gotog into the London (Slinic
ictor.
RK<5-Pan holding Louis-Walcott
for
shows
Minerva,
-an annual checkup, where he's
more
for
Sydney.
Mannie Reiner, Selznick's Latin
fight pictures a second week.
American sales rep, returned from Se's already done "Clutterbuclc" to stay a couple of weeks.
M. E. Anderson, Paramount homeMarc AUegret, having completed office exchange operations repreBuenos Aires over the weekend. and "Sweetest and Lowest.''
Wir stay in New York through the Paul Schramm, pianist, is finding directorial chores on the fllmi sentativci a visitor.
.
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.
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^^Milt Weiss bedded at

Nat Levines in a separate main,

,

&

194-7

Hollywood

divorcing.

.

U

;

"

,

.

.

'

•

:

'

'

invest in a night club.
Lauritz Melchior in town after a

four-week concert tour.
Myrna Loy, Ida Lupino and Lyrii
Bari battling flu germs.
Sam Spiegel filed his first papen
lor American citizenship.
David O. Selznick returned from
SRO huddles in the east.
Danny Thomas to Chicago for the
Mercy Hospital fund benefit.
Gene Autry planed to Chicago to
huddle with Phil K. Wrigley.
Robert Lippert in Irom San Frans,
-

Cisco lor Screen Guild confabs.

Louis B. Mayer drew a $41,000
on Income tax payments. *

refund''

Paul Graetz, producer, and Michiline Presle, star, in from Paris.
Ramsay Ames in Palm Springs
recovering from a back injury.
Butch Jenkins is bedded with flu
while "The Big City" is shot airound
him.
Bessie Lasky holding a one-woman
show of her paintings in Beverly

art

Hills.

Paul Turner, Actors Equity
torney,

ati
for

New York

in from

month.
Roland Winters, the new Charlie
Chan, bought a home in San Fernando Valley.
Marguerite Chapmah ill with fflu
while "The Gallant Blade" shoots
around Jier.
Smiley Burnette will join Bailey
Bros, circus when it opens its season
here in April.
Nat Holt to Montreal for huddles
about his forthcoming Canadian'
'

Pacific picture.

Carole Ames, formerly Mary McDonald, filed a petition to legalize
her stage name.
John Balaban booked the Ritz
Brothers for two weeks at the Chicago theatre, starting Dec. 25.
William Henry and Tala BireA
open a six-city p.a. tour with "Womi
en in the Night," starting in San
Francisco.

Donald Ogden Stewart in from
London, where he saw the legit

•

.

My

play, "Edward,
Son," which he
will screenplay for Metro.
-

Mr. and Mrs. Nate Blumberg ar.rived in town with sonrin-law Stanley Meyers. Matty Fox and Lewis

Blumberg due

in next Monday
so family can be together for

(22)
holi-

days.

.

'

:

'

:

-

;

the limch-hour recital idea profitable.
He's giving the sandwich
span another bid in .Sydney at 40c
top. '".',
Muriel Steinbeck, who co-starred

hoUddtys.

.

Helen Traubel will make her first
Metopera appearance of the season
Jan. 3 .when she sings. Isolde in
"Tristan and Isolde" for the Satur- with
Ron Randall -In "Smithy"
day matinee audience,
("Pacific Adventure") for ColumGeorge Weltneri Paramount In- bia, has opened a film academy in
ternational prexy, returned Monday Sydney.
'(15) on the Mauretania after a sevJohn Evans, chairman of the board
eral month survey of European and of management of Greater Union
South African exchange areas.
Theatres and aide to chief Norman
Gypsy Rose Lee just completed B. Rydge, has been made a member
first draft of her play, "The World of the board of directors.
Oa a String," for Richard Kollmar

"Blanche- Fury," returned to his
native FranceJor a short visit. Upon
his return he'll seek a new berth,
possibly with Sir Alexander Korda.

"Dark Summer,"
Browne, which had

by

Univ. of Minnesota Film Society
offering British film, "They Came
a City," on campus.
Universal latest to drop salesman,
^hiKik Noodleman, last to join staff,
to

Wynyard

m

Film

Row economy

wave.
Warren Branton, 20th-Fox salesHolland, then opened successfully at
the Lyric, Hammersmith, replaced man, sufficiently recovered from ma'
"The Gu-l Who Couldn't Quite" at jor operation to leave hospital.Walt Branson, RKO western divithe St. Martin's, Deo. 15, with original cast.
sion sales manager, here for preDublin Gate Theatre opened its liininary 1948 Ned Depinet drive
three weeks' visit to the Embassy, meeting.
Warner Bros, in new $300,000 exDec. 2 with Bernard Shaw's "JoKh
Bull's Other Island."
Show had change building, with Herman Goldwarm reception, with stars Hilton berg in from New York to superMiami Beach
Edwards and Micheal MacLiammoir intend moving.
Jack Schlaifer and Sol Frank,
giving
s.
grand contrasting portaits of
By Larry Sollo way
Colonial Inn preems Dec. 24, with the pompous Englishman and his Monogram sales director and district
Ray .Bolger heading the production. temperamentally opj^OSite Irish part'- manager, respectively, in town for
sales conference.
"
"
Rudy Vallee inked for the Boule- ner.
vard hotel during his Beachcomber
its

premiere in

-

production, with herself cast therein.
Donald Oenslager' doing the sets.
Zero Mostel, CCNY alumnus, will
be honored by the class of '48 who've
chosen him their favorite comic. He
entertains at their prom at the Belmont Plaza hot^l, Saturday (20).

Betty

Comden ahd.AdoIph Green

took four weeks^of auditioning with
their "Bonanza Bound" to raise the
1150,000 needed for production— and
got four night club bids on strength

of

it..

.

Ellin Berlin

their

new

into

Ro-senberg

Little "Rouraania,

(Metro).

Blue laws cancelled a scheduled

debuting

Thursday

home with Moishe Oysher

While Irving Berlin's on the Coast
supervising the sound-recordings on
his
upcoming
"Easter
Parade"

Sunday

Wanger production.
Michel

(

moving gradually

Beekman Place

'

.

his
(18),

featured.

and Ed Sullivan
among the newspaper men with
reservations at Lord 'Tarleton.
Chito Izar set for new Havana
nitery, the High Seas, owned by Gus
Earl

Wilson

recital by Jose Iturbl at the
Academy -of Mtisic in "Philadelphia, DeCastro and Raoul and Eva Reyes.
Giro's debuts next week^ with
so the appearance was switched to
Friday, Jan. 9 at Philly's Met Freddie Calo's Americanos on the
podium, and Brooks Benedict added
Opera House.
Deoca holds its annual Xmas party to staff.
Friday (IB)' and that very evening
Jact (REO) Goldstein due at the
the Jack Kapps entrain for the Coast. Lord Tarleton for his qnnual .stay.
Par's Xmas party per usual next Charles Schlaifer here for advance
Wednesday (24) but ZOlh-PoX's has work on New Year's preem of
been called oS.
"Gentleman's Agreement," arranging
Bob Ryan, featured in "Crossfire" for Celeste Holm to make p.a. Other
{RKO) pinch -hit for producer show biz personalities at the Walter
Dore Schary at A Chi testimonial Jacobs sunnery include Belle Bak^r,
award Monday (15), thence back Benny Fields and Blossom Seeley.
,

•

January.
Latin Quarter opens Dec. 26, with
Myron Cohen toplining a Wally
stint In

AFL'sPix^
By Hal Cohen
Bob Post has landed the publicity
account at Mercur's Music Bar.
Ritz will get a first-run picture
Xmas week. Red Skelton's "Merton."
^ Variety Club tossing
annual Xmas
Kiddies Party for members of Children Sunday (21),
Rita Boll, Joey Sims' vocalist, engaged to Jimmy PeUow, saxman
With Raymond Scott.
Fred Kelly, local boy and brother
o.f Gene Kelly, staged the dances lor
"Firefly" at the Nixon.
Edward Lewis engaged to direct
"Y," Triangle Players' next productio.i, "Joan of Lorraine."
Jackie Green driving back to
Coast after Carousel engagement,
for run at Florentine Gardens.
Grant ptchell went" to Columbus,
O., to visit a niece following his run
herp in 'T?lu8 L»te George Aplty.'^
Patricia Pickett added to Flay•

ss; Continued from page 1

^

Pidgeon and Edward Arnold of the
SAG and Ed Russell of the SEG
held informal confabs with the AFL
on the matter; Roy M. Brewer,
Coast rep for the lATSE, heads the

AFL -film committee.
Under current blueprints, narrowgauge films would depict the growth
and operation of U. S. trade unions
as democratic organs. No outright
pitch for political support to any
group or individual will be made
because of the Taft-Hartley law pro
hibiiion
of politicking by trade
unions. However,' AFL execs believe straight Institutional plugging
for the trade unions in community
groups will help build a dam against
le Congressional antl-unipn tide

U.

S.

By Mabel Thomas
Army opens $800,000

BiJoU

theatre at Ft. Shatter.

Lew Bosen ended

three month
business trip and back to L. A.
Miliza Korjus, with dancers Iris
& Pierre and Thibolt White, at

McKinley Aud.
E. K. Fernandez bringing in circus
from Chi and N. Y. with 110 people^
plus 70 performing animals.
Pago Pago featuring Javanese
Tau-Moe Rose
Koohu Lani and

&

Samoa sword dancer

Siliaw.

Taking a vacation after two years
Club Blue Lei, Bill Nelson getting
around after serious major opfera;-

at

tion.

to

Joyce Moss of Photoplay returned
Hollwood, refusing many local

business

offers

from

broadcasting

stations.

Margaret

Speaks

arrived with
Vincenz
concerts at

and

Cillus
Dougherty
Ituzicka, pianists, for

MoKinley Aud.
Club Blue Lei imports an allChinese show, with Jadin Wongi

W

Lowe Coby Yee, Robertii
Gum Ho.
Earl Carroll arrived with leading
lady Berlyle Wallace, she's to remain here, Jie's going on to Japan
to be guest of Gen. MacArthun
Sun, Sun

Wing and

,

Portland,

Ore

Freddie Stewart into Leo Jaroffs
Cloud Room for two weeks.
Rusty Coleman replaced Jerry.
Owens, as house m.e. and auctioneer
at Club Hy Mac.
„
Jacques Ravel's new revue, pur
Hearts Were Yoiing and Gay," opens
this week at Jack and Jill's Elations.
"Ice Cycles of 1948" whipping into
shape at Portland Arena. Prci"i£^f
at Omaha Arena latter part of tms
month.
J
,

Jack Whitehead orchestra extended at Rose Bowl, Multnomah hotel.
Michael Loring is the single act on
the

bill.

Prank

Sinatra,

Edward

.

u

Arnold,

Jack Paar, Beryl Davis, Nora MarRay McDonald and other HoUywooders here for two performances
by
at PAL, Inc., show, sponsored
Inter*
police department, at Pacific
national Arena.
tint

'

VednewlKy, Occwnher, I7» 19412
the
Si
Fabian theatre circuit,
Cohoes, N. Y.. and vaud actors Phil
and David Seed, died Dec. 8 in New
York. Two daughters also survive.

OBITUARIES
1

Will Fyffe> 62> Scottish comedian,
injuries sustainisd in
died Dec. 14 of
room in St.
lall from his hotel

Robert Landers,

52,

motion pic-

a

quarter cen-

hainbow Room and various Cleve- ture prop man for
tury, died Deo. 12
land niteries.

During the

war he

first

served
overseas with the 135th Field Ara
Before the beginning of
Andrews, Scotland. The comedian tillery.
mastoid World War II, lie quit the music
Jad recently undergone a
operation -and is thought to have business, to take a supervisor's job
J^h',seized with' a dizzy spell while in a defense plant.
Wife and son survive.
standing at the window of his room,
'tong a favorite of the London

following a heart
Goldwytt'lot.

continental music halls, TS^fle
repeated that popularity on a U. S.

when he headlined

1927,

t<jur in

the old Palace theatre

at

on Broadway

other vaude dates, was
signed by Earl Carroll for a star'iole in the "Vanities."
In 1934, Fyffe turned down a

and,' after
'

tSiiif

pact

three»year

Hollywood

did ,go into pic-

upon playing Scot-

insisted

His

film succes.s
came in "To the Victor," a British.
preduCtion based on "Bob, Son of
tish' roles.

•'

from

when he

and later
tures,

first

EDWARD JOSEPH LINK

Edward

Joseph

Link;

26,

out, however, that the fllmL
Hollywood, taken from a tube' getting a fe<^.
on the the air and not from a direct^x.
transmission. Receiver would be sul)-:

in

at WCON, Atlanta, was
killed Dec. 13 in a fall down an elevator shaft in the building housing

Ben Gunn,

He had

WCON

ject,

Mother,

72,

of

Eleanor

screenwriter, died Dec.

wood.
vives.:

therefore, to the

same

static

and interference as any other set
and that, in turn, would affect the
quality of the pictures.' Set used vras
a direct-view model with a 10-inch
viewing tube, Raiburn said, which

Griffin,

13, in

Another daughter

Holly-

also sur-

•

Barney Meyers, 51, RKO studio was' installed next to the speciallydied, in Hollywood after a devised camera in the Par, theatre

driver,

an-

nouncer

the station.

In the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. Film^

dear and, practically free
ringi were not as Sharply^
brilliant as regular comm^.
Par veepee Paul RaiboUrn

attack

.

luvd

TBA'a meeting room

been talking to
editor, and

news

Dec

heart attack

projection booth.

13.

.

WNYC,

;

and fashion photog Larry Gordon
will do the still worki which will

N. -Y.

makeup

involve,

of

a double-truck

,

,

'

MEMORIAM

MARKS

EDWARD

was teaching

part

a

of

struggling

Scottish

en-

and

jJiano

selling sheet
music in her first huisband's music
store in Pindlay, O., When Taylor,

gineer,' 'During World War II he
was a frequent entertainer of troops a country hoy with no musical trainhig, entered the store one day and
in camp shows.

Wife and daughter survive.

X.
BEHTMER
•
L. E. (Lynden Ellsworth) Behymer,
died
85i pioneer coast impresario
DeCii 16, following long illness. His
last public appearance was at a testimoAial to him by Los Angeles
Bireakfast Club, on Nov. 5. Born in
Stielbyvillo, 111., he went to the Coa.st
h.is bride as a young man and
took -a job with a lumber company
.

.

.

wM

asked, for her help in getting down
on paper the music for a song that

had been running through his head.
She later refused a share in the income froln. the sdng;
Mrs. Morgan went to California in
1911 after the death of her husband,

and

later'

married

a song writer.

He

Bert

Morgan,died 33 years ago.

DOI4QBES GIIiliEN
Dolores GiUen, NBC radio actress,
died Dec, '8 following an operation. at

'woilting nights in Grand Opera
House, starting with opera glass con- New York Hospital. She specialized
cession, later working his way up. He in impersonations of chUdren and inbecame an impresario in 1888 pre- fants, and was particularly known
senting Adelina Patti as his first big
attraction.,

later ran up notable string of
successes -such
sponsoring U. S.
preem of the opera "lia Boheme." At
liDS Angeles theatre in 1897, he or-

MAUREEN RIO

'He

'

ganized one of the

Also

panies.
Tibbett,

stock com-

first

St.

In

iovinf

memory of my

darling

Daagkfn^-T Dec. ' 1 1 , 1 945
• CO* kiwwt b«w iRMh.vl
Mr,
m«y tniiiK «>» Wiunil
MulM,
For tiny know ntt •! th« gemw.
That lies within my -heart cenceaUri."

min

U

All

-

Lawrence

sponsored

Huth

Isadora

Denis,

Duncan, Alfred Wallenstein (then
a cellist)y and others on concert
.

MOTHER.

.'

talent costs made
tion' dubious.
He

,

profitable opera-

had probably one

Marries."

Husband, Vincent de Paul Downey,

lawyer and music publisher; mother,
the most extensive music libraries.
At various times he repped National a sister and two brothers survive.
Concert Artists Corp., Columbia ConMARGUERITE CARRE
certs, ..Inc.,
S. Hurok attractions.
Marguerite Carre, 75, former operHis widow, and son. Glen, will
atic soprano, died recently in Paris.
continue^.operation of his enterprises.
As a beginner, she had married Air

i>t
'

bert Carre, head of the Opera
BENJAMIN B. BECK
Comique, where she headed the bills
Benjamin B. Beck, 83, violinist
for many years. She drove an amand editor of the Cleveland mubulance djuring World War 1, and
sicians, union's month^tr magazine
soon afterward retired from the
since its inception, died Dec. 14 at
stage.
hte home in Bay Village, O.
Her
charter member of Local 4^ formed

A

about

years

60

ago,

he

was the

MEMORY OF MY
FAITHFUL AND KLOVED WIFE
IN

SALIY DELEIR
Who Fatted On Dtc.
-

JOE

.

1.

1946

DELEIR.

brother of

Johann Beck, noted comand William, opera singer.
whom died in the 1920s.
During the 1890s he conducted the
P" orchestra at the Haltnorth Garnens,
toured with the Michael
atrokofl company as musical direcror and had
his own orchestra until
poser,

Both of

an injury to

accident

ri^t hand in an
stopped him from playing
hljs

husband died

in 1938,

GEORGE MOZART
George Mozart,
comedian of the
halls,

died Deci

well-known
London music

83,

10

in the British
his career as a

capital. He began
and drummer,: later becoming a comic, in which he became a headliner.
He appeared for years in London
and continental music halls, iBid was
on the legit stage and in films.

musician

.and,

Back in his home town in
South Dakota, Mullen organized
a three-piece combo in which
he took over the piano assignment, and later in: Chicago he^
organized tiie first orchestra to
go on the networks.
It's^ recalled,- too, that when the

NBC management

tossed a shindig for Mullen on his 50th birthday, he pulled one of those' "little - did - tliey-realizc-when-I-sat

down-to-play" stunts, walking off
with the evening's laurels, with
some sock classical-rjazz |iiano
improvisations.

:

'

according to him, furnishing "only
the reputation of their bylines."
phone Hour," of course, there's the
Each is to start training a sub as added advantage
to the Spon.sor in
soon as the show goes on the aif hurdling the Petrillo barrier
of utilizMr. and Mrs. Fred Knight, daugh- to relieve the principals of doing ing the recordings of the topflight
thi show seven nights weekly Tiein artists who frequent the show, such
ter, Philadelphia, Dec. 12. Father is
has been established with the Co- as Jascha Heifetz,' Marian Anderson,
announcer at WIBG, Philly.
..•.:'
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Fritz, son, lumbia Univ. School of Journalism, etc.
Pittsburgh, Dec 8, Father is with through which 15 students will work
Some network officials say they
on the show as a seminar course.
BiUy Catizone band.r
wouldn't be surprised if a number of
Mr. and Mrs, Joe Beaudino, daughmusicians ignore' the Petrillo edict
ter, Pittsburgh, Dec. 7. Father is
to walk and instead' scram out of the
manager of Station KDKA, PittST
union. There's been' mounting talk
burgh.
in recent weeks of such an Jvent*
uality.
If so, there would be some;."
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brown, daughSiS Continued f rom P^ce 43
fast assembling of orchestras to cirter, Chicago, Nov.
2».
Father is Petrillo and the AFM
are subject to cuit the musical shows affected by
song contact man lor Witmark
prosecution under the Sherman Act.
the strike call.
Music Co.
"Finally,
we urge the diligent
Meanwhile, the web execs are
Mr, and Mrs. Ray Heindorfs, prosecution by the D. of J. of any
daughter, Hollywood, Dec. 12. Father violation of the Lea Act or other ex- busy mapping strategy, and it's 4
certainty now that there will be conis a composer-conductor at Warners. isting law."
siderable
emphasis put on industry
Mr. and Mrs. Evans Nord, son,
Discussing the recording ban, the
Sioux Falls, S. D., Dec. 7. Father is report declared: "As of this date, public relations to wiii audience
program ^director of KELO, Sibux^ there is no Federal legislation -which, sentiment'. There's been no decision
designation of a public
as
yet
on
the
Falls.
ean prevent this disaster to hundreds
relations counsellor: to spearhead the
Mr. and Mrs. John Shidler, daugh- of businesses and to thousands of campaign, but
it will be a topflight
ter, Torrance, Calif., Dec. 14. Mother employees who will be the innocent
operator, with plenty of coin at his
victims of the autocratic and unregis actress Rosemary Decamp,
ulated power of Petrillo and the command.
liather is
Gomposer-conductor.
Meanwhile, the all-industry comAFM.";
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hynd, son, Dec.
Discussing Petrjllo's ukases on mittee is set. to. meet in New York
12, New York. He's the author,
to
"The this Friday (19) and is prepared
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby Rosenberg, FM, the committee sizzled:
into action in its fight"!
AFM has held back the technologi- really gocampaign.
daughter,' Hollywood, Dec. 15. FaPetrillo
cal development of radio by denying
ther is RKO unit manager.
to FM stations the right to broadcast
All-Industry Huddle Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Shapiro, son, live music or duplicate ov^r
and
New York, Dec. 13. Father is as- FM stations, and by requiring all The All-Industry Music Committee
sistant to Harry Kalcheim, in the movie producers to sign a contract is all set to get down to brass tacks
theatre department of the sWilliam which provides that they shall not this Friday (19) at a meeting in
Morris agency.
sell,
lease, etc., any music sound New York, in its fight-Petrillo camtrack
containing
recorded music paign. It's on that day, 'too, that the
made by members of the Federation, public relations sub - committee
or scenes showing members of the huddles, with likelihood of a' chairFederation performing on musical man to be selected.
instruments.".
Frank- Mullen, NBC exec veepee,
ss centlnned from page 1
The Chicago local of the AFM is is reported to have refused chairpresentation of "Late George Apley" described as "a bellwether in the ex- manship of the executive subcomSunday (7).
ercise of tyrannical, racl?eteering la- mittee of the All-Industry Committee
bor practices.
This organization, and to appease all segments it looks
Home Set Resistance
which has forced I'eligious institu- now as though there will be a roChief obstacle in the path of using tions and public schools to pay trib- tating chairman, representing in turn
the system to bring sports events ute into its treasury, has not even broadcasting, e.t.'s, records, etcl'
into theatres almost simultaneous gone through the form of collective
Sidney Kaye will be recouSmended
with their occurrence is the fact that bargaining in dealing With business
home set owners have been Jed to institutions. It has made perempto- as legal counsel fer tile industry, tiut
other lawyers will be called in to
expect they'll see such events for ry demands upon the owners and
assist.
free on their own receivers. If operators of theatres in that city."
screen actress.

BIRTHS

.

.

:

AFM-Congre$s

s

.

WB

'

AM

;

Theatre Tele

^

'

.

.

.

.

.

they're

available

on home

sets,

it

even

if

The committee claimed that labor
appears extremely unlikely that fans
laws in recent years have been rewould pay admission prices to see
the

same thing

in a theatre,

they were presented on a

full thea-

tre screen.
j

VIRGIL

N.

LAPPEUS

Virgil N. Lappeus, 64, a former
exhibitor, died suddenly Dec. 13,

while shopping in downtown Troy,
N. Y.
He was at one 'time manager of
the Gris wold theatre and' an assistant manager of Prootor» In that city.

Violin.

UBALbO ARATA

Only alternative would be for the
to assign a separate channel to
theatre tele on an exclusive basis,
which would be outside the scope

FCC

of home receivers. Such a channel
has already been sought by the So-

ciety of Motion Picture Engineers.
With the FCC's constant emphasis on

both radio and tele as something
that belongs to the people, though,

|

sponsible for Petrillo's acts. "By virtue of recent labor legislation exempting unions from the restraints
which control the activities of private individuals and corporations,"
said the report, "Petrillo has successfully created a small kingdom
within our republic over which he
rules.
Prior to the passage of the
Lea and Taft-Hartley laws, the
was, in effect, licensed under Federal law to prey upon and demand
tribute of schools, churches, public
and charitable institutions, theatres,
recording companies, radio broadcasters, movie producers, and many
helpless individuals.

AFM

it's uncertain as to- whether it would
T\vo daughters, three grandchilUbaldo Arata, cameraman of the take sports events away from home
nren and one
great-grandchild surItaUan films, "Open City" and "Shoe sets to make them available for theayivet
Shine," died Dec. 9 in Rome.
tr'e video alone. If that did happen,
"While some measure of relief was
When stricken, he was working on moreover, the public might resent it given to th^ public under the Lea
•
AUSTIN J, WTLIE
"Cagliostro," currently being pro- to such an extent that it would boy- and Taft-Hartley Acts, Petrillo and
"
^y^^^' 6*. former bandmf.*
duced
in Italy by Edward Small.
cott theatres running the event at the
still commit acts in re^"^c. 9 at the Crile
vf,
veterans Administration
the time a big fight or World Series, straint of trade; exercise monopoHospital in
SIDNEY
or such major sports events were to listic control over all commercial
J-ievcland.
During the 1920s, when
Sidney Holman, '47, composer and be shown. Together with all these phases of musical production; liplayed a nine-yearrun v"?,*^
moreover,
are
those
aldifficulties,
lyricist, died Dec. 12 in San Francense producers of recordings, radio
"''^ Golden Dragon C-afe
in
hometown, Artie Shaw, ciscoi after a siege 'df pneumonia. ready on Par's hftnds, such as labor and movis.s; license bookprs, nnd inV:,„„u^
unions, copyright clearances, etc.
Monroe, Claude Thornhill,
jures or destroys any individual or
Ert^f""
^^''tiody and ether current
Mother, 78, of Harry Seed, ChiIn unveiling the system before the business from which they withdraw,
bsmrt?
"naieadere worked
under his baton cago district manager lor Wismer TBA last week. Par projected the their liiense or whom thc'y may de-t
t«s spot, the
Hotel Carter's Brothers Pictures; George Seed, ot films on n 7x9 foot screen in the cide to place upon their 'unfair' list."

AFM

'

HOLMAN

V

Frank E.

veepee

,

for her

"baby crying" technique. She
appeared in such NBC shows as
Bebym.er conducted business last
"Pepper Young's Family," "Life Can
several years more as matter of
Be
Beautiful," and "When A Girl
pride than anything elsCi since rising
'

tours.

,

^e

.

eicec

speaking as a. intisician.

animators;, is to do special cartoons,

in the
and, before
on the staff of

C. Petrillo,

AFM

general' manageTf has 'Blso been

Continued from paae- ZS

war

the

the

is

execvitives; with

.NBCV

Mullen,

Illte€r»ry

He served

magazine.

lege

army during

web

James

boss-

MARRIAGES
Ruth Ann Koesun to Eric Braun,
N. Y., Dec. 11.
Both are daneers

Louis Gibson, an engineer, only a
with Ballet Theatre.
short time before.
A native of Chicago, Link moved Lily Supove to James Blake, N. Y.,
Bride is director of news,
to Atlanta about, four years ago to Dec. 12.
enter Oglethorpe Univ., where he special events and publicity
at

became, co-captain of the football
team and associate editor of the col-

Hiding His Light
Not generally known

fact that in hi£ talks, along with

other

Eleanor Hall to Harold J. Lee, spread '«f stills each night.
Las Vegas, Dec. 6. He's a sound
Bob Cook of the N. Y. Herald
engineer at Columbia.
Tribune is to be in charge of sports;
joining WCON, v.'as
Marge Rigler to Dr.' Hiilard Bob Friar, assistant to George Ab*
Seai" in 1939, he played the straight WBGE, Atlanta.
Kravitz,
Beverly Hills, Dec. ; 4. bott, wUl head the legit desk, and
Wife, daughter,' father and mother,
iSride is with the Berg-Allenberg adman Lee Rogow will head up a
brother and sister survive.
Agency.
special 'department for the: producIN
Mary Jane Townsend and William tion of commercials. Robert Potter,
LISSA JANE RAYNOR MORGAN
former Herald Trib science .editor,
Mrs. Lissa Jane Raynor Morgan, Rothman, Chicago, Dec, 11. Bride
will handle the same -job on
tele
and
groom
arc
with
the
"Ladies
Be
79, of Toledo, who helped Tell TayB.
sheet.
Seated" radio program.
lor set down the music for his
McCrary is putting up all the capiClaudia Dell to Daniel Emmet,
ballad, "Down by the Old Mill
Nov. 28th. 186S-D«e. 17lh, 1945
Bride is a tal for the show, with the others,
Stream," died Dec. IX In Toledo. She Hollywood, Dec. 13.

BatUe," Alfred OUivant's novel about
shephferd dogs. When he later made
a Hollywood film, "Rulers of the

In

,

*

New Year's Eve
i

Continued from iiaKe

I

dications of the decreasing importance of the year's' end, is seen in.
the fact that Cafe Society' Uptown
shuttered Saturday (13) two and a
half weeks before the big night
If a cafe's been operating in 'the
red','there's no chance of making up

many weeks of bad business
on one night alone. Expenses currently are too high, and it's no long-

for the

er considered logical to stay open;,
for the one night's kill.
.

:

It's anticipated that several' clubs,
closings after Jan. t;
Tlie only cafe, so far, definitely
slated to close is the Riviera, Ft,
Lee, N. J., which will shutter Jan.
1 for the winter, reopening in May,

may announce

Other shutterings may be more permanent than the Riviera.
The hefty eve tariffs aren't considered a di'awback to the trade.
Those going out expect a big tab.
just that too many can't afford
top si^ending this year—unless thejr
have no other place to 90.
It's

:

pleased
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LEGIT SHAKI NG OFF BIZ BLUES
BBCMow a Yankee Doodle Baby In
Carbon^py

of

US. Pri^anmuiig

London, Dec. 23. ^
Sdap operas, disk jockey5, clifi'hs^tigef^, parent squawks x>ver kid
Sheet
'proawmffling, gags strictly tcom
«9pe; Benny and AUen—that's Brit'

Fdm

E SHIES

Preate Mall Move to Cot

Co.

ON TICKETS yP

Presidents of the major film com-

•

.

'

^felx

radio today.

;,pritisher8

;

are expressing amaze-

^%ent over the Americanized pattern
Corp.

tlie' British Broadcasting
}jprjgramjn.lng operation.

disk jockeys who
non-commercial British

The half-a-dozen

J

Oirole the
kilOdycle's

,

now

entrenched
ot the most pop^tar cross-the-board features, some
'
61 them hitting a 2,000,000 dbily audience, which, in tertns of BBC, is

have
themselves as one

i
•

.

.

'.

the
'

,1s
'

a Top IS Hooper in

jioniparable to

'

•

states.

But
an

the favorite disk jock of all

Athefican— Ralph (Muff

lidftatt—V?ho

"

isn't

in

BBC,

It)
•

but

VrhQse 11 o'clock nightly broadcasts
fiver the Armed .Forces Network
from Munich ha.s,an audience' pull
that's; the equivalent of Bob Hope

on NBC.

The guy's even got British fan
clubs named after him. The platter-«;«pinning shows adhere to pretty
thuch the same technique as in the
Hi S:, except that they're plug-less
,•

and the entire gab rbutine
around a central theme.".

is

built

That the Britiih are suckers for
the U. S. programming»formula is
reftecled in the miJunting
.popularity of soap operas (of which
there' are currently three), plus a
typical moppet-slanted clifEhanger,

further

"Dick Barton— Special Agent." Latter has already set off a British veraioTi
of tlie parent-teacher-social
-K^ebcy squawks, in America on
tlift groundis that 'they're a bad in(Continued on page 47)
•

Legit, both on Broadway and on
the road, is due for a Christmas
Packages in Lieu^
present'^and none- too soon. Biz
in N.-V. and on
Loot
Biz
Rise \n Dec. th0 past few weeks,
Of
totir, has been as blue as any previMany showbusiness firms are,
Sheet music sales have taken a ous pre»Christmas lull, and squawks
sharp spurt upward since the be- from producers and ticket agencies: mixing philanthropy, with their Yule
ginning of December, covering both alike have been loud and frenzied. giving this year. -They're taking a
holiday; songs and pops. Jobtiers in But a sharp rebound in grosses is cue from the headlines and investing
some instances claim that disburse- due this weekend, with indications the coin that would oi'dinarily have
ments td- retail outlets during the that the traditional holiday spurt gone for presents into. CARE packmonth will equal, at least, and pos- will start a day early. Broadway ages for the hungry '.of Europe.
sibly surpass wartime totals.
Music Corp. of America, 'for exmanagers report that ticket, sales
Whether the improvement is due for tonight's (Wed.) performances ample, has notified many of its
buyang are much heavier then normal for clients that they have purchased a
mostly "to the
holiday
spree is something that can't be as- Christmas Eve and advances bullish. $25 food-order in ;ttv;ir name for
'.
past.
certained until the period is
Outlook, through next week and- distribution by CARE,
But jobbers, noting th& boost in pop beyond New Year's is bright. The
sales in addition to'tbe usual .incoming week has always been a
creased activity among standard
peak period for theatre biz, but the
Xmas tunes, feel that it will con- current
Broadway seaseft- -looks a
tinue to some extent past the New
shade better than previous years.
Year.
Managers feel that" the road will
also recover, following some dismal
business reports for the past two
weeks. Grosses" were said to be as
Catholic Legion of Decency, which
much as 50% off the pace that prevailed up to Thanksgiving. Down- has concentrated its interests, so far
ward trend was particularly evident on the film; industry,_ t^ay> find itself
in leading key stands, Boston (only wrapped up' iri television' in the near
one legit theatre was open there last future. In tele too, however, the
week) and Philadelphia -especially, Legion will be dealing with hlms.
Talent agencies are now plugging with' Chicago not much better. But
Organization has already been
guarantee and percentage dates for there were, exceptions, as on Broad* brought into the video- scene inmiddle <^alary bracket acts as a way.
Alexander Korda's,
direotly.
Sir
#
means of placating boniface deEven so, nearjy all grosses were London Film Productions has ofmands for lower salaries in that under previous figures to some de- fered a group of 24 Ko,rda' oldies
category...
tbiA was explained by tlie to tele stations or. advertisers. Tlhree
gree.
(Continued pn page- 54)
The agencies are now submitting
or~fouv< oMhesC' carry' the Legion's
acts that formerly sold for as much"
which has
"condemned"
rating,
as $3,500 on $1,000 guarantees with
made several potential sponsors- re*
stipulations for a 25% to 50% take
luctant to touch the' deal. Among
of the gross after a fixed figure on
those bearing the '-'C*' rating are
which the 'house meets its expenses.
FBI "Private Lives" and "JWvorce of
»
Several deals of this type are now
Lady X."
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
in the works.
Morris Helprin, Korda's U. S. repFBI agents Will sit in with'Spike
This type of deal is a result Of
orchestra when the latter resentative, is attempting .to sell the
Jones'
planriing during the last two months;
entire 24 pix as a package deal. He>
plays President Truman's press ball
when the business slump started in
declined^ to disclose th^.p'rice but
in Washington March 6. They'll be
During that time, nitery
earnest.
(Continued on-p«ge 18)
there- to load the play-guns of the
owners' cJenia'n'd'*h"a"s been either 'for
Jones boys to- make certain no one
top attractions or low bracketed perpulls a fast one and substitutes real
formers"." The middle-of-the-roaders
for a blank cartridge with, Burke-Yan
lead
had virtually been left out in the
whieh the Prez might be plugged.
cold in the matter of bookings.
Recorder
Jones' "date with Mr. Truman Is
Nitery owners of late have been
due to the latter's desire to see Jones
(Continued on page 54)
Ease Their CoOab
in action, but until now the FBI
has always nixed the fproposition be*
Song writing is one profession no
$1.20-$2.40 for Rose Bowl cause of the hazards involved in one would expect could be Irajproved

CARE

Musfc Sales

Show

Show

Xmas

;

.

,

.

'

Legion of Decency

Moving Into tele?

% Deals as Key To

Nip Talent Inflation

.

-

"

-:.

.

MAY GET MAD

PETRILLO

slashing top executive salaries.

bracket

IntheGlaomyWarDays
By CYNDA Or.ENN
Paris, Dec.

'

14.

'

'

Heoi^n

Use Wire

To

Game

'

•

next

year.

—

panies hand iheir toppers.
.

Prexies are reported .to have discussed the salary 'and lionus cuts at
a recenV meeting at the !MotiOrt Picture Assn. in New York. It'.s understood that proposals were made for
reductions of as much as 50% for
all those earning over $1,000 a week,
with a descending pe'rcentiige Scale
for execs making less ' tUan that.

More

likely it will hie oh a.. 10-15%
basis.
The .cutS; wltlte substantial;
in these high income brackets could
be largely absorbed by tax savings.

'

Fact that most: of the top execa

have contracts presents a

legal dif-

ficulty, technically, but it is Esnticipated that there would be no great
encountered in rewriting
contracts once an agreement on the
salary slice has been agrejed to,

difficulty

.

.,

Sinqe the present ecpnoitiy waVe
which has engalfed the indtistry has'
been felt up and down th^ line by
employees, the company prexies feel
that it would be no less than lair
to stockholders and other workers
for execs to make some sacrifice. It's
also thought to be a good public rq-

I

lations mOve, since the iiidiistry's
super - salaries
hav^ ^re^eAtly
brought on crlticisml.'.
'

Tele Clicks in Ears,

If

16m Pix Eye That Market
Too; New Exhib Headache
Washington, Dec. 23.'
Exhibs here wlio li^ve 'WeU com«v
plaining about competition- from

16m

.

Paris in the last few weeks has
been more like^l944 than at any
time since the end of the war. Blackouts ,at'"night, everyone speaking of
on Theatre -Size
civil
war, dining by candlelight,
tension everywhere, ,but certainly
Television in L. A. Aud.
now, for the first time, one has the
Hollywood, Deo. 23.
lesltng that every Frenchman is
pretty fed up with Cpmmunism.
Stealing the thunder from all
Food Is harder to get than last year, other inventors of large-screen telethe bread seems to get blacker, and vision,
Coast manufacturer Bert
the prices keep climbing, In fact, so D'Orsay has lea.sed the 6,000-seat
much so, that AriiericanS: who get a Shrine Auditorium here for the Rose
good exchange for their dollars Bowl game Jan^ 1 and will charge
wonder what the poor people are roadshow prices of $1.20, $1.80 and
doing. The, answer is they don't do $2.40 for the public to view the
anything, hence the strikes, sabo- game via his newly-unveiled system,
tafSes,'etc,
D'Orsay, ah RCA-licensed fcustom
Life, however, seems to go on un- set
manufacturer, gave the first
der these conditions, and the "gran- public demonstration of his giant
ges maisons de fiouture" continue projection system in a local nitery
Showing their winter collections, last (Monday) night. Using a standalso a few api'lng irtyles. Although ard RCA tabic model, equipped with
-everyone talks about going to the a photographic enlargement lens
mountains, the real ski season does over the face of the tube, he prO'
(Continued on page 54)
(Continued on page 47)
.

earners "Sarly

Likewise to be slided-^and,^ to some
cases, eliminated are the tticent!v»
tionuses which a nujnher of com-

;

fliirloday as Grhn As

If

instituted, the cuts"^ would affect top'-

,

...

AND ORGANIZE THE

panies plan to take the initiative in

Jones' rootin'-tootin'-shootin' style
There are too
ot entertainment.
many opportunities for a crack at
the nation's top man.

or simplified by mechanical progress.
For years collaborators have found
only one method of turning oat new
tunes— by sweating 'em -together.

Jones doesn't mind the FBI guys
getting into his act. He's worrying
only over whether they can load his
guns fast enough and if they expect
to get paid scale.

Yet, composer Jimmjt .Yan Heusen
and author Johnny Burke have made
the task easier l>y aSding a wire recorded to the equipment.
Van Heusen, who always ivritea
the melody first for anything "he
works on with Burke, to which the
latter then fits a lyric, now puts his
musical thoughts on wire .'^and ships
the spool to Burke, and .never the
twain need meet. Id this way, Van
Heusen demoniitrates a 'new tune in'

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Seller
"Ballerina"
Retail Sheet Music Seller
"Ballerina"

"Moat Reauested" Disk
"Ballerina*

,

•

Seller,

many

difterent tempos, various, keys,
a means of possibly .suggesting lyrical treatment to Burke. And

now

encounieriAg a new nii•graine in the way of narrow-'gauge
encroachments. The latest gimmiclc
are

is

the renting of shorts to bars and

saloons

hei-e.

"Ballerina**
*'

"Apple Blossom Weddins?"

With the

go

briefies

projector equipment and- av screen
suitable for

cramped 'space.

.

now

catering to elbow*
bending cinematics is Films Center,
Inc. It's planning to branch out into
other cities with the idea tfiat if
television can bring in customers so
Outfit

can straight 16m pix.
Local exhibs have asked theatre
Owners of America to look into the
setup.

What

exhibs.

v.'aftt to-

know

is

whether any of the majors are selling films since the narrow-gauge is
considered that
competition.

much

'unnecessary

pointed out- that in 1947 alone
some 55,000 projectors were poured
the latter can play and replay the out of equipment f actorie;$. Total
spool as often as required in order number in the U. S. before the war
to conceive an idea and witliout was only 40,000. Moreover, statistics
forcitig Van B«usea to personally Indicate .that the grandHSlaitt total ot
185,000 will be ntade ttext yeat.
reprise the melody.
etc. as

It's

-

on Coin IM^ehines

British Sheet Seller

.

films in churches, lodges ai>d schools

:

MtSCBULAIVY

Trine Fr^anza, at

77,

Saga of Naik HeOinger

Brs^s of Her

B way; Twin S^mesin N.Y., H wood

Omt Perdi for the Rose Bowl Game
By FRANK FISKE
Hollywood, Dec.

23.

Bri^

Best and most comfortaM* «e»t *or
Concert
Rooney's
the Pasadena Rose Bowl ^ame Is held
London, Deo. 83,
by one of the gals In the Flintridge
Mickey Iloon»y Js to appear at a
Sacred Heart Academy for Girls'.
Gauwhich
the
concert
quality
as
probably
special
Sunday
can
She
brightest, merriest lass in the school. mont-Brltish Picture Corp. i» getting
You may know her**«nd you've up at its Xilbum State theatre, Jan.
II.
certainly heard of her.
The name- is Ti^ixie 1^igai»a. She
Full supporting program of arUsts
has been quartered at Sacr«A Heart will take part in a two-hour show.
for .seven years now. Th« Kchool
(once a luxury resort
buildings
hotel) perch on the lofty Plintrldge

-Zurich, Dec,

.

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
OF
"BUACKOUTS

;

Toronto, Dec.

fjpectadei

HiTs Prize Novd
Contest Is

IMs

.

Only Once a
-

'

.

manner.

ladylilce

of

Upturned

"The

Glass."

23.

type of "keyhole" journalism that

he helped
a

and western
execs at the

John studio next month. There bave been

•

'

.

.

PiyjeSTINEFUMGOING
BRISK DESPITE UNREST

I

.

•

RUSS BAR SWISS NlUERY
TROUPE FROM VIENNA

ing completion at the Willow Run
air terminal, Detroit, with opening

Flock of

^

are 'Walter Lesch,

Show

now

is

performers
Lenz,

Switzerland
*

.

Team
To Tour Magic Act

HoUwood, Dee. 23.
Peter Godfrey and Chester Mor•

ris will hit the.

road next spring

at

the head of a magic show with a

"Gift for Yanlts" contest.- Burck cartoon shows a hand extending: gift

package over grave

markers

Of

fallen GIs.

Object of contest was to call attention to hospitalized vets at Xmas
time;

Home

Columbia.

Kaye's London Date»
Danny Kaye, who
fagement
2,

is

starts

an en-

at the Palladium, London,
slated to fly to England,

He'll appear at the Palladium for four weeks, and will play
dates In Manchester and BirmingJiam as well. Kaye last appeared in
Iiondon about 11 years ago when he
stooged for Nick Liong In a Dorchester House floorshow.
Kaye's salary is reported at $15,000
weekly,

Jan. 25.

.

'lAABEIUIACHER' ON WAX.
George

"Prof,
Jessel's
after 20 years, goes

Lena Hiolme, who
York Monday (22)
America from her

returned to

vacationing there.

MiUs

desirous of having Jessel resume his 20th-Fox producing

Zaiiuck

chores

(Former Geuerid Manager
of ASCAP.)

The Exhibs-ASCAP
SUuation
la

the

42d Anmveraary Number

is

immediately

.

with

"Bur-

lesque," bui Jessel is committed to a.
two-weelii nltery engagement at. the
Copacabana, Miami Beach, starting
Jan. 15.

Sh6^olk In
the Queen Mary

New

Gerald Mayer, international chief of
the Motion Picture Assn. of Amer-

the ica; Maggie Teyte, British concert
soprano; LazaA Wechsler, Swiss film
first overseas
producer, and some <W members of
junket, heads for the Coast early in London's D'Oyly Caiie Opera Congi-

aboard

February to ...appear in the forth- pany,
coming Rodgers & Hart biopic which
Arthur Freed is producing for
Metro. Prior to leaving
wood, the singer has a
coming up at
stand
Quarter, Boston, in the
January.

for Holly-

two- week
the Latin
middle of

.

While abroad Miss
at

the'

Fontane

Champs

Home

appeared

London Casino, the Chaud
in Brussels and the Club
Elysees, Paris.

She said that

she had been offered -a return date
at the Casino for a 168-day run, but
stating that it was
unlikely that she would make another continental trip until 1949.

had passed, it up

State Dept.

Dumfounded;

Robeson Foreign Draw
The

State Department, says Paul

Robeson,

Of

is

various

at churches,
gatherings. ;

artists'

political,

Oof Soon

Flynn's Fancy

L. A. to N, Y,

Ed Begley
Pat Dane
Robert Dozler
William Dozler
,

'

A. S. Dunning
Harriet Frank
Paulette Goddard
Bonita Granville

.

Opal Hadley
David Hempstead
Harry Horner
Richard O. Hubler

Leo

Jaffe

•

Phil Krasne>
Carl Kjjjuger
Jujes Levey

Al Lichtman
Jack Murray

Edmund O'Brien
Beatrice Pearson

dumfounded.

Back
With

larber-

macher,"
on wax
with a two-side disk for Banner
records. Jessel, current at the Carnival, N. v., where he Winds up Jan.
3, will go immediately to Sun Valley,
Idaho, to confer with Darryl F.
Zanuck, 20th-I'ox production chief,

,Y.

From

M-G Biopk

Europe; Into

sought by England and its dependenoies, and by
Windust
to B'way
the
Scandinavian countries,
the
baritone is a top attraction
For 'Life
Mother Negro
With Robeson's present preoccupa
Bolly wood, Dec. 23.
tion in liberal causes, the State De^
Bre|aigne Windust^ now directing partment can't understand it. But it
Bette Davis in "Winter Meeting" at will grant him a visa, if he cEtres to
Warners, returns to Broadway op go. But despite oilers from South
America, South Africa, Austi'alia,
completion ef the picture to direct Scandinavia and England,,
he plans
"Life With Mother," the Howard to stay in the U.' S.
landsay and. Russel Crouse dramaThe singer-actor is taking the whole
tization which Oscar Serlin will pro.
season off from concert or legit. He
duce.':
has no theatre plans as yet for next
Sequel to "Life With Father" Is Season, but Columbia Concerts is aV
slated for a road tryout next spring, ready lining up concert dates for
but isn't 4ue on Broadway until the next fall, Robeson having given them
an okay for three months.' This fall
following fall.
he's been making free appearances

£. C.

as

N.

'

and

social

Tony Van Renterghem
Hubbell Robinson,
Mike Romanoff

Jr.

Mickey Rooney
Abe Schneider
Nate Spingold
Jan Sterling
Carol Stone
Joseph Vitalt
W. L. Wilder
Jaqk Wrather
Blanche Zohar

N. Y. toL.A.
Ted O'Shea
Lewis Blumberg
Robert Benjamin:
Matty Fox
Paul Radln H."Seidelman

J.

Europe to N. Y.
Janis Carter

Ruth Draper
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.

15.

Troupe will be Organized as soon,
as Morris winds up his film chore
In "Trapped by, Boston Blackie' at

'eb.

Jacob fiurck, editorial cartoonist
Chicago Times, is first prize
winner of .|250 In Eddie Cantor's
of the

:

Godfrey, Morris

cast of

Chicago, Dec. 23..

Zarli Carigiet.

touring

•with -great succes.s.

.

Cantor 'Yanks' Contest

Max Werner

X^ie Attenhofer and

'20s

and white

Varied' fields of show biz are
represented by almost a dozen theatrical names who are scheduled to
Michigan.
arrive in New York today (Wed.)
Units will be operated along the aboard the Queen 'Mary.
Among
same line as newsreei houses and those listed as passengers are Stanwill feature news clips and shorts ton Grifiis, American Ambassador
to
in shows running a fixed timO, like- Poland. Chairman of the executive
ly to be an hour. New gimmick to committee of Paramount's board of
be introduced is the Visu-matic, a directors, he's on leave of absence
small screen alongside the regular from his film chores. Beatrice Lillie
screen which will keep audiences indue in to start rehearsals on
formed of arrivals, departures and Arthur" Schwartz's new musical, "Inpejsonal messages as relayed from
Side U.S.A."
Idea was
the terminal dispatcher.
Others arriving are actress-monoldeveloped by' Charles E. Skinner^ ogist Ruth Draper, returning from
one «f- the company directors^
theatre ''appearances
In
London;
comedian Gil Lamb, back from
vaude stints in Britain, and Natalie
Kalmus, consultant: for Technicolori
Back
Lena
Inc.
Incomihg slate is rounded out
by film director Wesley Ruggles,

•'

.,

.collaborators. Principal

shirts

On

planned for early January. Project
is being handled under the huspices
of the Airlines Terminal Theatres,
Inc., an outfit recently chartered in

•

'

dark

his

to'

(Continued on page 18)

dub

that British films have been hit
Reason may be linked with fact
hard. For the past year, no British
that main sketch on the program is
filrSs have been shown in Egypt due
"Between 'Whiskey and Vodka," sato a taeit boycott by exhibs.
tirical bit on current political situation' between 'Russia and the U. S.
Sketi^ is well known and was applauded during the war for its cour- Chi
age iu 'Criticiiiing Nazis, Fascists and

start in the eaily
reporter lor the tabloid

News,

'

$150,000 prize
determined in

.

.

Dec.

First of a series of ultra-modern
intimate type of theatres at airport
terminals across the country is Bear-

Adaskin, Canadian radio producer, reports that the contest might be
With a sup- dropped, but that is believed, unis- assistant idirector.
It may be switched back,
of Canadian radio likely.
porting^ .cast
players. Mason and his wife are however, to a once-a-year basis, instarring in. the aforementioned Kel .stead of the present twice-^-year.
Decision will be made in a twoKno-Monaghan "'Upturned Glass"
Robert Sherwood's "The Road to week confab on the Coast by eastRome": Patrick Hamilton's "Money em editorial chief Carol Brandt and
'was where she wante*to make her with Menacei"; Clifford Bax's "The story ed Olin Clark with studio of-<
They leave ^ew York
home and finally enlisted the aid Of Rose Without a -Thorn" and £lsie ficials.
Jan. 11.
the late Archbishop Cantwell.
Shaufltler's "PameU."
If the contest is continued, Clark
"I told the archbishop I wanted
"London 'Playhouse" series uses 30 will.be in charge of it. He Jls additd live dt Sacred Heart," she exand
plays
minute condensations of
ing to his own duties those of JOhii
plained. "He said, 'Why that's a
films, latter almost J. Arthur Rank McCaflery, who is leaving at the
end
<irra school!' 1 -^-insisted J ptOl
productions exclusively. Series has Of the year. McCaSery handled the
wanted to live there and he finally
very high rating in Canada and, contest for the past year, as well as
«aid his'd see the Mother Superior a
reputedly, in other units of the subsidies to authors and other spe
about it.J'
•
cialized work.
(Trixie acted out the account as empire.
Prize awarded last week in the
.Che went alpng, being handicapped
of the semi-annual contests
first
very little. Indeed, by the arthritis
went to Esther Forbes for "^The
in putting across the roles' of the,
Running of.;the Tide." Although the
Sui)erior
'archbishop), the Mother
story eds of other companies bandand Trixie Friganza.')
ed informally together to fight the
The Archbishop's Pitch
Except for some incidental bomb- Metro contest and thus succeeded to
She said the archbishop enlarged
on' hfe'r virtues as a paying guest at ings of theatres In Palestine, Arab- seeing a great many of the entries
the convent, convinced the Mother Jewish clashes over the United Na- before they were" submitted. Miss
Superior that she would be/ an as- tions partition plan baven't seriously Forbes* book was not among them.
set to a girls' school, particularly affected film .business in that area. It was sent to M-G in manuscript
According to' Albert .V. Steinhardt, form by her publisher,. Houghtoh(Continued on page 65)
United Artists general 'manager in Mifilin, which gets $25,000 from the
the -Near East, recently arrived In film company.
Miss Forbes gets a minimum prize
this country, the political turmoil
hasn't interfered with the filmgoing of .$150,00Q, plus , other conting*nt
the novel is selected for
hablt» of both the Arab and Jewish payments
book
'
distrmution, if it gets a
peoples.
Zurkh, Dec'ie.
Pulitzer prize, etfc This could run
U. S.: films, in particular, haven't
it up to $275jO0O,
Cornichon, pdpular Swiss political
suffered from any political retaliaYarn, covering tjie period of about
'cabaret unit, has been prevented
tion by the Arabs against America's
1800 to 1825, is of the rise and fall
.from making a guest trij to 'Vienna
participation in the U. N. plan>
of Salem, Mass.. as a great port. It
Jdue to decision of Russian censors
However, reilentment against' thie is
told in terms of one family, dom"not to permit performances of the
British has been raised to such a
inated by a matriarch/
cabaret in Vienna's international
fever pitch, Steinhardt reported,
.

^

wood vault.
The saga of Mark HelUnger is
one. of Broadway and everything it
ever represented.
He was Broadway In almost every sense, from the

'

pay for services <outb
world. Just at present she is virdollars, James Mason
tually bedridden by arthritis aiid in American
Pamela Kellino, are
admits to being slightly less ener- and his wife,
Toronto cutting five. 30getic thart when she was packing currently in
.for the "Lonhouses as a vaudeville headliner. minute transcriptions
now in its
But the pain of the arthritis doesn't don Playhouse'.' series,
or smother the second season here under the sponiaim- her smile
glamor that made her a top figure sorship oiL White Hose gasoline. (In
Australia, New Zea
in- show bizr. And she still has en- South Africa,
ergy enough to make her points and land and the Britsh West Indies, the
Future of Jtletro's
put a slyly ribald story across in a sponsor is Lux.)
bedside interviev^. Trixie, jncidenOver fro.p England^ as producer novel contests will be
tally,- ia .on« ol those rare femmes directors «re Harry Alan Towers a huddle of eastern
baridle broad ribaldry in and S^bia. Moikagban,^latter co-author story and production
yfho

How come the one time sensation
of vaudeville and musical comedy
living in a fashionable girls'
Is
fchool on the remote outskirts of
HoUywood? _Wcll, according to
Trixie; it took nothing less than the
"dislomacy of an archbishop to put
-the '-deal across. She decided that

Newtmlm

WHbTwinScnai'syo
Oi Pbae Skeds, Etc.
Detroit,

I

a

Airport

1947";

KEN
"BILL AND COO"

Released through Republic Pictures

23.

To use British funds that have acTake it from Trixie herself at the
end of more than 60 years in show cumulated in Canada rather than
business she's sitting on top of the
of the border

Twin, services for Mark HelUnger
in Hollywood and New York, are
being held today (Wednesday). Heis
died of a heart attack early Sun^.
day (21) in the film capital. In

Th« Nicholas Bros., in their Urst Hollywood, services for the col.
Swiss appearance, 'mre a wow in umnist-author-fllm producer will be
two performances tn Zurich last held at the Pierce Bros, mortuaryj
week. Local press lauded them as in N.' y. th^y will be held at Camp,
an outstanding example of U. S. bell's; With Quentln Reynolds as
vaudeville missed here during the speaker.
war.
Mrs. HellJtager, the former Gladys
Jerry Thomas' Swiss dance or- Glad, hasn't yet decided whether
chestra and variety 4Ct8 lent support. burial will be in New York or
Hollywood.
Pending her decision
the body will remain In a HoUyi

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
MURIIAY'S new
Watch for
feature len|;th film production

Canadian Disldiigs To

ti.

•

288tE

cummit .overlooking Pasadena and
the surrounding country. Trixie, if
«he is so disposed, can sit at her
window and, with a pair of binoculars to lick the distance, look almost
straight down- at the Rose Bowl

Saga Of

Is

WB Pact

Hollywood, Dec, 23.
Eriol Flynn has inked a top pact
with Warners Bros, calling for |225,^
000 a picture annually for 15 years
with no options. Deal, swung by
Lew Wasserman and Art Parks of
Music Corp. of America, also guarantees additional coin if shooting
schedule runs over 14 weeks, thus
giving the actor 38 week;) per year
for outside pictures.
Other clauses guarantee all films
in Technicolor and tiiat studio will
pay insurance against iiccidents that
might prevent Flynn from fulfilling
bis contract

Stanton Griff is

Lena Horne
Natalie KalmUs
'

GU Lamb
Beatrice LilUe
Nlkita Magalott
Bruce 'Marshall

Gerald Mayer

Ward Morehouse
Peter Murray
John -Newall
Jarmila Novotna
Marjorie Rhodes
,

,

Lord Rpthermere
Wesley Ruggles
Maggie Teyte
Trevor Ward
Lazar Wechsler
Fred Zinnemann

'

m Fl

Pmb-Ad Conumttee Hunks MPA's

READIES Major Newsreek Fast

On

PuUic RelatHMis Plan Too Limited
of the Easttrn Aclvertis- -f
and Publicity Diredtors CommitMotion Picture Assn. were
'tee of the
somewhat disappointed last week at
recommendations for
the turn their,
industry public relations
a hypoed
members of
BoUcy had taken. Most
group— which comprises the
the

IIPPEIL BfllEFS

Membets

1

.

pub-ad chiefs of the eight majorshad anticipated and were desirous of
« much broader program than was
directorate
'announced by the
ISSt week.
Their thought in working out the
plan which was presented to the
board entailed the hiring of a topflight public relations man whose
duties would be of broad scope. Inboard after its meetstead, the
ing last week announced: "The Association expects to make a slight increase in its information staff to
carry out the program, but no largescale projects or. expenditures are
contemplated."
As one member of the pub-ad
committee explained it, "Our idea
yias to hire just the smartest guy in
the world we could get. He'd have
no day-to-day publicity duties. His
job would be just to sit down and
think up—based on his broad exthe
perience-HCounter-puncbes to
Sven
blows against the industry.
more important, he'd think ahead to
head 6ft crises before they arrive.
(Continued on page 53)

$•1

tht Pietura Buiinau focad
with th»

'

Plroducers-Gnilds'

1st

On

<*

.

23.

Cooperation between Hollywood
producers and talent guilds (acto'rs,
directors and writers) on a motion
picture public
began to shape
tee

relations

campaign

up as a subcommitrepping the various groups met

(Monday), to outline a
plan of procedure. A permanent committee is already In force to
direct' a unified presentation of the
industry's problems to the country.
composed of
Subcommittee is

yesterday,
definite

.

few months
and none have led to any satisfactory conclusions," one legalite put it.
Hence, stalling of the arguments

-*

a f«af ur*
in the forinieominq

42nd Anniversary Plumber
of

Henry Ginsberg, Y' Frank Freeman,
Dore Schary, George Stevens, Wil^

Honald Reagan, Gene
Gibney and George
Mendel Silberberg and

Ijam Wyler,

See Closer Co-op

Labor

Sits

m

Also

Hollywood, jb<!c.

83.

the "picture business is not as
bad as it's painted,": reps of the
Hollywood film trade union
council, and major studios met
for a 'few hours Monday night
(22) to discuss industry problem? in general.
Roy Brewer, Coast rep for the
International Alliance of Thea-

,

Okays by Church
Talks are now under way between
Father Patrick J. Masterson, head
of tMe Catholic Legion of Decency,
and the Rt. Rev. Lord Abbot Upson,
chairman of the Catholic Film So*
ciety of England, which are expected

tween the two groups; Abbot Upson
arrived from Britain several weeks
for a six-month stay in the
U. S. Huddles are intended to harmonize action on films, both British
and Yank, in the two countries.
It's
been reliably reported that
the talks, launched on the initiative
of Father Masterson, are to avoid
the sort of paradox exemplified in
J. Arthur Rank's ''Black Narcissus^"
In that instance (and it's only one
of several), "Narcissus" got 100%
(Continued on page 16)

BLACK MARKET
ON PIX THEATRE TIK

BiERLIN'S

Berlin, Dec.' 23.
habit is getting
so strong it's spreading to the buying of film tabs for U. S. pictures
sh'owing at Berlin theatres. It's a
regular practice currently for speculators to line up at boxoffices in

the morning to buy about a dozen

evening hours when they sell thei
tickets at fancy prices to the mobs
of customers trying to fight their

way

was only

ing.

.-.Mautice

Benjamin acting In an ad-

visory capacity.
secretary.

a

Edward Gheytitz

which

condemned

Com

Cheyfitz, assistant to Eric
Johnston,
Motion Pictui-e Assn.
Prez, planed back to Wasbtngton last
night arid will return with Johnston
Jan. 5.
ffiunism.

Johnston's D.C. to L.A.

Via Spokane for

I

i

Xmas

Washington, Dec. 23.
_
Motion Picture Assn. prexy Eric
Johnston left his headquarters here
Sunday (21) for Spokane to spend
the holidays with his family.
*-*_ He
is due in Hollywood
about
Jan. 8 to confab
with producers on
progress of the industry's public rejations
policy concerning alleged
J-ommunists who were separated
ttoin their jobs
recently. He'll also
go over the plans
for the series of
nwustry
public
shorts
relatfons
coordinated by
ft? t T^""^
want
Leenhouts. They are now be.
•

™»gcHpted.

20%

six.

marks.

Admission Tax

Untouched by

is

Screen- Directors Guild presented
resolution to the producers at the

meeting

into the theatre.

Scale on the black market for films
indicated by .the asking price of
SO marks for Universal's "Destry
Rides Again," which recently played
in Berlin. Regular admission charge
is

Stage Employees, and
Charles Boren, labor contact for
the Motion Picture I*roducers
Assn., co-chairmanned the meet-

an

feature in the

42lnd Anniversary

stations.

Out Soon

That impression was furthered because the request for a delay was
relayed from Washington' by James
F. Byrnes, former Secretary of State,
who's representing 20th-Fox on the
appeal. Byrnes initiated previous attempts to find a halfway point in the
Case was originally slated for
healing the week of Jan. 12i_ Government asked the postponement
because
until
February
Robert
•

'Wright, special assistant attorneygeneral, is ill, as are se'veral other
aides to the Solicitor General who

pass on all Supreme Court briefs.

Court Grants Delay

.

New

Bill

Washington, Dec. 23.
tax-reduction
Republican

Bank

$11,000,000

Loan

Expand

to

'

reels.

]\!leanwhile, there are peSsistent
reports that Paramount will go into
a big deal along somewhat similar
lines within a short time,
Rumblings are that the company has
been made a tempting oiler to sup.,
ply reels by a natioirsi' sponsor^
Talks are said to be under way

Metro, also, is in the picture. Re*
portedly, it's discussing terms with
the new International News Service tele department for either a
After
months of negotiations. merger of News of the Day, reel
Eagle Lion has closed 'for financing company which M-G partners with
in 1948 which brings it an $11,000,- the Hearst publishing concern, or.
000 credit through the First (National the rental of newsreel issues. Hearst
Bank ot Boston.. Deal," in effect, re- owns -INS and has a '51% interest
finances a $4,000,000 loan with the in the newsreel outfit, with M-G
Bank Of. America and adds $7,000,000 'holding the remaining. 49%.
more. Coin is to be used for partial
bankrolling of EL's production pro^

Lkm Prod.
-

RELEASE OF

'

.

LICHTMAN SCOUTING

FOR HIS 1ST M^G PROD.
AI Lichtman, former MettQ exec
.

producer^ arrived in New Ybrjc last
week to scout stories' and plays for
his first assignment as a working
producer on the M-G lot. Lichtman
was one of the studio's top echelon
who's slated to go into actual production work under Metro's realignment of its production staff.

He declared he has no plans yet
tot his first picture and so is on the
lookout lor story properties while in
the east on a vacation trip.
He's
slated to return to the Coast next

National Boxoffice Survey
Way

...

(30),

.

'Road,'

'
Trade Mark Resisterel
FQUND.ED Bt SIMB SILVEJRMA-n'
Pabli»h«d Weekljr br VABIKtX, lao;
Sid Silvermani PrMUMnt
1S4 W^»t 46tlL St:; K*«r Tork It, K. T.

SUBSO^IIPTION
Annual.

Off in

'Had

to

Keys—'Unconquered/ 'Dolphin,'
Be/ 'Past' Make Best Showings

Business in main key cities is sagging to, a 1947 low ebb this week
and total take likely will be lower
than it has been for several years
for a pre-Christmas week. , Most
theatres are merely coastfng, with
reissues and holdovers predominate
in nearly all big cities. Exhibitors
are waiting for the arrival of Xmas
day to. bring in new, stronger pictures, and hoping that biz will snap
back once giftf buying Is out Of the

Actual total business and number
does not touch the 20% admissions
scattered
the measure should go of playdates are so badly
If
bite.
the week's leaders
through Congress it means that the this session that
difficult to pick out. Best showare
excise rate would remain, unchanged
"Unconby
made
is
being
ing
untU at least 1949.
quered" (Par) both on total coin
Bill, however, holds out a promise
and strength in cities where playof personal tax slashes for ttie big
"Green
goes
to
spot
ing.
Second
npbody
earners of the industry,
(M-G), which has
would be reduced less than 10%. Dolphin Street"
been consistent leader most of this
month.
Others in Big Six are "Road to
Nelson East
Rio" (Par), "Had to B6 You" (Col),
"Out of Past" (RKO) and "Golden
Hollywood, Dee. 23.
Runners-up are
(Par).
Earrings"
Washfor
leaves
Nelson
Bonald
ington early next month to sit in on headed by *'Body and Soul" (UA),
"WyO'
oral arguments in the Government's "Pirates of Monterey" (U),
Affairs"
"Husband's
(Rep).
ming"
12.
Jan.
starting
anti-trust suit,
(Col) and "Fabulous Texan" (Rep).
It will be one of Nelson's last im-

Crosby-Bob Hope opus

is

consid-

ered surprisingly

big in view of
what other pictures are doing in
these cities. Another comparatively
new entry, "Good News" (M-G) is
doing fairly well in Cincy, and still
is fine in third week at iN, Y, Music

. .
.$10
Foreign. . .. . .til
Single Copies . .,....,..;....,»{>. Cents
.

Hall.

Another new film,"The Swords-

'

.
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a natural

^

BiMs

man'' (Col)

is enjoying a good week
San Francisco.
Also
new.
Bishop's Wife" (RKO) shapes solid
in second session at N. Y. Aator;
"Intrigue"
(UA) is standout in
Philadelphia, with a hefty week despite sagging grosses there. It's also

.

.

.

Literati

.

53

year, "Christmas Eve" (UA) is light
to dull currently in four, spots. "Pirates of Monterey" (U) also is dis-

Music

appointing this week. "Driftwood"
(Rep) looks okay in Buffalo. "Daisy

Obituaries
! .
Orchestras
36
Pictures ......... ..v.,...,. 3

Kenyon" (20th), which opens, at N.Y.
Roxy this week, is rated okay in
Frisco.

"Escape Me Never" (WB) is dragging bottom in four cities this week.
"I Love Trouble" (Col), okay in
Cinoy, is dohig dismally in Los Angeles.
"Thunder in Valley" (20th),
fairly nice in Providence, is in for
a sad session in Buffalo.

Despite seasonal conditions, "Road'
portant chores as president of the
in K. C« -nlee in St. Louis
Society of Independent Motion Pic- is sock
(Complete
^iant in Cincinnati. Amount of
ture producers, ills resignation be- and
taken in by this new Bing Pages 9-11.)
Coin
comes effective Jan, 31.

Boxifffice

Reports on

.

.

.

Wednesday

,

Biz

,

'

;

now.

Eagle

ENT-UA SAID AGREED ON

measure introduced in the House
last' Thursday (18) by Rep. Harold
Knutson (R., Minn.), chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee, way.

.

Whether the reels have already
found a national sponsor or that'9
to be handled on a local basis with
the station luring commercials is
still unknown.
What's amazing felm
biggies, however, is the fat licensing
fees which sponsors are offering in
return for a regular supply of

Washington, Dec. 23.
Postponements- of the appeal until
Feb. 9 was ordered yesterday (22) by
the Supreme Court a^ the request of
the Justice Department.
Solicitor
General Philip B. Perlman made the gram in '48.
SuBKis specifically earmarked for
application on the ground that the
department could not get "com- an increased number of more expletely prepared" in time for argu- pensive pix, according to Arthur
ment in January.
(Continued on page ;20)
At the same time the high, court
announced it would permit the Conference of Independent Fxhibitors
Assn. and, the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers to file
amicus curiae briefs in connection' FEB.
'ARCH'
with the appeal. The majors had
Hollywood, Deo. 23.
opposed the filing of such briefs.
United Artists and
The indie exhibitor group includes agreed on February Enterprise have
release of "Arch
several west coast trade associations.
of Triumph." It's understood Enterprise didn't want to hold up release
beyond February because "Joan,"
SERVE IIABSHAXX PLAN
Sierra Pictures' Technicolor film,
Washington, Dec. 23.
also starring Ingrid Bergman, is due
Number of film and radio figures for September,
are serving on the Committee for
(UA said in New York .yesterday
the Marshall Plan.
(Tues.) that it knew. nothing of such
Among them are J. Cheever Cow;- an agreement with Ent for delivery
din,' Eric Johnston, David Sarnoif^ of ."Arch.")
Raymond Gram Swing, Niles TramEnterprise Is reported to have
mell, Walter Wanger and Darryl claimed UA. has been getting' adZanuck.
(Continued On page 20)
,

major film com*

of

.

Number

of

'

,

tickets apiece for resale later. They
find their best market during the

trical

(in editorial

is

Potential-'

The stampede

panies to ride the television gravy
train is growing, according to ,re»liable trade reports. Flock of deals
are expected to be closed within a
few weeks with the^. latest of the
tele-pix nuptials reported that of
Universal with United Press. While
confirmation is still to be forthcoming, it's been learned that U has tied
to UP on a proposition whereby the
film company, would supply news-,
reels for UP .distribution to tele

litigation.

OnAnglo-UaSaFdm

The black market

Wiih both sides agreeing that

Domestic B.O.

Enormous

of negotiations.

Kelly, Sheridan

Seaton witli

before the U. S. Supreme Court until early in February was not caused
by hopes of compromise or current
talks, it's said. Persistent trade rumors have circulated that the delay
was caused primarily by reopening

ii Cwivinewl That

"Eveti With Loss of
Foreign Market the

of Justice in the past

Diminishing Market

Public Relations back
Hollywood, Dec.

Televbbn Gravy Train

Dore Schary
.

week. "All avenues which might
have led to a settlement have been
thoroughly explored with, the Dept.

to lead to a system, of liaison be-

Move Towards Co-op

^

.

Quality Product to a
.

all

efforts to reach a compromiS'e with
the Government on the antiftruSt
suit and intend going to bat on the
appeal, industry attorneys said this

Major Issue of Gearing

MPA

.

The Big Five have abandoned

Spyros Skouras

MP4

•
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SMALL EXHIBS GET SALES BREAK
Kranze s Stift to FC Aiiprs ITs
Alisorption of
With Bernard O, Kranze shifting.in charge of
to Film Classics as v,p.
worldwide sales from his present
spot as BS9't general sales manager
unit of UniRank
Arthur
J.
irf the
expects to go into high in
of- the company's foreign

FC

versal,

expansion

At the same

British Apparently Holding

Rank Sales (kg
Gerzon Tell Bijenkorf?
Motion Picture Export Assn.
has devised a novel gag to plug
20th-Fox's
"Miracle on
34th
Street" in Holland. Taking its

time, his

cue from Macy's and Gimbel's

tnoveover with U's okay presages
absorption of the Bank unit into U's
regular sales org. Kranze will not
be replaced at U, a company official

in New York,
has effected tieins with Gerzon and
Bijenkorf; department store
rivals in three Dutch key cities.

sales setup.

said.

FC
Heretofore,
overseas rights it

whatever
had on a franProblem never was

basis.

chise'

by

it

get

it

at Bijenkorf's."

reissues accarried the foreign
since
FC has

However,

rights.

launched into a production program
on its own, company now intends
to build

its

own

'

distribution

EL

Sales Topper

ma-

chine abroad. Kranze will push that
program.'
Absorption of the Rank unit into
U's regular sales setup has been in
the works for some time; Company's
'

Stores have window displays,
one of which is worded: "If
Gerzon's doesn't have it, you can

because few

pressing

quired

sold

MPEA

strategy board feel there's a dupUcation of work- since Rank's British
being handled as reguJ>ix are no
lar Univfersal releases. That's been

But Some

Is

Top Aides Resign

W

mestic rentals, brought on.

for do-

bpasse; Anglo Pix Spotty B.O. in U.S.

by the

semi-loss of the foreign market,

is
With the only promising settleredounding to the advantage of ment of the British 75% tax tiff
small fry exhibs who are now get- some form of offset of grosses
earned in the U. S. by British pix
ting a better break than they've
against Yank earnings in England,
had for years. The thought isn't performance here of Anglo films in
the pronouncement of a sales dept. the past year, is holding the trade's

flack but the observation of

Edward

New Jersey Allied's
prexy, who finds a kind word for
the majors' new sales pitch which
he says is "extremely gratifying."
Lachman,

"The major companies are now
paying attention to small exhibitors
and that's definitely a good thing,"
according to Lachman. "There was
the time before the British crisis
when it was a rare thing for a
salesman to call on a small-time
theatre and give him personal attention.
But from everything I see
and from reports of our members,
it's different now."
What pleases Lachman most is a

new

flexibility of distribs in treat-

ing with the little man. The comTwo-day board meet of Pathe In- panies formerly, he say^, insisted on
spelling added expenses, it's said, dustries, Inc., parent company of their terms-^generally a percentage
Eagle Lion, wound up in Cleveland
and some' inefficiency,deal— and if the exhib. balked that
William Helneman, sales chief un- this week with a decisioa,to abandon was the end of the story. Distrib
der whom Kranze worked, will the hunt for a worldwide distribu- would, like as not, walk out without
probably move over to U into a top tion chief to assume overall com^ much in the way of dickerings after
exec sales spot His contract with mand of EL's sales setup. That, de- giving out, with a takcrit-or-leave^it
the company has th)fee years hiore cision was made after a sudden col-, basis.
to run from next. Februarys Talks lapse of negotiations with William J.
Now we find distributors ready
which would have brought him over Helneman, sales chief for J. Arthur to make the sort of deal which
to Eagle Lion as worldwide sale? Bank's product in the U. S. Instead,
EL's top-drawer strategy board put pleases us," Laehmaa isays, "For
topper fell through last week.
one thing there's many more flats
Kranze's changeover came after through a number of fast and unthan there ever used to he, E^ehe requested and obtained a release heralded changes in the sales staff. quently, now, we can take any one
A. W. Schwalberg continues as top
(Continued on page 54 >
:

It

-

(Continued on page 18)

over distribution.

Board action followed huddles of
head of Rank's

Robert Benjamin,

Rank-U-E

Big

Robert Benjamin, head of J.
Arthur Hank's tr. S. organization,
planed to the Coast Monday (22) for
production-distribution talks with
Universal and Eagle Lion 4>rass. His
new trip comes within a week ol his
return from huddles with ^^ank and.
pank's chief aide, John Davis, in
London.
Benjamin will remain west one
week to gab with U's prexy, Nate
Blumberg; board chairman, J. Cheever Cowdinj and studio heads William Goetz and Leo Spitz with a report oh the British tax situation on
the agenda. He'll «lSo see Arthur
Krim, EL's prez; Bryan Foy, production topper, and Walter Wangcr, EL

.

'

A

'

Rank's Prod. Hypo

.

Via

$8m000 As

pretty

producer.

Matty Fox, U's veepee, has also
trekked Coastward and is expected
|»ack in New York Deo. 29. Lewis
Blumberg, son of U's prexy and ass't
sales chief of company's Prestige
Vuit, left for the west yesterday
(Tues.) to spend the holidays with
He'll also o.o. exchange
operations on Prestige films.
U's foreign chieftain, Joe Seideltnan, trains to the Coast Friday (2G).

his fapfiily.

Joe Schenck Endorsed

Loan

$2,300,000 Bank
to

Swing GS Deal

Latest development in sale of the
Golden State theatre chain in San
Francisco last month Is the disclosure that Mike Naify, who bought
the controlling interest irom his
partners^ Eugene H. Emmick and
Robert McNeil, had his Bank of
America loan for $2,300,000 endorsed
by Joseph Schenck, 20th-Fox production exec.
Although Schenck said it was done
as a personal favor to Naify and

Wag not connected with 20th-Fox,
t! e U. S. Department
of Justice obtained a statement from Schenck
that
film

the note was defaulted, the
company would be unable to

if

secure control either through
or transfer.

sale

Justice Department's anti-t»'ust division moved in October to halt sale
"t

the chain to United Artists the-

(Continued on page IS)

Merger

Result of

London, Dec, 23.
Arthur Rank's easy victory last
week in putting through a merger of
his Odeon Theatres and General
Cinema Finance Cojrp -will give,
J.

access

:

to

$8,000,000

In

U.

changes in the company's high perIn order to conserve outgoing
Meanwhile, major revamping of payments of American dollars from
EL's distribution forces saw the Canada to U. S., Reconstruction
dropping of two division .managers Minister Howe has stymied any futand the upping of Harold S; Dunn, ure building in this country of thea(Contittued on page 20)
s
tres, night clubs, cocktail lounges

and 'office buildings until the dollar
exchange situation between the two
countries levels

off.

Although the three bjg Mmhouse
chains in Canada-^Famous Players
Canadian, Odeon Theatres of CanSir Arthur Jarratt, managing diada, and 20th Century Theatres
rector of Sir Alex Korda's distributhad completed plans on the board
ing unit, British Won, returns to
for the building of some 40 houses
England from New York Friday (26) across Canada to get under conHugh
aboar4 the Queen Mary.
struction early in 1948, these must
Quenriell, board chairman of BL,
now be held up, together with any
who accompanied Jarratt to the projects that" were contemplated by
U. S. two weeks ago, planed back to
the independents.
London Saturday (20).
Wartime priorities on structural
Pair had a number of talks with
steel and other Imported building
Spyros Skouras, Andy Smith, Mur- materials have again been clamped
ray Silvetstone, Joe .Moskowitz and
In Canada and construction peron
other 20th-Fox execs. Fox will dismits will henceforth have to be setribute Korda plx in the U. S. They
cured from federal authorities bealso huddled With Giovanni Pagnafore any structure may be started.
menta, of the Bankers Trust Co.,
Aim is to boost Canadian productivN. Y., on a forthcoming deal involv
ity by manufacturing, in Canada, as
ing sale to an independent of some
many commodities as possible which
Korda product wliich is not in^
were hitherto imported from the
eluded in the 20th-Fox pactU. S. and whose importation now is
Korda may come to the U, S. the Hbanned. High priority for machinlast week In January with a print
ery and structural steel, etc., will
of "Anna Karenina," the Vivien
now be given to the establishment
Leigh starrer, which he is now com'
of new Canadian factories or other
pleting. It will be released by 20th
industrial projects, plus the attendant and necessary low-cost housing
for workers.

S.

product.

The thtee majof British circuits,
making one change a week, require
156 films, so there' would be a con«
;

siderable lessening of the pressure
for importing Hollywood's wares.

Although he may have the studio
Rank acknowledge^ that he'll
be making far less than 120 pictures.
He'U actually turn out, he said, 38
fiIms-^10 more than in 1947 and 19
space.

more than in

.

ENG. AFTER 20TH TALKS

—

Barney Balaban

1946.

"The $8,000,000

GGF

will be able to obtain through the backing it gets, via
the merger with Odeon will be used
(Continued on page 22)

loan wliich

(and goes

IN NEW THEATRE CHAIN
Cincinnati, Dec. 23.

Elmer Lux, form^ '^tp exchange
manager In Bufltilo, Is understood to
be piecing together a sizable circuit in the midwest territory4 Lux
dickering 'to acquire It flock of
houses which, may also take in
some of the Schin* theatres In the
event the U. S, Supreme Court upholds divorcement in that circuit.
Reportedly, Lux It being b«(cked
is

into details

on the

*

An

*

*

,

Editorial Feature

in the

Upcoming 42d

Anniversary

Number

of.

UAs

750aFroiii

Deal on a Feldman Pkge.
Republic board, meeting in New
last week, okayed a distribution deal for "Moonrise," which
Charles K. Feldman will make at
the studio on a package arranger
ment. It will be similar to the deal
under which he just completed "Red

York

Pony" for the company.
Feldman will provide

all .of his
financing, through the Bank of
Budget will be between
$800,000 and $900,000. Rep will get a
distribution fee plus an interest in

own

America.

the film.

Part of Odeon
United Artists has sold a portion
of its Odeon holdings in Britain, it
has been learned, in order to finance
operation of its offices there. Approximately $750,000 was realized
from the stock sale.
Motive behind the unloading, it is
understood, was to enable remittance of all possible film rentals
to the U. S,
Since the film rentals
could be sent to this country and
the proceeds of the Odeon stock
sale could not (because of British
Treasury restrictions),
figured
:

UA

would be advantageous to use up
the shal;es in paying operating ext
it

pens.es of its British organization.
Stock 'Sold by
comprised iU
entire direct holdings in Odeoa

UA

Theatres, Ltd., .'which is the circuit
operating company. It rfetains, how*

a 50% interest in Odeon Cinema Holding Co., which --owns a

ever;

block of stock in Odeon Theatres,
Ltd. These shares are .nonovoting.'

Metro Switching To
Flats to Cut Down On

Costs of Checking
Metro, first company to cut down
clearances between first and second'**
run situations in many territories,

by strong theatre Interests In upper
New York state and th'e midwest. has now

He stepped out pf RKO recently to from
move into the exhibition fame after flat

'beg:un' the swing away
percentage deals to selling via

rentals

wherever

it's

found

Chief reason for the
switch, which is steadily Increasing
in proportion, is to effect economics
by cutting down on bookkeeping

being elected as couiiclimaQ*at-large equitable.
in Buffalo.

Eric Jolmstoii

Rep's 2d Distribution

rude awakening)

:

.

LUX'S FANCY BACKING

think*

Train'*

.

on how tao

loans

By next March, Rank stated, he
Will Affect Big Three would have enough studio space to
make 120 full length pictures a year.
Toronto, Dec. 23.

sonnel.

"Pix Have Been

at a loss

.

which he requires to hypo production and thus lessen the need lor

Ban, To Conserve Coin,

.

Dumped Off the Gravy

much

reach aw offrecment to push up
British- income in this country.
(Continued on page 16)

-

erations. The move was made to still
possible future rumorS' of important

KORDA'S AIDES BACK TO

London, Dec. 23.
becoming increasingly clear

:

him

Can. Theatre Building

,

Powwow West

Naify's

U. S. organization, and Arthur Krim,
EL prexy, with Robert R. Young,
Pathe board chairma^, and a report
analyzing EL's sales for 1947, first
complete year of the company's opt

is

to American films execs here that
the only compromise on the 75% tax
which will please the British hinges
on their pix getting more playing
time in the United States. Harold
interest.
(London reports disclose Wilson, prez of the British Board
that Anglo-American film talks still, of Trade, gave further substance to
center on building up British film that belief in a statement to rerevenues in the U. S. and adding porters last week.
that sum to the 25% which can now
Head of the government agency
be withdrawn from England under declared that Britain was prepared
the ad valorem tax.)
to deal with the American industry
After one year of intensive selling on allowing more than 25% of earnof British pix; American .^ales top- ings to be exported, but only to the
pers have clocked a number of pe- extent that British films earn more
culiarities, in their U. S. playoff than that sum in the
U. S. That
routine. For one thing, the import^ would mean, in effect,
that anything
from England require a much longer American companies get from Engperiod to liquidate themselves than land beyond about
$19,000,000 would
American equivalents playing in have to be equalled by British earntheir own backyard.
British pic
ings in the U. S.
takes 18 months, it's said, before it's
Although emphasizing that the
gone the gamut of U. S.. screens door was still open for a settlements
(Continued on page 16)
Wilson declared that the Americans
could expect to- get more than 25%
of their earnings but only in return
for "a real effort not only to accept^
but also to show British films in the
United States market."
(Because of anti-trust laws
and thef nature 0/ the American
film industry, U. S, execs' art

,

man

\^

For the Barter System in 75%
The pepped-up scramble

,

As

Out

"Be Speciflct Don't
Pan All Pix When Only
Some Don*t Hold Up'*
*

An

*

*

editorial feature in

Umax's
42d Anniversary Number
OmSioion

and checking

costs,

TJndec plans outlined by Metro
sales toppers, films are only to be
Sold at flat terms where Metro is
able to get what it considers a fair
price for its product. If exl^ibs refuse to kick in with that price,
they'll still

be forced

to

buy on per-

centage. All theatres buying on flat
terms will continue to be checked
periodically for revisions. If It's
found a house is doing less businesf^^
than usual, the price will be dropped
and, conversely, it the house has enjoyed an increase in biz, the terms
will be upped accordingly,
With exhibitors still getting away
with millions of dollars annually by
f?>lsifying their returns on percentage flims, Metro distrib toppers

(Continued on page 48)

"

.

'

;

nuB-pnoiiiJcnoiv

NEARLY 40 S ET TO FILM
'Castile' at

Regidar Prices Cnes

Chaplin's Pitch for

Ed of llie Trend to U^ed Scales
End of the trend towards ijicreased:^
admission prices for top-budgeted
pictures was seen in the action of
loth-Fox lisst week, when general
sales, manager Andy W. Smith, Jr.,
decided to release "Captain, from
Castile" at no required advance in
admission scales.
Beason given by Smith for the
originally-anhis
twitch irom
nounced policy was to make the film
available to ^11 theatres during the
holiday season. It's believed, however, that 20th has found the rising
tide of exhibitor opposition, against
upped scales so high that it was
forced to change its mind. Question
-now Uppermost in the minds.: of industry observers is whether other
,

"Amber" went out that
way and promptly ran into a mass

SO'SO terms.

of opposition, with many of SOth's
exhib customers refusing to book the
ana several of those who had
booked it trying to buy back their
ifontracts before playing the film.
Most of this opposition, of course,
was due to trouble with the Catholic
Church in the wake of the Legion
of Decency's original "coRdemneid"
rating on the picture, but part of it
was also believed' due to the upped
fdmission clause in the contracts,
'iim recently 'played a New York
picture

.

(Continued on page 16}

Pam

Blumenthal, board chairCinecolor Corp., is la*
tnenting the fact that backlog Cinecolor pix of the majors are being
released now wfUU the touted new
process: is available for production;
,Cihect>Ior, be gftys, "Is the victim of
tiie backlog" since improvements of
his company in tinting pix makes
torent results superior to the old.
Additional eciuipment installed in
the plant gives Cinecolor a capacity
of 45 films in '48, company's bankertopper said. Total capacity on features and shorts next year is 120,A.

man

of?

h6 said. In '47, against
this figure, tinting outfit turned out
only I4«1S films. Its new plant, now

000,OQO feet,

under construction in Hollywood,
will be completed at the end of '48
and will give tremendous capacitiy
to company's operations,
Blumenthal doesn't believe there'll
be a tremendouf increase in color
All firms together
can handle only 20%-25% of the 500
pix turned out on the Coast in one
Explaining the newly-formed
Cinecolor Finance Co., be said it
would loan money to producers at
films next year.

year.

interest to pay for print coiits on
completed' negatives.
No advances
would be made to help finance ac:'tual shooting expenses..
'

Blumenthal returned
from the Coast.

this

week

.

Thyra Sfimter Winslow

Vrm Co-op on 'Oscars'
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Plans for securing the best possicoverage of annual Academy
awards March 20 have been disOHSsed with representatives of the
press, newsreels and photographers.
Meeting, called by 'Delmer Daves,
Who will produce the annual show,
was "held at the Shrine Auditorium
so newsmen and tensers could go
into problems on actual site of the

ble

event.

"Nof That

It Matters**

in the

'

forthcoming 42d Annlver$ary

Number of

Mpk Indies Lose
ASCAP Round

1st

At least three new pictures get the
gun at Warners next month in addition to "Key Largo," currently in
work, Starters include "John Loves
Mary," "The Rope" and "One Sunday Afternoon." Understood the
company will produce more pictures

Columbia has Imed- up 15 films to
before the end of. February.

Metro's

more

Taboo

.

,

mm

IN INDIES

BID FOR STAGE SPACE
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Business on the rental lots is heading for a boom, even though some
of the more prominent indie producers have taken refuge on major
Reports from the pay-as-youlots.
enter studios Indicate the heaviest
demand for staife space in several
:

.

years.

With five deals for top-budget pictures under negotiation, Hal Roach,
Jr., announced that 1948 would be
the busiest since the Roach studio
turned into a rental lot. Bids for
space at Nassour studio have reached
General Service has
weekly.
15
more demands than it can handle,
Motion Picture Centre has a lineup
waiting for space, and even the
Charles Chaplin studio is filling with
new indie Units.

Tilt

P^^eii shots.

July,'

Ample

press facilities

be provided.

new

1946,

with

on ialtresllMf feahire

being a Communist at the recent
Congressional probe of Hollywood
Red activity). He was scheduled to
come to Fraflce for work on the
score of the puppet picture, "Alice
in Wonderland,'' which tiou Bunin is

la
^

producing..
Signers of the protest,
actors Jean Louis

minimums under

scale being $200 weekly.

Barraulti
Jouvet and Francois Rosay,
poet and screenwriter Jean Cocteau,
Picasso and Matisse, requested that
Eisler be granted a visa to leave and
reenter the tJ. S.
The note, addressed to Ambassador Jefferson
Caffery, was handled in a- routin«
manner and forwarded to -the V, 8,
State Department.
Louisi.

:

'

ta Denmark Jan,!

Catholic Vets Protest

Catholic

War

spurred

Veterans,,

films may be -going: into
onto the warpath for Charles Chapagain after Jan. 1. With lin's scalp on basis bt reports that
embargo agreement among the he had urged formation Of a French
majors «]^ring...J]«a. 31, there's » committee to aid Hans Eisler, hava
good possibility that some or all- of asked -U. S. Attorney. General Tom
Clark and Secretary of. State- George
the companies may^ send-their prodt

American

Denmark

the

Marshall to investigate- the actor'a
activities. 'Veterans group informed
the. Government officials that it opposed the actor's "alleged attempt to
interfere with the activities of a
duly elected representative of our

uct into the- counti^ despite' the-complet6 freeze on- dollar payments.:

Danish situation came up for dis^
cussion last week at a meeting of
foreign managers at the Motion: I^ic->
ture Assn. and was also give.n- attention of company presidents conclav''.
ing at the
the foUojwing day.
There's a feeling among them that it
was a mistake to cut off U;: S. pix
completely when Denmark .enacted
the freeze. The vacuum left, it is
fear<^i may be permanently- filled by
British and other foreign flltnS.

'

citizens.''

It

MPA

called Chaplin

an

''undesirabl*

(Continued on page 48)
.

-'

-

Company

lacking

prexies,

an-

agreed to accept the
Australian government's Change of
mind, whick reduced remittances
from that country to 50%, Instead of
the 70% agreed, on a few months
ago.
Aussies claimed lliat doUar«
were being drained too rapidly^
Another' blow -with which the
acquainted
was
prexies
were
Sweden's decision., to cut its dollar
remiltences from the 50% which
alternative,

-

now

33%%

after Jan. 1.
Swedes refused to permit any film
coin to be sent out, of the country in
an emergency measur^' last summer,
but then relented to the extent of
the, 60%.

prevails

to

the Lots

drew the Dr. Harvey rote* in "Mr.
Gordon Dean, assistant to Supreme Peabody and the Mermaid" at Uni'
Xdn Brook
Justice Robert H. Jackson versal-International
during the Nuremberg war crimes assumed production -reins on "Prison
trials, is working at Paramount as Train" at I^epublic . . . Gordon Kay
technical advisor on "Sealed Ver-. will prctduce "The Denver Kid,"
Ian MaeDonald draws a next Allan Lane oater, starting Jan.
diet"
.
.
heavy role in "Port Said" at Colum- 27, at Republic
..Joliii Payne,
.
bia. ..Harry Tngend turned in the former 20th-Fox contraotee; .plays
script for "A Southern Yankee," his first freelance role in "The jSaxon
next Bed Skelton starrer, which Charm," co-starring with Bdbert
Paul Jones will produce at Metro
Monteomery and Susan Hayward at
Sarah Selby, radjo thesp, draiys a Universal-International. '
dowager role in "Trapped by Boston
"Tisa," formerly "Ever the BeColumbia. .Warners ginning," will be released by WarBlackie"
at
radar to ners .as "My Girl Tisa." . , . Carl
sound technicians are
signal the approach Of planes, under .Krueger Productions bought "The
2,000 feet and within a three*mile Battered Bride," a Satevepost yarn
circle.
by Bobert Carson . , Spenclr Vracy«
Peter Von Zerneck, Hungarian Gene iCelly and Margaret O'Brien
three food conservation
actor, signed for a role in "A For- making
eign Affair" at Paramount . . , Don trailers at Metro . . , LeBoy Ptlnx
DeFore joins Dennitt Morgan and will create and direct musical numJanis Faiee in "One Sunday After- bers for "One Sunday Afternoon"
Jean Fierre at Warners ... Tay Garmett brought
noon" at Warners , .
Aumont, currently in Paris, reports "A Connecticut Yankee" in nine
to Seymour Nebenswl late in January d^ys ahead of schedule . , . Republic
under a new pact calling for one as8i(!ned Alan Dwan to produce
of
Destiny," based on
film annually for three years ... "Woman
Onslow Stevens checked in at Feter B. Kyne's story, "The Big
A-va Gardner was
.
.
Columbia for a role in "Gallant Bonanza."
WlHiam Bishop shares borrowed from Metro for the Venus
Blade."
top billing -with Freston Coster in role in "One Touch of Venus" at
Universal-International . . . Leon
"Wild Fury" at Columbia.
Lillian Gish and AUyn Joslyn Gordon will produce "About Lyddy
draw featured roles in "Moonrise," Thomas," based on the Maritts Wolfl
package deal which Frank Borzage novel, ior Metro . . .
(Continued on page <S)
directs at Republic . . . Art SmiUi
Court

.

.

.

.

.

which in»

dude

See Yank Pix Back

From

Briefs

calling for a $35 wage hike for short
subjects photographers in the east.
Pay risft will be retroactive to

also

-

-

show while it's in progress.
News and mag photogs will get a
weak in making both action and
wui

poser,

Out Soon

start;

(Eisler,
Hollywood comwas among those named as

Eisler.

,»*,*

lenses after the holidays. Pictures
are "Abigail, Dear Heart," 'It's Always Spring," formerly. "Father's
Day," "The Great Gatsbyj" "Sorry,
Wrong Number," "Sorrowful Jones,"
"Tatlock Millions," "Diamond in the
Haystack" and "Dear Wife."

On

Winding up a year-long dispute,
cameramen's Local 644 ratified a
which have arisen in previous years: wage agreement Monday (22) with
pve newsreels will have chance to 20th-Fox, RKO Pathe and Universal
'ens

Kept. Pace with

important Pictures'*

42d Anmversary Number

Wash.

N.Y. Cameramen's

Have

announced that eight films have
been cast and are ready to face the

-

>

in line With the Academy's efforts to cure troubles before
the show, not afterwards.
It's also
flesigne^ to. sidestep spot difficulties
Is

feelt

'^Public Standards

in 1948 than it did in 1947. It has
between 35 and :40 active properties
available foi? filming.

19W schedule calls, for six
pictures than it made in 1947,
and at least five- vtiil roll shortly
Minneapolis,' Dec. 23,
after
the
first of the year. Universale
P.
Halpern
and
L.
B.
Schwartz,
S.
(Continued on page 48)
counsel for Bennie Berger BDd
J. L. Jensen, independent exhibitors,
given
have been
30 days by Judge
Q. H. Nordbye of federal district Vet
Exhib Defends
court to file briefs to sustain the
contention that theatre owners- do
DnVe-Ins Against
hot have to take out American So'
ciety of Composers, Authors-Vb Pubr
Telting Party' Charge
lishers' licenses. At the same time,
ASCAP, suing Berger and Mrs.
Wasbington^ Dec.' 23.
Jensen for non-payment of its fees,
Sidney Lust, D. C. exhibitor, last
will have: 10 days to submit reply week ripped into -the zoning combriefs,
mittee of the commissioners of sub-^
Actual trial of the test cas^ of the urban Montgomery County, Md., for
ASCAP theatre's fee validity con- nixing -drive-in theatres in their
sumed only one day, most of the county as "licensed petting parties."
evidence having been stipulated in The veteran showman stood up in a
advance. Berger and Robert Hazle- public meeting to charge the comton, the latter booker for the Ted mittee with permitting itself to be
Mann independent circuity were stampeded into acting against the
witnesses, testifying that ASCAP drive-ins without hearing both sides
rescinded its current agreement and of the question.
j$ 'demanding InoreASes of 600' to
Two yeeks ago, after listening to
600% in the amount- ot the fee. a clergyman, club woman, and juveFroelich,
ASCAP general nile court judge denounce outdoor
liouis
counsel from New York, and Thomas
theatres as dangerous to morals, the
Vennum, Minneapolis lawyer, ap- county -commissioneri^
ed
ra
peared for ASCAP.
through a $1,000 license fee and an
and 11 p.m. curfew on them. One
their
brief,
Halpern
In
'of the
Schwartz will contend the ASCAP commissioners voting for the virfee goes beyond the scope 6f :copy^ tually prohibitive conditions
was
right and the ASCAP monopoly vio- Brooke Johns, onetime actor,
lates the Sherman anti-trust law.
"You deliberately passed an ordiASCAP won the first round when nance without hearing our side,*'
the
grant
refused
Nordbye
to
Judge
Lust told the commission." It was as
defendants' motion for judgment and a result of his application that the
gave the informal opinion that the conditions were set up.
ASCAP fee Is valid and applicable
With the backing of
to theatres.
North Central Allied, of which he's
president, Berger has announced
he'll carry the case to the U. S,
Supreme Court, it necessary^ for
final adjudication.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.

RENTALS BOOM

Charles Chaplin to painter Pablo
Picasso, 24 proniinent French artists,
actors and writers have sent the U.
S. Embassy in Paris a protest against
the ^'threatened deportation to the
American zone of Germany" of Hans

At Paramount, Henry Ginsberg

,

Meeting

Paris, Dec. 23.

Acting on a cabled request from

Wald

Jerry

the count during the holidays, has a
heavy schedule in January.

.

Acad Looks Ahead For

Eisler

•

Hollywood,' Dec. 23.
Hollywood production, down for

.

BLUMENTHAL BRAGS OF
IMPKOVED CWECOLOR

Hans

'Verdoux Voted 'Best'

Stirs Protest;

LIFT flFTER 8116

companies planning to release films
at boosted prices wiU follow suit, or
attempt to ride: out the exhib storm
and Iceep their wales at the inOreased rates^
Twentieth originally announced
that "Castile" and "Forever Amber,"
the two highest-budgeted films on its
current release slate, would both be
aold at upped' scales and on.£traight

IN JAN.

.

.

u^^

9/BESr BRITISH PIX,
'OUTLAW' RATES lOTH
London, Dec. 23.
American pix. were handed a real
sloughmg by Reginald Whitley,
London Daily Mirror film critic^
When he announced his: choice of
the best dozen films to play in Eng-

during 1947. The first ttihe selections are British films topped by
"Courtneys of Curzon Street," which
Herbert Wilcox produced for Sir

Iftnd

Alexander Korda.

.

«

Tenth on the list and. leading "Thf.
Jolson Story" and "Duel in the Sun"
is "The Outlaw," the controversial

Howard

Hughes'

pic.

By

Yank

standards, of course, it's an unor*
thodox choice. (National /Board of
Review last week stood film students
on their -ears by an equally unorthodox tagging of ^^Monsieur Ver-

:

.

doux," Charles Chaplin v<^hicte, as
America's best after tepid critical
recet»tion in the U. S. Perhaps, not
without coincidence, "Verdoux" has ^
b,een the target for strong attacks

by Catholic organizations).
Whitley's complete list is as follows:
f'Courtn^s of Curzon
1,
Street"; 2,< "Great Expectations"; 3,
Odd Man Out"; 4, "Frieda"; 6,
"Jassy"; 8, "The Upturned Glass";
"Black Narcissus"; 8, "Holiday
7,

Camp";
tive";

9,

10,

"They Made Me a Fugi"The Outlaw"; 11, "The

Jolson Story"; 12, "Duel in the Sun."
In announcing his list, Whitley
said it was only fair to note that
"Best Years" and "The Bachelor
Knight" (released in the U. ,S. as
"The Bachelor and. the Bobby
Soxer") were not generally released
this year.
"Best Years," be said,
"looked like top choice for next
year."

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

^

Wilsbire,

New

Indie,

Skeds 6 Action Pix
Sacramento, Dec. 23.
Wilshire Picture Productions filed
incorporation
papers
here with

James Doane

listed

as

president,

Arthur

Desser veepe6, DaVid H.
treasurer, H. B. Garfield
chairman of the board, George' McGarfield

in charge of production and
Collins in charge of sales.
Outfit's program calls for six action pictures in the first two years,
starting with "Street Corner," to bt
directed by Albert Kelleyi
deal is under negotiaticm.

Call

W. H.

'

)

)
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nCTlJIlB GROSSES

lERTON' OK $14,500

Chi TakesBeating; Hlfyoming'-Vaiide

B way Hits Bottmn But %ws -Xmas

BEST IN THIN CLEVE.

Oke$am Escape' 15G. 'Rose' 30G
Chicago, Dec. 23.
Chicago .flrstruns are taking an
avrful beating with Xmas shoppers
Situation
Siving them the go-by.
helped'

Isn't

Estimated Total Grata
This Week
.$S45,000
(Based on 23 iJMOXr^s)
Last Year
.568»,*00
(Based on 17 tJieofrcs)

"B" product to fill the
IMP created by Jackson Park de'

lots of

wee

-but patrons aren't ioterested.
for Christmas week;, grosses
some cases the lowest

Wen

brutal, in
In years.
ifre

-

Chicago

The

m

brought

.

.

.

.

"Moss

Hose" with Gordon IfiacRae on stage
days with a lean $30,000 tn
Oriental looks okay at $43,000
"Wyoming" and Gautier's
with
Bricklayers heading the stagebill.
Palace brought back "Each Dawn I
Die" a reissue, but the draw will'
be the ilght films, with mild $18,000
VkCLt. Roosevelt also brought back
Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
a reissue, "Anthony Adverse," to
Film theatres, are talung a header!
land a fair $14,000. United Artists
here along with show biz in general
Jias "Escape Me Never" with light
in Philly as the pre-Xmas blues take
$15,000 likely.
hold. Surprise entry is "Intrigue,"
Holdovers arc still the best box- which is taking the
slump in stride
oilice here, with "Body «nd. Soul" to take top
honors for week. It will
at Woods heading the list at^unch land a hefty session at the. small$18,000 for sixth week; "Gentleman's seat Stanton.
Agreement" at Apollo is only fair
Estimates for This Week
$10,000 fo^ sixth frame. "Black Narcissus" moved over to Hthe Graiid
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— "Up.
team, the Palace where «n additional turned Glass" (U) (2d wk). Blah
play from fight fans on the Xtouis- $10,000 after fair $13,509 last week,
Waicott filmjjromises an oke $17,500.
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)—"Ride
"Forever Amber" at the Rialto will
Pink Horse" (U) (2d run). Oke $6,be profitable $11,600 ior third week. 000. Last week, "Hagen Girl" (WB)
"Nightmare Alley" at the Staterun), $4,000.
third stanza looks slim (2d

'Intr^e'

for six

•

«ii?ht.

lyty

,

'

Lake

in
$13,000.

Boyd (WB)

(2,350;

50-84)—"Had to

Be You" (Col) (3d wk). So-so $17,'
Estimates lorHi's Week
000 after $22,500 for second.
(B&K) (1,400; $1.25)—
Apollo
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"North
Agreement"
(20th) west Outpost" (Rep) and "High Tide'
"Gfintleman's
(6th wjt). Li^t f10,000. Last week, (Mono). Modest $15,000. Last week,
$15,000.
"Wistful Widow" (U), $16,500.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)— "Moss
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"DanRose" (20th) with Gordon MacRae gerous Years" (20th). Sour $9,500,
on stage for 6 days. Lean $30,000. Last week, "Thunder in Valley"
Last week, "'Golden Earringf!" (Par) (20th), $12,500.
with Delta Rhythm Boys heading
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
stageshow (2d wk), $38,000.
—"This Time Keeps" (M-G) (5th
Garriok (B&K) (900: 95)—"Black wk). Fair $14,000 after $16,000 for
•

,

.

(Mono)

Gold"

(Mono)

(.2d

and "Thunderbolt"
wk). Mild $7,500 after

$11,000 opener.

fourth.--.

Koritoii

—"Where

.

(Goldman)

(1,000; 50-94

There's Life" (Par)

(5th

95)—"Black wk). Mild $7,000 after $8,000 In
Moved here fourth.
from Palace with fight film. Oke
Keith's (Goldman) (1.300; 50-94)—
$17,300. Last week, "So WeU Re- "Escape Me Never" (WB) (2d run).
membered" (RKO), $21,000.
Sad $4,500. Last week, "Song of
Oriental (Essaness) (3;40Q; 95)
Love" (M-G) (2d run), nice $7,500.
vaude.
Okay
"Wyoming" (Rep) with
Ma.stbaum (WB) i!(4^360; 50-94)—
Gratid (RKO) (1,500;
Narcissus" (U) (m.o.).

—

$43,000. Last tveek, '.'Lost Honey- "Pirates of Monterey" (U) (2d wk).;
moon" (EL), and Louis Prima orch, Pallid $17,000 after $26,000 opener.
$25,000.
Pix
(Cummins) (500; 50-94)—
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)—"Each "Jungle Book" (EL) (2d wk). Good

Dawn

I Die"

(WB)

(reissue) with

$6;000 after $7,000 opener.

Louis'Walcott fight pix. Slim $18,000.
Last week. "Black Narcissus" (U),

Stanley
(WB) (2.950; 50-94)—
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (4th

hefty $26,000.
B-«Ito (indie) (1,700: $1.25)—"Forever Amber" (20th) (3d wk). Good
.

Cleveland, Dec. 28.
'Merton of Movies" is the only
newcomer not suffering from Yule
hardening of arteries, giving the
State the week's top biz,
"Gangter" looks surprisingly good at Palace, and package of reissues, "Fugi-

wk). Fairish $18,000 after $21,000 for
third.

50-94)—"In-

Stanton (WB) (1,475;
Last week. $12,300:
trigue" (UA). Hefty $21,000. Last
Rttofevelt
(B&K) (1.500; 95)— week. "Heaven Only Knows*' tUA),
"Anthony Adverse" (WB) (reissue). poor $9,000.

$11,500.

Fair $14,000. Last woek, "Green for
Danger" (EL), $9,000.
State-Luke (B&K)
(2.700: 95)—
"Nightmare Alley" (20th) (3d wk).
Thin $13,000. Last week, $18,000.
Vnited Artisis (B&K) (1.700; 95)—
"Escape Me Never" (WB). Light
$15,000. Last week. 'II Love Trouble"

Prov. Not So Bad With

m

Show $13l0i
Trim

in

fourth stanza following smooth fl2,- Most of them will welcome the ar500 last week.
rival of Christmas day tomorrow
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
(Thursday) and the holiday crowds
"Pugttive From Chain Gang" (WB)
and "Slight Case of Murder" (WB) because the pre-Xmas lull has been
(reissues).
Passable $14,000 in 9 unusually severe this year. Many,
days.
Last week, "Her Husband's theatres bring in new bills this week,
Affairs" (Col), $10,500.
Lake (Warners)
55-70-)— 14 new ones staring tiefore This
(«00;

stanza ends.
Most profitable operations currently are the Paramount, Music
Hall, Rialto, Astor and Mayfair, al-though the Globe and Park Avenue,
both profiting from having their cur-''
rent week extend through Thursr
day and Friday, are in the money.
Per usual the Hall, -with "Good
News'' and its annual Xmas spec-:
tacle, is grabbing the outstanding
coin, being $131,000 or better on the
third week.
Third week of "Golden Earrings,"

"Magic Town" (R,KO) (m.o.). Okay
$3,000.
Last week, "Springtime in
Sierras"
(Rep) and "Driftwood"
(Rep), same.
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)—
'Gieen Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d
wk).
Nice $7,500.
Last week.
Mutiny Big House" (Mono) and

(Mono)

"DilliKger"

(RKO)

Patace

,

(reissues), $6,500.

55-70)—

(3,000;

Gatigster" (Mono). Surprising $15,week, "Exile" (U), nice

000.
Last
$19,500.

St«te

Merton

(Loew's)
of

(3,450;

Movies" (M-G).

65-70)—
Smart with stageshow headed by Billy De

$14,500 infi days. Last week, "Golden Wolfe, Frankie liaine and Ray Mc-'
Earrings" (Par), $17,500.
Kinley band, is okay $61,000' but
SUIIman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)— way down from second stanza.
'Golden Earrings"
(Par)
(m.o.).
"Bishop's Wife" held up surprisPleasant $9,500. Last week, "Green ingly well to land strong $46,000 in
Dolphin
Street"
(M-O)
(m.o.), second round at Astor. "Gentleman's
$10,000.
Agreement" did nicely at $35,500 in
sixth stanza ended last Monday (22
night at Mayfair. "Body and Soul"
shapes very good $30,000 for seventh
Loo Slow But 'Road'
week at the Globe. "Henry V" continues stoutly with $8,000 in third
frame-at Park Avenue. "Panic" still
Lofty $20,000;
is strong at $7,500 for fourth round
at Rialto. Elsewhere the pickings
15G, -Unconquered^
are very slim, with new lows for
year at many houses.
St. Louis, Dec. 23.
Strong new product, is set for unWith natives buying everything
but film entertainment, grosses at veiling this session. Roxy, which is
flicker houses all over town are in keeping shuttered today (Wednesa nose-dive. About 50% of the screen day), will launch. "Daisy Kenyon"
fodder offered is h.o., second-run and with stageshow headed by Lanny
reissue. "Road to Rio," paired with Ross, Senor Wences, Wiere Bros.,
Beatrice Kraft & Co., with, a single
"Glamour Girl'' is the champion.
show tonight (Xmas eve). Regular
EsUmaies for This WecOi
run starts Christmas' day. ParaAmbassador (F&M) (3,000; 70- mount brings in Bob Hope's new
$1.20)—"Unconquered" (Par). Neat comedy, "Where There's Life" witli
$18,000.
Last week, "Out of Blue!' stagebill topped by Stan Kenton's
(EL) and "Linda Be Good" (EL), band, Vic Damone today (Wed.);
$15,000,
after three solid weeks with "Golden
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Road Earrings." "Beauty and Beast" feed
to Rio" (Par) and "Glamour Girl" off' yesterday (Tues.) at the Bijou.
(Col).
Nice $20,000 or over. Last
"My Wild Irish Rose'' with stage-:
week, "Love From Stranger" (EL) show headed by Ink Spots, Herbie
and "Whispering City" (BL), mild Fields band opens today (Wed. X at
$17,000.
the Strand. Capitol launches "High
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— Wall" and stageshow topped by
"Lost Moment" (U) and "The Ad- Tommy
band tomorrow
Dorsey
venturess" (EL). Good $15,000. Last (Christmas day).
The same day
week, "Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Tycoon" tees off at the Palace. Also
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back" on Christmas day, Gotham brings
(Col), $16,000.
in "Fabulous Texan."
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"The Fugitive" also starts tomor"Walter Mitty" (RKO) and "Escape row (Thurs,) at the Victoria after
Me- Never" (WB) (3d wk). Tfim doing okay with two reissues for

DuU 18G

"Invisible Man" (Indie) and "Invisible Man Returns" (Indie) (reissue.s).
Mere $5,000 in six days.
Third week of "Red Stallion" (EL)

was comparatively much better at
"Fabulous Texan"
(Rep)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Golden (RKO) (769; $1.20-$2.40)—

$6,200.

"Mourning Becomes Electra" (RKO)
(5th wk).. Looks to hit okay $8,600.
after $9,800 last round. Stays on,
Little Carn«eie (Indie) (460; 95$1.20)— "Nicholas
Nickleby"
(U)
(4th wk). Perking a bit with Christmas day and Fi-iday (26) helping to
$6,500 after only $5,500 last week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)

---"Gentleman's Agreement" (20fh)
(7th wk). Sixth round, ended last
(22) niglit, slipped back to
$35,500 after $37,i)00 for fifth week.

Monday

Continues through holidays and
longer at this gait.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
"Out of Past" (RKO) (4th wk-9
days). Held over two extra days
past regular week and okay at
$18,000, fight films helping; thhrd was
good $25,000. "Tycoon" (RKO) tees

tomorrow (Tiiurs.).
Paramount (Par) (3,664;

off

:

'

SL

There's Life" (Par) with
Stan Kenton orch, Vic Damone,
Martin Bros., Stump & Stumpy heading stagebill. Opens today (Wed.).
Third week of "Golden Earrings"
(Par) with Billy De Wolfe, Frankie
Laine, Ray MeKinley orch, was oke'
$61,000 or near, after nice $78,000 for

second.

Park

,

:

$6,000 after $8,500 for third stanza.

Avenue

(U)

$1.20-

(583:

$1,50)— "Henry V" (UA) (3d wk).
Continues in nice fashion with this
week helped by Xmas and Friday.

18G

'

55-$1.50)

—"Where

moment'

.

Wk., 'Bishops'

3(i

2d; Tirates'

from Chain Gang" and "Slight
Case of Murder" will barely make
Majority of Broadway flrstrun
grade at Hipp.
theatres are treading bottom this
Estimates for This Week
session, and only marking time unAlien (RKO) (3,000; 65-70)— "Walter .Mitty" (RKO). Good $10,000 for til the pre-holiday pressure lifts.

tive

«ny either by laclc ol
Loop has been^eU

'ood product.

jna

,,.;

Stout $8,000 after $7,000 for second.
Stays on. House virtually sold out
already, for New Year's eve at upped
scale.

Radio City MUsZc Hall

— (Rocke-

"Good
(5,945; 70-$2.40)
News" (M-G) and Christmas specfellers)

tacle on stage (3d wk), JFinisning
this stanza toda}* (WedO With smart
$131,000 or overi second was $130,000. While already doing strongest
business in city. Hall expects sharp
upbeat starting on fourth stanza

.

which begins Thursday (25).
Rialto (Mayer) (594: 50-$1.80)—
"Panic" (Tri-Color) (4th wk). Continues in remarkably strong style at
after $8,500 for third, both
highly profitable; no closing. set.
Blvoll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
"Unconquered" (Par) (llth-final
wk). Down to about $15,000 on
$7,500,

—

'

blowoff after $17,000 for 10th round.
"Captain from Castile" (20th) opens

tomorrow

(Thurs.).

Boxy (20th) (5^86; 80-$1.50)—
"Daisy Kenyon" (20tb) plus Lanny
Ross, Senor Wences, Wiere Bros.,
Beatrice Kraft & Co. topping stagebill.
Opens here tonight (W^d.)
with single' show after house /being
shuttered all day. Regular schedule resumes tomorrow (Thurs.). Last
week, final (3d) week of "Had to Be
You" (Col) and stageshow headed
by Connee Boswell, .Pitchmen, Jans
and Adam Digatano, fell off to $3S,000 after $45;000 for isecond, very
-

two weelcs. Other Xmas day openOrplieum (Loew) (2,000; 50-'75)— ings are "Voice of Turtle" at the
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (4th Warner, and "The Exile" at the
'Affairs' Smooth 16iG;
wk).
Oke $5,000 after $6,500 for Winter Garden, wliere "Capt Boythird session.
cott" ran nearly three extremely
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
(Col) (2d wJk), $9,000.
dull weeks. "Captain From Castile"
'VaUey' Fancy at 15G "Slight
Case of Murder" (WB) and also opens tomorrow at the Rivoli.
Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 95)—
Providence, Dec. 23.
"Jezebel" (WB) (reissues).
"Body and Soul"
(6th).
Slow
(UA)
State launches it» straight film' thin.
Last week, "Each Dawn I
Staunch $18,000. Last week, $21,000.
Despite the Christmas last-minute $6,500.
policy today (Wedi) with "Cass TimState (Loew's) (3,430; 43-$1.10)—
World (bidie) (587: 75)— "Storm .shopping rush, there apparently are Die" (WB) and "Bad Men of berlane" and "Blbndie's Holiday ."- Tees
oil straight picture jiolicy here
Missouri" (WB) (reissues), $7,500.
In Teacup"
(U) (2rt wk). Tepid
Criterion brings in" "Senator Was
enough people on hand to keep
Shubert (Ind)
40-60)— Indiscreet" on Friday (26). "Vol- today (Wed.) with dual combo of
(1,500;
$1,800. La^t
42,000,
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (2d run)
grosses up fairly well. State's "Her "Bachelor and Bobby-SOxer" (RKO)
day
at
the
pone" opens the same
and "Blondie's Holiday" (Col) (1st
Husband's Affairs" is leading the list and "Riff-Raff" (RKO) (2d run). Ambassador.
run). Last week, .final' six days of
Oke $6,500. Last week, "Grapes of
vaiide-fllms, "Variety Girl" (Par)
but Majestic's "Thunder In Valley" Wrath"
Estimates for Tills Week
(20th) and "Tobacco Road"
(2d run) and- Dave Apollon, Molly
is close behind.
Ambassador (Biritzky) (1,200; 70- Picon,
(20th> (reissues), $6,000.
George A. Martin. Jack Car$1.50)
"Father's House" (Indie)
Estimates tor This Week
ter heading vaude was okay $21,000.
near
$6,Upped
to
(Kith-final
wk).
44-65)—
(RKO) (2,200;
Albee
In ahead,' "Desert Fury" (Par) (2d
day
Xmas
upbeing
helped
by
000,
and
(WB)
"Slight Case of Murder"
run) with vaude headed by James
Port. Hit by Weather;
take; 12th stanza hit $5,000. "Vol"I Am Fugitive" (WB) (reissues).
Barton, $21,500.
pone" (Indie) opens Friday (26).
Last week, "Bide
•Fairish $10,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
Pink Horse" (Ul) and "Time Out of
'Had to Be' Mild lO^G Astor (City Ihv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80) "My Wild Irish Rose" (WB) with
Kansas City. Dec. 23.
—"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (3d wk). stageshow headed .by Ink Spots>
Mind" (U) plus fight films nice
Only film of any consequence is $14,000.
Portland, Ore,, Dec. 23.
Second stanza, ended last (Tues,) Herbie Fields orch, Frank Marlowe,
'Road to Rio," and despite the
A combination of last minute holi- night, shaped up surprisingly well Miriam LaVelle. Opens to-day
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
slack season it looks big with ex(WB) and day shopping, bad weather, and in view of conditions on street, with (Wed.). Last week, "Always Totended run likely.
Remainder of —"Escape Me J^fever!'
(2d holdovers will keep the dowjitowri strong $46,000 likely; first was big gether" (WB) with Charlie Barnet
town is only coasting until Christ- "Blondie's Anniversary" (Col)
week, "Rains houses at a lower-than-usual level. $54,000 and over expectancy. Stays orch heading stageshow (2d wk),
mas Day. Reissues are being used run). Good $4,000. Last
"It Had To Be You" at the Para- on indef.
Two
"Under
was dismal $21^000 after sad $20,000
Came" (20th) and
In .several spots to fill in.
mount and Oriental is the only newBijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)— in first session, both highly disapFlags" (20th) (reissues), $5,000.
Estimates for This Week
film in town, and slow with the
Opened pointing even for this season of Fay's (Fay) (1,800; 44-65)— "Black others. "Green Dolphin Street" at "Beauty and Beast" (Indie).
„^E»quire (Fox Midwest) (820; 4565)— "Wicked Lady" (U) and "Hat Swaii" (WB) (reissue) and vaude on the United Artists and "Where here yesterday (Tues.). Last week, year. Initial weelc was all-time low
Box Mystery" (SG). Light $4,000. stage. Fairi.o.h $5,000. Last week, There's Life" at Orpheum are the, "Revenge" (Indie) (4th wk-5 days) for band- policy iiere on a first stanza.
Sutton (Rugoff-Becker) (561; 70was mild $4,000 after thin $5,000
wst week, "Comedy Carnival" (UA), "Miracle of 34th Street" (20th) (re- best holdovers.
"Know Where I'm Going"
$1.25)
tliird frame.
$3,000 in 6 days.
issue) and vaude, $6,000.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50) (U) (19th wk)^ In iBth session ended
44-65)—
Jttiaiand (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
(2,200;
(Fay)
Majestic
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 40-80)
'This Time for Keeps" (M-G) plus last Monday (22) night Was $4,S00,
rsunciown" (UA) and "The Kan- "Thunder In Valley" (20th)- and
while
17th week was $5,000. Con—"The Women" (M-G) (reissue). Paul Whiteman orch, Marilyn Maxsan" (UA) (reissues).
In 4 days, "Rose.s Are Red" (20th). Nice $15,000.
tinues
until
middle of January, acLast
week,
"Wistful
$7,500.
well heading stageshow (3d wk).
very thin $7,000. Last week, "Hus- Last week. "Escape Me Never" (WB) Mild
cording to present intentions.
band's Affairs" (Col) and "Christ- and ^'Blondie's Anniversary" (Col), Widow" (U) and "Exposed" (Rep) Down to $37,000 after $48,700 for see
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)
(2d Wk), $7,000.
ond, neither good. "High WalF
mas Carol" (M-G) (reissue), $9,000. neat $16,000.
Guild (Parker) (427; 65-$1.00)— (M-G ) and Tommy Dorsey orch —"Belle Starr" (20th) and "Frontier
Oi-Pheum
45-65)—
(RKO) (1,900;
„
M^fropolltan (Snider) (3,100; 65)— "Johnny
Frenchman"
and heading Stageshow opens tomorrow Marshal" (20th) (reissues) (2d final
(U)
Jeiebel" (WB) and "Slight Case ol
"Chinese Ring" (Mono) and Artie "I*adies in Green Hats" (Indie). (Thurs.).
wk).
Slipped' considerably to $9,Murder" (WB) (reissues). Slim $8,Dann heading stage show for three000 after nice $14,000 opener. "Fugi(Continued on page 20)
Criterion (L o e w sj^ (1,700; 60
™,0
Last week, "Hagen Girl" (WB)
day weelcend stand. So-so $6,800.
tive" (RKO) opens here tomorirow
With fight pictures, $11,000,
"Pirates of Monterey" (U)
$1:25)
Buckaroos'
Last week, "Bowery
(Thurs.).
(2d wk-3 days). Being held three
<Par) (1,900; 45-65)- .rg) and PBul Gary heading stage
Wkrner
(WB) (1.499: 90-$1.50)—
"n^^J*"?"""*
Soad to Rio" (Par). Socko $19,day.s beyond first so as to open
Grosses Are Net
"Life With Father" (WB) (19th-final
^f,^' $7 500 lor 3-day weekend.
000 or over.
"Senator Was Indiscreet" (U) on
Sure to hold. Last
Film gross estimates, as reWinding up highly profitable
A nt.«,W^ 200' 44-65)-''Huswlc).
Friday (26). Second week started
^t«>!'.."^^^M Harvest"„(ParX $?,000.
(SlG^nd'-Tabulous
ported herewith fronv the~ varirun with passably fair $10,000 or a
ye.sturday (Tues.). This was down to
bit under; 18th week was $10,500,
Fairly good $16,50().
ous key cities, are net, i.e., with"Scarfiace"
verj thin $18,0m) in first week.
(UA) and "Hell's LT 'rexan" (M-G).
Sivcef
"Voice o£ Turtle" (WB) opens herer
Distributors
out the 20% tax.
m^' <UA) TrVi'ssue^; so:si:$<()q6. La^s^w-k^
Globe (BrandtJSl.500; 70-$1.20)- tomorrow (Thurs.).
La< v-eojc, -Qut of Blue" (EL) (3d
share on net take, when playing
"Bod.v and Soul" TWA) (7th wk)
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60wk)..>;2,.>ino its 6 days.
Strand (Silverman) (2,'200; 44-65)
percentage, hence the estimated
Vory
good
$30,000, upbbat stemming $1.20)—"Capt. Boycbtt" (U) (3d wlc-6
(Fox —"Incendiary Blonde" (Par) and
- Uptown - Fairway
figures are net income.
from fact that week cove'ts^'hri.sf days). Down to very dull $8",000 after
Mij
(Par) (reissues).
;;'"•<'. si.) (2,100,
admissior
mas day and next Friday; sixth^wppk $15,000 for second albeit below
2,043, 700; 45-63)— "Now Tomorrow"
The parenthetic
Xast
days.
S_
in
'^loment" (U).
Sad $9i500. Expect mikl $6,500
was $25,000i
prices, however, as indif>"'"d. in
hopes.
"The Exile" (U) opens toWhere There's Life" (Par)
-
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PICTI7RE CROSSES

Town'

Washington, Dec. 23.
Bi» has hit bottom with a loud
thud this week, sinking even lower
than depressed exhibitors anticipated, General take runs as high as
39% less than same week last year.
Best bet seems to be "Bide the Pink
Horse" at RKO Keith's, thanks to

With

$20,000 Best;

Bost6ni Dec. 23.
worst preon record here
ith nothing much expected until
iristmas arrives and new bills
home in. This week the only film
Soing any biz is "Magic Town"
Memorial, and that's not big.
lit the
Also OflE are "Her Husband's Afifair"
it the State and Orpheum, "Out of
past" itt the Met; and vaude layout
iind reissue bill at the RKO.
*
Estimates far This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 50-$1.10)—

Tasf 17G

in the

Hub remains

doldrums

ma»

W

Worst Pre-Holiday Doldrums

D.C. Drags Bottom But

Key

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,150,000
(Based on 21 cities, 199 theatres, chiefly firH runs, mcittdino

(Based on 18

Week
.

$2,139,000

cities 162 theatres)

>

Tew

Lowest

stage.

in history,

I^st week, "Secret Mission"
Tommy Dorsey, orch,

plus

on

6thers,

'

'Cpthia' Leads

stage, $27,000.

45-65)—
(Indie)
(1,000;
"Bush Christmas'- (U) and "Miracle
S4th Street" (20th) (reissue). Nfce

Exeter

Mild L'viHe, 12G

bill for this house, but off at $4,500.
last week, "Frieda" (U) and "Met
Sn Skis" (Indie) (3d wk), $2,500.

Louisville, Dec. 23.
Pre-Christmas ^business is nothing
55-$1.20)—
"Unconquered" (Par) (3d wk). Off to write home about. "Cynthia" at
Loew's State is looking better than
to $9,000 after $12,000 lor last.
KMUBore (Indie) (700; $1.10)— last week's "Ninotchka" • while
"Henty V" (UA) (5th wk). Finish"(Sangster" at the Strand is a bright
ing up at $2,500 after $4,000 last
spot Otherwisa wicket pace is on
week.
Memorial (RKO) (2,685; 40-80)— slow tide, and product is run-of-,
"Magic Town" (RKO) and "High mine^ Best films ar* being held
Tide" (Mono). Good $20,000, way off
but best in town. Last week «*Mitty? back for after Christmas .and New
T«KO> and "Lone Wolf liondon" Years release.
(Col) (3d wk), $17,000.
Estimates for This Week
.MttrojiOlitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
BroWn (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40r
—"Out of Past" (RKO) and "Linda 60)
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and
&e Good" (EL). No go at $17,000. "Exposed" (Rep). Fairish $3,500 on
Last week. "Thunder in Valley" m.o.
Last week,' "Walter Mitty''
of Blue" (EL),
(20th') and "Out

Fenway (M-P)

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)

"Wyoming" (Rep)

•

•

:

-

—

(RKO)

$16,000.

(m.o.), $ifiOO.

Orpkeum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
"Husband's Affair" (Col) and "Lost
Moment." Offish $17,000. 'Last week,
''Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d
Wk), $15,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 75-$1.20)
s-"Unconquered^' (Par) (3d wk).
l>ropping off to $14,000. Last we^k,

Kentucky (Swilow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Unsuspected" (WB) and "Blondie
Dough" (Gol). Mild $3,000. Last
week, "Dark Passage" (WB) and
"Adventure Island"- (Par), same.
Mary Anderson (People's) (l.lOO;
40-60) —: "Husband's Affairs" (Col)

$17,000.

(2d w]#). Tffice $7,000 after initial
week's' neat $9,000,. better tiwn antic-

Stste (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)—"Husband's Affair" (Ool) and '^Lost Mo-

Only

ment" (TJ).
$8,000. Last week.
'"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (3d

in

.

ipated.

National v(Standard) (2,400; 40-60)

.

—"Black Friday" (Indie) and "Black
.
.
,
wk), $8,000.
Cat" (Indie). Fair $4,500. Last week,
Trtwsrux CTranslux) (900; 30-74)— "Abie's Irish Rose" (UA). $6,500.
.

"Belle Starr'* (20th) '.find "Erontier
Marshal" (20th) (reissues). Okay

Last week, "MnnMny's. Tomb"
(U) and "Mummy's Ghost" (U) (re-

$4,000.

RIalto (FA) (3,400; 40-60 )—"Thun.
der in Valley" (20th) and "Roses
Are Red" (20th). Lucky to get under the wire with modest $10,000,

Last week, "Fabulous Texan" (Rep)
and "Exposed" (Hep), $11,000, and

issues), $5,300.

^.o.

A

Denver

Denver, Dec. 23.
Stores here report record biz currently but film theatres are suffering

•

mediocre pre-Xmas
"Escape Me Never" looks

usual

their

week.
best

.;in

two

Abddlti
."Lost

(Fox)

Week

(1,400;

35-74)—

Lull

Moment" (U) and "Railroaded"

week

Paramount,
Webber. Fair $2,500. Last week,
"Had To Be You" (Col) and "Crime
(EL),

after

$13,000

at

Bops lUMs. Badly;

W$9,000/Desire'8iG

Los Angeles, Dec. 23.
are reaching for the
the current frame- but
expect to have plenty to shout about
as soon as Dec, 24 is past when new
biUs' will flood the town.
dismal
$200,000 overall total is in Sight for

.

tor's

Gamble"

(Col),

after^week

at

yenver,
Esquire,
Fair
AladdA.
*%'m. Last week, "Bride of Frankanstem" (PC) and "Son of Frankenstein'.' (PC)
(reissues), big $6,500.
.Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 85-74)— "Corgcan Brothers" (UA) and "South
f«So Pago"' (UA) (reissues). Good
Last
"Gangster"
fJJ.OOO.
week,

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Her
ttustjand's Affairs" (Col) and "Devil

Fair
(m.o.).
Alley" (20th)
$9,000. Last week* "Where There's
Life" (Par) (m.o.), $5,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,400;, 50-70)—
"Desire Me" (M-G)." Dismal $8,500.
La.st week, "Green Dolphin Street"
(M-G) (2d wk), mildish $13,000 after

fpol). also Paramount. Fair
Last week, "Lost Moment"
IU> and
"Railrpaded" (EL), $3,000.

70)

$10

MO

J'Sa

W'500.

"^""^

big $18,000 first week.

BKO-Orphenm (RKO)

—

(2,800; 50-

"Husband's Affairs"

(Col).

$10,000.

Last

week,

nifty

$23,200.

Ritx (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "Pirates Monterey" (U; and "Bury

Ma

Dead" (EL). Slim $4,000. Last week,
"Capt. Boycott" (U) {2d wk-4 days)
and "Devil Ship" (Col) (4 days), only
.

$2,000.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "Bury
Dead" (EL). Okay $2,500. Last
week, "Capt. Boycott" (U) (2d Wk*
4 days) and "Devil Ship" (Col) (4
days), dull $1,600.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l)

Me

.

•

SEATTLE

'Roal Cobssal
j^,000 in

(Mf

'

—

Esuulre (Rosener) (685; 85)
faded in first half.
"Tfiwny Pipit" (U) (5th wk). Just
Estimates for This Week
Last week, $1,700.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—"I
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l)—
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Two Love Trouble" (Col). Okay $9,900.
Blondes, Redhead" (Col) (2d wk) Last week, "Christmas Eve" iXFAtfi
bright
$13,500.
(m.o.). Scant $2,500. Last week, fair

Spanish Trail" (Rep) (2d wk). Okay
$5,000. Last week, swell $7,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—"Escape Me Never" (WB) and "Fall
Guy" (Mono). Sad $4,000, all-time
low at this house. Last week, "Husband's Affair"

Redmen"

(Col)

and "Last of

(Col), fair $8,100.

$1,500.

$4,100.

Capitol

—

(RKO)

(2,000;

,50-76)-^

Guild (FWC) (986; 60-$l)
No
"Pi- "Ninotchka" (M-G) (reissue).
Monterey" (U) and "Bury Me dice and yanked after four days for
Dead". (EL).- Slight $2,800. Last advanced opening- of "Good News''
week, "Capt. Boycott" (U) and (M-G). Favorable $7,500 for two
"Devil Ship" (Col) (2d wk; four films. Last week, "Green Dolphin
Street" (M-G) (3d wk), $7,000.
days), $900.
Grand (RKO)^ (1,400; 50-76)—
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
«0.$1)—"Body and Soul" (UA) (Sth Jezebel" (WB) and "Slight Case ot
wk). Down to $3;apo. Last week, Murder" (WB) (reissues). No complaint at $6,500. Last week, "Gang$3,300.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)— ster" (Mono). plus Louis-Walcott pSL
"Escape Me Never" (WB) (2d Wk). socko $13,000.
KieithV (CI) (1,542; 60-75)—"Body
Slow $6,000. Last week, $9,900.
Hollywood Musio Hall (Blumen* and Soul" (UA) (Sth wk). Winfflng
feld) (475; 60-85)—"Body and Soul" up run with so-so $3,500 after fairisn
(UA) (5th wk). Just $2,500. liast $4,500 fourth 8tan;».
I.y*lc
-(RKO)
week, neat $3,100.
50-761-^
(1,400;
Gangster" (Mono) (m;D.) and LouisIris (FWC) (828; 60-85)—"Pirates
Monterey" (U) and"Bury Me Dead" Walcott fight clips.
Mild $4^,
(EL). Mild $3,000. Last week, "Capt. Same last week for "Shoe Shine'*
Boycott" (U) (2d wk-4 days) and tindie).
rates

'

,

'

,

.

•

Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 50-75,)—
'Road, to Rio" (Par).
Sensational
(890; 85)—"Shoe $25,000. Holds, naturally. Last weSfc
(8th wk). .Finales at "Lured" (UA), moderate $10,000;
Bhubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-7S)—
Last Week, $1,900.
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404;.60-: "«hristraas Eve" fUA) .(m.o.). Fair$1)— "Golden Earrings" (Par) and ish $4,000. Last week, "Out of Past"
"Blondie's Anniversary" (Col) (2d' (RKO)
(m.o.) and Louis-Walcott
'
wk). Slow $12,000^ Last week,' oke films, all right $5,000,

"Devil Ship" (Col) (4 days), slight
$1,200.

Laurel (Rosener)

ShUie'" (Indie)
$1,500.

.

$21,000.

Los Anceles (D'town-WC)

(2,097

6<)-$l)— "Green
Dolphin
Street'
(M-G) (4th wk). Closing at $8,00(1
in 5 days. Last week, nice $14,000.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)
"Golden Earrhigs" (Par) (2d wk),
Only $5,000. Last week, slow $7,000

Omaha

Hits Year's Low;

•Earrings* $10,000

Tops

Omaha, Dec.

23.

Boxoffice has slipped to aeaw>n
lows lor pre-Xmas session. Par-aMarcal (G&S-Blumenfeld) (900; mount;
with "Golden Earrings" is
50.$i)J_"Song of South" (RKO) (re*
only one to make a passably .fair
issue).
Okay $2;S0O. Last week,- showing.
Brandeis slipped badly
"Caesar an^ Cleopatra"^ (UA) (rfr with,
reissues of
"Jezebel" and
issue) (9 cfays), dull $1,400.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 60 "SUght Case of Murder."
lEstliuates (or This Week
$1)—"I Love Trouble" (Col) and
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 1-65)—
"Last RoUndiUp" (Col). Faint $7,000.
Last '•week, "Gangster" (Mono) and "Jezebel" (WB) and "Slight Case of
"Wild Horse Mesa" (RKO) (2d wk- Murder"
(WB) (reissues). Low
B days), off to $6,700.
$6,000, lower than Brandeis has been
PalAce (D'town) (1,226; 80-$1.20) in many months. Last weeki>"Escapo
"Unconquered" (Par) (4th wk) Me Never" (WB) and "Sweet- C>*neDown to $11,000 in 9 days. Last vieve" (Col), $6*600.
week, good $14,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-69)
Fantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)—
"Cihristmas Eve" (UA) and "Cur"Out of Past" (RKO) and "Sweet ley'^ (UA). Light $8,060. Last week,
Genevieve" (Col) (2d wk). Dropping "New Orleans" (UA) and Red Ingle
to $9,000. Last week, okay $18,500.
orch, fair $17,800 at 85c top.
,

Last week, "Unconquered" Love" (M-G), $13,300;
.$6,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
fair
(76-$1.20),,
(Par)
(3d .wk)
$8,000 but giving it big $39,000 for 20-70)—"Last Round-Up" (Col) plus
(Continued on page 20)
roadshow run here.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Saddle
Pals" (Rep) and "On Old Spanish
Trail" (Rep). Mild $3,000. Last week, Thin $7,500 in 6 days. Last week,
"Had to Be You" (Col), good $13,000.
"Driftwood" (Rep), $3,200.
»KO-PaU (RKO) (1,600; 60-70)^
Lyceum (Murray) (1,700; 50-70)—
"Wings of Morning" (Indio) and "Had to Be You" (Col) (m.o.). Blah
"Storm in Teacup" (Indie) (re- $6,500. Last week, "Slight Case of
issues). Medium $4,000. Last week, Murder" (WB) and "Jezebel" (WB)
"Grapes Wrath" (20th) and "Tobacco (reissues), $7,000,
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"ChristRoad" (20th) (reissues) j(2d wk),
mas Eve" (UA). Light $9,000. Last
about same.
(20th),
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—"Night- week. "Nightmare Alley"

mare

"Sweet Genevieve" (Col) (2d wk).

Slow

—

—

roaded" (EL), $12,000.
RIalto (Fox)
(878; 35-74)—"Had
TO Be You" (Col) and "Crime Doc-

500.
Last week, "Where There'*
Life" (Par) (3d wk)-4 days), $3,800.
BKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 6080)-4-"Out
of
Past"
(RKO) and

.

Revue

..Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
Husband's
and
Affairs"
(Col)
'Devil Ship" (Col), day-date with
Webber. Fair $11,500. Last week.
Lost Moment"
(U)
and "Rail-

.in

—"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "Bury
Me Dead" (EL). Dull
Slim $5,000.
Last
Last week, "Doctor
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$!)— week, "Capt. Boycott"$10,000.
Takes a Wife" (Col) (reissue), $6,000. "1
(U) and
Love Trouble" (Col) and "Last "Devil Ship" (Col) (2d wk-4
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— Round-Up"
days)i
(Col). Scant $2,500. Last
skinny $2,900.
"Where There's Life" (Par) (2d wk). week, "Gangster"
(Mono) and ''Wild
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-'$l.>
Tapered off to $10,000 in 6 days after Horse Mesa"
(RKO) (2d wk-6 days),
"Golden Earrings" (Par) and
neat $18,000 opening, stanza.
"Blondie's Anniversary" (Col) (-2a'
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)-^"I $1,400.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- wk). Light $4,500. I.,ast week, sldviT
Love Trouble" (Col>: Sour $10,000,
new low for this house. Last week, Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$l)—"Body and $7,400.
Soul"
(UA
(5th
wk)
Near
)
Voffue (FWC) (885:60-$l)—"I Lova
R500.
"Jezebel" (WB) (reissue), $11,000.
Last week, $4,000.
Trouble" (Col) and "Last Round-Up*
Only $2,000;
earthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 80- (Col).
Last weiek,
$1.50)— "Unconquered" (Par)
(4th "Gangster" (Mono) and "Wild Horaa
wk). Finales at $7,500 in 9 days. Mesa" (RKO) (2d wk-6 days), tiiin
'EARRINGS' BRIGHT
'
V f
$2,000. •
Last week, $9,200.
Wllshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)—
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 60{10,000 IN
$1)—"Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d "Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (4tli
Seattle* Dec. 23.
wk). Thin $7,000. Last week, $10,500. wk). Just $4,500 in 5 days. Last
week, neat $8,100.
Yule spending; for gifts is hitting
Culver.
(FWC) (1,145; 60r$l)—
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)—"Esthis city more so than during the war
"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "Bury cape Me Never"
(WB) (2d wi*.
years. Sole bright spot is Orpheum Me Dead" (EL). Faint
$2,500 in 9
with "Golden Earrings."
"The days. Last week, "OanMter" (Mono) Slim $6,000. Last week. $9,S0O.
Swordsman" is passably good at the and "Wild Horse MessT (RKO) (2d
Liberty, house being closed Monday
wk-6 days), $1,600.
for funeral, of John Von Herberg, as
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)—
were all other Jensen Von Herberg "Escape Me Never" (WB)
(2d wk).
houses.
Only $7,500. Last week, slight $11,400.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown Music Hall (BlumenFifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-70) feld) (872;. 60-.$l)— "Body and Soul"
—"Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Son (UA) (5th wk). Nice $9,000. Last
of Rusty" (Col). Slow $6,000. Last week, $11,000.
week, "Desire Me" (M-G) and "Philb
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (4th
Vance" (EL), $7,000.
Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)— wk)< Only $4,600 in B Aays. I^st
'Road to Rio'' is rolling to a sensational week at the Palace, whcr*
"Swordsman" (Col) and "Glamour week, oka $7,800,
El Bey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)-r>"I it will hold for a second
Girl" (Col). Good $9,000 in six days.
week'.^F
Last week, "I Love Trouble" (Gol) Love Trouble" (Col) and "Last longer. Other major spots. are ma^i»
and "2 Blondes, Redhead" (Col) 2d Round-Up" (Col). Only $2,500. Last ing time for arrival of Xmas. Openweek, "Gangster" (Mono) and '.'Wild of "Good News" at the Capitol
wk), $7,000.
waf
Horse
Mesa"
six
(RKO) (2d wk;
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
moved up to Sunday (21) to boeat
"Husband's.Aflairs" (Col) and "Last days), scant $1,300.
biz after "Ninotchka," ,a reistue/

Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
There's apparently no desire to "Body and Soul" (UA) (5th wk).
Doctor's
Gamble"
(Col)
(m.o.), waste outstanding product this sesGood $4,000. Last week, $5,100.
'
sion since it's so hard fo battle the
$4,000.
inDenham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)— adverse week-before-Christmas
iluence which is aggravated here by 'Round-Up'-HillbiUy
"For Whom Bell Tolls" (Par) (re- unfavaroble weatheTi Which helps
$14,000, Balto
issue). Sad $8,000. Last week, "Where to explain why the few major newBalthnojre, Dec. 23.
yhe*e'« Life" tPar) (Sid wk), fair comers incline more to the weakBiz is generally off here with
Sister category. Best- of the lot are
$9,000.
Affairs," at Or- strong entries lined up for a ChristHusband's
"Her
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "Esthe day Day getaway which- is figured to
cape Me Never" (WB) and "Chinese pheum, and "Christmas Eve" at
"It lift the .downtown sector out of reSing" (Mono), day-date with Es- State. Top holdover looks to be
cent doldrums. "The Exile" is thrivRKO-Pan.
4Uir«. Good $14,000 or less. Last Had to Be You" at the
ing surprisingly well at Keith's and
Estimates for This Week
week. "Red Stallion" (Mi) and
)—
80-44
"Ex- some action is reported also for
Aster
(Par)
(900;
"Louisiana" (Mono), $13,000.
posed" (Rep) (1st run) aifd "Swiss. combination of Gene Autry's "The
Efqulre (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Es- Family Robinson" (Indie) (reissue); Last Round-Up" and a hillbilly stage
pape Me Never" (WB) ^nd "Chinese Light $1,500 in 5 days. Last week, revue at the combo Hippodrome.
Rmg" (Mono), day-date with Den- "Stork Bites Man" (UA) and "Pre- -Maryland Theatre Owners voted 'to
er.- Good $3,500. Last week, "Red
tender" (Hep) split with "Under close down Xmas Eve but this does
rtaUion"
(EL)
and "Louisiana" Xonto Rim" (RKO) and "Pacific Ad- not apply generally to firstruns.
Mono), good $3,000.
Estimates for This Week
venture" (Col), $1,900 hi 8 days.
Centurj; iLoeW's-UA) (3.000; 20Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
50-70)—
Century (Par)
(1,600;
"This Time for Keeps" (M-G) (2d "Green Was My Valley" (20th) (re- 60)
"Merton of Movies" (M-G).
wk). Sad $10,000. Last Week, big issue). Oldie still stacks up. well at Fair $12,000. Last week, "Song of
T*9»300»

Okay

241/2G for 6, 'Harvest'
Firstruns

bottom

A

State (Loew's) (3,000; 40-60)— of Redmen" (Col) (m.o). Fair $4,000^
(M-G) and "Lost Mo- La-st' week, "Fun, Fancy Free"
ment" (U). Fairish $12,000, some- (RKO) and "Baldpate" (BflSO), (3d
what on the upbeat after last week's wk) $3 400
"Ninotchka" (M-G) (reissue) and
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80 )—
"Blondie's Anniversary" (Col), a de- "Green Dolphin" (M-G) (5th wk).
pressed $9,000.
Good $5,000. Last week, big $8,500.
Strand (FA) (1,400; 40-60)— OrJilietiin (H-rE) (2,'600;' 45-80)—
"Gangster" (Mono) and "Joe Pa- "Golden Earrings" (Par)
and
looka Knockout'" (Mono). Sprightly "Gentleman Joe Palooka" (RKO).
Last week, Neat $10,000. Last week, "Ride Pink
$7,500, me "b be more.
"Decoy" (Mono) with Louis- Walcott Horse" (U), slow $7,800.
fight fllm, robust $8,000.
Paiomar (Sterling) (1,360; 45-80)—
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and "Old

Bad Weather, Pre-Xmas

spots.

Estimates tor This

Sour $14,500 in 4 Spots, llrates' Dull

"Cynthia"

Iscape' Sturc^
$17

vaude. Only

LA Waits Arrival of Xmas; TrouUe'

in 6 days. All Loew, bills
this session instead of
the usual Thursday. Last week, "Pirates of Monterey" (U) with vaude this session.
thin $15,000,
Indicative of the pre-Xmas slump
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70) is the outlook for the three new
—"Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d run). bills. "Wild Harvest" and "Bill and
Below average $5,000. Last week, Coo" looks barely passable at two
"Song of Love" (M-O) {2d run), Paramount theatres with $32,500.
$5,500."Pirates of Monterey" likely will get
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)— only a thin $24*500 in six bouses.
"Ride Pink Horse" (U).
Satisfac- "I Love Trouble" is a dismal $14,500
tory $10,000, with plenty of crix in four spots;
praise.
Last week, "Walter Mitty" ' Most hol'dovers also are soft al(RKO) (3d wk), fine $11,000 thanlcs though "Body and Soul" shapes okay
•to fight films being added.
$18,000 in four small-seaters in fifth
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70) frame.
—"Had to Be You" (Col) (2d run).
Estimates for This Week

(1,373;

.

plus-

—

change Wed.

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year ....

«'Je*e6cr (WB) and "Slight Case.
Murder" (WB) (reissues) plus Lewis
Evans, Lester Cole Debs,
5fc Van, Bob

on

$10,000

crix' kudos.

,

Others,
fl7,000.

Lively

11

;

.

;

—

—

$12,000.

50-55)—
ITptown
(Par)
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 18(1,000;
"Foxes of Harrow" (20th). First "Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Bill and::v 65)— "Golden Earrings" (Par). Slow
nabe showing. .Thin $3,000. Last Coo" (Rep). Fair $19,000. Last week. $10,000. Last week, "Thunder in
week, ^Mother Wore Tights" (20th), "Where There's Life" (Par) and Valley." (20th), $10,200.
"Killer Dill" (SG) (3d wk-4 days)
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 18-65)—
$4,500.
World (Mann) (350; 50-70)— "Ecs- $6,800
"Widow Wagon Gap'' (U) and
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,' "Spoilers of North" (Rep). Light
tasy" (Indie) (reissue) (3d wk). Has
held' up well and looks okay $2,000 4511 60-$l)— "Wild Harvest" (Par) $8,500. Last week, "Nightmare Alley**
and "BUI and Coo" (Rep). Nice $13,
(20th) and "High Iid«" W). t9,80lll»
this week. Last week, good $3,000.
'

'
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W«jtiMiilid«yt

i^S^s great comedy

hit

%m the studio
that gave

you^The Egg and T-

Pwembcif 24, I947

^sparkling satiricol comedy
; .

.

top'notch/

—SHOWMEN'S

h"4

JRADB REVIEW

*Lau9h-prov6king satire

headed

«

«\

for the better returns."

-^THE EXHIBITOR
"Rollitking satire . . . Expert
handling all the way. An eyeopening entertainment."

—THE

FILM DAILY

"A delightful

romp

•

^«

.

re-

deemable at any boxoffice!"
—MOT/ON PiaURU^BRALD

C0

wn3l REVIEWS

W«dn«idiirj .Dfwcanber 24, 1947

Winter €oin«s

II

20.

MotrO relenso of Pnmlvo S. Borinun proH'ii'H Walter I'ldt'iHUi, Debonih
((Mituros Juliet
Auftela I^nnsbury;
«itr
MMiiile Buinn!, W»i)>f'.M;iy WliilLj.
fi|„i',
itiii'lloii.

Vlotiir

liy

TilJ?otei(

Hcinenpluy,

S«vllle.

Arthur

Bobert»,

M-irirupiile

\Vluiiieri«:

Hiiti^Wiwou
h.»d im novel by A. S, M, Ilerliprt
Stotscore,
I?«ifler.i <ieorg« Folpoy;
J'niile«hown
fcnfi- idllor. Ferris WobNtw.
NH.
^il' \i *!. Itunnlni! time, (If Ml
.'WitUer Pingeon

Sillire

Miiiit

,

...Dehoruli K(3rr
.AhKelli. I^vpabury

1

.

Koila Tyliur

. . ,

Mubi-1 Siibif.

KntailB BagslKiw.
EltiB BrlKbt

Mm,

Iji'lRli

Kylley

-IllBlil JtBhi("....Vlr)rlnlt;

Kfocica,

TWKnliig

Owen

.ReBlnsiU

Uinp.

l.\ii

ATr.

Alibiilt

.'John

;..i..Rhyii WIlllamB

Mr.. Di'iK.W

Tour T.vbar

;

WiWKtn......

,

Mr, I»elti(B'ew
•ThB Coroner
KnvBiif",.
« »r.

.

,

.

i

.

.flutcl"

, .

. . .

,

,

,,

French

;Df ni)i« Hoey
'

.

.

,J<iclioUi9 .Toy

,. .HalUwi.'ll

M'lbliea

Yielor Wood
JJ«Kh OivcM

rwaflle T'eivli.,..,

,

.BiDnle jiainea

.

Dame .,Muy W hitty

I'l""''"-

jl,..;

Tliiy

,

...?.. ..lanei

.

'Hiifolfl Tw.vnliiB..
•ft'otas" .l''onruker

. ,

..Tnmes Wetherod

.

market

still-current black
hai.

Hollywood, Dec;

Raft

in

Miniature Reviews
Army

seen as a former

is

who was' unjustly

to attract.

. .

.Owen McOlvuney

Edwin

corniest lines

man who

nearly destroyed because of his goodness.
Ohlv mild Interest is generated by
Victor SaVille's direction of the MarSabre, a good

is

Wimperis
Roberts-Arthur
script and Walter Pidgcon's performSnce as Sabre is spotty. In lishter
Moments he pleases but when more
mii5.sesj
come
he
scenes
dramatic
A. S. M. Hutchinson's novel is a
long time getting to its main action
and contrivances used fail to cany
guerite

-

much punch. Climax is the coroner's
hearing to establish whether the
pregnant girl being cared for b'y
Sabre -^committed suicide or was
poisoned by the- hero. Sabre, writer
of school books, loses his good name,
his jolr AUd .a wife he doesn't love
when he insists on caring for the
girl, but goodness wins out in the
end, indicating he will find happine.ss in another love.
Deborah Kerr, a? Pidgeon's real
romance, comes oft okay in the his-

.

trionics.
Angela l<an.sbury gives a
consistent characterization that regJfanet
as
Pidgeon's wife.
isters
Leigh continues to show promise as
the young girl who gets herself in
Binnie Barnes, a village
trouble.

Dame May Whitty,_Rene Ray
and Virginia Keiley, two ""delightful
ervants, Reginald Owen, Jolm Abebott and Rhys Williams arc among
others showing up capably.
George FoLsey's camera work and
gossip.

Brog.

Intrljijue
(SONG)
TTjiiled

release

Avtlatu

of

Sain

BlS(-hoff

(Star Wims) j>ruaiiittIon. Stars OeorKe Itaft;
featnroH 3mie< Havoc, Helena « 'a L-tfn-. Tom
ThUv, Directed by ISdwIn Ij. Itariii. Sei-eenPlay, Barry Trtver.s and (lein-Ke Slavin,
bH.'*ed on oi'ififinfil by Slavin; efiiiioni. l.uclen
tAndriot';
niuiiic.
editor.
Uerirpe
-Vvtbnr;
I.io«l.l Vorhi-.i.
Tradcslunvn N. V.. Rei-. 1»,
'47.
Ituniiiiij! liine. 110 MINS.
Bi-jid

Dunham.

Geovpre Raft
.Tune Havoc
irelpna Carter

Tnniart* BaranofC.
Ijintla

Parker.......

Mark Andrews....

T.un 1*ully

Rnnion
Knrldfan
I.nl Chen..
Wlkc

Will

M lller

Dan SSeymonr
Aim

I^hilllp
..lay O, Mtppen

KIcco
Hotel Clerk
Mif«.Carr.

.

^hirc

Charles

Kvah
Kane

.lOdna ITMll.-ind
.. .
Hiislers. .......... Mli-h.-i(-l Vli^aroff
New«]>ni>er I'ldKor. ........... . .Peter .C.hnn,<!

<'antniti

Ung.,

,.. Maria

I

Hollywood, Dec.

20.

miNB.

Riinliinfr -time.
Stuai-t Bailey. ...

.

.

Wan Mareo

charaeters that might have come
from tiie strip, including a
sexy draQon lady, American fliers
and a Chinese locale. In addition,
though, the picture has most of the
corny cliches usually associated with
such adventure films. As a result,
it will appeal to straight adventure
direvtljr
'

-

fans of all ages,
es should
situations.

be

meaning that grossminor first run

tsir in

With the exception of Baft, who's
KJll a good draw. "Intrigue" has
little to offer in the way of marquee
luie.
Film has June IBavoc in her

,

second
(first

major screen 'assignment
was "Gentleman's Agreement")

but she's

still

more a

.

btory

Iv,.

Cast lineup, headed by Charles
Boyer is hand-picked talent that
answers every demand ot the plot.
Story concerns arrest and trial of
Boyer for the poisoning of his invalid wife. Although innocent, the

Murray
Burton

in

and

chain

aprMht.

(

..

.

.

Quint

Hei-b.

.Bddifc

llan-

.S'ld

Tomock

which

real

bird

S.

Sylvan Simon produced and

di'
,

.

i

'

Bill and €<»o
(COLOS-SONGS)
RepuMle

Ken MuiTay pro<1iicUmrge Burtoii'B Tiove Binla,
Jimmy the Crow. Directed

release of

Star»

curie}' Ttrifoi'd's

Rleiiiier.

(icreenpUy, Bnyal Cokunon an Idea from
.camem (Tru.

ter hikI RfeBner. bared
Ke-ii

FUm.s (in associiiitcin witli IJ'lsInt'l) release of Andre I'iiulve jtntduo-

FCatui-ea Jean Marais, Josctte l^ay,
Ki-n-ennlay and direction by Jean t'octehu,
t'i-(nii story by Mnie. Ijei>rin<-e de lleaunioOt,
]Mu.si(', (5ftyri?es Auric: i-aniel-.-\. Henri Alel"re»
J^an: I'lnBllsb titles, Irvint;- Orut.oian.
Dec. 10. '47. Runnlni! time.
vb^wed .V

no AIINS.
\vori)inl
}
I'lif
r.east,'

The

,

IVfiimtv'it

"Blfl(-k<>utB*';

color): Jatik Marta; aongii, David Buttolph,
Tjionel Newman, Power. WeSylva, Brown
IlenAerxon: niuHic, Buttoli>h; mualcat
(llrector, Nen'man; editor, Harold ;Atint«r.
TradBKhown in X. T., Dec. SS, '«. Rnn»

*

ning time, 81 AllXi^.

Ken

..

;

(In.

.

......

I'aroly
yaiiO" flerrnon.

Audalt

..Xfiihe-I

French; English

Title."!)

This Jean Cocteau j; ranch film is
fairy-tale for grownups.
It is
slow-moving and quite obvious, but
on the other h^md it has the charm
of simplicity, and a good deal of
imagination.
This version of t^o
femme who wreaks vengeance on beauty-and-the-beast legend, and its
Boyer when her love is spumed. Cinderella story switch, may be a
It's a standout performance. Boyer little grisly at times for the kiddies,
is another who points up his work but adults will see its fine points.
Ann It's a good art house draw.
for most favorable reception.
Cocteau doubles as director and
Blyth clicks strongly as the young
girl who marries Boyer after his scripter, in an original version of the
first wife's death. Mildred Natwick, wellknown story of the maid who
mentally warped nurse who's Miss ti'ansforms a beast into a prince by
Tandy's tool for vengeance, is good. hor love for him. Dialog is poetic,

—

.

.

-

painstaking care,

Sir Gfcdric Ilardwicke makes much
of his. asjsignment as the doctor who
uses psychology to gain a confession

English

vvhi'e

.

are sensitively

titles

tran.sposed.
Direction has style and
mood, and a {irofessional touch
murder from Miss Tandy. Rachel amidst the poesy,
The story has a. simple- maid going
Kempson, the invalid wife, Hugh
to live with a beast -in a forest castle
French and others are good.
Korda has given film a polished as sacrifice to save her father's life.
mounting with realistic English lo- Her ambitiotis sisters treat her like

<

,

-

'

of

a slavey, but after she's become. lady
cale, ably lensed by Russell Metty
birds.
It
has its Latter's camera is a. major aid in of the <castle, try to get rich through
eral, hundred
"birdway," a theatre, shops, botels, proceedings, as are settings «ndi. art her. The girl defeats their purpo.%s,
and regenerates the beast, through
etc. Feathered inhabitants' daily ex- direction.
Brog.
her love, and the young pair finally
istence is threatened by an archgo olf to be rulers in a magic land.
fiend, Jimmy the Crow. He's a fearVol|M»IU<(
In the delicate hands of Cocteau
some menace until lovebird Bill
(FKENCH-MADE)
and an excellent cast, this yarn becourageously bag.s hjm in -a trap,
Slrilzkr releuHe of. .lie l>e Pram^e nrodneBest sequences are a .fire scene ifon. Starn Mari-v-.Banr.' l.oitln Jouvet. Di- comes palatable. Sarly scenes itt-4hev
forest
castle are gruesome,
with
Tourneur,
ycreenplay,
rc^'ted
MaOrice
by
where Bill, a volunteer fireman,
.Tales BomalnM- and .Stel"an ZwelR-; adaiited candelabra held out from the walls
i^escue
vis-ato
his
ladder
mounts a
from r.cn .lon^ioti'a play.. "Volpoiie": mnHic, by human hands, with human heads
vis. Goo, from a burning, hotel as Marcel Delann<,y. I'reviewed In >,'. y., l.)c(-.
breathing fire from statuary, with
well as a circus scene where dozens ;IN, '47. Itnnnine tiAie,: 10«. MINIS.
the
beast
wearing makeup -that
..tiarry l^inir
of birds show theiri skill/in tight rope Volpowe.
.1 iOuti .l(,tivet
would scare the Hunchback oj Notre'
walking, the slide for life, aerial Mw^ca ..*....:...,..
Cm-viijo.
.... .If'et'nantt J.edonx Dame.
But they are also fascinating,
work, etc. Producer Murray accom- Cauiii;!
Marion Tforian
as well as in such moments when the
panies the footage throughout with \'-c»lu>re
Jean TenicrKon
maid
visits
the
castle, and seems to
narration.
Jaclc TuC'riie.
Alexandra lliKnaUlt
an explanatory
Charles D»lUn> float through, it Jrather than walk,
Marta's expert Truecolor lensing Corbat-cin
Jaccinellne I>eliibac' There are many other such intriguing
Columba
dresses this ^ornithological achieveor touching bits, to show Cocteau'k «.
ment in firstrate fashion.
(In French; English Titles)
clever or artistic hand,
With typical yet always surprising
Josette Day, who did such a nice
Il4>«dlnfj; for Il4>av4^n
lack of inhibition, the French have job in "The Well-Digger's Daughter,"
"Volpone" does a better one here, and looks
Knste r.ion release of Oeoi'se AF..)hl<iiv \>io- made this film uergion of
features as a broad and bawdy romp that more beautiful.
fc^luai-l "Krwin;
Inrtion.
stai--«
Jean Marais is exOlembi t'^ari-ell. lUifw Vlileent, Irene Kyan. will go over solidly with the sure- cellent in a triple-threat role as
Jtilhnrn sti-ne. (><u-j?e O'ltHnlOM,', Wiroctea seater trade.
Solely on the basis of beast, prince and the maid's country
Screenplay, T.ewiB T).
l,v LmviB IJ, Colllnit.
lines, this offering gets lover,
Supporting cast is also good.
ColUn*, Oscar M.ugKp: Jjasefl on -.play by the credit
A team of
Pic is a modest-budgeter. Camera Charles Webb. Dnnlel JUtiKni <-»mera, off to a flying start.
Cfeoree.Bobimion: eflitoi-, Marty <V)hn. ^Pre- prominent novelists, Jules Remains work is artistic, in keeping with di-'
vievred in.X. T., r>ec. 11, '-iT. Kimnlng: lime,
and the late Stefan Zweig, has faith- rection, plot and performance. ,
ia SONS.
„
tilnarl Brwin fully Itashioned the adaptation from
Brbn.
,
Henrv
...*,..,..,.» i ..." .tlleada I*'arvell Ben Jonson's respected, but rarely
Xora
...... Rnss Vincent played classic, while two of France's
^wam .............
Irene Ryan
•
MoUc
foremost actors, the late Htirry Baur
.MiUnu'ii Stone
Hardin^'.
and Louis Jouvet, head the cast.
Hollywood, Dec, 13.
.(Jeorjie O'Hanlon
\Iviii.
Film Olassica rcleaac of Robert, I'resnell,
.Janice Wilson
This film is played in tongue-inTable
' -Balnb Hodgee
bannv
cheek operatic style that has the Sr.-.lohn Kelnhardt (ArpiMiroduct'ioit. Hlara:
Calliy
Downs, Paul I^nKton; feaLurca
wiiVate
™;;':„T^""*' cumulati've effect of a nmning gag.
MiMcha. Auer, .Uoman Brrhnon. Birected ,:by
*'haj;Ie« Williams
jf,,1,\i(
lUcinhardt.
Original screcn|>lnyi 'I'reaneil,
............. .Selmer Jackson The comic tone completely pervades
Doctor'
super-lush
VeneKr,:
canieruy. William Clothier; editor,- Jason:
from
the
the
pic
pi-oiressoVV
?f:"'''?,-'r?',T
Welden tian settings and costumes to the Bernte. Previewed Dee« J.2, M7. ItunninK
.Win
a«m
^'fy
lime, 76 itIIKS.
rX:::...:
thesping, which is superbly balanced .Hoye NovHh.,/,, .v.... .. .Cathy Dovrnit
on that fine edge separating high Johnny t^oulter,, .,«..;,...... I'aul 1 .aniiiton
.Albs-clia. .^ucr
is equal
AlCf! Hliaw,....
^'Heading for Heaven" is oa fluffy theatre from ham. The cast
..Etonian' Bohncn
.^niltl,\
to the job.
.lane VVecltn
comedy that never pretends to be
With this farcical air, the pic gets froor}:le.
-Ma^iric Dillon^^,,,^.-..
..Marion Kerby
.
aiiything more than a lesser item, away with lots of hi jinks which in IjOni^^a
... .Mamicla -Cailejo
bad
would
appear
in
(1
ruber..
...,lron
Harvey
other contexts
It's strong support for twin setups.
Jirr}
...ChariiM). Wnldron, Jr.
attempted
rape
There's
an
taste.
Stuart Ki win and Glenda Farrell are
Mai
Tloi-y itiiDInPon
scene, a dousing of a gondolier serethe marquee lures.
nader with a chamber pot and other
"For You I Die" has aU the ele*
Familiar story of a realtor's drive mentions of unmentionables, but it's
to develop a residential development. all done in a. spirit of good clean ments needed 'to fulfill release inten^
Stress is placed on a. swami's crystal-' fun, Gallic *tyle. that'll melt the tions but misses cause of inept
balling and Erwin's fear that his cold tip of a bluenoee.:
Unfortu- handling. It's a first .try for Arpi
days on earth are numbered. He nately, the ribaldry is only dimly Productions, releasing through Film
gets a mistaken medico's report shadowed in the washed-out. atro- Classics, and co-producers Robert
which predicts his death within three ciously spelled 'English subtitling Presnell. Sr., and John Reinhardt
fished
have achieved okay physical values
his clothes are uMiw
When
months.
-France).
,,
(^iQjjg
^
vpi^^
out of a creek, Er\yin is erroneously
j^^n out of pure for small budget and. fast shooting
y^j.^
mistaken for a suicide. High farcical skullduggery, being an Elizabethan's schedule.
R'jinhardt's heavy - handed direcmoment comes when Erwin appears comirierit on humanity's avarice and
to
contact
his
over tearjerker
seance
elements
iti the flesh at a
treachery.
Volpone is a nouveau tion clouts
,
,i
i
.ii.
..i.
i
departed spirit.
richc merchant of Venice who hasn't "nd puts the players through their
Paces
in ten-twent-thirt style Presrealtor.
Miss
the
his
forany scruples in adding to
Erwin is fine as
"ells screenplay poses problem of
his
flighty
as
convincing
his
agileWith
help
of
is
the
tune.
Farrell
convict who's reformed by
wife who dotes on handsome swamis: minded flunkey. Mosra, he masquer- fs«aped
for a girl he. meets at a tourist
Janice Wilson is attractjvo. while ades as being dangerously ill in or- '"ve
BasicaUy,
Irene Ryan makes something of a der to collect gilts from a trio of cpmP .while billing out.
Best supporting parts equally disreputable characters who story is okay for the market
maid role.
needs more dialog smoothness.
are played by Rus.s Vincent, Mil- are beinfS egged on by the illusory
That
Cathy Downs and Paul Langburn Stone and George O'Hanlnn.
hope of .becoming his heir.
ton
in
the
leads,
manage
to
eeneratir
Vving lor Uie immense priKc, the
Lewis D. Collins' diieciion seidom
CContinued on page 22)
trio ply Volpone with guldens and
Wear,
permits the action to lag.
.
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Waitri-»

"Bill and Coo" is ea.sily the year's
mo.«t no.vel film. With a cast composed entirely of birds, picture is
charged with originality, sentiment
and a compelliiif; tendernes.'i resulting in a top qijality enti'v for the
family groove. "The kids "will love
tlieir

Day

.Marcel Andre

:.

.

a

|

i

timely qtu-.'iiv v.'hich
P'lrlially componsatcii
for its triteness, dealing
as it docs with the it— and bring

.Jean .MarAls

....Jo».o(te
.....Vlibi

[I'clicle

l.udovlc.

:

.^^»rrav

(leorjf*- Tliii-toii

Kli:ial«>th

, .

T'rlncoJ

Beauty ......
i'be Mcrchaot...
Adelaide

.

.

.

•:

Lensing by Charles Xawton, Jr.,
is-- topnotch
and other pbysical
values .measure up. Film is a bit
overlcngth at 93 minutes and could
be trimmed:
Broif.

by Dean

and lii<' nraisA
(FRENGH-MADG)

lteani..y

.'.

j

Steven Geray. John' Ireland,
excellent as tough hoods, Tom Pow^
ers. Tone's client, Sid Tomack' are
among others lending capable sup*,

tlon.

;

l.oiHTt
cinti

murderer.

Femme angles are strong, dealing
as they do with a love-starved spinster willing to murder for romance
and to send a man to the gaIlow.s
when her love is unrequited. Jessica
Tandy scores decisively as the

appear

;

i

tary.

port.

.

.

at a good pace. Protluction polish is
excellent and film will fulfill all
aims in majority of situations as
okay diversion.

rected under the label of Cornell
Productions. His handling of more
or less standard ingredients, of the
whodunit gives it a lightness and
fast pace that pleases, and wherever
called for suspense is punched over.
FBomchot Tone i.s the glib private
eye seelting to trace baclcground of
a politician's! wife for her husband.
Roy Hiif/fiins' screenplay from his
novel, "The Double Take," draws a
lot of red herrings across the hero's
path and hasn't taken too much care
in putting ail the factors together
for the finale. Tone gives a pleasant
air to his worlc that gets attention
and aids In Ireeping things on the
move as he sorts out the clues, suffers a couple of rugged beatings and
makes eyes at the ladies.
Janet' Blair is e'ne of the nicer red
herrings that Tone encounters as fae
tracks down an elusive ferame. Janfs
Garter. Adele Jergens and Lynn
Merrick are others making his wOrk
more pleasant; and more involved.
GJenda Farrell,' not seen often in
films of late, gives welcome flip
touch to her role- as Tone's secre-

are excellent. Two femmes. Marion
Dorian, as a coui'tesan, ahd Jaoqueline Delubac, as the bartered wife,
add their charms to- a film full Of
Herm.
wit and surprises,

,

.Arthur Space

Buster FuffiTj.

evidence
circumstantial
in the shadow of the

him
gallows from which he is reprieved
by a last-minute breakdown of the

The warblers' thesping
are superb.
Fred
Malatesta's ingenuous sots also rate
plaudits inasmucli as the film's entire
yarn takes place in the village of
.T. liti
Ireland ClvirpSndale. mounted on a 30 x 15
lloiiaW Curtiii loot table.
.Rdiuu-'lu Ciannelli
Story's built around life in Chirp.R(il«'i-t
11,
Bin-nit
.Rayniojiil Burv
endale, a model village housing sev-

Sharpy
Sergeani Ahiller

of

places

'

.

Vt-ffa

Ueint.

fllm

,

proU)g

a

George

I

liiin.

director.

,

Martin
.Tohn

than a

legit

name. Miss Havoc, incidentally,
has the dragon lady role as aWliite
Russian leader of a black market
outfit.
Part is far beneath her talents as an actress and, while she
handles it in good style, it's mostly
ftn opportuni^ for her to parade
acro-ss
the iiicreen in a series of
Uitva-revealing
other
gowns.
In
Words, a one-woman, fashion show.
t>imilarity
"Intrigue"
between
d 'Terry'" doesn't necessarily mean
that George Slavin, whose original
story formed the basis of the screen^piay. got his ideas from "Terry."
Wanner in which Bischoff cast and
jonsed the picture, however, is sure
to
ooiijuro
up remembi'ance.s in
anyljody who's ever read the Strip,

Sim

will

flects

'

Producer Sam BischofF mu.st be a
reader of the ''Terry and
the Pirates" comic strip. "Intrigue,"
his latest George Raft starrer, has
faithful

quences, and Huxley's philosophical
platitudes do not bore because of
capable handling by players and

.

Reno

.

Production and direction by ZolKorda is smoothly vSlued to
the most of the Aldous Hux-

. , ,

Keller

.

tan

. .C.lenda'
Parrell
..Sloven Crcray
. .i,. .....
Uiilob Jolm.st.on ......... ,
.I'oiit lN>vvert4
Mi-.s.
.TobnKton. ......»-,,-,.... .T.vnti Merrick

.i

. .

.

ley story: Yarn is given a lift where
needed, particularly in earlier se-

.

Hazel Blxby

...

.

make

;
.Franchot
Shannon;-..*..
......lanet Blah-'
Mrs. Capnllo. . .............. ..Tanla .Carter their paces.
Booif; .\cfil;nr.
.Adelc .lersens contributions

Norma

.

melodrama

talky

Wholehearted credit should be bestowed upon Burton lor tlie admir-t
able and realistic job he's accomTone plished in putting' the birds through

:

Fi-encb

Kemiison

..Valerie Cardi-w
....Carl Wavbord

even without high tension suspense.
Cast is very able and performances
are top caliber, adding to interest in,
unfoldment of the grim tale of mur-

-

I'^ranchot

Stnr.'i

that

picture with birds— it's murder!,"
mislead you. It may have abeen
tough on the production end, but
the finished product undeniably re-

Sylvan Simon pro-

S.

direcft'd b,v Sinion.

Hninl>bre.>.4

,:P.aelu-l

ings.

trainer

Trouble

l..4»v«<(

Columbia release of
duf'tioii.

,\'aUvl.-U

.Mlkb-cd

. . . <

.,

-

briefly to explain the ensuing "ootage, picture is entirely confined to
the activitie.s of the feathered flock.
But don't let Murray's amusing prefatory remarlis of ''we're malting a:

Tone. .rancL i.lair: feulurea .lania Carter,
Adelf .lergcn^i, (Jlenda Farrell, Steven Geray, Tian Prtivers.
Screenplay. Hoy Huj?gins from tslti novel. ".The Double Take":
ciimefa, Cliarle.u r.awton, .Ir.
editor, Al
CUark.
At Voftue, HolLvwoort.' Dec. IS, '17.

Manner.

der and revenge.

Aside from
producer Ken

Stal.

and has

i .

pull at the b.o. is a poser.
Word of mouth should help and
quite possibly will overcome resistance in the more sonliisticated situations which may be too blase for
an "all-bird" Xilm.
it

-handled

ISuiUy

.

"C a V a 1 1 e r i a R usticana"
pie, ai)poal:ng
story based on w.k. opera yarn,
good art house draw.

"I Love Trouble" follows popular
some pattern for private detective heroes
and spins its involved melodramatics

the Herbert Stothart score lend
Editing is rough.
assistance.
'

,

.

Beast"
and
the
(Rrench).
Jean Cocteau fairytale should do well in art houses.
"For Tou„ I Die" (FC). Mild
melodrama for supporting book-

^..(Italian).

his heir

.

....Hbffh

T.estw

.

'

in

when ha

however,

t'-ir.'st

"Beauty

the mediumbudgeted production okay. Sets are
neatly executed and look authentic.
Lucien Andriot's camera work is
good, as is Louis Forbes' score. Ann
Wynn is spotted in one short sequence to sing the film's title song,
whose writers are not identified.
Other production credits are good.
Bischoffl

revenge

.

.Spence. ......... .Cecil

Iliib<M-l

Clan

stage piece; solid sui%seater fare.

former nitery comic Jay C. Flippen
shows well in a minor role.

.

and

far,

himself declared deaid in order to
Upshot w
confound his enemies.
that Mosca stops playing flunkey
Aim Ulytb
legally dead Volpone
...JeSsU'a 'r.-iiidy and turns the

Sir Cedrio llardAvU-lie

I.ihbiu-fl
Bl-aiiaoc-It

Oentvrul

"Volpone" (French). Excellent
French-^made version of classic

fllm.
Marvin Miller and Dan
Seymour are properly menacing as'
the insidiou.-s black marketeers, and

..

Hpeni-e...

trigue too

names Mosca. as

into the street without a Venetian
dime.
Baur, usually seen before hi«
death in hea\ y tragic roles, exhibits here another range of his
talents,
As Volppne, his buffoonery
Cbroneix^
..-..lolm WilUume
rrDsi-TOtinB CdUnsu'l
and lechery mingle with an animal
HnditRiin
\^'ar(lcr. .......... .Iceland
intelligence- for a sharp portrait of
l^fn'njine
..tHii
.............
Malsey
.Mai-ry (.'ocdinB' a comic personality. Louis Jouvet,
McNsbb.
as Mosca, almost steals the picture
with his smooth and enigmatic perr
"A Woman's Vengeance" lives up formance.
As the ti-io of competitors
to its title and should attract fcrome
for the inheritance, Fernand Ledoux,
ticket buyers. It's a highly polished,
engrosses Jean Temerson and Charles Dullin
that

Dr.

should click with the femmes.

L.

.

..........

Nurso

murder

of

the

Static tale opens just before Euro'm^ander-s
and
hostilities
pean
through a story of the plight of Mark

JaneL

"A Wotnan's Venseanee" (U).
Grim but engrossing; melodrama

wooden, laconic

momentum.

Doria. .......

bill,

"Heading For Heaven" (EL),
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell in
farce; strong support for duals.

Marin, Raft is his usual
self even in some
intended tender scenes with a group
"If Winter Comes" shows its age of Chinese orphans.
His particular
boxand -seems headed for mild
style of thesping, though, Is Okay
Fox
First
made
by
olflce reception.
for pictures such as this, Miss Havoc
to
in J923, plot has been brought up
looks, sufficiently sexy to lend the
World Wai- II, but sfill is localed'in correct amount of intrigue to her
an English village. Pandro S. Ber- role. Helena Carter makes a promman has given it the usual Metro ising screen debut as, the social
production polish but results will worker, and Tom Tally as the newsdepend .Rrcptly on value of cast paperman, makes the most of what
names, which will give it some initial are probably the
.

.

"Bill and Coo " (Rep). Highly
original all-bird fllni geared forthe family trade.

,

19.

TTnivemnl releose of Koltan Kurda iiroduetiou, directed by Korda. Star* Chai-loa
BoS'er; features Ann myth, Jessicii Tandy.
Sir I'edrlc- Hardyli'ke, JHklred Natwk-lt,
gcreenplajs, Aldaus Husley; i-aniwa, linaaell Metty; editor, ,I»i'k Wheeler: ninslr,
Kiin"
MlltlDs HozH. Previewed Dec. J8,
ning; time, 1*5 MINS.
TS^yer
.C'hai-le.s
Hfinry Mfiurler . .........

"Intrigue"
(UA).
(Song)
George Raft, June Havoc, in trite
adventure story; should do okay.
"I Love Trouble" (Col). Neatly
paced whodunit for top thalf of

the

trinkets, one ol them even offering
his virtuous wife as a playmate. The
rape miscues, a fiirbre follows an*
Volpone is pinched for violating «
married woman. He pushes the in-

Vettg;ean«c

Holly wood, Dec.

*'lf Winter Comes" (M-O). Remake must depend on star names

tossed out of
the service on- charges of flying contraband material during the war.
Disillusioned, he joins forces with
Miss Havoc to clean up in tlio black
market, despite the pleas of his best
friend, a newspaperman who's tryinj;
to
Expo.se the illegal crews.
When the reporter puts the finger
on Miss Havoc, she has him murdered, which bi'ing.s Raft to his
senses.
He throws open the black
market vvarehou.se to the starving
Chinese and, in an actionful climax,
discovers it was Miss Havoc who
stored the contraband on his plane
during the war. She's killed acci-*
dentally and Raft winds up in the'
arms of a beauteous young social
worker; who's been around the picture most of the time.
Under the uninspired direction of
flier

A W6m«n'«

Shang-

!

.

,

•

-

.

!

^

^Mcciaimed: "Best Picture in years!"— )ra//*rfriiicA#//
tdcelainmt: "Movteof the Week!' —Life Magazine
i^ec^admeti:

" Picture

of the

Month —Liberty
'

~

.

-

tj^ccitmned:^ "Should be seen and seen again!"—//owW^tfmw, BeraU

k^eeiaimed: "Movies gain a new honor!"—i4rcA<rr Wimun,

Fost

fjdcclaim^d: "Climax to a lifetime of movie-going!"—

tMcdtmned:

**I

ask that everyone see

d^e^amtwd: "Those

responsible for

^tMcckUmed: "Has no

7fh

WEEK

MAYFAIR, New York
7th

WEEK

APOLIO, Chicago
Additional Premiere

Engagements New Year*s Day

LINCOLN, MIAMI,

CAMEO-^Miomf
PALACE-~Los Angeles

rival for

it

Tnimne

Coo*, fForW-7Vfe|raiif

iXX'—Lomiia Parsons

can take a deep bow!"—

Academy Award!"—£fstfii/l*a;e//

Hopper

)

Norw^an

Headache May Ease For

.

George Archibald

French Protest U.

Imports

S. Indie

|

(Managing Director, inde-

U. S. Distribs in '48 Deal

Pendmg

pendent Producers, Ltd,

Are Blocking Play dates of

writM

,

Need Those
Yank Pix"

"British
American

•.

film

distributors

may

come out i^X better in the Nor'weglan market than presently expected, according to informed Washington sources. Norway has been one
of the headaches abroad^ due. to
'

that country's shortage of dollar exchange, and ther« has been fear that
Hollywood films migh't^be cut out
there erttirely because of the lack of
funds to transmit to the U. S,
This, it is .understood, is the deal
expected to be worked out with Norway, which' will permit some flow
ot dollars from that market:
1. U.- S. wiill be able to take out
in dollars at least.- 70% of the 1947
earnings of its pictures. Norway
may permit an additional share to
be held locally within that country
as a reserve for. "possible future
transmittal if conditions improve.
U. S. 1948 film earnings,
2, On
Norwegians \yo.uld allow the equivalent of 1,000,000 kroner worth of dollars ($200,00(1) to be transmitted to
the U. S, In addition, the dollar
of
another
equivalent
1^000*000
kroner would be transmitted in four
annual equal installments during

FABRIZZIPACTEDFOR

*

*.

ARGENTINA BOOKINGS
Buenos Aires, Deo. 16,
Aldo Fabrizzi, noted for the priest
rol» in '.'Open City," has been signed
by Dave Cabouli, of Argentina's
Guaranteed Pictures, for film, radio
and legit work in Argentina in 1948.
Italianl actor is due in Rio de Janeiro
today (16) and in Buenos Aires Dec.

an

editorial feotur*

In tK». upcominq

42d Annivertary JSumber

Out Soon

^

Paris,

LONDON LIKES 'LARRY,'
PANTO 'CINDERELLA'
London, Dec. 23.
"Happy As Larrj,'' an amusing,
mock-tragic Irish fantasy, bowed at
(16).
the Criterion last Tuesday
Transferred from the Mercury, it
was splendidly received and will attract specialized audiences on the
strength of its original tryout sue-?

18.

C^SS.',

Guaranteed started as a distribute
ing setup during the last two years French Film Production
of the war, when there was a scarcity of pix for release. They distribFor '48 Looks Limited
uted reissues on a big scale and
netted so much coin that early this
Pictures
year they went into the production
French film production in the
end. Their pact with Fabrizzi -is the
coming year may result in the comfirst big deal they*1iave pulled off in
Jinking talent for the teeoflE in that pletion of no more than 30 to 35
pictures,
film
distributor
foreign
line.
•
•
Lux - I/lar - Film, distributors of Andre Lelarge declared last week
his return from a six'.'Open City," disclaim any share in following
engaging of Fabrizzi by Guaranteed. month stay in France. He attributed
Dave and J ames Cabouli, Guaranteed this low turnout estimate to lack of
prexies, made the trip to Italy es- bank financing, power shortages and
production costs. Upped over1949-52.
pecially for the purpose of signing high
royalties due to U. S. talent and .studying technical angles head, in no small way, reflects wage
3. Other
demands of some of the top stars
companies could be held by the for their production activities.
who are asking as much as 7,000,000
local branch distributors in Norway
francs ($58,000) per picture.
for operating expenses there. HowLelarge scouted published reports
ever, this mog«^»would not be availthat the French government was
able for conversion into dollars at
considering an export "bonus" on
Still
any time.
dollar earnings of Gallic film pro- 6/ Filially,
tr.
S, would get the
ducers. Plan called lor the governsame treatment as given to other
ment to award film-malcers twice
ioreign countries. In other words,
the amount 'of francsi" for their dolthe normal ratio of flow of pictures
lars as the official rate of exchange
into the .country would be mainAlthough it appeared that the permits. This, the film' importer felt,,
tained even though the number ol
pictures would be restricted. Thus American film 'industry had taken was "absurd" Inasmuch as the govU. S. would maintain control over another heavy blow with the col- ernment itself would be stepping
into the currency black market by
the major portion of the Norwegian
lapse of Czechoslovakian negotia- .such a move. Furthermore, other
market.
industries
would demand
tions last week, Motion Picture Ex- export
port Assn. execs are not ready to be- similar benefits.

To About 35

.

In the week's other opening, "Cinderella," a beautifully^mounted pantomime, preemed at the Casino Saturday (20). Produced by Emile Littler, work stars Carole Lynn in the
role.
Both: Miss Lynn' and
comedian Arthur A'Skey scored suc-

title

cesses.

•

'

'

,

Hopeful

'

On

Czech Impasse

New

Aiitan-Lara Starts

lieve that the talks will not be revived. They are awaiting a fiill report from Irving Maas,
v.p.

Squabble Over 'Diable/

.

MPEA

es

.

Paris, Dec. 16.
Claude Autan-Lara, who «s director of "Diable au Corps," gave producer Paul Graetz plenty of trouble,
claims that he .has not been given
^uflEicient screen credit and claims
$8,000 damages.
'
The special angle in the case is
lhat tara ha^ had to reverse his attitude in order to sue. The difficulties during the making of this picture stemmed from his claim that as
director, he had the right- to consider himself the' producer's junior
partner, and could interfere in production executive matters. To this
end he enlisted the help of the directors and scenarists guilds. It was
decided at his instance that they

were not employees but production
associates.
The case was never
aettled definitely, and due to the
Weakness of the ^French administra,

tion in handing down a decision the
producer had to submit to the request or else the picture would not
This time,
have been completed.
Autan Lara is acting in a. different
sphere (the court which adjusts dif-

ferences between employers and

em-

.ployees) and claims only the latter
so as to be in a position to sue.
The picture was produced here in

cooperation with Universal w;hicH
distributing,

is

GERMAN-MADE 'MARKED'
i

.

'

Comedies, both made by U.S. CP.,
and general manager, who was are "Inevitable Mr, DuBois'' and
slated to return to New York from "Florence Is
Crazy" ("Florence Est
Prague yesterday (Tuesday).
Folle"). Remake rights to the forNegotiations for a renewal of the mer picture have been optioned to
MPEA's pact with the Czechs 'are undisclosed
American
interests.
reported to have fioppe4' over a de- There's also a possibility he may
mand that revenue from Czech pic- handle American -distribution of
tures shown in the y. S. must equal Saeha Gordine's recently completed
the income o| American piatures in "Dede of Antwerp,'' which ' deals
Czechoslovakia.
with, the underworld of that BelSince there are few 'Czech pix gian city.
;

that are suitable for showmg
here and the playing time for them
is next to nothing, the demand made
to Maas by Lubom'ir Linbart, director of the nationalized film industry,
is considered virtually preposterous,
Linhart argued that 10 Czech films
should be able to gross as much as
80r American films because of larger
admission
audiences and
higher
prises in the U. S.
\
A one-year contract with the
Czech monopoly expired in October.
Twenty-two of the 80 pix thus acquired have not been used up as
yet. They will be shown. Pact gave
the nine U. S. companies which
compri.se the MPEA 65% of all admissions realized.
,
Loss of this market would be an
especially hard blow, since it is one
of three of the 13 countries with
which MPEA deals' that remits dol-:
lar payments.

made

'

.

-Zurich, Dec. 16.

The Praesens production about
European children ha$ just been
completed and received the final title
of. "The Marked" ("Die Gezeichnaten"). ,Cast includes itJ. S. players
Aline MacMahon and. -Montgomery
Cliftj Czech Metopera singer Jar-

In addition to the as yet unplayed
films, the Czech monopoly
has 18 recently purchased from
y. S. independents. When they are,
gone; U. S. execs believe negotiations
will be resumed, since it is not believed that .pix from Russia— with
which Czechoslovakia is now closely
allied— will keep theatres alight.

Earl-Manager Asks State
Aid to Save Irish Legit

.

.

mila Novotna

Dublin, Dec.

The Earl

and a young Czech

boy, Iwan Jandl. Most of the shooting was done in Germany, with the
assistance of the U. S. Army and the
International Refugee Organization.
This is the first full-length produc
tion done "by a foreign company in
P,ostwar Germany.
"The Marked" will be spoken almost entirely in English and: will

of

19.

of Longford^impresario

Longford

Productions;

a

rep

company operatitig in Dublin's Gate
Theatre—has called 'on the Irish
government to finance the theatre
"in a big way." "We want a really-

good 'national theatre, subsidized to
pay Us actors well, and. .that could
produce plays as they should be
run with German-French subtitles done,t' he said.
in Switzerland, A special version
Longford added that, apart from
will be made in Dutch. Picture- will the Abbey, at least one other theatre
have its world iireem simultaneously in Dublin should be subsidized, and
in Zurich, New York and Holland there should be state aid to enable
tile end ot January.
Director Fred the theatre to be taken all over the
Zinnemann and producer Lazar country. He concluded with the
Wechsler. who worked on pic a warning that "the government will
y*3r. are due in the tJ, S. Dec. 24, have to do something or the theatre
'
on the Queen Mary.
will collapse."
.. .

'

IRISH CINEMAS'

(RANK

SU6SID) PROFITS UP
•

Net

Dublin, Dec. 19.

Cinemas, Ltd.,

profits of Irish

one of the

J.

Arthur Rank interests
ending Aug. 31
compared with $185,-

was

$215,252,
884 in 1946, according to report just
issued here. Balance, after taxation,
is $142,020, against $127,464.
Dividends of 6% in preference

16.

Migrant native performers and
even artists who seldom' stray from
are discovering the disadvan-

home

MPA

.

,

.

.

"

'

•

'

Market

change

to the

new

schilling,

f

Take; Block Boofi Irks

amuse-

ment

spots did a rushing business.
Meanwhile, theatre owners associations have decided to retain the
present
admission
scales
even
though it's quite obvious that cash
money will soon be scarce. However, certain trade sources feel that
drastic cuts will have to be made in
the near- future. U. S. film rental
money is little affected by the devaluati6n since these sums are paid
on separate account and, in addition,
the receipts before Nov. -12 are not
in cash' and therefore keep their
value.

Washington, Dee,

.

American

films'

'

23.

are grossing about

$1,000,000 annuall in Iran '(Persia)
and have by far the largest share
of the market there, according td
tJ.
S.
Department of Commerce.

However, the block booking system
on.ou'r piic is objectionablEl~'.to,some

exhibitors who are looking 'for a
larger share of European pix. ^
Instead of getting percentages, our
pictures are sold outright to local
distributors wiio, in turn, lease out
the prints for what the traffic will
bear; We average about $1,500 a pici
ture royalty right, with the Egyptians
getting '$1,600
(top draw);
French get $1,'200, and the British
and Indians $1,000. The 'Russians
rent on a percentage of profits sa
"'
that their royalties' are less.'
Country, says report, has about 60
theatres.
Twenty-seven ot these
are in Teheran, whose film audienca
outnumbers all the test of -the country.
Seating capacity of theatres
averages 800 io 900, while.' tha
capacity; in the provincial theatres
averages about 300. Tabriz, second
largest dty, has four theatres.
'

'

.

Korda Gets Manchester

:

Houses as Showcases

shares and 10% on ordinary' shares
are being paid, with $97,544 carried

London, Dec. 16.
Harry Buxton has concluded a
forward to next year, compared deal with' Sir Alexander Korda to
with $96,652 brought forward from lease two of his Manchester theatres,
last accounts.
at Market Street ahd Oxford Street,
Retiring directors Maurice EUi- 'as. a: show case f6r London Flm Pro-,
•

arid Ho'race
to the boai:d.

Pinpricking" of
American film
firms by Cormeray's group goes on
even though its squawks are often
contrary to the Byrne-Blum accord.
Furthermore,
such
protests
are
u.sually
not withdrawn until tha
appeals to diplomatic channels.
Some sources consider that the attitude of the picture administration
can be, linked to the fact that M.
Geger, a Communist, is Gormeray'a

tages of not mainta'ining a bank account. Minister of Finance has ruled
that ca.sh currency is to be devalued chief adviser.
Recent ukases considered unreaby .two-thhd.s. Ukase, however, does
not effect schillings held in bank ac- sonable were 'the refusal of- tha
counts before Nov. 12, insasmuch as government to grant imRort permits
these savings v/^fcbe exchanged at on U. S, pictures more than two
years old as well as a ban on tha
par.
Authors Assn. already has pro- exhibition of original versions with
tested the Finance Minister's action French subtitles in more than 15
American Embassy has
a strongly worded statement situations.
in
pointing out the injustices of the protested these discriminatory orders
decree. Among tiiose who have been to the Foreign Ministry so as t»
affected by the devaluation are Her- compel Pourre-Cormeray to rescind
mann Leopoldi, who drew 'to{i pay them.
in cash at the Simpl in, November,
Now it's reduced^tb one-tgird of its U.S. Fix
Cornering Iran
original face value, .^her perform'
ers in the same ipredicam.ent are
With 1,000,000
hoping for a last-minute adjustments.
In the last few days before the

'

man. (vice-chairman)
Moore were reelected

the organiza•

Hurts Performers
Vienna, Dec.

Cinc'tfia,

is headed by Michel PourreCormeray.

tion

in Eire,, for the year,

'

MPEA

it..

SWISS FIRM (iOMPLETES

While abroad Lelarge acquired
U. S. distribution rights to two films
produced in France during the war.

16.

MPA

National du

Austria Coin Cut

,

.

Deo,

Flood of Tj, 9. indie - produced
film imports.here has roused pro*
tests from the local film industry
which claims that an agreement
with the Motioni Picture Assn. of
America regulating picture imports
is
not being observed.
However,
it's being pointed out that the seven
member companies abide by
th^fir quota of about 124 dubbed
pictures they are permitted to bring
in annually, and that those actually
responsible for the .glut of Aniierican product are French importers.
Despite the fact that French distributors, who buy Gallic releasing
rights for U. S. films direct from
the smaller .producting companies,
are largely, to blame for blocked
playdates for domestic pictures, the
French official picture administration continually disturbs American

exchanges here with one complaint
after another.
Known as Centra

.

;

Own Pix

ductio'n.s
Deal, involving around
$500,000, Calls for two years' lease
at $4,000 with option' of another year
to follow.
First of the Korda ;product to be
shown will- be "An Tlde'al Husband,"
the 0.scar Wilde 'comedy starring
Paillette Goddard, which opens Jan.
.

'

.

Current London Shows
LSndoOi Dec. 23.
(Figure shows weeks oi run)

"AH Over Town," Playhouse
"Anna

(9).

Lucasta," Majesty's (8>.

"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm (29).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (35)
"Bliiid Goddess," Apollo (3).
"Canaries Sinf," Garrick (5).
"Chtltern Hundreds," Vaude (17).
"Crime ol Foley," Comedy (24).
"Dark Summer," St. Mart. (2),
"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (21).
"Edward My SonJ' Lyric (30).
"Fly Away Peter," Fortune (20).
"Happy As Larry," Crit. (I).
"Here, There," Palladium (38).
"Honor & Obey," Saville (5").
"Life With Father," Savoy (29).
"Linden Tree," Duches^ (19).

"Macbeth," Aldwych

"Never Can

Tell'

(2).

Wynd

(12).

"Off Becord," Piccadilly (30).

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane
"One, Two, Three," Yorks

(34).

"Outraseous/' W. Garden

(6);

(15).

"Ficcadilly Hayrlde," Wales (41).
"Present Lauffhter," H'ym'kt (36).

"Private Ent.," St. James (5).
"Starlight EoOf," Hipp. (7).
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (86),
"Together Again," Vic Pal. (36).

"Tuppence," Globe

(11).

"Worm's View," Whitehaii

(34).

18

and

will

ruil ''cohcurrently

at

both houses. Second pi,d will probably be '"Bonnie'"" Prince Charlie,"

AUSSIE EQUITY

MAY

NIX OLD VIC

TOUR

Sydney, Dec. 23,
Aussie Actors Equity may boycott

starring David Niv'efi!
the Old Vic Go. toiir h^ded .'by Sir
Korda is interested in acquiring Laurence Olivier. Equity, followother theatres and this contract may ing a recent edict, says only. 25%
be forerunner of the new longrun imported talent is permissible in
policy of British films to fill the gap this country. Balance must be local.
made by the lacic of ^joUywood imAlternative to the moote& baa
'portations,
would, be for whatever management
plays 'the Old Vic troupe to find employment for local artists who would
be displaced during the Vic. troupe's
In
Ireland 'Scrap' tour. Ban may also J>e escaped if
'
the Vic. troupe played in: nqn-Iegit
Dublin, Dec. 19.
•
Second round in the Northern houses. Whether cinemas, would bs
?
Ireland battle .over "Duel in the used is a moot point.
Equity
also
is
insisting
that
Sun" has gone to Selznick through
be made in the ; Cicely
local reps of Pathe who are ban* changes
dling the picture here.
Last week Courtneidge unit "Under- The Coun-.
a midnight session of Londonderry ter" due to open in Sydney Dec.
Corp. gave it an okay.
2? under 'Williamsoh-Tatt manageNow the Police Committee of Bel- ment. Equity wants more homa
fast" Corp.^after viewing the pic^ talent employed. Also .the displacehas passed it for {showing. Catholic ment of one imported British femma
opinion is heavily against "Duel" with only four words to speak. Hal
and efforts are to be made in North- Alexander,
secretary
Actor*
of
ern Ireland Parliament to h^ve it Equity, and Harold Bowden, Wilbanned' by .the Ministry ot Home liamson-Tait, gen. mgr., will huddl*
'

.

'

.

.

IDueF Wins Second Round

North
'

.

Affairs.

to prevent

« show stoppage.

'

PICTVIIBS
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UA's Brief Sees Ediib'

A 'Destructive

Under this decree the
open.
entire production and distribution
side of the motion picture industry
is doomed to destruction, as no industry can survive the flood of damage suits that theatre operators have
are

UA

to dischises illegal; directing
regard the rights tjf its old customers; as well as the right to select its
owj>. customers;-, in restraining clearance "reasopably qalculate4 to protect UA's revenue; in finding

UA

acting in concert with either defendants; and in holding the company
:'
had violated ahtirtrust 'laws,
Brief was propped "by Edward Ci
and George A: Raftery-^and Arthur
briscoU, all of O'Brien, Driscoll,
•

'

.

Raftery

&

liawlep..

,

these instances, through depositions,
exhibs are endeavoring .to establish
practices complained oi with the
hope that the decree, plus: some evidence of local situations, may estab
lish a prima facie case. "The statu
extory cQUrt and these Jitigating
hiijitors overlook the fact that no
theatre can survive unless it has

trolled

by them was

filed .in

N. V.

federal court Friday, (19) by.lioew's.
Inc. Suit charges them with making
false boxofftce returns on percentage pictures during the period start-

'

ing in December, 194.1, and up to
present time. Simllte actions were
filed recently agajnst the' Sanje de-]
fendants in n1 Y. .supreme court by
,

pros.,

also

chai-liing

uhder-ieporting

fraudulent
playdates.'

and 'Warner
them with
on the

20th-Fbx

Paramount,

.

Ednbs

Tbeatre Owner TUnks H wood Should

.

;

adds,

Biddh^iBanOn

failure, or lack of failure, to recognize the rights of old customers. In

Real Offensive on

'During the past year distributors claim to have been short-changed
about $10,500,000' on percentage' rantisl retiiAis-frdm some exhibs. To
make up that claimed, ioias in the future, distribs are planning to carry
the battle to-the home front in any tuits filed/ Action' will be -brbught
In the city where th^ short-changing is claimed, iwith local attorneys
to handle cp$e, DlstHbs believe th^t this will-be a iCactor in preventing further Ipsses. Number of suits were filed in'the past 'year but
an even greater number are reported to have been ilalled:
'<Vlth foreign market a doubtful factor In the future,' diitribs believe
that coin lost on percentage deals will be « big help in stabilizing
domestic returns to balnhce foreign shortages;

Ficaud action .against. Jesse- -L,
Stern, Abram H. tevy,* th^lt rtJjsociates and exhibitor companies con-i

All complaints charge that manjr

of the statements on gross adnris-i
sion receipts, made during the period
in question, were fraudulently and
intentionally false; also that they
were incorrect and disclosed -substantially less in gioss receipts Jhan

aI's Brief Hits

heavy litigation has been
brought on minimum admissions,
clearance, runs, franchises and the

m

"

institute.''

Since entry of the dectee, brief

',

;

Victory

Force for Entire Biz

United Artists sees the ultimate
destruction of the industry in a delVge of anti-trust actions brought
by aggrieved exhibs unless the U. S,
Supreme Court upsets the current
findings and decree drawn by the
In Its now comctatutory court.
pleted brief for the Supreme Court,
tJA flatly declares: "The flood gates

begun and are bound to

M

-

Com-

had actually been received;

plaints also alleged that all of the
distributors, in relying upon such

fraudulent .statements by the de
fendants, were induced to agree to
lower rental terms for flat rental
pictures as well as percentage films.

Washington, Dec: 23*
Complaints ask exemplary or
Columbia blasts' away at two of
damages in addition to the
decree's 'selling strictures^the punitive
which the dlstribs were
ban on biockibooking. and competi- amounts of
deprived by fr.audulent &$
all^edly
tive selling—in its brief, filed here,
the

iCondt Kdnbs on Pull's Tastes
L09 Angeleti, Dec. 23.
Fed up. With what be .considers
poor product from HoUywbdd, Harold Chesler, a member of the IndeHollywood, .Dec. 23.
pendent Theatre Owners of Utah and
Hedy Lamarr ,wUl costar With, So. Idaho, posea the question, "Why
Rohert Cummings in "Let's LlVe a can't a consultation board be apLittle," Uhited California Pictures pointed by some organization or profilm for United /frtists. Cummings; ducer to get the reaction on pfctures
Eugene Frenke and Philip YordaK' before they ate made? We surely
^
head U.C.P.
can tell a producer that 'Moss Rose*
Edwin Blum is screenplaying from will not be' successful titter the exAlbert Cohen-Jack Harvey original' perience we had on The Lodger' and
,

:

Hedy, Cnnmiiiiis

,

T«im

.

others of the

same

type."

Chesler outlined his views in a
ures.
.
letter to R. H. Poole, executive
motion pictures to exhibit," UA aS' last week. As for the other proAll actions were filed by Louis
visions. Col.'. thinks it can do busi'Castile'
secretary of the Pacific Coast Conserts. "If this decree remains noUiNizer of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin &
books.
ference
.
of
ing can save the distribution busi- ness with them- on the
Independent Theatre
Continued
from
T
page
a
Brief declarecl.'- "The appellants Krim, as attorneys for Loew's, Par,
ness."
0>vners.
The PCCITO topper felt
claimed belcjw that 'block-booking,' 20th-Fox and- Warners. Paramount nabe circuit at the 75c-$t.20 scale that the proposal merits careful atAll Little Three briefs take pains
as the term is known in the motion complaint asks $15,000 damages, the and ran into many complaints from' tention
of
industry
production
to stress the dividing line between
picture industry, is nothing more or 20th-Fox, for $35,000 and "WB, for customers and exhibs aUke.
leaders; so .that HoUywood "will be
the theatre-owning Big Five and
for
less than licensing all or pa'rt of a 20th-Fox, for $35,000, and
able to meet not only the postwar
'AgreeUiMitr Not Titled
themselves. If there be monopoly.
season's product of motion pictures the customary Federal Court formj
trend
thinking, but also the ecoof
Universal states, it's the "abuse" of
Decision to let "C^ile" go at regin advance; and that the testimony requests that the damages be ascernomic demand so apparently exgreat business powers (the Big Five)
ular admission prices was pireceded
on the' trial shbwed clearly that tained.
conditions."
and a "mere distributor" must kow
by 20th's release of "Gentleman's pressed in present living
'tying-in' of pictures
tow to- the weight of economic there was no
In his letter Chesler says he has
Agreement," its third top' film of the
tagged or coiiditioning th||licensing of one
practices,
Such
forces.
year, at no .increase in scales. It's noticed that his patron's -have bepictiire upon fhlPHcensirig ot anmonopolistic by the statutoty court,
"quite
conreported that production chief come "restless" and
other picture ot another group of
as minimum prices, clearances, runs
Darryl F. Zanuck demanded the cerned'about the type of pictures we
pictures; that the Government had
Continaed from pag* 8 t^^i
and franchises were fixed by the Big
price boost for the picture, his only are- playing. I feel that it is time
Five and U, sfeleasiriig only l/25th signally failed to prove any such
producers
what's
the
indi^idnal production of the year. that I: tell
tying-in' or conditioning, although
English films will gross less than
of the total pwduct had to conform
Because of hypoed opposition from wrong." Contending Hollywood has
$4,000,000 here in 1947. The five
a producer and distributor of mo•With these practices to meet compe<
exhib organizations throughout the lost the "pulse of the public," the
tion pictures h^d as much right to
major circuits .toouM be the
titioni:
country, to the policy, however, 20tb exhib. opined that the recent cycles
sell' all .or part of His' seasons prod'only mechanism throvgh tohjich
Franchises'
psychological,
war,
aviation,
prexy. Spyros Skouras was adamant of
uct iii^advance as' a manufacturer of
gvetiter plaj/ing' time could be
As for longterm franchises, U was shoes or soap; that, economically, -promised and any .aoreement
heaven and now "gutsy' films are
that prices not be boosted.
forced to seek them as its substitute it
among, (hem might be construed
was necessaty to the appellants'
Further evidence that 20th gave "over the heads of most of the
for theatre ownership. iBather than existence
to cerate in that manner.
in to exhibitor demands in deciding patrons."
OS conspiracy to jump the ontiIssue an injunction against it .tO'xe
•
Anyone who studies past per"The decree, St effecti tears this
trusf loujs, it is said.)'
to release ."Castile" at regular prices
strain making of franchises, the
industry apart, and holds illegal
Wilson expressed regret that no is seen in the speech made by SkoU' formances should know that certain
Supreme Court should enjoin the practically .e.very. custom and usage
solution to the 75% tax impasse had raS' at the recent testimonial dinner pictures have limited b.o. and entheatee: circuits from demanding
and .every -tj^e'^ol contract which come out of the session last week to. Allied prexy Jack Kirscb.- Em- tertainm'ent values, .Chester emthem.
has crystallized ov^r a period Of 3ft between Fayette W. Allport,'the Mo- phasizing 20th's reasons for asking phasized. Citing some examples, he
Both UA and U claim that the years. Appellants have not appealed tion Picture Assn's London rep, and advanced .admission, Skouras de' asks why make a "They Won't Belovirer court took the wrong slant from the restraints upon pooling
Me" when "Tho Stranger"
Star wafred Eady, second secretary clared that 20th would have to earn lieve
from the uniform pattern of clear' agreements, franchise agreements, of the British Treasury. AUport $8,750,0(t() on "Castile,'? which was failed to click? Exhib noted that
develop
ances and runs. Such a
minimum admissions'prices, etc., be- later expriessedr agreement, stating lensed in Technicolor, just to break 20th-Fox scored with "Mother 'Wore
ment was a natural outgrowth of the cause they feel that they can suc- that the situation-^ had not changed even. With so much mp'ney tied up Tights" and "I Wonder Who's Kissbiz,
it's
argued.
nature at' the filni
cessfully operate their business in materially from that of la^t August. in the picture, it's believed unlikely ing" but felt that "Moss Hose," "Kiss
Each disttib had to .meet the best spite. of those, injunctive provisions;
he would have consented to the of Death" and "Late George Apley'"
clearance and run terms offered by The^fhave^ appealed, however, 'tfoni
change in policy unless it was d£ from the same studio were no b.o.
his com'petitpr if it intended hold
injiihction
two things;
(1) The
cided that was the best way to get hargains.
Naturally,
its
accounts.
on
to
ing
that money out fast.
against block'^ooklng; and (2)* the
Brit. Biz
In summing up his theories, Cbeu
'
this 'development dictated unifqnn
imposiiitin
SQ-called competitive
In Ime -with thisi it's recalled that ler declared that "Hollywood is ob"
page
It
from
Ity of terms.
Contlnneil
^etro sales veepee William F. Rod- viously on the .wrong track in tha
biddings or, 'as "we- prefer to call- it,
In its attack, oft ''private suitSj UA the provisions for auctioft-selling.
ban pictures they are turning out, and I
against 10-12 mSnths for a Yank ef- g'ers has retained a strict
jk fitates: ''These: countless treble dam- Those two provisions of the decree, fort.
against seeking boosted scales for feel a voice from the wilderness
age suits have been instituted hy if sustained- 'by this court, would
any Metro top-budgeter. Carey Wil- should be raised not in protest, but
Unpredictability of British films'
exhibitors who v>now. feel that the work incalculable injury upon the
son, producer of "Greep Dolshin in offering help to straighten out the
boxoHice power in the U. S. Is anopportunify for appellants.
PP decree give*
con- Street,'^ wanted to have prices' ad- muddle. After all, a' theatre is dewhich
has
phenomenon
other
a windfall. The aipbunts demanded
The brief continues that it may stantly cropped up to bewilder sales vanced for that film but was turned pendent on Hollywood for the picin these suits ^.already instituted ag- not be -apy hardship upon the five
down by Rodgers. At regular prices, ture, but Hollywood must realize they
execs, it's noted. 'While experienced
gregate., many millions of dollars majors to sell singly but that the
gauge the earn- "Dolphin" is figured to gross $5,000,- are dependent upon the exhibitor for
damage, a staggering amount for smaller companies must be able to distrib toppers can
ing potential of an American film OOO for Metro on the basis of re- their funds to carry on."
..eight inembers of an industry (and sell the season^s product at one time
after it's played' a certain requisite turns to date.
especially United Artists), already through "economic necessity.'! It reSmith so far has obtained 221 dayfirst-runs and subsehard pressed because .of increasing minds also that when the Federal number of
quent-run housesi no such possibility and-date key city openings for "Castrade barriers and .confiscatory taX' Trade Commission found block-b<Sok»
has been open with the British pix. tile" for Cnristmas Day, including
S.
ation threatening to bar their prod- ing illegal, the practice was upheld;
the Broadway lUvoll and four downFlaydatea
world
iitck
Lesser
ucts from the: market of the
Can't
on appeal to tjtev Second Circuit
town IiOS' iimgeles houses; Film is
sSi' Continued from page 3
-Argument is not intended, UA Court. Attacking competitive
or
"A British film can go great gunS still being, sold, as a 50-50 deal but
while
society
British
from
okay
the
says', as a, plea to permit a defendauction— sellings Columbia said' in in the big cities, and then fall flat exhibs, believing, it will hang up
ant to escape the penalty prescribed the brief:
on its face wheii it .gets into mid- strong grasses, are finding no fault the Legion cracked down in the
for unlawful conduct but rather to
U. S. with a condemned (C) rating.
"The court below was without, dling-sized towns or neighborhood with, that part of the contract.
Explanation is -that In Britain th4
point out- the conseiiuences Ot a tul jurisdiction to regulate or prescribe houses," one experienced distribuing of conspiracy.
public knew thai the Anglican nuns
Courts should the manner in which appellants may tor of the infjports said.
"Then,
depicted In "Narcissus" were not
be doubly reluctant to. declare
license their pictures for exhibition. again^ we constantly, find that a Britpractice or contracts unlawful with, Fcir all purposes appellants are re- ish film will do excellently ilk one
Catholics whlie contusion on thatOf
11
out the actual facts before them tiuired' to put their pictures upon large situation and, for no accounta- Il
score' was much more prevalent
..-:'..,,...;,,
Continued
from
page
i
'Where, as in this case, it's said, such the auction block; That
lassB
BiBsj^ he*e..-.'reason, die in similar spots
is not the ble
a decree was handed down without function; nor is it within, the power throughout the country." Sales execs said a deal is now in
In the past no form of communithe works and
such, an inquiry, the Supreme Court of an equity court sitting In a Sherr say they Ve abandoned any attempt
should be wrapped up soon. Earliest cation or cooperation took place be-,
shouldn't allow it to stand.
predict
do.
to
what the. films would
man anti-trust suit.
of the films Is "Henry VHI," first tween the two groups. Understood
Advertising difficulties are posing released -in 1932, while the niost re-, that Father Mastetson has requested
Not Frlce-Fixlnc
a real problem in the attempt to cent are such films as "Jungle Book," a system whereby each order will
UA ^sees no price-fixing in minibuild U, S.. audiences. -There's a "Thief Of Bagdad," "Lady Hamil- advise the other on Intended actiort
mum admission contracts used by it.
feeling that -the just-right formula ton," etc., all of which have
played on films as they are screened after
Distinction is made between sale of
has yet to be found and that im' on Broadway as reissues during the completion in studios. Abbot UpspU
#n article and the current' case
Continued from page S
ponderables of selling in the sticks
is prepared to go along with th*
last year.
-where & copjrrighted work is merely
have .remained unsolved. A real
Legion, which was organized to American group on that basis.
licensed. As for roadshows, failure atre circuit after the deal Was pracdent lias been made in cosmopolitan
«f the court tp provide for them "is tically completed. Julian Levi, counserve as the Catholic church's reBasic difference tn operation, how*
centers but the progress in the
a complete disregard of the property sel for Milton Reynolds and Robert hinterlands has been far from rc' viewing hoard for films, has never ever, may stymie anything mor#
Tights Of the producer of this type Iiippert, claimed that UATC Was the.
touched radio. If it gets into tele, than communication on pix foetweeA
,:assuring. ,
'front for Spyros and Charles Skouof picture."
it will mark the organization's first the two orders.
British society r«*
Possible promises of affiliated ch'
Statutory court's attempt to initiate ras and eventually Golden State cuits to
entry into one of the film industry's views all pix and includes them Jrt
build British revenues, not• new way of selling pix is hit hard would be transferee! to the UA sub- withstanding, tliose in the know feel allied arts. Fact that it's strictly a a report to parishioners but h»s
film.
in the brief. Court is not authorized sid, Skouras Theatres, Inc.
that it'll take a minimum of five film reviewing body would preclude never, to date, condemned any
to prescribe affirmative ways of doWhile UATC is not a party to the years before British pix can do any. its reviewing live tele shows, at least It's function is to recommend films
ing business, it claims. That would film consent decree, Spyros Skouras thing approximating the take of a under the organization's present which the Church believes particuf>e the business of a legislature, not ia president of aoth-Fox and Charles Yank equivalent:
larly satisfactory.
The thought is method of operation, it's believed.
the judiciary. What's more, the de- Skouras heads National Theatres, that if American distribs 'agree to
Recent wave of activity among
Liaison between the two groups
cree would upset the traditional owned by the film company. Depart- settle the British tax quarrel on an tele broadcasters to establish their has been in the air tor some time.
control .of sales which indie pro- ment nixed the deal and Naify then oftset basis* they'll still be faced own code of morals for all program- British organization now swaps inducers have under the UA setup.
bought out his partners for a re- with a prime poser in how to win ming, meanwhile, may offset the en- formation and opinions with nuCategorically, UA also contends ported $8,000,000. UATC was ready over U. S. pfitrons in the hinter try of outside c£nsorsbi|i bodies into merous continental Catholic flliii
that the court erred in holding f ran- to pay about $12,000,000.
lands to a mass attendaifce.
the medium.
groups.
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How many dollars

are 17 million readers?

best-sellet is now a dynamic screen romance!
most eagerly- awaited picture of years coming to

The poweifbl
It is the

its brilliant World Premiere engagement
Music Hall and backed by a far-reaching

your patrons from
at; Radio City
ticket* selling

magazine, newspaper and radio campaign.

.When dynamic Spencer Tracy

as proud,

impetuous €ass

SPENCER

meets lovely Lana Turner, as Jinny, the girl from the other'
side

of town,

Scott

is

there^s electric

their best ^friend

hmed

TRACY'S

in the air! Suave Zachary

as

plosive, romantic picture

Lewis

drama

greatest role

novel!

who

falls

M-G-M

for Lana too, in the ex-

has

made of

'*Cass**

wh»

wooed "Jmw^
(LANA
TURNER^

the Sinclair

—

<

.

<»

girl

from the other
side of toumt

"

M*G*M presents
SPENGER

TRAGY

ZACHARY

LANA

TURNER

SCOTT
TOM DRAKE -MARY ASM- ALBERT DEKKER

DM

by

mm, mm

•

Nueed by ARIHUR HORNtLOW. IL
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Mear

Ipls. Ends

OKs Two New

•

Minneapolis, Dec.

'

Nabes,

its

One

Jack

in Error

George LanglMirt Exits
Randforce for Own Chain

efforts to

*Muse
*

..*.

George Ijangbart has I'esigned asi
district supervisor of the Handforce
circuit to go into exhibition on liis
^ity eouncil has granted a permit own. Langbart, in partnership w;"^
.;i.k
and license to Nathan Shapiro, for- Henry Hosenberg, closed this
mer night club owner, to build and with Samuel Cummins for the purNorfolk
operate a- new neighborhood picture chase of four, tfieatres in
over
He takes
theatre. It was indicated that other, and Portsmouth, Va.
year.
applications, now expected to pour the first of the neyf
Houses, passing title are the Pix
in, will be considered individually

An

New idea in
publicity 'veepee

journal,"

been

editor relations hak

by Metro

instituted

ad.

'

He listed as its twofold! mission, "to suggest springboards for movie
columns and discussions on days when the editor's idea tank is sluggish
or running dry, and to be6t the drum in a subtle manner for M-G pictures."
Evidence that it's to .be more than just a publicitjr handout for Metro
product was seen Ifrthe first issue, which veferred. several times to varioun
20th-Fok films (iii an approving^ manner, ot course) {md also to several
Paramount productioi».

•

.

Nohirt'

.

In Hi*

42d Anniversary Number 0f
.

•

Out Slum

Herbert S. Nusbaum, former niembcr of Monogram's legal department
on the Coast, has resigned to open his own law offices in Hollywood. Nusbaum studied at nights for the California bar while working witli Mono.
Before joining Mono, Nusbaum worked with Metro's homeofficc legal
department and so is the third member of that department to leave during
the iKst year to strike out for hirosetl!. Tyree Pillard, Jr., former M-G
liaison between the legal and sides departments, now has his ovm practice
in Washington and plans soon to open -a Niew Yorjt office as well. Irwin
Margulies, former homeoffice- legal rep tor Metro's studio^ is also prac-

,.

and Fairmount, Norfolk, and the
and High, Portsmouth. TheD. Kane, North Central Allied Port
renovated and a change
executive counsel; and Martin G. atres will be
in playing policy will he adopted.
LebedoiT, a member of the indeDiamond,
Rachlin, Migdal, Cohen
pendent exhibitors' body, appeared
law
firm) handled the
Ne* Yorkat the city council's license com'transaction.
mittee public hearing on the Shapiro
They asked retention
application.
of the 10-year city regulation barring any more new theatres here.
They argued the city is alveady
cvorseated and that new showhouses
would not be in the publie'j interWith the return of normalcy,
ests.
they 0oittend§d, exhibitors will find
tough sledding and tlj,eir investments

Ms

their merits.

S.

.

'

Test Suit

&

now

ticing

in N. Y.

OnSPGLetouts

.

^

'

.

Admitting that the House un-American Activities Committee "won"
round one "ki its effort to .dictate to the film industry," Progressive Citilit a legal maneuver bound to have
zens of America has announced* its decision to continue carrying the fight
important bearing on any future agai.ni$i the House probers. 'First step has been the publication of a "fact
sheet'! on the .comipitte^, detailing its record during the nine years of its
personnel cutbacks , in the- film inexistence and presenting a case history, ol the recent Hollywood hearings.
dustry, 20th-Fox has filed suit in <Them«.ttt the-Vibct sheet" is that the committee has consistently violated
N. y. supreme court for an injunc- the Bill of Rights.

3 Big Buff Trust

SintsDneatfcA

tion barrihg tbe. Screen ieublicisis

Guild from bringing to arbitration
BuflalD, Dec>
the case: of nine 20tb publicists laid
Exhibitor- plaintiffs in three separ
of., last summer.
rate anti-trust suits pending againsit
According to the 20th-Fox brief,
the majors with total damages of
the nine publicists were laid off
pressing
for
arp
now
$4,250,000
youth leaders, supported Shapiro. trials of their actions in the local under" an' economy clause in the
They asserted .the theatre will help Federal district court. The chances union contract, thereby removing
to combat juvenile delinquency in
any
ar? odds-on that before the spring the case from jurisdiction of
tfcs section.
is over v all three
will, go before arbittation proceedings. .SPG coun'*
The city council members were Buffalo juries. First of the batch
ter6d with charges that the work
surprised to find that, inadvertently,
discharged
done
by
the
previously
triplebe -heard will be the $489,000
they also had granted a permit to
damager brought. W- the Bordanaro employees Jjjas now been piled bn
H. L. Gtifiath to build * new neigh- Bros,
whicb. 1$- ^ted' to' kick off the remainmg publicists, thereby
borhood house in another part of the Jan. 5.
violating the union contract's plaice
city. Now, however, they're trying
The Bordanaro joust will- be fol- covering doublingtup and overloadto undo the action" by a "round
lowed by the Dipson Theatres' suit ing. Judge Henry Clay Greenberg,.
robin" petition".
Also, they point
completing hearings last Friafter
which is tentatively slated for the
out. they haven't acted on ,a license
March term. Dipson is slugging at dar (19), took ca^e under advise>poSed hew theato operate the
the eight majors for .$2,561,833 triple ment, with decision expected some
tre.
January.
time
in
balm. Last of the trio is the' action
Griffith, who has been, trying since
of Bivoli 0{feraliirig Corp. for $1,Outcome of the case Will deter1937 to -obtain tiis permit and has
200,000 against the majors,
mine' whether both SPG aild the
made repeated applications since
Bordanaro case- was to be ad- Screen, Office
Professional Em*
then, «ays he'll .not accept .any such journed until after' the appeals hearployees Guild, both of whose., meminformal rescinding action .and, if ing, of thfr
''Government action bershifjs were hit by payi^oU slicing
necessary, will carry hjs flgbt into
but with that being postponed un- recently, have recourse in reinstat~:
the courts.
til the February term, the local ing some of the workers. Practically'
action, goes to the mat on#s original every one 'Of the, major companies
Drive-In for Gainestille, Texsa
datti.' Final depositions of "William will have, arbitrations disputes on.
F. Rodgers, Meti^ft's v.p. in charge of their hands hinging on the outcome,
Gainesville, Texas, Dec. 23.
Work has been' started here by distribution, were completed last of the 20th-fox case.
L. C. Dennis on his new Hi-Ho Drive- week in N6w York, thus "winding up
In theatre, which he expects to preparations. Rodgers is leaving for
Florida because of health and therehave completed about Api'il.
Collaiiles'
Spot will be patterned after bn6 fore couldn't appear as a witness in
being operated by C. D. Leon be- the'case.
Only
Bordanaro
their
Bros,
claim
tween Sliermaa and Denison.
Palace, in. Olean, took it' on the chin
Arbitration proceedings covering
Because oiC alleged favbritism for the wage rise A)r Metro white collarites
New ^iixeXit Beaah Howe
Warner Bros, first-run in the towti. were interrupted Monday (22) beJtaleigh,

will b6 jeopardized if more competition in the field is allowed.
Residents of the neighborhood in
which the theatre will be built,
along with business interests afld

(Um

Howard Dietz and publicity lUrector Herb Crooker, with
the pubUcatloa of an "At-G .Movie Meic^iQ." It comprises a list of mimeo.
graphed pageji cbntaining various new4 items a^ut th« film industry
which Crooker .described as "sort i>t « aiotion i»lcture editorsi' trade

**

'*

RdllerKil

tional houses;

on

Insi^ St^-4%:tnres

Warner

li.

"Creative EtUerprise
in ProducUonf Selling
and Distribution a

+

23.

Central Allied has failed
prevent new theatre
construction here and, lor the first
time in more than 10 years, the bars
are being let down to permit addi-

North

In

BniMii^ Ban:

>

'

.

As if business wasn't tough enough for Hollywood's indie fiacks, the
City of Los Angeles is making it tougher. Department of Licenses ha.s set
a crew of 20 investigators to work to enforce an ordinance passed in May,
1946, Law requires that any press agent conducting his own bu.siness
must apply for a license. Fees start at a minimum of $12 and range upward at the. rate of $1 p(Sr'51,000 income over. $12,000. iPenalties^for failure
to i>aj' range up to 50% of the license Dee involved.
'

'

:

Mark Hellmger

^

'

i.

&

mWn

,

.

•

Continued from page

Even

success iti Hollywood, to -which he matrieulated in
the '30s, first as a writer, then a
producer, failed to diminish his love
for the Big Street, where a quartercentury ago he started a career that
was to make him a legend before
his time.
silk

ties.

Lavish spender and" tipper," a guy
who" was A champ check-grabber,
was. a prolific worker.
Even after he had gone to Hollywood he contributed a column and
page of features to King Features.
He began his career in N. .Y. as
a cashier in a Greenwich Village
cabaret, then became a reporter for
Zit's. Weekly.
Walter WincheU at

'

Dec.. 23..

.The -Itoda; new theatre being con- -Columbia is the only major -not
structed in Atlantic Beach by A. 6. named a defendant. Plaintiff's case
'Cooper and associates, will have a is being handled by William Gray,
capacity of TOO. It wilUte used, for Philadelphia attorney who won the
movies, stage productions and,' in' William Goldman action in that city.
Rivoli suit'
also -being steered
season, as.
..
a.

,

Opening

convention hall.
set for about Jan..,!.'

is"

by an

ouii-of-tiAwner.

ConnelO^
'

.

McDaniel

and

Judy

Pojrnter,

ob-

tained government okay to start
building si string of. film hodses in
-California.

'

is

McDaniel was formedy with. Pox

plaintiif's talking.
He's
just finished taking depositions qf
top bracket distrib execs of the
majors. They were questioned hereand in Chicago.
Only the J5ip'son case is in the.
hands 'of local, counsel.
whichever was higher.
Zorn's request for a several weeks
'postponement of the hearings to al
low time for preparation of his case
brought squawks from the SOPEG
'

owned

tije-

M-G

;

'

to Flats

Continued from page
,

According to SOPEG.execs,
the companies intend to draw out the
bench.

$,

hope

Small Exhibs
;

Continued from page 5

i

of a' number of deals. It's all due,
of course, to a desire to get the
last passible dollar

out of the do-

mestic market."
Distribs formerly were careless of
the little houses because their rec4>rds showed them that some 70%
of their total take came from first-

runs and other big theatres, according to Lachman. Their change in
attitude Was noticeable shortly after
foreign difficulties developed
the other 30% became important. Hence, lot.s of Jersey exbibs who went be^gging for product
previously now are getting it on
something closer to their own terms.
From distrib sources it's said that
pursuit of the small exhib is one
phase of a completely changed picture of domestic selling. The rivalry
for accounts, hypoed by both the
foreign situation and a theatre
shortage, has been growing hotter
for the past year. It's expected that
the competition will reach its peak
in '48.
their

when

.

Press Accolades

'

•

"West Coast and Poynter
utros in Arizona.

Park- lawyer,

doing the

Buildlne So. Cal. String

Iios Angeles, Dec. 23.
Weststates Theatres, Inc., new exhib company, heaqjfd by .Terry

Bouthem

Jiaclcson'

Tbomtk Mc-

the switch to flat terms will
eliminate much of that. Despite the
clo.se scrutiny
by checkers given
most houses that play percentage
pix, it's been found that exhibs still
have means of cheating on their reports. Metro spokesman referred to

one exhib who'd been caught and
forced to pay 100% of -the money
he'd withheld. A week later, however, Metro discovered he'd started
the same withholding tactics again.
Flat deals, it's believed,, would do

away with
Metro

rriuch of that cheating.

.

pointed out, too,
that' some of the cheating is done
by theatre cashiers and ticket takers

working

official

in collusion. In several situations, the exhib didn't know about
such tactics until it was brought to
his attention by a checker. Thus,

proceedings as long as
possible.
However, impartial arbl
trator Sidney Wolfl: granted Metro
two days' grace, arid the proceedings
will continue on Friday and Saturarbitration

day

(,26-27).

Meanwhile, arbitration

proceedings involving pay hikes for
at United Artists
start Monday (29) under the .industry decisiott to hold separate arbitra

SOPEG members

tions for

each company^

ASCAP

Signing Up Indies
Pending TOA Settlement

Society of Composers,
Publishers may be talking settlement of its increased seattax proposal witji the Theatre Owners of America and others, but that's
not stopping the org. from a drive to
sign up as many exhibs as possible

Aigerican

Authors

&

to the M-G spokesman,
it's
still
necessary to check most
under its announced new rate.
houses periodically.
Only company which still con- ASCAP has been ci];pularizing a large
ducts its own checking service, number of theatre opecators via the
Metro has recently 'cut two or three mails with renewal contracts for the
men from its -field checking staff. increased terms.
No further cuts are planned, howLetters teil exhibs that the new
ever, since it's believed there will deal goes into effect Feb. 1, after the
be enough work left for the rest moratorium on the hoist wbioh TOA
of them to keep them busy.
extracted from it.

according

It would have meant cutting
into his film activities in mid-after-

Gamble.

Few

personalities in journal-

ism' have gotten the press accolade accorded Mark Hellinger.
Hellinger's de^h in Hollywood
Sunday found the nation's press
'

and its columnists, particularly
on Broadway, going all out in
sentiihentalisms the following day In lauding one of
the most popular of their craft.
All of the Broadway columnists paid tribute to him of one.
soi-t or another, and some unashamedly wept copious verbal
tears. The N. "X". Journal-American yesterday began serializing
their

Hellinger's life .5tory,
Frazieri

by George

was

to distribute his, independently
produced films, six in all. Initial
picture, scheduled to go before the
cameras in March, was to be "Knock
on Any Door," best-selling novel of
juvenile delinquency in Chicago, by

SRO

Delay

'

M-6 Powwow
Mtyed Two

.

to a proposition involv-'
ing the taking over of the CBS 77:15 p. m. period for Procter &

Sales Meet

Death sof Mark Hellinger has
caused the Selznicl^ Releasing
Organization to postpone the
sales meeting it had slated for
Jan. 8-9-10, prexy Neil Agnew
said yesterday (Tuesday).
Meeting, SRO's first, was to
have been held at the Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles. It has

Hellinger

the time handled a similar job for
the "Vaudeville News, and they became fast friends, a friendship that
He
endured 'through the years;
joined the News in 1923, as" a reporter, covering a Broadway beat
and writing the intimate type of
.story that was the forerunner to the
Broadway gossip column. He then
went to the Mirror, where he limned
fore the American Arbitration Assn. the events of Broaidway and its peoin a surprise statement by Burton K. ple.
«
Zorn, Metro lawyer, that the company
.Hellinger bad
just ..completed
was not prepared for rebuttal. Zorn's Naked City"— a Story of the New
statement followed a long presentaYork with which he was so familiar
tion by Leonard Boudin, representfor Universal release. It was to
ing Screen Office & Professional Embe his last picture for U. He also
ployees Guild.
Boudin marshalled produced "The Killers" for U, one of
statistics from Commerce & Industry
the top boxofilice pix a year ago.
Assn. charts and Nai^onal Industrial
He had recently entered into a
Conference .Board surveys, showing hew agreement with Selznick Restanding of film white collarites with leasing Corp. through which he
employees of other industries. He
asked for wage hikes of $12 or 30%,

Zj,

warmed up

been pushed back

until later in

,

the month. Hellinger had just
joined the organization as a pro-'ducer;."'

•
.

.

noon .five days a week to go over the
script, rehearse and broadcast the
show, which was to be titled "'The
Hellinger Story." The deal eventually fell through because of a change
in executive heads of the ad agency
concerned, the new man preferringto start from scratch iti picking his'

own program.
It was made apparent

during the
discussions about the series that
Hellinger was less interested in the

money

—

his end was to be $5,000—
than in achieving success in a me-^
dium that he had tackled in earlier
years, but without hitting the jackpot of popularity.

Met Gladys Glad
In 1925, while on the New.s, he
helped judge a Coney Island beauty
contest run by the paper. The winner was one, Gladys Glad. She was
to become what Flo Ziegfeld called
his

most

1929

beautiful

showgirl.

she became Hellinger's

In

wife.

When

'he was stricken in the Helroom
lingers'
projection
private
Saturday night she rushed him to
Cedar.s of Lebanon ho.spital in Hol-

lywood. The end came a lew hours
later.
Last summer he was under
an oxygen tent, when first struck by
a, heart attack. Also surviving are
an adopted son and daughter, Mark,
6,

and Gladys,

5.

Death Forces
Re-Waxing of Crosby Show
Hellinger's

Hollywood. Dec, 23.
Untimely death of producer Mark
Hellbiger Suhday (21) night has
forced ABC to order a re.slicing of
a Bing Crosby show waxed last
Wednesday (17) with HcUiiiKf'r,'

Jimmy Durante and Dick Haymcs.

Willard Motley.
Those who had heard the show dcAfter writing a number o£ film .scriiJed it as including the breeziest
Hellinger verbiage of the year.
stories
independently,
joined Warner. Bros, in 1937 as a
Crosby has platters ready up to
producer. One of this indie yarns March 17 as a result of his rush to
was "Broadway Bill,'' done by Co* beat the Petrillo ban on recordings.
lumbia; it is still hailed frequently AfiC's decision to reslice the Helatas the top turf pic ever made. linger Show was based on its
Radio
tempt to preserve the atmosphere
With all the pressure of his pic- of "liveliness" with which the show
-

ture

work Hellinger

last

summer

is a.ssociated.

TOMORROW
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Cincy-Cleve. Survey*

in U. S. Theatres,

Par Strength

Balaban Informs Stockholders
Paramount's solid footing in shaky tWorld conditions—based on its enormous U. S. theatre holdings— was Claim
played up last week by Barney
Balaban, Par's prexy, in a letter
sent to all stockholders. Paramount,
'

No

On

he said, is least affected oi all the
companies by the foreign restricDue to its theatre holdings,
tions.
only 10% of world revemies of the
company are derived from foreign
ClistributiOn of Par's pix.
/
(From other sources, it's reported

Brit. Blackout

Palestine Newsreels

Commercial ncwsreel outfits have
been practically shut off from aU
footage emanating from Palestine,
just when that country has become

the hotbed of news activity in the
world. Reason for the virtual blackout on Palestine news is that most
of the reels' staff cameramen in the
that Par will take in some $20,000,000 country are partisans in the fighting
In net returns from overseas rentals. and so have no time to use. their
This indicates the company's gross cameras.
,
revenues at about $200,000,000 for the
None of th« reels has any Ameri'
grosses were
It's last year
year.
can stafllers in the country, with
#193,000,000.)
of them having relied beretO'^
most
Earnihgs this year, although not fore on Arab, British or Jewish
measuring up to 1946, "have been lensers for their footage. Because of
end are, taking all factors into ac- the sporadic fighting in Palestine, all
count, very satisfactory," Balaban the lensers have been tied up with

aid.
Balaban sees the fall of '48 as the
point from which piusent production
economies will spell lower amortization charges on plx released. Par's
fllin Industry is toeing held "to the
narrowest margin which is adequate
to assure an unbroken supply of
J)roduct." Having done that, he said,
'we all now can look forward to an
earlier date for.the acihieVement of
a position inj which our inventory
has a more favorable relation to the
.

"

own

their

and the

activities

to acquire Liberty and
Eainbow productions, he said. Now
In the treasury are 411,433 shares.
(Par issued 56,667 shares tor- a 94.6%
Company
in .'Rainbow.
Interest
bought 58,000 «haites of its own stock'

PORTLAND, ORE.
Mayfair (Parker)

agers currently mumbling about a
Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 40-80)-; blue Christmas. "Unconquered" is
"Fun, -Fancy Free'' .(KK:(>) and the only big picture in months to
"Something In The Wind-' (U) (2d hold up strongly, and it still Is on
wk) <m.o.). SO-SO $2,500. last week, Its seventh week at the St. Francis.
"Fabulous Texan" is mild at the
$3,500.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 40-80)— Fox as. are most other new entries.
"Had To Be You" (Col) and ''Cwme However, "Daisy Kenyon" looks
Doctor's Gamble" (Col), day-date fairly nice in two houses.
Estimates for This Week
Below average
with Paramount.
Golden Gate (RKO) t2,844; 65$3,500. Last week, "Where There s
Horse Mesa" (RKO)
Life" (Par) and "Repeat Perform- $1.00)—"Wild
vaude headed by "Plenty of
plus
$5,000.
Okay
(EL).
an ly
Room" and Guy .Cherney. Low
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 40-80)— $16,000. Last week, "Lone Wolf
and
(Far)
Life"
There's
"Where
London" (Col) plus vaude headed
"Repeat Pedformance" (EL) (2d by Bill Robinson and Marie McDonwk). Holding $6,500. Last Week, also

FwEndofCo^p

fHh Eddis

Hollywood, Dec. 23;
'jetting Jan. X as
deadline for abandoning its policy of
participating in cooperative ads and
exploitation
with exhibs, trend
seems to be toward general adoption
of similar tightening up by other
During 1947 approxicompanies.
,

With liniversal

mately $12,000,000 was expended by
the majors In first-run campaUtna

Move

Comniord Loses

.

is

part of the general re-

trenchment but is being made, both
for sake of economy and in belief
by producers that exhibs are dodg.f
Ing their fair share of .th« cost. If
U-Fs action, is followed by other majors, it will mean that exhibs will
have to exert greater efforts tO: attract customers to first-run houses.
Cooperative policy is expected to
be retained by majors, which have,
their own theatre chains and with
those with whom they are afflliatedi

In November «qd T,800 shares during
"These
Wxtt first half 'of tJec^mber.)
•bares," he said, "with additional
Honesdale, Fa., Dec. 23.
shares which may be acquired, will
Furiously waged campaign of the
be at hand for the purchase of other
Interests which would strengthen the Comerford Amus.' Co., operators of
'
the Lyric theatre here, to defeat a
company."
Balaban's letter was sent in con- proposed admission iam and"°a hike
junction with dividend checks for in tKe Lyric's^ annual license from but otherwise it's believed
that many
the fourth quarter 60c. per share $60 id $'717 proved ineffective when exhibs will be placed on'^heir'own
the borough council recently passed
payments.
in keeping grosses up.
both measures. Protests of a Comerford attorney tiiat passage of the

Hiked Fee Fi^t

EL Topper
SB

Continned from valgt S ;bi

circuit sales manager, to the newlycreated post ot assistant general
sales manager- under Schwalberg. Al
fiuchman, eastern division head,
.

and Nicholas Goldhainmer, western
counterpaj;t,
wore lot out. Both
Suchman and Goldhammer are fairly
.

recent addition^ .to XlL's sales staff
since they took "over their posts only

a fe»r. months back, Ralph McCoy,
souWeastern district manager, also
.

ordinances would be contrary to the
community "goodwill" were denied
by the borough counsel who declared, "let's :,call a spade a spade—
the Comerford organi^tion does not
enjoy much goodwill here."
Appearing before the council at
a public hearing, Comerford attor
ney Thomas Friday submitted t
variety of petitiops, resolutions, let-,
ters.and cards, signers of which all
purportedly o'bjected to an amuse.ment tajc. Council prexy J. F; Beefier elicited the admission that Com^
erford had prepared the petitions as
well as circulated them. Circuit employees then denied charges that
some signatures were forged^
In justifying the proposed $717
license f^e for the Lyric, j^borough
counsel A. Emerson HoweU pointed
out that the sum would amount td
only about :60c for each performance.
Furthermore, he said, the borough's
daily police protection alone
worth more than that. Comerford
attorney bruslied that one off with
the reply that the Lyric has been
hiring its- Dwu, policing staff at the

iiahd^j in his resi^ation, effective
immediately, .'
Naming- 'ot Dunn was the payoff.
«n-' tHe sudden collapse In negotiations .yrith ,Helneman. Bickerings
reached a crisis last week -when inclications-pointe^.tct his assuming the
top distdb spot- .<With Sphwalberg
working under him. as domestic topper) jnvthe company. But negotiations terminated when EL refused to
meet i^eineman's: compensation demands. Unfruitful negotiations had
previously been pushed with Tom
Connors, erstwhile sales chief for council's request^
'

'

2toth-Fox,

which were started

.

and

halted three separate times before
XiL. tumed to

Heineman;

i^illing in .the hole is considered so
im(>ortant that' it's understood one
Of the reasons for Benjamin's recent
trip to London was to obtain Rank's
«kay to the Heineman deal. Latter
faa^ a 'five-year pact with Universal
vncler 'ifriiose setup he works, which

guaranteed by Bank.
Buring the 'week, foreign operations also saw a change. Miltoti J.
Yeoman, manager of foreign branch
is

©perations, resigned.

^

Continned from page 3
Krim, EL's prexy. Negotiations were

handled by Serge Semenenko, senior
veepee of the Boston bank; Robert
W. PurceU, Pathe Industries board
chairman; Robert Benjamin, Pathe
director, and Krim. Pathe is parent
organization for the film company.
Other banks participating in the
loan are the

Bank

of Manhattan Co.,

Yeoman was Marine Midland Trust .Co, and Continental Bank & Trust Co., an in

with EL six months and spent the 16
years prior with Universal. He recently returned from Mexico after
opening a company office there.

Dunn, new
manager, was

EL Loan
SS

ass't
general' sales
circuit sales chief for

the past year. He had been with the
Warner Bros, foreign dept. and while
serving under the
banner was
captured by the Japanese during the
fall of Shanghai.

WB

H'wood Chore
Hollywood, Dec.

PATH KADIN'S COAST SPOT
Paul Radln, v.p. of Buchanan
Co., returned to the Coast from

&

New

York

yesterday

(Tuesday)
after
eight weeks of huddles with John
Hertz, Jr., and other execs.
Radin will again head the ad
agency's motion picture department,
operating under Coast exec v.p. Fred
Jordan.

23.

Peter Ustinov, 26-year-old British
writer and actor, has been signed by
Alfred Hitchcock and Sidney Bernstein to do the screenplay of "Under Capricorn." Pic, which will star
Ingrld Bergman,
London next fall.

will

Hitchcock-Bernstein
releasing

via

be made

in

flayhouse (H-E) (1,200; 40-80)- 000. Last week, "Green .Dolphin
(Col) (im.o.-). Fair Street" (M-G) (3d wk), $12,50p.^
Paramount (Par) (2,646$ 60-85)—
$2,200. Last week. "Bachelor and
Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) and "Lured" "Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and "Bad
"Men Missouri" (WB) (reissues) (3d
(UA) (5th wk), (m.O.). $1,800.
United ArUsts (Parker) (805) (40- wk). Only $10,000, Last week, oke
80)—"Green Dolphin Street". (M-G) $19,000.
St. JFrAncis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.20)
LaiSt
Excellent $8,000,
(3d wk).
"Unconquered" (Par) (7 wk). Stout
.
week, .'strong $10,700.
$12,000. Last weijk, sock $15,000.
<

.

:

Orpheum
65-85)

prrr sacs; 'dance'

Good

—

VERY THIN $11000

Last

(2,448;

(Col),

week, "Exile"

wk)^ $10,500,

Artists

United
(1,207:

(Blumenfeld)

"The Swordsman"

^16,000.

(U) (2d

(Blumenfeld)
55-85)—"Body and Soul"
(4th Wk). Oke $8,000. Last

(UA)
'Pittsbursh, Dec. 23.
Couple of not too dismal spots in week, hajipy $11,000.
Siageiloar (Ackerman) (350; $1.20)
the Golden Triangle the week before Christmas are playing reissues. —"Henry V" (UA) (4th wk). Nice
Fulton's doine okay with "Mark of $2,500. Last week, big $3,500.
Gnild (Blumenfeld) (400;. 35^85)—
Zorro" and "Drums Along the Mo.?
hawk" while Senator's hitting pay "The Exile" (U) (m.o.). Weak $3,000,
dirt with combo of "Green Hell" Last week, "Night of Love" (Col)
and .^'Pittsburgh." Otherwise biz is (reissue), fair $2,700,
Clay. (Roesner)
65-85)—
(400;
blah.
".Tawny Pipit" (U) (6th wk). Trim
Eatimates for This Week
'

'

.

<

-

•

BALTIMORE

.

'

,

-

-

—

,

.

-

'

UA

Enterprise letter claimed
defaulted in (1) that it did .liot use its
best efforts in selling the producer's
pictures and (2) a number of minor
infractions of the pact.
In the interim, the Cagney broth-i
ers, who are also in a dispute with
over failure to deliver the completed "Time of Your Life," filed a
counter-suit to UA's action of two
weeks ago. It asks a declaratory
judgment to free It from the
pact, claiming
has breached the
contract.
UA's suit is in N; Y.
supreme court and Cagney's in California. Attorneys feel that the action is legal sparring at the moment.

the chin along with others at $6,000. issue), Filling in mildly at $7,000 to
Last week, "Gangster" (Mono ) with set Christmas Day opening (Thurs.)
bo. of Jjouiis-Walcatt .flight plx, for "Captain From Castile" (20th).
$10,000,
Last weeki third of "Daisy Kenyon"

(20th) iell to $7,000 after good previ-

'Outposf-Mtwood'

UA

UA

UA

William Goetz
(Production Head of
Vttheraahlnternatiomi)
Adveeatet

Get Back to Work''
In tfw

upcoming
42d Anniver$ary Number
of

Transatlantic

Warner

Bros.,
sends its inftialer, "Rope," Into production here shortly.
unit,

Good $7,000. Last week,
Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Down To Earth" (Col), $8,700.
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th). Nice $19,iental.

"Down To Earth"

'

"r/ie Only Trend:
Ustinov's

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"Fab.
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 40-80)— ulous Texan" (Rep) and "Old Span"Had To Be You" (Col) and "Crime ish Trail" (Rep). Mild $12,000. Last
Doctor's Gamble" (Col), also Or- week, "Desire Me" (M-G), $16,000.

$2,200. Last week, $1,900.
40-70)—
Fulton (Shea)
(1,700;
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60"Drums Along Mohawk" <20th) and 85)r-"Daisy Kertyon" (20th). Tepid
/"Mark of Zorro" (20th) (reissues). $4,500.
Last week,
"Nightmare
Nice $7,500. East week, "Ride Pink Alley"
wk) (m.o.),
(3d
(20th)
Horse" (U) in 8 days hit $9,000.
6 days, $2,500,
HarHs (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (892; 55*
"Pirates Monterey''
Getting 85)—"Spoilers"
(U).
(FC) and "DiaUA-Eiiterprise
only 6 -days, and should grab $9,000, mond ,Jlm" iVCy (reissues). Neat
not bad. Last week, second of $6,500. Last week,
tgontinued from page 3 g
"The Outlaw"
"Exile" (U) yanked after 2 days
at (UA)- (reissue) (2d wk), dropped to
'
vances on its other product on $3,000,
,
$6,500.
strength of, the "Arch" release. This
Penn. (LoeW's-UA) (3,^00; 40-70)
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)—"Black
Dance" -(M-G)" and Cat" (U) and "Black Friday" (U)
is detiied by UA' head' Grad Sears -^"Unfinished
but it said to be one of the reasons "Arnelo Aflah:'.' <M-G).. House -only (reissues). Oke' $9^00. Last week,
Enterprise tiffed with UA, threaten- rarely goes in for double-bills. Un "Gentleman After Dark" (EL) and
der .'$11,000,' very /jjoor here. l,ast "Man in Iron Mask" (EL) (reissues),
ing to withdtaw its big special.
week, "Golden Earrings" (Par), $10,500,
Ent a month ago sent a letter to $14,000.
UA claiming it to be in default on Bits (Loew's) .-,(800; 40-70)—
its distribution contract.
Und.er "Golden Earrings" (Par>- '(m,o.).
(Continued from page 11)
the pact's terms, UA has 30 days In Maybe $2,500. Last week, -*'Green
which to correct these -defaults.' In Dolphin Street" (M-G) {m.o.), $3,500. "Texas Radio Round-Up" headed by
Senator (Harris) (2.200; 40-70)— Ernest Tubb on stage. Combo drawthe event they are not cforrected. "Pittsburgh"
(U) and "Green Hell"
Ent then can exercise its right of (U) (reissues). Stout $4,000 in 9 ing some, trade at $14,000. Last week,
second of "Had to Be. You" (Col)
termination. The. 3Q days were up days. Last week, reissue of '''Mira>
and vaude^ $12,700.
over the past week end.
cley34th St." (20th) and <«Blondie In
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20"The Exile" , (U) (2d wk).
During that period, UA in turn Dough" (Col), in 4 days, brutal 60)
$1,500.
Holding well at $9,000 after solid
sent a letter to the producing unit
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"Out
denying it was in default It also Of Blue" (EL). Slow $11,000. Last getaway at $15,200.
Mayfair tHicks) (980; 35-55)->
served a summons on Ent- to force week, "Out of Past" (RKO) with
"Fabulous T«can" (Rep) (3d wk).
delivery of the remaining pictures Louis-Walcott fight plx, neat $14,000.
Mild $5,500 after okay second sesh
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)-- at $6,700.
due under the Unit's contract, par(EL) and
ticularly "Arch of Triumph," which "Love From Stranger"
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Linda Be Good" (EL).. Taking It on "Drums Along Mohawk" (20th) (reis completed.

N. Y.

Within 60 days, Krim said, four
big productions will go before the
cameras. Films are "Assigned to
Danger," "The fipirituatist," "Hollow Triumph" and VThe Blank
Wall," a 'Walter Wsnger production;

aid, stout $27,500.

Oriental', nifty $9,400.

for their pix.

common

V-Vaude

of Doubt"

oke' $4,700.

Sets Patfero

Ads

$23,500, 2 Spots, Texan'

40-80)-

(1,500;

Oke

Frisco Sags; 'Kenyon'

12G,
16G
Had My .Way" (U) and "Shad(U) (reissues), Fair
San Francisco, Dec, 23.
Last week, "Ride Pink Horse"
Santa Claus is avoiding Market
and "Newshounds" (Mono) (6 days), Street this week -with house man-

.

.

(Indie), $1,800.

If I

reels.,

communications; has also been a
problem, with the competition
among the tfive reels for plane and
space holding up whatever
ihip
footage has been lensed,
Newsreel officials emphatically
deny ttiat British censorship has had.
anything to do with their lack of
Palestinian coverage,, British haven't

(Continued from page 9)
$1,000. Last week, "La Travl:

ata'*^

$3,700.

.

U

Only

ow

.

consequently, have received no footage to show wha^s actually happening in the Country. Restriction on

scissored any footagi from Palestine
of for more than a year, they claim'.

market we fseil 'in
Par laid Otit 187,667 shares

Theatre survey of the Cincinnati territories, 14th in the series
of directories on the country's 31
exchange areas being issued by
the Motion Picture Assn., shows
a total of 704 theatres with a
sealing capacity of 872,172 in addition to 'eight drive-ins with a
Of the total
8,641 -car capacity.
number of houses, 292 are circuit-operated, with 504 owned
by indies having less than Sour
theatres apiece.
Survey of the Cleveland area,
15th in the series, reveals, a total
Of 479 theatres with 371,013 sieats
In addition to 23 drlvc^ins with
a car. capacity of 7,480. Circuits
run 246 theatres in the territory
with remaining 260 controlled by
Indie operators.

Out Shortly

Okay $8,000

in Buff

Buffalo, Dec. 23.
Reissues predominate here this
as the boxoffice drags bottom.
Best bet looks to be "Northwest
Outpost" and "Driftwood" but not

week
big.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)
(3,500;
"Thundw in Valley" (20th) and
"Christmas Carol" (M-G) (reissue)
Sad $8,000 or near. Last week, "Ba.
cape Me Never" (WB) and "Slight

Case of Murder"
$18,600.:

(WB)

(reissue),

ous sessions.
Town (Rappaport)

(1,600;

35-65)

—"Walter Mitty'^ (RKO) (4th wk).
Winding up at $9^000 after very
steady second heai at $10,200.

Allied Cancels N.0:

Meet

in Feb.
The National Allied board meet

For N.Y. or D.C.

for New Orleans early in
February has been called off. The
board. Instead, will, stage its huddles In either Washington or New
York In mid-February. New Orslated

leans confab was cancelled because
of an acute shortage of hotel accom-.
,

Great I^akei (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) modations there,
^
^"Druras- Along Mohawk" (20th)
Board is scheduled to rule on its
and "Mark of Zorro" (20th) (re- action with reference to the scat tax
Passable $11,000 or close. raise by the American Society of
week, ."Unfinished
Dance" Composers, Authors & Publishcr.s.
(M-G) and '"Frieda" (U), $10,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70 )^"Man Allied convention In- Milwaukee tenMask" (EL) and "Gentleman tatively adopted a scheme for raising
After Dark" (EL) (reissues). Thin a war chest to fight the boost. Alissues).

Last

:

In Iron

Last week, "This Time Keeps" lied locals will report back at the
(M-G) (3d wk) (m.o.), $6,200.
forthcoming meet.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Last of Red Men" (Col) and "Key (UA) and "Blackmail" (Rep) (m.o.),
Witness" (Col). Dull $9,000. Last $4,000,
week,- "Upturned Glass" (U) and
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
"Blonde Savage" (EL), blah $5,500. 40-70)—"Northwest Outpost" (Rep)
Teck (Shea) (1,400: 40-70)— "Mag- and "Driftwood" (Rep). Okay $8,000
nificent Obseission" (U) and "Stole In 5 days. Last week, "Love From
Miilion"
(reissues).
Dismal Stranger" (EL) and "Linda Be Good
(U)
$3,500. Last week, "Christmas Eve" (KL), $11,500.
$5,000.

<
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Herbert Wilcox

N. Central AOied Blows Whisde

(M

f iVot«i BtUith

Loud) on Par; Exdiai^e Notes

Minneapolis, -fi« aw«itlnjg
Moines and Kansas City territories.
a reply to its recent complaints to Selected recently set up offices in
the Federal Trade Commission, Post- KansasGity.
.
,.
,.
master-General and Department of
Completing its national distribuJustice. The petitions called for intion chain, Budd Eogers, Realart
vestigations ol! the action of Paravice-prez, also signed E. V. Landaimount Pictures here in posting 34- che to handle the firm's reissue prodBheets in and mailing heralds trom
uct in the New Orleans area. Films
Minneapolis to residents in r»irthere will be released throiign
bault, Minn
,
,
Liberty Film, Inc.
Williatn Glaser, owner of the only
three theatres in the latter town, has
Evan Heads Calxary Assn.
been refusing to buy the pictures
Calgary, Alta.
because of allegedly exorbitant deReturned to office for the third
mands^ Glaser is a member ol North
the Canary
Central Allied, The 24-sheets^ and consecutive year by
P. D. Egan,
heralds advertise individual Para- Theatre Assn. were
viceMitcheltree,
Ralph
president;
product
a
the
as
mount pictures and
president, and Les Litch, seeretary-

Film Reviews

Prodmer

writes

North Central Allied

M

T/iof Old Debhit

42nd Ahmveraary Number
Out Soon
man

direction is credit to their

Youngsters show promise if backed
up properly. Mischa Auer is in tot
some sad comedy that will strike'.an

I

Olinka follows the familiar pattern
of screen vehicles, with much footage devoted to preem of his first
opera, "Ivan Susanin." In fact, the

billy, hymn-singing camp
Glinka's unfortunate marriage, his
Jane Weeks is put through obvious
sex parade at the blonde tramp in- close relationship with the poet
habitant of the tourist camp. Don Pushkin and final triumph as a comHarvey and others are adequate. Wil- poser lauded by the Czar, figures in
the
story. The composer's love affair
liam" Clothier did the okay lensing.
introduces too much overacting by
Broff.
Editing is bad^

of the board of directors of the

Cuvalleria

Muriel

Biutieam

Chirkov, who really has a fine voice.
His vocaliising and the work of the
Bolshoy /Eheatre -groups are stand-

:out.'

(•Bnatio Chivalry')

elected include
Schwartz, of Dover, Del., \rtce-president; CalvUi Ball, Mjlford^Del., seo
"^Officers

M

occasional chucklo by lt» vomx happiest moments of the
picture ara
frenzy. Roman Bohn«A is • short reproductions
of
these
operatic
order cook and Marion Kerby has launchings, with production
vahies
the ill-conceived character of hill- pointing up high expenditure
of coin.
owjier.

fa

.

continued from vvff-

the cotiC«Vt and operatic repertory
field,
figures
importantly in
some feeling Under th» stereotyped musical end of the film. Rise the
of
talent
-

—

75^0 Tax"

.

.

For Yen I Die

and Director)

Besides- Chirkov, Sasha Sobolyev,
(ITAIOAN-MADE)
who is Glinka as a boy; and ValenaiuperJUw T6l*Rii»- ol SoBlem (OeiiajB Za- tina Serova, his wife; and Lydia
Pcatniai I»n. Fola, Carl*
iMrttl) produotloui
Lipskerova, his romance, contribute
Md.; Marsh. NlueW, beonarao.Corteis*; Directed by AmStory, Giovanni "Ver^i; cam. fairly good, if not unusual, bits of
Gollner, Salisbury, Md.; Reese Har- leto Biilennl.
As often is ^he case. Lev
•ra, Maaiimo Tcriano.' Bngliiib titles, Ar- acting,
Cock and W. Dowhanulf.
rington, Harrington, Del.; Sam Mel- ni»ndo V. MaoaluBo. At C'nero* VctcJI, Arnshtam, faltered
at times in diUts, Denton, Md.; Herman Purnell N. T„ Deo. II), '47. Bunnins time; 8* MIJIS. recting the scenario be
whipped up.
Be.EIect Exlilb Mayor
and Raymond Todd, Salisbury. Md., Santuzza.
Regina, Saskv
.Carlo Mnch
Some unusually smart English
Afflo..
Compar
»orl» Durantl titling
Gna Lola
Donald Hood, owner-operator of directors,
by
Nicholas
Napoli and
1'*°"'^"''' Cortesu
TufWau.....
the Ltix theatre, Hudson Bay, SasK.,
Charles
Clement
salvages
some of
Salliatj
Starace.
.Bella
Gna NuAzln. .........
Boseiiei...Opcrafe8 Center, FrlsCa
was returned as mayor of the town
I-ulsl AlmUantn the more wordy episodes.
Wear.
ZIo Brasl..
.Carlo Romami
for his second term.
,
San Frantisco.
2,
Bammillu.,
At Lethbridge, Alta, A. W.
Herbert Rosener will operate the
Capitol
Shackleford, manager of the
300-seat Center, a Robert L. Lippert
Itolion; Enfllwh Titles)
Un
city
the
to
le-eleeted
theatre, was
house, effective Jan. 1.
, .
, ,
This is an appealmg, unpretentious
'
council. Be has been an alderman
The Gund. another Robert I*. Lip- film,
the -story of open passions of
since 1940.
oSicers."
pert house, is reported gotog under
Continued from page S
simple, rustic fbllc._^,Pihn is based
Blumenfeld management soon.
on the story by Giovanni Yerga,
CooMr's 2 T»keOT«r»
Joa Wotf SelU Screen GnUd, Mpls.
which forms the basis for the weU- to finance this upped production
Wncoln, Neb.
Minneapolis.
Group
Mc-Kans.
Kew
known Mascagni opera of the same- schedule.
Ijncoln theatre" here and the CriJoe Wolf has sold his Screen Guild
music
City.
and
Kansas
songs
uses
Pic
title.
"'Prospects
British films are ex»
terion in Oklahoma City have been franchise here to Julius A. Goller
A new group, Allied Independent from Sicilian foMelore instead of the ceUent," Rankfortold
acquired by Cooper Foundation and Reno Wilk, of Nortb Star Films,
the press follow*
Kansas and Mis- opera'« music, and musical backtheatres from the estate of the late independent distributors of xeissues. Theatre Owners of
ing the Odeon merger meeting. "W«
souri, was formed here last week to ground is just as- efltactive.-- Film
J. H. Cooper, former Paramount He previously had soW Film ClasAllied has charm, and should ppovi a good have made mistakes and some of our
Management group for sics the franchise which he held. Be- affiliate with the NationalWichita,
partner.
F. Sullivan,
films cost thousands more pounds
art house draw.
the new theatre operator consists fore embarking on "his own as an in- organization.- O.
president. Larry
Tale is that of a young tavern- than they should 'have. But I am
?f Pat McGee, Halph Ayer and dependent distributors. Wolf was Kfflis., was elected
Larson, Wpbh City, Mo., is vice- keeper's son who returns from mili- spending more, time on production
Paramount Twin City salesman.
'rank Roberts.
president, and- Vincil Stamm« Bag tary' service to find that the gu:! now and hope to bring costs down.
No changes in the operation or
His future plans are undecided.
dad theatre, Kansas City,, is ,seere he loved has married someone else. I am presently miilcing the rounds of
Rtanagement of the. two showcases
tary-treasurer.
Sehine Chain ITps' Hart
She's « coquette and he pretty much the studios-and discussing how costs
will be put through at the present
Gloveisville, N. Y.
All three are members of the a weakling, He makes love to ail-r can be cut,"
tune.
Lou S. Hart, manager of the Glove board. Otheria are Jay Means, Kan- other village maid, meanwhile havAt the special meeting last Friday
theatre here, has been named zone sas City; Joe Ghosen, Sedalia* Mo. ing an affair with the married lady,
J, Guy Selmser Retires
manager for the Schine circuit.. Hus- A. F. Jarboe, Cameron, Mo.; Lewis who is very willing. The rejected (19) at which Odeon shareholders
Gloversvllle, N. Y,
Sosna, Moberly, Mo.; Don Payton, maid informs the husband* who were called together to approve the
After '25 years with the Schine sell Sandlin succeeds him;
Hart will supervise Schine thea- Mt. Vernon and Brookfield, Mo-; challenges the lad to a duel and much-discussed merger. Rank said
Theatrical Enterprises, J. Guy Selm^
Ben kills him.
set has retired as active chief of the tres here and in Amsterdam, Crlens Don Phillips, Colby, Kans.;
the move was necessary because the
Adams, Eldorado, Kans.; A. K. Smith,
Construction, Purchasing and Main- Falls and Hudson Falls.
This Sicilian story of simple pas^ prosperous theatre circuit would not
Johnson, Kans.; Lee Sproule, Ft. sion
tenance Department.
is told as simply, to make it: aid in obtaining the additional coin
Scott, Kans.; C. L. Brattan, Counctt
Led'H:-0 Cheefcers to Meet
He- is "Succeeded by J. Dewey
an engrossing yarn. The workers
'
Metro's field checkers are slated Grove, Kans.; O. C. AJeatander, in the fields, tilling wheat with anti- needed for production unless it
•r^, assistant.
Osto huddle Jan. 6-8 at the Hotel A^rtor, Kiowa, Kans., and BiU Kalt,
quated methods; the market-plae* stood to profit. By. the' merger, it
gets equal acceff with GCF's Gauon general distribution jgorne,- Kans.
AIXOEP Drops Jos. Gonwa.y
Y.,
N.
fair; the church processions and
Joseph Conway has been dropped and .exchange operation problems.
sarvice—'these form colorful, back- mont-British cliceult to GCF's prod'
Chouinard Joins Omaha 8BO
as general manager of AUied Inde- Charles' K. Stem, Loew's assistant
ground, with their costumes and uct.'
...^
nendent Theatre Owners of Eastern treasurer, and exchange, operations
Minneapolis.
customs. Little bits stand out—the
G-B is a subsid of GCF. Under
Pennsylvania: Understood the -.move chief Alan t. Cummings will conCasper Cliouinard, who recently biting of an car to indicate challenge the plan
approved last- week, all of
wma part ot'-ti retrenchment drivo duct the three-day sessions.
iesigned<as buyer and general mani to a duel; a serenading' trio under a
GCF's
capital
holdings
were
acbuslatemming from the recent film
ager of the Independent Theatre lady's balcony; a card-playing scene
Del., B. Md. ITO Elects Derricksen
Assn., one Of tile territory's biggest in the tavern; street venders at the tjuired 1>y Odeon for about $4,692,000.
DovM.Del.
Conwt^, •'Who formerly operated
Odeon had faced difficulties in keepnon-profit buying combines, follow* :»iir..v
William B. Derrichson, of Heho- ii^g a disagreement over policy, will
the Egyptian and other theatres, was
ing
houses
its
alight
without
GCF
Performances are quite credible.
lip]()olnt«d to the Allied post about a both, Del., was elected president of join Selzmck Releasing corporation
weakling product, since the 75% tax has
the Independent I^eatre Owners of as Omaha sales representative, a 'Leonardo Cortese,: as the
yttx ;ago.
Delaware and Eastern Shore of new post. He will covet the terri- Turiddu; Isa Pola^ as the rejected brought an embargo on American
Selested-Bealart Deal
Maryland at a meeting in which the tory surroiuiding Omalia, as well as Santuzza; Carlo Ninchi, aS; the be- films being shipped here.
Doris
Diiranti,
husband,
and
trayed
to
affiliate
Selected
exhibitors
decided
not
Srank Childs of
Pictures,
Merger wag unanimously approved
the city Itself and, 'pending the as the coquetting Lola; are all good.
^c, has contracted with Realart with any' national organization. establishment of the new office, will The
two women are also quite beau- by the 150 Odeon stoclcholders presPictures for distribution of six Uni* A. Joseph .SeFiore, of Wilmington, work out of Des Moines.
tiful. In smaller roles, Bella Starace ent, after Rank had issued a balance
versal reissues in the Omaha, Pes former president; was elected chairChouinard was United Artists' Saihati as Turiddu's mother; Luigi sheet on GCF in response to great
Twin City salesman before takmg Almirante as a' farmer, and Carlo press clamor that Odeon would be
the Independent Theatres AssociK« Romano as a family friend stand
getting a "pig in a poke."
tion post.
out. Especially the mother.
In answer to criticism of the
Direction is "stark .and straight,
Lippert Adds Another
concentrating on the surging story. balance sheet, which showed proLos Angeles.
Camera' work is good, with rural duction losses of about $8,000,000 for
Robert L. Lippert Theatres added shots for intriguing backgrounds. the five years 1S42 through 1946,
another house to its chain with the Production is simple, but adequate. Rank stated at the meeting:
WARNRR iROS. rRESENTS
.
Bron.
purchase of th6 Imperial, « 500WILD IRISH ROSE"
"When I entered the industry,
"THE VOICE of the TURTLE" seater,' in Stockton, Cal.,' making a
Color by Technicolor
British films were; with some excep*
total of 37.
fltunrlBc
Starriaq DENNIS MORGAN
tions, at a low ebb.
I decided the
formerly operated by R.
Great Glinka
WttK Arltllt Otbl Mint KlM - Alut Htle
toaoMRUOAN • Elamar PARKER J. Theatre,
first thing was to ensure that British
JIM aiiM
fimit TaMM - Gwia O'BriM • '
Thomas, will continue its policy
(Musical)
Sen AIIH•<^
Eva ArAm • Wayne Moirls
of first-run Mexican pictures.
films Were acceptable in world mar(BVSSIAN-MAPE)
Directed by DAVID BCTUat
wKh
M. 'Ray Landrum has sold the Dale
MMIiel NuMtert GrittMl >< DlrMte< ty
I
therefore authorized the
Artklno releaie of Hosfllm production. kets.
trtSw Prlei
KBNT 0UITH • JOHN EHEBT
theatre, 600-seater in Long Beach, to Stare Boris Chirkov,
Directed by Lev making of prestige films.
There
in PtrBon
An)fl1itaiYi.
Soreenpltty by Amehtam; cam.
Bertha Richman.
Directed by Irving Rapper
might be, justification for criticism
tra^ Alexander Shelenkov, Yolanta Chen
THE INK SPOTS
Brice not disclosed.
8«re«a Floy by John -Van J>raten
that they cost too much, but some
nrasleal nrranKewenti, Vlesorlon Sheballn
BXJIBIE FIEU>8 and HIk Orcheetm
choir and ballet of Boletaoy theatre; Bngllidi of
pf
Frank Marlowe • Miriam lATelle
reputation
them
enhanced
the
Thratr*
titles, Micholai NapalU Charlee Clement.
Sr;£?%.
Biumbere-Rank Wlnnahs
WABNJSB BBOS.
At Stanley, iN. T., Htartlng Deo. 20, '47. our films."

whole.

The independent

exhibitors' organ- treasurer.

lotion, in a communication to the
Ffedecal Trade Commission, alleged
false and misleading advertismg.
Its charges with the Postmaster-General are that the mails are being
and coerce>
intimidate
ijaed to
luaekmail tactics" and "unfair trade
Practices" were the charges lodged
the Department of Justice.
The matter also has been laid b«loreEric Johnston and Barney Balafcan. Bennie Berger, president of the
OTganization, Says it will be brought
tip at the next Paramount stockhold#i!5' liieeting "before the election of

.:

Members of the executive committee are Hoy Chown, K. ,M. Lwch,
B. Goldin, J. B. Barron, Glen Pea-

retary-treasurer,

and De^ore, Jolm

Fox, Pocomoke

City,
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The THEATRE GUILD present
(he RKO RADIO PICTURE

"QQOD NEWS"] "MOURNING BECOMES

June ALIYSON

T

*

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU"""
Rockefeller Center

^

Stageshow Prospei^s"

t.

8t.

Marthall

•
•

PeMr IAWFORDJ
Jun McCruken
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42d AnniverMory Number
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(In Russian; Snglish Titles)
Despite bits of excellent singing
Boris Chirkov, superb choral

work by the Bolshoy' Theatre choir
and strong musical passages, VThe
Great Glinka" simmers down largely
into a screen vehicle for students of

Russian music. Film may hold con.siderable interest for lovers of Russian classical tunes, and as such
should do stout business at Russo-^
language theatres.. For general consumption in the U. S.| it% lean pickings.

Supposed^ a Soviet

film

Out Soon

biog-

raphy of the noted Iflth Century
Russian composer who first placed
Russian folksongs into concert form,
this production becomes too much
of a character study of Glinka
(sometimes dubbed Mikkail Ivanovitch in picture). As such it gives
full scope to his emoting, largely in
closeui>s, and this is the weakest
thing Chirkov does.
The overture to "Russian and LudmiU8i" which is best remembered in
.

of

GOLDEN
'HtAIM

.
RunnlnfT tthie, 100 ItllNS.
Rank added the prophecy that
Glinka (child).;. ......... ...Soaha Sobolyev
Olinka.
there would not be a free flow of
i. ........ i..vi... ..Borle ChlrkOT
HlB Wife
..«.,.;.««...yalentina Serova
pictures from the U. S: into England
TJlyanich ................. .Victor Merkuriev
Kutya Ivanova for many years.
Anna Kern..
Katya Kern.
.l.ydia Tjlpekerovn
FuRbkln. ^. .............. .reter Aleyolkov
C:Anr Nicolas I. *...«.•'....,. .Boris Llvanov
Baron Hoson..,v. ....... ..Nikolai Svobodin
Fetrov
Mikhail MIkhallo*

by

Harald Bowden

SIGNC HASSO
WM. BENOiX

KENYON"

headed by Eugene Vogei.

fflk St

BOB HOPE.

Henry

FONDA

District manager Manle M. Gottlieb and Minneapolis ejtchange manager Leroy Miller grabbed off first
prize in Universal's .22-week Blumberg-Rank sales drive which started
in May. Some $90,000 in prizes are
to be spread around among three
district managers^ 12 branch toppers
and their salesmen. Second money
-was copped by district chief Dave
Miller and his Albany exchange,

-

.

'

f

ir«!diieiday«

'

:
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-BY-THE-CLOCK
Those Were the Day»Dieath of I. J. Fox, fur' retailer, last week, recalled to New York
ftationmen th« conspicuous part that he played" as a time buyer in
the early dbyi of radio. Back in 1025 be^ had a habit of coming Into
the studio of /WMCA, when it was in th» McAlpin hotel,, and then
can the ikies out of the window. If thd portent was tox the sort
«f wither lliiit would Incline women to stay home^ he'd pull out $50
fend pay tot a half-hour of time. He would then go out in the hall and
wave in the' orchestra that would be sitting out there on spec, Among'
these instrumentalists on occasion was Rudy Valee; The cost for a
I2.<piece combination in those days was $65.
Another anecdote' recalled was how he became the sponsor of the
annual "Friars' Club Frolic." Donald Flamm, owner of the station,
was announcing a /'Frolic"' honoring Mayor Jimmy Walker, and was
about tp start, the broadcast when Fox approached him and asked
^ow much the club would want if he <Fox) sponsored' the program.
Flamm conferred with the latet George M. Cohob, \rho at the time was
the clubs' abbott, and Cohan expressed' amazement at any one wantiii{(
to pay for such a thing. "Let him have it for a couple hundred dollars,''
Cohan finally told Flamm. Fox said' it was a deal but asked Flamm
to hold up the broadcast a few minutes. Fox then disappeared. When
he got back he explained that he had called relatives and friends,
bidding them to tune in and make note of the number of times hi;s
name' was mentioned on the broadcast.
In September,' IflSS, when Flamm leased
to a group .headed
by George Storer, Fox was told he'd have to pay an increased rate.
Fox got sore and moved" his show over to WEAF, N. "V,, and paid thrice
the old ratCi His "Fox Fur Trappers" was the first commercial to pick
up an international entertainment program. It was Belle Baker
shortwaving from the Fifllel Tower, Paris. Fox never missed being
on hand in the studio fOS' one of his broadcasts.

CaMrwEnbUes in Web He^ Setup;

E
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'

'

'
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WMCA

:

Seatde s

1kee

V Parlay Wacky

GI

1^ Conls. Iido a

$1,1

By DON SBBD
Seattle, Bee. 23»
Just about a year ago listeners to
KXA, local indie station, had their

Homer

Fickett

(Director^ Theatre

GuUd

tars assaulted with a new singing
commercial. Really a burlesque of
of the Air)
% singing commercial, and no day
hatmibored
}ias passed since then when these
listeners have not had at least 10
Don't
to
opportunities a day to hear the
unskilled
creak
out:
voices
patently
f'l'm George, I'm Don, I'm Buford,"
(«
pi«c«.;f roving there's « literate
"We're
the
into:
g>d then swing
wdlmcc for radio]
Three G. I.'s, those happy-go-lucky
* * *
guys, with the best and cheapest in
. :'ta/tll*surplus buys. 'We don't pay no rent
we're
out
in
tent."
'cause
a
42nd Anniversary Number
Following the vocal, staS anbouncers have been forced to. read
tome of thewackiest spots that have
have }ret assaulted the «ir waves.'
Built on a foundation of sound merchandising, however, the spots always feature item and. price.
The difference is in the line of atifiates
tack; 4in attack that has skyrocketed
the Three G. I.'s business- from an
original $12,000 -inventory into a $1,000,000 a year gross. The G, I.'s unusual selling campaign, 'used in
newspapers as well as on >the air.
Which has attracted nationwide attention, is the brainchild of Keene
& Keene, Seattle advertistog agency.
Bob and Jack Keene, -who run the
Action of NBC and CBS in reducagency, were approached by the
three veterans who were operating ing the period of rate protection
a surplus outlet called the Veterans from a year to six months has raised
fiales Outlet. The Keene boys, vet- among some agency exces the ques(Continued on page 32)
tion whether this change of pattern
isn't something that is bound to be
picked up by the affiliated stations.
As these agency men see it, there
will be quite a number of stations

"You

Have
Reach Down'*

'

Expect Aif

To Follow Webs

In Rate Jugging

Corwin Taking

now which

A

Long Walk?

Question of whether Norman Corwin intend^, to desert radio permanently in favor of films has been the
basis of speculation both in Manhattan and Coast radio circles. Corwin,
currently in Hollywood on a pic

commitment, was originally sched-

w6d

to return

to

CBS

this

month

under his contract with the web,
which permits him to engage in outBide

.•

work

year.

for

six

months•••of
..'

the

Ho'wever, Corwin received an extension beyond his mid-December
return date following the signaturmg of his film contract. Some are
Wiclinedto the belief that, if he finds

™s

proper niche on the Coast, he'll
decide to take a longtime whirl at
picture making.

Smiths CoHgii Up Spot Coin
Smith Bros, Cough Drops Will go
spot this season, using an-

strictly

nouncements at the rate of three to
nva a week. Starting
date is Jan.
Ularket list hasn't been de.

termined yet.
Account" is handled by

SSC&B.

will elect to revise their
rates twice a year instead of once,
which has heretofore been the

custom.

While admitting that the advertising clan will accept the networks'

new

policy without opposition, these
opinion-voicers point to a statement
in NBC's first letter to agencies on
the matter to the effect there has been
only one general increase of rates.
What has actually happened since
1936, remind these agency men, is
that quite a number of stations have
increased their networkVrate and
that hookups have gone from 50 to
ISO stations.

CBS

Votes Bmiiis, Reversii^ Self, Bat
Proposal that he believes would
give network listening a perceptible
shot in the arm has been submitted
by Carlos Franco, chief time buyer
for Young & Rubicam, to Frank
Stanton, CBS prez. Conveying his
idea by letter, Franco urged that the
networks give thought to putting
their operations on a basis of broadcasting by the clock so that listeners
in all zones «cross the country will
receive programs according to their
own living habits and not those of
the eastern zone, as it now happens.

Wanis Next Year Will Be Different
CBS reversed itself last week, voting a week's Christmas bonus for
all employees, regardless of union
affiliation.
At the same time tho
web served notice that next yea*
things would be different that it
would fall in with NBC and ABC
in restricting "Vule bonuses, if any,
to non-tuttion employees, only.

y

Niles

Trammell

Thliilii

" *48

<

That

—

Wm Test the

Ability of the

Radio

What

Industry to Unite**
upevnlim

42nd Anniversary Number

Out Soon

"'New Thinking Spreads
The "new thinkihg" that ties in
with the inroads of unionism is hot
restricted to the networks alone,
but has spread throughout the industry. It's estimated that, in th*
case of the networks, each individual web today must deal with at

Kudos Fluds
AtNetworits
The networks ore beginning to
look askance at the flock of polltaking educational and other institutions that have been grabbing
.

tation

.

grams and the wear and tear on
(Continued on page. 32)

Last year and the year before, it's
recalled all the magazines suddenly
conscious, with practically everybody and anybody getting into the poll-pulling act, gimmick being to get a free air plug
irr return for a certificate or plaque.
It reached a point where even the
networks got tired of accepting

became award

AFM

CBS came out on top last week in
a minor dispute with the American
Federation of Radio. Artists ovei" interpretation of a clause in the network production code.
Union contended that staff announcers, during regular hours of

them.

emphasizing the fact that
an official rating agency/'

within the announcers' regular duties.

"it is

least 50 different unions.

The average employee, , in th^
opinion of web spol|;esmen, actually
has no idea of what's been happening; that OBS' recent upping,: for
example, of secretaries' pay by $6 a
week, affecting upwards of 70©^
comes to nearly $300,000 a year. "So
isn't it on the naivete side for them
to suppose that the company will
continue gifting them with Yulo
bonuses when>thei bossetf feel they'va
got a pistol pointing at them?" Samo
network exec thinks that's justifiabl*
reasoning on the part of the web.
CBS originally had planned to
skip the bonus this year. But thers
were too many squawks, employees
pointing out that they had already^
committed themselves finattciall^r,
etc. Hence the CBS rev.ersal, along
with an inner-office memo trailer*
Izing next year's action.

''

JimeViceGiDiiyAs

.
,

Awards made last week by the
American Schools and Colleges
of
employment, should be paid com- Assn, was held suspect by one
networks, which refused to senA
the
mercial fees in addition to their
release on the web shows that
salaries for 30-second i^ot announce- out a
cited.
Instead
it queried the
were
station
ments they deliver during
But' a three-member arbi- National Education Assn. in "Washbreaks.
tration panel of the American Arbi- ington as to the organization's standtration Assn. held with CBS that ing. The NEA's reply suggested a
reading the announcements came vagueness about the organization,

Coke Refresher

Jane Froman has been pacted bjr
D'Arcy agency, which handles' fh«
Coca-Cola account, to take over th«
femme vocalist spot on the Sunday
evening CBS "Pause That Refreshes'*
not
show. She bows in Jan. 4 as pemMi»
,

Eyebrow

Fun

Thul

throughout 1948,

Joe Collie

themselves a lot of space in network and station releases by presenof program awards. Peeling
is growing that radio's' a sucker to
cognizance of such awards, para night-time basis across the coun- -take
ticularly from outfits, regardless of
try, instead of being mixed with
daytime rates by virtue of a hookup their standing- as educational institutions, that aren't qualified to rate
running into a daytime zone.
>.
shows.
4. Avoid the- dislocation of pro*

Ratings, or—
in the Statistical Dept.
vs.

relations.

far it's translated itself into putting
the Yule spirit artfuixd
the networks, but some see it- as only
theobeginnmg of a strained relationship that, many contend, is bound
to reflect itself in additional ways

Clarify Bate Structures

ABC

but geieralljr
three-network

a damper on

Increase revenue for the net-

Tiff Vs.

the

employer-employee

of

works since the rates would be on

CBS Wins

in

decision on holiday gifting, is that it
fits into the pattern of a quiet
revolution that's
been fonienting
over the past couple of years in
all

In th*

spot radio. It will eliminate many
of the obstacles that the business
has encountered through the years
and tend to revise, to radio's credit,
.some of the advertiser's economic
thinking toward the medium.
Bi'oadcasting by the clock, as
Franco views it, invites the following advantages:
1. Improvement of public service.
commercials will be
Night-time
available to listeners in each zone
at a time which, is most convenient
to them. People live by the clock
and network radio has run counter
to this by consistently superimposing
a listening pattern of its own on the.
living habits of the people.
2. Increase the merchandising effect of programs for advertisers by
making available to them bigger
audiences in each time zoiie.

3.

is sigoificabt,

overlooked,

•.•**

Holding that radio is cluttered up
mechanical
with
practices
and
methods that should have been abandoned long ago, Franco says that the
adoption of the broadcasting by the
clock plan will prove of Immense
benefits to not only the networks but

CBS

Shift

Moveover of Jane Froman
from the William Morris agency
camp to Music Corp. of America
has provoked no little eyebrow
lifting.

Particularly

so

among

who recall the Morris
(Abe LastfogeD-Froman associaback to the Lisbon

those

agency research men are ures as the other. FoUowing is a
with good-humored in- theoretical example of such a tabulaterest CBS's recognition, if any, of tion.

Ad

awaiting

the competitive rating compilations
ABC salesmen have been
that

ABC

CBS

15

15
14
13

The agency
showing to clients.
men have already in several instances remarked to ABC reps that

12.2

the figures, tending to show that
ABC's general average evening rating is about on a par with CBS', look

51.3

13.8

12.3

10.3

..

11.5
II"/.

Clipper crash in '43, 'when Lastfogel, as head of USO-Campi
Shows, sent Miss Froman, Gypsy
Markoff, Yvette, etc., on their
ill-fated
"Soldiers in Greaset
paint" overseas expedition.

11.8
,

tion that dates

However, Miss Froman's Morris
is seen merely as a "delivering-the-goods"
situation,
with

exit
.

•10.2''^
MCA pacting her to the Coca'^
impressive until the mathematical
Cola Sunday air show.
faculty probes for the key— and finds
9B.8
Credited with devising this parit.
programs
included nent successor to Ginny Simms, who
but
four
With
ABC
apparatus
at
ticular statistical
compilation
ABC
averin
the
above
sales.
on
exited
from the program a few
is Fred Thrower, v.p.
whereas
CBS'
eight
•agfts
out
a
12.8j
weeks
ago in order to return to tha
As the agency men who have
ratings within the same numeral Coast.
Drops Goodwin
probed the ABC study described it,
15
give
scope
of
10
to
it
an
average
It
marks
Miss Froman's first reguthe key to the weighing of one netHollywood, Dec. 23.
of 12.4. About the same compara(Continued on page 32)
work's ratings against the other lies
but of lower digits
is cancelling "Leave It to
numerical range elected by tive average

Show

:

'

!

CBS

the
Bill," starring Bill Goodwin, after ABC as the framework within which
Saturday's (27) broadcast. Comedy to strike a numerical average. The
of
show has been sustained by CBS for method, they say, is reminiscent
an arithmetical game.
30 weeks.
For instance, the study sets down
Goodwin remains under option to
columns all the ratings
the web, and writers have been put in opposite
programs that fall
to work to blueprint a new format. for commercial
between 10 and 15 and when the two
If it meets with approval of Ernest
average
Martin, coast head of network show-s columns are totalled they
Goodwin will be slotted for anothes out almost alike, even one column
may have twice as many rating figshowcasing,
in

j

would obtain if the same thing were
repeated between the numbers 1 and Treacher Off Durante Show
5. And the averages would continue
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
bear the same relationship if the
Arthur Treacher is dropping oft
[averages of the 10 to 15 and 1 to 5 the Jimmy Durante airer
on Jan. 7
columns were added up.
because of a sharper plot slant.
The crack in the foregoing system; There will be a continuance of tha

I

j

j

[to

;

I

say the agency statisticians^

is

that guestar policy.

limits itself to commercial ratings
Durante tioupe leaves Jan. 10 for.
and therefore does not give an over- a seven-week tour on behalf Af
all network, or stations', circulation, March of Dimes.

it
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Nets, Directors Stalonatd as

"Star

Time

NAB

Rons Low on N. Y. GinU's Demands
Time

is

running out on the Haclip+"

Directors Guild's N. Y. chapter ultito the networks to grant wage

matum

walkout- Jan. 1, Talks, resumed under
State Mediation Board the first of
last week, broke down at the week's

and Athe£

<}eihancl$ x>r' face a

end, stalemated again

both sides
.

Aliss

to

budge

Mabel

called in

.

to

by

refusal of

in their stands.

Xeslie, State

guide

th6

Mediator

talks,

an-

nounced she would not call another
web-BDG" iiuddle unless the nets
came' forward with some new wage
Yesterday
(Tues.)
the
proposal.
»ets did, upping their minimum pay
Offer to directors from $112 to $117
(Present minimum is
per week.
Guild
$100; Guild is asking $250.)
didn't accept, and the talks, were
adjourned to next Tuesday (30).
weren't
manifestly
The networks
taking the dispute seriously, the impression obtained both by the RJDG
negotiators and around the networks
being that the Guild was bluffing in
ultimatum and wouldn't go
its
through with a strike. The directors,
meanwhile, were; going right'.on with

Their Separate Wliys
NBC, whose
vention
fall

hi

first

annual conCity last
headlines

Atlantid

grabbed

more

than the NAB confab which it
immediately preqeded, will be
divorced completely in '48 from
the industry meet. NAB meets
in Los Angeles in May.
NBC convention will take
place next September.
At the
moment there's a strong possibility it will be held either in
Honolulu, Bermuda, Havana or

Sun

NABUrectorsTo

One *of Dienver's top organists,
Norman Sorenson is featured on
KSJZ'a Sunday. a.m. half-hour "Penthouse Serenade,'* supplies curtains
and baohgxsDUnds for other KLZ
sho.ws.';.

.

FM

Parity Is

Sought Via

AGoodYearFith 'Story/
So Pacts Through '4S

^Year Qrants

McOiU

repotted

Goodjwar has ordered- renewal for
second

year of "Greatest Story

the

WashingttHi, Dec. 23.

41.5
Gillette Fights
Jack Benny ................ .27.7
Truth Or Consequences
26.8
25.9
Fred Allen
Molly
25.8
Fibber
Charlie McCarthy ...... .. i..24.2
24.0
Amos 'n' Andy

Under pressure from the N. Y,
FCC last week re-

Daily News, the

opened the controversial N. Y, FM
cases and called for a second oral
argument here Jan. 12, The News,
a rejected bidder, had lambasted the
Commission decision, charging that
23.3 former FCC Chairman: Charles B.
.....22.4 Denny, Jr.,° had illegally voted on j;be

&

Theatre

Bob Hope
Mr. D, A.

........20.8

Godfrey's Talent Scouts ,....20.5

Washington, Dec. 23.
Assn. called on the FCC yes(22) to extend the present
onet^year
licenses to three yetms.
This -would give
parity with
AM'ers, who now are licensed for:
the statutory limit of three years.
NAB is expected to follow suit
today and may seek similar extea
sion for both FM and tele. In urg.
ing the change, FMA counsel Leonard Marks said yearly applications
cause considerable expense and effort.
The longer license period
would give more security to struggling FM'ers, he declared. Commission was asked to hold oral argument on the FM request.
Move followed FCC action last
week to permit staggering of
license renewals instead of having
them all expire automatically on
May 1, as they have in the past.The Commission press section inadvertently let the cat out of the
bag that the FCC was considering:
three-year extensions by publishing
an erroneous report to this effect

FM

terday

FM

FM

Walter Winchell
Red Skelton ;
My Friend Irma

.20,0

Bandwagon

,19.2

20.3
19.3

.

case after agreeing to
general counsel.

become

NBC

However, in agreeing to review its
decision, the FCC neatly sidestepped
this charge by spelling out a new
policy to govern the participation of
Commissioners in final broadcast decisions. Agency ruled that hereafter
Commissioners may not vote on final
decisions unless' thiey have sat in en
.

FCC Reverses

:

the oral arguments.

h Brockton Too
Washington, Dec,

23.

Neither Commissioners Denny nor
Edward' M. Webster had heard argument on the N. Y. FM cases and,
under this rule, would have been' ineligible to vote in the final count.

Almost overlooked in the excite- Since Webster and Denny both voted
ment over the second look FCC against the News, voiding of their
agreed to give the New York FM ballots would have resulted in a twocases was .its decision to reopen two tie vote on the newspaper's FM
FM hearings on another highly signifi- bid.
cant three-way contest for a local
The News was one of five proposed
watter in Brockton, Mass.
winners of FM permits in an earlier
Initially,
an FCC proposal fa- finding but lost out to the Board of
vored bid of the Plymouth County Missions of the Methodist Church in
Broadcasting Co., a local group, on the Commission's final balloting.
ground its programming plans were Other winners were ABC-WJZ;
superior to those of a second local WMCA; WPAT, Paterson, N. J; and
applicant, the Bay State Beacon Co. the Unity Broadcasting Corp. (Inter*
which was later retracted.
Proposal was looked on at the time national Ladies Garment Workers*
as possible test of the Commission's Union).
Blue Book stand' on programming,
The FCC ignored another of the
since the Bay State had proposed to
newspaper's arguments that Comoffer for sale all but 4% of its air
missioner Clifford J. Durr's vot*
In final decision, Commission
GET
REVIVAL time.
should have been thrown out inas>
sidestepped the program issue and
Mutual came up with an oldie, pulled a surprise move by prefer- much as he weighed testimony filSm
the
American Jewish Congress
Harry Hagen's "True or False" quiz ring the third
bijdder, the non-resicharging the News with an antishow, which hasnit been on the air dent Cur-Nan (Jo.,
On ground its Semitic, anti-Negro bias. The AJC
since 1943, to pick off a piece of new principals
would actively run the
testimony was rejected by an FCC
business in Chicago this week. Shot- station.
well Manufacturing Co., candy-bar
Cohn & Marks, attorneys for Plym- majority as not "relevant."
maker, bought the stanza, now a outh,
New FCC Policy
promptly
challenged
this

Ever Told" on ABC, effective Jan.
25. Feeling generally expressed was
nete had
agreed to resume talks early in that it demonstrated a high quality
January on the Guild proposal that Of programming can be handled in
they enter into national cotttracts taste as an institutionally sponsored
covering non-staffers, McGill said show and can pay otf rating-wise,
the
national board will meet too.'
Manner in which "Greatest Story,"
next Sunday and Monday (28, 29),
either in Netw York or Chicago, to which dramatizes Biblical tales^ has
plan these negotiations and to dis- begun to take hold with listeners is
cuss the national Guild's role in the seen in its rating climb. Stanza's
current 6.2 beats the CBS opposition
N..Y.. local's strike aetlon.
show, "Pause That Refreshes" (5.9),
Charles Powers, ABC director of
and Isn't far behind "Hollywood Star
the Henry Morgan Show, has been
Preview" (8.1) and "Nick Carter"
appointed by the Guild to set up a
(7.8).
Frederic Zlv package, after all four
strike headquarters. Three locations
"Greatest Story" paid, off heavily major webs
reportedly had made
have already been found, and one
in press notices at its outset, not only strong pitches for
the account.
>ill be selected shortly.
because of the nature of the program
Shptwell sponsorship of the quizDodie Yates was named chairman but because the
tire company com- zer in the Saturday
5:30-6 p.m. period
©f the RDG's Women's Auxiliary in pletely eschewed
commercials, con- will starl Feb. 7. Deal
covers the
a move indicating that the wives of fining sponsor identification
to full net, To give the airer
a buildup,
the directors may be recruited for "Goodyear
presents" tags fore and Mutual will
tee it off Jan. 10 on a
picket duty.
aft. Almost 1QQ% praise from both
sustaining basis, and additionally
BDdr spokesmen -reported their lay and clerical sources as the slot one
of the web's established
"war chest" was building fast from stanza went through the year was
mystery stanzas in the preceding S
the special assessment of one-sev- satisfying response as far as Goodo'clock segment,
enth of every member's pay and year was concerned.
"True or False" will be aired at
Tonight (Christmas Eve), incidenpromised to be adequate to carry
5:30 in all time zones, originating
tally, ABC and its affiliates are giv«ut strike plans,
live out of New York. Agency for
ing time at 11:30 p. m., and GoodShotwell is Wendell-Muench, Chiyear is paying talent posts, to repeat
cago.
last Sunday's
(21)
sequence, the
Hagen, who created and formerly
Soviet
Nativitjr story called "No Room At
emceed "True or False," still owns
the Inn."
Washington, Dec. 23.
title to it, but won't be oil the air
Agency on the show is Kudner,
in Its revival. Bill Slater will emEdward R. Murrow got the ao'
cee. Stanza has been "freshened up"
colade of sizzling condemnation by
with added gimmicks since it faded
Badio Moscow the other day. The
from the etheri It was last heard
Soviets, in a Polish language broadon the Blue Network (now ABC).
cast to eastern Europe, 'attacked a
Show had sponsorship, including
J. B. Williams shave cream, a total
Murrow commentary rebrdadcast
Mexico City, Dec. 23.
of five and a htlf years, priot to '43.
by BBC. Radio Moscow declared:
Station
was fined $2,000
"Mr. Murrow maintains that he
(U. S.) by the Ministry of Compresented only his own opinion. But
munications and Public Works for
it is easy to guess that if this opinMusic Maestro Is
airing on Dec. 12, Guadalupe Day,
ion were not in accord with the
Sylvan Levin, music director at
Mexico's big annual religious holicwnert of ihe CBS and the firms day, the
sermon at the shrine here WOR, N.- Y., and an ardent stamp
advertising in (3BS broadcasts, he
of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Mexico's collector, will appear in a new, nonwould not have become Vice chaiSr- patron
was the only sta- musical guise when he conducts a
man of that system. Hfe would even tion insaint.
Mexico to broadcast that new airer, "All About Stamps," on
be deprived on any mea-ns of voic- sermon.
WOR, starting Jan. 17. WashuigtOn
ing his opinion just like the former
Pine, however, was cancelled by Press, Of Newark, stamp outfit. Is
commentator of the system, the well Communications
Minister Agustin sponsoring a 15-minute airer. Saturknown journalist, Cecil Brown.
Garcia Lopez. He said the broad- days, 10:16 a. m., in which Levin
"Therefore, although Mr. Murrow cast technically
broke Mexican law will di-scuss stamps, the collecting
does not pretend to voice U. S. that bans
airing anything religious, field, etc.
epinioA in general, he certainly pre- but
that no harm was done. HowCommentary will be completely
sents the Opinion of the U. s. men- ever,
was warned against a adlib. There will be no music. Conopolists controlling the CBS."
repetition.
tract is set for 13 weeks.
tion support.

ID^ Qiai^e h

OK mg Review on N Y. News FM Bid

Lux Radio

•

Earle McGill, national prexy of
the Guild, which is an A. P. L, affiliate, and Nioki Burnett,- exec secretary,- met with WilUam Green,
A. F. L. ehief, in Washington, laid
the Guild's case before him, and
received assurancejs of full Federa

Sidesteps

,

.

A

FCC

How Hooper Rates Em

,

taining info on open-end transcribed
Walfcont flaiininf
shows avaUable for ; commercial
niieetiiig of {reelance and agency
sponsorship, will be put in' the mail
dtrectorsrhas been called immediately
preceding the membership tession to for them this week.'
set final plans for the role these ditectors wiB take in the strike, ih
event -ft walkout is in the ofling.

Years Kve

KLZ, DENVER.

BeOiosenbyilllail

Washington, Dec. 23;
The membership of the NaiUonal
Assn. of Broadcasters has voted
overwhelmingly to permit nomination and 'election by mail of directors who will take office in- 1948.
.full-scale preparations for that ap- Vote joa a by-law amendment to
parently cert^iin eventuality. "We this effect was 749 to 9, NAB andon't want to strike," commented one nounced over the weekend.
^
EDG oificer, "but if Ihe network As a result, by-laws now provide
boys thmk it can't happen ,they'd that all directors-at-large and those
from NAB districts whose terms bebetter guess again!"
On the RDG front, these -were gin with the 1948 convention will be
nominated,,, and elected by mail.
v
lome of the devalopments:
wiU then .take office at the
A full chapter membership meet- They
board of directors' meeting following was set for. next Monday night
ing the Los Angeles' convention in
(29)i two days ahead of the ulti*
matium deadline—the RDG stalt di- May. In the past, district directors
been
elected at district meet-*
have
rectors contracts with thee webs exings, while directors-at-large have
pire Jan. 1—to determine strike acbeen nominated and elected at the
tion, such as when the walkout is
annual convention,
to tal^e place, in event
agreement
At the^ same time, NAB Informed
sliU has not been veaebed.
its membership that a brochure con-

New

on

NO ORDINARY ORGAN GRINDER

NORMAN SORENSON

Valley..

Spanned Ralo'

Here's the reason for Ed. Kirby'fl 30-day hitch in a unlfoftn.
and wartime
Kirby, former public relations director for the
radio director for the War Dept., is bringing out a book entitled
"Star Spangled Sadio" for Spring publication. With his former assistant, Col. Jack. Harris (now managing the W. P. Hobby station KPRC,
Houston) Kirby will co-author the stoi-y of radio in the war, the fluffs,
achievements and a final chapter on what is needed in the way of
radio preparedness in the event of another emergency. Book i^ heavily
peppered with: anecdotes on the headaches of the War Dept. .brass.
Ziff-Davis is the publisher.
Irony of the situation is that, as is customary with semi-official
volumes on the services, Kirby had to have the War Dept. okay his
script. In reading it, the Army boys were apparently impressed with
what. he- had to say on the dangers of trying to "ad-lib" our communications systems through another war and promptly drafted him
back into uniform for the 30-day hitch. His assignment: to make an
official report on an emergency radio system. He goes back into mufti

.

.

TRUE OR FALSr TO

\

RDG

COMl

.

Marrow on

Pan

MEX STATION HNED2G

:

FOR RELIGIOUS BXAST
XEW

Stamped

XEW

-

XEW

'

The N, Y. fight was directly responsible for evoking the new FCC
policy but the Commission on three
other occasions has acceded to a request for further hearings when less
than a quorum of the present FCC
bench had heard oral argument.
argument.
For this reason, FCC recently gave
On Friday (19) FCC called rehear- a. second hearing to station WORL,
ing Jan. 12, and admitted that under Boston on its bid for renewal
its new policy, Walker would not license; to the bidders for a highly*
have been authorized to vote.
contested frequency in Fort Wayne,
and to 'participants in a telegraph
rate case.

decision,

calling for a rehearing,
and arguing that less than a quorum
Of the FCC bench had sat on the
oral argument. Only four FCC members had actually cast ballots and
one of these. Commissioner Paul A.
Walker, did not participate lA the

Commission's new policy may be
if
the parties themselves
agree to let members vote regard*
less of whether they heard arguments or if necessary to get th*
Washington; Dec. 23.
Former FCC Chairman Ray C. votes of a quorum of the FCC bench.
Wakefield has been named to head In any event, the new policy got the
the Provisional Frequency Board, a FCC off the spot on the News'
new international radio- agency charge against Denny and set the
which opens shop in Geneva, Jan. pattern for future action. The News''
1§. Wakefield is boarding ship for petition was filed by attorneys Louis
Europe next week.
G. Caldwell and Percy Russell.

WAKEFIELD BOSS MAN
AS GENEVA ^lONS

State
Dept. recommended and
President Truman approved the
appointment, which runs for a mini-

mum

of 16 months but is expected
to stretch out for at least two
years,
in view of the growing complications in the international communi-

waived

Xomedy Writers Show^
Optioned by

R&RAgcy:

Ruthrauff &; Ryan agency has
grabbed a short-term option on
President Truman first renomin- "The Comedy Writers Show," Frank
ated Wakefield for a second seven- Cooper Associates package featuryear term to the FCC and then ing the top writers' for top come-,
withdrew the nomination last June. dians.
The White House move to place
Agency stepped in with a bid folWakefield
as
Chairman of the lowing breakdown of negotiations
Geneva sessions was looked Oh here between Cooper and Jack Benny's
as Mr. Truman's way of saying he Amusement Enterprises. Benny was
had no hard feelings toward the reported hot for .the stanza, but
former FCC member and Wanted couldn't reach a financial agreement
him back in the government family. with the packager.
cations picture.

)

',

2S

FCe FITTED FOR STRAIT-JACKET
Network ^i^s Up for Furst tnne

FREE ENTERPRISE I^rograms

HE

ldiSeptemberTotaI$i5252,130
Fouf-networie biUiiigs for the month of September reflect the gradual
upbeat in gross time sales toward the year's and, marking the first
month in 1947 that showed ian increase over the previous year. The
$15,252,130 in gross time sales for the month represents a 1% hike
over the '48 figure, with ABC showing an 11% boost; CBS up 7%;

NBC down 2%, and Mutual down 25%.

the cumulative side, the webs were

Oh

'

;

by 3%, with Mutual

nintli-morith total

off

still

trailing

16%,

NBC and CBS

2% and ABC up 2%.

off

The new measure was

"

1947
.....v.. ...v.. ........

1946

$5,260,048
3,656,012

..

CJJS

1,558,094

$15,252,}30

V-

-^2

$5,381,444
3,266,086
4,475,239
2,010,615

4,777,-976

JHBS

re-

leased

SEPT.

(Estimated)

.

KBO
ABC

year's

23.

New radio legislation, which in-,
dustry spokesmen privately hailed
as a 100% improvement over the
original White Bill, will go before
the Senate probably the first week
in January, it was revealed today

+11

+7
—25

+1

:{|H5,183,384.

FOB FIBST NINE MONTHS
{Estimated)

to industry representatives
here yesterday (Mon.). The Senate
is expected to pass the bill by what

one- Interstate Commerce Committee
spokesman described as an over-,
whelming majority.
Sen: Wallace White (B., Me ),
author of the legislation, and Sen.
"

1947

KBC
>mc

1946

$47,965,704
31,344,906
...
43,531,803

CMS
>MB*

$49,13Bi727
30,591,168
44,366,173 "
19,033,623

.16,022,514

..r...;;.......

—2

This Shows Care
Most refreshing switch of the
week on tiie perehnial Yule gifting of radio editors was the
miniature (one ounce) bottle of
Bisquit
cognac sent out by
the N. Y. indie.
Enclosed notation said that the
difference between the small
and the regular size has been
added to a check for CAKE.

WOV,

Ernest McFarland (D., Ariz.), discussed it with the following industry
men yesterday: CBS veepee Earl
Gammons and-.-general counsel. Jo^
seph Beam; ABC attorneys Joseph

+2

—2

—le
—3

$143,129,691

$138,964,927

McDonald and John McKenna;

WTOP

veepees Charles R. Denny, Jr., and
Frank N. Hussel; and, for Mutual,
attorney Louis Caldwell and Charter

;

May Be

Retlio, hdustry Circus

Sideshaw for Batde of the Flacks
James

C. Petrlllo

may make

With the broadcasting industry bewhen contracts expire,
a whale of a battle of

fore Jan. 31,

,

public- relations counsels brewing as
H prelude to the real showdown.
.This, of course, Is Just one^ of many
itfategisls taking shape on both
'

aides,'

From

the anti-Petrillo front this
j^ast week, in addition to already dis'^osied legal and public relations
phases of "all-industry" plotting^
came passing but significant bints of
•Irategies referred to as "legislative"
and ''government relations." The ob^
Jective of these latter plans either
'

determined or is
well under wraps, but can be
guessed at. Congress reconvenes in
specifically

isn't

January.
An outside public relations countel will .be, signed by llhe flghtl^trillo forces some time this week.
The public relations subcommittee of
the All-Industry Music Committee
met jresteday (Tues.J 'at the Wal.

:

ABC

swiped the Tony Martin
Texaco's "Star theatre,"
away from dBS in a, deal
wrapped -up 1 a t e yesterday
(Tues!.); It .was a case of ABC
coming up with a choice time
availability, the post-Crosby spot
10:30- Wednesdays which is being exited tonight -(Wed.) by
-

Henry

Morgan.

Texaco

move Into the
week (31). Stanza

will

show

9:30

Sunday

period next

now

is

to'

spot.

Martin will- follow Crosby Jn
all time lones, hitting the ether
at 9:30 except in the eastern
zone.

Agency

-

WBLW

<

is

Kudner.

,

.

be the FCC. The new bill
forbids a commissioner from accepting employment with any outfit- under the jurisdiction of the FCC or

lilcely to

(Continued on page 35)

Carr s

dorf, N.Y., to settle upon a choice.
The American Federation of Musicians' meantime is shopping inten-

a public relations adPetriUo emissaries and allindustry reps have been crossing
paths in their canvass of New York
public relations offices.
It's
said the industry group is
talking in terms of a $5,000 top
monthly outlay for public relations
counsel.
Speculation has it that
PetriUo, with a heavy slush fund on
tap, probably is offering a considerably higher figure.
N&miiog of public relations and

'(M A

Trqde Threat

sively itself for

'

<Continued 'on page 32)

'3i4th St.

Miracle/ Snared

By Ltix, Was Most Sought
After Property of Year
^ "Miracle to 34th street," snared
oy J. Walter Thompson as the
Christmas Week "Lux Radio The-

,

atre;; attraction
(22), actually developed into the most sought-after
property in years' for holiday
showcasing. The' JWT Hollywood
staff was given the nod from 20th'
Pox ' in view- of the strong LuX'
agency tiein with the Coast studios.
Virtually every dramatic ^how on
the air put in a bid for "Miracle,"
for it's regarded as the first truly
.Vule-spirited film that's come along
"> a decade. It's figured that, from
here on, it wiir become one of those
traditional standards for Yule-time

Mm

One of the few instances of an
original radio script getting a threetime network airing crops up next

Saturday (27) when John Dickson
Carr's "Cabin B-13" Will be slotted
in the 8-8:30 p.in. CBS sustaining
period. On. its two previous CBS airings, Carr's play was ^heard on' the
"Suspense" show, for which it was
originally written.
Despite the revived interest each
season of establishing a" repertory
theatre idea so that radio coul* reprise the mounting backlog of exceptional scripts, radio Is as far removed today from such B repeat
technique as it's ever been. Scripts
getting a second coast-to-coast performance, not alone a third, are ^till
a rarity. Lucille Fletcher's "Sorry,

JWT,

'47 Top Spenders on
ADVERTISERS
General
Procter

ABC

&

stanza,

with 'the

«ore devoting a 34th
wailerizing the CBS
aistributing handbills

department

FOR EUROPE SERVICE

AGENCIES

.

Walter Thompson:,.,.
Eckhardt.....
McCann-Erickson
......
J.

&

Kenyon

.

BBD&O

,

Compton
Hutchlns
Foote,

&

Cone

Wade

"On

.

BBC

Note

Common

JONES' PIE CAMPAIGN
Duane Jones is looking around for
on women's participa-

DUANE

availibilities

of Musselin the east.

4?nd Anniversary Number

.

As part of its newly-inaugurated
getTtough .policy designed to give
the network a greater freedom in
carrying out its programming concepts, CBS last week tossed a couple of ultimatums at advertising
agencies and the sponsors.
In effect, the network, in modifying its long-standing policy on automatic contract renewals and eliminating "priority lists," has served
notice on the agencies and the clients
that CBS knows what it's going after
in
establishing
a
program sequencing. Also that it dofesn't want
be hampered, by commitments
which might throw an otherwise,

balanced programming schedule out
of gear.

The
prexy
Just

Service of the BBC as a wholes The
grant is at present at the annual
rate of $17,600,000. Of this approximately, $5,600,000 represents expenditure on the European Service.

Top Spo^ Stand Pat

in

'48

went

notification

out

over

Frank

Stanton's signature.
the agencies would take it

how

something else again. The web
prepared for lots of sqUaWks, but

is
is

intends to stick by its guns, feeling
that it's the network that must make
the ultimate decisions of program
acceptability.

A

few weeks hack, CBS was in th«
process of reshuffling its Friday
night schedule and served notice on
Kenyon
Eckhardt ag^cy that it
was yanking the Borden-Mark Warnow show out in order to move the
stronger Ozzie and Harriet program
into the spot.
The agency, as was
anticipated, -let out a hoUei', point*

&

ing, for one thing, to its automatic
renewal contract.
That
incident,
combined with
others in which the web' found itself stymied by policy in attempting
to- effect
program shifts," inspired

new

the

ultimatums.

Under the

automatic

renewal privilege! 'the
at the end of each 13-wsiek
cycle, renews for an additional 52
weelcs, so that he's aUvaysiunder contract for a full yean witb neV«r a
client,

terntination dale.

.

CBS has now tossed out Hie
end of 52
weeks the contract terminates. ,lf*

privilege, so that at 'the

the web feels it can sh-engthen the
evening's progiam roster by putting
a stronger show, it can do so under the new plan.
By December,:
1948, the last of the automatic renewals will have expired and CBS
gets a clear slate in getting rid of
in.

'

,

what

it considers ''dogs."
Similarly, CBS has been

commit-

ted

to
"priority
lists"
whereby
clients doing business with the net-

work

get preferential treatment for

time periods opening up.
discarding the list. From
it's

CBS
now

is.

ott

the program that gets the pref-

erential treatment.

.

PatBanard'sWOR(N.Y.)

Cues 250G Revel

aware of the wOrk which has been

..... .v $5,188,332 done by this service jmd.-of its im4,006,234 portance to the government and to
3,275,973 the country.
Details of the official finance be2,520,472
. .... ... . . .
2,449,650 hind the service have just been re2,312,823 vealed. They show that the Treas*
2,010,932 ury grant which covers the ex*
European Service
Belding. .. 1,282,064 penscs of the
1,181,286 i.s made in respect to tiie Overseas

Dancer-Fitzgerald

Judge

window to tion programs in behalf
program and man's Apple Pie Mix.
Most of the market are

st.

in the store.

which

BBC KEEPS $5,600,000

the Mpcoming
incidentally, effected a lieup
New York for the

With Macy's in

Carmi Broadcasting Co.
the
is bidding for use of the
1460kc channel for a fulltime kilowatt station for the first local radio
service in the town.
Clippingher
has been a newspaper publisher for
the past 50 years and is majority
stockholder of the Carmi DemocratTribune.
of

Mills. : , . ... . . ... . $3,844,672
Gaiftble....... 2,517,236
Sterling Drug....
2,025,714
Swift .........i... ...... 2,020)098
Philco
2,010,932
London, .Dec.' 23.
Kellogg
1,952,030
Quaker Oats
1,809,665
Government has informed Britisli
Libby, McNeill.'.
1,649,626 Broadcasting Corp. governors that
Miles Lab
1,181,286 they intendi, to continue full-scale
Westinghouse .
... . .
1,137,412 finance for the corporation's EuroTohi ...V.,/.....;....... 1,071,725 pean Service. Official statement' on
U. S. Steely.....
1,067,725 the matter says they are keenly

Wro'ng Number," now being made La Roche & Ellis
1,00X,878
a fllm, probably holds the
into
Maxon ................. . .
916,430
record, with four network repeats, Weintraub
824,383
while Norman Corwln, notabjy with
iiis "Plot to Overthrow Christmas"
and "We Hold These Truths," has
been a two and three-time repeater.
Justin Miller
In the comedy scripting field, Fred
Allen alone seems to perpetuate the
(President, fialional AssoHis last Sunday's "Santa
retreats.
ciation
of Broadcasters
Will Not Ride Tonight" performance,
auHiors
for example, has become an annual
custom.
a
of
"Cabin;" incidentally, is one of the
scripts CBS is peddling to the pix
Interest"
Studios and KNX, Hollywood, will do
* * *
a special broadcast on Saturday, Jan.
4, for Coast studio execs as a specialan •ditorlal plee* in
ly- directed sales pitch.

alnng.

.

Menser

Station for

Washington, Dec. 23.
Clarence L. Menser, former NBC
in
yeep'ee
charge of programs,
measure:
picked up a station property in
They are particularly- pleased that Lake Worth, Fla., here last
week
the
Senators dropped provisions
when an FCC majority okayed his
setting a ceiling on station ownerpurchase of
for a sum not
ship, spelling out network regulato exceed $12,714.
tions into law, and authorizing the
Menser, who retired to Florida
FCC to weigh £conomlc' factors in earlier in the year, is buying
the
licensing stations. While the legislapei'mit from James K. and Chartion empowers the FCC to take a
lotte Edmondson, and is reimbursibackward look at .programs, com- ing them for actual
expenses inmittee memljers believe it bans fucurred in construction , to date.
ture Blue Books. The language is
Commissioners Paul Walker and
specific that "it shall be the right
Clifford Durr voted- for a hearing
and duty of the licensee to deter- on the sale.
mine both the character and source
Out in Carmi, Illinois, freshman
of material to be broadcast,?'
GOP representative Roy ClipIf anybody has any kicks^ it's most
pinghcr (R., 111.) is the president

.

viser.

FCC Obys Florida

.

CBS'

.

;

CARE

.

Swjpes Texaco

ABC

-chow,

Gives

to
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this isoncession from Congress and
aref delighted with the rest bf the

peace-t'

.but there's-

Dittoes

Washington, Dec.

CBS-WTOP p u 11 e d a real
"public-rservice" stint here this
week.
Instead of distributing
usual Christmas loot to the pr^ss
corps, station took out one-year
sub.scription for a
package in name of each correspon-^
dent.

NBC

Heslep. Don Petty, NAB. counsel,
also attended.
.Itetwork men expressed satisfaction with the entire bill, except for
its authorization ol '^CC to review
past programming of broadcasters
in renewing their licenses. On the
q.t.,
it
was admitted that, despite
vigorous support of NAB'' prexy
Justin Miller's stand that the FCC
should be shorn of all but technical
powers, the net reps did not expect

Web

Ultimatum to Agencies, l^nsors

.

'

Preferential

Treatment at CBS, as

BILL

Washington, Dec.

(Tues.).

GROSS TIME SALES FOR
,

last

Kill

Now to Get

M

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Harry Revel has filed suit agahist

WOR

(NY) Monday

(22) for $250,000 charging that the station pirated
his original idea, "Notes to You " for
the Pat; Ballard show, ."song waiting

machine."
Bevel's show, packaged by

modore

Com-

Pi-oductions, was cut by
last June, and Was a sustainer on Mutual until dropped ite»
cently. Ballard show went, on- the
Mutual flagship two weeks ago.

KFWB

Songwriter charges Mutual iiever
used his program idea as a sustainer because the network said it was'
afraid it involved too many "legal
'
entanglements."
-

Four

of spot, radio's top customers
carrying- their
commitments
pretty much intact into 1948. The accounts are Procter & Gamble. Lever

are

Super (Hooper)

Man

Robert Maxwell, producer of "Suand Gen- perman," had reason this week t6
moan about "the irony of- it."
Colgate renewed for its dental
Kellogg bows out this Friday (26)
cream, Supersuds, Ajax Cleanser and as sponsor of the Mutual kiddie strip'
Halo Shampoo, but jcut 'down its —and there's no ne.w bankroUer in
Vel schedule fi'om 10 to 12 a week sight. Meantime, the latest' Hoopet
to seven a week. Gf is carrying on Pocketpiece gives "Superman" a 4.1,
with its Minut products, but has the highest rating among Mutual's
eliminated the spots for Grapefruit afternoon kid shows, and the highest
Flakes.
elsewhere, except for "Jack ArmA fifth account, Celanese, has Strong's" 4.3 oh ABC.
taken a month's hiatus, resuming its
Mutual's holding "Superman" over
station list Jan. 12.
on a sustainiiig basis.

Bros., Colgate-Palmolive
eral Foods.

-

:

'
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Television RtTiews

:

Wont Uie

lllis

.television Society puUed one of .the best gags of the year
Christmas party-luhchispn ^t the Hotel Commodore, N. Y„ Monday (22). In advance publicity, fioticss, ATS listed as its guest speaker
the Soviet Commissar for Television, Who was to discuss the develop,
ment of tel« in his home country and compare It to the U. s, industry.
Reporters from both the trade and consumer press cornered the guy,
all togged out In^a' Russian officer's uniform, .and' he answered all
questions in a slight Russian acbent w|th intelligent, albeit amazing
statements. These included remarks that- all Russian video was being,
done in Technicolor; 183 stations are now on the air, and talk of the
development of a pocKet-size portable set. Once he got up to speak,
however, he immediately la'unched into a vicious tirade against the
FCC and the .U, S, government, declaring they were responsible for
^loldiftg tele back from the growth it's enjoyed in. Russia.
'
ATS members and their guefsts,' meanwhile, didn't know whether to
laugh or get angry, even when emcee Dennis James took exiception to
the. guy's remarks and squirted him; with a seltzer bottle, smashed a
custard pie in his face and poured water over his head, all to show him
how American humor is better than that in Russia. Woman in ths
back even got up to complain about the poor treatment being given
a' representative of a foreign government.
Gag was not. revealed until,
the Russian finished his speech and James introduced him as actor

American

Hesffii^s

on Intoest

LWNCBEOlir AT THE WAJUDOKV
With JsyMCsrtin, (uests
Pirectori WHUsm Garden

DuMont

in

45 Mlns.; Thw., 1 p.m..

Wsshingtott,, Dec. 23.

Attorneys tor Paramount Pictures
asked the FCC to postpone
to Feb. 16 a hearing now skedded for
Jan. 5 in Washington on the issue of
Par's oiwnership and management interest in the Allen B. DuMont Televisibn Laboratories;. Pic company
gave the holiday season and lastminute bids from a half-dozen cortipanies for video operation in Boston,
Cleveland and Detroit «s reason for

Allen B.

last' week

Feeling earlier was that it gives the
competition a chance to gang up on

DuMoht,

Par and

particularly

in

Cleveland and Boston, where the
bidding for television spectrum is

most

spirited.

In Boston, for example, eight bidders are after the town's two remaining video slots in what promises
to be the biggest fight since the New
JBark tele hearing. In the race are:
CBS; Par subsidiary, New England
Theatreis, Inc.; Boston Metropolitan
Television Co., whose prime mover is
Ira Hirschman, owner of WABF,

Manhattan

FM

Anthony &

outlet; E.

Sons, publishers of the New Bedford
Hyannis (Mass.) Times-Standiird, who ^are also applying in nearby
New Bedford; Empire Coil Co.,
'radio newcomer which has a total of
lour video bids on the griddle; New
England Television Co., another

'i^nd

.

Kadio newcomer, headed by bus; company operator Alfred DeMaris, with
bids in iov both Boston and nearby
Eall.'Biver, Mass.; Cowles station
"WCbP; and the Boston Herald-Travwhich plans a
«ier station
llixury operation for which the
paper is lending the radio compiiny
some $700,000 to underwrite a tele

W^H,

operation.
Boston's other' three
ohtannels are already held by West-

inghouse

series
is a sort of
presented by
matter-of-fact video version of the
that
radio series of the same title
cigarets
Ilka Chase' did for Camel
several years ,ago. The idea is entertaining confab over the consome
hoplushiest
and salad at America's
Miss Chase did it witii an ortel,
chestra and much gay chit-chat of
the smart east side Manhattan brand
of sophistication. Jay Martin, a per-

WNB^

$125,000 and Ybu^re
in Business'*
*

*

•*

«n IdMimtiiKI

Meanwhile, Par counsel has denot to protest FCC's procedure in probing the Far-DuMont ownership issue in a conisoUdated hearing with other Detroit,
Cleveland and Boston tele applicants.
.

,

Httw

former from musical comedy,_ finds

the video medium more constricting,'
so the grub and gab stanza is just
;
a bit earth-bound.
Of course, the basic idea of a television show on a weekday lunch'42d Aianitergary Number
hour may be intended merely as an
experiment. It remains to be seen
Out Soon
whether the femme video public
will turn from domestic duties
(or stay home from that luncheonbridge) to follow this opera. As for
the tavern and restaurant television
trade, it seems an unlikely audience
for such a show.
Television budgets bein^ what
.
they are, there's clearly little coin
availSble for talent for a show like
"Luncheon at the Waldorf." Therefore, the visitors will inevitably be
Hollywood, Dec. 23.'
people with a cause to promote.
Spurred by the conflict over fights That means the general subject of.
palaver will be what is known as
on television, pugs and their man- special interest, which is another
agers are forming an official organ- name for limited interest.
That, at least, applies to the series
ization to carry on their battle. Appremiere Thursday (19), when the
plication has been made for a char- guests were four femme aviation
Jane
ter under the label' of Boxers, enthusiasts, including Betty
Williams, president of the WASP
Coaches & Managers Assn.
(Continued on page 34)
.While ostens.ibly a standard business organization for mutual discussion of problems; etc., its' primary
is

.

'.

.

Chandler,,^

lATSE Moves

in

On

mant

charter picking

up an

many

ation' that expired

Filming of all of

associ-

local televiafter Feb. 1 is

its

As Annual DuMont Fare
DuMont will preem what^s to be
an' annual Christmas Day affair tomorrow.. (Thursday) with presentation of Charles Dickens' "Christmas
Carol." Officials of the net hope they
can build the show into equal statiis
with the radio version of the classic,which has starred Lionel Barrymore
over the ABC. web .for .the last 10
John Carradine will play Scrooge
in DuMont's adaptation, which is to
in the studios of
(N. Y.), and will be carried to
WFIL-TV (Philadelphia),

WABD

WMAR.

stations

Open end

nical director.

State charter is expected this week, planned by Finley Enterprises, ac-"
cording to announcement.'
with election of officers to follow.
"Canning" will serve the two-fold

purpose of i n s u r i n g polished live
shows, with the films being used as
a guage prior to original live airings,
plus making the sariie shows available for purchase to sponsors and

'

#ere deducted. This compared with
In Cleveland, DuMont will face '$259,075 net loss in the same period
tough competition in its bid for one of 'the previous, fiscal year after tax
«£ the town's two remaining slots.
carryback credits.
shaved
to
And
this
number
may
be
<
;one, unless FCC finds more, spectrum,
lor Cleveland .after the No. 1 video
channel has been .shifted to non-

pated,

(Baltimore) and WTTG (Washington). Hour-long pjay is to employ
12 sets and a cast of 22. Carradine's
11 -year-old son will also appear .in
the show.
r
Entire production is supervised by
DuMont. program manager James L.
Caddigan. David Lewis will produce
and direct, with Rudy Lucek designing- the sets. Frank Bunetta is' tech-

production

sion

years ago.

23.

elsewhere in the country.
reels a la transcriptions
will permit the insertion of plugs

TV

fore and., aft.

U

Discreetly Grabs Off

include:

With new television stations on the prowl for personnel, American
bid
from
William
WJW, seeking use of the Theatre Wing is making a special pitch to lure ex-GIs into enrolling for
Classes "will be
No. 2 slot. O'Neill has commitment the eighth term of its tele course, .which- starts Feb,, 14.
limited
as usual but, with the increased demand for station staffers, the
for a $500,000 loan, from his family—
the: General Tire and Hiibber jpeo- ATW hopes to ..get as many a^ possible to take advantage of the course,
Prieliminary
term
is ft 'isemiiiar, Comprising lectures by industry toppers as
ple—to bulwark his' tele costs. General Tire' cohtirols the Yankee net. a general introductory survey of the medium. This serves as a prerequiworkshop' course, in. which the students rotate in handling
;(Mso in fOr. Cleveland tele'^re local site for the
stations WGAR an4 W3K, both of «U pha'ses of .production, from writing and directing through acting. Latwhom hav6 plenty to spend on video ter course, is taught by Harvey Marlowe and the students are given a
chance to -work with live studio equipment at Bill Still's W8XJT in JaIn 'Detroit, with three of the' four
maica, Long Island.
«llocated channels already assigned^
Several Students Who have completed the. ATW course have_ already
Paramount subsidiary United Detroit
received'^^od; tele' jobs. Full info can be obtained' from ATW 'supervisor
Theatres, will have to do vigorous
Byron McKinney at the Wing's headquarters,. 730' Fifth' avenue, Ni Y>
battle with WJR, the Goodwill Sta
tion, «nd with the Fort Industry Co,,
First test case on. whether a landlord has the 'right to tear down a tenwhich seeks "to shift fronv the No.
ant's television antenna started in N. Y. magistrates' court yesterday
United Detroit's
to. No. -S channel.
(Tuesday).
Suit was filed against the owners" of Fort Tryon Gardens,
Ivid is'^r the No. ft «lot.
Inc., by Irwin Shane, publisher of Televisor and exec 'director of the
Television Workshop, who alleged the landlord 'ripped dbwn' his a'ptennja
"
because he refused to sign a 15% rent increase."
According to Shane, he received permission to install the antenna last
Still Sitting Out
May anct subsequently bought a $400 table model/ Seven months later,
declared, he received a registered letter giving him five days to remove
he
lOOGDodgerPricein'48; the roof installation. He alleged he was told he could keep the antenna
providing he signed a new lease granting the 15% hike. Shane termed
newly-filed
G'JWeill's

,

.

'

,

'

'

Fori GF

.

.

Branch Rickey, the Dodgers

pj-esi-

.

Publicity. In

dent, has set a price of $100,000 on
the rights and he has made it mandatory that the entire schedule of 77
home games be picked up. .The
rights figure is the same that prevails in the Ballantine-N. Y. Yank-

ees deal.

The option provides that Ford,
which holds the No. 1 option, may
underwrite all the games or share
them with GF. If Ford waives the
option GF will have the same

'itself in. launching the camera, though initially not Includof a series of "trailers for its ing department heads and adminisfilms on television. It's using a five- trative
employees or executives^
minute 'short on' "Senator Was In- However, it's hoped that all will
NBC network and
be absorbed: Also, there
WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.) but paying eventually
will be no immediate attempt at set^
for only 30 seconds: That's the time
for the plug, which announces the ting up. job classifications, wages,'

neat deal for
first

Broadway opening, with the hours, conditions or other regula^ther four-and-a^-half minutes being tions, aim being to wait six months
chalked up to "entertainment." NBC or more until shop is solidly tunc-]
and CBS, for. one reason or another, tioping and knows where it is going.'
have gone for the deal.
Though now reaching tot engi^
officials point out that it's the
neers, as it did with DuMont in the
first time, scenes from a new picture
have been made available to tele east, the feeling here is that some
broadcasters. As such, they claim, top level deal will iret be effected
between
the lA and the IBEW rethey should have the time for -free.
It's believed that "NBC and CBS top- garding booth technicians,
pers> have consented to the deal on
the assumption that it will mark
the breaking-in process for film ad- Traffic
vertising on .video, something which
had long been considered a natural
but which, until the "Indiscreet"
Video
to

film's

'

U

Jammed Up

As

trailer;

privileges but the food packer's cosharer could under option No. 3, as
stipulated by Rickey himself, be
Old Gold, which airs the audio ver-

sion over

Fort

WHN,

N. Y.

Wayne—William

been elected veepee

Clausen has
charge of

in

manufacturing of the Farnsworth
Television and Radio Corp., which
he joined last August

•

,

,

:

;

Comes

Hub

hadn't, materialized.

As for the trailer itself, it ap«
parently wasn't produced especially
(Continued on page 34)

this "outright coercion'.' andi^ "blackmail."

.,

overall pitch.
Union will, embrace cameramen,'
engineers,' sound men, dolly and

disdreet" over the

Video blow-out of the Thackreys, now in prospect here via the proITS
posed sale of their Coast ether interests (KLAC, Los Angeles and KYA, San
Francisco), may precipitate a mad scramble for* newly available channels
in the two towns, once SRO with all taken,
Sale of stations, obviously,
does not necessarily entail purchase of video rights also, since the FCC
Paramount television officials are
must approve in both' mediums. Too, if Metro or Jack Wrather buy,- as is sitting tight on. their future plans to
reliably reported to be 'in the works, neither may want the television begin
commercial
use
of
the
permits. It's conceivable that CBS already has its ear cocked and plea recently-unveiled intermediate film
aimed. With things beginning to move on the Coast video wise no one will method of theatre tele. According
be surprised to see a g^b bag materialize if the channels are thrown open to Par veepee Paul Riabourn, the
••
•
to. bids.
system will be installed in Par the^
atres in "due time." He added that
'Tis the "ham" in wrestlers that makes them eager to get their muggs no special t^le theatres are contemon television, figure Coast sports promoters who should know. The groan- plated for its use,
ers cause no such rucku.s' as the fighters over rights, etc, and' are very
For those skeptics who doubt that
agreeable to the whole thing sans extra coin. At every opportunity, say Par can throw a film on the screen
promoter.s, the groaners seek out cameras for some out 'b out direct mug- within 66 seconds after it has reging, getting vicarious kicks out of knowing they were being lensed and corded the film off the face of a
aired, an unusual treat for wrestlers not usually afforded air at all.
Too, viewing tube, the company has inthe matter of finances is considerably less than that involving fighters. stalled a test room in its homeoffice.
Top name groaners vever get over 10% of the net, but pugs get from 20 Doubting Thomases are taken into a
to 40%, depending on their value, so any imagined loss at the gate due to small tele studio and invited to take
video can represent considerable (on paper), coin to. fighters.
part in a short tele broadcast. From
there, they're quickly ushered into
Gapt. Bill Eddy, director of WBKB, Chicago, reported to "have had an adjoining room, where they see
(strong, bids for westward extension of WBKB's microwave relay.
Points themselves on a regular projection
are reported' to be Rockford, 111., and the Tri-Cities, Davenport, Rock room scr..en, all within the space of
Island and Moline.
little more than « 'mint}te.
:

.

Indiscreet' Short Deal boom operators, prop men and
Universal Pictures has made a other on stage and working befora'

Ford and General Foods have yet
on the tele
vision, broadcasts of the Brooklyn
Dodgers'
baseball
over
games
'WCBS-TV for the 1948 season.

'

-'

Free Time,

Inside Television

to. exercise their options

it's

temational P6otbgraphers. It waq
Cooper who gave the KTLA staff
the direct pitch and asked for a vote,
following Aller's eschewing his solo
drive for the lensers in favor of the'

I

I

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
the affirmative vote did
off this week as anticia Virtual foregone con^
tclusion that lATSE has set its feet
in Coast "television, too. Via Para','
'm'ount's Ki'LA' here.
WJieti the staff of 13 there concerned vote, and it's expected before
the showdown, date of Jan. 1, date
of the Rose Bowl classic when newsreel cameramen threaten to walk if
KTIiA's non-union crews are «oveK«
ing, it will establish the lA's first
Coast tele. shop. For going along,
^nd from here it looks like top level
Par pressure Was brought to bear
in the east via lA prexy Richard
Walsh, the men will get an autonomous shop strictly for all phases of
video.
And even before that is a"fait
accompli, the lA is already' moving
in the direction of other Coast, cities,
notifying its locals in San Francisco,
San Diego, Portland, Seattle, etc., to
start aceing in on video in an allout drive to beat others to the
punch. Move is being kicked by'
Carl Cooper, local lA vrp, and Herb'
Alleir, business rep qf Local 6^9, In-.,

Though
come

not

Plan Dickens Classic

All Its Coast Teleshows be produced
Hollywood, Dec.

Coast Video;

Pars KTLA Expects Closed Shop

years.

purpose is to unite fight, talent for
the purpose of battling, promoters
for a share of tele and other outside
money. Group, according to attorneys, is forming under a long dor-

.

Old GoldMay Get Share

Doug

Wants Video Cut

WBZ

broadcast radio u:iers.>
Cleveland
contenders

its

'

WBZ-TV> Bay-

"station

WRIB

St

Sports Group

Fort Wayne—Farnsworth Televiand Yankee Ifetwork
net
and sion and Radio Go. reported
station IVNAC'-TV. Both
endIVKAC eicpect to be on' the air by profit for theoffirst six months,
ing Oct. 31,
$538,356, after taxes
'
spring* '49. :
Iheon'fs

^

'^TOsnew Thursday daytime

"Television:

geeking more time.
cided

Sustsltting

DuMont

obttrvt*

,

FAR MUM ON
PUNS
FOR THEATRE VIDEO

Via

Dept Store Window

Boston, Dec. 23.
First demonstration of video to
the Hub public (there's been a half
dozen private showings) brought off
by CBS in the windows of Filene's
department store, resulted this week
in a teafflic jam on mobbed Washington street' never equalled during the
Christmas season.
Show, piped in from CBS over
the microwave relay link, alternated
with local productions from inside
the store staged by Continental Television using Transvision outfits.
Promotion coincided with CBS'
application for a video outlet in
Boston via WEEI, CBS-owned station in Boston, this being the eighth
application for the two remaining
video slots in the Hub. Other three
already allocated to NBC IWBZ),

Mutual

(WNAG) and ABC (WCOP).

Biggest contenders for the remaining two slots are thus CBS and

WHDH,

Herald-Traveler owned

in-

edging the network
day-time audiences.
gains one of the two slots, it
plans to use ft Medford hill.side site
staalready in the works as an
die

currently

outlets for top
If

CBS

FM

tion.

»
;

"Wednesday*

December 24» 1947

NBC Video s

TlUJBVISIOlir

Boxoifice Score

Newspaper-Owned VUeo Web May Be

Year-end flnan«ial picture of NBC's television dept. probably tells
most revealing story of all as to the network's faith In the video
medium (plus, of course, the backing up of the RCA parent company's
'terrific investment in sets, equipment, etc).

»

the-

SPiRTS

Sere, in a nutshell, is the 1947 flnancial story:
NBC spent a total of $3,500,000, amount including programming,
'physical equipment, plus all other expenditures. As against this out'golng coin, the year's total revenue was $800,000.
And here's the picture as it shapes Up for '48:
NBC wiU pour an additfonal $1,500,000 into the medium, for a total
expenditure of $5i000,000. Amount of revenue anticipated is $1^500,000
*-about double the '47 intake.
•

New York
that

H^U^hts

GFs Own Snnrey
Long-standing plea of advertisers^
•nd agencies that the television industry furnish them with some vital
on video "was partially
statistics
finswered last week—4>ut the statisjics.were furnished by an advertiser.

General Foods' researchers on
the prowl for television's vital
statistics
discovered, that bar
and grill customers seldom get a

Apparently reluctant ^to wait for
the industry to kick; through with
the facts' it felt' it needed before
;

,

chance to select their favorite,
.

shows. Program selection is
usually the choice of the management.
GF also discovered that bar
patrons, probably under the influence of suds, are seldom attentive to commercials and that
sponsor identification, consequently, is far lower than among
home viewers. As a result, GF
crossed the imbibers off their
tele

mapping plans for its tele work in
194B, General Foods set out in search

own

After several
months search for "pure truth," GF
came up with results to warrant
.the "continued use of television in
IMS as, an effective supplementary
inediuin for commercial sponsorship
in the N. Y. metropolitan market."
Of

its

,

info.

.

-

GF

based its decision on 'many
important factors, severi^ of which
have been- withheld from public
.view because of "their .competitive
'nature. Research committee, working under the direction of GF tele
chief Howard fil. Chapin, also with-

of Video Field

GF'» 'Future Prospects'

'

results,

'

them

listing

instead as

:

With television finally
proportions of big business, broken sellouts of
fights
sports promoters have embarked on at the Garden.
Operators of fight
a new system of refusing to sell ra- and wrestling arenas have in various
dio rights to any of their major localities conceded that the turnout
events unless the buyer agrees to continues as heretofore to depend
take video rifihts at the same time.
on the strength of the card.
the

Latest instancy

which

I]|ferby<

is

being

is

way

vertisers that

the Kentucky
offei;ed to adDeal,

for 1948.

being handled by announcer Clem

.

LOa USES TELE AS

television

mean little to the
direct transmission
several years.
tele outlet for the Louis-

will

Derby, as far

BOGUS BILL DETEaOR

goes,

for

.

aSi

at

WHAS-TV,

St, Louis, Dec. 23.
After U. S. Secret Service agents
beefs that 43 phony $10
had been passed in this burg
weeks.
KSD-TV invited
Leo A. Smiigai, agent in charge, to
participate in a tele demonstration
to warn shopkeepers.
Smugai used
photos of both genuine and phony
bills, blown up to 50 times actual
size, to indicate flaws in, the bogus
bills while comparing them with the
genuine ones;

least

ville Courier-Journal,

received

may be on

the

in recent

Tele Off to

in

this

area

in

WEWS

of relay

terest was spec'iflcaUy in a series
of spot announcements.

midwestern stations met in Philly
last Friday (19) to map plans for

The bra man was quoted the

daily newsreel coverage of the con-

spot rate but was also advised
'that
the business, of course,
would have to be subject to approval of commercial "copy."

Video Opening

Its

Lure Top Names

Cite Jamaica Wrestlinr Test

'

A

recent experience of WABD; the
outlet here, with the Ja-

Dumont

reps of the various

claves:
Still reluctant to discuss

plans

foir

the formation of such a web, tela
officials at
the meet nonetheless
gave evidence of their intentions byinviting representatives of two stations that will be. on the air in th«
metropolitan. New York. area b^fOr«»

WATV,

next June.
tele

Purse Strings To

facilities,

outlet in

Bremer's future
Newark, and WLTV,

News

the N. Y. Daily

station,

both presumably have the same
rect coverage, available to
will be available to the

NBC

Mont and

will,
di-«

them that
CBS, Duin N. Y.

outlets'

That they also attended the !Philly
meet means there's a good lUcelihooa
they, too, will join a newspaper net*
most

While slumping grosses in
forms of show business have led to
a drastic cut it) salaries of most of
the name 'performers during the last
year, pay for top talent in television
has increased anywhere from
500% during 1947.
Pay boosts, of course, are in

with

250line

tele's

work when

it's

foj-med.

,

,

Another factor
tending ta
strengthen reports of a newspaper^
owned net- was the -tentative planning at the meet for a weekly tel*
newsreel exchange.
Pool affair
would provide complete newsi'eel
coverage

of

member

cities

important

events

in

to all stations par-*
If the .plan

ticipating in the plan.

went through,

would mean thai
all member stations would no longer
be dependent on tele-reels of the
presently - established netwbrks or
it

.

thfe new wire service reels, suph as
that recently inaugurated by Associated Press and International New*
Service.

Clipp Called Cuttclave

Meet, which was. called by Roger
W. Clipp, general manager of WFILwould in their own media for a TV (Philly Inquirer), was attende'd
comparable stint. Fact that the cur- by 25 officials of stations either now;
rent tele boom has attracted them in in operation or slated soon to
take
increased numbers, however, is be- the air. Clipp is also chairman
of
CContinued on page 32 )
the radio and tele committee of
Philly
Majror Bernard Samuel's
citizens' committee, which is hsn^:
dling .plans for the fortbcominf
DuMont's Tele-Auction'
,

political conplaves.

'

'Group huddled on methods of rela.ving the convention proceedings ,
direct to the midwestern cities not
connected with the present coaxial
cable but gave' up the idea because
there's no assurance that micro-wave
relay links can be obtained and in-*
stalled in time for the meets.. Ail
an alternative, the group. decideA
to film the proceedings in full eaolt
sales of $3,730 for the products do- day on 16m filmi which could then,
nated by various manufacturers, be air expressed to the different
with mon^y turned over to the New
(Continued on page 35)
York Univ,-Belleuvue Medical Center.
who've
manufacturers,
Fashion
Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
shunned radio for .the most part beWFIL-TV last week made its cause they couldn't demonstrate
sports program
100% commercial their products visually, have been
with the sale of the telecasts of the flirting with tele sporadically for the
home games of the Philly Rockets last year. Not until recently, howWashington. Dee. 23,
ice hockey team to Thornton-Fuller,
When the House Labor Committe*
ever, have many of them shown
auto distributors.
much interest, and what there has opens .hearings aboUt Jan. 19 to con(Jther sporting events
on. the been has been confined to N. Y. re- sider amending the federal antitrust
Philly Inquirer's video outlet are the tail stores, such
as Arnold Constable laws to cover unions, first sessions
home games of the Warriors, basket- and McCreery's. Result of the Du-> will be televised and carried over a
ball pro club, bankrolled by the Mont show'; it's believed, offer defi- toui'-city web. Coverage will origin
Norge distributors, household appli- nite proof that tele offers the best nate with WMAL-TV (Evening Starances, and wrestling matches at the advertising medium to date for their ABC) outlet and-will be handled by
WMAR-TV, in Balthnore'; WFIL-TV.
Arena, sponsored by Scott and products.
Grauer, beer distribs.
Show was staged by the Sterling in Philadelphia and, WCBS-TV, in
ad gency, one of the leading agen- New York.
Among those expected to go befor*
cies in the fashion business, and
produced by Raymond E. Nelson, the video cameras will be Cecil- B.
Lloyd Lewis
DcMille, who has been f i g h t f n »
Sterling was reluctant at first to
AFRA,
and James C. Petrillo, retake any advance publicity bows on
aikt
garding his recording ban. Status ot
the
through uncertainty as to
-

-

WHL-TV SETS COM!
DEAL FOR HOCKEY GAMES

"

Hits

Some Assorted Bugs
Cleveland,

WEWS
tion

began

Wednesday

Dec

sa,

television opera(17) night and ex-

its

cept for a few mechanical jars, the
station gave the city a passable taste
of video operation.

recent

was the first time Ipcaliy
Occasion was the Cleveland Press'
was used for this annual Christmas show featuring
•

Jimmy

Stewart, emcee. For the
opening, the Press, sister operation
to the Scripps-Howard WEWS, put
out a husky, well-advertised 7^-page
supplement telling of the virtues of
Hartford, Dec. 23.
video. It was significant in that the
.week of Jan. 21 has been set aside Press, in the past, was not inclined
for series of hearings
here on appli- to think higlily of radio, -and didn't
cations for two clear television chanallow opportunities to pass in which
nels for Hartford, Four applications
it could take pot shots at its rival.
nave thus far been received and ac- Press
is expected to wbrk closely
cepted by FCC, with
a fifth under- With
in news operations.
stood to be on its
way to Washingshowed it
Mechanically,
was being hurried into operation to
Already rolling up their sleeves. meet the Stewart show. Audio failed
'C": a hot
fight .for the tele franchise lor about 10 minutes when the staare
WTIC, WDRC,
and tion went on the air. Later, the parWKNB.
over the weekend abolic antenngp-units, anchored to
was putting on finishing, touches to the roof of jtlie anditorium, worked
i™ *PP;»ciition.and was expecting to loose wccaMse of a\heavy wind, and
»e made a
killed Tlie video.
party to the hearings.

Hartford's Video Scramble

'

;

show

"Some $64

how

Television

,

WEWS

WEWS

Questions^'
In

the Fartheoming

42d Anniversary Number
df

.

|

WTHT

a brassiere manufacturer about
buying time on the medium. In-

ON FOUR-Cin WEB

Jumpy Start

In Cleveland, as

While Smugai was at it he also
showed several
phony
different
quarters and half-dollars that were

U

video stations last
first inquiry from

got their

Way

Necessity majr aid the Uivetition
of the reported television network
of newspaper-owned stattons.
Unable to get direct coverage of tha
political conventions from Philadelphia nex't June because of the lack

HOUSE LABOR MEETINGS

(Continued on page 34)

bills

television
purpose.

!

McCarthy, calls for a joint radio-? maica Arena is also cited as bearing
Show Seen as Spur lA
tele price of $75,000, with the buyer out this argument. WABD had been
getting an option under terms of the carrying three events a week from
Wooing Fashion Accounts
contract for five years.
Gillette the spot until two months ago when
the
arena's
operator, concerned by
Safety Razor shelled out a reported
"Tele-Auction" show over WABD
IfSO.OOO for i;adio rights alone this the poor business his Wednesday pro
N. Y.) last week, in Which
boxing was doing, advised: the sta- (Dumont,
*
last year.
clothing, jewelry, etc., were auction
it
would
have
to pay for the
Reason for tagging the video sale
tioned off, is' expected to influence
into the package deal is ostensibly
(Continued on page 34)
many
fashion accounts to plunge
to get more money for radio, since
into television. Auction resulted in

(Continued ..on page 34)

that

New York
week

Spot

Tele Isn't Included

"Probably the most iijnportant dis'cbvery o£ the survey, as far as advertisers are concerned, is the extremely high sponsor identification
figure. Average correct identification
for seven shows checked by C, K.
Hooper's coincidental method was
88%. Of those correctly identifying
the sponsor, an average of 36% could
state one or more of the sales points
actually made in the commercial.
For the same seven shows, of those
who could oorrectly identify the
ponsor, an average of 41% could

jnionths.

What a

,

Nixing Air Rights

,

recovered

for control of football telecasting as
a whole to protect the colleges from
attendance losses.
Predicting that
the era of large crowds may be over,
some of the athletic directors urged
a united collegiate front with a
national .setup scheduling the video
liickups, setting the fees and devising a code for handling, the events.
It was even suggested that such
setup be operated along the,lines of
ASCAP, with the television royalties
paid into a joint fund and the money
apportioned by points at the end of
the season.
While they see the' prices to be
paid for events something, like any
other business, to be worked out by
negotiation, the New York video
execs hold that if collegiate football
undertakes to measure these fees by
a yardstick of presupposed loss in
gate attendance it ^will be acting
without logic or basis of background.
There is yet to be produced, they
point out, any evidence that the airing of a sports event has adversely
effected attendance.
On 'the contrary, a check with
sources that have regularly had
sports exhibits televised, such as
,

Sports Promoters

He

ST.

We(tiy Newsred Swap Points

steady pace of development during the last year, based on
the iuexeased number of receiver
sets in circulation. Latter factor has
led to more sponsors entering the
medium and, by the same token, to
budgets for most shows.
If Madison Square Garden, Ni Y., and larger
Tremendous hypoes in pay are conthe Chicago Stadium, will disclose
sidered all the more outstanding in'
that if there have been any tell-tale
marks they have been on the side of view of the fact that the talent
unions haven't yet setup any minivideo. Cited as solid cases in point
mum wage scales for video.
is the buildup of wrestling in ChiName pe'rformers still aren't drawassuming cago as major boxoffice and the uning anywhere near the pay they
important

hel,d

.

'

"prospect.s" for the future.

a mass of individual program
and station ratings because, according to Chapin, "we don't believe
information
is rerliable in teletuch
vision's present stage of development,''
pointed out that there are
no 'definite viewing trends or habits
How but that viewers "go all over
'the map trying to find a show to
antertain^them."

.

Fwced to Evolve by Convention Setup;

.

-

Sjrattii^

television execs think
athletic directors, as

evinced ,at a .convention here Uast
week, are unduly alarming themselves over what video might do to
their gates in the years to come.
Unless they are posing this spectre
for bargaining purposes, the coUegidate directors, say the television
men, can on inquiry collect enough
evidence to allay their fears.
Delegates to the local session of
the Eastern College Athletic Conference raised a warning over the need

•

=

fli^^nsor

college

'GIITE'

WONS

.

Out Soon

it

would pay

ofli.

Success of

the show has led Sterling to. make
a pitch for tele sponsorship to sev-

television, itself, will be considered,
since there are restrictions on th*

use of other radio material on tv.

eral of its clients.

Studio audience bid on the 12
items oft'ered for sale, with home
viewers invited to phone in purchase orders at the same price for
duplicate items. Special phone lines

Kraft

Renews for Year

Kraft has renewed
contract with the
'

its

television
for

NBC web

"

second year of one-hour dramatic

manned by Conover models were shows, effective Jan. 1. Agency it
jammed within a few minutes after J. Walter Thompson.
the show took the air and orders
Kraft has set no overall tele budcontinued to pour in for more than get for the year. Cost will be higher
an hour after the signoff. All the
merchandise was sold w^l over the
wholesale price and to several' instances above the' retail

t>rice.

-

in

1948,

upped

however, since

NBC

hast

its rates effective the first ot
the year. Another boost, in ratek':l«
scheduled to take effect Aptil 1>

^^

W^edncBdwy, December 24, 1947

Flash: NAB Raids

Mayflower Ride Proponents Go

FCC
'

"

Washington, Deo. 23.
Ass'n. of Broadcast-

FCC last week
and hired away Neal McNaughton^

ers reached into 'th^

On Record Early; Rest Look to NAB
Washington, Dec.
'

It looks here as if the giiys

Washington, Dec. 23.
The NAB has sent a memo to
several of its committees regarding a meting to be held in
Washington in January.
Meeting, mepo says, la to 'be
held in the NAB Broad Room.

tention ot the
puling banning

waiting for the National Assn. ot
broadcasters to call the plays^
This, at any rate, is indicated by
replies to some 85 invites
issued to potential witnesses
NAB,
the- March 1 hearing,
"which has evidenced plenty of
signs of drying to run the hearing
tot the (Stommissioii, has also ineajrly

.

WORL Grab Bag
'Preooe^

.

whom

show up on FCG's

also

list.

To

how
CIO

Hub

in

up:

The"

•

WOR

•

.

NAB

C

WB2

:

'

,

Charles .Siepmann,

'

,

former

BBC

director and' pne of the, author's of
FCC's controversial Blue Book,
wtrote he will testify but didn't commit himself pro or con the editorial
tiranston Williams, head of
ban.

IRVING '(4) CAESARS'

SHOW GETS A SPONSOR
Irying

four-men-in-one

Caesar's

the powerful American Newspaper show has taken .the fancy, of the
Publishers Assn.; said, ANPA. hasn't &rass Rail restaurants in -New York.
made up' its mind .whether or not Bistros will sponsor the songwriter's.
"Four Caesars" stanza, which had
to appear at. th^ -hearing,
an audition airing on Mutual's "For
Your Approval" last month, over
WOB, N. Y., Sundays starting
Explains

Yk Ra^r

Jan. 18.

Show, produced 'by Jock MacGregor, is built around Caesar's own
'Compositions,
incIU'dirig
his best"Songs of Safety," and bills
the composer, as (i) sStigwriter, (2)
York.
-.JNTew
'
singer, (8) "ambassador, lor friend"
.
Xditor, VARffilTY:
ahipj,
of all nations"^ antt (4) "comYou report that .the trade feeling
the nation."
•round N. Y. is that, whether CBS missioner for safety
or NBC is right in claiming to he the
most effective network, the issue
Mutual
Gets Tough,
didn't belong in full-page .advertise'
.

ToN.Y:ConsiiinerPreis$ known
•

•

Too

Aleuts in the consumer press;
This- puzzjes me.
What's wrong with. the gOod old
American system of being honestly
competitive. .anywhere?
If there is a competitive issue between CBS and NBC-^and there is!
-

-

.

—why

enough

is

a case of the network
Mutual's had

-the sponsor.

Whitehall Pharmacal's
eight-station "test" sponsorship of
the nighttime strip, "Real "Stories
from Real Li^e," and is going out to
find a full net sponsor for this show
or some other for the 9:15 p;m, crossthe-board slot.
Whitehall whittled down its tabof'

.

'

.

be ashamed to discuss

it'

in

iront of any audience?
But perhaps thit trade feels this

is

a

This

dropping

"dog-fight."
!i?ou say, for

example, that "the

liFBC boys are of th^ opinion there's
mo source for the , lengthily-docu'-inented copy in the CBS ads."
That also puzzles me.
-offered any reader of the ad'

We

(Continued on page 35)

FCC OKAYS KWFT SALE

TO EXHIBITORS FOR 690G

from. 66 stations to eight when the
hiatus- period .arrived last summer.
When X the fall eame, the sponsor
asked to continue the eight-station
deal as a "test." Now the web leels
.

it has gone along on this basis long
enough. Whitehall, reportedly for
budget reasons, said no soap on re
turning to last season's hookup, so
Mutual will scratch the pharmacal
tab" next. month.
"Real Stories" Will staj^ on the air
on a sustaining basis for the time

being.

Washirigton, Dec. 23.

Group headed by prominent pix
won FCC approval last
week to buy regional station KWFT
and KWFT-FM, Wichitji Palls, for a
exhibitors

.

KWFT

KWFT

Memphis—George Mooney, manKWEM, West Memphis, from
its inception, resigned last week to

On

Rights

Civil

Mutual may put its heaviest promotion push to date in a four-broadcast public service series on "To Secure These Rights," the recent report of the President's Committee on
Civil Rights. Plan in the blueprint

.

.

stage calls for, among other things,
enlistment of a wide variety of national organizations to alei?t their
memberships to the importance of
the message.!
•

;

.

Series will be based on Section
of the committee report, titled
"The Condition of Our Riishts," each
broadcast to focus on one of the
four points under that heading: 'iThe
Right to Safety and Security of the
Person," "The Bight to Citizenship
and Its' Privileges,'.' "The Bight to
Freedom of Conscience and Expression," and "The Right to Equality of

Two

.

.

'

Opporturiity."

'
.

seq'uence will be aired
Tuesday, Feb. 10, "9:30-10 p. m. Dates
for the succeeding three haven't
been set Mitchell Grayson, director,
and ArnoId'Perl, writer, who are doing Mutual's. current series on "Your
Children Today," this week Were engaged for the '"Rights" series; It's<
probable that Charles E. Wilson.
General Electric prexy who headed
.the Presidential committee, will be
asked -to tee off the' series, which
will be .produced under the direction
of Elsie Dick, MBS* ditector of educational and religious, programs.
Initial

a recorder along to pick Up folk tunes, too^ for his air show.
Quiet campaign already under way to boom CBS exec veej^ee Joseph
for Radio Execs Club prexy next year. ...Nina.Keat JE6rsook het,
traffic manager job (which hec assistant, Muriel Kalisch. gets) to
return to Atlanta and wed. „. Two CBS producers, Robert Allison ot
"Opinion, Please" and Dr., George Crothers of "Invitation to Learning,"
Encyclopedia Americana
It's the
swapping, assignments next week
(not the Britannica) they're giving away on Martin Stone's NBC "Americana" telequiz... .Flock' of radioites planning to attend .tomorrow night's
(Thurs.) opening in New Haven of Herschel Williams' (ex-CBS) new legit
play, "The Men We Marry,", which he 'panned in cojlab with Elizabeth
Cobb..,.. WNEW. Xmas bonus included everybody, whether they've been
around lO-days or 10 years, with divvy ranging 'up tb four we^s' pay.
Bill Berns, WOR'a roaming "reporter, Jjack 'Irom London with a wire,;
recording of his effort (just for air material) to peddle his wire recorder
Clayton'C'Superihan") Collyer to teach
on the Piccadilly blaclt market
radio acting at Fordham next semester. . .George Carson Putnam, late of
WOR-Mutual, takes over the- late F. H. LaGuardia's WJZ Sunday nogn
news spot Jan. 4. .. .Martin Nierman, formerly with DuMont tele and
station WNYC, into Pan American Broadcasting Co., foreign and Alaskan
station rep outfit, as account exec of the. three-station AlaskAfi Broadcasting System
Citizens Committee on Displaced Persons says 140 stations'
(including W^^B, N. Y.) will air a waxed Christmas stanza, "Jesus
Stopped At ft DP Camp,", tomorrow (Thurs,). Program was scripted by.
Noel Gerson and produced by Ted'Hudes, with Bill Lazar as narrator and;
Nancy Douglas and Carl Swenson* starred. .. .Katharine Hepburn limltiinf
her air appearances to "Little Women." Shf acts as her own agent.
Actor Hedlie Rainnie had to rush hts wife to the hospital last week
for six stitches of thumb following a" kitchen* accident .. .New". Henry
Burbig comedy dido may include Be'tty O'Leary as gal stooge. . .Beverly
Chase is currently as.«istant to Badie Harris, CBS' new'daily interviewer'
of film, celebs.. t. Drew 'Peari^On, for qriginatihg idea of the Friendship
Traiu,'awarded Legion of Honor. cross by French gov't last Friday (19). ..
Pat Ballard is revamping his
"Song Writing Machine,'' adding Jnnie
Ford as soloist and a 20-piece orch conducted by Sylvan Levine....
Jack Barry, "Juvenile Jury" emcee, and Dorothy Kilgallen to leign as'
king and queen of -Lake Placid winter carnival next Saturday (27)....
-Just because it's Christmas, quizees on Tiny Ruffner's and Bill Edmonds'^
"Ladies' Man" (WOB) tomorrow (gSiurs.^ W^ill collect, tight or wrong!

Ream
WINS

Mutual's Series

I

WOR

.

^

.

Surprising response the network
received to its current "Your Children" series,, in the form of laudatory letters fsom individuals and organizations in nearly every state
asking for hundreds of copies of the
scripts, is encouraging the web to
step out in documentary program-^
ming. The "Rights" series, it's felt,
not only will make an auspicious
start for 194S, but is of such consequence as a re-examination Of the
Bill of Rights, in the light of recent
national developments, that the series merits all possible' spotlighting,
Result may well be Mutual's top
public service effort, setting the web
on a new level in this department.
"

:

.

.

,

WMCA Tackles It, Too
Part of its public service program,
WMCA, N. Y., is dramatizing the
Report of the President'* Committee on Civil Liberties on its "New
World A-Goming" series starting
Dec. 30.
total of three half-hour
sessions will be used to. cover the

A

report completely.
Scripter Raphael Hayes
dling the adaptation.

is

han-

HOLLYWOOD

IN

.

.

.

Hubbell Robinson, Jr., hustled back, to New York with the record of the
'hew Mickey ,Rooney,;Show. out last week at CBS with both Bobinson and
Ernie Martin master'-^ihdirig. the production. Dramatic series has newspaper background and if a^ale isn't made quick it' will be sustained by
the network, ..Hudy "Vaflee may. shelve his '.'Show Businesj!" program
for Mutual in favor of the-wronged-strike-back. format similar to Mike
Shore's "Rebuttal," in which subjects of attacks' by .columnists or coronientors may have ^heir say.. Lewis Allen Weiss chapter of Alpha Delta
Sigma, nationat professional advertising fraternity» was formed at Woodbury Co.llege in Los Apgelesi Mutual board chairman and headman at
Don Lee was the 14th ADS to be awarded the golden key and jewelled
"pin,
.John U. Reber around to case the Elgin two-hoiir Christmas special
and' look in on other J. Walter Thompson shows.... Year ago Sam Moore
and John Wheden cooked up a "Gildersleeve" script that by^passed Hal
Peary, who Was on the.Verg^ of cancelling due to a heavy cold. Last
week when" Peary was bedded with the flu the old script was resurrected
and played.
Al Jolsdn was all set last week to sing Kol Nidre on his Kraft show
with Morris Stoloff, head of Columbia pictures music department, directing
the orchestra. But Harry Cohn, head of the studio, couldn't forget that
"J oley" moved over to Metro with his sequel to "The Jolson Story" and
immediately ordered Stoloff off the broadcast. ..Gal named June Lawrence has started Radio Clips Service, in which she will digest the highlights of 35 comedy shows each week for subscribers. Her bi^ sales pitch
is three-pronged; to point up which Shows' are well written, which steal
the other comic's material and avoidance of plot repeats. In recent weeks,
she .said, 'five comedy shows used the same general plot Ouilihe.... James
Saphier, who recently made his first television sale, a lO-minute film to
U. S. Rubber, moved his office from N. Y, to Hollywood'. in 1937 because
he thought video was about to turn the corner
Otto Kruger is doubling
as star and narrator of "The 13th Juror" being produced by Arnold Marquis as his own package. ,, .Art Linkletter and John Guedel will travel GE
House Party to El Paso for Dec. 29 broadcast, ,A1 and Sherwood Schwartz
preparing first_ script for the new Danny Thomas show which tees off
Jan. 2 in the new CBS Friday night comedy lineup.
.

.

.

.

•

.

IN

CHICAGO

.

.

,

.

Hal Rorke, J. Walter Thompson's rad'io director, will couple biz and
vacation during his three-week so journ in Hollywood .... Bill Ray, NBC
news chief, rebedded by a back ailment
Ed Borroff will find a SO-foot
cruiser in his stocking, on Xmas morn. , .Larry Clark, formerly with
WIBA, has joined the announcing Staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee.... Dirk
Courtenay, onetime flack, is the latest addition tO>=the disk jockey ranks
via "Chicago Calling America" on WENR. .. .Jimmy Blade signed for- fifth
consecutive year by the Chicago Motor cluh.
.Quiz Kid Joel Kupperman has been awarded a special scholarship to study math at North Park
College..,, Paul Gib.son's .sec, Maizie Mouat, weds Kon Haen.sel on New
Year'.s eve.
.Marion Claire, director of WGNB, has been named chairman
of Region 3 of the FMA....Paul EdUard Miller, former
jazz editor of
Esquire mag, has been signed as jazz consultant for WSBC...,ABC,
WIND, WJJD and Mutual Xmas-partied last week.... NBC is passing out
.fSO in awards for suggestions to improve services and Operations,
New FM stations are blueprinted for nearby LaGrange and Woodstock,
Stewart-Warner open house, marking firm's •35th awni, was attended by 15,000,,,, Dorothy Sapero has left
for a new post as
film editor of WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, .. .Jim Hurlbut served as a department store Santa Claus last week to get material for his newscasts. He's
previously donned a fireman's helmet and a cabbie's cap in getting occupational data.,.. Miles Laboratories (Alka-Seltzer) has renewed "Queen
For a Day," effective Deo. 29, ,. .Northwestern U. Prof. Baskett Mosse, onetune NBC news editor, is author of a new handbook on writing and editing
.

Frank

E. Mullen

,

'

forecotlf

.

"Video a
$500,000,000
Industry by End
of '48"
in Ms
42d Anniversary Number

.

ager of

Kenyon Brown of concerttf ate his efforts on spoifls
IWiehita Falls, owner of the Okla- broadcasting.
Mooney will remain
fioma City Music Co. and holder of here, doing sportscasts for the
the Muzak franchise in that town.
Arkansas network.
<Jent of

;

.

Alan Lomax shoves Off Jan. 16 for 'an a£»to tour into the south to gather
material for a bo0k DOell, Sloan & Pearce will publish about folk singers.
His Mutual airer will be plattered pending his return Feb. 9. He's taking"

;

Heatter's 3-to-l Fill-in

It's taking Bob Considiney Edwin
C. Hill and' George Cargon Putnam
to do Gabriel Heatter's Mutual air
sales ticket' of $690,000.
Chores
while the latter is on a twoVeepee of the buying company is
E. K. Rowley, owner of Theatres week holiday in Florida.
Hearst scribe Con.sidine is taking
Enterprise.s, Inc. of Dallas and operover
Seatter's
Sunday night show
ator of the Arkansas Ami..sement
Corp's chain of pix houBCs in the for Mutual Benefit, Hill is pinchhitin
the
Monday-Wednesdaysouthwest. H. J. Griffith of Los An- ting
Friday
segments
of Heatter's gab
geles, head of the, Griffith pix cir^
cuit which last week defended itself .strip, and Putnam is filling in Tueson monopoly charges before the l^u- days and Thursdays. G. H. will return
to
the
scene
Jan. 6.
preme Court, is a part-owner of

and sole owner of KEPO,
El Paso.
Griffith recently dropped a bid for
a .-Jtation in Parsons, Kan. Presi-

,

WNEW

tire days of its.next annual Convention for an engineering conference.
Trade, association also expects to
make use of McNa ugh ton's extensive knowledge of the shortwave
radio field and is urging broadcasters to inform themselves of international radio probleih$;

,

•

CITY

, ,

.

Boston, Dec. 23.
Long-awaited Christmas' grab bag
for WORL, Hub station recently
ruled up for sale by. the FCCy began
this week as the FCC hearings
opened before examiner Hugh B.
Hutchinson in the Federal buildinfe.

,

WRK

NEW

'

the responses
notified the
government last week it will testify
and hinted it supports the MayJlower ban. George Shuster, President of Hunter College and a member of the President's Commission Radio circles have long been wonen Civil Rights, ducked FCC's in- dering who'd turn up under the va«
*Vite to testify but went on record r'ious corporate nam-es long since
as strongly favoring the editorial posted.
Testifying for the Beacon Broad-'
Zechariah Chafee, Harvard
ban.'
University's
ekpiiift
on constitu- casting Co., Inc., were John T.
tional .law and "free speech," took Burke, a Hub ad exec, listed as
'prexy Justin Mil- pre-si^ent; George M. Jaspert, vice
issue with
ler and told the FCC the Mayflower president; Daniel J. Lynch, clerk of
ban "is clearly cdnstitutiontil." He the Boston municipal criminal court
added, however, he .hadn't made up as treasurer) special justice James
Edward
his mind whether it jvas ^ood*or ^i Ijangai},. clerk and
bad tmd probably vi'ouldn't testify. Ito we, director. .Of these only Jasand long a
O; Thomas ^-Franklin, News di- pert, formerly ^^nVa.
rector^pf KYA, Frisco; told FCC he radio consultant, has had a long
stron^y supported 'tlie Mayflower connection with radio.
Also applying #a"s the Pilgrim
ban. Ditto for Rabbi istephen Wise
of the American Je'wish Congress Broadcasting Co., and still to be
who said the Committee will tes- heard are the Boston Radio Co., Inc.,
tify in favor of keeping the ruling Bunker Hill Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
and Joseph $ilimene of Boston.
»n the books.
Ofi the other side ot- the fence, None of the applicants for the 950fbe^' Iowa Assn. of Radio News Di> kilocycle assignment, are in .the inxeelnrs forwarded FCC a resolution dustry.
condemning the Mayflower decision.
date, here's

stack

m

WNEW

,

vited over ^60 pix, radio and press
reps to speak .their .pieces, many
<t)f

t,

NAB

WNEW

The Femme Angle'

most strongly tot reFCd> Mayflower
by
editorializing
are getting themstations'
jiradio
selves on record early, while those
who want to upset the ban are
lire piluggint;'

at

allocations e x p'e r
will move over

.
.
.
1 as assistant director ot the
broadcast engineering de^partment.
On the 1948 Papa agenda: Syd Eiges, of NBC, and Dick Pack, of
Move is almost unprecedented' since
CBS veepee Lawrence W; Lowman named an honorary commander
NAB seldom, it ever, raids the radio in the Order of the British Empire for liis OSS war ^ervic^^s. .WOE
agency for personnel, Addition of bracketing a plattered "BuUdog Drummofld" series with the new Alan
McNaughton presages expanded Ladd "Box,'13" stanza for early January preem. in the. Wed. 9:30-10:30 seg-,
NAB participation In international me'nt. ,. .Florence' Pritchett (Barbara Welles) being auditioned by
radio matters.
for a new type of sho'W. CiJirrent stint hasn't clicked to station's full satisHis principal job for the next year, faction. ,. .Eddie Dunn to stand in as guest-interviewer on "'Vox Pop" New
it was' explained, will, .be to assist
Year's eve.,.,Alvin Yudkoff scripting "A ,Child Shall Lead Them," 15NAB engineering director Royal S. minute Christmas show to 'be aired by WMCA" in collaboration -with the
Howard in prepar.ing for th^" upcom- SaVe the Children Federation, Inc., tomorrow (Thurs.), Jack Lloyd di"
ing North American Regional Broad- recting and 'producing.
casting Agreeinent conferences.
.and' the N. V. Public Library gives the
Unique tieup between
Present NARBA
expires March, latter "sponsorship" of the indie's "Spoken Word" stanza in return for
1949, and NAB has tabbed two en65 branches of the Library
notices
in
all
and
weekly
posters

Jan.

who

FCC

international

McNaughton

+'
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LOmSVILLE PHILHARMONIC

Wednesday, Decemlier 24, 1947

HOLIDAT INN

SAMMT SOLO

Producer: GlI Babbitt
40 Mins.; Mon:-thru-Frl., 14:95 ».m.
Sustaininc
WPEN, Phila,
Audience-participation shows are
no longer a novelty, but this one
has so much bounce and good-na-

Pirector: Newt Staiitnier
Writer: Gini Ste-wart
15 MIns.; Saturday, <:4S p.ni.
Sustaining

With Fhllhsniionic Chorus, Edward With Billy Marshall; Don Vnxlk; With JToel HerroB'a Orch, Jebn Connelly
Bob Shannon; the Inn Keepers,
Barret, director, and .Robert WhitProducer: Ray Kati
Rhe» Louise
Walter Gerard,
ney, condueUne^
announcer
30 Mins.; Sun., 1 p.m.

LOmSVILLE BREWERS ASSN.

'

WIIAS, liOuUvUle
Three local brewers have pooled
together

financial

to, letid

support

toward bringing culture in the form
of fine music to the local' citizens,
thus the series of Sunday afternoon
airings of tlie Philharmonic Orches-.
tra from. Columbia Auditorium, conducted by Robert Whitney. Orch
was heard on NBC's "Orchestras of
the Nation" Saturday (20) originating ftom WAVE. It also has its
regular concerts at Memorial, Auditorium during the Season, tout the
Sunday p.m. airing puts some coin
In the till, and he^jps to make ,up for
any financial defidlencies.
Program played Sunday (21) consisted of the Carl Dittersdorf Symthree movements
Score was played with precision and
meticulous attention to dynamics,
but seemed to lack sonority. In the
Utrecht "Jubilate" by Handel, the
orchestra was joined by the chorus
In the majestic "Song of Praise,"
bringing out the full capabilities of
both the orchestra and- singel^.'
Clioral group, however, seemed to
lack depth particularly in .the bass
section. Airing caught was the 13th
in the sferies.
Hobert Whitney 'turned in a maS'
terlul job. of conducting, and the
"work of Edward Barret was fully
evident in the fine' response which'
the -conductor received from the.
vocal group. Barret is director of
choral singing and serious' music at
WHAS, as well as director of the
Philhannonic Chorus.
Void.

phony

in

C,

in

::

STORT TIME

kicking

framework

that

it

haft devoted most of its energiei
wusOf "Wacked out" liberal commentators, now has
guns on stations found to, ^e cancelling out foreign-language
The committee last -week fired letters of protest to WNJR
Newark (formerly WBYN, N. Y.); WBNX, N. Y.; WJBK, Detroit, and

turned

-

WHN, N.
Sammy

15 Minf., ;Afon.-thjra-Fri.i 11 ».in.
Sustaining
WQLr Waiirington, V. C,

Pitched towards the housewife, this
literary soap opera features acrossthe-board mid-morningi iTeadings of
the classics and neai>-cla8sics. Program, which has gotieti. a steady
stream of fan mail' since its experimental inception some months ago
is .bound to be lEudoed by clergy,
teachers and^ ptiiw jcivic -lieaders »s
an antidote to- the usual s»A) serials.
Format is typical soap opera, with
"build up towards daily climax and
b^ief teaser on next day'# insiallMiewt;' Emph^sl*) is on the 'ttb(«matt£
'

Solo's first radio program
of his own impresses as having an
excellent potential. Solo is a singer
with a great deal of savvy, with a
personable delivery and ability to

WHUV, Pittsburgh, asserting that their cancellation of foreign-language
represent "censorship and discrimination against national group
radio programs, against the very program? which not too long ago played
such an bnportant part in rallying national groups and communliies fpr
bond drives, plasma bank campaigns, salvage and other war eflort activl.

airers

put over a number.. His pipes are
smooth and with his knack for interpretation, he should mount to the

ties."

"It's no accident that these stations refuse to sell time for foreign language programs, although they have hitherto done so," said Stella Holt,
(N. Y.) is wisely permitting
exec secretary. "This is part of the general blackout of radio to any
No
get over on his own.
mention is made of >bis infirmity and thing but 'Positive Americanism.' Our country is being placed in a ridicto the average listener he's present- ulous and untenable position "by this curtailment of freedom of expression
ed as another singer making his try.' tox minority groups at a time when, we are contemplating a considerable
an
ex-GI,
coin.
Solo,
tall
for the
in'crease of appropriations for shortwave broadcasts to the very countries
lost his arms in combat.
from which these groups originate.",
York he's
Since hitting
'VOF asked the four stations to reconsider their policies.
Louise,
who also vocalizes, and clicked on the Arthur Godfrey. TalHammond 'organ. Bob Shannon, ent Scout session, and impressed
with in-person work when he filled
Pepsi-Cola is transidanting its radio jingle around soda fountains by
guitarist, also does a vocal stint.
for Peter Lind Hayes at the Copa- attaching music boxes, especially made for the company in Switzerland,
to
When caught Thursday (18), show in
cabana, N. Y,
Latter. device will so operate that when the. clerk
was broadcast from floor of new
Solo still needs a' little smoothing, store vending machines.
supermarket of the Baltimore Mar*- particularly -in .bis song selections. presses the Fepsi tank's lever to spout sonpe syi-up into a glass, the makets chain, in nearby Camden, as
faster time now and then would chine will give off with a verse of "Pepsi-Cola hits the spot, etc." The
part of promotion for new store, give him more variety and ' contrast. .boxed jingle is being tested in the Peoples' Drug Stores in Wa.shington and
said to be largest in United States.
Jose.
will be distributed around the country after the first of the year.

bigtime.

.

:

WHN

-

him

-

VOF

to

New

'

A

-

,

•

,

Taking customers from the market and putting them on quiz part
of program proved laugh-getter,
with high rating on ^spontaneity.
Marshall, dressed as Santa Claus,
also added to the general festive air
of the show, and crowd gathered
around the mikes attested to in:

-

SHOW BUSINESS

.

With Betty Campbell
15 Mitts.; 3:15 p.m« MoB.-to-Fri.
Participating

Albany
Matinee show, on
'

:

the.^

air for six

weeks, has interesting moments but
needs polishing. Miss CampbeU's
Show is usually aired from continuity lacks -smoothness and
studia .
ease. <rhe use of a bell after each
Marshall and the whole" crew seem item or comment tends to accentuate
to enjoy themselves while doing' the this. Comments seem sound and at
show, and this sort of cheeriness is times even provocative, but they are
contagious as far as audience reac- not fully developed sometimes. A
tion is concerned. Inn Keepers do point is. made in too glancing fashgood job -with "their part «f the ion. There is also a failure to quote
proceedings:
Shal.
sources, critical- or Otherwise, on re-^
ports about shows and policies in
New York, St. Louis, etc.
in literature, with original book
Miss Campbell introduces guests
abridged and modified for efltect by once or twice a week. The. wire*
scrlpter Larry Frommer. Narration recorded 'exchange with James Melis well handled by Larry Geraghty,
ton, in the city for a concert at the
who uses just enough, shading in lus Palace theatre, failed to ring the
reading to .taighligiit action. Musical beU' as it should considerin]g Mel~
iSackgrtiuAd is iitddental and helps. ton's long radio 1>ackground. It may
'Though sustaining, show plugs have been inadeqtuately. inrepared
Brentanos, which supplies gift books there was nothing, .for instance,
for a- daily contest, Outfit would be about the singer's broadcasting work.
An interview with Nancy Cushman,
a natural as sponsor.
of Malcolm Atterbury's Playhouse
Idea is goodj both in listener ap-'
company, also seemed to be insufpeal and from public service angle.
ficiently ''rehearsed. However, theAlready being tried in other cities, brief
dramatic excerpt—prepared
it's bound to set «. standard pattern.
Barry,
terest 'in seeing a broadcast in ac-

.

-

'

'

Lowe.

by

Bill
Playhouse publicist—^
with Miss Cushman (descendant of
-

Miss Campbell, talks intelligently
and interestingly about the bills at
local theatres.

Her speaking

voice

is clear, though at times hard. She
handled the participating advertisements, including bhirbs for a wine

right

store. Latter is a questionable practice for a'-femme miker." The Andrews SistersrBing' Crosby record'

"Show Business"
a themer,

ing of

down

for

is

oddly used'
-

Jaco.

[Follow-up Commont:
t-*-*-***^**

your

******** «

*

.t

V

CBS

mikes.'.'

Rev. Patrick Peyton, C.S.C., pro-

WNJR
Your kingpin

North
Jersey .
WNJRI With comp/efe
North Jersey news, exc/usiVe
North Jersey coveroge, WNJR
outlet' in

. .

new

high

in

the rich

North Jersey market. If you're
aiming of thes«
1,000,000
homes, WNJR is right down
your alley!

5000 Watts

VAN PA-nUCK
With BUI Veeek.

With Nancy Dixen15 Mini.; 1S:3S pjm., Men.-tiirn-S^t.
Psrtlelpatlnr' "
'

.

-

WJW.

Gieveland
Here are 14 minutes and 30 seconds
of advertising punctuated by the
Women's Page.
\ Recently, Jane Stevens was hired
16 Women's Editor and the station
flack billed her as "presenting her
infomative and entertaining prosparkling
of
vltrietS'
gram., .-a

women's topics, including .the latest
news and home decorating

fashion
ideas."

In theory this blurb .makes for
In actuality, Miss
nice reading.
Stevens, who- has a nice mike personality and shows much promise,
resorts to an interview a day. The
women who. appear have a message
oi interest, and given a chance Miss
Stevens could make the show one of
listener appeal.
As it is, she is introduced with a beautiful transcribed
musical fanfares Tlxe. interview gets
started and after one or two> ^'estions,_ oh comes a transcribed commercial. Then back to another question or two then another commercial.
All told,, the overall 15 minutes, has
minimum of six minutes of transcribed ads. Fortunately, -file station
has not been able to get the interviewee to spiel off the commtrcial.
As for household tips, those no
doubt also come under the heading
of Rinso, Dtu. or Tintex; paid-for.
suggestions, that is. All other house*
hold tipii are. well hidden.
It's quite, possible that in naming
the .program "Woman's. Page," the
station had in mind the usual SO-to40 ratioi papers have in advertising
to news. It may come as a surprise,
therefore, to the station to learh this
is radio, not newspaper, and that
this treatment is the subtest way to
'

,

.

-

'

a welcome change -from, although
not a substitute .for, the "Silent
Night" brand of music cramming
the airwaves during the Yuletide
season.
It
was the group's 10th
annual appearance before the CBS

P. Williomt
Oeneral Manager
91-93 Holcty $f.
Newark 2, N. J.

,

WOMAN'S PAGE

treated dialers to something
different- in the way of Christmas
caorols with airing o| the 'Sdfola
eantomm choir of the S.. S. Cyril lose listeners and alienate friends.
Methodist
andSeminary Saturday
Mark.
Singing- Polish -kolendys
(20).
.(carols) the choral music was refreshing in its novelty and "rich
Hattford^tation Manager Robert
and warm in its renderings It was Manby of
taas named Betsy

alley

Otis

'

'

tion..

iamed jCharlotte Cushman) and
Gordon Mills came through nicely.

a

Each of the CBS-owned stations, along with many other outlets throughout the country, has arranged to do an intensive chainbreak job on the
New Years eve auto accidents. Working in cooperation with local
police authorities, the stations will, starting with mid^ernoon of the day
before. New Years, air at half-hour intervals slogans warning imbibers
'
(Continued OA page 32)
problem of

r

WORD,

the

stril(es

its

broadcasts.

y.

-

With Larry Gerachty
Writerr-prodneer: Larry Frommer
.
'

around

within its
shapes up well
on all entertainment counts, and
should be a good bet for a sponsor
products.
of merchandise or food
Format includes plenty of gags
and exchanges of repartee between
Don Frank, announceri and Billy
Marshall is a
Marshall, emcee.
chubby type who takes -lots of rib*
bing about his rotund appearance.
He plays clarinets, and fronts the
seven-piece musical group known as
the Inn Keepers. Musiciil ensemble
by Khea
includes harp,- played

tured

Inside Stuff-Radio
Voice of Freedom Committee, which

in the past to the

1430

Kilocycles

the rcidio station

X'lnitark

of

the

Xniiii

genitor and director of "The Family

Crusade" series on Mutual, brought
his year's efforts to a ^lighly inspirational climax last Satujrday night
(20) with an hour's Christmas presentation entailing the services of 18
film .and radio names.
Even those

outside

the faifii couldn't have
helped but be deeply impressed
with the Subdued devotion, the fine
dovetailing of dramatic narrative
with music and the overall insinuating cadence of the program. The
general effect was a thing of aural
beauty and ritualistic power.
It
'

was a skillful weaving together of
the prayers of "The Hosary," recital
of the Nativity and Christmas music.
Ethel Barrymore and Pedro de
Cordoba .shai-ed the narrator assignment, with the voices of the cast
drifting in and out of the recital,,
whether it were song, acting or
prayers,, without pause for spotlighting of personality. The prolog referred to the hour a.s a "simple
prayer to peace and goodwill" and
the program closed with Bing Crosby, kudoing the work of the Itev
Peyton.
Others .who participated were Ann
Blythe, MacDonald Carey, Perry
Como, Jeanne Crain^ Dennis Day,
Dick Haymesi Joan Leslie, Christopher Lynch, the Mullin Sisters,
ftoddy McDowell, Ricardo Montalban,.. Maureen O'Hara,
Maureen
O'SuUivan and the Ken Darby
choir.

WONA

MacLean
comer

continuity: direetor of the
MacLean, a ne-w-

Miss

station.

to the station,

paperwoman with
radio experience.

is'

an ex-news-

several years of
.

Jr.

1» Mins.? C:05 pan., Men.-thrn-Fri.

MeDONOUGH'S MOTOR
WGAR, Cleveland
(Poioell

Grmt)

This is one of Cleveland's top
Van Patrick projects
himself with a neat 'bit of mike techsports shows.

nique that reflects in excellent interpretation and punchy items. Through
his

ability

Patrick has

to

utilize

made

personalltieSi

himself a source

news

for the dailies to copy.
personality is Bill Veeck,
Jr.; president of the Cleveland InEach Tuesday night, Veeck
dians.
is interviewed and. the questions ha
is asked to answer- are those submitted by the audience. No punches
of

One such

barred, and all holds off; Veeck is
asked to deliver forthright- answers.
Being the personality he is, Veeck
scores .a big asset on the program.
Here is radio making news. Frequently, Veeck's answers make news,
and theishow, therefore, becomes not
a rehash of the day's happenings, but
a source of sports news for the hour.
jVTarfc;

WiedneBJay, December 24, 1947
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been perpetrated on the industry by
these bans, threats, etc., and our
purpose is to acquaint the public with
the facts and the effect of these actions on the industry and public."

Broadcasting-By-The-Clock
Continued from paE« 23

Willa'rd pointed out that the allindustry committee as a unit could
not negotiate with Petrillo, because
of the separate interests represented
in the group. The overall aim of the
group, he Sfiid, is to "exchange ideaS
and information in order to maintain an orderly procedure, so that
no one group goes off on a tangent,
as hapseried several times In the

,

listening in the middle
west have grown away out of proBy putting the entire country on portion to the loss in the east. The
may be
a listening basis by time zones ths networks, Franco suggests,
networks, according to Franco's let- compelled, because of the straightening out of- the see-saw and its
ter, would further increase the sale
to later
of facilities by then being able to consequent loss of audiences
open operations earlier in the day evening shows, to revise slightly
10
and, from the affiliate's viewpoint, downward the rate for between
past.
put a greater premium on spot time. and 11 p.m.
"The committee, ijiwever, js limThe webs would even find that they
As for added programming cost, ited to areas of common ground,'
could overcome the disposition of Franco doesn't think there will be
such as legislative, public relations,
advertisers to think' in terms of any. Even though it will entail four
legal and gbvernmental relations."
summer tayofls. Examination of this broadcasts, the final three could be WUlard added,
habits suggests- Franco, would un- done from a recordhig of the live
As of yesterday (Tues,), Petrillo
cover the. fact ttat it was hatched shows. As things now stand most
apparently hadn't- as jret sigiied on;
by the discovery years back that web commercials involvfe a liv6 re- any public relations outfit.
people listened less with the switch peat. On the other hand, the net-

personnel at time changes in April

potential

•

'

dayUght savings. That

strictly,

falloft

was

says Franco, of night-time

a situation which .could be
overcome by broadcasting by the

status,

locil clock.

To symbolize the conception of
diverse listening potential of a netin different time
•woilc' program
zones Franco has borro^fred the
imlsige of a see^aaw, He describes his
system of broadcasting by the clock
as itu effort 'to right or balance this,
teevsaw. Since there are more peo-'
Iti>ine between, 7 and -9 p.m.
than .between a and 11 the gains on
'

works would benefit ffom the
ctf

'Three Crs'

Inside Radio
ConUnned from page

,

sale

Video Opening
SssiSm Continued

from page

|

27

ssssj

interest in icid programs. His theory
is that the difference in time had

lieved to indicate they now are being lured as much by the money
much to do with the drop in that they can earn as by the chance to
program type's popularity, Broadr learn something about video's work'
casting by the clock would not only
ing conditions or to "get in on the
pin-point the kid shows for their,
ground fl6or" of a new medium.
objectives but take by beyond the
Latter two reasons were those usutime reach of these same juveniles
ally held out by broadcasters to Itire
not intended in many instances for
the top performers prior to the last
their ears.
several months. Now, for the first
An'ideal time for putting this sys^ time, an actor can earn enough to
tem into effect, thinks Franco, would make it worth his while to -spend the
be with the switchback to standard required long rehearsal hours under
time next. September, -which time hot tele studio lights.
.perhaps -would coincide with the
Where top actors in the past were
availability Of added line facilities
paid anywhere from |50 to $100 foi:
from the coaxial cable which the
a one-shot performance, they're now
American Telephone Sc Telegraph
earning. $250 to $500 for the same
Co. is now stretching across the
amount of time. That factor, it's becountry.
lieved, is as responsible as any other
,

.

;

;

-

>

yon 'can try; 'em on."
No Specific 'War Crest'
Willard denied any specific' "war
The G. l.'s. started out with a budget of $850 lor the first month and chest" was set up yet, but said all
KXA was chosen because of modest branches of the industry (broadcastrates which allowed both consistency ers; FM and television spokesmen,
and frequency.' As the business has recording and radio set manufacprospered other outlets have been turers, and transcription packagers),
boq^t .and at present th$ G. i.'s are represented on the committee had
also using KOL and KRSC, local in- indicated willingness to. "go along"
dtffterijdents, as well as KXRO, local on splitting watever costs are found

CBS outlet..

for attracting such name performers
into video during the last several
months as Thomas" Mitchell, Joyce

-

:

,

.«ff

the

<

.

the.faot that .it

recognition the
a
-weeks

Earl Ferris flack outjlt cooked up a ne$^t promotion, tie-in between its
Elgin-American, and Capitol Records to pht-poitvt the time switch
on ABC. Ferris arranged with Capitol to
new labels to daily and trade? radio editors
and columnists throughout the country. Tune, with Margaret Whiting
on the vocal, backed by the Frank De'Vol orch, is "What Are You Doing
New Year's Eve?" Marx's tagliiie (on a "special label printed for the
of the Groucho Marx show
distribute one of the letter's
'

occasion):

"Spend

it

me—on

KBQ."

,

How to get educational fituff' on the air and make it interesting enough
to attract listenem will be th« topic of a- panel session at the American
College Public Relations As^n. Conference at the Biltmore; N. Y., Jan. 9.
Various angles will be, discussed by Dr.. Lyman Bryson, CBS' coujisellor
t>n public affairs; Sydney Eiges,
press -veepee, and Abe Schechter,
Mutual veepee over news, special evenia. and publicity.
Session- is being set up by JMeph Carleton Beal, public relations director
of the Annual Radio
Business Conference sponsored by the City College
of N. Y,

NBC

-

Goddatd't 2-Tr».WINS Pftct

Don Goddard has signed a two*
year contract with WINS, N. Y.
Newscaster, who has been with the
.

,

Aloofness Toward Radio;

station since April,
is
heard in
straight news at 12 noon and 6:30
p.m. Mondays tlirough Saturdays,

S&S,Lit.GiuklDeakSet

-

long

.

performers, such as those earning least, pointed in that direction: By
weekly, have Still to
in.immediT
take the plunge. In addition, any far the most significant
film star under contract to a studio ate effect was the unwrapping of
prohibited from appearing on an^ unprecedented- air campaign,
is
video through the ban established by
carrying a $13,000 iy«eidy lab; by
the Motion Picture Producers -Assn.
the Literary Guild for its Dollar.
Entire matter of pay for performBook -Club.
ers is presently a question of coopMeantime, Ed Fitzgerald Associeration between, the talent agenpies
and the producers, according -to, ates, producer of ''Prof. Quiz,"'
Roger Carlin, tele chief of. the Music wheedled Simon Sc Schuster into
Corp. of America. If jn production granting radio rights to the_25-cent
budget is high enough, then the per- Golden Books for cliildren 'to form
formers come in for more pay. If the basis for an air show,, while it
the budgets are lower, .however, the would not l>e sponsored by S&S,
talent agencies cooperate by settling" inevitably would be watched closely
for its effect on the books' sales.
for less money for performers.
.

$3,9()0-$5,000

Despite the increased number of
name performers enteriiig video,
Carlin is stiU the only
rep
'handling the medium. Agency's plans
for expansiqu do not call for an'lncreased staff, Carlin said, but rather
for spreading its services around the
discussed "public recountry as' new stations begin opera'

MCA

campaigti has 'received
few
lations, legal, legislative and governtion.
ago when the Three G. I.'s were ment relations" angles of the fight.
p^i;aded through downtown Seattle
Regarding the purpose of the comMiners! Wells, Tex.-^Don Coplin
and presented with a key to the city mittee's hiring of a public relations
during tc -.special l>i:oadcast over counsel, however, he explained, "our has been added to the staff of
folks think grave injustices, 'have here as program director;
.

KOBC

I

'

•

books aa well it not better than
printed media.
Campaign will be
teed off the weelc of Jan. 4-10 over
45 stations, including most of the

ride.

major outlets in New York City,
using programs rather than spots.
Outlay for the drive is claimed to be
the largest a book publisher baS
ever earmarked for air time.
On WOR, N. y., for; instance, the
show will be a 15-minute Sunday
morning platter session, with com-

.

pop

and

disks.

.

Sid

Walton

light

classical
.

Fitzgerald's
kids- tales will

:

show using S&S's
be a quizzer called-

"The Golden StoryrTelling Contest''
with parents competing as tale»
spinners and moppet listeners judging them. Packager is said to bavti
a sponsor on the line, but no air
spot has been determined..
.

)mT WillD'S S0N6 WRITINB MACHINE"

Continued from, pace 23
lar air program since the Lisbon
Clipper crash in 1943, although she
did a ntmiber .of guest 8hot» and did
!t cycle on the Eversharp "Tonight on
Broadway" CBS show a couple years,
-back. She's also played many nitery'
and .vaude dates since.
Deal for Miss Froman to move into
the coke show was reportedly a
hush-hush maneuver by MCA; which
will now represent her in radio. She
had been a William Morris client, but
with her contract expiring, MCA,
it's said, stepped into the picture' and
wrapped up the deal. Percy Faith
meanwhile has signed a four-year
deal for the coke" show.
Coke outfit's other CBS show, with
Spike Jones and Dorothy Shay, has
been picked up for another 13-week

sell

.spinning

27th (9:30 P.M. EST)

Jane Vice Glnny

Huger Hoge 'te Sonst. ad agency
sewed up the Dollar Book Club deal
with an argument that radio could

mentator-newscaster

FOLLOW-UP COMMENT!

STAI^NG DECEMBER

with

Seattle indie, has come up^ith a promotion scheme that is going
Station has two telephones, manned by three men on duty
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m., answering telephone calls for £ianta Claus. There's
no gimmick on the deal, and it is- not an on-the-air promotion. Station
broadcasts that Santa Claus will talk to. all Icids who call a certain number,
and the response' has been terrific with average of 500-600 calls handled
each day since Bee. 13, when scheme was first put into operation.
Scheme grew from idea of Dick Keplinger, freelancer, who has shows on
KXA, and is being handled ptirely as a station public good-will gesture.

KXA,

great guns.

Looks like the book 'stiblishers at
and on Sunday at 6:45 p.m; In a
last may 1>e dropping their show
titled "How About It."
Contract was handled by Tom
Redman, the Hartmans, nooa Mas- aloofness- toward radio as a medium
Harvey Stone, Gower and for hyjpoing sales; Brace of de-r, Stix, of Stix & Gude..
sey,
Champion, Lisa Kirk, etc; Tqp nitery velopments in the past week, at

Spots only .are jXiTed, due necessary.
NAB exec, who' acted as chairman
whacky "commercials, because no of the meeting and now is generally
program
V
has been , found that is expected to continue generalissimo^ suited td tlie nten^untdii^g n.eeds of ing. the full commltteer said he
the G. i,'s mi£t.
couldn't discuss the session- beyond
r
to vthe popularity and pull of the

'(^iimscii

M

client,

additional facilities.

Franco also regards the broadcasting by the clock idea as offering
a way for the revival of commercial

erani themselves, worked for an unr
angle ^nd the itreseni campttjiga is the result f>f their efforts.
Bfisic idea is a light, kidding angle
but it is built on a sound foundation
of consistency, frequency and' originality. Usual angle is some problem between the G. l.'s such as
Petrillo
•'George let some fast-talking salesman stock- him with eitough 'Suntan
Continued trom page 25
paQts to' outfit the Brazilian army.
both to be nominated,
counsels,
legal
The boys are pretty mad at George
about it, but Buford'-says that it he by -subcommittees, was expected to
can sell 'em of! folr -^2,39 they'll for- take place at a .huddle of the full
committee
all-industry
36-member
give him. So if .jfou should' just
." last Friday (19) at the 'Waldorf, but
happen to need any suntan pants. .
Or f perhaps the public is ;warned: failed to come to pass. A. 13. (Jess)
veepee,
said afWillard,
NAB
exec
"When you^ come -out to htiy these
blacit.'Nav; oxfords^.for $6.95, be terward, however, that both counsels
iiur^'attd'bring your feet with you, so would be named "within a week."

Uwal

1947

barrage will continue until the stations
against driving their cars,
sign oft.
The slogan which will be .used ill New York is: "Don't start the New
Year dead!" In the Los Angeles area where' the idea was iqau^rated last
year the slogan will continue to be: "If you drink, don't drive; if you
drive, don't drink." Last New Years eve's campaign is credited with reducing the fatalities around L. A. substantially.

.

CrmiMinteil'trom p«gf 23.

De«eiiojber 24,

.

and September.

in-

;

t

.

,

DiriTKD BKXAIili DBVG CO.
WMbieaday, NBC, 10:SO F.BI.. 'E.S.I,
M-G-M—"(In thd Mnnd With YoU"
"THIS TIH£ FOR. KEEPS"
Mit.: LOU CLAYTOM

WORrMUTUAL RADIO PROGRAM
FROM 1HE GUILD THEATRE
WILL FEATURE

SYLVAN LEVtN AND A 16-PIECE ORCHESTRA
VocaU by AiAN HOLT and JANIE FORD
and of

UNCLE

4ourse,<4he original cast

headed by

«

JM HARKINS (emeee) anif JOHN WINTERS
Roger Bower, Director
Produced by

PAT BALLARD MUSIC CORPORATION
Representative: Gale^lric.
(Mitchell Benson)

'

^But I

mw them. They fed him Wh^atlea betwe«a tounda.

»

,

nspecially

The

Breadeasting Companyi

The Gdiumbia

System,

The National

Company,

and The

Broadcasting Serviee:

On These Basic Demands We STAND:
Excerpts from

Communiques

to All

The New York Local, Radio
American Federation of Labor:

Members

Directors

of

Guild,

1

Not

trivial raises,

and

pkketing will be during those hours the networks are ttttempting to
'\

, .

*\

. *

to dcf/ust our hVes in preparation for

directors in line with their

whatever

we are called upon to

uncertainties, whatever crises
meet in the coming year « # /'

re-evaluation of net-

just

work

but a major

responsibilities

and creative con-

tributions to the industry.
, .

. «

aaessment checks continue

to arrive

. ,

/

2 The

picket signs are being painted under the or-

ders of..."

abolition of the vicious

practice of ''kick-backs" to the
• ,

from
;

and we have
lots of

is

wives,

people

received promises of support

who are not

networks,

*

chairman of the committee of

directors^

and has called a meeting *»"

These are plans of

men and women who

are

.

3A

TRUE

Guild shop - v^itliout

reservations*

serious.

These are outlines of action
Happy New Year?

we

will take

the networks believe our strike will
ponder these questions:

"WHO

.

•

fail-^let

them

WILL CROSS THE PICKET-LINES?"

WILL

INDIVIDUAL

JVIEJVIBERS

EFFECT WILL

A

SPONSORED SHOWS?"

and

crystal-sets are relics of the past.

STRIKE

The networks' concept of the status of

their directors is

an

anachronism.
It must change.
Let's dust the cob-webi off the antennae and get on with
our business of broadcasting!

OF

OTHER UNIONS DO?"

"WHAT

-Carbbn^-mikes

So are the salaries and other conditions of radio directors*

If

"WHAT

.

HAVE ON

We are not unrealistic.
We do not relish striking ...
But across this issue

we

place our jobs, our reputotionSf

our union.

fraternally yours,

RADIO DIRECTORS GUILD
Amtricoii FcdcrotioH of Labor

New

York Local

WeSnetilay, Deceniiber 24, 1947
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Television Reviews
Continued from page Zt
Assn.; Blanche Noyes, of tha Civil
Aeronatutics Administration; Clara
Jo Stember, a flyer, and Phyllis Ryder, the current Sally MlcJdleton in
"Voice of the Turtle," at the HudBon, N. Y.
The aviation talk was talk and,
inevitably, not action. For the- latter,
Martin and his guests went through
the motions, of eating (the host
drank plenty of water, which may
or may not have meant anything)
and a waiter hovered about the
business of serving, but that was not
CO much action as distraction.
FinaHyv however, there was a
short film, apparently taken a few
Westchester
at
day5 previously
County (N. Y.) Airport, of Miss Williams giving the show's director,

;

tunes in French, Spanish and English
in straightforward Style. Her pipes
are listenable but have a tendency
to drop on the long notes. Program
also featured David Lippman on^ the
theremin, an electrical instrument
highly suitable for video since its
ton^ depend op finger hocustpocus
which varies the magnetic field.

Hcrm.

SWING INTO SPORTS
With

Joan

Kerwln,

Max.'ne Barratt,

Don

Palllnl,

Chuck Tranum^

Bob Loewl

roundings!) Promtera of tha show
might well have ipaid NBC to teleit—a thought, perhaps, for
vise
future reference; seemg such on
exhibit via video ia next to as good
as actually being there, tout probably
should stimulate rather than hurt
gate receipt's.
Tele techniques in covering such
an event, however, are manifestly in
the experimental stage, judging by
Forrest and the camthis pickup.
eramen obviously had a job.on their
hands moving through the crowds,
switching camera positions to the.
There were
various exhibits, etc.
moments when the camera played
l)ointlessly and overlong on the millng throng while Forrest took up a
new position. Forrest perhaps labored
a little too hard to keep the running
:ab going; he needed a. simile for
.

Often in the. disIt's Wonderful!"
tance shots, from a camera stand
high over the exhibits, Forrest's,
voice was there tout the viewer
couldn't single him out in the mob.
The crowd mugged into the closeup
cameras; stray remarks drifted over
the air.
These, of course, coidd
hardly be avoided.
More closeup
shots, might have been employed.
Overall, the airer wasn't hard to
watch. If the director was aiming
for an. air of casualness and informality, however,- he succeeded
more in achieving an 'Sir of insuf-

Prodpcer-dlrector: Bob Iio^wi
Tech. director: Frank Bunetta
20 Min».; Mon„ 8:30 p.in.
Sustaining
'

.

WABD-OuMont,

AlUSON TO HEAD TELE
GF^s Sunrey

OPERATIONS AT WLW

Continued' from page C7

Cincinnati, Deo, 23.
iDore things- actually
Milton P. "Chick" Allison, for,
seen during the commercitil.
merly sales promotion manikger of
WLW, Crosley outlet here, has been
Costs Being Reduced

name one or

named

to

tl»e

same position

As to the 'cost of producing tele Crosley's television operations. for
Move
shows, GF discovered that co9t-per« marks
the first step towards estabthousand figures are high, running lishing the outfit's tele
stations on
substantially

ahov.e

cowparabls a commercial

basis.

radid cost-per-thousand figures. SurIn a statement accompanying an<
vey revealed, however, that costs
nouncement of Allison's appoint*
are being reduced as circulation of
ment, Crosley prez James D, Shoust
sets increase, and may be halved by.
veepeeiigeneral manager R. B,
and
next June. On the basis of present
Dunville declared that "in entering
estimates, GF decided that the high
upon the field of commercial telcn.
costs "do not warrant the use of
vision; we anticipate the necessity'
television as a basic, mass circula-.
of associating with our stations pertion medium unless there are ad-i
sons who have comprehensive- exvantages over and above circulation."'
perience' in both local and national
That such advantages are present radio. Allison's- experience in the
in tele was cited by the' survey. It nt^ional field at
has been
listed the following: (1) selective,, strengthened more recently
throttgh
.

N. T.
''Swing Into Sports'* has been on
the air for several months as a
The only other item of showcase for different types of -sports
taining.
higher-than^average-lhcome au d 1- his responsibilities as sales manager
Producer Bob
recreation.
home
and
interest (except for such minor inence locally concentrated; (2) an of
numerous vacant Loewi recently transformed the show
as
(Philadelphia)."
congruities
interested and enthusiastic audience;
tables and chairs in obviously empty into a dancing course on the asAllison's job wiU be to contact
dining- room, and the fact that Mar- sumption that dancing too repre(3) more television viewers per set
agencies and advertisers in New
sents a home -recreationi Poll of
tin's and the waiter's beards showed
than radio listeners per set (49.5% York,
Chicago and elsewhere iix the
it's
UP incongruously) was Martin's in- viewers upheld bis opinion /and
more); (4) an all-family audience-^
field. He'll also be responcidental solo, with an unexplained to continue on that basis, at least' for,
women 1.42, men 1.11, children .94; national
the. time being.
ficient planning.
sible for local accounts in Ciiicy and
orchestra accompaniment.
Program suffered
As it: now stands, the show is an mainly from too many draggy spotsi (5) favorable reaction to commer- for the coordination of co-op adverEverything considered, it wasn't a
that
can
(-6)
20.
.mihutes
cials;
high
memorability
interesting
of
com•how likely to dr«w repeat audiDoon.
tising: by national: advertisers
on
in
teaching,
real
value
prove
of
mercitil
selling
points;
Bobe.
(7)
high
ences.
products sold through Cincy stores.
viewers the intricacies of ballroom
sponsor identification; (8) new opHe'll report to J. R. Duncan, now
terping, Pro instructor Don Pallini
portunity for a new kind' of comiORCHIDS
acting director of Crosley tele operis the featured teacher, who first
CHAMPAGNE
mercial
treatment-^product demon-'
WiBbi Adrienne, Bbbeii Tnraer, David outlines the: dance and then demon.<
ations.
stration and selling with full impact
strates it with Joan Kerwin, Loewi's
I,ll>pm«n
Crosley hopes to go on the air
Continued from pace ti
of sight and sound.
:)roduction assistant, and pro dancer
Direetor; BAbert Mttybesrr
with' its Cincinnati tele
outlet,
Vlaxine Barratt. Loewi's system of
rrodttcer: Fat Fay
GF declared that its tele experi- WLWT,
on a commercial basis early
swinging the camera down to follow unsold tickets for that night
IS Mini.; Thnrs., 8 p.iil.
ence during the last year had taught in
1948.
the dancers' feet is a gpod one but immediately dropped that event
tiutalnliii;
check by the the outfit that despite tele's present
could be improved through a closer from its schedule.
WAllD-DuMont, N. T.
Jadged strictly in terms of its en- shot than the medium one now used. station subsequently showed that technical limitations, it's possible to
To lend added viewer interest, the arena was continuing to sell out ''produce interesting, informative
tertainment value, thisr show was a
middling: effort without any striking Loewi includes, several differen^ its Monday amateur boxing and Fri'
and entertaining programs in the
beyond Adrienne's stunts on each show. One caught day wrestlii;g bouts but that the studio"' and that remote shows,
characteristics
looks: Judged,' hbwever, as explora- Monday (21) night, for example, had
promoter was still having trouble such as sports .pickups^: are relatively
53 Continued from page iM sa
into,
the
a
.blind moppet, described as being
tion by video producers
produce and., readily
problem of presenting vaude or an avid fan of the show, getting a: making a go of his Wednesday show, simple to
flacks
for tele, despite Claims of
nitery acts over the optic kilocycles, lesson fi'om Pallini.. Sequence was
Another pertinent sidelight on the adaptable for sponsorship." In, addi- to the contrary. It comprises straight
it was laudably inventive. It showed handled in gOQd fashion, -without subject is the attitude of Branch tion, the "potentialities of this new clips from the film, which might
an awareness of the fact that some- getting ^maudlin. Fashion note added Blckey, the Brooklyn Dodgers' presi- sight and sound medium have as have been selected as those that
thing more is needed- than simply .,by Miss Barratt was also a good one.
dent, regarded as one of the most yet been barely realized." Thus, ac- would show up best on tele's small
-training a camera on a pei-f ormer In addition to the principals, cast
cording to the survey, tele "offers screen. There are still plenty of
and letting her do her stun. Video, includes Chuck -Tranum, who takes hard-headed businessmen in base- both an opportunity and a challenge long shots included, though, such as
lUe films, demands movement, visual part in the dancing. liOewi himself ball. While he is agreeable at presthe pn* showing WilUam Powell adpace to compensate for its .shadowy appeared .on Monday's show as «' ent to selling the tele rights to his productionwise."
dressing ii mass audience in a po^ag.
games; Rickey has let it be known
Survey revealed several factors on litical ar<>na.
substance.
has been forced to
Production on "Sports" was ade- that he may later assume- the tele- the future growth of tele. For ex- eliminate all music from the film
„ Device used on the' preem (18)
was turning the show into A com- quate. Camera work, with Loewi vising costs himself and thereby use ample, it parallels the early growth because of the Petrillo ban, but the
bination cafe feature and fashion getting a neat assist from t.d. Frank .the medium for his own vpromotional
of radio, and .business outlook for accompanying commentary is such
presentation.
Adrienne, a svelte' Bunetta, was good. This show, iri'
that music is hardly .missed.
uses,- This prospect coincides with nex^ -year is generally good:
debrunet, was given a chance to show cidentally, might be a good buy for
It should be pointed out, incidentan opinion expressed by P. K. Wrig- cline in the radio set matHset bars
Oft her charins; 'all jOt wShich are not several types of advertisers.
ley, owner: of the Chicago Cubs, spurred manufacturers to expand ally, that the practice of screening
localized in her voice'. While singWrigley re- their video sales. Most important, the trailer four or fiye times in one
several months ago.
ing,: she -walked across the studio
marked that baseball magnates would there's increasing evidence of a evening is a dangerous one. ViewinodeUing,a nif ty sequined £own and
ers watching their sets for a fuH
CHRISTMAS LAND
xur cape. -During one recorded infind it to their: advantage to make as general price reduction In sets, of
evening's entertainment will become
strumental number, she danced- with With. Frank Luther, Bay Forrest
quick and as full use of television as intensified sales promotion policies so surfeited with the thing that it
«nnouncer Hobert Turner, also for- Director: Harold Keith
possible for the hiking of gate re- and of new producers entering the might steer them away from seeing
mally dressed for the swank nitery Teohnieal IMrector: Alfred Jackson
Wrigley
ceipts..'
added
that
he
picture. NBC ran it- twice withwas
the
market.
factors,
All
these
should
Mlns.; Frl. (19), 7 pjn.
*etUng.
from experience.
greatly increase the mass circulation in «n hour Sunday (21) night. Stal,
Musically,
Adrienne
rendered Sustaining
WNBT-NBC, N. T,
of. sets during the coming, year.
NBC sent it? tele cameramen .over
Wait^Coast College Rule
Survey was; conducted. for GF by
to Grand Central Palace .to look in
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
the: outfit's two ad agencies, Benton
on a press preview of "Merry -C^iristBowles and Young
Rubicam, at
Question of Coast college sports
mas Land,'' a children's ''extravaganza," and the resulting. SO-minute on television has been deferred un- a cost of less than $10,000. There
airer was a leisurely paced armchair til June by the Pacflc Coast Inter- was no attempt to compare tele
tour of the exhibition and one-ring Collegiate Athletic Conference. Mat- with radio but to evaluate tele as: a
circus thatTs running through this ter
of permitting video coverage of medium within its own rights^ accurrent week. Announcer Hay Forfootball, basketball, track, etc., in cording to Chapin. He said his tele
rest, armed with a hand milce and
what seemed like miles of extension coming year was to have been taken committee, which has handled video
the entire- organization, wUl
cord', free-wheeled around the place' up at the recently concluded winter for
with a little girl hi tow,- meeting: conference session at Sonera, Cal. probablj; fold 'now, and that it will
Santa, inspecting fairyland candy Now, however, it. will be thoroughly be the responsibility of sales toppers
castles and such, stopping to talk to aired at the
summw. session,; idated for the individual products now to
little tikes including batoes-in-arms,
for Missoula, Mont., June 7,' 8 and decide what further use they want
going for a ride on the carousel, etc.
to make of the medium.
9, 1948.

William Garden, a flying lesson.
That lictlon was reasonably enter-
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Midway, Frank Luther, composer
One of the most important quesand singer of songs -for children,
took over to emcee a miniature cir- tions to be answered will be the
cus and lead community singing of possible commercial sponsorship of
Christmas carols and kids' ditties.
the annual Rose Bowl classic on both
From where this reviewer sat, the radio and tele,
the flr.st time for
exhib looked like a wonderful place
to. take the kid.s.
(And would color either, plus the renewal of Assotele have gone to town in such .sur- ciated Tide Water Oil's contract for
all

Memphls-^Bill Brazzill, announcer
at WMC, has been promoted to production manager, succeeding Earl
Moreland, who, in turn, becomes
local sales manager, a post -created
in, the commercial department.

radio rights to school football.

Sport$

LEAVEITTOAMUGG!
I

Being an old press agent and typewrifer man
a year trying to find a crisp, clear,

struggled fpr

descriptive phrose to explain to

read what
about.

anybody who can

my new "SONG WRITING MACHINE"
So

is

found the exact words in a VARIETY
story (Issue Dec. 17) as follows: "... PAT BALLARD'S
all

i

CRANK - HANDLED MACHINE .... PRODUCES
COMBOS OF NOTES FROM WHICH fOP SONGS
CAN BE COMPOSED."
Thanks for the

line.

Gentlemen

already) from the owners of this

(see, he's

new

fancy

radio gadget-

gimmick——

Tlie Pat fialiard

Contlnved from page 2X

by the time the Derby is run
next May, which would provide cov-

air

erage for the Louisville area.
It's
considered extremely doubtful, however, that any relay system will be
in operation to carry the pickup to
other cities, so that stations In other
areas will have to rely on film.

With the Derby rating as high as
World Series or a heavyweight
fight in the sports
world, the $75,000 deal is expected
to be a steal for advertisers within
several years, when such tele relay
systems are expanded to take in
Louisville.
Derby promoters are
reportedly letting it go for so little
money in order to boost the radio
the

championship

rights figure.

Similar deal was concluded last
for the Ballantine brewery to
sponsor both radio and tele broadof the N. Y, Yankees' home
baseball games in 1948. at a reported

week

.ca.sts

Music Coriioration

$300,000.
Yankee management insisted on the package affair, which

provides for DuMont to Carry the
tele airings and WINS, N. Y. indici
to handle the radio end of it.

•,o«ou»p'!ri
Nat<0!
fcCO

JOHN

WTAG

I

WORCESTERl

8

,
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RABIO

P^RIETY
until out of the

Other provisions of the legislation:

Vic Ratner
n

'Cont&tmd from V'te

i

vtrtisementi a complete summary of ments in the CBS series attempted
data.behind each Btate- to make some major points about
the itBtlstical
radio which cannot be made too ofment we made.
we think especially where
(Hell, we couldn't put all the ten,
ads-. Tb* copy was "opinion-makers" can see them as
tha
in
it4tl»U(»
thati)
Well as important business men,
without
enough
Ions
any
careful
fact,
of
matter
Th« first point is the unashamed
fa a
reader of the ads concept of- radio as a. "market"<tuBd' un^>i8»ed)
wiU see that the facts used by CBS place": a market-place for goods as
and by NBG in their respective ads well as ideas— where people gather
other.
each
contradict,
"for the latest news and laughter,
do not
NBC simply used a different set of music and drama, ideas and goods"
CBS.
as people have always gathered,
facts in "answering"
The real l*sue, then, Is; Which set throughout historyj in their major

—

:

more

of facts is
advertiser?

Significant to thfr
,'

'

\

We're ready to let any advertiser
decide that for himseU.
But there's a more important point
CBS series,
|o be niade about this
"

I think.

Kverybody seems so taken aback
by the Introduction of some forth(and, I think, wholesome)
right
eompetition Into iaetwork promotion,
that nobody seems to realize the
CBS series was put in the conCttiner press for more important reasons than simply to say "CBS is better than irec."
At least two of the three advertise-

Average

For the
.

Week

December

The

vigorously opposed on
required Identification of

news sources.
2. The bill relaxes the

original re-

Detroit," Deo. 23.

Fort Industry

WJBK,

Co.'s'

Detroit outlet,

out in the cold following
vote by the city council to condemn
property owned by the station for
use as a historical museum.
The land, purchased last year for
$175,000 plus extra fees, was intended
as the site of new quarters for the
station.
The city, however, over
protests, decided to condemn the
property anyway.
is

-

iU

I

Storrer said that he contemplated no
further attempt to argue the case,
but would start looking lor another

I

Isite for his station.

—

I

fact that

I

$280,000

worth of television transmitter equipment all bought and due
for delivery in February, with no
place to set it up. The station, until
Fort Industry bought it and began
expanding, was in smaller quarters
and the station has to move somewhere soon, .because of sheer lack of
space,

Accent on Manltattan

'

'

.

.

CBS

There's an upbeat on feature cov-.
erage of the local scene by New
York- stations.

Van

riet

WJZ

Rome,

.

has signed HarWorld-Telegram;

radio editor, for a weekly air stint,
and
has pencilled in a "New
York Newsreel" for Jan. 16 preem>

WNEW

'

Miss Van Horne, in a 10-minut*
"Here's Harriet" stanza starting next
Saturday (27) at 6:05 p.m., will toss
out suggestions on where to go and
what to do in Gotham. WNEW's 18-

minute "Newsreel," Fridays at 8:10
p.m., will utilika on-the-spot wire
recordings of iHuiutn interest yarn*.

the most efCective
network in radio today-^when the
toughest standards are used: how
many for how much?
Victor M. Ratner.
(CBS Adv.-I*remotion Veepee.)
believe

of

First

is

Newspapers

Programs

Five Times Weekly

L^^m

:

Contiiiued from page 27

ssa»

stations. In that way, the niidwcsteni,4»utlets will be able to air filmed
versions of the political meets either

the day that events occur or early
the following day.
appointed
committee,
Clipp
a

Jack Snuth
Club

8.8
8.7

15

8.7
8.6

headed up by Kenneth W. Stowman,

WFIL-TV

tele director,4D study the

problem and report back at a later
meet.. Coinmittee is to probe costs,
necessary facilities and camera locations at the convention site, as
well as the possibility of securing
a sponsor to bankroll the films on
all stations on a nationwide basis.
Group gave up plans of direct
coverage when F. R. ' MacFarland,
'

News of the World

8.2

7.3

American -Telephone tt Telegraph
repi declared his company will have
no coaxial cable west of Philly unMacFarland
til the spring of 1949.
however, that

said,

6.9

Edward Murrow

6.6

3 Star Extra

4.6

Fulton Lewis

4.1

EricSevareid:

4.1

Real Stories

3.7

flenry Taylor

3.4
3.3

AT & T

plans

ifSS-i^SB^^,

Many

classical

WSM's

and semi-classical

schedartisti

springboarded from this station to the networks.

But the "Cornbelt Chanters" have been a
part of

solid

WSM since we first went on tlie air 22

years ago.

have co-ax circuits between N. Y.
and Washington by next June that

will permit simultaneous telecasts
of three* different programs from
Philly.
J. Z. Millar, Western Union engineer present,' said his company
plans to install a two-way radio

beam between N. Y. and

There were those who raised eyebrows as

WSM

developed into the folk music capitol of

the world ....

.

^

which is expected to be in operation
in time for the political conventions

When Grand

next June.

Ole Opry played Carnegie and

Constitution Halls recently the

FGC

..

Philly,

Fitted

office

mobs at the box-

proved something. Coast to coast Ameri-

Contittued from page 2S

Uom

practicing before the agency
FCC term expires.

a

3.2

Equally bad news to staffers
provision which prevents any

2.5

from joining any outfit
dealing with the FCC for one year
after leaving the agency. Also, no
FCC staflfer may get a station license

is

FCC

employe

Headline Edition

Naturally, there's longhair on
ule.

to

until his original

Newscope

cans share a fundamental love for the simplicity

and earthiness of genuine folk music which

WSM has nurtured through the years.
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MAIL ORDERS

PROMmY tlllCO

.

,

Complicating bis problem is the
he has a video license and

I

.

Fifteen-IVIjnute
Nighttinfie

bill,

this point,

for Loss

Drt. Council Grabs 'Sght-Sound' Site

quirements on political and controvei'sial broadca.sts. It calls for equal
opportunity for all sides and' candidates, but omits an earlier provision
>.
m^rlcet^-places.
banning use of radio time to discuss
We made this point because so political subjects during campaigns George Storrery head of Fort Inmany,, critics of radio, consciously or by any persons other- than candidates dustry, had planned to build a combined radio building and "Sight and
unconsciously, seem to resent the or their designates.
Sound Center," to provide reading
3. FCC members' salaries are infundamental commercialism of radio.
Yet commercial radio is American creased from $10,000 to $12,500 per rooms, meeting places and a comAlthough the measure calls plete eye clinic for the blind or
radio and we wanted to try to year.
make clear there's nothing basically for a nine-man commission, the com- those needing clinical attention. A
.mittee has agreed to recommend a cut of the station's^prolits were to
"wrong" with this.
have been assignecj^to pay for the
The second major point is found in seven - man body, provided two center, Detroit
at present having
three -men panels handle common
our second advertisement.
It
is
nothing of that sort.
summarized, in the following sen- carrier and radio matters separately.
4. The biU provides for a rotating
Storrer, backed strongly by the
tence from this advertisement:
FCC chairmanship, with the com- Detroit Lions Club, had protested
.
the American people
mision itself and not the President that funds for the m'useum probably
themselves created Radio in this
naming the chairman.
won't be available for years, and;
country in. their own image; with
5. In a provision strongly recom- that the location was the only suitall
the vitalilgr, richness and
mended by industry execs, the legis- able one for the blind center—:adcriss-crossing patterns of culture
lation, provides
that broadcasters joining the library, Wayne Univ.
of America^ itself."
shall iiet 6qual treatment, under the and the hospital district.
One of
I may be wrong, but I think these
anti-trust laws.
Storrer's sons was blinded in an
two points about radio (not CBS)
6. The AVCO procedure on trans- accident.
are at least as important to tell the fer of
licenses is out the window;
With the city refusing his plan,
world as our third point; that we
.

Hooper Ratings

initial

is

Wastry nirown

Fort

1. The
Senators adopted recommendations of. the Badio Correspondents Assn. with respect to
newscasts and commentaries.
The
bill merely requires announcement
at the beginning and end identifying the newscaster and making

clear
Whether the program
straight news or Commentary.

35

m

agency at least

year.
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'Happy' Chandler's Gal
A Disk Jockey on

Unemplopent Tax Laws

WVLK Usk Pact Terms May Lead

to

New

Louisville, Deo. 23.

Pose Serions Problems for Maestros
'

of th«<i»08t bothersome probcurrently Is"'
iMnf facing bandleaders
n»k inconsistent reaction from varito the teceilt nuUiflcation
states
ous
of the
Court
Supreme
S.
IT.
*v the
American Federation of Musicians
Form B contract. Headaches stem
tax phase,
imemploym^nt
the
torn
forced buyers of a
which Form
band to pay hut which the individresponsible
ual handleader is now
along with socisl security and

One

Mimi Chandler, daughter of A. B.
Happy" Chandler, high commissioner of baseball, has become a disk
jockey on new WVLK, Versailles,
outlet. Chandler is principal owner
of .the. 1,000 watt station. It's part
of the Mutual net, and among other
programming shows; has an all-night
show from midnight until 6 a.m.

Joey Adams
ebserves

theSoUa**
•

*«*

baflaeH

this benlfoc*

m

Jan. 1 expiration date Of
the current contract, has begun considerable discussion In .New York.among record company executives
and attorneys.

Disease'*

There are two schools of thought
on the terms of the expiring con-

lor,

o bright fealart

withholding, taxes.

la

ASCAP Directors

Problems are posed by the fact
that there is

lipeemlim

week

ment, which asserted last
as far as

it is

concerned,

it

Go Over Varied

42A Anniver$ary Number

been a chaos of conflicttag decisions
which have driven accountants for
constantly travelUng- name
Djost
bands to despair and is making them
chucking the
consider
ieriously
Whole thing as not worth the remuneration Involved,
'Latest complication stems from
the N. y. State Dept. of Unemploy-

hold

Oat

Out Soqn

Shortly

Tele Tune Uses

Studio Musicians

that,

May Demand Own

will not

name bandleaders' accountable

unemployment

Board of directors ot the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers began getting into
the meat of the television musiclicensing problem at its monthly
board meeting last Thursday (10) in
New York. A start has been made
toward determining the" various usages an individual song may be put
to in front, of video cameras and how
they are to be rated. This problem

Holiywood Local

will for

Hollywood, Dec.

23.

i^s if James C. Petrillo hasn't
enough troubles - plaguing him, he
N. Y. State tax men point out sevsoon will be faced with a demand by
eral decisions by the N. Y. Court of
some
Hollywood members for a sepAppeals citing the buyer of a band
arate local apart from Los Angeles
reeibntible for its taxes.
Local 4:7. Musicians working in pic'
W. y. State's movd follows by only tureSr radio and recordings have
eeuple months the statement' by been approached by leaders of the
California's Dept. of Unemployment
movement and if sufficient backing
to the efifect that in' its eyes the is mustered the
boss will be
bandleader always was responsible braced with their beef.
for unemployment taxes, for' his
Chief reason for proposed breakinem And now that Form B is out- away from Local 47 Is that studio
lawed it has demanded that band- and radio active members have too
teaders cough jip retroactive pay- little to say about the affairs of the
inents ai» far back as 1944^ which is union, being badly outnumbered by
as far bacl^ as the statute of limita- those cardholders who workv,parttions allows on taxes.
time, etc. Hollywood members say
I At .the same time, many other they are too busy working to attend
states are going along with the Su-. the meetings downtown and' resultpreme. Court's decision, most for- antly the inactive musicians have
giving back taxes that California things pretty much their own way.
feeks but demanding that all sums One bandleader declared- that thoueyond the death of Form B be paid sands of union members, but not
at the proper time. In the event a wofkers-at-it, pay, their annual dues
state does hot carry unemplosrment of $12 as a premium on the '|1,000
^surance regulations, an employer death benefit.
must pay the 'entire 8% Into GovOn the breakdown of its 13,000
ernment cofteris,
members, about 4,000 are gainfully
'.What makes the problem so diffi- employed, split up this wise; 500 in
radio, 1,000 in pictures and the ret^nlt is that bands constantly moving
from state to state must have their mainder in recordings, night clubs,
payrolls broken down constantly so theatres and miscellaneous.
that each state gets its share of taxes.
Kew York's move In declaring it does
:

;

'

)

.

AFM

'

'

iK^t

want such payments from band-

leaders only further complicates the

MPPA,SPAStiH

problem.

At the same time, recording manand advertising agencies,
employ bands for disking and
programs,, have continued to
Regard themselves as employers ot
the orchestras they use, despite the
.death of Form B, and continue to
do theb: own withholding of income
;taxes and also deduct social security
^and unemployment taxes, -^haf ac.tion further complicates the ai-ith.tnetic heeded ,to keep a bands' flnao|«ial affairs in order.
~
nfacturers

'i^hich

KUTA GRABS BUDDING
Salt Lake City, Dec. 23.
here is holdmg a series of
auditions at local hi^ schools to
pick teen age disk jockeys Who will
be assigned their own platter show.

KUTA

committee from each
applicants,
Hirsch,,

;them Wobdle
jockey, picks the

Bobby-soxers

school

is

and from

KUTH

disk

number one man.

will

get

a

chance

to their school compamons
-temporarily turned disk jocks during a half hour show slated for Sat-

;to listen

urday afte.rnoons.

Fowler's Son Doubles

PA to SongaHithiDfii
Hollywood, Dec. 23,
Will Fowler of Paramount's studio
publicity dept.—and son of novelist
Gene Fowler—has turned composer
With "I Walk with Lonelhiess" and

^erybody Has a Lullaby."
with Arthur Gordon handling

AFM

The angle Uiat the
would
contiiuie receiving its royalty, even

but got no

'

'

the grand
will retain
For performances of a tune
.

Badio

always a

example,

are"

*

Criticizes

ASCAP

of

the

the

the past several weeks collaborating out the differences over the cothe points operative fee issue largely to the
circumstance that there is ho one
Final okay of the proofs was held person with authority at the Soup, however, because they had been ciety to talk to or who will assume
delivered to publishers and writers the
thoroughly
responsibility of
involved only last Thursday (18) studying the networks' side of the
arid attorneys for individuals had matter and reporting, his. findings to
jiot had time to peruse them. It's the ASCAP directorate.
likely that a .flnal okay will not be
Because of this situation, runs ,the
forthcoming, now for several weeks complaint, the committee is unable
at least' since some of the MPPA .to get cleancut answers to whatever
and SPA committee' members head points it interposes. These broadfor Florida this week.
casters say that there is no one they
have to deal with at ASCAP who
'

talks their language.

ASCAP's

.busiue.ss

direction

now

comes jointly under a departmenthead foursome, consisting- of Herman Fiiikelstein, house counsel;
Herman Gfeenberg, in' charge' of
sales; Dick Murray, head of foreign
relations,
and George Hoffman,
comptroller.

"

just over the Federal District line,
Dec. 19. Conipany is operating In

Plant is geared to produce 36 disks
songs already have been
primarily
oKayed for waxlhg by the Majestic per second and is catering
the rest of liatin
and Apollo
labels,
and Medallion to Mexico and
as publishlfig early next year.
America.

la.st

week took the opposite

and while there's much pro
and con over the situation, it appears
that he knows what he's talking
about since one di.sk company ofli*
.stance,

pointed otit tliis week that the
AFM^is not being paid royalties on
cial

pressings sold from mastei's. made
before the beginning of the royalty
contract.
.

.

Meanwhile, the separate state*
ments made last week by Bepi
Kearns, chairman of the House
labor' sub-committee, and Petrillo

.

getting attention.
that in his opinion

.are

'

Kearns said

AFM

musicians

deserved and should get revenU*
from coinmachines and disk jockeys.
This was such an x)bout-face from
previotis statements he'd made in
connection with the labor sub-corn*
mittee job that it started considerable
speculation.
Later, Petrillo flatly
stated that his men would "never
again." make recordings regardless of
whether or not the Taft-Hartley act
was revised, if legislation were: Intro*
duced in Congress in his behalf; ot
even of the 1909 Copyright Law were
revised in the AFM's favor in 'so fat'
as coinmachines were concerned,
!

Both these statements rang sO'
poorly in relation to .what had pre*
viously issued' from both sources,
that smart-money immediately began looking for the beginning of a
settlement. And it appears there's
some' movement in that' direction.
are "extra-special.''
It's being said guardedly that Pe«
Meanwhile, Decca doesn't seem to trillo and capital legislators, led by*
be moving at an unusual pace, a cir- Kearns, have gotten together and
cumstance that has prevailed with the latter have agreed to Introduce
that company since the disk ban Was legislation, which the FCC apparent*
announced. It is recording, but not ly will still stand for, that would
at the speed with which Columbia restrict the playing of recordings on
radio stations ,.throughout fhi^
all
and Victor are travelling.
country. Included in the arrangei,
ment would be a revision of the
copyright law that would allow the
some equity in the. lise of re*
cording.s in coinmachines, preceded,
presumably, by the prior rights publishers and the name performers
who make the sale of recordings
Still
possible would have.
This sort of an arrangement ii
No progress has been made on the preferable to Petrillo since it would,
possible interchange of stock be- all be legal and above-board and
tween Capitol Records and the ABC would remove from him' and his
network, which would form an al- actions any reference to "labor
liance between the two. Glenn Wal- racketeering." Included in the above
lichs, Capitol president, states that legislative arrangement. Incidentally,
insofar as Capitol is concerned it would be a settlement of the reis now lookinjc into the ABC financording controversy} plus which
cial situation to determine if such an Petrillo would grant two-year conalliance would be of benefit to Cap- tracts for the use of live music on
itol.
He avers that Capitol needs no television and new deals for both
financial help and that if a deal is radio and films whiclr .-would not
ultimately worked out with ABC it inspire a fiareup.
will not be made for the sake of the
coin involved.
.

,

'

.

broadcasters'

on reducing- so paper
agreed upon.

Mexico as Columbia de Mexico, S. A.
M. S. Kestler is the plant's gen, mgr.
Opening was attended by a personal
rep of President Miguel Aleman.

trillo

,

Pe-

'

Members

i

Mexico City, Deo, ?
Columbia Records opened a pressing plant In San Bartolo Naucalpan,
thriving town in the State of Mexico

w.as that when the pact
royalty payi{ientft' would
for

cca.se
since the latter called
tribute' only on recordings sold.

.

committee which has been negotiating renewal of the radio agreement. have become critical ot the
absence of a general manager of
American Society of Composersi
of terms already agreed upon. At- Authors and 'Publishers:
Tliey attorneys for both sides have been for tribute the conferees' failure to iron

COLUMBIA OPENS MEX
DISK PRESSING PLANT

expired

'

(films), for
grand right.

(22),

contract,

Down to tk Wire

'

rights.

closer to a settlement of the new
contract they have been working on
for more than a year. Latest meet
was for the purpose of going over
the language of preliminary proof

Keep Recording

Becording companies .apparently
the foremost one in fixing copyrighted music's position in relation are nowhere near the tapering-off
to radio-^not the rate schedule point in their race to file away as
ASCAP eventually will work out many masters as possible before
for payment for its use.
next week's end of the recording
In video, there will be a much nar- contract
(Dec. 31), after which
rower line of demarcation between they're not permitted to cut new
the so-called small-right and grand- material. Columbia and HCA-Viotor,
right, which is so easily determined tor example, are racing right down
currently in relation to films,; radio, to the Wire, along with Capitol.
shows, etc. There are .so many Smaller companies are being govclassifications of presentation that ernedi
as they have in recent weeks,
it will be some time before anything
by the amount of coin available.
like a definite listing of usages,
Columbia last week recorded night
probably grouped under the two sepand
day
and is continuing .on the
and "grand
arate "small right"
same schedule this week. It Has two
right" headings, will finally be put
and three sessions lined up for every;,
'
on paper.'
day
except
tomorrow (Christmas).
At last week's meet members of
Victor haS" been on the same merrythe board were given lists of the
possible different combinations of go-round. Sammy Kaye ;put away
his
final
masters
Sunday ^21) aftersong presentation, such as. ordinary
noon and evening, making nine sides,
vocalist, vocalist 'with a band, singer
giving, him a total, of 39 in the can
in costume, all .the way up to major
against
the
future.
Tommy Dorsey
uses involving use of the book from
again
for
Victor
Monday
which a show tune might Spring. cut
night,
on
a "nine - hour
Each member was asked to study (22)
schedule
sliced
in
three threethe list, form his own conclusions
hour
sessions.
Having
been
out
and report at a later meeting.
Immense preparation Uiat will be on the road, however, he had notneeded before anything concrete can been able to get in any disking -sessions
before
the
latter
last
part
of
be developed in separating the various approaches that video will pro- week. And he opens at the Capitol
vide toward a song is lor the protec- theatre, N. Y., tomorrow (Thursday) And both Columbia and Victor
tion of the individual publisher. As'
maintain a similar pace until
in radio and other forms of music will
performance, ASCAP will probably and including New Year's Eve. Both,
however, have stopped accepting
blanvideo,
in
sell the small right to
new
songs unless tiiose.' submitted
form,
and
the
ket or per program

under the latter category, separate
negotiations must be made with the
Synchronization usages
publisher.

New York Monday

though the recording companies will
not be allowed to record after Jan. 1
was checked by Vahieti some' weeks
ago, and the answer, from two
separate attorneys familiar With, the

l>e

Members

of the Music Publishers
Assn. and the Songwriters Protective Assn. held another meeting in

Disk Companies

'

DISK JOCKEYS EARLY

picking lour

to

In Pact Stalemate

iradio

mm,

some time continue

publisher

;

A

ings sold without regard for when'
the masters of them were made,
the other agreeing with Petrillo
to the effect that the companies
must continue paying royalties on
any pressings sold that are wadft
from maisters cut during the term of
the expiring contract.

42d Anniversary Number

,

taxes, that it will
continue to regard the user, or buyer, of a band, a* its employer and
therefore liable for the taxes. This
attitude is In direct, contradiction
to tie U. S. high court's decision
^ut, to strengthen ito stand, 'the

.

tract^^ne holding that its clauses
call "for payments only on record-

USssiETir's

Each state apnroaches the subject from its own
peculiar angle and the result has

ment tax regulation.

for

la

no uniform unemploy-

"

yond the

tilled

"Occupation^

'

chore.

Deaf

James C. Petrillo's statement last
week, in which he said that the
American Federation of Musicians
has nothing to worry about so far
as its income from recordings is con«
cerned, that this will continue be*

Ernest Byfield
hat ouHiered a humereat pits*

Miss Chandler, who was featured
in a couple of Hollywood films, and
guested on various network shows,
intends to stick to her disk jockey

'To the Victor Belong

B

Trouble; Foresee Settlement

Merle Evans Lectures
Memphis^ Deo, 23.
Merle Evans, long-time- band^
master for the Ringlmg Brothers•

A

•

Bailey cnrcus, .is conBarnum
ducting a lecture tour of high
schools this winter.
Kvans titles his talk '.'Behind the
Scenes at the Circus."
.

Records,

Deal

ABC

AFM

Balked

.

GRANZ JAZZ UNIT
TO PLAY FRANCE FETE

It has further been confirmed, incidentally, that ABC's interest in
Cap. is due more to the Capitol
Transcription division than the popNorman Granz's "JT^ez at the
ular-record parent company. ABC
has no transcription library such as Philharmonic" unit will go to France
those NBC, CBS and Mutual main- early in February to take part in
tain, and such an addition, already the International Jazz Festival beGroup
established, as is Cap's, would be In- ginning at Nice, Feb. 16.
valuable, particularly in the event leaves N. Y. by plane Feb. 13 and
of a strike again.s-t radio by the includes so far, Coleman Hawkins,
American Federation of Musicians, Joe "Flip" Phillips, Howard McGhee, Ray Brown, J. C. Heard and
vocalist Helen Humes.
Two other
Maestro Sammy Kaye and music musicians ai*e to be added.
publishers RoCco Vocco, Jack BregIn addition to 10 days at Nice, the
man and Jack Johnstone will quit 16th to 25th, Granz' combo will work
New York, Dec. 26, for a week of four other jazz concerts, in Paris,
golf at Boca Raton, Fla.
Geneva and Copenhagen.
-

lit

OBCIIBS11tilS-]|ni$I€

S8

4ockSf Jukes andDisks

David P. O'Malley

By Ben Bode«

Tf Hi Ut

Morale* Bhythin Sextets
Mungelero," "MontuM* In G" (M«jmUc), First of ttaa two rumbas
will take strongly in the nickelodeon
spots where they like good pianistics
with an exciting background: beat.
Arthur Godtrey<^*Tin a Dine Done
Daddy," "A Porter'* Lovi! SdngV
(Columbia). Second of the CBS
'

ody pn a

promise

with

ia

.

—

O'Nell

"The

"Trees,"

liord'Sf Prayer" (Majestic). For the
less secularly inclined an appealing
brace. The tenor is in fine melodic
and expressive voice. David Roberts
backgrounds at the organ, O'ifeil's
Interpretation of "Trees" should find
a niche on a jockey's repertoire.
Tiny Bill and O r ch e s 1 1
"Mickey," "Angry" (C o I u
b ia).
Should take in the less sophisticated
precincts. Hill's raspy tonsils and
old-fashioned style takes over on

a—

m

My Favorite
iaf

£D HcKENZIE
Detroit)

Get Started
Vou" (Bunny Berigan).
"I

.

Can't

With
*

Arm-

Woixts

"Confessin"'
itrong).

"Stardust" (Artie Shaw).
"I'm the Lonesomest Gal
Town" (Ella Fitzgerald)

Carpet Over

on

this label and it all turns out
The side that will
dicky.
probably fetch hira the more kudoes
is "Whippenpoof."
A Yale boy himself, Ross, aided by the Amory Bros,
and Stephen Kisley's baton, gives
this drinking song a solid rendition.
With "Clock" the tenor not only celebrates his current hotelrooi;^ stand
but cook^ up.a love lament (he also
wrote it) that should take well with
practically all femme age levels.
Mildred Bailey
"Don't Worry

quite

About

in

and works a bit
"Born To Be
So far. Majestic has not heeded the the record news.
Two^ sharp con- demands by either the local or namood and treatment, with tionali and in the event it doesn't

'

her -type of material.
"They're Mine,
Connie Haines
There's Mine," "But What About
These?" (Signature). A newcomer to
this label, Miss Haines makes her'
self a promising prospect for the
sweepstalces.
and counter
Juke
^'Mine'V comes over with heart-apSeal and deft sense of lyric timing
While in "These" her. natural feel for
an innuendo ditty gets maximum

Quin.

RCA

Jacquet's

Illinois Jacquet'S jazz

fare.

You

Mine?" "You Made

signed by

Be been

Still

formerly

Jacquet

to cut

recorded

Frl.

aid to further popularity is his soloing on this ivories; about three tunes
are. weaved into each session.
In addition- to this participating
series, Farber does a similar 30-

Deal

a string of 16 sides before the Dec.
31 ban on recording by the American Federation of Musicians. Group
will do its first date in New York
-tomorrow (Thursday) and Friday.

Me Love You"

(Signature).
"Mine,"
which
is
strongly on the topical side -with a
stream of references to divers celebs,
makes a ^natural, f or her personality
and ease with bouncey tunes, but
(Continued on page 40)
«

minute stint at 8:30 a.m., Mon.
through Friday, on the same station
for Pogue's, a leading Cincy department store.- Both series started last
March. That's when Farber resigned
the fulltime job of WSAI mttsic di-

for

rector to continue local assignments
while also becoming composer, ar-

Apollo.

specialize in

^^10
^

1.

BALLERINA

2.

TOO-J^AT

POLKA

(7)

(Shaplro-B)

"

'

exploitation.

Warnow — "Who

Mark

3.

Put That

Dreant in Your Eye?", "Senorita
Maraoss from' Caracas'' (Coast). Lots
of captivating lilt and lush string
stuff in "Dream" and a chirper with
a cute style, Lorry Raine, to embellish .things.

And

there's

a

solid

::

4.

GOLDEN EARRINGS

»•

CIVILIZATION

(Paramount)

.

6.

::

NEAR YOU
I

(Supreme)

(IS)

.

WISH

I

DIDN'T'LOVE

you

(10)

(Paramount)

9.

YOU DO

(18)

AND MIMI

(7)

so FAR
I'LL

(1)

-

'

(Morris)
^

PASS PEACE PIPE

(Simon)

;

(Cliappell)

his

new

It's

a sliBhtlv

vocalist,

Emma Lou

more lush

Welciii.

bit of clar»

.|lMllet

Larry Green.
button

Victor

.

,

DON'T YOU LOVE

ME

Capitol
...Victor

NAUGHTY ANGEUNfi^
^

. .

..........

(Robblits)

•

•

,

ANYMOjBfe' (Oitford)

.

.

gave the tag

«rrw®T*?^
WLW.
It's

"Farber Fingers ''
on

lihe,

^larber's programs
use. Farber

still

m

(SlAvn)

Koll.

WAKE UP RANCH
With

Stone

ClifTy

90 Mins.; Moh. thru Sat., 7:30 a.m.
Participating

KFVD,- Los Angeles
Cliffy Stone

personally about as

is

western as clam chowder, which,
chum, originated in the east. However,
he sure turns corn into
these parts, dispensing it
on a total of four stations, live,
recorded and otherwise, while also
coin in

heading

a silo-solid
band that's
available for dance dates (which he
plugs), and which- works for Capitol
Records (which he also plugs). For
the latter, he's also assistant to Le«
Gillette, head of the western-hill»
billy music and transcription depart*

supply some color and earthy flavor.
Stone's sponsors are considerably

more varied than his program content. They run the gamut from cures
for alcoholics to dentists, used cars,
foodstuffs, drugs, etc.j some of them
transcribed spots. For them he plays
an average 24 disks per hour and a
half session, interspersed with his
careless speech. Ad lib, deliberate
or unintentional, is poor for a' guy
who has been round radio since 1935,

when he was

a bass player witli
Stuart Hamblen's rustic musiekers,

(Perry Como................ Victor
( Dinah Shore.. .. ..i
.Victor
Klissisr. ; , . , . ; . , . ^ . .Gdiumb|l
{King CfAe ^Srio.i.iu.tti.^Ca'^tOl
, , , i

...

. , .

.GoJttmbia

, . . , . .

Day

(Doris

Buddy

CamoX

Ryan made

'

'

Tony

number

of weeks

img

has beerc in the Top

;

[

'.

',

'
\

machines.

Proposed

legislation

slap a $28 annual tax on music
boxes, which now pay no tax, and

double

the

$1,000

annual bite on

taverns.

Decco
Columbia
Capitol
..Victor

St, Louis, Dec, 16.
City Council of East St, Louis,
across the Mississippi from here, is
new tax measures that
will affect more than 500 disk coin

would

...M-G-M

10,]

Louis Mulls $25

mulling two

Decca

'

St.

Tax on 500 Coin Machines

Victor

ITony Martin.^

•.

.

" East

...Victor

Posfor.

said the experi-

-

Columbia

lArt Lund
i'Andrew Sisters

Ryan

ence convinced him listeners are being fed too much Jive and be-bop.
His mail and calls, he said, convinced him there's a large audience
for long-hair records, even among
the bobby-soxers reputed to be jivehappy.
'•

..ColumWo

Stafford

(Warren)

"

Decco

Martin

the announcement of
his quitting on the program itself,
apparently as a complete surprise t6
his partner. He said he will drop
up from time to, time to spin a few
platters, and dish ^ut observations
The
concerning law observance.
show had developed a surprising
listenership..
In parting,

.....Columbia

Clarice

froqj

He said he might
do a daytime show of similar type.
•

.Victor

Columbia

Jo Smord
jGuy Lombordo

I

IFigures in parentheses indicate

,,

Minneapolis, Dec. 23.

Hennepin County Sheriff Ed Ryan,
after a couple of weeks as co-disd
jockey with Don Hawkinsqn, KSTP,
quit the post because it began taking up too much time. He said the
show interfered with his duties a»
.

Victor
Capital

fl5icfcHaymes
;

-

ments.
Wetty Cliffy's stint on this 5,000,watt daytime-only indie relies mostly
on the age old dedication of requests, heavily coated with family
flavor via birthdays, kiddie stuff, etc.
Among southern California's un.
countable "Arkies," "Okies" and
other imported rubes who, incident-

Ryan worked with Hawkins

....M-G-M

\ Harry James
{Three Suns..,.

(Leeds)

was

guest soloist .four times on Cincy
Symphony Orchestra pop concerts
and put in eight years as orchestra
leader at the Netherland Plaza liotel
playing, for dancing and its ice show!

11:10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

^ jj^^

If^*/''"

•

(Morris)

'

STANLEY STEAMER

a vet radio personalitv in
left,Washing*ton & Lee t?

sheriff.

.Decca

Lund..:.

Sammy Kaye

{Perrj/ Gorno . .... .
fYonfc Sinatra

.......

:

YOUR RED WAGON

is

He

niaht*
*

Prefers Being Copper
-

i. Capitol

(Jo Stojford...

I

STILL GET JEALOUS-

tn

I

'

I

Colwmbia

(Tonv M«rfi«....... ...... ...Vi'ctojMercurv

.

FELLOW NEEDS A GIRL (Williamson)
GENTLEMAN IS A DOPE (Williamson)
POPPA WONVr voir DANCE (Morris)

I

—

and
there's a likeable interpolation by

j Francis Craio

1 Clorfc-WoiWie

;

M M It

'

.

(Franfcie Loine

I (Miller)

THOSE THINGS MONEY CAN'T BUY

w

flights for a nifty se-

..ficeca

(Pej+y C<>r»o. ............... Vlctpf
(Fwnfc Sinatra..
...ColwmMo
Col^mbia
5 ClorJc-Nobl*

Benny Goodman "Ooooh! Look-a

woodwind

.ColumWa

pecca
I Jocfc Owens. .............. .tower
.........Capitol
i^^ggy Lee
\ Dinah Shore
.......Columbia
Xtouis Prtwjo
.Victor
t Andrews Sis.'D. Kayt. . .^. .Decca

{
•

'

(Williamson)

DANCE AT WEDDING

TWO LOVES HAVE

Fields

quence of swing movements,

, .

•

Coming Up

having already sold 500,000
records. Gracie Fields may not be
the blazing personality over here
that she is on the Isles and among
the Commonwealths, but the jockeys
will play this platter over and over
Miss
again:
It's plusii production.

liant

. . . .

.iSfisteta.

Bing Crosby

Art
;

seller,

dance coupling, "Pretty," a Fletclier
Henderson amngement, blends the
brass section with Goodman's bril-

Andrews

{Dick Baymes..

<Shapiro-B)

:

There, Ain't She Pretty?", "Sweet
and Lovely" (Capitol). Standout

Arthur Godfrey.

, , ,

"'

M. SERENADE OF' THE BELLSt

"Hour" becam^a British smash

test ride.

f

[

(BVC)

U4. .

Mpls. Sheriff-Disk Jock

Victor

.M-G-M

tr-

iVaughn monrot
/JtHnah Shore
" \ Margatei Whiting

t

8.

THo—

gives "Hour" all the sentimental tug she knows how, and the
choral work behind her attests to
the song's potential as a standard for
vocal ensembles, ;She does an appealing dusting job with the flipover,
o u 1 d be worth"S0rrento." It
while for the jukes to give "Hour"

Ddfsey.

t

I

thing for the jockeys to Include.
"I Feel So
King Cole
Smoochie." "What'l 1 Do?" (Capitol).
About the most surefire combination
that Nat Cole and his henchmen
have turned put in some time. Either
side will tickle the faithful. Cole's
-*armth and affinity for a torch registers on all cylinders with the Berlin standard, while "Smoochie" gets
• smoothly rhythmic going over,
Oracle Fields.T^"Now Is the Hour,"
"Come Back to Sorrento" (London).
This import amply demonstrates

why

Vaughn Monroe

Jimmy

.

>

an. the
other side. "Dream" is definitely a
candidate for the jukes and some*

•

(3)

(Morris)

(10)

f

\

(

(Supreme)

(7)

cadence

Latin-American

.

HOW SOON

I

Hwl.

Om-Madiiiies^JJIi^^

Best Sellers on

1947

MM

Week of Dec. 20

(Jefferson)

(8)

l

ly, support an amazing number of
such air shows, barn-like niteries,
bucolic ballrooms, etc., he is. one
jockey routine by modulating from
of the favorites. And for those who
one selection to another at a studio like cowpoke cacaphony
writh their
piano while a staffer mans the turna.m. coffee, his style, if it may be
table. In the know on tunes, orchesso dignified, is an over simple detras and' warblers, Farber chats exlivery. It's very casual, if not downtemporaneously about who
and right sloppy, sans an accent affectawhat's coming up next on the show. tion
of drawl or mew to dress up
And he has a large- following. An the folksy
patter. Occasional guests

combo has

RCA-Victor

Mon. thru

Cinclninatl

First musical name in radio hereabouts to tie in with platter spinning
locally, Burt Farber differs- the disk

AFM

—

Connie- Halnes~"Will

WSAI,

didn't settle its debts to
cardholders thereafter, the revocation
would still be effective in the event
band
lifted
sometime
in
the
the
is
future.

(Capitol).

-

40 Mins.^ 12:50 p.m.,
Partlcipntlnc

which runs only another week anyway. However, in the event Majestic

-

This
Anita
O'Day-^'What Is
Thluj Called Love," "Boot Whip"
(Signature). Still tops among the
artists in her idiom, Her casualness
in stirring up excitement oyer practically, anything she does is a daisy.
Either side deservfes a play from the
jukes and the jockey shows that

of personality into

BUBT 'FARB£B

the national probably will move
against the company. Course such a
move would, take would likely be to
revoke Majestic's license to record,

Clouds Don't Bother Me"
A couple sagebrush la-

"Those

Farber
Cincy.

,

a kick on either side for her following. Miss Bailey gets over the com-^.
edy yarn contained in Phil Moore's
"Stranger" like a charm and her relaxed torching of "Born" is a model
of exposition for even the girls on
the -upper rungs Of the popularity
ladder.
Eddie Kirk
"Sad and Blue,"

fttttttt

.

Strangers,"

Blue" (Majestic).

2<l,

ttH

ranger and conductor of music for

Local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians is hot thus finds this' program a natural
after Majestic Records for the fail- as daily ether advertising, Pla-Mor
has footed the bill for two years,- :ind
ure of the latter to pay musicians
already: has inked a deal for 1948.
for recording dates done -within reWayne Stitt pairs with the show
cent months, It, gave the comftany admirably. He has been with KCKN
until the latter part of last week to since the early days of the show.
pay up undetermined amounts, and He's been on and off the Noon Hour
when that order had not been, com- 'Clock, but has been at it steadily
plied with the case was turned over since Pla-Mor sponsorship. He handles commercials in routine fashion,
to the national office in N. Y.

ments with the fancy guitar accompaniment tending to outshine at
times Kirk's warbling.
NevertheErwin Bendel's less a solid candidate for the jocks
,*Angry/.' , -while
tenbr, which should go well with and jukes that specialize in western
be6r^ rides with the flipover item.

Pay

New York

•

"If I Could Be With You One
Hour 5n»iiight"(Jack TeagardenX

'

Majestic on AM

Lanny Boss t~ "Underneath the
Clock at the Biltmorei", "Whippenpoof Song" (Majestic); Ross goes
100% sentimental for his unveiling

trasts in

(Jack the Bellboy)

iWJBK,

42d Anniveraary Numher

—

Five

ihe atl-time top
ifai disk jockey)

(FolIouH:ti{gr;ore

fUV&ntes

'

I

t

Curiam Time, NBC Saturday
show originating in Chicago

est tunes first,
Show caught, billed
as the 4,859th session, had six new
records, and. the daily average is
5 to 10. All disks received at the
station are played on this show before being put into the regular library.
tJhat the program has held up so
well is evidence that a* steady following wants to hear new music.
And there is plenty of plugging done
on later shows about the tunes which
turn out to be hits. Anything goes
on record; even a cowboy tune or a
salon number- gets on the list now
and then.
,Pla-'Mor
ballroom, catering to
dancers and pop music followers,

debut

this

Godfrey's personality grooving. Her simple and refreshcomes through more lavishly with ing style is set oft brightly by the
"Daddy" and the indications ar« Benny Benjamin^George Weiss
good
sailing
on jock and juke balladj "Pianissimo," while the
of
play and- counter sales. Other side standard side proves her equally
rhythm number
figures a diverting novelty and not adept in taking a
much else. Archie Bleyer accom- over the hurdles, Glenn Osser does
handsomely with the background.
pinies.

1 1 1

One of the oldest record shows in in 1932 to join the Henry Thies ortown is this session, aired every day chestra here. From 1034 to 1945 he
for well over 10 years. Its rep as .was on the Crosley staff; .During that
the oldest of local shows has been stretch Red Barber, who did an.
built on a policy of playing the new- nouncing when not airing baseball

of Age**

"Why Do You Make Those Eyes?"
(Musicraft). Miss Carson adds much
to .her

t<

PLiV^MOIl BALLfiOOM
KCKN, Kansas City

Come

**Cluh Dates

platter.

m.c.'s releases.

Danny

tttf tt**f **1t1f tt tttttf

NQQX HOUR CLOCK
W^^ Wiyne fititi
Daily, 12 noon-1 p.m.

Mia dy Carlo n—"Pianissimo,"

.

" »f t*f ttttt1ttttt

IM Jockey Reviews

CM Agenf)

(Vet

ineting that tha maestro applies to
the strictly instrumental, "Sweet and
first time that
It's the
Lovely."
Goodman's put this 16-year-old mel*;

Noro

December

Vftditcgday,

ttttf tttf tf*

;;

Ordinance restive to the taverns
which now must remain shuttered
from 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m, daily,
and from 2:00 a.m, to noon on Sunday, would permit them to remain
open until 3:00 a.m. daily, and on
Sundays, with the 5:00 a.m. daUy
and noon Sunday reopening hours
remaining unchanged. The several
nile spots In the town, paying the
$2,000 tax, enjoy late patronage particularly from St. l.ouis where the
closing hour is 1:00 A.xu..

.

r

'

Wetlneaday, December 24, 1947

ORCnESTBAS-MVSIC
Palladium Offered

Hearty Appetite, Boys

Off-Nite Radio Studio

A bit of arithmetic that added up to startled looks in the pans of a
group involved with the American Federation of Musicians' disk ban
was worked out oh a luncheon tablecloth last week in New York. It
still didn't answer the question ot "what does Petrillo want?"
In fact,
it vnade the question a bit more vague, but it offered a difiEerent insight into the argument.
problem posed was this: If Petrillo succeeded in placing a 12-piece
Ivand in every radio station in the country— which number approximately 1,100—how many musicians, would he put to work? It came out
Then the arithmeticians' faces fell, fiach mentally
13,200 men,
began to figure that if Petrillo achieved that result, and it's a fqregone conclusion that an average of 10 musicians per station was
impossible, then he'd have only approximately 7% of the 225,000 membersliip he claims at fulltime work.
The answer heightened the "what does the man want?" question'
und "iiroved" to those present, that the claimed membership of the
^^FM is.either expanded when it pushes a point, or that the APM has
more members than it could ever hope to 5nd jobs for under the most
fdeal conditions. Or that the vast majority of its membership is composed of aged, part-time tooters, or cardholders, who joined becatiise
they play an instrument but who never intended making it their pro-

\

.
'

,

i'fession..

ladium ballroom, is angling with
radio networks here to Mre.'out the
By EBNeST BORNIiMAN
for daytime, audience-partici-'
.Paris, Dec. 8.
pation airers.
Terpalace, which is shuttered on
Early winter in Paris has been
Monday nights for the first time marked by an eruption of hot music.
since the doors were swung back, is Rex Stewart was here with a sixalso open fbr a bid on the off night. piece
combo playing to a sellout
house at the Salle Pleyel (Dec. 5)
and taking most of the audience
away from France's pwn Aime BarelU who failed to fill the same
house two days later on a cold grey
Paris Sunday
(Dec. 7). Insiders
claimed that the close proximity of
the two dates was no accident, but
-

.

AFM Gets Disk

AFM

Of

'ex-president of Cosmo Records. Following a two-day trial, Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard dismissed
the plaiAtifTs suit ruIing^ that al-^
though Bank was head of the firm
he was only acting for others.
-

Bank

In filing the action against

Hollywood, Deo. 23.
Local 47 of American Federation
a new approach by a publisher to of Musicians means to help its memgain payment-of royalties due for use bership combat one segment of price
'of its copyrighted tunes. Suit was inflation by opening a grocery store
in the nature of a test and had in its downtown offices.
will
It
Judge Goddard found for 'the plain- handle all staple goods with the extiff, a l>recedent .would have been clusion of freith vegetables'.
9et,
.Adjudged
bankrupt;
Cosmo
Store will buy an dsell at wholeorigtnaUy filed its petition last June sale prices to its members musicians
'27 listing liabilities in excess of $1,- only.
gcoyalties

in the Fire." Suit represented

•

.
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The top 31 .sonffs of the we«/c, based on the copyrighted Audience
Coveraue Index Survey of Popular Mtwic Broadcast Over Radio
Netwoi'lct.
PublisbMl bv the Offieg iff fttmtrelt. Inc., Dr. John
Peatman. Director.'
Survey Week
Deecmber 12-18, 1947

&

'

All of

^nd

Me
Mimi

Ballerina

Boui-ne

;

... i.. ...

.........

.

...

Civilisation

..

Hills of Colorado.

.......

Home Is Where the Heart Is
How Boon ....^.».-. .....
I

.

Paramount
............... .Lombardo
Advanced
..Supreme

...

.

.

.

I Didn't Lovfe

..

You So—fPerils

Dance At Your Wedding
Made For Each Other

Stevens Gives

......

.

Kreisler

^

Paramount
Simon

,

Southern

,

Mary Lou
Near You
Papa You Dance With

.Mills

Supreme

Me—'"High Button Shoes" Morris
Pass the Peace Pipe t"Good News"
...Crawford
Santa ClauS' Is Comin' To Town...........,.'
.Feist
Serenade Of the Bells
...Melrose
Williamson
So Far—*"Ailegr6"
Stanley: Steamer
........Warren
,
The Stars Will Remember .......... ....
w . . ...... Harms

—

.

True

.

.

tO:

run amateur conAmerican musi-

in.,

—

was followed by two one-nighters
Blue Star, new label to which
Panassielent his support after Withfor

drawing from Swing; H. de F.'s next
date is the 11th Amateur Tournament on Jan. 15- at the Palais- d'Otv

Pr<^ress

.

,

say, while H. 'de P. 's next dates are

Chicago, Dec.

» jam

the Ecole Normale
14, a jam session dance' at the^lSalle des Centraux
on Dec. 19, and a rival version of the
11th Amateur Tournament at the
Coliseum on Dec. 20.
What with hot mttsic and factional
friction, Paris jazzmen are going; to
face a warm winter regardless of
power failures, strikes and coal

23.

session

r.t

de Musique on Dec.

finally struck at
of' the last outposts of the live

In the railroad depots
musician.
here, instead of the usuai» trumpets
and accordions. Salvation 'Army
lads and lassies are using turntables
and public address systems, to liire
Xmas pennies.
According tp contributors; theyshortages.
miss the live Off-notes.

Tunes

to Mellin

Bands

.

Guy Lombardo.

.Roosevelt (400: $l-$i:50) . .........

Stan Kenton

Commodore

*De ifarcoi

"Tambourin
"Liebesfreud,"
Rosmarin,"
"Schon
0 i s," .
"Liebeslied," "La Gitana" and ''Old

Chin

Famous

Refrain.''

Berlin

Prior to the deal, with Mellin.
Stevens had turned" the copyright
to "There Must Be a Way," a hit
tune of two years ago, over to Tommy Valando's new Laurel Music.

Johnstone

.

Feist

....BVC
Bourne

BVC

(400; $1-$1.S0). ......

10
..

4

'

.

covers
Pnst
WcKit
2,150
1,425
1,500

SIS
2,050
1,300

Toftil

-

Cover*

On Data
26,700
8,150
13,050
93,900

24,350

at Woldor/,

6,475

^

Chicago

nois,"

.Santly-Joy

B.O.V

at Hotel

,

.

.Weeks
Band
nam
Ptoyecl
Nat Brand Wynne* .Waldorf (400; $?).... ..
11
Charlie Spivak... Pennsylvania (S0# $1-$1.50>.. ..,<; , 5
Sammy Kaye.... New Y«rker (400; $1-$1,50),..',.
8
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
99

rights to Stevens.
•Tunes involved are "Caprice Vien-

.

.........

What Are You Doing New Year's Eve......
..'^
White Christmas
Why Does It Have to Rain On Sunday.
Why Should .1 Cry Over You. .
Winter Wonderland
With a Key and a Hi and a Ho Ho Ho
You Do*^t"Mothet Wore Tights"

and bring

Up

Deactivated
Stevens
Music,
a
Broadcast Music, Inc., affiliate, has
further dLspcsed of its propei-ties.
Bobby Mellin, also a BMI affiliate,
has taken over from Stevens the
rights to dance arrangements of
Fritz Kreisler tunes recorded by
Charlie Spivak for an RCA-Victor
originally
had
Kreisler
album.
granted the
dance arrangement

Morris

Pauline"

I'll

decided

tests

at Barclay's Club that really had the
joint jumping and a recording date

Canned music has
one

ship,

cians rather than going into competitive promotion on a big scale—
for the time being. Rex Stewart's
concert at the Salle Pleyel therefore

''

Williamson

Get Jealous—«"High Button Shoes"

Wish

.

... .Morris

..

Gentleman Is a Dope— *" Allegro*'
Golden Earrings—>-t"Golden Earrings"' ........

I Still

occasions.

Crawford

Nfews*'*

of the sums collected,
Goldblatt suggested that the ASGAP
classification method be used as a
basis plus the "member's financial
need and such additional factors as
you might decide upon."
Particular advantage of the plan,
Goldblatt emphasized, is that, "being modeled upon the ASCAP type
of operation," it is likely to stand
up in the court, for ASCAP's sys-

tem has been upheld upon many

...Jefferson

.......
.

•

.... ..................... Shapiro-B

Best^Things Are Free— t"Good

'Santa Claus' Use

Feist Music is currently in a tussle
with the N. W." Ayer advertiising
agency in New York out of .which
obvious it would may come -a suit for infringement
be impossible for each individual against the agency on Fei.st's "Santa
musician to check his accrued Claus Is Coming to Town" copyright.
royalties he would assign his rights
It Seems that several months back,
to a collection agency to be or- .Ayer had an idea of building a spotganized by the AFM-:
announcement jingle campaign for
Acting purely^, as the agent of v-the Kaiser-Frazier
cars
around the
musician, the collection body would melody. Harry Link, Feist general
be set up similarly to the structure manager, was asked how much coin
of the American Society of Authors, he wanted for its use.
He quoted
Composers and Publishers. Under $5,000. It was rejected.
Goldblatt's plan, "payments which
Later, Link heard a Kaiser-Frazier
have up to the present 'time been spot transcription' on the air based
made by recording companies to the on the "Santa Claus" melody. InAFM, will continue to be made in vestigation proved, he claims, that
exactly the san- % manner'' to the the tune had been changed slightly
AFM affiliate. Chief requirement of on the theory that a substitution of
the plan provides that all AFM- mem- notes would make payment for its
bers join the new organization.
use unnecessary. Link has turned the
Melon would be split principally case over to Metro attorneyr. Film
for relief or in whatever way it company owns 'Feist, along with
might be decided. For equitable dis- Robbuis and Miller music firms.

tribution

Soi^sW^ Largest Ra^oA^ifience

I

fire of
three to foiu: concerts a
starting on Oct. 5 with a date
featuring Philippe Brun and coni
tinuirtg with two soirees dansantos
per month; with a jam .session on
Nov. 9 featuring Claude Luter's
Dixieland outfit from the Club Lorieiit, Francois Charpin's Trio, Jack
Dieval's piano and a pickup bebop
group; with other jam sessions at
the Ecole Normale de Musique; and
with the first postwar concert of the
reunited Hot Club Quintet (Django.
Reinhardt, Stephane Grappelly, etc.)
on Nov. 16 at the Salle Pleyel—all
of them under the label of the Hot
Club de Paris.
The old- Hot Club de France,
meanwhile, under. Panassie'S leadern

month

In

.

Fight Inflated Prices

May, Marks sought to recover
due on its song, "Too Many

last

On Ayer Agency

:

W9I Help Members

and Angers) to form a
of
French Hot

Federation,

Club.s,

Squeeze

Feist Puts

assets of

Lacal 47^s Grocery

the name-calling at the

'

reserved

.

'.'Irons

(Versailles

new

other, infringement

"Maliguena."

all

based on the HQ of the Hot
tween them sifter a dlsastro.us GenClub de Paris. New org, which coneral Assembly on Oct. 2. Beal cause
trols Swing disks. Jazz Hot mag and
of the split, despite all ideological
Hot Club building at 14 rue Chaptal,
Montmartre, has moved into battle
ajrainst the older club- with a drum-

unlock the "perpetual" recording
about $150,000. ban scheduled to become effective
decision on anJan.vl.
action brought
As: devised by Goldblatt, the plan
by Marks against Seva Foullon; calls
for a royalty (amount to be deUnited Masters, Inc. and Band Retermined) to be incorporated in the
cordings, etc. Here' again publisher
usual contract which every musician
claimed that PouHon was responreceives from disk companies.. Insible for unpaid royalties of its song,
asmuch as it's quite

and

Court

After

the battlefield showed Panassie triumphant as president and Dolaunay
down and out as secretary-general.
Latter, however, picked himself up
and walked away with two other
representatives of regional c1ub.s

CompromisePlan

Miffb' Siut vs. C(^'s Harry Bank
000,000.

into six figures.

General Assembly had died away,

had something to- do with that all*
Plan whereby American Federa- too familiar f:ud between the two
.jazz poo-bahs of .the Latin world,
Hugues Panassie and Chai-les Delaunay, who split the Hot Club de
France, world's oldest jazz club, be-

tion of Musicians members may retain their recording royalties- in full
compliance with the Taft-Hartley
law was submitted last week in a
letter to
prexy James C.
Petrillo by New York theatrical attorney Harold M. Goldblatt. If approved by the musicians' chief and
his legal counsel, the scheme may
well provide the key which will
,

Theory that where chief 'stockholders or officers dominate a company they should be held liable for
any wrong the corporation may
commit failed last week, in New
York federal court. Publisher E. B.
Marks bad bi;oughf the action
^gainst.Harry W. Bank, founder and

surrounding it, was not the
old N. O. vs. Bop battle but the hard
cash and prestige involved in (a)
control of the disk' label Swing, (b)
exploitation of the name, and title
to the Hot Club de France; and (c)
control and exploitation of the magazine Jazz Hot. Combined annual
take of the three is said to run well

.flimflam

.

,,

Precedeirt Avoided in Ksmissal

Tres Cknd Bebop Season in Paris

of the Pal"

hall

^

i.-

39

Le Jazz Hot Ates Make for A

Hollywood, Dec. 23:

Maury Cohen, operator

,

.

As

Chicago, Dec. 23.
Jose Melis- (College Inn, Sherman, 700;

$2-.$3.50). Nellie Lutcher nitery
Chi brought okay 4,600 covers, despite usual holiday week jinx;
Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Myrus and Jane Dulo billed. Snappy 1.900.
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach, 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
New variety show in with Olsen Friday (19). Fair weathei! allowed crisp

bow

in

3,300.

"

.

,

Orrin Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; f3.50 min.r$l cover).
Quiet week; 2,800.
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House; 650;' $2,5D min.''$l; cover).
Final week, Phil Regan opening Friday (26). Satisfactory 3,000. •
,

•

.

I

My Own Grandpaw

Los Angeles
Freddy Martio

Dr. John G. Peatman
pmenit

Lone Star Moon
Mickey
My; How Time G4)«s By

Shapiro-B

Song

Whifltenpoof

2u

Bi' ...

,

.

,

. .

tFilmuslcol.

Hits With the
Largest Radio

»

Audiences

Advanced
...Harms
.

-t

.

>..<•>...

•

......... Gliappell
..Sinatra

..........
... ...... .............

.

.....Shapiro-B

Hemick

*L«£|it Mttsicol.

loirtlic«iaiii«
'

..Miller

i. ...

.

.

..........

. . . .

.

RepubUc

/

(Ambassador; 900; $1.9042).

'Twas the week before

1,600 tabs.

Jan Garlrcr

(BUtmore; 900; $1-$1.50).

Seasonal slump, bleak

1,400

covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Song

General

^

hit

Xmas—wan

Annnal Survey of

Rcmick

Old Mill

installing a 1,.S00
in his racing
participating in a

engine

prior to
Florida regatta late next March.

.

Happened In Hawaii

They're Mine, They're Mine, They're Mtoe...
Too Fat Polka
Treasure Of Siersa Madre
!>

.

boat

..........Dreyer
Anyone .......
Courtin' Corab^lle. ................. .Dreyer

Little

'

horsepower

Never Loved
A Comin' A

I'm
I'm
It

!

Guy Lombardo

The remaining 20 songs of the week, based on the copyricjlited
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular iWusic Broadcost Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John
G. Peatman, Director
A Fellow Needs a Girl— ""Allegro".
.Williamson
Christmas Dreaming
..................... Leeds
The Christmas Song
............... Burfce-VH
Oxford
Don't You Lov.e Me Anymore.
Feudin' And Fightin* ..........................
Chappell
.................Mellin
Forgiving You
Maurice
Hc-,v Lucky You Are

42d Anniveraary Fiumber
Out Soon

iCfncoflO)

Mary Gould (Chez Paree; 550; $3.50 min.). Kitty Kallen and Betty
Bruce joined Martin & Lewi.s Wednesday (17). Smart 5,700.
Eddy Howard (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Switched With Larry Welk
for 10-day session at south side palace. Hefty 17,600.
Phil Levant (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Moderate 1,800.
Baddy Shaw (I,atin Quarter; 700; $2.5Q min.). June Richmond! added,
Lenny Kent top billed. Slow 2,700.
Lawrence weik (Aragon; $1-$1.25 adm.).
room proved profitable.' Potent 17;300.
:

Lo.^

ISranstei; to

north side bd)I»

Angeleg

EtUet Lawrence (Palladium, B, Hollywood 6th wk,). Windup stanza
poor 5,700 admishes. Tex Beneke opened last night (Tues.) for six frames.

40
Ansley Hotel, Atlanta,

Sweet Hits Turn Sour

To Bartenders

Few Hundred
such as

songs

Hit

,

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

After

the

Survey of
sales, Vttsed

pom
and

retail sheet music
on reports obtained

Icttdinfli

shotoinsi

rating for this

I
CQ

and

last

We^k Ending

,

.

Nationsl
VatinK

§

tical

o

Dec. 20th

wk.

wk,

I

T-

that a tecprd
biB removed from a macliine, regardless of the fact that his patrons
himself
niight want it and he
might find his cut of the machine's
profits higher if the disk were al-

X

2

lowed

5

9

6

10

•

who demands

•

In Liberian Cdebration
Duke Ellington is to be feted Frir
afternoon at the SavoyPlaza hotel. New '"York, by the National Coniihittee^fOr the Celebration
(26)

"Serenade to the Bells".

13

.Berlin......

14
IS

11

.16

la

18

3

K

1

2

v-7^

1

10

3
7

5"

3

7

8

6
7

:.:'2':^^

9

9

5

8

6

9

10

3

7
3

32

«

1

26

6

7
'

8

•

3

4

52

33

2

5

26.
*

'

"Santa 'Glaus Is -Coming^ .Feist

20

5

1

16

S \M.

10

10

Wedding".

52

49

.

'Ill JDanee at

8

6

.Miller

^Paramount.

9

,10

V;\

of the' lOfQth Siberian Anniversary.
AflCair id

to be a testimiHUd' luncheon

'

..

|

its

recording

Craig's

oi£ -Franci^s-

|

"Near You,"

is"

expanding his talent

an attempt

roster in

is.

optimistic;

Coniittiied

lite

tiom page 3S

.

,

.

My

.

—

to consolidate

-

•

.

made
He has

hi^ label with the
one hit.
signed orchs of Bob
Crosby, liCS Elgart and Seger SUis,
among others, and is recording ,each
far in advance, against the possibility
of the recording ban being extended.

the gains

had

it

made up by Decca a batch

of vinypressings of Bing Crosby's verision of their "Now Is the Hour," buf
Infringement suit, was brought ininolinted to go over-histrionic
duplicating the tune on both- sidesi
New York federal court last week she's
What figuring disk jocks might \vear out
with the standard ballad.
by Carl' Gehrmans Musikfortag other chirpers might interpret with
Frankie- Iiaine drew a gold
one
against Edwen Jarl, operator of
some degree of heartbreak, Misit disking of his ."That's
Desirg"
Scandinavian Music House in New
Haines treats with shrewish anger.
from Mercury, marking the 1,000,York. Copyright owner of some five
Miguellto Valdes
"Negro," SibAI
Swedish tunes, plaintiff claims the oney" (Musieraft). Well balanced 000th pressing, of the tune
Piantadosi and Frank Sabas have
defendant misappropriated his songs
for his talents is this first grooving
set up their own publishing firm in
by mechanically recording the numthat Valdes, tops among exponents Hollywood titled Television SongS.
bers without consent.
of Afro-Cuban rhythms, has 'made
Don-^asanave shifted f(,om vocal'
Action seeks an injunction, dam- in several months. "Negro," which
Morrow to- Vic
ages and an accounting of profits. he wrote; carries a hard-hitting spot with Buddy
Carl Brutz to assistComplaint states that no authoriza- jungle beat that nudges Valdes' vo- Lombardo . .
ant production superintendent at Cption for recording the five songs for calistics to their lustiest levels. With.
Iiimbia Record's Bridgeport plant
U. S. distriliuiion were- ever granted Ernesto IL«cuona's, ^^iboney" Valdes
Stuart Foster no longer With
anyone.
turns richly melodic and the upshot Tommy Dorsey's orchestral
is -a crack exhibit for tihe jukes and
"> "
counters.
More .Maylieu

Firm on Infringement

Jim Bullet, head of Bullet Records,
The leader has composed, under which came into national attention
via

Leeds Music

Disk Revs.

ROSTER OF TALENT

•

commission by the African republic,
•a "Liberian Suite" marking the 100th
anni. It's to be debuted at the concert; along with three new works
written by youthful composers who
ctudie^.at.oUilliacd°<School of Music,
N. Y.t via' scholar^ipS' provided by
Ellington himself.

New York

Swedish Pub Sues U.S.

BULLET EXPANDING

,to the maestrt^f prioi' to the fiirst of
'his two-night concerts at Carnegie
Hall, N. Y., the first of which occurs this Friday evening.

,

.

,

>

.

Meanwhile, on the strength of the
»

Chicago, Dec. 23.

Craig disk, Bullet has built up a
considerably larger distribution sys-!
tern. Pew indie labels have gotten
into the sales outlets, such as large
department and chain stores, etc.,
that "Near You'*^ got the Bullet
label, into, and Bullet may use these

.

Midnight concert hall varieties
Chicago jriext Saturday. (27).
Hal Antin, New "fork promoter, and
Spiiie Jones is turning his orchesr
.Dave Qarroway,t local disk jockey,
tra's. talents to hashing the children's
.have bande4" together to present -bi^
Jones cut two albums,
outlets to tak^ on 'the distfibuiion of classics.
monthly shows; Garroway has proboth by Frank Tashman—''How the
other rival indie- labelsi
'
moted several jazz. concerts.
Circusjiearned to Smile" and "Of'

'

]itart in
.

.

First .date In Orchestra Hall will
•

ficer Gilhooley's Whistle,"
He's also cutting another coUection)> '^Muirder of the Classics," 'along
.

feature Florence Desmondj impres- . AjrtiC/^alandii has shifted -as Hol>sionis)$.BiUy:ECkstioe, eirooner, plus lywood rep of. Santly;J[oy to the
Teddy Walters ^nti -Sidney'. Bechet new. Laurel music company^ headed
orchs.
by his^ brother' "irommy.
,

,

with

.

•

.

,

-20

dngle platters for

Victor.

•

RCA-

'

'

'•

I

I

I

i

I

'

l

'

^'

i

.

Hollywood

ALBUMS

,Ray Andradi^ -at^ 'Rainbow Ren."Good Ni;ws» (MOM). Most of
numbers in this' package have- dezvous for. three 'weeks, thence to
already been recorded by probably Kenmor» hotel, Albktty^>tor Jan^^S
more competent' vocalists than opening. .'.Johnny- Moore's Three
those highlighted ih the ''album's Blazers set for.. Christmas opening
billing bxit there's no doubt- that the at Savoy Ballroom, Chicago: .Stint
thing will be a solid seller, as such- holds for four, days'. . .H»l Derwin
the'

far

.

.

.

-

.

.

'

the picture's soundtraclc. articles
usually are; Envelopes -contain eight
o'if

and combine 'June Allyson%
cutely nasal tones and Petw- 'laW'
ford's juvenile frogginess . with !'the
stage'-tralned voices' Of Pat -Mftrsball^
anil Joan McCraokem
Jane BusselW'Let>s' 'Put Out' the
Liffhts"- (Columbia). This- Should be
a major 'seller. While, technically,'
all that can be said about the Bus--'

-(Continued; oil' page 43>'

sides

-

-

-

:

'

sell

'

voice

is

that

'it's

'

pleasant and'

manages to carry a' "melody well,'
what makes the album is. the production and packaging^ applied by

On 'top' of' that 'the'
album bespealcs smart-cashing' In'on'
the mountain of publicity 'Mi$s'Rus<-'
sell has collected' via "The^ Outlaw."
In the album 'Miss. Russell's s.a'.
values and potentials are shrewdlyexploited. Her Chirping is kept low,'
throaty: and insinuating, with even
a male voice brought 'in on several
occasions for a passage of 'dialog to
underscore the bedroom implications
of the lyric. Among' the eight 'sides,;
besides the alb'um title °song, are
"Two Sleepy People," "Love "for
the recorder.

His Orchestra

siueeim por

iCAK^BEUEVE
THAT YOU'RE IN
LOVE WITH ME
Mffsic by.,

JIHMY UcHUGH

'

with the famous Sadasas Beat
CHrrtntly ApfifMriiig

HAVANA MADRID, New York
3rd Cngcigtmtnt

the Winter Season

.

SUlMNY

ISLE

Zild

Sale," Body and Soul." "I Must
HaVe That Man" and "Do It Again."
Lou Bring is the maestro.

CASINO, MIAMI

Rttura Eii4af|«Hi*lRl

tral form these famous Czech "and"
Moravian folk dancei^. The six sides
have the sort of 'tonal lilt and' pace
that make them good' listing for.^ograms a little to the right of pop
classification.
The profits from the
sale of these albums 'goes to 'American Relief for Czechoslovakia;
Mel Tormc (Majestic). Tagged as
"The Velvet Fog," this eoUectton of

six sides represents the best '"work
that T.orme has done- on" wax: 'Much
.

RCA
UrMliah

M

VICTOR
RECORDS

CONTINENTAl ARTISn CORP.

U50

•fsadway, H»Mi YMie 19

MIUS

TRULY A STANDARD !

TRUE
By

WALTER G. SAMURtS
LEONARD WHNCUP

aad

SANTLY-JOY, INC.
1

61 9 iroqdway.

Naw

Y«ffc

'

-

RONURT OtAMENT
Itl* •rMdwayi NMU' York

.

.

'Besedes (Keynote).
Dr. Victor
King, network conductor and arranger, haS'. recorded' here for' the
first time in this country in orches-

Opening January 15th for

vouii mooRAiii

,

-

and

'

'
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Be Lunched

«

Supreme. >
.Supreme.:.
.

3

to xeftiain,

"3

'.Jefferson...'

I

2

4A
4B

offing, however, is an election that
apparently can be upset one way or
thp other by the city's infractions
of the drinking regulations, and a
crackdown resulted. And the Ansley,
unatile to pay comparatively high
band prices, is dropping down to
$1,000 and $1,200 per combos.
Final name into the spot will be
Charlie Splvak, who opens Jan. 21
for two weeks. Shep Fields was to
have followed Feb., 4 in place of
Jimm'y Dorsey, who disbanded because of ilhiess. Fjrankiie Carle wa»
to have, opened in March.

Publisher

Title

situation.

ispots,

O

This Last

'

.Georgia's liquor laws do not allow
seyving individual drinks./ Atlanta's
however, have bfeen ignoring
that portion of the state rules 'and
the Ansley as a result has been able
to afford high-prited bands. In the

P.
,N

toi'hear it thftt it rarely gets
(ull -value from its popularity.
In many cases, it's the owner of

'foircetl

day

'

L

I

Ellington to

T
b

I

week.

A

A hit such as "Near You" will be;,
played in a busy coinmachine lo^
cation as often as 250 to 300 times a
'week, and operators say that the
hammering of the same melody has
such an eilect on those who are

to ppen as of Feb. 4, Change Cf
policy and the cancellations were
originally said to have been due to
poor business, but subsequently determined as stemming from a poli-

o

stores in 10 cities,
comparative sales

.

Politicians

Anslejr hotel, Attanta, is temporarlly dropping -the ilame band policy
it instituted several months ago and.
has cancelled a string of bands due

curreni

ers, waitresses, etc., whx». are driven
slightly batty by listening repeatedly to the same tune.

spot

Drop Top

t(^

Bands ky

"Near You" are often lifted from
coin machines before tKeir public
popularity fuUy expires because of
pressure brought tp beat upon munic-bos; distributors from barten<jl-

ft

Forcd

Spins

Mtttp

Xtnasi

lUME

SACKS

'

and taste has been applied -to
their production.- • The counterreaction should be exceptionally- good:
Roster consists of "Can't- Give- You

skill

•

-

"Anything But Love," "Three Little
^ord»," "I'll Always Be In Love
With You," "Love, You Funny

"The Day You Cam* Along"
"Fine and Dandy."

Thing,''
arfil

'

'

Fif«ni

a

Friend

!

-

(

,

.

P^niETY -

Appeal of 'Rum'

:
Shop'

retail disk best
bo,sed: on reports ob-

tained from

in N. Y.
"Wd

Court of Appeals in an unanimous
decision- of a three-man tribunal,
Court agreed in every respect with
a ruling handed down last Apri^ by
Federal Judge IVlortimer H, Byers,
who branded the Feist" version a "de-

'T

Music

«
A

CresgeCo.)

hmidt's
enltins

mel's
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(De
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Week Ending
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—

Dec. 20th

.

1

1

2

3
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0

Francisco

ti 1

Detroit

i?

out of the financial

for the Indie set up.

finis

San

Los

management setup

I

N

Minneapolis

.
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Label's

Mr

week

last

s

when a

dealing a death blow
'

3

1

2

3

3

2

6

1

1

9

5

1

1

2

2

93

8

1

7

it

tossed

the compiiny's .affairs behind a legal
barrier to prevent Creditors from

T

Seattle—

..'».

(Victor)
1

was

tition

under Chapter

filed

had

41

the Chandler (reorganization) act.
And,, in the event the creditors accept the reorganization plan Signature »J»rill J)e clear to secure over
$100,000 in fresh coin,
Signa,ture's,
execs
creditors' meeting in

4

2

5

T

"Near You".

5

G

4

2

6

4

.....

33

10

3

,

27

conducted a
Jfew 'Xlork last
week, as indicated they would by

(Capitol)

G

7

•7

(1

8

5

•
.

BlgG CROSBY
7A

9

7B

.15

"White

'

.;.

.....

.

1" '

23

9

•le

.

Variety . two 'week.?, aeo... At this
meeting pre? Bob Thiele could not
prevail upon all of the company's
debtors to go «long with reorganizational plans.
which forces

9

%i

,

e

> ':

9

4

.

There are two more
meets this, 'lyeek.
^Meanwhile,. Signature has gone
ahead establishing its own distribucreditor's

16

(D^cca)

'SIS.-D.

3

KAYE-

3

16
1;.'.;^

(Decca)

tion points to replace those eliminated by the.end of ttie label's deal
with General .ElectWc- Company
claims to have its plant equipment
in better shape, which will allow for
savings in pressing costs.

''.

I.

9

s

Hence the legal plan,
them to give the new

plan a chance.

"
''

bhristmatt."

AN»»B1WS

10

5

BING CROSBY
Id

8.

'

(DecCS)

"How. Soon"..
'Dicic]iA:]nMnBS (Decca)'
".An* Mimi" ,
A.

'

,

IS

.

.rB;GGY:i:<EB (Capitol j
'Tli'l>a<ic« at JYour'

«,

joihtly icopyrightcd. However,
extfnt of hi$ UahiUly-''wiIl''have
to be determinea b^ as accounting.

BVODY CLARK

]the.

.

Wedding"

4

Hand,
19

?0

IIB

18

'12A

13

•

,SAMMY KAYE
'"Serenade tp

MARGARET
11

I3A

8

CROSBY

.

'

3

•

'12

(Capitol).

8

11

t.

-

I

.

7'

4

w>,,

•

11

(Decca)
"

1

SINATRA

Id

identified.

10

Mystery, record angle follows .Jo
Stafford's dishing with Red Ingle of
"Temptation."

.(Columbfa)

7

JACK SMITH

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Columbia Records is recording
Horace Heidt assisted Vocally by, the
"Masked Spooner," the coupling designed as another mystery waxing.
"Spooner" sings under that monicker
on .KKJ and Don liCe Mutual network here and haa not .been publicly
,

7

l.?B

13C

12

'

(Tower)

$i>m'''.

RIIfG

Disk Mystery: Who's

Heidt's 'Masked Spooner'?
2'

Bells".

WHI'FING

"How

New

13

"s

FRA^
FIRST SA4ASH

10

(Vi<itor)

tiie

JACK OWENS
J2B

'

,

2

(Capitol)
8

>

14
13

8

-MARIGARET WHITING

UA

10

.

"CiviMsatJoni".

'

2

.

'5

i?#0filS:^1Plp<A'sf«Ctto

lOB

the decision was handed down in a
nine-page opinion. Julian T. Abeles,
representing the defendants, declared late Monday (22) that he intended to t'ake the case to the V. S.
j
, Supreme Court.

•

(Columbia)

lOA,

with two circuit Judges concurring,

teei^-ager vocal quartet.

2

S

.BINO 'CROSBY (Decca)

wer6

Adventure Becordi waiced "Sing
a Song of Safety" album' with Ray
Cai^r's band and The. Bluebirds, a

5

(Bullet)

6

two stanzas

TSi:

/

a

JO STAFFORD

ol «»6*defend&ht's song were identical V'tth those of thp plaintiffs. While
defendant Sa^on "was credited solely
with writing the music, he was held
equalljf liable with his collaborators
inSstnufch as the wbrds and music

Written by Judge August

'

I.EE (Capitol)

FRANCES CRAIG

appealed from the lower
court's decision which found for
Grant and Khan. In -filing their suit,
the plaintiffs had asked an injunction and' an atjeoaihti'ng oj the tiroftts.
At the time: Judge Byers, made his
ruUbg,- Khan's attorney, Bi»il K.
ElUSf, estimated the damages might
well rah up. to $5O0,OO0,
In affn-mmg for Ifhan, the Circuit

5

(Capitol)

4

16

8

'

-
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OF 1948!'

HIT

FIVE TOP

"XMAS CAROIS"

ALBUMS

Bins Crmby
.

Eidt

'

Decca

'

Larry Barnet. Due To

At JOLSON
Album No. I
Decca

'GOES TO TOWN'
Dorothy Shay

"TCHAIKOWSKY"

.

"BIX

Eddi« Duchin

I

.1li>(

Columbia

Columbia

•

Argentine Tooters

Hqsp This W«ek

'

L

'

ANP

TKAM^'

Bikderback

{Columbia

88erShefter Ankles

As

bedded, ,Kis
from their Hollylyif e
wood home to be with him. Again
on the road to recovery, Barnet is
due to be. discharged from the hosp
result, he's
has -com.e on

stilj,

'a.

.

'

'

Hollywood, Dec. 33.
Bert Shefter, pianist ..signed' 'with
United Artist disk label, severed relations with the firm after a squabble
over release dates and publicity handling on two albunris by him.
fit diance .ifliad organized for today,
One -album, ''American Caiica*
due to a last mipute stymie by the
tures," features a full symphony ormusicians' imlon (Sindicato Argehchestra conducted by Shefter while
tino de Musicos)^' which demanded
the
other is four sides of piano solo,
40% of the gross receipts, or no
Shefter will carry the albums with
music.
him and release them under new AlIn former years the- leading name legro ..Records labe),- which he is
bands gave their services free at forming for that purpose.
the announcers' ball, and the latBarry Wood is cutting sides backed
ter in turn supported the musicians
by Shefter
.

.

this week.
Barnet will .head for the Coast immediately and will take a rest of undetermined 1 e n g t h.' Meanwhile,
Johnny Dugan, head' of MCA'.s theeventh Ave,
atre department, adds the 'band dein their last year's strike against the
partment supervision to his own
radio outlets. This year, however,
duties.
the musicians .found that bookings
by patrons -for the customary weekend dances at roadr-houses, social and
.sporting clubs, were unusually low
SURPRISE HIT
because the city's hooters were all
bent on attending the announcers'
Its First Kadfo P«rforniane*. Last Saturday Night
ball, attracted by the big names
billed for the event. This meant that
fvcrybedy Is Raving About
the lesser bands would be considerably out of pocket for the weekend. Union decided to cash in on
the announcers' 't)opularity. But inj^
stead the announcers cancelled the
hop.
,
'

'

orchestra which will also
be released by Allegro.

IN INDIANA

,

"

Musicians'
still

,

tliiilc
'

by JEWEL MARKS and JOHN WINTERS
by PAT BALLARD (ASCAPI

Lyrie

TO BE FEATURED BY SYLVAN LEVIN AND

HIS

WOR-MUTUAL ORCHESTRA - With Alan Holt
and Jane Forci-9:30-10:00 PM., EST, ON WORMOTOAl-^AtUROAY NI©HT, DECEMBER 27th
Pubiisiiedby

PAT BALLARD MUSIC CORPORATION

(vfith

union, incidentally, is
..waiting for a decision by the

Labor Secretariat on whether bandleaders are employers of 'their individual units; or whether the employing netwgrks and radio outlets are to
carry the cost ,o£ percentages for

UJSO Experience)

W« NMd ThM* in Particular

1

1

fop

flf^ht

muiie

6rad.

VIOLIIflST, popular

MparUnc*

A

dstirabU.

l*IAM|tST,

'varsatil*.

orchaitra axparianea halpful.

'

.

Coast Label Inks Talent
For Rush Wax Sessions
Hollywood, 'Dec.

23.

'

Ht«irf» Always Sinjging)

MUSICIANS

.

FOR THE NEW YEAR

IMy

tOOKWa FOR

UA

"

'.

WE'RE

,
.

'

To Form Own Diskery

Also Run Into Free

Larry Barnet, head of Music Corp.
Performance Difficulties
of America's band division, ran into
a slight relapse last week just beBuenos Aires, Deft. 13.
fore he. was scheduled "to be disSOciedad de Locutores Argentine's,
charged from .Flower Hospital, N. Y,, Argentina's., union for radio anas'fully recovered from pneumonia. .nouncers, had to postpone the bene-

'

,

pe-

11 of

,

PEGGY
3

After

Records apparently

way

which during the past
few weeks' came dose to spelling

ARTIUTR GODFREY (Columbia)

'

its

difficulties

Angeles—

I?

Artist, Label, Title'

VAUGHN MONKOIB

L

(Sherman-Clay)

a- 1

Q

1

Kating:

This Last

.Signature

working

—

(Grinne

National

CoinTran^usion

0

Sherman-Clay)

week.

fxud last

Feist and "Rum's" writers, comic
Morey Amsterdam, singer, Jeri Sul»
livan and band leader Paul Baron,

Cotjrt pointed out that

leodiriflr

.

Music
Music

stores in

parat^ve sales rating for this

,

•

'

ReorssiMayGet

Co.)|
Co.]

Survey of
sellers,

libterate piracy."

Sipabire Disb

HETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Contention at esilypso slnlger
tiivader" (Rupert (Jraht) and Tiis
assignee,: Mohamed H. Khan, -that;
"Rum and Coca-Cola" as published
by Feist is a clear-cut .lyric infringement of their origutal tyne published
tn - Trinidad in 19|9|,- was- upheld
Monday (22) by the U. S. Circuit

,

W«!dnygday, Deeember 24, I947

Loses 2d

Uct

-

:

OBCHESTBAS-MIJSIC

42

""

4

Coast

Records,

indie

Company

headed by Bill Abel, has busily
lined up new talent within the past

month

for extensive waxing prior
ban deadline.
^
Latest talent inked by Abel are
Helen O'Connell, former Jimmy Dorsey vocalist who married and retired,
to the Dec. 31

and

Raphael

Mendez

.

Mendez.

.

pariane«;.a muit.:

'

Good-VilRAPHONE, hopa

1

«l9(ibla

tjttt

tXr

>h«

»n atiothor initrw

ili«nt.

STRINGS: We've « eomplcf* «»rliii|
(•ctlott
fill . . .' eon WM Hp le a
cl9»H viellm, vielcw, cellos.

M

BRASS:-

Ko^m

mmp*H

for a few very good
and tninireiiM.

Trumpeter

will cut Sarasate's "Zeguiner-

weisen" and Mendelsohn's "E Minor
Concerto for Violin" next week.
Miss O'Connell will work with

Jimmy

1

'Good ttyiTAR, orehastra

WOODWiNOS:

We'll find

more good woedi,

all

of

six

or

thefn

doubling.

Zito's orchestra.

Within the past, month, Mark
pension -funds, annual bonuses and
other social privileges granted work- Warnow, Isham Jones, Dorothy Laers by the Peron government.
A mour and Zifo have joined the. label.
whole year has . passed since the
musicians pnjled their strike against ruling,
are to approach the union
the radio otillets, but the ITabor Secfor references and recommendations
retariat has never made a decision
as to mtisicianss to be taken into
"
on this knotty question.
theiii emuloy, but they may not apThe unipn has persuaded the La- proach radio outlets or other former
bor Secretariat to give a decision in employers Of the tooter to determine
its favor on the question o£ referhow good or bad a musician is; union
ences for band members. Prospective alone is to be allowed to decide
that
employers, according to the new point.

Any

or all murt

bn fren

fo travel

All maiNgal arehntra.
pensii paid, salary open for dlicuf
dan. Write to Mr. Seliambar, Gao.
A. Homal ft Co., AMtin, Minn.,
giving •Xparianea, photo, etc..

with

If yon know a gal miiiieian who
^might b* intwiittd, clip thif ad for

.

Wcdnceday, Pccember 84, 1947

M

Besd Britidk

•'

ORCHBSTaAS-IlfVfilC

1

Shep

To

Sellers

I

Novtr it the

Hour

^

Sorrento k.......

!

I'll

Connelly
K. Prows*

;

....Riebrdi

Make Up For Everything

had been disbanded due to his operation of Glen Island Casino, New
Rochelle, N. Y., is currently in New
York recording for Musicraft and
playing mostly private patties ovei*
the holidays prior to a Jan. IS opening at the Adams theatre, Newarfil:
Fields formerly had been with
Music Corp. of America, first on one
of, that agency's $1,000,000 commission contracts, later on a straight 10-

•

Maurice
tittle Old Mill ...»
Dash
......
»..;,
Bow Bells
,,. Kassner
Last/
Love,
Love
.............................
.Dash
First
Heart
My
Ascherberg
peg O'
How Are Things in Glocca Morra. ............... ...Chappell
•
,...........>......
Danger Ahead
Yale

;

-

^

.

.

',

I

..

.

, .

;i

4

•

My

[

<

•

Feldman

Desire
in the. Rain

Garden

Connell^

,

Tenner

Shep Fields orchestra was signed

If)

Apple Blossom Wedding

;

>

V

GAG

Tiny HiU Cooks

to a term contract with General
Artists Corp. last week, the first
time that band has been with the
agency. Fields' new band, formed
last summer after his former combo

London, Dec. U.

iWiek Sndtno Dae.

Fields Signed

year deal.

Up

A

Well-Done Press Book

JX

FOR ASTOR ROOF

Astor Roof, New York, which "alChicago, Dfec. 23:
midwest orchestra most didn't open for the season last
leader recording for Mercury label, May due to the possible sale of

Tiny

Hill,

last

week

1,000

albums of his own records

sent

out

the

first

of
to

the property,' definitely
resumes
again next season... Bob _ Christenberry, managing directat*o"f the hostelry,
last
week signed Carmen
Cavallaro to open the season May 17
lor eight weeks.
Bands to follow Cavallaro hav»
not been decided w,pon.
One will
publicity, window display material
be bought for six weeks and- anand a. pressbook.
other for four. Sammy Kaye has
Mercury may use idea for other been an Astor standby tor the past
talent in modified and less expensive several seasons.
Whether he will
form.!
go back next year is unknown.

ballroom operators throughout the
country. Album is unique in that
besides three dance disks, it'''contains an interview platter, complete
list of disk jockeys in each area for
tie-ins, mats for advertising and

:,

'

Second 12
Box

Darby and Joan ....v.....

A110f Me

::

;;

.

I

:

m*;
.

.......

.....

.

Marry..

;

'
'

;
'

Dix

,

It's

«

Connelly
.\

SABRE DANCE BOOGIE

vFeldman

....................

.'.

.

sensational

Berlin

......

Soutl)U.Amerioa

Donegal
They Say

FREDDY MARTIN'S

•

.

Anniversary Song

.

V
I

Girl That
Violetta

& H.
Southern
Connelly
Leeds

.....F. D.

Song .„
And Mimi
ehristma^ Dreaming

Coftee
V
!

& Coh

.

Wonderful

Leeds

Berlin

People Will Say

...i,. ...^ ..... Williamson

><

»ttef»«»*«»»e«*«e*»*ee«»*««««

«

V'"}

Inside Orchestras-Music
"
Pat Ballard's recently introduced "Song Writing Machine" (,WOR"Mutual. 9:30 Saturdays), covers a 10-year development of original idtea
which Ballard got. in a gagf est in the old Onyx club, N. Y. One of the
group cracked; "Now if tfiey get a'machine to write songs," which sparked
Ballard into ^n impromptu description of the wonderful "machine" he
Il.ast year, when
Vras building' i|jv his cellar (strictly an^ad lib pipe dream )
the songwriter was scratching for an idea with which to reenter radio, the

ALL

RECORDS

IN

ARRANGING COSTS!

.

'

fantastic "over the highball invention" came' back to mind and. he engaged an industrial engineer to design the working parts of the patented
gimmick. Machine was built in a pinball factory and' cost a lot of overtime to get the bugs ironed out. Similar "let's have another" chin session
has resulted in Ballard forming a new singing group tagged "Ballard's
Balladiers.'' This idea was hashed up in a hot-spot tour which took place
the night Milt Herth first blew in from Chicago. However, the group last
Wfek cut several records and looks set.

WWDC,

Washington, D. C, disk jock, makes certain he col»
Les Sands,
lects financial aid promised' by listeners for Children's Hospital, a local
healing spot. Sands broadcasts his appeals on his "tfawn Patrol" program,
and when listeners phone him that they'd like to contribute, a taxicab
picks up the qpin and delivers.it at the station. Sands has a deal'with a
When he gets a call he
local cab outfit equipped with two-way radio.
phoQes the cab-dispatcher, who calls a hack in the donor's area to grab
' Sands« in return, gives
the
''iOllC^'faoin before the Inttet changes his mind.
'

company plenty of

ttih

A

plugs.

76 masters cut at one sitting ..^oe^ to Milton Charles, CBS
ort^Hist; Charles wacked 76 tunes in Hollywood for transcription purHe spent over five hours at the
poses, averaging four Iminutes a take.
'ikcyboard.
.

mark oi

,

Upbeat
:

Continued from page 40

{

Pee Wee Hunt pacted for
Casino Gardens New Year's Eve.
Doii Swan's combo, etching eight
and

.

.

tut

MILLER MUSIC

mnk

.

.

Kansas City

(Boat. Baol Booi)
iDwA

.

faces for Memo Becords this week^
signed for six frames at new Laird's
Supper Club, Long Beach, starting
today (23), at $900 weekly for the
crew.... King Cole Trio tabbed for
fortnight at Club Bengasi, Washington, D. C, commencing April 2 at
Skitch Henderson
flat $4,000 per.
orchestra, opens at Stevens' hotel,
Chicago, New Year's Eve.

WHIFFENPOOF
SONS
ky

CORPORATION

liPOAOWAV
NEW YORK
NOflWAN hOU^ Gen Prof Mgr

1=?

•

Billy Bishop orchestra now playing Muehlebacb hotel after recording date in Chi for Universal label.
...Don Roland orchestra stays in at
President hotel until mid-January
due to four-week extension. .New
Year's Eve dinners in the Terrace
Grill will go for $7.50 per plate, with
Sherman Hayes orchestra as lure
Myra Taylor back at her stand at
.

.

Sha'i aa

Old Swaetlieart |
"
New Uok

wilh. lH*

IVIARY

LOU

I Can't Give You
Anything But Love

Rose Murphy' (Maiatlic 12041

HOME

.

The Playhouse after completing 16
Mercury..,6and onesides
for
nighters in the surrounding area teported way off at b.o.

The Ndtion't Reeord Hit

Chicago
Harry Cool

.set

for

two-week

a

Prom Ballroom,

stint 'at

Dec. 31

,

St.

Dear Lou (Busch)

Paul,

to do annual Navy Ball at .the
Stcven.s hatel last week in Jaiiiuary
^

.,

.

was worth

Bob Eberly and Monica Lewis,

ever;/

will pair for four sides for Decca

MILLS MUSIC.
1619 Rirogilwoy

next week

Ia«.

Naw York 19

Rami

ATTENTION PERFORMERS

MANNY GORDON

«» W.

North A**., MUwaukre

6,

Win.

.

Fred Smale and Toni
Chord
for
King Cole Trio set for
i

cutting

Records
the Club Tiajuana, Cleveland, Jan.
2.3, and also a week at the Oriental
Grace Suber added to
theatre
illegal
band department at GAG
theatre has Cab Calloway week of
Jan. 23, Count Basic and Duko
.

I .am limitlnic my wrlUnr to !»"'<>«>lly.
Vop tind Hfnnilnnl .tiiiiM.
All fnimsr and lUirrrent HltmitliiiiH. If
IntereNtcd wnd for 1048 IIdIr ot ovvr
wo iHimrtKm.

.

here

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Ellington for two succeeding weeks
Charley Ventura exits the Blue
Note, Satih-day (28), and into Riptide following day.
.

.

.

j

Jack Olson orchestra

.

,

Fhanx t?

L'^p'u-.

43

CAVALLARO SIGNED

H:;;-ic

for givl.np u?

De.ariv'.

VAVBEVILUI

44

ITdbcjadajt Deeei|al>er

State^Lake, Chi, to Get

Vaade ShoWs

1947

24,,

laml Risti^ ftitd^ Sbws

SoUy Viblinsky
mniIhImm abpHt

WhenCluGagoTlieatreSiintdhestoPix
Chicago, Dec. 23.

The State-Lake theatre, Balaban &
Katz house, switches to presentation
shows Jan. 8 after six yearg of
straight pictures.

House replaces the
B&K vaude

Chicago theatre as the

outlet in that town.' Latter house is
abandoning live shows as an after-

math of the Jackson Park case which
first-runs from playing
forbids

B&K

.

pi]t

more than two weeks.

believed that the State-Lake
will switch to second grade product
"wjth the advent of stageshows.
It. was felt that with the two-week
limit on-arst runs, the 3,90(f-seat Chictlgo theatre would do better on a
straight picture policy, BSflC' execs
think that under those clrcumstanqes
it wasn't feasible to invest in the
extra expense of stageshows and
then pull out the bill, thus depriving
themselves of the «xtra' profits :that
accrue with extended runs.
tlia State-Lake,
>Vath' switPb
B<eK ei^eGi! hope that VUh ptesen-.
tatlon shows, thiey can hypo their
It's

,

'

'

lesser .pr(>duct^-- while tfie Chicago
theatre, with top pictures can 'get
maximum returhs playing straight
pictures.
stage
orchestra,
Breese's
'Lou
which was given a four^week notiqe
two weeks ago,, will be switched to
'

"Laying

^

Four

« hitmMAiii fIm«

Palm Beach, Dec. 23.
Leon Enken, Jr„ who operates
Leon & Eddie's, PaUn Beach, In con-

,

'

•f

junction with his father, has turned
He's piloting a 45disk-jockey.
minxite platter show originating from
the cafe over .WJNO, West Palm

Out Soon.

Spot opened last- week with
a band policy. Air show will „stem
from the spot's lounge. '
Iieon Enken, former partnered
with Eddie Davis ui the operation
of Leon & Eddie's, U. Tf., is confining his activities to the Florida
Split with Davis' Came, last
spa.
season after an 18-year partnership.
Bea<:h;

Carnival of Comedians

,

Marks 43d Friars Frolic,

DALE BELMONT'S lOG CUT

HOOO

ONCE MORE-TO

Dale Belmont, nitery singer, had
her -$10,000 jury award sliced to
$4,000
co:urt

week by N..'y.., supreme
Jtistiee -J. Edward Lumbard itt

THE PRETTU
FEATURED DANCER
SEEN HERE IN JiAONTHS.
OH,: YES. THEY
TOO.
DANCE—AND ;VERY WELL,
TOO!"
—By R>ir HUNT,
.

-

Cilrleago

;

TWbun*.

CURRENTLY

.

SHOREHAM HOTEL
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

•

.

.

'

-

.

Oiir fielmUdnK'af 'PAKODII'.a ^I'KCfAf' fiONtiS, .BITS. ISTi):, Is <>n«
ut ihv ItkTKtHt In Hlinnvbii!

•

19M CatHlDK.FKlSK!

:*

Kxi'laiflvi*

J. ft
.

IMS-K

matwrfal o»r aprclalty

H. KLEINMAN.

JS».

noixYwooi>

BroiHion

'

g», CAi'ijr.

Tel:
fly«

agreement with Cowan sky and Al Beckman
oral
whereby the producer was to have sage management.
built her- up as a nationally known
From outsfet it was a carnival of
film star, Court also.' ruled thaf if comedians and anyone's guesS as to
Willie Howard
Miss Belmont did not accept the de- who topped .who.
cision within <30 days, it would Or- wowed ^em with his whacky waiter
der a third trial of the suit. Singer skit.
George Jessel presented a
'

claims Cowan promised her the role capsule edition of his Carfiival, N. Y.,
of Axis Sally -in' ."Story of G. I. Joe." routine while Smith and Dale also
Case was originally tried in 1945 socked with their "Mendel, Inc.,"
when the court awarded the chirper skit. Bobbie Pincus, Harvey Stone,
also
$29,000. Decision was subsequently Red Buttons and Phil Silvers
reversed by the Court of Appeals added to the merriment with their

L^

van

and shops'

tariffs

prices.

be "devil

-to

the poor showing of
Gulfstream Park with a daily ,mu.tvel handle .under a hall-million
daily; tha sparse crbwds at the niteries until Saturday nights (this
past weekend they still • didn't get
enough patrons to break even).
couple of the. smaller spots are doing
well, due to small budgets, good
food and no minlmums or covers.
It all points to downward readjustments for all. for next season.
For 1948 they're stuck with comIndicative

is

.

•

A

Only the casinos in Broward county to the north stand a chance to
pull out, via the gaiSlng rooms. Unless the city fathers in Miami and
Miami .Beach, give the, okay. i!or
ch mce spot* to run, the panic is
.

certain.

.

A

•

-

jectionable material.

vided neat backgrounding.

Judge Vincent A. Carroll congratulated the jury of eight women and
four men on the verdict, declaring
it was "an important civic duty."

FLORENCE

WHITE

SaranacLake
By

Halppy Benway.

Saranac Lake, N...Y., Dec. 23.
Carl Kessler ("The Amazing ^Vlr.
Ballantine") improving so well he's
been upped for meals and mild
'

exercise.

Joe Taft

in.

Th«

£dba..

swittSh to ice shows.
Spot will install 48 by 20 foot iCe
tank. Truly McGee will produce the
revues, which will use a line of girls
besides individual skaters.

from Rosedale, L^

I.,

to bedside his frau, who recently received
clinic report.

OK

Dancer*'

Hnvana

Nitery

Havana^ Dec, 23.
Raul and Eva Reyes, dance team
frequently appeared in
U. S. theatres and niteries, have
opened the High Seas club, Havana,
in partnership
with Augusto De

a«lti

Rhqm

JANE DOUGLASS at th« Piano

EDDY

*

M

who have

"Hcifeti o{ th«
hsrmenic*."

.

Carremly

Rogers.

Vet comedian-singer Bob Russell
has been set as entertainment direcvation before going to the general
hos{>ital for a skedded gallstone op- tor and booker of taletit for the Boca.

eONCERTIZlN<»

strict obser'

Ratott, Fla., resort.

eration.

Frisky

Week MermaW ReM*

Park Central Hot«lr^N«w York

Albert Bagsdacarian, news com
mentator of local station WNBZ, Castro.
elected president of Saranac Lake
Spot is using bands and floorshows.
Business Men's Club.
Louise Barnes mastered the thoracoplasty operation and back at the
Ruisell Signed by Boca Eaton

Walter Hoban under

'Margery

WelUs

af iha fiano

It's for the entire season, effective
Laura Sloan, Loew staffer 'from
Cleveland, flashing .good clinic re- immediately.

A
N

S
0
M

-

ports.

Eddie Vogt to N. Y. C- on a 10-day
furlough to spend the holidays with
friends.

NOW TOURING

.

Sydney
exercise

Cohen

upped.

for

mild

^nd appoints downtown

AUSTRALIA

shopper for the gang.

How&rd

.Levy,

who

'beat

the rap

here, in for the annual checkup

and

freu Cwtimiwt
"The Listener In" Melbourne
Openinp nit'e CATSOT nml BTtKSIJl^N held up Uu? bIi o-vs' ai)d

two-week vacation.

—

Betty Blessing, after a too long
in the infirmary, has been
upped-for qne meal daily.
Appointed to the Yuletide e&tertainmcQt committee are George Fee.
Helen Morris, Tom Curry, Forrest
Glenn, Frank Scheedel and Walter
siege

roceived one of the sreatt-st ovations in tlie theatrcM' Umix lii.itor.v.
Dir.

(Write to those

who Are

ttt.)

KENNETH LATER

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

Romanik.
:s»fci*«,'*i.1»'i'Ml#>*js(

<

-

mibnents,

tinuously, they'll comei doWn more.
fevy oceanf rents tha-^ have hewed
to a policy- of equitable rates and
top service are in 'good shape.. But
the rest, who have raised rates even
above last year's record charges,
are suffering badly. Typical would
be a plush hostelry that wouldn't
have thought of advertising its dining room .as open to the public. This
past month they've taken big ads to
tell about their facilities, "for the
public."
There are more and better restaurants than ever before. But the
answer for the shrewder minds liei
in the opening of lavish cafeterias,
with investments running aa high a^.
Even these mass spots
$750,000.

which ordered a new trial, and a comedic talents.
lower Judgement rendered.
Lou Wftters sent over his entire
^
Latin Quarter show, whieh in addi«
tion to Stone comprised Les Compagnons de Chanson, Kay Vernon,
Ross Convicted On
George Tapps and gal ensemble.
Nicky Blair, of the Carnival, N. Y.,
Lewd Show Rap in Philiy sent over Luba Malina, songstress, ar«! worried, t
Nitery Biz Way Off
and Elsa & Waldo, comedy dance
Philadelphia, Dec- 23.
For fancy terps there were
The night spots, too, have been
Arnaldo Del Rossi, nitery comic team.
DiGatino.
going nowhere in the way of reknown professionally as Len E. Jane and. Adam
Others offering solid specialties ceipts, and here .it is mid-December.
Ross, was convicted in Quarter SesA period when in former years' the
sions court Thursday (18) on charges were Harmonaires; .vocal group; Rose
of giving a- lewd and indecent ex- Murphy, sepia songstress; Jack Hoist
hibition. Hc^ faces « -year imprison- t Co.;. bar act; The Crackerjacks,
sepja hoofers and Clark Brothers, Stevens Hotel, Chi,
ment and $500 fine, .or both.
dance team.
Charges wer^ outgrowth of police Negro,
Switch to Ice. Shows
Show was prefaced" by "The
raid JJoy. 15 on the Hl-Hat Club, in
Chicago, Dec. 23.
North Philiy. Detectives testified Friars* Song," baritoned by Eddie
Boulevard Room of Stevens "Rotel
Sammy Fidler and orch proMiller.
Ross used' obscetie gestures and ob"
is dropping act policy March 8 to
.

rates,

Until then, it's ''going
takes the hindmost."

WiU

COMEDY BARGAINS!
^

^

-

laisit

-

EST

.

•

worsens, the situation is the
Affair Netting
big payoffs (the highest in history)
The Friars Frolic, 43d in the series, to acts, the highest hotel rentals
held, at the Imperial. theatre, N. Y., and the plethora of hotel patioSunday (21) night, wa,s a,seUout and dance setups, with their cocktail
rhumha. teachers-exhibilounges,
one of the b«ist i» the series, both
tions, highest, rentals tor shops, and
froni financial take and show values. a normal crowd.
With $12. tog. scale and souvenir
For it is going to be a normal
program of -48 pagis, with ads read- season, in the sense of the prewar
ink like a "Who's Who of .JShow Busi- years. There'll be a good holiday
ness,'*- affair' grossed about $15,000 crowd until New Wears, then, a lull
and wiU probably net $10,000 after until about January 15, and then
deduction of expenses^ Sum will go the 1-2-week rush that fills up the
to the welfare' fund of the dub.
hotels, and perhaps, the apartment
As for the show, it was one of the houses.
best talent turnouts In years and ran
The- apartment house situation
about three hours. It moved fast,,
hasn't helped, any. N*w units have
more
with the sutSiession of acts
been built, with the owners asking'
sockeroo as.each^came op. Friar
top rates.
Average fee is much
entire
emceed,
-Abbot MUton Berle
higher ^than anywhere else, with an
proceedings and was in fine fettle,
efficiency
(a one-room combo of
pulling all Stops to keep the gaiety
parlor and kitchen) runbedroom,
He
curtain.
tolling from curtain to
ning an average of $3,000' for the
was assisted in lining up the show
season. They've conia down since,
by Alan COrolli, with Johnny Pranhandling the and . with new units opening con'

an

SHE'S. ABOUT

:

What

-

CAPPELLA

CHEZPAREEdROWD. Take
fiin* f9 LOOK at HER FACE,
MIGHTY ATtoo.
IT'S
TRACTIVE. Matter of fact,

on

tO'-realize.'

$10,000

•

PATRICIA who, with
CAPPELLA. THRILLS THE

I* Ml*

42nd Annivenary TSumher

'

to

,

Tliis is

-

her breach of contract action against
Lester Cowan. She was granted the
the $tate-Lake. Harty Levine, ParlOG Dec. 5 following, trial of the
will continue to book
suit. In setting aside the sum upon
"of Neyr York. The
of the- defendant's attorney,
B&K circuit is a Paramount sub- motion
Louis Frohlich, the. court held that
sidiary.
.1
the warbler was entitled to $4,000
ld# 'breifch of -the. pact which called
for the singer to recei'Ve 11,000.
weekly,
However, the court' added, there
was Tio n6w evidence to prove,ithe
AND.
plaintiff's contention that she had

smh on a
CHICAGO CAFE FLOOR in
RECENT MONTHS BELONG

town wu. iUted und cleaning up
!rher«, ar* .top many cafes offering
Mikml Beach, Dec. 23.
big shows.
If within this holiday
the season- of the big wail,
period tha large rooms don't puU
with no doubt about it—for nitery
out with some profit the. panic will
ops, hotel owners and evep for the
really be on,
shops, though it be tfa6 Christmas
Veteran observers, however, point
leason.-.'.
to the obvious fact that most of the
The effects of the lush war and
operations in the after-dark setup
postwar years, are difficult for most
here have overreached themselves
of them to forget. That the ready
Where in pre-war years the names
(and black market) money is gone,
weren't brought In until Januaiy,
they hate to admit. That thtf vacathe custom «f the postwar years pretioners (who are coming into town
vailed this season, despite the argu.
In ever inoreasing numbers) are
ments of wiser beads. There just
holding on to their ,d.ough: sp. that
isn't enough dough to gd around,
they can pay their rent and ifood
they point out. Not until there is ah
bills is another rough' factor they
equitable adjustment down the line
are facing, and reluctantly .beginning

Jr.'s,

wnOtm\ booker,
tilt 4hoWf out

"PRETTIEST LEGS

By I.ARBT SOLLOWAT

Disk-Jock
Stint in Dad's Fla. Boite

Enken,

-

PATRICIA

Seasomd Crowd to Tab'&n Out of Red

Of tnder

Pre»idetUs**

-

iTcdne^diiyi lHceiiiber 24^

My

:

in London, Provinces

tHe development of the foreign tal>
e6t markets during the past year,
performers are now able to
tf; S.
play most parts of the world despite
the monetary restrictions in effect in
countries.

'

market for U. S. performers now exists in England where
theatres such as the Palladium and
London,
are using top
Casino, both
names, American acts are Able to gef
considerable playing time there be•The biggest

cause of the wealth of stagesbow then(Sfes in the. provinces.
While abroad, performers are also
tible to pick up considerable time in
"France, Switzerland, Belgium, Nor-

Denmark and

way, Sweden,

Germany.

parts of

an

in some
Australia also is

user' of

avid

American

formers.'

Shows

*

Conviction of dancer Patricia (SaSchmidt in Cuba last week for
L. Mee, Chicago attorney, has spoiled the plans of at
least one Chicago agent. Percenter
had written letters to major theatre
and nitery bookers submitting her
for engagements. Instead, she received a 15-year booking in a Cuban
prison for the murder. Prior to her
leap to prominence because of the
shooting, Miss Schmidt had danced

vm

murder of John

in

minor

in

Uofm*

elected

B'way Strand Eyes
Price Cuts

Learning the results of negotibetween Music Corp. of
America and the Paramount theatre.
New York,: whiph ended in revisions
of contracts which had already been
'vCompleted for the bands of Louis
Prima -and Carmen Cavallaro, the

Shorten

of rodeo shows next year

tremely limited because of film commitments. The top attractions in the
field, Gene Autry Aid Roy Rogers,
will probably be available for only
two months of the year, making long
rodeo tours out of the question.

ations

ROMM

AGVA's

Awwlim

Officers will be inducted at a testimonial dinner for Goldstein, Jan.
19.
Arrangements for the affair are
still to be made.
.;

statement yesterday (23) declared
that shortly after the national committee took over, it discovered evidence that Shelvey had further, deceived the board by ordering and
condoning 'rigging of membership

(Continued on page 46)

Uncertain of Bookings,

May

"Ain ouncenKMit"

TOWER THEATRE
(FORMER
ERLANOER)

ATUNTA. GA.
With,

KAYFUANGIS
"STATE OF THE UNION"

.

,

of the: date's cancellatioit was
handed in about three weeks ago,
tice

CANADIANPERSDNALS

North AmericanGarden for next year, if he's able to
tour wiU .be restricted to
get away from film-making, leaving
his first

"DANCUMOMSTS"
JACK OAVICS

N*w

Mil TYRHl

Yark

ChlcOB*

CHORUS AND LINE

GIRLS

We

Wifnt handrcdH at (Iris tor
In the flneat einba and thcatrcv.

work

Write, WINi or Call:.

LLOYDS THEATRICAL OFFICES

U2

Iraadway. Alb«ny, N. Y.

and
French

visit,

Followed Dec. 2Sth by

FRANGtS GRAIG

according to Snyder.

an

*

.

ALL STAR
VAUDEVILLE SHOW

.

NAMES - ATTRACTIONS VAGENTS
CONTACT
ALLIED ARTISTS AGENCY

sey's breakup.

355 PEACHTREE N.E,

.

.LAMAR''

.

losing
after
Sunbrock,
Larry
in New York last season, hit
upon the idea of playing small towns
and is said to have cashed in plenty
on it.

mS

'

Snyder figures that if Dorsey was
ill, he should have cancelled all his
dates immediately.
Instead, since
Dec. 6, date notice was wired, Dofsey has been playing, one^nighters
as well as theatre dates. The Met is
the first date to be affected by Dor-

Snyder has since appealed to the
Canada. Fernandel speaks no English. American Federation of Musicians
cold, so far.
Comic was to appear in N. Y. this which declared that a man should
Rogers similarly has dates fall for a vaude appearance at the not be forced to play,
when he's ill,
lined up in the Wirtz arenas should
Ambassador under Siritzky manage- Snyder agreed to that contention,
he be able to get on the road.
ment, along with Tino Rossi and but said if Dorsey was well enough
There's the probability that Tim others, but Rossi had to stay in to continue for three .weeks, he
Holt and BiU l!lliott will go out as France for a Marcel Pagnol pic, and should have played out all his comthe top-Iiiters for some big layouts, deal fell through. Rossi appeared in mitments..
.but theit b-o, efficacy is still to be Canada' for two weeks: last season
Snyder's contention boils. down to
proven.
for CCAC.
the fact that if he can't be guaranCCAC has a'Iso signed Georges teed that attractions tmder contract
The star shortage comes at a time
When the rodeo boxoffice potential Guetary, singer in the current to him will be delivered, there's no
hit,
"Bless The point in continuing that policy.
is still to hit its peak. Promoters in Charles Cochran
many towns are actively going after Bride," in London, for concert appearance next fall.
the cowboy contests.

i^^i

EXOLUSIVf lOOKERS

.

Gowns by

ERNESTO
HOWARD
.

HELENE and

Lev* That Prfet
46tli St.. New Yeth.
'

254

W.

N. Y.

money

New. Hollywood Nitery
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Cully Richards' Blackhawk, new
nitery on the site of the original
Slapsy Maxie's, opens Friday night
With Joe Frisco as a headliner.

Cafe
Last

Sale

mated Thursday (18) when Max
Gordon and Herbert Jacoby handed
over to Barney Josephson the balance between an earlier deposit
and final purchase price of $75,000.
The sum is for fixtures only, liqubr
stocks are being used by Josephson

years, starting Jan. 1. They have an
option for an additional two years.
New, owners plan to do extensive
and will reopen in February or March. New name is still

Mgl.-UNIVERSAl

N. Y.

to

be

AHRACTIONS

New

Yorli

HIT!!

NEW YORK APPEARANCE

TWO WEEKS

STRAND

NEW YORK

selected.

(CURRENTLY)

Despite completition of the deal,
the purchase coin is being held in
escrow, pending acquisition of the

365 Fihh Avenue,

JOAQUIN

FIRST

alterations

liquor

'CHn«ariy

SMASH

Week

Deal for the purchase of Cafe
Society Uptown, N. Y., was consum-

Richards and Frankie Hyers will
help Frisco carry the comedy.
at his Cafe Society Downtown spot,
which he will continue to operate.
Coincident with the sale, Gordon
and Jacoby leased the spot for five

SPOTS
fek THE INK
STRAND THEATRE.

OpeiH Q««. I^Hi

.

'

LAUREnEandCLYMAS

committee,

that the previous confab setup, pro-

Roy

the IxelwJy wkI

license

by

Gordon

'I

and

DIRCCTON-MILES INGALLS

*
Jacoby.
Everett B. Birch, of the law firm
of O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftecy & Law-'
lor, represented the purchasers on

Joo;Flaum

the deal.

GARAY-cuRRENTLY-HQUse of Harris
SAN FRANCi$CO. CALIF.

[PRONOUNCED WAUKEEN GAH-RAY)

«

Better itnown
the
"Anqci LopM has launched his winter .rnvu* at his Havana Madrid, with Joaquin Garay the star of the proceedings
trouble in building a fine reputation here^too. ... The lad has fine vocal equipment.'*
west coast than n
here. Garav
r should have no
,
--MIIDBED CORDON. "M. Y. Monritof •Mt^rngk."^
•>«»

Cwdiidedl SwMHilil Uqavtmrnu

"Honroim-Maarid"— N. Y. C.

,

Mike Hammer, Sim Kerner, Juliet
H€ath and Harry Stone. New direc- posed by Shelvey was unacceptable
*
tors are Charlie Rapp, Hal Edwards, to the 4 A's.
Paul DuUzell, 4. A'a head, in a
Johnny McHugh and Bob Irwin.

FERNANDE DUE FOR

Situation is sufficiently acute to
of the Arena
Montreal, Dec. 23.
Managers Assn, extremely .doubtful.
Canadian Concerts
Artists Corp.
This organization of arena operators,
which several years ago invested a has signed Fernandel, French film
concert encoinic,
for
a
three-week
considerable sum in livestock, may
gagement
next
October
in Montreal,
not be able to put on its bronc-fest
inasmuch as it's star, Gene Autry, Quebec and Ottawa. Comic, also
noted
as
a
singer,
will
give
an. evenmay not be able to go out for them.
He's committed to Madison Square ing of cabaret songs. This will be

AMA out in the

national

meanwhile, .fiiinounced that its convention will be held in the spring,
committee spokesman: charged

.

Re-elected to th^ board of -direcNick Elliott, 'Eddie Luntz,

'

&

A.

.

'

Met, Providence,
Strand theatre, N. Y., last week
sought the same concessions^ Talks
Toss Out Stageshows
between MCA execs and the Strand,
however, achieved no changes in
Providence, Dec. 23.
current contracts between orchesRalph Snyder may suspend stagetras represented by the agency.
shows when current contracts run
It's said the agreements the Strand
out at his Metropolitan theatre here.
wanted revised concerned the bands Snyder's indecision on continuation
of Frankie Carle and Freddy Mar- of presentations
is a result of the
tin, both of whom are now tied tc>
withdrawal of Jimmy Dorsey's band
the Strand on renewal deals; Marwhich was scheduled to play there
tin's first date at the house was
week of Dec. 28. Dorsey is breaking
played last summer and he's due to
up his band this week when he
come back again next summer.
winds up in Columbus.
Snyder's peeve stems from the fact
that Dorsey's decision to break up
the crew is caused by illness. No-

make the rodeo plans

HARRY

Ameri-

•

MCA

result of the publicity obtained

Number

affairs of the

.

Syd Leipzig, veepee;

are

tors are

cafes.

May

Agents of America, an organization
of New York talent agents. Others

at-arms.

Miss Schmidt's sentence is in Con'
break that Lorraine De
got because of the shooting.

Rogers,

The tangled

can Guild of Variety Artists are expected to reach the courts shortly
after efforts between attorneys for
the Associated Actors and Artistes of
America, and Matt Shelvey, deposed
ACVA exec secretary, to affect a
compromise.
Shelvey's
attorneys
are expected to make the first move
by asking the courts to tie up AGVA
funds until fbi iMatter is adjudicated,

Jack Segal, treasurer;- Jimmy Daley^
secretaryi and Harry Dell, sergeant"

Wood

Pix Chores of Autry,

4

AAA Reelects Fiill Slate;
to the presidency of the' Associated

the fertheeming

trast to the.

for being linked romantically with
Mee, Miss 'De Wood got a date at
the Greenwich Village Inn, N. Y., at
$1,2S0 weekly when her regular salhvy was avotind ^50,

4A s Conunittee Sets Conv. for Swmg
Testimonial to Goldstein
Hyman Goldstein was re-elected

of

is in. doubt because of the acute shortage of top names. Condition has been
made more serious by the fact that
playing time 'of the top draws Is ex-

CwrMtly

Mliteriai

*

42d Anniversary Number

Rodeo Tours Next Season

CHICAGO THEATRB

*'

tira).

have been booked there.
ice show played there last season

MACBAE

in the Black**

Upsets Plans of Chi Agent

liional acts

for profitable returns.
The sole South American talent
miarket to dry up since the war is
(Continued on page 46)

"Local Boy Not Blue
About Chi ; Beaucoup

SatWs Murder Conviction

As a
per-

Prospects appear good for some
playing time ih Argentina. Talent
agencies are currently exploring pos£ibiUtieS in that country, and occa-

An

49

Siehrey Taldi^ AGVA Fnii^ to Court;

Irv Kupcimet
CKap' •! A* CNicoyi TiiMwl

Dates*;

ehMrfally ttattt

Time

One of the healthier aspefctiS of the-t'
Vaude and nitery performer field is

many

VAI7DEVIUJE'

Ads Eyeog foreign

U. S;
'

1947

R«Hipniii«

"Hmnm m M arfrW" Jm.

30th. 1ff4t>-WracllMK

M.CA>.

:

V<Jfae«J«y, Pceeiaber '24, 1947
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New

Night Club Reviews

ISOLTEPPER

La

Rolpfi

Teddy & Phyllis Rodriguez,
Font Orch (10); $4 minirnwii.

ArtlsU
Representation

The Bett

Martinique, 1%. Y.
Jan Murray, Miguelito Valdes Orch
(12) with Vam. Stevens, Ann Tnola,

in

band policy which Dario recently instituted at La Martmique seems to be paying off. ane
Otie Latin

spot currently has its greatest measure of prosperity since it reopened
after

summer

its

hiatus, despite the

pre-Xmas doldrums. The rhumbaddicts have latched' onto this spot
now that the Miguelito Valdes and
Ralph Font bands generate the

EVERETT MARSHALL

ply

there

isn't

in

some

(Sttgtt.

A

Miami- Beach, Dec. 23.
*
Walter Jacobs,, operator of the
Lord Tarleton hotel, Is admitting
non-guests to the New Year's eve
celebration at his inn,- for the first
time. Proceeds this year are being
donated to the Runyon Cancer Fund.
Tarleton la charging $50 per person for the shindig. It's the highest
minimum' itfi^e .area for that night.

of%i Breidt-in Atit)

*

»
iri«h»

HtM

l«(t|i«

42d Anniveraary Nnmher
bt

instances.

*

.

,

.

'

mil BOREO

SNOW

VALAIDA

*

lATIN QCARXXB; CBI.

PAIIISYDELL& SUSIE
"'taSSH

VAKEE, cni.

JUDY LYNN
SLAFS IE MAXIK'S

MOIXYWOOP

MANOR &MIGNON
HOIXTCWOOD

SltAI'SIE JJAXflt'S

DENNIS SISTERS
lATIN QUAKTBiB; MIAMI

JOHNNY DUi3AN
gAXAMA

I

iNTBBM ATIOMAI.

JOAN

.

;

FIELDS

VAy COBTIiANPf gABK

I

;

SHELDON^ BURNETT
'Birmaim

ho'.wb;

cBbsxbb, ta.

THE HARMONlKtNGS
OABIKO NATION AT.E. CPBA

COnttnued from psie 45
establish a
of the union.'

to.

dlctgijflicfhip

ssal

one-man

support the 4A'3.

completion.

'

-

mittee.and appoint a national direcPat Curran tor who shall serve, at the pleasure
revitalize the layout, which, other- of the national board and shall, at
wise is the same as reviewed in all times be subject to the direction
Variety of Nov. 26. Sepia singer r and order of the national board and
pianist, who skyrocketed via the all official acts shall require the
disk route, scores firmly here in approval and ratification of the e^-r
spite of two handicaps.! One :is the
Nellie

Lutdher and

:

room -itself—rambling,

low-ceilinged

ecutive committee.
DuUzell declared -that no constitu.
.

The other is that the edge is some- tion will be. appro-ved thfit-does not
what taken off by 45 minutes of con- contain democratic safeguards. This
tinuous chiwing and keyboarding cannot be. ebanged by amendment
that precede ner session at the piano. and neither 'the> board nor the ex-<
.

JOAN ADAIR
PgATBAP CBUJ^OS,

fMllijk.-

BURKE & RHODES
BAKBB''HOTEl4 »ATJ.^»

MAVIS MIMS

MYRA JEAN
bVITAUt

McVAN'S,

AL NESOR
BATlISKISUyAB, FHIT.A.

VALARIE LEE
BliACKASIOOn JtOOM, MIAMI

CALVERT SISTERS
CASINO rCHEATBIS, TORONTO

MARIAN MANNERS
I.EON *

BDpnes, MBW yOBK

LEE

Miss Lutcher takes off in high gear ecutive committee
with her disk lave, "The Lady's in their basic

Love."
Second number, "Let Me.
Love You Tonight," is slower
tempocd and puts the damper on
her best facial and vocal mannerisms.
Song, however, drew salvos that
were promptly topped by the following "Hurry on Down,", a lusty
'

'

rocker with purple undertones.
Singer oSs to sustained hand, then
returns for "Real Gone Guy" for

mayi

delegate

BUSTER BURNELL
COP OCABAWA, MIAMI

est covers.

gimmicks and, extras ot pce-boom-.
time days being offered as comeona^

EIISASSY, N.T., BEUGHTS
The Embassy, N; Y., will re-light
Friday (26) having finally obtained
its liquor license.
Spot had been at«
tempting to get the permit for several months, but previous applicawere refused.
Preem show will comprise Edwards and Diane, Amory Bros., Barbara Leeds, and Emilio Reyes Orch.
-Spot was opened two years ago b;

tions

BUI Miller^ who now operates the
Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., who subsequently sold out to Sam Matcus, who
is still in on- the operation.
.

'

PHIL FOSTER
NOW IN

Miami

BfttUeg^oiuUI

CliPB

.

liMfmd

LIZA

Morrow

BAlMO AND JBBCOBDIMCIS

HUDSON & SHARAE
,

CABOUBBIi C1X». PITTS.

THREE WILES
I

UANOINC! VOB HABBT, WASH.. U.C.

MOORE

dent.

SISTERS

CAFIVOIi I^OVNOB. NBtV

JBRSET

ROSS MACLEAN
WBtTBS or "TOO gAT TOLBA"

CLUB CHARiES
BAT.TIMOKB!
Bxclttfilve

Yorker's Terrace Room,
after a- three-months hiatus during
which time. Sammy Kaye's band was
the sole lure, has another ite show
on deck to bow in the 12th year of
the hotel's rlnkage.
Styled along
conventional lines, this production
by Truly McGee doesn't near match
previous offerings in the quality of
its acts or the elaborateness of its
staging. Economy measures are evi-

•

Booker f'tiitn.

Toplining the bill is the team of
Phil Romayne and Terry Brent who,
alone of allbthe performers, flash a
brand of eye-stunning ierp-skating
routines.
Both come on several
times in duo and solo turns cutting
fancy arabesque turn? in tango and
waltz rhythms, Roraayne and Miss
Brent seem to pick up momentum as
the show progresses and they sock
over one dangerous acrobatic specialty right before closing,
Other acts lag behind in skill and
showtnanship. Marshall Beard is a
fairly accomplished bladester, executing some difficult Russian splits
but fails to build up his routines to a
smash turn. Two other items feature Muriel Pack, in some elementary ballet oteps, and Janice Harail.

SOL TEPPER
RKO,

Biiildiag.

N«W

York. 20

by"

SOI TEPPR, RKO Mg.,

.

Htm

Ywli 90

Baylos.
Adams,, speaking (or the performers present, revealed they .were interested only In an immediate airing
of the entire picture.
One charity which almost suffered

power to the national
Upon election of the board from the split was the skedded
and appointment of the national di- Damon Runyon affair Dec. 29. AU
acts, in town had been eleared for
rector, autonomy will be returned to
AGVA, Until then, the 4A's wiU the Lord Tarleton cancer drive afadminister the affairs of AdVA. The fair, only to be told by COrelU that
statement closed with the declara' Buddy Bamett's okay had been
tion that it will n't allow a one- rescinded by his firing as- AGVA
aide. However, Jerry Hirsch, former
man totalitarian union.
A spokesman for. Ernst declared AGVA rep here, appointed by Corregarding the- Four A*-' Statement, elli to succeed Barnett, okayed the
show, as the first act under his reThere's no point in going into name
'

'CeMedy DdM* Aatta'
HBUDf OTKB

LOOKOUT HOUSI
Coviiiqtaa, Ky.
Dir.:

providing an immediate referendum,
a convention or both, plus selection
of- an Impartial person to hold all
funds of the union pending the outcome of the referendum; Hiat offer has been flatly refused.^'
The national committee of' AGVA,
appointed by the- 4A's to handle
'

'

.

AGVA's

AGVA

affairs :'following Shelvey's
exit, has been meeting -regu-

larly with

Morris L. Ernst, Shelvey's

New York

attorney.

The

difficulties started

Per All BrMeiias ef Thealtlcata

FUN-MASTER

U. S. Acts
Contbwe* frem page 45 asssi
which two years ago banned
gambling in the casinos. With the
gambling ban, it was no longer
feasible for the casinos to use American names. However, there's the
hope that gaming will be permitted
in some spots. Action is now before
the Brazilian legislature on that
Brazil,

"The Show Ut Sad File"
1 to 22
$1.00 M.
(22 fw $11,001

,

10 PARODIES for $10.00

"How to

bad food situation
However, acts of

adelphia as national headquarters,
thus effecting a split in the union.
To counter any actions that might
be taken by the Shelve}!' taction, fh«
National committee met last week
with the Artists Representatives
Assn., organization of agents, with
latter deciding to support the 4A^8'

most countries,
late are showing

in-

increasing willingness to be talked
into overseas engagements, because
of the siege at bad business in this
countiy.

EmcM"

$3.00 iKlwHaf 2
eoin«A]r. .inis«^
«ut», Udti; eto.

•««

£0*

W. Hth

Hlai

adutnl Uton-Mack-

NO O.O.D'(
rAULA SMITH

matter.

So far, the talent agencies still
have considerable difficulty in clof>
ing foreign bookings because of unwillingness of U. S.' to go abroad for
a variety of reasons fiicluding the

9

Nm.

-

St.,

New Tsrk

»

LAUGHING-STOCK!
SoimriilAv N«w in CoiiMdy MaMrial
far M.C.'t, Ach, anil Diu Jockt
$1
t« I
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SAM PERRY
l(M UrtMway, Niw Vak

It,

H. V.

MAXINE

with Shel

vey's dismissal by the 4A's
grounds of "sabotage." Since then
ShelVey has been fighting the action. He has retained Arthur W. A,
Cowan, Philadelphia attorney, who
in turn assigned Ernst to handle the
N. Y. end. Shelvey last week set
up his own organization, with Phil-

MATTY ROSEN

COMEDY PAHER

appointment.

,

New

WEEK

director.

additional applause.. Closer, "You
Betteu WWch Yourself, Bub," h?s
her passing on advice to a chump
set lor two-timing. Material through- calling- or adopting the tactics of
out is pointed up with effective certain groups.
'We are' going tO
head-tossing and
eyeball rolling. proceed on what we think, and
hope,
Her kej^boarding ties in perfectly the courts will
agree is democracy
with the' vocals, which burble, slither
'
in
trade.unipns.
'We
want this whole
and bounce.
question
of-leadership
put
up
to
the
_Pat Curran, other addition to the
membership by referendum and this
bill, is reviewed under New Acts.
means that each and every member
Baxt.
of this union shall have his' say as
to leadership."
"We will seek an injunction pre(NEW TOBKSR HOTEL, N. T.)
venting any use by anybody of the
PhiJ Romayne & Terry Brent, Jtfaishall Beard, Muriel Pocfc, Janice funds of the union until these quesHamilton, Jay Martin, Line (S); tions are determined in a demoLorry Clintow Orch -(14); $1 cocer cratic way. We' have offered, and
after 10 p.rn.
still offer, a 'standstill' agreement

Hotel

BOSTON

3rd

HOLLYWOOD

.

'

BILLY KELLY

-

Nicks range from- a lone buck to a
high of $3.50 a head with aU the old

SLAPSIE MAXIE'S

Miami Beach, Dec. 23.
Miami Beach is a new battleground for the 4A's- AGVA situation.
At a meeting at the RoneyPlaza hotel here Friday (19) two
factions presented their views before^
a group that included Benny Fields^
Joey Adams, Cross and Qunn; Myron- €!6ben»- Al Bernie and. Gene

Terrace Room,- N. Y.

WY4ER

Balto After Big Eve
Baltimore, Dec. 23.
Strong effort for a big New Year's
Eve trade is being made all along
the local nitery front here with
town's two top spots. Chanticleer and
Charles, offering Jackie Miles and
Connie Haines respectively to mod-

;

Another development was started
last week by a g^up of performers
who. have formed a committee to
Task will be to
Duucfil's statement also declared familiarize the membership with isthat new nominations for convention sues that resulted in Shelvey's disdelegates will he held in the -various missal. Personnel of the committee
hasn't been disclosed pending its
cities and ordered all nominations

a

meetings

tand'n:s.h. for semi-intimate styling.

LOS BARRANCOS

diately.

Chicago, Dec. 19.
Nellie Lutcher, Pat Curron, Jose to be democratically arrived at. The
Melis Orch (8) with Jean Williaws, delegates will be empowered to
Marty Hagm, Carl Marx; minimum elect a funcioning executive com$2.S0-$3.5O.'

JOE J. ROSS

SHERMAN)

(HOTEIi

BALTIMOBE

Skelvey Takii^

terp

College Inn, €hl

EDDIE SHINE

ing to get the 4A's to hold a referendum -on the dismissal, of Shelvey,
or call the AGVA convention imme-

,

spot is by holdovers
Teddy and Phyllis Rodriguez, who
Show up nicely on this floor. Ralph
Font's Latin band is another attrac
tion for the dancers and provides
Jo»e.
floor -filling dansapation

The

CTXI»,

CI.UB CHABIiEB,

001.^X0,

Valdes' orch,
strong for the rhumba dancers. It
has a steady heat ana melodic ar-

turns.

angements.

Yr'i Eye Fete At

Tarleton^MiamiytoAid

topnot'ch
also
furnishes
Band
rhythms for customer hoofing and
In addition, La Martinique has features Helen !«ee in pop tune
Out Soon
fortUi^a itself, with a Grade A floor vocals hancyi^ In fine fashion.
contributes
Valdes
show in which
Hem.
along with Jan Mirray, Ann Tnola
subsequently sent
(New Acts) along with Teddy and ChMrley Foy's« ll'woQd appointees. ARAmember agents askout letters to its
Murray, doubPhyllis Rodriguez.
(Fouowup)
ing them to inform their acts to pay
ling out of the legit "Music in My
dues only in New York, Chicagchand
Heart," is playing th« late show*
Hollywood, Dec. 17,
Hollywood, and to make certain that
only at the cafe, although he's on
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom. has spots in Miami, Boston, Philadelphia,
duty for all displays over Sundays
when the musical doesn't play. The taken over comedy chores here whUe New Orleans, Baltimore, Cincinnati,
supper business has picked up con- taking a brief vacation from his Springfield, Hartford, Columbus, O.,
siderably with this setup..* Mainstay double with Max Baer; Heckling is
and Providence have, bonds posted
of his routine is still the "Laugh flemished by club's 'i>erennial stooge,:
Clown, Laugh" bit, but he's picked Sanrniy Wolfe, and the laughs flow with AGVA befote pemutting acts,
to play.
AGVA branch executive
Up new material, too: Among the freely..-'
new stuff is a bit with the Valdes^ Accent for the rest of the show,- secretaries in those areas, signed tbevocalist, Vam Stevens, w^hich re- as usual, is on swiftly, paced stuff Philadclphia resolution supporting
with Charley Foy himself always Shelvey.
•
sults in a strong encor« bit.
song-andwilling
oblige
with
a
to
potent
provides
Valdes, of course,
Mortimer S. Rosenthal; who- with
applause-fodder with his liatino ren- dance routine and some double-take
Jonas T. Silverstone is AGVA's naSince he's formed a band clowning. WoUe gets a chance to do
cutions.
tional counsel,, and Alan Corelli,
he's come up with more ornate ar- his Jolson imitations which stUl
head of Theatre' Authprity, last .week
rangements «f his songs. Tor ex- click.
Marguerite Padula and her ..songs went to Miami to look over the situample, the "Kiumba Bhapsody" now
has a glee dub contraHuntal back- at the piano; BUly Green and his ation there. Action was a jcesult of
ground; and his Hispano medley gets sonorous renditions of old-timers;
beating, administered to JVed N-erJohnny
Horace
with
versions
Jived
some tricky backing from his siderett, who was sent down by AGVA
men. Strong point Is sUU "'Babaju," of "Donkey Seroiade," et al; and to take charge of the area.
which he deliver* for majdmum re- Candy Candido's wide-range falsetto
Meanwhile, Ernst has been seek.incijcrentally, is round.out the.bill neatly.
Knee,

dance music.

PHIL FOSTER

Chuck Broi«rii
Hemeraudy RdHninlHwi

taken out of the line,
who shows promise. Line ot five
girls move through simple production numbers 'in attractive costuming, especially in the ''New Look"
and concluding Calypso- items. Jay
Martin, singing emcee, handles his
chore neatly, revealing a nice set of
pipes in sevefal vocal acoompani-'
raents with the line numbers.
Larry Clinton's orch is a solid
musicrew which cuts the show with
driving tempos that almost, but not
quite fill in the excitement lacking
in some of the acts. The music simton, recently

SULMVAN
CURRENTLY

IE

RUBAN

RADIO:

BLEU,

SiiiKlayt.
Personal Mnnacer
dIOSKPU lUBSOIJlIS
MS7 B.«idway
Mew T«rk
•
'
Snite
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Wednesday, Dceember

114,

New
ttONA MASSE¥

;

Acts

dazzling spins.
She's as. fast on
pirouet work as any dancer around
and imparts different designs in each'
N. T.
of her twirls.
eiu1» Ve»MtUIe»,
Miss
Sloan
saloon
the
her
to
at
brings
Waldorf-Astoria
Ilona Mas«ey
of plus values preem exhibits four numbers, rangeircuit a number
keep her ing from light and. fast numbers to
Shich should put Ber-and }n short dramatic interpretations.
Topper is
cafe name
!_un there as a
Zder. She has blonde beauty, a the "Night and Day" interpretation
Hollywood reP. an she did in the film which cues a big
trained voice, a
Encored with an inter.nthoritatlve delivery and all the exit salvo.
sort
of
prietation
Falla's
with
that
of
De
"Ritual
Fire
that go
Sffie? assets
? narlay,- Still remembered for her Dance," which shows a slight tendency to, over-dramatize, thus deexcerpt from,
"At the Balalaika" fllmusical, Miss tracting from the basically good
Metro
V-vear-old
*
Iwawev errs only in two minor danc^'design.
Massey
Miss Sloan is an attractive titian.
^jng
- too fast for
things. One is encore— resulting in expensively wardrobed and could
first routine
tV"""
pnoneh. easily fill the dance-demands of the
enough.
them
giving
„
quite
uu.i„
o
ot
of kudosing legit musical field as she has in pix
V?hlch is another way
certainly
Jose.
she
and
vaudfilmers,
because
songstress,

W

her welccrtne.
doesn^t outwear
over-emphasis on
other is the

The

her
accent
maevar background and the

excerpts.
on Hungarian

The

intro
is

.

is

"'nil.

MARY A BOND
Songs-Piano
iO Mins.

wrong because her fiesta Boom, N. V,
Furthermore, her
Mary a Bond, until recently a member of the Angie Bond Trio, one of

f'cent
Conoilvwood rep transcends any
may have
cental backiroimd she

Ihe
City.
pre-Culver
oniovcd
magyar interludes' (and these should

femme

Dreams"

of

"Besame received.

and

Miss Bond could essay a few live^
Mucho." For the entr'acte Isais does
two competent Steinway specialties: lier tunes instead of a steady run
Her current modus
ballads.
"Clair de'Lune" and "Fire Dance." Of
Withal, Miss Massey is OK for sight operandi makes it more difficult for
circuits.
saloon
the
in
her to get across, but she accomand sound
Abet.
plishes that purpose at any- rate.
,

.

.
.

Jose.

fAT CUKBAN
Soncf
Is Mint.

Collcfe Inn, Ohicaf
'Pat

Curran,

an Irish immigrant

Bernhard Hilda's orchestra includes
Jane Morgan, beautifully gowned
this year, and her French much improved,
Lena Home at the same
spot had all the Frenchmen wideeyed and open-mouthed. Her style
of singing is new over here, but once
they caught on they kept yelling
for more, or maybe they just want
to stare at one of the most beautiful
women ever seen on a night club
floor. Whatever it is, they like it/
Those who have the money are

Yank Gomedienne
—

Variety- Bills
U
WEEK OF DIECEMBEE

Numeral*

with bills below Indicate ODcnliic da» al aluni
"ww
whether full or ipllt week

tm connection

Xettcr In iHinntheiea Indlcnte* otrenitt .(I) IndcDendCDti (L) Laewt
<r> rnmmoaqt; (») RKO; <W) Warner

NEW YORK
CiiDitol

eiXX Joey Bishop

just before 1939

U

(two

HARTirOBD

know when

Bngntello
Dorothy Ross
Blue Angel
Lalne

NKWARK

,

BBC
Continued from

2
vaire

3

Amanda

Marilyn Maxwell
Alan Carney
Sondra Barrett

Kaye Ballard
Pearl

1»AT1!!US03!J
Ma.te8tlc (I) «Sr28

Cordano & Corlnne
Bobby Byron

George Jessel

VlrBinia Austin

Elsa

Dance
14 Ming.

Sert
,

Room, N. Y.

..^stelle Sloan,

'

one of the more ac-

complished hoofers of the day, has
exhibited in Warners' "Night and
,5"^ «t tl^e Radio City Music
N. Y., neither of which is the
gJWer, spot for evaluation as a new
2«. Miss Sloan, now, making her
'".ajor cafe appearance in

ttSX

BOSTON

M

Oro

Diamond

&

Fielder

(Downtown)

BBOOKI.YN

Jjfrle

24

Berry Bros

& Walker

-

Hippodrome

24

(I)

Robert Alda
Bela Lugosl

29-81

'

ROOKFOBD

The Lloyds

SAN

Jimmy Day

ftlO

.

M

-

Dontnoff

Capitol

«fi-28

8AM VJUNCIIMSO, OAUOR,
Taylor Line

2S

(I.)

Collegians
Sl-1

Excess Baegage
8ld Kvoffit

Arno Bennett

Bobby Pinkufl Co
Hal Sande Girls

CHICAGO

28

Arnctt Cobb «
Hotel
Commodore
Oat Anderson Ore
Sonny Dunham
Savannah Churchill Mel Torme
Step Bros
Hotel Lexington
Jellyroll & Zuzu
Alomas Hawallans
WOONSOCKKT
Capitol <I> its only Hotel New Yorker

Larry Clinton O
Marshal Beard

Brown

Bill

The CarrollB

211

Phil.

Valors

2

a flair for literate dance
rta.!
able to maintain interest
h, ?"?'
"VfUgh straight terps and heighten
<«PPiause values through a set of
•

Court 4

12 Little Olveltes

slanted policies.)
of place and 6ould not wait to get
to the nearest dressmaker the first
Most BBC Sbows Canned
thing in the morning, Last year's
Not generally known is the -fact
style over here are like last'year^S that most alt BBC shows are now
politics^passe.
canned. No British counterpart of
hasn't any floor show
is show enough and
where the "chic" of Paris

Hotel

Raye
Nype

Wizard Prangs
Empire Babes

Andre Andree
Bonnie
Laszlo
.

.

(I)

is

going out over the

air.

Dugele Waketleld
Huntley-Wright

Isobel

Marden

Roy

Jetteries

Hugh Harden
Jack

.Sidnev Tr»>velyan
,

B & H

NICOl

&

fiylvin

,Roper

Royan

&

Malsle

A

Peplto

Barn

Piute Pete
TonI Palmer

•

Lou Apparetl
MacArthurs
Ranch Ore
VUMge Van(wir«
Irwin Corey

Lee Wiley
Max ICamlnsky t
Don Frye
Waldort-Astorlft
Carlos Ramlres~'
Estelle Sloan
;Nat

Misha Borr O'a

3

Brandwynna

O.

CHICAGO

Stah Little

Doreen Lavender
Harold .Chllds

Anthony Gordon

Paris t

J Guarneri

26

B

Little

Gortls

Normann

Ted Straeter Ore

Debutantes

Opera House

D Harris & Stan
Blel's 12 Juves
Vilna De Boer
MANGHESTBR
Hobbs, 8 Globe Gis HIppodiwme (I) 20
Goody 5 Shoes
Balmoral 4
Charles Ancasier
Ronald Frankau
iSonny Jenks
Beaton's 12 .Tuves
CHIHWICK
.Tack Stanford
emerged
and
overPetrillo has
the
Empiro (1) t*
Joan JDavles
whelming accent on recordings goes Cinderella
Joy Raden
SmetTdle Bros
undisturbed. Since most of the ar- Freddie Foss
Nancy Burne
SHBP'RDS BUSir
tists in the non-commercial BBC Gwyneth'Lascellea
Empire (I> 22
Thomns
Jones
&
Borrah Minevltch
operation.' get the equivalent of susJohnny ("^avanagh
Harmonica Rascals
taining fees in America, it's strictly Anne Wheatley
Johnny Puleo
Leslie
Barker
Barr & Co
an economic necessity to can the
Alec Ifarland
Newman
Twins
shows, permitting a comic, for ex- Helen Jutson
Eddy Bayes
Paul Roach
ample, to play the Palladium while Renee Nichols

lunch and dine and where Albert,
who is probably the best known of
the maitres, bows you in as in pre
war years. The food^ is good and if
you know Albert you can still get
some vintage champagne.
The Club Elysees has a good show, his show

& Naldl
& Cot*

Roily Rolls

.Terry Lane
Sylviffe Odendaal

K

St Marlts

Hotel St Begll

Turner

Leo Eno
Carol Gaye

1-ovo

Dunckley
Leon & Kikl
Hamilton Robins

Sonia

Connie Sawyer
Jean Palmer

Vlllaire

Edo Lublch Ore

Christine Moore
Storr Bros(

Blllie
Jill

Rubau niea

Terrell

Guy Lombardo O

Wortman

Blphtnstone

Humpty Dumpty

,

Bert Murray

Catalino Ore

Wally Blacker

.

Hotel Plat*
Hlldegarde
Hotel
Roosevelt

Kenneth Jackson

Ellis

fJenlsa

Betty Jane Smith
Tony Bavaai;

Splvy's

XFIOBSTKR
26

Demar &

-

.

Van Smith Oro

Joan Bdmondson

Vn,lerie,

BlTleW
Vino

'

6 Ray

Brnle Lotlnga

D

'

O

Vincent TraverS'

.

Hippodrome (I) 24 Beam's 12 Babes
Babes In Woods
Lawsqn's Pontes
HACKNF/Y
Arthur Tjucan
.lean Adrlenne
Kmpire <T> 2«
Babes in Woods
Chris

Omeroit,

Bon Vivanta
Billy

Jan Bart

Splvy
Helen Lee
Thetma Carpenter
Hotel Pennsylvania Garland Wilson
Chas Splvak Oro
Versailles
Hotel Pierre
Ilona Massey
Landre & Verna
Bob Grant Ore
Chas Reader Oro
Panchlto- Oro

BRITAIN
BRISTOT^

Romayne

Terry Brent
.lay Martin

Walter Walters Jr
Hickory Nuts

Owens'

,

Eddie Stone Ore
Hotel Biltmora

Russ Morgan Oro
Tom Grant Oro

.

(I)

Ouenetli

Castlllanos Oro

Asia Boys
June Irf>rraine
Pansy the Horse
John Boles

Howard

'

—

'

In Motion''

NOW— Sophie Tucker Show
BALTABARIN

Sis

WASBINOTON

stems from bending Bert Piatt
an ear to the short wave pickups of Finlay Bros
Lawaon
American comedy shows. From then Valeric
Jeanne Goddnrd ^ '
on it's SO-minutes of Yankee Doodle Josephine Anne
Hurry Sims,
the Britishers are eating it up.
Carol Lane
The switchover of BBC radio to Dorcen Davles
Pamela Roye
the American tempo—seen the di- Rita Baker
rect offshoot of the wartime era Yeoman 6
& Rog'r'n
when the Armed Forces Radio Serv- Campb'll
E Flying Ballet
ice star-studded shows were being Dasflle Bros
was Peggy Barnes
constantly beamed overseas
his inspiration

PARK and CLIFrORD

.

M & L Ross
Al Runkln
Marvel A, Co
Brookins & Van

,Tack

841

Steve Murray
Bob Douglas

CAAIDKN

Oriental (I)
Harmt>nioa,ts
Pearl Bailey

2IS-28

(I)

The Simpsons
Kaye & Aldrlck
Chuck Brown

,.

(I)

Sis.

Patricia Adair

C & X Valdea

"A Melody

.

SPBINGFIEIiD
court

Keltlw (B)
Helen Forrest
Johnson & Owen
0 Burd & Leroy
Dick Buckley

2

FRANCISCO

Golden Gate (»> 24

.

Georgle Tapps

Smith

Belmont-Flaia
Vincent
Laurenk

Olsen & .Tohnson
Gil .Mason
(two to flIlV

Baggage
28'SI

Val Eddy
Alan Drake
S Welles

BOSTON

Banks

.

Jules Sheer

Towers

Ille>)llghts

Jon

CoUette & Oalle
Carl Thoi^son
Geraldlne & Jo
Paul Walker Oro

State (I) 95-!S7

.

,

Rome

Jean Fields

Tondeleyo
Harris & Lilette

(one to

'

Palace (I) 26
Gambles'
Al Gordon's Dogs

Xmas

Andy Kirk Oro

Dean

,

Sadie

Joey Dean
Joe LaPorta Ora
D'Aquila Oro
Essex Hons*

Jlrwin Kent Oro
Wilson & Hosley
Utln tduartc*
Hazel .Webster
Harvey Stone
Downey & FonvlUe Campagnons

Chester Dolphin
Stroud Twins

Russell
Wills, Jr
Royal (I) tS
Ella Fitzgerald
Coles & Alklns

'

Shspard Line
Old
RoumanlaM

.

Ava

1 FIftli
Phyllis Grey'

Tk-Dk Hoffman

'

Ann

Lou

Triola

W^ally"

Tk-lplets

No

Wald Ore

Jerry

Gordon HaeRae

ElxcesB

Mack

Nevada Smith
Fausto Curbello O
Art Roman O
Hotel Edison
Tommy Reed Oro

Fat Hevning
Connie Stevens
The Dunhllls

BAI.TUIORK

.

Ann

Leon «: Eddie'*
.Beatrice Kraft DcrS' Eddie Davis
B Yost Guardsmen Art Waner Oro
Mayo Bros
Frances Fays
Marlon Manners
Elisa Jayne
Boy Davis
Johii Elliot
Rita 'Lopez
Paul Remos

Cab Calloway

Chet Clark

'

Rozino

Hnrem

Kavenaugh, still cling to the British- Jamaica (II «4-27 Count .Leroy,
Wolferds Pets
BliADINO
tempoed humor, it's a night-in- Milt
Rajah (I) 'iS-91
Douglas Co
R McKlnley Ore
nigbt-out combination of the Benny- Wyman & White
Hag«- Karr

"

.

.

;

RAy Arnot
Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alvarefe O
La Martlnlana
Jan Murray
Miguellto Valdes
Ralph Font Ort
T & P RodrHtt»«

Los Fanchos

(I)

Oppncahana
Peter LInd Hayes
Jet MacDonald
Mary Healy
Blair & Dean

Martha Raye

PROVIDBNCIS
Myers

&

Sis

Beatrice Funv Dy*
Curbello Ore

Victoria Barcelo

Rita

Wong

Jack Prase Oco.

Orch
Jucnger Ballet
El Chlco
F Del Monte

(throe to flU)

Bllmpr Blank OM
China Doll
Ming & Ling

H

Choral Qcttet

Leon Fields
The Dunhlllfl

Flatbngta (I) ii6-%8
The Reddltigtone

.

Tiny Clark
Lou Hensehet
Martin .I<lne

Laurie Tuont
.

Murphy

Hope
Diamond Horseshoe
Mat* & Harl

Sid Stone Co
(one to fill)
20-Sl

Harriet

Zlggy iLane

The Barretts
As for the comedians, with the Dorje F«ye
single exception of Tommy Handley, A.l Ferguson
Terri La FranconI
who, with his script writer, Ted

week ago Friday every woman over into television,! with Tom
Chalmers taking over the Light Proturned out in a new creation: If you
gram and adhering to the same U.S.
did not have one you just felt out

is

Lynn Allison

Alan Melvin
Dorothy Jarnac
Foye

Week

Ihl*

;,

A

Maxim's

Carnival

& Waldo

Rose-

Booked by EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
1601 Broadway
New York

,

this

Sacasas Ora.
Iceland

Cafe Society

RAYS
LEWIS and VAN

French clientele. That and Maxim's given impetus by Norman Collins,
CARUIFF
Theatre (I)
and the Club Elysees have a mixed who until recently was head of the New
Sleeping Beauty
crowd.
BBC's Light Program. (Because BBC B'reddle Forbes
liked the job he did he's been moved NUa Cioft
Toujours Lcs Femmet
Phil Strlctland

but the crowd

Havana-Msdrl4
Oro

Noro: Aforales
.Ca.po

Joaquin Gar.ay

Pann Merryman
•

Graham, Sis
Luba Mallna
Ray Jacauemot
Chas Irwin
Chas Blackman Or
Gao Ore

.

ESTELLE SLOAN

Charlie, r>rew.

Bobby

*

3

Quiz Shows a Bave

Quiz shows are another current
rave in England, as witness the audi.enc« pull of "20 Questions." Show
is reported to be a direct carbon of
the Mutual' Network "20 Questions"
in, the U.S. and which has already
set off legal repercussions, the pack^f
age owners asking "how come?"

-

lorDario's customers.
On show caught, she did a trio of
umbers, setting herself with Ber
,ns 'You Can't Get a Man With )
r^n and going in, after
that, with
Wnes of minute indigo content. Miss
ATioia can put these numbers across
^offensively to win handsome mitts
lOf her efforts.
Jose.

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopes Oro

Bailey

.

Jay Marshall
Hal Oooko
Three Flames

IN 1

R.K.O.

I

fluence on the kids, channeling their
minds off homework, etc.

Bills

YOBK CITY

'

Unknown

'

is Babeii

Cabaret

'

Continued from page 1 ss
who's been in this country less than
AUen - Hope - Skeltou - Berle gags.
months, is the pure quill despite
not begin until January. Anything BBC's newest comedian with a
h« all-too-familiar pattern of his
strong foUowingi for example, is
was to get away from it all.
tenor
Gaelic
^discovery."
Charles Chester. Like tlte others.
booked into the College Inn on the
Long dresses are definitely in
ba^s of a pritewinuing perfomance and and evening gowns are cut so.
bn the focal Sachii Amateur Hour low I could only think what a field
tadio show.
Willie Howard would have, es- Exploring
day
die
Singer was introed as a cocfc on pecially at the couturier a la mode,
Eventual emergence of FM,
the Snerman hotel kitchen staff but
Christian Dior. One is definitely "deopening up perhaps 20 new
his spotless chef's cap apd uniform
mode" without a "guepiere" (small
fndieate that his pot watdiing has
channels in Britain, will pave
does
admit
it
notice.
must
further
corset)
and
fieen suspended until
the way for commercial radio
As-A liiatter of fact, a group of chefs something for the figure if they are
and may spell the eventual doom
clustered at the stage entrance to well made. However, a good one is
of the current BBC operation,
(atch his debut. Tenor's brisk rs- expensive, ranging from 13,000 to
visitors say. It's in anticipation
ception probably caused the manage'
to
They
$150).
17,000 francs ($100
of Britain becoming commercial
fient to gander the help wanted even
ski
introduce them with
radio-minded that an ex-BBC
Olumns.
clothes. Marcel Rochas features them
script writer, Elkan Allen, is
Curran has a wistful, un-h«p qual
with a heavy knitted sweat shirt,
currently in this fomity.: Allap
tfjr that goes well with his repertoire
green
monkey coat and
who arrived last week with his
He's no John white
if Irish standards.
MoCormick, but his tenoring is true sweater. The corset forms part of
wife, Dorotheen (also his colrange
6nd flexible. He has broad
the fitted top or of the pants. The
laborator) is doing research for
and good volume and a]9parently is wasp waist with ski clothes may
a book, on "The American Way
Youngish sound strange, but, the effect is
4. natural who just sings.
of Radio," which will be pubCollege Inn aud surprised with
charming. iHow comfortable, one
lished in England as a companready response to "Mother Macree,"
imagine the
ion piece to another volume he's
''Danny Boy" and "Rose of Tralee." cannot say but don't
just finished on British radio
Ginger is without mannerisms of real skiers will go for these whalecalled"(Sood Listening."
any kind: and obviously, uncoached boned laced in jobs.
in stage presence.
Allan wilt spend the better
Winter is setting in and the peoShould foe okay, for niteries and ple of France are not looking for'
part of six months here gather'
vaude In the shillelagh territory,
ing info. He reports that, as far
their unheated homes:
with retention d: the from-skillet-to- ward to
as knowledge of commercial
ttage angle.
Chef's uniform is a Those with electric stoves are now
radio is concerned, something
the same as everyone else because
neat touch,
Baaet.
approximating an iron curtain
of the lack of electric power— and
exists in England and that his
ANNTBIOLA
every day seems to bring a new
Soma
book on U.S. radio will be the
strike.
The clubs and theatres are
first one- to circulate in Britain.
packed. Being in a crowd helps the
tat Martinique. N. ¥.
you up. Ex-

m

Davles

Beams

ITEW

Adamo (I) 9fi
Suns
B Sherwood Ore

Bobby Sargent

iiix

morale and also warms
Ann Triola, who has a backlog of cept for the last few nights when
nitery appearances, impresses as befor
Vig , custom-built for intime spots, they were ordered closed down
bftes pert and personable, well fear of rioting, the places of amuseversed
comedy song delivery, ment turn away business.
and has material sufficient to take
The 9^ub Elysees, Maxim's and
^''if.oi l. variety of tastes.
aU out for black
MISS Triola came into La Mar- Chez Carrere go
imique to pinchrhit for Jan Murray, ties: on Friday nights. They also ofwnue latter was ill, and was signed fer good food and entertainment.
the most intimate
is
one
of
Carrere
™«r-week and options contract,
BLf
XQts is.one situation where an audi- rooms in Paris. The atmosphere
paid off, not only as far as she gives you the' feeling of being with
was concerned, but it's also a break
friends, and it caters more to a

Billy Nelson

.

Louis & Oliver
The Oarnlvalea

2e-»»

(I)

& Win

Pirn
.Spence

Bud Sweeney
Dewey Sis

BHONX

Windsor
Grays

Ella Drury
Erica York

Qwen Hayes

Valley Arena (I)
28 only
Sweeth'ts Rhythm

m

5

.

David Banner

Gwenda Grayson

Frankle Carlo Ore
.Tack Carter
Clark Bros

.

You never
something will blow up.

2«r28

(1)

Chuck O'Nell
Harold Gibson
Nick Tanner

WOOD GREEN

Freddie Frlnton
Pat Taylor
Johnson Clark

to. till)

State

Vassle

Lorraine

Empire (1) 26
Chuck Aladdin

9S

Morgan

Lane Bros

.

A

<R)

I'alnce

Jolvnny

&

Hamilton

:

Vilma Sherry
Carl Sands Ore

24

(I.)

it.
It reminds of the days Tommy Dorsey Or
Bflmonilaon
when everyone had J.immy
Church & Hale
Slusli) Hall (I)
the feeling something was going to
Cuinmintts
happen and wanted to get the most tiUGlJe
Myvtill & Paoaud
of everything before it did.
Aci'onianlilos
GaudsmitJvBros
The Monseigneur is still going Rockettes
strong but they are taking it a little Cpi'iw de Ballet
Sym, Ore.
easy on the Russian music. The Varumouiit <V> 'X4
minute the large Gypsy band hears Stan Kenton Ore'
Christy
English spoken they segue into June
Martin Bros
'God Bless America," feeling sure Stump & Stumpy.'
that only Americans with money Vic Damone
noxy (I)
can be over here at this time.
lAnny Ross
Bros'
Russian singer came on the other "Wlere
Beatrice Craft Co
night and a Frenchman kept re- HoUace Shaw
peating he wanted to hear French Senor Wences
Strand (W) !!1
no matter how badly it was sung Ink Spots
Ilerble FJeltls Ore
even in "aygot" (French slang).
Frank Marlowe
Right no\v it's like sitting on an Miriam LaVeUe

spending

vocal-instrumental
groups,^ is now making the rounds
of cocktail lounges as a single; She
opened the new Fiesta Room of the
Northern
hotel,
N. Y., which atomic bomb;
Great
gives her a spot to display an allthe better

casual
limited to two) should be
But all that
rather than dominant.
simple re-routining.
Js a matter of
arrangearound versatility.
striking
do
should
She
Miss Bond, being versed in several
ments more along the lines of that
Love"-" Jalousie" languages, gives a brilliant account
Called
^hing
is done as a sort of of herself Imguistically, with Greek,
which
iuedley,
wo-ply number, with expert assist French, Spanish and occasionally
rom Gilberto Isais, her Mexican English tunes. She tends to overcomposer-accompanist, and the tip- dramatize her vocals, but. barring
which is that defect, has good projection, and
top Bob Grant orchestra
accomp. gets her numbers over nicely. Pianofacile in the general musical
can
Her repertoire runs a wide gamut, wiscj she's more than okay. She
Strmgs" accomp herself handily, and for her
the
Went
«uch as "Zing
(Hun- breathers, does well-conceived solos.
Flowers"
"Lily
(opener),
ex- At her opening show she featured
earian), still another magyar
"Vienna. "Warsaw Concerto" which was well
Eerpt, thence "Balallaika."
City

'

47

(1)

he

'
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.

Blaekhawk

Phil Levant

Ray Olsen
Howard Brooka
Shirley White
T & J Mahoney
Chea Pare*

Marty Gould Ore
Kitty Kallen
Martin & Lewla
Betty Bruce
Paul sydcll
Hotel
Itlaebstona

Ray Morton Oro

Preston Lambert
Marian Fedele

Song

.Teanne Wllliaina

Carl

Marx

lAtln Qnarter

>

Lenny Kent
June Richmond
•

Iitttln

Lnvelle,'

(t}|

Buddy .Shaw Oro
Dk'k Hyde

Vllma ahttif
Palmer BMsa
Phil Regah
Murray Arnold Or
Andrea Adagio TrioCardenas
1

Rudy

Hotel Stetens
Orin Tucker Or«
Prof Lambert!
Marcella Gould

Page

Phil D'Arcy

H

E & J .Slack
Sootee Marsh
Sensationalists ((>

Edgewater Beach
George Olsen Ore

.Sharkey the Seal
(2)

Shennas

Lutvher

Marty Hogan
Jose Hells OrO

Benno Delson O
The Stewarts (4)
Tony DIPardo Oro
Maurice & Maryea
Uelslnga
George Gobel
BUI Chandler Oro

Les Canova

my

.Hotel
Nellie

Victor Borge
Hotel Blsraaik
Pierre Cartier

PattI

Stylists (4>
Danci-S:

D UUd

*

Baulevar<dears

,

—

'
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LoewsStateYandeGvesDyingGasp;
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N. Y. Theatre Goes Straight
KAHN

By NAT

State vauAevUle, dfled 26,

Loew's
died this

(Week

Of,

•

Aur.

Bill

89, 1991)

Lew Cooper

ttie,

Paisley

Noon Revns

Meyers

&

Hanlord

Casting: Carrs

of •vaudevnie.
strojighold
Loew's State, this week goes straight
Bictures after a 26-year career that

Last

itarted Aug, 29, anai; when Marcus
Iioew opened the theatre amid considerable ianfare. "The test show
-closed last night (Tuesday).
In *hat is reasonably close- to its
State
iiest tradition as a vauder, the
liaa lor its final *ill one that would
do i>Mtice..*to any^ attempt by the
Loew management to- bring -vaude
back lor another, try. The current
layout is headed by Jack. Cartet,
young comedian; Dave ApoUon,. suu
with his mandolmft crack performer
end comedy, plus Molly Eicon -with
For added
her character studies.
measure there we jsuch lesser acts
ss Ja<;k and Charlie Brick, who open
with their, bouncing- on the trampoline; George Andre Martin, who
manipulates his fingers in various
imptewions ol the- dance;. Hardld and'
I,9te; with*eirn»vaty aance turn.
Hiiis XiOuis .Ba&i]: and the. house orch.

ol

& Anna Scranton
Santley & Harris
Harry

"bOxoffice anemia
jay
Ocrobat* luifh miwclcs.

Stirvivors include itars
theatre; screen ami mdio.

Opening

StAte's

New York of a
Death was camM,
ona fetnale

toeefc in

lingering illness.

St«te^« Closing Bill
(Week «t Bee. U, U«)

Jack & Charlie Brick
George Andre Martin
Molly PTcon ,

O'Brien, with harmonica offerings
garnished with clever patter. William TeU overture and railroad novelty on mouthorgan go over nicely
and gags, mostly corny, are adequate,.
Dance team of LoUta- and Ardo
Ttio ol routines, along
loUows.
traditional lines, consists ol a tango,
« Ian waltz, and flash lift-whirl as.
closer which, gets nice returns.
Best ol biU is Guy Chemey, local
song stylist, opening with "Stanley
Steamer," which draws hefty response, then "How Soon," medley of
"Peg o' My Heart," "April Showers"
and "White Christmas," with interpolation ol ''Silent Night." Chemey
has" an easy singing style plus ingratiating manner that holds audience all the way.
The Straw Hatters, a troupe ol 13
quasi-pr<dessionaIs (not helped too
much by inadequate presentafion*,
lag in spite ol earnest effort. In the
troupe are several youngsters who
have undeniable talent, -especiaUy

Maurice EUgleman, David fulmer
and Gordon Connell, among iheboys,and Carole Brumm among the girls,
but aU have a considerable -way to
go before they smooth off their
scholastic roughspots. In the hands
ol a competent director, the troupe
could develop into a -sho-wmanlike
CapltoU
outfit.
For the. present The StrawWashinoton, Dec. IS.
Stroud Ttoins, Wuncy Donouon, Hatters are minor leaguerst Ted,
Jan I-oti«, Corday k Tri'ono; "W»om-

Dave ApoUon Co.

(3)

Jack Carter
Harold & Lola.

Wash.

Loew Bodker Revkws States

Finale

Vaweiy:
Got a terriflc kick when asked to review the last show at Loew's
Couldn't help but think what Siwje, Con, Jolo and the other
State.
swell Variety muggs who passed on, and ^Iso guys like Bice,' Scho
and those other fellows who are still -with us, but not With you,, ml^t
'

Editor,

think' ol a usurper doing what they did so well.
Guess the wisenheimers were right that long ago night ol Aug. 29,
1921, when they walked out ol the theatre, alter the opening perlormance and said, "VaudeyiUe cannot- last l)ecaus«> the house is too big
and the acoustics, are had" and other kindred remarks. ''They were
right, alright—-hut it took 26 j^ears lor them to .be proven so.
May have locked at the opentns performance' 61 the last show
through prejudice^- eyes, but really think we came up with a swell
show lor the State theatre's swan song, From beginning to end it was
a Booker's dream—a show that looked well on paper and played just
that way.
Opener-nJack St Charlie Brick, two-man comedy trampoline act. New
to the east but who have been playii^t in the lar west, and lor USO
Camp Shows overseas lor the last five years and dSave the show a last
start.
Well received.
Deuce spot holds Geo^e Andre Mkirtin making his llrst vaudeviUe
appearance on Broadway in<. 11 years. (He. just closed. « limited engagement with Bdith. Plat's "Continental Varieties -at the PlayhouM
theatre.')
Martin uses his dressed 'iy> digits, with a great deal of dexterity to lorm picturesque dancing Ittr •nimble finger, hoolery to very
good results.
In the trey Molly Picon is her usual big hit. She has been a Loew't
State lavorite lor a great many years.
Dave ApoUon in No., 4 jdning, the act h« has been dttmg in the class
.

hotels and niterie* for the .past- season. This ja his. first appeannce en
ini;" (Rep).
Chi
the stage with this: vehicle and the results- he garnered w«re the same
Chicago, Dec. 19.
Capitol is headlining the Stroud
that he always received -with his lormer acts. He has diccarded the
Oordon JtfacRae, Johnnv Morgan,
Twins, ol Vaughn Monroe radio
Filipinos and the. comedy and Is; doing, a straight musical -act. -Dave,
'Bemice, fiunin Puppets
Lebrac
fame, in a lutile effort to lure cusof course, playing the mandolin; La Verne Gustafson at the piano; and
Breese OrtiRj "Moss Rose"
tomers in .from' their -shopping tours. (2)., Lou
Lois Bannerman at the harp. Both girls are swell lookers.
(ZOth).
Pair of comics does okay with what
Next-to-closing has Jack Charter, one of the very few really good
payees there are; but need the
is
light
on
WhUe current bill
comics developed during the war while in the Army. His rapidfire
warmth and response: of a lull house names,
value
is
high.
entertainment
Chatter «nd comedy impersonations gathered big laughs, resulting in
illttUy Picon remains a -facile per-, for a gag to register, so it's hard to
with
no
letpaced
Show
swiltly
is
former, whether it's on the Yiddish tell how well they might do. Othera real smash hit.
downs/'
the
top
was
she
fo«tram«' wherewise, layout is strictly ho-hum, and
Closing is Harold & Lola; standard adagio novelty snake dancers^
Lebrac and Bemice open with
comedienne lor so many years, or in gets that kind of return-.
who have been around for a long time. They close the show very weU
their tricks atop l-fl-foot unicycle.
the English idiom. Miss Picon has
The Strouds stick fairly closely
in a very tough spot
some'
long since adjusted ."lierself to both too- much so, in lact ^tb their radio- Crowd gasps as Lebrac does
As the curtains closed: on the final act I got a funny feeling in the
mediums and whatever the audience routine. G^gs are thin. With better neat and lancy juggUng alolt. Duo
anpit ol my stomach. As I sat there w;ith Marvin ScheQck I kept tliinkshe can still- hold, 'em with her char- material, .pattern ol team's comedy gets laughs with their sky-high
ing that Jake Lubin should haVe been there' With us to see tite curtain
Howevei;, that should click. As on tbe -airv the tics and finale with rapid whirling,
,e<rter deUnjeatcon£
ef
business of using .Yiddish terms could hefty brother stooges to his dead- aboard one bike. Band number
-comedown.
the
week,
"Malageuna,''
gets
tho
be dispensed with. There's no need pan twin. There's plenty of double
1 guess I should wax sentimental but I would ,*ather not, and just
ioi it, however little she does use it entendre, and that gets the laughs. heavy drum treatment ol Charlie
say, although, it. was a lot of hard work, It certainly waS a gratilying
to win Yiddish?Americans in her au- There's some- neat terpiing ol the Wagner for bofl ending,
task booking the shoiwSk
Pier.
Bunin Puppeteers have a novelbuck and wing variety-lor the iSnale,
dience.
(Sidney H. J%nuont>.
Nancy Donovan, dazzling looking twist with their takebff of night
Dave "Apollon, who, as he says,
gave his Fipipinos their independ- chantoosey, registers pleasantly, but club actors. Instead of the usual
ence some time agoi, now uses two she too suffers from the -wide open Xmas Punch and Judy routine, they ments Of "Mop Up" and "Bostic Metro .
BIclmrd Haydn will di.
gals in the act. LaVerne Gustafson "spaces- in the auditorium. Sticks to present an Apache dance to end all HhuinboQgie,"" which sets them lor rect
"TaQock MiUions," «tartin(
op tunesr^"Dance Ballerina," "A Apache, dances with smash-bang sock returns.' Instrumentation comat the piano and '.Lois Bannerman,.
(maU Cafe," "Mam'selle" etc.—and shooting and slapping.l Next puppet prises three rhythm, five saxes (in- March' 16 at Paramount.
harpist, with ApoUon, of course,
tinWihg the mandolin in his usually handles them straight, in a simpl? is a magician who has trouble mak-, cluding Bostic on tenor sax), -three
impressed
that
wholesome
manner
appear
and
disappearing
things
great style. He not only remains a.
trumpets and .three trombones. Baby
the while aud laughs at his- errors. Jitsock instiumentalist, buti-imparts a as a 'pleasant departure Irom
Dee, songstress, does neatly on vocals
terbug team,- hurled over each of "I'm Your Fool Again" and "I
sense of the comedy vaiues^that bas current sultry school.
Ctiaiilin-Elsler
Corady & Triano have the usual other's shoulders, witids up the ses- Want-a Mad Cat."
long since stamped lum as one of the
common sion.
SBS Continued from pare 1 ss
greats of vltudeville. Or what used sleek, scgphisticated terp act
Spacing the band numbers are the
to "dance stylists." Terping is uninJohnny Morgan has brushed up
to be vaudeville.
spired throughout, with lew mo- his joke book for nifty payoff from Whirlwinds, ofay mixed quartet in alien" and urged starting of depor*
Carter, recently out -ul the .Broad-- ments, of top technique. Nicest bit is
clever roUerskating act; Jigsaw Jack- tatiott
payees." After looling around a
proceedings.
son in his Bcro-contortion dancing,
way GI rewue, "Gall Me -Mister," in at.pant6m]ne veraion of ''Oh What the
bit with a' flute, .youngster brings
the Three Johnnies (New Acts).
-wliich be had -the comedy ItaA, conm Beautiful Morning.'/
out the beUy whoppers with bis im- and
^Verdoux' Voted the 'Best'
Th^n, too, there's Pigmeat Markham
tintte9. .ti^ expand with his almustJan Latin, working with cylinders
of a used car salesman in
Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Vermemory and -pacing. of varioiis Bhapes,-make^ some very pression
eni^r<di9!P$di«;
1937 and in 1947. Wearing a 20- & Co., house comics, who wham them',, doux,"
it's
unwhich has run a i-ugged obE^'s oh .sext-to-dosing, and
tricky balancing Stunts look con- gallon
sombrero,
Morgan kicks in a Harlem switch on "Irish Justice."
Ulu3y inny^tng coul'd follow him, vincingly simple.
stacle course through picket lines,
£dba.
Xowr.
"Managua Nicaragua" 'around. Comic
though Harold -& Lola, interpretative
unoHicial censorship st^ws, cancellaretains his sock hamming ol a symdancers, try without much success.
tions from the Loew's circuit and a
phony conductor for closing.
OI^^Mpia,
Opening the show are- Jack and;
loffoff
af the b.o., at last saw thp
Gordon MacRae, newest of the
Miami, Dec. 18.
Charlie -Brick, with their standard.,
brighter side when tte National
Edith Fellows, Georsia Kaye, 4 crooner crop, makes a st^-ong imalways good trampolining.. Then
Board of Review of Motion Piclurea
Coutlniiea from pace 7
comes George Andre Martin with his Canton Bras., Reiss Bros,, Gojtzales pression in his first appearance here
selected it as the best film ol 1947
novel and highly entertaining turn Sist^s, Modetettes, Les- Rhode Souse as a single. Handsome singer gets
the
«hs
from
the
femme
on
contingent
headed
Jack
Chertok
basis
Productions,
by
of its artistic merit and imof'using bia fingers to Interpret the Orch; "Sseape We Nevir^ (WB).
with his opener, "Near You" and and Oave Sebsatian, bought "Hill of portance. It topped a list of 10 picvarious dance.lorms.
Annual Xmas is an in and out repeats with "So Far" from "Al- the Hawki" a novel by Scott O'Dell. ures in this category, five of which
That's it. That's, the payoff. The
legro."
He
changes pace with
plenty
which
could
have
stood
affair
were
made
overseas.
IPxiars' oardroom is going to be -m-ore
Winds with
"Deep Water" at 20th-Fox was;
of trimming in the overlong Yule- "Body and Soul."
popular than -ever -now.
In order of their preference after
tide opening, with the regular vaude "Christmas fiong" and "Freedom changed to "Deep Waters;" and "This
Train" lor, happy returns and beg- Is the Moment" became "That Lady "Verdoux" caro« "Great Expectastandard stuff,
tions,"
"Shoe Shine," "Crossfire,"
Zabe.
Idea behind the opener was a good off.
Lillian Tsrba drew
in Ermine."
"Boomerang,"
"Odd Man Out,"
one, but the narration got in the
a singing role- in "A Date WithChicago, Bee, 18.
"Gentleman's Agreement," "To Iiive
way; Setting was colorful and in
Susan Hay ward
Judy" at Metro
In. Peace," "It's a Wonderful Life."
Gautier's- Bricklayers, Shavo Sher. keeping with the holiday. Best spot
'Boston, Dec. 19.
will cd-star with Robert Montgomery
man, Wilkie & Bare, Afelson Sisters was the utilization ol the dancing
and"The Overlanders."
Lewis & Van, 3 Rays, Bob Evans &
Carl
Sands'
House Orch; doll idea with the Modelettes, local Jerry, Lester Cole tt Debs (6), Larrj/ in "l%e Saxon Charm" at -Universal*
(2),
Michael Redgrave won laurels lor
International
line, featured.
. ^Stephen Aner -will
Flint House Orch; "Jezebel" (WB)
Edith Fellows, the grow-up film and
produce "Recoil" at RepubUc, start' best actor's performance in "Mourn"iSKtrht Case of Murder" (WB).
ing Becomes Electra," while Celia
healthy palmpersonality racks
ing Dec. 26 with Geoiece Blslr di.
Pre-Xmas bUl headlines. Leonard ing with her songup
Johnson was named lor best actress
sesh in the toprecting
Guy
Kinsstord
drew
a
Gautier's dog act to draw vacationFor
-its
pre-Christmas
package,
liner spot. Voice is projected nicely,
performance in "This Happy Breed."
ing schoolkids. II the old man goes
with light ballads accented. Wraps HKO hit the bottom with this lay- key role in "Port Said'' at Columbia
Chosen by the 300 members of the
with Junior he'll get a kick out of up with "Ave Maria."
out, Acts, mostly standard, are okay, .
Dorothy Malone gets a featured
outfit's review committees as the 10
the Nelson Sisters' aero routines on
part in "One Sunday Afternoon" at
Canton brothers almost walk away but nothing for marquee appeal.
best fijms of the year on the basis ol
the-' high bar. Femmes, clad in redwith top honors. Chinese balancers •Starts off with Lewis and Van in Warners
Dan
Seymonr
signed
.
.
sequined panties and halters, are earn steady gasps and mitts -mth routine taps. Do the step act, etc.,
entertainment were "Great Expectain
for
a
heavy
",Key
Largo"
role
at
while
taking
look
even
good to
at
tions,"
"Miracle on 34th Street,"
control work j»nd lifts. Routings are and don't achieve very much in the Warners
Regis Toomey, Robert
. .
bows. Prime item has the lowerfnost new and tricks fresh.
way of getting the show off the
"Gentelman's
Ben Johnson play With Father," Agreement," "Life
gal doing a whirlwind spin while
Georgie Kaye holds comedy slot, ground. Next are the Three Rays, ArmatrDitg and
."Crossfire," "Boomersuspended neck-torneck from her with an intelligent approach, tb add three capable gals, who tumble and top male roles in Arko's ''Mr, Joseph ang,"
"The Yearling," "I Know
partner. Team!s body catches get a up as a smart, albeit, sometimes do fast knockabout, hitting a new Young ol Alrlca,"
Where I'm Going," "Kiss of Death"
brisk response and there's a dividend above thp aud's heads, comedian high in batting each other around.
Wallace KfocDonald is lining up and "The Late, George Apley," In
pinwheel Best ol his satirizings -Js the psychiOf applause lor their
Bob Evans with Jerry, neat -ventre three pictures, "Husty's Birthday," this category
only two non-Hollycloser;
atrist sequence, which comes, off as act, garner the best applause with
"Annapolis" and "Rusty Pays a wood films were named.
Wilkie and Dare's standard comic sock foolery.
better than average chatter winding
terping is loUowed by Shavo "SherReiss brothers purvey a song- up with an okay vocal, Lester Cole Debt," for his production program at
Lewis Bachmil shilts
man in imitations well worn but comedy stint that went off in so-so and debii, consisting of five vocalists, Columbia
highly
serviceable.
Song intro, fashion. Gon&les sisters and troupe pull the weirdest musical act seen temporarily to Edward "Golden Pro"He's Funny That Way," is directed of dogs turn in the standard pooch around here in some time. Fail to ductions as executive in charge ol
to a hanky rabbit that.^ets imme- tricks and cuties, good enough for register. Biz terrible.
Elie.
production on "Texas, Heaven and
Continued from page 7
diate attention, Gallery of celebs, the kid patronage. Les Rhode and
Brooklyn." . . Oene Tiemey check
sharpened by hats and other props, house orch played spottily for the
Apollo, IV*
ed in at 20th-Fox lor "The Iron International and RKO are also putLorj/i
Includes Ted Lewis,. Stan Laurel and proceedings.
Earl Bostic Orch (14) uiith Baby Curtain,'' her first day ol work in
AI Jolson, Putty-nosed Jiinmy Duting a number of features into work
Dee, 3 Johnnies, Whirlwinds (4), Jig- eight months.
rante and hunched, ogling Groucho
in January.
saw Jackson, Pigmeat Markham &
4i>olden Gate^
Marx, draw firm hands.
Jack Carson, Doris Day and S. Z.
Among the indies. General ServCo. (4); "Foce of Marble" mono)
iSan Francisco, Dec. 17,
Gautier's evergreen dog act opens
Saksll draw top roles in"The Gay ice studios will be more active in
Guy Cherney,
ScJialler
Bros.,
with overalled canines hopping in Straw Hatters^ Johnny O'Brien,
The Apollo comes up with a neat Nineties," to be made by Michael January than at' any time in lour
lor brief masonry chores and exiting LoUta & Ardo, Bud lAoore's House Christmas package of sepia enter- Curtiz Productions lor
Warners
months.
Lined up for simultaneous
.
by way of a tavern door. Knockout Orch (14).
tainment, sparked by Earl Bostic's George Beeves signed
Golden's
for a spot in shooting
are
by falling cement sacks brings Gausolid combo, which gives out on solid
"Father's Day" at Paramount
.
"Texas, Heaven and Brooklyn" and
tier on .stage as Good Samaritan,
Accent is on youth in this week's beat the blarey jump tunes in a mancomforting black-clad spouse of flat- Golden Gate biU. -Three of the five ner that's practically a must with Monty Shaff and Frank V. Bosenberr Samuel Bischofl:'s "PitfaU," in additened dog. Latter is revived by a aets have "Made in Frisco" labels in- their audience.
He consequently took an option on Jim Corbett'g new tion to "Man-Eaters of Kumaon,"
sniff from the flask of a tipsy by- cluding the Straw Hatters; a group mops up.
book, "The Man-Eating Leopard of currently in work and slated to run
pas.ser and bit ends with an ambu- ol recent University of Calilornia
"Lawless" is the until the end of January.
The holiday motif gets a good start Rudraprayag."
Act closes with amateurs turned professional, who with the "White Christmas" opener
lance departure.
Republic shut down Tuesday (23),
final tag on "Coroner Creek" at
dogs leaping from swinging plat- provide a pins-and-needleish me- in muted tempo, with band behind Columbia
Chuck Belsner will until Friday (26), with windup of
.
.
lorms.
lange.
scrim curtain. Snow flurry effect.? produce and direct * "The Cobra "Bold Frontiersman," but is resumCarl Sands' Orch backs ably
Show opens with the adept Schal- and Santa in sled ^fle projected to Strikes," starting this week at Eagle ing with "Recoil," Charles K. Feldthroughout. Plugging of a new song ler brothers in a trampoline act that give number a nice lift. Band then
"Moonrise"
Grant
about Chi, with a community sing garners a big slice of approval. Their goes all out on a sizzler, "Wild Man," Lion with Sheila Ryan and Frances man-Marshall
Regi- top-budgeter rolls next Monday. By
pitch, gets nowhere alter three tries juggling items and head-balancing is which has the joint jumpin'. Other Bafferty as femme leads
and can't be classified as entertain- solid and scores handily.
numbers, which give the sidemen nald Owen draws the innkeeper role end of January studio will have
First among the looalites is Johnny plenty spotlighting are slick arrange' in
B«.Ti;t.
"The Three. Musketeers" at seven films before cameras.
ment.
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'(Msdima!' Gets

Its Notice

*^Central City Strikes

"Oklahomal" opened in 1943 the scale was

which

$4.80 top.

la

wa« -maintained continuously, although other musicals at higher
prices aubsequently opened and fared well, but later closed while the
>
iltieatre Guild's champ survived.

Itrice

Btf

'Br^adoge'

;

hurt will come back
«speoially
..'«ttougta to survive the post holiday

On that basis, probably
theatres will become available.

While no shortage of houses for
straight shows is expected, there
may be a jam in booking musicals.
However, three current song-anddance shows are about through,
which should solve the problem for

Lei^

mote the booking of road shows

IteriQd.

more

M

in

A

smaller stands.
similar expansion
is being mulled by the ac'
tor for the purpose of providing

program

.

•

sintllar

a

number of. new musicals
At least one large

more employment and- it is assumed
that the playwrights will also join
when the movement for the promotion of .show business^ takes more

due in January.

'

'

tither, the'

-with films,

Winter Garden, continue»
but is due to revert next

tall.

United

weekly

Artists is paying $5,000
to the Shuberts for the

M

SEVERAL

Show
prize musical several times.
can make a profit at comparatively
moderate grosses, but the house goes
into the red at the same levels. Explained that since "Oklahoma!" was
booked into the St. James nearly
five years ago theatre operating expenses have increased considerably.
Stop limit for the musical is $18,000,
giving the. house the right to give
eJtit notice if takings- drop beneath
that figure. The stop limit for mu
•icalg has since risen to $22,000 in
most instances.
Musicals now trying out are "Make
Mine Manhattan," "Look Ma I'm
Dancing" and "Bonanza Bound," all
due in after Jan. 1. If another house
the International, at

Columbus

and Thomas Williams.

Keane is narrator.
MacGiegor
Gibb
pageant,
wifli
uBtoning.
,

Isaac

staged

van

Rose
the

GTove

BVay Rep

LOOK

There are high

Gddeu

tickets for that- .purpose.
The original 'tapproved?'! first-night
list,

Golden,^. guesting recently

,

-

-

.

year were unproductive, and no ally cancelled: However, managers
further efforts In that direction are have been asked to. Sign -a pledge to
planned. Several years ago Golden adhere to the revised press list "so
donated $5,00(r"for dramatist fellow- long as: the same is maintained in
ships, and the Rockefellers put up force by the League."
But- the
$25;000 for the same purpose (though punishment' tiireat luw be«i deleted.
the major part of the latter amount
was never used, and was later re^
to
referred
turned). The producer
Betty Smith as one of the fellowship recipients, but noted that her
principal creation was a novel, "A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn," subsequently made into a film.
last

.

Minneapolis, Dec. 23.

did

:

another smash

New York

success,

several musicals scheduled for late an additional Lyceum booking is off
Winter or early spring presentation and what promised to be a big legiton Broadway. Foremost among them imate season locally is- pet^ng out,

novels and is

now

Gilkey, and a revival of
by Hunt Strombeig,
and William Berney.

Stanley

"Sally," planned

^'Corpse of

Opera

Is

Wm

Richard Skinner
Co*Produce Olney, Md.
Washuigton, Dec.

The Olney was

Grand

Plenty

Lively''
..,•».*.*
Am

Cditerfal F««tar«
in

42d Anniversary Number
Oul Soon

Hew FmaiHwig

revival of "Burlesque'*

is

a long run but

Robert Ardrey, who - received the. an undistritMited operating surplus,
Sidney Howard memorial award sev- which if paid to the backers- -weidd

23.

Edward Johnson
Seytih*

The eurxent

the latest Bjiseadway show to play
fail to earn back the
original, production cost. The play
was not exceptionally expensive to
put on, costing about $S4,000. But
after a year's run at the Belasco,
N. Y., it is still .considerably in the
red. Although' business has declined
of
late, it's understood that there is
editor.
magazine
a

Richard Skinner will be co-pro"Inside U. S. A.," due to open in
lODDS^EID BENEFIT
February. It is figured to be one of
ducer, with Redge AUen and Evelyn
the season's most expensive producThe Christmas show at the Freyman, of the Oln^ theatre,
tions. Another slated for about the Irvington House, a retreat for chil
Olney, Md., next summer. Be^U also
same time is the musical version of dren with cardiac afflictions^ will be
act as general manager of the straw"Romance."
produced by Michael TOdd and
Arthur Schwartz who will present emceed by his wife, Joan Blondell. hat, which is situated 'about 10
Frey"U. S. A.," has written the score and The ToddS' recently moved in the miles from Washington. Miss
Howard Dietz is doing the lyrics. neighborhood of the home located man and Allen have been operating
the stra what the last two summers,
The satirical revue, based on John on Irvington-on-HudsoB, N. y.
but have other full-time D. C. jobs.
Gunther'S best seller, will have
She's a radio actress and prez of
sketches by George S. Kaufman,
Washington local of AFRA and he's
Ben Hecht, Don Quinn and Sidney
an announcer at WTOP, local CBS
Sheldon. Beatrice Lillie and Jack
station.
Haley are to be starred and Peter
,

With

Although Golden didn't mention it,
Tennessee Williams was another fel>

is

Jr.,

man-

Observing' that unless there are lated," the signatory agreed to sub'dramatists to write plays for them, mit to any ruling by the League'sthe actors' have nothing to act, the board that was "deemed reasoitiable
veteran producer told about his ef- and appropriate:"
forts In the past to encourage young
Some showmen signed, hut- other*
authors. From his experience, how- declared they would not willingly
ever, he said he has little faith in give the board power to mete' out
.fmancial grants as a means of devel- unlimited, undefined penalties. Con«
oping new playwrights.
servative managers conceded that
Cash prizes for playwrighting of- the "press list' had been too hastily
fered to students at N. Y. coUeges devised and pledges wer automatic-

eral seasons ago, is now a topbracket film writer, taut has continued to turn out plays and a novel.
The Texas Univ. drama department is seeking an original play by
an oft-the-campus playwright for
production there next spring; It will
pay the author -a sum to cover the
trip to Austin and living expenses
during rehearsfds.

"The Richslated by

'

last month, had a total of en^
Mary Margaret McBride pro- 34 pairs, or 6a- tickets, Manttger*
gram over WNBC, N. Y., remarked were asked to sign a drastic pledge
on the relatively few playwrights in of compliance. One clause stipu*
the theatre and the. excess of actors. lated that if the pledge were "vio-

the

little more than break even.
The premature closing of two
other road shows, "All My Sons" and
"Another Part of Forest," both
Broadway hits, both of which were
set for the Lyceum here- as part of
Theatre Guild subscription season,
may make impossible the delivery of
promised number of shows for subscribers.
Thus far there has been
only one, "The Fatal Weakness."
With the closing, too, of the road
Mister," still
expectations for production of "Call Me

cal productions listed are
est Girl in the World,"

suddoily sprung on the

on agers

lowsfaip winner, and has since turned
out the 194*.48 Critics Prize drama,
'The Glass Menagerie," and the current smash, "A Streetcar Named
Desire." Other fellowship recipients
included George Corey, now a Hollywood scenarist, and Stanley Young,:
who /Subsequently wrote several,

Circle, may get one of the
Also listed for Broadway in
January is "Paris Sings Again," a Lind Hayes is mentioned for the
Parisian
which cast.
specialty
revue
opens Saturday (27) in Boston.
"Romance" has been adapted by
Rowland Leigh from the old Edward
Sheldon drama, and will have a
Hecht's 'Flag' in Newark score by Denes Agay. J. J. Shubert
Ben Hecht's "A Flag Is Born" is will produce the show, with Anne
Deing revived by Abraham Shapiro Jeffreys, who scored in "Street Scene"
for a four-day run at the Mosque, last season, in the leading part.
Newark, starting with the matinee Same manager lists "Cocktails Five
tomorrow (Thurs.). Leads will be to Seven" and the Shuberts also
«*ett by Jonathan Harris, Dora plan a new edition Of the "Ziegfeld
musiweisman,
Sidney Follies" for the spring. Other
Harold
Gary,

trio.

>M.ra%i

Despite Big

Scripts:
John

.

Dou Hel^

finished a week's run here, has generally been losing money on tour.
There have been .a few exceptional
stands. Trouble^ of course, is mainly
high operating costs for touring productions.
On the road, the "Red Mill" must
gross $25,000 to keep out of red.
On the $26,000 garnered at $3.60 top
here the week before Christmas it

^

Isn't available,

Tonring Tongh

Depths to which the road has
also expected, .that, stage unions^ fallen for legit Is exemplified anew
will participate in the campaign, by the tough sledding being encounwhich is hoped to produce favorable tered by "The Rdd Mill.^' Boasting
results next season and thereafter. the prestige of a two-year Bnoadway
If there is combined activity, the run and getting critics and patrons'
League of N. Y. tlieatres, DramatistS^ enthusiastic praise, the musical is
Guild, Ei^uity, stagehands and musi- having a tough career on tour.
cians unions may be invited to
De.'rpite Its merits, reputation and
share the cost. It's probable that 9 fine reception, the show, which just

Btoadway, but lack of suitable pichas forced it to shutter. ITnder- delegation representative of. the the.^
K^Dod UA has made several propos- atre as a whole will tour the counals tit the Shuberts to get the house try, to confer with regional groups
One is to relinquish of iocal showmen.
its hands.
the house outright and assume half
Report to the League was made
the rent for the balance of the lease, by a committee heade^ by Theron
which runs until September. Coun- Bamberger. Fellow managers agreed
ter proposition would have the Shuin principle on the move to secure
herts give.UA the privilege of book- cooperation from out-of-town the.ing in a musical legiter (prohibited
atre men. League's campaign may
in the lease) and split the possible
precede the suggested combined
profits.
effort, at an estimated cost around
eve
<'Okla!*' Bby
$20,000 to complete the first phase
There is talk of moving "OklaRequired money will
of. the drive.
homa!," record run musical at the
probably be raised by the League
St. James to a larger theatre. The
through increased dues.
Broadway might be the logical spot
if a switch Were made. "Oklahoma!"
is said' to have dropped to the stop
limit during the Christmas slump. It
MUSICALS
was reported that the Shuberts have
urged the Theatre Guild to move its

..

Finds

It's

iiatea

.

'RedAlin/Witii25GNiit,

definite form.

legiter, the Broadway, now leased
•lor plctiwes, is-likdy to revert to
shows. It is currently dark. An-

.

Prizes

Loewe on various
some years ago.
Crooker and Loewe wrote a musical before the war with, a theme

reportedly similar to that of the
plot of "Brigadoon." However, the
setting of the piece was Spain. Although no "plagiarism" charge was
involved, according to Loewe's at.torney, William Fitelson, Crooker's
"dispute" was seized "for a nuisance
Progress was reported this week sum." The "Brigadoon" authors acquired a Crooker story prop^y in
of the proposed plan to publicize
the process and' thus settled any
lejgit in and out of town and to prO'
claims.

To

last
first-

night press list for members of the
l^eague of NT. Y. theatres. A drasticreduced list originally scheduled had provoked 'widespread ctiiti'
cism and the board then conferred
with a committee of press agents.
The latter recommended that the
proposed ducat schedule be expanded. At Friday's- meeting- It was
made additionally elastic.
Brock Pemberton, pre.sident of the
Xeague, proposed that eight extra
pairs of tickets, instead- of five, be
.allotted to px^uoers, to be distributed at their. discretion, to permit
extra premiere coverage, if -desired.
Proposal was accepted and the approved list was therefore revised

Clab

OKLespe^

'

ratified

"approved"

'

collaborator of
musical projects

Broadway

'

1

Authors Settle

B way May Have Miisksd Jam

,

an

"Annie Get Your Gnn," now be
ing presented in Melbourne, AUstralia, by J. C. Williamson Thieatres,
is reported the legit sensation of the
decade there. Frank Tait, Williamson head now in New York, figured
the' musical for six^month run at
Out Soon
most; Show is now in its fifth month
and iS' doing so well it's eepected to
'
play » full year.
Musical then goes to Sydney,
where it's figured to run another
year.
It
will then tour several
smaller citie.<},and some in New Zealand, for an expected run of- over
three years altogether. No show has again.
done that Down Under in recent
List now totals- 51 pairs, or 102
times, "Kiss and'jFell" setting a mark tickets instead of: 96. Before the
Claim of Earl Crooker against last season when it ran a year.
press, list was pared down, .some
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
managers distributed. upwMrd ef 70
Xoewe, writers of "Brigadoon," curpairs and producers- contended that
rent Broadway musical hit, has been
a cold segment, in the audience was
settled out of court. Sum mentioned
thereby created. Approved list does
t
is "in excess of" $5,000. Crooker, a
not include radio commentators^ but
songwriter and .lephew of former
producers may now invite them to
musical star Blanche Ring, was a
first nights, having tlie additional

legit

'

Matr
Aitcieitt'RM*nrf1
iWCUru
i¥iay QaiOei AUS»ie

Mm

(1ft)

,

Play Houses AvaflaUe,

will have a total of SO-t'
showsi starting Monday (29).
There are some dark theatres, how^
sever, and wliile most of the desirable
liDUses have shows, it will be the
fflrst time in many years that all
available hav« not been occupied
-^ing New Yaar's week.
After 'grosses reached bottom last
vwk, there was some doubt whether
'wme long-run productions that were

'ARnie,' in Sdi Month,

>

'

1^1^

Friday
I

42d Anmversary Numtmr of

"Guild was bombed with ouster notices from the Shubert office, de^
livered by hand, then supplemented by telegrams to Lawrence Langner,
<!0-director of the Guild .with Theresa Helbuni, the show's general
tuan&e'*'^ and even the company manager. Ijrnderstood the Shuberts
wi^ied to have "OklBhomal" out of the St. James for nearly a year
unci early in the fall tried to switch it in favor of. "Man and Super*
man," currently at the Alvin, but the musical's grosses topped the stop
I^it of $lfl»O00. That is a comparatively low figure as explained
elsewhere in this department, and while th0 show was able to operate
at a profit, the house did not.
St. James' weekly statement ending Saturday (20) indicated that the
ghow!s gross dropped under the stop limit, the mark being reputedly
missed by several hundred dollars. Although there were standees in
We house it's alleged that over 100 lower-floor tickets were later
found in the boxoffice. They were evidently misplaced.

Clause

Broadway managers

k-

Gold"

-

James.

When

!^ Pre^, Sans Penalty

Iww

tells

49

MaiHigers (ftay 'Approved First

Joe $h«a

••OkUhomal" wpi elven notice Monday (22) by the Shuberts to exit
itom the St. James, but its record run on Broadway will cQntinue. The
musical wMch has earned a tortune in town and on the road, may
tichieve » iive'VeuT mark by playing until Marcli 30* '48. It was repoi^ted due to move to the larger Broadway theatre, at a reduced
But the Guild refused to recognize the order to vacate the
(icale.
it.

LEGITIMATE

fET9

Steve
Cochran, who operated It before the
war. It was closed during the war.
House will be extensively remodeled
this winter, front and back, with
stage enlarged,

built

for

and seating increased

to 600. Skinner will open it May 28
for a 15- week season, using a resident company and a guest star policy, presenting Broadway revivals.

Skinner has been general manager of the Bucks County theatre at
New Hope, Pa., for several seasons
and was previously manager and
producer of several other leading
strawhafs. He has also been

Broadway producer and manager.

bring the return up. to three-itf&s Of
the original investment.
Show Is booked for a three-month
tour, but' some of the baekers-^'Oppose
taking it on the road. However, Jean
Dalrymple, the producer, figures it
will prebtddjr -he a money maker
outiiof-to'wn mx the stisength -of the
Broadway jrun. She plans paying
their share of the surplus to those
who want out, and going ahisad with^
the tour with other financial support.
,

Despite favorable reviews, and
good businessy "Burlesque" wai
hooked up too. high, and could just \.:
about break- iA- & gross of $19,000
weekly; Bert I^ahr, the star, originally received 15% «f tiie grossv while
Jean Parkeri featured until last'
^summer, was paid $1,000. She refused, a salary cut, but Lahr entered
into a new contract for modified
terms and the- supporting players
agreed to a salary slice when the
gross dropped under $14,000.
Arthur Hopkins staged the revival,
but relinquished: claim for remuner-

-

:

ation for the- job. However he continued- to get authorship .royalties.
Show did fairly weU on that basis
until the pre-holiday slump started.

Burlesque," -vVhich reaches the
one-year-run
mark tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Belasco, will close
there Jan. 12 and open Jan. 12 at
the Locust St., Philadelphia, tor two
weeks. Present prmcipals will stay
with the show on toUr, including
Bert Lahr, Fay Mackenzie, Gail Garber, Bobby Barry, Charles Martin

and Ross Hertz,
Show will work its way to Chicago, to open Feb. 22 at the Erlanger
for a run. Lahr can remain with
the revival only three more months,
having signed to star in a new edU
tion of the "Ziegfeld Follies^"
late next sjgttaft-

du*

.
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Concert Biz in Canada

25%

hmm SynphRdomied

(Nf;

Too Many Dates, Too Few Halls
Tha longhair

S6or«

Inside Stuff-tegit

Oores

Hollywood, Dec. 23. _
Werner Janssen is reforming his

symphony orchestra for the express
purpose of film scoring and recording. Group will embrace 60 musi-

concert biz in Cani-^

•da thus far tjiis year is oft 25%
from last season. Furthermore,
there's little prospect .of improve-

Va

For

'

Nixes
Tour; He's in England

Tauber

Illness

cians

drawn from

local talent artd

As part of the characterization, Anthony Quinn, title player in the recently closed "The Gentleman from Athens," was supposed to punch
certain of the other actors playfully in the body. Opening night, when
he thought Alan Hewitt was imitating his line readings in one of their
scenes together, he really let a punch go. It caught Hewitt by surprise
and he doubled up, but the audience apparently didn't notice anything
..„".:
unusual. v:

Portland, Ore. Symphony.
Because it was Qulnn's first Broadway appearance and he presumably
New unit will record score for wasn't familiar with Equity regulations and the various related procedures,
illness
has "Dangerous Illusion,^' which Janssen the producers of the show, Martin Gosch and Eunice Healey, didn't post
Tauber's
Richard
assignment.
caused cftncellation and realignment is cleffing, as its first
a provisional closing notice backstage before the premiere. Tliey figured
S. "Illusion" will be. Producing Artists' it might upset Quinn, and interfere with his performance, which they
of 30 scheduled recitals in the
Two factors, he says, are the and Canada. Coppicus & Schang initial; film.,
hoped would get good reviews and make possible a run. As a result, they
«ause. One Is a general slump in
division of Columbia Concerts had
were obligated for an extra week's salary for the entire cast.
lousiness and spending everywhere.
for the Viennese tenor.
them
booked
Quinn's wife, film actress Katherine De Mille, flew east to attend the
The other is too many conaert book- Signer was to have opened his tour
play's closing performance Saturday (13). Estimating that the trip cost
he
Public Libraries
ings In Canada. It isn't unusual,
Jan. 20 in Philadelphia and worked
her about $500, it must have been a record expenditure to see a flop
pays, lor three major recitals to be
his way west, prior to appearances
Miss DeMille is the daughter of Cecil B. DeMille. She i^nd Quinn
show.
held, under different, managements,
in Honolulu and Australia next May.
have three children!
in Toronto- the same night. Similar
Although he's recovered from a
crowded bookings obtain in pthei! lung operation, with voice reported
Promotional Help Phil Silvers, featured with Nanette Fabray in "High Button Shoes," at
unimpaired^ Tauber's stamina is
Increasing use of recordings in the Century, N. Y., is said to be getting his highest staget earnings in the
Conditions in the pop and light
down and he's unable to tour. He's public libraries is attracting in- show. He's understood to have a $1,750 weekly guarantee, plus percentage
classical concert field are a little
Colum
convalescing in England.
creasing attention in the concert disk of the gross over a stipulated figure and with the musical getting more
better than the classical, but still not
bia is replacing him with others of
LuciLibraries themselves have than $42,000 a week, the comic's share is figured over $3,300.
field;
good. Koudriavtzeff booked
its artists where able, but is losing
Now In its 13th weeki "Shoes," presented by Monte Proser and Joseph
«nne Boyer for 12 concerts last fall commissions, of course, when local been leaning more and more to the
has been netting $10,000 weekly,
through Quebec and Ontario prov- managers demand replacements with theory that it's their function to dis- Kipness, was budgeted at $175,000 and
he
lost
seminate information in all formsr- K moved Monday (22) from the Century to the Shubert. Latter house
inces. .At a $10,000 guarantee,
else's arUsts.
some
has
less capacity, but the ticket price went to $6 top nightly, instead of
films,
well
Last
and
as
through recordings
a little money on the series.
Fridays
and Saturdays, scale used at
nights
and
for
top
weekday
$6
manufacrecord
$4.80
she
sold
Thus,
as books.
.time she appeared, in 1936,
turers and distributors have realized the Century.
out. This time, the halls were twothat libraries are now an important
thirds full. The manager thinks she
The D'Oyly Carte company of London, offering a Gilbert and Sullivan
for
disks,
as
thing
requiring the switch of
same
Century,
promotional medium
•was away too long. The
repertory, opens next Monday (29) at the
Well as substantial customers.
applied to Fritz Kreisler three years
houses for "Shoes." English troupe last played Broadway nine years ago (at
had
survey of V. S. public libraries the Martin Beck) and when the visitors sailed back, it was expected the
•go. Twelve years before
visit.
being
made
his
last
World
War II intervened.
handling recordings 'W
sold out, but not on.
outfit would return .withia a season or so, but
by the Saturday Review of Litera- Because a repeat appearance had been antic}pateAi.«bout $&,000 was left
Tlie gap in visits was too long.
Business is dull right now beture.
A preliminary report in on deposit in a New York bank. That money is being used td defray
usulull
is
handling
cause the pre-Chrlstmas
advance expenses.
Eva Le Gallienne will appear in dicates 146 such libraries^
Sortie have them
filly worse in Canada than the U. S.
".Hedda Gabbler" and "Ghosts" on 110,408 records.
Lull lasts from Dec. 10 to Jan. 10, the road: this winter and probably only to be played there. Others lend
Sudden illness of Artur Rodzinski, conductor of the Chicago Symphony
•with 'customers' money spent else^ Broadway in the spring, but not them out, like books, either free or orchestra, may be an aftermath of the hassle he had with the trustees
is
influence
•where. Strong church
under the eagis of the American for a nominal fee.
last week over' the proposed sale of Orchestra Hall, home of the symphony,
Pratt.
Enoch
Mso a factor.
LeacUng the, list is the
Rodzinski insists that the hall is acoustically poor,, and asked that tha
Repertory Co. Louis J. Singer Will
Ketudriavtzeff.is&teJS.of American- present the star under a corporate Free -Libi^ary of Baltimore (930,000 trustees purchase the Auditorium theatire, which has been, shuttered for
Canadian Cbnce>;ts Sc Artists, Inc., setup called the Isben Repertory population), with 6,362 records. Ohio about 20 years. Board of directors pointed out that it would cost at least
branch,
Wheeling,
Canadian
of
N. Y., and its'
Co^, in which it is' understood that County Public Library,
$500,000 besides the purchase price, to remodel the Auditorium.
Canadian Concerts & Artists ''Corp. Lee Shubert is interested.
W. Va.- (73,115 popJ„has 6,002. disks.
Conductor's main beef is that Orchestra Hall is unsuitable for presentaBoth concerns manage talent. In
Miss Le° Gallienne' was one of the Detroit Public Library. (1,685,000 tion of the full-scale operas he wants to put on. "Tristan and Isolde"
addition, Koudtiavtzefl is a local man- femme trio who headed ART. Her pop.) has 5,000.
production several Weeks ago for the symphony fund had to be produced
annual
country,
booking
whole
Montreal,
th'e
agei:
List covers
associates were Margaret Webster
at the Civic C^era Rouse;
teriea of concerts in Toroato, Mon- and Cberyl Crawford; Latter is not down to such towns as Kent' County
treal, Quebec and other eities, utilis- mentioned as figuring in the Isben Lib:j;ary,
Grand Rapids; Auburn
Actors Equity Assn^ has. approved a resolution of the Associated Actors
ing iirtists',oI all ihanagements. Hiis revivals, but Miss Webster will stage PuliUc Library, Auburn, Me-., and & Artistes.ot. America, its. parent AFL union, opposing the Taft-Hartley
instance,
for
Burlington,
series^
Toronto,
Library,
year's
Fletchers Free
th& dram.as.law. It also endorsed the unequivocal comment of Paul Dullzell, presiSurvey
each,
includes Lily Pons, Zino Francesrecords
1t is reported that the arrange- Vt., with four
dent of the Four A's-and Equity's executive secretary!
catti, the Ballet Russe de Monte ment between Miss Le Gallienne brings up some interesting. points;
"We have stated before and state again that in our opinion the TaftCarlo, Ella Goldstein, the Detroit and Singer stipulates that ART is
Record coUeCtion of the N. Yi Pub;^ Hartley law is vicious and that the majority of the members of Congress
Symphony and Hlchard Tauber.
to receive a share of the profits. lie Library is available only for ref- were hoodwinked by an anti^abor lobby into passing this legislation and
Miss Pons and Miss Goldstein, the 'Such funds are to be available to erence. Since 1021, the Detroit Pub- that the welfare and best interests of this nation, not merely its working
latter a young Palestinian pianist, ART' for an anticipated revival dur- lic Library has cirodated records on people, have been dangerously aflectedt The entire act is- so venomous
liavtt already! a^eared, Koudriavt- ing the season of 1948-49.
The rep ft rental basiar- £rom its music 'and that only its outright tepe^i can restore a semblance «C order to-the na;
The PublK; tional labor-management picture."
ae(f abiwt' broke I'Sven on both. Miss outfit idrew wide attention last sea- drama
department.
Pons because of her international son, but'-' ended approximately Library ol Springfield, Mass., has.
rep. Miss Goldstein because of heavy $360,000 }n the red.
been lending.'disks since 1923. The
Joe E. Brown and- the cast of the touring "Harvey" are laying off the
Jfewish attendance due to the PalesHartford, Conn., Public Library has first three days of the week. They went from Milwaukee to Chicago for
^' tine background,
a collection Of 4,000 disks as a free a pre-Christmas visit. Tonight (24) the company and staff goes to St.
KotidriavtzefC, who booked MauFree record services also Paul, having the use of a private buffet car, through the courtesy of
service.
FRISCO
ti«e <!hevaUer tor SS3 sellout conexist in Seattle, Akron, Indianapolis, L. L. White, Vice-president of the Northwestern Railroad, a friend of the
ceit^, in Canada last spring, has him
Milwaukee, Grand Rapids, Charlotte, star. One of the actors will doll iip as Santa Claus; while Brown in black^<
booked for 30 concerts^ over
Newark, Elizabeth, N. J., and Quincy, face and white coat will, be Pullman porter.
feinbd of five: weeks* next April and
Mass,
"Harvey" relights Christmas night, playing, matinees and nights Friday^
Sari Francisco, Dec. 23
lay. He also has XaVler Cugat and
Majority of libraries which have Saturday and Sunday (26-28), Full salaries will be paid by Brock PemGeorge Washington Bakery Jr.,
band inked for an appearance, after president of the San Francisco Civic collections allow their disks to cir- berton, the ^dw's' producer, although only Tseven performances will ba
his Capitol, N. Y., engagement.
without
them
lend
most
culate,
and
Ballet Association, has started a
played.
Next season unless the^political drive to raise $100,000 for scenery, charge. Usually the public library
ituation prevents, he's importing costumes, .orchestrations, choreogra' is the only place in the town where
Newest foundation to aid theatricals has been formed by Edward F.
the Orch^re Colonne of Paris, with phy and other production essentials records may be borrowed free or Kook, of the Century Lighting Go. He has put up $5,000 for the nonPaul Paray conducting; the Spanish for the organization. The city has for a feie. Am^ng libraries charging profit project, to which it is hoped there will be general contributors.
dancer, Jose Tortes, and the Italian one of the three civic ballets in the a small lending fee are Detroit, Syra- Purpose is to encourage playwriting by subsidy, ^ward scholarships in
Quartet. He'U book thent In both U. S. and the only one west of iSevr cuseand: Baltimore.
drama schools and survey theatricals with the object of efCeoting economies
S. and Canada.
York
in production. Kook also aims to form a syndicate; with
scheduled -capCanadian concertizing,. says Kou>
V
The association president revealed
italization of $250,000, to invest amounts Of from $S,(M)0 to $10,000 in new
tfriavtzeffv is hamjpered by lack. of
plans to send the San Francisco bal
productions. It iS' B Speculative project: There are already several such

according, to
concert
driavtzeffi
booker.

ment,

Koumanager and
Nicolas
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towns have X6t on tour when the company is
concert halls. Very
halls, or eveh theatres, for appear
fully equipped and functioning. Otances, and filmh^uses must be used, flcers of the group, in addition to
tn tjie few cities having them, the Baker, are Nion R. Tucker, Clarence
halls are small. The one in Mon- Lindner,
James K. Lochead and D.
treal, for instance, seats only 1,300.
Nicholson.
Toronto has two good halls, of 1,300

V

2,000 seats, respectively. For
the Cugat appearance in Montreal,
Koudriavtzeff will use the 10,000-seat
Arena, in order to ntake out.

and

Aldrich'Myers Sponsor
' Dublin Gate on B'way
Dublin Gate Theater Co., making
American visit next month,
will have two sponsors. Richard
Aldrich and Richard Myers will present, the troupe in New York, and
Brian Doherty will sponsor group
for its Canadian visit. Doherty was
the author of the. 1636-3? hit. "Father Malachy's Miracle."
its Acst

'

Company will open Jan. 15 in
Xiondon, Ont., and tour Canada for a
before coming to N. Y. Rich-

month

ard Skinner will be company manager for Aldrich & Myers^ and will
also accompany troupe through its
Canadian tour.

ROCHESTER SYMPH HAS
3 TOURS THIS SEASON
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 23.

The

,'Rochester Philharmonic

Or-

chestra, celebrating its 25th season,

has scheduled three eastern tours for
the largest period away from home
For Robinson
hi its history. Fact that many orch
Bowling Green, O., Dec. 23.
members are also faculty-members
Sara Allgood is scheduled to guest at Eastman. School of Music has mil
star in the world premiere here of itated against much touring in the
a new comedy, "The Lucky Finger,' past.
by the Irish playwright Lennox Rob<
With Erich Leinsdorf in his first
inson. Play will be presented Jan.
year as permanent conductor, the
19 at Bowling Green State Univ.
orch is covering the east coast, from
Robinson is an Abbey theatre di- New Hampshire to Virginia, in three
rector now on leave to teach Eng- trips. One was filled Dec. 9-14, with
lish, and speech at Bowling Green, other two skedded for March 12-21
Miss Allgood was an Abbey mem- and March 29-April -<6. Orchestra
ber before appearing on Broadway will appear March 13 at Carnegie
and in Hollywood.
Hall, N. Y., for its first Gotham appearance in two years. Isaac Stern
will be soloist. This season is Lelnsdorf's lOth as an orch conductor in
Shows in Rehearsal
America.
"Ghosts" and "Hedda Gabler" (revivals)—Ibsen Repertory Go. (Louis

Sara Allgood Guests

Preem

outfits

which invest in Broadiiray sho'ws.

New York metropolitan area have been invitedticket agency to compete in. a theatre essay contest. Idea'
stimulate interest among a coming generation of theatregoers. It
recalled that during, the era when Leblang's had a cut-rate department,
many of the regular patrons were high school and college students. There
are to be, modest prizes for the best papers submitted, such as tickets for
several leading dramas and books 'on the theatre, including volumes by
Students of drama in

by Leblang's
is to

.

is

,

Brooks Atkinson, George Jean I^than and Burns Mantle.
Georges Gersene, who was interested in a 'couple of previous legiters,
was all set as principal backer of a play slated for production this winter,
even depositing money to guarantee actor salaries. That was before he
read the script. Last week, however, he hurried' to Equity and got his
money back, declaring out on the show. He explained that after reading,
the script, the play looked so bawdy that the cops would be sure to

pounce on

it.

.

J. Singer).

"Volpone"
Theatre Co,

Prep ^Streetcar' Road Co.

"Kathleen"—Bea Lawrence.

.

Wm.

Miles to Assist

April) Missing Carnival
Lily Cahiil in Texas
San Antonio, Dec. 23.

of dates for its annual visit to MemT. S. Eliot's play, "Murder in the phis under Arts Appreciation sponCathedral," was presented this week sorship for April ft!"?, a month ear"
in Cologne and the university town lier than usuaU
of Goettingeh, both in the British
Earlier booking, due to plans for

Miles will assist Lily
Cahill in the production details of

Gemnaii 'Murder'

Y. City

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
"The Survivors"—Bernard Hart
Irane Selznic^, here for the holi- and Martin Gabel.
"A Friend of the Family"—
days, returns^ to New York again aftar New Year's to organize road com- Michael Ellis and James Russo.
pany of "Streetcar Named 'Desire,"
"Harvest of Tears"—Arthur J.
her current N. Y. hit.
Beckhard.
"Joan of Lorraine** (road)—J^. J,
She originally planned touring
the Broadway company, but Tennes- Leventhal.
see Williams play now seems sure
"Skipper Next to God"—Experiof an indefinite Broadway run.
mental Theatre.

Metopera to Memphis In
Memphis, Dec. 23.
Metropolitan Opera has fixed the

Eliot's
{reviveil)-*-N.

Flue fire which recently damaged Sardi's kitchen involved $12,000
only part of which was covered by insurance. Blaze flared upstairs
Into the penthouse, occupied by J. J. Shubert, where furnishings were
damaged by water. It was necessary to break through the walls in some
offices to extinguish burnihg grease in the flue. But the restaurant, a
rendezvous for Broadway show people, was closed only two days.
loss,

Berlin, Dec. 10.

The

first

German performance

Zone.

The
into

which was translated

play,

German by Rudolph Alexander

Schroeder,

German

a

well-known

modern

poet, will be performed
later in a number of Other German
cities.

California ^invasion
next
spring, suits local sponsors well because it eliminates competition with
the Cotton Carnival, "The South's
Greatest Party," which developed
last year, though without adverse
effect on either event.

Met's

William

San Antonio, Inc., which
open its season Jan. S at the

Theatre
will

Thomas

Jefferson high school here.

will
Scenery
be designed and
executed by Emile Robin, of this
city.

For some years Miles has operated the Berkshire theatre, a strawhat in Stoekbridgei Mass. He wiu
continue it next summer.

'
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5 PERFS, NEW HAVEN

Pre-Holiday Doldrums Hit Chi

New

But'Aiimel50MLunts$22,S00

Haven, Dec.

B way

"Make Mine Manhattan'^ slipped
town Wednesday (17) to only a
advance at the Shubert. But
got around, the
five-performance stand at $4.20 top
added up to a substantial $18,000;

'Angel' $21000 in First

into

Teelt fiTOffiC*
th« pre-Xma* Jinx,

with most

Dy

Outside of

.fiows off consideraWy.

LA;

'Blackouts' $15,700,

lary

Uttle' $11,700
Mine," others hit
Matinees were passed by in the sTiopLos Angeles, Dec. 23.
Sina rush and early weeltnight biz
Pre-Christmas slump hit local legit
Clextremel? light There will be
the slack with a vengeance last week, and the
So conventions to take up
the year.
three houses open reported sharp
until aiter the first of
Christmas week- is heavy with drops. Hardest hit was Ken -Murcircus and ray's "Blackouts."
lour openings, plus a
Ronia'Henie ice revue. "Voice of
"Emperor Jones" exited JBunday
Sunday (21) at (21) at the Las Palmas after threethe Turtle" arrived
"Anna Lucasta," at week stand. House rekindles Friday
-the' Erlanger.
"Firefly" at (28)
with the world preejja of
the Civic theatre and
night "Thieves
Paradise,"
by Myron
the Blackstone, open Christmas
(Thurs.), as does Ballet Theatre, at Fagan.
"Medium"
the Civic Opera House.
Biltmore, darkJast week, reopens
opens
5
Jan.
Telephone"
and "The
tonight (Tues.) with Maurice ChevaWinand
"Lady
Studebaker
at the
lier.
dermere's Fan" arrives Jan. 12 at the
Estimates for Last Week
Brlanger.
.
. \
.
"Blackouts of X9Vi," El Capitan
E8tiina,tes (or tiast Week
'
Santa
."Annie Get ITour Gu»,'MShubert (2a7th week) (1,142; $2.40).
Had a few was unkind. Gross slid down to
(7th week) (2,100; »6).
empty seats at the Wednesday mati- $15,700, drop of $1,300.
"Emperor Jones," Las Palmas (3d
nee, but still terrific $50,000.
Blackstone
SolAier.'V
week) (388; $2.40). Finaled with
"Chbcdlate
Closed $3,000, tor a total of $7,500 for the
(11th week) (1,358; $4.80).
Saturday (20), with not too bad engagement.
"Mary Had a Little," BClasco (6th
$16,000.
Depreoiation ,Revu«," week) (1,061; $2.40). Slid slightly to
''Musical
Studebaker (8th week) (1,246; $3.60). $11,700 but still in the black. Run
Spike Jones cut''Ups failed to draw ends January 10,
last week, with Friday night, usually
the best of the week, way off; fair
tress

goes plx

V

'

.$15,000.

"O Mistress Mine," Selwyn
little

(1,000; $4.20).
light, but grand

'LUCASTA' $13,000, ST. L;

(7th

Matinees
$22,500.

OPENS NEXT

'SOLDIER'

Harris
(19th
Slipped fur(1,000; $3.60).
Lives,"

"Private

week)
ther; around $12,000; final month of

St. Louis,

Dec.

23,

"Anna Lucasta." with an all-Negro
wound up its two-week stand

cast,

Theatre

Ballet

Saturday (20) at the American with
a fair $13,000. That was just a shade
under the opening stanza week in
the l,7Q0-seat house, at a $3.66 top.

Drew

imni3iWks^N.Y.;

The American

dark

is

until Christ-

mas

night (Thursday), when Oscar
Strauss'
musical
comedy, "Thp
Soldier," opens a 10-night
Colombia Coin Chocolate
engagement with Billy Gilbert in
'Ballet Theatre wound
up its the lead role. The top is $4.27, exengagement cept New Year's Eve, when the price
three*and-a-half-week
fit City Center, N. Y. last week with
will be hiked to $4.88.
8 $130,308 gross (at $8 top) for 34
peilormanees. Iiast spring, at $2.40
.top, the troupe did $89,439 in 26 perCurrent
iformances. at the same sjjot.
Company has been put into some(Period cotiering Dec. 22-Jan. 3)
of a jam by tlie cancellation

Road Shows

'

.

•

now have

to

be made.

With the loss of the. Colombia
booking, the troupe had open time
between Jan, 4 and Feb. 15. BT had
signed contracts for two performances en route to and from Bogota,
at Miami and New Orleans, and had

-

.

to cancel.
.

'

The company has

filled

CHEYAUER

$23,000,

S.F.;

40penThisWk.

,

D

.'

HOMETOVI^WECeiliS
MIS»

San Francisco, Dec. 23.
"The Fatal Weakness" starring Ina
Claire, continued to

in

its

ATS

dtaw

fairly Well

second week on Theatre Guildsubscription. It was helped by

—

"Harvest ol Years"—Colonial, Best. singer's grandmother. Miss Mary
Jane Truman, her aunt, and other
"Hai-vey?'— Aud., St. Paul (25-27); members of tlie Wallace family.

(29-3)

Lyceum, Mpls.
"I

(29-3).

Remember Mama"—Nat'l, Wash.

(22-3).

—

"Lady: Windermere's Fan"
Aud.,
Roch. (25-27); CasS., Det. (29-3).
"Look Ma, I'm Dancin("'^Shubert,

"Make Mine Manhattan"—Forrest,

PhUly (23-3),
"Mary Had

star's local following, as she's
resident here .for several
Concluding his run at the
Curxan, Maurice Chevalier was a
potent draw in his first local apr
Pewance since the war.

.rae Curran will be dark until
Monday night (29), when Gertrude
Lawrence opens in ''Tonight at 8:30,"
the third of the Theatre Guild-ATS

A

L. A. (29-3).

"Master's Chair"

LittIe"'-Belasco,

— Lobero, Santa

(25-27); Tracy, Long Beach
(29); Aud., San Gabriel (30); Aud,,
San Diego (31); Aud., Sacramento
(2-3).

Barbara

"Medium,"

years.

presentations this season. The
is Set for a three-week
run.
Estimates for Last Week
"Fatal Weakness,"

Cinoy' (29-3).
"O Mistress

"Telephoned'

—

"Oklahoma!"— Hanna,

show

Cleve.

(22-

..•

—

—

Opera
"Student Prince"
Boston (25-3).
Locust
"Strange Bedfellows"

(1,776; $4.80). Trench singerEjrsonality grossed an estimated
Wjl,000 for his final seven days; total
|gke for the 17.day engagement was

—

Philly (27-3).

.

"Sweethearts"— Nixon, Pitt. (25-3).
Blackstone, Chi.
"The Firefiy"

—

'

(25-3).

'Windemere' Hefty 2IV2G
Despite Season, Toronto
.

the

"The Late Christopher Bean"—
Hartman, Col. (25-27); Town Hall,
Toledo (28-31); Davidson, Mil. (1-3).
"The Men We Marry"— Shubert,
N. Haven (25-27); Plymouth, Bost.

Toronto, Dec. 23.
"worst
traditional

.

Week in the year," Cornelia Otis
??i^er in "Lady Windermere's Fan"

(29-3)

"The Bed Mill"—Music

aid a terrific $21,500 for nearcapacity on the week at the 1,525seat Royal
Alexandra, at $3.60 top.
ti„

5.1?">„aate
p«a,ooo.

in

last

ATS-Guild sub-

'Red

Hall, K, C.
(30-2);

(22-29); KRNT, Des Moines
Mem. Hall. St. Joseph (3).

,

,

"Tonlffht At 8}30"—Curran, Frisco
(29-3)
"Voice of the TurUe"-^Brl8«gei:i

holiday-shopping eompetimight have been a sellout
I

Chi. (22-3).

•

Mill'

OK

$26,000

using two-for-ones; under $6,000.

REVIVALS
"Antony and Cleopatra," Beck (4th
week) (D-1,214; $4.80). Great business for Shakespearean drama; $27,-

OOO indicated, close to capacity.
"Burlesque," Belasco (52d week)
Dated out Jan. 10
(C-1,077; $4.80).

and. may tour; under $10,000; "A
Friend of the Family" will follow
next month.
"Crime and Punishment," National (D-1,164; $5.40). Presented by
Robert Whitehead and Oliver Rae;
Rodney Ackland adaptation of Dostoyevsky drama; opened Monday
(22) to generally favorable press re.

action.

Man and Superman," Alvin (11th
week) (CD-1.331; $4.80). Parties intentionally dated for pre-Christmas
weeks, but virtual capacity again,

around $31,000.
"Medea," Royale (9th week)

(DWas expected to drop
1,025; $4.80).
in new spot after moving from
larger N«(tional; slump also figured;
around $22,000; still big for Greek
tragedy.
"The Cradle WIU Bock," Mansfield (997; $4,20).
Operatic drama
by Marc Blitzstein; presented bx

Michael Myerberg for limited date;
opens Friday (26).
"Topaae," Morosco (CD-935; $4.80).
Presented by New Opera Co.; writ*
ten by .parcel. Pagnol; adapted from
French, by Benn W. Levy; opens
Saturday (27).

Added
"Xiamp at Midnight,"

week)
.the

(D-'968;

gross

drama

$4.80).

Parties

kept

New

Stages.

Downtown little theatre production
won unusual critical praise. Opened!
I^unday (21) and- continues.

Gertieiam

House is
week) (R-1,075; $4i80).
mentioned to get another show after
the holidays; run revue dipped un^der $1S,000.
"Command Decision," Fulton (12th

Philadelphia, Dec. 23.

Last night for the

first

time

this,

from slipping much and season, Philly didn't have a single
was rated around legit offering. That paucity will be

click

$19,000.

"Finlan's Rainbow," 46th Street
(50th weelO (M-1.319; $6). Close to
year's run mark and some decline
was not surprising; approximately
$37,500.

"Eor Love or Money," Miller (7th
week) (C-940; $4.20). Estimated over
$12,000; while a drop from normal
gait, last week's gross provided some
profit.

"Happy

Birthday,"

berth.

"Icetime of 1948," Center (30th
Slipped
$2.40).
level, but with
daily
from
Christmas
matinees
through Jan. 4, skating revue .should

week)
{R-2,994;
under the $27,000

when
"Make Mine Manhattan" bows into
taken care of tonight (Tues. )
,

the Forrest for a fortnight's stay. By
the end of the' week, three of the
city's four regular legit houses will
be- lighted.

•

Judging by the biz of the last
two weeks, it was probably a, good
thing that there was such limited

:

activity.
"Show Boat,'' struggling
along in its fifth and final stanza
at the Shubert, vfAs lucky td hit the
'

$18,000 mark. Last two weeks here
saw the fine big musical revival
take it on the chin plenty, and even
with two winning sessions at the

beginning,

it's

doubtful

if

the Rod-

gers-Hammerstein production got an
even brealc.
In her second and final week' at
the Forjrest, Gertrude Lawrence, ofr
fering her second sot of Noel Coward
comedies under the general title of
"Tonight at B;30," got $19,500.
In addition .to "Make Mine Manhattan" this week's two openings are
"Bonan7a Bound," at the Shubert,
Xmas night (Thur.)', and "Strange
Bedfellows,"

at

the Locust; Satur-

day
two

(27). Both of these shows stay
full weeks after their break-in

thi.s

week, but "Manhattan" leaves-

Jan.

3,

which means the Forrest will

be dark the week of Jan. 5.
The January booking chart has
filled up rapidly and now has few
gaps. The Walnut, dark since Dec.:
1, relights Jan* 8; with "Friend ol
the Family,"' a translation ot •
"Music in My Heart," Adelphi Strindberg
.another
drama.
It's
Has prcem, and is skedded to stav here<
(12th week) (0-l,434; $4.80).
been .socked very hard too of late, two and a half weeks, to be followed
but may recuperate with the advent on Jan. 26 (or during that week) by
of the holidays; around $14,000.
"Mr. Roberts," still another tryouti
"Oklahoina;",
St.
James (254th with Henry Fonda and .David Wayne;
week) (M-l,!505; $4.80). Did better
The Forrest, after its dark week
"Bed Mill," Lyceum (single week) than most others previous week but of Jan. 5, relights Jan. 12, with
week.
last
dipped
under
$19,000
Herbert
revival
Victor
$3.60).
(1,700;
"Look, Ma, I'm Dancing" for -twd
"Streetcar Named Desire," Barry- stanzas but. sO' far, hasn^t anythinji.
garnered a nice $26,000. House is
dark this week, but gets the Joe E. more (3d week) (D-l,0(i4; $4.80). listed for Jan. 26. The Locust ha$
Brown company of "Harvey" next One of few exceptions and, with just announced Bert Lahr In the
performances, gross ''Burlesque" revival Jan. 12. btft
all
standees
week.
bettered $27,500 again.
also still has nothing beyond that.
"The Druid Circle," Morosco (98th
John van
week) (D-935; $4.80).
Salt Lake City, Dec. 23.
Druten's latest play never caught
Barbara Stevenson, former leading on, and was doomed even before, the
Lueille
Seattle
soprano with the Philadelphia Opera pre-Xmas dip; closed Saturday (20).
Seattle, Dec. 23.
"Topaze" opens here Saturday (27).
Co., has been chosen for the leading
(12th
Lucille Ball in "Dream Girl," at
"The Heiress," Biltmore
role in Handel's "Tiie Messiah," to be week) (D-920; $4,80)/ Only slightly the Metropolitan here, was mired
next
Tabernacle
presented at the
affected and drama that jumped to in the pre-Christmas slump, and
Sunday 28.
capacity after mixed notices wa$ grossed only £11,500.
House, seating 1,5001, had a $3:W
She sang the same role at Carnegie rated around $22,00.0 last week..
"The Voice of tUe Vttrtle," Hudson top.
Hall, N.. Y., last year.

jump plenty,
In Pre-Holiday Mpls. "John Loves

Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
and
customers'
raves
Critics'
"Private Lives"— Harris, Ohi (22word-of-mouth shot up busines.s for
3).
Red Mill" and it finished to
"Show Boat"-—Ei langer, Buff. (25- "The
near-capacity
the latter part of its
27); Aud., Roch. (29-3).
Lyceum,
despite
at
the
run
week's
Aud., Hart"Song of Norway"
the pre-holiday lull and bad weather.
ford (25-31); Lyric, Bridgeport (1-3).
Show lays off here Dec. 22-24, re"Sl*te of the Union"—Aud., Louisopening Christmas night fThurs.) in
ville
{25-Z7)!i Coliseum, Evansville
Kansas City.
(29): English, Ind'np'l's (30-3).
Estimates for This Week
Hse.,

week)

Despite

(Mon.), on

scription. "Carousel" follows, Jan. 5.

"Power Without Glory"—Wilbur,

Geary (2d
(1,550; ^tlOO). George Kelly
^Ojfiedy-drama pulled another $18,V""; satisfactory considering the prenoUday Slump.
Maurloe Chevalier, Gurran (3d

,

member Mamma'' bowed

Chi.

Bost. (29-3).

week)

(M-1,472; $6.60). Preholiday decline aflfected capacity
pace for first time; estimated under
$37,000 but should bounce back to
capacity.
"Born YestoBday," \Mtceum (99th
week) (C-993; $4.80). One of' many
shows that registered new lows;
count here approximated $15,000 and
will come back.
"Brig&doon,'* Ziegfeld (41st week)
(M-1,628; $4:80). Lilce other run musicals, attendance dipped 'and gross
slipped to $37,500 for first time.
"Call Me Mister," Plymouth (88th
(84th

Broadhurst
(60th week) (C-1,160; $4.80). Like
the others with lengthy engagements, basiness tapered here; under
Clark's 'Sweethearts'
$12,000 but will improve.
"Harvey," 48th St. (165th week)
(C-902; $4.20). Crack laugh show
Nabs Hot $26,000, D.C. dipped
further with the field, the
estimated gross being $13,000, but
Washington, Dec. 23.
With all other .show business tak- business should rebound,
"High Button Shoes," Shubert
ing the usual pre-Christmas kicking,
Bobby Clarlt in "Sweethearts" bet- (12th week) (M-1,387; $6). Moved
tered its fine score of the preceding here Monday (22) from the Century,
week at the National with an im- with scale tilted; sells out all performances for great gross of $42,000;
pres-sive $26,000, at $4.20 top.
Charlotte Greenwood in "I Re- but there's less capacity in the new

Cox, night

Mine"—Selwyn,

(22-3).
••3).

week)

;

23.-

—

been a

,

.Kansas City, Deo.

—

the

,.

TRW INTRO'S

Margaret Truman in her hometown concert debut played to sellout houses in the 2,572-seat Music
Hall Dec. 15-16.
The house was
scaled' down from' $3, and the gross,

Best. (22-3).

;INA 18G IN 'WEAKNESS'
-

$18j

"Anna

.

$27,500

than anticipated, in fact, .th« sharp- although the film version opens this
est in many years. Figurefe are not week; $5,000.
"The Wlnslow Boy Empire (8th
indicative of the normal draw, and
business should jump this week and week) (D-l,10l; $4.80). Takings for
next, with the advent of Christmas this import did not decline hardly at
all and got close to $18,500.
and New Year's.
"¥oung Man's Fancy," Cort (34th
Least affected, if at all, were
"High Button Shoes" among the week) (C-1,064; $3.60). Should bene*
and
Streetcar Named fit from holiday business; has been

exclusive of taxes, totaled $10,000.
Lucast«"-.CiviC, Chi. (25-3). Appearances were handled bjr Wal"Annie Get Yovr Gun"— Shubert, ter Fritschy Concert Bureau, and
Chi. (22-3).
were not available as part of Frit"Blackouts of 19«»—EI Capitan, schy's regular season.
President Truman's daughter probHollywood (22-3).
"Bonanza Bound"— Shubert, Phllly ably could have sold out a couple
more nights on the basis of publicity
(25-3).
given her by the Kansas City Star
"Carous*!"— Ford's, Balto. (22-3)i and its radio station, WDAF: AudiMaurice Chevalier^ Biltmore, L. A. ences were considered a' community
(22-3).
cross-section, as political clubs did
''Chocolate Soldier"
American, not buy up blocks of tickets, according to Fritschy. The only blocks of
St. Louis (22-3).
tickets sold were 400 to the Women's
"Dream Girl"
Aud., Oakland
Chamber of Commerce and. a smaller
(26-27);
White,
Fresno
(29-30);
block to the. Business and ProfesLobero, S. Barbara (31-1); Aud., sional Women's Club, The Monday
Pasadena (2); Aud., Sab Diego (3). night audience was well peopled
"Fatal Weakness"— Geary, Frisco with members of the Truman family,
(22-3).
including Mrs. D. W. Wallace, the

part of its open* time, with extension
of Chi booking, filling some Community Concerts dates, etc. It will
lose one week's timCj, however, out
of the six.

SR042G, 'Streetcar'

musicals
"A
Desire" among the straight plays.
They are coupled in having the
strongest demand in the agencies.
"Angel in the Wings" did very well
in face of theslump. The New Stage
production of "Lamp at Midnight,"
presented Sunday night (21), and the
Boston, Dec. 23.
John Gielgud-starring "Crime and
"Song of Norway,'' playing a re- Punishment," which preemed Monturn engagement, was the only entry day night (22), attracted favoriftble
in the legit ranks last week. All critical reaction.
other houses were closed during the
First holiday weelt's premiere card
week, and will remain so until offers three revivals, "Crime and
Christmas. It is just as well, con- Punishment," "Topaze," and "The
sidering the generally poor biz in
Cradle Will Rock."
all entertainment spots,
Estimates for Last Week
Opening Christmas night (Thurs.)
Keys: C (.Comedy),
(.Drama),
at the Shubert is "Look, Ma, I'm CD (Comcdii-Droina),R (Kevtte),
Dancing,"
and "Student Prince" M (Musical), O (Operetta).
returns to the Opera House the same
"Allegro," Majestic UOth week)
night. "Harvest of Years" opens Fri(M-1,695; $6). With four theatre
day (26) at the Colonial, and "Paris parties during the first part of the
Sings Again" opens Saturday (27) at week, top grossing musical again
the Majestic. For his second pro- around $47,500.
duction of the New. England Opera
"An Inspector Calls," Booth (9th
Theatre, Boris (Joldovsky did the week) (D-712; $4.80).
Count was
American premiere of Mozart's "Ido- figured around $7,000 but the show
meneo" at the Opera House, gross- has been doing well and should play
ing an estimated $7,200, huge.
into the spring.
Estimate for Last Week
"Angel In the Wings," Coronet (2d
"Song of Norway," Shubert (2d week) (H-1,032; $4.80). First full
week) (1,700; $4.20). Operetta strug- week's takings approached $21,000;
gled but again around ^18,000 for the strong for intimate revue considclosing stanza; not bad considering ering conditions; growing demand in
general conditio^.
agencies
''Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

:

ican conference. Dr. ^Bernardo Mendel, for the Colombian -government,
-posted a $49,000 bond in N. Y. (onehalf of BT's estimated expenses for
six w^eks) before the contract was
signed. Indications are that none of
this money will be. returned. It has
already been used for ticket printing, advertising, etc., and .any remaining amount will b$ covered by
.losses on substitute bookings that

early January.

Oidy Hub Entry;

Keep

of it January tour of Colombia, due
to the pos^nement of'a Pan-Amer-

till

'Norway

'

thing

'Shoes'

okay for pre-Xmas.
Current week has the breakin
There were many new lows in (193d week) (C-1,057; $3.80). ThreeThursday-Saturday (25-27) of "The grosses along Broadway last week, person play down to new low, but
Men We Marry." Then the house tiie pre-holiday slump being heavier ntention is to. continue for a tim«

„

week)

Wk.

when word-of-mouth

and "O Misfflle Get Your Gun" the
tobaggan.

.

Biz;

U

28,

fair

Chicago, Dec. 23. -^
finally got hit hard

51

.Mary,"

Music

Box

!

(46th week) (C-979; $4.80). Hit particularly and dropped under $7,000,
but laugh show on its way to year's
run should fare much better.

.

$11^00,

i

'

LKOITIMATB

sa

Plays on ftroadway
and Piinishment

f>imc

Robert Whitehead

OUver Hea proauo-

ft

tloh (Bea Lawroiioe, associate producer) of

mir Sokoloif gives a deftly shaded
portrayal of the subtle investigator.

commendable

Otlier

performances

are given by Sanford Meisner, E. A.
Krumichmidt, Alexander Scourby,
intermission). Stars John Glclgiid; leatures Alice John, Marian Seldes, ]\^ry
jinian Glsh, Dolly Haas, VladlmU- Sokoloft,
Alice John, Sanford Melanor,, E. A. Kium* James and Elizabeth Neumann,
KonilaarTheodotB
Directed
by
The staging of Theodore KomisarJchmldt.
Setlinsr, Paul SherrUf;! .costumes,
Qvalty.
jevsky welds the diffuse action into
tester Polnkov. Opened at NAtlonat. N'. T,i dramatic focus, but doesn't always
Dec' 22, :47; *5.40 top.
Ben Morse sustain tempo. Paul Sherriff's mul«
lebeslatnikolt
Bania, ..,<....:...>.•>...:.... ..Dolly Hans tiple setting, imported from London,
Lillian Glsh creates
Katerlna Ivanna
the illusion- of tenement
Her children:
squalor. And Lester Polakov's cosPOIya...:....J..i........Betty Lou Keini
tumes suggest resigned tawdriness.
>. .Sherry Smith
Leda. .<, ,.<..>.. .n.
dramatization by Rodney Apkland «( DuatoyevBliy's novel. In five Bcenea (with one

.

.

Ivnn.

.Paton

.... .....

HobBi

Price

>. . .ISHsabcth NrnnmnTL
Ainalla. >
.Howard JTisdier
Street Vendor.'.; ,>ii...
..Wauna; Paul
Anyutlta. .....i.
Robert Donley
His Assistant
SfOlt Moore
Lodger
'Arshanslcy
.
. .Michael
ftx-Soldler.
.
Galina Talva
Nastaala, .
SuHiin Stecll
S>ari»

Lamp

.

.

,

.

. .

Mary James

Xiijavieta

Rodlon Xtomanlteh

.

.

.

.

.

:

...Rlehmd Pnrdy

Bainetolt,

Caslmlr Stanlslawowitcli Looshinsky.
S3. A. KrumBt'limidt
.

.Alice

fuleberla Alexandrovna..

Dounla.

John

rin:

Dec. Hit

New

.

ealilet.

.

,'.

Sagredo NlccoUnl
Cesare.

Crciia-

Stages theatre, N. Y.,

.,

:

. . .

Pollaaenaj.
. ,

.. i.

.

..

.

..

. .

...

Barney

Jay

, .

.

"Lamp

PetrovUch........Ylaaimlr Sokoloft
Strange Man.
..... .... ,Mort Marshall

At

Midnight,"

Barrie

Stavis' play about Galileo, which
.>......< vPatrlck McVey
...
"William Beat was edged out of the uptown Exper..David Klliott imental Theatre by the Berthold
Oovernmeht Clerk..
Hl» Wife. .................. .Ceclle Sherman Brecht drama oh the jsame subject,
......... .Amy Douglass luckily
"WWW.
found its way Into the hands
Jerl Souvlnet
-Her Daughter
......Eugenia Woods of this spirited group of young pro'Old Lajdy......
Arthur Griffin 'fessionals operating in a corner of
Old Gentleman
Richard Hayes Greenwich Village.
Fomltch
This play of
telescopes and .crucifixes is staged
Considerine the synthetic nature with imaginativeness, tempered by a
of most opening-night ovations on serious intelligence. It is super9f:oadw9y, the cheers and repeated latively projected by a cast unafraid
'cQ^afn calls alter the preniiere oi of emotion.
*H^ritne and Punishment" were genBut despite' its many merits, which
And the tribute tend to become magnified within
uinely- merited.
might justifiably have been for the the framework of a "little theatre,"
Iproducers, as wejl as ior the star, the play doesn't have the Stuff for a
«ast and director. For by their pre- commercial venture. ."Lamp" is an
'sentation of this gloomy drama, fol- impassioned talk-piece deriving dralowing So closely after their impres- matic values from its dialectical in-'
sive production of the classic "Me- terplay of ideas. Yet, for a purely
dea," Robert Whitehead and Oliver discursive work^ th6 lines only oca'
Hea have established themselves as sionally flash brilliant insights and
managers of unusual discernment the dialectics tend to repeat themand taste.
selves instead of progressing to
subtle
Whether this second operation will deeper levels or*
have the popular success that Judith grounds.
,

J&octor

.

.

,

more

Anderson's striicing performance has
brought to "Medea?' seems -questionable. Although "Crime and Punish-ment" is an imposing production and
provides absorbing drama, it is progressively soiiibfer in tone and hardly
calculated to provide- enjoyable entertainment.

Thematically, the play is a moving
outcry against the crushing of the

human

by dogmas armed with
torture wracks and, as a parable, it
spirit

pointed against modern- totalitarianism. (It's not accidental that the
play is a striking parallel to Arthur
is

Koestler's

novel,

Noon," even to the

"Darkness

At

title.)

it lacks the spectacular theGalileo,, after verifying with his
qualities likely to arouse
And, telescope the Copernican theory of
widespread'' public interest.
reputed $60,000 production the' solar system, sits his revolutiontost and approximately' $21,000 oper- ary ideas against 'the rigid (vhurch
ating expanse (requiring a $5.40 top, ideology. He' sinks under the dotible
pressure of Jesuitical arguments and
tlie highest scale- tor a straight play)
make it a doubtful commercial pros- his own faith, finally recanting his
ideas and confessing to crimes never
pect.

Also,
atrfcal

'

^finally, its

.:

,

Rodney

,

dramatization

Ackland's

Of the Bostoyevsky novel compresses

the action and interest within limited dimensions of place and time.
The drama is still a pr'ofound ^tudy
of psychological ^nd moral disintegration, as well as a powerful social
'

comment.
In a technical
'

sense,

lacks the-

it

having no conventional
and scenes, contrived- climaxes

atrical form,
iicts

pr curtain
'cumulative
tional

and

Instead, it has a
intellectual and emo-

lines.

as

efifect

its

psychopathic hero

pathetic' subordinate characters

Sre relentlessly engulfed in futility,
espair and tragedy^
.xhe drama is presented in five
•'scenes" (that is, the curtain is lowered five times to indicate passage
of time) and with a single intermission. This tends to make the show
seem a trifle slow and long. But the
fact that the house lights are left'
dark between scenes (while it prefuihably helps sustain theatrical ilusion) tends io^ encourage the audiIince to light matches and cigaret

•

ighters to refer. to the. playbill.

It

committed.
Several of the drama's many
scenes have, a powerful impact. Particularly vivid is the meeting of
Galileo "and Cardinal Bellarnfin, in
which the dual meaning of truth is
discussed. Also affecting are Galileo's confrontations With the Pope,
his trial scene and the macabre confessional sequence. Curtain comes
down on an emotional peak, with
Galileo repudiating his confession
and affirming his science with the
phrase, "It moves."
Of the long list of players, many
of them AFRA members, Peter
iCapell is most effective with a fully

rounded portrait of Galileo. Kermit

Murdock

is excellent as the Pope*
ranging from anger to fear with a
subtly-shaded unction. Karl Weber,
as Cardinal Bellarmln, and Ralph

Camargo, as Galileo's
stand out.

Broadway

career.

sitivity.

Lillian Gish is superb as the miserable consumptive, Katerina. Dolly
Haas is touchingly quiet and intense
as the, devout prostitute. And Vladi-

*»»
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Boom,

bittli

and

alngle

nliower,

teleplfone.

and tSJtd

-

Freai

$3

double.

Hem.

corpse; comes back to life
wife dies of shock. Iiarry

London,»Dec.

on the

sninlm
^ 4 *

>».<

Widow

Sheila

. ,

SINCE

1880

Play, Brokers and
Autliors' Representatives
^ at Mftat 4Sth Street, Nen- York
TOSS Suniet Blvd., Hollywood 4«„ral.

thus

with the gay young widow who
leaves no doubt of her intention to
take over his heart and hearth.
All this is in rich brogue and
with a disarming naivete which has
a novel attraction.
delightful cast
left

'

headed by Liam Redmond, Sheila
Manahan (newly arrived from Dub.^
lin and already signed/bp for films)
give rich satiric humor, to the story.
Clem.

Tlie yolce of tlie Turtle
Budapest, Dec.

15^

Muvea!! Ss;inha» p;-oduction of comedy in
three, acta by. John van Druten.
Directed,
by
Imre
Apathy.
Tranalation,
Janoa^
Bokay; set, Mlkloa Keogrady. At Szlnhaz,
Budapeat.
Sally
.tClari
Tolnay
Olive. .,
..Manyl Klaa,

Eoifan

Bill

Varltonyl

John van Druten's B r o a d w a y
smash isn't likely to break Budapest
legit records ^too. Play got so-so

1947

Town

Mine Manhattan

an international play, however
Mfflce
great
""^y
in Scotland
"
Hhven, Dae, li.
ti^^e indigenous
Joseph M. Hyrnan 'liroduction .of ravu« In
to
two acta, 22 acenea. Staged and lighted by the Hebrides and, according to island
Haasaril Short, Slcetchea and lyrics, Arnold legend, its fruit lias miraculous
qu?l.
B, Horwitt; muaic, Richard Lewlner aettlnga.
Frederick ICox) costumes, Morton It
udl * P'OBram note explains
is "bitter to the taste,
but thos*
Haack; 'choreography,
Lee
.Shevmanj
aketchea directed l>y Max Llebman; orchea- who eat It are purged forthwith of
ttaliond, Ted Royal; mu8l<! director, Charles malice, greed and mvy.
They bp
Sanford; vocal supervision, Lola Moaely; lieve no longer In
tll» infallibiuty
musloal continuity for dances, Mel Pnhl.
Added material by Max Llebman, Ted Fet» of their own ignorance, but look
ter.
Allan Roberta, Sid Caeaar.
Peter upon the WOT d with the bright wonBarry, David Gregory, Sylvia Rosalea. der of a child and the wisdom
of
*
Opened at Sliubert theatre, New Haven, old age. .
Doc. IT, '47; 14.20 top.
The play Is allegorical. Localed in
Cast: Sid Caesar, David- Burns, Jo.ahua
Shelioy, Sheila Bond, Danny Daniels, Kyle the tiny crofting village of CarMacDonnell, Jack Kilty, Melle I'isher, Ray ravultan the four scenes detail
how
Harrison, Max Shqwaiter, Illeanor Bagley, the spirit of the
Rowan transforms
Btephania Augnstine, Hal Loman, Perry the
bleak, austere Ufe of the hamlet
Brnskln, Jay CafroU, BIK McOulre, lid
Chappel, Iiarry Carr, Jean Jones, Sterling When the magic spirit departs there
Mace, RIspda Johannson, Francis Spenoer, IS a promise of a lighter, warmer
Tony Charwoli'. >rqmmy Morton, WiUts outlook in the little
community
Brunner, Skip Randaili Bu4y Tone, Phyllis
For American consumption, conMayo, Dolore* Kovinfi, Maria NIta,' Anne
siderable rewriting and tighteninir
FeriB, AtanabMto Qold,

N«w

..

'

The only apparent thing

that can

from

.tickling

stop

musical

this

Gotham for some time

to come is the
fumbling in the staging
department. As yet, despite a rapid
pace, the routining is not welded to
the best advantage. But there are
ample assets that pan be shuffled into
possibility of

seems needed. The final scene should
be eliminated to avoid having
one
of

the

characters

implied.

est

moments

in the final sector.

The

some attacking .it old adage of sending 'em home with
and saying It a wallop seems to have been ignored
weakly." However, some press com- in setting the ixinning order here. A
ment was favorable, on grounds that reshuffle of the numbers, plus the
though it is nothing but 8/ Sweet, addition of a stronger finale, can
romantic stor;y, it's a story of real mean a difference of months in the,
Broadway run of "Manhattan."
life, worth seeing.
There's tale'nt a-plenty in this setDirector Imre Apathy did his best up^ including the creative, as well
as
to make the play go over. Perform- the visible, contributors.
Some very
ance is also aided by the set made funny skits have been spliced with
by Miklos Neogrady who sucessfuUy novel terps and witty ditties to bring
turned the stage into a comfortable, this production to a point of conhomelike NeAifr York flat. This was siderable promise. It's
not smash'
quite a task, as he .had to make a fare as yet, but there's
enough matetwo-room, hall and kitchen flat on rial present for the show to locate
one of Budapest's smallest stages.
the Broadway hit column.
Third favoring factor, and considShow brings Sid Caesar to the fore
erably the strongest, is that the three- as an extremely capable comedian.
role play was introduced here with His versatility is
a. substantial prop
three top legit stars. Klari Tolnay, on which to 'build laugh
material.
who is as good in drama as in This revue should do plenty for him
comedy, gives a. touchingly warm just as he does plenty for the revue.
performance as Sally^
David Burns is another heavy entrant
Manyi Kiss, who is a top comedi- in the guffa'vir roster, while Joshua
enne, makes the role of Olive very Shelley and Max Showalter add good
amusing, Her fantastic costumes aid comedy support. .
greatly. Zoltan 'Varkonyi, who has
Pour sketches sprinkle the bill
played Hamlet and Henry IV, enacts generously with chuckles, these bethe role of Bill, the GI, with surety ing "Any Resemblance," a poke at
and natural touch.
drama orix; "First Ave. Gets Ready,"
Altogether, play reflects a real a United Nations howl; "Full Fathom
"Happy Sunday" mood (which is the Five," a burlesques 'on fountain pens;
title of play here) and one of a light,
"Hollywood Heads East," a pic
Goal.
but sweet romantic love.
making travesty. Also good for
laughs are the tunes "Nofces to The
Street," "Traftz" and «%u'bWay
Song."
•fnunesse
Score as a whole is appealing, a
(Woman of Your Touth)
well diversified lineup including
novelties like "Take It Back, We're
Paris, ,Dec. 16.
Mra. SImone Berrlau production of com- Through" and "The Good Old Days,"
edy in tliree acta by JacQUcs Deval, Di- as well as a couple of romantic tunes.
rected by Deval. Set hy lUmlle and Jean
"I Don't Know His Name" and "I
Bortin. At Theatre Antoine, Paria.
Fernando
6a Ijy Moriay Fell In Love With You," both of
Maurice. .........
Daniel Lccourtoia which should become -bits.
Lyrics
Charles.
Andre Rignault are consistently upper bracket,
Ginette
Luclenno Granier "clever"
serving as a good descripJean
...Jean Claude Bonnardot
critical reception,

for "saying nothing,

La Femme d« Ta

,

.'

—

Kap!

Tlie

sock entertainment.
Premiere found the show's weak-

.

paraphrase

meaning of the Rowan's visit the
theme more eloquent when merelya

Wise Have
Spoken

STot

Cleveland, Dec.
Western

Reserve

Univ.

20.
production of

drama by Paul Vincent Carroll
Directed by Basil Langton and presented
by ITnivwsity and Bldred Players, at
Kldred campus theatre.
threeJact

Commendably artistic and underfirst American performance

standing

of this Paul Vincent Carroll drama
of Ireland can be attributed mostly
to Basil Langton, British actor^director, who takes the lead role and
also staged play, as he did in the

London production

last

January.

Manhattan possibilities for "The
Wise Have Nbt Spoken" seem good.
It doesn't need much rewriting or
doctoring.

Dealing

with

Ireland's

and rebellious post-war
young generation, it was written

confused

with the sensitivity, passion and
eloquence that Carroll displayed in
his "Shadow and Substance" (1938)
and "White Steed" (1939).
But unlike those mystical pieces,
this down-to-«arth: work has far
more dramatic bite and timeliness.
Author makes a strong indictment
of decadent living conditions in

contemporary Ireland.

Carroll's in-

dignation often blazes in his saga of
MacElroy family of
who eke out the barest
existence, on a rundown farm near'

the ill-fated
•four orphans,

Dundalk.

Although it's an almost continuous
philosophical debate, Carroll writes
with vitality and lyric beauty. The
drama's grimness

is

sometimes

re-

lieved by flavorous, earthy humor.
After a somewhat slow firm act, the
play moves toward explosive melodrama. Western Reserve production
is better staged than usual campus

shows.
Langton, doubling as the fanatic
malcontent who sneers at clerics as
well as capitalism, exhibits professional skill in depicting his char-

acter's mental conflicts and bewilder,
Jack Kilty and Kyle MacDonnell ment. His striking portrayal is as
head the vocals in good voice. impressive as his direction.
Clarence Kavanaugh, borrowed
Eleanor Bagley does okay with the
comic "Movie- House in Manhattan" from Cleveland Play House, is exj
tune and Sheila Bond handles a ceUent as compassionate priest and
lively one tagged "Gentleman Adeline -Hiatt, another guest^actress,.
nlays a heartbroken girl with touch*
Friend."
Ptillen.
A dance standout is a ballet in ing simplicit
which the Horatio Alger tale. "Phil
The Fiddler," is put to music: It's
Cooper's Left
effective and handsomely done^ with
Minneapolis, Dec. 20.
vocal story telling by Kilty. Nelle
Because it has been completely reFisher, Rajr Harrfson, Sheila Bond,
Danny Daniels and Hal Loman con- written since its original productribute importantly in various phases tion by George Abbott and Richard
of hoofing. An entrant given con- Myers two years ago, the North Star
Drama Guild, leading local little
siderable time is a takeoff on "Altheatre group, is announcing its cur»
legro," which shapes up as a satirical
bang or an ordinary travesity, de- rent presentation of (iliftord Goldpending largely on whether or not smith's tnree.'act comedy of adothe onlooker has seen the original lescent girlhood and parental prob-lems,
"Mr. Cooper's Left Hand," as
Rodgers- and Hammerstein opus.
Settings and costumes ofter good a world-premiere "pre-Broadway"*
of course, is also realistic. Lucienne
production.
Granier and Jean Claude Bonnardot eye appeal. Charles Sanford rates
In
Its
initial fling, "Mr. Cooper"
mention
as
conductor.
Bone.
have minor roles.
expired quickly during its Boston
This play was not expensive to
tryout. If the present revamped verstage but it carries more appeal than
Tlie IMIagle
sion is any improvement over the
msmy more ambitious productions.
Pasadena, Dec. 18.
original, it's easy to understand why
Maxi.
Pasadena Playhouse production of
tive,

'

This comedy, first to be produced
here by Jacques Deval since he came
back from America, looks easily
adaptable for U, S. and also for the
screen. In this, Gaby Moriay has
an excellent vehicle appearing as
the wife who has been married for
17 years. She has fallen desperately
in love with a friend of her husband, and they plan to give him
.poison. At the last minute, she does
not poison him, but instead gives- the
air to the lover. It's- all done for
laughs with intimate atmosphere
helping put over the play.
Gaby Moriay is not going overboard on dresses in this, and her
acting never was better. Daniel
Lecourtois, as the husband is convincing. Andre Rignault,
as the
younger lover who takes the affair
with his friend's wife as a matter

:

Mr.

'

Hand

:

Manahan

. ,

G ravfd igger
Clotho

AtropoB

dliritttopher Steele
.......Sally Travera
.Phyllis Ryan
Christie Humphrey

This poetic Irish fantasy was transferred from its small tryout theatre,
the Mercury, where it was acclaimed
critics. Beautifully presented,
its appeal is artistic, rather than
commercial. If meticulously cast, it
might be suitable for the Theatre
Guild. But it's essentially a little
theatre production.
Opening with four tailors stitching
to rhyme, scenes flash back 50 years
depicting serio-comic episodes in the
life of Larry, grandfather of one of
the quartet. He meets a sorrowing

by the

SAMUEL FREHGH

is

his

of

'

17.

Larry ,
, .Llam
Redmond
Mra. T.(arry...i,i,.i.,......,Anna Burden
Doctor.
.Fred Johnaon
Seamua .,.
............Edward Byrne

mtiurant

.

and

Phys Out

Rowan

Happy- as Larry
Pilgrim Playera Lid. presentation (by
ari-angement with Brnnaon Albery.Mualkart
Society. .Ltd.) of Mercury Theatre production of fantaay in three actir by Donagh
MacDonagb. Directed by Denia Carey, At
Criterion, I.,ondon, Dec. 16, '47.
First Tailor
w. A. Kelly
Second Tailor.'.
Michael Gwynn
Third Tailor.,.,,..
Norman Tyrrell
Fourth Tailor
Wilfrid Brambell

irja(!hcai9.

famous

HOTEL ROSOFF
147 W. tl3M :Sh
(•t B'way)/ M, tiSW

also

Plays Abroad

As

the pitiful student, w2;ose attempt to
live np to his delusions of grandeur,
tie shows great range, depth and sen-

friend,

.

The settings, stylized along simple
structural lines, are neatly adapted
for quick shifting and adequately
suggestive. Lighting and costumning
are of Brofessipqal standard.

majr also possibly tend to make the
audience cough during some of the
dramatic passages, instead of doing
}
80 between scenes.
In the long, varied and arduous
leading part he played in £>ondon
last season, John Gielgud gives possibly the finest performance of his
distinguished

visits from the future generation.
Larry, his body being pierced for
blood transfusion to save the second

.

,

Coacbmati.

turn, the doctor is given a draught
of his own brew by the spectral

.Peter Capell

...ifCalbryn < Eames
..... ..ftalpli Cnraargo

.

Joe. O'Brien
Cardinal Barberlni....,...Kermit Mnrdock
.Karl Weber
Cardinal BeUarmin
.Ben Irving
Oarlo Barberlni.,... .i..
Francesco Barberlni, .... ... ,lioon Jannoy
Father FIrenKuola.
...... .Paul Mann
Stellulf

torflri

A

Dorothy

Heilwell; foatumea,

Opened at

aiint.

.

A

yiajfes production of two-act play
Stavla. Directed by Boris Tumaseitlnga, Bobert OundlAch; lightUng,

iJavid

Marian ^Heldes

v

Midnight

at,

New

by Barrie

OaUleo

ftankolniicorc. .......

.Tobn Gielgud
..
Blmon Kaharltdi Manneladoft...
Sinford Melaner
Pwitrl Proltovltch RarounHkhln........
•Alexander Scourby

Dwember

Wediietiday,
young widow tending the fresh grave
of her spouse, having promised him
she wouldn't rewed until the clay
on his tomb was dry.
He takes her to his home where
his wife has been resisting %he wooing of the local doetor. 'Fiii! medico
poisons the husband, whose widow
promptly allows herself to be consoled by her villainous pursuer. In

-

piav
two acts (four scenes), by James Sliaw
Grant. Staged by GUmor Brown and Vincent Bowdltch, settings by Scott MfiLean.
Opened at Pasadena Playhouse, Dec. 17,
'47, at <».flO top.
Cbiraty
.Blisiabeth Harrower
Maggie Ann,.,,,,..i,..;.,,,.,Tonn Wheeler
Katag.....,..,iji....,..,,Maudle Prlckett
in

Have 2 Legits
For First Time in Tears

Atlanta to

Atlanta, Dec. 23:

,

For the first time in years, Atlanta
Gormella
will have two legit theatres this Alex
„.,.
winter. In addition to The Stage, a
stock company which opens a guests
star policy Dec. 29 with Nancy Carroll in "Personal Appearance," at the
'Woman's Club, the town also has a
new house for touring legits'.

Latter
ernized

is

the renovated and

mod-

Tower theatre, under the
management of Harvey Smith. It
op*ns with a Christmas vaude bill,
but future" bookings include "State
of the Union," "Harvey," "Song of

Pyrus.

Wing
Ray Hughes

....Mnry

. . 1 . ;

'J^fll

, ,

.Alan Bdmiaton
.Murray Teatg
Vincent BoWdl tch
Samuel H. Herrick
Daniel Wolton

..<•...•....

MaoVinlsh
MacDougall.,,.,,
Pederan

MacLuggage

..«'.

.FfCderiu Bci'eat

Mrs. M<ioVlniah
Dorothy Speliman
Constable
H. Phillip Chambers
Old Women., .Donnainae Hurd, Mary E.
Adamson, Wary Larmonth
_
Dancing- Girls
Ann Crane, Jane Cole,
Bacbara Cole, Jean Kgan, Singers: Jean
Coleman, Amaryllia Bates, Ben Janney,
jSliles Mlddongh.
Muslclapsi Rosemary McNnmee, Tholfias Hall, Sen Janney, &d
,

!

ICemmerei',

Norway" and "Oklahoma!"
From the folk lore of the Hebrides
The Stage is managed by Martin comes this magic tree story authored
Cook, former Broadway* manager by James Shaw Grant, touted in
and stage manager. The productions Scotland as "another Barrie." The

the latter was so shortlived. While
falling into the apparently almost
sure-fire "Junior Miss," "Kiss and
Tell"

and

'.'Dear

Ruth" category,

this

one comes through only infrequently
with moderately amusing lines and
situations.

For the most part
stupid,

it's dull, insipid,

implausible -and

silly-

"

doesn't size up as a first-rate little
theatre vehicle, let alone a Broadway candidate.
The thin plot has been clumsily
padded out in tedious fashion,
while the central situation of a boystarved adolescent girl suddenly
surrpunded with supposed male admirers as the result of her parents
and their friends' manipulations undoubtedly contains comic possibilitiesi they have been only faintly
The laughs are too far and
few between and the Juvenile conversational exchanges become weari-

realized.

some,

>

The Arthur Sircom direction and
the North Star Drama Guild acting
be directed by 'William Corri- description, judging by this play, and staging are, as usual, competent.
being
With
good- performances
In general, Broadway stars and is enthusiastic.
Not
that "The Magic Rowan" is a turned in by Bita McDonough, Wilprincipals will be used, with local
bad play. It° has moments of charm liam Shepherd and Paul Friedman,
playing supporting parts.
and appeftl. But it is far from being
Rees.
will
gan.

UTBBATl

»»»»»»»»#»>»#»«»«»»
SCULLYS SCRAPBOOK

Hy Gardner
ho* • whimsy ea
Nevertheless, flackerics are increasJt«Bd«r'i DIgMt, for January, will ingly resorting to it, both on the
scDTlnt Walt«,WWte'« article from streets and in the subways.
ReSaturday
«>*
lasu*
11
thi Oct
T-B Not for "Goad" trnioni
view of Literature, "Wliy I Remain
Article created much
Negro."
Restoration of closed shop for
fcomment'when.It first appeared, and "good" unions may result from the
thousands
of
out
in
sent
current investigation of the printhas been
•reprints by various organizations, ers' strike against the Chicago dailIncluding the National Assn. for ies, according to Rep. Charles J.
Advancement of Colored People, Kersten (R., Wis.). The congressfor
Human
Conference
Southern
man is a member of the House Labor
welfare, Committee. of lOO. etc.
subcommittee, which opened hearWhite read the piece Oct. .13 over ings Monday (22) to trace possible
N. Y., as the first program connection between; the month-old
series, "The Author
radio
the'
in
strike and the Tart-Hartley Act.
Speaks His Piece." Now Musart, a Kersten also' said the probe may reindependent
distributing, firm for
sult in modification of the act's
record labels, is issuing it, as re- union shop provisions.
corded hy White. The album, conJohn J. Pilch, prexy of striking
gting of three 12-incti disks in vinyMusart's own Gal- Local 16; Woodr,nff Randolph, ITU
8, issued, under
chief, and John O'Keefe, secretary
lery label, will be ready in January.
of the Chicago Newspaper PublishIt will be first in a series of unusual
albums, ers Assn., testified at the opening
literature
contemporary
session.
Pilch asserted that the
with an album of modern plays set
strilce hinges on the union's wage
to' follow.
demands; O'Keefe denied that, saying that the main issue is the union's
Book
AuerbMb-IiCvy'*
William Auerbach-LeSfy's "Is That no-contract policy, which he declarMe?". <Watson«Guptlll; $7.50) is ed is designed to keep the closed
misnoiriered "a book about shop in violation of the Taft-Hartley
. elightly
caricature", because actually it's a law. Woodruff asserted that the
highly entertaining volume of text T-H act "appears to have been tailThe artist's wife, ored for us, and if used to the ut^nd pictures.
Florence Von Wien, did the text and, most is intended to destroy this
Jn combination, ifs a very readable union."

'*A

By Frank

Domestic hem

as the

—

h

Treat

Sournalistically^*

Scully

Letterman, Gen, Hosp., Deo. 22.
'Dear Chump: " writes E.G. VYou and' your exposes of fight films!
You weren't so smart in the old days either. I recall gossip around Billy
Gibson's saloon in the Bronx about a sportswriter on the Sun who was
milked weekly of his newspaper decision hours, before, the paper bit the

World Press

Might

»

.

.

'

streets^
.

;.:.'.:;'..:.-/„;

'

"Touts used to look over bis shoulder while he was writing at the ring*
side. "Then they'd go out in the bar, start arguments and make bets, leaving the Sun to settle the matter,
"That chump was you. Confess up. Wasn't it?"
Yes, it was. But one night I got wise to the racket, crossed up the touts,
Matty Baldwin or Johnny Keyes, and have never heard of them since,
'

In the fertbconilng

'

42d Anniversary Number

;

!wNW>

.

"my

Magic

Penny," is scheduled for
Rinehart release in 'February.
After finishing a new novel, "The
Ides of March," Thornton Wilder is
at work on an untitled drama.
Carolyn RoUand, associate editor
of Seventeen Mag, currently in Hollywood for interviews with the top

'

stars.

Helen.

.

OK

•

pnd seeable book

J
'

it's

to the degree that

understandaigle how and why the
edition of 10,000 is a sellout

first

Rep. Thomas Owens (R., 111.), who
heads the subcommittee and helped
frame the Taft-Hartley legislation,,
.said it hadta't been aimed at "good"
unions like the ITU. "We never
had in mind that unions which had
been getting along for years with
employers would have difficulty
with the law," the congressman re'

Hoke has resigned from

David McKay and will join Frankand

lin Watts, Inc., as vice-president
.editor-in-chief.

"Dear Sir," writes Memphis (Harry Lee) Ward. "Thank the muggs for
speeding up deliveries in Hollywood. This way the agencies throw the
papers out three days sooner. The switch caught me behind in my read*
ing, but. I'm au cottrant now. You're doing o^:ay, too. In fact you're doing
so well I've decided to release my -life story to you and Vabiett, exclusivoly* It's called 'One Alone,' I once got paid $15 for a piece in Vakibtt,
so I know what
giving away,"

Tm

.

One-volume edition of six wartime books by British humorist A.
P. Herbert will be published by
Doubleday Jan. 8.
The baton twirlinit mag. Drum
Major, will expand next spring to
cover music and musicians. Don
SarteU edits from Janesville, Wis,
Complete history of Universal-In.

'1,000 Americans' should be
"Dear Mugg," writes George Seldes,
of real help to you guys who don't know where your .next angel is coming
from.James Gerard once said 64 Americans ruled America, More recently he reduced the entire list to the J. P. Morgan partners. TATell, I've
upped the list by 949, and while, many of them would, cut your throat for
its fat content, you may find one here and there who would back a show.
The price of this exclusive sucker list is $3."

"Dear Frank," writes Jeanne Godshall from C Bar G -Ranch." Just got
fpr a brief week from Oregon and been reading again the wonderful writeup you gave me in Vauikty. My^ t»;t that is really something.
I was so thrilled with it and want you to know howi very much I appre-

home

ciate.

•

"Dear Mr. ScuUy," writes Abraham Manderstam of Camp Wigwam,
Maine. "I read your article in yAiuBTT on the Me Maestro, Leopold
Godowsky, with a great deal of interest; and in view of the fact that you
expressed so much warmth in reminiscing about him, I thought the
enclosures would interest you.
"The photographs of him and the wife were taken by me while motoring with them in Northern Africa."

ternational Pictures is currently being written by a British freelancer,
Patrick B. T. Whitiington, in Lon
'
don.
There's
slight
confusion
over
"Dear Frank Scully," writes Dora Ingram. "Your good lines in the
Coronet's managing editor.
He's
Incidentally, caught on John
Vauiety of the 19th make me feel' as though you and some other good
•Brown's new .television qui.z show, marked. Privately, he expressed- the Jerome Beatty, Jr. Beatty, senior^
are just 'talking;
"Americana," ivhen Auerbach-bevy belief that modification of the closed is still a staff writer for American friends had let me sit in with you beside a good fire.
Remembering back sometimes. Thinking of these garish days beside the
lielevized caHcatures of Gershwin, shop would come through interpre- Magazine.
Woollcott and Will Rogers, the artist tation by the NLRB and' the courts,
News Syndicate is days of— say^ the summer of 1920, when the lovely Dagmar was in a picsuggests being a good video beti •rather than by amending' the act.
scheduled to get underway about ture being made at Universal, It was a desert island story. She wore
little else but a wonderful hanky, big enough only to cover the necessary
caricaturists,
who
Unlike
most
The investigation resumes today March 1. It will peddle a weekly
seemingly delight in committing (Wed.) with Randolph on the stand. release digest of trade and business spots, Frank Mayo was the leading man and showed little of the skill be
proved later in a Joe Hergesheimer story, directed by King Vidor.
mayhem with crayon, Auerbachpublications.
"Dagmar in those days was, to those of us who really worked in tte
Tex McCrary, Bill Leonard and
Jjevy is as much an artist as a facile''Immoral"
Bnt
'Never
Abei,
cartoonist
Raymond Mpley will be speakers movies but not at all in the public eye, a little bit of exquisite femininity,
Apparently the much-criticised Saturday (27) at the Women's Press very snooty, and I saw her once give a look at Wallace Beery,
was
confession and love-story mags in the Club of N. Y. luncfieon, at the Penn- pla>ying "au natural" in the Indian epic Mr. Tourneur was making at the
B*4iare's Ad lictouts
time—a look of such complete scorn ttiat at once and for no other reason
U. S. are tepid stuff compared to the sylvania hotel, N. Y.
Esquire publisher Save Smart, in a
French version of same. - That, at
Metro horaeoffice publicity chief I decided she was not for pictures,
.-(weeping pre-Xmas edicf, let out
"Wallace and Henry Woodward (formerly a major in the U, S. Army)
least, is indicated by a letter of re- Herb Crooker has hit Pic mag again,
tiiky ad manager "Shorty" Long and
jection received
recently
by a this time with a story on the frost- both were above criticism to everyone in Mr, Tourneur's company. "We
eastern ad manager Jim Curtis, both
French author from the editor of a bite fleets, that sail Long Island were a smallish company and if we criticized each other, woe betide the
with the outfit many years. With
outsider who dared even so much as look critically at any one of us.
Turn- Sound during the 'winter.
Paris 'women's 'pei^iodical.
fhem went some 13 aides.
"I knew that Dagmar had a famous father, and I adored his playing.
American publications in Paris
down read as follows:
Publisher David Smart also sent
'Your stories are not the kind we are not affected by the recent gov- Further back, Frank, in Leeds, England, I was 90 lbs. Of nervotis energy
in a directive to his ^itors comwant. Remember that the material ernment ukase to cut down their earning my living proudly as secretary to the headmaster of the Leeds
'Vlaining that there was too' much
only stories size since they take care themselves Technical School. I tried to learn to play the piano, and when the great
entertainment matter, particularly for our paper must be
Vladimir de Pachmann was to give a recital at the Conservatory, I was
ask- of love and action. No question: of -of their newsprint"^supply.
_ radio, getting into the naagi and
'
New slick family-type mag is an- there, in that packed little room, sitting at his left hand,, close beside the
ing that purchase of radio pieces be platonic love. Without going too far,
you must consider love under the nounced for February, to. be called piano, a little below him and looking up at him.
cut down.
"He wasn't good looking, Frank, so tl»at I was horribly embarrassed
Theddore (Ted) Sweetser, brother voluptuous angle, and as it is in real Country Fair, Milton W. Smith is when,
af the end, -acknowledging the applause, hie reached out and touched
of golfer Jess Sweetser, is executive life, meaning the woman can and editor and associates are William P.
my chin in a fatherly and kind gesture. Wien he said, spreading- out that
veepee and advertising director of must even have surrendered, and Cleason, Vic Giler, Lin Scheid and famous left
,
hand, 'see? See that thumb?'
Florence Odets.
."?l)0th £squire, Coronet and Apparel that the husband can have a mistress,
"It
wasn't a thumb exactly, Frank, to my young eyes, bat« little human
When Bennett Cerf played a leCrArts.
Coronet goes into accepting as it happens in normal life."...
being.
He put his right hand on the- cord'-like scar where a tendon bad
'You must write in the first person ture date in Janesville, Wij., recentadvertising next year.
and always use the same theme, ly he went nerts shopping for some been cut to give the thumb greater pliability.
"Just
thatr moment, Frankr everyone was around him, and he explained
meaning love, voluptuousness^ and fatned Wisconsin cheese for N. Y.
Serialise BTargrove Novel
and Coast pals only to learn as with that the left thumb is the most important of all the fingers. I heard a
Marion Hargrove's first novel, passion."
thing, Frank, but I've got a good memory.
A p. s. stated, "It remains under- California oranges-H;he best product little
"Something's Got to Give," has been
"Then in New York—'the woman violinist Maud Powell—others; but
is exported to other states.
Howbought as a two-part serial by Good stood that material meant for us ever,
when
I heard the great Rachmaninoff in Philadelphia
and though' there
everybody wanted to sell him
Housekeeping, and will run in next should never be immoral."
was other music, splendid and terrible and brilliant and mad—he rea Parker pen instead of cheese
April-May issues. William Sloan
>
Janesville is where Parker has its mains as one of the gods who walked this earth.
Costa Heads Ohio Course
Associates will publish the book in
"Thanlcs a great lot and, sincerely, Frank. Yea evoke good and lovely
•
home plant
May.
things."
supervisor
of
photo,
Joseph Costa,
Metro lias a 30-day option on<the. the New York Mirror's Sunday
story, and -recently miggested some magazine and president of the Na"Dear Frank," writes John L. Rooney. "In this old world of king and
changes. Film company got the re- tional Press Photographers Assn.;
down, whercweach tomorrow is a carboU'^cQpy of today, I get a great
vised version last week, and nego- Will -direct the seventh annual news
kick out of 'Scully's Scrapbook'.
Continued from page 3 jss
tiaiions for a sale are to be resumed photography short course at Kent
"To one 'way back in the woods like yours truly, it is a snatch of Broadshortly.
way waving from the top limb of a maple tree shOutin' 'hoWdy, friend* 1State Univ., Kent, Ohio., March 23V
He'd foresee what was coming and come to greet thee
26. Some 225 full-time press photogwith news from the street of laughter and tears. Where
then lay out a plan, which he 'would every clown thinks
'ScKlemler (We Thinkf
spesJcers
will
attend
and
15
he is the leading star of the big parade.'
raphers
A board, for meetpresent to the
"When men please me with their writing, bo it a song, book, or play, 1
Rinehart .&• Co. wanted to know the coursb.
ing the problem."
exhibitions
get
behind
will
include
my
Activities
typewriter
the proper spelling of "schlemiel,
and sprinkle words like April does her rainThe pub-ad group was asking for drops, and why
used in Charles Jackson's upcoming of the year's best pictures, displays
not?
The good things of this world are few and far behire such a man and optween, if you're askin' me. And those who brighten, Our lives should be
new novel, and ran out of authentic of the best IS photos of newspaper $75,000 to program.
board aperate the
told about it in no small terms,
sources, that ran the gamut from the and picture syndicates, award of a
propriated the coin but put it in
N. Y. Times to Time, so wound up citation for the top photo of the
"I refuse to become a millionaire. Therefore I live alone here in the
the hands of a committee of execu- woods
asking Varibtt. The above spelling, year, and prizes for spot news, feaand do a great deal of reading under oil lamps. With my old wood
Nate Blumtives which. it named.
fire going, and the night wind singing through the forest, I
ture, sports and color transparencies.
however, is. not guaranteed.
sit down with
berg, Universal proxy, is chairman.
a good Kiass of ale and 'Vauiety' and am in .seventh heaven two blocks
Other members are Jack Cohn, of from St. Peter's
Parlor, where the bright boys who are through with sucAds Suffer in Paris Sheets
CHATTER
Columbia; Austin C. Keough, ParaShortage of .newsprint in Paris^
Warner cess and money gettin" sit down together .over cakes aild ale and talk ot •
Schneider,
Jack Conway is writing a book on mouftt; Sam
old
times
and
smoke
long,
clay
church
v
warden pipes.". ,
Uitensified by the recent strike wave, his 40 years in the film industry.
Bros., and Joseph R. Vogel, Metro.
•Richard English to Mexico City for Ex officio members are the chairJ»S reduced the size of the dailies
a hal£^sheet and compelled them material for a Satevepost article.
men of the Advertising and Public- and the Pub-Ad group believes that publicity setup, which would„coHto refuse many ads and minimize the
Vincent Sheean is on his way to ity Directors Committee currently by last week's action the MPAites tinue pretty much as
is^JSftdling
a.iz6 of those they carry.
An in India for a series for Holiday mag, it's Charles Schlaifer, of 20th-Fox— won out. The Pub-Ad men were
'
day-to-day fiackwork:
Crease in. the cost of newsprint of
Irwin Shaw has completed his first and the MPA's national director of
hoping that they'd have some say
25% was also decided on Dec. 10. novel, after two yeai"s' intermittent information, Kenneth Clark.
With many people in the industry
Since many papers are already in work.
The new committee has given no over the public relations activities. of the opinion thi&t public relations
we red, many of them, both daily
Personal Liberty Magazine started indication of how active it will be They feel that merely by having is its No. 1 pro1»lem, the pub-ad
and weekly, are likely to be put out in N. Y. with Carlson Wade as or what tack it will take. Pub-ad
their chairman an ex-oflficio member chiefs
were ebcour^iged by last
of business altogether, further re^
directors, however, are not optimiseditor.
of the committeCi they will not have week's action of the
tioard to
nucing
advertising
potentialities.
John O'Hara is working on a new tic about the Blumberg committee much weight.
the extent that the naming of Ute
Sjirviving weeklies are considering novel, for probable publication late having enough time «way from the
There has been some variation of committee sho'wed a recognition of
.tutttihg bi-mohthly.
tremendous problems now faclng.the
in 1948,
the problem. They think it will imRadio advertising can only be obJohn P. Hinternhofl, of Crane industry here and abroad to give thinking on whether any big-shot
toined by arrangement with radio Press, starting a new short story sufficient thought to public relations public relations counsel who was prove the situation somewhat, in that
hired would work under
prez they will at least have a member
activities.
^viewers since French radio is non- magazine.
board who is directly
There has been some behind-the- Eric, Johnston. The pub-ad men had of the
commercial. Considerably increased
Joan Bennett is writing an article,
.^t** on posters and Shortage of depicting the enjoyment of life after scenes feeling between the Pub-Ad pretty much come to agreement that concerned with public relations and
Directors and the MPA's flack force he should be within the FPA frames- to whom they can turn with fiquEes*
J**er inake them a medium which 30, for The Woman mag.
tlomt and problems,
Babette Hughes' latest novel, "The as to who was to run the pro^rami work, although outside the
r I>)?ovlng very txpensivt to use.

(according to trade- reports). Watis the- firm which seems
to specialize in art books, having

on-Guptill

such a fine job with Norman
'Rockwell's $10-a-copy publication.
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the opera instead of white tie and
Even though he was guest of
George Sloan, chairman of Mets
Producers of the Hana. May- stage
board and club pre!:.
operetta, "Carissima," which ^starts
rehearsals in January, are seeking an

London

tails.

Lasttogel duft WMk, from w«
Coast in time feif Xmas.
Tom Kane mending after recent
Y.
at his home .at Phelps, N.

Abe

.

Henry Senber jomed Karl ^"^non "Bonanza

By Eliiil W. Ma»ss
Raotd Asian recovered from illness
^°Fr"ank Tait leaving N. Y. for Coast and back in Burgtheatre.
to Aussie
Lilian Harvey is appearing in stage
Pec. 30, and flying home
show at Grosse Konzerthaus.
Adolph Worth-Wirtsehalter here
Mister" players giving
''^"CaiV

Me

night party to revues,
orodusers, authors and backers^
Bill Fields on week's visit to Sarasota in connection with next season s
Ringling, Barnum & Bailey circus.
Lauritz Melchior due in N. x.
from the Coast Jan. 2 for his Met
"appearance Jan. 3 in "Tristan and

Christmas

.

Isolde."

.

^

Isadora Bennett now associate i).a.
with
in Richard Maney's office, along

American star.
H. M, Tennent, Ltd., hopes to put
on Hugh Mills' new play at the Lyric,
Hammersmith, some time in FebruSybilla Binder has been menary,
.

illness

stein to do p.a. chores

from U.

S. to

buy new

Paxfilm Co.
depicting

films.

working on picture
of

life

poet

Austrian

'
tioned for the lead.
,
,
Petula Clark, Rank starlet who
was featured in the Wesley Ruggles"London
production,
Field
Sid
Town," is to be guest singing, star in
a Ted Heath orchestra variety show.
She's also to star in a new radio
show.
'.
.
.
, ^
Edith Eyans making pic debut in
Anatole de Grunwald's "Queen of
Spades," which he is producing for
Associated British Picture Corp.
Shooting starts Dec. 29 at Welwyn
Studios with Anton ytftXpttptik, cc
,

'

,

composer Paul Siegel had

XS. S.

air

.

'

starring.
his First Symphony,
Reuben Rabinovitch and
Peter Ustinov is going to GothenTwo Worlds."
Goodman.
burg, for final conference with the
,
i
Raimund theatre rehearsing "With- author of "Frenzy," .which he is
Jock Lawrence and wife planed
out Money I Would Be Happy;" by adapting for" the stage. Play opens
Monday (22) for Cuha on a 10-day
by
vacation as house-guests with the Rudolf Oestetreicher, with music
in Edinburgh Feb. 16 lor a six
Charles Loube.
i.
.
J. P. McEvoys.
Weeks' tour before coming to the
,
,
Actor-author Karl Farkas left for West End.
Vincent Sardi, Jr.. out of hospital
Wrote
This gives extensive tour of Europe.
appendectomy.
after
John Clements has joined the>. Old
film "Many Times
Sardi, Jr„ his longed-for opportu story for Styria
Vic Co. at the New theatre, appearRoekk.
Marika
star
to
lOO;"
nity ior re-activity.
in current presentation of "St.

•

-i,

,

.

,

,

Richard Davis and Gerald Severn
(ne G. W. Sevastianov) set up legrt
production offices in N. Y. as Davis
Severn Productions.
Silent
Helen Traubel to sing
Night" on NBC tonight (Wed.) at

&

.

,

—

resume an old Mme
Schnmann-Heink tradition. ,
,.
Maurice Turet agenting and Eddie
O'Keele back with Eva Le Gallienne
Ibsen repertory which starts its pre^
Broadway tour in Buffalo Jan. 15.
Lou Wilson, formerly with the
11:57 p.m., to

.

William

Moms

agency,

now with

the Prince Littler 'office in London,
expected to visit N, Y. next month.

-Opening

Samuel

of

Goldyryna

"Bishop's Wife" at the Astot two
weeks ago netted New Ydrk Assn.
for the Blind $7,000 In a benefit
'

"

'preemv"''

',

Co., at

Noroton

Heights, Conn.i has changed

name to

Cobweb Playhouse

"A
Heights Playhouse.
Connecticut Yankee" is current atNoroton

traction.

'

•

_

.i

Irene Thirer, N. Y, Post film critic,
"*rho lias been out sick for several
taonths, -is due back <m the job
Paper threw her a party
shortly.

.

Friday (19).
Stewart Long, of Chicago "Born
Yesterday", company, signed for
Carry Merrill lead role in the Australian production" of the Garson
Kanin comedy,
Henry Ferber,- comptroller of Theatre Owners of America, has ankled
that job to move in to Metropolitan
Playhouses 'as assistant to R. V.
Wemple, treasuren

'

.Committee to Help Italian Orphans,
at Met OiiersL House Feb. 8.
Sophie Tucker, Stteif top biz at
Bai Tabarin, Frisco, spending the
holidays^ with the Seymour Weisses
in New Orleans, prior to opening
at the Beverly Club there.
Basil Rathbone read Christmas

Fii«snd
Andy Russell in for polio appieal.
Joaquin Ghray set for House of

prints

fight

-

drive-in house,

surgery.

'

on
Florence S'.- £owe
Carl Brisson currently at Hotel
Statler's Embassy Room.*
Vincenf Lopez in for a one-day
disk-signing- stint for local depart'
i

.

ment store.
Annual Christmas tree lighting
ceremony and President's greeting

•

hearts," received

% Deals

.

Marina Koshetz leaves this week
for a concert tour, starting in Boston.

Bretaigne Windust inv i te d by
Yale Press to write a book on stage
•

.

direction.

returned to Mexico City after confabs with N. Peter

Rathvon at RKO.
Melvin Kontz, animal handler on
the

.

•

•

:

'

Kumaon"

set,

.

,

'

credit.

theatre.

"Charley's Aunt," which is the
Joe Louis arrived lor the opening
Christmas attraction at the Palace, of the Beige Room, at the Hotel
will be followed- by the new Eric Pershing.
Maschwitz-Hans May musical "CarisMike Fritzel's restaurant, formerly
sima" early in March. Lee Ephraim the
Copacabana
nitery,
opened
is producing and it's understood that Thursday (18).
Lady Yule, millibnalress who backed
Harry Davis in ahead of "Anna
Lou Jackson in his many British Lucasta." Producer John. Wildberg
National pictures, is bankrolling.
due in for the opening.
Maurice J. Wilson, "head of Grand
Bill Anson, former local radio perNational Pictures, has acquired Mi- sonality and now a Hollywood disk
chael Clayton Button's play, "Power jock, here with his family lor the
Without Glory," for film which he Christmas weekend.
intends to produce early next year.
Pearl Bailey, the Honeydreamers,
Play was produced at New Lindsey and Joan.Hiatt (Miss
Chicago, '47),
Theatre Club, later transferred to skedded lor appearances at
the An.^
Fortune, West End, but despite nual Nayy Ball
the latter part of
unanimous praise by crix succumbed January.
heatwave.

Paris
By Msxime de Beix
new Champs

j

into

its

his

'

Jan.

4.

Karin
Philippe,

Vangay to star oppflsite
Gerard in next play at the

Michodiere.

Val Guest over from London for
few days before starting on his
next picture.
Xmas. shopping in Paris is at an
a,

alltime low, so far as storekeepers

can remember.
Jean Louis Barrault having to can^
eel some Marigny performances oit
account of grippe.
Club du Faubourg, public debating,
society, to hold a debate on the

Legit Shakes Bluee
Continued from pace

move
office*.

London's John Mills pleased with
new restaurant on Rue Laperouse.
Lido's operator Pierre Guerin and
his producer M. Fraday to U. S.

-

-

selling of theatre parties
dates. that were expected to

to

Elysees

Metro prepping

American pictures' "menace.^'
Claude Alphand, wife of the Bel-

1,

;

for

the

.

gian mihister, tC^irbling with considerable success at Chez Carrere.
Lacy and Priscilla Kastner plan.

be

offish.

Managers allowed party agents a 5%
edge on their package deals. The ning

Xmas

in

Rome

with

their

daughter, the Marquise de Coninck.

variance in grosses for the leading
were thus protected there'
was hot considerable. Tally on
some others, halved the takings of
the previous week. Engagements of
those shows are nearly through.

Lilian Culvert left the stage to
join couturier Christian Dior where
sales ol th«f new *'Miss

hits that

fore

she handles

Dior" perfume.
Yolande Donlan giving Paris the
0.0. before sailing home after starCurrent week on Broadway adds ring ,in the London production of
thiree revivals to the list and next "Born Yesterday."
Paris pix and legit actors and
week there will be another produc'
tion of the- sanie- classification. This* scteen technicians planned a mass
week's entries are "Crime and Pun- demonstration to air their grievishment," "The Cradle Will Rock" ances, but the- Prefect of Pdlice prohibited an intended parade on the
and "Topaze." Next Monday (29), Boulevards.,
Gilbert and Sullivan (D'Oyly Carte)
starting with "The Mikado," playing
the full week.

Jump in the number of produe
tions that went into rehearsal re
cently indicates a livelier first-night
period during January than in the
last two months of 1947.

By

Actor
cancer.

.

Kranze Shift
ss

Continued (ntm pace S

George- F. Gaal
Zoltan Szakacs died of
•

Jazz singer Katie Fenyes, left for
Brussesls, Paris and Stockholm on
two months' tour.
Daphne Barnett and Stanley Carter, U. S. Negro jazz singers, a^e

.

•

of

Universal-International.

at

'
Kay Thompson incorporated her0
self as the KT Corp.
Presumably
Is
Joe vGlaser in to confer with his
descendant
.Richard
Brinsley local office head, Freddie William- she didn't know about the Kate
of'
Smith-Ted Collins company, Kayted
Sheridan, She is an inspector in the son.
Corp.
children's branch of the Home OfConnie Russell added- to the
fice and has already two plays to her Christmas
show at the Chicago
of

'

•

"Man-.eaters

sion

'

A. Theatre Tele

Woram

Charles

was clawed by a tiger.
Donald O'Connor burned his right
hand in a premature powder explo-

by the Society
Civil Service Authors is "What
Love," by Mary D. Sheridan,

'

_

six-

east
to start prepping his 1948 program.

Bax

in a competition

'

public after major surgery.

Gene Autry leaves Jan. 4 on a
week tour of southern states.
Samuel Goldwyn in from the

borough is male
Winning play chosen by Clifford

.

I

-

•

star.

By

,

pUned

C

.

,

'

Elsa Helbling
to South
America.
Dublin
Emil Newman hospitalized for
By MMxwell Sweeney
checkup.
Curtis Bernhardt returned f ro'm
J, J, Byrne appointed Sack to Irish
Mexico City.
Theatrical Agency,
Shirley Dinsdale broke two ribs
J. Arthur Rank, finance controller
G.F.R. Marshall, on bfief visit here in an auto crash.
John H. Auer to Mexico City and
>
for talks vwith local Rank execs.
Holmes Denham named prexy Havana on business.
Ann Richards returned from a
and Neil A. Phelan, secretary, of
Society of Irish Magicians at recent month in Manhattan.
^
Leon- Ames opening an automobile
convention:
Exhib Maprice Baum has joined agency in Studio City.
Robert Montgomery awarded the
with Maurice Wine in new $80,000
private company to extend interests French Legion of Honor.
Walter Kane recovering after an
in nabe situations.
Monarch Film Corp. will dis- overdose of sleeping pills.
John Bourke back to work eft Re-i
tribute Dublin Film Productions'

'

liner.

,

Bob Coleson recuperating from,

surgery.

'

Failure to procure liquor license
balked the opening of Cafe Society,
for which Jimmy Save had been
signed.
Richard E.' Goebel, sales manager
of KQW-CBS, appointed general
manager of KLAS, a CBS affiliaj^e tb
be built in Las Vegas.

-

•

.

•

•

Herff Sanlord to Chicago
Victor McLaglens divorced.

34 LoulS'
booked- solid

•

Cleveland

Hollywood

'

RKO exchange has

By Ted

June Knight, here in "Sweeta backstage visit
from Secretary of Agriculture and
Mrs. Clinton Anderson, former neigh- to
bors in- Texas.Harry Green expecting to present
Eric Johnston' spending the holi- "Potasri and Perlmutter, Detectives"
days at his Spokane home before his early next year. Show is the only
Hollywood trek.
one of the Montaguet Glass- series
stories to kid patients at the Memowhich has not played here. Possirial Hospital Monday (22) assisted
bility of Bud Flanagan co-starring
by Chalk talks by Rube Goldberg,
with Green now seems, remote as
Otto Soglow, and other cartoonists.
"Together Again," the Jack Hyltori
First annual dinner in memory of
Victoria
Palaci^ hit in which Flana-.
the late-Jimmy Walker wiB be held,
Continued from page X
gan is starring, is still doing big biz,
George
14.
Jan;
at Waldorf-Astoria^
Edward Dryhursf production of
Jessel will toastmaster itnd -Opend the refusing 'to sign these performers at
Richard Llewellyn's "Noose," which
next day at Copacabana, .Miami prevailing salaries, Since the agenhe is filming for Warner Bros, reBeach;
cies bad been' .unable to sell the lease, starts shooting Dec. 29 at TedElla]>elle Davis, American. Negro
performer on the idea of taking a dington Studios with Edward Gresopranoif is makintf three condert
appearances in one week in Havana. cut, the guarantee and percentage ville. directing. Cast lineup includes
Carole
Landis, Derek Farr, Nigel
She Sang in recital lyionday (22) and idea; was brought in.
Patrick (in his stage role) and possings
wilh Havana Philharmonic
The performers are reported will- sibly
Joseph Calleia imported from
Bee. 28-29.
ing to go in under those conditions.
American League for a Free Pal- The Latin Casino, Philadelphia, is Hollywood for the Charles Goldner
part.
estine has taken over house for Jan.
Experimental now in negotiations with several
10' performance
of
Theatre's "Skipper Next to God," performers on that basis: There the
starring John Garfield, at the Max- pattern has been foj: $1,000 .guarantee: plus 25% of the gross after
ine Elliott.
By Xes Bees
Joseph H. Seidelman, UniversaVs $18,000. Thus the cafe would have to
foreign chief,' made a Chevalier in gross $22,000 to give the act a $2,000
Irving MillSi Monogram salesman,
the French National J.egion of check. Under those circumstances, to be wed.
Ludovic ChanceU. French nobody loses money.
Honor.
"Chocolate Soldier" pencilled into
Lyceum, Jan. 7-10.
Consul General, presented the decoIt's this type deal that will elimration yesterday (23).
Joe Shea in ahead of "Harvey,'
Horace ("The Killer") McMahQ«V inate the nonodrawing acts and re- accompanied by the missus.
to pre-war levels,
Roxy Ackerberg, formerly with
after playing in four pix on the duce salaries
Coast, in town for a few days, then When an act fails to hit percentages Film Classics, an addition to Selz.
actress
several times in a row^ it's probable nick branch.
to Chicago, where his wife,
St.
James, Minn., city council
Louise Campbell, is expecting their the $1,000 figure will drop lower.
tripling 'theatre license lee from
first child in a few weeks.
$100 to $300.
Gregor Rabinovitch, producing a
Eugene Ormandy guest conductor
series of operatic films in Italy for
with Minneapolis Symphony, which
Columbia release, due in- some time
L.
he formerly directed.
next month. He was scheduled to
Maureen Cannon, singer, and Stan
arrive on the America Monday (22),
isssi centfamed from pa^ci sss
Fisher,
harmonicaist,
into
Hotel
but cancjalled his passage.
David Kay, whose column in the jected & picture 6x8 feet to a porta- Radisson Flame Room.
referred
Bennie Berger, .North Central Alrri-oneously
N.'Y. l\i;.-.
ble opaque screen over a distance
lied
sponsored
by
president, to Kansas City to
.VAR-r:Tv'a»
being,
to Jn
of 30 feet. LittlCi if anything, was
help organize a Kansas-Missouri na
the Sfielt Oil C»., is in facttJrez of
the Shel.; Praaucts Co. The two lost of the boxing images received. tional Allied. States unit.
Device is reportedly capable of picWood Smith and John Winslow
outfits ha-.'tr 'r-» afuliation.
elected president and business agent,
Motion I*ic-!.iUv^! Af.--Ociates holds its tures 15x20 feet.
D'Orsay is spending $2,000 for respectively, of ]V|Dtion Picture Maannual inat«Lll*t;oii w- officers and
diX'eetwff'iffaai-S at .the Hotel Astor. publicity on the Rose Bowl airer, chine Operators ' AFL Union No.
Group's new prexy, Arthur Mayer, which is to be televised by Para- 219 here.
,
Herman Grecnberg and Louis D.
will be inducted, replacing Fred J. mount's-KTLA. Overall nut is $4,000,
Froelich, ASCAP general manager
Schwartz, Century tneatres veepee.
Leonard deP^iur, whose including newspapers and air plugs. and counsels in from New York
Capt.
Negro Infantry Chorus makes its Set will be spotted in ^.the audi- for trial of theatre-fees' non-pay
N, Y", bow at Carnegie Hall Sunday torium's orchestra pit, projecting ment suits.
With name changed to Minneapwas choral conductor lor forward onto the screen. If a trans(28)i
Broadway productions of "Four lucent screen is available in time, olis Civic Theatre, North Star Drama
Saints in Three Acts" and "John the set will be installed behind it Guild, leading local little theatre
group, to offer "My Sister Eileen"
Henry."
:.
,
for rear projection.
next^ Dec. 30-Jan. 3.
Former Gov. Alfred M. Landon
Set is- scheduled to sell for $2,500,
Rita McDonough, who played in.
was barred from the Metropolitan
'Opei'»ClUb last week (15) because .v;ith heavy production expected to genue lead in North Star Drama
Guild's world premiere ol /Clifford
be was wearinfr « business suit at reduce that cost.
'

Local
V:alcott

Vincent Price to San Diego.
through January. -Exhibitors, eajjer
Don Dewar bedded by flu.
to get them, are driving from town
Gig Young bedded with flu.
to town and into Minneapolis to
Norman Taurog ill with flu.
pick them up.
Myrna Loy down with laryngitis
High costs of material and labor
Benay Venuta in from New York
ani material scarcitjr holding up
.Charles
Laughton in from New
start of construction of .new, theaYork.
ValUiy,
local
suburb,
tre at Golden
Isabel Randolph down with pnetiand Gordon Greene and Jack monia.
Wright, promoters, considering askBryan Poy recovering from minor
ing permission to build temporary

ing
JOan," and will replace Trevor Howard, who leaves at Christmas in "The
Taming of the Shrew" when it goes first pic, "My Hands Are Clay," due
<
tor screening soon.
back into the repertoire.
Twentieth-Fox managing-director
Scripter Ted Kavanagh, responsible for all the Tommy Handley for Britain, William S. Kupper, and
ITMA radio series, is going into the general sales manager J. F. Pattinhis own. son, due to vacation here for ChristWalton Goldman has quit the talr entertainment business on
He is leasing a hall at Whitby, mas.
n
ent biz for insurance.
B. T. Davis, prexy of Cinematowhere he plans tO' present
Gil Thomas, KGO-ABC writer- Yorks,
concert artists, dance bands and graph Exhibs Assn. of Great Britain,
producer, father of a son.
here with general secretary W. R.
orchestras.
symphony
Joseph' Josephson in for single
Frank Launder and Sydney Gil- Puller to discuss benevolent fund
Christmas night performance at the
liat Xlhdividual Pictures), who are scheme with Irish exhibs group.
Curran.
Gaelic'
theatrd
producer - playBlumenfeld to use Guild (Lippert) filming' Norman Collins' bestseller,
to Me," at Pine- wright Walter Macken has joined
house for; move-overs, with "Exfle" "London Belongs'have replaced
Pa- Abbey Theatre as actor- His play,
wood for Ranlc,
as starter-.
femme lead, with Susan "Mungo's Mansion," has, .been proEdward Arnold in for "Mr. Presi- tricia Roc,
Richard Atten- duced at the Abbey and in London.
dent" broadcast from the President Snaw, Rank starlet:

San Francisco

.

to nation to be broadcast from White
Ferrucio Tagliavinl, Charles KuU- House lawn 5-5:30- today (Wed.).
ihan and cneo Elmo head list of stars
Ina Ray Hutton. and orch. at Club
for benefit concert to Permanent Kavakos.

.

mayor.

.

Krnst Deutsoh signed for Continental film, to be directed by Eduard
von Borsody;
WiHi Fbrst plans alliance with a
Belgian film company headed by
Georges Lourrau-Dessus.

Frank premiere here of
titled "Between

.,

Goldsmith's comedy, *7Wr. Cpoper's
Left Hand," is daughter of St, Paul

;

boff at Savoy here. ,
Joseph Toldy, Hungarian-born U-S*
set designer, left for U. S. after twomonth visit. Married while here.

sa

from U. He moves into

FC Jan, 19
following a Florida vacation. For 16
years prior to his Rank stint, Kranze
was with RKO as district manager
and in other capacities.

"The Other," starring Dolores d^
Rio, to be released here shortly.
This will be first Mexican pic here.
A newly-established film company
prepping to screen Snimonov's "The
Russian Question," currently runnmg
at National Theatre.
FC Into Own Prod.
Actor Lajos Alszeghy, 35, last seen
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
as Candy in John Steinbeck's Ol
Plans for production operations Mice and Men," which' broke all
by Film Classics are coming out of theatrical records of recent years,
the talking stage with announce- committed suicide by gas.
Kimort's "Light Musa" is now
ment that FC is taking over part of
Lead is played by Wa
the Nassopr Studios in Hollywood. shooting.
Turay. Script is by her husband,
Portion of the lot will be called Istvan Bekeffy; music by Tamas
Film Classics Studio.
Brody, and direction by Zoltan Ker;.
Simultaneously, FC prez Joseph enyiNational and Madach theatres
Bernhard disclosed the appointment
performance rights 01
of Maria Quigley, former assistant feuding over
Erskine Caldwell's "Tobacco Road.
to the late Trem Carr, one-time
theaMadach
Peren'c Hont, head of
Monogram production head, as tre claims he contracted for piaj
Coast production assistant working last summer in London, while wa>
directly under him.
tional claims previous rights.
'

.

1

I

'

,

I

'

,

\

ss
Co., &i. Louis,

died Dec. 14 of heart
home of a daughter
in Normandy, St. Louis county.
trombone player and, violinist, he
was a member of the Mizpah orch
Continued from page 9 s
in St. Louis. He retired about 15
years ago, after 46 years with the stressing the fact that she was a was set in two. 1 was sitting in my
age Grand Opera Co. and other opBEIiMNfiBK
woman who didn't meddle or gossip. chair when the curtain rose. A young
newspaper eratic organizations, died at his home conservatory.
Mirk Hellinger, 44,
Two
daughters survive..
man came in, put his arms around
Only
apparent
afterthought,
as
an
producer,
in Memphis last Wednesday tl7)
film
Mlumnist, author end
when he had obtained the Mother's me and exclaimed, 'Mother, aem. ,iis
attack -m a following a two- week illness.
ffmbed to « heart
consent, did he mention that the wonder! ji to see you. How are you
native of Germany, Donath sang
FRANK ERNEST HEARN
hospital Dec. 21.
feeling?'
And I looked in the fireprospective
boarder
an
actress.
was
and acted with German opera
Frank Ernest Hearn, 65j who
"Nevertheless," added Trixie with place, gave him a slightly sour look
troupes in Dortmund, Colmar, Trier, toured vaudeville-cireuits more than
'
and then looked at the audience and
at the Court theatre in Altenberg 30 years ago when he first arrived a-n accompanying routine of eye^
ARTHUB L. \irAI<Stt
said: 'LOUSY.'
It never failed to
me
Schiller
brow-raising,
"they
took
in.
Fve
theatre in Berlin. from England, died of a heart ailexecutive and the
bring down the house."
Arthur L. Walsh, 51,
A. EdUon, He came to America in 1907 to sing ment at his home in New York, Dec. been here seven years and it's a
viM-president of .thomas
This article, by the way, is printed
wonderful place. I've had a lot of
state the tenor lead in "Madame Butters- 18.
and former New Jersey
face
in
the
of
remonstrances
from
fun
still
lot
of
and
I'm
having
a
He was with Prof. Lamberti for sev..
Memorial fly" for the Savage 'troupe and it
pec.
seSStor. diea
was in this part that he played eral seasons before World War I, and fun. And, thank God, i have an um- Trixie herself. She opened the interview by insisting: You,shouldn't
Memphis in 1908. La^er he appeared was the husband of Julia Knox, Who brella!
be
running
a
story
a!>'6ut
Why
me.
"That is what I advised Eva TanEdison in concert and as soloist with lead- last appeared in New York and
Walsh's career with the
don't you give the space to someone
At the age of 19. ing choral societies: before turning to on tour with Ethel Barrymore in guay years ago-»-to get* herself an who needs #?'' "
Co began in 1919. reputationin his teaching as voice instructor and "The Corn Is Green." He was the umbrella with 52 ribs-^$l;000 for
a
^£ter winning
a violinist, he was eventually director of the Opera father of the late Frank Norman. each rib, to shelter her. But she
rative Newark as
didn't list'en. She earned more than
and School at the Chicago Musical Col- Hearn, legit actor.
pneaued to make Edison rfeeords
lege.
$2,000,000 and died destitute."
in which, he played.
to give recitals
For five years, Donath taught
Dustine Farnum to Louis J. BitTrixie's room was still cluttered
With his recordALAN MCDONALD
In direct comparison
with birthday presents and cards, terlin, Bevery Hills, Dec: 20. She's a
tone quality voice and piano and directed the
ings to prove that the
Alan
McDonald,
club
one
of
the
at tlie Culver Military
36,
evidence of celebration of her 77th screen actress.
and reproduced mu- glee
of the original
founders
the
Omaha
birthday a week before. Her eyes
Estelle Cohn to Joseph Mayer,
He later was made Academy in Indiana. From 1921 to Playhouse,ofdied last weekCommunity
sic was identical.
Omaha.
in
1932, he taught in Helena, Ark., movJwinkled arid she chuckled a bit as Chicago, Dec. 14. Bride was publicadvertising and music manager of
ing to Memphis then to continue An architect, he was keenly in.- she admitted the agie.
ity assistant in the Chicago office of
the company.
'
,
,„ ,
j teaching and 'to conduct choirs in tercsted in the theatre and was a
Universal Pictures.
A Tipoif on Soph
For several years, Walsh selected the local churches.
member
of the Playhouse board of
EdiDoris Dillon to Richard Shedden,
"You know Sophie Tucker came
all numbers to be recorded by
Surviving are his wife and a directors since its start 23 years ago.
son and supervised the artists. Dur- daughter,: sj^s. a. W. Miller, Jr., of Henry Fonda and Dorothy McGuire up to see me a while back: She was Forest Hills, N: Y., Dec. 21. "Bride
popuing this period he also wrote
were among the names who got their, looking over the room and the pic- is daughter of Otiy Lombat^do's
Pines North Miamii Fla.
tures on the wall and, presentb^ I trombonist) James Dillon.
lar songs including "Porcupine
start there.
asked her: 'Sophie, are you still
for Its Pork," "The Prisoner's SweetBrenda Harris to William E. OsSHEPHARD WAYNE NVNN
59?' She nodded yes. jfou know we borne, New York, Dec. 5. He's Monheart"—an answer to "The PrisonROBERT r. BURKHARDT
Shephard Wayne Nunn, 66, legit
death
started show business about the ogram International's Far East and
er's Song." At the time of his
actor, died in New York, December
Robert F. Burkhardt, 65; novelist same time:
he was president of a- corporation
Middle East, supervisor.
17.
Born in Indiana, he started in and screen writer, died Dec. 19 at his
erecting a super-power radio station
Mary DiFazio to Richard J. Boz"I started in 1889 and quit- in 1939.
show business with Charley King's !home in Santa Monica, following -a
Bride;
in Newark.
I ran away from home to go with a zuifif Jr;, New York,, Oct. 9.
Repertoire Co. when 17. Later he heart attack.
is /Monogram International service.'
After being promoted to Edison
show."
Walsh joined the Brian Martin Stock Co. Under the joint pseudonym- of Rob
vice-president,
ejitoutive
The
show, she said, was "The manager in New York,
where he met and married Grace Eden, he and his wife. Eve, wrote
Frances Biddulph'to Sidney, Philserved as New' Jersey State director
of Pekin" with .Lou Harrison
Pearl
Valentine, actress. They played in numerous novels, short stories and
of the Federal Rousing Adminisfrastarring. When they got to Cleve- lips, New York, Dec. 19, Groom is a
repertoire and stock until 1909 and screenplays.
tion in 1934-35. He was appointed
land. the law caught up with Trixie, theatre and talent executive in
then came to New York and apby Thomas Edison's son, Charles,,
She was then under age and; her Metro's homeoflice.
Gretchpn
Emerson to Harold
GEORGE L. BLAKESLEE
who was then regional director of peared in Al H. Woods* production
parents had reported her flight to the
of "A Minister's Sweetheart."
Adamson," Hollywood, Dec. 20, She's
the FHA for New Jersey, Delaware
George
L.
Blakeslee,
77, exhibitor police.
After that season, Nunn and Miss
end Pennsylvania.. Walsh managed
"I remember they picked me up an actress; he's a songwriter.,
of
Lauder,
died
last
week
in
Wyo.,
for Valentine Wei:e divorced and later
Regina King to Mel Richmond,
euccessfdll campaign
jsaiMii's
Denver,
after
a
long
illness. He built and took me in to the chief of
Zoe Barnett and toured
gci^riior of New Jersey in 1939. On he married
"He looked: me New York, Dec. 28. Gn^m is son of
the Grand theatre in Lander and pol^e,*' -she said.
WeVtmber 26, W43, Gov. Edison ap- in "The Red Rose." He also ap- continued to operate it until his over -and said: 'You donit look Jike Jack Richmond, vet juiuslt man.
peared in "Miss Springtime," "Tanjwihted. him to the Senate to fill the
a bad girl.' 'I'm not,' I told him. Bride ;is non-pro.
death.. •
^
,Anita ' Nelson to Charlie Janoft,
unMpired term of W. Warren Bar- gerine," "The Midnight Girl," "Oh^
Then he asked me what I left home
Wife
survives.
New York-, Dec. 22. Both are With
He served UhUI December, My Dear," "Tomorrow the World"
bour.
for.
and others. His last N. Y.. appeari9i4,'
"I told him I had beeo working in Leads. Music,
ance was in '|Kiss and Tell."
WILLIAM H.
Margaret Roach te Bob Livingston,
a store for $3.50 a week, that on
He leaves three brothers and two William H. Markwood, 39, general this job I was getting $-18 and sendr Hollywood, Dec. *18. She'i Hal
HABBT MOSS
sisters.
manager of. station WCAM, Camdeni ing $10 a week to my mother—and" Roach's daughter; He's a western
Harry Moss, 44, veteran band
N. J.» died Dec 22 in West Berlin, didn't he think $8 a week was better actor.
;bo<dE6r, was :found dead In bed Dec.
JOHN GRAY VON UERBERO
Gloria Franklin to SW Silvers,
A heart
N. J. He was also a reporter for the than $3.50. He called in a clerk and
18 at his N. Y. apartment.
John Gray von Herberg, 71, owner Philadelphia Daily News.
said: 'Wire them they'd better" let Glendale, Cal., Dec. 17.
They were
He had com.attack- proved fatal.
theatres, cafes and real
Wife, two sons and daughter sur- her alone.' So I went lOn .;in show married secretly, in Mex-l<;o .lour
.platned- the previous day of feeling of numerous
months ago.
business."
evening was given a estate In the northwest, died Dec. 17 vive.:
ill, and that
Trixie, to use tier own words, "saw
medical checkup, the doctor pro- in Seattle, of heart failure. He had
vaudeville through from stem to
nouqcing him fit though ia need of been seriously ill a week.
BVRDEXTE E. BROWN
Knbwn principally, as a theatre
stern." It -was hard work but it was
Following- morbihg, when
a lest.
Burdette E. Brown, 42, assistant all fun, she maintains.
he didn't show up' at hfs office^ a owner, von Herberg- also owned
Mr. and. .Mrs. Fortunio Borianova,
used to work: Once daughter; Hollywood, Dec^ 18.
"Lord, how
secretary
phoned his apartment Von's Cafe in Seattle and real estate' to Phil Friedman in the' Warner
Father
hous^ superintendent to 'check up, in various northwest cities^ In part-' casting department, died Dec. 21 in I played the Albee and the River- is a screen actor.
nership with Claude Jensen, of Port- Hollywood. He was casting director side the same week-^finish my act at
and latter discovered the body.
Mr. and Mrs; Dwight Hauser, son,
One theatre, hustle -to- the subway, Hollywood, Dec. 17. Fathet is ABC
Moss, originally was a trade news- land, he al.<!o had an interest in First at Universal for many years.
Wife, Betty Brown, legit and film fixing my makeup as I went, get to
paperman. He ran a magazine iCalled National Theatres (Mercy), Yakima
writer-producer.
Dance, then went into several minor Valley; ownership of the Mount actress, survives.
the other theatre, put on a hat and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack O'Mara, daughbooking agencies before becoming Baker theatre building, Bellingham
walk into my act."
ter, Los Angeles, Dec, 19, Father Is
head of Music C^fp, of America's iind Grand Theatre building. Great
There was more -talk about vaude- western -^Ivisioti £ales m'anager for
Ida Rosenbers, 63, mother of Sylone-night, department in the late Falls, Mont.
ville, musical comedy and the -stars ABC.
via Rosenberg, Deems Taylor's sec'30s.
Se quit that post mote than
Wife, four children, brother and retary at ASCAP, died in- New York who were contemporaries., Some of
Mi-.
aniJ. Mrs.
George Watson,
two years. ago to go .with Joe Glas. sister, sttrvive.
those star^ are still around and 'visit daughter^ San Antonio,
,
recently,
Dec. 16^. In addition to Miss' Rosen'«r's Associated Booking Agency and
her -at^the school from time, to time. Father is-City manager
there for Inberg, -who is Mrs. Morton Metzler
afterward quit there to set up the
"Charlotte Greenwood was out terstate Theatres.
KALLAHAR
HARRY
in private life, she leaves husband,
Harry Moss Agency. Several months
her show ,at the
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Keesal, .son,
Han'y Kellahar, 56, long the presi- three other daughters, and three and I went to see
ago he took, over the liooking of -talPasadena
Civic
Auditorium^we Chicago,. Dec. 16. Mother i?
dent of the Memphis stagehands sons.
formeV
ent represented by Willard Alexplayed in a show together once— legit actress,
Joan Churchill,
union and for 25 years stage manander, meanwhile keeping a hand in
the 'Passing Show of 1912.'"
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Eskelson,
ager at Loew's Palace, Memphis,
his own' outfit, which .was being
Up to the time the arthritis got son. Salt Lake City, Dec. 20. Father
Kenneth Quarbere, 10, son of Lindied suddenly Dec. 21 of a heart athandled bx Jack Kearny and, later,
her down seven or eight weeks ago is continuity
writer and' Sportstack. When stricken, he was repair- coln Quarberg, publicist for Howard
"Doc"
Trixie had been active in entertainRichardson.
Whether the ing
*
« theatre seat. 'Though in fail- Hughes "Vendetta," died Dec. 21 in ing informally in the veterans' hos.- caster, at KALL there.
agency will contiinue in business is
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Landerman,
ing health for several years,' Kal- Hollywood, of sleeping sickness. He
»s yet undetermined.
She
pitals in the Los Angeles area.
twin son and daughter, Hartford,
laher had refused -to retire, insisting was the second of Quarberg's three expects
to get back on the job again
Moss 'is.' survived by .his mother,
sons.
Dec. 15. Father is leader -of Lander-,
that he would die on the Job.
Jenini*. Moskowitz, former Yiddish
shortly.
A native of Memphis, he served
stage Starr a brother, «ister, widow
"My right hip is trying to go to man Bros, band at Hotel Bond,- Hartoverseas in World War I.
John Earl Groth, Sr., 69, .'Secretary sleep on me," she said, "but we're, ford.
arid daughter.,
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Hoelter, son,
Wife, brother and'-sister survive.
of Fort Wayne Broadcasting, Inc., not going to let that happen— I still
Chicago, Dec. 16. Mother is Jan*
which operates WFTW there, died have a job to do at the hospitals.
CESAttB SODEKO
Isippold, partnei? to publicity, firm ol
FAUL HANNON
'
Dec. 16 in Battle Creek, Mich.
"Right now I manage to get out of
Cesare Sodero, 61, conductor since
Dutton-Lippold.'
Paul Hannon, salesman and exhibbed three times p week to go to
1842 of Italian opera with the MetMr. and Mrs, -Alfred. Wejtton; ton,
mass. Of course; I could go every
ropolitan Opera Co., N./?,, died Dec. itor in the Kansas City territory,
proMother, 95, of George K. Spoor, morning in a wheelchair—but I'd Hollywood, Dec. 16, Father
18
New York, After gaining a died Dec. 10 in Kansas City.-, He had founder
duction
manager
lor
Criterion
PicEssannay
studio,
of
old
in
attEact<too much attention from the
^reputation as a conductor in Italy, been a' salesman for United Artists
tures.
he ^as })rought to the U. S. in 1906 for A number of years, but a few Chicago, died Dec. 18 in Waukegan, girls that way and they'd be watchMr.
and
Satd
Mrs.
Ktit$,
son.
and
tiiree
daughsons
other
111.
Two
ing me Instead of attending to the
by the late 0«car Hammetst^in. For weeks ago switched- to Eagle Lion.
New
York,
Dec.
19. F*ther i» «
survive.
ers
also
service."
several years he conducted lor the He was also operator of the LaBelle
Even at the age of 77 a glamor pressagent.
Hammerstein Ope*a Co., and later theatre, Troy, Kans. His son, Paul,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
.William
Carter,girl of the stage is still more than
with the Aborn Co., Henry W. Jr., is with Monogram and a brother,
Tristan Bernard, 81,, novelist and
daughter,
Hollywood,
Dec.'
21,
bavage Opera Co. and other such Frank, is branch manager for War- playwright, died recently in Paris. somewhat of a sensation in a girls' Father is a film actOr. Mother, the
But the minor problems
school.
ner Brothers In Omaha.
organizations.
daughHe was deported by the Germans arising 'are worked out smoothly by former Nancy, Wlman, is
.Wife and daughter also survive.
Al general musical director for the
ter of legit proflucer niv'j„ht Dcor^'during the war.
sisters.
Trixie and the
•JW«on Phonograph Co. from 1913 to
The comedienne pointed to stacks Wiman.
J9Z5,- Sodero
TOMMY COHEN'
Mf.JiJd Mr*. Will C05)*»n, datighmade more than 1,000
recordings, most of them operatic.
Tommy Cohen, 83, former legit R, Br McCormlck, 55, owner of of Christmas cards from various! tm- Wmywoda, Dec. W. Father it
He was one of the first conductors of and film publicity 'man, died Dec. 13 the' Gloria theatre at Senatobia, show business and other celebrities. a Universal -.Jnternitlciniii shorts ...
"I get more than TOQ.of them every
opera broadcasts, and, hi 1926 fea- in San Francisco. He was at one Miss.,_died Dec. 20 at Bapfist hosproducer-director. ./
girls
And
after
Christmas
the
year.
>
Mr, and Mrs. LaSie Raddatz, son,
« series of tabloid operas over time an advance man for both David pital, Memphis.
who are up in their studies ,«n(i Hollywood, Dec,»a, Father is NBC'S
WEAF, N. y.
Warfleld and Lily Langtry.
don't have any black marks lot de- Hollywood presp department
head.
Sodero was a composer aji well as
Cohen retired four years ago after
Daiurhter, 5, of Roger Kelly, an- portment are allowed by the sister^
Mr. and Mr£ Bruce Fowler, Jf„
conductor. Among his works were working- for a number of years in nouncer at WJAS in Pittsburgh,
and
room
See
them
in
my
iR
come
to
i^s Amours du Papillon" and "Rus- San Francisco for Columbia pictures.
daughtetiH^IlyvruQ^Bsc. 21,G>«ua»
died last week of pneumonia in groups of 10 or 12 at a time,
lather is firsjbc^ dfstriet manager for
Man Shadows," both operas, as well Before going with Columbia and Florida.
'
A 'LouSy First'
Fox-West QfjJtt.
A Wedding March for Large alter his career as a road advance
Jf"
Mr. muVmrs. James Colligan, son,
orchestra," "RomanUc Suite" and a man, he was .assistant manager of
Trixie closed the interview with
Mother of Bernard Hilda, band
'yntiphonic poem, "PromethW
the old Imperial theatre, now the leader, and Irene Hilda, actress, died more reminiscences of vaudeville, N. Y., its. 15. It's their .second
capping them with the clafm that child. Father i.s general manager for
Wife, three tons, add two daugh- United Artisi
Dec.
5 in Paris.
She was the first person to use Michael Tq
'*13S survive.
»
Mr. and JSfrs. Al Kohler, son, Dec.
"lousy" on the stage.
AUGUST WINTER
"I was in a Shubert show and sug- 22, Bronjcville, N.v'Y.. Father ia raMother, 81, of actor Edward H.
KURT DONAtir
August Winter, 81, former musiHarring- gested a blackout that they put lii, dio aecounl^ exei^va for Pads
Donath, 67, erstwhile lead-. cian and retired president of the old Robins died at his home,
Advettidng. Agetti^,
last Thursday (Ig), I played Whistler's mother, The Set peart
«« tenor for the
Stfassbcrger Conservatory of Music ton Park, N, J.,
disease at the
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Jackpot

On NoD^iiveaway

Janis Paige,
Sued for Her 'Debt'

-

,Pec/2l

stanza's

tit

tie^awacft.

An

•

Hollywood, Dec.

'

30.

XVank Martinelli, Jr., married acliviM In Wew York City
« wife qi!id tliree children told tress Janis Paige on Saturday (27).
the shQW ot losing tive jobs in On' Monday (29) a motion, was filed in
f
Succession when his employers foinld supeHor court to make him coji.ll|K-eOnvict

W

DKritlv

.

)'iptit

,

He
about his prison record.
think he was going to be able

'didn't

I

home

.'^^'feeiep his

altogether)

he

said.

3F(>Uowing day n' Hood oi parcels
fifim .letters^ d^scftnded upon Mutual,
-jjl adi^vessed isimlply to "Keep a
By the second
•.|?anil^, Together,"
*
officials
j^Bkyv .netwoffe
¥)va full truclcloads ot
idj^rined'
containing igroceries and
^jCKTcels
Jtaothttig had been irauled to the

V'-^'
•

defendant in a suit to obtain a

for",

feiied deposit realty deal.
,^ -Motion, to be heard Jan. 6, is based
on theory that when a man marries
a, gajl. he -marries her debts, too. He's
a fi^sCQ,-restaurateur,

%

^

.

became

>

>„'Vi

iKif*0OHvict's

/»Htual
turmd

The

had

Jwen

room

Ifau^^' Wo(Mi$

Sbwart Back

into a- receiving depot and
vas,iiming u^ again with paqlcages.

"

;
'

'tenement home.

bofiriji

'
Irfttar* containing^ checkfl' and cash
- Vrera
so numerous lhat a guard was
'
jfostdd on the web's mallroom; later
,
' fhe 'lietterr were forvtrarded straight

'^0

•J

the SfartujCac^jiters
Trust Co. lor
'

AmSiftseepiajr."

i^jxut

'-^Bh^ >e3tycon«iet

reeel<veA

mean-

th^n ^0

'rtitwe

job

•ffers.

By

'
,

'

"

**

Monday

(29), the cash
swelled past the
(Continued on' page 39)
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31,

PRICE

1947

2$

cmm

JanieS Stewart may again star in
"Harvey," at the 48th Street, N. Y.,
diiripg the. winter, as he did, last
s'ummer, when Fay was on vacation
for 'seven weeks.' Show's producer.
Brock Pemljerton, has invited the
film actor to rejoin the comedy, but
no" definite answer has been '•eceive4."Dui-ing'the period that Stewart played {he gentle stew 'in "Harvey," biislnes'S- was virtually capacity at; all performances.

Eastern F3in ProdiHto's J^^est

1 PiMllG

IMediation Bd.'

h, Alexander and Iklutuol net-**
;..|^)^v«Kecc were ac surprised as
IHm«'«lse at 'the pull ot "AIexfin<
r*MeAieMi^ Bodrd," A* fevidenced
. "iilienoiiienal,!''?^*^*!^ ^efppnse'

,

BX VABIKTV.

EYE HOT LEGIT

^-Convict Hits

~

1947,

YORK, W£DN|;SPAJ, BEC^PIBER

kpetus Abed jtf Tdefjj^

tCaught in a ripsaw of sweeping:
personnel cutbacks in Hollywoodand lagging legit production op.
Broadway, talent scouts for. the film
majors would prefei- to file and forget 1947 and pass on to more pleas-ant tppics. For most of^.'i^he oompani^, few names have been signed
over the last six. months,- but
Vauiety's year-end roundup reveals
an undercurrent of optimism run*'
ning through New York talent offices with respect to 1948.
According to Arthur Willi,
eastern talent dhief, the current
tight squeeze on budgets has its
brighter side ip that it forces an,
accent on authentic thesping ability
for screen prospects as against un-'
talented beauty. "The days of signing pretty faces indiscriminately are
over," he said, pointing out that his
studio is gunning- for more persbin.

.

RKO

,

?N[ith eastern produetiott. not ye*
up to the high hopes aet jtor
by its chief backers, majority of
the film .producers in ahd around
'PxSMc&cs a
tiTejw York, now look to the fast-Theatre parties for Broadway- legit '^wing television industry
to givt
shows have reached a new'phas?.- thistp work *the boost that
has not
Organizations now pffer produceri been forthcpming-from
Hollywood.
who would discourage these "bene-:
Producers are confident that;
fits" an
additional bonus to take will form
the major part of all tel«
Over a theatre for a night.
programming in the future, .Mto for
Arthur Schwartz, producer of the commercials -jnod fojr «traiglm writerforthcoming "Inside U.S.A.J*' has tainfiient Sljifce it apjxws extremely
lieen offered a $% bonus from one unlikely' titat. the major Hollywood
organization for rights to a theatre «<Waiii^ "Win- ever .rent their
party. Bonus is on top of the po- ne^fir pro^lict t» video- broadcasters,
tential $6,000 sellout price for the that means that' films designed espe*
house,' wblch hasn't bee^ selected cially for tele will have to be
u^e^,
yet.
.
^d, .with high production andubftj*;'
costs on the Coast, coupled w«h th*
liKcK of suitable studio space, 1ih»
eastern producers believe they'll be
the ones who wUl, be-' able to fill the

Millkjn-Copy Sheet

the war,

when

l,000,000>-copy .songs

weren't too rare, is exemplified by
current marks.
"Near You," which was a smash
York's top-billed speciacular,
hit on records and in big demand

Biz Boiwces

New

MaH[s Far Off
That sheet -music sales 'have
dropped far off the pace set 'during

Spec, Snarls B.O. But

mm

.

who was picked <up

NX's Rliz, Week's Top

it'

Bonus No^

like Barbara Bel Geddes,
after her per(Continued on page 47)

alities

living

.Theatre Parties Offer

Back Rast

bill.

,

'

'

.

:

That tele has already given a considerable boost to eastern production
is seen in the large amount of flilrft
now being aired -over video outlets
thro'ughout the country. Broadcasfera
have been thirsting foi* film of al4WoSt any kind, as evidenced by the
low-class westei-ns hew transmitted
by many of them.. In addition, most
of the top-spending advertisers' on
video bave decided on film" for thellr
commercial plugs. Educatibttiri; documeiitiiry and iiristitution^ advertisx
(Continued an page if)

i

the blizzard of '47, didn't spell a
whiteout for showbiz but it Stitrpd in sheet-sale category, has gone
up an icy bit of havoc which WSs about 650,000 and is expected to do
only .rivalled by the tangle in trans- about another 50-73,000 before colportation. People who didn't expect- lapsing. "Ballerina," which replaced
to see such legit sellouts as "A it on top, has done less than 300,000
Television will have its'flit'st TJ, S'
;
nreem of a' feature film tomorrow than at the ^8th' -Street, where "Har- Streetcar Named Desire" and "High so far, but is still climbing. That's
Koilyti^d I>e6, 39.
Button Shoes" until the summer far below the marks set during the
(Thursday)-' nigjit at 9:13, when
Halt of double 'ffe&,ture$'in dome lo-^
vey'J is in its 'tojurth yelar. Out-of- solstice had their chance last Fri;?
past two years by, for fixample,
WNBT. NEKI's New York tele outlet, town
calities' looms as result of a barrage
.bookings, particularly ^e es^st- day (26) when unfortunates can- Santly-Joy's "Till the End
of Time,"
Will transmit- the French-made "Afon
film
companies
ern
fc'ey cities, have been reserved
by individual
went well over 1,000,000
celled out because of mountainous which
irican Diary" over the east coast netmembers of the Legion of Decency
work as a special New -Year's Day by thefimanager for a third company snowsi That was just one indication copies.
around the country; .Cathpliqs are
to be Jheaded by. Fay. Present road
(Continued on page 14)
offering. It runs 7? minutes.
On records, the 1,000,000 copy writing to the studjea^
protesiing.
with
Joe
E.
Brown,
is
"Harvey,"
Tilm was importe(| into the U. S.
disk is also a rarity now. Vitacpustic against
-.^bibitors-ahdfissUB'g jgictures
^nore than a year ago but has not playing midwestern cities and garrecords recently paid a royalty on classified by the Legion
That's Love, Brother
aS <&j,eofconnei'ing exceptional grosses.
'
ftlayed any theatres yet.
It stars
1,^00,000 copies of the Harmonicats' able, or objectionable
'
Philadelphia,' Dec. 30.in party along
^ Vietor Francen and the late Harry
Maybe it's an extension of the "Peg O' Heart" and expect to file with those judged unobjectionable
\'Bm:- and is being distributed by
Ghristmas spirit, -"or perhaps the a final statement on 1,400,000. That's for children or adults.
- 5**8* *1>««- B0th NBC-and the Mage
Walter
and just about the biggest disk sale of Mail received here indicates it's a
Palumbo,
Brothers
representatives declined to discuss
Frank, are taking the "brotherly one tune in modern disk history. concerted drive with letters worded
rental terms, but it's believed NBC
Second highest is probably Perry alike from farHung. sections oi; the
LINE? love" stuif to heart.
{-J* paying the
|26& Hi: a oneOxie studio.- received a
At any rate, the Philly nitery op- Como's "Chi-Baba" and "Sweet Six- country.
Beatrice Lillie and Buddy Clark
foot transmission.
teen" coupling; which is claimed- to bunch from Maine
artd lanother
will bfe- vying .-tonight' (Wednesday) erators are d^ing something unusual
have gone over 1,000,000, and Frankie bunch " from Missouri, «il
comfor the dubiojjist toncMr of being the for their competitors.
Due tp the fact that all their own Laine's "That's My DeSire" and meficlng, "I f^sel bound in conthe east, to
last artist, at. least^Adopte*
Cr.3ig's disking of "Near You."
science to co'nitotm to ideals of the
record before, the Petrillo midnight places are sold out with reservations
Gominaiidmeiits ban deadline. Miss Lillie is to begin for the New Year's Eve celebration,
Legion ot DeeenQ? by refusing to at"
Wniike the "Lord's Prayer," Which cutting two sides at ECA-Victor the Palumbos have a young woman
tend theatres where ap objectionable
.
«s* was. set to music, Bennee
.film is being shown abng with an
about 9 p.m., the two tunes com- On duty who checks all other pite
KusjelVs "The 10 Commandments" pleting
unobjectionable film,"
the 10-sided album Victor is spots and makes re-servations -for
Bast heen okayed
Letter* also- include suggestions ot
by the Catholic making up of the score o£ "Inside customers in the opposition faoUes!
films to be made, including *'SUi»
There's no business like nitery
SS«ffen Which, '.otlwrwise, restricts U.S.A." She got into N. Y. only last
Marner," "10 Little Peppers," "fivan,W;l»tatties'.to the Latin, It's a de- weelc on the Queen Mary which ,ex-' business!
San Franclscp,. Dec. 30.
,
parture for a present-day pubirshed
Duncan Sisters (Topsy land Eva) geline," "Idylls of the King,''"Loma
plains the late cutting.
»ong (Bourne, inc., is.
are opera't'ing their own platter firm Doone,"- etc. Studios are turnipg, the
the publisher), ' Clark alsff will be working at
here known as the Duncan Disc Co. matter over to the'Dlbtlon, PlctUni^
mechanical delaik are facili- Columbia from 9 p.ml until around
'
of the
-Wted, it is expected that
Gals recently cut an album accom- Assn,
by the midnight putting in his last four
Retail Disk Seller
panied by Phil Bovero's orch. Vet
Petrillo. ban-, starts tonight tunes.
jSS*
Whether he or Miss Lillie
"Ballerina"
vaude writer Blanche Merrill is
;' «!"'^^' Jolson
Will have waxed it will finish oif the almost frantic regr Decoa. Russell, east to place cording pace of the past nine weeks
their partnet" in the ventufeRetail Sheet Music Seller
.
Pictni*
Other tunes on the Duncans' .re-"Ballerina"
SSf ffofgs" Which he co-authored by Columbia, Victor and others is
'
lease slate include the oldie$ "ile-'
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
« lP 'f>w?n and Harry Akst, plans problematical. Di^k eixics are fully
"Most Requested" Ai«k
mowujjg
*
Columbia Piptures ijit negotiating
to Hollywood
mem'bring,"
Nevejr
"I
a
late in -aware of the three-hour time dif"Ballerina"Mammy,"
"I'm FolWlng You'* and with Johnny Lujack tw,iftHx6 Dam*
•'f*S««*y -with J.. J, Shubert who is' ferential between N.. Y. and HollySeller en Coin Machines
jSf^esled in "I>on Juan, Jr.," a wood and they laughingly point out
"Jingle Bells." They'v«( also waxed quarterback to star fn an 'arigiOB],
•'Ballerina" »
"Boogie
Woogie Lullaby,"
"Ifs "Fighting Spirit ot Notre Dame."
.international situation, that a last minute "hot" tune that
- *Il
Britlfli S6«et Seller
JvWch he <;Bu8SeU). did book, Couldn't be canned in time in N. Y.
Grid star'« a^ing price i» x^/n^Uii
Somebody'^ Birthday Today" and
g»
*ric» and -music.
at $79,000 plus a peveentagft
"Welcome Stranger."
"Apple Blossom -Wedding"
i
eould still be gotten In on the Coast

Fay

TEEYISION PREEM
OF FULL-W1H

mm

'

Chase

anxio'Us to tour in the

is

click, as

Mary

.

he has a percentage-

of-lhe-^ross contract with Pemberlon and probably would earn bigger
mopey out of town, where house
capacities are considerably
larger
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LILUE OR CLARK LAST

OVER PETRILLO
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MISCELLANY

Ikt

1(150 Studio

TinisX' on (kiastBe(k

¥k Workers, Costs Hravily in Pix Delays
Hollywood, Dec, 80.
of 8 mysterious

victims

Studio

Jl.OOO
"Virus X" ailment passed the
mark Monday (29) with film lots reill.
porting 1,050 personnel home

Pic

of the businesa also is such that, often as not, tha
recipient isn't exactly on the Emily Post side in making prompt o»
proper acknowledgment so that (1) the donor has no means of knowing of aafe delivery, and (2) the hitended recipients of the gifts fre,
quently wonder why they were "forgotten"; especially if, in previous
years, they were on tha receiving end.

KEN MURRAY'S

cameraman Woody

"BLACKOUTS OF.

,

1948"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
MURBAY'S new
Watch for

ILONA'SmOOOSUIT
ON UNPRODUCED niM
30.

out, inM«ftro is hardest hit with 275
Ilona Massey this week filed suit'
for
cluding studio «xec Parry Rapf ,
as
personnel sick. in Superior Court asking $30,000
total of 20% Ot studio
20th- salary for a film she never made.
at
out
are
Bom« 100 staffers
charged that independent proSho
Henry
director
fox At Columbia,
Friedgen hired
Raymond
John
ducer
s
Columbia
quit
to
i«vin was forced
iier last September for five weeks at
-"GaUant Blade" with Joseph Lewjs,
under a contract
$6,000 weekly
At same studio, Bita -Hayworth re- which, stipulated that she was to be
|u?ned after two 4ays aWay tfom paid whether she worked or not.
^•IjevesrOf Carmtn.":
Throughout studios,

Miss Massey says she did no work
many of last
new on the film.
week's victims are back but
victims reones are but. Other old
were
but
hours
turned for a few
Thirty are
for<:ed*to go home' again.
Lnbitsch
Loy Hellii^er,
cut at UKO, but both Myrna
Melvyn Douglas are back m-.
Dreaift
His
Builds
"Mr. Blandings
days
Dec. 80.
two
Hollywood,
shuttered
:Bouse,^' which

The latter seems to ba a sensitive spot for both the giver and the
giftee. It has come to repeated attention of Varihtt in the past two
or three years feat show people have observed,."! know^^darn well
So-and-So. never forget? me, jbut how can I attempt to cross-cheek,
without embarrassing both of us." (Since $q much of this Xmas
gifting is niechanical, frequently administered by a secretary or
'«
press department, .it seems strange that a cross-check system isn't a
common practice. Just giving blanket orders to dept. stores or liquor
merchants, or others, is no guarantee of safe delivery. The human
elements are such that innocent or 'Otfaet- enrors can-^-and have—
.

WEEK!

289th

Bredell,

nd

KEN
AND COO"

feature length film production.

"BILL

>

Heleased through Republic Pictures

in All Events, All

'Sleep' Into

'Occurred.)

.

quently heard by. this paper. However, it has covered
of show business. Nobody can advise, of course, that
can discreetly call up So-and-So's secretary to check,"
cinch said sec would be obligated to ask (or tell) the

'

.

with Warners worst off

flackeries,

with seven out. Only place in town
where no victims were reported is

•

WM

ical and military circles film companies are moving to set uii a consulting panel of psychiatrists to help
script writers attain authenticity in
any future films involving the psycho
profession. Medicos have long looked

Mickey,. 'Sooneyt
at the Palladium,

with jaundiced eye on the hoked-up

wee%s,

MICKEY RODNEY PLANS

MUSICOniPYFORBmY

manner

in

which

Danny
To

guests of

trip until Jan. 9.

HnrtB.O.
blamed for

killing, BoliSickness is
grosses, patrons -staying away
In drpveSi Legit circles found only
fair
-the virus to blame for the just

day

.

.

.

,

Up by Maurice
Chevalier, who opened last Tuesday
at the Bitlmore. Others were simi-

'

racked

fl5,000
.

Actor's lab called off
production of Lady

larly affected.

scheduled
Gregory's "The Dragon," because
several cast nitemberd were hit.
Similar fate foroed postponement ot

its

canceliatloii of

»
,

•

.

a number of

lltil^

The.L, A. Health Department told
VARWwt; there is no truth to reports
fee city is planning a clampdown on
fee an^usem^nt industry uptil the
disease wanes. It's pointed, out that
fee "Virus X" is on the downgrade,
but ^ven at its height there was nS
thOtiiht of closing theatres since
limilar action in other cities proved
;v«lueless.

Nitery biz

is

off

all

Only ray Of hope was
-

over town

indication ails

ment is ^runniitg its course, and gives
no indtotion of cutting heavily into
the
biz.

expected big
,

New

Year's eve

,

Amon^ other top names bedded
are Rosalind Russell, Gregory Peck,
Errol Tlynn and Audrey Totter.
Payoff is music publisher Irving

lubitsch'* 2S0G Tniit
Will of the late Ernst Lubitsch,
left a trust fund Of $250,000 for his
nine-year-rold daughter, Nicola.
Other bequests include 15% .of the
estate to his divorced wife, Sanya
Gaye Lubitsch, and $10,000 each to
his sister-in-law, Mrs. Regina Lubitsth; a niece, Ruth Hall; his sec
Trondle, and his
Steffa
retary,
'
chauffeur, Otto Werner,
.

Services on Both Coasta
Coincidental with the funeral service for Mark Hellinger at the Pierce
Bros, mortuary in Hollywood, a
servloe by his BroaiJway pals was
staged at' Campbell's in New York
at 2 p.m. last Wednesday (24). This
coincided with the 11 a.m. services
Coast time.
'

Quentin Reynolds delivered
euology in New York.

the

UA.

Cut—

Book Cadillac hotel here.
They wanted him to entertain the
group which is entirely composed of,
physicians. Kaye said feat although
fOTce has done more to destroy pub- $5,000 was his minimum ht would
appreciation of its scientific
values than anything else in this
country." Another medico,' Dr; Irving Bieber, put thumbs down on the
picture as tending to "increase
public anxiety."

lic

UA

«ott

arguments aver fee

validity of the Claudette Colbert
starrer were presented by the doctors in the assemblage with Waldemar Kaempffert, N. Y. Times, science
editor, defending the film and Dr.
Hart objecting. The plot motivation,
has the heroine brought to fee verge
o| murder while under hypnotic fe->
fluence. Several of the psychiatrists
pointed out feat experiences with
GIs during the war confirmed the

.

appear free providing the 'doctors
contributed
needy.

10

operations ior'~the

Upshot was that the medicos

muK

Police say Miss O'Hara attempted
J.

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Trying to lock the barndoor aftat

way

Means
tions

of administering the opera-'

remain to be worked out.
like it to be spread over

Kaye woidd

the country 'on a nationwide basis
rather than have one city or area
Upshort of the screening was an receive the benefit of so much mediunanimous approval of UA's policy cal care. He feels that an Impartial
of allowing psychiatrists to view the administrator such as the American

named by prez James
chairman of

.

-a

C. Petrillo a<

committee cliarged

with setting up the department,
AFM feats that the recording ban.
plus years of adverse publicity, will
be almost Insurmountable, but a stab
will be made.
Plan follows thai
originally laid down in .vague form

Newspaper Publishers Assn. would during the AFM's convention at Da*
be ideal in selecting individuals In troit last summer, which had. been
tabled since for want of a persod*.
ical
problems.
One psychiatrist' need of surgery.
U.S. Kudoes Showbiz
stated that the advance screening
Winding up his chores at the ality Jto pitch Petrillo and the ASU
€ontributions ."was mutually advantageous and Michigan
For
at the end of the week at the public.
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
will lead to closer working together Kaye returns to the Coast and after
Amusement business in generiil in the future."
a brief stay there goes to Florida;
and the film industry in i>articular
He's due In New York Jan. 19 and
%side' Job Probed
will be cited Jan. 2 by the War and
four days later- is scheduled to fly
Navy Departments for their USO- LA DIETRICH INVOLVED
to London .for a vaude tour there.
Camp Shows service during the war.
InHitdegardeaOGHieft
picture in advance, permitting discussion and clarification of the inedr

War

FRENCH PACT

Theodore

ft

Putk on Paper"

zanne Blum, is counsel for many
Actress
American majors here.

ha* aatliorad

bright ftotur*

to do was by scenarist J. Kcssel,
picture, "MarRoumagnac," and that she never
agreed to do another picture by a
scripter she ^oes not know.

*'How to Build a

42d Auniwrtiny Number
.

-

«f.

.

* *

tin

BlacLane Seeks Theatre
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Barton MacLane goes to N. Y. Friday to negotiate for a theatre for
his own^ play, "Black John." He
wound up film, role, "The Tender
ioot," for Kint Bros. i>n Monday,
.

•

police'

Fire''

*

bright faatura tn ntxt wach'i

42d Anniversary Number

arc probing 'fea

and jewels from Hllapartment at the Pla«
hotel is an inside job. There's no
evidence of forcible entry and
$30,000 in furs

degarde's

seemingly

thieves

where to look for the

knew

exactly

stuff

inasmuch

as the apartment wasn't ransacked.
The chantoosey only carried $10,"

000 worth of Insurance.

in ftisE's 'IE' PIC
•

who wrote her former

m

New York

possibility that last week's theft of

t

,

claims that the story she accepted

In next waek't

,8.«lolde.L

TO COUNTER BAD PRESS
the horse

AFM

James

Hollywood, Dec^ 30.
Actress Joyce O'Hara is recovering

AH PREPS PU6UCITY

A

Commuting

MISS O'HABA'S SUICIDU TRY?

'

.

Gen. Omar Bradley, chief of Staff,
SUIT
IN
Secretive Authors
will present the citation and will officially
Paris, Dec. 23.
Lewis Milestone and Arnold Mathank the entertainment
Marlene Dietrich is involved in a noff are at the farm of Burgess
world'
for organizing the Veterans'
l^me out froiu Chicago to give him Hospital Camp Shows, which takes damage suit here. In 1946, Alcina Meredith and Paulette
Goddard at
tha once over, is down with the
over hospital entertainment after producer P. K. Decharme paeted Pomona, N. Y., writing an original
malady.
Dec. 31. The Navy will be repre^ Marlene Dietrich to act in a picture for Knterprlse. They refuse to reveal
sented by Rear Admiral Paul Hen- titled, "Pa-ssante de Sans Souci," details until feey're flnlshad.
drin and Vice Admiral Walter S. which he did not do. He asked her
They expect to return to the Coast
Jessel
to make another film, which she de« in about 10 days.
DeLaney,
Closing his nitery stint at the
clined to do, following which he
Carnival,
N. Y., Saturday (3),
sued her for $44,000 damages.
Oeorge Jessel heads for the- Coast
Miss Dietrich is reported counterMonday (S) for fitory confabs on
suing for $800,000 for traveling exPratt
•'Burlesque," his next production for
J. Geller
penses, lost: radio broadcasts and
20th-Fo;c.
general time wasted. Her laywer Is
soytA
(in a lypieal lob Banehtay mataairl
Jessel expects to return' to Gothanl:
Paul Weill, whose wife, lawyer Su-

ft home from an overdose of sleeping pills.

causes of the London flopi mosQy
due to audiences not being' able'w
get the comedy angle.
The Frencho adaptation by Pie^t
Grimblat, radio proidfucer, will 'thsi:*'fore include {nterruptions by an ad>
ditiohal character singing from etna
of the fcont boxes, "What Is It All
About?" and getting an answer trim
the chorus. The old trick used hert
by Guy LaFouchardiere of having
two characters posing as drunks lA
two oppoaittf front'; boxes and ex>
changinir lixplaiifftoty tentarks may
be a)s9 revived.

is three-quartera of fe«
through, American Federation
of Musicians 'this week appointed on*
of
its
executives
to supervise estab*
peared before- the organisation tn a
12rminute stint
spokesman for. lishment of a press relations depart*
the star said the whole plan merely ment in an effort to overcome tha
bad
months. Herman
press
of
recent
developed upon the spwe of tha molocal i;t
ment. He declared that Kaye was Kenin, head of the
not looking for publicity and the Portland, Ore., and one of the AFM'I
director
has beeh
members,
board
physicians certainly weren't.

tiplied the operations tenfold, agreeing to perform at least 100 operations of a.difficult nature. Kaye ap-

scientific validity of the picture.

Mills, who wa« laid up all. week, is
How up and around but his physi"
Main, Dr. BeDiamin Goldberg, who

in time to toastmaster the James J.
Walker Memorial Dinner slated for
Jan. 14 at the Waldorf-Astoria. He
then treks to Miami Beach for a
two-week stay at the Copacabana
there, opening Jan. 16, a day behind the originally scheduled 15th.

to Parisians
Paris, Dec. 18»
of "Finian'fl

The Paria production

Rainbow," which will be done in the
spring, will take into account tha

tion at the

According to Dr. Henry A. Hart,
psychiatrist,' fee portrayal ol hypnotism "as' a sinister and ttiysterious

Pro .and

TinianV

have

p.sychiatrists

'

•

-N«W York

boss.

a Sleeper

who ppens Jan. 4
London, for four
is polishing a legit musical
comedy, "Crew Cut and Pigtails,"
been portrayed in Hollywood films, which he plans to produce oK'Broadwhile Army officials have entered way in the spring. The show i^to
Mark Hellinger's remains will rest strong objections tb the "cinema mis- have an all-juve cast' recruited
in a mausoleum overlooking the representations as behig detrimental either in New York or Hollywood.
Hudson Tliver, close by the Broad- to their mental rehabilitation proHis Army pal, Travers Laskey, is
way he chronicled for so many years gram for ill GIs.
assisting him.
as a columnist and author. His will
Step was revealed by Dr. C.
directs that no more than $20,000 be BurlUigame, chairman of the comspent on his final resting placei
mittee on public education of the
Kaye Asks Medicos
Bulk of the Bellinger estate, esti- American Psychiatric' Ass'n, who
100 of 'Em
Take a
mated at more than $250,000, goes in spoke at an Informal forum following
Detroit, Deo. 30.
trust to his widow; Gladys Glad a private screening of United ArtDanny Kaye, personalini; here at
Hellinger, and their two adopted ists' forthcoming picture on hypno"Sleep My Love." In the the Michigan theatre, was apchildren. Among the bequests is a tism,
$10,000 scholarship at Cornell Uni- audience were a group of w.k. psy- proached early this wejek by reps
versity, dedicated to his brother, chiatrists who sounded off against of the Phi Delta Spsllon fraternity
Monroe (Monte) Hellinger, who, too, the picture even though they were which is holding its annual conven-

Indethe office of the Society of
pendent Motion Kcture Producers,
Among the weekend victims were
to
forced
was
who
MftryjtiViBi^on,
Benny
tajl oflt "bet stint on the Jack
"
replaced by Alice Fay.
«irei!:*«cl
s
Thursday,
last
missed
'Gratie Allen
•troadciist, the first time, In 16 years.
After successfully doctoring wife
siege
a
through
kids
Eloise and his
of influenza, Pat O'Brien is a victim died of » heart ailmieuf;
of
tiimieU, forcing postponement

every branch
"perhaps you
becau.se it's a

In response to pressure from med-

,

last week.
^
^i,
.
.
Most studios are hit hard in their

-

,

In the music business and radio, where there is such a large outgo
of gifts, the accent on possible chances for error has been most fre-

Hhs

i

-

•

Tha nature

Dec. SO.

Hollywood, Dec

Xmas Loot

fume and jewelry.

on Disk Jocks

Hollywood,
A film about disk jockeys Is ciirEpidemic has cost untold thousands renUy being propped by Kay Pieshutof dollars with at least one
production outfit.
Eagle tui'es, an indie
aown, "The Cobra Strikes," at
Grloria Jean is to be featured.'
from Illness ol
resulting
liion,
Part of a combination casting and'
lead.
femftme
the
Ryan,
Sheila
)»romotion gimmick, the company Is
ill
Director Chuck Kiesner Was also
combing the jockey lists for three
fcut stayed on the job*
or four likely candidates to appear
Warner's
of
meroher*
Three key
in the film.
crew,
Juan"
Don
of
••Adventures

head
Frank Flanagan and
electrician
Murphy, are
dialog director Maurice
With
continues
lensing
but
out,
Bredell
Peveiell Marl^y replacing
lighting.
and Joe O'ConaeU on;

lost'

Mtmoriei become short batween seasons, judcting hy some repeated
•xp«rlenct with shojwfolk on fea Christmas gifting, jiractice. In a husj.
ness where fee holiday "loot" is aa much a business as a social gestuit
—and perhaps even more the former, on an over-all average—it seems
strange that the donors seem «o lax about insuring safe delivery of tha
season'! presenta, which run the ganvut from liquor to expensive
per^

:

Hollywood', Dec. W.

Deal for Lillian Gish to play a f««detured role in "Moonrise" will
pend on the success of "Crime and

Punishment" in which she's currentMarshall
ly starring on Broadway.
Grant, producer, has been advise*
long
that the legit play Is due for a
run.

.

Meanwhile

«hootit>8

scheduW

»•

have been rearranged 50 that
won't be needed until late in
fllttfenp,i

*>>•
•

J

Wednesday,

PICTURES
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Deeettili^r 31,

WITH BIZ
M

R.R.Youiig'sDickerforOdlnmsRKO

E n

Shares Aimed at Mei^er With
Young's current nego-with Floyd Odium to purchase all or part of Atlas Corp.'s
tlobert H.

tlations

RKO

T«ll«

owns EL.

Young has indicated
obtaining

in

vlotlsly

interest pre-

a

New York and

'

well-estab-

Hollywood"

major company and Odium
be kno.wn that he wants

lished

let 'it

has

*

to get' rid of his investment trust's
holdings in RKO. On that basis, it
Bt)pears a deal might be likely if an

« fMtiir*

agreement can be reached on'price
and other aspects.

United

senior

Bank
leai^.

Artists.

alone.
ties in' setting

One of the difficulup any new distrib

organization

getting "A"

with his Chesapeake & Ohio railroad, the financial
tycoon, who holds a controlling: slice
of Pathe Industries, is.not only dickering for control of RKO but also
has stepped into the affairs of Eagle
Lion with both feet. EL is a subsid

seas,

linec

the

through th* process of having
done business with an exhib over a
new com
long period of years.
t)any has a tough time breaking in,
ixoept with an occasional picture of
Unusual b.0i value (Selznipk Releasin
the Sun,"
ing Orgahization.'? "Duel
^Continued on page 9)

A

it

was

profits,

(Continued from- page 16)

Offset to Television?

"The Greatest Problem
in

Show

rough on
lasted and

Business*^
fcatar*

Mllterlcil

Columbia's statement for the: 13

weeks ended Sept. 27, for instance,
aired this week, throws the spot

in til*

42d Anniversary jVun»ber

again on wobbly sales during tha
hot-weather months. Col turns up
with a profit of $370,000 against the
more than double $965,000 for the
comparative period Of '46. Itt
Out Next. Week
equivalent earnings on 638,352 share!)
of common outstanding was 46c'pe!r
share against $1.39 for the same
stretch of the year before.
Since the company's profits ^»t»
derived purely from film' sales, it*
course is a dear indication of distribs' biz. There was a sharp decline
'47 from the- second'Fquarter net which
hit $772,000 for the period ended
Metro's liet for fiscal: 1947, ended June 30. That amount, substantial
Aug. 31, slid to $11,626,427 after pro- as it was, underscored the $l,H5i<K)ft
which Col took in during the second
vision for taxes and all other ex- three
months of '46.
of

Net Profit in

against

the

for

$18,691,533

siderably during the next 12 weeks

quarter of fiscal '48) when its
net for the period ended Nov. 20
(first

to $1,364,761.

First-quarter report of '48 is comparable to $3,650,967 netted in the
opening stanza of '47. Equivalent
earnings for the year are $2.26 on
S,142;6f5 shares of common outstanding in 1947 against $3.66 in 1946. Included is $1,093,736 which is Metro's
portion of net undistributed income
of partly owned companies. Earnings
for the first 12 weeks of fiscal '48 are
26c< per share compared to 72c. in
the previous year.
Brighter aspect of the picture is.
the fact that the company's net
.

:

'

(Continued on page 6)

(Pulitzer) for their
announced intention to test the constitutionality of the recently-passed

Familiar Story
Hollywood, Dec,

more

record blizzard which took its toll "Unconquered" (Par) and "Swords"News" is being helped
in several eastern cities, principally man" (Col)
New York and Boston. Business by a walloping $155,000 at N; Y.
was sloughed in both cities for sev- Music Hall, not being uniformly big
around the country.
eral days.
^

.

Launching of "Captain From Castile" (20th) in nine big keys is pushing this new entr^ to top position
nationwide, biz ranging" from nice
Opus
in Boston to smash in N. Y.
is heading for rousing $108,000 in
four Los Angeles theatres. Not far
to
is
"Road
fice-wise
boxof
behind'
Rio" (Par), In 11 Cities currently,
fdur on second weeks.
Also big is "Wild Irish Rose"
(WB), a strong third place winner.
Technicolor musical is leader in
Pittsburgh, Philly and Buffalo, being great in all excepting Pitt, where
It also is fine in L, A. and
strong.

Standout

among

the

newcomers

are "T-Men"

(UA).
six L,

(EL) and "Intrigue'
Former, on pre-release, in

A, houses,

is

Film studios brought suit against
the manufacturers last summer after

perfume had been placed on th*
market following the release of the
Joan Bennett'Edward G,. Robinson
starrer of that name. Film company
contended the: perfumery, not only
used the picture title,; but also employed a picture of a girl standing
agaih^t a la^ipost for advertising
to the picture'*
campaign.
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strong despiite

of new, outstanding films
th"ere,
"Intrigue" looks smash in
Chicago and is stout in second Philly
"Sepator Was Indiscreet"
week.

plenty

.

-

'

Street,"

Single Cotiies.

(U), another new pic, suffered from
having to teeoff on day the N. Y.
storm broke.
"Voice of Turtle"
(WB) also was hit by N. Y. bliz.
Same is true of "High Wall" (M-G).
"The Fugitive" (RKO) is Setting
a new record In N. Y. after getting
1947 dividends hit $13,403,000, roughrave reviews. "Old Spanish Trail"
ly $1,000,000 more than the pre(Bep) is Strong in Louisville. "Thtui'terrific in Louisville.
ceding year. Department of Comder in Valley" (20th) sttU Is flounder'
Others in the Big Six this session ing around the keys.
merce estimates that the publicly reported dividends wliich it compiles are "Daisy Kenyon" (20th), in fourth
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
only about 60% of all slot; "Killer McCoy" (M-G), in fifth;
« 'if^''^'^*' '^"Ps from 20th's Ubrary are actually
on Paiitx.i-9)
wui
and "Tycoon" (RKO), in sixth. Al.
be incorporated in thfe- film.
the dividends paid.
'

Dec,^ 30.

'

M6

for the corresponding months of
1945 and 1946.
However, because of heavy melons
cut by the industry in September
and October, the quarter .ending
Nov. 30 ran ahead of record-breaking 1946. For the three months the

Hollywood,

Universal-International and 0iaqa
Production have Reached an out-ofcourt settlement with Sherry Dunn,
Inc.,
perfume manufacturers, who
were enjoined, a, month ago from
marketing a scent called ''Scarlet

SUBSCRIPTION

The usual Christmas»New Year's though the last-named was pushed
week upbeat is being reflected cur- around by the record snow in N. Y.,
rently in a majority of key cities it's big to: solid in; Some five keys,
Leading runner-up pictures, especovered by Variety with the national
overall total likely to hit the biggest cially big this stanza, are headed by
Main "Good News". (M-G), "Had to Be
figure since the fall upbeat.
(Col), "Gentlemen's Agreediscordant note to an otherwise You"
cheerful boxoffice picture was the ment" (20th), "Out of Past" (BKO)

228G,

Spyros Skouras, 2ftth-Fox prcxy,
has promised his studio's facilities
lor the production of a five-minute
short aimed at popularizing the
Marshall Plan with the American
public. Sponsor of the briefie is the
Committee for the Marshall Plan
yhich is headed by former Secretary of War Robert Patterson.
Theatre Owners of America has
been asked to support distribution of
the short with
the widest number

SETTLES WITH DIANArU

Annual.

Holiday Biz Cheers Keys^'Gastile/ 'Road,' 'Rose,'
'Kenyon,' 'McCoy,' 'Tycoon' the Big Six

;

of Commerce. This was
than $100,000 below the figures

'SCARLET ST; PERFUME

30.

National Boxoffice Survey

headquarters.
tion picture theatres pay a fiat $150
Steinbeck is already associated annual license fee, regardless of
With Capa in his forthcoming "Rus- seating capacity or admission fee.
sian Journey," slated for publication
next spring by Viking. Capa did the
photographic illustrations for the Nov. Film Divvies,
volume, for which Steinbeck gathered material during a visit to the
'45
U. S. S. R. It will be serialized by
Washington, Dec. 30.
we N. Y. Herald Tribune and Ladies'
Home Journal before the Viking
Film industry dividends during
November amounted to $228,d00, acpublication.
cording to figures collected by the

Department

Operating profits before taxes for
the third-qUarter show the ssmit
(Continued on page- 14)

purposes,'' similar

Post-Dispatch

lOOG Under

'

:

penses,

Project will put 300 feet of CineJack Wrather, Texas oil millioncolor film into the regular weekly aire, bought "Strike It Hich," a tale
Warner clips to be issued next Mon- of the Texas oil fields, as his next
day (5), with Warner clients in Los indie film production. Story, written
Angeles showing it the following day by Francis Rosenwald, is based in
and reat of the country following ac- part on the experiences of Wrather's
cording to transportation schedules. father, a Texas oil millionaire.

DAILY HITS EXHIBS*

and

staffers
while it
mirrored in profit

sales
that's

returns disclosed to date.

an

.

ter this week in Albany.
Office will be set tip in Paris under the direction of Henry 'White, ordinance placing a 5% tax on all
formesr U. S. Government staffer in amusement admissions.
The ordith? French capital. Shows will be nance, to be signed by Mayor Alois
produced and filnied there and then P. Kaufmann before Jan. 1, is exshipped to the U. S., Where a domes- pected to add $600,000 annually to
tic sales outfit will license them to the municipal (Coffers.
American tele broadcasters. EmThe new tax will bring to 27c the
phasis is to be placed on news events, fee for each film admission and also
as well as dramatic material. Since
will make this burg one of the few
Paris is the centre oi^ European news in the U. S. that has a triple tax on
dissemination, it Was selected as the screen admissions.
At present mo-

Short on Marshall Plan

is

'

Newsreels in Color As

TO NEW TAX

state char-

.

Warner Bros.
cxpoundt en whaf he layf

came

Foreshadowing widespread use of
color in newsreels during the comitag
year, Warner Pathe News has completed arrangements with Cinecolor
for use of tinted films in ^coverage
of the Tournament of. Roses parade
and Rose Bowl football game in
elevation of Herman Beiersdorf to
western division sales chief. Beiers- Pasadena tomorrow (1). Innovation
is
being regarded as Warners'
dorf, formerly, was the company's
answer to threat of television which
southwest district manager.
The railrbad and film magnate has is alsO' Xsoverins^ the event, since
been stymied on his proposal for a what's .being lostUn timeliness is being compensated for in .th« color
(Continued on page 40)
spectacle which the newsreels alone
will have.

ST. L.

Eastern Production Head of

,

1947 picture, however,

package agency to
produce canned shows in Europe for
transmisision over U. S. video outlets OPPOSITION
has been formed by writer John
St. Louis, Dec. 30^
were editorially
Steinbeck and photog Robert Capa.
exhibs
Local
iJamed World Video, Inc., the outfit spanked last week by the St. Louis
television

Tailspin in distribs' profits which
its scndoff in the second quarter
of 1947 and then slid to new lows
for the year in the third quartet, has
reversed itself in the final stanza.
Rentals have seen a climb in tha
past couple of months, sales execs
aver, and final fiscal reports of most
majors will reflect the upsurge of
pix peddling. Third quarter was

got

Jacob Wilk

,

day-by-day activities, that's no
Streamlining of EL'S
longer true.
sales staff put through in the past
few weeks and still under way was
the direct result of Young's hand,
Latest step
it's now been learned.
in the revamping, as a result of personal orders^ by Young, after", close
huddles With EL's toppers, is the

Packaged for the U.S.

New York

part of

Eli's

ProdtKed in France,

gra'nted a

.'atter

Income Plenty

Up, Reversing the Summer 13 Mos. Dip

where companies began to run out of 3'ear before. For the last quarter of
new product as result of the em- the fiscal period (from June 9 to
bargo brought on by the 7S% tax.
deThis served to bring overall rentals Aug. 31) M-G suffered a 'sharp
income down to slightly below 1946. cline in profits with the take totalIncome wasn't the sad side of the ling $722,427* Company rallied con-

Where, heretofore, Young was
playing content to play a sideline role on

tip

was

however, in the

year—particularly from England,

Of Pathe;

Older companies have

New

Time to Pix

York Central

this
iime moi^e or. less automatically tied

time.

flurry .of pleasant grosses
brought to a close a year of boxoffice
volunie-^if not profits that was exceeded only by the alltime mark
hung up in 1946. Despite the general
glumness that hung over the industry as a result of the shrinking foreign market, the year in all its fiscal
aspects was better than 1945: for

building his film~ interests. Having
recently fought a losing (for the
time being) battle to unify the New

That 'A' Playdatlnr
merger with an established
major, Young feels that he has a
good chance of turning losses into
profits much faster than by oper-

is

The

„.•

Coast to turn his full energies to

a

EL

%

GOLDEN

most companies.
Film rentals domestically were reflecting the heavy take at the nation's boxoffices. and for most cOnnpanies were close in volume to even
Robert R. Young is sidetracking
the record income of 1946. There, was a
his preoccupation with the iron horse
sharp drop in remittances from overand the drive for one railway to the

Fufl

is

$2,000,000 so iar.

ating

naxi wteh's

Young Devoting

anxious to get another
company because he feels a merger
would be advantageous in spe'eding
the establishment of Eagle Lion.
iVhile EL has been comparatively
cuccesstul, considering that it has
been in business' only about IS
months, it is still losing quite a bit
It is underof coin each month.
stood to have cost Young about

By

«t

mi

Film grosses did a surprise comeback in December, running from 5%
to 10% ahead of December, 1946,
and comparatively better than November, a check of circuit execs revealed this week. An even better
showing would have been registered
had not "unusual" weather struck
across the country during the traditionally big Christmas weekend
New York had an alltime high snowfall and lios Angeles a record heatwave.

Semenenko,

UA

.

Young'

TO

Distribs 4th Quarter

—

v.p. of the First National
of Boston, has let his negotidrop^temporarily, at

ations for

ia

of

&

buy

*

42d Anniversary Number

who

controls the ChesaOhio railroad and recently
peake
bought into the New York Central
with the aim of getting control, is
understood to have been back of recent efforts of Serge Semenenko to

Young,-

:

Two Cities:

'A Tale of

mm

By HERB

Paul Gerard Smith

RKO

is aimed at an
holdings in
and Eagle
eventual merger ol
Young is controlling stockLion.
holder in Pathe Industries, "which
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M

Delayed

No

York

metropoUtan

record
25.8-inch
(26). resulted in

snowfall

many

area's

Chi Herald-American's

and

suburban houses opening late for
But
matinees over the weekend.

rtcounti

hew

"A Film Exec

Finally

vey-by VARieiY. Loew, RKO and
Skouras, among the major circuits,

Meets a Star of His

all reported theatre schedules rela-

Boyhood Drmms**

tively uninterrupted.
particular
in

trio's

Sunday

(28)

on Editerfal Ftuturt

la

rectories

TtotresOp(»iAn
Nite as Mvsit

Theatre circuits in the
metropolitan «rea

cue

'

of

between

Ghristanas and New Year's usually
markTthe pe^c iMd of ThVyear.ln
•

coping with the situation, he pointed
out that most delivery employees
had been on duty over the weekend
up to 48 hours without reliet

ABC MAYmi!tQUISH

litJlHISEMCKTOPlX
Deal is in the works for ABC net.
to rellnqui^ the SSth St.' the
Btre (formerly the Fihnart), at 58th
street -and Seventh avenue. N.
with the awner, Edin Films, Inc.,
re-leasing it to Siritzky International Pictures, foreign film distributor and exhibitor,' for use as a
flrstrun foreign film house.

work

New York
to the resat tlic

Survey, of theXbarlotte area, I'^h
in the series, reveals a total of 685
theatres with an aggregate seating
capacity of 329,527, in addition to 13
closed houses with 4,800 scats. This
area boasts largest niunber of driveins revealed In the survey to date

.

'

'

All

Attaebieiit

Sot On

His New Gennaft-Made Pic

Swiss film producer Lazar Wechsler's Christmas gift came in the
terminals as well as on the air. In form of a' warranty attachment
most: cases; the Circuit, pointed out, handed him by the sherifF' last week
the mianagement: was able to pro- in New York «s he stepped from the
vide coffee and sandwiches. In all Queen Mary's gangplank. Obtained
it was estimated that some 2,000' perin N. Y. supreme court by Morifct
sons .were housed temporarily.
Hamburger, writ impounds the print
All houses of the Interboro Cir- of the film man's recently completed
cuit on Long Island likewise stayed "Marked" which he brought with
open on a 24-hour basis, as did him.
Hamburger claims Praesens Films,
HKO's Alden' in Jamaica and Cenheaded by Wechsler, owes him
tury's Patio in Brooklyn,
total of $9,400 representing a loan:
and unpaid commissions. Latter
items allegedly are due the plaintiH,
for distributing Praesens product in
pre-war Germany. According to a
'47-^48 statement issued by Hamburger's at*
A'S
torney, Horace Borchardt, in the
iRollywJpod, Dec. 30.
past .Wechsler has refused to pay
Completion of '•The Window'? on these commissions as well as' the
Jan. 7 will win4 the final picture on loan.
RKO's annftunced Slate of 26 '*A"
Prior to accepting the papers
films on the 1947*48. release schedule. on the
pier, Wechsler described
The studio doesn't normally wash up "Marked" as the "first full-length
such prod^tion! i^vM^ until the film to be shot in Germany
by*a forspring. Starting wiHt "Mortgage on
eign company." In production for the
past year, documentary^style- picture
budget product to it\^^j}}
go between now deals with displaced children. It's
and June 30 which normally ends cast is headed by Aline
MacMahon
1947-48 season, will be- included on
and Montgomery Clift. Here for the
the company's 1948-49 slate.
first time in a year, Wechsler exAt least four "A's" will be com- pects to remain about six months
pleted by June 30 for next year's, arranging a distribution deal (probrelease, including "Mortgage," "Balti- ably Metro) and conferring with
more Escapade," "Bed of Hoses," Betty Smith, who's, already written
and "Every Girl Should Be Mar- the script for his next production.
ried." With two pix shooting cur- Tentatively titled "School Bus," pic
rently, RKO will can "Mr. Blandings is.^to be directed by Leopold Lindt.Builds His Dream House" Friday berg, who directed Wechsler's "Last
(2), leaving "'7
only "Window",
wiimow in work
worie. Chance."
,

,

.

'

'Ti{EWINDarWINM#
RKO'S 26

Meinhardt,
attorney
and
spokesman for the Film Carriers
Assn.;i comprising about: a dozen
truclters, 4dsa praistd the co(^ra>
tion of exbibs.
He noted that the
snow came at an inopportune time
for the expressing companies inas-

cuit-operated with remaining 367
owned by indies having less than
four theatres apiecci Two drive-ins
with l.4$0 car capacity also are in
y
this area,

OPheatres kept open its
Hillside and Wiliard in
Jamaica; Prospect, Flushing; Tri»
boro, Astoria; and Loew's in Jersey
City as a refuge for homebound
workers whose journeys- were interrupted.Announcements to this,
eftcct were made in various train

'

Ira

came

many commuters

FOR

'

.

m

I

'

w^^tS'V".^

RKO

city of 59S,179 in addition to 10 shuttered houses with 9,447 seats. Of the
total number of houses, 351 are cir-

Loew's

•

(28).

change areas being issued by the
Motion Picture Assn., shows a total
of 702 theatres with a seating capa-

Valencia,

ever, he. addec!,. several Interboro
theatres in. the Bay Ridge section of
Brooklyn were uriable to open until
4:30 .p.m. Friday as. the truck was
Btiick '^soinewhet^ott. Ulatbush ave-

interval

Hope comedy. Third
was "Unconquered" (Par),
which held up consistently -werft
after week, making a big showing
wherever it played in the few cities
where spottedi
Fourth spot )*ent to "Body and
Soul" (UA), a picture tlvat was
starting to assert itself even in Novemberv Fifth position was won by
Walter Mitty" (RKO), which thus
far has been held back primarly by
Crosby-Bob

Out Next Week

Chicago

the

-

How-

tickled to death to see- us." 'He
stated that his Ana resorted to the
railroads in many Instances in the
-emergency.
But despite nature's
handicap the company was able to
iSet but some 300 piint$ on Sunday

of

k^

'

Ch6ck with delivery companies
showed that ^Irhibs, for the most
part, were ."patient jmd considerate."
Asked if he had received any beefs
on non<arrivaIs, an exec of the General Delivery Service on llew York's
Film Row saldj '•"hell, they were

survey

height of Friday's (26) precedentfhattcring snowstorm. Chains maintained/ An ^ll^night open-door, policy with total number of 30 and ear
at some of .their houses in
sub- capacity of 6,405, Of total number of
urban points^ affording shelter ;tmt houses, 295 are cirimit-operated ii;nd
thousands ot^stranded travelers "wli* 403 are owned by 'indies.
were unable ttf get home because
of blocked transportation.

.

.sciccult toppers -had high
fbr tM ireguliir film delivery
Walter Reade, Jr., of the
Keade chains: said he had "wonderful service" with few delays and
•fevery. house opened on time." ,Sol
Strausberg, tiead of the Intcrboro
.Circuit, with sonie 97 theatres in
Long Island and' suburban West-'
Chester, a1^ commended the truckers, declaring nqne ofhiii houses had

th'e

.

Anmversary Number

4i2d

Wechsler said he was quite satisfied with the way Metro had handled
"Last Chance " Comnanv hookpri thP
fltain^o about 8
n th» IT «
A„„i.„.„.i

yJ^^^I daLtt^^^eSlTzO^'^'"

best

16th in the series of dithe coimtry's 31 ex-

'

For Conimiiters

.

as

*

on

'

•

much

In

.

Theatre

an<| mew^preels, etc. Randforce Amus.
Carp;, with some'. 42 theatres, all in
Brooklyn, described the situation as
"fairly good" but in certain inctances its. house were forced to
switch prints on their own.

nue."

and Farewell"

ferthcoming

territory,

i

•

revlswt 1947 A.D. In

''Hail

.

Charlotte s 685

Out Next Week

•

Unloadiiig

Common

.

Stock

the lack of bookings in bigger keys.
Film is being, .distributed that way
a. chance to show further
strength in January.
Spurt of near-sensational business
intends to unload thousands'
of shares of common stock which it by "Road to Rio" (Par), the latest
has held for the past six years. for Ci^osfoy-Hope pic, in final week of
stockholders and creditors of Its month, enabled this latest in seriespredecessor' company. All stock unr
claimed under the reorganization
plan (effected Jan. 12, 1942) by Feb.''
Big
16 will be promptly sold on the M. Y.
Street"
Dolphin
1. "Green
stock exchange. Net cash proceeds
(M-6).
ot the sale will be available until
2. "Where There's Life" (Par).
Jan. 12, 1953, to> persons formerly
(Par),
3. "Unconquered''
entitled to receive common stock.
4. "Body and Soul" (UA). Holders of scrip for fracti6ns of
5. "Walter Mitty" (RKO).
shares of common are alsoj' affected.
0. "Road to Rio" (Par).
Under the temts of the scrip, tiieir
7. "Out of Past" (RKO),
right to receive pro rata, shares of'8. "Had to he You" (Col).
net cash.procceds now hefld for them
9. "Golden Earrings" (Par).'
will expire on March 19.
10. "FUh. Fancy Free" (RKO).
Company has found it impossible
to communicate directly with stock
and scrip-holders because of changed, of "Road" films to copt sixth place,
addresses in some cases. Scrip is only a step behind "Mitty." Film
registered to bearer rather than in^ did not sta^ In keys until third
dividual names.
.week of December and then only in
Plan of reorganization provides a few scattered spots. However, it
may sell unclaijnied stock after repeated this sock biz in spades the
five years.
Net proceeds are to be final session of month, auguring
available for 11 years (until 1983) great things for January.
when any remaining funds are to be
"Out .of Past'' (RKO), which surtransferred to the company free prised even the most optimistic exhibitor despite pfe*Xmas lull, finfrom claims,
Old securities must be surrendered ished seventh. Eighth slot was taken
at the office of the Bankers .Trust over by "''Had to Be You" (Col)
Co. (N. Y.) before close of business, although it was n.s.g. at N. Y. Roxy.
Ninth spot went to "Golden EarFeb. 16.
rings" although no smash in a number of cities.
"Pun and Fancy
Free" (RKO) rates No. 10 mainly
because of business enjoyed early
in month and over Xmas day.
Runner-up positions were so
RKO, .which temporarily pulled evenly divided and :the total amount
of biz garnered so small that 'they

and has

RKO

<

.

RKO

'

SCen-IHHYTRYK FILM

REASSIOIED BY 1^0

hardly meant much in the mifiomd
boxoffice derby.
Aside from strong- returns reported the first week in December, even
.the leadiug pictures failed to run
up high totals during tlie month.
Exhibitors, reported an 'unusually
big dip in business as a .result of
the pre-Xmas lull this year, being
toppers' decision to oust the 10 cited
considerably greater than in 1946.
for contempt of Congress.
Result is that a- true index of
With .the film now ready to go^ strength for "many; new pictures will
RKO has decided to release "Op^a- ha've to wait the usual holiday week
tion WhHe' Tower'' as' its Eebruary pickup
plus initild biz in first week
offering in the "This Is America" of 1948.
series of ithorts, hoping the two.reeler will serve as a trailei; for the
L. A. lo N. Y.
feature.
Short was produced by
'

'

'

BKO-Pathe fi-om footage lensed by
staff cameraman William Deeke, who
accompanied the Bradford"^^V.-J'""
Washburn
\°.';t":,

j

,

ZinnemanV

^^l^K^

"^<>»th.

,

!

.

,

,

Up

Not

|
'

MO

Pact
Besides furnishing a
^r^^nhcomparatively inexpensive but Itill
Completing his directorial,stint-for
Z^r>.^^.^^tT.-.J^?:^^Zf:borrows
the house for Fred Waring's
highly exploitable promotion Cam- Lazar wechsler's "Marked," Fred
Monday show and Bob Hawk'.s paign, the
System also serves to Zinneman' arrived in New York last
Thursday stanza, both of which will
build the value of the stars With the week aboard the Queen Mary. He
have to find new quarters.
Puhlie.
said :ttie fiitn was placed in the can
1
The 58th St. is one of three N.,Y.
Miss Totter tees off her personals about four weeks agOj With bulk of
theatres under lease to ABC, others
at Kansas City, Jan. 14, with the *e shooting done on location In
being the Ritz and the Vanderbilt.
film opening the same day. She'll Germany.
Principals in Edin Films are at. appear successively in St. Louis on
Zinnenian left for the Coast over
i.
tomey
WUliara H. Fitelson, Beatrice the 15th, Dayton on the 16th and the weekend to assume a new
berth
Lawrence and Sonny Renfleld. Fitel- Columbus on the 17th. She then gets with Dore Schary, production chief
""^"^^
^ four-day rest before appearing in at RKO. Previously the director had
5?!?/,n
u
T.^®*''
$100,000 has been spent on renova- LoUisville, Jan. 21, Memphis on the been with Metro. While with
that
'
tion of the theatre to
reeohvert it 22d, Atlanta on the 23d and Houston studio he
handled direction of
t6 a film house.
,|on the 24tb.
"Seventh Cross" among, others.
""^^'t

.

.

"White Tower" from its production
schedule when producer Adrian Scott
and director Edward Dmytryk were
axed, has now reinstated the picture
and it's scheduled to go on the floor
early next year. New producer and
director haven't yet been named to
replace Scott and Dmytryk, both
fired by RKO following the industry

achievement could not have
^^^^
film is to be adapted 1^ hased ok a
been equaled by another distributor.
ABG's "lease runs to January,
Continuing its policy of sending Accordingly there is every indica- mountain clin^ihg stoty,.
1948 but the nPtwnrk
wiiiin« tr,
out its stars for personal appearances tion Metro will handle "Marked"
th^ti^f
cancel it at this
tuije be^^^^^^^
because of inj„ conjunction with openings of a once legal snags are ironed out.
20th
Stepping
Its
sufficient need for the house for
new film, Metro has seheduted
studio purposes. Web, ihi fact, now
Releases; Only. 2 in .Jan.
Audrey Totter for a series Of peruses the house only for one 'broadsonals on "High Wall" during the
Despite 20th^Fox's announced in.

Ten

December's

0o7o;^oKou*^Sf
T'f
Kmley last summer.
James Ramsey

Miss Tetter's Personals
To Trailerize 'EQsh WMI*
" **"

•

Pix in Dec.

the U. S. during Decem.bcr, according to weekly b,o. reports from
'Variety correspondents in .22 key
cities,
Teeing Off with a big biitch
of .bookings thi first week ih December, Including some of smash
Thanksgiving
Day business, the
Metro opus held the lead for three
successive weeks. Even in the final
week, of the month, it stayed up witlv'
the big grossers,
Bob Hope's new comedy, "Where
There's Life" (Par), finished second,
but had to contend with declining
boxoifiee hit: in later weeks of December. Promises to be overshadowed soon by "Road to Rio," Bing

Stillnian

Ih «oe«l''lHmiered vert*

and Lucille

Chi s 702 Ibiise^

Hit

'

.to close for lack of prints..

Foster

and Louis Hayward.

matinee under-

Most

Preston

Meanwhile, single film deals
are under ftegotiation -with Cornel
Wilde, Franchot Tone,. Susan Pettta

•f

the same

pri^ise
firms.

Al

in "Let's Fall in Love."
Others', on., the roster are Robert
Young, Rosalind Russell, Randolph
Scott,
Ball.

Top 5'

"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G)
was easily the boxoffice champ in

42d Annivei'aaty iNumber

way.

Similar holdup prevailed at
circuit's Mayfair, Flushing,
L. I., where the house had one print
on the screen, but had to wait about
tw<^ hours for The arrival of the
second.
Century circuit, with. :some 37
houses in Brooldyn and Long Island,
reported it had no appreciable delays because of non-delivery of
prints. When such cases existed, a
official
coittpany
said,
schedules
were ^maintained by a' little juggling
of the program, moving up shor^

'Body' and IHitty'

• bright fMrtMrt

RKO
was undisturbed, a company spokesman pointed out, since the chain's bill is not
due to change until today (Wed.).
On the other hand Raybond Theatres, operating thtee smaU houses
in the Bronx, experienced' a four
and a haU-hour delay in getting the

1947

1)ol|dHii,'Ho|KsMe,'lJii^

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Lined up for work on the Columbia lot in 1948 is a long list of film
names, signed chiefly on one-picture
It starts oft with Dorothy
deals.
Lamour, who goes to work Jan, 0

Nate Gross

despite the late arrival of prints not
one house was forced to close for
lack of product, according to a sur-

81,'

With Stars for '48 Sked

f

Friday

nabe

Theatres

Qose by Storm

Id N. Y. Forced to
New

Setting 1-Pic Deals

CoL

tentions of stepping up its releases
to 48 during the next year, that increase isn't evident for January.
Twentieth sales chief Andy W.

Smith, Jr., announced Monday (29)
that only two films will be released
next month, "Captain From C^ile"

and Edward

Alpe.''son's

"The Tender

Years."

Reason for letting go only- two
January is the number of

films in

new

20th

films

released

recently

which haven't yet made the rounds.

Among

these are such pictures

-

as:

Cecil

Barker

Joseph Calleia
Helmut Dantine
Jose Ferser
Henry 'Fonda
Dorothy -Gulman'

-

.

John Hanahan
David Hempstead
Oscar Homolka
Nunally Johnson
Evelyn Knight

Edmund O'Brien
Lew Parker
Hal Roach
David Rose

Benne Russell
George Skouras
Paula Stone
Spencer Tracy

Murvyn

'Vye

•
•

Jack L; Warner
Billy De Wolfe

N. Y. to L. A.
Tommye Adams
Jacob Gerstein
Robert Reud
Grad Sears
,

"Forever
Amber,"
"Gentleman's
Agreement," "Daisy Kenyon."

'

•

Frank Talt

,

YEAR OF NEW SALES POUCIES

'47:

Ent-UA Batde Over 'Arch' Release

May Up
of

Refusal

Distrib

Enterprise

.

Fee on

Alan Jackson
(Eastern Story Editor of

prexy, Grad Sears, will refuse
to accept either of two completed
Enterprise pictures under the terms
of the indie unit's contract with the
The result may be an endistrib.
tanglement between Ent and Stan-

UA

who produced

Kramer,

ley

This Is
banner.
Sears

New York"

under the

York'

turn-^

to

"Arch of TriumpH" over to United.
Artists for release probably means

Paramount Pictures)

unit's

left for the Coast Monday
attend the annual huddle of
Ent execs and produeuig partners in
atl effort to straightea' out the con-

*••

teactulai difficuUies, He went at the
invitation of Ent, which is seen possible auguring well for a settlement.
Enterprise prexy, Charles Einfeld,
is said to have offered Kramer's pic
as the final film, under the
to
six-picture contract. Sears said he
wouldntt accept it until he had seen
it and assured himself ii was up to
the quality 6f the product for which
the pact called. It appears dubious,
under the circums'tances, that it will
match that requireinent.

An

Editorial

*•

FMiurw in Hi*

42d Anniversary Number
of

Out Next W^ek

UA

Catch

a

is

Ent s Distribution

Up

that the Ent pact calls for
25% distribution fee.

for

Discussion

straight

[

At Annual Parley

distribution policies during 1947 than
in any year since the original consent
decree was instituted in 1940. With
the exception of the decree, whose
radical switches have been stayed

pending the Supreme Court hearings,
the new policies have resulted
from either an attempt to boost
rentals or to cut distribution expenses.
former category are the clearance cutting indulged in by practically every
company, the top-heavy number of

increased admission price pictures
and the gradual switch from sliding
scale percentage deals to straight
.

or

flat

first

instituted

five

or

six'

'

.

rentals.

Scale,

by most companies

years 'ago,

increased
until prac-

steadily in momentum
percentage films were sold
that way. In the last year, however,
there's been a. gradual swing away
from it until today few houses ex-

Hollywood; Dec. 30,
Second of annual planning meetr.

charged.

ings of Enterprise toppers starts to-

step in at that point

Use Of

Expand

the
the sub- U.S. to
of domestic releases near the
top of the agenda. Board chairman
Pix for Reeducation In
David Loew, prexy Charles Einfeld
and distribution topper. George
Austro-Germany, Far East
Par Sales Exec
Sghaefer. will conduct huddles with
Appointment of Lewis S. Baer to
studio execs and producing, directOff Plugging Pix
ing and starring partners in attend- head up the screening unit of the
film section of the Army's Civil Afance.
Possible new domestic distribution fairs Division means the Army will
They're Not
deal, in light of Ent's current hassle embark soon on an expanded proMinneapolis, Dec. 30.
with United Artists, will share top duction program of educational and
J. J. Donahue, Paramount assistant
interest with the company's plans documentary films for' use in Gergeneral sales manager, has notified
producing from six to eight pix many, Japan, Austria and Korea.
WiHiam Glaser, Fairbault, Minn., for
Production schedule has been out(Continued on page 5)
exhibitor, that there will be no furlined and is awaiting approval of
thei^' posting of 24-sheets. or mailing
the proper authorities. Baer said the
of 'heralds of advertising company's
shorts would be produced on conp'roduct to Residents. Glaseri who
Hitchcock's
tract. Site of the filming will be deowns the town's three theatres, and
Patricia
Hitchcock,
19rye9rrOld termined by the locale of the subhas refused to buy Paramount piC' daughter of producer-director Alfred jects, but it's unlikely that any will
tares, had protested to Donahue.
Hitchcock, sailed from New York, be lensed in Hollywood. Shorts are to
Taking up the matter for Glaser, Saturday (2*7), for London. She's be distributed.by the Army to schools,
North Central Allied of which he is taking a year's course at the Royal adult and youth groups, etc., in the
a member; has appealed to the Jus- Academy of Dramatic Art there in
occupied countries. Entertainment
tice
Department, Federal Trade acting and stage techniques.
features in those countries are presCommission, the Poatmster GenersJ,
Miss Hitchcock, who recently com^ ently being handled by the Motion
Eric Johnston, and Barney Balaban pleted studies at the Marymount
Picture Export Assn.
for investigation. President Bennie schools in Tarrytown,' N.
and
in
Y,,
Dan Chance Lawlor, former senior
Berger, of the organization, says the California; has been seen briefly on
partner in the Motion. Picture Pro^
group's directers will, demand as- Broadway in Al Margolies' produC'
duction Agency^ N^ Y;^ has-been ap> jurances
from Doiiahue that there tion of "Violet" and Dwight Deere pointed chief of the documentary
'
CContiuued on page 12)
Wiman's "Solitaire."
film unit;
(Continued on page 14)

morrow (Wednesday), with

ject

Agrees

To Lay

Booked

Where

Pat

'

"Writing for PineThomas Is a Hazard^
ous Occupation**
A

Httmoraut

FMtMw

In

the

42d Anniveraary Number

Course

:

,

:

.

...

Picture Export Assn., which
represents aU the^ majors and Mpttogram-Allied Artists ifc distribution
in- the occupied areas.
Despite the $900,000 which Maas
said has been spent by the American
industry since the end of the war in
sending its pictures into the two
countries, the companies are very,
loathe to abandon any territories.
They tried it with Denmark earlier
this year when that countty cut oft
U. S. remittances. Now they're giving serious thought to going back,
even if no coin is forthcoming. The
reason is obvious-rrthe vacuum left
The Motion Picture Export Assn.,
by the absence of Hollywood films
after 19 months of operation, split
is immediately jumped into by Britits first profit melon in early De(Continued on page 12)
cember, it has-been learned. Sum. of
$500,000 was divvied up among all
the major companies except United
Italo
Pix Displace Brit
Artists, which is in a legal hassle
with the industry's overseas sales
agency.
For
Foreign Entries;
Member companies last May, a
year after the Association started
N.Y. Crix Pick 'Agreement'
split
operations,
among
$250,000
is finding its toughest
Hollywood
themselves. This, however, represented repayment of the sums' ad- competition in the critical "10 Best"
lists, in the nation's dailies, coming
vanced by the distribs to get'
from
Italy
this
year. Last year the
Last
month's
all
started.
$500,000 was.
profit, albeit meager inasmuch as it British were running a neck-andrepresents the net of eight compa- neck race for most mentions on the
year-end roster of top pictures;
nies ip 13 countries.
Italian studios, which ha«e come
Actually, the coin all came from
three territories, Czechoslovakia, along with a rush' since the end of
the year, have at least two entries
(Continued on page 12)
this year which are indicated for
unanimous palming. These are "To
Live In Peace," produced by Carlo
Pic
Ponti, and "Shoe Shine," produced
Hollywood, Dec; 30.
by Paolo Ws Tamburella. Last year
In line with studious announced
Italy only had "Open City" up for
intention to "make 'em cheaper,''
consideration as against three or
rebut as good as always,"
four prominent pictures from Eng«
ported that producer Bert Granet
land. This year only "Great Expecbrought in "Berlin Express" for
tations" from the J. Arthur Hank
$100^000 under budget.
studios looks likely for critical ac*
stairs
Slated for April release, pic

MP Export Assn.

Splits 1st Profit

Melon, $500,i0

Top

MPEA

lOOG Under Budget
HKO

Merle Oberon, Robert Hyan, Charles colades.
Top English-speaking film of the
Korvin ami Paul Lukas. Jacques
year was named by the New York
Tourneur directed.
film critics to be "Gentleman'!
Agreement," 2Qth»Fox's film on anti.

Semitism. In die foreign langut««
(Continued on page 12)

DAVEN

42nd Anniversary Number

Delay in the schedule was caused

Orson Welles,
in Hollywood, That made him three
days late in arriving, and there were
illness of the star,

SHUHER

Andre Daven returned to
York from Paris last Saturday

New
(27)

A

or

no more scenes that could be shot
around him. The Weather was re-

Archie Ogden,

who headed

20th's

London

sponsible for another five-day delay,
but part of that was maqle up.

.

AFTER

IN N. Y.

2bTH'S PARIS

following shuttering by ^Oth-Fox of
its offices in France.
Daven was
studio rep there, handling talent and
story matters.
former producer
for 20th, he has announced no
'
connection as yet.

duction budget.

by

Ger*

tion

30.

"Cagliostro," being directed here
by Gregory Katoft for Edward jSmall,
will wind up production Jan. 10, Ave
days behind schedule but right on
the nose of the 250,000,000 Ure pro-

in

many and Japan was made to newsmen in New York by Irving Maas,
v.p. and general manager of the Mo-

SQUARE MONEY
Home, Dec.

threat made Monday (29) to pull out
of Germany and Japan; Companies
are demanding that the U.' S. military government make provision to
.reimburse them for at least the oatof-pocket expenses they incur in.
sending Hollywood product, at the
request of the State and War departments, into the two occupied
countries for morale and educational
purposes.
Threat that the American distribs

would abandon distribution

of

USiRIETY
Out Next Week

THAT COMES TO 450G
IN

—

far

all

(Continued on page 16)

—

Kramer may

of the foreign market
dip. in domestic grosses, tjie
industry has witnessed more new

and a

Tra'de opinion is that only as a
desperate measure— and that's
from the situation now will the
American industry carry out the

last

a year of change in sales policies.

tically all

maintains that that is unAll new contracts proVide fOf 27%%. He probably, therefore, will elect to take "ireiV Yark"
—if Ent agrees outside of the pact
to that the higher fee can be
profitable.

•

Milton Raison

concerned, can be labeled

is

percentage

Sears

.

dustry

Frcnn Germany, Japan Despite Costs

1947, as far. as the film in-

Foremost among those in the

.

'

Year

breakdown

"Regardless of the
Barhs, Hollywood
Does Want Superior Stories^*

(29) to

DIP.OlASn

UnlelyUAFilmersWill Withdraw

Shackled by the anti-trust decreej

Char^k

"So

CAUSED BY B.O.

operation,
was recently
to, the staff o£ the New
story department in an econ-

switched

York

omy

Reported diffisulties between Hatoft
*nd Welles have been denied here. It
Was said the pair have gotten on
well, willingly accepting each other's

move.

in charge in
is

Barbara Noble, who was
London during the war,

again heading the

office.

suggestions.

RKO's Documentary Entry
Studio Club's

2SG

Fire

Hollywood. Dec.
Fire this
the Studio

week

30.

partially destroyed

Club, Hollywood landmark, causing $25,000 damage. The
dub was founded during the silent
era by Mary Picfcford and other
•tars as a
actresses.

home

OUT NEXT WEEK

Among

those who lived At the
Studio Club at various times at the
start of their careers
were Lupe
Velez, Myrna Loy, Alice
Calhoun,
«ene Rich, Dolores Del Rio, Alberta

vaughan,
Madge BeUamy, Mae
ausch Virginia BMwne
Fair, Florence Vidor and
others.

from hundreds

of Japanese reels of
dramasi newsreels and
propaganda films captured by the

historical

for aspiring young
»

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
RKO will nominate ^'Desjga ,(t»r
Death," which was filmed as "Hirohito's Children," for an Academy reward in the feature length documentary classification. Film was edited

JANUARY

7

U. S. Arniy.
"Design" runs 60 minutes. Theron
Warth and Richard O. Fleischer coproduced under the exec producership of Sid Rogell. Commentary wa?
written by Helen Geisel, with narra*
tion

handled by kent Smith

Hans Conriedk

mi

'

:

W«dnCTdiiy,

•

Xanins iVep 'Comt'

8 Majors and 4 Lesser Distribs
'47 Vs.

Released 428 in
Maintaining the accelerated pace^
of fiUn releasing which took its start
last year, the eight majors and four
lesser companies shipped ^ total of
428 features to exchanges in 1947.

778

1

416 in

in '37 the

with

Peak

m

Had Semenenko succeeded in buying control from owners Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin, it's understood he would have been merely a
middle man who would have actupurchase
ally been financing the
UA-EL merger would
for Young.
then have eventually followed.

UA

A

Bath von Would Remain Boss
Atlas owns a major portion of
RKO; Which RKO prexy N; Peter
Rathvon has been trying to raise the
coin to buy. Negotiations along this
line have been goinig on between
Odium and Rathvon for months,
with Rathvon apparently unable to
get the necessary financing.
However, Rathvon was for many
years associated with Atlas, and Odium has stated that he won't -sell

out from under him. Possibility

exists, therefore, that any. deal being
talked With Young encompasses the
idea of Rathvon's continuing in the
spot.
top
When the Hathvon-Atlas deal was
hot about three months ago, it is understood that Odium was willing to
sell all his holdings, amounting to
about 18% of the voting stock, for

A

A

bookings; but not generally released a lower price.
Semenenko's efforts to get control
(10 of Columbia's) and those films
handled by reissue companies as the of UA are_ believed not actually to
be at an end, unless the Young-Odmain part of their activities.
As for the British, their showing ium deal goes through. While the
financier couldn't make a
was exactly double the 10 released Boston
satisfactory .arrangement during
in the American market in 1946. Of
Miss Picicford's recent ^ay in New
the 20 peddled to theatres, all but
York, it's believed he'll make anone came 'from the J. Arthur Bank other attempt in early spring if
organization. 'At:&at, total of Brit
Young doesn't get RKO in the meanishers is short by 10 :of the number
time. Chaplin is more than willing
which Rank officials and others pre- to gccept what is considered a fair
dicted would be ' released in the
price for his half interest in UA, but
tr. S. during the year;
Miss Pickford is holding out to re-

comOn the Other hand, Semenenko (or Young) doesn't want UA unless he: can gpt complete control.'
tain a personal interest in the

pany.

Ent's Distribution
;

Ranli's 5di Can. Deluxer

posals for production;
and sales policies.

Peterboro, Oni, Dec. 30.
With Claude Hunter as manager,

distribution

Upcoming on Ent

list are "Ten- fifth of J. Arthur Rank's new deJoel McCrea-star- luxers in Canada has opened here.
Tagged the Odeon, as are all the
atre units in the Rank chain, modpossibly two for Charles Boyer, ernistic structure seats 994, Rank's
"Eugene .Aram" and a suspense idea of the modern .capacity house.
yarn, "East of Cairo." It is also said
Odeon has five similar theatres
possible that Ingrid Bergman will under construction in Canada.
follow "Arch" with another for the
company If a suitable story can be
found.
Company also has a Harry Sher-r
Milton Berle
man production, "They Passed That
Way," completed but no release deal
humeroHsly writes on Hie
set. Sherman will
"Partner"

nei-see's Partner,"

;

rer; "Wild Calendar," Ginger Rogers'
starrer, slated to roll in JTanuary;

produce

this spring.

Attending the huddles, in' addition
to the three toppers officers, will be
studio chief Joe Gilpin, pub. director; Robert S. Taplinger, flack Bill
Blowitz and exec
Hopkins and Colin

assistants David
Miller. Also par-

ticipating will be stars, producers
directors,
including Barbara
Stanwyck, Ginger Rogers, Charles
Boyer, McCrea, R. B. Roberts,
Stanley Kramer, Wolfgang Reinhardt and Vernon Clark. Also E. J.
Churchill, prexy of Donohue Coe.,
Ent ad agency, with several stafE

"Never-Never Land"
.

(on the Hudson)

m

and

members.

.

yie Goes

'

.

toto in New York. Costs are cheaper
here, according to Satenstein, and
the company will therefore make all
its films in, Gotham in the future;

-

2
1

Film

.

....i; 14
Classics. ..->..

M-G
Continued

page 3

$132,171,887

against

;

$127,830,012

while total current

1946

were

6

.

•

Profit
'(torn

6

1

0
.

.

4

4

.

4
0

,

. .

.

'

55
50

'46

Total
51
25
24
39
47
32
20
35
50
45

1

. .

IWs

Brief

Doesn't Favor

in

liabilities

against $30,844,315.
In the main, the climb was refiected
Present plans call for three-per- in a boosted picture inventory which
came to $81,995,730 (including films
The Big Five fotmd an ally in its
year.
process, completed but unre- fight against divorcement when the
It's Satenstein's contention that the in
overall savings proved to be some leased and released pix) against indie exhib members of the- Motion
Picture Theatre. Owners of America
25% after comparing his itemized $75,894,364.
expenses,.with those of another film
In the key bracket of gross sales, filed a brief with the ,U. S. Supreme
made several months ago in Holly- a slight decline was suffered. M-G Court this week in the -Government
declared that
wood. "Closeup" was completed in took in receipts of $183,948;900 in anti-trust suit.
24 shooting days, he says, but if the fiscal '47 which compares to $188,- it did not favor theatre divestiture
same budget were to be the ceiling 476,317. For the first quarter of '48, because "they do not feel that that
on the Coast, the film would have th^ gross was $37,960,0PO (estimated) remedy will cure the evils combeen, held to 12-15 days.
against $41,460,000 in last year's com- plained of, but, quite on the contrary, will create a new set of them."
The main savings was in stage parative period.
rentals and the cost of union help.'
Surprisingly enough, while the
Amortization Up
There are less unions here covering
Government consented to the amicus
the same operations and that makes
In the face of this dwindling of curiae move by MPTOA, none of
for both speed and economy, accord- grosses, Metro was forced to meet the
defendants would go along.
ing to the Marathon producer. Here, increased amortization on its cost- Hence,
the
exhib
organization
he says, the property men take care lier postwar films which saw release (which merged into the Theatre
of a batch of problems which must dates during the year. Whereas in Owners of America but preserved
be handled on the Coast by individ- 1946, total amortization was $50,443,- its separate status for purposes of,
ual unions such as the 'set' dressers 388 for the production nut, that the appeal only), must apply to the
or the special local which has 'ex- charge hit $64,274,210 during '47. The court for acceptance of the brief. It
clusive
jurisdiction
on handling close to $5,000,000 boost;, alone, is was prepped by Herman Levy, gengreens and shrubbery.
besides holdalmost: sufficient to account for the eral counsel for
ing down the legal spot for MPTOA.
Illustrative of the savings on sets, drop in net.
Brief levels a full powder blast at
Marathon paid $8,900 for five days of
At no other point in the profit
indoor shooting which included 13 and loss 'Statement is there any lop- competitive bidding ordered by the
different backgrounds of which nine sided increase in expenses. Theatre statutory <court, Under auction sellwere complete scenes. Company's and office building overhead includ- ing, it claims, an exhib "with the
last Coast production set the outfit ing film rentals, for instance; came' necessary
financial means" could
back $22,000 for Indoor lensings.
to $54,343,133 for the year, a com- readily rid himself of competition.
In a Coast: production shot in 12 parative trifle over the $53,275,072 Alternative methods- off ered to him
days (against 24 for "Closeup"), in ;46.
Film division and M-G-M would be overbuying and backlogMarathon laid out $4,000 for its records division costs were $21,645,- ging of product or overbidding while
soundcrew against $4,121 in New 175 while last year's was $18,965,148 operating at a loss. Either would
York. For the same shooting time, when the outfit had not yet opened accomplish "his sinister purpose,"
declares.
Satenstein figures the soundcrew ex- its waxing plant.
pense would have been double.
Such a system of licensing is
So far as its M-G-M Records comOther labor costs were pretty well
pany is concerned, trade reports in- "economically unsound," the brief
parallel, he said.
continues.
"Under it licensing fees
dicate: that Metro salted some $3,000,^
"I'm sold on New York produc000 into the outfit. Understood that will increase. However, that there
tion," Satenstein summed the case,
the subsid has been operating, at a will be increases is self - evident."
"not only because it's unquestionably
There's
nothing
inherent in the film
loss which may be furthered by the
easier on the pocketbook, but beban on transcriptions imposed by biz which requires a special plan
cause there's no other place where
asserts.
James C. Petrillo. American Federa- or code for it;
"you can get solid outdoor backalso makes a pitch for the
tion of Music prexy. How much of
grounds so readUy. For any scene the present loss
industry arbitration system. Arbiis reflected in the
requiring a city setting, this is the
earnings statement is problematical tration, it claims, involved a large
place."
since -it can be amortized over a savings in time and money as compared with separate court actions.
period of years.
1st Eastern Pic
Other chief expenses in '47 (with "The absence of such a system wiUonly insignificant variations on the keep the industry entangled in litifor
Entry 1946 figures) were general and ad- gation ad infinitum."
First picture produced in the east ministrative,
Brief raises one novel argument.
$2,637,4d4;
contribu*
to be rushed into a Coast booking tions to employees' retirement plan, It claims that competitive bidding
for a crack at the Academy awards $3,448,'739; outside producers' share will "undoubtedly lead to increased
is a short in RKO-Pathe's "This Is
"The public is,
of film rentals, $2,412,290. Deprecia- admission prices,"
America" series. Titled "Children's tion of buildings and equipment. therefore, vitally interested," it
Village," the two-reeler was wrapped Bent on leased properties, plu.s taxes maintains.
up shortly before Christmas and totalled $13,418,176.
flown to Hollywood where it opened
Cash deposits worked up to $24,last
week at a downtown
Arbitration
971,853 from $21,186,188 in the year
house.
Government security holdS-'
before.
Documentary story of the juve
Fri. (2) in N.Y.
ings fell to $10,203,181 from $16,635,delinquents' village in Dobbs Ferry,
Arbitration proceedings involving
000.
Backlog of completed films
N. Y. (a la Boys Town, Neb.), the
climbed to $20,162,298 from $9,489,- pay hike claims of Metro's homeshort was produced by RKO-Pathe
143.
Pix under process are valued office white collarites will wind up
production veepee Jay .Bonafleld.
[Friday
when attorneys for
(2)
Edward Montagne, formerly aflili.^ at $40,746^845 and films released, less Screen Office
Professional Emamortization, are estimated at .$2Lated with Hal Roach, directed from
|ployees Guild will present final
086,586.
a script by Ar'dis ISmith.
arguments before the American
Metro noted that widespread
Arbitration Assn. Last week, Metro
economies, are now in force and
legalite Burton. K. Zorn defended
NEWSBEELS' ACA3
should be reflected in future earnthe company's stand for maintenHollywood, Dec. 30.
ings.
ance of status quo wages with asserFirst-row-center of the Shrine
tion that cost of living had risen
Auditorium will be turned over to
only 6,7% as against higher figure
newsreel crews to cover the Acadoffered by union attorney Leonard
emy Awards presentations on the
Boudin.
night of March 20. New arrangeHas His Own Meas Oh
ment will permit the actual It&nsing
In his final rebuttal, Boudin SS;
of the Oscar winners on the stage,
expected to make another strong
instead of haphazard filming backpitch for a $12 or 30% raise, whichstage, which caused a lot of dispute
ever is higher, in order to lift rTurt
last year;
office workers to standards of other
$26,941,991

Divorcement
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MPTOA

MPTOA

West

Rushed
Academy

SdPEG-MG
Winds Up

RKO

I

j
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•

BREAK

Alan Hynd

"The Autographed
Book Menace'*

New

system was worked out by
Margaret HerricK, Academy executive secretary; Arch Reeve, of the
Motion Picture Assn., and Howard
Mayer, public relations counsel for
the Academy.

42d Anniversary Number
Out Next Week

•

Eagle Lion .....19

Monogram

for ^eastern pro?the alternative of

•

.

during 1948. Confabbers will discuss
to settle specific pro-

and attempt

as follows:

Is

Re'47
Westerns Color Musicsls Issues Indies British Total
10*
Columbia
18
4
6
4
0
67
Warner Bros ... 4
2
1
9
2
0
29
Paramount ...,. 8
4S
0
3
0
29
RKO
.....7
1
6
15
4
0
40
2
0
.Universal ....... 2
7
3
15
34
Metro
0
6
6
4
0
0
30
UA
5
2
4
1
27
0
27
.
0
4
10
8
20th..Fox
7
1
37
3Republic
14
1
9
«
39
Q

Company

,

RKO

,

pix and British releases

One more vote

for example). As a result, it must
accept unfavorable playing time and
less desirable theatres. UA's
dates
control of such playing time is its
principal asset, worth more on a
dollars and cents basis than its physical setup or its organization.

1947 Releases

.

This

duction- against

Continued from page 3

31 ,^^1^

Breakdown by company of releases in 1947; their coniparison with
on westerns, reissues, colot' Qbns, musicals, in4i6«made

Hollywood is cast by Frank Satenstein, head of Marathon Pictures, af- worth showed a fair gain during
ter winding up his chores this week fiscal '47. Total current and workon "Gloseup." Film was made in ing assets on Aug. 31 aggregated

Western continued as favorites
among a goodly number of the companies. Total of saddle operas and
actioners hit a peak Qf 91 in. 1947 to
spotlight heavy leaning on oaters as
sure boxoitice fare. This represents
deal
a sharp boost from '46 (despite pro- approximately $12,000,000.
nouncements for big pix>» when the Was also talked by which Rathvon,
companies combined: to make 62 would get a ' smaller share, but
westerners.
enough to assure him control unless
Trend towards reissues was height there was a very rough-and-tumble
total of 43 proxy fight, for around $9,000,000.
ened during the year.
.were released by all companies The stock market has continued tb
This eX' slide since then, however, and it is
against only 12 in 1946.
eludes both pix available for spot believed that Young is dickering at

Continued from page 5

release.

D««eiiiilicr

.

1946; totals

Over Coa^ Prod.

Young-Odium

angle.

who

M-OutforHY.

years.
..761
673
1940
598
1941
533
1942..........
1943..,. ...........427
1944.. ............ .442
377
1945
405
1946

Box Score of

30.

film production
Life," will follow

"Come What May."
Garson Kanin wrote "Come" and

1939-.

RKO

indie

Double

that picture with

few

past

into

"A

will direct it, while Michael will
prodube, for Universal-International

Releases continued to show a
gain in numbers following a
steady dip which started after
1937 when the total hit a modern peak of 778 pix. Following
figures indicate tlie totals for the

The sum total represents a" gain of
some 5% over the 405 pix distributed
In '46 which in turn was a fairish
gain over the 377 films released the
year before. It's considered 'an answer to complaints that theatres -still
face the pinch of a product shortage.
Of the' total, 43 films are reissues
which were scored for general reSome; 20 others (includmg
leas0.
eight designed for sureseater operations by Universal's Prestige unit)
came from Britain for distribution
The
through U and Eagle Lion.
balance of 365 features were new
American films which hit the screens
some time during the calendar year.
The eight majors contributed 283
pix, or a gain «f 10 over their genT
Four minors.
erial releases in '46.
Eagle Lion, Republic, Monogram
and Film Classics, supplied the balance of 145 films. EL which absorbed PRC: during the course of the
year appears in the box score for
the first time with its 55 films. PRC
in the course Of last year turned out
37 films.
7S Indies Among 'ISm
Despite sour prospects for indie
producers because of tiightening bank
credits and the fading, foreign marr
ket, they still contributed fl healthy
Some 7S
portion of total releases.
indie-made films were handled by
every major and minor company exUnited Artists concept Metro.
tinued to lead 9 on that score with a
total of 27 while RKO landed in sec•
ond spot with 15.
Some 12% of all features, or 48 in
total, were in one color or another.
Of these, 29 were Technicolor; 11 in
Cinecolor; and eight (all Republic)
in Trucolor. In the musical bracket,
the 12 companies turned out some
38 wtucfa stressed the song and dance

Hollywood, Dec.
Michael and Garson Kanin,
burst

'

RKO

*

An

»

*

Interesting Feature In the

42d Annttersary Number

addition to his series of outdoorers,
which extend to 1949,

proceedings involving while collarites at United Artists were launched
yesterday (Tuesday);

Minor EI

Re-Ink Tim Holt
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
relinked Tim Holt and wiU

put him in a number of features in

industries, according to his Boiidin's
arbitration
Meanwhile,

statistics.

Fttso

El

Dama«:e

Palso,

Dec.

!i0.

The Plaza theatre escaped with

Out Next Week

minor damage when a fire broke
out in the basement of a restaurant
next door.

.

)
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UPPED COSK NIP FORHGN PROD.
Pro^cers Worsen As

Loans to

Banb

India producers in
Difficulties
loans
production
from
getting
banks have suddenly worsened in
the past month. Reason has nothing
to do with the picture business itself,
but the" fact that commercial and
Industrial demands, tor loans have
taken a sharp upturn. fiesuH is that

Contracts But Widi Ifs for the Cos.
-«

A

"Brown Derby
Stories*'
Prom Hli PerthcomlBf ImIi
*

maximum

6%. On the other
hand, good- and medium-rated firms
in other fields could borrow money
for 1%%. Latter loans were considered much safer by> the banks and
the film financing was only entered
Into

in

of

42d Annivergary ISumber
Out Next Week

because of the higher return

On the money;

Writin;
*

*

in the

42d Anniversary Number
'Of

Out Next Week

profits

In Britain Taking

Rank

Up Any

30.

•

'

Kalmus

produc-

by Theodore Strauss.
Produced by Charles Haas. Directed
by Frank Borzage. A Frank Borzage

Production.
A Republic Picture."
Reason: Haas, latest addition to
producer lineup, wrote screenplay
Grant bought property. They
took it to Feldmari, who worked up
Thought, behind the interviews is a package deal. Republic had comWith three childrens' features alwith Feldman, another
that the various activities of the As- mitment
ready across customs and a flock of
sociation will be brou^t out, show- with Borzage, so studio combined
others heading for the U. S., J.
ing the complexity of filmmaking the two.
Arthur Rank officials here are hudorderly
and that it is a dignified and
dling With Francis Harmon, veepee
business, rather than the haphazard,
of the Motion Picture Assn., for
scatterbrained
operation
so
fresome sort of tiein with the MPA's
quently pictured in dispatches from
childrens' film library.
Idea behind Hollywood. It's also an effort to hu-

RANK MAY

after

it

knows

its

delays a salai-y pay.,

profits are high.

it

Con.»

must speculate on a
the net- may be

stars favored

by

non-existent.

Thn

fort

From

to

show an

intention to slice

tax payments.
Examinations have
been going on now for a solid year
without any further steps to test the
single-picture setups

Corporate structures have proven
so complex and industry customs
so baffling that the Government iS
still digging for a basis to bring tax
proceedings.

the Lots

Rank's move is for a joint operation
manize the
through spotlighton children's pix. The
A project ing its activities via the personaliwas started some 18 months back as
romantic leads in "Recoil," a Stephen
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
ties of its staff.
a part of the organization's public re.
All the physical assets of Sierra Auer production at Republic
On another MPA public relations Pictures' "Joan," with the excep- Walter Wanger moved his headlations program.
Only one ol Rank's features aimed front, clipping.'} which have piled up tion of medieval costumes and quarters to Eagle Lion where his
specifically at kids to hit Yank the- -show a favorable response to the re- hand props, were bought by Uni- first production will be "The Blank
atres so far is "Bush Christmas," a cent action in banning making of versal-International
.-. Dorothy Wall." ... Dennis O'Keefe jind Louis
.
Hollywood, Dec; 30.
Editorial comment
Mr-minute pic made^n Australia fea- gangster films.
Ten "unfriendly witnesses" in the
KIngsley and Dorothy Cooper, for- Bayward will co'Star in the forthturing Chips Rafferty and a moppet indicates opinion that the industry mer scripting collaborators at Met- coming Edward Small production, recent
Congressional investigation
recognition of its public
cast.
will be represented by a nationally
It's being peddled by Uni- showed
ro, have split as a team, with Miss "FBI VS. Scotland Yard."
versal and has already played single- service responsibility in ordering Kingsley
working on "Neptune's
Martin Murray Productions is set- known attorney in any civil suits
biU at U's Park Avenue theatre, elimination of th6 two-gun mellers. Daughter" and Miss Cooper on "The
they may institute against film
ting up headquarters at Nassour
N. Y. Company has sent 61 prints
Duchess of Idaho.". .David O. Selz- Studios to make a Series of television studios which discharged them,
to exchanges for
nick loaned out Guy Madison and shorts, with Orville Stewart directgeneral distribution.
Executive board of the Screen
Two -others, "Jean's Plan" and
Bory Caltooun to Windsor Pictures ing. Harry Bevel doing the score Writers Guild voted to defray eXo
Little Ballerina," both turned
for top roles in ."When a Man's a and Pat Hutlo, Earl Carroll showgirl, penses of counsel for the dismissed
out
by Rank in Britain, are waiting reMan.". .Bruce Humberstone washed starring
11,000 feet: Of jungle scripters. Chairman of the meet&ig
lease.
They pose a tough problem
up added scenes for "The Ballad of film arrived from- India for incor- was Sheridan Gibney, newly electto U s sales
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
staff since Rank would
Frank Capra re- poration into the Monty Shaft.;Frank ed president of SWG.
Furnace Creek."
them sold for adult 'as well as
David O. Selznick goes to bat in sumed shooting on "The State of Boscnberg production, "Man-Eaters
Children audiences.
At the same 1948 with seven completed screen- the Union," for 10 days of pickups of Kumaon." ... Warners reports 24
Rank officials here want them plays ready for shooting, with "Ro- and montage
Judy Garland fe- writers working on scripts for 21
Filmeries Scaled
TOded to the MPA's hbrary as meo and Juliet" heading the list.
turned to the cast of "Easter Pa- films to be produced in 1948.

MPA

MP

.

this sort- of deal,

on the other hand, are escaping top«
bracket income levies by spreQdi&g
their pay-checks thin.
Since the law specifically provides
for deferred deductions, tax expei-ts
consider the long-range pacts as per'
fectly proper.' Short of the Federal revenuers proving a specific intent to evade the tax laws, there's
not much chance of these contracts
being upset, it's said.
New-type
deal was recently spotlighted by a
10-year tieup with Gary Cooper
obtained from Warner Bros, which
provides for payments to him over
an 18-year period. Humphrey Bogart recently obtained a similar .deal
with WB.

completed. Others that are ngaring
Korda's "Bonnie
completion are
Prince Charlie," and Rank's "Scott
(Continued on page. 12)

,

Briefs

it

Technicolor's processing facilities
Britain long have been hard
pressed to meet the demand, Mrs.
said.
However, expansion
plans hinge entirely on government
approval. She also disclosed that
The Government, in its attempt
Technicolor currently has four cam- to upset single-picture corporations,
eras available in Britain.
has mad6 little progress in the past
While abroad Mrs. Kalmus super- year, according to industry tax conRevenuers are still en*
vised a number of tinters for Rank sultants.
and independents including "Blanche gaged in examining the books of
companies,
particularly
Fui-y ," "Ideal Husband" and "Red solo-pic
Shoes" which already have been those of Samuel Goldwyn, in an ef-'

in

tion of novel

WITH
MPA'S KID PIX PROGRAM

who

color director for Technicolor,

"MoonrisCi" which- rolled at Republic Monday (29), carries five production credits. Besides usual studio
credits, four producers take bows,
credits reading "A Charles K. Feld-

man Group-Marshall Grant

when

date when
Relinquishes future
way down or even

arrived in New York last week after
a three-month stay in Britain. Despite Rank's -reported retrenchment
there's still a ^'trfemendous demand
for color wfilms in Englandf'V she saidi

ON R£P;S lOONRISE'

MPA

the company on

to,

The practical .effect is that a producing outfit can't take its deduction during the present period when
sequently,

Color

5 PRODUCTION CREDITS

<

ticket

ment.

Mrs. Kalmus Sees Indies

With the possibility that J. Arthur
rawstock (which must be imported
there), producer and director. "That Rank may cut down on tint films in
boost,'' he says, "is due entirely to
view "Of his recently announced
the extravagant spending for sets
economy policy, independent British
(Continued on page 14)
picture producers would fill the gap
according to Mrs. Natalie Kalmus,

Hollywood, Dec.

employment

any deal which provides for salary
payments for a number of years
after a pic is wrapped up is the prohibition, on deductions of deferred
expenses,
That's provided in section 23-P of the Internal Revenue
Code and it means, in effect, that
a producer must gamble on future

»

an InterMtlng feature

cost some 200,000v000 lira ($400,000
if lensed in that country, whereas,
formerly, the cost would have been
half'that sum; Amount is exclusive
of dollar costs for players, story,

'

of

Disadvantage

ISo 'Rithmetic*'

According to Picker, who's just
returned from Italy, his film would

1%%

•

"iVo Reading

ing the film elsewhere in Europe.

Now, well-rated firms are being
forced to pay
lor coin, while Publicity For MPA'i
the' medium-raters are up ia 2 or
2%%, with the prospect that they'll
Title
all go to 3% very shortly.
Result
is that banks don't want to tie up
Breaks 25-Yr.-01d Rule
their coin in what they consider
Motion Picture Assn.'s hypoed atdubious film loans when by holding
to it they'll be able to :get a tention to public relations recently
c
comparatively good return on loans has seen in the past two weeks the
they consider much more advan- breaking of a SS-year'.old Association policy. That's in the giving of
tageous.
personal publicity to members at the
'.'Aside from the cloudiness 'of the
iiweign situation, which has scared staff.
New technique has resulted in af"
the loan institutions otl^ they prefer
commercial and industrial firms as fording newspapers, syndicates,
borrowers because they build regu- magazines and wire services opporlar customers that way. With the tunity to interview Margaret Ann
indie filmmakers, it was very often Young, head of the MPA's motion^
a case of borrowing -from one bank- picture title registration bureau in
for the one film and another for the New Yorlt. Stories on Miss Young-^
next, so the banks felt they were" and, of course, Hie title servicehave appeared in dozens of papers
not developing their own business.
in the past couple weeks through
-Reason for the sudden demand for
wire service and syndicate breaks.
loans by other industries is said to
Considerable magazine stuff is exbe a diminution in the large balpected to appear later.
ances they built up during the war.
Interviews
were set by Tom
(Continued on page 14)
staff
Waller, who joined the
four months ago as New York in<
formation topper. He's planning to
do similar campaigns in the future
TIE IN
on one after the ottier of the organization's department heads.
'

:

(Special copyright counsel
for Loew*Sf 20tk Century'
Fox and VnivetsalX
ramMseM en iwn* mamMlts of «
tllH* tttek yMHi

No

New form

for stars which spreads out their
compensation over a stretch of
years is okay tax-wise for the thesps
but n.s.g. for companies granting
them, tax experts say after studying'
the new pacts. At the same time,
they discount reports from Washington that the Government intends
cracking down on these contracts as
purportedly in violation of the internal revenue laws.

Julian T. Abeles

Leonard Picker and Arnold Pressburger, unwilling to compete with
other American producers, have
cancelled production plans in Rome.
Pressburger was'to have partially
made in Italy "Then and Now,"
filmization of the Somerset Maugham
novel, for J. Arthur Rank. Picker
had also mapped production in Italy
of "Sons of the Musketeers" for
Eagle Lion release. He intends mak-

*

/

a Humorous Feature

Yank spending

'

Has Culled Soin* Amaslng

Standard fee charged by the
banks for film loaas has been the

rush of

in foreign countries on> fllmmifting Ven->
tures is rapidly shooting up production costs abroad to a point approaching those of Hollywood. Loose
pursestrings and the price-is-no-object attitude has pushed costs in
Italy and Mexico to double that of a
year ago. As a result, two producers,

Leonard L. Levinson

interest rates Oti them have risen
closer l<f a parity with those on film
financing, making the latter loans
less attractive to the banks.

legal

Hose Sj^ead-It-Oot-Over-tiie-Years

MEXICO

ITILY.

Veer to Other Indusbries

.

'

.

SWG TO AID DEFENSE

OF INDICTED HLMITES

.

miEf TOPS SEVEN

'

:

0NSELZNICK'S'48SKED

.

.

spscially suitable for inoppet
shows.

306

in

a

'Hot' Election;

Others on the Selznick program
are "Rupert of Hentzau," "Tender Is
the Night." "A Doll's House." "Tess
of the D'Urbervilles," "The Scarlet
Eily" and "Little Women."

contested election.
belonging to Local 306
luecl to the
polls yesterday (30) in
vote for new slate
of officers. Main
conlest involved fight
for presidency
the local between incumbent

™

Gelber

and former prez
T /"i?"
Joe
Basson. At presstime, the results of the
election were 'still in
aoubt with tabulations
unfinished.
iumor.s that the internaV^'^?
^'^^s intervening in the
bW< ,n behalf
Wectiqn
of Basson, Richard
P'^^'
the International
A1H,
"
Theatrical Stage Em'^'"^^ » Statement during
th^^t^;declared a
'h^nrif
"nas off policy
towards the local.

m«

nW

,

B'way

.

'The
which caused "Parade" to

rade," after doing retakes on
Pirates,"

Holiday," a Christmas fantasy, as basis
indie production.
for his first
Jolin Hanahan announced "The Marriage of Fiyaro," Mozart opera, as
his next film production to follow
Cast of 20th"Don Giovanni;"
Fox's "Street With No Name" shifted

.

.

Rowley

Head

Circuit

Maps

Brazil Prod.

.

Dallas, Deo, 30.

Texas
Rowley,
to play

capital, represented by Ed
Jr.j of this city, is expected
a big part in expansion of
production in Brazil. Row-

picture
ley's father heads the
circuit of Texas.

R&R

.

from Washington

to Los Angeles'
Skid Row for 30 nights of shooting.
Robert Eumett Oolan borrowed
Universal-International -from
by
Paramount as musical director on
"Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid."

theatre

lived in Mexico several
years but closed out his business
interests there recently, preparing to

Rowley

.

.

,

Kex Ingram drew

in

"Moonrise"

at

Monle Blue signed

Republic
for

.

.

,

.

produce at Paramount . . Janet
Martin and William Wf igbt Will play

.will
I

I

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

i

fall to investigate possibilities
for production there.

last

,

a key role
.

.

,

a featured I'ole

move to Sao Paulo, Brazil, where in "Key Largo" at Warners
the new industry will be developed. William KusscU will direct "It's AlRowley made a.trip to Sao Paulc ways Spring," which Daniel Dare

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Ws

Michael Curtiz bought "The PasaAt $2.40 for
dena Story," written by Leo Bosten
With all Broadway firstruns givand 'Arnold Albert^ to be produced
independently for release by War- ing special midnight shows tonight
(New
Year's Eve), bulk of them are
Arko Productions signed the
ners
'Serrita Camargo dance group for charging $2.40 top, same as was in
However, some
sequences in "Mr. Joseph Young of force last year.
are keeping a weather-eye
managers
Africa."
Casey Robinson is doing
the screenplay on "Bright Leaf," peeled to catch any noticeable patronage
resistance,
and
may lower
story of a tobacco dynasty, which
Seton I. Miller will produce at War- the scale If deemed necessary,.
Big film-stageshuw houses lUce the
ners . . William Bo wers and Robert
Arthur will co-produce "The West- Paramount, Roxy and Music Mall
plan
installing
ern Story" for u'niversaHnternathe higher scale
Warners assigned Delmer starting about 8 p.m. to catch early
tional
Daves to direct "Until Proven celebrants who may not want to be
Guilty." Joan Crawford starrer to in the theatre for actual arrival of
be produced by Jerry Wald
Ex- the New Year.
Several of the
teriors for "The Winner's Circle" straight-film houses will stay right
were shot at the Santa Anita track on their usual weekend top prices.
With Felix Feist directing .
Ed- Victoria, which went to $1.80; for
.
mund Gwenn slated for a top role night shows last week, keeps this
in
"Apartment for Peggy," with scale lor New Year's Bv«. Cielden
George Seaton directing and WilUaia also will retain its usual Aigbt

New

down for a week.
Rod Cameron bought "Sweet

shut

lATSE's Hands-Off Policy
L^" ^
Doothmen

.

.

.

.

.

;

Perlbert producing,

weekend

S0ale.

I
•

m

U^'Cast^'&eatlOSa'T-Meii'

Roi^

Tycoon Socko

56G,

30.,

of.

the
Estltuatcd Total Gross

biggies also will boost the take.
"Capt. Castile" is standout with
rousing $108,000 in four theatres.
''Gentleman's Agreement" looks

gock $42,000 in two

spots

This

-(fitfied

"T-Mien" is soaring to unusually
strong $57,500 in six theatres, comparatively better than some of sotalled iuper epics of week and beatTying ''Red Stallion" biz here.
coon" looks big $56,000 in two houses
while "Wild Irish Rose" will hit
same figure in three locations.
"Good News" is mild $45,500
three spots as is "Mourning BeElectra"

one

in

$8,600.

'

Estimates for This
•

Week

Belmont (PWC) (1,532; 60-$l)—
"T-Men" CEL.) and "Linda Be Good
(EL).

Sturdy

Last week, I
"Last

$7,000.

Love Trouble" (Col) and
Round-Up" (Col) (9 days),

,

(Grauman-WC)

(1,800;

^^WshlTiL^.);

lifts 'Blue

$3,860,t0«

Fulton
(Shea)
40-70)—
(1,700;
Daisy Kenyon" (20th). Got awa*
should wind up with okay
Holds one more session,
Last week, "Mark of Zorro" (20th)

slow

but'
$10,500.

$8,500.

and "Drums Mohawk"

'Rose' Great 47G

40-70)-"Old

Spanish Trail" (Rep) and "Standnear Last
iif' (Rep). Fine $4,000 or
(U)
week, "Magnificent Obsession
and "Stole a Million" (U), $3,00(>.

(20th)

(re-

issues), $6,000.

Del

Tops Hot

Phiily

Hub

18G

;

,

'

(2,048;

awm-

(WB)

Okay

Gron
cities 321 thea-

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$4,876,000
Last year
(Based on 20 cities 181 theatres)

StarF (20th) and ^ront'er Mar-

shal" (20th) (reissues).

City Grosses

tres, chiefly 1if»t runs, tncTttdiny

ro" (20th) (reissues), $12,000.
Hipp (Shea) (?.100: 40-70)-"Belle

.

60-$l)—"Captain Castile" (20th). Hot
Last ^e«*=\-'«1'^^25,^"^'
rings" (Par) (2d wk), only $7,100.
60-$l)(1,145;
Culver (FWC)
*T-Men" (EL) and "Linda Be Good
(EL). Good $6,500 in 6 days. Last
week, "Pirates Wftoterev'' (U) and
days)
(9
"Bury Me Dead" (EL)

'"l.oVtt

Key

Estimated Total
This Week
(Based on 22

.

.

lOG

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
biz was way off, p'oor>
est it's been here in a number of
They just weren't coming
years.
downtown to buy. Best of the lot
will be "Wild Irish Rose" at Stanley,
holding over New Year's, but it's riot
spectacular,' "Daisy Kenyon" at Ful.
ton and "i^coon" at Warner botl>
are just gfetting by. "Killer McCoy"
is a big disappointment at Penn.
Estimates for This Week
.

•

.

$2,000,

Beverly (FWC) (1,352; 80-$1.50)-(20th)
Agreement"
"Gentleman's
Reserved seat, roadshow run. Fine
il3,50D. Last week, subsequent run,
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S)7"Body
65-$l)
(828;
Blumenfeld)
and Soul" (UA) (6th wk-5 days>.
Down to $2,500: Last week, $3,400.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 8011.50)—"Bishop's Wife" CRKO).
Solid $23,000. Last week, <'Unconquered" (Par) (4th 'wk-9 days),
S7 300
(Chinese

-

10^, Tycoon
Xmas week

'

^

,

17 theatres)

Terrif 60G,

"Bishop's Wife" also is a leader
with $23,000 in one theatre at $1.50
top.

$960,800
23 theatres)
.$1,086,500

f/n.

Sbw Pitt $20,000;

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
(U)
(2d wk).
Wistful Widow"
Getting h.o. of 3 days, with "Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) opening
Wed. (31) both here and at Senator,
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
staying at latter house, however,
and
Philadelphia,. Dec. 30.
(U)
"Pirates of Monterey"
only a couple of days. In abbrevi"Bush Christmas" (U). Okay $12,000.
Detroit, Dec. 30
Film business is in a sharp up- ated session, Abbott-Costello starrer
Last week, "Last of Bad Men" (Col) swing this session, new product and
Starting Christmas Eve, Detroit
"Key Witn^s" (Col), $9,500
weekend giving will get $3,500, on top pf nice $12,000
and
Christmas
cusiiy
literal
getting
a
started
houses
film
last weelt.
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; firstruns a new lease on life. Runshot in the arm that zoomed grosses. 40-70)Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 40-70)—
"Out of Past" (RKO) and ning neck and neck for top laurels
"Captain From Castile" skyrocketed
"Tracy Meets Gruesome" (RKO). are "My Wild Irish Rose," with big- "Killer McCoy" (M-G). Figured to
to a smash week at the Fox. Danny
week, "Northwest gest coin in town, and "Capt. From 'be holiday winner, but Mickey
is Stout $13,500. Last
appearance
personal
Kaye's
Rooney melodrama is just so-so at
"Driftwood"
and
(Rep)
"Unconquered"
Outpost"
Castile." Also sock is
boosting "Out of Blue" to a wow
or over, a big disappoints
$14,000
likely
which
$7,000.
Aldine,
(Rep),
at smallrseater
session at the Michigan. ''Fun and
ment. Last week, "Unfinished Dance"
will hit new high at this house.
Fancy Free" and "Road To Rio" both
Doing nice biz also is "Killer Mfr (M-G) and "Arnelo Affair" (M-G),
are big on their second weeks.
while in 6 days, $7,000.
Swordsman"
"The
Coy"
and
.Estimates (or 'Xhls Week
Albeit
Bliz Hits
Bits (Loew's) (800; 40-70 )—"Merton
''Good News" shapes strong for
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
Of Movies" (M-G). House hasn't had
limited-capacity Goldman.
^
'Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d
a firstrun picture in several months
'Castiie'-Vaude $30,000,
Estimates for Thl$ Week
wk). Nice $12,000. Iiast week, slim
but this is a wash-out at $2,500, sad
$5,000.
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 60-94).—"Un- for hoUd^ session.
Last week,
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit
conquered" (Par). (Solossal ^32,000. "Golden Earrings" (Par) (m. o.)
'Bisbop's Wife' Hot
70-95)— "Tycoon"
(RKO).
(3,309;
Last week, "Upturned Glass" (U) $2,000.
Boston, Dec. 30.
Favorable $20,000. Last week, $9,000
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
(2d wk), sad $8,500.
smacked
was
biz
Post-holiday
4 days.
(S&G) (700; 50-94)
Areadia
'Spoilers" (U ) and "Diamond Jim
Downtown (Balaban) (2,663; 70-95) severely by blizzard, all spots norr "Body and Soul" • (WB) (2d tun). Brady" (U) (reissues). Fair $3,500.
"Had To Be You" (Col) and ''Devil mally expecting big jump in takes Fijie $7,000. Last week, "Pink Horse" Last week, "Pittsburgh" (U) andNeat 435,900. Last, being set back to low average (U) (2d run), oke $5,500.
Ship" (Col).
Green Hell" (U) (reissues), $3,500.
week, "Mark Of.Zorro" (20th) aiia grosses, .with the possibility of gains
(2,350; 50-94)—"The
(WB)
Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
Boyd
"Drums Along Mohawk" (20th) (re- in last days of runs. "Captain from Swordsman" (Col).
Nice $30,000, "Wild Irish Rose" (WB). Only thing
Castile" plus stage show at RKO is
Issues), $9,000.
"Had
to Be You" (Col) in town that's showing any strength
week,
Last
Fox (FOx-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95) okay $30,000. "My Wild Irish Rose" (3d wk ), do wn to $12,000.
at strong $20;000, and holds. Not out
"Bishop's
Met.
(20th). is fairly good at the
-"Captain from Castile"
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"Killer of ordinary for holiday session. Last
Smash '$60,000 or near. Last week) Wife" looks nice at the Astor.
McCoy" (M-G). Fancy $33,000. Last week, "Out of Blue" (EL), $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
Foxes of Harrow" (20th), $19,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)— "Ty"Northwest Outpost" (Rep)
"Bishop's week,
Astor (1,000; 40-80)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
coon" (RKO). Fairly good $10,000.
and "High Tide" (Mono), $18,000.
70-W)—"Out of Blue" (EL) with Wife" (RKO). Opened Christmas
Fox (20th) (2,250; 80-94)—"Capt. Will hold through New Year's Week,
Danny Kaye. heading stage-show. and headed for a nice take until Castile" (20th). Sock $45,000, Last Lqst week, "I,ove From Stranger"
Walloping $60,000.
Last- week, blizzard hit. iPirst week will prob- week, "Dangeroua years"
(20th), (EL) and "Linda Be Good" (EL),
"Hagen Girl" (WT3) and "Green for ably wind up about $18,000, great $9;000.
drab $4,000.
considering. Last week closed' for
Danger" (ED, $12,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
Palms (United-Detroit) (2,976; 70- final redecoration.
—"Good News" (M-G). Fine $28,()00.
5)—'^oad To Rio" (Par) and ''Big
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 50-$1.10)Last week, "This Time Keeps"
Castile" (20th) plus John
In
'own After

at

spot

on

'Kenyon' Okay

^„f"-G^elSierarS»:ii^)'

Kaye

m

comes

Week

(BOsefl

Last Tear

on uppea

Buftalo, Dec. 30.
suHering *f<>n» holiday
Buffalo
«ntjc>pated
doldrums, but pickup la
Best bet lopfa to be Wild
soon.
Buffalo.
Irish Rose," big at the
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
Wild Irish Rose" (WB). Great $20,"Thunder
000 or over. Last week,
"Christmas
in Valley" (20th) and
Carol" (M-G), $8,000.
40-70)
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400;
-"Killer McCoy (M-G) and High
Conquest" (Mono), Strong $n,500
Along
in sight. Last week; "Drums
Mohlwk" (20th) and I'Mark of Zoris

Firstruns here are looking for bigcurrent
fest week's tai? of year in
rame. The number of new nuns

and roadshow priqes on four

GREAT $20,000
'Rose' Best Bet in
SLUMP

DiESPITE BQFF.

'Rose' Same, 'Agreement' Strong 42G
Los Angeles, Dep.

Wcdiic«d«7» D^eeiulwr SI, 1947

-

—

60-$iy

"Wild Irish Rose" (WB). Good $21,r
Never"
800. l.ast week. "Escape
(WB> (2d wk), dull $8,600.
Bpwntown Mtuale Hall (Blumenr
Dark" (Par). gatis.facfeld) (872; 60-$l)-;'Body and Souf'
at tory $23,000 for second week; Last
Finales
(UA) (6th wk-5 days).
week, $41,000.
$7,500. Last week, nice $8,600,
United Artists (United Detroit)
60-$l)-

Me

Xmas

Little
Cbeer
(M-G) (Sth wk), $13,000,
son and Owens, Helen Forrest, Dick
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000) SO-94)
Great inatinee biz on —"The
Buckley.
Fai* $15,000.
Exile" (U).
D.C.; 'McCoy' Plus Vaude
school holidays but big $30,000 would
There's Life"
"Where
week,
ast
(2,076; 70-95)—"Fun, Fancy free" have been, better except for bliz.
(Sth wk), $7,000.
(RKO) and "Dciftwopd" (Rep). Last week, "Jezebel" (WB) and >ar)
Nice 29G, 'Tycoon' 15G
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 80-94)-Fine $17,04)0 for second week. Last "Slight Case Murder'* (WB) (re"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
(M-G) (4th wk-5 days), $5,000.
Washington, Decv 30.
(Continued on page 14)
weislc, $11,000.
\nid $6,000. Last week, "Escape Me
El Key (FWC) (861; <SO-n)-"T;Christmas brought little cheer to
Never" (WB) (2d run), $3,500.
Men" (EL) and "Lmda Be Clood
this town's depressed main stem
week,
50-94)—
Mastbaum (WB) (4j360;
(EL). Fancy $6,500. Last
fllmeries; A cold wave and the tail
Great
attd,
(WB).
,lCpl)
Wild Irish Rose"
Ld>«
end of the N. Y. snowstorm un$47,000 or over; Last week, "Pirates doubtedly took its toll- at the turn•Round-Up" (Col) (9 days), meagS
$19,500,
Monterey" (U) (2d wk), $14,000.
S2 300
stilesi but low takes for the holiday
(Cummins) (500; 50-94)— week seem to go deeper than the
Esaiire (Rosener) (685; 85)---"AdPIx
Betteripg $5,600.
Mod"Captain

.

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538;
"Good News" (M-G). Okay $12,500,
Last week, "Green Dolphin Street'

,

.

WW',

ventuiess"
loast

wk-6

Cincy Brisk; Tycoon' ^out

(U).

(U) (5th
week, "Tawny Pipit"
'
days), $1,400.

special run to qualify for

nomination. Handsome

Academy

$12,500. Last

week, "Pirates Monterey"
"Bury Me Dead" (EL)

(tJ)

(9

and

days),

$3,100.

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
60-$l)—"Body and Soul" (UA) (6th

wk>5 days). Closing near

$2,500.

Last

week, $2,800.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)—
"Wild. Irish RoSe" (WB). Nice $17,000. Last week, "Escape Me Never"
(WB) (2d wk), dim $5,400.
Hdllywood Music Hall (Blumenfeld) (475; 60-85)— "Body and Soul"
(UA) (6th wk-5 days) Down to $2,600; Last .Week, good $3,100.
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)—"Pirates
Monterey" (U) and "Bury Me
Dead" (EL) (2d wk). Light $2,500.
liast week, $3,000:
,

Laurel (Rosener)- (890; 85)—"Mali
About Town" (RKO). Nice $4,000.

Last week, "Shoe Shine" (Indue)
(8th wk-8 days ), $1,800.
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
60-$l)—"Castile" (20th). Great $45,600. Last week, "Golden Earrings"
(Par) and "Blondie's Anniversary"
(Col) (2d wk), slow $13,400,
Los Angeles (D'toWi\-WC) (2,097;
60-$l)— "Good News" (M-G). Fair
420,000. Last week, "Dolphin Street"
<M-G) (4th wk.5 days), $8,000.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; !80-$l)
Rousing $15,500.
"Castile"
(20th).
Last week, "Golden Earrings" (Par)
(2d wk); slight $4,800.
Marcal (G&S)
50-$l)
(900;
"Song of South" (RKO) (2d wkS days) (reissue). Only $1,000. Last
Week, light $2,200.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,122; 6085)—"T-Men" (EL) and "Linda Be

£ood"
ast

(EL).

Okay

'Ninotchka"
frate $6,000.

'McCoy Sock 13G, 'Road' Uisty20G, 2d

^•our Stir (UA-WC) (900; $1.20$1.80)—"Mourning Becomes Electra"
(RKO). Two-a-day roadshow lUn,
Pair $8,500. Last week, "Daisy Ken- "Last Round-up" (Col) (9 day*),
yon" (20th) and "Two Blondes, Red- only $7,300.
.Palace (D'town) (1,226; 80-$1.50)—
head" (Col) (2d wk-6 days) (m.o.),
Agreement*'
(^<Hh).
"Gentleman's
$2,900.
Guild (FWC) (968; 80-$1.20)—"A Great $28,500. Last wee!^, <'1Jttci^Double Life" (U). Advanced price luered" (Par) (4th wk-9 days), okay

(M-G)

(reissue).

Last week, "Jungle
(EL) (2d wk), same.
(WB) (2.950; 50-94)—
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (5th
look"

Stanley

-Cincinnati, Dec. 30.

basking in a fes- wk). Oke $21,000 after $18,500 laSt
tive 15I0W, a glittering array of new week.
„
$tsntoo (WB) (1,475; 50-94)—"In
bills and holdovers being helped by
favorable weather. "Tycoon" is trigue" (UA) (2d wk). Stout $18,000
socko and leading the new entries af t«r $18,000 last week,
while city lead is retained by "Road
to Rio'* in its second sensational lap.
113,400.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)jr- "Killer McCoy" Is a sock fresh eil- 'Road' $30,000, 'Castile,'
ShaVp $25,000. trant. "Good News" is holding on
Tycoon" (RKO).
okay, its opening having been adLast weefe, "Out of Past" (RKO)
Vaude 54G, Cleve. Aces
"Sweet Genevieve" (Col) (2d wk), vanced three days. ''Pirates of Monterey,'' a newcomer is velvety. Re.
$9,000.
Cleveland, Dec 30.
ception for "Hiunder in Valley" ii
Paramount (F&M) (3,398;
Terrific biz on Christmas Day and
dull.
"Wild Harvest" (Par) and
over weekend is pushing grosses up
Coo" (Rep) (2d wk). Only
Estimates for This Week
"Road to Rio'*
to happier levels.
Last week, slow $16,700.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—"Ty looks standout for the State, alParamount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- co6h" (RKO). Boli $19,500. Aided though "Captain Castile" plus vaude
481; 60-$l)— "Wild Harvest" (Par) by smash exploitation of theatre's IB so torrid that Palace plans a twoand "Bill and Goo" (Rep) (2d wk). 20th anniversary and including $700 week run foi* the combo. "Tycoon"
Mild $8,000. Last week, $10,^J)Q.
gate from special cartoons show for
big at the' Allen.
RKO Hillstreet (RKd) (2,SgO; 60- juves Saturday (27) morninE show. also isEstimates
for This Week
80)— "Tycoon" (I SO). Bright $31,- Last week, "I love Trouble" (Col),
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)—"1?y,000. Last week,
ut of past" (RKr"
favorable $9,000.
Very gusty $20,000 or
coon"
(RKO).
Genevieve"
(Col)
(2d
and "fiweet
Capitol (MO) (2,000: 50-75)
wk), slow $9,600.
"Good News" (M-G). All right $10,- lear. Last week, "Walter Mitty"
Bits (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—"Pij^ates 000 for this session, f Pic's opening IhKO) (4th wk), $10,000.
Hipp (Warners) (3.700; 55-70)—
Monterey" (U) and ''Bury M? Dead" was advanced three days to replace
(EL) (2d wk). Slight $3,000. Lfist "Ninotchka"' (M-G) (reissue) and Always Together" (WB). Unexciting
Fugitive"
week, $4,000.
hypoed last week's gross to fairish $i8,500. Last week, "I
(WB) and "Slight -Case of Murder"
iStudio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)— $7;000. Holds.
(WB) (reissues), sad $13,500 in 9
"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "Bury
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
Me Dead" (EL) (2d wk). Near $3,000. "Killer McCoy'' (M-G). Sock |13,- days.
85-70)*Lake
(Warners)
Last week, $2,800.
(800;
000, warranting second round. L^st
United Artists (UA) (2,100; q9-$l) week, "Jezebel" (WB) and "Slight ''Gang.ster"
(Mono) (m.o.). Neat
—"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "Bury Case of Murder" (WB) (reissues), $3,500 in 6 days. Last week, "Magic

Downtown bp

is

Md

'

weather. Even the sure-fire combo
of a musical plus crix kudos at

Loew's Palace failed to strike pay
dirt for "Good News." "Killer McCoy," at Capitol, hypoed by Christmas Day p.a. of Mickey Rooney, plus
the only vaude in town, stands out
as weelc's b.o. champ, but below expectations. "Tycoon" at RKO Keith's
looks runner-up.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2i434; 44-80)—
"Killer McCoy" (M-G) plus vaude.
Nice $29,000, besf in weeks but not
up to holiday week pace in this
house. Last week, "Wyoming" (Rep),

,

$12,000 in 0 days.

Columbia (Loew's)

44-70)

(1,263;

Bid
for moppet trade, with stepped up
ad campaign, laid an egg here, with
dismal $4,000. Last week, "Golden

—"Thunder

Earrings"

in Valley"

(Par)

(20th).

run),

(2d

$5,500.

Keith's

(RKO)

(1,838:

thm
\

44-80)--

"Tycoon" (RKO). Nice $15,000, Last
(U),
week. "Ride Pink Horse"

'

Am

^

Me

Dead" (EL)

$7,500.

(2d

About

wk).

Last week, light $10,800.

Uptown
"Castile"

(FWC)'
(20th).

(1,719;

60-$l)—

Fancy

$19,500.

—

Last week, "Golden Earrings" (Par)
and "Blondie's Anniversary" (Col)
(2d Wk), $4,600.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 60-$l)—"T-

—

Men" (EL) and "Linda Be Good"
(EL). Fine $5,500 in 5 days. Last
week, "I Love Trouble" (Col) and

"Last Round-Up"
thin $2,700.

(Col)

(9

days),

WHshife (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)—
"Good News" (M-G). Okay $13,000.
Last week, "Dolphin Street" (M-G)
(4th wk-5 days), $4,500.

$7,500 or better,

week, subsequent-run.

so-so $5,900.
Keith's (CI) (1.542: 50-75)— "Pirates of Monterey" (U). Good $10,500.

Last week, "Bodv and Soul"

(UA)

(Sth wk),

okay

)

(m.o.), $3,000.
55-70)-*
(1,200;

(Loew's)

"Merton- of Movies"
Happy $7,000. Last

polphin

$4,000.

time.

:

Solid $24,500.
(EL).
Last $17,500.
Last week, "Escape
week, "I Love Trouble" (Col) and Never" (WB) (2d wk), skinny $5,400.

Ohio

.

Street"

(M-G)

$4,500.

(UA)

Last week. "Christmas Eve"
(m.0i), $4,000.

days.

Metropolitan
$6,000.

(WB)

(1,163;

44-70)

Texan" (Rep). Mild
Last week, "Had To Be You

(Col) (2d run), $5,000.

Palace

(Loew's)

(2,370;

-

44-74)--

"Good News" (M-G). Good

$18,000,

Last week,
"Where There's Life" (Par) (2d
Wk), oke $10,000 in 6 days.^
Warner (WB) (2,154; 55-74)— "Al-

but should be

better.

ways Together" (WB). Worst beating of all with $10,000 in 6 days.
Last week, "I Love Trouble" (Col),
$8,000, worse thaa anticipated.

.(m.o.).

week "Green

(M-G)

(3d

wk),

Lyric (RKO) (l,4d0; 50-75)— "Man $7,500.
Palace (RKO)
65-90)—
(3,000;
in Iron Mask" (EL) and "Gentl.eman
After Dark" (EL), (reissues). Pleas- "Captain Castile" (20th) plus Johnny
inf $5,500.
Last week. "Gangster" Morgan heading vaude. Powerful
(Mono) (m,o.) and Louis-Walcott $54,000 and holdover. Last week,
"Gangster" (Mono), a sleeper at
short, mild $4,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75) - $15,000.
55-70)—
State
(Loew's)
(3,450;
"Road to Rio" (Par) (2d wk). Con
tinues to top town at sizzling $20,000 "Road to Rio" (Par). Smash $30,000
or over. Last week, "Merton of
in wake of last week's colossal $25,
000 preem, best Cincy biz in some Movies" (M-G) modest $14,500 in 6

Orpheum (D'toWn-WC) (2,210; 60Wiltern
(WB) (2.300; 60-$l)—
Shuhert (RKO) (2.100: 50-75) —
$1)—"T-Men" (EL) and "Linda Be "Wild Irish Rose" (WB).
Trim "Thunder in Valley" (20th). Gloomy
Good''

Town" (8KO)

$10,000.

—"Fabulous

Coast

SMPE Names

Solow 1948 Chairman
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Sidney Solow was elected 1948
chairman of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, Pacific Coast section, succeeding Wallace Wolfe. Solow is general manager of West
Coast Consolidated Film Industries.
Other new officers are G. R. Grain,

Western

Electric,

secretary-treas-

Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)—
and board members P"Pirates Monterey" (U). Just rou- urer,
Wilson, GoldLast week, "Golden Brigandy, RKO, Fred
$6,500.
tine
20th-Fox.
Earrings" (Par) (m.o.), nice $9,500. wyn, and J. F. Corcoran,
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CiHmHi(^:'Road'CoM$57j

TERRiF

FRISCO;

'Swoiidbian' Gant 25G,?ast' H(rt 24(^

Wow

'UbigueMIannonicats
Chicago, Defc.

30.

point in the last six
Arrival of eight new films
also is boosting things generally.
•Chicago leads in actual coin at gigantic $85,000 with "It Had To Be
You" and Rltz Bros, topping stagebill. The Oriental also has a biUlseye with "Intrigue" and Harmoniand, Pearl Bailey heading
cats,
highest

the

'
fitageshow.
.
^
"Road to Rio" at the State-Lake is
the real standout with hold-oiit lines
and a mighty $57,000. "Swordsman"
at small seater Garrick also is sock

At the Roosevelt, "Un-

at $25,000.
suspected"

"Out

is

okay

at 70G

Grosser Are

beist

Ntel

vaude headed by "Plenty of Room"
and Guy Cherney, $1.5,500.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; 60-93 )—"Capt.
Castile" (20th). Great $52,000. Last
week, "Fabulous Texan" (Rep) and
^'Gn Old Spanish Trail" (Rep), only

,

RKO

Essaness theatres.

showcases

and the Rialto wiU charge

$1.25 top.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo
(B&K)(1,400;
$1.25)
.•Gentleman's
Agreement"
f20th)
(7th wk). Firm $20,000. Last week,

—

$10,000.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)— "Had
To Be, You': "(Col) with Rltz .Bros.,
DiGatanos, and Connie Russell
revue.

Smash elegant

in

$85,000.-

Last week, "Moss Rose" (20th) with

Gordon MacRae on

stage,

6 days,

light $30,000.

(B&K)

Garrick

(900;

95)

—

St.

Loo

doldrums with near-spring temperature on tap. Whether the recently
enacted 5% city, tax on flicker housp
ducats, effective Jan. 1, will affe.ct
trade remains to be seen. "Killer
McCoy" is headed for the best take.
'Daisy Kenyon" is .solid.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)

Kenyon"
and
—''Daisy
(20th)
(20th).
Solid
"Roses Are Red"
Last week, "Unconquered"

(Par), $20,000, good at $1.20 top.
"ChilArt (S'Renco) (115; 85)
dren of Paradi.se" (French). Swell
$800,
Last week, "Colonel Blimp"
(British) (4th wk), big $700.

—

50-75)— "Road
to Rio" (Par) and "Glamor Girl"
(Par) (2d wk). Fancy $18,000 after
sturdy $20,000

first stanza.

50-75)

—

McCoy" (M-G) and "Son

of

Loew's

(Loew)

(3,162;

"Killer

Last

Rusty" (Col). Strong $22,000. Last
week, "lS>st Moment" (EL) and "TheAdventuress"
(EL),
disappointing

$7,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Out
(RKO). Big $24,000. Last
week, "Black Narcissus" (U) (2d
wk), and Louis-Walcott
* fight films,

Of Past"

$17,500.
Oi-ienial

(Essaness)

stageshow-

Wow

$14,000.
Missotiri

(F&M)

(3,500;

75-$1.20)—

"Unconquered" (Par) (m.o.). Nice
Last week, '.'Walter Mitty"
(RKO) and "Escape Me Never"

$8,500.

with

(M-G)

flrstruns was snowed under by New
York City's greatest snowfall (25.8

inches) which started early Friday
(26) morning and lasted for nearly
24 hours. Heavy blanket of that
white stuff (which exhibitors soon
learned to hate) cut into, potential
grosses of N. Y. deluxers an estimated 10-25%, and in a few isolated
cases house managers figured the
dent was even greater.
Aside from eliminating much of
holiday commuter traffic for iilm
theatres over the 'weekend, the absence of surface transportation even
in Manhattah
(29) slashed

(4th

Tast' 13G, 'Rose

Aces

wk),

•

.

IcCoy'

8G

«oy^

*M

.

best since on foreign film policy
here.
Fourth week for "Revenge"
(Indie) (5 days), was thin $2,500.

Capital

(Loew's)

(4,820; .70-$1.50)

—"High Wall" (M-G)

Tommy

plus

Dorsey orch. Looks to stril<e $84,000,
only passably good in view of stage
layout and fact that it includes New
Year's Eve, week ending tonight
(Wcd.i. Holds. .Third stanza of "This

Time For Keeps" (M-G) with Paul
Whiteman band, $37,000.
•

60Criterion
(Loew's)
(1,700;
"Senator Was Indiscreet"
(U). For initial session ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks upwards of
$35,000, on disappointing side since
it
includes New Year's Eve; It's
holding. In ahead, 10 days of "Pirates /of Monterey" (U) was thin
$1.25)

—

$25,000.'

Globe (Brandt) (1,300; 70-$l,20)—
"Body and Soul" (UA) (8th wk).
Taking in New Year's Eve trade,
this

week

looks to hit stout $30,000;

seventh was very good $26,000.
Golden (RKO) (769; $1.20-$2.40)—

"Mourning Becomes Electra" (RKO)
(6th wk). Perking up to $9,300 after
,$8,600 for fifth round. Stays on indef.
Sixth frame doesn't Include New
Year's Eve, which is sold out.

Gotham (Brandt)
"Fabulous Texan"
for mild $10,000 in

(900; 70-$1.40)—
(Rep). Heading
first

session end-

ing today (Wed.), including New
Year's Eve biz. In ahead, "Invisible

Man"

(Indie)

and

''invisible

Man

Returns" (Indie) (reissues), $5,000
in 6 days.
Little Carnegie (Indie) (460; 95$1.20)— "Nicholas
Nickleby"
(U)
(5th wk). For week that includes
New Year's Eve, looks to strike
$6,000 or near, 'week ends next Fri.<
.v

,

day (2); fourth was $5,400.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
—'"Gentleman's
Agreement" (20th)
(8th wk). Seventh stanza ended last
Monday (29) night was big $41,«00
after $35,500 for sixth.

Palace

(RKO)

Stays on.
60-$1.20)—

(1,700;

"Tycoon" (|lKO). Despite lukewarm
likely will land. good $28,000
"Where There's Life" and stage- reviews,
in week ending today (Wed.), inbill headed by Stan Kenton band
New Year's Eve trade. Final
and Vic Damone. Sans any New cluding
nine days in fourth week for "Out of
Year's Eve, since ending first week
Past" (RKO) was okay $18,000, betonight (Tues.), it is soaring to great ing helpijd
by fight films.
$105,000. House has had long lines
Paramount (Par) (3,(404; 55-$1.50)

.

,

week ending last Monday (29)
landed $14,000, great for house and
tial

ing

s.
excepting Friday night, and at early
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Ty- $3,000.
matinees
Saturday and
Sunday
St Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
coon" (RKO). Trim $25,000. Last
Minneapolis, Dec. 29.
week, "Each Dawn I Die" (WB) (re- "Wild Irish Rose" (WB) and "ChiThe natural bounce" back of when impact of storm was felt.
Next biggest newcomer is "Capt.
nese Ring" (Mono). Good. $12,000. grosses following their pre-Christissue) with fight films, $18,000.
Rtalto
(Indie)
$1.25)— Last week, "Slight Case Murder" mas slump leaves something to be From Castile" at Rivoli. Looks smash
(1,700;
"Forever Amber" {20th) (4th wk). (WB) and "Jezebel" (WB) (reis- desired here. "Out of Past" sizes up $72,500 or close, with New Year's
sues), $5,500.
as strongest of newcomers, with "My Eve trade: Roxy, with "Daisy KenGood $15,000. Last week, $9,800.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)r- Wild Irish Rose" giving it a run for yon" and stageshow topped by
Boosevelt. (B&K)
95)—
(1,500;
"Unsuspected" (WB). Sharp $25,000. "Lost Week-End" (Par) and "To the money. "Prince of Thieves," on Lanny Ross, Senor Wences, Wiere
,
- last week, "Anthony Adverse'' (WB) Each His Own" (Par) (reissues) oke one of first playdates in key spots is Bros., also is strong with $130,000 or
$5,000.
Last week, VBachelor and very moderate.' Because another near for initial round, which takes
(reissue), $12,000.
Boby-Soxer" (RKO) and "RiB-Raff" holiday week is impending, in New Year's Eve plus a show,'
„ S<»te-L»ke (B&K) (2,700; 95)—
Wednesday again is opening day for Christmas Eve. Capitol |s only pass"Road to Rio" (Par).
Colossal (RKO), $4,500.
ably good, aided by tonight's busimost of new bills.
$57,000. Last week, "Nightmare Alness, going to $84,000 with "High
Estimates for This Week
ley" (20th) (3d wk), $13,000.
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Devil Wall" and Tommy Dorsey band
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—
L'ville
Lush;
'Rose'
Huge
Ship" (Col) (1st run) and "Shut heading stageshow. Storm is partly
'Escape Me Never" (WB) (2d wk.),
blamed.
Big
Mouth"
(Col)
(reissue).
Fair
Nice $16,000. Last week, $15,000.
Initial all-film bill at State, "Cass
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 95)—
15G,
Fat 16G, $2,000 in 6 days. Last week, "Ex- Timberlane"
and "Blondie's Holiposed" (Rep) (1st run) and "Swiss
"Body and Soul" (UA) (7th wk).
Family Robinson" (Indie) (reissue), day," is rated very good witli $19,500
Lush $25,000. Last week, $18,000.
Tun' Fine 17G, 'Trail'
in 'Week ended last (Tues.) night.
$1,400.
Woria (Indie). (557; 75)— "Barber
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—"Es- Palace, with "Tycoon," looks modOf Seville" (Indie).
Huge $6,000.
Louisville, Dec. 30.
Last week. "Storm In Teacup" (U)
Sunny, cool weather, with no trace cape Me Never" CWB). Very dismal erate $28,000, In same catego'ry is
"The Exile" at Winter Garden with
(2d wk), $1,800.
of snow so far this winter, is helping $6,500 indicated. Last week, "Green
$30,000 or over, both including New
the downtown wickets, which are Valley" (20th) (reissue), fair $6,000.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)--"Drums Year's Eve.
spurting after the Christmas Day
Definitely disappointing is "Senteeoff.
"Pun, Fancy Free" at the Along Mohawk" (20th) (reissue).
Lush
Last
$5,000.
week,
"Saddle
ator Was Indiscreet" at Criterion,
Stout $14,000,
terrific
Rialto is catching
kid trade.
Pals" (Rep) and "On Old Spanish with upwards of $35,000, taking in
Estimates for This Week
tonight's ugbeat and New Year's day.
Trail" (Rep), $2,500.
Brown
(Fourth
Avenue)
_(1,200;
Indpls.;
Nice
Lyceum (Murray) (1,700; 50-70)— Other disappointers are "Voice of
40-60)— "Thunder in Valley" (20th)
Indianapolis, Dec. 30.
and "Roses Are Red" (20th) (m.o.).- "Wings of Morning" (Indie) and Turtle," Warner, .with ony $20,000,
Brisk holiday trade revived first
Slow $3,500. Last week, ''Fabulous "Storm In Teacup" (Indie) (2d wk). and "Wild Irfsh Rose" plus s-tage'un. film biz here, despite White Texan'' (Rep) and "Exposed" (Rep), Holditig over until legit roadshow show topped by Ink Spots, Herbie
"Harvey" comes in. Light $4,080 Fields Band, at Strand, with thin
v-nristmas that made streets hazard- about same.
$47,000. Latter is not being helped
ous. "Wistful Widow" is top money
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) after mild $5,000 first week.
by New Year's Eve, since it started
Lyric (Par) (1,000: 50-70)
ffcture at Circle, but "Killer Mc"Hagen Girl" (WB) and "Spirit
^.at Loew's and "Fun and Fancy West Point" (FC).
Healthy $3,400. "Christmas Eve" (UA) (m.o.). Still its second stanza today (Wed.). An*Tee at Indiana also are sturdy.
Last week, "Unsuspected" (WB) and rolling at $6,000. Last week, "Night- other laggard is "Fabulous Tjftxas,"
mare Alley" (20th) (2d wK), good with $I0;000 or close at the Gotham.
Estimates for Thlsl Week.
"Blondie in Dough" (Col), $3,000.
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 40Music Hall, with "Good News" and
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; $5,000.
60) -"Wistful Widow"
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)— Christmas pageant on stage, is roar(U) and 40-60)— "Wild Irish Rose" (WB).
what patrons have "Wild Irish Rose" (WB). Well-liked ing ahead to at least $155,000 in
nn?'"^^^ Ring" (Mon). Strong $17,- Musicals are
picture
getting tall $18,000 o» over. fourth week, apparently not sufferunusually
jSXvit^^* «^eek, "Won't BeUeve Me" wanting. Terrific $15,000,
"Desire
Me"
(M-G),
sad,
Last
week,
ing
as much as many other houses.
JS^O) and "15,-acy Meets Gruesome" sock for this house. Last week, "HusStorm clipped around $5,000 off po(RKO), thin $5,000 in 6 days.
band's Affairs" (Col) (2d wk), neat $8,000.
BKO-Orp)ieum (RKO) (2,800; 50- tential take at Hall.
.$7,000.
«ft?"*.',!?'* (Gamble-DoUe) (3,300; 4060)—
'Fun Fancy Free" (RKO) and
National .(Standard) (2,400; 40-60) 70)— "Out of Pa.st" (RKO). Lots of
Also making a remarkably strong
Genevieve"
(Col).
Nice —"Exile" (U) and "Bush Christmas" praise for this, and good $13,000 showing is"Panic," at Rialto where
La.st week. "Husband's AfJl4,000. Last week, "Golden Ear- (U) fairly good $7,000. Last week, looms.
it's climbing to $8,500 In fifth week.
y||es^p<Par) and "Roses Red" (20th), "Black Friday" (Indie) and "Black fairs" (Col), $7,O0O.
This figure insures the' French-made
BKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— pic continuing indefinitely at this
Cat" (Indie) (reissues), slow $4,500.
Looks houise.' "Body and Soul," at Globe,
Rialto (FA): (3,400; 40-60)—"Fun, "Prince of Thieves" (Col).
«n?'".?i''' (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40nui—
Last
week.
''Had
moderate
$8,000.
Horse
"Wild
and
Golden Earrings" (Par) and Fancy Free" (RKO)
and "Gentleman's Agreement," at
(Col) (2d wk), $6,000.
Mayfair, both exceeded previous
f20th)
(m.o.).
Oke Mesa" (Rep), Sturdy $17,000. Last to Be You"
tfinnn^
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Hagen weeks figures despite storm.
week, "Frankenstein" week, 'Thunder in Valley" (20th)
Dracula" (U) (reissues), and "Roses Are Red" (20th), modest Girl" (WB). Treated rather roughly
Estimates for Thlg Week
500^"
Mild $7,000. Last Week,
dogs, $25,000.

New Highs

after $38,000 for second.
Continues.
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)—
"Beauty and Beast" (Indie). For ini-

Standout of film-stageshow houses
with new bills is Paramount, play-

Last week, tlemen After Dark" (EL) (reissues).
Last week, "Green
Gautier's Mild $6,000.

Dolphin Street"

72p

be a Xmas- snowstorm,

;

—

$18,000.

(3,400;

$70,000.

(Rep)

to

Year's Eve holiday week of
record proportions for Broadway

,

95)— (WB) (4th wk), $5,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Intrigue" (UA) with Harmonicats,
Jack Owens, Pearl Bailey headlining "Man In Iron Mask" (EL) and "Gen"Wyoming"

What promised

New

—

(5,000;

Socko

'Fugitive' 35G, 'Volpone' 24G,

proper until Monday
deeply into business.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
"Road to Rio" (Par). Terrific $40,- Speed with which N. Y. workers
000. Last week, "Each Dawn I Die" cleared away the record snowfall
saved
many
spots,
houses reporting
(WB) and "Bad Men Missouri" (WB)
definite upswing
Monday and
(reissues) (2d wk), colorless $10,500. a
Tuesday of this week. Many theSt. Francis (Par) (1,400; 9041.20)
"Unconquered" (Par) (8th wk). atres picked up Saturday (27) night
Fine $10,000 in 4 days. Last week, and Sunday (28) after playing to
virtually empty houses Friday (26)
big $12,500.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55- night when Broadway was deserted.
85)— "Swordsman" -(Col) (2d wk1.
Continued snowfall late Friday
Pleasing $13,500. Last weekj $16,500. afternoon and word that all busses
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,- even on Broadway were stalled sent
207; 55-85)— "Body and Soul" (UA) prospective patrons scurrying home.
(5th wk). Up to $9,000. Last week. This followed unusually strong maU
Okay $8,000.
inees early Friday after the cusStagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60- tomary Xmas day (Thurs.) trade
85)— "Nicholas Nickleby" (U). Big when late afternoon shows and
$3,50,0. Last week, "Henry V" (UA)
night performances did the usual
(4tH wk), at $1.20 top, nice $2,800. Deo. 25 business.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-8!))
Despite all these handicap-, with
"Panic" (Tri-Color). Big $4,000 or a great boost counted on from New
over.
Last week, "Tawny Pipit" Year's
eve
(tonight)
midnight
(U) (6th wk), fine $2,200.
Shows, three houses, the Victoria,
united Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60- Ambassador and Bijou, look for new
85)
"Daisy K;enyon" (20th) (2d records. Victoria, with "The Fugiwk). Off to $2,500. Last week, tepid tive," expects to reach $.35,500 gi$4,500.
small-seater,
g; ..tic for this
and
Esduire (Blumenfeld) (952: 55-83) way ahead of previous peak. It's
—"Secret Beyond Door" (U). Jlefty being helped to this new high by
$13,000. Last week, "The Spoilers" $1.80 top at
night.
"Beauty and
(FC) and "Diamond Jim" (PC) (re- Beast," French-made, is giving the
issues), $6,300.
Bi.iou a great $14,000 in first week
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)—"Jeze- ending last Monday
(29), biggest for
bel" (WB) and "A Slight Case of spot since going into
a foreign film
Murder" (WB) (reis.sues). Slim $7,- policy. Ambassador, "^ith "Volpone,"
500. Last week, "Black Cat" (U) expects to reach nearly
$24,000. also
and "Black Friday" (U) (reissues),
^ new high.
:

$19,000.

*Swordsman"

(Col).
Sock $25,000.
week, "Black Gold" (Mono)
and "Thunderbolt" (Mono) (2d wk);

'Castile'

—

Louis, Dec. 30.
activity boosted
grosses at the big cinemas to average
or just above but biz is generally in
turnstile

Fox (F&M)

—

Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) CM wki.
to $13;000. Last week, nice

Down

$19,000.

St.

Xmas

Great $105,060,

,

plus Olsen and Johnson in stage
revue. Strong $31,000. Last week,

Strong

nifty $24,000 in prospect. Palace
should do about $25,000 with "Ty-

the

Week

Estimates for This

$11,500.

IcCoy

coon."

seventh' week at the Woods looks
strong $25,000 while "Gentleman's
A'greentent," at Apollo is big in
seventh round at $20,000. "Forever
Amber" at Rialto stiU is good at
$1 5,000 for fourth week.
All Balaban and Katz houses will
get $1.80 for New Year's Eve as will

It's terrific at

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 6a-$l)
—"Tracy Meets Gruesome" (RKO)

$25,000.

Only four holdovers remain In the
Loop, but nearly all are still excellent grossers. "Body and Soul" In

take in town.

Paramount.

Film gross estimates, as re*
ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, I.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetio admission
pricesi however, as IftdSoiitPd. include the U.S. amusement tax

the Past at the Grand has

ol^

"Tracy Meets Gruesome" to

strong session at the Golden Gate.
outstanding

However,
newcomer is
"Road to Rio," with comparatively

a

Xmas

tilting

Fals to Bop B'way; Hope-Kentim

30.

•

<

months.

Bfiz

52G

Biz here is booming; with usual
boost iiflia holiday crowds. "Capi
From Castile," aided by big bally,
will hit great total at th6 huge. Fox.
Olsen and Johnson revue on stage is

.

film grosses soared here from last
week's subcellar and, with the help
of extra New Year's Eve performances and hiked prices, should reach

mm

;CASW

San Francisco, Dec.

14G

.

—

—

^y

—"Where There's Life" (Par) plus
Stan Ken^pn orch, Vic D^one,
Martin Bros, topping stageshow (2d
wk). First week ended last (Tues.)
soared to great $105,000 or over despite storm, and sans New Year's. In
ahead, "Golden Earrings" (Par) with
Billy De Wolfe, Frankie Laine, Ray
McKinley orch (3d wk), $61,000...
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$1.50)
"Henry V" (UA) (4th wk). Sock
$10,000 in week ending next Friday
(covering New Year's Eve), 'after
$8,000 in third. Continues.
<.Radlo City MUs'c Hall
(5,945; 70-$2.40)

:

— (Rocke"Good

fellers)

(M-G) and annual Xmas
stageshow (4th wk). Climbed to sock
$15^,000 (including New Year's Eve)
this week ending today (Wed.). Record snowfall did not appear i:o liui't
too much. Third week was $131,000.
Stays at least a fifth, with "Paradine
Case" (SRO) following, likely Jan. 8.
Rialto (Mayer) (594; (50-$1.50)—
"Panic" (Tri-Color) (5th wk). Being

News"

helped, of course, by New Year's
to remarkably big $8,500
or better in fifth frame; fourth was
$7,500. Stays on indef.
RIvoll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)

Evccrowds

—"Capt. From Castile" (20th). Deuneven crix appraisal, climbing
to smash $72,500 or near, depending,
on how picture fares today, final day
Eleventh week of
of first week.
"Unconquered" (Par) was doWn to
$14,000, not bad considering length

I

.splte

;

of run.

Boxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) with stageshow headed by Lanny Ross, Senor
Wences, Wiere Bros., Beatrice Kraft
& Co. Initial week ending today
(including New Year's eve biz) plus
single show last Wednesday (Xmas
eve), hitting big $130,000 but a bit

•

$3

by

$10,000.

crix,

Ambassador (Sirltzky) (1,200; 7040-60)— "Christmas Eve" (UA), good $8,500
(3,000;
(Loew's)
(Loew's) (2.450; 40-60)—
State
$1.50)— "Volpone" (Indie). FrenchMcCoy" (M-G) and "Blon- "Killer McCoy" (M-G) and "Glam- for week-before-Christmas.
made picture doing colossal $24,000
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)
Anniversary' (Col). Stoiit $14,- our Girl" (Col). Fine $16,000. Last
SouV (UA). First nabe or near, new high here iti first week
and week, "Cynthia" (M-G) and "Lost "Body and Good
ending
tomorrow (ThursO. Final
week,
$5,000.
Last
.showing.
(Col), Moment" (U), $12,000.
(13th)
week of "Father's House"
Stritnd (FA) (1,400; 40-60)— "Old "Foxes of Harrow" (20th), light $3,(Indie) was $6,000.
and "Robin 000.
•nJ-y'* /Gamble-DoUe) (1,600; 40- Spanish Trail" (Rep)
Astot (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)
World (Mann) (350; 50-70)— "Ecr,lr;.'Thunder In Valley" (20th). Hood of Texas" (Rep). Strong $8,(Indie)
wk).
Final —"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) <4th wk).
(4th
stasy"
000 or near. Last week, "Gang-ster
(pll^*®'*"'."' .^i'st week, "Driftwood"
week looks oke $2,000 after good Third round ended last (Tues.) night
(Mono) and ''Joe Palooka Knockout
^^""^^^
hit strong $38,000 despit« cecord
<Re»U4,00«^"
$2,500 third 'vr«ek.
(Mono), same.
„,^»ew's
Killer

nnn^
000. Last week,
"Lured" (UA)
^^^^gO Blondes and Bedhead"

^

'

.

below hopes. Storm naturally clipped
what looked to be great week. Third
stanza of "Had To Be You" (Col)
plus stagebill topped by Connee Boswell was very thin $35,000.
State
(Lbew's)
43-$l)—
(3,450;
"Wild Harvest" (Par) and "Trouble
With Women" (Par) (2d runs). Ouen
today (Wed.),
Last week, "Cass
Timberlane" (M-G) (2d run) and
"Blondie's Holiday" (Col) (1st run),
very
good $19;500, being rated
especially strong for 'first all-film,
bill here.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 73-$1.50)-.
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB) plus stagebill topped by Ink Spots, Herbie
Fields orcli (2d wk).
First week
ended last (Tues.) night and" Coversing Christmas day was very d5s«
appointhig at $47,000 or less, With
storm hitting this a body blow. In
I

(Contittued*

on page
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10
John van Druten's long-lived stage
play has been extended in the celluloid treatment by .the author and
adds up to strong comedy entertainment. It's' an infectious, fluffy
mirth-maker with stutdy boxoifice

The Paradlne Case
Hollywood, Dec. 27.
ot David O; Selxnivk
BO release
Ann
tlon,
Star> Ctresory

iiroduc.
T<iU<l,
P«c1c;
Cliarlu Laughton, ijharlea Coburn', Ethel
Brtrryrooi'e, Louis 3our4an, "Vallli feiittues
I.eo Ot. Carroll, Joan Tetzel, Iiobel Blsani-

^Vuxman; editor, Hal C. Kern;
John Faure. PrcviewM D«o. 27,
iiini! time, 13X M1NS<
Antliony Keahe

an individual interpretation that

;
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"The Psradlne Case"

is

O

David

in the class film
currently featuring the
Winter releasing season. Prom any
angle it's a high-potency contender
grosses. Its reboxoflice
major
lor
turns will be particularly high in
the de luxe situations and there, is
general popular appeal fi its star
names and its melodramatic content
that will drawall down the line.
Sven without the meticulous polish
of -production and > the importance
aim will be given in the exploita-

Selznick's

entry

derby that

is

is

bright b,

exasperating,

naive,

She's

sock.

.Gregory Peck
Chailea Ijniighton

iM\H Horfleld
,slr

Sally Middleton, gives the character

Ilun-

'47.

Keane

<I:iy

Film is' a walkaway for Eleanor
Parker who, despite the comparison
with legit femmes who have played

BoBocUvte,

establish

legit play

of van Druten, Rapper and Charles
"Paradine Case" would ride to Hoffman, producer, was a happy
top grosses -on strength of the cast one, judging- from results obtained.
Eve Arden is the orily other onand the director. Combo of Alfred
Hitchcock for melodrama, Gregory stage character. As Olive Xiash.
Peck as the attraction for femmes brooke, the wisecracking, manrconand superior performances by its scious actress. Miss Arden registers
other stars and featured players importantly. 'VVayne Morris also gets
sacks a punch that couldn't miss, over the offstage role of Comdr. Ned
Burling, -3 sailor who has been to
boxoffice-wise.
Selznick introduces two new stars sea too long and .wants to do someto the U. S. scene and botli should thing about it.
Adding zip to the four other
have a bright future. I^ouis Jourdan,
assignments
are
Kent
French actor, is a handsome, talented credited
young' man who will click with the Smith, the legit producer; Johii
femmes. Valli, Italiap. actress, is also Emery, playwright; Erskine Sanford,'
doinfely and histronically able with and John Holland, -the amorous legit
ham.
characters
Added
-give breath
an appeal that will be generally acto the play and more firmly estab
cepted.
Peck'S' stature as a" performer of lish the" lights fluffy to-do about
Ability stands him in good stead romantically inclined actress who
among the extremely tough compe- has to<be in love. Picture is filled
tition. As the barrister- who defends with aptly timed bits of business
Valli, charged with the murder of that are as responsible for laughs
her husband, he answers every de» as the flip dialog and situations.
Hoffman's .production has glossed
mand of a demanding role. Ann
Todd delights as his wife, giving the the script, with .topnotch values and
assignment a grac6 and undetstand! lensing, background music score?
Ing that tugs at the emotions. Par- editing and other factory are of the
best.
Brog
tiicularly honest is the feeling she
'achieves in romantic^ wholesome,
"
marital 'love' byplay^
Hitchcock's, penchant lor suspense,
Hollywood, Dec. 27.
unusual atmosphere and develops
Universal Mlease ot Michael Kanin proment get full play. There is a de- duction,
.|ltars Konald Colman; jteutures
liberateness of pace, artful pauses $igne Hasso, Edmond O'Brien, Shelley Win-

overseas interest.

wife perfect.
George Cukor's direction has found
all of the merit in the characters
written ijy Ruth Gordon and Garson
Kanin. Each is. developed with lov»
ing care to make them come alive
on the screen and register with a
sock. Edmond .O'Brien, legit press
agent, impresses strongly, as do Ray
Collins, Phihp Loeb, Millard Mit.

oilier carefully calculated melohinges upon which he
swings the story and players. Selz
nick wrote the screenplay, adapted
from the' Robert Hiehens novel by
-

'

Alma

Reville and James Bridie, It
a jbb that puts much iemphasis on
dialog and it's talk that punches.
very mobile camera helps give
feeling-iof 'movement to majority of
scenes confined to the British court'
room as Hitchcock goes into the UU'
foldment of the highly dramatic

is

A

murder

.

"

dramatic events are brought out the
truth is revealed. There are no
flashback devices to. clutter the trial
and the avdience .gfAdually is let in
the tacts as is the court -as the
Jhearing proceeds and emotions take

'<on

Charles Laughton gives a reveal'
ing portrait of a gross, lustful noble

man

who

-

/ presides

the

at

.trial

diaries Coburn packs all his -experience into delivering some choice
lines- and Ethel Berrymore skillful
imprints her performance as Laugh
ton's half -crazed wife. Leo G. Car
roll Is.socko as the prosecutor. 'Joan
lletzel fioifte through with* a strong
performance- as .Laughtdn's inquisitive daughter.- This young actress

chows plenty promise. Isobel ELsom
completes credited cast and is excellent in br^pf spot^,

"The Paradine Case" offers two
hours and eleven minutes bf high
dramatics. Because of the long running, time and deliberate pace, it has
slow spots bv)t still maintains inter.

Philip

Collins,

XKieh,
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Brtta.
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.
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...>.;.
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"OTHELLO 'SEQUENCES

Quy Bete« Post

Fay Kanin

XASlle penison

Frederic Worlock
;Arthur Goiild-Porter

Boyd Irwin

Patton

Virginia.

Perclvai Vivian

"A QKJJTLBMAN'S GENTLEMAN'
Mary Toung

Blliott Reldt

-

'

.

"life'"

is'

particularly

distinguished

manner in which the charhave been conceived and
played. Each character rings true as
for /the
acters

'

:

Eve Ardcn, Wayiie, Morris:
.Smilh,

24.

fea-

John Mniery,

Santord, John Holland.

Kraklue
Dlrecled by Irvhig
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Kcretinplay,
Jiilin
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his Blage play, pmUuced by Alfred de

from

tila^re, Jr.; (faihera, Sol pollto; hm.sii., Majc
editor,
Unfli Fehr.
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Warner* has a nifty film package
«f fun in "The Voice of the Turtle."

New

brought to Gotham. Her ability

she's
is

unappreciated, and as a

result,

Miss drey and her colleague, Mi-

Jtllklos

Running

Ros*8.
ttiti«,

Arthur Hilton;

Tradesh«wn Dec.

•8^HINS.

S»,

-

Celia Lamphere........'....^...Joan Bennett

.Michael Redgrave

Mark Lamprerc

inated

Bthel.

Anne Revere
.Barbara 0*Nell
Natalie Schafer
Bdrth Potter..
InteUei-tuul Sub-D«l»....... ...Anabel Sha-w
.Rosa Key
PaciuUa
Bob Dwight. ..;...'..........;. .James Seay
.......Mark Dennia
DavW?...

Oaroiin* Lamphere.....
Mies Roljey .......
. ..

should

arty,

ment

mote and more by the char-

acter he creates on the stage. It
finally leads him' to murder a chance
acquaintance in the same manner
in which Othello snuffs out the life
of Desdemona each night on the
stage. When events finally catch up
with him he takes his own life on
the stage with Othello's dagger,
much as Shakespeare wrote it.
Colman realisies on every facet of
the demanding part in a performance that is flawless. It's .a histronic
gem of unusual versatility. Signe
Hasso, his stage co-star and former
wife, is a solid click, revealing a
talent that ha.s rarely, been called
upon in her other film roles. Her
Desdemona is brillant and her inter-

, . ,

...

.....
..

.

.

.;.:

.....A.

Emily.

Cnwa

.Hugh

.

..... .Kathleen
.Leslie
Vt.

.Stiiiirt
l:ti'titil(.y

^Miilthcivs

.Muriel

Ginger....,...';.,,.

Brian

Douglas

..Vknl
Uuiii'r

.James

;

with almost surrealistic treatin camesa angles, story-telUng
suspense,- as producerLang hammers over his

mood and
director

thriU points. Sometimes it's a bit
too obvious, but it builds mounting
tension that pays off with this type

Morgan

Ira

is

well done.

,

Richmal Chompton's juvenile
hero should find a ready welcome in

000,

most theatres here. Whether adults
will share the youngsters' enjoyment
is questionable.: It. would have, been
wiser to have' aimed primarily at
grownups, but amusing as youngsters

may find
much to

leaves

the film, the

.script

be desired.

Produced on a modest budget, with
David Coplan, U. A, managing director here, taking screen, credit for
the first time,' picture Should have
little difficulty earning its cost, particularly at this time of year. But it
shouldn't be exported to America.
There are too many loose ends
left trailing in midair. A schoolgirl,
Violet Elizabeth, is introduced and
promptly disappears. So does a film
star who, presumably, was thought
of as romantic bait. More important,

Hubert and his cronies, the

and

tion to

op^iosihis gang, make

of the police.

The

The Main Street Kid
.Republic relcnse of Sidney Picker produclion. Stars -M Pearce: features' Janet Mar'

tin,

by

Alan Mowbray, Adele Mara.
R.

Directed
Screenplay, Jerry

Springsteen,

G.

SacKheim, based upon radio play bv. Caryl
Coleman; additional dialog, John k, Butler; camera, John MacBurnie; editor, Tony
Martinelll; music director, Morton Scott.
At 'New Tork tbeatro, N. Y., Dec. 2E, '47.
Running time, M:MINB.
Otis. .............. ... ........ . .
Al Pearce
Till.
.....Janet Martin
Mai'tine
Alan Mowbray
Gloria
Adele Mara
. .

'

Edle .Tones

Max.

.1..,

Arlene Harris

'....i..

Emil Ramean
Byron S. Barr

.

l^ud Wheeling.

film.

,

William
a brief appearance and- fade when,
according to all exciting children's
yarns, they should have provided a
certain -amount of tension, drama find
comedy.
The picture gets- off to- a slow
Everybody talks about Wil-*
start.
He has stolen his sister's lipvocaling stint, is adequate.
Sam liam.
sticks to play Red' Indians; he has
Katzman's production reflects a care- broken
a window; he has blown up
tiil disbursement of the budget while
the geyser; he has changed the shoe
Arthur Dreifuss' direction is stand- cream
and shaving cream. William
ard for a film of this type.
Jule and his trio of pals decide to become
Styne and Sammy Cahn contribbed
of the Square Table, and
"Anywhere" for the pic with the Knights
right wrongs. In their endeavors to
lone other tune, "Without Imaginafind a, home for a couple they want
tion," coming from Allan Roberts
to see married the kids haunt a
and Doris Fisher. Neither song is house, thereby uncovering a gang of
particularly meritable. Lensing of
crooks, and so earn the comendation

Mark Howell..;

.......Douglas Evans
.Roy Barcrof
Riley...
...>......,..... ...Phil Arnold
Hin; Clnuson.
.iSarar Edwards
Judge BoUn.
Earah Bclwarda
Sam Trotter.
Dick Elll<)tt

Torrey

last

contain

10 minutes of the picture
all the action.

practically

Formula isn't employed for the remaining -80. As a family picture,
something to set alongside, Hollywood's best,

it is deficient,

particu-

larly in sentiment. But the Brown
is there, with a ready-made
if only the right stories are

family

public,

written around them.
Production and acting arc .adequate, with Garry Marsh and Jane
IVelsh as acceptable parents, Muriel
Aked as a maid of whom too little
seen, and William Graham as a
likeable hero,' who makes a pleasant
if not significant screen debut.
is

esB»«.

'

'

.

Based
with a

upon

AtoMie Physles
(Documentary)

(BBmSH-MADE)

'

The Voice
K<;T>t

'

nitery circuits, is a gal with a
pristine demeanor. In this opus she's
a songstress-zither plucker whose
talents are buried in the wilds of
Tennessee. iFound by Virginia Grey,
a performer scout fOr a platter firm,

'

-

Parker,

music,
'47.

Go-starring with Miss Bennett is
Michael Redgrave, English thespian.
He disappoints as the man with an
Everyone responsible for "A anti- woman complex who nearly
Double Life" can be proud. It's a murders his wife before finding out
nigh-perfect example of good thea- what his trouble is. Miss Bennett is
tre in story content, performances good as the rich, useless society girland direction. Film is drawing spec- who finds a love so strong she would
ial .roadshow engagement In Holly-^
rather die than give it up. Mental
wood, to
qualffy
for
Academy complexities of the principals makes
Awards nomination and offers com- it sometimes hard to sort out the
petition to the other, biggies to foe various motivations used to spin the
entered in the annual Oscar race.
tale.
based on a story by Rufus
A presentation by Kanin Produc- King, It's
scripted by Silvia Richards.
tlonsj'for release through Universal, Such psychiatric tricks as meiltal

,

tui'Ss

-

Susan Reed, who's played the

York

be on par with her musical prowess.
So-so performances are turned in
by Miss Grey, Duane, and Jimmy
Hollywood, Dec. 20.
t!niversal release of ITrltz Xang (Diana Lloyd as the latter's assistant.
Pictureu-Walter VVangei-) production, diOther thesping, headed by Jack
rected by Frllss Lang. Stars Joan Bennett,
Michael Sedgmve; features Anne Revere, Leonard as a diskcrRmer,, Pierre
Watkin, a recording company'" topRichSilvia
Sereenplay,
O'Neil.
Barbara
per, and Carolyn Grey, in a brief
ards, based on atory by Rutus King; cam-

PetviVel "Vivian

the story goes into its play-withinest both for technical achievements a-play about actors and the theatre.
story content, The class photo
There's m.urder, suspense, psycholography is by JLee Garmes. Fran: gy, Shakespeare and romance all
.waxman did a compelling score to wrapped up into one polished packcarry the inood. J. McMillan .Tohn^ age of class ficreera entertainment.
eon's production design carries the
Plot poses an interesting premiseutamp of authenticity as does art that an actor takes on some of the
direction, set decorations and other characteristics of the role lie is playbehind-the-camera contributions.
ing if the run is long. In this instance Ronald Colman lives his roles
Brojf.
without danger until he tackles
"Othello." Gradually, as the play
of ilie Tiiriie goes into a second year, he is domWarner Bi-o?, release oJ. (Iharlcs iromiiiin
pioj«.-:tlon.
Ktfivs lloiialrt KcaKan, l':!c;intor

was.'

Beyond the Poor

,

OeorKia tiatne

and

Hollywood, Dec.

of its efforts. Krupa, himself, also
contribs one of his characteristic,
spirited solos on the skins.

-

era, .Stanley Corte»! editor,

.

Robert,-...

,

Miss' Reed shows an uncommonly
lensi'ng by Milton- Krasner
wistful voice that's ideally- adapted
that aids in the sense- of reality that,
to warbling folk tunes of the "Molly
has been created. The editing is
Malone'.' category. Her self-accomsmooth, the music score good and
paniment on the zither and harp is
other credit are of high 'order.
also,
a .showmanly touch. With
Brofiii
further experience her acting will

Secret

18.

William Qrahiiin
Mr. Brown
.Gan'y Marsh
i ...........
Mrs. Brown. .....i.^.
Jane We-|Kh

.

;

Thayer Roberts

title,

'I'orre

Shop..... .Betsy Blair, Janet
Wan-en, Marjory. Woodworth

David Bond

its

Dec

,

Crubbfl
fairs where writers M. Coates Web-: Henry,
Brian
WesUe
ster. and Lee Gold fashioned a script Violet Elizabeth.
Audrey Manning
Hy iJiikiU
out of Gold's "from sticksrto-star- Gloria GeiU
.Ivan Hyde
dom'' yarn.- Band is centered in sev- Hubert Lane.
Interpretation, of
eral sequences.
With an estimated circulation of
"Gene's Boogie,'* by Segar Ellis and
"William" books and
George ^Williams, is about the best Over 6,000,000
a radio audience in excess of .10;000,-

.

. . .

Wig

despite

Girl,"

London,
>

The .Boss
The Tramp,.

, . ;

. . . . .

tiirla In

Bell

.'.

.

(BRITISH-MADE)

William

;.Whit BIssell

S|;ag*.lt[lina^..,,,v.......John Drew Colt
Asst-. IStwgKjI'aiiacer...
Peter Thompson
,

.

Sawyer

'.Joe

'

,Sti)lllnl

,

other

United Artists release of AUiahce-Jsmek
Carter -production. Features William Gra.i
hami Leslie Bradley, A. E. Matthews, .lime
Welsh, Garry Marsh.
Directed hy vai
Guest.
Screenplay by Guest, based xm
Blchmal Crompton'a stories. Music, Kobert
Farnow; camera, Leslie Rowson, At Pnvillon,
London,. Deo. 17, '47.
Runnlfig
time, 91 MIMS.'

anything but glamorous: entertainment. Entry obviously was primed

Heavy psycho-melodrama for the
Overall
addicts.
fingernail-biting
boxoffice will be spotty but returns
add up nicely in houses
catering to. suspense fans;
G-latlyn.
,
.-lEllzabeth Dunne
carries the Diana ProducFilm
iRex..
..y-'.^A...... ... .Alan Bdmlston
Wigntakera
Art Smith, Sid Tomack tions label, a combo of Walter'
Dr. Marvin
Wilton Graff Wanger, Fritz Lang and Joan BenOscar Bernard...
Harlan Brlggs nett who have been responsible for
-WaitreiiB.
.Claire Cerlcton several other Diana thrillers.
It is

Pete Bonner. ....... ..^ ,

...

fair;

Just WUllmn's Luek

Jimmy Lloyd
.Jack Leonard
Pierre Wntkin

chael Duane., start their own compahy. It goes without saying- that
Su.san .is the star.'
In what may be her screen debut.
There's a naturalness

authenticity.

Mitchell, Joe Sa-ivyer. .Directed by George
Cukor. Written by Huth Gordon and Gar.
Son Kanin; camera', .Milton Krasner; music
Miklo* Rozsa; editor, Kobert Farrish. Re.
yiewed at Ctnild Theatre, Hollywood Dec.
S5, 'i7.
Running time 103 'MIN».

Dr.

trial.

.Plot concerns murder of. a blind
Inan by his wife so she can marry
her lover. Her attorney, believing
in her not guilty plea, fights for her
life.
Himself infatuated with his
client;,
the barrister'' plots an
schemes to defeat -justice' ';but s

Ray

ters,

,

is

technical credits are standard.

Grey

Heed

about the

AnoableUfe

dramtitic

,Himselt

for dual classification.
Film is chiefly a vehicle for the
antics of Gene Krupa and his band
as well as .spotlighting Susan Reed,
her zither and her Irish harp. Plot
is one of those tried and true af-

and Joe Sawyer. Particularly

The standout production job

•

and

,

Michael Kanin.
Filmed largely in New York at the
old Empire theatre,- it all rings with

"

.

.

performed, by

-

.

,

.,Su.san

is

impressive is the work of Shelley
"Winters as, the chance acquaintance
whose easy virtue leads to her
death. Same stamp of authority and
excellence has been given the other
roles in the playing.

1

. .

Michael Duane

.......... ...Jeanne
Vocnllst^Carolyn ^prey

. . .

"Glamour

only for dualers.
"Main Street Kid" (Rep). Al
Pearce of r a d-i o fails to lift
this above twin-bill rating.
"Just William's tuck" (UA).
British-made kid pic of limited

:

•

Rosa.,',

"Glamour Girl" (Col). Gene
Krupa musical looks primed

chell

,

..Virginia

.

tO!

tion,

..

Eugene Borden
Lulgl TamnrinI
Netta Packer
Annt Haiti* HlKgln*,
Gertrude. >•. .-.. .^.e. ..>.,... ... .Noel Nelll

the screen, but barriers-have been
surmounted without losing any of pretation of the understanding- ex-

the zing of the original. Association

.........

T. J. Hopkins

(U).

fairly nice returns.

limitations to

. ,

,

Jennie Hlggina
Buddy ButterHeld.
Jlay Royle.

Psycho-meller looks headed for

There

versatility.

his

,.

Royle
Johnny Kvnns,

I.orraine

Beyond Jloot"

"Secret

MacBurnie. Soriptmg

:»IINS.'

(18

Gene Krupa,

outlook.

•'A
film,

Co-star Ronald Reagan doesn't miss
any bets either in getting the most
from the role of Sgt. Bill Page, the
roomless soldier who is succored by
the heroine.
In turning -his 'legit -piece to the
screen, van Druten has added characters only, spoken of on the stage.
The buildup hasn't lessened the
chuckles— in. fact it helps spring the
comedyr— and Irving Rapper demons
strates solid ability to accurately
pace a laugh. He's better known for
direction of drama and this serves
to

o.

Double Life" (U). A class
marked by top calibre performances and story interest.

flighty, besides having plenty of s.a.
and sells the role for top honors.

were production code
overcome in adapting

as the publishing heir. EmilRameau
shines as Pearce's friend, a tobacco
store proprietor.
Qther perform,
ances are adequate,
While acting in general is good,
modest budget in this Sidney Picker
Charles Melsnn; songs, Segnr. Ellis. .George. production will, of necessity, groove
Williams, Jule Styne, Hnmmy (;ahn, Allan the film in the lesser situations, R G
fisher:
music director, Springsteen's direction is okay
Roberts,
Doris
and
Mlscha Bakalelnikofr. At I.oew's Metro- average lensing is provided
by John
Running time,
politan,- week Dec, 24, '47.
Columbln release ot t^ara Kalcman proFeatures Gone Kruna orchestra,
Susan Reed. Directed by Arthur Dreifusi;
Hcreenplay, M. Coates .Webster, Lee Gold;
story, Gold; camera, Ira Morgan; editor,
duction.

High-po*
tency star names in class melodrama.
"The Voice of the Turtle"
(WB). Solid celluloid treatment
of the long-lived stage comedy.
Infectious mirth - maker with
winner.

Selznick

liirl

(SONGS)

"The Paradlrta Cm*"' (SRO).

A

prospects.

Blr^ctea by Alfred HItcheock. Scwnplny,
aaaptca by Alma Revllle and
•Sfilznick;
.lumeis Bridie from" novel by Robert ITlohens; camera, l.ee Garmea: music, Frunz

Glamonr

Mbiatnre ReYiews

homespun

a

.

yarn

Londdnv Dec,

S.

Produced by 4}ailinont British instruii!small town locale, ''The
Street 'Kid" is unpretentious; tional. Previewed 'At G-B projection i-ovn>i
for" the duals.
Al Pearce, I.«ndon, pe4,-4i MiT.
billed ~ as the star, may afford the
Made primarily for the academic
entry some b.o. 'draft due to his
radio background.: Otherwise pic- world, the implications of this docfwre is relatively ordinary, film' fare umentary will not be lost sight of .by
with not much to offer as selling any intelligent audience. It is the
authoritative film on the history
first
points.
cases who recoil at locked doors,
Pearce, on the air for years with and development of atomic energy
lilacs, or. become oddly stimulated
by physical combat and- looks, are bis own air show, has also made and gives due credit to every person
some of the suspense devices that occasional film forays. In' his latest and nation who made any contribucelluloid venture, he's cast as a tion. Many scientific institutions and
will have the audience shuddering.
Anne Revere, a bossy sister; Bar.' print shop operator in a whiistle world-famous scientists provided
baf a O'Neil, a sexually frustrated stop hamlet. Commendably stabbing facilities and Assisted in its preparawoman; Natalie Schafer, an idle rich at originality, scripter Jeriy Sack tion.
Film naturally falls into five parts,
Dennis,
Mark
gal; James Seay, and
heim has adapted a radio play dealin
as the twisted boy, are among the ing with ''mindreaders" by Caryl each of which is a complete story
atomic
characters contributing to the dark Coleman.
It
all
revolves about itself. It first discusses the
doings.
Byron S. Barr, youthful head of a theory as proposed by John Dalton
Stanley Cortez's lensing gives an publishing firm, who's in love -Ifclth in 1808 and outlines progress through
odd pictorial beauty to many of the one gal and fancies he is with an- the 19th century. Other parts deal
scenes,
particularly the -Mexican other.
with rays from atoms, nuclear struc'
church and other Latin architectural
Long sweet on his hometown g.f,, tures of the atom, atom smashing
creations.
Miklos Rozsa's music Janet Martin, Barr is- temporarily and uranium fission, respectively.
score aids in building the thrill diverted by the wiles of ex-shOW
An idea of the present day research
mood of this somber piece. Film is girl Adele Mara. Already in cahoots into the peaceful uses of atomic
by
considerably
overlength, as pre- with pseud'omindreadei' Alan
Mow- energy is discussed in speeches
viewed, and could stand tightening bray, Miss' Mara is approached by Dr. Cockcroft, head of British ReFiof.
to better pace the earlier sequences.
Barr's business associate, Douglas search on Atomic Energy, and
Evans. He seeks the presidency of Albert Einstein. Copies of the film
is
it
but
the publishing company. Trio works have been sent to the U. S.,
students
Release
Butch Gets
out a deal to frame Barr. This con- unlikely that anyone but
veniently is exposed by Pearce, will see It
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
father of Miss Martin.
Moppet Butch Jenkins secured his
Pearce has a bucolic way about
Stanredl
release from Metro, effective Jan. him that, in some respects, is akin
26, and has deal' cooking for indie
Hbllyvtfood, Dec. 30.
to Bob Burns. As the small town
work during summer. Action also printer who has the gift of "reading
Wanda Hendrix achieves star billminds" due to a blow on the head, ing for the first time in "Abigail,
permits his mother, Doris Dudley
to return east for legit work for but later lo-ses the faculty, he handles Dear Heart," Paramount's first prohis role well. Mowbray is credible
the first time in five years.
in 1948.
as the fake mindreader. Miss Mara' duction
Under.stood she's now mulling of- sparkles in the golddtgger part while
Mitchell Leisen will direct, with
fers for road tours.
Ban is suitably shy and innocent Richard MaibBum producing.

Main

fodder

'

'

.

•

:

M-G

Hendrix

lb l£irlla'»

WUf, Tnfalnr

mm

'Brigadoon' Paces Legit Prod. In

'AUNT; ok in LONDON

Scanlnavb; Iceman' Stockholm
Stockholm, Dec. 16.
of "Brigadoon,"

Hit

current Broadway hit, which recentopend at the Oscars theatre here,
« great success. Play highlights
th« Scandinavian, legit season which
two,, operettas
flnds 14- plays
current itt .Sjveden, seven plays and a
repertory theatre In Denmark, four
legit productions' and a repertory
theatre in Norway and three dramas,

(Chief, Metton Pielnr* Divftion,U.S. Dept. of Co'mmarca)

ly

especially well received*

bowed
was acclaimed by firstnighters. play was
revived in original costume style by
"Charley's Aunt," which
the same day at the Palace,

"

ji

obiervM that

Future of U.S. Films
in Europe Continues
Grave as Curbs Pile

wvoperetta and two repertory houses

}A Takes Knife

London, Dec: 30.
"Babes in the Wood," an excellent
all-round' pantomime, opened at the

PyBppes

Princes Wednesday (24). Piece stars
Eddie Gray, George Gee and Buster
Shaver's Liliputians. Latter's act was

Nathan D. Golden

Swedish version

Emile

Another

Littler.

Ernest

revival,
'

Plans"

Dramatic theatre here.
European pi'oduction pf this
was lauded by crix. Other

Royal

Keystone Pie Comedies
intartitinq Iaatwr*

Score in Aussie

tha apcamiag

in,

.

and Arthur

Ross

ines

'

August

"

Manila, Dec. 23.

The

~

operetta.

"'Xute Smug'

lo

Sweden

'

Achard's "Aupres de ma Blonde"
only recently closing a long
at
Ihe People's theatre. Same house is
a native play, "After."
'
Xlso, in Copenhagen, the Boulevard is drawing good business 'with
Benn Levy'B "Clutterbuck." As proof
that the Harriet Beecher Stowe
classic, "Uncle Tom's Cabin," isn't
tfitfte on its '.last legs, the Norrebro
theatre is presenting a musical ver•ion which is registering nicely,
itsyal theatre i§ doing a number of
^ays in repertory including BenJjWin Bl-itten's KngUsh opera, "Peter

nm

;

jam showing

.

1

is,
$75,000: worth
of
shares to be issued at some date in
the future at times and prices decided upon by the board of directors'.

Ex-Judge Mamerto Roxas, brother
of the president o£ the" Republic, is
cliairman of the board of directors,

'

(
'

while Corporate Counsel Marcial
Lichauco is vice-chairman.
President Is Herman Yaras, an official
of Trans-Pacific Film Corp. and Far
East Films, Inc. (U. S.).
Sidney
Salkow, Hollywood director, is vicepresident in charge of production,
while Frank J. Courtney, wellknown in Manila business and legal
circles,

vicc'-president

is

in

charge

pubMc relations. Romeo Villonco,
manager of Life Theatre Corp., is
treasurer, while Thomas M. Lichauco
of

is

secretary,

Corporation

.

is

now producing *

"The Avenger," in Hollywood, featuring Rogelio de la Rosa,
local screen idol, and Pacita Francisco, "Miss Luzon" in this year's napicture,

-

beauty contest, while it is
awaiting the construction of its stutional

Rattiean^s '<Suu' to Norway
Current in Norway are Terence
ftattigan's. "TiVhile the Sun Shines,"
Central theatre; Turgenjev's. "Month
to the Country,'" Norwegian theatre;
three plays, "Le tlendezvous de

dio in Quezon City.
entii^ely in colcnr, is

'

The

picture,

being directed

by Salkow.

by Jean Anoulih; Shake'^Julitis Caesar" and Lillian
SWhnan's -The Little Foxes," Nattj»9l theatre; 3. B. Priestley's "Ever
wnce Paradise,:' a success at the
New.
S«ilis."

IRISH EXHiBS GIRD

geare's

TO

RATTLE NEW TAXES
Dublin, Deo. 30.
'

Finnish legit season

'

is pointed up
Fihn distrib offices in Eire may get
Maxwell Anderson's "Saturday's taxed in 1948 if suggestions now beat
Workmen's theatre,
Omer plnys in Helsinki range from ing mulled get goverimient okay.
JHamlef," a solid hit at Swedish These offices are branches of United
theatre, to, Shaw's "Pygmajion" at Kingdom distributors and not sepai

,

!

the National.

rate Irish companies.
They thererfore do not pay Irish income tax on
their profits which are remitted'' to

AOSSIE^SWECTESr

London.

LOOKS SET FOR A BIT
Sydney, Dec.

•-

23,

Despite a panning by the critics,
•Weetest and Lowest," adapted from

ine revue
current at the

'''"=^8

.

"y—but
hisV*""'

Will do,

Wn^rf
h- °, ;

names—and come•

a good job of
<first was "Clutter^Sain compelled to use
radio talent. Somehow

y*^"

Wt"?""^
«
"good

i^'^^re

bit of

J-'"'"''*'
'''">«elX,

Proposed new law would

either tax the sum.s sent out of the
country or compel distrib.s to establish Irish companies liable to income
tax- in common with other organizations.

New

system to extract government

fihn s is viewed as alhike to eo*;! of tax on
admission to cineinas. operative from

Ambassa- revenue from

wrs, London, and
produced by Wee
y«orgie Wood for
Whitehall at the
Minerva here, should,
have a fair
rtv

35m Houses

threat to

Commerce

legit won't mix.

ternate to

new

if increased admission prices
cause decrease in patrons and thus
yield government le.s.s dough than
anticipated. It project is accepted it
can't be put into efl'ect earlier than
midyear, legislation being enacted
subsequent to new budget in Dail
(Hou.se of Representatives) in May.

Jan. 16,

works tremendously
Meanwhile, exhibs are fighting the
*
*^P°- Sets and government on the upped tax on adCDstrntf *""''^
and CineYvonr R ^'a^d, ^^'y Sood taste, missions and the Theatrepropaganda
who's.been around ma Assn. has named a
in v«
"^'^ ^""^
years, committee under Harry lAish to
doe,
so-so ma- campaign against new .rates. Camteriai
n u*'"""^''
i"cl"<le Max Oldaker. paign has a fair cliaiico of success in
Nelli„ D
view of the general election coming
,

early in 1948.

also reports

that

By Mexican

tha

'

the department:

national association's annual convention here, have begun a move to ask
the federal government to nix petU
tions for permits to open a 16m

cinema

in

NICARAGUA:

fire hazards, despite the fact
t Sept. 30 a fire completely destroyed the Margot Theatre in Mangua, with eight being killed, in tha
tragedy, .It was the' second time in
three years that a large theatre had
been destroyed by .flie. Only step
taken by the government has been
to ban film storage vaults from the*
atrcs.
Five theatres are installing
air conditioning equipment, including the Margot, which is beinc reJ'
th.

Most important backer of the 16m
cinema, idea is the newly organized
Distribuidora de Peliculas Nacion
ales, distribution center of Mexico's
biggest pic producers Clasa Films
Mundiales,
Filmex,
Producciones

—

Raul de Anda, Producciones Mexico
and Producciones Resas. Priego, Distribuidora is headed by Oscar* J.
here and

Brooks. ex-WB manager
now a Filmex producer.

.

built.

FRIUPPINES: B. ard of censora
announced it will not approv*
which appear to contain'
any Communistic
or subver.<!lva
propaganda. U. S. distributors art
emphasizing the use of 16m enter,
tainment films, especially in thaback counti-y areas. One American
company has a fuUtime man promoting l6m in the provinces and
another has already released 74 of
the substandard size features. During the coming year, U. S, companies will pour plenty of war pictures, plus westerns,
iun£|la
adventures and tinter musicals,- 'into
has.

pictures

Due

•

.

AUSSIE PIX UPBEAT DUE

AFTER YULE SPLURGE

Jewish Performers Out

com-

any community where a against

35ra house regularly functions. Ex
hibs say 16m is unfair competition.

Distribuidora, Brooks announced,
intends to widen distribution of
Mexican pix in Mexico by opening
at lea.st 1,000 16m cinemas. These
"
Topper,
in Aussie
will' be serviced
by conditioning
Sydney, Doc. 23.
standard size pix to fit that dimenMajor Reggie Baker, head of Brit- sion, apparatus for v/hich Distriish Ealing Studios, is due to look buidora is obtaining. Later, the 16m
over the Aussie scehe in February. cinema plan Will be extended to
It will be Baker's first visit.
some 3,000 other communities.
Ealing produced "Ovcrlanders," and
is now working on "Eureka Stockade," with Harry Watt in the director's chair." Major Baker will look
over Ealing's local production activitiies,. and will also discuss future Aussie production with Ealing eoin.
Sydney, Dec. 30;
As smash Aussie Yuletide spendHe will alsoehuddle with Norman
B. Rydge, chief of Greater Union ing splurge hits an alltime high of
Tlleatres, including the distribution $35,000,000 Over a four-week period,
unit, British. Empire Films, distribut- and with plenty of spending coin
ing Ealing product. The Rank Or- still available,' motion ipicture theaganization ho^ds a 50% interest in tres in key cities are looking for a
top harvest after a low pre-Xmas
the CrUT setup.
business.
U. S. films playing here that are
rated boxoffice, include "Green DolBeirut, Lebanon, Dec. 23.
Foreign Jewish musicians, dancers
and Other entertainers have been
order to leave Lebanon by Jan. 1.

'

Commence

ments that the country has done
very little to set up protections

Major Baker, Ealing

the Philippines.

ARGENTINA:

Firat

Ulm

ftstival

will be held in March at Mar Del
Plata and will be patterned after tha
Cannes, Vfjnice and Brussels annual
fihn expositions. The first annualArgentine festival will be strictly

national.

However,

have an

international

1949,

•

'

plann«d't«

it is

showing in
alj, na»

with participation of

tions solicited.

phin Street," "Bachelor and BobbySoxer," '"Who's Kissing Her Novir;"
"Best
Years,"'
"Variety
Girl,''

"Swordsman,"
'-'This
Time
for Trizonal German Pact
Keeps," "End of Rainbow,*' "UnfaithThere's a large contingent of Jew- ful" and "Homestretch." Also doing
Affect French Pix
are "Black Narcissus"
biz
ish entertainers here', and police solid
Paris, Dec. 23;
and ''Bush Christmas"have taken the step becau.sc of (British)
French film people operating in
strong pro-Arab
feeling
in
the (Aussie).
the French occupied zone, of GerPalestine partition issue.
many are wondering what will b*

Nay

New Fordgn

Current

bndon Shows

I

^

Growth of 16m Se<m As

the result of the blueprinted trimnal

Pix Firm

arrangement.

,

rt^

Chnaren"'
_

'''A

.

.

CJftaes."

running

.

Me" by Jngmar Bergman.

Tawn's otlier house, the Stora Teatetis, has Offenbach's. "Brothers of
ii|ierty." First Swedish production otf
Wench playwright Jean Anouilh's
''Romeo and Jeanfiette" was greeted
'Warmly at City theatre, Helsingborg,
Krjlile Kanin's "Born Yesterday" is
lit the City theatre, Norrkoping.
Danish lc.c!it season has been active
with' Anouilh's "Bal Des Voleurs," a
big success at the Staerekassen, and
"La
UK^wise Jean-Patir Sartre's
Pi^tain Bespecte'use" at' the Nygade.
French imports have clicked in
Copenhagen this year with' Marcel

.

is

-

"The Lute Song,* presented on
Broadway a season ago, is doing
well on the large ^tage of City theairt, Gothenburg. Smaller stage has
•''Dread of

chain,

Out Next Week

Distfibs government of Madras, ,India, has
authorized its censors to delete obMexico City, Dec. 23.
jectional drinking scenes.
Growth of 16m pix in Mexico is
Custard Pie
Nicaragua Lax Da Fires
irking 35m exhibitors. These exhibs
Program is
Other countries reported on by
through delegates attending their

mission has authorized the United Night" in some spots.
(UPA) to issue made up of the old pie-throwing
Comedies. Lots of younger payees
$500,000 worth of 50c par value
never did see one of those custard
shares of stock. UPA is a Philippine pie things, hence the sock biz,
corporation,
heavily
Exhibs attached to the film cirstaffed
by
Hollywood specialists and financially cuits are workiixg overtime figuring
backed by Manila capitalists, to pro- out new angles with the oldie stuff
while the going's good. Such silent
duce Filipino moving pictures.
slapstick filnns, beating uptodate fare
Authorized capital stock of the
at the b.6., is one of the year's greatcorporation is $875,000, consisting 'Of
est puzzles to local showmen.
875,000 shares of common stock. Of
-In 'Brisbane,
as previously rethis amount $175,000 has already
ported, subsequent-run houses are
been subscribed and $125,000 worth
doing top biz with a silent version
of UPA stock has been reserved for
of "Son of l;he Sheik'' and a Tom Mix
subscription by the original incorwestern as a program unit. This
porators.
Also reserved for UPA
unit may move into the keys.
stockholders

.

Okay

Securities and Exchange' Com-

are presently making a big noise in
the urban areas down here. Several
exhibitors are settling dow'n to slapstick as a b.Q. puller in these dull
times, And the slapsticks are paying
surprisingly good dividends,
George Griffith, one of Hoyts', top
execs, who' operates a major urban

Philippines Artists

,

'

Pro Tem

-

"Travels of
Iiucky Peter" was praised when first
presented on the large stage of the
City theafrc, Malmo. Smaller stage
of same house is occupied by Noel
Coward's "Blithe Spirit," rated a
maderatc hit. .Hippodrome in same
OitI' is' showing "Manlna," 'Viennese

:

in Stock; Filmuig

In Hollywood

v
Strindberg's

the Boulevard.''

"This film :was banned because it
was neither entertaining nor instructive.
It
dealt with inurder
and the sordid love of a married
woman. We do not want the producers to show us men and women
as angels with wings, but they need
not go out of their way to paint life
blacker than it is. Thfr film is a
very powerful medi.um of communI«.
cation,- and the majority of cinemagoers are very easily influftncied."

42d Anhivermry iVnmber

IV^elbourne, Dec. 16.
Those old Keystone-Mack Sennett
comedies without benefit of sound

500G

follows:

Urkn

Spots; Reissues' Upjbeat

at

South theatre; Gai-son Kanin's "Born
Yesterday" at the New; "He Is Not
Here," initial effort &f Gustav Hellstrom at ,the Blanche theatre; revival of Oscar Wilde's "Lady Winder
iriere's Fan," at the Vasa, and "The
Child Is Mine/' Danish comedy, at

ia .tha

Intarnaiioiral Sactiea

>

42d Anniversary Piumber of

dr(ima

Furber

,

a faotura

An

M

Washington, Dec. 30.
India are wielding a
sharp knife on pix which go in for
murder, torture, heavy drinking and
Ccnsoi's in

sordid love, U. S. Dept. of Commerce
states in a roundup of motion pic«
ture reports from several countries.
Of the 16 U. S. filing r'eviewed by
censors in Bombay during Augu.st,
it's pointed out, three were" bann<;d
and four had chunks gouged out
for the reasons mentioned. Views of
one Bombay official are quoted as

!

Australia's Postwar

"Wizard ol Oz," debuted at the
Strand last Tuesday (23> and may
well repeat its success of last year.

Sto^olm oHerings Include the successful "Me and My Girl," by Douglas

.

Detath

0'Neill!s

made an auspicious preem recently
lit

TutnbuU

Hoyt's Thaatrati

Love ¥ki

Bans 'Subveiwe'

*^

"The Iceman
Cometh," translated by Sven Barthel,

First

to 'SorAd

(MaaagtHg Diraeiwr «f Amtrcilia't

In Finland.

Eugene

n

INTEnXATIONAL

TOES IN WOOD' PANTO,

London. Dec. 30.
(.Figute shows weeks of run)
"All Over Town," Playhouse (10.).

"Anna

Lucasta," Majesty's (9).

"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm (30).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (36).
"Blind Goddess," Apollo (4).
"Canarifes Sine:," Garrick (6).
"ChiUern Hundreds," Vaude (18).

"Crime of Foley,'' Comedy (25).
"Dark Summer," St. Mart. (3).
"Dr. Anseliis,'! Phoenix (22).
"Edward iWy Son." Lyric (31),
"Fly

Away

yeter." Fortune .(21).

"Happy As Larry."
"Here, There,"

Crit. (2).
Palladium (89),

"Honor & .Obey," Saville <6).
"Life With Father," Savoy (30)
"Linden Tree," Duchess (20).
"Macbeth," Aldwych {Si.
"Never Can Tell," Wynd (13).

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (35).
"One, Two, Three," Yorlis (16).
"Outraseous," W. Garden (7).
"Ficcadilly Uayride," Wales (42),
(37).

"Priv.ite Enl.," St James <ej.
"Starliffht Koof," Hipp. (8).

"Sweetest Lowest," Amba.ss, (87).
"Together Aealn," Vic Pal. (37).
"Tuppence," Globe (12).
'Worm?* View,"' Whitehall (35).

8

for '48 Release

President Films,

Jnc.,.

'

'

'

Produced by Lux Films of Rome,
they iiiGl'uue two Anna Magnani
starrers, "Angelina" and "Abba.sso

La

"Off Record." Piccadilly (31).

"Present Lauffhter," HVm'kt

Until now they've had a practical
monopoly of the supply of film therecently set atres in their zone. It is now. likely
UP as a foreign film export-import to become competitive, and they f eac
firm in New York, has eight con- that the French pi-oduct's revenue
will considerably decrease with the
tinental pictures ready for release
advent of normal American opposix'
early in 1948 and expects to handle
tion.'
its own distribution in certain' key
Fact that the theatres in the
U. S. cities by establisliing its own
exchanges, company veepee David French zone are booked mosUy by
Getz revealed last week. In smaller Frenchmen or imder French control
towns, he said, the firm probably may help distributors of Frttncb
product for a while. But in the end
would make franchise deals with
the market will play far more Amerexisting indie distribs. Getz is also
ican pix than it ha.s so far, judging
veepee of the Swedish - American
by what is talring place currently &i
Pulp Corp.
France.
On the firm's current release
schedule are three Italiah pictures.

Sets

Hichezza."

Sen!'.

as,

well

as

Mannie Reiner Leaving
For Aussie Next Week

"Amianti

Amori."

I

President's other officers are- Harold
Getz.
proxy,
and Benedict
Brucia,
secretary - treasurer.
Last
week its board elected Barend
Broekraan as general manager. At

time he was a.ssociated with
Orange Fi!ms in .Paris as well as
the Cjnetone Film Studios in Hol-

one

land.
Max Tck was also named as
the firm's production head.
.

Mannie Reiner, Selznick Releasing
Organizatioifs Latin American salesleaves New York for
Australia Jan. 8.
He's being dispatched there for eight weeks by

manager,
.

.

;

'

>

SRO

prexy Neil Agnew

to

survey

the feasibility of opening offices lor *
the organization in Aussie aiid New
Zealand.
'

'

He's slated to return to his Latin
territory about March
for preetns of "Faradine Case,"

American

U

'

Ve^«(Mlay,
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Jap Theatres Pack Im in With Yank

Maurice Cowan

oflicials

continually

and MPEA insists
on peroentage, with its own control
films at a flat fee

that -they'll be

ful

Monday

British

Situation fairly satisBulgaria.
New deal for 20 films bbing
negotiated now.
Poland. Going very well. Operating under 'a deal by which 65 pictures were .sent in and provisions of
the arrangement are being carried
out very satisfactorily. The Poles;
have permitted export Of some

the cause of a

facfory.

horrible holocausti Irving Maas, Motion Picture Export A^Sh, v.p. and
gerferal mariater, Said

Responsihility to the
FUm Industry**

office in the country.

fear-

(29)

(oll&wing his return from an aroundtlie-world tour. Tokyo theatrc|, he
declared, resemble New York'subways during rush hours^ with
standees packed, shoulder'-td-shoul-

Ah

of stand«(^s,;ji4aas -said.

Despite -the fact that not «i sipgle Ingrid Bergman picture was released
during 1947, nation'* rural fllmgoors have chosen the actress as their
favorite femme star for the lecond lucoessive year, according to the
fifth annual -poll conducted by the mag, Country Gentleman. BJng Crosby
won top honors in the male contingent followed by Cornel y/ilde, Alan
DistafC runner-ups were Claudette Colbert, June
Greer Garson and Jeanne Crain.
Proving that the sticks no longer nix Wx pix, "The Yearling," Metro's
bucolic idyll, was chosen as the top favorite for the year. Following in
order were "Jolson Story," "Welcome, Strange*^" "Egg and I,';' "Best
Years of Our Lives," "Farmer's Daughter," "Dear Ruth," "Mother Wore
Tights," "Life With Father" and "Margie."'

Ladd and Van Johnson.
Ally.4on,

Out Next Week

Unit of Universalflnternational's "Mr, Peahody's Mermaid" is currently
shooting at the Florida spring partially owned by Bob Qillham, Selznick
Releasing Organization's eastern flack chief. Gillham is planning a heavy
exploitation^ieup with Nunnally Johnson, the picture's producer, to plug

Java. Currency situation bad, but
will carry out agreement made last

At the Request of MPEA officials, May for American pix. Thus comBorrie exhibs have been limiting, the panies will continue to get coin.

number

Editorial Foaiiiro in Iko

42d Anniversary Number

money.

"der- in the' aisles:

20th's 3d Title Change

As Understanding

is that negotiations
will be reopened when the currency
situation improves. All IjfO theatres
Dutch-controlled territory
4n.' the
are being played.

anothei? .preventative lor dangerous
overcrowding, 'military government
ofticers iare now peirmitting road'

at which double admission is
charged on the proviso that there
be. no standees, MPSiA exec stated.
lessening
of
Another -method
crowds, he said, waS a splash release,
system used in Tokyo. That jiieans
C4ititiiiiifed from -page 5
day-attd-date! openings of-.4he, safhe
or five houses ish, Russian, French and- other forpictui^e
in. four
thrqughout the city.
eign producers..
Once a territory is abandoned, it's
in oripler to combat the circuits,
which before the war beat Ajnerican a mighty hard job to get back in.
distribs down to 15% and 20% terms, Contacts with exhibitors, with the
favorresultant assurances of playing time,
Maas asserted, MPEA is now
ing indie exhibs wherever possible are lost. U. S. players and pictures
and thus building up tlHri*;' strength. are .forgotten, as audiences get used
getting
to the stars and the product of comAs a result, MPEA" -is how
50%' rentals. Six to seven new pic- peting nations. That means that if
and when it is profitable to go, back
lures a month are being released.
'territory; the U. S. would do
WithQiit pressure, Maas said, the into .a
'
disadvantage.
U. S. government's United Newsreel, so at a "great

shows

31, 1947

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Pix; Maas Reviews Overseas Markets
industry

-

•f Voritty't LoinikMivliHwwi

Hat Semt Smiew

Japs are §6 anxious for a gander
St' American films they have U. S.

DecifcBilier

For 'Bob, Son of

^
.

Battle';

Now 'Shepherd of Valley'
Continuing

ing

title

its

for

its

the film and the spring, at the same time.
Gillham's plans are- a switch in the nartie ol the big waterhole
, Among

from IVeefciwachee (The Mountain Under the Water) to Mermaid Spring,

GiUham
ance

also counting

Is

at the resort,

on the month's shooting to hypo- tourist attend•

search for a selloriginalljr-named

'

'Vt-

..."'..J

.:......,!:.'::'.!.:,-

'

'

.'.")-..''".'', i

' .

-.'

'

^:;

'

"Bob, Son of Battle," 20th-Fox has

Germany-Japan

by MPEA, is no«s playing
houses ""in the
ojt the 2,000
country. As 'many as four theatres
bicycle one print because of the demand, he' .said. American features
play fm. houses.

own pockets, Maas said,
costs of raw stock, foreign soundtracks, shipping, overhead, etc., despite 'thp iniportance of. films in the
reeducation of the native populalittjpact o|: British Xax
tions.
The proceeds of distribution
In givjt^ .a. dountry-by-country are frozen in the countries and the
resume of restrietiohs on Hollywood coin cannot, even be used for purproduct, Maas painted a gloomy pic- chase of real estate, theatres or
investments
which
might
ture. He said the worst effect of the other
British 75% -tax mas a' chain reac- eventually prove profitable, Maas
tion, with nations like Czechoslo- explained. .
'
- Expenditures
in Germany up to
va1j:ia stating: "'Why should a little
(idttntry like ours pay in full for Oct. 3), he said, were $540,000 and
films when big England takes 7S% in Japan $340,000, with the- total at
thf 'erid of the year over $900,000.
in '.tax?;'. This reaction, the
chi^f asserted,' is being, felt astadly IJhej industry, is also on the hook in
by 'British prodtjuoers ft'fe^by Alheri- Austria, but a new arrangement, was
tlficently made allowing the :MPEA,
can.,'
of their

-

.

-

.

,

,

.

.

.

MPEA

'

.

break even.
...
(yasrbadly hit to
.Discussions are now going- on }n
by'Vensbrship as a result otthe' re-.
lii^^nia, he

said,

,

.

Tl^Sishingteit • hefi^jugs xat
Amer.icari.-iictivity in Hollywood.

Ci^iii'

ua-

Washington
Unless

a

"Somewhere I'll find yx)u."
Maas <gav^ the following resume of
the situation in other MipEA countries:-.

"

"

•

tHe

German*' and
said, but

resolved soon the

Amer-

coin. The State and War departments had-be^n notified of -th^
indu-stry's .attitude' on 'the matter in
letter to Major General Willlanfi
H; Draper, Jr., undersecretary ot
th'e Army, before Maas left for a
round-the-world tour ,tWO months
a^o, he said,
..While he Was abroad, the MPEA
topper declared, he' talked to Gen-

more

adjudged "anti-leftist"!, is connected.
That leaves: jusfHye pictures in eircii&tion. 'and has all but put the
MlPlA 'fiut of business;. .Among- the
filitis
nixed
was Clai;k Qable'^
.

it is'

companies won't toss in any

ican-

—

.

'oii'-

The Japanese problem, Maas

iMjvernmisiit called, in all U, S. pictUtfeB^about 100 were in circulation
and has. refused to" issue -new licenses for. any with which a player,
•witer, producer or director who is

,

'

.

.

'

eral.

MacAethur

AMG

•
,

Japan and'^top
Gerinany,
Macfrankly -recognized

In

officials -i.n

-

.

palie-'S

$mmoooNet
ForMFmnsIr

l

^

:

,

.

,

.

picture's poor boxoflice results, especially in view of the strong gros.sea»

UA.

Likewise failing to share
rung up by similar outdoor Tech- melon is Monogram»Allied

in. the

Artists,

the only indie member of the Export Assn. That, however, is merelybecause it joined the organization
Lon .]V(cCallister> Edmund Gwenn so late in 1947 that no appreciable
and Peggy Ann Garner and the book coin had accrued to it during the.
from.~, which it w.as adapted was a six month period for which the pay-^
off was calculated.
;>
bestseller-it'or the moppets.
Method of splitting the profile
Twentieth has discovered one wajr'
among the companies, incidentally,!
of saving money on- tWi new title
bears no relationship to the number
change. Picture itself still bears the
or income of any particular distrib's
"Thunder, in Valley',' name, with th^
pix shown abroad. Rather, it is
ads and trailer referrin|g to that fac^
based on each company's earnings
in small type.. Thus, ,20tb .stiared its
in the domestic market in 1946. Obself..the expense of .providing « uew
ject of -this method is to permit se-;
title card' for the film.
lection of the, films which will proye
most acce'ptable and profitable overseas, without penalizing those companies whose pix aren't selected by
N.
Crix
the MPEA.
-Export Assn. was established unContinued from page S
der an act of Congress to permit
categorj^,' '^'To Live In Peace" was companies to band together to fight
voted tops,. with "Shoe Shine" run- state and commercial monopoltes
ner-up ''an^ Prance's ' "Panic" 'and abroad without being svtbject to
"Children of Paradise" following.
United States anti-trust laws. CounDeborah Kerr was named best tries in which it is authorized to op^
actress for her work in "Black Nar- erate, In.addition to those mentioned
cissus"
and "Adventuress," both above, are Germany, Austria, .iJun'
Rumania, Bulgaria, Poland,
Briti.sh pix, but her performance in gary,
Metro's "Hucksters"
(Gable) Was Japan and Korea.
pointedly omitted. William Powell

nicolor pictu^, .„sQch:, as Metro's
"Lassie" series.
Film 'has a comparatively g'eod name ca-st,. topped by

,

Y.

.

Arthur, he .s'aid;
.Korea'.'. Outlook
No- the great job done by American picis
vague.
money poming out. Copyright laws r;tures and felt.!it-.woi^ld'be very unare not being respected ^and much desirable to interrupt them;
4'>o>^^ being distributees by individuJn Germany, on the other hand,
als'. Who have no righi t^ it.
Maas.: indicated, both the
and
Kbiland. Implrovement is due Feb. the Germans themselves appear
disinterested'
1 'when .present law limiting U. S. relatively
in
the
pix to 32 weeks a year in any house moral and educational effect 6f
films. They feel their first reit win be replaced by U.
is .-.dropped,
received palm as best actor for. his
a- restriction of $1,800,000 on U. S. sponsibility is to get Germany's owti
work in "Life With Father" (WB)
aim remittances each year. Although producing industry in operation.and "Senator Was Indiscreet" (U).
only about the same as now being
All Othieis Get Paid
Critics' named Elia Kazan best di"Bpok publishers, machinery man- rfector for
received, this is more satisfactory
his jobs on ."Gentleman's
since It-giyes .companies an accurate ufacturers- and other industries get
Agreement"
"Boomerang"
idea.
boy/ much money to expect. paid for 'what they send to occupied (20th).
Trailing in the best EnglishExl;''bs. want complete removal of areas and we don't see why films
speaking picture
category
were
restrictions, since' there isn't suf- shoulijl be treated differently," Maas
"Great
Expectations,"
"Crossfire"
..ficlent procluct, outside of that from declared.
"The money we spend (RKO), "Odd
Man Out" (Rank),
sending in films is on behalf Qf the
the tl.,§:, to keep theih alight.
"Miracle on 34th Street" (20th),
CS.iteehoslova1tia.
State monopoly U. S. as a whole and should be car- "Fugitive"
(Argosy-RKO)
demands-. that proceeds of American ried I?y the taxpayers, the .same as "Booinerang,"
We have no
fihnfe be balanced ,Offl completely by with other industries.
showing, of.'Czech pix, in the U. Si hope of getting back even one cehf
Thjs is considered unsatisfactory and of the out-of-pocket expenditures
negotiations have broken off On r«- we- have made.
"We won't put any more money
ilewal of the' contract ftm 80 pictures
(Managing Director,
Which expired iri .October. American- into this activity, unless there is
Gainsborough Studios)
companies will continue to get some good reason to do .so and none is
money out from about 22*pjx which immediately apparent. The world
atks
situation
does^not warrant MPEA 's
Jiaven't been played yet, plus playnine member companies thus spend€ifl' of the -rest of the 80 flhns during
or
the next two years. U. S. com'panles ing money."
T*on't go .for barter,
which the
Czijchs say they'll insist on with evBeery's Next Set
an tnteretting feofHiw
ery: nation, but Maas is hopeful of
xenewing ntrgotiationsi
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
in the
Next Wallace Beery,, film at Metro
Hungary, Conditions worsening,
42d Anniversary ISumber
with official notice given that only is to be "Doctors on Horseback,"
eight American pix may be imported which Gottfried Reihhardt is pro'Of
iduring 1948; as against unlimited ducing.
imports this past year. Reason is a
Yarn is based on book by Robert
serious dollar problem.
Theoren about a frontier surgeon
'X'UKOsIavia. No American pictures and his bandit friendj played by
Next Week
Monopoly wants to buy Beery.
ithowing.
'

Meloii
from

-

Foreip Coin

•

American companies must pay out

•

1,600

.^Uontinued

"Thunder in 'the Valley." Holland' and the Netherlands - East
Each name change has cost 20th a Indies. All of the other MPEA. counhave currency restrictions
reported $20^000 for new trailers, ad* tries
Which do not permit the expert of
publicity material, etc.
dollars. In two of the countries,
Film was released in a few trial Russia and Yugoslavia, MPEA hasn't
'46
situations last April under its origi- been able to sell its product at all,
nal "Bob'-' title but did so poorly at
UA's failure to get its share of'.the
Washington, Dec. 30.
the boxofiice, that its- opening date:
American film, companies netted
kitty grows out of difficulties -it i-an
at the Boxy, N. Y., .was cancelled.
into with the MPEA last spring. At $138,000,000 on their foreign busiFeeling that the "Battle" part of the that time, it made a deal with
ness in 194Q and sjiould do almost
title had steered war-weary customJacques Grinieff, indie film trader as -well this yeaTi according to the
ers away, 20th -changed it then to.
and exporter,, by which he acc^uired U.
Department of Commerce,
"Thunder in the 'Valley." It opened foreign rights to 39 UA pictures, He (The eight majors netted $125,000,at the Roxy under this name, but turned these over to the Harrls- 000 in '48
and 'are expected to take
^ied in four ultra-slow days, forcing Broder organization.
$105,000,000 in '47, trade sources rethe, rush booking of an outside picA short time previously, UA had port.) The effect of the l^ritish 75%
ture into the: 20th showcase (Colum- become a member of the MPEA, tax is not expected to show before
bia's "It Had to Be You") for the' Wiiich, under terms of its contract ^the second quarter of 1948 so that
first time in years.
with the company, claims it has the, only drawbacks this year are
Under- its new, "Shepherd" title, rights to all of UA's product abroad. the freezes institijted in recent
the film will: be tested in several Two outfits, therefore, 'ciaimect for- months in several countries.
Fox-Midwest theatres before being eign rights to; the same pictures via
Film business .abroad holds fairly
booked again into'any key city first valid contracts. Inasmuch as the is- even,, quarter by quarter, according
runs.
Twentieth toppers, mean^ sue is still in dispute, MPEA is with- to the figures compiled by the Comwhile, are at a loss to explain the holding the coin which may be due merce Department's Office of Busiplacing

;Oui-af-¥ocket Costs

distributed

MPEA

switched tb^ tag for the third -time,
with "Shepherd of the 'Valley" re-

ness Economics.
Following are the receipts by
quarters during 1946:
ist quarter,
^3,000,000;
3rd,
2hd, -$33,Q0O,p0O;
$34,000,000; 4th, $38,000.90(1"The data," said the report, "rep-

resents the American -producers'
share of income received from films
rented to foreign distributors after
the 'payment of expenses in foreign
'FOtmti^ies incurred in the presentation of the films. "The effect, of the
increased duty on foreign films imposed by the united Kingdom' in Au>
gust, 1947, will probably not he reflected .in a reduction in film rentals
from that country until at least the
second quarter of 1,948. Accor^ling to
official British

payments to
amounted to about

figures,

the U. S. in 1«46
$70,000,000.

"The" Department of Commerce
estimates are based on confidential
reports furjhished by the American
motion picture companies. Further
detailS). including a breakdown of
payments by countries, cannot at
this time be made public,'*
-

'

'

•
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Mrs. Kalnius
Continued from page

.

,

and

,

Sydney Box

"Food

Par Sales Exec

Om

-

Continued tiom p^ge 5 5:

S

no more such action' anyin the territory by Paramount.
local repercussion of the

will be

where
The

first

Jackson Park case decision finds Ben
Friedman, independent circuit owner, demanding a 21 -day clearance in
place of 56 for his Edina; Minneapolis, suburban
theatre over which
three
other
nearby "independent
houses now get 13-day clearances.
He claiin.s the decision entitles him
to a reduction. Other uptown and
suburban exhibitors are' reported
awaiting the *esult of Friedman's
move before taking the Same action.
-

FUms?**

.:.

the

Antarctic,"

Dead Lovers" and

,

and

of

WB Lays

Off 6 Scribes

Hollywood, Dee.

30.

Warners laid off six writers over
weekend following windup of

the

chores on studio's, new lowbudgct feature program.
Recently formed unjt, under producer Saul Elkins, rolls between
Jan. 5-10. Initialler is "The Fighting
Terror," but no cast or director set.
This is "proving groimd" project
for
tyro
talent
announced two
their

months ago by Jack

L.

Warneri

7

"Saraband

for

"Bliie ."Lagoon.','

Mrs.*Ka]mus'' future plans are undecided. She is scheduled to leave for
the Coasf some time this week.
' Teeiinl'« Print Boost
Hollywood,'^; Dec. 30.
.Technicolor -is increasing its output month by -month with delivered
prints up 20% "in the first 10 months
of 1947 over the previous year, Dr.
Herbert T. Kalmus, proxy and general manager, reported. Monthly increase is indicated by deliveries being one-third more in August, September and October than in the first
quarter.. of the, year.
Footage for the first 10 months this
year reached' 182,000,000, as against
153,000,000 for. the ..eame period in
1946. Film averaiicd 15,000,000 ieet
monthly for the first three monlli."!,
monthly*
increasing to
20,000.000
August through October, when the
Coast construction plans were completed. Kalmus said the plant will
have a capacity of 320,000,000 feet
annually. He added that the firm
would be able to give more print

commitments now, but camera commitments are- at a standstill imlil
they start getting -deliveries" of camera now on order. Requests loi commitments, he said, are considerably
above the company's ability to sccejit,

,

llftintadaft DecepBber 81,
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The most acclaimed
picture in the history

of the screen!

THE NEW YORK FILM CRITICS' AWARD m m m

BEST FILM

f THE

:

)

;

.

W«d|tt!9d«7»

PICTIJBBS

14

1^

Cancels 2d Tlieatre Permit,

:

fdl Consider Others on

.

of the year.

after the.suthnoter'S

borne out now.

B%

minor

Assn., representing the

preparing

its

$4,(100'

'

fllminitial

last weelc.

First step in drive will be aimed
at Screen Guild, as indie producers
claim company hasn't been return-

.

again slioMr a profit for the last thtee
months.
,.

.

ling $7,500.

BALTOOKE^XASW

and

,

.

cotnp&tely.'^baidii^i^ys
for a 40% distribution -charge pltis
"new theatre will
331/3% of the profits. Film Classics
>tart about March 15. He i)lans to Olivers indies 70%: of production cost
iit-ve' the TOO-iseat house In operaupon delivery and^midces a charge
*
Tederal
tion by next Ju^r 4, tt
of 35% for distributioa. When cost
restrictions on theatre constructioiis
of prints and ad« are tacked on to a
are lifted in mid-February, as exproduction, cost usually piclcs up jm
pected.
..which makes it
added. $80,009.
tougher for producer to showimy
BolIywMdTheatrci Port .Arthur
return for his -^orts.
Pott Arthur, fexas, Dec. 30.
High ^distribution/; charges, plus
The' ntw SCoUywood theatre has
types of films, are hurdles indies
teen opeiied jttere'^y Xiawrence. Mon.unless way is found to
tana as -a ^Keg^o jiliouM^,
(^t $135,- can't lump
genei^t boxOffice slowdown on all
fiCH) and has a seating capacity of 945.
keep borrowed coin ,retucnlng faster
Construction has begun on a new to the banks.
•
},000-seat house, to .he Imown as the
lieon, in Pleasanton., It will be the
and will
. largest in southwest Texas,
l»e -managed by Kelly S. DeBusk, Jr.
W. W. MeKatt, owner and operator
,
Continued from page 5
Of the Inez, Kapltis. Texas, plans to
build « mew 800-seat house at Dainhas guaranteed distribution
gerfield^ T*JSa».
He also recently it Ent
the lower flgute. It's highly uncompleted and ^opened llie Oak thea- at
likely, either, that Einfeld caa £et a
tre- at Lone
release fdc the film elsewhere at the
25% fee, so Enterprise "may 'Ue in
somettiing of a spot which 'will requure msJcing up the difEerence beil^
tween the amounts to ifCramer.
struction of his

•

'

A

"

D

ipi4(^1t0AD;i5(;i

Orphenm- (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)-^
TEycoon" (RKO). Pleasing $13,000,
and holdover. Last Week. ''Jezebel'*
<WB) and "Slight Case of Murder"

Continaed frmn page

—

loreip fif

"Last of

1

1

'«th

Pie

Ent-UA

pror-

'af

,

some time, "They 'Wfent
Einfeld has agreed that
will be considered an "extra" picture, so that tlie higher fee will pre-

ished for

whidi A)rmerly cost $2 per That Way."

uow'up

to $7, Picker de-

cl9red> Xhafa.«heap enough in compi»)d«im ytHSoL Hollywood, but It cuta

it

but apparently no deal will be
dbWn 4it« mAti^ niVftantlal^ and made until the determination of theveakehs .the teason f«r going over- "Atch"- difficulties is farther along.
•eas for productioa :piii»ptses.
It appears now that bothjsides are
Prices in "Mexico are showing the sparring!served a stmimons on
•ame tendency to climb, and foe Eat to force it to turn over the film
the sam* reason, according to 2>ick- under terms of the contract Ent
cr. He tecently completed "Adven- claims UA failed to "extend its best
tures of Ca^nova" at the Churu- efforts'' on. the sale qf the unit's
busco studios. "Jh. MOdoo." he said, films and so broke the pact (Seorge
"a lUm vim costs $6SO,000-$7O(h000, J. Schaefer, Ent v.p. in charge of
iKhich is' consideiably more than distribution; declared in New York
Italy bat somewhat tmder Holly* last week that there was no chance
-wood. l%«fs-^%-60% over what a of 'the picture'.s being delivered td
fllm'jt
nut wotdd have been 12 TJA. He said the company was employing counsel and planned to fight
jnonthS 'BgO' in Mexico."
through the courts.
On . the \ other hand. Picker de-

UA

,

.

UA

clared, costs in France have dipped
since the general strike. Which halt-

ed
•re

all

camera work.

now

Schaefer said he hoped to have
the issue settled befoi^e September,
tentative' release, date for anBergman-starrer, "Joan of
liorraine," another indie package

The French the

other

anxious to get started again
and, consequently, are offering bargain prices. However, the unstable which RKO win distribute. It appolitical situation there makes pro- pears hardly likely that a real. fight
through the courts could be comduction too imcertain; Picker said.
Cihe Crtta, biggest studio in Italy, pleted in that time, which leads to
]s still being occupied -by DPs.
At the Idea .among most observers that
sparring match is going oii.
a
the Scalera lot, Gregory RatolT is
directing "Cagliostro" for Edward
No other distrib will be sought'
issue
settled,
Small. The Titunus studio is housing until the UA
is
Oregory Rabinovitch's "Eterlnal Schaefer declared. Iii the intei^im,
ol course, heavy interest charges
Melody/' a Columbia production.
*
Picker heads for the Coast next are piling up on "Arch" and it would
"Week, He was a Columbia producer lose considerable value if "Joan"
'

from

1843-46.

were released

first

.

(UA)

and

(reissues),

•

BOSTON

gradtwd. pickup with Monficoritlg- ternlte grosses. Bi.all,

day saw

a^

big pix were under hy some 10%
for the week while the mediocrities
plunged 25%, Xfony theatres threw
open their doors for the entire night

accopwodat*

to

ill jilnt

standees.

(Details

'

section.)

Lewis and Van, Bob

$10,800.

Hippodrcue

(Rappaport)

(2,24(^

20-'7O)—"Swordsman*^
(Col)
plus
vaude. Opening tomorrow (Wed.)
after "I Love Trouble" (Ool) plus
stage layout headed by Robert Alda,
Bela Lugosi and Gordon MacRae.
strong $16,000.
Last week. 'X«st
Round-Up" (Col) plus hillbilly stage
revue, $13,800.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20'
60)—"Road to Rio" (Par); Sock $15,'
000 or over. Holds. Last week,
second of "ExUe" (U). «n« $9,600.
Hayfalr (Hicks) (080; 35-S5)-.
-

:

Iiegit
sutlered veiy little.—the
snows were discriminatoiy against
tlcket-faokOng customers zcom the
.

X4aal Qwdii^>

ItaUan pic-making Morgan, is
acc^tahle.
has gone: into a rapid decline beOnis other pic for whieh the Ent
cause a native producer "must figure
on getting his costs back in the' home contract provided was. a Harry
Sherman
western
("Ramrod**). SSher'
market, and that can't be done at
man has had a second western finthe present level of expenses."
is

(Col) and "PaciflQ
(Col).
Good $6,000,

>;

contract Mentiona

lira at -present.

I^abor,

$8,000.

"Scarface"
.Angels"
(UA)

,

txg,

sUm

Redmen"

downtowners .featuring,, extra Adventure"
New Year's Eve midnight showings. Last week.
other branches of the amusement Of current list. "Captain From
HeU's
all

suburbs ^hlla autnroy commuters
rushed undergroiuid to grain jioS ^•Mons. Veidoux"
(UA). Opens to"The choice seats cancelled over the wires. day (Tues.) after "Comedy Carnival"
Hone of which' was reflected in dol- (UA)
$7,000 in 6 days, okay. Xdist
du^ES l^iaye engaged in during the Other Love" (Barbara Stanwyck- lars at the boxoffice. The big hits, week;, got
"thfrd of "Fabulous Texan'!'
David Nivettli "Arch, of Triumph^'
'
past year.".
(Rep), $8,600.
(bigrid Bergman), "Body and Soul" crowded with lat* buyers, did well
Ne'w (Mechanic) (1,800; 10-60)^
; Kattve Italian producers, Flclrer
(John Garfield), a Ginger -Rogers —.the long tenapts and weaki^ not Xapt from Castile" (20th). Strong
over production and
fatted, «e plenly.. bnxnt
a' "sbclh picture of nearly so. (Detail* in lefiit section.) $14,000
and holds.
Last week,
ank extravagance. It% driven the
Striiting not- only New York but "Drums Along Mohawk" (20th) (ree^ual- quality." That leaves it up toi
eost' of home hrew pfac from' a pre«
TTA to determine whether it feels the entire eastern seaboard from ]jESue)> mild $7,100.
Vious 50,000,000 Ura to 100,000.000
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 29-75)—
that "New York," which stars' Henry Virginia up, it caused band biz in

fram pace

(reissues)

Industry suffered- equally unpredict- Castile" is attracting atrong trade to J17,500.
the New with a h.o. in the bag and
Towvr-Upfoim-Fairway (Fox Mid*
able Tesulfs.'
"Road to Rio" is in a dinilar posi- west)-, (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65 )-•
The snows blitzed first-run Broad- tion at Keith's. "Killer M^Coy" looks "Daisy Kenyon''
(20th), slightl*
above ayeriigeiit$lfl.O0O. Last wedl
way film houses which had opened good at Century.
Estimates far TUa Week
"Lost.MonjMit". (U),. $11,000.
eight top Hollywood pix in the hopes
Century (Loew's) (UA) (3,000; 20of fat returns from visitors during
Set to
the. Christmas to New Year -week. 60)—"CJood News" (M-G),
open tomorrow (Wed.) after good
On the day of the blizzard (Friday), week
for "Killer McCoy" (M-G) at
business was buried under th^'two(Continued from page 8
!;13,000. In ahead, "Merton of Movfooter plus but Saturday Uttd Sun- ies" (M-G), fahrish
issues) plus

Ent-UABaMe

which American

(WB)

Paramaunt <Par) (1,900; 45-65)—.
~
<
Baltimore, Dee. 39i-'
"Road- to Rio" (Par) (2d wk) witii
General letdown attributed to holir holiday prices holding this to around
day interlude with practically solid 118,000, exceptional. Last week, in
face
of pre-Xmas luU, big $19,000.
advance opening for new product
Boxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65 )-»
pushed up'to tbmoirow <Wedi) with
J

N.Y.'s Blizz

,

iiMineniPcA

Rio,'^

.

doim

labor

to

,

Faramount's ^ikd-quarter return
Types 'of deals meeting with jhdie was a sturdy $8,106,000 against $12,.be considered
frowns are such as that reported of- 085,000 In 1946. ;lts estimated prbftte
there is no intention to let ^te1>ata
fered by Eagle. Lion, which <aills for the,)«6r ar^ $33,0l|i[t,tl0Q;
con-

tt«3'.

"Road

bookings.

'

,

,

iwi;)?ita

but prohsAuy won't stay because of

Example

'

,

Its

'
'

Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$l,80) other

Initial -week which gave the Paramount a great
—"Fugitive" (RKO).
ending today (Wed.), including N6w week beforo Christmas, is holdmg
Performance of 20th-Fox," for one. Year's Eve, is soaring to new house virtually the saione pace for a terri*
bears out the prognostications'. Com- record, terrific $35,500 despite stomu flc Second week. "Tycoon" is earning
pany took in $2,206,000 during the Rave reviews from most of cdx' ate Itself a second week Hs, the Orpheum,
hot-weather stanza, against $4,770,000? helping. Stays on. Second treek of and "Daisy Kemron" is good, if not
6 days for "Belle Starr" (20th) and strong, in thd tTptown-Tbwer-Fair*
during lush 1946. Aided by a batch "Frontier Marshal" (20th) (reissues),
way combo. Weather is unseasonally
of strong pix, 20th is expected to $9,000.
warm and pleasant
wind up with a $4,000,000 or better
Warner (WB) (1,49»; 8Q^l.i»)—
EstbnstM fwr TUs Week
net for the finale three* months -vti "VoiBC of Turtle" (WB). Flist frame
Es««iro (FoK Midwest) (820; 49.
ending today (Wed. ) and including 65)the year.
Hin Tin Tin" (EL) and
N*w Year's Eve biz, shapes mildish "WUd"Return
RKO is. another case In point. $20,000,
West" (U,). Boosted by per.
press being no help.
uneven
That major's profits during the three
sonal appearances of Rin Tin Tin on
Holds. The 19th week of •'Life WiOi,
months .which'cnd^ Sept." 30 came Father" (WB) was down to $10,000. two openings days, nice $6,500. Last
week.
"Widced
Lady" (U) «nd "Hat
to $1,';^,000 compared' to $3,082,000
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60In '48. Actually, RKO's distrib wing $1.20)—"The Exde" (U).
I« first Box-Mystery*? (U). light $3,500.
MUtaad (LoeWs) (3,900: 45-65)-.
landed ii^ the red-ink column for week ending today (Wed.), including
"Swordsman"
(Col)
and ''Blondie's
the period and prdfits Were garnered, New Year's Eve, looks near $36,000, Anniversary" (Col), Strong
$19,000,
moderate.
Third Stanza of "CaiiT.'
in'.toto, tcom. the company's thea^
Boycott" (U) (6 days) was very 'thin' and possible holdover, Last weelt,
tres. Distrib fore$a„tf6w report that
"Sundown" (UA) and "The Kansan"
$8,000.
rentals^ have' climb'ed and sales will
(UA) (reissues), in 4 days. Spark*

for

'

ing a profit on the pictures it, disfKe'otgEfrifeatiOn announces it' will
tributes. IMPPA will seek to wojcfc
continue to battle every other apout arrangements wheueby liBstrihplication, regardless.
.utors will give trade acceptances
WhliiB the gate apparently has over a period of time so banks can
been opened lor more new thea- get their money back and the pro^;
tre, construqtion. here, the council ducer eventual^ realize a 'profit
indicates that each application will

on

City, Dec. 30.

'

being

exit, aife

-

BVO

20th and

the pinQh in a hurry.
Smaller indies, in the squeeze- by
the hanks, are moving to get a better break on distribution deals. Independent Motion Picture Producers

was

pre-war period.
,

the jndies pay. Every
one oX the majors already, however,
has a bank loan or revolving credit
that will keep them gohig for quite
feel
a, time to come, so they wto't

move

16G,'Road'B«18G,2d

at this house.
Siitton (Rugofi-Becker)

Kansas
(S61; 70Trade cam* hack strongly afte^r
The boom wartime boxoflice had $1.25)—"Know Where I'm CtoUw" pre-Xmas
lull, and town is in for ^
freed the majors of hot weather
The ISth.stansa better .lound of jfrosses. Topper is
(U) (20<fti wk).
doldrums duting hostilities. Predic- ended, last Monday (29) night was "Swordsman" at the Midland at solid
tions that sales would rally strongly down to 13,600; While 18th round was figure. Midit be worth extra time,
perieticed dhring the

for op-

although they get the rate for regular commercial businesses, rather

makers,

&4M«$19,000,1[eDyon'

'

Major .fllra companies are also affected by the rise in interest tates,

than the

(Continued from, page 9)
ahead, I'Always'fogether" <WB).and
Charlie Barnet orch heading stage*

.

.

The summer mouths showed th^ show was very dull $21,000 lor aecsame sort ot slump that distrite «x- ond frame, one of lowest flguras ever

Continue* from pace T

more coin

NEW YORK

000 against $1,640,000 last year. Estimated Federal taxes come to $280,000
against $575,000 in the third-quarter

Indie Loaii#
Tliey now need
erating capital.

Pictire Grosses

contittved from p*|« 3

weakness. Company's take hit $630,-

Merite

Minfleapolis, Jtec. 30.

Atfer issuing its flist license in
12 years to build and; operate a new
Minneapolis,, the city
ii)
tfaeati-e
council has rescinded another per*
wit tor a new sliowhoiise. Hie permit had been granted inadvertently,
according to the explanation, and the
applicant, who had tried unsuccessfully for 10 years to get it, will have
to taJce his application through the
council license committees^, he was"
informed.
1
In gtanting a license to Nathan
Shapiro, ionner night dub owner,
to -build a new neighborhood the12-year
tttre, the council abolished a
{teli^ not to allow construction of
additional showhouses. here. Hie,
policy stemmed from local indepenctent -exhibltors' representations that
the fown ia Overseated and more
theato^' would jeopardfee their investments and .lower entertainment
quality. KTorfh Central Allied lost
}te tSA for Sxtentioii of the nonl>*ive the
theatre ^Ucy, ^veA.
appUeadon x(^ected.y"But,
ISate^SiiiSo

Income

Distribs'

IDcmwIkw A1, 1947

the big towns to do very poorly
while 'the one-nightets weren't hurt
nearly as much. (See dance section.)
Strangely enou^ few maestros and
their orchestras were caught in the
snowfall while trucking their instruments to dubs and readhouses.
Radio chipped in with a hangup
job to help ci^ officials meet the
emergency. Their thorough airing
of instructions and weather dope
won kudoes from Mayor William
O'Dwyer later on. (See roAio see
;

.

,

"Wild Irish Rose" (WB). WiU start
today
(Wed«)
after
"Alwa.ys
Together" (WB) filled in 6 days at
unexciting
$10jOOa
In ahead,
'.'Anthony Adverse" (WB) (reissue),
.

$7,000..

Evans, othvrs,

on

stage; $17,000.

..J^'^^^ (Indie)
34th

week

(1,000;

4S-65)—

and "Miracl*

t^U)

St

(SOth) (reissue).
$3,000 after $4,500 first

..JPenway^ (M-P)

(1,373;

^°"i,<".>.?¥X,<«KO)
Be Good" (EL).. Mild

Second

4<M0)

—

and^inda

$5,000. Last
week. "Unconquered" (Par) (3d wkj,
$9,000 on advanced prices.
Kenaer* (Indie) (700; $1.10) -r
"Henry V" (UA) {6th wk). Final

week was

$2,800 after $3,600 for

fif tH.

Memoclal (lUKO) (2,985; 40-80)-*
Magic Town'* (RKO) and "High
Tide" (Mono) (3d wk). So-so $18,000
after $21,000 for

first.

•

M^trapalitaai (M-P) (4,367;40.80)—
"Wild IrishRose" (WB) and "Chinese
Ring" (Indie). Looked like a strong
bill, but weather is knocking it off
to a mioderate $23,000. Last weelt,
"Out of Past" (RKO) and "Llndd

Be Good"

(EL), $17,000.

0,r|dielwn

(LOGW)

(3,000; 40-80)

-•

"Two Blondes, Redhead" (Col) and
"Killer McCoy"
M-G). Would b#
strong but for weather, with $24,000^
not bad considering. ,Last weeU,
"Husband's Affair" (Col), and "Lost
Moment*' (U), $17,000.

Psraawimt (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)7«
JTown (Rappaport) (1,600; SS-69)-^
'Tycoon" (RKO) Opening tomo^W '*Oat of Pasf (RKO) and "Linda Bk
(Wed.) followmg 6 days of "Oul..6f Good" (EL) <m.o.). Off at $14,00(1
Past" (RKO) at oke $11,000. t«st Last week, '^conquered" (Par,
week, fourth of "Walter Mitty'? (3d wk). $18,000. at advanced prlcei
(RKO), nice $8,800 windup.
SUte (Loew) (3.500: 40-80) "Twd
Blondes, Redhead" (Col) and "Kil
Icr McCoy'
(Mi'G).
Fairly goo
$10,000 in view of storm. Last week.
^Road' Socko 19G, Deover, "Husband's Affair" (Col) and "Lost

—

.
Moment" (U). $8,000.
Broadway niteries' suQered a real
Transluc CCranslux) (900; 30-74)-»
'CasHie'
Spots "Sabu"
attdck.' from the white Invasion. Bi2
(U) and "Sanders of River"
droppied to its lowest point in many
Denver, Dec. 30,
(U) (reissues). Offish $3,500. Last
"Road To Rio" looks standout this week, "Belle Starr*' (20th) and
years as blocked streets 'kept the
custonters at home. The bistros are week, being great at the Denham. "Frontier Mbrsbal" (80th> (reissues)*
now. pulling out of that slump. "Capt. Castile" shapes strong at the $4,000.
Paramount and Esquire.
'3)aisy
(See vauflc section.)

tion.)

.

2HG> 2

Kenyon"

James Mulvey
(VtmiAevAf Samuel GoU"

wyn Prods.)
Ctm't Vmtunlhmi

.

Why Uncle Sam
Doesn't

Hdp

.

Hollywood in Its
Emhttrgo Fights
odttorilil

fMrtwt

!

fliO

42nd Ahhiversary Ttumher

Out Next Week

is fair

tfi

good

in

two

spots.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox)
35-74)-i(1,400;
"Escape Me Never" (WB) arid "Chinese' Ring': (Mono)i after week at
Denver, Esquire: Fair $3,000. Last
week, "Lost Moment" (U) and "RaU.
roaded" (EL) (ra.o.), $2,500.

week. "This Time for Keeps" (M-O)
(2d Wk), $10,000.
PsnMDOHjat (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"Capt t^tiltf' (20th), day-date with
Esquire. Strong $17,000. Last week.
and
(Col)
"'Husband's
-Afiairs"
"DevU Ship" (Col), $11,500.
"One
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
Blalta (Fox) (876; 35-74)
"Road to Rio" (Par) great $19,000 or MiUion B. C." (UA) and "House*
over. Holds. Last week, "Bell Tolls" keeper's Daughter" (UA)» (reissues),
Fair $4,000. Last week. "Had to
(Par) (reissue), $8,000.
You" (Col) and "Crime Doctor's
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Smart Gamble" (Col) (m.o.), same.
•Eabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"Junt
Politics"
(Mono), day-date with
Webber. Good $14,000. Last week, gle Book" (UA) and "Buck Privates"
"Escape Me Never" (WB) and "CThi- (U) (reissues). Big $12,000. Last
week,"Corsican Bros." (UA) an.d
nese Ring" (Mono), $14,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Capt "South of Pago Pago" (UA) (reisCastile" (20th), also Paramount. Big sues), good $18,000.
^
Webber (Fox) (7S0; 35-74)
$4,500.
Last week, "Escape MS
Never" (WB) and "Chinese Ring' "Daisy Kenyon" (20th) and "Smart
(Mono), day-date with
Politics"
(Mono), good $3,500.
Denver. Fair $3,000. Last week,
Orpheum CRKO) (2,600; 35-74)
"Out of Past". (RKO) and "Bush "Husband's Affairs" (Col) and "Devil
Christmas" (U). Mild $13,500. Last Shig^;-.(Col), $2,500.

—
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IS

break open
the Piggy Banks

They'll

to

buy

tickets!

'HIGH WALL* punches
...strong cast

all

the way... sturdy melodramatic

filiii

^vmmm^

and production."

''Dramatic entertainment bet delivers suspense, excitement.'*
—fim DAILY'
" Strong meat .
suspenseful scenes . . chilling entertainment . . #
.

.

.

recommended."

^motion

•

picture hekaid,

^Boxomci

Gripping, suspenseful."
Solid entertainment for

" Fast

types and cla$se$."~sHoviMiEN^

all

trade JtEviEWv

moving

action . . . profitable boxoffice reception . . . romance^
--Hollywood MPORtei.
suspense ... a smashing conclusion."

Exciting and interesting show... highly

eflFective.**

—MOTION

picnnte dailYj

*' Snaps like a whip... plenty of entertainment.,. another click."

I— COAST

VARIETY!

M-G-M PRESENTS THE HIGH.TENSION ROMANCE

ROBERT TAYLOR
Audrey
BEATS THE

BUZZARD!
S.R.O. biz at

N. Y. Capitol
?r::ierei

TSnERh-IURSiUll

IISI WMSL
DOROTHY PATRICK
Screen Play by Sydney

Boehm and

.

H. B.

Lester Gole* Suggested

by a Story and Play by Alan R. dark and Bradbury Foote

A

WARNER

v WARNER

^

^

METRO-GOLDWW-^AAAYER.PfCTOMfj

ANDERSOK

.1

W<)diaciMlay, lleewitlitar 91,

FICTVRBS

16

1947

ent Film Distributors of Fiilladel'

phia, Inc.

Use Screen to Educate PaUk On

Herbert
Seyi

Pic Probtems, Exlnbs Urged

Yates

J.

1MI

"

•

Incorporators were: Jack Engel,
Screen Guild; Benjamin Harris,
American Film; Carl Munnep,. Holly-

ItearFinales
3

GentUnred {rem page

s ag
wood Films; Edward Gabriel, CapiNelson Wax, Boxofflce Films, which took a considerable dlde from

I*

tal;

**The Year of

Indianapolis., ^^
of the screen to form public bers of his family were injured last
Clarificdition"
opinion through the cooperation of week in an automobile collision near
* « •
local film councils is wged by the Nashville. Ill,
DeSilva suffered a
of IndiOwners
Associated Theatre
fractured jaw, „slc«U conteiona an«
have
groups
Kditeriol Peolm ill
such
that
A*
Stating
t«o
»na.
lost several teeth. His wife and
been used effectively In the 16m of their three children, were less
field, the ATOI bulletin suggests that seriously hurt.
they be adopted J>y exhibitors as a
Fred Wehrenberg, chairman of
troubles.
olution to theiv
Antiivertary
TOA, will head a delegation of local
"H this film council is composed of exhibitors to Hannibal, Mo., next
a number of important persons from month for a regional meeting, one oi
Next
all different kinds of groups they a series to be held in this area.
will serve you in good stead in ycwr
Davis, manager of the Will
Maury
contacts with the press, the rank and
Rogers, St. Louis, in a local hospice
lire of moviegoers, and Jrour public
checkup.
general
.has been sold by
months,
for
a
several
oiBcials," the communication proAlan Crawford, recently of Boston Melvin R. Felix to Glenn J, SuhoreIn the locw wHv petZ( Davenport, la.
esentatives of schoois, miing the vacancy
Bob Halliday

Use

.

David S. Moliver, Principal the previous y«ar,,
Films. Purpose as outlined in petlHowever, the statistics for the
tion was "to create ft better relationship and understanding among various companies' fiscal years won't
independent film distributors, and to look bad: About $98,000,000 in 1847,
acquire and disseminate information compared with $124,000,000 to 1944
among such persons for their mutual and $63,000,000 in 184S,
benefit «n^ assistance."
Still that's not an accurate pic.
ture, based on the chronological year,
Fred Mindlln On* Own
since the latter lialf pf
and

.

,the

Chicago.

12-mpntH

Fred Mindlln, formerly, manager period is not included, or only par-,
of National Screen Service's special tislly-induded, in most compi^ny's
trailed department in Chicago, has fiscal years. It was in this portten
that the foreign income shrank,'
formed his own firm.
Out
Known as the Mindlin Film
Overbalancing the high volume of
Trailer Co., outfit has set up labs
rentals during 1947 was the tre«
and offices here.
mendous cost of pictures being released. Amortization of films reached
Fox West Coast |M,OM Bonn*
such precipitous heights that the
Los Angeles,
Southern California division of cost versus Income figures knocked
film net-««'against theatre profits—
Fox West Coast cut a melon of $41
MiMon, Seett BcUre. K. C.
to a point close to extinction for
000 among its workers, part of whit
Kansas City.
came from the National Theatre's many companies.
O. K. Mason, vice president and I2th annual autumn drive and pact
High Aim costs and the loss of
general manager in charge of thea- from Insurance premium refunds.
foreign income' resulted in a switch
Commonwealth
xe operation for the
Dick Dickson, division superylsocj for. a number of majors from 1943,
in
years
after
38
rethrmg
is
circuit,
a new campaign, tagged
Ward Scott, announced
the picture business.
"Back to Work," running from Dec. when film profits exceeded those of
district manager of the local 20th- 28 to March 23-, with possible bonus theatres. All five companies with
Fox exchange for many years, also money for managers ranging up to affiliated .houses found themselves
retired from active du^. Ill health $32,000.
heavily dependent on their circuits
wa^ the reason in both casesi
fop 1947 profits.
Everett Buchanan has opened his
Overl^eai ''Up-"
new house, the Stars, Longton, Kan.
Theatre operating expenses have
It is the only theatre in the town.
ieies
gone Up commensiirat^ with the
Exchange Employees, CU., Elect
Continued tiom page s Gssaal general price level, which has natChicago.
urally secved to cut back- profits
Film Exchange Employees union cept the key city ftcst tuns book somewhat. Advantage In theatre opF-45 has elected Herjcnan"Cousten,.€>£ their Alms that way.
eration, howeveri is that when busithe ColumJ^ia exchange, as new
Reason, according to distribution ness recedes—as it did during 1947
Act RosenQial, Eagle-;
president
topp»s, is that the bigger pictures .'the principal cost involyed In opertaon, was voted vice-president;
arr&ngem«ita ating theatres—film rental—also reChris Chinn, Col., secretary-treas- sold via sliding scale
urer; James. Flaherty, sergeant-ot- dont pay the righ^ percentage of the' cedes, providing a' compensatory
To IfHuction proper!^, the ;faotor.
anns. Sam'Lamansky was re-elected gcoss.
business .a^nt New board mem- seale must be haseS on a^ theatre's
Another factor in improving the
bers are George Benson, Warner operating expenses. Thus, with ex- profit situation'^ of both circuit and
Bros.;
Al Klinenberg, 20th-Fox; penses £Oing up and grosses on the film companies in 1947, as against
Xiawreuce .X!oben, WB, and William downbeat, the distribs find the scale 1945, was the repeat ef the corporate
Ham, Paramount.
sliding downwards instead of up. As excess profits taxes, -effective Jan, 1,
Laurin H. Healy has been ap- a result, most of them are dropping' 1946.
pointed director of advertising and
converse situation to current
such deals wherever possible, bepublic relations for Encyclopaedi*
high amortization costs of films reBritannica Films here, succeeding lieving that they '11. earn more via
leased in. 1947 sent up pcofits 4h 1944,
Xack' Ct Cotfey, who is leaving to straight percentage deals.
form his own company.
As to reducing clearances, most 194S and less BO;in 1946. That was
Film Council of America' an- companies struck out on this: path that pix- made at* compartively smallebapters shortly after the British 75% tax er budgets were being distributed in
nounces that it now has
•'
in 24 cities.
was imposed' last August. Most of high income years anij amortization,
them have worked out their reducf of course, was less. In other words,
companies weJ* releasing .low cost
Pair Buy Frineess, Mpls.
tiOBS to meet individual situations.
Minneapolis,
I
Example is the so-called "Cleveland pix. in a risinig market instead, of
Frineess' theatre has been purhigh cost pix in a declining market,
plan" instituted by 20th-Fox sales,
^chased for $60,000 from the Samucl;,
as now.
H. Chute Co., by Robert Hazleton, chief Andy Vf Smith, Jr., which has
Feceign
Ted Mann circuit booker, and Mar- brought 11 former third run CleveMost striking factor ita a study of
vin Mann, brother of Ted Mann and land houses up to a level where they
now manager of one of the latter's now get their pictures day-and-date flhn income is the drastic drop of
neighborhood houses here. Theatre yith the 'theatre that formerly had- money from abroad ih the latter part
is a 900-seat neighborhood house be
an exclusive second run In the city.; of 1947. It. varies considerably from
ing operated by Boy Sccrest.
Plan has since been extended to' company to company, according to
At the expiration of the latter's Cincinnati, and, according to 20th how. ihany' hack'log pix each had in
lease next August the new owners
assistant sales
chief Willi^
C. England when the tax was imposed
will take over and operate it.
Gehring, is now being worked out in August, but it is becoming increasingly apparent among all stu*
tor other cities.
Shea Bcopens Aud., Newark, O.
dies.
sharp natural postwar deMall Order Selling
M. A. Shea Theatrical Enterprises
cline in British b.ols, plus the dryhas reopened its Auditorium theatre,
Mail order selling has represented
Newark, O. following extensive ren- the most radical attempt of several ing up of the product pools, is doing
it.
One major has suffered more
ovations.
oempanles to reduce distribution than.a 40% drop in British income,
Hoiue's. interior was flceproofed
costs. Through booktag their prod- whigh has served to cut its overall
-and a new balcony and marnuee
uct by mail, those companies em- foreigii take by about one-third.
built.
ploying the process have discovered few minor countries are running
their salesmen have to go out into ahead of last year, but the dollar
Haightrs Sweet Spot At Par
Loyal Haight named director of the field only once every two or shortage is- cutting off" remittances
the candy sales dept. ol Paramount three months. As a result, it's been from more and more nations.
Theatres Service Corp. He succeeds possible to trim drastically the field
What caused the upswing in doMax Schosberg who becomes con- sales staffs.
mestic boxofflce figures in Decemsultant and advisor to the candy
Leader- of this type of selling was ber isn't quite clear. It's believed
dept. which he founded some 20 the
Seiznlck Releasing Organisation^ .partially due to the. number of
years ago. Haight has been with the
which claimed to have booked '^uet iQiped admission pictures in release.
sweets division since 1040 when he
was brought over after serving as in 'the Sun" into several thousand, Some execs likewise- point to the
general purchasing agent for 'the theatres via mall. System has been high level of industrial employment
derided by other sales chiefs, how-^: currently, which they say can't help
Detroit Theatre Corp.
-ever, such as Metro's William F, but be reflected to theatre attendSchosberg will be feted at
testimonial luncheon tendered by Hodgers, who pointed Out that it's anceLeonard H. Goldenson, Par's' veepee necessary for salesmen to go out into
December of 1946, with which this
in charge 'Of theatres, Friday (.2). the field even if they don't
sell pic- present December is. compared, was
All Par's h.o. toppers will attend the tures,
so long as they maintain close still a month of top grosses for. most
luncheon.
and friendly relations wltti exhibitor companies, The AiiSt real slide in
customersi
theatre income causing great conPhllly indie Dlsttlbs Org.
' More Flats- '
cern among distribs was felt in
Philadelphia.
Six small indie distribs in Philly
Another method of reducing costs March and April.
have set up an organization- for was that of selling more
pictures via
,:"mutual protection and exchange of flat .rentals.
Through eliminating all
incorporation papers have
ideas.^'
been filed in Common Pleas Court percentage deals wherever possible,
by their attorney, Albert M. Cohen, the majors have found it passible to
asking okay to set up the Independr trim their checking expenses and
thus several companies have embarked on that policy irt recent

Number

42d

Week

Repr

exchange created when

churches, libraries, veterans organ*
izations, v^omen'a clubs and youth
groups are urged a^ members of the
council, tieaders' ot such community prgaiiaations serving "an educational and a social need" would
lie informed of "what, films are
available,^ .and how they might be
used to serve certain purposes,' according tb'the ATOI plan.
"H a sufficiently large and repre->

was transferred
Richard Brill

to Ballas.

the

Is

new

publicity

and exploitation man for Eagle IJon

,

in the district that includes the St,

.

Louis,

Des Moines and Omaha ex-

Theatre Enterprises, Inc., an aSffliate of the H. J. Griffith Realty Co.,
ChUlicothe, Mo., is erecting a new
-softrseater in ChilUcothe.
commuritty
tev Bernstein, owner oi the SUte
your
'gxovm
tentative
in
has
telt that tneji; had jsoipe voice in the and Southtown, Springfield, m.,
policy of' the theatre they certainly recovered from several weeks' ul-

...

should becqmeC understanding iof and ness.
...
Iver Hohngren is th* head of a
cooperative wtth the theatre jnan^
pew company in Ruthven, la., mmlproblems," it declares.
build a new motion pic-,
Citiag the powerful effect of in- ing plans to
to replace the New
stitutional trailers in areas where fure house,
280-seater. destroyed by
theatres were threatened with -taxes, Legion, a
censorship and' other measures,' it fire several months ago.
has purchased the
Bruhi
O.
A.
says: "But it alwayi^ seems that beTjOhrviUe, la,,
fore these methods fire firnpldyed the Royal, a 250-seater,
Laughlin. Bruh wiU
h Cruse is, already -.on fire^ and we from William
the U, S.
can't help but wonder if this isn't retain his poidtion with
in Des
another instance where the old Internal Revenue hisDejlt,
.wif* manager
adage would apply-^that. an. ounce Moines, la., while
of prevention is worth a pound «f the house.
has
sold the
Hanson
Mrs. Tesse
cure."' It .proposes the film council
la., t»
Nashua,
250-seater,
Nashua,
a
Idea, '%e. .adopted by commercial
theatre Owner^^'lig^that ounce -of Sidney Hale, Dalla^.
Frank Meyers and Daniel Peyton
prevention,"
f
have purchased the Strand, a 370seater, Mt. Vernon, Mo., from IMDra.
jr. c;0eSUT» 'fi>]nrMI
•Thelma Richardson. Mejrtrs :alse
St. Louis,
J< E. %]beSnvai resident "msnager owns and operates the Civic, a: S
Ffix Midwe£t's:^Orph9uin'«id tiie seater, Brookfteld, Mo.
The Royal, Sterling, 111., dark for
Ptazft in WucjAnt lU., iufd. three mem
.
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Noel Meadow
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POWER

Lizafaeth Scott

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Lizabeth

Sam BischoS borrowed
Scott

Edttorial Fcatare

in aext

week's

42d' Anniv<ir8ary

from Hal Wallis

with Dick
Picture

|:30A.

aa

on Loan

PoweU

to coxstar
in "Pitfall."

goes into work

of

on the

General Service lot Jan, 12 with
Andre de
8S director, '^tt"

f>^*'

Number

months.
Plan instituted by ZOth'S
Smith to sell not less than two and
not more than five films on percentage to the so-called "sub-subsequent
run" theatres fell flat when exhibs
refused to kick through with the rer
quired certified accounting of their
house operating expenses.
Now rounding the corner into 1948,
sales chiefs are uncertain as to what
further
changes
in
distribution
policies will be determined by events
during the coming year. Uppermost
in their minds is the anti-trust decree,
Supreme Court conceivably
can reinstate all the changes imposed
in the original decision, such as
auction selling, a quick death to setting admission prices, etc.
What
these changes will comprise remains
seen.

OCIAM FRONT * 40th t» 4hl
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tWalMrJacalw
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194,1
'

Thoi^ Fdh Fne

k lore AdvaiMxd Tbaa Yw TU'
lor getting into tetevisioa
aren't as nebulous and unceirtsin «s

plans

Staig Into

many people may tfaink, prexy Mgar
Kobak hinted this week. He pointed
to the fact that the

network joined

Ti^evision Broadcastecs Awsn.
and additionally disclosed
that the Mutual boa(d has video on
its agenda for a meeting to be held
Feb. 5 in Washington^ D. C.
Kobak indicated that the board
will take an overall look at th* television operations and blueprints ot
stoekholders and aSiUat«t with
an eye to elarifying.the web"* intui-

the

this tBsmSa,

MBS
tions

toward the

plans,"

V.

Sidney

member

Stadig,
staff

WBZ's engineering

DnMont Ops Fay,

ance

1940,

up

responsible for the coordination' between remotes, studio showa anil the
master control room and wUl also
supet;vise research on studio productions.

for

WABD.

week when

NBC

He'B "Uncle BUr* on the Tunny
Paper" Aow. * featured announcer
nigtat Bant Dance,
actor, a newscaster and works
the early momUw 'wake-up shift.
He's as rood as he Is versatile.

NBC's 3-City

.

on the Saturday

Round RoliR

,.

On^-a-Itey

last

free listings last summer when the
station took to tite local ether,
but got nowhere with it at that time.
Royal Kot a similar turndown on
his second try wltb the local papers
last Scfttember.
USsta, the Washington Oaay News (qtSrlced a new
circulation campaign in mid-Novem-

-

an

h

vtetmy

-

coor£naton

HE CAN COOK, tool

BILL JONES

.^bak

aniofher

th* Washington Post followed the
example vi tbe Dally News and be<
gan to carry free listings of programs available on Washington's
three operating stations. So far, the
Evening Star and the Washington
Times-Herald are stjll :holding out
tor a poUcy of selliAg tp^e for
video listings.

Jay Roycnr NBC!-WI)BW press
Both Fay and Blum were formerly director began the canipajign for

assistant

new medium and

TeieMRoll

Bha

Fat Fay and Robert Blum have
been njtmed Joint coordinaton In
ehavge ot control and production for
WABD (DuMont, N. Y.). They"U be

of

has been appointed television technical supervisor of WBZ-TV, expected to be first in the Hub with
video as of March L
Stadig has been iitstalling RCA
video equipment in the Westinghouse Station's Radio and Television
center, currently building in Brighttni, five miles out of town.

reported,
"and people may be suarprised to find
out how tar along we ere." As for
when Mutual might start pioiprammiug for tele, Kobak said, "When
the tieiteviiion network lines are in,
JitutuA will be in the picture."
Die "web's research department
television

MTde Post
Boston, Dec, 30.

possibly outlining genetal video
planning tor the immediat* future.
"We're already working on our

Video Ustings

Washington, Dec. 30.
D. C. television stations chalked

System's*-

Broadcasting

Mutual

%

Two of Foiv D.C lyies FmaBy Kkk

Kobak Says Miihiid's Tele Nelwiirk

kLZ.

ber by announcing free listings and
sending* this info. 'to addressees on

DENVER

the mailing list ct IhiMont tele staFirst three-city r^md robin show
ever aired on a televisfiin network tion WTTGr. As a result it is expected the other dailies will soon
will highli^t >few Year's Eve programming tonii^t (Wed.) for east follow suit Tha Star gives the progams on its «. .and o. station
coast viewers. Round robin is. to be
thi!!^ weidc turned up a list showing
WMAL-TV .but Identifies the list-^
for. channels during the past few
presented by NBC^ with ;pickaps
that while only ooe Mutual affiliate,
from limes Sq., N, Y., and shows ings as an advotiheaicait tip until
in Chicago,' now has a eom- days, and requests for -stations confrom Fiiiladelphia and Washington. last week, Lacy^ji Bsdio and Tclemeicial tele station on the air-'DDn tinuing to pow in at the remarkable
vliskin Stores '^ponsoied ihe listings
International New Year's Xye party
Lee's pioneer station in lios Angeles rate of one a day.
for all three taOmlM la tbe Washfroju tiie tbiited Nations clnb in
etiU operates on an experimental
ington Post
In addition, Televisicm BroadWasldiigUMl. «nft lOte. Ice FolUes'
I)era;dir—Mutual aSilia^ bold coH'
Stations' pitch to tbe local press
party In Hiilly will higtilight DustriiiEtion permits for t^ro stations casters Assn. has petitioned the Fedhits at opportwdiy to sell space to
Monfs programming, wtUle CBS television set manufacturers,
and bave; applications' peiidUng for eral Conununicitioiu Conunission to
and/or
plans to sign off after picking up the
eight oflieis. In addition, dualaSill- extend until April 1 the deadline
to l^t local i!poiuH«(b]p tor the listInternational News Service un- hockey game from Madison Sq. Garfitei; have CP's for. 2ii>vt .statioiu! and
ings as a last xcsort
when video outlets must stay on the veiled its television newsreel setup^den, N. Y.
en plication pendiBf for mt^'
Sale of sets In tbe n,
area
has
at
air for a minimum of 28 hours Monday (29). and it wasn't a tieup
NBCs show is slated to tee
"those listed:
already tapped tiie 5,500 mark and
BamSierget Bmadeasting weeUy^ FGC is expected to accede with Metro's News of the Bay. l6 8:4S luo. underjaHmsiKnldp of Ham- is cl imbing sapidly.. As a result,
d^s
fiennce Sot WOBt, ,N. IT., andT WOlC, to the request Vot ma>» than a year persistently rumored, but witli TtHt- ilton Watdt. Shorts cbiBew Irom WTTG stamped aei^Ung out weekly
news Prod'uctiona; lae., operators of Fhilly will btf'aired ftrst, ,witb Jer- program
'Wadungton, both- exp^tAeS, io> be on
xdiedules to its selected
the air withitt a year; WLW. Cin- it has been pushing bade, at. quar- the lar^t chain of newsreel the- sey Joe Walcott as featured guest mailing list- .Seems this service
cinnati, (dual affiUate}^ loz Cincy, terly intervals, the deadline, in order atres in the U. S. In the race among NBC wiU then return to the WNBT was
costing SoMbat anywlwte Irom
Columbus vtiA Dayton; "RGB; Albii- not to «vaburdea the new teleyisinn wire services, major film companies studios ill N. Y. for a variety show $100 to $175 a vedc and tbe station
and radio networks to get footholds titled "Through the Years with Song decided to cut out the expense.
fguerqu^ fdual).
stations- trying out: tiieir wing&
on the tele gravy train, the teamup andi Dance," to be 'produced "by
Amplications—Don Lee for li. A.
WNBW-NBC stiU SKids out weekWMAL-TV, last of the Washington of Teloiews, INS and its photo affili- Eddie SoboL Washington show from
and San S'ranciaco; Yankee etwork
ly schedules but is expected to call
will be aired next, followed
<or Bosiaa -an^ Baitford; yrHK, station* to commence- operating, an- ate, Internattonal News Photos, put
a halt to the practice by summer.
Cleveland; VKA't, Miami; WIP. nounced that, it begins local program- this conibo in tile field as tfae.flest to by a return to Philly for a remote
iPhiladelplua; KQVv Blttsburgb, and ming seven nights weekly commenc- offer a "complete television news pickup.
ing Jan. 1. This is « larger volume service"' ctmsisting of newsreels, still
WGAL, Ijoicaster, Pa. (d|]}al).
At. 10:15 p.m., NBC will cut over
affiliation with of programming than is being han- news photos 4md teletyped news.
to Times Sq. to show New Year's
/While tiieir
Mutual is no guarantee that the sta- dled by NBC and DuMont, whiiA
(Associated Press has a newsreel Eve celebrants. Web has installed a
tions would contract for the , web's operate the other two D. C. stations. under way; United Press bas a still camera atop the marquee of the
is now (be most powerful
Hotel Astor and another one in a
tele
programming,, the
network
(Continued on page 26) »
Times Sq. shop. window. NBC will
Would certainly h^ve an inside track tele statiim in Washington and wiU
sign off five minutes after midnight
witb Ihe seven stations operated or be one of the very few in the United
States to operate seven days a week.
plaiSiieil by Don Lee, Yankee, BamAftbr its regular program for the
The most recent televiaon applicawxi^ae. and WON; all of which are
evening^ DuMont win cut down to
New sdiedule lor tbe Bell Sys»
major sttMSdutUers. Only question tions: Station WOW. of Omala. has
Washington for the UN club party., tern's coaxial cable between N. Y.
mark at the moment is the Chicago bid for the No. IS channel there and
presenting interviews with foreign and Wasfaington-goes into ^leti, toTribune's
which, speculation is the first applicant from llebraska
ambassadors and top Army and Navy morrow (1), iriiich vUl make posCHKISTMAS
.GAKOL
A
go&ti mi^t tie up with a projected for video.. Empire Coil Co. has ap- With JTalin Carradine, Beraard brass through the facilities of its sible for tiie first time acn^thenewi3iapet>owned tele network.
plied' for its fifth licence—the most
Bnghes, Eva Marie Faint, S«mer WTTG until 12:05 a.m. Ice Follies board shows being canied on ft net*
anyone is permitted. It wants .chahr
-Alder, Sam Fertlg, Helen Sten- party from Philly, to be aired by work basis;
nel No. 13 in the "BuSalo-Niagara
borg, ioBsAaa Maclowe, otbers
WFOr-O^.-vria be cuiln from 12:20
'Where the cable was previously
Falls area. Sti^pmi^^-C^rlson. op&e- Prodacer-dircetor: lames L. -Gaddi- until closing.
assigned to each of the t^ree N. Y.

Waidungton, Dec. 30.
Television contiinnes on the upbeat,
with four inore applicants applying

WGN

TiePiilsCooibo

First in Field

C

>

:

•

•

'

WNBW

'

.

AM

Acros»fiowdIfet

WMAL

'

Swws Mbw

Set

WGN

'

(ElfewYorkTo

WHAM; at tloche^«Si san
Frank Banefia
N. Y., has applied for, the No. 6 chan- TeidL direedir:
ating Station

Sets:

n

nel there.

Buiy Lacek

Mhu.; nars. (85), S p.m.
applied KAISeq^FSAZEK
for one of the three channels in that
DuMont, M. Y.
city. This makes five applicants, and
There have been many dramatic
the dommission ha? ordered hear- versions
of
this
Didcens' work

WWSW, of Pittsbui^h, has

WABD—

Chicago, Dec. 30.
ings.
In additioB to Uie Amer. Telephone
& Telegraph ctf-ax cable for tele between Chicago and New York, the
two -cities also will be linked by a Teie Preems in South
tni<^W^;ire %elay systan, aceording
to Olbiois Bell Telephone engineers
Sugar
hetf.
The telay system, blueprinfec} lor completion late in 1949
Gets
Private
or early ii» 1950. Will, consist of
about
repeater statiiMis at 30-mile
Television makes its initial bow in

Bowl Game

As

a

Airu^

^

intervals.

^
tiie South this week with 'a demonnUnois Bell plans to erect a 250
stration revolving about coverage of
fbot,aBtemia tower on the roof of its.
the Sugar Bowl foot^iaU game tosew IfiO-foot IxnliiUng lieaiiog
.

com-

this

JWFtQniAssipBHt

OifiaftPMb^ilMir

PuhUeUy

ThM

memoriMd

their lines, oversee the
comfrioction of the sets and props,
tiie recorded bridge music
and

pick

Jhandle the rehearsals.

—

DalU* Construction permits have
been granted by the FCC for television stations to the KHLD Radio
CS)rp. for KBLD-TV and Lacy-Potter

Under the new arrangement otte
producer will be working on the
program of two weeks hence while Television Broadcasting Co., for
KBTV. Hearings are in progress <m
(Continued on page 20)
Interstate Theatre CiiMniit.

In the

-

42d Annivenmry jVimiW of
OttlSMNk

phia and" Baltimore now has various
times assigned to it eadi day. Tlfds
(DuMont) has the &15 to

WABD

Greater Social, £conoinie

pm. slot Uondays through Fri"
days, for transnitting its Small Fry
Club" show from JS* It. to WTTG in
Washington.
Civing each station various' times
«ach day^ means the Bell System for

Come

enactment regis-*,
Force in Year to
tered as being of the stiff and tormal
Television «nll have such a strong
group. Formal? WeU, with a tinge
of the classroom recitation. It put impact 'as a major economic and sothe playing in a slow key from which cial force in 1948 that "it will make
this new year one of the greatest in
there was no rescue.
For current television it was an the history of radio as a science, an
ambitious production effort com- art and an industry," according to
prising 12 sets and 22 people. Most David R. Sarnoffy RCA prexy and
of the sets were either small back- board chairman.
drops or flat pieces. Hie camera
In a year-end statement this week,
work was generally good despite the
transition from scene to scene being Sarnoff declared that tele in the
occasionally hesitant But it is quite U. S. leads tii# wwld in every phase
evident that tele studio lighting, of its. devi^lopment As factors becamera and makeup men are due for hind the optimistic outiook for 1948,
a conference. Particularly does this he dted tiie steadily- incneasang
hold as regards the wigs of the men number of stations throughout the

amongst which

bete.
BeU^ -sysf^ win morrow (1) in New Orleans. Demhave setretsd channels for east and onstration is being produced joUitiy and the transformations
worn by the
west tele circuits and also aerve for by WDSU, ABC outlet io that city, women. The cameras get so close
the ABC web and RCA.
radio-ttilephone conimonications.
that these hair dressings are detractPromotion campaign teed off Mon- ing from much of
the illusion.
day (29) with the airing of a 'boxIn
{(laying
the
well
known
ing match. Basketball game was "Scrooge" John C^arradine gave a
broadcast yesterday (Tu^ddy) and performance of a gsumpy om man
the Alabama-Tesas £ame in the minus any particular highlights. The
Sugar Bowl is to be aired tomorrow. script made little of "Tiny Tim" and
Events will be viewed by 520 i>eople
(Continued on page 28)
on IS EC A receivers in private
On the theory that it takes a full rooms of the Hotel Montelone, with
two weeks to produce an hour's individual .tickets being sold for
Sydney H. Eigea
television drama efficiently, J. Wal- each. Demonstriition is to be nonter Thompson has assigned a second profit^ witii the money going to deman, Stanley Quinn, from its staff, ttsay ^ part of tine expenses.
Special ciew frmn RC!A's plant in
to alternate .wifli Harry Herrmann
*'Radio
in puttnig on tiie "Kraft Television C^den, N. J., will handle the
broadcast^ wliich will, be carried, on
Theatre" (WNBT).
Needs
a closed line transmission. Films of
'rbe agency has found
th^t tour
'New Look* Too*'
the three events will be lensed by
working days are not enough for
a
director to get a praperty cleared, ABC under the supervision of tele
make sure that the actors, who have director Paul B. Mowiey and aired
Other ptogiams in the interim, have on the east coast netw<ri:lc,
pletion.'

Stations -two -day* weeUy, each station-in N, Y., Wadiington, Philadel-

Samoff Sees Tele As

,

i

:

•

'

first "time ifrill be able to complete a bot switch. Cable, for example, may be used by one network
until 729:30 on a. certain day and
tiien cut.over to another network tor
a show beginning at 7:30. Schedule
is cut into various time segments,
with IS minntw non^ the shmtest for

the

Sidie^e will
indivldnalF
on the same basis week after
week but each station will still have

an

repeat

to place its order with Amer. Telecountry; a vastiy enlarged audience; phone
Telegraph some -48-72 hours
establishment of networks via cable in advance so that in case of' a proand radio relay facilities; general gram switch, the cable can be made
improvement of progiams inoKeased available to another .station.
advertising sujQport and vigorous
down the
Since .t&e FOC
-competiti«Ht.
projected rate schedule for use of
Trogressive radio m^h
sdai- the cable last ;q>rnig, various nettists, industrialists and broadcastecs wotics will sWl liave gratis use of
alike," Samoff said, "now Oiink in the facilities. AT&T spokesmen determs of sound-and-sight; they plan clared that plans fora liew rate card
in §ou&d-and-«ight Television cluurts are now under coosideiation and
their future—it will be tiie dominant wUl be forwarded to tite FOC upon
factor in the radio of tomomm." He completion.
stressed tiie ^art tele wiU play in
tiie forflic^ing political etedions,
declaring ttiat "television is likely
to do more to revolutionize politics
than saimd broadcasting did."
Sarnoff predicted tiiat the video
industry within a year will approach
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
tiie status of a |500,000,000-a-year
CBS looks to be the only national
indiistry,
measured in consnnca' outfit not interested in covering the
prices, and tbat it would "grow in Toumamcnt of Roses «n tilm for
size with the yeais.* Fnr
Too
first its eaitem video operatkm.
two years of commenaai television much trouble appears to be the
—1947 and 19»-"!t is estimated thinking, according to sources here
that the American public will spend who state that thou^ the net was
approximately four times as much initially int«»rted in getting some
for television receivers as it did for indie producing outfit to lense it
broadcast receivers dbring the first it later pulled out NBC's exclusion
two years of sound broadcasting— of others from game and unions,
1921 and 1922," he said.
are leasonsi

&

tun^

—

CBS UNSNTERESIED

DIROi£ BOWL GAME

^

-

'

%h

1947

,

'
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'GET TOUGH'

CODE MOVE IN '48
P(^-Sbp^
mm
TO SEEK CBS Realpii^

(Fr*ak Vwrlstjr'a Vtles)

Exec Staf; Creates

Vabmiit's own national poll; coBducted through its correspondents,
sliows Eddie Cwtor the No. t air fovorite. The next nine in order
Andy, Bums and Allen, Guy Lomar* Ed Wynn, J«dk Pearl, Anioj
bardo, Jack Beoiqr, Rudy Vallee, Ben Bemie. Chesterfield show (Ruth
Ettin^, Boswell Sisters, Arthur Tracy), and Kate Smith.

V

By GEOBCE BOSBN
As

Canada Dry Cancels Its program on CBS as a result ot a performerwriter 8«bat)>ble iavolyiag,- Jack Benny, Phfl Silvers, Ban? W. Conn
"and the late.DinFC nreednum.""

Lord

tt

Thomas

Its

own "The Young

still

"code-less"

Such Tuning!

industry

NAB

'

aicency seeks to allay criticism re kid programs

being "unwliiilfjpQmely exciting" by hiring a team of, young mothers
to write

a

moves into 1948, influential broadcoming months
casters
the
in
will go to work on the
to force action for a code "with

Forty-Niners."

CBS bans its persomud from booking web talent for beuafits In
•
which the former are personally interested.

NBC agrees to pay WLW, Cincinnati, card rate on network shows,
thereby establishing an exception and a precedent.
Chevrolet picks up option on Al Jolson at $5,000 net a program.

Texaco ftrngs m Gosber on ABC But

guts."

of the more
prominent stations in the country
are behind the "get-tough-in-1948"
inmovement to pressure the
to giving ttie industry a code that
will be a more reasonable approximation of the one that wasi projected
at the Atlantic C!ity convention last
September, lliese station operators feel they've been sold down
the river by the smaller stations.
They object strenuously to the watered-down code that the indepen-

At

least

a

dozen

NAB

dent stations succeeded in "selling"
to the NAB.
Just^ how these influential broadcasters will go about their attempt
to reshape NAB thinking on the
code is something that, from all in-

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
"I'm a man with a sense of
dramatic Values;'' beamed Wil*
liam N. Robson^ C8S director, as
his second son was born on
Christmas day. And if Bob Hipley is short a panel this should
His first son, now
clinch it.
three,

mas

was

also

bom on

(Christ-

day.

Upton Gose To
B'cast

Again

Via Mexico

:

Can't Civ CBS Well;
Hollywood, Dec.

Texaco will

start

teein' double^

McRae for Martin

dications, hasn't been crystallized as
yet. They know, however, that they

30.

oB the new year

And

hearing double.

Therell be two Tmaco .Star Theatres on the networks, for 13 weeks
Eager to move out of its
at' least.
Sunday night spot on CBS because
of the show's low rating, hungry
eyes looked ABC's way when the
Henry Morgan time following Bing
Crosby opened up.
So Texaco
grabbed it and starting tomorrow
(Wed.) Tony Martin, AlSn Young
and Svelyn Knight switch over.
But there" was something Texaco
,

'

and Kudnei;: agency's Myron Kirk
failed to reckon vdtii in inoving the
C^lunibia was quick to remind themi however, that there was
a little matter of time, 13 weeks of
still
it,
remaining on the chain's
show.

Rexall Sets

he signed up Gordon
newest threat to the
crooner crop,, and then decided to
Siphon oil Evelyn Knight and Victor
Young's muiiic from the 'other
Texaco pump. Producer Ed Cashman will work both shows.
After the 13 weeks on CBS have

tiiatus

30.

directed as well.

type

airing.

Martin's

with

status

is a trifle shaky due to his
inability as star of the show to attain a respectable rating for the

weekly outlay.
Evelyn
Knight is well Uked by the Texaco
crowd and stays, come what may.Alan Young and Victor Young are
also on the ^afe side.

to Franco:

of

dustry

ForVeepees
Washington; Dec.

30.

Any member of the FCC bench
who leaves the government to become: anything less than a vicepresident in private industry will
probably lose caste from this time
'

on.

Close is moving his oCBces from
to Washington, where
he'll transcribe the programs and
ship them to Mexico. Similar stunt
is currently being: used by a number
of Fundamentalist ministers' and
others, including. Gerald Winrod,
who are persona non grata on U. S.

Hollywood

Carlos Franco, chief timebuyer of

Springboard

:

got

himself

a

"where've you been?" inreaction

last

week

to

.

radio.

his

Close says he's going after U. S.
broadcasting-by-the-ciock proposal, listeners via Mexico because he can
submitted by letter to CBS prexy spiel freely, that he doesn't have to
Frank Stanton.
General reaction worry about political snipers^ sponwas that the idea's l>een kicking sor boyeotts and attacks, etc.
around for years^
Mex stations frequently succeed in
It was chiefly around ABC that drowning out U. S. stations in parts
Franco's plan aroused a chorus of of the midwest and south.
wonderment. "If Franco will take
his eyes off G!BS for Ave minutes,"
cracked sales veepee Fred Thrower,
'2d Barton's'
Sciipter
"he'll see broadcasting-by-the-clock
An effort to bolster the sagging
is already here.
We've been doing Hooper of "The Second Mrs. BurPointing out ton," which is running next to last
it for over a year."
that the Crosby Show, "Mayor of the ratingwise in CBS' soaper sweeps,
Town," "Vox Pop," Abbott & Costel- resulted this week in signing of
lo, and now the Tony Martin Show,
Friscilla Kent as scripter. She reare all aired over ABC on this basis, places Martha Alexander^ who'd had.

White's post as one of the key men
in network operations Is not being
Sam Dean, assistant to White
in his post as treasurer, moves into
the treasury position, but without
designation of veepee.
filled.

At the same time, prexy Frank
Stanton is creating a new post at the
network, that of Network Operawith the new appointee to the
post to handle buildings, technical
matters, etc., heretofore handled by
White and other topflight execss
In addition<to filling the twofold
finance and operations void created
by. White's switchover to Columbia.
RecordSi the network is moving one;
ot its vice-presidents up to the 20th
floor to assume a key policy role,
along with Stanton and Joe Ream,
Best guess is that Howard K. Meighan will get the nod.
White will continue as a director

tions,

of CBS, as will Wallerstein, who
steps into the post of chairman of

the board of Columbia Records.
Designation of White for the new
Job stems, among other things, from

;

tion.

Meanwhile, there's speculation aS'
whether Mefford- Runyon, exec
veepee of Coliimbia Rercords, will

to

remain with the organization, in
view of- the fact that CBS bypassed

him

in designating a new president.
Before the war Runyon was No. 3
in the CBS picture, with only
S. Paley and Ed Ktauber a<

man

William

his superiors.

:

,

CBS Wants Chmk
Of ABC Crime And

Sd

With CBS moving "Suspense" (as
a sustainer) into the Saturday 8 to
8:55 p.m. stretch, ABC's unbroken
lineup of wime shows for that night
gets its first challenge from the angle
of audience bidding.
The sudden
assignment of "Suspense" to the spot
represents a drastic switch in CBS''
Thrower issued "An open invitation" the chore for several months. Earlier program thinking for
that night.
to Franco to take immediate ad- John Young penned the serial.
It had been Cwlumbia's idea for
vantage of this system of broadGeneral Foods bankrolls "Mrs. the past several months to plant a
Burton" via Young '& Rubicam.
(Continued on page 26)
variety show ia that span, thereby
maintaining an unbroken- sequence
of that strips through the Joan Davis
and Vaughn Monroe shows up to 10
p.nj. CBS figured that to give competition to. "Life of Riley" and
"Truth or Consequence" (8 to 8) on

NBC

$14,000

If MacRae diets and Martin's rating fails to take a sharp rise the predictions will pay off.

functions.

powerful Mex stations, XERB, XEG his particular know-hpw as a labor
and XERF, claiming that the total negotiator, with the feeling that, at
wattage is so powerful that it can PetriUo-time, he would be the ideal
man to head up the recording operablanket A good part of the U. S.

mereYa'Beenr
load

Pattern was set several years ago
it is speculative
Wh^t happens to Tony Martin. He's when Commander T. A. M. Craven
safe untu March 21, but what hap- left FCC to become vice-prez of the
pens after that is contingent on how COwles Broadcasting Co. Former
well MacRae does over on CQS. FCC Chairman Charles R. Denny,
There is a growing feeling that event- Jr. dittoed the procedure by getting
(Continued on page 28)
ually Martin will be replaced by
MacRae as it is doubtful that Texaco
will keep two shows of the same

Texaco

ABC

Young & Rubicam,

FCC Becomes

.

been worked out

(Continued on page 24)

show has

while Jimmy Durante vacations.
Also held over is True Boardman,
who not only wrote the Dan Carson
drugstore series last summer, but

First off

i.

summer

.

That cued Kirk to get going, and

MacBae,

first

already been pacted.
Rexall isn't
taking any chances on Pat O'Brien
being grabbed up and he's been
ticketed for the hot weather ride

boolis and that Texaco would be
billed for it regardless of whether
there was a show in the .spot or not.
iast;

Summer Show

Hollywood, Sec.

The

represent a force and a great voice
in the industry. Their annual contributions to the NAB coffers, they

Upton Close, who's "been having
trouble getting network time in' this
country (most of the webs won't
touch him any more, even under
sponsorship), is going to try to reach
V. S. audiences by way of Mexico.
He has revealed to his newsletter
subscribers that he's inaugurating a
new series of programs on three

New

With the moveover of Frank K.
White, veepee and treasurer of CBS,
to the presidency of Columbia Rec*
ords> as successor to Edward Waller*
stein, the network is efllecting a reshuffle of 20th floor top ej^ecutive

42nd Anniversary Number

it

would have

to pose

some

potent comedy names, and rather
it. variety or novelty with
less than top magnets
the web

than.make

elected to rely on

a crime show to

which it could attach an upper
bracket personality,, namely, Robert
Montgomery.

OF

HEAITER DRESSED UP
IN A NEW FORMAT

HmyMoi^an's

Chicago, Dec. 30.

Mutual Benefit of Omaha dims
out "A Brighter Tomorrow" for "Be'hind the Front Page," starting Jan.
11.
New show, retaining Gabrid-

Asldng Price: lOG
For

hire:

_ Contrary

Morgan and Paar.
to earlier plans, neither

Henry Morgan nor Jack Paar is gouig to go sustaining
on ABC. Morgan, who did his swansong for Eversharp last Wednesday (24), is a free
agent now, doesn't want a sustainer
spot on ABC— which has just sold his
time to Texaco for Tony Martjn—
and is dickering with CBS.
His
asking price
Paar, who

is

an asking price

;

OUT NEXT WEEK

'

$10,000.

was expected

Morgan's spot
mediately sold,

Heatter and the same Sabbath slot
on the full Mutual web, will dramahuman interest stories and odd
news items, with Heatter in the role
of an editor.
Ruthrauff k Ryan, Chicago, L<; the
agency, Stanza was renewed for the
fifth consecutive year simultaneous
with the switch in format:

tize

if

it

to

wasn't

is
available
of $7,500.

get

imfor

At last report, there Wasn't a
oaiikroller in sight for either of the
comics, for aU the critical notices
and press play they
got

this

past

JANUARY

7

COL. PIX POST-SKEITON SPOTS
Columbia Pictures is lining up
chainbreaks following' the Red .Skelton show on NBC affiliates for a
campaign that will run in February,
March and April, depending on the
local release date of the film ia*
volved, "The Fuller Brush Man."
Weiss & Geller is the «|^ik]v

.

WtJiiftiday,

RADIO

20

jHiituaTs Nighttmie Study

GF PLANS REVAMP
OF NETWORK SHOWS

May

chance
about

There's a
Just forget
"listenability"

nighttime

and shelve

Feathers

web released its daytime coverage maps several months
Bvejf since the.

ago, touching oft » rofind of counterclaims' by "the other nets; MBS engineers have been busy drafting
nighttime "listepability" m^s. But
the coverage s^ory they tell as they
now shape up is so far short of most
other coverage claims, not just for
Mutual but for all the webs, that
the netis toppers are seriously
Questioning the advisability of unveiling the findings at all.
•

Mutual is said to have plunked
the vicinity of $180,000 into the
engineering measurements over a
period of the last two years and isn't

lii

and the reassignment of products to
its shows already on the air.
Nothing, however, will b^ done
until Pat Weaver, v.p. in charge of

May Fly

A certain radio announcer in
these parts may get his pretty
neck wrung if he doesn't get

Young & Hubicam's radio department returns from the Coast where
he winged yesterday (Tuesday) for
a two-week stay with the debuting
Danny Thomas stanza.
,

.

dqMyn off his high perch and attend to business. Have press no-

FCC Geb

had a gander at the nearly completed maps that they aren't going to

make anybody

How

the'

itt

radio very happy..

nighttime

maps show

staff of

KUF here.

(WQQW)

in

NBC.)
iHow the

,

MBS

engineers overcame

After almost a year on the

'

.

Surmal Slamush
local station

Ouija

'Washington, Bee. 30.

New

Washington, Dec.

To

Set

WEGO s

lue Book Baby

Mutiial's "listenataility," or potential

audience, compared with the other
networks', isn't being peeped, H?s a
cinch, of course, that the areas are
not as similar in size as those shown
,on the .daytime study, which presented Mutual a*-having practically
as much ^'listenability" as any other
(Including its dual affiliates,
net.
MBS was shown' to have more
"listenability" tbiwi any 5»eb except

Division of the State Dept. for the past five years, last week resigned
that post with a mild blast at Congress' failure to appropriate sufficient
funds for an effective ''Voice of America'' schedule. He was also reported to be weighing several job- offers in: private industry, at a salary
well over the one set .by Congress on hi$ present posi^n. Marshall
promptly named <:harles W. Thayer, a7-ye«r-old career foreign service
official and West Point graduate, as acting chief, succeeding Fry,. Fry
was formerly with NBC and is e3Q)ected to return to commercial

Crystal-Ball

find himself only a bird in a
gilded cage.
He's the talking parrot on the

anxious to throw away 50% of thefindings, represented by the nighttime study. At the same time, however, it'^ a certainty to those who've

30.

Tb« Federal Communications Commission last week turned its attention away from horseracing showi^,
lotteries and evangelists with a gift
for soliciting bags of gold over the
airwaves and decided to take a long
look at the lortune-telling and asstints aired over station,
Concord, N. C.
Breaking a 10-year silence on the

broadcasting.
It is believed that Secretary Marshall will momentarily fill both
Fry's and Benton's jobs, particularly since he intends to ask Congress
next month for a $1,5001000 deficiency appropriation for overseas info
activities.
The department also intends to seek a 1948-49 budget of
approximately $40,p|00,000 for its overseas programr according to re*
ports here.
Arguments being advanced in favor of Allen's appointment to succeed Benton include his longtime experience as a State Dept. career
-officer abroad and the fact that lie has watched Soviet propagahdla at
fir£t hand from his present post in Teheran.
.

.

Ms 'hclnde Me

to

Ont'

air,

BbwtoN.Y.IhiilyNew^inFMBid

so-called "Blue question of "public Interest" aspects
go through hear-

of such programs, the Commission
ing here Jan. 28 to defend its right
called for a' public hearing on theto the 570 kc wavelength. It is just
and served
renewal license of
another headache for the: daytime
notice it would inquire "whether
'^fine music'' station whieh.had a;
consisting of fortune-tellprograms
"for sale" sigh out after its,, first six
ing or astrological readings by, their
months of. operation but is now
mislead
keeping its head well above water. nature tend to deceive or
in any other reHearing will air the case of the' the public, or are
Foundation
of
Washington; spect contrary to the public interCo.

Wnsihiugton, Dec. 30.

-

WEGO

.

Mindful of the furore kicked up
over former FCC Chairman Charles
R. Denny's voting on contested
cases in his final days with the gov-,
ernment. Commissioner E. K. Jett
took time out last Friday (26) to as-

New Topper

WEGO

Biggest laugh to date. on the
"Can You Top This" radio show
came last Wednesday (24) night
when Harry Hershfield tried to
punch across a gag finish and
dropped his upper, plate;
When the dentures i)opped
out Joe Laurie, Jr., suggested
giving Hershfield a rivet for
Christmas—to hold his teeth in.
Hershfield then removed the
plate again, declaring "I wonder

sure reporters he would attend no
meeting, cast no votes and spend all
his time between 'tiien and Jan.. 1
packing up to leave for his new job
with the Baltimore Sun radio sta-

,

how

it

'

Ironically, Jett's departure from
is bad news for the New York
Daily News which first raised the is;
sue of Denny's participation in the
New York FM cases. Jett, with
Rosel Hyde, cast the only two votes
in favor of the News' PM bid this
time will not be on hand to hear the

FCC-

doubds with them out."

.

Expect Congress

WEGO

WQQW

WEGO

.

WQQW

'

'

BURTS BOWS OFF CLEVE.

P M's Wslfigyights'

AIR WITH 80G BUDGET

Dwnneiitary

,

New

.

f

UNDE

.

CARRY, SKETON SUB

.

Leonard M. Gander

The Top BBC Radio
Programs

'

.

Peggy Mann Due Back

Peggy Mann, who went to Europe
Salt
lake
City ^Intermountain for six weeks and has stayed six
Network has inked a contract with months, is due back in New "ifork
Trailways
after
taking ill in Paris, whence she
Burlington
for five-minute
across-the-boarders featiuing news, went after summering in an Engroad conditions and weather. Eleven lish university.
Utah, Montana, and Wyoming stft"
She's a freelance script writer,
tions will 'be use4>
toruierly with CBS.

a

feofiir* fa

—

ToPlayAloi^On

42nd Anniversary ISumber

reargument of
skedded for Jan,

the News'

case,

12.

Situation on the News' bid is now
thrice
complicated.
Commissioner
Robert F, Jones, who did not participate in the first vote, will now
become eligible to do so if he is on
deck for the Jan. 12 argument. It is
Washington, Dec. 30.
believed he may favor the News. At
Despite rumblings to the contrary
the same: time, both neophyte memfrom the
side of the aisle, bers—
\\^ayne Coy and George SterCongress is expected to approve ling—will also be eligible to
vote on
President Truman's two latest ap- the News application if
they sit in
pointments to the rapidly^changing on the Jan. 12 argument. Their votes
FCC bench. This, at any rate, is the may mean gain or loss of the News'
reaction at the offices of the Sen- bid. It was speculated that Commisate Interstate Commerce Commit- sioners Clifford J. Durr and Paul A^
tee which recommends action on Walker will continue to vote against
FCC appointments to -the upper the News.

FCC Appointees
:

GOP

House.

Moving' swiftly last week, the
White House named Wayne Coy to
the FCC Chairmanship and nominated chief engineer George Sterling to succeed Ewell K.^Jett on the
FCC bench. Both were interim appointments,
made, according to
President Truman, to provide the
Commission with a full slate in the
work-rushed days ahead.
Actually, had the appointments
not been made in this fashion, the
C' imission would have been left
with a bare four-man bench for the

However, situation gete even more
complicated.--- but somewhat more
cheering for the
because

News—

Commissioner Edward Webster, who
voted against the newspaper—leaves
next week to attend the safety radio
conferences in London.
All of which means the New York
Daily News' lawyers will be making
case Jan. 12 before an entirely new
slate of Commissioners.
Similar situation shapes up for the
oral argument on the fate of dear
channel broadcasting service, due
Jan. 19. It is considered unlikely

next several months. (In addition that Coy will participate in this
to the resignations of former Chair- highly technical decision, although
man Charles R. Denny, Jr., and of former chief engineer George SterJett,
Commissioner
Edward M. ling may feel less reluctance to cast.Webster takes off this week for sev- a vote. Thorough reshuffling of the
eral weeks' tour at the radio safety F(!!C bench in recent months, is considered conclusive that Commission
conferences in London.)
Coy took his oath of office at the will recommend few changes in the
present dear-channel setup. Web(Continued on page 22)
ster will be out of the country and
(except for Sterling) there will be
no commissioner with a technical
Plots 15-Minute
or engineering background to -guide
thinking of .the 'other members of the
Airer for Elsa Maxwell FCC bench in ibis highly important
Elsa Maxwell has cut an audition proceeding.

WNBC

Ben Grauer-for a pos15-minute weekly spot on
N. Y. The party-giver and
columnist has given the NBC flag-

platter with
sible

WNBC,

ship's programmers quite an incentive to give the stanza an airing. It's

said she has "guaranteed" to produce
the Duchess of Windsor asi the first
guest.

Miss Maxwell's
fofthcomiHg

'

tions.

'

SCHNOZ

on Volii$

WEGO,

WQQW,

Book Baby," has

.

trology

problems as skywave in -Calculating nighttime coverage also
hasn't yet been tojd. At the time the
web easeled its daytime findings,
est.".
other nets' engineers questioned that which has questioned the qualificaCommission said it: was ordering
Mutual could arrive at any plausible tions of some of WQQW's 204 stock- the hearing in response to letters
results in applying the ^'listenability'* holders and demanded the 580 kc
and
inquiries received from
technique to nighttime coverage. At slot. (Since the two channels are
listeners.
It pointed to one comthe same, time, E, P, H. (Jimmy) a bare kilocycles apart, the Founda- munication which included 8 newsJ^mes, Mutual's research veepee, tion Co. is in effect bidding for paper clipping annoimcing that asadmitted "skywave and other prob^ WQQW's channel).
trologer "El Har^" would be heard
,lems" had not lieen worked out,
Commission last week okayed a daily at 9:30 a.m. effective Oct. 21.
but he claimed confidence that they request from Foundation to push
Other issues in the FCC order hit
back the hearing date to Jan. 28, ai the amount of time devoted to
would be.
It's recalled that, when James and but rejected dissenting vote from
such stints and also the proportion
Jones.
Mutual piexy Edgar Kobak ran off Commissioner Robert F.
for thC' airof time used 'by
daytime "listenability" pre- Jones wanted, the Commission to set ing of "important public issues."
tfeeir
sentation for toppers of rival webs, aside consent given Nov. 28, ,1947, Commission hearing order concluded
to ihcorporate as a Delasome of the latter protested that for
with significant: statement that It
the claims were "too conservative." ware corporation rather than locally. wanted to know the policy of
In view of that reaction to the day- Station counsel said the shift was .''for the future" with, respect to its
time' study, Mutualites know they'll under consideration for "tax pur- fortune-telling .programs.touch off a real explosion, with a poses."
Last time the FCC tabbed a license
new chain reaction of counterHistory of the fight between renewal for hearing on this count
claims, it the nighttime story comes
and Foundation Co., whose was in 1938' when hearing .was orto light.
principal is Lawrence Heller, former dered on renewal of KFBI, then
The nighttime maps are expected owner of WINX, is' an unusual story. operating at Abilene, Kan. The year
to be completed within the next Foundation Co. applied for WQQW's before, Convnission held another
The decision on frequency exactly 19 days after the license renewal proceeding
several "weeks.
on bid of
•whether to incorporate them into latter station was authorized.- Com- station KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., which
Mutual'S promotion, or to quietly mission refused to okay the Foun- had been airing soothsayers and fori
pigeon-hole them, will be forth- dation request to set aside WQQW's tune-telling stanzas.
coming shortly.
grant and proceeded to dismiss' its
application for a Washington station on 580 kc. 'At the time, the
Foundation C6< made vague references to the politics of some of
WQQW's stockholders, including
se Clark Foreman, president, who als©
Cleveland, Dec. 30.
Now comes ABC with ah air ver- heads the Southern Conference for
Burt's Inc., one of the largest pursion-^said to be the first—of the Human Welfare.
When the FCC dismissed its peti- chasers of time in radio here, is golong - established newspaper and
newsreel habit of. reprising the tion, Foundation Co^ promptly ap- ing off the air at the turn of the
year's highlights. Network is prep- pealed to the courts. The Commis- year. At
one time, the department
piiig an hour-long aire* lor 10 p.m, sion admitted to its own chagrin tliat
store utilized as much as 40 hours a
year's Day to spotlight^ mainly the Communications Act requires a
through recorded flashbacks, the hearing before a request for stalion week, although currently it is sponfacilities
may be denied and made soring a two-hour Sunday show and
memorable events of the past 12
Title:
"It Happened in 'WQQW a party to a hearing on a
months.
midday cross-the-board period
Foundation's
application.
Hearing over WHK. Total annual
1947."
expendiJob of tailoring "the high spots of was originally scheduled for Dec. 23. ture is believed around $80,000.
the high spots" into a documentary
Burts' owners, Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
review is being handled by Michael
Klivans, appeared on their programs
Boshkind, manager of special events,
as commentators giving merchandisKNIFE;
under the direction of Tom Velotta,
ing hints.
.
nfews and special events director.
Retirement comes after 11 years in
Vince Dempsey^is scripting the narradio. There are reports that, when
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
rative.the store remodels, they'll be back
With Jimmy Durante taken to the with a television tdiiow.
Some of the events will be reprised in dramatic form, others via hospital yesterday
for
(30)
an
playbacks of selected segments from emergency operation, he'll be out of
airers by virtualljr all of the web's two broadcasts, with his ex-Rexall
news correspondents* commentators partner, Garry Moore, taking over
and sportscasters.' These will: in< the first of the brace of programs,
elude, for instance, clips from Wal along with, Red Skelton.
approitet
ter 'Winchell's attacks on Andrei
Second 'sho\v will have Van JohnVishinsky and Bill Corum's report son, with ano'ther name, yet to be
of the Louis-Walcott fight, as well set. Just what happens to the pro«s .on'<the-spot'pickups such as How- posed Rexall Show's March of Dimjes
ard Hughes' Congressional testi' tour remains to ))e determined, demony. Even the year's song hits pending on the Schnoz's condition.
* * •
'Will be saluted in a medley by an
orch.
jjuclit

prexy Frank Stanton and Columbia Board chairman William S. Paley
were both ifecommended by Benton in a lengthy list of potential suo«
cessors he left with- Marshall last August.
Meanwhile Kenneth Fry, director of the International Broadcasting

.

.

tices that this fine-feathered fel-

low got seem to have' gone to his
head and he balks at getting up
in time to announce the call letters on station breaks. Unless he
mends his ways, a recording will
be made of his voice and he'll

30.

of George V> Allen, 44-ycar-old ambassador to Iran, is creep.
Ing into the news here as a possible iiuccessor to WUliitm Benton, at
Assistant Secretary of (State in charge of Public Affairs—including the
"'Voice of America" and other government Information activities
Decision is not expected until Sec, of State George (3.
abroad.
Marshall returns from his holiday nt Pinetaurst. The. post has been
offered to several public flguies, most of whom feel the salary is tod
small and tbe polt too precarious to be attractive. Names of CB9

picture, which includes the
acquisition of a new show for Jell-O

Dallas, Dec. 30.

industicy.

Wathington. Dec.

'

Name

program

may*'

Mutual
its

findings

them, for the good of the

Alki to Succeed Betton?

General Foods is considering a
genetal revamping of its network

Never See tbe Ught of Day

Dgccmber SI, I947

last air

show was a

breakfast gab stint for ABC. It was
her recent guestshot on WNBC's
"Tex & Jinx" airer that gave the station the idea Of whipping up a show

around her.

Mutual Likes CuUen
Bill Cullen,

who

m.c.'s the

"Win-

ner Take All" series on CBS, is being
talked to by Mutual about doubling
over on that network for a comic
buildup. The idea is to give him
a 15-minute period across the board.
MBS has lined up prospective
writers for the series.
Under the contract release Cullen
recently got from CBS he'.s free to
work on any other type of show
but audience participation.

'
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All-bulusby Group Set for Publicity
Tilt Vs. Petrillo; Burnett,

Walk Out

N.Y. Diredons Set to

On Webs Anytime After Idmi^

Kaye Named

The All-Industry Music committee,in an executive session yesterday
York, finally settled
(Tues.) in

New

Station reps are beginning to show
a marked switch in the pattern of
their selling contacts.
The trend
toward going around the ad agency's

George Zachary

upon a public xelatioitis counsel, namine Verne Burnett A^ociates, N. Y.,
and appointed Sydney Kaye, veepee
and general counsel of Broadcast

Predactr>Dlr«clor of

tha Ford Thtatr*

.

Music, Inc., as legal counsel. The
two appointments paved the way to
actual launching oil Industry action
In the fight with James C. Petrillo's
American Federation^' of Musicians.
Blueprinting of specific strategies
•will get under way when Burnett
sit down with -the AIMC's
executive "committee lor the first
time next Tuesday (6) at 10:30 a.m.
Burnett \yas on liand at yesterday's
huddle, but Kaye was ill and unable
to attend. Tangible evidence of the
committee's public relations campaign will not be long coming, according to Jess Willard, NAB exec
veepee and ofEicial spokesman todate
for the industry group.
While the exact sums being paid
for public relations and legal counsel was not officially disclosed, it
was reported on the best authorityi
that both Burnett and Kaye were
retained on a per diem basis and
will be paid according to the amount
of work they are called upon to do.
The seven industry groups represented on the AIMC, it was also
learned, are chipping in on 'costs
according to their respective total

and Kaye

gross earnings. Which means that
the broadcasters, recording companand radio set manufacturers will
foot the bulk of the billi with such
groups AS the
and television
interests and transcription packagers tossing in.considerably smaller
.

ies

FM

-

sums.

.

Burnett,'

,

:

wto was

vice president
in- charge of radio advertising for
General Foods for 12 years, has done
p.r. jobs -for such major outfits as
General Motors and is said to have
figured in labor-management cases
Involving nearly every major union
except AFM. He recently completed
an assignment for the copper industry similar to the one he's undertaking for the AIMC.

writti

VR

"Radio Repertory"

policy
in Hie fertheemliif

42d Anniversary Number
of

Out Next Week

Sevareid in D. C.
Shift;

Koop Named

House

Phillips

H.

"Treasury
Agent," which ABC knocked off the
sustainer list some weeks ago after
an unsuccessful effort to snag a sponsor, is due for a revival next month
a result of the web's reshuttling
M^unday p.m^ programs.
Crime-smashing airer will get the
0 p.] .1. spot, opposite Mutual's
'Shadow," with Bill Lance being

M

Transcribers Protest

Renewal Fees

to

AFRA

Chicago, Dec.

SQ.

Some transcribers here are squirm-

Committee ing over payment of renewal fees to
activities.
AFRA. They profess to doubt that
the legality of such fees would stand
up in court under the Taft-Hartley

ABC RESHUITLES SUN.
AFT. PRbtRAM ROSTER
Lord's

N. Y. radio directors may b«
carrying picket signs outsside ABC.

'

as

means

a

WaxM

point where the boss just hasn't
the time to listen to individual station presentation and must parcel
out this duty or function to multiple
assistants, with the result that many
a rep has begun to feel a sense of
frustration.
The rep is quick to
point out that he has nothing personally against such' assistants, but
that he does feel from experience
that his story can only be fully comprehended and appreciated by one
with a background of much experi-

(in

Witli

Lyrical

lambie fcnhimttcr. Yet!)
(1

Mumoroiu Oii* to

Act.

No

forward

one,

to start

however, has come
a test case. Several

of the smaller agendas are reported
to have refused to pay repeat fees,
but neither AFRA nor any other
qualified source knows of one such
refusal.

Meanwhile, Chi radio lawyers are
agreed that the present AFRA Code
transcriptions and recordings
does not conflict with the Taft-Hart-

for

ley Act,

Code became

effective Nov.
Oct. 13, 1948.

1, 19ii6, and expires
Section 102 of Taft-Hartley states:
cancelled off this period, starting Jan. "This title shall not make an unfair
11. Slotting puts two of Lord's pack- labor practice the performance of
ages, back-to-back, the 5:30 spot al- any obligations under a collective
ready being occupied by "Counter- bargaining agreement entered into
spy."
prior to the date of the enactment
New Sabbath sequence, in the of this act."
works for several weeks, Is finally
set, according to program
veepee
Charles (Bud) Barry. Shows doin;t
fade, in addition to Lance, are
Are These Our Children?" and the
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Lee Sweetland stanza. Latter, howThe NAB's Coast convention plans
ever, Is slated for a week night
are rolling. C. E. Arney, secretaryperiod.
treasurer of the broadcasters group,
Sequencing now set: 1:30, National got in here yesterday (Mon.) to
vespers; 2, "This Week Around the start setting up arrangements for
World;" 1!;30, "Mr. I»resldcnt" (start- What is hoped will be the associa-i
ing Feb. 1 as a
co-op following a tion's top gathering to date.
January run in the 2 o'clock slot); 3,
HetU set up semi-permanent resiLassie;" 3:15, Johnny Thompson;
dence, rotating between here and
Sammy
Kaye;
4, "Sound Off;" Washington, D. C, until May 17
4
4:
"Metropolitan Auditions."
wiien the conclave starts.

Read;

NAB Meet

Kviiio

"Himvatha in
Hollywood**
In IIm

42d AmUversary Number
•f

ABC Also Trims
Rate Periods

Its
ABC
and

followed in the path of NBC
CBS yesterday (Tiies.) by

notifying

advertisers

and

agencie.'i

that, due to "Increased difficulties in
long-range planning," etc., the rate
protection period will be: reduced
from one year to six month% effective Feb^ 1. The web added that "for
the present" no general rate increase is planned.
At the same time, sales veepee
Fred Thrower, coupling calculation
with prognostication, predicted that
the net's gross time sales In the first
quarter of 1948 will readi $11,575,000,
an 11.5% \climb over this year's
$10,387,004 for the first thtee months.
.

said, will

be

WHHM's

WHHM

ABC

With SPG

For

WCAU

Bad

Philadelphia, Dec. 30.

their

own community,

WCAU

is

Sending its "Junior Canteen,^' featuring disk jockey Hal Moore, into various junior and senior high schools

every Friday night.

Idea

is to

help

monthly from $200. Other increases
are from $300 (starting salary) to
$325 after six months and another
boost to $350 after one year's employment. Former celling was $325
after a year.

Moore conducts a thx-ee-hour session of recorded dance music, wellsprinkled with prizes, gags and contests, and to date has played' six

fit

when the

after 12 o'clock tonight,
Guild's contracts with the

webs covering staff directors expire.
The Guild was still united on the

had

strike plans, altholugh the local

to put down a minor fevolt Monday
night (29) in the ranks of freelance
and agency directors. RDG leader*
admitted they had "a real battle**
with a group of five directors, led bjr

dissenter, who opposed a walk-,
out. Ultimately, the groups withdrew

one
its

protest

passed

was

and a. resolution

without

dissent

that

"tli«

committee of the whole of agency
and freelance directors hereby goes
on record voting full confidence in
the negotiating committee and coun*
cil, its actions and negotiations with
the networks."

Later Monday ni^t the local's full
empowered the local
negotiating committee "to synchro*
nize the demands of the. local with
the demands of the national and to

empower the

lo<ss(l

committed

to

meet with the matlohal board to
determine methods of synclironIza->
tion of local and national {itrike
strategy."

Earle McGill, national

RDG

prexy,

announced he had conferred

xvith

members in N. Y,
and by phone with members in Chl>
cago and Hollywood, and as a result
had sent wires to all four major netnational council

works Monday asking them to resume negotiations on a national scale
immediately. The nets have indicated willingness to resume the talks,
but wanted to postpone them until'
at least mid- Jahliaty.
T„
National RDG's immediate objec-'
tive.^McGni said, iato obtain recognitfon by the nets of the duild laa
bargaining agent for freelance and
agency directors on a national scale,
with a view to setting minimum
commercial fees, as the Radio
Writers Guild recently did.
Eddie 19y>°on and lister O'Keefe
of the N. Y. local were elected |o
the national council Monday nlghtt
succeeding Jerry Devine, who. has
been transferred to the Coast, and
Lester Vail, who has moved into an
executive post at Dancer-FitzgeraldSample.

Barber s Overseas Jaunt
CBS'

Red

Barber

Becomes

an

i

overseas sports reporter next month. I
^
He'll hop the Atlantic Jan. 16 to
cover the Winter Olympic Games' at
St. Merits, Jan. 31-Feb. 8. At the.
U. S. Army's invitation, the web's
sports director also will visit Berlin
and other German dties to talk to
American military and.civiUan per'

Texas' Record Hookup
San Antonio, Dec.

combat juvenile delinquency.

sees

it

membership

-

In an effort to furnish youth of the
area with wholesome entertainment
under proper supervision, right In

.

.

small tinge of regret, when the
BiU Gordon
average head of a time-buying department, was looked up to as an
Even Spins Disks
important cog la his agency. Jn no
Memphis, Dec. 30.
few instances, says this rep, that
functionary Is regarded now as an
Bill Gordon,
disk jockey,
information collector, and that Is, whose two-hour 1340 Club from 3
thinks this rep, because such ex- to 6 o'clock each afternoon is big
ecutives have let the ball get away locally, continues to come, up with
from them by failing to keep in dose new stunts to keep his audiences
touch with reps on the distinct de- listening. Thanksgiving Day, he ate
velopments along program, promo- a full turkey dinner with all the
tional, and other Unies among their trimmings while on the air, with ji
running fire of appropriate comment
stationsi
The more critical reps take the and music.
Day before, in order to prepare
view that the business of-time buyproperly, Gordon had his barber
ing has fallen pretty much into the
bring over his tools and give him
state of space buying and that they
the works from haircut to massage
have no choice but to resort to the
while the program was on the air.
device that reps for magazines and
He keeps the audience—and the stanewspapers adopted many years ago
tion—guessing as to what may hapand that is, deal direct with the pen next.
account man or the client company
itsdl It may mean the end of a
beautiful friendship, these reps sadly
Inks
admit, but it's the only method they
Coast Flack Piayhikes
can conceive of to correct what they
Hollywood, Dec. 30;
regard as a major problem in sellScreen Publicists Guild and ABC
ing.
network have* concluded a year's
agreement on wage hikes for flaclts,
-the deal retroactive to Dec. 15.
Hopes to Spin-Dry with
Junior publicists get the biggest
Habite break with a salary upping to $250
Kids of Juve
,

and Bamberger Broad-

casting Service (WOR) studios any
time after midnight tonight (Wed;).
Hopes of averting a walkout
against the w^ebs by the N. Y. local
of the Radio Directors Guild (AFL)
went glimmering late yesterday
(Tues.) afternoon when negotiations
broke down completely following a
day-long, last-minute effort to reach
a compromise on wage demands.
Both sides "gave in a little" during
the isession, but they were still "miles
apart" when the huddle ended; a
Guild spokesman said.
At 5 p.m., William Sweets, N. Y.
local prexy, reported that a strategy
committee meeting, or po.ssibly even
a full membership meeting of the
local, probably will be called today
(Wed.) to determine final' strike
plans. "We can't say exactly when
the walkout will take place," he said,
but he pointed out that the strategy
committee already has been empowered to call the strike any time

(Burns and Allen)

of

NBC

CBS,

George N. Burns

centrate entirely on his news stints phoned for availabilities when a
January '48 gross, he
and outside writing. Sevareid is campaign looms or is on order from $3,965,000, up 11%.
heard Mondays through Fridays, 6 the client.
to 6:15 p.m., under the sponsorship
Time was, recalls one rep, with no

Labor

hearings on Petrillo's

it

•

week, the subcommittee settled upon

tion 'Of

describe

overcoming the most serious bottler
neck at doing business that they've
had to contend with to date.
The new pattern, say the reps, is
something they don't prefer, and is
certainly not of their own making.
The. operations of a time-buying
department has expanded to the

Washington, Dec. 30.
CBS war correspondent and author of "Not So Wild a
ence and analytical habits, and that
Dream," will move over to the new is
the head of the department.
post of chief correspondent of CBS
The rep also realizes that there is
news bureau in Washingtoon, effective Jan. 15, Davidson Taylor, vee- perhaps no one as jealous of his
functional
precincts as the head of a
pee in charge of public affairs, anFormer AP time-buying departmeoti' but on the
nounced, last week.
newsman Theodore Koop will take other hand the rep is qiilck to point
over Sevareid's old job as Wash-: out that he can not let himself become
victim
of expansionist red
a
ington director of CBS' 'news broad?
tape.
If a rep is to represent his
casts.
„
station as it should be represented, he
In announcing the switch, David- cannot confine himself to the role of
son said Sevareid had found that an order, but must keep his ofiSce on
the j6b of preparing his own daily the initiative, presenting agencies
newscasts left him insufficient time with the latest station information,
for executive duties. As a result, success stories, etc. He doesn't want
Sevareid asked to be relieved of the to be a mere nap kept on tape by
latter and said he Intends to con- some assistant time-buyer to be
Eric Sevareid,

of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Kaye has had long experience in Co.
music industry battles, including the
ASCAP showdown fight of 1939-40. Koop is at present on the execuBurnett's selection followed a dis- tive staff of the National Geographic
agreement within the AIMC's p.r. Society. He served with AP fi-om
subcommittee over the choice of a 192B-41 and during the war held poAssistant Director of
as
p.r. counsel.' Finally, three names sitions
were submitted to the executive Censorship and Deputy Director of
committee, which eliminated one the Office of Censorship. He auand sent back the other two for re thored a book on censorship called
consideration.
In a session last the "Weapon of Silence" in 1946.
Burnett. Bunnerups for the job reportedly included Joseph Borkin,
p.r. counsel for Decca Becords, and
James P. Selvage of Selvage & Lee.
One of Burnett's first assignments
may be to line up industry witnesses
in case Rep. Hartley calls a resump-

Tdight (Wed.) as Talks Collapse

department and contacting the account executive, or
even the client company's advertising manager direct, has become
quite pronounced in recent months.
Such reps who will comment on this
time-buying

'

30.

largest web 'of stations ever sonnel.'
used in the state to' broadcast a footBarber's reports on German Bports
ball game was formed last Satur- and the Olympics wUl be picked vik
day (27) to air the championship on top CBS news. shows as weU.ae
game of the Texas High School for his Saturday' Sports ^tint The
Football Assn..
Armed forces Networls also wiU air
Covering aU 254 Texas counties, his stuff.
44 stations were utilized. Program

The

performances with crowds averaging
And rebetter than 400 dancers.
sponse has been enthusiastic from
faculty and parent-teacher groups, was sponsored
as well as the teen-agers themselves. Petroleum COi,

by the Magnolia
BUKMIT to KULA, HAWMI
and originated in
Salt Lake City, Dec. 30.
herp with BiU
Jack Burnett, tor seven years wstOf
and George Mooney
system. If admission is charged, fee handling color and play by play of mercial manager at KUTA, Is on his
must be under 25c. and all revenue the Highland Park (Dallas) and way to Hawaii to take over Ida new
job As gen, sales- tngr. of KUIAi
is retained by the sponsoring schooL Brackenridge of San Antonio.
I

WCAU supplies tickets,

advertising

and publicity material, disks and

p.a.

Alamo

Stadium'

Hightower

.
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VNYCsUN Coverage CitedinN.Y.

Expect
ass (ivnUBued

New York Listening Post Committee for Peabody Awards has entered its list of Recommendations
covering standout local programming
in the pietropolitan area. Tite N. Y.
S>^oup aiso: submitted, ft resolution. to
national Peabody committee urging creation in 1949 of 'a special
«ward for outstanding international
programs originating in .the U. S., but
designed for listeners abroad.

Sid Garfield
wrllw abeat

"If/c With George''
(A JNoMtalgic ReminUcetKe
of a Fabuloua Braadvsay
Figure)
»h«

In

42nd Anniversary Number

owned

station, for "its unparalleled coverage" of proceedings

ipally

«f the United Nations direct from
Lalce Success and Flushing Meadows
while in session. Committee, also
for night feature, "UN
cites

WMCA

WOV

Out Next Week

h

for Lisa Sergio's

Today,',' and
rfaily comments.

In classification, devoted to "pubr
lie- service rende)ped by a regional
station over 1,000 watts," committee

xecommended the series on WOV,
"The Ameirican Family" for "courageous handling" of controvefsi'al
subjects dealing with family life and
National
current social problems;
coTOmittee was also requested to
consider 'a. special •, citation' for
original jingles' on tplei*•nce.
'

:

~

Airer

Washington; Dec. 30.
Departure of Commissioner
E. K.' Jett

Resume

.

,

Manila, Dec. 23.

.

U. S, Arme.d
Forces
station
which we!4t,0lK the. air after
broadcasting daily , since the Luzon
:lai)din{{' fn .February;" 1945, "has'""fesunied operations from its new-station in the Fort Stotsenburg-Clark
Field site, north of Manila.

WVTM,

.

Retaining

its

former

call

Commissioners
Webster,

.

'

In the classification for "outstanding entertaininment in radio,". NBC

Symphony's "Otello" presenftition
under Arturo Toscanini was p'rafsecl,
Fred Waring^s show was recom'

of proof per-

formance.
Outstanding educational program

recommended

nVittee

ialso

for
of the Air."

ABC's

Comrecommended WOR's

*Name

Paradise

Me Deal Set

appointees.'

GOP

Anti-Prejudice Series

Mutual Finds a

Way

Mutual never makes Hooper's
15, but now that Nielsen is
releasing Top 20's there
one
is
classiAeation in which
found to shine. Nielsen Radio Index's latesty "Homes Per Dollar"
scoreboard. Shows "Nick Carter"
in third,
Gabriel Heatter in
Websters" In
eighth,
"Those
18th and "Charlie Chan" in 20th

Top

^
MBS

place.

"Oh, sure," cracked Mutual
prexy Ed Kobak when somebody
noted this, ''our shows just pay
Off—that's alll"

ABCAdds4VP$
In

Web Expanaon

ABC added four veepees yesterday (Tues.) in a move reflecting the
web's recent growth and its plans
.

for: future

expansion.

AH

o£

them

will

authorized to make trips abroad
the award.
It's
believed
doubtful, however, that Mrs. LaGuardia will be able to undertake
any such journey,
Nnvik^ who vasdue to accompany
the former mayor ''on- bis Slobe-cjrcHng award trip, said yesterday
be.

(Tues.), when the commission was
announced, that he was uncertain
yet 'where he would travel and
when. Miss Balch is slated to visit
the Scandinavian countries and Miss
Gabriel is expected to travel exten-

'

All four department l^eads report!
veepee Robert Kintner.

to exec

-

dent

(Webster)...

leaves

Jett's;

departure

Demo Commissioner

Clifford

Durr the last of the Roostvelt
Durr's term expires
June 30, '48. This new balance of
power is alsoNCxpected to sway the
J.-

vote in support of Coy. 'Up to

the Commission had three
Demos, two Republicans and independents (Jetit and Webster), respecthis time,

Democratic Educ. InsL

The

,

"One

World

Flight."

'

Index-Ti^ N^[ht

&

Pr*T.

Cur.

2
3
4

2
3
6

8

20
4

6,

.

Red Skelton

Peing
Change

.

30.3

•f2.9
H-3.5

29.2
26.1
.25,7

+3.0
+2.5
+5.3

1*ruth or Consequences.. 24.8
Friend Irma
24.2
Chase
Sanborn
24:1

-0.9

Fied Allen
Hit Parade

+1.0
+0.9

NR My

7

8

0

.

&

.

9

8

10
11

11
13

Pitch

12
13

7
16

Mr. Dist. Attorney
Big Town

14

Ratine
...32.5

Andy
Fibber McGee
Bob Hope
'n'

.23.9

23.1
22.6

1

~

-

.

.

1

Right to Happiness

6

Young Widder Brown

4

Stella Dallas

6

3

8

Our

Portia Faces Life

12

11

7

12
13
14

15

+1.3
+0.0

18
10
17
5
19

+ 1.0

15

NR

NR

Kraft Music Hall ......20.7

—1.0

.

11
,8

Gal,

Sunday

.

.

.10.7

.... 10.4

Polnte

Change
—0,2
—0,6
.

..10.4

+0.4

10.3
10.3

+ 1.3

10.2

—0.1

......lO.O

+0.4

Wendy Warren
When Girl Marries

9

NR

—1.2

12

.

13

.+0.9

.

.

5
7
8
9
10

.

Arthur Godfrey

+0.1

0.6

0.0

,.i 9.5

+1.^
+0.4
—0,4
+0.6

Big Sister
9.4
Lorenzo Jones ..,'..,,.. 0.4
Rom. Helen Trent ...... 9.3
My True Story
92
Pepper Young
9.1
Ma Perkins (CBS)
8^0

0.0

—0.9
+0.5

+0.7

—2.7
+0.4

+ 1.6

m.
General

9:30 p,

o.

o^ as prospec-

replacement for "Darts ifor
Dough," which Dr. Pepper axed.
gets the nod depends
tive

Which show

in part, of course,

on whether

ABC

can snare a bankroUer lor the time;
Wfeb has exclusive sales rights on
all of them.

The

entries include:

The Irene Francis show, "What's
which has been refurbished since its last ether hitch,
"Holiday at Home," a Frank
Cooper quiz package, "with Ken
Roberts as emcee, in which the prize
is an expense-paid vacation to the
old home town.
"Yankee Editor," with Parker
Fennelly, scripted by Ford Manley,
being a New England newspaperman's observations on the passing
parade.
new Lanny Ross musical jttanza.

My Name?"

A

Henny Youngman's "Going No-

NR—Not
*

miniature sweepstakes

ages are getting the

Bating

Back Stage Wife

4

2
3

Theref8 a

Electric's "Willie Piper" show. At
the moment, no less than six pack-

'.Cur.

Froirram

2

.22.3

•

17
18

Band wagon

+4.1
+1.4--

.

Prcv.'

Rank Bunk

....21.9
Date With Judy
21.9
Godfrey's Scouts
21.5
Jack Benny .v.... ...... 2L4
Aldrich JPamlly
21.2
Duffy's Tavern
21.0
Life of ftiley
20.8
,

.

19
20

..i...

.'Car.

SWEEPSTAKES

under way at ABC for the
Thursday spot following

TOTAL AUDIENCE
Ciir.

Amos

IN

FORmTS' SUCCESSOR

Day Shows

DAYTIME

TOTAI. AUDIENCE*
Rank Rank
Prdcram
1
1
Lux Theatre ....

.

-

(.Week Nov. 16-22)

15

•eries called

Next on Air Agenda For

tively.

,

NGHmillE

16

.

'

ABC

Plan

other climes.
for the commission memIters to Submit a joint vtport on
their world findings. Whether the
report will form the basis for a riadio series, or just how it will be
presented when finally drafted, apparently is yet to be worked out.
Norman Corwin, 1946 winner, built
his findings into a CBS documentary

:

.

-.

Nielsen Radio

sively; in

is

of

vertising-^promotion-research; Frank
MSrks, general engineering; Robert
Saudek, public affairs, and Thomas
Velotta, news and. special events.

'

])eiiTcr-~Ed Scott, foriner announcer in Seattle, Holly wood, and Denver has joined the KLZ staff.

The 1947 One World Award contcrred upon Fiorello H. LaGuardia
shortly
before
his
death
has
hUbn plac,ed in the hands of a conir
mission composed of Morris Novik,
the late New York mayor's radio
adviser and close associate; Mrs. La-

under

title

ments. They are: Ivor Kenway.'ad-

.

Guest Conimittee. All

the

'of

new veepees formerly held

director of their respective depart-

-

LaGoardia '47 One World

Guardia; Miss Emily Greene Salcli,
a' 1946 NOibel Prize winner, and Miss
li-Is Gabriel, founder of the Silent

:

'

•

For Seyeral Markets
Olean agency, which tied up Paradise Wine with .the Duke Ellington
aisk jockey ishour op WMCA,-jN.Y.,
is spottinf! the<sh^w vis' SQundfrficks
on other stations 'around -the country, in behalf -of 'this and another one
of its accounts, Alpehbrau beer. A
Paradise deal has already been set
with WCPO, Cincinnati, while an
hour a day across the board has been
bought for the beer on KXO, St.

'Your Poison,"
Louis.''
In classification of "outstanding
Other markets where negotiations
children's program,^' ABC's "Land of
are going oii in connection with
the Lost" was cited with special
Paradise are Columbus and Toledo,
recommendation going to ABC's
Olean's " propositions
include
the
-"Childen's. World"
and WQXR's sponsorship
of half of the hour aiid
"Youth i-oicpm,"
the station running the- balance sustaining while scouting other commercial interest

AwardtoBeHaniHedBy

Squawk

Cfients

A. e. Nielsen's clients have put
the squeeze on him to halt publica-""
tion of the Nielsen Radio Ihdex's
Top 20 shows In the "NRI Homes
Per Dollar'^ category.
The classification appeared in
Nielsen's initial Top 20 listings «
month ago and in the second release
of NRI ratings In mid-December,
but vanished from the sceiie when
the Nov. 17-22 ratings ivere shipped
out by NRI last week,
In quiry at Nielsen's New York
offices disclosed- that "several" clients had protested release of the
"Homes Per Dollar" honor roll and
that "pending settlement of a couple
of arguments" on this score, the
listing would be omitted from Nielsen rating releases.
The implication was that Nielsen himself saw
no harm in giving out these figures,
but would have to convince some
important clients who felt otherwise;
Trade was finding the homes-per.^
dqllar column an Interesting feature
of Nielsen's new semi.rmonthly rating tabulation, particularly as' a revealing comparison with the Top 20
shows in the "total audience" and
"average audience" braclcets.
In
the Nov. 2-8 release, for example,
only six of the 20 top-rated stanzas ^
in the "Total audience" column mtide
the homes-per-doUar honor roll.
The latter category,' on the other
hand, gave the spotlight to such
stanzas as "Nick Carter," Gabriel
HIeatter, "Curtain Time" and "Green
Hornet," which never come near
making the top brackets in Hooper's
and Nielsen's popularity polls.
Half-dozen airers that did show
up in both of NRI's Top 20"s were
"Date with Judy," "Big Town," "Mr.
DA;" "Truth or Consequences,"
"Duffy's
Tavern" and Godfrey's
••Talent Scouts."

44-year-old Coy promptly reThe Institute for Democratic Edusigned the job he assumed in 1944
Guard when he came to PCC.
as vice-president in charge of the cation is prepping a new transcribed
And he took an additional salWashington Post radio properties. A series of public service shows in its
ary cut when he 'left his former
native of Shelby, Ind., Coy served "Lest We' Forget" string, titled
job as director of telecommunias an aide to President Roosevelt, "Stories- to Remember." Series will
cations for tlie National Federaand assistant director of the Bureau be available to stations nationally
tion of American Shipping to
of the Budget in the war years. in the spring.
come to the -'radiii agency, His
"Stories" is the 12th series of "Lest
Earlier in his career he was assistpresent -tei^. runs oat June
It will
ant to Paul McNutt when he was We Forget", presentations.
30, '49.
Indiana governor and Commissioner conisist of adaptations of short stories
.Below the Commission level,
by MacKinlay Kantor, Irwin Shaw,
of the Philippines.
at least three upper-echelon lawDorothy Canfield Fisher and others.
A longtime 'government employee, Sigmund Miller and Milton Wayne
yers are toying with the idea of
new Commissioner George Sterling are scripting,
a speedy FCC departure, while
with Earle McGill
began working in communications
a half-dozen engineers, who redirecting and Harold Franklin pro^
with the Department of Commerce
fused to be quoted, said they
ducing.
Series is designed to reand the Federal Radio Commission,
would definitely take a pAwder
mind Americans that discrimination
predecessor .'to FCC. He went with
if
it
appears the Whit» Bill
and prejudice have no place In our
FCC when that agency was created democracy.
provision sealing them in their
in 1934, has served successively as
FCC jobs will become law.
The 13 quarter-hour transcriptions
head' of the Radio Intelligence Diwill have leading radio and legit
vision, Assistant Chief Engineer and
actors taking part. First three proministration's coat-tails.
He is re- on May 1, '47, became chief engineer grams have already been cti^, wjth
ported^ however, to have the sup- of the Commission.
Everett Sloane, Hugh Marlowe and
port of the Senate Interstate ComSterling is the latest of three chief Helen Claire participating.
merce Committee.
engineers to achieve Commission
Previous series, "The American
Balance of Politlcsl Wclrht
status. Both Jett and former .Com- .Dream," has been aired to date on
The new appointments result In s missioner T. A. M. Craven served 400 stations. Institute is also, prepbalance^ of political weight on the an apprenticeship as FCC engineerping a series -based on President
FCC bench, with three Republicans, ing chief, Sterling is 53 years Old Truman's report on civil liberties.
three Democrats and one indepen- 8nd a native of Portland, Me.

category.

Ajras

political independent,
Clifford J. Durr,

are both, expected to leave the
Commission by- another five-toDurr, whose term
six-months.
expires June 30, '48i says he has
no- plans now to leave the FCC
before his appointment runs out,
but time- may alter 'his sched-

-Webster says, too, he has no
plans to quit FCC but reports
They
continue to circulate.
probably spring from the fact
-'tTfat he was drafted for the PCC
post and had.no great relish for
the }Qb. Like Jett, Webster had
to sacrifice his retirement pay as
a Commodore in the U. S. Coast

'been

"Town Meeting

M.

ule.

'

«ward

Edward

.

me

.

Ustings

+

.

'

-!f

.

and Democrat

letters

'
in thch fourth ciassification for U; S, networks,
n t in
"outstanding ea t e v t a i n
To avoid the Manila area, which
clfama," CBS was citfSd for two is adequately coveted by the city's
broadcasts' in the series "Studio two commercial -stations, KZPI and
One/' the dramatisations of "Earth KZRH, and the government station
«nd High 'Heaven" and "Let Me Do KZFM, WVTM's .antennae are so;
the ^Talking!"' The awards were arranged as to project "a directional'
made to specific shows rather than beam northeast 'and southeast' of
to "Studio One" as a series, the com- Clark field with a "hull" ttt the:
mittee exi£)i«ined, because "the pro- capital.'
duction throughout the series has

mended or its high average
gram cdntent and standard

week

last

.

':

uneven and often stylized,"
"The Greatest Story Ever
Tpld" was a close runnerup in this

Under WraiK as

'

were made for and frequency, of 1,300 kilocycles,
Ed Murrow, CBS; Morgan Beatty,, the 4,000 watt station is at jpresent
WNBC, and Caesar Searchinger,- hrofidcasting on a' limited scale, -relying heavily on AFRS transcripWNBC. - •
'<Std4lo One'/>f-In Part
tions of programs broadcast over
'

irom FCC

is expected to be followed by
resignations of severiftl, other toplevel Commission staff—particularly if- the 'ptesent version of
the White Bill limiting, postgovernment activities of FCC'ers
stays on the books.

cial recoirimendations

ABC's

Ter Dollar'

Puts

'

-

In classification for "outstandijQi^
reporting and interpretatiorf "of- 4he
newa" the committee recommended
CBS for "As Others See Us" with
Xiar*y Leseur as commentator. Spe-

Mm

Springboard Fever

ArmyVFiBprMi

.

WNEWs

M ffa

Commission

'

In the classification devoted to
"public service rendered by a local
station under 1,000 -watts" the committee recommended WNYC, munic-

ftoni sate

yesterday (29)» Sterling cannot be sworn In until Jett
has officially departed the PCC on
Jan. 1. Both nominations -will go
before the Senate for confirmation
early in January.
Naming of chief engineer George
S. Sterling, a Maine Republican and
veteran government engineer, to
succeed engineer Jett on the Com'
mission is regardecl as a merit appointment which will meet little or
no opposition on C^apitol Hill. Ki?
promotion is also expected to bulwark nomination of Coy, whose appointment t^s already stirred rumblings of protest from the Republican National Committee and GOP
Sen. Robert A. Taft of Ohio. Coy
fills the bill as a practical broadcaster—one of the first ever to join
FCC—but is regarded by the GOP
as a Roosevelt New Dealer and a
"politico" closely tied
the Ad-

Pealmdy Awards Reconynendatioiis

I

Congrm

ranked in top .brackets on preceding report
Includes only once-a-wcek shows, IS-flO Mins.
(Cavyfisht,

IM,

A. c. NIcljicn Co.)

where," a satire on new-talent
shows.
Actor Henry TTavers cast as "Fop"
in

a

situation

comedy

series^

'

-

WEWS— Oeveland's fim Television station

programs

—^inaugurated regularly scheduled Television

riety^

audience participation and household fea*

tures.

With

service

on December

I7th. Television interest,

in this rich North Eastern
at>

WEWt BUILOINO

is

interest

from news and sports to va^

high and introduaory rates

low there's an extra value for WBWS advertisers

who come in early. Rate card available on request.

fever pitch.

THi

Ohio market

available,

•

tSI* EAST 13th STKiET

•

CLEVELAND

14,

OHIO

*

(Uperior Mil

.

Wednesday^ Dwe^ipber

24

Dawson's Lend-Leas«
Spreads to Networks

AFRA Pidies Its Cai^a^ To
<

(hiamze PostWar
Washington, Dec.

80.

Staffers

D.C; Stations

Loob

bill

THIRTY YEABS in

As the bill is now written, these;
would apply effective Jan. 1,

rules

but this

1948,^

year

is

after, the

expected to be reeffective one
hlU becomes law.

tbem

Kyen with the protection of a J2month warnings plenty of FCC t\Afi.ers are getting restless- and casting

SHOW BUSINE^

(SEEMS LIKE A WIMIIiEft))

term for which he was appointed.
Both clauses were inserted in Jhe
former chairman
following
bill
Charles R. Denny, Jr.'s departure
from FCC to ,becOme.JSIBC general
counsel and veepee.

vised to malkfe

-

'

'

tHE SAGA (MMiy of Interest io My Mitherf
Y918-T-First jazz

band appearance— Rorick$ Qlen,

Elmira,

New York,

t$19-Enlisted in Students Army, Univertity ef Pennsylvania.

as result, FCC'ers' are "^ex-;
iBected to put it up to neophyte:
'Chairman .Waynfe Coy to carry the
ball for them on Capitol Hill in ani
all-out effort to defeat this clause.
As a practical matter, if the pro-,
visions stay on the boolcs, most pro-^
fessional
Commission
emploj'ecs
would 'be virtuatfy forced to lay off
wotk Ux- a year if they voluntarily
left the FCC. ^Hecause of its 'technical and highi^-specialized work,'
only avenue * left open for Commission lawyers, a'ccoUntants and engineers after leaving government is
to join up with a networlt or station*
or to set up in radio practice for
the^iselves. The .White Bill, as now
,

'

fM college fazz bond

|920-<-Formed

'

Weems

.

.

.

personnel included fed

.

(doin' O.K.), his brother. Art (ditto).

(with Warings Pennsylvonians since
First

Nelson Kellar

we broke up the bond).

stage appearances with Frank Tinney and Jock

sey.

Mode

Dempan

1st single reel Talking Picture featuring

orch.r lor Edison

(Now

in

Vitaphone archiVM)«

written",

would outlaw

industry.

Pan 13me, 4 «oooh,i that week

^.

on Tour

(Keith

in Saskatoon!)

and

.

1923--Wenlr to Hollywood,

Worked

in

a few born

studios but

did0.k.

2 editions U. of P. MASK V^ND WIG shows,
first pop song "Oh, How She Radiates
on the Radio"—stopped the shov/, 15 encores, sung by Al

1925-Wrote
•

scores for

out of which cdtne

'

'

Milleri

now doingnfine ds a top'rodio

writer.

l|^<i«467-Pop songs (wro$*. 300,. sold 100-6of about a dozen hits,
^ including "So Beats My Heart for You" with Tom Waring

and

Charlie Henderson).

/

.

.

and

co-writing

Same
the

w

60 College & Service Songs.

1947-rRetired.

Y^8-Back

with a radio

show on WOR-MUtUAL (Guild Theatre,
EST): "PAT BALLARD'S SONG

Saturday Nights at 9:30

WRITING MACHINE" with Uncle Jim Harkins, John Winters,
Holt, Sylvan Levin & Orchestra. On 2nd show we accidentally produced what looks like a real song hit for 1948
-it's coiled "IN INDIANA" (My Heart's Always Singing)
recorded and copies soon available. .Published by pat

^ Alan

.

.

Bollard Music Corporation.

.

We ore represented

by Mifdhell .Benson, Gale,

Inc.

The Commission men point

FCC

authority

weigh economic factors

in licens-

lier

to

proposal to give

The Senators
ing new stations.
frankly admitted their voluminous
protests from oldtime broadcasters
who wanted protection from nevir
competition Was behind their original proposal. Now, however, it is ^
pointed out that the committee,
while refusing to place an unibrella
over broadcasters, is doing .lusl that
for those lucky lawyers, accountants and engineers who. got out of
Fee in time and are now raking in

the dough in private industry.

CHI SCRIPTERS GET

HALF WEB DEMANDS
'

.

GbP

—

Well, that's

30 years and we wouldn't change a one—except
9> Kisses; and thoriks, everybodyl

-PAT BALLARD

WMAQ-

mC,

would probably want to nante J»js MBC. .Bxplosive issue,' centere4
own general counsel and assistant^ ttroUnd guildsmen demands for local
The present incumbents, oj^ourse, and regional script fees similar t0
would be given the option of j|re» those already set for network prosigning, but under the White Bill grams, was shelved with the under*
would not be able to devote thelt 5tanding4hat negotiations can be- re^
,

a 12-month .pe- •sumed at any time.
New pact calls' for extension of
riod. (Edward Cooper, communipations adviser to the Senate Inter the so-called interim agreement, unstate Commerce Committee, said'the til Au^. 22, '48. Interim agreement,
t^hich
supplements the Minimum
solons hiid hot ^considered this pjffssiw
bility, but would do so before the Basic Agreement, was signed last,
summer. It- provides for net recognition of the Guild- and the Guild
talents to radio for

'

'

shop.

:*G*t Tough'
Continued from page M

Memphis

SB

realize, can't

and

be brushed

—

WMPS,

housed

for

.years in the Columbian MuTower Building herev has closed
deal to occupy tll'e entire third
floor of the new $600,000 "Radio
Center Building," which the Walgreen drug chain is building.

many

aside'^jiight-^ itual

considered likely that''
they'll Use the coin angle as a w4ap
on. in pressuring the industry asso
ciation to 'discard the anemic tiode
that grew out of the "Dejelaration of
the Independents" and restore the
hard-hitting facets curbing -eomr
*
mercial abuses.
1,

it's

Failure of the NAB to ocme up
.with a meaningful code, principally
through ridding the air of «xces.sive
commercials, did not elicit .any .appreciable public comment," despite
the widespread attention focused on
a new industry code when it was
p imulgated in Atlantic City. Th^fact that the public failed to react
one way or the other has been disheartening to some industry leader.?.
They see it as the tipoff that radio
still lacks the stature to creatfe fullblown public indignation, and it's
for that
reason, too, that
they
champion a' strong code in a bid to
elevate the standards of
broad-'

''a

^lENTY Of
\business in^^

• •THERE'S

ov\\o

G

c

t

Y o

u

to the code, major
it'
1 on the industry's '48 agenda is
legislation, ijut there's more opti-

mism an the code outlook. As for
the White Bill legislation, the unhappiness of the industty execs
.stems chiefly from the fact that Section 326 of the White Bill still gives
the FCC control over programming.
Under
such
circumstances,
the
-broadcasters argue, radio will never
attain its "long pants" era.

r

She re By
II

,WEEO

ft

s

i

n 0

•

>

ATTENTION
Agencies,

Music

Pubfi'sfcers, etc.

OMCM

for l«aw la new foar-ifory
bidg. I«c«it«d id tk* heart of Iroodcattint) a<id
<

•

CO. Nolidnol Represenlotivet

casting.

In. addition

fterhops that old- 1947. Love

FCC.'5Pokes!nen pomt out
Senate Interstate Com-

merce Committee dropped an ear-

this.

•

,

•

strict.

4.

that

•

to
~
Chicago, Dec. ^0,
the frequent practice after 'Presi'
Chicago chapter of the Badio^
dential elections in which the new: Writers Guild at bes,t got half a loaf
party cleans out staff and brings ill in an agreement reached Wednesday
its own mtxs.
is sue
the
<24>, with representatives of WENRcessful in 1948, the new- chairmati
WBBM-CBS and

.

.

licity

reluctant to accept

•

t.W

1.

with Fred Waring,

stretch

a musical: "Roh-Rah Doze" . . sold 5 movie scripts
over 200 short stories and features ... radio scripts for
enough network shows to give one the Brown Horrors
(which they did) . . Back with Waring in 1940 doing pub-

writing

,

A

*

;

a sevenyear term teiowing they" have no
choice but to stick it out, regardless
of the circumstances.
3. FCC'er* believe the present regulation is' adeoiuate. This forbids
a lawytif «r' engineer to handle any
case he worked on within two
years of his leaving the agency. This
goes for Corosoissioners as well as
staffers. They point out that, out-i
side of the Securities and Exchange
Commis8ion,.no other agency is subjected to the rigorous .prohibition
laid down in the White Bill, They
concede that some rule limiting
"here today, gone tomorrow" pro»
clivities'Ot ponnnissioners is desirable but believe the proposed rule

may be

. Presidential
Turnaifirrs
Here ar^ some of the; argument^;;
heard at FCC against these pro-

H

)

-

.

Ditto il true at the Commission
level, it is argued. High^calibre men

posals:

l!l^2'->Joined. Earl Fuller"* -Rector's Qrchestro

'

2, Ironclad rule of this type, it It
argued, will lower the standards «<
FCC professionals and make- for «
"lower than mediocre" type of employee. Persoons with get-up-andgo, brains' and/or ambition would
not be likely to come to FCC, except
as a last resort, knowing they would
liave to take a year's ^siesta before
using their experience in private

ation.

^

.

'

about for lucrative offers on the
outside. Bapid changes on the 'FCC,
bench and the prospect of upsets ini
Staff with a' GOP .victory next yeafr;
have not helped this unhappy sita^ too

'^

reported out Of committee.
changes in th«

Is

He envisaged some
pment language.)'

'

fs Celebrating Quietly

',

Bomb

like Sleeper

reported some progress last week in
the union's campaign to organize
ihe postwar stations in the Washing*
ton area.
WPIK, Alexandria, iSrst daytimer
to take to the etW alter Wf pay,
has agreed to a consent election
FCC resignation.
betore a National Xiabor Relations munications Assn., but so Mar the
Commission is. also nettled by a
Board examiner early in January. ACA board hasn't qualified "tinder
Alice. T*)!.—Leon Lloyd has been
(Station
manager Howard Hayes the Taft-Hartley Act by agreeing; to named general manager ol KBKI, corollary .section which prevents a
Commissioner from leaving to acsigned up for an election earlier but 'file anti-Communist affidavits
here, commg from KBOWt Buttg.
cept employment with any concern
practicing befOr* the FCC before
he .has served' out the 'Commission

PAT BALLARD

194

Emplopeiit Angbon Departed F€C

Ronald Dawson's lend-lease libup to syndicate
radio scripts, has ^branched oat into
network subscriptions. Clients now
include Mutual, lor "Bncore TheaWashington, Dec. 30,
his fioard ol Directors wanted more tre," and the Canadian BroadcastMembers of the FC0 are prepartime.
ing Corp at Winnipeg.
to lobby for deletion of one proAFRA attorney Jesse Messitte, Dawson also has signed « con- ing
vision in Sen. Wallace White's »ew
meanwhile, filed a petition for reptract with Bob Dixon, cx-cmcee of radio bill which hat them worried
resentation with the MIiRB last
stanza, -"Cinderella, stiff. This £i the Hectlon which
week to cover' WQQW, WasTiington's the- late CBS
and market his would forbid an FCC employee from
new "fine music" station, flection Inc.," tO' produce
program idea, "Whose Speaking?" leaving government and signing up
is planned for early Janutflry. Sev«
has-been plattei;ed and will with any outfit doing business with
eral WQQW staffers already hold Initialer
shortly. '
the Commission within « year ot his'
cards in the CIO American' Com- be' in distribution
rary, recently set

Counsel lor the local American
federation of Radio Artists (AFL)

31,,

Motion Keturc Sndiot.

RADIO CITY BLOG.

4087 liunnt

SIvrf.,

Hollywooai 28, C«i.

OhiiltteH* 8942

.

WedmtiBji

'

1947

P«ccinlie»

RAIIIO
Inside Stult

Radio Blankets Snow-Fdled Air,

Hollywood, Dee.

•

30.

Son Lee-Mutual has a new
on

twist

Helping New York Ride Out Blizzard
radio station* rodefrecord-breaking mowFriday (28) without a
soon
casualty worth mentioning.- As
the storm
as it became clear that
was developing to near-disaster pro-

WNYC

to

Be Piped

In

agency (Gerald Mohr) ' coming
home and telling his wife
(Lurene Tuttle) about his accounts and the headaches aris-

For WSM Documentary

.

next

Local

stations,

including

the

saluting

the bill to pipe the airer east and
WNYC-FM will carry it live,
9-10 p.m:
Following night (6). at
the same hour,
will air the

WMCA,

WHN

(5),

they'll

WNYC

show from a
Stanza

platter

on AM.

will

tee off a
13 weekly broadcasts on

series

WSM

of
dealr

ing with

—

that get
it?
integrate the

—

how

is

commer-

cials!

American Heritage Foundation ahd
its Freedom Train.
WSM will foot

'

WNEW, WINS, WQXR,

Monday

ing therefrom.

And

WPEN'S

INT'I.

QUIZ

Philadelphia, Dec. SO.

An "International Quiz" featuring teams of 11 colleges;in the Philly
area and schools and colleges in
England will be broadcast weekly,
starting

Sunday,-

-Jan'.

11,

:over

various phases cf U. S,
Station will knock 60 WPEN.
The show is produced by the local
minutes of NBC commercials to air
the documentary.
Series is being station in co-operation witli BBC
produced by Jack Stapp, WSM's pro- with questions and answers broad-

heritage.

and gram

from both

cast

director.

lU New VP.

s in

Ft Industry s

gab

for a Jan. 4

debut. Designed to take listeners
"backstage" in radio and advertising a la "The Hucksters,"
9:15 p. m. airer titled "Two
Sleepy People" will have an
account exec of a mythical ad

Unique onerrshot hookup with
Dortions, all local indie and network
broadcasters immediately went onto WNYC, New York City-owned stain tion, has been set up by WSM,
an emergency footing and pitched
buck its par- Nashville, to give wider airing to
to help city officials
days
later,
Four
its
hour-long musical documentary
*lyzing effects.
with the metropolis practically disinterred from the two feet of snow,
Mayor William O'Dwyer and his
staff paid high tribute to radio's unstinting and thorough cooperation.
On Friday, the storm took first
place on all local program schedCBS, leading the nets in covules.
erage, carried a- continuous series of
announcements on the progress of
the storm, informing, suburbanites
of .road conditions, train schedules
and the closing of tunnels approachJrig the city.

hubby-wife

the

show being readied

New York

throufeh the
jall of last

•

'

sides of Atlantic.

Reafigmnent as '4S Cnrtaij^Raiser
William £. Rine,
Detroit, Dec. 30.
respective cities.
Port Industry Co. has put through managing director of WWVA, Wheeling, has been made veepee of th*
a sweeping general year-end order. West Virginia Broadcasting Corp.
George B. Storer^ president, and J. Allen Haid, managing director of
harold Ryan, veepee and treasurer, WMMN, Fairmont, has been appointhave revealed a list "of organiza- ed veepee of Monongahela Broiid.

casting Co. and James E. Bailey,
managing director of WAGA, AtLee B. Wailes, lanta, has been named a v.p. of.
manager of the Liberty Broadcasting Corp.
Ralph G. Elvin, managing director
has been elected

promotions.

tional

Heading the
formerly

•

:

list is

general

company, who
veepee in charge of operations. He'll ol WJBK, Detroit, newest station
to be acquired by Fort Industry,
continue to be located in Detroit,
has been named veepee -of Detroit
and will direct the operations of the
of the'

company from,

entire

his

present

office in that city.

Broadcasting Co. in charge

AM,

FM

Storer

Included in the list o£ other advancements are E. Y. Flanigan,
managing director of WSPD, Toledo;
Stanton P. Kettler, managing director of WGBS, Miami, and J. Robert
Kerns, managing director of WLOK,
Lima, all of whom have.been made
veepees of the Fort Industry Co.
in charge of operations in their

and
said

television operations.
-

of activities in 1948.
:

AM

broadcasting.'

and -blanketing the city with
necessary information at « time
when the newspapers yltn^ having
difficulty in getting through due to
Pivot of ..the^ -entire
stelled trucks.

fail-

'

news structure, municipal staWNYC kept the other stations
on tap with information, from the

local
tion

Sy

bureaus.

Siegei,

WNYC's

dirfictor, was member' of the overall
Planning and Operations Conimitt«e Which .coordinated the attack.
With Saturday dawning in bright
.sunlight, local stations tapered off.
slightly in their storm signs^ls but
(till continued to air all bulletinsnecessary to help the city dig its
jway out. Right up until yesterday
.

'

.

,

V

(TueSi); most of the stations were
all regular public
«till cancelling
service plugs for special reports on
tiie.-mergency.
Ita'the storm's wake came epic and
.

comic tales of woe. Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, snowbound in her Hyde
Park cottage; mushed a mile and a

and a Hearty ^^Thank You" from

through the snow Sunday (28)
,and rode a jeep to Poughkeepsie to
keep her date as the last standin for
the late F. H. liaGuardla.on the Sun>-

CAMEL CIGARETTES

half

lo Executives

.

The
jeep waiting for Mrs. Roosevelt was
manned by Morris Novik, LaGuar
dia's radio adviser, who was trying
to get' to

hours,

and Members of the Screen Guild Players

of the Motion Picture Relief

day noonday session on WJZ.

her during the preceding 24
,

.'

Joe DiMaggio, intended guest on
WNBC White Owl sports quiz'
on Friday, showed Up,.on time but
found only an empty studio and an
^*rganist filling in. Russ Hodges and
9ill Cunningham, co-emcees of the
show, were both stranded far from
mikes.
A couple of NBCJ's* juve
.shows on Saturday moriiijlg were
also cancelled due to t)ie inability of
kid participants to get to. the studio.
Perry Como couldnt make it for
the Chesterfield program- on Friday
the

Octoher i

for

October 27

BOB HOPE
DOROTHY LAMOUR

BE1TE »AVI§
BRIAN AHBRNE!

BETTY GBABLE
TONY MARTIN

Paramount Pictures

Maxwell Anderson

for

..-..for.

.

"My FavorUe Bmuette" "EUsabeth

November 3

.

DANNY KAYE
VIRGINIA

and sang three songs sptarranged for Como. Tex and
Jmx McCrary were 15 minutes late
for Monday's show but ?gave out
with Some breathless repartee during the second half after making it
from their home in JWanhasset, L. I.
Two engineers at. WMCA's transrehearsal

.

for

November 10

November 17

CLAUDE.TTE COLBERT

Samuel Goldwyn

"The Secret Life of Walter JIfiMy"

Twentieth Cenlury-Foi
for "Boomermif;''

November 24

December 1

for',

.

'The Shacking Miim Pilgrim"

DANA ANDREWS

!

RICHARD WIDMARK
HADLEY REED

evening but after a frantic search
a substitute, Mel Torme was
•

'

Twentieth Century'Fox

the Queen''

JANE WYATT

MAYO

for

found ^tching the show at the
Ca|)itol theatre, N. Y. "Torme stepped
into the Wt.i/flttl only an hour, (tf

studios:

October 20

Rainbow Productions
B«Ifc of St, Mary'*"

and

Ochifrer J3

.

BING CROSBY
INGRID BERGDfAN
JOAN .CARROLL
*
fThe

Fund

to the following distinguished actors, actresses,

and

.^

WALTER PIDGEON
DAVID BRUCE
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
for

"Thf Secret Heart"

cially

mitter

were snowed

in for 32-hours,

but were finally tescued by the
Kearney, N. J., police who brought
Mod and brandy. A WOR engineer,
Bob Albrecht, trudged six miles
from Hackensaiac, N. J.,, in time to
make the "Information Please"
show Friday and won honorable
mention on the air from emcee Clifton Padit\1Sn. At
WHN, a produc^
won man, Alfred Tennyson (a direct
descendant of the poet), on his way
remote loaded with platters,
nad to get out of a stalled
subway
train, walkthrough
.the tunnel ?nd
make his show, with only 10 minutes

FREDRIC MARCH

MYRNA LOY
TERESA WRIGHT

,

December

Twentieth Century-Fox

for

ffir

Years of

Our

Lives"

"The Trouble With Women**
December 22

IS:

for

JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY

women

for «'Sireelfc«»rf»"

VICTOR MOORE

all

others

Liberty Films

Walt Disney
for "Pin0eehio**

for

Whce
«ent.

And to writers, producers, and
who have contributed to the continuing

ness,

Coveny used to Wl with Ralph
KQW and KJBS.

Hrur.ton at
L..

C.B.S.-MONDAY EVENINGS

since 1937, is now a vicc-presl
A vet of 20 yeara in the* busi

HoULster

Moyer

<-ov-eny's associate
in

continues as
the L. A. setup.

Presented by

•

"t^M n Wonderful Ufe»

«

success of

to hospitals

.

•

DONNA REED

COVENY A BIAIR VEEPEE
Los Angeles. Dec. 31.
Larleton E. Coveny, who has been
"J^nager of John Blair & Co 's local

-

JAMES .STEWART

FANNY BRICE
HANLEY STAFFORD
•

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

TO spare.

nant

"Moss Hose"

December 29

.

•

Which seems like ,a lot of
"""^le just to play some platters.
WNEW let nobody down. The local mdie was
airing special plugs
M>r a horse and buggy
sled service in
Brooklyn which was carrying preg-

8

Paramonnt Pictures

Samuel Goldwya

"The B«»t

DecettJber

IDA LUPINO
VICTOR MATURE
EIHELBAIiiRYMORE

RAY MILLAND
BETTY HUITON

x

-

He predicted « continuation of
business in the broadcasting
and video
industry especially on

bumper

the others, followed the networks'
suit in airing news about the snow-

city's

the.^ organizational

changes were made to prepare each
operating company of which he is
president, for the-e^cpected expansion

7:30 P.M., P.T.

CAMEL CIGARETTES

f

.

-

exec on tha Philip Motri* account, Lloyd Xielanty. «ic-Kudnor, moved
as junior accomtt «w»c,... Warren Stevens in|» th«(;"D*vid Hajeun*"
and Wmism
Arlinft Klackburn, Mason Adami, Virginia
cast.
Griffls new- to "Front, Pase^ Farrdl.",...Alan Sandt^' wdttt' on. the
Blondie" program, and Joe Martin, are propping tor audition erf c<tm«dy

ifin

From Ae

Productioii Centres

Dwyw

Centlnueit frera psi« it

Uie other will ba rehearsing the current Wednesday night session. This
policy, if generally adopted, by
agencies. wiU give agency comptrollers cause for a new gripe; in
the earlier days pf radio the cus.
todians of the cost sheets complained
that the expense, of a radio department took too big a chunk out ot
the 15% commission, leaving but a
lean piroflt- aa compared to other
nxedia departments.
frequent peeve voiced by tele
drama .producers is that the weeh'i
time allowed them is somewhat of a

.

*Love "Em Or teav« Em."

series called

IN

mW

YORK CITY

HOLLYWOOD ...

rS

DetecUves
of CBS press dept., profiled in current Mystery
"Inner Sanctum" and "Molle Mystery Theatre shows.
its
NBC "Honeymoon in New York" shows has had
engaged to Miriam Scott,
ine\'itablc romantic effect on Art Henley. He's
who's studying for an operatic career. .. ."We tlie People,
liCWls
pushed its Hooper to 12.7, has won a renewal from Gulf Oil. . .MOtt
pacted to do ttiosrt oi
aiid Tom McKniglit. Coast radio writers, have been
Follies
,. .Heal
the sketches for tlie Shuberts' forthcoming "Ziegfeld
radio flack, off to
toush alignment: H«rb Landon, Kenyon & EcJthardt
Psyche for White
"Miss
as
pretty
local
pick
a
weeks
to
three
Miami for
next week foi
Chi
to
travels
Club"
Hospitality
-Harlem
Rock. ,, .Mutwal's
Fletcher Markelj
a seven-day stand at the Regal theatre. -CBS producer
musical
back frcrni an Xmas; holiday in Canada, is working up a Broadway
show idea and talking with Percy Faith about doing the tunes for it.
set up Gordon
to
Coast
the
to
hopping
Artists
Century
of
Dick Dorso
oversee Lucille
to
also
stints;
pic
and
Warner
show
Texaco
MacRae's
will- conduct
Bairs L. A. legit opening in "Dream. Girl". .. .Sylvan Levin
annl
the W-OB orch in a spiecial airer Jan. 11. saluting the Kth
Composers with the pceem, performances of two compositions

Hank Warner,

toiag for his

'

Scripting over 500

.

J™*

.

"

Lea^. «t

celebrating the ocea^on.

.

Hal Rorke, manager of the J, Walter Thompson radio operation iia Chi^was "wing-man" on the Sagiu Christmas show and sticking arotind
for a tew days to roam the ol' stampini gtdtindi5..;.p!Dtlc« department
credited KECA's spot campaign on sat^ driving during th^ holidays with
holding down the traffic toll. Dramatized vignettes o( agonizing accidents
were broadcast 30 time's a day from Chcistinas through New Year's,,..
William Esty agency moves into new quarters early next year, a ston^^s
throw from its present offices. Firm has taken the entire second floor of
.Hollywood
a new bank building, moving away from 'Tih Pan Alley.
Advertising Clwb also on the miove from Roosevelt hotel to Tom vEfretieman's for its bi-weeWy luncheon sessions;. .. .Nat Wolff, who alternates
between agenting, and producing^, succumbed to' the pleas- of Maxie Rosenbloom and flipped the cues on "The Story, ot Slapsy" lor,the audition,
record on KFWB's Preview Theatt^. ol the Ait. Ex-pug plays a grownup
cago,

A

.

when

handicap

the right cost.

comes

it

to setting

Unlike radio, they

can't resort to the

same

circle of ac-

used on other programs but
must extend their search over a
Henry Aldrich in the situation comedy piece. .Robert Lange, director of much widisr area since they can't use
the
same,
faces that appeared en
North American service for French Broadcasting System, here to arrange
more or less recent telecasts.
for an exchange of programs. French shows dubbed in English are now
.

.

Pat Weaver aroimd for

airing On 200 stations" in this country

toJTS

taiceoff

of the Danny Thomas show and more than incidentally interested. It was
Commating radioites bivouacked in offices and hotels to keep the ether Weaver who sditdied long and bard with Thomas and didnt iiuit until the
show going durimg the Big «now...-ABC mulling "Meet Your Hero, papers were signed': .Hal Hairkett soaking up our "silly" sunshine <high
idols, for the
produeecl by Herb Moss and featuring sports and showbiz
in the Ws);
news
issued
a
.which
BMB,
.Xmas spirit permeated
Satordav rioon slot.
Al Rooney being- moved' here ,t}y Lennen & Mitchell to head up the new
release leading off with: " 'Twas the night before Christmas and Broad- expanded operation in Beverly Hills.
Agency partner, Mann Holiner,^
statiana
cast Measurement Bureau'ii subscription list stood at 520 AM
still rales the radio roost
KTLA televised last .weelc'a "Blondie" as its
three
and
mrtworlcs
In addition to seven FMs. the lomr major nationwide
Show
of the Week... .Henry Moi^an has been finally convinced that
Dry
Retail
regional networks".. .Final judging ift the KAB-Natidnal
twitting the sponsor's products is not the easy way to get back, in the
reGoods Assn. prize cpntest for outstamcOne radio show» sponsored by
voice commercial picture. He may even go so far as to say the client's comtailer* takes. place next Monday and Wednesday, (5, 1} at .WOR....
Parter modity is good, whatever it may be. :11iat liilariotis laugh of Norman
of Freedom C^nunittee to pitch a testimonial dinner for Djarothy
Krasoa on the Jack Benny show issues from the versatile vocal chords of
:A.F.M, committee will recwnmend
Jan. 21 at Hie Henry Hudson hotel.
N.
Y. Mel mane, who plays 'a half dozen other characters'bn the program...'
full board in « session in

AB€toFraneo

. .

.

December 31, 1947

W«<1iieMiaj,

BABiIO

26

G«Htiavc« from page

.

casting.

"It's right

1
U bssJ

under his nose,"

ABC exec added.
Mutual toppers also welcomed
Franco to clocktiming, calling atten-

'

the

.

tion to the sale just

consummated

week osf the "True or False"
show to the Shotwell candy
companjr for airing at the saiioe hour
a public relations counsel to PetriBo'*
frequency modulation station, sent out its first signal' last Mon- in all time.xones. Several Mutual
ABC^
Jan. M-15.
day. ..^Gracier AUen was floored by thesgoysterious virus ^germ and missed stanzas, such' as the Peter Paul newsLinda Casazza. longtime sec'y to George Crandall, CBS press info chief, her second broadbfst in ie years. JFan* Wytttgn, a souttti little trouper, casts, already are on clocktima
•
announced her engagement to Dr. Alfred A. Moran, assistant psychology did the show with George Blirnifii'afUfC
Teadihg....C%acIie Wide ot schedules.
prof at Rider College, Trenton. .Charles P. lyier^ formerly ewe cm WilUam Morris radio departmeiltt •>«^ lUltt«ie(l
It's true, of course, that CBS and
Weekend to Mary
the Ford and Lincoln-Mercury accounts and acting- manager of J. Walter Jane Woods.
NBC, owing to their policies against
Tliompson's Detroit olilce, checked in at Binw to become senior account
last

. .

quiz

'

'

•

plattered

repeats,

hai(!;en't

sue*

CHICAGO ...

cumbed to the arguments of clocktime advocates. But there's a feelannouncer 'at WJJD since April, switches to the* ing, privately admitted even in their
Bob Tunison resigned Friday (26) as promo^ own quarters, that they wUl come to
sales department Jan; 5
it
eventually. What many keep asktion manager Of Eddie Hubbard's ABC Club to go Into biz for himself as
ing is^ "Why no( now?"
a drape designer. Easier Straker, WIND'S assistant program director^
replaces Tunison. .. .WBBM's "Shopping With the Missus" marks its ^00th{
Troy .— Bill Saunders, former
broadcast Jan. 5.... Don McNeill, toastmaster of "Breakfast Club,'';bought;
WTRY announcer, has been ap75' CARE packages in the name of friends he ordinarily would have sent'
pointed -general manager of th«
Xmas gifts. Friends received CARE cards thanking them for th^ dona-; New York State Veteran's Vocation. ...Frank 'Winge, police reporter tor the Chicago Daily Timies, is? tional School PM station in Troy.
skedded for the $500 journalism award on the Dec. 31 broadcast ni NBC's
"Big Story." Award -is for Winge's riieuthing in a murder casej which
resulted in conviction'of the real criminal and' release of an innocent sus-pect..,.The Bob EIson-^Emie Simon "Old Gold Variety Show" wiB have
studio audiences after Jan. 5. .. .Marge Calvert, who has played. the Judy
half of "Judy and Jane" for 16- years, resigned .the role last week. Ger<>,
liV
Frank Sweeney,

chief-

'

WANTED

—

takes over
Ed Borroff^ ABC v.p., has been, apinnnted tOMayor Kennelly's At^vertising Committee on Traffic and Safety...
Breakfast Club" originates in St- Paiil Feb. 6, in connectioh With tfif.

aldine

Kay

annual Winter Camivai.
Maurice Copeland tossed a surprise party Monday (29) for the Nelson
Olmsteads, who. take off for New York in Jan. ..Blaze that broke out 'iJ*
Goldblatt's department store last Saturday (20) failed to halt broadcast,
of "Teens and Tunes." Hank Grant, m.c, he|d the attention of SM ahop^
pers until- they were ushered to safety
Jack Owens and his flacky
MSrilita Dotton, backriniting each other on the Hit' Parade cjiinb
Owens' "How Soon.'- Tune hit*top place last ^wedi. .Toioi HaxgfSr torm^
program director for an L,A. station, has Joined Feature Product^ns as
exec producer of "Ladies Be .Seated"
Newscaster Jim Hurlbut's -probe
of pistol ammunition sales had lead to framing of an- ordinance that will
he put to vote at the next city council meeting. .Elizabeth Wolcott, Ot
WBBM's dept« of education, lectures "at Elmhurst QoUege on "Our American System of Broadcasting," Jan. 8,..: Packet of a dozen Xmas cards
distributed by RCA- Victor plugs its tele show, "Junior Jamboree:" Cards
were drawn by Capt. Bill Eddy, director of WBKB. .. .Jack L. Cooper
making with the q's and -a's on WSBC's new "Personality (tuibr
Ernie
Byfield's "Celebrity Train" starts traveling at the College Inn Monday (29>
.Rpx Maupin, ABC's midwest director of music, marked his ,2Sth year
in radio last week. The maestro bowed as a band batonei; on a F^rt Worth
station in 1922.
.Quiz Kids essay contest on "What America Means T^) Me'"
brought in 12,000 entries.
.

TELEVISION
«

WVyj-TV,

acffoft/

« « ifi

Detroit's fi«st »iad only television

(Wings into action

broadcatb of local
Pictured above

is

fast to

.

smitm,

bring Detroitcrs televised

activities

— quick as they happen!

WWJ-TV

.

in action, sending into

^thous2Uids of Detroit television receiverst a broadcast

af 'the newly-clccted CSty Cionncil-^thc day

PROGMM!
Mffn

wkoM WttHi
show

cttMv*

r«qiiirt»
bnatiiacit

qualiliw to act as Writer,
preducwr, publicity man.

A man who can

"i^t

tliiii«|*

doH*." Must b« wiillR« t0.
Good salary for

trovcl.

good man.

-

Writ* lox 91«i Varioty.
154 W*s» 4*Hi $tn N. V. 19

. .

.

after

.

FOR NETWORK

.

dection.

In the ten months of its operation, WWJ-TV has
done a notable job of televising sporting events,
activities, public service features and ccrnimerdal programs. It is this. skillfMr aiid aggressive

INS, Televiews
U siS

sss Continued from palse

•cMc

{Kx^nummiitg, in the, tradition- of

WWJ,

that

is

iltoteasing purchases

sister station,

.

.

•

of home television

television

era ahead.

its

sets.

WWJ*

AuMcialmAM

m

Stallan

StgHim

deal.

Telenew^,'

-.

•

•

which already has nejwsreel camera- sary to this medium.
both throughout the U. S. and
Telenews 'officials know that'their
overseas, will produce the tele news own theatre screens often will be
films ''in association" with INS and "scooped" by video, from a time

'

AtuKlat*

is a
arrangement

new company and

networks and advertisers sonte

time in February.

While the same cameramen who
produce Telenews' weekly international newsreel will turn out the
news films for tele, Berkson said the
latter will not b6 copies of the stuff
shot for the newsreel theatres. The
tele films will be shot especially for.
video, employing techniques neces-

men

Icaderahip through the

*

working

only, involving no
officers or stock

reflected in fast-

the exclusive voice of television in Detroit

tiiday— and will retain

CBS and

The Telenews-INS-INP deal
cooperative,

responsible for Detroitcrs'

solely

enthusiastic interest in television

tV a

its.

photo package for tele, and
NBC have newsrecls.)

tions,

WWJ

WlKAmt

INP. Teletype news, a tele service
pioneered by INSr will continue to go
out under the wire service's label.
The still news photos, a daily package service also already established,
will continue to carry INPs imprint.
AH sales of the service, however,
will be handled by the INS-INP televi-sion department, managed by Robert H. Reid, A series of meetings between the principals of the new tieup wete started Monday (29), to implement actual operation by setting

up

using their own reels,
but apparently figure the new medium won't hurt the boxoffice seriously for some time yet, arid, anyway, since tele newsreels'are an inevitable development* they might as
well cut themselves in on the new.

standpoint,

business.

0j
My

!'

Telenews operates theatres in Chi-r
cago, Detroit, Cleveland, Cinciniiati,
Buffalo, Denver, Dallas, Seattle, Oakland, San Francisco and Tacoma,
and additionally Supplies reels to
rate structures, mappinjif cover- news theatres such as Translux in

age, etc.

'New York,
Announcement of the 'tieup was
.loi'ntly by .Seymour Berkson,
Omaha Don McNeil's Breakfast
manager of INS-INP, and Club moves into the Omaha Audi•

,

'

made

^

general

flKST IN OMTKdlT . ..Ownil

Md Op»rafilh^ THC DCTROIT NiWS

Herbert Scheftel, prexy .of Telenews,
who said that the first actual newsreel releases produced under the
deal will be available to video sta-

torium Jan. 17 under auspices of
Junior Chamber of Commerce and
for the- benefit of the new Children'^
'
Memorial Hospital.
'

VMTKO

jtKSj»I.I.

»Bl « f O.

l-S-J
n><ln«Mhv. NBC. tO-M
M-G>H--r«>B t)M> MaBil With Ton"
"Ti«» line Fo" JSfJF.r»"
CtAVTOK
MMkl
•

Wa

.

.

^
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KUBXH CHRISTMAS

SHOW

en, Amos
Witt Bob Hope, Edf«r Ben
»»Iey, Dorli Day,
!tf Andy, C»»«
Abner,
£mrlti Melchlor, hxaa
Uontrd Peniwrlo, H«rry Jamei,

Pled pipers.
and othew;
Prodncer: Earl

Lou 8Uve» mia

EM

WATCH

BLOIN

MMHM «»»»

::Follow-up

Comment!

^

CO.

from Hollywood
(J. Walter Thompson)
Christmas show, like all
merennlals, was with Us again last
Thursday (25), light, entertaining—
and just a little bit too much of the
same thing. Radio's best talent was
lined up foi* a varied, interesting two
hours of fun, music and sentimtent;
Elgitt'S

to prove that all

was

Edlie Cantor packed quite a lineup
names and miscellany of entertainment into his Christmas night
broadcast from the Birmingham Veterans hospital in Van Nuys, Cal.
While the event lacked overall sock,
it came through with some telling
of

CiBS.

right (for

HEBE'S HARBIET

Second

comedy sequences. The best licks
were turned in by Bob Hope both
with the monolog and his crossfire
on a "Road" theme with Gaiitor.
Ralph Edwards dropped in long

enough to put the spark to an extwo change of water -dousing and pier
tossing between Cantor and
:

Harry
hours) With the world. There was
Von Zell. Esther Williams' presence
nothing new or fresh, no startling
on the bill served its purpose well,
change, to indicate that perhaps this since
the vets got a squint at her in
hest of all worlds is changing, or
bathing suit, even though her parthat i^adio programs Should change
Relaxed after « hearty ticipation in the script wasn't of the
with it.
with defenses bolstering sort. On the musical side
dinner,
Christmas
Tony Martin contributed "Silent
down, listeners must have had a
Night," with the convalescents joingood time (the studio audience cering him for the refrain, and the protainly did, anyway), as quips flew,
gram's nine-year-old regular, Toni
tongs sounded, and corn flourished.
Harper, giving with a fast verse of
emceeing
his
Ameche,
for
Don
"Jingle Bells." Susan Peters, herself
fifth successive year (and Ken Cara paralytic, took over the final two
penter, also In his fifth lap as anminutes to lend testimony to the
nouncer), cracked the whip for a
work that Cantor has done for the
1)0st of personalities', includmg Bob
Hope, Edgar Bergen, Cass Daley, afflicted and the sick and to tell that
Lauritz Melchior, DoMs Bay, Lum 'n' the hospital was planting a tree in
Andy, Harry James, his iiame on its grotmds.
Abner, Amos
If
Leonard Pennario, and others.
"Opinion, Please," CBS School of
only as a change from soap operas,
the Air stanza, departed from its
they were welcome.
Accent was on the comedy side. customary format last Friday (26)
Comedy was of familiar pattern, gags to unreel a, review of the year's news
sounded similar 'to cracks of other highlights under the heading of
"1947 On Parade." Result was an unyears, but general effects was favorable and much of the whimsy was spectacular recapitulation, obviously
Hope ribbed Cass Daley iiot intended as a major documentary
funny.
about her face, figure and voice. He effort and lacking in real dramatic
kidded about Bing Crosby, Melchior, punch, but not entirely' without
(Sounds
:hi$<- sponsor.
familiar, merit. It presented a well edited
doesn't it?) Hopft got off a good one panoramic view of headline happen'
when he remarked that Crosby mgfi, as told to a reporter by the
wouldn't be in his next picture— oldtimer who .kept a newspaper's
"morgue." Many of the year's de^
they'd use a transcription.

W

'

i

Harriet VanHorne, radio editor of
the New York 'World-Telegram, began a weekly 10-minute Manhattan
chitchat Oh WJZ Saturday (27). Introduced as the Girl About Town^
Miss VanHorne, identified merely as
Harriet, lost no time roaming the
storm-stricken metropolis.
She peeped into the Metropolitan
Opera,
tennis
the -Garden
pro
matches and the "Cradle Will Rock"
preem; She segued back to '88 for a
quick wrapup of an interview with
the Blizzard Men's Society, parenthetically acknowledged the gift of
a Christmas petticoat, knocked off
some vital statistics about the Radio
City Christmas tree via a recorded
q. & a. routine with its custodian,
and came into the homestretch: with
a Christmas Story.
There's no doubt Miss VanHorne
gets around
and in this, instance
without benefit of dog sled. But unfortunately her light and rather
cloying voice, lacking any positive
character, doesn't .make her the ideal
Manhattan guidie. Her quickie Cook's
Tour of Gotham under snow was delivered in an even paced monotone,
which was lacking in verve or per•

—

sonality.

With some individual color and
more alive delivery, Mi.ss VanHome's program could probably occupy an entertaining niche as a

femme

raconteur.

Rose.

.

'

.

.

The amusing commercials

were

.

one of the 'neatest parts of the program. Miss Daley and Hope sang
one.

Lum

amusing tribute to Elgin;

Abner had another tricky one;
all were woven in expertly, as
much entertainment as plugs.
'nt

and

.

Melchior,

imitating

Crosby

bis bub-bubrbooing, and then
contrast singing an air from
-

with
for

"Die
Day warblihg "Papa,
Won't You Oahce With Me?"; Leonard -Pennario, cleffing a Khachaturi^n number; Miss Daley tearing
'Together" apart, were some of the
Walkure''; Doris

afternoon's highspots.
was his ingratiating
thing,
usual.

in

fact,

Don Ameche
self.

Every-

was an pleasant as
Bron.

Witli Craie McDonnell, Kani Evans,
Ernest Sarracino, Joe DeSantis,
Beverly Kobertsi' Donald IHarris;
JaclE

announcer;

Irisii,

Sylvan

Levin, music
Writer: William K. Wells, Jr.
Producer-Director: Wynn Wright
30 Mins.; Tues., 8:30 p.m.
Sustainine
.

MUTUAL,

from

New York

This series, which has been running on Mutual some weeks, is presented in cooperation with Official
Detective magazine and is a fairly
presentable dramatization of the
sort of murder and crime cases featured by "true" detective mags. On
last week's sequence (23), for instance, an ex-con with a wife and
kid was trying to ..go straight, but
Tony, an old' accomplice in crime
with too-heavy accent' and a beef
against the ex-cqn, bulldozed him
into doing a safe robbery.
T he guy-who^was-going-straight
tipp'ed off the coi»s, but Tony, was
But no an-swer was suggested. At foxy enough to give the- bulls the
the windup, the script got in a slip, pull the job and then set out
g'raight pitch for tolerance and to take his unwilling partner for a
eedom, which, however commend- last ride. The law caught up with
(Continued on page 28)
the pair in a church it was Christ-

velopments were artfully woven into
dramatized slices of conversation
and re-enactment of important pronouncements: In its effort to skirt
controversial issues, however, the
show pulled its punches and muffed
several episodes, as when a Southern
boy asked his father about the
Dodgers hiring Jackie Robinson and
the father just said "Northerners
do funny things" and changed the
subject. At another point, a housewife agitated over high prices asked,
"What kind of prosperity is this?"

'

'

.

On Big Subjects" is a noteworthy contribution to public
service programming. Like the
first series, these six one-minute
spots
spread th^ gospel of
tolerance in a practical way
through the. guise of clever lyric
and good music, well sung and
played. The new series is different in concept and style from
the first group, less jazzy and
punchy perhaps. It's couched on
a higher plane, with the songs
pleading for international understanding and sympathy,
rather than on a local basis.
They are as appealing, therefore, though in a different way*

-

—

time),"'

STERLING DRUGS
NBO, from New York
(Dancer, Fitzj/erold, Sa-mple)

The Sterling Drugs serials heard
cross the board for a full hour starting at 4 p.m., gave way on Christmas
day to an hour-long stanza in which
the talent from Sterling's evening
Performers
shows were utilized.
heard on the Bayer Aspirin, Phillips
Milk of .Magnesia, and Dr. Lyons
dentifrice shows replaced, with an
excellently
produced session by

'

"It

Could Be

A

Wonderful
Could Consider

World (If We
Each Neighbor A Friend)" is per-

stressed the
inspirational tone of the holiday.

haps the smoothest of the lot, a
western folktune number that
has real Tin Pan Alley 'draw.
"American Hymn" is a church-

The 60-minute production admire
ably captured the spirit of the day.

Show was a smooth blend of solo
and chorus voices and music that
provided as relaxing a session as it
possible.
Coming at a time when,
most families .have completed the
big holiday meal, the program gave
the opportunity for reitection on the

United Nations song, with
catchy rhythm. "Ol' Commodore
Gray" is a flavorsome. sea chanlittle

tey, showing how opposites can
live together in peace.. "Travel*

joys of th0 day.
The corps of soloists were culled
from the varied programs in the

ing Broadens O^ie" has wit and

good sense. "I've Got a Church"
sounds the right to pray in eloquent terms.
Songs, like the first spots, are
the work of Hy Zaret and Lou
Singer. WNEW, N, Y. program
Gott

Roy

^

pro*

of

that

the

is'

Ross,

Hummert \stable. Among them were
Donald Dame,' Thomas L. Thomas,
Jean Dickenson, Margaret Daum»
Evelyn MacGregor and Bob Hannon,
with an orchestra and chorus under
direction of Victor 'Arden.

There were several memorable
highlights on the show including
Thomas' delivery, of the "Ave Maria"
from Cavalleria Rusticana', and the
"Allelujah" by Handel, sung by Miss

station,

-

mas EvBj by

the

'

way-^and Tony

made a run for it, but was shct dead.
The ex-con got plugged too, but recovered sufficiently by the signoff
to deliver a few reflediive words to
his son- o,n keeping tne Christmas
spirit alive the whole-year around.
It's a run-of-the-mill production
from all istandpointSi having no par-,
ticular factors n^hich set it off as
different from the next crime-buster;
The best that can be said, on the
basis of the caught stanza, is that
the producers apparently 'c>schew
horror.and gore/ and always>see to
it that criminals are brought to book.
The scripting is "of hack flavor; the
acting is par, and direction isn't too
bad. Sylvan Levin's music fills the

Ddan.

bill.

Dickenson.

The choral and orchestral arrangements showed considerable skill and
the routining of the show achieved
the purpose of providing a ma:^imum'
of (jhri&tmas music with a minimum
of talk, so that the entire hour sustained the mood of the program.
•

'

Susfaintnc
Matiiall, iroi9 Hollywood
"The Journey of the Magi," presented >by Mutual's Holly wood, staff;
was a firstrate dramatic show built
along' conventional lines for seriouS'<
minded Christmas eve dialers. It
was re-^erent in tohe, ppetic in style
and orthodok in its approach^to r6-.
ligious doctrines.- for. those xiutside
(Contitaued en page 28)
,

FOR iECOND AS THE REST NIGHT TIME AUDIENCE PARPROGRAM IS RALEIGH CIGARETTES' "PEOPLE ARE
. . . , FRIDAY'S MOST POPULAR PROGRAM FOR THE LAST

TICIPATION

FUNNY"

SIX YEARS.

RUT

WHO

DESERVES THE CREDIT SO

WE CAN BRAG

THIS

Certainly ART LINKLETTER dcwrvas th* biggest pieces
«f the plaques He net enly stars In both shows^e spouts Idem
fastei*'n anybody . . . . And Production Manager IRVIN ATKINS^

—

•

Ingenuity .... And Script Editor WALTER GUEDEL—what a
talent for operation . . . . And PAF writer JACK STANLEY—he's a
(who also directs and
mercurial necessity .... Writer BOB
edits our Groucho Mark show) is a reliable rock with ideas ....
«s is BERNIE SMITH, who wrote for PAF until he shifted to Marx ....

what

DWAN

ELEANOR ROWLAND, six years
WORTH, three years on script

as office manager
detail

ANNE WADS-

.... SHIRLEY SPENCER, two

years balancing the boohs of four difFerent package operations ....
Then a whole bunch of yearlings, and of course, the valuable guidance
of the ad agencies— RUSSEL M. SEEDS for RALEIGHS—YOUNG AND
Certainly ALL of these swell
RUBICAM for GENERAL ELECTRIC
people deserve pieces of any plagues awarded to "People Are Funny"
ttf "GE Hduse Party."

JOHN GUEDEL RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood

.

With Arnold Moss, Francis X, Bushman, William Johnston
Writer: Brace Stauderman
Producer: Time Boardman /
SO Ming,; Wed. {ti), 9:30 p.m.

THIS MONTH ALL U. S. RADIO IDITORS VOTED "GENERAL ELEC
TRie HdUil PARTY" THE REST DAYTIME AUDIENCE PARTICIPAtlON PROGRAM OF 1947.

WAY? ....

Jose.

THE JOURNEY OF THE MAGI

THEY OUGHT TO BUST ALL PLAQUES
INTO A DOZEN PIECES!
TIED

'

Frank Hummert which

like ballad of taste and integrity.
"There Were 13 Colonies" is a

doing the arranging and
doing the music background
with his ensemble, Jeff Clark
sings the songs with taste and
understanding, and in fine voice.
Spots will be aired for a while
by WNEW, then made available
to other stations throughout the
country.
Bron.

.

Producer-Director: Frank- Hummcrt
60 Mins.; Tburs. '(2S), 4 p.m. (One

:

director Ted
ducer, with

OFPICIAL DETECTIVE

With Tiiomas X« Thomas, B«b Han'non, Donald Dame, Evelyn MaC'*
Gregor, Margaret Daum, Jean
DickensoUf chorus and orchestra
under dtreetlon of Victor Ardeli

Songs

series of- "Little

87

GLORIOUS CBBISTMAS

More Tolerance Spots

Witli Harriet VanHorne
10 Mlns., Sat., 6:05 p.m.
Sustainine

WJZ, N. Y.

arch,

Don AmMhe, emcee.

Ed Helwick and ktaH

Kcripter:

RADIO BBIVIEWS
t»«»

.

;

B« thyself" creed.

It

an

provided the
drama.

arresting
Canada Lee was starred in the
two-level story localed in the materward of a big-city hospital on.
Gontinned from pagtr
Christmas
Eve. He played a wise
a
Continned from vts* KT
and sympathetic listener and inmischief, for an hour.
This nrn
the faith* the awe might have been from a child, bearing a resemblance spiration to the experiences of two even though Carradine's young son
in the cast he was not identifi- gram, at least the one that
lost but there was sufficient dramatic to Jesus, who warms them with the other prospective fathers, one of was
which broadcast last weekend, can ahnnS
tension, 111 terms of human problemsi power of his own faith In the good- whom had his family broken up by able until an epilog of bows
be guaranteed to pin down ttSi
to hold interest. Productionwise, the ness of man. Thesping chores were the housing shortage and the other called out all the players and seemed
the
persquirraiest
tqjich
of
of
the
directorial
the
best
brood.
competently by Nancy had been hampered in his medical
session was put over neatly by an handled
^
Squiring the hour is NBC staffer
expert cast of players, good direc- Douglass, Karl Swenson and narra- studies by entrance "quotas" based formance.
telecast was sent to Bob Smith, a choice piece of castina
This
on religion,
Hem.
torial pacing and an attuned musical tor Bill Lazar.
In the concluding and most stirring Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash- Ingratiating without being unctuous
background.
ington.- According to announcement Smith weaves in and out of the com^
portion
the
program,
Lee
read
a
of
Script by Bruce Staudertnan was
A CHBISTMAS CABOIi
'direct account of a Negro's own the station plans it as an annual position of live acts and iUms with
based on a poem by T. S. ESiot in
holiday event with this first eilort the ease and finesse of a veteran at
which the birth of Christ was pre- With Barry Thomsons narrator; climb of the symbolical mountain having
been under the supervision of kid diversion. As part of his own
Canada Lee, Sarah Cussel, Abby of bigotry. After first expressing
through the
sented 'suggestively
Lewis, Janet Tyleri Tommy Andet- the wish that his own child should James L. Caddigan. Technical di- chores Smith has adopted an alter,
travail of the three wise old men
BOnj Somer,<Anberff, Atty Malvln, die at birth rather than have to en- rection was credited to Frank Bu- •voice, a character sounding' somewho journey to Bethlehem to bring
Boss;
netta
and the sets were designed by thing hke Mortimer Snerd, whom
music, Boy
IiSEar;
jaolc
dure the humiliation and injury of
their gifts to the divinely born child.
he pretends to keep concealed in the
Rudy
Lucek.
Dobbins
lyrics,
Shelley
becoming another of the "walking
Stauderinan, expanding on the poem,
The Kaiser-Frazer auto commer- lower drawer of the desk he works
dead Jn a white world," he presently
staged the drama as a conflict among Producer: Ted Cott
The alter-voice, "Howdy
Grogan
recalled the progress that nas been cials were placed fore and aft of the behind.
the three men, one of whom de- Director-Adaptor: Jael(
made toward equality for people piece proper. They were simple, Dowdy," is a handy bit of conception
voutly believes In the coming of the 30 Mins.; fJTed. 1% (noon)
The kids are
of all colors, creeds and countries. direct and to the point. The narra- for mall purposes.
Messiah, with another willing to Sustaining
So the piece concluded on a hope- tion merely rounded out the Ulus," as^sed to write "Howdy", and teU
serve as informer to the scheming WNEW, N. y.
lust what kind of entertainment
trating of the cars.
Account was
ful note.
Herod and the third torn by faith
Charles Dickens' Christmas Carol
Particularly in the climactic part, placed directly, with no ad agency they'd like.
and doubt. Between the theology, is a Yuletide tradition and 'WNEW
Live
items
of
the bill were faultthere was a t)lea for a religious faith did well by it via a '-'musical impres- the show was well written and skill- entering into—.the deal.
lessly staged.
The puppeteering of
fully presented, Lee's performance
tliat would transcend the dry bones sion" of the classic on Christmas Day.
Frank Paris was adroitly propped
of ritual and bind humanity together. Station also rates a bow on this oae^ had authority and conviction, Whit NEWS
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1947
with a story and a central character
Burnett and Edward Wragge were
Hetm.
shot sustainer for its casting of
Produced and aarrated-by Paul Alley Paris and his marionettes are applausible
prospective
fathers,
while
Canada Lee as Scrooge. The Negro
parenthr, booked (or a 10-week run,
Janet Tyler was an acceptable first 20 Mins.; MOB. (S9), 8:49 p.in.
star breathed life into his role; His
since the 20-mmute routine was deyoung wife and Luise Barclay re- Suataining
CHBISTMAS '47
portrayal moved from arch-villainy
scribed by the m.c. as the first in
With Nancy OouKlass, Karl Swenson, early in the story to a feeling of vealed a warm mike, personality as WNBT-NBC, N, T.
NBC television made its strongest series of "The Adventures of Toby,a
the other. The background music
.JBin Xarar-'
gleeful penitence in the fadeout. pitch
to
date
-the
for
superiority
or 10 Weeks with a Circus." While
of
Writer! Noel B. Gerson
was recorded.
Hobe.
in
itself
DickensV
story
newsreel
'W^hile
the
.its
serviee
over
all
comthe human and animal characters out
Bitector: Xed Hudes
petitors' with this roundup of the of Paris' workshop scanned amm-is a masterpiece, special music and
Producer; James Sheldon
iop news events during 1947^ Com'- ingly, the elements that must have
Ijrrics by Roy Ross and Shelley DobIS Min&; Vhurii (iS5), 5:1S piOb
piled by news chief Paul Alley from given the youngsters their greatest
bins offered a nice change of pace
Sustaining
reels aired by the web throughout kick were the precision dances
and ably captured the spirit of the
WQXR, N. Y.
a la
the year, the 20-minute film show Rpckettes througbi which Paris put
piece. Barry Thomson registered^ as
Amidst the Yuletide cheer,
ssSmm Conttuued Crom page
surpassed by far anything yet' done his troupe on three; occasions.
the narrator as did other cast 'mem(N. Y.) sired this dramatic show
The Gaudsmith Bios., standard
able In Itself, seemed an 'unneces- by the wire services which have rewhich was 4 reminder to dialers of bers in -lesser parts.
cently
entered
tele
the
newsreel
vaude
turn,
brought over their
Ted Cott provided the half-hour sary tag for a news review. Many
the tragic situation bf almost 1,000/
field and'could be compared favor- Frerich poodles, from the Badio
City
000 homeless refugees scattered in dramatization with an elaborate pro'^ significant events got c(uick brush- ably with
the best' work 'of the coma Music Hall, where they are part of
camps in the ruins of Europe. Pre- ductioH' while Jack Grogan's adapta- ofls.
the holiday show, and demonstrated
Competitively speaking; the stanza mercial newsreel outfits.
sented under the auspices of the tion 'retained all the fla'vor of the
took some of the edge oft ABC!s
Alley edited the materiar admir- before the
Gitb.
cameras that their
Citizens Committee on Displaced Dickens 'Original.
hour-long 1947 review, skedded for ably, mixing the more serious events, clowning can be as effective by
Persons, the program has been tranNew Year's Day (Thurs.), but left such as the Texas City disaster, with electronic transmission as it is on
scribed for airing over 140 stations
the latter plenty of room to shine. lighter stuft, such as the British the stage.. The results spoke- well
from coast-to-coast.
simple but THE MOUNTAIN
royal wedding, for a well-balanced for the future of vaudeviUe in the
poignant show, it will serve its in- With Canada ,Lee, Whit Burnett,
Procter 8s Gamble again tied up total. With the worldwide political new medium.
tended purpose of needling the con'
Edward Wrarge, Luise Barclay,
Highlight of the film section was
Its various daytime serials for the events that lestered during 1947 on
science of America to its respon'
Janet Tyler
Christmas Day broadcasts last week. the ascendant, however, -Alley was a Ben Turpin museum piece. Smith's
sibility for the welfare of fellow Writer-Director: Virginia Mouand
The .first block in the 1-2 p.m. se- naturally hard put to find enough running comment was kept within
human faein^, even tbdivglfin other 36 Mins.; Wed. (Zt) 9 p.m. '
'~
quence on CBS included "Big Sis- material for the lighter side. He the humor scope of his youthful
lands.
'Sustailflnr
Perkins," "Young Dr. placed due emphasis on the various audience and in itself was a model
ter." "Ma
"ChristmHs '47—Jesus- Stopped at WOV, N. T.
Malone" and "Guiding Light," The Big Four huddles, the resuscitation of bright monologing.
a D. P. Camp," fpcussed on -the
Virginia Momand, who scripts and
WNBTs staff need have no comthe 3-4. p.m. seg- of the Communist Comintern and
plight of a married couple who produces the sustaining "American second group in
Be the domestic political scene. Intro- punction about taking a bow on this
escaped death by the Nazis and and Family" series on domestic prob- ment on NBC included "Life Can
duction of the various candidates for one.
Odec.
themselves In a miserable barracks lems, put on this special broadcast Beautiful." the "Ma Perkins" repeat,
"Pepper Young" and "Right to Hap- the 1948 Presidential race, in fact,
in' the American zone of Germany. In the $ame 'Wednesday night spot
gave a good insight Into their teleSeattle-^Martin WIckett, program
regular
This
become
piness."
has
They attempt to rebuild their lives Christmas Eve, For the occasion,
genic qualities.
director at KING, local Indie, has
solely out of hope, and especially on she took the potent device of high- practice for the sponsor in recent
went out of hi^ way in spots resigned. Wickett, who came here
Christmas day, stake everything on lighting the paradox of Christian seasons. This time, as before, there
'
to- plug NBC but that, because of from 'WTOP, Washington, D.
their faitii In a better future. Sud* bigotry, on the birthday eve of the were no commercials.
C, last
There was, of course, a tough job the general excellence of the work, summer, has been
> .aenly, thtqr are lifted up by « visit founder of the "love thy. neighbor
credited with ma*
involved for the agencies, producers, can be overlooked.
Background jor share
of Increase In popularity
writers, etc., in aligning these vari* music fit In well with the mood of
which
KING
is
now
enjoying.
since
they
particularly
ous shows,
the events 'depicted and Alley^s
had to be more or less Interchange* dramatic narrative- voice lent plenty Wickett's contract with the station
able because of numerous local of impact to the film". He wisely contains a 90-day cancellation clause,
Scheduling wrinkles on the two net- steered away from too much edi- and he had no comment on future
works. On that hasis, the two 60- torializing in his commentary^ pre- plans beyond that date.
minute combination broadcasts were ferring Instead to do a job of straight
impressive.
As simple entertain- reporting on the events depicted on
»
ment, the stunt wasn't entirely suC'- tbe screen.
cessful.
Unless the Associated PresS' or the
The Christmas theme seemed projected television newsreel pool
particularly appropriate for day- of the newspaper-owned stations can
time- drama, with its emphasis on do better than this, NBC's current
sentiment. The special music was affiliates would be foolish to ditch
illustrative and pleasant. And some the web's reel for' something of inof the dialog itseU ^as reasonably ferior quality,: no matter how much
basis for
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interesting,

if

no

more

Inspiring

than suds saga average. However,
the general gimmick used for the
involving fol-

multiple broadcasts,

lowing the sun as

less the cost.

Stal,

PUPPET TEI.EVISION THEArCBE

brought Christ- With Bob Smith, m.c., Frank Paris,

it

mas njorning to the various program
Gaudsmith Bros.
inevitably became slightly Producer-Director: Boger Mulr
monotonoiis. In one case, too, the ee Mini.; sat. («1)t ( p.m.
\srriter. revealed palpably inadequate WNBT, New Tetk
research when he reversed the, time
There 'Is .no reason'^ why NBC
differentials between New York and shouldn't be able to -put this SaturSan Francisco, and Chicago and day afternoon kid show on a selfLondon.
paying basis in the near future,
angling it, if necessary, on a particli>ating basis. It's the type of snow
that could foe responsible for the
sale- of lots of sets.
In the middle
class home there is perhaps nothing
as welcome to the mother as somes Continued from page 19
thing that will keep the small fry
tag of NBC veepee and general intently absorbed, and out of possible
locales,

•
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FCC Becomes

;

the

Keen to the North
Jersey pulse,

WNJR

programs exclusively

heart
of

for this rich inOrket
1

WNJR.

<rf

homes!

,000.000
with

North

Jersey really at heart,
it

the

artery

strong
to

tell

new
your

story!

NORTH JERSEY
5000

WAHS

« 1430

KUOCYCLES

counsel.
And Commissioner £. K.
Jett followed suit last Friday (26)
when he announced his resignation
after 37 years In government to become vice-president of the Baltimore Sun radio properties. Jett's
salary is pegged at $2.'!,000 a year,
which has given rise to a new gag
to the effect, that an FCC chairman
is worth only $10,000 more tbau a

the radio station of the

TO YA'"

rOR THIRD YEAR
ON CIS

by most

mere commissioner on the open
market,
Denny went to NSC for

.

I

.

most

$35,000.

And, on the receiving end, the

FCC

establishing a new precedent
by snagging a vice-president right
out of the ranks of radio. Wayne
Coy's salary as vice-president of
the- Washington Post radio properi*
ties was reported in excess of $20,000
a year, more than twice his expected
FCC stipend.
Financially, it Is believed that both
is

-

former Chairmen James Lawrence
Fly and Paul A. Porter probably
earned greater finaneial rewards
(without the titles) by leaving the
government and entering the private
practice of law.

Otis P Willioms
General Manager
91-93 Halsey St
Newark 2, N. J.

Jfea^

'HIRES

Oallas-sTohn D. Wilson, former
ladio director of the Grant agency
and a freelance writer-director in
New York, Is manager of the new
local station,

KlXL.

.

In

the

BUYING Ark-U-Tex

Writ*

For Availabilities

KWKH

REi^EPORT I
Sa aOD WATTS I
<^H

'

W«diieMi«y* DwsMulMy 81^ 1947

OBCHKSniAS-IIIIJSIC

Tonring Bands Canght Plenty Short
Destroyed by Fire

By

East s

Boston, Dec.

Snowstorm

Hlforst'

Worst inowatotm to hit Wew York-tr
*nd the eastern seaboard from Vlr*
Levy Signs Lance
ginia up into NeW England jutt
Lou Levy closed a deal last week
about murdered the band business
strangely enoiigh, in IJolly wood with Walter Lantz
in key. cities, but,
didn't malce as big a dent in one- whereby the former's Leeds Music
nlghtera as might be expected even win publish all tunes stemming
though such dates are mostly in from. Lant^'s^ cartoons. Initial tune

Boseland

ballroom,

80.

29

Phs

DiskeRs Risk Over $1000,000

>

Taunton,

Artists

Mass.t about 60 miles from Boston,
was completely destroyed by fire
Friday (26) evening. A dance sched-

Due to Idn^iit (Wed.) Ban
^

-

a

Monroe's Kid Album

.

uled for that evening had, been can-

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Major recording companies, with

minimum

of $2,000,000 invested in

post-disk ban masters, are risking
Vaughn Monroe has completed an plenty as of midnight tomorrow (31)
snow;^rm> Blaze wa; i^used by a short album for RCA-Victor designed to when Petrillo'n disk ban goes into
satisfy the kiddie trade, which is a effect. Tangible portion of their
circuit in a neon sign. Damage was
new form of recording to be done Chance-taking lies in the 2,000 or
estimated at between $100,000 and by him and his band. Book, titled more masters;
each costing a mini'^
be "Woody Woody Wood$150,000, including a string of bowl- "Around the World In Song and mum of $1,000, regardless of lioW
celled earlier because of the

,

'

is said to
small -towns.
Of the three major boolcing agen- pecker," title of one of the cartoon ing alleys, in
the basement, operated
series Lantz produces.
cies, only Music Corp. of America
t4antz had been releasing through by Charles Shribman, Boston band
got caught' in the transportation
iharl produced by the 25 to 30 Universal-International, but recently booker.
inches of' snow; Charlie Barnet, who had hii; studio closed down for a
Several fireman were hurt flghthad played a one-nighter on Long brief period.
,ing the blaze, one, the local departisland, one of the hardest hit areas,
ment's chief, very critically. He and
couldn't get to Bay Hartenstein's
two of his men were blown out of
$unhybrook Ballroom, Pottstown,
the burning building by an explo.

'

,

Saturday (27). Uis bus and intrument truck were stalled.
Only other band, according to
reports, to miss a date was Vaughn
Monroe, boblced direct by the Willard Alexander office. And Monroe's
was the most unusual-r^he couldn't
malte it from New York, where he
had been home for Xmas with his
family^ to Newark, a matter of 15
miles, on Friday (26), during the
storm. No bus, rail or road travel
was ^possible; On top of that he
missed an RCA-Victor recording
date that afternoon because his in*
strument truclc, coming in from JerPa.,

Barton Music

:

Ownership of the building

Arranges For

Mtor Payoff

and then couldn't get back to the

firm.

of the river. Even if
and his .men cotdd have

Monroe

ireached the' Newark spot they

would

have had no equipment.
Jersey area, incidentally, was hit
so badly Frank Pailey didn't bother
to attempt to open his Meadowbrook
Friday. On Saturday roads were
.ttill so bad that Art Mooney's orchestra played to only 250 people.
Earlier in the week, Stan Kenton
played to 480 Monday (22), 900 the

evening and 700^ Thursday
(Xmas bay), doubling from the
Paramount theatre, N. Yi
In New York itself the storm, plus

inext

.

;

.

'

'

responsible for the recent unsuccessful attempt to sell the catalog, has:

sey, couldn't get to the Victor studio

side

Xmas week, hit the various hotel
rooms hard. Strangely enough, on
the night of. the blow itself business
the dine-dance rooms ran from
excellent to fair, due mostly to people occupying quarters there who,
with no place to go outside and no
way of getting there if they did,
patronized the only entertainment
at hand. But other evenings were
far off due to the holiday.
In New fingland, business was hit
{Saturday' evening as well as the
night before because the storm Was
li^a'^iest
the second day. Totem
P^Ie, Auburndale, Mass., was almost
deserted that night though it had
opened for biz.
'

'in

'

•

^

British'

Ban

The

Wallersteins

with

Shift at

CRC

Shift of Edward (Ted) Wallerstein from the presidency of Columbia Records ^to the position as chairman of the disk company's, board of
directors (details in radio section)
has launched -considerable specu*
lation in New York among rival
diskers and bandsmen.
Columbia
.

Pays

to Cut,

Perform

,

Louisville, Dec. 30.
Pat Gorman, International SecreAmalgamated Meat Cut& Butchers Workmen of North
America, in addition to his union
activities, likes to write songs. He's
written hundreds of them ..and ar-;
ranger Billy Taylor, former trumpet
player and now an auc^itor for the
meat, cutters organization, puts them
obligation.
Though Barton recently published in shape for performance;
I Have But One Heart,'' Which beWHAS here aired a 15 - minute
came a hit, the company has been stanza titled "Musical Gems" Satfar behind in satisfying financial urday
completely based on
(27)
obUgations, including a' oonsider- Gorman's
recorded
compositions.
able sum owed Johnny Farrow and Tunes were waxed by Tower RecMarty Symes, writers of the "Heart." ords, Chicago disk outfit, with Kd
Barton tried to sell the catalog for BaUantine's orchestra directed by
cash, said to have been $5,000 to each Taylor and presumably paid for by
of the three partners, the buyer to Gorman. Wayne Van Dyne, and
assume the debts. Since there's said couple femme warblers handled
to be approximately $40,000 of the vocals on tunes titled "Hattie Lee,"
latter, the firm found no takers.
Oh! Gosh Dang It,'! "I'm Going
Home" and "Wrong Way Guy."
Gorman even uses a 'theme, his original "Golden Years." Local airing
was sponsored by Butcher Workers
artists agcy. Local 227. Another stanza of Gorman's tunes will be aired by WHAS
Hollywood, Pee. 30..
Saturday (3).
Metro Artists Agency has been
Gorman occasionally stages dances
formed by Stillman Pond with Harry
Connor as his associate and Milt at his own expense at a downtown

tradesmen point out that manage-

Sanicola,

co-owners of' the firm with Frank
Sinatra, and operators of it without
Sinatra, agreed last week to the establishment of a fund in & separate
bank account for the payment of
creditors. This fund will be fed by
royalty payments frOm recording
companies, sheet sales jobbers and
other sources. Included in the debts
is a $1^000 government income tax

.

.

sullman pond forms
metro
'

which he already has
an investment of $150,000, plus Betty
Bradley, Hollywood Four Blazers,
Anita Boyer, Narda Mandrake, Lacille
Gillman, Ruell Shayne and

tary of the
ters

ment of

a company usually is invested in the president's chair and
the occupant of the board
chairmanship is usually an advisor.
It's felt that either 'Wallerstein is
going into semi-retirement due to
the fact he has not been feeling
well lately, or that CBS, which owns
Columbia, is reshuffling in preparation for a future move. It has
been said in N. Y. that the company
that

Wrt

mands
*ttd.

in

an

effort to

the shutdown.
Original defor a rate hike for theatre

music hall musicians

is

preparing "something

what the
certain,..

latter

bigi"

might be

is

'

director of CRC right
takes office Jan. 9.

Beecher Joins

MCA

Cleveland, Dec. 30.
Beecher,
bandmaster

„

Music Corp

week

acts,

for one-night private dances.

Replaced Stan Wood, who resigned
Decause of health
and family reato Florida, where he
ini<f

^

agen

booking

.side-

some have spent years

artists

and money building. One clause of
the expiring contract between the
diskers and
pjrovides that in
the event of a strike, ban, or what*
ever it may be called which prevents the making of records, all
members of the
are automatically released from contoadis.
This, in many cases means top name
singers, too, such as Bing Crosby,
who holds an
card. Theoretically, therefore, any artists now tied
to a disk company Is free after the
(Jeadline to move to any new label

AFM

AFM

AFM

affiliation they choose.' Such occurrences are unlikely for several reasons, chief of which is the precedent
set by Charlie Splvak during the

last ban.

He

In Spivak's ease, he made his
to Victor iU4t. prior to the
announcement of work stoppage,
and he was caught between companies. He never was able to cut a
disk for Victor, and Columbia, in
retaliation, withdrew aU pressings of
his previous releases from the market and withheld subsequent masters, which, incidentally, have never
been released. At the time, Splvatt
had a hot-selling version of "White
Christmas," which was pushing hlB

move

along. /

band's

LOCAL 47 MAINTAINS

REUTIONS

On

Chi;

James

42nd Anniversary Number

C.

Waives Jury

Chicago, Dec. 30.

.

Petrillo's

trial

on

charged Violation of the Lea act got
underway in U. S. district court
here this morning (30) before Judge
Walter J. Labuy. AFM prexy, as
expected, waived jury trial.
That Petrillo is basing his defense
on constitutionality was seen in
opening statement of attorney Daniel Carmell, who Said 'AFM had
merely exercised traditional rights
in calling a strike vs. Chi station

WAAF

in 1946,. ITnion action was
within constitutional rights, he- asserted, and, if declared illegal at
this time, it will evidence unconstitutionality of Lea act.

OF

Carmell
also
characterized as
"vague" (Supreme Court ruling under which case was referred back to
Judge Labuy, who previously had
dismissed it.
Original suit

was brought by
management which charged
had been called to force em-

WAAF
strike

ployment

of

unneeded 'music

li-

brarians,

OUT NEXT WEEK

as its

booker handling bands as
Beecher will contine his
n«??'i™"S activities on the side, but
"my

uln

an important

b.o. rep smartly. The same
procedure would probably be ap-.
plied to any name switching to
another company during the imminent ban.
Another legal' aspeet has been
mentioned consistently' recently, but
POLITICAL
it looms larger as a source of bitter
argument with each day; That'i
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
•Local 47 of the American Federa- whether or not the AFM will contion of Musicians played Santa Claus tinue to receive royalties for each
to the city this year. Local sent out recording sold.
According to the'
seven orchestras to city and county Taft-Hartley bill, companies such a»
departraents-^jail, supervisors off icei the diskers ,are, after July 1, lawMayor's office, sheriff's headquarters, fully prohibited from paying any
district attorney's and state auditor's sort of money into union funds, *tQ»
hotel for invited friends, hiring or- suites and General Hospital wards.
(dbntinued on page 35)
Orchestras, constituting 15 to 25
chestra, vocalists, etc., and every
number playeci or sung is a Gorman pieces, were Local 47's yuletide spirit
composition. Labor leader says he offering to the city and county. Orgets a kick out of hearing his tunes chestras played dance music in some Petrillo's Triaf Over
played. So far, none have turned up offices and serenaded others. Outfit
with commercial possibilitieii, but assigned the county jail serenaded
Lea Act Violation
Gorman claims it's all worth the the prisoners from ceU to cell. Band
men got scale from the Local's fund.
personal satisfaction he gets.
In

Millmgs ($2i^0 per man) per show,
while BBC musicians get approximately $10 per show. There was no
reason why broadcast rates Should
not be equalized, theatrical
spokesman say that a rate increase would
nave to be contingent upon increases
granted to managers by BBC.

local
f«
i^r
15 years, joined local
01 America branch
last

but
un-

..•

Frank White, v'eepee and treasurer of CBS, replaces Wallerstein as
CRC. He has been a veepee and

partici-

pating in direct broadcasts, were
presented on Oct. 1.
Last month
managers asked for an extention,
but request was denied by the union.
Frederic
Dambman, secretarygeneral of the BMU, consisting of
«.000 men, declared that relay
"jjpadcasts currently amount to 12

is

'

threatened to ban all direct, broadcasts of ithe'atre performances over
the British Broadcasting Corp. unless demand for higher pay is met by
Jap, li Negotiations are now curr^ht between the union and enter-

tamment managers

latter

light of the disk ban whicfh hasn't
up to now received much attention
—the fact that after the disk deadline none of the recording companies will retain ^ntractual ties

states that' Wallerstein continues as
"chief executive officer," but most

London, Dec. 30.
Debra Paget.
Union ;has

Musicians,

slice of coin.

On

Tunes

orchestra, in

Hike; Threaten

Ubor Exec

Butcher

Self-Written

Ben Barton and Hank

headquarter here.
Pond will handle Boyd Raeburn's

Ask

B'cast Scale

is listed under the name of Rose
Kaplan, though she did not promote
dances at the spot. Shribman did
most of the latter as well as operating, the bowling alleys. Spot ran
dances three and sometimes four
nights weekly.

.

JFtosner as flack for firm. Outfit will

Musicians

Speculate

itself

Parton Music, in financial trouble
the past few months, which was

completed an arrangement with
creditors under which the latter will
be paid as money comes into the

pther

'

sion.

.

,

;

Story," follows that title theme, It they have been underwritten-^by
covers eight sides.
hard cash, juggling of artists royalAlbum won't be released until ties, etc.—while the. intangible risk
next spring at least.
they take involves artists whose
combined b.o. value to each company runs into a considerably larger

JANUARY

7

Plugi^ers

Prep Shindig

Musie Publisheni Contact^ Employees union is starting already on
its annual
shindig, scheduled for
next spring. This year, instead of
raffling off a car, it will put up three
television sets on which chances
will be sold, and three others will

go to sellers of the winning

tickets.

Chicago MPCE branch also is beginning to plan for its annual affair.

Bob Miller, MPCE prez, heads
coaitward Jan. 31 to start lining up
ads, etc., for the journal.

•
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SATURDAY
PARTY

By Ben Bodec

Wib

DANCING

NICHT

Love" and "Sing While You
Shapiro was reluctant to
music publishing affiliates revealed disclose titles of the tunes, pointinjg
that records as an exploltational me- out he was taking a precautionary
diura for Hollywood priiduct won't measure to prevent lifting of the
be written off the ledger until 1949. titles by writers for submission to
Practically all of the majors have other publishers.
Filmusicals of Metro and 20th-Fox
taken elaborate precautions to etch
scores from forthcoming filmusicals won't be lacking plugs fi-om disk
on wax as well as cutting a number jockeys inasmuch as platters arc out
of title songs from unreleased dra- of the way on l>e former's "Three
Daring. Daughters." "On An Island
matic pix.
Paramount is fairly well covered, With You," and "The Kissing Bandit," a Frank Sinatra st.irrcr. while
according to Eddie Wolpin, general
manager of Par's wholly-owned 20th's Betty Grable pic, "This Is
the Moment," ha., also been waxed.
publishing subsidiaries. Paramount
and Famous Music. Already grooved According to a spokesman for Robbins Music, whose ownership is
are "Don't Call It Love" from Hal
divided between Metro and 20th
WaUis' Lizabeth Scott-Burt Lancas(.l.-.tter
as minority stockholder),
ter starrer, '*! Walk Alone"; title
ballads and production
Humbers
song from the Edward G. Robinson
starrer;
"Night Has a Thousand have been chiefly culled for disking.
Drives on the scores will be timed
Eyes"; title songs from "Dream Girl"
and "My Own True Love" as well, about six weeks in advance pf the

On the eve of the Petrillo waxing
ban, a check of the film companies'

la Stoffw*—"I Never Loved Anyone," "Bert Things in Life Are Free"
(Capitol). Looks like La Staifbrd
bas primed herself with a new click•roo. "Anyone" uSay be conupaied to

.

—

.

,

'

My

&UBBABB

iM Precaidions

Eldbonde

With Glen EIroy

a hangup job with the vocal of the US Mins.; 11:U pJn., Satardays
Snstainine
calypso-slanted "People "
KOMO, Kusaa City
This is a record session for stayPlatter Pointers
Esey
Morales,
Latin-American at-home hoofers and listeners, and
fills a neat gap in the local Saturday
flutist, has come up with a slick novher fine performance with an oldie,
schedules. Time is Glen Elroy's to
"Symphony." In any event it's a elty in his bongo-rhumba treatment do with as he wishes, and he's de*
of liis own script, "Jungle Fantasy" veloping the show along lines which
aiDy for all purposes. Riffy lift she
(Rainbow) Could turn out a sleeper could make it an unusual jockey
applies to "Best Things" makes that
....Guy Lombardo has another session.
ride B perfect match.
smoothly grooved twin in "Two
Strictly informal and ad-libbed all
Ink Spoti^VWhen You Come To Loves
Have I" and ''They're Mine, the way, show makes no pretense at
the End of the Day," "I'U Lose a Tliey're Mine"
(Decca).
.TSmpa anything other than playing a flock
Friend Tomorrow" (Decca); "End
Red's "Let's Try It Aagain" (Victor), of records a dandy idea for that
of the Day," a dusted oft Prank
time
of the week.
Mood is somewith Big Maceo at the 48s, should
Westphal-Gus Kahn collaboration,
get an exceptional rise in the juke what described by Elroy's crack last
way he marked dowr as a jukebox spots where they favor lowdown week that he just stumbled into the
studio with 30 or so records and
natural. Also a counter favorite. It
blues.... Ace Harris' pianistic nov- nothing to do but play them. If the
drips with the: sort of sentimental
elty,
"Jook''
(Sterling),
deserves kid can keep that pitch and sharpen
quiver that has made of the Spots'
special attention from collectors as up his ad-libbing throughout the:
lead'bity « trademark, and for him
well as the jukes. . .Shorty Sher- show, while holding the chatter to
ock's "laughing trumpet'' is now on a minimum, he'll fill a need that's
wax^ It's in his perky arrangement missing among local jockeys.
Quin.
of "Wabash Blues" for Commodore
Favorite Five
.. .Johnny
Mercer worlts "That's
EDDIE
the Way He Does It" (Capitol) into MIDNtOHT MEBBT-CM>wBOlIND
Tom HaidaB
a hot item for .the jukes. Pied Pipers With Honr,
One
12m., Mo v. thru Sat.
"One: For My Baby" (Johnny
help give it tliat ingratiating hop
Kelley Kar Co.
Mercer)
'
Sterling
. . . .Anir
Cornell,
blues HNX, Los Angeles
"White Heat" (Jimmy Limcestylist, hits the target with "Mad
Jack-of -all-chores for CBS and its
ford)
About You'' ; .Jimmy Saunders" local outlet, KNX, Tom Hanlon is
"Shine" (Bing Crosby, Mills
knack for fine melodic phrasing also one of the four vet disk pilots
Bros.)
shows up in his "The Things You hereabouts in 'point of service, run"Moonglow" (Artie Shaw)
Left in My Heart" (Rainbow);
ning close behind the Otis-Jarvis•Triaaner of Love" (Perry
Potter comingent with some nine
Albams
Como)
"AUegro'' (Victor). Grooved with years at discaperinj; and 13 years
members of the original cast of the in all with CBS here. When not
current Rodgers-Hammerstein smash, piloting, Hanlon doubles as night suPHpover is a Buck and splendidly produced oij all 10 pervisor, senior station director,
it's a fleldday.
announcer and q^rtscaster for
Bam item embellished with piano. sides. Standouts are Gloria Mills' staff
this
50,000-watt
Clear channeler
"Day'' makes far simpler pabulum "So Far," William Ghing's "A Feller
Highlights and audience pullers of
Needs a Girl" and Ann'amary his one-hour show are quiz contests
for the Spots' clientele.
Hawkins
Erskine
Dickey's "Come Home."
with 'phone answers for Which he
Wightmare," "Ain't I Losin' You"
"Hiirh Boitofc Shoes"
(Victor). ladels heaucoup largesse, obtained
jtVictor). instrumental side, "Nights. JLikewise with the original cast iu'
for free plugs tie-ins. He dresses
Minare,". has all the makings of a volved, the Jule StifneiSammy Cahn up a "brass ring ride" on a mythical
Jtolid rocker for the counter-callers score of the current Broadway hit merryrgorround with running raceIt's as is imprinted on eight sides.
Show's track commentary and hoopla, reas. well as the nickel-feeders.
jammy as Hawkins and his spe- top hits, "Papa, Won't You Dance plete with a sound effect record of
crowd roars for winners. Semicialists can wrap 'em in wax. Jerry With Me" and "I Still Get Jealous,"
serious conversational interviews of
Mitchelle does a telling treatment are represented here quite likeably
winners over 'phone also helps enwith the other side's bluesfuU ballad, by Nanette Fabray and Jack Mc- liven the program into which he
With sharp from, tb? maestro's Conley.
Phil Silvers' innings are gets an average 13 plates of wide
trumpet.
"Nobody Ever Died for Dear Old variety and vogue.
Stan Kenton-^"! Told Ya I Love Rutgers" and "There's Nothing Like
There's not much in the way of
You, Now Get Out," "Unison Rifi" a Model T."
platter patter, though Hanlon obvi(Capitol). The way audiences curously knows hLs stuff. He's content
Fortunio Bananova has formed to let the disks speak for themselves,
rently at the Paramount, New York,
Bonanova Music Publishing except when he's at his contest and
are reacting to June Christy's vocal- the
izing of "I Told Ya" is in itself a company in Hollywood. Firm will interviews. He used to have a par-

SI

on Ban

Fihi Firms (ftay Until

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Fall in

Dance."

"Buttons and Bows" from the pictures' release dates.
However, tunes have been cut
Bob Hope pic, "Pale Face."
from films which spot an occasional
Scores, from two upcoming Walt song in their footage.
These are
Disney cartobners, "Melody Time" "Your Dangerous Cherie," from
and"So Dear to My Heart," already To the Victor"; "Just for Now."
have been cut by all the major plat- from "Whiplash,"
and "At the Canter firms, according to Georgia Joy,
dleUght Cafe," from "Girl Called
co-owner of Santiy-Joy, publisher Tisa." Warners' "My Wfld Irish
for Disney. "Time" is tentatively Rose," now
in release, was waxed
slated for release next July, while long ago,
of course. RKO's "Miracle
•

,

as

;

. .

,

'

"Heart" won't hit the screens until of the Bells," due for distribution
January, '49. Former film has about around Easter, is another film
with
eight songs but only about half of
a title tune wrapped away on wax.
them have been waxed. In recording
only a select amount, Joy admitted
that potential hits may be passed
STILL IN
up but added tliat's the <!hance One
'

L

— "Sammy's

had to take.
Already on shellac are "Blue
Shadows on the Trail," "Little Toot"and "Pecos Bill," from "Time," while
tunes handled from "Heart" include
the title number plus "Ltvender
Blue (Dilly Dilly)," "Stick-to-itivity" and "It's Whatcha Do With
Whatcha Crot." Joy emphasized that
the songs will be restricted until a
strategic moment when' their plugs
will bo timed slightly in advance

'

:

of the films' release.

BARNET

NEW YORK HOSPiriU.
Larry Barnet, head of Music Corp.
band department, who

of America's

was jscheduled to be discharged
from Flower (hospital. New York,
twice -during the past three weeks,
is

still

there.

And

he's

likely

to

remain for several weeks more; doc^
cannot rid hini of the vii^s
that caused the pqeumonia attack that laid
low almost a
month ago, and he's still running a

tors

germ

Mm

unreleased tune pix temperature.
have been taken care of, deBarnet will go

Columbia's

to California .upon
clared Elliott Shapiro, of Shapiro- his discharge for a long rest.
Bernstein.
To date, at least one
handle .Latin.,American compositions ticipating show but now has had song each has been recorded from
the same bankroUer for four years
headed. Not only does the grooving and tees off wdth a catalog of 15 which
"Sign of the Ram,'' "Lady From
proves: something or other.
looms as a distinct *bellringer but numbers.
Shanghai," "Wjman Order," "Let's Bodiweli Reerss After
Hurl.
the chances are that Miss Christy
will from now on be more readily
identified with this number than
of Dee. 27
Johnny Bothwell reorganized his
anything else she's done to date. On
orchestra last week, after making
the strictly instrumental side Kenpeace with New York Local 802 of
iavi^ henchmen pitch up an exciting
the American Federation of MusiAssortment of their refined rebop.
cians and paying off salaries owed
"Unison Riff" not only spotlights
L BALLERINA
(jTeiTe^son,
sidemen. New band has so far cut
liay Wetzel, Chico Alverez, Eddie
eight platters for Vitacoustic, with
Decca
Safranski and Eddie Bert but tlie
.
i Bing Crosby ... :
,„
2.
SOON
Jeanne
Williams, of Jose Melis or(8) (Supreme)
|
y^^^.
more recently recruited bongo spc'
^^^^^^
chestra at College Inn, doing vocals.
cialist. Jack Castanza.
Columbia Arthur God/rej/..,
3.
TOO-FAT POLKA (8) (Slwpiro-B)
J
After recording, BothweU will exDeep River Boys— "What Did He
Decca * pand orch to li for series of '0neSnteTg,,^..
lAMrms
Say (Mumble Song)," "I'm Sorry
Peggy Lee
Capitol
nighters.
He had been in trouble
(
4.
GOLDEN EABBINGS (4) (Paj-amonnt)
(Victor).
Didn't Say I'm Sorry"
S/iore. . . . . ,
(Columbia
) Dinah
with 802 over one-nighter salaries
Solid pairing Is this smooth hit of
»
for his men.
Sammy Kaye. ,
Victor
comedy production and a sentimental
6.
SERENADE OF TH«. BELLS {Z) (Morris)
Jo
Stafford.. .. .V.v
Copifol
composition of thfc type in which the
i
group excels. Juke ops especially
Cla7-/c-Woble
Colitmbio
I'LL DANCE AT WEDDING (1> (Simon)
Files
3d
Suit
Vs.
will like.
\Tony Martin
......Victor
Perry Coma ^"Pianissimo," "I've
D.C. Club for Infringement
Prima
( Louis
..... . i
Victor
CmUZA'TION ill) (Morris)
Got a Feeling Tm Falling" (Victor)
Washington; Dec. 30.
I Andretos Sis.rD. Kaye. ..... Dccco
Como pipes lend much melodic^ lift
Club Kavakos was hit last week
Francis Craig
Bullet I
to the Benjamin-Weiss tune and in8.
NEAR TOU (IC) (Supreme)
with its second ASCjJtP suit in Siree
.Victor
{Larry Greentm,
west "Falling" with a nifty bounce.
years on charges of using copyright
Dave Franklin and His Franklin.Decca
Raymes.
( Diclc
music without a license.
(Current
9.
AND MIMI (8) (Sbapiro-B)
steins "Snore Your Blues Away,"
.M-G*M
\ Art Lund
action, filed in the District Court,
"1 Love to Listen to Listen to the
asks an injunction plus the legal
j Dinah Shore . . . , . .... . . .Columbia
1«. YOU BO <11> (BVC)
Echoes" (Capitol). Performing songminimum of $250 damages for each
, , , . .... Gopi to I
I Mor j^oret WJliti«ff
'writer
major
seems headed for
copyright violation. Tunes involved
slotting. This one may do it. Both
are
"Honeysuckle
Rose,"
"Ain't
^sidGs tingle with soek comedy and
Misbehavin'
"Easter Parade,"
they're cleverly contrived. Style and
Sunny Side of the Street," "Tea &>f
Wethoa are exclusively Franklin's.
Two," "Once in a While," "Girl That
ChaMie Bamett—"Desert Sands,"
.
I Marry" and "All of Me."
iwisHiDmNrxLovEYou (p*t«.«t)
"Share Croppin' Blues" (Decca).
Washington attorneys Philip G.
lShnC"ro;\-:::.\\::::''vS?^;
Kay Starr delivers a crack sample
Loucks and Joseph F. Zias represent
Of Uues lyricizing by the Willard
ASCAP, Mills, Harms, Shapiro-Bern. v.. ...i.^....^....
TWO LOVES HAVfi I (SQUer)
\pexru d0mtf..vii...ii.>..i'Victor
Robinson-Ray Mayer composition,
stein, Irving Berlin, Miller, Bourne,
..>.>ViCtor
k Perry CoOTBi,.
l*ut it wiU probably be the band's
and Santly. Joy, music coSipanies.
SO FAB (Williamson)
Vi;Gol«mbla
I p,fa,nk SifMtW..*
punchy sendoff of "Desert Sands,"
.

clincher as to

where

;

also

this platter is

r

'

P^RIETT

Week

10 Best SeDers on C(Hn-M%ch'nes

S^lS

'

HOW

.

_

,

.

.

.

.

(

.

.

j

ASCAP

,

—

.

.

.

'

.

\

'

—

'

•

,

Coming Up

.

•

inked by Leroy 'Stuff' Smith, that
will get the upper nod.
"Sands" is
jammed with the stuff that makes

em hop and want

Martin—."Sierra Madre,"
'Don't Call It Love" (Victor), A
pushover— this topside—for those
vtho like their sentiment dipped in
jyrup.
Band goes all out on the

tremolo

and Stuart Wade's vocal
izmg should tickle 'em hard in the
suds parlors,
Martin injects more
piano and a livelier tempo into
Don't Call It Love." Item also holds
potent promise at tlie counters.
Sidke Jones—"My Old Flame,'
ifiople Are Funnier Than Any
Mmg|' (Victor). "Flame" is upper
bracket
Jonesian
The
nonsense.
sound effects on this one are well
riffi^ted and the Peter Ix»rre
g«OK by Paul Frees is a laugh colDick and Freddy Morgan do
.

IS

A DOPE

. .

............

•

Jo

:

i

PASS PEACE PIPE

(Chappcll)

FELLOW NEEDS A GIRL

(Bobbins)

(Morris)

DON'T YOU LOVE ME ANYMORE

Capitol

.......

>

,

.

,

.

.i

...

'^•''^•

.

. .

(Oxford),

.

.

.

.
.

•

•

•

•

•

. .

Cleveland, Dec. 30.

Bob Edwards, former singer with
Ted Weems' orchestra, had to cancel a two-week date at the Golden
Dragon club when he was unable to

.Victor

Xolumbia
Capitol:

.

.

,

.

.

,

,Col«mhio

get a release frtoi Weems to use aX'
rangemcnts he did with band. Wary
of doing straight stock stuff in his

j Giij/ i«Bfttb«rdd,

.
.

Coltttnbio
. . 1 0oris Div.
Martin.,....,,..... Vict&r
\ ifteddy
.

"" {BuMu

Clarlie.,,

,,

.

.

.

.

..

.Golttmjt>i«

hometown, Edwards

STVUL OET .lEALOUS

(Morris)

^4.4.»^4

M

.
.

t

[Fiflures in

, . , . . , .

.

,

^

fhfgg Swns.

.

. .

•

• •

>•••••

• • •

•

•

I Tony Pastor , . . ..

Andrtw

>

»t«

MM M MM
»

<

I

. .

. . .

.Victftf

»i)ec^
...

. .

.ColMitihw

,

Decca

Siitett

parenthes« indicate number of totekt song hat been in fke Top

«*< M to lOM

..... ...

'

..i'
J ^AJ^d^^euJ -iSifitew.

,

YOUR BEll WAGON (Leeds) .................
HOW LUCKY YOU ARE (Leeds)

is postponing
club work until his arranger
completes special material for him.
While here he also got a release from
a conliaet held by Sammy Watkins,
Hollendcn hotel, maestro, who discovered and groomed him.
.
As a replacement Tuesday (Stf),
Golden Dragon opemtors i>rought in
Glenn Sterling, another Cleveland
vocalist who aang wiiii JSkHcb Heikf

lall
I

I

Balks Ex-Vocalist

Columbia
..•-•>

i' Vf Kirtg'ColerTrio.'..
'-?:!^').(^^ijp:^^-',^^,.

Weems

Victor

Dinah Short...,,....,

(.Fricm}e-.':StNSra.
'

THOSE THINGS MONET CANT BUY

SW^^y ....

-[^ay Kyser
JPerrjj Como......

,

(Williamson)

POPPA WONTT YOU DANCE

i

.

•

(Willlainsoli)

more.

Freddy

'

GENTLEMAN

i

10.J

Mt»M 4«> MM «I M» *

dersonhand.

-
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PSBSIBffr

Prospective Buyers Poised to

Sndl PuUidiers

Then
Home With Dash

Connelly'to Nassau,

Cbb

Sails
Beg Connelly,

British music tiub(Campbell - Connelly) leaves
New York Saturday (3) for a threeweek visit with his family in Naslisher

Ban Aftennath

in

.

:

,

To Promote Sdm in Wax CSnunick

W. I. He plans to return
Gotham in time to sail for Britain
Feb. 4 on the Queen Mary.
sau, B.

The tough row small-caliber pub- "t*
Ushers wiU.be forced to pull, to rexnain in business in the face of the
forthcoming dislc ban, already has
prospective buyers poised to snap
them up at bargain prices. Attorneys

Local, nationally unknown bandleadefs are. seizing upon the disk
ban, which is effective at midnight
Here on one of his periodic busi- tonight (Wednesday), as a means of'
ness trips, Connelly arrived Dec. 15 possibly getting therfiselves on wax
accompanied by his fellow publisher, with almost any sort of fair-sized
Hollywood, Dec. 30.'
Latter came over to label.
Irwin Dash.
They are working through
scrutinize
the American music mart mUsic publishers, playing upon, withfor several unknown clients are alOld tunes are still coming back
ready on the prowl in New York for strong 'and in many cases stronger as well as see: his. two, grandchildren, out pointing it up in so many words*
for the first time.
He also sails. the- pubs', awareness of 'the number
catalogs that owners may- be forced
than when they went out for the Feb. 4 on the I^ry,
of song hits made- this past year by
to put. on the market.
first time.
"I'm Looking Over a
comparatively unknown disk comIt's 'figured that most of -the popanies.
tential purchasers are lairger music Four Leaf Clover," published by
to

TOUR-LEAF CLOVER'

in business who -are
strengthen their own
holdings.
Again, other attorneys^
from the way they talk, represent
clients wholly new to the music biz,
who are seeking a spot to deposit
surplu^^ coin by buying up and consolidatmg as many small firms as
possible. In the event that whatever
firms- they could pick up each included only a couple of valuable
copyrights*
such a consolidation
could form the nucleus of a tidy annual return for their investment,
from American Society Composers,
Authors and Publishers revenue,

pubs already
seeking

to

i

mechanical royalties,

.Nemo Both

etc.

Critically III

Nemo

Both, vet music man, is in
poor condition at Lenox Hill hospital, New York, following a heart
jAttack a week ago.
.

He

ome

has had a cardiac ailment for
thnel

Bands

ANOTHER DISK REVIVAL

Remick Music in 1927 and cleffed
by Mort Dixon and Harry Woods,
currently hitting again in much
way that "Heartaches" hit

is

the same
recently.

of

dug up

being

by a disk jockey as was the case
with "Heartaches," was hit on by
M-G-M label by Art Mooney's or-:
featuring Mike Pingatore,
who has been with Paul Whiteman
since he first started 25 years ago,
on banjo, and also by the Minor
Krantz label, featuring the Uptown

Hotel

B.O.'s
frcein
Played
.
12

of his

day

Carnegie affairs may be artistic,
but basically they are promotions
WeeK On pnte underwritten
by himself).
28,775
Ellington's crack combo, which for
0*800
14,350 years has been studded with out54,450 standing soloists, and still is despite
25,425 the absence of Rex Stewart, Cootie

1,6

1,300

550

1,075
1,0

1

at

ton's

:

•

Show

Total

2,075

1

11

the second; Not one ticket was sold
at the b.o. either night, which points
up the effect the storm might have
had on the promotion had the advance sale not been so great (Elling-

Covera

Past

6

.

.

at

first

,

-

Nat Brandwynne* .Waldorf (400; %1) ....
Charlie Spivak... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Larry Clinton*... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.S0).
Johnny Pineapple.Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
Guy Lombardo. . .Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.S0) ,
.Buddy Rich*
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
CairXos Ramirez and EstelXe Sloan at Waldorf; Ice

SJcl.Tome

at Concert

Bllington scheduled the

annual two-night concerts at
Carnegie Hall,- New York, last- Fri(26) for the night that the biggest snowstorm in the history of the
burg blew in; luckily, the major portion of both nights' tickets had been
sold in advance, so playing the first
String Quartet. Latter ;click is mostly night to half a house wasn't so painevening,
despite
Saturday
confined to the Pittsburgh and ful.
paralyzed transportation conditions,
Philadelphia areas.
the house was comfortably filled.
Big four are now going into acEllington grossed ai>proxin)ately
tion with platters by Dorothy' Shay,
Columbia;: Buss Morgan, Decca; and $10*000 on the two days,' a take that
made the affair a bbxoffice success.
BCA-Victor and Capitol.
Bemick is already drawing mount- Slightly less than 500 tickets of the
ing /sheet sales -out of the click of $4.80-top category were unsold the'
first night, and some 75 went begging
the two disks.

Coven
Wand

Duke

chestra

Hotel

at

Stonn

'

'

instead

Ditty*

.

1,025

New

Yorker;

Commodore.

Williams, Juan Tizol and many
others who helped make the early
days of the band so outstanding,
worked well. There were lapses not
generally expected from such a
combo, but on the whole the group
attacked its chores with spirit and
enthusiasm, and completely sated
the appetite of Ellington fans who
haven't, had an earful of his material, except for a date at the Paramount theatre, N. Y.; since his Carnegie concert of last year*
Ellington was wiser this year in
laying out his program. He fichieved
an even balance of old and new
items, topped by his usual performance of things that have become
standard with him, such as "Cotton
TaU," ••Mood Indigo," etc. Highspot
in the performance was the fourpart ••Liberian Suite," which Elling.

:

Chicago, Dec.

30.

Murray Arnold (Empire Room, Palmer House, «50; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Arnold and Phil Regan bowed in Friday (26) sharing the week with
Griff Williams" orchestra. Nifty 4,900.
Jose Mells (College Inn, Sherman, 700; $2-$3.50 min.)» Nellie Lutcher
brought in okay, 4,000 for the holiday week.
»»y Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 300; $3.50 min,-$l cover).
Victor Borge kicked the take up here tO' fancy. 2,400.
Qeorge Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach, 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Drew family trade for trim $3,700.
Orrln Tucker (fioulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Last week of Tucker with Skitch Henderson, Dorothy St»w'bow in

Kew

Year's Eve. Moderate 2i700,

Los Angeles
FreUy

9m

ton composed on commission by the
Liberian Government' to mark that

Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2). Fine 3,200 covers.
Also 3,200, okay.

G»rl>«r CBiltmore; 900; $1.$1.«0).

country's

anniversary.

100th

Here

Ellington. avoided the long controversy^ that surrounded his "Black,
.

.

Brown and ^Biege" composition of a
few' years ago by confining the
Liberiah musical salute to what
,

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Cfiicago)

.

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 550; $3.50 min.). Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis,seem'to be holding up well. Staunch 5,200 on week,
Edfly HowM;a (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Local fav doing fine on
south
«ide; 18,600' for the Week,
PWI Levant (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Picked up a bit from .wsv
last
week's slump. Nice 2,300.
9iiddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Not much happening;
Alim 2,500.
CAragon; $1-$1.25 adm.). Welk doing well; strong

might be termed "typically ElHngton

composition. Some of it was
other parts just acceptable.
In any case, there never will be any
discussion over its depth. How far
the composition of it carried its
author into the musical stratosphere
was .glaringly spotlighted when
Tyree Glenn, trombonist, doubling
on vibraharp -during the second
»o?l!li?"*''"*
movement, came up with a perfect
duplication of a riff that every band
Los Anflielcs
worth its, jive salt has used during
TfexBeneke (Palladium B. Ist wk.). Alright 16,000 admishes on kickoffthe
past threryears
From M-G-M'i

'THREE

New HU

A CINCH DISC ClICK!
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'

brilliant;

.

from M-G-M'i

'THREE

New

H:t

DARING DAUGHTERS'
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Unknown Maestroes Use

Procedure being used by many of:
these maestroes is to record at their
own expense tunes they may have
written themselves or picked up by
various means from obscure .writers:
Acetates of the masters of the recorded songs are being shipped to
publishers in New York with the
advice that the pubs -can have publishing' Mghts to the material lii the
event the latter can induce any one
of th^ major or minor, but nationally

known, disk firms

to purchase the
masters.
Maestroes set a price on
the masters covering only the cost
Of making them. For example, Leeds
Music alone got two shipments last

week

acetates

of

of locally

made

masters. One set of five tunes had
been made with a fiVe-piece band
(and weren't bad, either) and the

leader of the outfit involved sought
only $190 and some change for the
cost of the masters in the event

Leeds could

sell them.
If that was
accomplished Leeds could have the
songs for publication.
Another set was shipped to an-

other publisher. from San Francisco
under similar terms. And it goes
without saying that the pubs are
giving the tunes involved a dose
once-over in view of the origin of
recent hits such as "Near You," "For
Sentimental Reasons," which Leeds
got from a Manor recording- last
year, etc.

Sot^sViA Largest RadwAadiaice

i:

TWt top 30 songs' of the tuiieK, based on the copyrighted Audience
Coverage index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio
Nettirorles.
Pttblished- by the Of/ice of Research, Inc.. Or. John G.
:
Peatma^i Director.
Suryey Week of December W-2S, 1947
A Fellow Needs a Girl— Allegro".
..Williamson
.

.

;

—And Mimi

.

........;: '<........<....;.......,

Ballerina
.... ... .....
Best Things Are Free—f'Good News"
The.Cliristmas Song
Civilization

....

. .

... .... ................. ..

.

Is Where the Heart Is/......
Lucky You Are.
How Soon ..........
I'll Dance At Your Wedding
Kate ... ..

Ho',v

.-.

. ,

.

,

.

,

Advanced

,

Maurice
...Supreme

—

Simon
.

.

Be Sweethearts Again

Let's
Little

Crawford
Burke*inH

Morris
...Oxford

.

Home

.

,JefitersDa

;

,

You LoverMe Anymore

Don't

.Shapiro-B

.

v

, .

.

Berlin

.......
.......

.C-P

Old Mill

..Shapiro-B

Near You
Papa You Dance With

Supreme

Me— *"High Button Shoes". .Morris
Parade of Wooden Soldiers.
Marks
; . . ^
Pass the Peace Pipe f'Good News"
.Crawford
Santa Clatis Is Comin' To Town
.Feist
Serenade Of the Bells
............... .Melrose
So Far—"AUegro"
Williamson
,
Those Things Money Can't Buy
Bobbins
Treasure Oi Sierra Madre .............. ... ........ Bemick
True
Santly-Joy
Two Loves Have I
Miller
What Are You Doing New Year's Eve..........' .....Famous
White Christmas
...Berlin
Winter Wonderland
Bourne
With a Hey and a Hi and a Ho Ho Ho.
BVC
You Do-^t"Mother Wore Tights" .... ..... .
BVC
. .

. i

—

.

,

.

, . , . ,
. ,

. .

--

,

The remaining 21 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc.^Dr. John
<lfr. Peatman, Director
Almost Like Being In Love—*"Brigadoon"
Sam Fox
Christmas Dreaming
Leeds
Golden £arrings---t"Qolden Earrings" ..... ....... . .Parahiount
I Still Get Jealous—*"High Button Shoes"
.-Morris
I Wish I Didn't Love You JSo—fPerlU Pauline"
Paramount
I'm A Comin' A Courtin' Corabelle ............ ...... Dreyer
I'm Sorry I Didn't Say I'm Sorry
Shapiro-B
Just Around the Corner ..,...,;.....>,,..,...,...,, .Broadway
. ^

i

Love

So Terrific ........ ......................... Mellin
Made For Each Other.
Southern
Mickey
............T. B. Harms
My, How Time Goes By
.Chappell
Peg O' My Heart
Feist
^
Put Yourself In My Place, Baby ?
Burke- VH
Stanley Steamer .
.v ....
.i ..Warrea
The Stars Will Remember
..............v.Harm»
Is

.

,

. ,

They're Mine, They're Mine, They're Mine.
Top Fat Polka
Whiffenpoof Song

.. ..
. .

.

,

.

,

.

.

,

,

.Sinatra

.Shapito-B

..... ..Miller

You've Changed

./.Southern

Bi

........................... ...Repviblic

fFitmusicot.

* Legit
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It- ITS 0010

THE

YOUR
PAROOM

DICKEY-BIRD

SONG
VICTOR RECORDS

19,

il

!

THE

..'SONB

N. Y.

I

PARDOH

IBINS
7«»

KVma

MUSIC CORPORATION
AVI.,

NfW YOUR

J9,

N

DICKEY-BIRD

SONG

RECORDS

M-G-M RECORDS
Y.

DKCA

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVE
NEW YORK 19 N.
WuPSAY SiKei. Ceo Pro- v,ij
,

.Vgr,

THE

DICKEY-BIRD

BUUCT RECORDS
i

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK
mjSHA-f BAKER, Gfn. Prof,

i

Y.

'W HViNTH
my

AVI

NIW VOIK

1»,

N Y

RECORDS

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVE.,
MyffRAr iKr.'ti

NEW YORK
:4p..

Pro'

19

^'M

N.

Y.

A few months ago ELI OBERSTEDV told IRVING BERLIN he waa
making a PERRY COMO recording of Berlin's twenly-four^yeasp*
old song
betiause

yond

*WHAT'LL

hit,

I

DO." <*Wonderful!" thought

Berlin,

any Como recwrd is ahreok- for writer and publiahen
he didhH think much more about it.

'

Be*

that,

Shortly after that, in a mght spot, Berlin heard the KING COLE
sing "WHAT'LL I DO" ... was enthusiastic about their con>
ception and said so. "That's great," said King Cole, "because

TRIO

we've just recorded it for
thought, "WeU, well I"

During

this period,

picture caUed

METRO

CAPITOL." At

that point, Berlin

was readying a JOE PASTERNAK
Joe asked Berlin if he'd

'THE BIG CITY." When

synchronization rights to *'WHATLL I DO" as the theme
song, Berlin not only sold the rights, but began to think- in terms

sell the

of starting a revival.'

FRANK SINATRA, making a picture on the Metro lot and hearing
about the deal, phoned MANIE SACKS at COLUMBU RECORDS

"WHATLL I DO." By this time
starting a revival and hurried
one which was already started. He called
JACK KAPP at DECCA and broke the news of the "WHAT'LL I
DO" revival. Kapp laughed. '^Maybe you'd like to hear the DICK
HAYMES recording we made last week." What BerUn thought at
suggesting he'd like to record
Berlin

home

had stopped thinking about

to take care of the

this point is

NOT recorded.

rate, Irving Berlin and the rest of us here at 1650 caught
with our revival abont the time EDDY HOWABiD recorded
"WHAriL I DO" for MAJESTIC and ART LUND disked it for

At any

vp

M-G-M.
.

.

.

and

that's the

^^WHATLL

I

DO"

the success of an old song in revival

.

story!
.

.

but

No one can

predict

this million-copy hit

of 1924, fore-runner of "All Alone"—«Hemeniber"-->*Always"—

"The Song Is Ended But the Melody Lingers <)n" -has appealed to
a new generation of performers.
We have a strong hunch
**WHAT'LL I DO" will appeal to a new generation of song-lovers
as well.

'

:•

AU

the recordings will I>e released immediately, the Pasternak picture will be out toward the end of February and we are making
**WUA'PLL I DO" our number-one plug song starting with the

New

Year.

IRVING BERLIN
Music Corporation
1

650 Broadway,

New

York. 1 9, N. Y.

.

.

.

.

Escrow

'
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS

To Armstrong Date
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and
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"I'll
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"How
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34
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9
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more than scale,
Case finally went to the AFM
board, which decided in favor of
Wald. Last week 802 appealed the
decision though APM body had
agreed unanlm(^u$fy ift'Wald's favor.

34
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2
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JOHN HAMMOND NAMED
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MERCURY RECORD Yf.
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Mercury Records here last week
spotlighted ^bhn Hammond's- ap-

16

pointment

veepee in charge ot
classical; catalog and recording. Firm
last month pacted with Keynote,
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ALBUMS

2

9
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8

fro-

'THREE

(Victor)

5

FIVE TOP

1

"XMAS CAROLS"
Bing Croiby

Decca

2
Al JOLSON
Album No. I
Decca

3

*

"ODES TO TOWN"

"NIGHT XMAS"
Fred Worinf

Dorothy Shay

Columbia

:

Decca

KING COIE

r.

(hi the

CIRCUS BIG IN LA.
concert

New York

30.

at

promoted by Gene
Aud Saturday

Slirine

No. 3

mm

THE

DICKEY-BIRD

Upbeat

.

SOHG

• MAJESTIC RECORDS
BOBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
NEW YORK

799 SEVENTH AVE

19

N

Y

.

.

,

.

weeks

for four

Kicking U|>

a Lot of Smoko

A REAL "HEART SONG"

at

IN INDIAN
JOHN WINTERS

and PAT BALLARD

AND A GREAT JUKE BOX NOVELTY

THE OLIVE SONG
(OLIVE, OLIVEYOU)
By PAT BALLARD

.

18.

Pat Ballard Music Corporation

chestra

Chicago
My

opens

February and play long stand at the
upstate
spot... Anita
O'Day and
Johnny White foursome opened at
Monica's

Angelino's

Bkaterti

T

batli;

sturdy

and
.

Dancers,
Aoro-

una
est

ma. 0(
Wool

AU

Whipcord.
find

Tott will

them very ea^y
coiilfortabje

Friday (26) for an indefinite stay...
King Cole Trio inked for fortnight
at Oriental, Chicago,' opening Feb.
19. Preceding, combo plays week of

to

work

in. Tailored as
only we Itnow how!
In
Midnlerht Blue,

Royal Blue, Powder
and
Blue,
Grey
Maroon.

SUPREME MEN'S SHOP
1693

IROAPWAY. Near

S3rd

sr.

nitery

Darling" for Bullet Records; num- Jan. 20 at Hi Hat, Chester, Pa., for
ber, was written by Chi pianist, $3,750 and will get same figure for
Jan. 23 stanza at Club Tijuana,
Derryl Keith, for femme disk jock
Cleveland. i.Stan iCentOh
band
Rosemary Wayne who uses phrase inked for jazz concert at Lincoln
as program opener. .Johnny Moore's auditorium, Syracuse,
N. Y., Feb. 12
Three Blazers at Savoy Ballroom at straight 50-50 split of gross...
...Art Van Damme cutting 10 sides Harry James set for six three-day
for Capitol, including two with the weekends
at Aragon ballroom, Santa
Dinning Sisters. ,Dean Hudson at Monica, starting Jan. 16. Ted Lewis
Prom Ballroom, St. Paul March 28- playing same room on New Year's
April 13...M9X Targ elected treas- £v«BndJan. 3.
.

DINNER

sure—rI"or

at

Meadowbrook ballroom Jan. 2...
Dan London, from San Francisco's
St. Francis hotel, in town trying to
induce Freddy Martin to bow out at
Ambassador's Cocoanut Grove in

Santa

Buss Carlyle will cut "Hello

when crew

S

SHIRTS Si. 95
& S4.95

.

.

by

MEN

Hollywood Show ing Jan. 30 at $2,750. .Barbara Nelson will occupy alto sax chair in
Johnny Otis* otherwise all male or-

Bar... Herman Middleman, maestro
at Carousel, back on Job after being
out nearly a month as a result of injuries suffered in an automobile accident... Louis Armstrong troupe
slated for late January date at Garnival Lounge. .Tommy Garlyn back
for two weeks at Bill Green's folio wing Bernie Cumiifins ... Harry
Walton, pianist, back inifo Mercur's
Music Bar, alternating with Errol
earner. .Staii Kenton's band booked
for concert date here night of Feb.
.

Published

m

of- his

night grossed smasii*$7,300 at

MAYBE WE'RE JUST LUCKY
2 New Son^t Ai«

H.I

Deocil

urer of the American Music Conference. ..Mel Brandt at
Schroeder

Tommy

each

Nf^

1

Capttot

GOOD

Dorsey gave $100 bonds to
hotel, Milwaukee, until Jan. 19...
musicians and employees Del Counney comes back to the
for Xmas; Stuart Foster, incident- midwest at Aragon Feb. 24... Chuck
$3.60 top With more than 4,000 ad- ally,
back with that band after a Foster set for Peabody hotel, Memphis, for five weelis, as of May 15...
missions. Troupe played Long Beach brief
lapse. .. .Modernaires
into
Joe Vera waxing Latin American alauditorium Friday night, drawing Slapsjr
Maxie's, Hollywood, Jan. 4
for stout $4,700.
bum for Vitacoustic. .Duke Elling2,550 customers
for two weeks
General Artists set
Norman's profit hefty each night.
up a concert booking bureau under ton plays Riverside theatre, Milwaukee, week of March 5. .Ronnie EastTalent lineup topped by Benny separate corporate setup, Tom Rock*
man^ moves into the Kilbourne hotel,
Goodman sextet at $3,000 for twin well and Art Weems as directors.
dates.
Kay Starr on vocals drew Andrew W. Johnston named veepee Milwaukee, Jan, 4. .Hal Otis inked
into the Park Blaza hotel, St. Louis,
$250 for pair. Subbilled Vido Musso, of Brunswick Radio Corp., wholly
Missouri, Jan. 9.
Peter Johnson, Joe Turner, Harry owned subsid of Decca Records.
Babasin, Barney Kessel, and flock of
other sidemen each drew double
Hollywood
scale/ At Shrine, Johnny Mercer apPittsburgh
peared gratis as gesture to KFWB
Les Brown band inked for threeOptions of Charley Chaney and
disl^jock Norman
Pete Evans' Symphonuts picked up day stand at Avadon ballroom, start(27)

M-G-M

DARING DAUGHTERS'

JOiSON No. a
1

GENE NORMAN JAZZ
,

will press, too.

Matter, say Mercury men, is strictly
between Keynote and Vox. Rest at
the Keynote catalog, which leans
heavily on jazz and folk songs, is
rumored as set to follow Hammond
into Mercury.

•

.

meanwhile have

Grama masters and

(Col.>

(Decca)
Graiidp»", , .

thereafter.

officials

stated they won't tangle with Vox,
odd label which maintains it owns

GUY LOMBABPO
My Own

monthly

hit stores

13

S

diskery, for righti

masters cut by Gramaphone,
Czechoslovakian company. First releases will be out Feb. 1, with four
or Ave classical platters skedded tit

to

(Victor)

amvrety

as:

Hammond's own
14

9

30.

18

^

3

^

(Decca)
Christmas"

CLARK-NOBLE OBCH

"I'm

Chicago, Dec.

,

(Capitol)

MARGARET WHITING

Jazz

By JEWEL PARKER.

43

Soon".....:............

Hollywood, Dec;

Hmm

SO

1

S

2

13A

Norman

Anyway,

5

3

10

.>*^

8
..

MILLS

HOME

8

7

9

5

.

12B

JIMMY McHUGH

MILLS MUSIC, he.
iroadway
New York t9

out they had never been upped iii
accordance with the scale jump. Loi
cal then sought the differences for
all Wald's imen despite the fact that
some bad actually been receiving

(Capitol)

JACK OWENS

GAN'T BELIEVE

UI9

3

4

7
'"9'

7

Dance at Your Wedding"

VAUGHN MONROE

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

Wdse Murphy (Majettie 12041

s

6

11

13C

Anything But Love

T

2 107

BING CROSBY
lOB

JACK Mats

Can't Give You

Si

(Majestic)

(Victor)
"Serenade of tbe Bells". ....

13B

MARY LOU

«

O

1

(Decca)

"Id

June

•
Th* Nation's Record Hit

1
1

1

(Capitol)

WOODY HERMAN

I

1
3

SAMMY KAYE

al,

Old SwMthMrt
f
wUh lilt New Look

1

I
in

(Decca)

MARGARET WHITING

,

She's an.

s

1

'

payments to his men, though ih.
many instances he was paying more.
Later, two of his musicians applied
to 802 for the difference between
the old scale and the new, pointing

O

1

1

I

•

Give Anything But Love».

PEGGY LEE

Since there are quite a few names
in N. Y, currently, Ellington had a
long string available, headed by
Dorsey, Stan Kenton, Tony Pastor,
Ziggy Elman, Bvidctr Bich, Vic

i

CO

1

5

3

"1 Can't

8B

rival
the latter

THAT YOU'RE IN
LOVE WITH ME
Music iiy . .

»4

i

I-

1

..

0

will

Oliver,

6

S

"0.

(Columbia)

2

8A

WMCA

5

w

.

V

'

r/1

rm

i

.1

at the time of the boost waj
playing the New Yorker hotel, his
contract for the job itemizing seal*

L

d
CO

I

(Bullet)

2

ROSE MURPHY

York, Monday (29) at midnight
Vith a big lioopla marked by almolst
.an,hour of interviews and Congrats
by top talent now in N. Y. Show
rides
one hour each evening
at the same time and one hour 4aily
in the morning. WMCA's execs are
bundling the program for sale to
'«ther statiOtaif similar to the >yray. the
Lou Cowan agency sells the Tommy
Dorsey disk show over the country.

1

6

'

7

Kew

M

1

B

1

Wald

(Capitol)

DINAH SHORE

Ellington teed o£F his tran'Scribed disk jockey shovi^ on WMCA,

Q

1

3

RING-

W
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.A

(Victor)
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ANDREWS

Duke
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1
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<

^

Q

i'

1

i

cn

10

5

Bamone, Mel Toime, Sy

Q

•rt

(Capitol)

JO STAFFORD

ELLINGTON'S BIG HOOPLA

9

a

.

"0

i

M

c

i

3'''

ARTHUR GODFREY

4B

New York Local 802, American
Federation of Musicians, has crossed
up maestro Jerr.- Wald by appealing a ruling of the AFM executive
board stemming from 802's scale
jump ot two years ago.
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-fl,
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C
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Artist, Label. Title

VAXIGHN MONROE

Group staging the 'Testival" has
»lso arranged for Norman Granz's
"Jazz At the Philharmonic" troupe
to make the* trip.

. B'

5

This Last

wk,

O

,

8

(U

Dec. 27th

FRANCES CI^AIO

.

Wald on Band Pay

/-s

1

1

:

1—*

S
IblUiic

6

w

CO

Week Ending

National

the Continent.

occupying three hours daily.

S:

^

,«:

o

put Up half of the $8,000 weekly,
plus transportation, Armstrong had
been offered, and so the deal was
stymied. Now, however. It's probable that the cash will be put down
.and the trip made.
'. "Festival" is beiiig
staged at Nice
in mid-February and from there
Armstrong's troupe is likely to go
to other concert and theatre appearances in Paris and elsewhere

WMCA,

'w

3

a
o

.

•C-

week JFrench government
New York had refused to

Ellington;
incidentally,
T.D.'s program on

»
m J?

best

disfc

cities,

pCLTQil'-VtS-

entirely on whether a-Jtortion ot the
salary oilered him is posted in this
country before departure.

Christy, et

retail

sellers, based on reports obtained }rom leatting .stores in

drummed up there depends

IN

d

O
Survey of

in February for the "Jazz Festival"

tast
reps in

Bd. Decision Favoring

r'S

Festival

Whether or -not Louis Armstrong
and his small combo, consisting of
Jack Teagarden, Barney- Bigard,
Sidney Catlett, etc., goes to France

e

«

.
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being

.

DON'T YOU

LOVE ME
ANYHOBE
OXFORD MUSIC
1619 B'woy,

New

York

.

.

...

;

:

ORCHBS'niAS.MVSIC

D.C.MayAskMTo
To

RETAIL SflEET BEST SEUEBS
1

Consem Steel

WasblngtoHi Sec. 30.
Government will seek to have the
anicluctloii of jukeboxe* luspended
voIuntarUy by the inanutactam* as
one step in tbe.ptosrain to conserve
Steel is ii««d«d both for conftcel.
KtmcUon «nd also for export in conjtectlon with 'th« proigrain to
western Europe.
Secretary ot Commerce Averill

-

jbtrriman and steel officials are
scheduled to meet here Jan. 8 to
consider a conservation program
which will Include also no production,of beer cans, no ftincy trim op
automobiles, «tc., all on a voluntary
Government is permitted to
basis.
ivork out such deals without compulsion—if it can on the basis ot
ib* limited anti-inflation bill which
the special session of Congress

—

passed.

.

.

of
ibased

from
ond

leatliiifl

stores in 11 cities,

shpu)inff

comparatwe Sole*
and last week.

Titusic

/o)'. this

Shop

•

Dec

Hollywood,

30.

ColumMa Becords figures to have
new presting plant and offices

{ts

here in operation
Office

about

Jan.

15.

equipment and machinery are

now being moved to the new site in
Beverly HUls, the latter supplementing completely new equipment not

.

yet fully installed.
Capacity of the new plant is so far
umknpwtt to tbe Colund)i& ^ees, the

'

'latter assort.:.
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"Whiffcnpoof Sang"
Miller. .... 7
Dance at Wedding". Simon
10
"White Ciuistmas"..
. Berlin
"Here Cemes Saoia"
Bourne.
"I'M* That Feace Pipe". Crawford
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was

system

Completely

stalled.

Perry Como, for example, couidn't
it in from his Port Washing-

make

Kresi

•a

Krey's

wk.

•T

0

in

'C

Sherman-Clay

I's

Jenkini

and

Week Ending

•4

Disk Co. Readies
Coast Layout fw Jan. 15

Music

Music

Music

«

wk.

!

Co.

Co.
.

Healy

Last Friday's snowstorm forced a
p<)rt«rmer
cancelled
of
dates in New York amons music
people, particularly among those
who require the Long Island Hallroad for transportation. The L. I.

number

Musii

on reports obtained

Solrarban

for

N.Y. Talent, Publishers

=

•

retail sheet

sates,

rating

Goii^

Co.

ASu/isrr
Survey

3

Cpl.

'

B5

Storm Makes Rongk

ton, L.

home

I.,

for his Chestertield

broadcast, and Mel Torme .substituted. Buddy Chirk was due for a
Columbia recording date Friday
wening and couldn't made it; Mitch

Ayres, conducting the date, cut the
music anyhow because the accompanying band had been contracted
for and had to be paid. Clark will
insert the vocals tonight <Wednesday), which may make his session
just about the last one to bo doneby any disking company. He lives
in Great Nedc, L. I.
Others halted by the snow were
Larry Clinton, who couldn't reach
the New Yorker hotel, N. Y., where
his band is working. He lives in
Manhasset, L. 1. Harry Link, general
manager of Feist music, spent six
hottrs on a train headed for his
Great Neck hornet got oifl eni-bute,
took a subway bade into N. Y. and

home Sunday

finally got

<28) after-

noon. Grady Watts, formerly with,
the Cnsa Loma band, spent 14 hours
on a train, starting for ManhMsSet at
10 p.m. Friday evening and reaching
it Saturday noon.

$2,000,000 Risk
Continued from page

M kb

says will continue to pay
and estimates the APIA will collect
^ars to 6ome^ The companies
(ay that if they do pay this royalties theyU be 'liable to jfoverhment
Petrillo

fbr'

retaliation

breaking

for

the

AMERICA'S SINGING SENSATION

law.

no question but that Petrillo
get his due up until July 1, but

There's

will
by that time a legal tussle of sharp
proportions is likely to develop over
jpayments beyond that date.
The companies woiild like to con.tinue their royalty deal with Petrillo
{ti the event the dfiiking ban Is reswinded. Sliat ham been eited time
' and again by
company execs. But,
at tbe same lime, they are not going
to continue building up for the

'

'

I

fund, which, if retained
increase their own profits
when at the same time Fetrillo is
tiying to put them out of business
by refusing to .allow fresh cutting.
Meanwhile, the majority of the
-'iMjois will continue cutting until
tlie 'last minute, and possibly longer
(Oolunabia has a S p. m. date with
Buddy Clark New Year's Eve, which
could conceivably go beyond midnight In the event a master was
iiegun before that precise minute).
Columbia had kchedtded «ght dates

t

Currently

Closed

AFM- •
woulcl

.

between Monday iW) and today on
.

.

tbe Coast alone and a similar numbcr in N. Y. Victor is cutting so
furiously that it leased « 20th-Fox
studio in N. Y. Monday (M) night
for Tomm;^ Dorsey~because its other
"
studios were-occupied.

,

Just

Headlining

COLLEGE
ORIEMTAL

HOTEL

THEAIKE
CHICAGO
CHICAGO

.

0ecca

is -the

only company which

hasn't found itself going at a breakneck pace, principally because it has

been methodically, building up a
backlog for

some time

in expeeta-

.tion of the ban.

Coast Becording
.

'

BC A- Victor has been

recording its
top talent on both Coasts weekly

ATM. edict. Tex Beneke
and Beryl Davis, both of whom have
just atrived here from the Bast, are
currently waxing in all day sessrans.

since the

Sammy Kaye

has 39 logged. Colum-

JACK OWENS
"Cruising Crooner" of A.B.C/S "Breakfast Club"

bia has piled,

.

:

>

up 40 masters by Dinah Shore and 25 by Kay Kyser's
group here, while Frank Sinatra,
Harry James and Woody Herman
have, been etching sides In ChlW80 and N. Y. as well as here.
pecda's Coast figures run well over
SOO masters with 140 by their top

SINGING-WRITER OF AMERICA'S NO.

1

SONG

.

mree

"HOW SOON"

Blng Crosby. 70 sides;
Dick Haymes, 40 and the Andrew
Bisters, 30.
Capitol would make no

.

artists:

statement other than to say that
they are well protected on all artists.
Margaret Whiting, though, has
«t least 36 sides tucked away and
> ^reat deal can b* aeen by noting
that Prank DeVol nuide 20 .masters
in one week
backing* the firm's

(Tower Record No. 1258)

artists.

'idemen arc currently piling up
from $750 to $1,000 weekly. Contractors, who gather musicians
for dates

name vocalists are
knocking down a goodly share.
paclting

also

But,
the catch is that post ban they'll go
mmgvy for pay checks for some
«n>e. perhaps.

••»,

,

^

WN

Pcrseiial
M<iiMi<|cm«iiit

AL BORDE

203 No. Wobosli Avo.
Chiciiie. IH.

'

—

—

.

.

W«)dn«aJay» Pwsemlior Si, 1947

VAtJDRVa.lJl
Martin Beck, Mike Shea,, Alex Pantages, Sylvester Poli,'S«Uivairi &Cott-

"He shall return no more to this
house, neither shall his ploce know
him any more." . . JOB VII, 10th
Ghopter.
.

.

,

Tuesday, Dee. 23, 1947, I saw
vaudeville laid out in State^or,
maybe, I should say laid out at the
It was the last vaudeville
State!

On

for Loew's State, on Broadway, after a continuous ,run of 26

thow

They hung the closing
years.
notice on the Christinas Tree.
These wakes are nothing new to
me. I was at the closings of Hammerstein's, the New York: theatre,
and the Palace. It wasn't a surprise
when they went. They were ailing
ior years and when the finish came
But v.'lth
we- were not surprised.
the- State it 3ll came so sudden.'
The doctors in the main office
claim that death was caused through

—

the red ink
high, blood pressure
running high in the State's heart—
the Boxofficel-

(M Reviews

Nq^t

giants

sidine, 'the' great vaudeville

I am sura they all
pioneersr.
shed a tear when they saw the pass-

The Passing o{ Vaiide at the State
iBy Joe Laurie, Jr.i

and
ing

PiSK'^iM^ .R<iona9 It*

'

ir«''r

of

the poor man's Palace!
HildejriBifde, with Salvmote Giiie!
Joel Herton and Jiforfc Monte OrchS;
In the days when the actor stopped
In memory, 26 years Is just a short
$2 arid $8-.c6ver.';',.
V
step. To me it seems lilce vonly yes- fllling his scrapbook with glowing
terday v.'hcii the State opened with notices from the two-a-day to fill his
Hildegarde has 'heeh such a Pergreat fanfare. V/hat a day thqt was bankbook with notices of the future sian Boom perennial at the Hotel
began to' play the Plaza thai?, twice<a-year, the reviews
they
for show biz in general and for day,
The topnotchers of the are ihyaria^^ -the sanie, .excepting
Marcus Loew in particular. Loew State.
watched this child of his grow up two-a-day slowly Trielded to the that this gradations ahd changes af e
from the laying of the foundation. steady routes and bigger money and so marked that it's not quite as pat
as that. That this year: marks her
From his office window in the Put- played at Marcus Loew's Theatres
nam' Bldg. diagonally across Times of which the State was the show- -loth visit in five years to tKe. Hotel
(now the site of the Para- window. Van & Schenck, Four Mor- Plaza, and also the JOth tottiversfiry
Sq.
mount) 1\e Icept seeing his dream tons, Amelia Bingham, Evtt.^Tanguay,, in the sanie Central Pafit PlaKa sie>tdr—the flr^t five years w^re; at
grow and grow until that day Of James J. Morton, Jack Nor worth, the
across->the-avenue Savoy-Plaza—
Aug. 29, 1921, when the doors were Trixie Frigania, Ireiie Franklin, ,Jim tnerits a brl^f recap of Avhat makes
AH of show biz came to Barton, Harry Breen, Imljoff, Conn Hildegarde. tick.
opened;
•-•''V--.:pay tribute to this great showman, & Corinne, Clark & Verdi, Johnny
d^jflnite piersonality ttowr' -ias
A
Even E. F. Albee, Burke, Lillian Shaw, Sophie Tucker has been more decidedly in the Ijist
Marcus Loew.
whose Palace was just up the street, and so many more -vaudeville greats three or four years,-to the degree
seresent the Keith Boys Band to
—they all would shuttle back and they liave started to mimic her trad^nade the opposition. They played forth between the Palace and the mai;l<ced: tjpstr^tched arm gesture's,
in .front of the State, and. what's State,
when the- barriers were the **blesl you'* smalltslK, iS^jd the
more, they played good! Inside the broken do,wn by the' demand for lllce,; Hildegarde is 'a chanteusg who
bo^ssesses a special something which
one
of
Morrisey,
Will
theatre,
talent. The actors saved their dough IS uridehiable. It's
a curious blend' of
chilable
wittiest
and
Broadway's
and bought homes, farms, businesses, wholesOinen^fSs with. spphisticatiqn
dren, acted as Master ot Ceremonies, .They were tired of being stalled
and personality- iiS'hiOh-- combine to
introducing grfeat stars of- vaudeville and kicked arbund and blacklisted make her something "spaciar ;in
and musical comedy who -dropped and salary-sliced.
So they played- nitery show bU'sineSs. Itjs peeuliai'ly
in to pay their tributes to. .this pew
and Loew was happy. unique in a ialooti. Ho matter the
for Loew
home of vaudeville and pictures. He was building a great circuit, and glass aur|» of the Persian^ Room,
'And yhat a big belly laugh Morrisey now it is still, a great organization, w6i?king" th- a hotel bcjite is the same
as in any other nitery. Only diflgrf
got when he saw Iioew walking
excepting now it .hasn't got the 'old
down the aisle and yelled to him, clerks: the vaude actors who got' ence Is that your hangover comes
with a different minlmuni or cover
"Hurry up, Marcus, there's somethe good will- of the customers and charge, ot- with a French accent. And
body in the stoi e!" Then the great
Hildegarde makes no bones abiiut
made it all possible.finale with all the "Ziegfeld Follies'"
th|it grape trade. She throws
From my seat on the mourners' hustling
beatitias, led by David Warfield- andthe drihk-up and' whCre-are*
)V|arcus Loew!
How proud Nils T.,: bench in the balcony I watched the the-* wine-buyers? small-talk, but It's
Granlund (N. T. G.) Was, for he last rites given to my old girl. .as trademarlced as the roses which
master-minded the- gfeat publicity Vaudeville. They were ai}rainistered have become a -SymbCil of Curtsy to
job.
Joe Vogel, now one of the by the 'children of vaudeville. Jack some of the guests -in the -roomi'
The joie de vivre that Hildegarde
top execs of the Marcus Loew Cir- and Charlie Brick said a few words
cuit, was the first manager of the in the only way they knew how, with sproj.ects is a canny blend of show-'
is as much visual as
house. Nick Massa, the stage mana- a fine routine' on the trampolinei manship which
They were followed by George' An- aural. The visual ranges f rdm a Very
the house
the'atre

.

,

which sh«

eflCectively catapults it

back into the
joint-is-juippin' idiom, is an object

:

-

,,

;

in

transforms e saloon into a drawina
room atmosphere, and then just as

.

,;

The manner

ing!)
;

Vaudeville from the State

lesson for almost all intime entertainers. It'? a case not only of what
she does but how. she does it. Nor is
it all n ststup. Somehow, perhaps
because' so-called polite rooms' get a
better type of customer, there are
occasions when their IQ gets the better of their Emily,- Post. Paradoxical
as it may seem; when that occurs it's
really from the igloo department.
It's a double-barrelled chilleroo in
that they're sophisticates who have
been around and they just want -to
be dared into having a good time,
'ot iVs a' case of the grape and the romance department especially .tru*
around the holidays when the co-eds
are home from school—taking precedence over .the paid-for theatricalattraction. None the less Hildegarde's
skill in wearing down that opening
few minutes' aloofness and then get-

'

:

'

:

—

'

-

(Continued on page 38)
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COMEDY PAHER
'

For All IraneliM of

ThMMcnii

FUN-MASTER

.

"Til*

SNow

Gag HI*"

Bi«

'

-

.

1 -to 22 at $1.00 ea.
10 PARODIES for $10.00

Nos.

.

.

"How to

aww

.

NO C,O.D'(
fAULA &MITH

.

c;eorge;

mm

GUEST
Mew TfOA

Refci

when
opened
and pulled the last curtain down. ,iri.'H(r=rti« inVin QnnirA fnr vaiidp.''.fl^^,,'\,.y*'j!.
Joe Jordan was the first leadeti fol- ville,' with. his dancing fingers, and
lowed by the great Buby Zwerling, tapped out a. eulogy. Then out came
who retired lately after more than a little girl who has been a "great
ger, started

part of vaudeville all over the worjd,
Molly Picon, a swell trouper, who
on this last show sang with a catch
in her throat, As one of vaudeville's
favorite children she was a true
-mourner. She was followed by Dave
ApOllon-, another one of vaudeville's'
family, he played the Requiem on
his magic mandolin. Then came
one of -vaudeville's younger children,
Jack_ Carter, who paid his tribute
No 'Opposition,' No. 'Blacklist'
as a youngster should, with laughs.
I was sitting there Tuesday night
the foundation of vaudewondering what Marcus Loew was Laughs are
closing of

K»W» SMMll AOBSOl

shadows

»

Oscar and Willie Hammerstein,

occasion, r
-

COMEDY BARGAINS!
•

iSLENEiuri HOWARD
Aiiltet*

MNUARY 6TH
ALPINK VILLAGE, CLEVELAND
VOK » WEEKS'

•
•

Onr

P.4BO0IF.8, SPECIAIi SONON, BITS, KTC, la one
of the larscAt In -Showblx!
I»4« CatnloK FRKEl.
JRxi'luHive mnterlal'our flpeclHltr I
fielectluns of

J.

&

H.

Heart" and

1

'

ViSH-'K. Mi>,

Bronmn

-

I

"I'll

Be Seeing You

Til* RI$ii|u« Frifeky

to

":

27th

the pianistic medleys of pop oldies
with serious four'-handed vex-sions of
Liszt and Strauss (wherein Salvatorc
Gioe is 'the alternating pianist!.
"Heart,"' incidentally, is by Anna So^
senko,. her manager, who also au-

Td:.

Watk Mermaid Room

Park Central Hotel,

New York

JANE DOUGLASS at the Piano

thored Hildegarde's thematic "Darling Je Vous Aime Beaucoup." And
Miss So^enlfo's knowledge of lights,
etc., is now a show biz standard
On. her Xmas night opening -Hildegarde waxed- frankly sentimental
with "Silent Night" and "White
Christmas." <If sh6 only kniw what
a trailer for the latter her Berlin-r
esque lyrical "dream" was fulminat-

Tlw fadaiive

oM

Amaiiiig

.

-

saw a few other mourners on the

who

was pracJoe Phillips,
tically in stock at the State; Harvey
Stone, a newcomer to the comedy
ranks and a good one; Earl "Wilsonj
bench.

the columnist,

who

is

enough

just old

LAUGHING-STOCK!
Somtthitig maw in
for M.C'tj Acta;

Comady
and Diic

Mdtariol
Jocks'

UUREITEaiidCLYMAS

LauglitnQ'StQck Sflrits.l tt- 5,.........$l «i.
Rapid FIri RiUtlnal (Dtllblu) I
3. . $2 «.
MacUr Monololuii 1 tt 4..
., .-.^ ..$£ «».
Hlti and Bits l-^t* 3. ........... ... . ;$l M.

M

vpAMCUMORiSTS"
i>HILmEU

,

..

.

KLEINMAN

HATTY R08EN

-

WHITE

&

a know-how change of pace in her

He didn't feel the
ville;
saying to his cronies "Upstairs."
I
He is
the State as a great loss.
imagine' they were all kind of sad
and talented and has many
Up There, where .now there is nO young
places to go. He was followed by
"opposition," no 'Macklists'' nci jealHarold ,ft,._£iOla In their novelty
ousies. I am sure thejr all felt bactly
"shake-dance," Lola represents a
seeing- the only bit of .meniory of
snake while HarOld 'is the snakevaudeville on Broadway passing
dance and finally thd
away. B. P. Keith, El. F. Alhee, Tony charmer; they
snake bites the charmer and he dies.
Pastor, Percy. -Williams, F. F. Prop
A very fittii\jr closing act for the
tor,

:D|r.:

Neiir XttOt

FLORENCE

accompany her mood

to,

songalogs. They're as broad as the
old Jolson opener, "Good Evening,
J'riends" and "Be Good to Yourself;
to the sentimental such as "Ask. Your

•

Dpnc*

W. Mth St„

music. The aural is a shrewd change
of pace,' between piano and vocal
and there's an increasing tendency
Hamlin—along with
to the Mason

-

1

I

'ISaMntdy

ta»

sartorially
distineasy-to-look-at,
personality, exceedingly well
blended with the usage of lights and

-

60WNS BY RBMKSXO

-

.

20 years of expert batoning. Louis"
Samelson, doorman for the past 18
years, knows more actors intimately
than anyone around Broadway. They
ran four shows a day: with the acta
doing three, five at;ts to Astieh show.
Small time was putting, on Its long,
pants; vaudeville actors- smiled^ another week added to the; -fast .grow-*
ing Small Time.

foremost
Marimbi0l

Emem"

outB. (fclti, etc,

•

JOHNSON

Bt an

$3.00 JnelNdtng 2 Gag Flits
Send 'tplr.. lint of mnterlnl< imnMllas,
oomedjr .nonim, minatrcl bit*—black-

.

to'-remember the last great days of
To him the last show
vaudeville.
at the State was like sticking a pin
in a blown-up bra. Then out on the
stage s,tepped

George

Je.ssel,

im

JACK-DAVIfeS
N«w Verk

SAM nuKi
BrMiiw«yi.

utw vwk

it.

n. Y.

-.

:

'

-

.Chicago'.

dressed

in black tails and white tie; he sort
of made, it a high class funeral. He

Professional Photographs

fay

d^;^^

reception.
a
great
I
received
thought, well, here is where George
tells 'em in his own inimitable way
about the heart of vaudeville and
what these closings mean to oldtimers who still have a song and
dance in their hearts. -What a great
job of reminiscense Georgie could
have done, but he just said, "I
wasn't invited 'here, I heard vaude*

CampKmanfs of Ik*

SautOii

.

,

JOHN

E.

REED

HOLLYWOOD

I

is

COMPANY

Appsarmg

thought

ROXY THEATRE

folks

why

•

New

HAREM CLUR

York

Maybe George was right-

man.

are considered

BEATRICE KRAFT and
Currently

So"
finished here tonight.
I'd drop in and tell you
that Talent never can die."
With that he bowed and walked off.
And here was I waiting, for the
eulogy delivered by a master showville

IN

.

talk

about

something

about

which very few know or care about.
The only ones interested -were on*
:

own

by the trade

family circle.
"Oh, well, tem^)us fugits and managers figit. There are a lot of kids
practicing songs and dances and juggling

little

and acrobatics ahd magic and

comedy routines,
made vaudeville

When

on the coast. ..visit

JOHN

E.

REED STUDIO

6633 SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

all

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP

the things that

great.

And maybe

they Will bring vaudevillfe: back at
some future date when- the world
is at peace and we all are able to
settle'-back and enjoy themselves.
Arid as I sat there listening to
Vaudeville's Exit March being played
off the State theatre stage by the
very able Louis Basil and his Statesmen Orchestra, I couldn't help wondering where vaudeville is going.
Is it going underground? Or maybe
it is going on the air and on tele-

^
Cnrrentlr

All

Vork.

MajAr Netwarks,
and OIuIm,**
and Canada

l'lu>»tr«8

"Hnrrjr up, IHsroa?, tliert «r« no
In ii«>^atore.'*

1

BOYS

V. 8.

vision?

cmtomen

RCA
VICTOR

FAVORITES

Xew

Personnl DiraelloH-

KKO

Bulldtac,

New Yavk

V. V.

VAVDBVUJUEE
Bamone Set

Belle Baker,

Lack of Food, Fuel Transit Main

For Harem, N.Y., Jan. 24

Blocks to Stonn-Bound
The Brqadway

had

nlteifleii

the-*

uttack of white-on-white in
hlitoty starting with the record-

wowt
Ite

i,M|^tng •noWStorm which hit

"My Favorite Story'*

New

Annual Sympogtum of
Anecdota

By nightfall they
were hit with the jitters caused by
white stretch
a white exterior and a
Business dropped to
of tablecloths.
point in many years that
its lowest
evening, and continued jovet SatufSwnci,ay registering tiig
ilay, with
Yotje Friday (2»).

M

boplfaces*

The

most

However,

and will remain
-

New

-

Joe Bro'iming

spot,

'.'.''lecallecit.

On

Nitery Biz in Mpls.;

celebra-

More Fun Staying Home

.

Heliting problem was minor in
of the other spots since the

Minneapolis, Dec. 30.
Hot meal services, which deliver
elaborate repasts when you telephone for them, have been springing

which many are housed
fre serviced by the N. Y. Steam Co.
Aa for food, nitery owners were
able io dig up enough provisions by
ljuying stock in nabe groceries and
butchejp shops. Although they Were
able to get only jninute 'amount^^
they figured thafwould 'keep them
>'jg(ilng inasmuch as business was goJtg' to be light anyway.
The Embassy clut) reopened that
cvetiing as per schedule, but played
.«nly to a scattered collection of custc^ars. Some of the 52d street spots
"decided not to reopen^ on Friday,
but relit Saturday. The'Ctepa, 'Latin
Quarter, Harem, La Martinique and
Carnival played' virtually to empty
Ifouses.
At the Carnival, where the joint
was almost empty, a party of 24 was
cancelled, and the secretary of the
'. organization handling the party succeeded in contacting all but, one.
That Ibne soul showed up.
Oiie of" the oddest instances ootSOtttfsA at Bill Miller's 'Riviera,- Ft.
tte^i N> J' It was futile for Miller. to
;-Open on Friday inasmuch as the spot
was virtually isolated. However,
Miller had a more important, prob^
lem-*-that of moving his expectant
Wife to a. hospital should the time
ctune.
He. therefore made arrange)>uild{ngs in

—and

of four weefce.

to Fill

Hm

Hopefuls

Although, the opening Week of
Loew's State, N. Y., double feature
policy hit a sharp $20,000, those hoping for the return of vaude to that
house aren't giving up hope. The
State, until Tuesday (23) night was
the last Broadway stronghold of
vaudeville, and many declare that
the tribulations of the house with its.
double features will really start
when the second run of "This Time
for Keeps", opens there a week from
today (Wed.). By that time all the
holidays will'be over and a really

42dl

Annivergary

>

'

acting administrator.

Number

and was therefore inoperative. Th«
injunction was answerable Monday
<29) and consequently expired on

Out Next Week

that date because, of lack of aerviije.

Since then.Ern$t and

AGVA Taps Bond

Coin

To Bring Back Stranded
Troupe From Honolultf
Chicago, Dec. 30.

entertainment, serve their own liquors and save considerable money.
Supper and night club reservations for New Year's Eve are far
behind those of other repent years,
but the town's two top spots, the
H^teH Nicollet Minnesota 'Terrace
and Hotel Aadisson Flame Room, are
confident of capacity crowds just the
same. Their tariffs, the highest here,
are $7.50 per person plus tax. For
that price the customer gets a dinner, favors and entertainment, but
no beverages.

'

'

.

'

.

that the theatre drops below $18,000,
Loew's will be out that much. It's
figured it will be a pretty hard figure to keep UP when the house gets
the pictures that have been' run dry
at the Paramount^ Capitol and other
Stem
houses.
«

$15,000 lien on boxoifice 'take.
Back salaries amounted to $7.,400 and
transportation
by charter plane,
iBond amounted to ipi5,000
$6,393.
and difference was forwarded to
troupe.
Group, which hasn't re--,
turned as yet, includes Tientsie Lieu

Vawie

Tee Off

at State Lake, Chi

'

.

.

New Year's
However, the near-empty houses product. State Lake, on the other
gave the operators time to i;eflect hand, will, get the lesser, pix to be
buttressed by the vaude shows.
oii the possibilities of tonight's New
:

.

Het

A

be

Entertainment Industries.

in.stalled.

and transients

42nd Anniversary Number
OF

(:i8)

because of inability of acts to

leach the ttneatre due to the snow
storm.
Ferf<irmers
playing
that
nouse, generally travel from New
wh, but storm disrupted rail s"^
bus schedules.
One of the acts, .Bobby

suanded in a bus
for U, hours.

Byron was

at Secaucus, N.

J.,

Uu Martin, iiouse operator, -filled
™ "With wj, ejrtrn fllm.

that Shelvey

waa

;

.

his 'Itiersonal dictatorahipi."*

Statement closto v/ii)!t tltiejdectetation that ^he *A's 'tvautiF 'SfSVA io
have full autonomy; and is therefore calling a convention for -March.
"But, ineantime, we have a responsibility to the performet^i in the variety field and we cannot allow and
will never allow the establishment of >
a totalitarian dictatorshop over thf
lives of .free

American trade uniojo*

ists."

meanwhile, is pressing fox
an immediate referendtim of the
membership on the question 'oi
whether Shelvey is wanted back as
Ernst,,

-

;

,

national admini.<>trator of the Guild,
Shelvey is currently operating out
of Fhiladelphia, wtxe^e lie Jhas set up

own

his

;

v

j

organizfition,

MONROE CANCELS

BOFF.

mmtr mix

Vaught). Monroe last week ran into
a snag with the Buffalo Local of the
Amerioalt<, Federation oi Musicians
and resuHed' in the cancellation of
a .week bf Shea*;; Bi^ttaTo theatre
Band jwill .now
starting Jan. 15.
play the iOCO theatre^ ||<H!he8teri,
instead,

.

^

:

Buffalo / union insisted upen H
house band during VteAm^n stay,
which theatre wouldn't agree to,
and consequently .cancelled out the
band. Willard Alexandec, Mo«#oe'»
booker, was able to ttktK with tb#
~
Rochester date,
-

;

.

'

Laj|iie'« Concert Tour
Frankie Laine is set to do bis first
'fiea

itt

concerts.

He

three daj? tour Jah. 8

startt

a

Fbiladel-,

ift

where he will db a matine*
and evening show 'at Town Hall.

phia,

follows with Town HaU, N. Y.,
the following night>.»nd winds «p in

He

ever before.

J.,

AGVJC- It charges

at first unwilling, «nd when he accede to thf request, rigged many
membership meetings to perpetuate

•

below tliat of two years ago. And
even if the customer.^ do flood the
place there'll be less spenders than

Shovir

been aft^r Shelvey loi; more than
a year to set "flp-'.a convention so
that au|6nomy could be returned id

DATE IN

the space.

Majesiic theatre, patcrson,
cancelled stageshows Friday

;

;

,

eve business. Most clubs
haye reservation's accounting for an
Average
capacity.-^
of
3S%-iO%
They're depending on a last-minute

Whether this will materialize is
highly problematical in the light of
the- storm.-. Transportation in the
nuburbs is about 75% of norma),
but it's still hazardous to travel. AuIhortties are urging that autos be
Used, only
for emergencies and
Mvhether. the clubs, can All- up without the car trade remains to be seen.
The suburban trade is an important
part of nitery revenue, and Stem
operators fear that they'll be 'seeking amusements nearer to home.
The storm'* effects are combining
with the decline in spending evident
during the past few months to make
the .Operator
more apprehensive
about this holiday celebration. Business ordlnairily ranges from 35-.'50%

Ads

:

;

-

.

Year'a

W.

,

.

"sabotage" the work of the commit-lee ajppointed by the 4 A's to tak*
over in Shelvey.'s^ absence. Statemsnt also charges that the 4 A's had

'

The State, it's pointed out, was Quartet, 'Gertrude Avery Revue, Mel
fortunate in getting a picture from Hall, Johnnie Laddie, Sanger, Ross
the Radio City Music Hall.
Tra- and Andre,: Doris Bay, Red Carter,
ditionally the house does well with Whitey Boyd and Edythe McWee.
films from that house.
However,
any .advantage the picture might
have had was offset /by Friday's rec- Rival Bonifaces
ord breaking snowstorm,
During
Christmas week of last year, with a
Biliy Rose.
vaudeville bill topped by Joey
Midtown N. Y,- bonifaces are
Adams, with "Two Years Before the
peeved at Billy Rose's ads for his reMast" as the film, the house did
furbished Diamond Horseshoe, which
$24,000. Consequently, for this week,
reopened' Monday (29). They object
the house' gained $6,000 in the policy
to his contention that the general,
switch.
public is ready for fiddles instead of
Withal, the acts and agents aren't floy-fioy, ballerinas i n s t e a d of
giving up hope. They're pointing to boogie-woogie, and candleUghf^ in^
the '$75,000 worth of new stage stead of confusion..
equipment being. jttstalled ^backstage.
Several operatiDr's claim that' the
switchboard costing around $40,000 wording of the ad- is a -knock at
is still being worked on by a staff of every neighboring cafe having large
electricians and a rail lighting sys^ floorshows, and could have been retern was completed last week in time worded to say the same thing withfor the flesh-finale. However, Loew out hitting, at anybody else.
One
spokesmen point out that the equip- cafe-owner declared that an action
ment was ordered about a year ago, like this was unbecoming Of one who
and having' been completed, it must is president of the Allied Food and

Up Over

Mills Bros.

:

Snow Cancels

retained bj- the -4 A's last
to handle the anticipated cotirt
fight. The 4 A's also retained" Bill
Feinberg, former- secretary of Local
802, American Federation of Musi-

week

'

State Lake theatre, Chicago, will
tee off its vaude activities Jan. 8
with a bill topped by the Mills
Thtat emergency never ariiyed, iind since then- Airs. Miller, Bros. No other- acts have yet been
'
set. .Bills at the State Lake will be
has moved to -N. Yi
- jAf
the Harem, where' Beatrice liinited to two 'weeks in compliance
Kvaft is doubling from the Roxy, with « the decree' handed down in
case.
the -theatre sched'ule was moved the Jackson Park
With the Jan. 8' State Lake layout
ahead'l|iy 31 minutes on Friday., Miss
Kraft consequently couldn't make vaude will exit fr.om the nearby
Chicago theatre. Latter ./goes on a
the dinner show.
straight pix policy, but will Irun top
Effect on
Eve Bik?

The

man was

.

bi;idge.

calls

Judg*

'

in*nts With the N. Y, Port Au.thority to have a i^owplow clear a
.ijpath to
the - George Washington

phone

itoritier

Samuel r. RQsenman, of the law firm
of Rosenman, Goldmatk, Colin ft
Kaye, have been conferring in an
effort to find a solution to the situation without going to court. Rosen-

'

.

t«> fill

Actually, the writ obtained by
Morris L. Ernst, Shelvey's New York
attorney, had never been served

of

:

-

flood of

'

country stating that a court order

:

'

'

when he sent telegrams tei
AG'VA branch heads throughout the
trator,

Troupe of 34 performers who appeared in Honolulu with Mickey cians, now an independent labjor
Rooney and Olson & Johnson last consultant, to handle labor disputes;
month was stranded there last week that may arise, from the figh-t for the
fair week-to-week comparison can
?
when promoters Louis and Max union's control.
begin.
,
Herman failed to pay off. Acts had
Meanwhile,' AGVA is mailing a
night clubs, giving people at home
It'fi pointed out that the house unplayed four weeks and two days of statement of its position to the memanother of the services provided by
der
'the present policy will have to six week engagement, landing in bership.
Document declares- that
the niteries at a higher cost.
to Honolulu, Nov- 22.
Shelvey was fired 4n, jjec* I "for 'dci
One of these services; claims to do an average $18,000 weekly
Rooney and- O&J only worked ceit and sabotage." ^St^temtent" saye
have 1,000 New Year's Eve orders equal the earning .power of the vaudfilm policy.
With vaudeville, the eight days and were paid out of bond that Shelvey on Nov; <!iO> obtained »
from people celebrating at home in:
State averaged around $28,000, but posted with American Guild of sick leave, and two. days later
stead of in night clubs. It points out
talent, music and stageshow costs Variety Artists.
However; grosses showed up in Chicago and elsewhere
that these home celebrators will en.,
ran $10,000 weekly.
Every week fell off and Matson. steamer lines had atid issued illegal ofders designed to
joy radio dance music and other
co?)siderable numbers
to be one more thorn
in the side of slipping supper and

up here in
and threaten

',

:

.

had been obtained preventing the
national committee appointed by the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America from functioning as AGVA's

States(N.Y.)20G

Down

affairs of the

Shelvey, deposed national adminis-

ta

Meal Services Cut In

,ni<i^f

.

minimum

Smed

American Guild
were thrown into
further confusion last week by Matt

The

of Variety -Artists

"Two

42d Anniversary Number
Out Next Week

closed'"until

Year's eve

.

:.

in for a

m

Talked Of, But Fa3s to Be

'

In fact,
however, was serious..
.£e0n & Eddie's, with a low larder
and insufficient oil for the heating plant, closed down around 9 p.m.
toDight'a

'

of entertainers and help.
big spots, every
in, the

showed up and only a
few musicians failed to make an apSaturday
and
Friday
pearance
nights. The food and fuel problem,

iiOft.

Powell and Jackie

fithPixFaikTo

jperformer

"Pri<&y

Eleanor

Martha Baye, current at that

by

problems (asidt from getting customers) were deliveries of food, fuel
arid Arrival

Injunction' VS.

,:

SOPHIE TUCKER

.

pressing

Sheky

currently dickering with the Ritz

is

Bros.,
Miles.
is

raceaiiicd

CARL BRISSON
OSCAR STRAUS
EDWARD G. ROBINSON

improv^tment ac streets were cleared

^nd transportation improved,

The Harem, N. Y., is going after a
lineup of top names to snag the post^
New Year's Eve business. Spot has
already signed Vio Damone and
Belle Baker for its Jan. 24 show and

Y, Cafes

37

OUT NEXT WEEK
JANUARY

7

Boston Jan. II, Sam Donohue's
orch will accompany him.
Pam Gut^
Ernie Anderson
wirth are promoting the .'^fEctira.
Laine^'tirill get ,S0% «t 4ihe gate out
ojC which hrll pay the-'eifrisb.

md
'

Chicago,

Dec

30

:

Paper Doll Club, nox&iide xaiiinh
Tobbed'by two bMkffitel&Ai week.
escaped wi(& f106 mi

Wai;

Hoboe'rs

.

cash and je^Mjcy.
Bandits forced
sing^, to continue «ei

patrOlis'

&ia^ Btt^
vWi tb

,

'

.

Wcdnciday, December SI, 1947
Qne

Ity b«Ue his short s»ture.
tricks is to play numbers

barrassment »nd yocks, depending on
the outlook Of the individual cus,
tomers.

of .his

on a table-

(WALDOBF-ASTOBIA HOTPt)

i

cloth-covered keyboard. He has a reCarlos Ramirez, tlstelle Sloan, Nat
Even at that, she's toned down
markable sense of showmanship and Bondw«nne Drch, Mischo Borr Orch;
considerably for the Harem date at
iSe cleverly mixes up show tunes,
$2 cotivert. I-.
Harris'
request.
Her Baltimore
pops, the did and new song hits and
show
and Washington appearances prenovelty numbers. At this
The Sert Bomn's boHday ^show ceding
other
numamong
this stftnd relied more on the
herself caught, he sang,
<

'

Night Club Iteviews
r

Persian RboiH,

Continued trtnn

IV.

me M

New

Y.

i

Orleans, to prove to

Proof

how the hinterland accepts her.

iioor,

etc,

is

)

an exhibition

all

its

I

'

-

tiptop renditi&n

tered such sterling performert, as
Bert Wheeler; the Merry Macs, Senor
Wences, Frank Ubuse.and Hi. Lo,
Jack & the Dame, ds any oritenon,
Al Morgan, song and piano, stylist,
one year in the show business and
graduating from the theatre-bar
just
Songstress plays the Plaza twice a circuit into ^e snpper dub
Dig
year «s regularly as the seasons. Her time," is headed foi; the top Broad-.;

"Je Chante." Then, confessing to a
greater application to her piMio
studies fshe's been tutoring with
Isador Achron), she took obvious
pride in lier improved virtuosity on

last wnter stint ran six months; this: way spots. At any rate, here he's a
teturii .msrks a four-month engage- sensation and if local cafe society
she's been hitting
XnifSttt. In between
knows talent it's only a question. of
the Jfoad,, from Atlanta, to Miami, to time before- important scouts will

"discover" him.

Coming here an "unknown." Moris playing his second engagement

gan

at the Ten-ace within three, months-,
the fastest return in the room's history. Moreover, he's evoking what

audience
record
undoubtedly
enthusiasm for the spot. The customers simply go gd-ga over this
short, thin-faced, beaked-nose young
performer, who looks like a cross between Hoagy Carmichael and a hillbilly, but who projests -tt tersifically
dynamic personality. And they acclaim his /distinctive vocalizing and
ivory tickling as socko-enfertainment.
He's a veritable xiot—at least here.
Morgan throws in a little trick
piano playing with a lot of singmg,
playing his own accompaniments. He
has the same vigorous, forceful, energetic vocal style of Jolson,. Cantor
and .deorgiq Price, but 'with'ti numbof of original eomedic trimnjings.
These trimmings comprise mostly

is

CMrrMMy

altlmer*.

HARRY

A.

M J«

ROMM

EVSf

engalsement..

.It's

continues "the class tradition that's off-color than her current siland.
In'
comparison to her Carnival appearanee, though, she's like a campfire
girl. .Withal, she can handle a nitery
audience to the point, where every

"Jealous

Shillelagh,"

"Old

bers,

and McCoys" (he's
of the advance-trailorizing of her Heiu-t," "Martins
hillbilly
Beeca disks and radio was evident especially adept with the "When
a
Heart,"
in the same b.o. response as hei;e stuff), "Peg o' My
Gal," "Dark Eyes,"
own. When the resistance is a hit too where, as maitre d'hotel Fred will Fellow Needs a
You" and "Huggin' and
vivid she frankly announces shell, tell any customer at the drop of a ."It Had to Be
to beg off.
"get 'em" with her "ice-breaker cover charge, the Persian Room is Chalkin." He had
Bros,
Arnaut
The always suieOve
song" (whatever that may be, of her strictly intermission When H«deAoel.
score solidly, too, with their familiar
cm-rent repertoire). What's xnove, garde hits the road.
violin and other clowning and tbeir
She floes.
whistling romance. It's their first
Chanteuse •who, on the 3lmas
Jllinnesota Torracc
club engagement here ^nd
supper
interriatipnai
preenij had- a truly
(HOTEL NICOLIEX. MPLS.)
they're the same big hit as on the
(Serman
ringsidess-^a
of
group
MiTtneapoIis, Dec. 20.
sta^e.
junker-type family, a Danish boy
A\ Morgan, Ammit Bros. (2),
Daiyl Harpa's band has establi.shed
studying, at Harvard Btisiness Gol- Daryl Harpo Orch (12) iuitJi Uargo itself as one of the most popular and.
lege, and a Swiss youth (probably Paige; $2.50 miniTOMm.
best-liked dance and ahPW outfits to
«lso a stuctent)— was frank in staUng
hit the town, as is attested by the
sh6'd essay something not entirely in
If his reception at this class nitery, fact that it originally came for four
her Milwanbee French by doing, a which in recent months has quar- weeks and will round out a 17-week
Trenet.<!
of (diaries

the
ting, literally getting, them into
act (for the posy business on the

a topnotch Latln-

Amerjoan rbumba. crew "WitU an alInving^ Singer-dancer in IVEarga Paige.
.,

•

Rees.

'

been associated with this hostel.
With a pair" of flrst-itimers tor th'e
room, Estelle ?loan (New Acts) and
Carlos Ramirez, it's ^ lively and full-

line pays off in laughs.
bodied layout thsit will entice its
However, her name should mean
share of holiday customers from the business at the Harem, since slw
does a highly competent job. From «
carriage trade,
perfoi-mer of lesser stature
her
Ramirez has b$en around in many lines would empty a room.
of New York's boites and is considThe Beatrice Kraft JJanqers, douberpd a valuable asset to a cafe be- ling,
at the Roxy theatre, have a
cause of his ability to draw the ex- tough assignment inasmuch
as
they
pensive wine "trade from the upper
follow the Jack Cole Dancers. MisV
crust of Manhattan's Latin residents.
Kraft at one time was with Cole
Ramirez is a polished performer hav- and
follows his terp style closely.
ing a tig voice that can reach the Nonetheless her
group fills this spot
outer reaches of this ^oom sans admirably^
mike.
He manages to combine
There are two more new acts on the
power and melody which is comparatively rare for the big baritones. surrounding show. The song spot is
His informal manner and ability to now assumed by the Mack Triplets,
give out with small talk makes for a fetchiitjii;, femme group who work
well in their own spot as well as the
a good-all-around impression.
ptroductlon nwnbersi
Ramirez handles most type of
The Kanaz^was (3), replacing Paul
numbers from pops to opera. He
diversifies his selections, hitting a Remos and Toy Boys, give an expert
risley demonstration that draw mitt"^yo
good stride with his jopenier
Quiera Mucho" and building With fulls, while the Yo-st Guardsmen (5)
pop tunes including "Beguine." He make further contributions with »
did a trio of encores starting wi^.^ "Student Prince" and operatic medthe "Toreador Song," "Granadoas" ley for handsome returns.
Rest of the show remains as is,
and "Rica Pulpa," and came back for
wifh Elissa Jayne doing her persona begoff.
able contortion work, and the lin*
Miss Sloan is. an 'energetic dancer by now is doing its chores with terwith picturesque and well-contrived dse assutetoess.
'Jose..
routines who makes her mark in this,
room.
'

'

—

'

•

Billy -Rose production of "Violins
Oi;er Broadway,", fcaMTing Mata &
Hori; stojieql by John Murray Andejfson; davces, Esther Junger; settings,

Herman

costumes,

Basse;

arrangements

Beefier;

-

Thos.
musical

superrtsfon, Gleb Yedeti; featured
& conductor, Harold Sandchoral
arranoement, Morris
ler;
Leuine. Cast: Manolo Alvarez Mera,
Jack Gansert, Billy Bonfcs, fermte
choir of 8; line comprising June
wiotiiiist

Kirby, Rosemarie Kittleton, Lee
Perkins, Jean Tyler, hanr a GnnoU,

,

-

The showbacking is by Nat.BrandBeuerliy ,iHicUaels, Joa»i Brandon; wynne with Mischa Borr doing the
'
Jose.
oTcJiestra of 20 uiolins, two ftorpis, rhumbas.
two pianos, one viola; ^.50 and $4'.50
.

niinimuw.

Rose who, so

Billy

succe.ssfully.

(FOLLOWtlP)
has bitched his wagon to a nostalgic
Martha Raye's retv^'ri t6 New York
some nine years at this spot,
But different. cafes is a boxoflice< event. She
has done it again.
And in spades. This curious blend hasn't )>eeh heris in a couple of years^
of old-w,orld charm with that "new
look" in saloon diyelrtisseinent should since preeming at the CHirnivftl. Her
appearance at tUe Harem for a- minipay off.
It's* a daring experiment but it mum of four weeks and options
there is a market for something new'
should mean a healthy siege of busiand different this is if. In these un?stable times it's rather darings for ness for the Nat Harris' operation.
grimaces, gyrations of the hands as impresario Rose who, between his
Miss Raye is a natural comedienne
he massage? the ivgi-ie.<;. and amusing Ziegf eld theatre; ASCAP. radio and of considerable talent. Her broad
interpretations and twists of the num- his column, probably doesn't know style of comedy is yock-insurance:
bers that lend themselves to such when his next coupon-dipping ses- for any large room and she can overtreatment. An original trick of punc- sion is coming, but none the less the whelm almost any audience to get
tuating his playing with a fast, sua* joint- looks like it had plenty of. maximum salvos.
However, she's
den pa wing-like movement or the fresh money poured into its
gotten into the habit of relying too
hands from high over his head pro- - Converting a West 46th street greatly on indigo. By now," She's esvides an eccentric comedy effect and (near 8th avenue) , Hotel Paramount chewing triple-entendre'and goes in
never fails. His voice is more Tobust downstairs saloon, into what Rose for the mccoy, eltfninating subleties
than tuneful or 6h-key, and his piano calls his "basement Cameigic Hall' to become broad in every sense of
9omy. hokum and called for daring backed by a sizable the word.
playing'
r-r-i— 1, tnore ix i.i,„ „„„,v.=v.^
tricky lhan artistic, but the numbers ^.^^j^ ovtOAy. Suggesting the famed
Her big number, -thv?! bit "with the
great shape. It s the jjonseignor, Paris, idea of beaucoup
are put over
Ben Yost Guardsmen, is one. of the
sledge-hammer style and the cus- jj^^j^^
although the simulation prime examples of what not to. do in
up.
tomers eat.it
.
ends there—Rose proves the Yank flrder to entice family trade. Her
Giving out apparently mehaus- idiom: when we do it, we do. it
tively. Morgan reels off song after spades. Where the Paris boite gives Faganinl bit, similarly, has been em'another without stopping. 'His -reper- ''em soft lights, dreamy music and a bellished with .Mue notes that hardly
tory is huge and his vigor jind vital- dozen fiddlers; Rose doubles every, resembles the' number that she did
originally. Her line of- chatter and
.,
.thing.
asides are of the tyjie that bi-ing emstar fo|-

.

,

ft

II

m

_

embassy n. y.: "if palm
pounding and tables
full of the chi-chi set
Who roll up big tabs
mean anything then
the addition of ca^-

PRLA AND

PATRICIA.

DANCE TEAM. SHOULD
MEAN A -HYPO IN BUSI'NESS/''"'

BILL SMITH, Billboard

m

.Jui»

CiMwi Shoraham Natal
WashlavtoMr P. C>

CarraaHy FaaaacK Ciab-

.

'

•

,:

.

,

,

Cantiilly

eONCERTIZIN*
M«rg*ry

«f

ft

fk*-..Piitno

|lg».;"«M tliNwt

CHORUS AND
Wm

mm

Panfo-Mimkry
*

'

mia* lnuulr«l»,at Clil»-<U1: work
^Iw md'thcatrn,
Wriliov Wire ar< Ctell;

WSm TJIUTRieJH. OFFICES
'tf<iaclw«yr Albany, N, Y.

lights aren't as soft

may haps—

CABOT AW DBESBEN

aW

parlay.

A NEW
IN

the openiijtg (dinner) show un
folded it Was evident that the 65

Now

.

SAMOVAR
MONTREAL

.

number by

"Vegas"'

Monaco

(lyrics

elision.s— did

the late

Jimmy

the

S.witch of
exciting
"Ru
next-to-closc
the shaw, with the Lehar medley as
the iinale. is a surefire accelerator
The ingredients otherwise are
surefire.
Mata & Hari- are socko,
save for the fact they overdo a bit.
(That, too, has since been corrected.)
Manolo Alvarez IV^era kills the customers with "Graiiad%i" and "Moreno." Jack Gsinserl is a good specialty dancer.
But dominantly the production
values count for most. Glcb Yellen
has done a socko musico-routining
trick.

.

HOLLYWOOD

DRESDEN
bill.

*Tbsi*rMl by"

KENNETH LATER
WM. MORRIS AGENCY
Dir.

SOI

RKO

ffiPrai,

IMi.,

Ntw

Yaik

W

THE INK SPOTS

Becher's costumes are
Esther JUnger's dance-stag^

good.

and

•asily top tht

to

Tom

job.

NOW IN 4tli WEEK
SLAI>StE MAXIE'S

—

CABOt

by Rose) and other

Georges Enesco's
manian Rhapsody"

Nit»4if*'«-.MiWMt Uff-SanwtMB

Touring Awslralia'
"Th» Hci^d"
Malbowrnc
For fwtistry iii-|MrfbriiKme*

minutes' was lO-l.'i minutes over,
boai-d. One can get surfeited by fiddles but pronto cuts—a good i'Las
.

€t«rr«nflly

PHIL FOSTER

THRILL

DANCING

.

As

LINE OIIU5

l» tkftinimfc

Ml.

jiffiY

The

but then that's kinda difficult in
700rcapacity room., "But the fiddlers
and their music are just as dreamy,
and the showman has fortified .it
with some socko interludes and '.a
hushel of babes to.
out the
schmaltzy melodies, so it's a surefire

ing, Herman Rosse's lighting and settings, and 'the general flash values
add up to a surefire score. Harold
.

Sandler
violinist
difficult

is
an effective featured
and conductor, playing a
assignment and handling it

men give him excellent
support. Furthermore they're a personable set of lammisters from local 802, obviously having been judiciously screened by Rose. (When
La Martinique fessayed a road company M'onseignor policy that N. Y.
spot's neo-Strauss fiddlers looked
likfe Yorkvillc layoff5 come to Ufe).
There are other external values to
the show.
Billy B&nks conducting
the Harlemesqufe dance band is a
solid poi-Ioimer up front. There are
two auxiliary orchestras. One of
them, Sandler's string ensemble,
comes back for a post-10 p.m. recital
of.
Herbert.
Friml,
Kernj
Rodgers, et al., and they should encourafte dvop-in trade for diners who
want to break the jump into a .Supwell.

per'

sfiot.

Withal, it lo6ks' like the G-string
cycle may give way to the strings
in the saloon drcuits.
of
Abet.

6

Carrcntly

Hi.s

STRAND THEATRE,

N. Y.

41 Wait 4tik

Sliaar. Natt Yoth

SULLIVAI^
CURRENTLY
\

|

LE

RUBAN

BLEU,

New

York

I

RADIO: Sundays. 3-3:15

P.M:,

i«ni Ul^Mulu••y

WHEW
IMmi^imvmam.

Pvntonlil Miiniixrr ~

.lOHlorn MAUS01.A.IS
.

MUSK

COKr. OF .AMERICAv

W«<Ineed«y, December
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S9
radio m.c, actor and television program director of Poote, Cone
Belding, died Dec. 27 in Los Angeles.
Her husband was the late
Arthur Pryor, band leader and

OBITUARIES
L

WEEK OF DECEMBEB

composer.

A. WALDEQN
John A, Waldron, Metro accounthis home in
ant died Pec. 26 at
Westwood, Cal.,' following a heart
A pioneer in the film inattacK.
he was formerly general

JOHN

and made occasional excursions into
vaudeville in what was then termed

of the Cornell Univ., station WHCU,
Ithaca, N. Y., and member of the

a piano act to help popularize his
.

numbers.

Probably his best known

among others, were, "Oh, You
Beautiful Doll" and "If You Talk in

songs,

Ben Turpin, Andy Clyde appeared

Zanuck,

into the life
after
Sennett
business
Insurance
folded and then moved into the
Metro auditing department eight

with
such circuses as
Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey
and Sells Floto, both in the U. S.
and in Europe. He later trouped in
vaude in the Paul Brachard Family

years ago.

act.

He went

and others.

daughter and two sons sur-

Wife,'

vive.

..
.

ROY FOBTEB
Roy Porter,

former

40,

NBC

Frank H. Mahery,
advance advertising

and retirement.

Besides his sons, a daughter, Mrs.
also survives.

25

at

Tommy

vie

Palm

Mlchaeli. survive,

Salt,

program director

of the

British Broadcasting Corp.'s north
region office in Manchester, died
He was
there last Friday (26).
.

ITorth

American

BBC

director of

in

New

York- from May, 1944, to June,
He was in his early 40's.
Salt joined BB(J in 1936, He was
director of European Service from

1945.

WILLIAM

SMYTHE

(BILLY)

Jtmaary

S.

W« MIm

194*
JR.,

1916, when in partnership with his
father, he ran the Grand and later
the Sherman and Plaza theatres in

Stroudsburg,

•s assistant North American tlirector/ He. was assigned to the Manchester post on returning to England in 1945.
Salt's wife, Olive
jShapley, is known to British radio'
listeners for her occasional, talks on
jBBC children's broaddasts.
Besides his widow. Salt leaves
three children.

SALSBVBY

Henry L. Salsbury, 62, with Para
mount in the New York production

MURRAY

A.
A. Murray, 73, owner and
Operator of the Thalia theatre, Chicago, died Dec. 23 in that city. Two
of his children are former vaud
artists, known as La. Petit.
Wife and two other children survive.'

his

•istdfrs

three

New

JOSEPH M. PARSONS
Joseph M. Parsons, 68„ a former
minstrel singer and, until a year ago
a performer, on the Chicago National
Barn Dance radio show, died Dec.
22 in Long Beach, Cal.'
Wife, daughter and son survive.

brothers

and

-

four

radio

actress

Was Mrs.

JOSEPH

90, retired legit

who

Emma

Mage & Karr v

(Miester I>olphin

Alan Drake

Apus & fXrelllta

and

private life
Taylor, died Dec. 23
in

E.

E.

HARRY WISE
She appeared in
Harry Wise, 76, former vaude per
in the
iQoOs, including "Get Rich former, died in New York, Dec, 26.
Quick Wallingford" and "The Vir- For many years he had done a singginian."
She also played character ing act' in vaudeville.

many Broadway productions
early

many of the productions of
the late George M. Cohan. Her last

Mrs.

Tony

Hollywood,

roles in

ARNOLD AHLERT

"At

BBOWN

T & E Rodrlque*
Ann Triola

.

'

Mariells

* Mignon

Pr*!ddle

Strltt

S.\N

&

Hliiks

.

Campaguon*
Georgia Tapp*

R«ed Oro

Smith Sla Patricia Adair

l'ifth.:Av«

Valdez
OUeneth Omeron

'

.

.

.

-

BRISXOTi
Hippodrome (1)
Babes in Woods
Arthur Lucan
Jean Adnenne

Mr. and Mrs. Skip Nelson, son,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 13. Father formerly
sang with Glenn Miller and Tommy
Dorsey bands.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lush, son,
Dublin, Dec. 7. Father is manager
of Adelphi Cinema, top Associated
British house in Ireland.
,

81

-

Garland Wilson

VenalUea
.

'

^

Jay Martin.

.lie*

Helen..

Roye

Pfiniela

Rita Baker

Bi'nie

Joan Eduiondson
Cliris Wortmatl

6

-

ft Rog'r'n
Ballet
Dassle Bros-

Continued from page

Peg.iiV

mark and

clothing and food
received totalled an estimated $5,000
The .family, far overin value.
stocked by now, distributed some
of the surplus goods to needy neighbors and agreed the balance should
go to the Community Service Organization of NYC for other needy.
The cash, by the family's agreement,
is being set up as a trust fund to
provide education for the children.
And the head of the family has constituted himself « liaison agent to
pass along all— except' one*-of the
job offers he received to other men

Barnes

Tjodnga

New

7;eo^ Bno
Ca;rol (raye

Theatre (I) SI
Sl6f!Ping Beauty
Freddie Porbcg

NUa

Croft

Phil

strtetland

TJert

Murray

Isobel
Jill

.terry T.ane
ffylvia <;)ldeiidaal

IClils

Marden

Hamilton

Balmoral h
ChsTles Ancasler
Beaton's 12 Juves

CHISH K'K

Hugh

Dfii'dcn

T.ltHe

Jnck
Jnves

RosK'

imp Circus

:

B* b#s
Sandy

In

iMM

Korman

Griffin

FatrKtiK

Qatl'

•V

The Sert room ol the Waiaorf-

Porter

earthy

&

Mef:hanlcal
Vic nay »

Man

WOOO ORBBM
JEiiilpIre

.

XJobel

Astoria hotel, N. Y., has set of headthat will take them to th«

end of the season for that room. FolCarlo*
of
lowing
current run
Ramirez and Estelle Sloan, Igctor
Borge starts on Jan. 18. Kroil Coleman's orch will rtplMa-lltot
Wynne's orch on thftt'dtttii.

A

Woods

Buddy Shaw Oro
Dk-k Hyd*
VilmA Sherry
Palmer Hon**
Fhit Regan
Murray Arnold Or

liners

ft,

«1

Lenny. Kent
JunemcHiiitonil
I^atln Lovelies (13)

Kmi>ire (I) SI
Vera r.ynn

Salman Co
jV1argerite*& Chas

NIcol

Ijitin 4«art*»
Billy Vlhc Co

'

Sert Room's Spring T«lent

«1

Ri

4

P«l. Curran

SHKPH'ROS BUSH

Joey

Beam's 12 Babes
Lawson's .Ponies
<1>

(I)

(I)'>«1

Ronald Ohesney
Wright
Marion

Anthony (Jordon

Grand

.

Stars on lee

Helen .lutson
Renee Nicliols

B & H

Stall

LaHOelleH

Johnny Cavanagh
Anne W'heatley
T^eslie Barker
Aler' Havland

Court

.

Helaing*

Stan

Hhi'I'Is »,

Biel'H

12
I'ulaee

TiionvB-B

O

George
Andrea .A.ilaKio 'Trl*
Opera House (1) SI Bill Chandler «•Ore
Rudy Cardenas
PattI Page
Huinpty I>nmpty
Phil D'Atcy
Duggie .Wakefleld
Hotel Steten*
Huntley-Wright
H Bdgenratcr Boacb Dorothy Shay
Stan Little
George Olsen Oro
SkitcU Henderson O
t)nreen Tj'avender
Sharkey the Seal
Prydo '* Day
Harold Clillds
9oaI»var-deac«
Les Oanova <2)
Roy Jefferles

Freddie Foss

Nancy Burne

Nat Brilnavynn*
Mtsha Borr Or*

fi

D

SI

(I)

illnderella

(Iwyneth
Jonen &

Tony DiPacdo Ore
Maurlc^ ft: Maryea

Debuinnies

T.BIC^KS'i'KR

Dunckley

&'.
Kiki
Robins
Sidney Trevelyan
VHma De Boer
Hohhs S Globe GIs

J..eon

Kmplce

Victor Borg*
Hotel Bismark
Pierre Cartler
Benno Delson O
The St**art» (4)

.

Wizard Prangs
Iv- lOmpire Babes

Bime Love

;

Ray Morton Ore

Christine .Moore
Stnrr Bfo#

Bafelle 'Sloan

Hotel Shermaa
NellU Lutcher
Marty Hogan
^reddle Slaek-Or*
'Jeitnne Wllliama

J Mahoney

Kitly Kallen
Martin He Lewla
Betty Bruce
Paul Sydell
Hotel
Itlackatea*

Turner

12 Jjlttie Olvettes

CAKDirV

&

Clica )Pai**
Marty; Gould .Ore

Blpiilnstone

Va.l('rie

•

.WaldoTt-AitorIa
Carlos Bamiroa

Song Stylists
D'Hild Daiier* (ll>

Whit*

Shirley
.

Kennetli .laf.kson
1)

I

Preston Lambert
Marian Fedelo

Phil t>evant
Ray Olsen .<
<r

,

Yeoman

.

,

.

'

Hotol F«Bi!isrlTanIi|
Cha* Splvak Oro
Hbt«f Merro

Howard Brook*

Empire (I) a.l
Babes In Woods

Wiley

Max Kamlnskr
Don f ryo

CHIGAOO

Keith Brei'eton

Campb'M
B Flying

Ex-Con Hits 206

Itona Mapaey
B«1> Grant or*:

'

Bla'cbhawk

Chollerton Babes
Z)o Angels Co

Anne

Harry Sims
Carol Lane
Doreen Da-vies

Spivy
Thelina .Carpenter

f anchlto Oro
Mel Tonne
viii«K« Ban
Hotel LexlactOB
Piute Pete
Alomas' Hawaiian* Tonl/Palmer
Hotel ISfcw Torkwr Lou Apparetl
MacArthur*
Larry Clinton O
Ore
Ranch
Marshal Beard
VUlair* Vaagdiii*
Phil Romtynotrwln Corey
Terry Brant

Landre Ic Verna.
Chaa Reader Oro

Diana Lineoin
Arnold Bell
Gordon (Murt
MalpacB & .Brown
George Stevens
Beryl Crook

Bert PiattFInlay Bros
Valerie Ijawson
Jeanne tioddard
Jo)!ephine

Rub^ Biggs
Pamela Denis

'

.

.

.

ward Small.

>
.

SplTy.'a

Sonny .Dunham

.

Sawyar

Wally Blacker

Commodore

Hotel

'

corti*

Normann. Pari* •

Runs Morgan Oro
Tom- Grant Oro

1

(I')

Haydocit

O

'

sonia
(:!onnle.

Jean Palmer.

Hotel BIltmOM

fill)

WAHIIINOTON

Sunny Sparks

'

Bon Vtvant*
Vlifoent Traver*
Itutian Bleu

i:ast,Ulanos Oro
Eddie Stoi^e Ore

.

•

C ^ T

Belmont-Plaw

Nuts
Paul

Capitol

1

'

'

O

ttomo Vincent
Jon I..auren2
Taylor Lln«

Berry

Well Sis
(one to

V & G

>

Hi«hnght«

() 31-4

Red Benson
Bob & Diane
HIcItory

Br^rln

Phyllis Grey
Wilson & Rosley.
Hneel Webster
Do^rney ft: Fonvllle

SPKTNGrlBT.D
Nil

.

Hntcl Edi»aa

K»

JiMex ttoil**
Kent Or*
Idttin Qaarto*
Harvey Ston*
.

'J,V!plot*

Touiijuy

Ore

FRANCISCO

Court

'

Nevada Smith.
ICanaza^va 3
l<'austo Curbollo
Art Homan Q-

Dulcina
.Terry .Mann
Gardes.
.

.

Blliot

Mack

Oulden «lat« (R) 31
Oesi. Arnaz Ore

fill)

MarlOR Hanntra

Roy Davis

.

CHICAfiO
Ado Duval
Mr: and Mrs. Steve Blumberg,. son,
Dale
Smiih
Ohlca«« (P) 1
WOONSOt'KET
Bros"
New York, Dec. 25. Father is a Ritz
Capitol (I) 4 only
DiGatanos
former legit agent, now an executive BOKgonl Troupe
3 Poms
Harris & .AU«n
of Brooks Costume Co.; mother is Connie. Russell
Oriental <I) 1
Bobby Ronina
Patridia Bright, cafe comedienne.
Harmonleats
.Tim Jamie
Max & Gang
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cohen, Jaek OWflM
daughter, Los Angeles, Dep. 22.
BBITAIN
Father is production assistant to Ed<^

$15,000

Leon ft BdiUo't
Eddie UaVU
Art Waner. Or*
Mayo Bro*

'

Terry Viuiee

Towers (I) 2-4
Bartley, Pat Rooney Jr
27. Harry StefEen
Dawn .Bros
ac- Harris & Mllctte
H Sands Girls

•

I

Ralph Font Oro

AfacDonald

John

Kevela"

Jan Rlsko
>riSB Nina
Paul Walker

film

Arnold Ahlert, 34, son of songwriter Fred Ahlert, died of Hodgkin's diseases at Veterans Hospital,
who need work.
Bronx, N. Y., Dec. 23. He had been
Alexander next Sunday (4) will
in failing health since his discharge
from the service in 1944. Born in read on the air a very grateful
New York, he held a B.A. from thank-you from the ex^cOhvict -and
and also his family.
"Ohio
State University
A. SEYMOUR
Columbia.
journalism
at
studied
A. Seymour Brown, songwriter University.
A department to handle 16m pix
and one of the founder-members
Also surviving besides his father
of
many parts
American Society of Composers, are his mother, Mildred, and two and their exhibition in
of Mexico has been organized hy
J"™rs and Publishers (ASCAP), brothers, Richard and Fred, Jr.
Peliculas Nacionales, distrib center
aled Dec. 22 in South
Philadelphia,
Mexico's biggest pic prpin recent years
Mother, 72, of Arthur Pryor, Jr., of four of
he had heen a veal
Guillerm«. Haz« heads the
estate broker there.
in charge of radio for the ducers.
v.p.
Brown wrote many popular songs BBD&O agency, and Roger Pryor, department.
in

the Inn," in 1938.
After retiring from the stage she
was a radio actress until her per
manent retirement in 1942, when
she entered the Edwin Forrest ac
tors' home in
Philadelphia.

Mlgueiito .Valdea

.

»

Bob & Evelyn

Dec.

Deborah Kerr,

.

'

.

(1)

"New Year

CAMDKX

'

to Philadelphiai

Broadway appearance was

is

'

La Martlnlano
Jan Murray

Rita Lopez
Wally Dean
Shepard Line
Harem
BouMaalna
Old
Martha .'Raye
Sadie Banks
Beatrice Kraft Dcr* Joey Dean
/,
B Yost Guardsmen' Joe LaPort* Or*
Kllsa .Tayne
1>'Ai|Ulla Oro

ROCKVORD

I'nlace

,

(one to

and

Martin Line

Los Panchos

Virstuia Austin

Herman Hyde

BOS'l'ON
Boston (R) 1
Johnson & Owen
Byrd & Leroy
Mr. .and Mrs. William Sabo, son, a
Dlok Buckley
Pittsburgh, Dec. 15. Father is on the Helen Forrest

Mr.

Clark

'Tiny

Lou Mcnschel

El Cliico
Del Monte
Victoria Barcelo
Rita '& Rozino

1-3

(I)

C 'fhdrnliill Ore
Tim Herbert

1

BIRTHS

tress.

.

'

BUmpy Blank Or*

F

BISAUING

Rojab

& Kent

Alien

daughter,

.

,

,

Jr.,

there.

.

Lynn Allison

Sis

Mary Healy
Blair Si Dean
Kay Arnet

Pat Rooaey Jr
The Reddingtons

'

staflf

.

Sacasas Oro
Icelund

Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alvares O
.

WCAE

Drew
Hnvann-UndrM

Peter LInd JIaye*
.Tet

df

Feplto

Noro Morales Ore
•
Bobby Capo
Joaquin Garay
Pann Merryman

Copacahana

U

.

Charlio

Horscsliov

Laurie Long
Reairlce .Fung Oyt
fl Curbello ore
lack Prase Ore

Booked by EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
New York
ISOl Broaaway

&

Laszio

Juenger. Ballet
China Doll
Ming ft. Ling.

Wong

.

Andre Andre*
Bonnie

Ted Straeter Qro
J Guarnerl 3
Hotel l^n
Vihcent Lopea Ore

.Mata &' Hari
t:horal Octet
Gleb Yciiln Oio

CLUB. PROVIDENCi

TO

Roily Rolls

Vbye

l-lope

t

ft:

Sis

Diamond

.

JANDARY

St Moritt
Lubfch. Ore
Hotel St 'Rekig

Dorotliy Jarnao

.lovce & Selden
Jvr»» Farnay
l)a^yn Bros

,

BLACK

Black, 26, orchestra
leader, died Dec, 17 in Portsmouth,
O., of injuries suffered in a truckcar collision.
Wife and three children survive.

Joseph

survive.

Marie Taylor,

28.

& Andre

.

Hotel

Raye
Naldl
Nype & Cote

Chas Blaokman Or
Gao Ore
Cafe Sodttar
(UovDiawni
Rose Murphy

,

MORTON VAN PRAGG

York.

MABIE TAYLOB
'

CAIANA

Bdo

Ciias Irwin

1-4

(I)

w

Jules Irving,
Both are legit

Guy Lombardo O

& Waldo

Luba Mallna
Hay Jactiuemot

I'ATlSnSON

"TOPSY TURVY"

to.

t

Carnival
George: Jessel

Graham

OMAHA

ncldt Ore

Faye

orE>EI4S
Rosslyn 'Leiber to Len Litman, JamaTeu <I) 81-3
Pittsburgh, Dec. 28. Groom, former Hemlines Midgets.
Joe Allen
circus p.a., owns Carnival Lounge in P & K Watson

Mother

tist,

-Wife,

York, Dec.

Jr

Wills.

Oriiheuni (F) 31

Majestic

KDKA

died in his sleep Dec. 24 at
Morton Van Pragg, 47, general
practicing deu'
manager of Ail-American newsreel,
he joined the company 28 years Chicago, and former head of the
ago when. Jesse L. Lasky, then a
Screen Guild office there^ died Dec.
production executive, offered him a
25 in Chicago.,
job on his staff.
Wife survives.
"He first worked on the acquisition
and construction of theatres. Later
MEYER B. STROUSE
he became chief assistant to Walter
Meyer B. Strouse, Philadelphia
Wanger, general manager, of the film man, died Dec. 24 after a short
company's production department illness.
He was manager of the
When Wanger was succeeded by Grange, North Philly na'be, operated
RusseU vHolman, Salsbury was placed by William Goldman chain.

•ttd,

lattcr's staff in

H

(one to mi)
Janis Paige to Frank Martinelli,
BAI.1nM0BI!
Los Angeles, Dec. 27. Bride is a Htvpodrome <I)'
Crosby Sis
A. C. Mercier, a pioneer in the screen actress; he's a Frisco restau- Lewis & Van
exhibitor field in southeastern MiS' ranteur.
:Cy Reeves
Jliyi Wong Troupe
Eouri, died Dec. 15 at his home in
Maude Paxton to Charley Earley,
State (1) 1-8
Perryville, Mo., after a long illness. Pittsburgh, Nov. 25. Groom is news Joyce & Selden
Danny Chang
Two sons, Val Mercier and Bug editor of station
there.
Geor.ge Freems
Mercier, operate theatres, constructs
Esther Cohen to Seymour Eich- Henry & Tony
4-7
ed by him in Perryville and Fred- man. New York, Dec. 27. He's ad
Wolandl
ericktown, Mo.
Bobby Pinkus Co
manager of Astor Pictures Corp.
J ReadInK & Don

MEBCIEB

Kcw York home. A

on the

Lou

.

Joel Herron Oro
Salvatore Gloria
Hotel
RoosoT'olt

Hal Cooke
'rhree Flames
El!,u

PEDRO and DURANP

Pitt.

A.' C.

Thomas

then wa^ sent to N. Y,

L.

Artie l>«iin
Betty Riley

*

Terrell

Hotel Flac*
Hildegarde

MarshaU

.Tay

,

CliT

G Ray

Bailey

Pearl

NBWARK

Adnms <i) 1
Piankle f.alne
Sam Donahue Ore

Joan Barry
Jordan & parvls
Ann* Brewster

Fred F. Schuerman, 51, an official
players.
Sherman-Plaza Theatre EnterBarbara Read to Bill Josephy,
died Dec.
Santa Barbara, Dec. 27.
She's a
He had operated theatres since screeji actress; he's an agent.

THOMAS

ROIEIIT and PHILIP

HENBY

New

T.amb

Gil

.

!i-4

.

Yea

•LADYS, WILLIAM.

.1939 to 1942,

SCHUEBMAN

F.

t

prises, Stroudsburg, Fa.,
23, after a long illness.

JOHN SAVt
John

FBED

Priscilla Pointer

Babe*

12

Van Smith Oro

Bagatell*
Dorothy Ross
Blue Angel
Amanda Laine
Kaye Ballard

81

(I>)

l.ester

Wayne Marlln
Camargo

natbuKh (I) i-i
Bob Sydney
3 Honey Boys

MARRIAGES

Buenos Aires.

NEW YOKE

MIAMI

Olymltla
BlKlns

Ted

Wife, 35, of James A. Byron,
Jr., nfews editor of WRAP, Ft. Worth, Tern litt Franconl
BROOKf.YN
died Dec.. 21 in that city.

:

& Win

Pirn

Spence Davlea

Beam's

.

Pat liennlng

Doris Paye
Al Ferguson
The Barr«tta

Fla. He was the husband of
Father, 83, of Johnny
Olsen,
Tina. Lerner, concert pianist, who
Porter left NBC about six months
vaude and radio comedian, died in
survives him..
ago and was to have joined the
He had conducted the Syracuse Windom, Minnesota, Dec. 26.
William H. Weintraub ad agency
(N. Y.) Symphony orchestra froni
Jan. 15, He was in Paris during the
Wife of M. Coates Webster, screen,
1922 until 1931, when it disbanded.
<Nazi occupation and was the author
Since then he had conducted widely, writer, rdied of influenza Dec. 28 in
«f a book, "Occupied France," pubHe left both in this" couTitry and abroad. He Hollywood.
lished by the Dial Press.
recently completed an engagement
the AP in 1943 to join NBC, taking
in

liARXlfORn
n-4

state <I)

King Cole 3
Ray Kberly Ore

BRONX

Windsor (I)
Reddingtons

Erica York

l^huck O^Neil

Aiin Russell

Mother of Mannie Greenwald, Prank Marlowe
manager of Barry theatre in Pitts- Miriam LaVelle
3

Ella

June Rlchmotid
Johnny Morgan-

Inlc

burgh, died at h^r home in that city
last week after a long illness.

Clwenda Grayson
Drury

Harold Cibson
Nick Tanner
David Banner

CLEVELAND

Daman«

Strand (W) 31
Spots
Herbie Fields Ore

Los Angeles.

BIHy Nelson

Lacwi

(I<)

BKO; (W) Warner

Gwen Hayes

Bishop
Vilma. Sherry
Carl Sands Ore
ralace (R) 1
Oantler'B SteM'h'e
T,ane Bros

Roiy (I> 1
Bex Ernest Faulkner, 65, founder Lanny
Ross
and former manager of the Ameri- Wlere Bros
can Newsboys Quartet, a vaudeville Beatrice Craft Co
Hollace Shaw
group, died Dec. 24 at his home 'in Senor Wences

causes./;''

an assignment to India. He later
covered NBC assignments elsewhere
In the Far East and in Europe.
His wife, Florence, and a son,

Dorsey

Jimmy Edmondson

WCAU

orchestra

50,

of Dayton,

manager for Church &' Hale
Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey .^luiile HaU (I) 1
CummlnKS
died Dec. 24 in Tampa, Lucll«
MyrtiU & Paraud
Acromanlacs
Gauasmith Bro«
Rockettes
Father of Stanley Broza, former Corps de Ballet
(Philly) program director Sym Ore
31
Faramaiuit
and grandfather of Elliot Lawrence, Stnn Kenton <F>
Ore
bandleader, died Dec. 24 in Phila- J.iine Christy
Martin Bros
delphia.
Stump & Stumpy

ladapendcnti

fllrcoKt (I)

Pearl Bailey
Joe.v

Circus,
Fla:

VLADIMIB SHAVITCH

His body was
Vladimir Shavitch,
found slumped in' a chair. A cor- conductor, died Dec.
oner's report said he died of natural Beach,

54,

n Or

(L)

week

or ipllt

(P) ParAtnoant; (9)

\'OKK CITY

3t

below tadlcate •pcntoc daj of iliow

billi
full

wbethcr

paicnthCKB Indlcntc*

|.«ttcr la

XKW

Oaitltol

;,

funeral.

fti«law's

of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters, died Dec. 29 in Ithaca.

-

Verna Sweeney,

conncctlod with

board

Brachard was active as a performer until 1941 when his two sons,
Paul, Jr., and Joseph, entered the
Army, Since then, he had been in

Associated Press overseas correspondent, died at Fairfield, ;Ia., unexpectedly last Thursday (25). He
bad come here to attend his mother-

!

Nnmcrali

Wife of Michael R. Hannonr head

dustryr
Your SleePi Don't Mention My
Monaiter for Mack Sennett.
He came to Hollywood in 1917 for name."
Wife survives.
Biograph as accountant, subsequentin the same caSennett
joined.
ly
PAKL BRACrABD, SB.
pacity, becoming manager a short
Paul Brachard, Sr., 69, circus and
time later. In, his managerial post
he signed such stars as Mabel Nor- vaude'performer. died of a heart atmaAd, Louise Fazenda, Gloria Syvan- tack Dec. 14 in Hollywood. A noted
Virginia Fox contortionist and equilibrist, he had
fon, Wallade Beery,

'

Variety Oills

&

(I)

Others set »r« Lucienn* Boyet.

tl

.

Chuok Aladdin
FredQia Frinion

r»t i;».yii»*,.
Johnson Clark

.

WhA ttwted Feb. 16,
Vy £toB ftiehards ot
bow," «U4 then

fpUowed

iTblsn'* Haift.

Titft Otifzufe"

;

1I0VSB REVIVWS

40

"We&tKiait^f^t'

Capitol, N. V*

here,

Hie wire

artist gets

than from

Graceful and Showwith manly, he turns in dance steps on

vrch loItJi Jurc V Tomtnt/ Dorset;'* Orch (15)
Ziffjy £lmon, Stwrt Foster, Auirey the strings that would.be a credit to
Vic t)amcm$. Stump
"Wlwrc Young, Town Criers (4) j Jimmy Ed- the usual floor dancer. Ballet-balB>'os.;
Martin
mundton, George Church & Mflriljf" ancing is a hegoff maker all the way.
Hale; "High WoU," reviewed tn
Marc Ballero returns wrth his
VARIETY, Dec. 17, '47.
standard mimings of radio and
Screen greats. Stuff is well turned,
even
betplays
bill
holiday
This
There's an unfamiliar sight on the with the patter intros nicely done.
Dorsey,
Tommy
Where
an
unstag6
Capitol
approach to dance, burlesque
There's
Easy
ter than it i-eads.
who has been coming in with bands and interwoven acroantics earn
usual verve and clement o£ class of '40 pieces or- thereabouts, has
Tyler, -Thonie and Roberta good reAbout the perfoi-raance.
trimmed down to a crew of 15 in- ception. Trio know their Stuff and
smaller project to good returns.
Time was when the trade viewed strumentalists. While the
. ,
impressive
The Modclettes look good in theh:
in terms of crew doesn't make the
a. stage bill primarily
previous band, the third appearance here. Routinings,
Now- appearance of his
balance and diversification.
entertainment potential isn't low- though not on tlie too imaginative
adays the touchstone is 'more in- ered. Dorsey still carries a retinue Side, are well handled and the cosvocalists and a
dined to be a: combination of of applause-winning of getting the tuming is bright. "Utilize a Chinese
music library capable
idea and Carnival sequence to gOod
urgency and excitement. By urgency maximum rise from the audience.
effect.
of personaliis meant the recruiting
The surrounding layout, howeveri
Les Rhode and hotis^ orch turn in
moment isn't up to par. .limmy Edraundspn
ties who are "hot" of the
a good job of backing proceedings.
his
usual
("Prof. Back ward.s") does
Vary.
because- of their achievement in a
backwardthe
and
line of gab,
currently highriding' medium, such
while hitting
which
stint,
writing
OS phonograph records. Excitement, the house, is pretty mild fare. The
Strand, IV. V.
•
which is less easy to gauge beforeact is George Church and
other
and
Fields
Orch
enjoyment
We
Her
Ink
Spots.
(4),
hand, is the lather of
Marilyn Hale, a duo of accomplished
with Carol Kaye: Miriam
emotional response that comes from dancers, but their routines aren't (16)
thase same personalities selling them- designed for a twosome; They work LaveUe. Froufc itforlowe; "My Wild
Irish Rose" (WB}^ revieweti in Vaselves to the audience.
an<^
cpn-;
in solo most of the time,
What makes the show a honey is slant walking off and on the stage, BiETY, Dec.. 10; '47.
only
that the excitement derives not
after soloing, makes it look like
from disk-makers Stan Kenton, June they're trying to stretch the act.
Holiday show at the Strand, in
Christy and Vic Damone but irom pair of punchy twosome sessions company with the Dennis' Morgan
the two buttressing vaude-items. As would get better audience apprecia- starrer, "My Wild Irish Rose," has
do tion.
a unit they couldn't help but Anits lapses,' but overall presents a
standout business anywhere.
Dorsey's instromentals, including pleasant '45 minutes. Headed by thi^
other virtue about this lineup is Jt "And the Angels Sing" with Ziggy Ink Spots, playing their first date at
carries on with an unhroken mo- Elmah soloing, and the wild instru- the Strand, and badced by the
mentum, making it seem a short 60 mental flights by tenor sax and Herbie Fields orchestra pliis the
ihtstates.
clarinet Sidemen in the inappro- sihgl^ acts of Micisdn>La^le'
'
As has been his trait *rom the priately titled "Sleep My Darlmg," ifranlE Marlowe, the lirienp is heavy
of bring full returns.
On music and fair enough on the"
, .
ttart, Kenton conveys his sense
The vocal contingent is topped by comedy..
Miss Lavelle'e dancing
.showmanship not through any posnicely with doesn't hold up that end.
turing, but rather through his or- Stuart Foster, who does
and
ch^sti^l interpretation of the dance "Almost Like Being in Love"
Ink Spots close the show. Billy
chirper,
Ftfmme
idiom. That* s not saying that he's "Or Man Biver-r^'
Kenny is the only holdover froiii
with
stage
comes
on
heeaiwe
young,
hoke,
Audrey,
Imriiuhe to the old
group, which adheres
built to the original
there's a solid chunk of it for the a low-cut strapless gown
She mainly to past disk successes-: and
squares in his clowning around with reveal every curve she's got.
gets over nidely.: Starting out with
starts off singing "All of Me, Why
tile band on the theme of "St. James
wolf- the irhj^hinic "Java Jive," the -cpmbo
Jhfirmary.", But when it comes to Not Take All of Me," and the
runs
through
."tf. Yew Had to Hurt
many
music, Kenton's pride is that he has calls indicate .there could be
down, Someonej" thftir only Jiew time,
stuck to concepts and ideas of his- takers. When IJie whistles die
Tenderness" which hasn't yet been released by
own and tried to keep a step ahead she does "Try a Littlevoice
DecCa, '<Wliite Gliristmas," 'If I
deand
The
You."
"Near
of the others. Again, he has steafl- and
applause Didn't Caice" and "Maybe:" Thafs
lastly spurned suggestions of deflect- livery are passable, hut the
a 'hea'tly .^aced lineup and: it takes
»^
.
.
ing toward the "commercial." That returns are l)ig,
;grsup down into the pit at the
The Town Criei's, Dorsey's two- the
all this has paid off is attested by
a show's finish with' about as warm ai
group, malce
singing
the iact that today he rates as the couple
of hand as; a snow-tlghting Audience
No, 1 band on the road and, perhaps, pleasant impression in a variety
could muster. House * was feirty full

Stw

Kewtow

Ci»rist«;

Stnmvv,

There's Life" (Par), TetJiBibefl *»
Vakiety, Oct. 8, '47,

Pditl Bailey's languid mannerisms
(3),. Uitllace
trice Kraft Ikmcers
Shaw, Wiere Brot, (3) H. Xieopold and molasses drawl are remindful
Sepia singer
(25),
Roxyettesi 0? Stepin'. Fetchit.
Spitalny Chorus
(24>, Paul Ash te House Orch; "Daisy miikes the most of innuendo in
Ke'nyon," reviexeed in Vamety, nov. "Row, Row,' Row" for a prime response, then draws salvos with her
26, '47); •
standby "That's Good Enough For
Me." Songstress
roundly in
The Roxy's Christmas show is a fast-tempoed *'St, scores
Louis Blues," then
plea^iant affair that runs smpothly
begs off afteir nice' plugs and vocals
with a set of topnotch entertainers. of her Columbia
disk,- "Tired."
There's headline value in virtually
Joey
Bishop
yocks
gets
going right
every
performer
the
all
acta, and
on the bill hits top applause. The away With an impression of humble

.
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consisting of Lanny Ross, job applicants of yesteryear in conISenor Wences, Beatrice Kraft dan-, trast to the choosey attitude of to-

]3arlay,

,

ccis, HoUace Shaw and the
Bros., give good apcounts of
selves.

good

Wiere day Is berth seekers. Comic's fastthem- paced imitations of Charles Boyer,
James Caghey and others rolls up
laughs all the way.

production
values, with the Roxyettes in a wellstaged. sno'Wficene that winds up
There's

also

Unlike some of his kilocycle

,

Bells."

technician, imparts a great deal of
lyricism In his voice and does exceedingly well with "Falling in Love

Harmonicats, now a quartet with
the recent addition of Cl^ppy Lafell,
doubles on vocals, get under.with rapid lipping of "Tico
Fancy exhales-ihhales in
Tico."
''Ritual Fire Dance" net a solid applause, topped, however, by respon.se
to the following "Harmonica Boogie."
Foursome,! wearing brown trou-

who
way

With Love," "And Mimi" and the
Whiffenpoof Song.".
The novelty note is injected by
Beatrice Kraft dancers <3)*r the
Wiere Bros., and Senor Wences.
Miss Kraft, doing double dut^ from
the Harem nitery, has added two
lads to provide a fuller sweep to
her act. She does the Javanese jive
with expert backing by her two-man
troupe. The Roxy houseboys provide more atmosphere witli appropriate costuming and varied Oriental stances. She's also good for top:
,

sers and cream-colored jackets, exit
and return with disk fave, "Peg O'
My Heart," on which Al Fiore doe.t

a neat lead-in. Lafell scores with
the lyrics of "Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now." Fast-tempoed "Rose
Room"^ mops tip applause as the

bows.

:..::...

'

.
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Neiv Acts

.

AN0KEA"' OANCEBS

The show is as bright a Christmas package as it has had in some

Adaxie:'
)i

,

,

'

bbngo-ridden version of "The Peanut
Vendor;" which wtaps up the proceedings.

.

IX.
No further evidence is needed than
the packed main floor at the first
show to prove that house has a sock
Show for the next two weeks. ^Bili
is well balanced and neatly paced.
Bitz Brothers race through the bill
and are in everyone's act. After a
numble-jumble hello, comics flash
back to their early days, in 1920, a
la Jolson; 1930 hurries by with a
Palace (Bridgeport,
kudo to the
Conn.) and brings the boys up 1»
their first opera appearance, Sam-

Perhaps no other girl vocalist In
the business has proved to be .as
much an, integral part ot ,a, dance
combo as June Christy ia relation to
Kenton's. The tie is almost SiameseAnyway, it's hot easy to
twinish.
imagine Miss Christy carrying the
wallop she does before any other
aggregation. "When caught Wednesday (24) her "1 Love You—Now Get
They som and Delilah." Walk on .of Harry
Out" stopped things cold.
waisted with leopard strip
forced her back for three bows, but Ritz. bare
shoulder and died mop
that wasn't eno'.igh; she had to do across his
an encore. ''Get Out" lncidentally« hairdo; breaks up the aud. Brothers
return as wardens of a blood bank
is Kenton's latest release.
.

.

.

J

<

.;

For Vic Damone, as he tells it
.from the stage, the date has all the
flavor of an Horatio Alger story,
Two. years iSga the Merciiry Records
"crooheri who is also featured on the
Pet Milk program (CBS), worked in
this same house- as an usher.
His
moment of triumph, when caught,
was attended by the sort of reception
that was once .Frank Sinatra's exclusively; the bobbysockers screeched
lustily.
And Damone apparently is
Ha slouch at.kno-wing how to prod
-the ou^urstis. J'oF instancet slurring
the word "Jkiss:*'
Aside from that inconsequential
byplay, Damone, though but 20,
shapes ap as a performer with a
solid foundation. S3s vocal equipment is rooted in iine tonal quality,
i,

'

.

to assist Frankie (Harry) Sinatra
wheeze out a ditty. Repeat of hoke
standard, "Dark Eyes," whams the
audience and trio begofl with tap
dancing to "Tiger Rag."
Dl Gatanos,' Jayne and Adam, bring
an interlude of refreshing quiet in
Femme is
their dance sequence.
gowned in a split skirt sequined
creation while male works in blue
.

"Rhapsody

in

Blue,"

"Dardanella"

-"Over the Rainbow," done at
j^e outset ot the show by' vocalist
^arol Kaye.
She handles It well.
incidentally.^

One

criticism

that

might be leveled at Fields is that
he exhibits a slight tendency to color
his arrangements with solo work on
tenor, alto and soprano that comes
close to much tampering with melodies that should be played straight.
It's
noticeable mostly on "Rhapsody," but only momentarily and

manage to. really disturb
is an excellent portrayal of Gershwin's classic.
Miss Iiavelle is on up front. She's
a standard aero turn and has worked
doesn't

what otherwise

all the majo? spots.
But here the
gal apparently isn't able to make up
her mind whether to peirform her
excellent 'tricks or be some sort of

interpretative hoofer. And the met
result is an act that sparks only

when she: turns on those spinning
handstands.
Marlowe clicked solidly the last
time he worked this house. He's
still providing a lot of laughs, but
tux. Team opens with the trite, ?'Be- it isnt the same turn.
Apparently
gin the Beguine" but smoothness is the sort of prattfalls he's been acin marked contrast to other terpers' customed to taking, which were reefforts.
Encore with dance set to sponsible for a large slice of his
mu^ic of "A Jennie With the. light laugh-reaction, are too strenuous to
Brown. Hair" for additional salvos.
maintain for. long; that he has slowed
Five Bogginos, youthful European up in this department is ob-viouS.
tumblers, work fast and sure with And it hurts his act, for his
gags
toe and seat catches. Femme and aren't of the same strength.
He
four youths work in blue tails and draws a lot of giggles from routines
dispense with the usual waits and with the band and with stagehands,
flexibility of range and an excep- buildups of most acros.
and on the whole seems satisidrlHg
tional ease of expression, Endowed
Connie Russell, svelte brunettei- to Strand audiences.
Wood.
-with one of the most lyrical voices chants
a bit too frantically to
In his fi^ld, Damone should have a "AcSpulco" but calms down with her
"
minimum use for tricks. .For a new- next number, "Ballerina." Her
comer he handles himself unusually finale, "Civilization" is lost with
Boston, Dec. 26.
well on the stage. His' tendency' to clowning of the Ritzes.
Zahe.
Johnson' k Owens, Curry, Byrd t
ftuU his liands suddenly iaway from
LeRoy, Helen Forrest, Dick Bucfcley,
he mike suggests a reflex action to
Larry Flint House Orch: "Captain
somebody's warning not to hold on
JVriami, Dec. 26.
froin
Castile"
(20tft).
to the instrument ,2because it migHt
Gracie Barrie, Hal Barnes, Mfare
be taken as an Imitation of the Ballero,
Tyler, Thorne te Roberta,
Sinatra habit. JDn any event, by the
With a two-and-a-half -hour pic
time he has finished his six-.week The Modelettes, Leg Rhode House this stage show is short and fairly
Orch; "Dark Passage" (WB).
Stint Damohe should have estabdiverting. Opens with Johnson and
lished himself as a Paramount click
Holiday bill here adds up to a Owens drawing laughs with better
pf repeat standing.
than
average clowning and acrobatics
brisk,
well rounded blending of
on the horizontal bans. Curry, Byrd
The Martin Bros., spotted in the vaude for solid payoff.
lofe part of the runoff, make hea-vy
Gracie Barrie, topliner could prob- and LeRoy follow with a standard
with the chuckles as they put their ably play this house every other comic knockabout adagio.
imcommon marionets through cute- week and find the palming as heavy
Helen Forrest, in feature spot,
Ish cutup.s and dance routines. It's as this time out. Between clubs and does four sock songs, catching "biga novelty in a class of its own, with dates in this vauder, she's become gest returns for rhythm numbers
the skeleton and blackface bits one of the area's pet performers. On like '^Dance at Your Wedding," and
especially of surefire calibre.
the pop side, she contribs "You Do" "The Sunny Side of the Street."
Stump and Stumpy, as the topoff and "I Wish I Didn't Love You So" She's ably assisted by Larry Flint's
the special jstufl such as house orch on the stage.
fct, have easy, sailing with the ous- with
}mers regardless of whether they "Feudhi' And Fightin'" and the
Dick Buckley closes, doing fast
toss oil a fast shuffle or tap, or just smartly special lyricized "Sunday line of chatter, a little too fast for
MO in for clowning. The stuff that Kind Of Love" highlights in her some of the kids at vacation matinee,
ia.s an air of the casual seems to iolt comedic
approach.
Delivery, ma- but using four kids from the audi*em for the biggest laughs.
Al- terial and charm are constant to earn ence on stage lot ventro act. Always
together, a comedy package of prime her the votes she got last year as one good for laughs and nice applause.
worth for theatre and niteries--and of top thrushes to play the hquse.
Business Strong with everybody
even television.
Harold Barnes is another .fave in holiday mood.
Odec.
JBIie.
•

.:

:

BKO, BMtoH

Olympia, MimMl

.

-

;

.,

.

their first appearance in the States
they show lots of savvy and ex*
Body throws and catching

'

>

(3)

'

'

Ming.

Empire Beem, Cbleag*
Femme- and two males are European -imports nf Merriel Abbott. In

.

brass and

Boa!f.

closer.

returns.
"The Wiere Bros. (3) hit the comedy jackpot with their fiddling and
terping, while Sfenor Wences projects his polished ventriloquy with a
pair o£ dummies, to win several

tunes. Gordon Polk of that outat
years. Paul Ash, with the house
among presentation bands.
when caught.
does a couple of comedy solos, genFields orchestra does a good job orch, and the H. Leopold Spitalny
The upper-age brackets may be
weak, but they're well rethe layout
despite the comparative inexperience choral grout) embellish
somewhat puzzled by the progression erally
Jose.
"
ceived.
Jose.of its leader at m.c.'ing stage shows handily,
of ^scords dished up by his brass
<he. could slow up his announcesection, particularly the trumpets,
CMeago, Chi
AiM»llo,l!ir. Y.
ments and otherw^&e take it easy).
but that doesn't prevent them from
Dec.
26.
Chicago,
intp
flight
this
Composed of four trumpets, tWo
getting a kick out of
Sy Oliuer Orch. (15) loith Tommy
Hifz Bros. (3), Jayne & Adam Di trombones, five sax, four rhythm, Robert*, niinois: Jactiuet Orch (8),
the ultra-modern. The palming he
Bogginos, the group gets several innings of its Dinah
Washington, Patterson &
gets for his "Collaboration" proves GdtOno^ Connie Russell, S
The band's other two high spots Lou Breese firch; "It Had to Be own between acts and' wisely is con- Jaekson. Edwards. Siai«T» (2); "Unit.
fined to standard items, such as tamed Fury" iEL),
are ^Artistry in Rhythm," which You" (Col.).

and the

'

col-

Jack Owens,
"Crui-sing
of ABC's "Breakfast Club"
'With their familiar number in <which Crooner"
the girls tinkle a tune via bells at- and tunesjmith of'How Soon," knows
tached .to their feet. It's an effective how to comport himself on a stai-c.
the timely "MistleIntro to- HoUace Shaw's coloratura Tenor opens- with
Song," of which he is co-author,
rendition of "Skater's Waltz." She toe
wins the audience, appearance-wise^, and follows with his Hit Parader,
and vocally gets the desired ap- "How Soon." "Cruising Crooner''
him
the. front row
into
stunt
takes
plause effect. She's doubling fr<m
with a hand mike for check-toCBS' Pet milk show.
of flustered femmes.
The topliner of the session is Lan- cheek serenades
stirs plefity laughs, with
ny Ross^ who hasn't been on -vaude Session the;
aud on its feet for a
part of
stages in some years; he just' wound
of i^ooplqr byplay. Crooner
up an engagement at the Biltmore gander
offs to salvos with' "Serenade of the
hotel, N. Y. He'S'Still a master vocal
leagues.

tops

tees oit 'ttve show,

1947

Decieiiiiliwtt'.

Lanny Ross^Senor Woncei, Bea- rnflf^^tu^S"**''*^*'^

first teeter-oft,'

perience.

off wjth'polish and no apparent exertion.
Girl, -tossed by tailtoated partners,
d<)es full turns overhead and length-wise spinners. Breath-Catchers have
Harlem may have been chilled by her in usual one-legged stands and
Floor duster whirls
last week's record snowstorm but back bends.
there was plenty of heat still to be draw firm hands, with salvos for her
found in the hot tunes dished out by topspjin closer.
Okay for night clubs and vaudeSy Oliver's band and JUinois JacBoxt.
quet's smaller combo at th^ Apollo. ville.
Comprising seven brass,, three
«hythm and five reed, Oliver's .crew THREE JOHNNIES
tees off the bill with a rhythmic Dance
number, "Blues Just Blues." Tommy 1» MiBS.
Roberts, outfltrs vocalist, follows Apollo, N. T. ^
This sepia male trio has evidently
with a. neat "Gl* Man River" for «
been around fbr some time, but has
solid reception.
Edwards Sisters, tern and singing escaped VtBtsrrt's New Act files.
turn that's
frequently
appeared Lads :make nice appearance and
here, impress with some spirited know their way around cleating to
stepping. Clad in slacks and blue: send across neat hoofing stanza.
One of them sets tempo, via
jackets, diminutive gals also contrib
brisk challenge stuff atop- a raised pianoing,. for opening i|oublerT« fast
platform.
Their vocalling is also tapstering session— and later joihs
partners In. challenge stuff and anfirst rate.- Pair won strong returns.
Hefty Dinah Washington knows other fast routine for closer. Rouher audience here. Warbling a trio tines are siUficiently varied to hold
of tunes, the scores 'best with the attentioni which ixuikes them okay
Edbasuggestive "I Know How to Do It" for other vatiders.

come

.

-
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:
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,

'

.

'

aided

by some punchy

'

lyricizing.

Shows a nice change of pace by:
spotting a torchy ballad, "Shice I
Fell for You," as the opener and,
closing with the plaintive "Fool
That I Am." Her tones are rich and
as Continued from page 3 ss
her piping is endowed with plenty
non-stop New York to Xos Angeles
of volume. Begged off.
powerful pubBack for theUr umpteenth repeat train ride despite'
:

Young's Entry

-

.

'

her% Patterson and Jackson show
new comedy material although it's
pretty corny.
Stout chaps
dropped much of their terping at this
to concentrate on impersonations. They do a vocal satire of the
Ink Spots' Vlf I Didn't Care," and
burlesque .won howls. Boys also
registered with a takeoff on Joe

still

show

licity

campaign.

As it happens, how-

ever, he's got more of his personal
cash in films than any other of his
enterprises. Hence, his current fullscale invasion of pix is -understand::• •'
able.
.

Personal Galnc-Ovef
Young, generally, takes a Florida
during this time of the

Louis.

vacation

Jacquefs band Is slotted in the
closer. Consisting of three rhythm,
three brass and two reed, outfit is
chiefly built around leader's sock
tenor-saxin'g. Boys pour on the heat
with a torrid opener, follow with
"Robins Nest," contrib another hot
one end elose with a blues number
tempered with a dash of boogiewoogie. Most of the octet's sidemen are spotted for occasional solos.
They play with gusto for solid re-

year.

However, he's foregone the
southern trek to give EL a real
going-over. It's understood that on
his say-so, L. A. Goldhammer was
dropped last week as western division manager and Harold Dunn upped
to ass't sales chief. He, personally;
wiU decide whether Al Suchman
continues as eastern sales chief.
Young Is giving up much of his
time because he figures EL good for
ception.
future profits while in the red
due to a lack of p 1 a y i n g time
Oriental,
on films released so far. Anotlier
Chicoflo, Dec. 20.
weakness, to date, has been an inHflrmonicats
Jack Owens, abiUty to grab good deals from ex(4),
Pearl Bailey, Velma Sherry, Joey hibs.
With Qus idea ol plugging
Bishop. 3 Dancing Kittens, Carl these chinks in the company's armor,
Sonds House Orch; "Intrigue" (UA). 'Voiuig is first reshaping the sale.?
'

Chi

,

It's more than likely that
turn his attention to production next.
As for the filmmaking end, inp

force.

Holiday layout is the strongest
here in many a week. Bill tees off
with orch on stage and maestro at
celesta,, tinkling Xmas medley.: He
switches to the 88 lor a boogie
treatment of "Kitten on the Keys"
as accompaniment for the sinuous
terping of the dancing Kittens.' Vel-

he'll

company

now shows

strong

evi-

dence (if pulUng itself out of the doldrums. Last week Young arranger
an $11,000,000 loan to bid tor
.

.

,

.

LECilTIMATB

W
Tersonal Appearance/

Can Happen Here

It

Tendency of patrons to light matches to study programs in
dimly-Ut theatres is dn the increase in New York. At one opening last week,.a femme spectator persisted in holding a lighted
match even when cautioned by an usher. Use of pocket lighters
for the same- demented purpose is also causing concern. Under
the circumstances, public safety apparently requires more drastic
HCtion than merely the present toild warning note in the playbUl. Perhaps the deputy fireman assigned to the theatre might
reinforce the lishers' warnings by issuing a summons as an
example.

New York is reputed to be the only major U. S. city that has
never had a disastrous theatre lire. However, there have been
several "incidents" in recent seasons, any one of which might
have had tragic consequences.

Cnt Press list

With Nancy Carroll,

Opens Atlanta Stock
-

The

Shnimrts Reduce

pearance," starring

Nancy

Newspaper and radio
day is good, while last

Charles O'Brien

night's

But Some B.O.S

Rise,

a Few SRO

storm,

covery IrcAn

the:

punch, since the storm was unpredicted, some-shows actually did better business,' but most were hurt.

Considering unprecedented traffic
conditions, the hardiness of theatregoers was an eye-opener, both: on
the night of the storm and Satur>
day (27). Taxis and buses failed to
operate, and the only way of reach-

'

ing the theatre district was by subWay or on foot. Thousands with
tickets were unable to reach midtown, so there were unoccupied
:

seats in theatres which had been
sold out in advance for the last half

of the week.

.

Weekly statements

most shows

for

how much

the
takings for

Indicated

802 Won't Budge

low grosses of the

^Wj^ek before Christmas were unfulfihed. Despite the blizzard's record
SS^-lrtch fall, comparable to a sneak

grosses
corning

were hit, but
weeks should be attected, too, as.
many managers decided to exchange
or make refunds for tickets held by
patrons who could not attend performances. When patrons telephoned
their inability to reach theatres, the
location of their tickets was written
down and resold by the use of "hard
tickets," so that boxoRice staffs had
a strenuous workout.

Bow

audiences got to Broadway
was something of a mystery to show-

On

Its

Reclassifying

2 Shows as
New York

Musicals
Local

musicians,

has refused to reconsider
that

Show

will run two weeks, to be followed by "Blind Alley," with Roy
Hargrave playing his original Broadr

fied as

Named

The Cookes plan all-year stock
here, with a resident company plus
a, guest-star setup;
The idea is to
play the winter in Atlanta and the
summer as a strawhat in nearby Sea
Isle.
During fall and spring, company will tour in Georgia, alternat-

musical

Broadway shows

'effects.

recently-

are heavy dramas.
nell

classi-

musicals because of incidental

backstage

ing with Atlanta appearances.

Bid to Glenn,

Both

Katharine Cor-

Foy For *SaDy

and Irene M. Selznick, respec-

Cynda Glenn,

New

York from
presenters of the productions,
Paris for the holidays by plane—it
tooli her three days because of the
eration of Musicians, the parent storms,, via Iceland and Newfoundunion, but that body rarely reverses land^has a bid for the lead comedithe local.
enne role in a proposed revival of
Ruling calls for each show to en "Sally." What Guy Bolton, Ubrettist
gage eight men at the musical of the original "Marilyn Miller-Leon
Errol
starrer for Flo Ziegfeld, has
comedy scale. "Cleo" has that number of musicians, four* being in the in mind is to build up the comfor both Miss -Glenn and
pit, but they are being paid the edy roles
Eddie
Foy,
Jr.
straight play scale. "Streetcar" has
Bolton plans producing the revival,
five men backstage, and the union
first done in 1920, with Eddie Foy,
orders are that three more men are
Jr., who clicked last season in anto be hired. All are to be paid the
other revival, "Red Mill." Hunt
higher scale and, as it is In a penalty
Stromberg, Jr., would co^produce
theatre (Barrymore) the increase in
with Bolton. The original cast, beweekly operating* expense would be
sides Miss Miller; Errol and Walter
in

-

have appealed to the American Fed-

'

who

operate

Out

N0fet

Week

Some More Items to Make
That Fabulotis Invalid
Still

More hvalidated
Buffalo.

As one of the relicts of your In.temational Correspondents' Corps
for the past quarter-centuryi you
will recall that the long - popular
coup de grace towards that Fabulous
Invalid'— the legitimate stage—has
never been one of my favorite gestures. For many years 1 have been
listening without particular agreement to -the walling of those soi
disant seers who choose perennially
to pontificate at the ever-recurring
obsequies of the American-speaking
theatre. But, last week, a brief visit
among the Grand Canyons of the
White Way pretty nearly won me
over.
Wolcott Gibbs to the contrary notwithstanding, I decided to see "Allegro" again the second time in six
weeks. Why, and the conclusions derived therefrom, would make another letter. Half way through the
performance, the janitor of the Majestic, apparently got his fortissimo

—

Indications are that there win
to be controversies be^
tween producers and the Shuberts
over the "ratified"' list. Managers
say they have the right to use the
full number of. opeping njght ticket^
for press coverage. But in the. instance of the D'Oyly Cartes, either
that management or its press agent
evidently failed to do so.

continue

The visiting British management
may. have been unconcerned about
the press in light of the Gilbert and
Sullivan out^t's strong advance sale.
But most American producers do not

the same way about, it The
Shuberts
have
occasionally
at*
tempted to control the first-night

feel

,

(for

list

theb

tlieatres).

However,

independent producers have refused
to comply, jiot caring to be drawn
into the Shuberts' controversies.

Managers were supposed

:

,

to sign

a

pledge approving the maximum
press list and, while the D'Oyly
Carte people are not members of
the League, the Shuberts do belong.
At the managerial meeting, when
the number of press coverage tick*
ets was fixed, Lee Shubert is said
to have readily, agreed to increaii>ing the number of tickets for'discreM^
tionary use from five to eight pdlrst
But in the case^of the D'Oyly Carte
engagement at' the Century, he it
evidently mi following the arrangement.
The G. & S. press agent; Leo
Freedman, asserted that the secondnight press list had also been radically slashed by the Shuberts. Be
said they eliminated 28 pairs. Some

'

:

mixed with this allegiro and decided
to show his muscles. By the time the
curtain rose on the second act the
temperature of the theatre was two press lists have upward of 150 pairs
Miss Glenn,, meantime, is virtually degree,? lower than a Turkish bath. for 'the second-night press.
The
set to star for Paul Derval in the The patrons were mopping their Pledge sets forth: "For the benefit of
next edition of the "Folies Bergeres," brows and before the second act was the theatre as a whole, (and) to
wherein she appeared qpce before, over at least haU a dozen couples in continue to maintain the good wiU
in Paris, A longtime tVenCb resi- my vicinity left the theatre. The of. the press and such other perdent, faer FrancQ-iBHglish linguistics physical discomfort of those remain- sons engaged in publicity dissemimake the comedienne unique for the ing was so great that- it was impos- nation by making tickets avaOablo
assignment.
sible to appreciate the proceedings for second night
and SUbsequett(.
on the stage. This you get for six performances to all who have prebucks per ticket, without premiums. viously enjoyed such ttrivilege."
'Thieves' for B.C.
For six bits or less you can attend
any plush-lined picture emporium in
Hollywood, Dec. 30.

:

,

stricken off the list for
first
bill
Of th*

sistence of the Shuberts,
the theatre.

42d Annivermey Number

Editor, Variety:

opened,

tive

$520.

were

Mikado,"

Carte Opera Co., which
opened Monday (29), at the Century,
N. y. According to the show's press'
agent, the reduction was at the in-

."fMtMW'to

^

8(

ruling

its

Desire" are

tickets

D'Oylj*

..*•:,*.
"

or their pres>
However, the discretionary-

agents.

"The

Critic'*

producers

the

of

"riic Tint American

role.

ducers, and William Corrigan direc?
tdr^ of the new all-Equity company
giving performances at the 725seat
Women's Club auditorium.
This is Atlanta's first resident legit
in many years. The only other legit
the city gets is occasional one or
two-night stands of touring companies at the Erlanger.

,

tickets to

rtmembcfi

preem

"Antony and Cleopatra'' and "A

Streetcar

list

to-

audience gave enthusiastic approval.

a revised first tiight presa
which included eight pairs of
be iised at the discretion

19 ratified

Kennedy

Carroll.

criticism

:

Because

Friday's (26) snow-"^the :heaviest in New York
bistory^ Broadway's hopes for re- Local

Nimdier

'Ratified'

Managers at a League of N. Y.
Theatres mennbersbip meeting Det.

new perma-

Martin and Lucia Cooke are pro-

Record Snowfall Buries Broadway,

D'Oyly Carte;

Atlanta, Dec. 30.

Stage, Atlanta's

nent stock company, opened last
night (Mon.) with "Personal Ap-

way

fw

41

Catlett, held

.

;

Mary Hay.

Union sprang the rule book on
men, who had anticipated poor at-^ three- shows which switched- midWeather commentators week matinees to Friday (26) last
tendance.
told .listeners not to venture from week. Regulations are that when
their homes and not to attempt us- matinees
are changed from the esing motor cars, -also warning of the tablished day to a holiday there is
virtual paralysis of transportation. no extra
pay required. But as FriActors living in outlying district^ day was not
a holiday, an extra oner
turned up but some started as much eighth salary was payable.
The
as five- hours. ahead of curtain time. union claiming
a ninth performance
Only a few absences were reported. even though the shows played only
Eight productions Were scheduled
eight times.
to give Friday matinees but two
The shows affected were "Happy
Myron C. Pagan's new legiter, air Conditioned comfort.
such performances were cancelled.
Things' usually happen in pairs-—
One was "Happy Birthday," at .the Birthday," "Angel In The Wings" "Thieves Paradise," will move Jan.
Broadhurst,
where a skylight and "Cleo." It was the day of the 23 from here to the National theatre, and they always seem to happen to

-

"

.

-

blizzard, too, whea "Birthday" can- Washington,
before it shifts to
celled sifter the first act, when the Broadwa:^.
skylight .crashed, so patrons had
Eduardo Cansino, Rita Hayworth's
father,'is doing the choreography.
their
refunded.

(Continued on page 45)

'

money

'Shoes'

CbHm

2-Year

'

Ba^

H.

William Fitelson, attorney for
in" her breach-of -conclaim against Monte Proser
Snd Joseph Kipness, producers of
"High Button Shoes." Case is going
»P arbitration, but no date has been
pet Jpr the hearings,
So far. Jack
J. Katz has been named the pro-

42nd Anniversary Number
OF

.

Mistf

Hunter's nominee, with the
member not selected.
Miss Hunter's contract with Proser

third

as settlement.

Jaffe *! Jaffie are attorneys for
n:oser and Kipness, but ifs understood that lawyers for the Shuberts,
Who have a share in the musical,
may handle the case at the arbitration hearings. "Shoes"
is in its 14th
Week and' has been playing to almost
solid capacity, first
at the Century,
Y„ and now at the Shubert. It

^^

?38,0Qq at the latter.

$42,000

at

the

doing nearly

but

$1,500,

it

has been argued that

will design a setting for $1,000.
Because the difference between
that figure and the new minimum is
relatively, minor, it is contended
that the union will defeat its own
purpose of furthering the business,
of the lesser known artists. The explanation is that producers would
presumably be apt. to choose better
known designers for the $150 dif^

ducers' representative on the arbiter panel, and Irwin Margulies as,

and Kipness was to direct "High
Button Shoes," and called for her to
get a guarantee and percentage of
the gross. After she had done pre
ummary work on the show, she al
leges that she was dropped by the
producers, being replaced by George
Abbott. At that time, She claims, she
had been paid $500. Since then, it's
understood, she's been offered only

price of $850 for the designing of
scenery a one-set show. It's understood that established designers will
not deliver such a job for less than

some

tract

was grossing about

'

tions of a negotiating

Mary Hunter,

more

Set $850 Scale

.

Without waiting for recommendacommittee of
managers, the Scenic- Artists union
has announced a new minimum

Set

Payoff on the basis of a two-year
run of the- show is being aslted by

?500

Scenic Artists

me. During intermission a middleaged character sitting with his wife
in the row. just ahead of me, and
(Continued on page 45)
,

fererice.

OUT NEXT WEEK

League of N. Y. Theatres has advised it members to sign the new
contracts under protest, if it is necessary for them to proceed with, production because of prior contracts^
including those witli actors. Managers' attorneys have said that the
designers as such cannot establish'
the increases and that the Unlon'd
move is in restraint of trade.
Producers .who do sign before the
clarified
between the.
is
League and union are asked to ad-

matter
dress

JANUARY

a.

Artists,

7

the

protest to the United Scenic

Local

minimum

829, to the effect Ihst
set forth is contrary

that' it be clearly under^
stood "if is not out voluntary act
... we are doing so enlirely without,
prejudice to such rights as we may.

to

law and

have ... nor do We desire that oup
action be deemed a precedent ia any
way blading upon us in the fitttlMk

..,

s

:

VgJngwIay, Pfeetanbcr 31, 1947
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Concert

Ilafl

Dearth

Music;

Stifles

Martha Graham Hushes
Dance; Tours Next Spring

Levine s Survey Siwws

Wte^ S^p

By MAKKS I.SVINB

Nan

Co«c*rt It Artists Corp.).
The greatest handicap to the development of concert activity throughout the U. S.," in my opinion, is the
(V.P.,

lack of available concert 'halls. For
almost 15 years we have witnessed"
• rising curve in concert: activities,
as eii3iressed in xecitals, the .growth
of symphony orchestras, the spread,
of operatic activities and increase^ of
organized audience movements like,Civic and Community Concerts.
But in the- same period there has
been no sign ot interest in building
new. concert halls, auditoriums or
0]pcra houses of any kind. No new
«uditorium° of concert' calibre has
been built in this country, I believe,
since the dedication Of the San
War Memorial Opera
Francisco
House in 1932. Sixteen years without- any addition to our concert

housing accommodations .is even
worse than the housing situation for

war

&

'

veterans,

quick glance around the country

revea.ls the present status of auditorium availabilities in a few Icey
cities.

•

.

NEW YORK: Carnegie and Town
Halls are booked to capacity. The
Metropolitan Opera House is an obsolete auditorium in spite of all its;
traditions. There .are. concerts being
given all over the city, at Hunter
-

College, the

YMHA, Columbia

Univ.,

Brooklyn Academy of Music, 'Wash'!'
ington Irving High School and. City
Center. But it is all sort of haphazard and on a hit'-or-miss basis.
What New Tfork needs
»' concert
ball of

where

..about.^^2,DQ0'. .capacitj'

some-

in '{he Vlcisi^ of Colunjibus

Such a hall liirithin the bowc^
of a business biiil^ng yrould. pay

Circle.

good dividends.

BOSTON: The

saine situation as

New

York.
Symphony Hall and
Jordan Hall are booked to capacity.
One is too large, the' other too small.

A hall of about 2,000 -capatnty some-

George Firdedley
'1948 May Be ANTA'
•

,

*

« f«atw«

w4

iw

tf

.ihmieefsary

Number

OmI iV«xt iTeele
having appeared
in 'various benefits for years, decided
themfor
something
do
BmSly
to
and
matches, ice skating, shows
Toscy t» Baton Requiem
state fairs.
selves. So the Ameri^n Guild of
ill April
Some ot the best auditoriums are Musical Artists gave its first annual
Arturo Toscauini will conduct the
located in university towns, such as Artists Christmas Pf\rty .at the Met
Purdue in Lafayette; Indiana Univ., Opera House. N. Y., Sunday (28), as NBC Symphony- Orchestra at a beneBloomington; State Teachers Col- a benefit tor AGMA's Maintenance fit performance next April of Verdi's
lege, East Lansing; Northrop Audi- and Welfare Fund. The union threw Requiem at Carnegie Hall, N, Y.
torium, Minneapolis, etc.
about lOOQ of talent on' the stage, Concert wQl not be broadcast.
The 80-year-old conductor returns
Our municipalities and states ap- and, despite the weather, drew an
propriate millions tfor libraries, -edu- oversize audience, with
standees to the NBC podium Feb. 14 tor an
eight-week stretqh of . broadcasts.
cation, museums and other cultural four deep. Show grossed $12,000.
Despite the strain involved to the
activities. Why not tor -concert halls
Tibbett, as AGMA head,
Lawrence
and opera houses ot mod^isi design, made a brief speech of welcome and recent two-part presentation ot Verproved acoustics and appropriate turned the proceedings over to di's "Otello" on the air, Toscanini
may also dp another opera in the
Stage facilities?
Concett. talent,

By NBC Symph

Deems
Kansas City has a good concert witty phrases, had his teams of per- spring series.
Last year, during his NBC tenure,
but it also has a huge Convene- forming- artists trotting on and off,
which would be. ideal for to give the customers a lengthy, he presented Verdi's "La Traviata"
in two parts during the fall, and
great musical events. But someone varied, artistic evening.
performed Berlioz's "Borneo and
forgot to build a stage there. Last
Program included novelties, siicb Juliet" dramatic symphony, with
fan Kansas City voted ^40,000,000
"Sextet"
from chorus and soloists, as 'special events
ISTSinger
an
as
It would
for city improvements.
"Lucia," and a rehearsal scene for a of the spring series.
onlj' cost between $50,000 and $100,A 'chorus of
ballet from VAida."
000 to build a temporary or perKurt Adler, opened the
manent stage iUi Convention Hall. 150, under
with Handel's "Hallelujah" and L'YiHe Symph in Red,
Wouldn't that come under the head- show
closed It with Christmas carols.
ing of "city improvement?"
In between were about 50 artis'ts,
Fold Next Summer;
"Wliy not start a campaign for a
Taylor. Latter,

'in'

lelicitious,

'

hall,

tional Hall

-

,

,

comparatively
moderate
takings,
the theatre has been losing, according to Shubert claims. Beports ara
that the Broadway record-run musi'^
cal will remain at the St,' James
'

until spring, when h; will have completed a run of five years. Idea of
moving "Oklahoma!" to the Broadway at a lowered scale is apparently
dormant. I«itter house, now dark, is

under

lea.se to

United Artists

until

next October at $5,000 weekly, and
tor' it to
revert to legit.'
^ "Make Mine Manhattan," which
was mentioned for the St. James,
is now slated for the Broadhurst,
with the letter's current occupant,
"Happy Birthday," moving to the
Plymouth, which will be vacated
Jan. 10 by "Call Me Mister," in addito
tion
"Manhattan,"
"Bonanza

no -deal has been made

Bound" and "Look, Ma, I'm Dancing" are also trying out. Both the
'

new

latter

musicals are being

rC''

and may not- be ready for
Broadway during January. Also
closing next week is "Burlesque," at
vised

the Belasco, while "Voice of the
Turtle" stops Saturday (3) at the
Hudson, Provisional notice is up
Licia Albanese, Charl^
for "Music in My Heart," at tiie
Kullman, Bidu Sayao, James MelAttendance
Only
50;^
Adelphi,. and "The Cradle Will
ton, 'B^ert, Merrill, Gladys SwarthLouisville, Dec. 30.
Bock," at the Mansfield.
out, Fermcio Tagliavini, Giuseppe
Louisville Philharmonic Society is
de Lucai Salvatore Baccaloni, Dorothy Kirsten, Frederick Jagel and in danger of collapse for lack of
Leonard Warren. They sang op-r funds. Its president, H. Fred Will-

May

including

-

Ide,

eratic excerpts.

Other

included

highspots

distillery

exec*

and

brottier. .ot

Carol Wendell Willjtie,_^revealed' the

situa'-.

Brice's singing of a Stephen Foster tton last week.
Philharmonic ork has
song, Pierre Luboshutz and Genia

•everal .balls nf different capacilaes.

.

but

'

M«s

without a hiall. The gevistyl^ of the
Phifly biinrer
Toledo- Museum of 'Art is not availRble tor oralside' events.
Fonnn, Will
DET&OIT: A pretty good situation.
The- Shrine Auditorium is beautiful
but «. little too large. The Music
Tele Bally
News,
Hall, contribution of Henry ReichPhiladelphia, Dec. 30.
hold to the musical life of Detroit, is.
The Philadelphia Forum, artistic
too sAiall.
But it does house 'the
founded in
'cultural
prograin
and
Detroit Symphony Orchestra^
hall
of about 2,500; capacity would be 1921 by the late Edward Bok, will
be operated hereafter under the
welcome.
Inquirer
the
Philadelphia
auspices
of
INDIANAPOLIS: A city of abOut
600(000 population without a decent Charities, Inc. It will continue at the
concert hall.
The local syn^phony Academy of Music.
orchestra under Fabien Sevltzky
The morning daily has been delvhas to play in the Murat theatre of ing eirtensively into the sponsorship
limited capacity. 'There is a large of shows of all kinds,
with funds
convention hall which is not fit for going to charity. This has included'
anything but raising hogs.
football games, track meets, fights
and other sports events, as well as
Cldoasn's. White Elephant
fashion
shows.
music festivals and

Om

NemenoS

played to
in a two>piano.,arrangeT half-filled houses at Memorial Audial factotum," torium, 2,400 seater, so far this sea'-

ment of the "Largo

SHORE SYMPH miNG
20€ FOR MUSIC SERIES
Atlantic City, Dec. 30,

The City Commission
ing

request

ponder-

is

the Atlantic

of

City

from "Barber of Seville;" and Eugene son. If attendance situation doesn't Symphony Orchestra Assn., which
List and Carroll Glenn in a move-, improve, Willkie says the Society seeks $20,000 to stage a series ot
ment from the Cesar Franck Violin may have' to fold next Summer, The cpncerts 'here. The money would
matter was discussed ,at the last be taken from the funds the resort
Sonata.
of directors, and dissolu- gets from the luxury tax and would
AGMA plans making it an annual. meeting
tion was considered. It' was decided' pay musicians
and incidental exto keep goingt however, seeking fi- peases. Idea is. to stage the
events
nancial help from civic clubs and on holidays or. when big
conven*
added gifts.
tions are in town.
John Snowden, btisiness manager,
Symphony orftbestra would be
INCLUDEUS. said this year will either make or composed of local musicians plus
break the group. Reported that the talented out-of-towners and would
Bome, Dec. 23.
ork's two night pei"formances this give concerts in the
resort's big
A new Italian ballet company is year
had been only 50% sold out. auditorium. Slight possibility is seen
being formed here, with prospects of
Ork does not exist on ticket sales of the city kicking in $20,000, howforeign tours, including the U. S.
Company will consist of dancers alone, but depends mainly on gifts ever, or. any amount of money to
from the ballet toupes of LaScala from subscribers to pay its way. promote such a scheme.
Opera, in Milan, and Teatre Reale, Hitch is that Society can't make
strong plea for support from subin Borne. Ballerina Attilia Badice
scribers when empty seats are evi- Jinuny Elliott to
will head the troupe..^.^
dence of public's apathy.
Company would open in Rome 'in
TRats' on Coast,
Strong efforts were made to build
April, visit Milan and other Italian
Los Angeles, Dec. 30.
up interest in the Society's per-,
cities, then go to Madrid, Barcelona
American stage rights to the
formances last night (Mon.) and toand Lisbon. Seasons in France and
night (Tues.), with Benno Moisei- Keith Winter play, "Bats of NorBelgium are also being discussed.
way," have been acquired by James
\.:tsch, pianLst guest artist. Orches-

Add
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Otkrs to Move

Situation created last week when
Shuberts gave the Theatre
Guild notice to move "Oklahoma!"
out ot the St. James, N. Y., appears
to have eased. Apparent reason is
the decreased booldhg pressure from
new musLi'.als now trying out on the
road.
The Guild refused to accept the
notice, claiming that over 100 tickets
turned up in' the- boxofflce after it
was stated there that the house was
sold out for the Saturday night (20)
pertormatice,
the tickets in question liadn't been "lost," the .Guild
'JOgures, the -week's gross would «ot
have' dropped below the contractual
$18,000 stop limit, as there were
standees ]>resent that evening,
While "Oklahoma!" has been turning an operating profit, even with
the-

42d AniUverstay Number

modern concert hall in every city
around Copley Square w6uld of 50,000 or even less? Incidentally,
Ke: welcome tD; the concert, Add.
this is just what Vancouver, Canada,
ktBAtrSt "So decent concert ball is doing, building or- about -to build
ovail&ble,
a music center which will house a
-^B'OFFAXO: Has recently acquired large concert hall, a smaller hall for
K° good hall, but not suitable for all intimate events, music studios, et&
purposes.
Such halls can be located- in seM-^
OtBVEIiANI): Well equipped with liquidating buUding projects.

A yery niiusical

M

In

the farriieoiHlim

liirhere

T<HjEDie:

'ttk' Stays

.

*

Mes;

Theatre Bftdia^ Stitas

Martha Graham, the "Miss Hush"
has. been quiet as far as her
dancing activities this ?wiaon. She
toured extensively with a company
last season imder Sol Hurok's management, but hasn't danced at- all so
far this season. She's been busy this
fall with teaching.
Dancer plans to send out part of
her troupe on tour early next year,
under Eric Hawkins, and will do a
limited tour with her full company
in the spring. Shell also do some
presentations in New York in midwinter, with theatre and number
ot p^tfonttances' not yet set

.gal,

situation as

Walter Annenberg,' the publisher,
has been taking an active part in
the campaigns, and the charity
shows have all been successful, despite prophecies of pessimists. Even
the fashion show last
fall at the
Symphony Orchestra. But if you Locust theatre, which wasn't figured There's talk here, too, that an Amer- tra is giving eight Louisville eonican impresario has expressed interwant to give a concert by a worth- as a money-maker, did well and last
certs this season, more than ever beest in importing the troupe to the
while artist there is no hall a^aiU summer's music festival. in the Stafore,_ and part of the symph has
u. s.
There is an old Auditorium dium was a surprise click.
able,
made a tour of the state, giving conIn a joint statement issued by Anwhich is now owned by Roosevelt
certs in small towns never before
College, which still has nostalgic nenberg and Judge Curtis Bok,
reached by a symphonic organiCanadian
memories, but I am told it would president of the board of governors Wolfit
zation.
take almost fI,0OO,000 to rehabilitate of the Forum and son of the foun-*
Group is also airing 23 concerts
Whistle
Stops,
N.Y.
der, it was emphasized that newsit.
under Louisville Brewers' Assn,
Montreal,
Dec.
SO.
SEATTLE: Not a decent concert paper sponsorship, with its added
Donald Wolfit's repertory troupe, sponsorship. It is playing to some
radio-television backing, would be
haJl avaiJable.
30,000
children in special afternoon
PORTLAND, ORE:
barn of a advantageous to the project. The now at His Majesty's here for its concerts. Last
week the ork aired
place not fit for a real good concert usual Forum program, including third visit in 12 months, is doing big
on the NBC "Orchestras of the Nanoted soloi.sts, orchestras, lectures, business. Troiipe is on a coa.stwide
by a concert artist,
tion"
program.
SAN FRANCISCO; One of the best plays, ballets, etc, will be expanded Canadian tour that will continue
through March, taking in towns that
'examples of civic pride,- A flne-opera under the new joint auspices.
house—one' of the- best in -the world
Art Society
William K. Huff will continue as have never before seen legit. Wolfit
will then take his group into the
-^a small - Veterans Auditorium, a executive director of the Forum.
Selects
U. S. for six or eight weeks, startCivic Auditorium.
Civic music
ing in Detroit, but will not visit New
center which is still developing and
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
York, as he did last season. He's deFortunio Bonanova was named,
will be the pride of the country some St. L. Reportervoting this season entirely to the chairman of the executive commitday. All built by a small tax imRevives Little Theatre road, but mtends playing New York tee of the National Society of Music
posed upon the citizens 6f the ieity.
during 1948-49.
An ideal way.
and Art by organization's prexy
St. Louis, Dec. 30.
Atlanta's All-Service Bam
Jack Salch, a local playwright and
British star also revealed that he Gregory I. Blarow-ski. Society seeks;
Denver, Dallas, San Antonio, Hous* reporter for the St. Louis Post- has a new play in mibd to stage to encourage singing of operas in
ton and New Orleans are pretty well Dispatch, will revive the Mor.'^e next season, as a change from main- English, promote establishment of a
equipped. On the other hand," there Players, a former little theatre ly Shakespearean rep,< and will try national music and art center.
Is not a single good concert hall in
group promoted by Gordon Som- it in London before bi'inging to this
Others named to the committee
the state of Florida. And Atlanta, mers to develop stage talent. The side. This season's- tour (with ex- are Jeanette MacDonald, Jose Iturbi,
a city of first magnitude and great first of three productions for the ception of "King Lear") includes Louis Lipstone, Dr. Richard Lerty
musical activity; has no concert hall. season, will be "Front Porch," slated plays not done last season by Wolfit, Dr. Max Swarthout, Dr. Lawrence
Concerts have to be given in a laig'e for a two-week stand starting Feb, such as "Much Ado About Nothing.'' Petram, Max Pons, Miklos Rosza,
barn Of an auditorium, squeezed 1. Another, "Further From Heaven," "Twelfth Night." "Macbeth" and Paul Schoop, Louis
Kaufman and
la between prizefights, wrestling is also skedded for presentation.
"Midsummer Night's Dream."
Richard S. Saunders.

New York. There Is the white elephant of a Civic Opera House, Samuel JnsuU's folly, which is not fit for
anything. There is Orchestra Hall,
the late Theodore Thomas' contribution as the home of the Chicago

Do
BVay

'

Tours

Not

Elliott,

youthful legit producer,

who

open the piece in Los Angeles
prior to an eastern tour aimed at
will

Broadway.
Drama was produced

in England
Laurence
with
Cooper and RayThe same
author's "The Shining Hour" was a
click in London and Uew York.

before

war

the

Gladys

Olivier,

mond Massey

in the leads.
>

"

ir

'

".
.

.

A

New

.

Music

Bonanova

A

Author

I

i

I

r

Concert

CMf

Cloe Elmo, the Metopera's new
contralto "find," had an appendectomy last week. Had several attacks
during "Cavalleria Rusticana" performance Dec. 19 but kept on singing.
.. V««!»v Nijinsky, pre-World
War I dancer^ is now in England.
... La Scala Opera, of Milan, may

make an American

tour.

,

.

,

Camar-

go Gnacnierl,. Brazilian composer,
has arrived in the U. S. for a Visit
i Charles Amato, 13-year-oId accordion virtuoso m'aking his New
York concert debut Saturday (3) at
Times Hall, is son of Dominic Amato,
ma.yor of North Pelham, N. Y. He
appeared on the Major Bowes "Amateur Hour" when he was five.

;
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LEGITIMATE

Chi Spotty. But Ballet $19,

Snow

Eddie Davis

Xma^Gn^ B'way,

Buries

(Ths radio

gagater, not the.
saloon singer)

1j]easbi'5Giii4Perfs,'Aimie'49i;iG
Chicago, Dec. 30.
Holiday leglters got the usual hitattendance, except
foinnd-nilss

«Anme Get Youi- Gun" and Ballet
rbeatre. Openers, outside of Ballet,
were weak and critics were not too
enthusiastic. Papers all
down to "Firefly."

gave thumbs
.

.

'Okla' Capacity $30,000

***•

Cleveland, Doc. 30.
Third visit of "Oklahoma" to the
Hanna repeated history by clicking
to near sellout for Christmas week.
Carolyn Adair, Cleveland singer
who joined troupe at the end of its

A

Estimates for Last

week

legit
ite,

.

appearance here for the

Blackstone (1st week)
Also opened Dec. 25.
gave this the brush. Mild

"Firefly,"

(1,358; $4.20).

Critics

Instead of playing Cleveland's
civic auditorium as originally slated,
"Showboat" will be routed into the
Hanna Jan. 19. Charlotte Greenwood's "I Remember Mama" follows
it, Jan. 26,
Estimate for Last Week

"Oklahoma,"
($4.35).

First

Hanna

(1st

week)

performances

eight

for first four tierformances.
With the
Bepreelktion
Bevve," got exceUent $30,000.
"Mtwleal
upped scale for New Y«ar's Eve, the
Studebaker (Sth week) (1,346; $3.60). current and final week should hit
Lack of music lovers has hit the .$35,000.
Spike Jones layout with moderate
$16,000; closes Saturday (3).
|iB,50Q

.

'

Lives,"

"I7rivs*e

Harris

(20th

week) (1,000; $3.60).- Tallulali Bankhead still pulling profitable grosses
with $13,800.
"VAiee of the

Turtle"

week) (1.133; $3). Opened Sun(21 > and had light take first
of. the

ttst

week;

CHEVALIER FAIR 13G;

mrG00D12G,L.A.

Erlanger

day
part

$6,000.

Los Angeles, Dec. 30.
Mystery disease and the pre-Christlull teamed up last week to lambaste local legit. Strange ailment,
known as "Virus X," was blamed for
keeping a good percentage of wouldbe holiday legit patrons at home.
Malady hit some 200,000 people in
;

mas

ilEN WE marry; $5,000

FCm 4 TIMES, NEW HAVEN
.

New Haven, Dec. 30.
The snowstorm took a nick out of the city.
•
the premiere gross on "The Men We
Worst affected was Maurice ChevaMarry" tryout at Shubert Wst

Thursday-Saturday (25*27), but the: lier, who opened Tuesday (23) at
damage had already been dope by the Biltmore and racked up only a
Other openings.
lukewarm press reception and word- fair five days.
Holiday Special," variety bill at the
of>mouth.
and
Thui-sday
(25),
House has films this week. Next Coronet,
weekend (Jan. 8-10) brings "Blos- "Thieves' Paradise," at Las' Palmas,
Friday
also
suffered.
(26),
som Time" for four shows and fol'lowlhg week does likewise with
Estimates for Last Week
"Student Prince" (Jan. 15-17). Jan.
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan
"Mr. f288th week)
of
22-24
brings
breakin
Switch
(1,142; $2.40).
Roberts."
to next year's title came a few days
Estimate (or Last Wetsk
early to help lure holiday trade.
"The Men We Marry,'^ Shubert Extra Christinas matinee boosted the
(four performances) ($3.60). Cold
take
to $17,000.
reception for the tryout, with a
"Holiday Special," Coronet (1st
gross of $5,000 only so-so.
.

.

week)

(255;

$3.60).

Variety

•

bill

bowed Christmas night (Thurs.) to
MiU' Sock $34,000
favorable notices and racked up
for five performances.
In 7 Shows, Kansas City $1,600
"Mary I|ad a Little," Belasco (7th

R«d

Kansas City, Dec. 30.
week) (1,061; $2.40). Yule matinee
First road legit here in nearly two
pushed it back up to $12,000.
months, "Red Mill" in the Music
Maurice Chevalier, Biltmore (1st
Fresentationff, is
Hall under A' &
Show week) (1,636; $3.60). Probably harddoing all right for itself.
played Thur.sday (25) through last est hit in town with only a fair
night
(Mon.), including matinees $13,000 for six performances.
Saturday and Sunday (27-28).
"Thieves' Paradise," Las Palmas
KText on, the docket is*the Joe E. (1st week) (388; $8.60). Opened FriBrown company of "Harvey" due day (26) to mixed notices, although
early in January. It wiU be the play's attributes are more political
second local appearance for "Har- than theatrical. Did $1,500 for two
vey" this season, Frank Fay having daysi
played her« last summer, on his way
back to New York from the Coast.
Estimate for Last Week
"Bed Mill," Music Hall (7 per- Ina Skids to $14,000
formances) (.^3.66). Operetta sold
out Friday and Saturday nights (26In Third Week, Frisco
27) and -pulled a hefty $34,000 for
the five-day stand.
San Francisco, Dec. 30.
"The Fatal Weakness," with Ina
Claire, dipped sharply in the preBusiness is up, how'ydier' $11,000, St. L. Xmas slump. fourth
and final week,
ever, for the
St. Louis, Dec. 30.
current.
Relighting Thursday night (25),
"Tonight at 8:30" opened last night
the American theatre picked up fair (BJon.) at the Curran as the third
attendance after the pre-Christmas Of the Theatre Guild- American Thelull of recent weeks. Business for
atre Society presentations of the seathe opening was fair, and improved son.
It's in for a three- week run
the
weekend performances. with Gertrude Lawrence starred.
Show continues this week.
Estimate for Last Week
"The Late Christopher
Bean"
"The Fatal Weakness," Geary (3d
opens Monday (5), for a week.
week) (1,650; $4.80). The Theatre
Estimate (ttr Last Week
Guild production of George Kelly's
'Chocolate
Soldier,"
American comedy did a fair $14,000.
(1st week) (1,700; "$4.88). Operetta
grossed- profitable $11,000 in four
Neat $24,000, D.C.
performances.
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Mama'

'CarouseF Next

Shows

42d 4'"»verstay Number

Incal-

—

Week

'Crime'

(C-1,057;

posted

stayed

until

$20,1

Fmal and

$3,60).

notice

195th;

but not
film

advertised;
version started;

$5,000.

"The Winslow Boy," Empire (9th
week) (D-1,101; $4,80), Drawing exnumber of ticket cancellations and cellent business except in gallery;
the last half of the week saw plenty affected last week with field; $18,000.
of unoccupied seats in theatres sold
"YouiiK Man's Fancy," Cort (35th
in advance, because transportation
week) (C-1,064; $3.60). May do betall but ceased and patrons were

this: week, around $6,000,
at home and even in
EEVIVALS
Despite phenomenal' conditions, at least two smashes played to
"Antony and Cleopatra," Beck (Sth
the limit of standees.* Christmas Eve week) (D-l,214r $4,80). Stood much
surge helped some gross improve- better than some others and Shaken
ments.
spearean drama credited with around
First of last week's' three revivals $26,500,
to open was "Crime and Punish"The Mlkaflo." Century (O-1.670;
ment," accorded some fine notices $4,80),
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.
but because of the weather's efl!ect from London opened first of seven
on attendance^ indications of the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas Mon-

ter

'

hotels.

lanhatte
Smash

m

27G,

Piutty;

,

drama's chances were not definite; day (29).
Oadle Will Rock" was announced
'Burlesiiue,'* Belasco (S3d week)
as a limited engagement and "To- (C-1,077; $4.80), Scheduled ior one
paze" opened Saturday (27) and more week before slated tour; under
Of the three openings here last closed immediately. "Voice Of the $10,000.
Turtle"
has
Saturday
closing
noC8>
week in Philly, one turned out to be tice
"Crime »ni PnnlahBient." National
posted.
a' smash, another looks to be on the
(1st week)
Im(D-1,164; $5.40).
Estimates tor Last Week
fence, and the third appears perilpressed first nigbters and most critics
ously close to the flop class.
Kejfs; C (Comedu); D iDrama), and might have had exceptUonal
"Make Mine Manhattan," the CD iComedy 'Drama), R (JRetiuc), gross first week but for storm; over
revue at the Forrest after a half Af (Musical), p (Operetta).
$20,000, however.
week in New Haven, caught the
"AMegrai." Majestic (11th week)
"Man and Superman," Alvin (12th
favor of all the crix and soared al- (M-l,e95; $6). Top grosser's state- week)
(eD-1,331; $4,80).
Scored
most immediately into hit status. ment showed capacity or virtually bigger than
anticipated ' and conIt's since been flirting near sellout
so in big house, but patrons unable tinues to fine takings; «|iioted around
figures.
The management decided, to get to the theatre will probably $31,000 despite blizzard.
after reading the notices, ta take the
dent future, performances; but went
"Medea," Royale (10th week) (Dextra week which the house had up well
over $48,500;
1,025; $4.80). Estimated over $25,000
open. ;
"An Inspector Calls," Booth (lOih and would have gotten more but fot
''Bonanza Bound" had its preem
'" ,\
postponed from Thursday night (25) week) (D-712; $4.80). One of many the. Aveather.
that
prosperous,
shows
expecteda
"The cradle Win Rook," Mansfield
to Friday (26). but didn't seem to
gain any by the reprieve. Scored weekend, hut gross wasn't much (997; $4,20). Opened late last week
decisively in the reviews the musical different from, the slump week; for slated engagement of five weeks;
drew some exceptional notices.
appears to have defects that cannot $8,000.
'^Aneel In the Wings," Coronet (3d
be rectified by a little fixing here
"Topazc,*^ Morosco. Opened Saturand there in a few days' time. Like week) (R-1,032; $4.80). Despite the day (27) and expired after one perthe other legits, it's sold out solid .weather, intimate revue improved to formance.'
New Year's Eve and it will have $21,500 and indications are for a
ADDED
the advantage of other mail-order better gross this. we«k^
"Lanp at Midnleht." New Stages
and advance sale this week but it
"Annie Get four Gun," Imperial (downtown little theatre); Buth
will have to deoend on that.
(85th week) '(M-1,472; $6.60).
Was
"Strange Bedfellows," only non- somewhat better because of unprece- Draper with: solo sketches, on oS
musical o£ the three holiday week dented good business Christmas £ve; matinee days and Sundays, Empire;
Faal Draper, Lnrry Adl»r, Josh
openings drew friendly but hardly $3S,5QO,
White. City Center for holiday week.
enthusiastic notices.
It should
do
"Beni Yesterday," Lyceum (100th
'Experiaiental Theatre.
nicely during its two-week stay, but
(C-993; $4.80). Will exchange
Broadway chances ai^ear uncertain. week)
"Skipper IText to God," Elliott.
tickets for subsequent performances
Next legit activity will occur Jan. as will other presentations; around Opens Sunday (4) for six per12. when "Song of Norway" returns
formances.
$15,000.
,
to the Shubert, "Burlesque" arrives
"Brigadoon,!' Ziegfeld (42d week)
at the Locust and a dramatic tryout.
"The Last Dance" (formerly "Friend (M-1,628; $4.80). Sold out in adof the Family") opens at the Walnut vance for Friday's performance, but
nearly 600 ^ticket holders could not
Estimates for Last Week
"Bonanza Bound," Shubert (1st reach theatre* $39,000 estimated.
Musical comedy preemed
week).
"Call Me Mister," Plymouth (83th
Friday night (26) and, on the week) (H-1,075; $4.80>. About ready
strength of a fair advance, got $6,000 to bow out and "Happy Birthday"
for three performances; stays this mentioned to move from Broadhurst;
week and next.
somewhat up at $17,0001
"Make Mine Manhattan,'* Forrest
"Cammand Decision," Fulton (13th
fist week).
Revue opened Tues- week) (D-968; $4.80). Would have
day (23) and clicked from the start, perked but for the storm; war drama
getting $27,000 in seven perform- offish only at matinees: $19,000.
ances remains thi."! week and next.
Boston) Dec. 30.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
"Strange Bedfellows," Locust (1st
There •were four openers last week,
week). Comedy debuted Saturday (51st week) (M-1,319; $6). Standing
prediction when it opened to of which three were debuts. All
night (27), With a $2,000 house; holds up to
run more than a year; some recov- were hit hard by the blizzard after
this and next week.
ery; around $40,000.
big C:;bristmas night openings, with
"For Love or Money," Miller (Sth the exception of "Look Ma, I'm
week) (C-94q; $4.20). Was expected Dancing," which had a strong ad$15,500 to improve materially until the vance sale. Even so, the legiters did
better than the film spots considering
storm interfered; $12,000 estimated.
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhitrst the traffic tieup of the continued
f61st week) (C-1,160; $4.80). One of storm, which began Tuesday (23)
Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
the sliows that switched matinees to and was still going intermittently
Bobby Clark's "Sweethearts" dem- Friday the day of the blizzard but Saturday (27).
onstrated a strong draw in four per- the
None of the openers except "Stuperformance was cancelled;
formances last week at the Nixon, shaded $13,000 in seven tim.es; move^ dent Prince." an old fave hereabouts, got particularly good notices.
and the advance sale for this session to Plymouth.
New
smash proportions.
of
is
"Harvey," 48th St. (166th week) "Harvest of Years" and "Paris- Sings
Year's Eve performance is selling at (C-902; $4.20).
One of the shows Again" were panned severely.
.$5. and practically a sellout already.
that played an extra matinee on Fri- "Look, Ma" seemed to have future
Remainder of the stanza looks good, day (26), but got scant benefit at possibilities, but didn't particularly
impress at the premiere.
too.
boxoffice; $13,500.
Two tryout.s are rir^lrd for this
"Sweethearts" was the first Nixon
Button Shoes," Shubert
"Hierh
.show in a month that gave crix any- (LSth week) (M-1,387; $6).
First week. "The Men We Marry" opened
thing to cheer about, and they went week in new .spot greeted by the la^t night (Mon.) at the Plymouth
result
that
"PoTsrer Without Glory" preems
with
and
to town on Clark,
storm, but limit of standees all
tonight (Tues.) at the Wilbur. Other
lines started to form right after re- times; $39,000.
views came out. Musical laid off first
"Icetime of 1948," Center (31st prcspects loom through January.
three days of holiday week, opening week) (R-2,994; $2.40). Daily matiEstimates for Last Week
Christmas night, and played only nees and nights until end of week
"Harvest af Years," Colonial Cist
the Saturday (27) matinee.. Nixon and big gross expected; in 10 times week) (1,500; $3.60). Opened Friday
next gets "Show Boat" for two last week aroUnd $35,000.
(26) against the blizzard, with, vir"Son
"John Loves Mary," Music Box tually no audience and didn't fare
weeks;, opening Monday (5).
Re- too well in the press. Three perfomweek) (C-979; $4.80).
of Norway" will play a repeat week (47th
beginning Jan. 26.
covery from pre-holiday slump was ances drew only $1,500,
Estimate for Last Week
"Look Ma, I'm Dancing," Shubert
crimped but improved to $10,500
"Sweethearts," Nixon (1st week)
"Music in My Heart," Adelphi (1st week) (1,750; $4.80). Opened
fine (13th week) (0-l,434; $4.80). Protec- Thursday (25) with a great advance
pulled a
Operetta
'.50).
(
$15,500 in four performances and tive closing notice posted; did well sale, so got an. estimated $15,000 on
should do smash business the cur- enough for awhile with the* aid of four performances. Show was not
rent week, its finale. Previous week's theatre parties; $14,500 pace was considered ready by the crix, but
most saw possibilities of a long
gross for "Firefly" was overestimat- distinct red operation.
"Oklahoma!", St. James (2$3th workout on the road, with four
ed. It should have been $9,000.
week) ()VI-1,505; $4.80). Some im^ weeks of doctoring probable.
"Parts Sinifs Agatn,*^ Majestic (1st
provement here, with estimated tak*
Josephine
'Carousel' Nifty $30,000,
$3.60).
ings around $19,000; should jump this week)
(1,500;
Baker starrer, also precming Thursweek.
'Norway' Next Wk., Balto "Streetcar Nameti Desire," Barry- day night (25), drew adverse ewnm6re (4th week) (D-1,064; $4.80), ment, but old faithfuls turned out
Baltimore^ Dec. 30i;
'•Carousel" played the first of its Had 40 standees ia on blizzard night; in blizzard in sufficient numbers to
two-week booking at Ford's here locations were sold for patrons who give it a fairish $5,000 on four
last week, mounting a fine $30,000 couldn't reach house; nearly $28,000. performances.
"The Student Prince," Opera House
"The Heiress," Biltmore il3th
flgure in .spite of pre-holiday dip all
Like other (l.st wk) (3,000; $3.60). This oli^e,
around the town. Big advance for week) (D-920; $4,80).
current second round indicates ah hits with strong advance sales, state- which also opened Thursday (25),
does
well here and
even bigger figure than the preem. ment indicated capacity and will invariably
"Song o£ Norway" is set for Jan. probably exchange tickets of ab- did $9,500 on four performances, ex-
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Washington, Dec. 30.
National continues to hurdle
"Mister lUherla"
Leland Hay- town's show biz depres-sion. Conward.
sidecing the usual ATS-Guild sub"Dr. Soei»i"-.Harold Barnard and scription Mte, biz was good last week
tee K. Holland.
Next
for "I Remember Mama."
"The Survivors"—Bernard Hart week's prospect for show looks even
and' Martin Gabel.
better, with New Year's Eve making
"The Dance of Death" ("Friend of its annual contribution to the till.
"Carousel" arrives Jan. 5 for two
the Family," "Last Dance," etc,)weeks under Guild-ATS sponsorMichael Ellis and James Russo.
ship and ah additional unsubscribed
"tlhosts" and "Hedda Gabler",
week. After that, there will be a
Ibsen
Repertory Co.
(Louis
J. week's hiatus followed by "Blossom
Singer). Time."
"Voipone" (revival)—N. Y. City
Estimate for Last Week
Mama," National
iheatre Co.
"I Remember
(1st week). Charlotte Greenwood in
\|K»th)een''— Bea Lawrence.
Joan of Lorraine" (road)—J. 3 the John Van Druten comedy-drama
_
pulled a nifty $24,000, with Theatre
LiEventhal,
Society
liheatre
Guild-American
HearV< (road)— James subscription backing. Current week 5, with ample interest already in- sentees; $22,000'.
Kl'i3^*
«Ihe Vaice •!
dicated via mail orders.
is the flnaL

in Rehearsal

$a5t,

'Angd' Nice

marooned

who formerly sang and danced
with husband, Ted Adair,

She joined the Theater Guild company in New Vork in June as a
"Annie Get Toor Gnn," Shubert ehoru.s singer and was later made
(8th week) (2,100; $6). Just oil a bit understudy to Mary Hatcher.

Nifty $19,000 for four showings,

In

in.iiiteries

25, First four performances of revival were moderate $5,000,

at the matinee, but amazingly strong
at night. Teriflf $49,500.
Ballet' Theatre Civic Opera (1st
week) (3,600; $3.60). Opened Dec.
Press and public liked this one.
25.

HwHoroat Story

De^e' ^000 l&fs Cipdty;

Sudden blizzard last Friday (26)
blanketed all chances of Broadway
legits recovering from the slump of
Unprecethe pre-Christmas week.
dented snowfall of more than two
feet was accompanied by a record

forthcoming

'

"Anna lucasta," Civic Theatre
(1st week) i900; $3:60). Opened Dfec.

Your

Brigadoon"

In Return Cleve Date

Only two new shows are in sight:
"Medium" and the "Telephone" at
the Studebaker, Jan. 5., and "Lady
Windermere's Fan," at the Erlanfier,
Rochester date, helped bu.siness by
Jan. 12. Cast' of O Mistress Mine"
making an extremely favorable imtook Xmas holiday Dec. 22, but resumed performances yesterday pression in lead role of Laurey, opposite Ridge Bond. It's the initial
(Mon.)

Birt

Waxes Whimsical With

'Finian, Get

.

cellent considering the travel cop.-

Utft iHrtle."

Hudson

ditionc,.

.

•

.

—

.
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Plays on Broadway
Will Rock
The CradleproducUoii
muslc-

W

'

'4?; *4.2« top.

I>ee. 20,

EateUe LorlnB
...Edward S, Brycc
le^se White
Taggart Casey

Moll

ami
Kf"v

I*!,,.

cil>

KeV

gcroW

Salvation.

Kditor Dally

Tasha

>>>

toanbV
Tftvkf

'

Like

I

Remember"

,

'

in

sionedly-sung number about "Joe
Worker"; Drake's "Up in the Bough'!;

"Hard Times" by Mi^s Vance and

42d Anmiersfay Plumber

Patrick; the love song by the Polish
couple; the "Honolulu" and "Croon,
Baby" numbers of King and Miss

LUomy

Mamw;::;:;:...:....Bamund Hewitt

-

summer

Out Next Week

Hurt; the "Nickel Under My Heel"
tune eloquently sung by Miss Loring
—are standouts in a challenging

.Robert l>ier&on

BDectallst!.

moments,

to

Revival of "iTopaze," which opened and closed at the Morosco, N, Y
one perfprniance Saturclay (2?>, was described by an observer as a
"German version of a French comedy." Among the principals with
dialects were the refugee comedian Oscar Karlweis and Tillie Losch
said to be a 'Viennese. Leo Mittler, who was filling his first Broadway
directional assignment, is. also a continental. He's a member of the staff
of the New School for Social Research.
Atmosphere of the Marcel Pagnol play is Gaellic. Adaptation by Benn
W. Levy was presented originally at the Music Box in 1930, and had a
moderate engagement of 20 weeks, plus tvfro weeks at the Barrymore. It
then toured for- a Reason. Revival was the first straight play offered by
the New Opera Co. a«}d cost more than $5Q,Q00. Clarence Derwent, sole
member of the original cast in the revival, appeared in the show in

after

in

"More Things

The music is varied, and consistently effective. Miss Smith's impas-

Patrick

Leslie

Trl-Kii^

fjt

»^

brilliant

J^"^ Albcrtson
-..Chandler Cowles

-

,;

woxM mtMlgie

as silly patroness of the arts, etch
supporting roles into vivid portraits.
Muriel Smith,, as sister of a slain
worker; Dennis King, Jr., and Jo
Hurt, as spoiled children of Mr. Mister; Marie Leidal and Walter SchefE,
as a young Polish couple, contribute

Mister.

.-.

Dennis King

;

Howard da Silva, borrowed from formance and personality consistParamount Pictures for the occasion, ently hold interest. And as has been
has staged the» work sharply, for a observed before, she not only, re-

r

|it'r^''''V.\V.\\\\atWpien'wWsVpowSe
Polocl!.

lu^oloek ... ...
bSIs

. .

.

. .

. . . . . .

Marie Leidal
..Walter .Schett

strong impact. Jjeonard Bernstein,
doublihg as conductor and clerk-narrator for the first three performances, lent authority and distinction
Bron,
to the premiere.

Edward S. Bryce
AUred DVi^e

...

lJSt

.Foreman

veals the full dimensions of the
ohaVacters' she plays, including the
complex pattern of their experience
-

and emotional backgrounds, but

al-

so actually creates the illusion of
a Stage alive with other people.
At a $3.60 top, playing four matinees and one evening performance
Opera
Mero-Irlon
jsresents
N*w
Tolanda
Broadrock
still
a week, Miss Draper should have a
"The Cradle" can
Co. production of fcwSiedy tn three acta
way. The whistling, cheering audi- (four scenes) by Marcel Fagnol, adapted by profitable, engagement. She always
'
llobe.
ence- at the premiere— an unusually Benn- W. Levy. Stars Oscar Karlweis} tea- does,
and
large audience, considering Friday tures Clarence Derwent, Tilly Losch
that. iKobert Chlsholm. Staged by Leo Mittler;
(26) night's blizzard—proved
settings, Oliver Smith; costumesv Audre;
Marc Blitzstein's angry polemic
lighting, Peggy Clark. Opened at Morosco,
D'Oyly Carte Opera "Co. production " of
#8.C» top (*8 opening);
against bossism and for unionism re- N. Y., Dec. S7,

Cte^*^.

,

-V-

..

, .

.IrfOnaM Bernstein

Topaze

,

.

The Mikado

.

tains mosit Of its bite and force after Topasie. ...... ... ..... .i .Oscar Karlweis
as Jacques Blondet. , ............. Alan Shay
10 years." Its picture of workers
.Kobort Chilholm
toure saints and capitalists as stark Mucbe.-.
EfCle Afton
ol Ernestine....
villains is a little naive, and a bit
.{......,.',. ..Joe E. Marks
Tamise...;
Tilly Loach
Its message is a^ little dated. But Siimrtne Courtoide
.Kevin Matthews
Otherwise the play has as much Mens. Cordier
CliHofd Sales
meaning today as before, while the Mens. Jesserand
.

1

1

.

.

.

.

& Sallivan opera; settinga and costumes by Charles Rioketts. Opened at Century theatre, Dec. 89, '47; »4-8«.,topDarreU Fancourt
The Miltado ot Japan
.Thomas Round
. ..
Nanl{l-Poo

^

.

.

Ko-Ko.
Pooh-Bah

.'. . . .
. .

from J» Pamell Thomas, Antiunionists won't like this revival, nor
will a lot of the |»lague-on-bothyour-factions playgoers. Bevival is
announced for a. Itanited run until

tentipki

Pish-TUsh... ...........(. .Charles

Pornlng
Pratt

..'•••Peter

.

• . • .

.

Margaret Mitchell
Smith
• • .Marian

.'

.Joan Glllingharo
Ella Halman

Sonny Cavoll
Mona. Durand. .. . .'.
.David Burto Katlsha
Mons. Barton.
.Harold. CaMn
Mons. Perron
Returning to America after a nineBaronesB Pltart..Verginolie3.. Helen BonfllS
Clarence Derwenf year hiatus, the D'Oyly Carte Opera
Regis Castel-Benao
. . .
...... . . .. i ...... .Jean Saks
Butler. ,
Company has .hit the. Broadway
Philip, Robinson
Roger' de BireVUie
repertory of Gilbert
.Lucille Patton. boards with its
OcletVe.
or
..Tan Kindler and Sullivan undimmed by years
Policeman
.Ethel Madsen familiarity.
Gormaine.
The London troupe
VenerabI* Old Man. ... ..G. SwajTio Gordon still has all the charm, wit a-)d verve
to please a much wider circle than
Savoyard partisans for
"the memory of Frank Morgan as the intense
can do no wron^.
Topaze more than 17 years ago, in whom
Reenforced by some new members,
Marcel Pagnol's French comedy of
jiight
The the troupe opened Momday opera,
that' name, is a fond. one.
Mikado." This
with
"The
(29)
memory of the original Broadway
best of the
}resentation becomes even more so among the two or three
.

*

ducat demand
81, although
certJiinly; see the engagement
extended. There was a reported advance sale of $20,000 at curtain-time,
including 10 small theatre parties.
Appeal of play is limited- to special
groups, particularly-, those on the
political left, so an extended run isn't

Jan.

tcomd

,

-

.Martyn Green

.Richard Watson

Feei)>'Bo.

Blitzstoin is obviously courting at-

..

........ ......

,

<

likely.

.

:

G&S

'

.

-

,

1937 when the Federal Theatre called
off its production at the last minute,
and the actors nevertheless t>ut it on
in another theatre (the Venice, now

Century),

.ijie

saiis

sets

o^-chestra,

and costumes, with the

is a superb
of the current revival star- incomparable'G&S team,
warmup.
ring Oscar Karlweis in the title rolel choice for the Broadway
"Topaze" now lacks the incisiveness, It's lyrical and colorful and offers
opportunities
the pace and the .authority of the the maximum thesping
the
stars
accomplished
Its boxofilce chances are for the
original.

:

cast scattered

i

n view

m

•

nil.

.

.

A

wise choice of cast, able singers
as well as actors, helps to make this
merhbrable.
Alfred Drake

'.xtivival'

i;

dominant figure as t«rry
Foreman, organizing the workers in
Estelle Loring is an unusually appealing moUt groping for
some meaning in her life of streetl/iraUdng. David Thomas makes the
embittered, drunken druggist role
outstanding. Will Geer apes Mr.
Mister, 'Who holds' Steeltown.in his

-a brilliant,

Steeltoyrn.

.

'

.

D'Oyly Cart&1:ompany.
Martyn Green, an old standby,
the part of Ko-Ko, the
gives
Lord High Executioner, a brilliant
brand of comedy, ranging from pantomime to flawless' singing in modu_

Karlweis has much of the char
through the audience to evade an
acteristic
qualities that endeared
Equity ban,
he played
.Production is now presented with audiences- to Morgan when
There are
the cast on stage in street garbr seat- the naive schoolmaster.
such amiable players as Claralso
ed in rows of chairs on the right of ence Derwent,
as the grafting Castelforward
come
to,
the stage, and rising
Benac, and 'Tilly Losch,- as his mis*
orchestra
of
An
scenes.various
tor
ex^about 20 pieces occupies the left side. tress.' But none of these or the
Mbtif i& simplicity, evidently to re- cellent settings by Oliver Smith, is
capture the mood and setting of the sufficient to recapture the full spirit
original production, and the attempt of the original, with all its typically
is successful.

Gallic flavor.
Karlweis, as the star, occasionally
lapses, into a performance of monotonous sameness, especially in the
first act.
In the third, he is much
the master of his performance, when
he is shown departing his stupidity
and naivete to shunt oft his employer, to take over the latter.'s manifold businesses) civen hijacking the
latter's mistressi
Miss Losch is believably sexy. In
.

perform'ance and

looks, while
Derwent, repeating his original por*
callous grip, to perfection.
Leslie IjitoMy, as a football coach trayal, is in the excellent tradition
Benn W. Levy
hired to whip up college students of French farce.
into a frenzy for universal military hiade this adaptation, it will be re
training; Brooks Dunbar, as corrupt called, from Pagnol's French origi%
.AetwSpaper editor; Harold Patrick, as nal.

Pfirformance.y
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I.

lations of personality that make this
a rare portrayal. As the Mikado,
Darrell Fancourt is excellent, as
Richard- Watson in the Pooh-Bah
role.

.

Among

Poo role with

FOK PRODUCER ONLY .
need a yomt woman,

It's a platitude, but it has to be
that practically any current
mii^cat would be made if it had the
roster of hit tunes which "The
Mikado'' boasts. There's "The Sun

said,

-

and

I,"

"Make

:

nnd editorial, experience, and also
knows the artltitle side of tlieatre?
replies conlldentlal.
Write Bo.y
1037, Variety, IM West 40lh St., N.'Y.'

All
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Brooks Atkinson; in the Sunday (28) N. Y. Times, listed his 10 best plays
of the calendar year (1047>, rather than the theatrical season ending next
May 31. The critic added, "BUt my lUit numbers 14," to which there was
a plus of three.
'In the order of their startled appearance in the savage world of Broadway" the list included "Street Scene" (a failure), "Finian's Rainbow,"
'AH My Sons'" (recently murdered in Chicago), "The Importance of Being
Earnest," "Brigadoon," "Alice in Wonderland" (a failure), "Command
Decision," "Allegro," "Medea," "The Druid Circle" .{a failure), "The
Winislow Boy," 'A Streetcar Named Desire," 'Angel in the Wings" and
'

;

.

Crime aiid Punishmeii);." 'The parentheses were Atkinson's.'
He suggested that most of the New, York reviewers would probably also''
include: "John Loves Mary," "The Heiress" and- "Antony and Cleopatra,"

Island."
At .subsequent performances this
week she's giving "Offering a Bazaar<" "A Dalmation Peasant in the
Hall of a
York Hospital,"
"Doctors and Diets," "On the Porch
in a. Maine Coast "Village," "A Debutante at a Dance," ""Vive La France,
1940," "Three Women ^nd Mr. Clifford," "The Return," "At the Court
of Philip IV of Spain," "The Italian
Lesson," "Three Generations in the
Court of Domestic Relations;" "A
Class in Greek Poise," "Glasses'-'
and "tn a Church in Italy." All
have been done in New York before.

.

"A Wandering

"Anna Lucasta"—Civic,

Minstrel,"

Chi.

(29

•

10).

Haven

Kew

•

John GielgUd, starred

"Crime and Punishment," drama revival at the
National, N. Y., switched from "Medea," at the Royale, N. Y., on a waiver
ot the Equity requirement of a six-months', interval between legit engagements for alien actors.: The concession was granted when- Gielgiid, originally engaged to direct "Medea," entered the cast when another aetor
slated for the part was delayed in Hollywood. Also, the ^'Crime and
Punishment" production .was planned' spiecifically to star hith. Last spring,
GielgUd was presented here by the The^ttre Guild and John C. Wilson in
revivals of '"nie importance of Being Earnest" and "Love for Love."'
in

.

-

,

An

unusual stunt in performance rescheduling for "Command Decision," at the Fulton, N. 'Y., virtually assured th% gross being boosted this
week. Matinee and night performances were played Sunday (28) and the
midweek matinee and New Year's night shows were scratched, Both the
latter were figured by Louis Lotito; managing director of the theatre, and
Kermit Bloomgarden, the producer, as likely to draw offish attendance.
Gross for the two Sabballk performances was $4,500. The switch was set
^orth in moderate extra space insertions in Sunday's papers.

sketches.

Chair"

"Master's

— Tracy,

Long

Beach

son, Mil. (1-3); American, St. Louis
(5-10).

Men We Marry"—Plymouth,

'The

(29-10).

Bost.

Bed Mill"— Music

'The

;

Mayfair, Portland (9-10).

Chi, (29-10).

.

—

."Medium," "Telephone"
Cox,
Cincy (29-3); Studebaker, Chi. (5--

"O

.

Mine"—Selwynj

Chi.

— Hanna, Cleve.

(29-

Mistress

(29-10).

"Oklahoma!"

Youngstown (5-10).
"Power Without Glory"—Wilbur,
"Private Lives"—Harris, Chi. (29-

,

"Tonight At 8:30"—.Curran, Frisco
(29-10).

"Voice of the Turtle"—Erlanger,

—AmmoNi—
PRODUCING AND
BOOKING OFFICES!
RICHMOND, VA.
Is

10).

"Show Boat"—Aud., Roch. (Zfi-3);
"Carousel"—Ford's, Balto. (29-3);
Nixon, Pitt. (5-10).
Wash. (5..10).
"Song of Norway" —' Aud., HartMaurice Chevalier—Biltmore, L. A.

(29-3).

ford

—

'^Chocolate Soldier"
American,
Louis (29-3); Aud., St. Paul (5-6);
Lyceum, Mpls. (7-10).
"Dream Girl"—White, Fresno (2030); Lobero, S. Barbara (31-1); Aud„
Pasadena (2); Aud., San Die^o (3),
St.

Biltmore, L. A. (5-10).
"Fatal Weakness"—Geary, Frisco
(29-3); Metropolitan, Seattle (5-10).
"Harvest
of
Years"
Colonial,

—

—

(30-3);

Mosque, Peoria

(5-6); Fisch-

er, Springfield (7); Palace,. Rodtford
(8); Palace, So. Bend (.ff); Univ., I^afayette (10).

—

"Student Prince"
Opera House,
Boston (29-10).
"Strange Bedfellows"
Locust,

—

Philly (29-10).
(29-3);

"Sweethearts"—Nixon,

Music Erlanger, Buft.

Mama"—Nat'l, Wash.

"I Remember
(29r3); Colonial, Bost.

Lyric, Bridgepoi:^ (1-3);
Ford's, Balto. (5-10).
"State of the Union"
Coliseum,
Evansville (29); English, Ind'np'l's
(31);

(5-10).

"Kathleen"—Playhouse, WU,' (9-10)

'.'The

Firefly"

Pitt. (29-3);

(5-10).
Blackstor.e,

—

(29-10).

Obi.

—

"The Late Christopher Bean"
Hall, Toledo (29-31)<j David-

Town

•

(30-2);

St. Joseph
(3) ; Aud.,
Joplin (5); Forum, Wichita (6-7) (
AUd., Tulsa (8) Home, Okla, City

Hal,

(9-10).

lO').-..'

Hall. K. C.

KRNT, Des Moines

(29);

Mem.

(29); Aud., San Gabriel 730);
San Diego (31); Aud,, Sacramento (2-3); Aud., Salinas (5); AUd.,
Olympia (6); Temple, Tacoma (8);

Aud.,

Bost. (29-10).

(8-10).

"Bonanza Bound"—Shubert, Philly
(29-3)

an approximately three- Bost. (29-3).
house for her opening, Miss
"Harvey"—Lyceum, Mpls.
Draper demonstrated again the quali- KRNT, Des Moines (5-6);
ties that have long made her unique Hail, K. C. (7-10).

one-woman

-

.

Nat'l,

Before

in the field of

personal

-

-

of people who bought tickets for Broadway productions for
Friday (26), the night of the blizzard, and failed to show up is figured to
have 'been between 250 to 600. per show.. When it was realized that, re^gardless of the weather, some shows' had actually sold out and others had
played to standees, some managers refused to believe it.
Few. in show circles could figure out how so many, showgoers, many
without tickets, had turned tip in theatre lobbies in .the face of the unprecedented conditions. It iVas later explained that many of the customers
had anticipated cancellation^- and had gone to theatres to snap up tickets
of the absentees^
Ticket agencies turned back the bulk of their unsold allotments and all
cancelled reservations, but were forced to lose the premiums. Brokers said
it was their worst weekend within memory.

Number

3); Colonial,

Shubert,

quai*ters

As always, her character portraits
cover impressive range? and her per-

my

shows' "which 'have had the Impudence 'to- succeed without
endorsement," bringing the total mentioned to 17.

the

nut, Philly (5-10).

New

as-

sistant who lias operateil successluUy
n summer theatre, has been iceneral
overseer ot A road comiinny, Jins had
hookheepInK, accounting, office management, imbllc relations, advertislnic

IN

Margaret

lent.

Kerry—1919," "A Children's Party' Hollywood (20-10).
and "A Scottish Immigrant at Ellis
"Blossom Time"

St.

.

Ittoom,

the Nanki-

slips into

lyric grace.

Mitchell, as Yum- Yum, has an en'
chanting voice, which she uses with
style during- her several solos; FUa
Halman, as Katisha, the femme
heavy, has the requisite deeply toned
voice to sustain the character. Other
members^ of the cast are also excel-

.

Oo yon

membersi

newer

the

Thomas Bound

Draper- is- reviving a number of her
"Annie Get Your Gun"— Shubert
sketches not seen locally in recent
seasons. The premiere bill Sunday Chi.: (29-10).
Ballet Theatre—Opera Hse., Chi.
night (28) at the Empire included
"Three Breakfasts," "At an Art Ex- (29-10).
hibition," "The Actress," "In County
"Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan

Servico"

lOS AN6EIES

CHICAGO

,

(Period cooertng Dec. 29-Jon. 10)
"A Friend of the Family"—Wal

Ruth nraper
For her. perennial, holiday engagement
on
Broadway,
Ruth

'

.of

larly

—

MfihQram «uppli*» «wiry Mbric nf^
for tradint'BMailway produeli«nt .and

'Th9 Houifi

s

'

DRAPERIES

HaRyWodd (tudim.

.-,

.

Punishment Fit the
Crime," "He Never Would- Be
Missed.'V "Three Little Maids" and
"Lady Windermere's Fan"— Cass,
The staging by Leo Mittler is static "Sing a Merry Madrigal." The pro Det. (29-10).
and lacking in imagination or con- duction Is dressed with the D'Oyly
"Look Ma^ I'm Dancinf"—Shubert
sistent Pace.
Tbi^re^/ -hardly any- Carte's standards of taste and im- Host, (29-10).
aginativeness.
thing worth while ioir illm-remake
^'Make Mine Maubaitan"--Forrest,
purposes. John Barrymore was in
Philly (29-10).
Kahn.
"Mary Had A tittle"
the pic in 1933.
Belasco,
CClosed- Saturday (27^, after one
L. A. (29-3).
Current Road Shows

THEATRICAL FABRICS
Ifof COSTUMES

:

,

-

"Cradle" is as much a striking novelty on Broadway today as it was in

;

.

;

. : .

.

.The Barrymore theatre was jammed to the rafters, with the limit of
standees, to see Broadway's latest sock drama, "A Streetcar Named
Desire," Friday (26) the night of the big snow storm. The turnout thrilled
the actors. That was demonstrated at the finaie. After the second -curtain
call Jessica Tandy, play's lead femme, stepped forward and addressed the
audience.
In glowing terms- she told the' patrons that the players, thought it. was
the highest compliment they could have had, Her speech drew rounds of
applause exceeding any since the drama opened. The cast had applauded
the audience when Miss Tandy expressed thanks and continued to do so
as the curtain rose and fell.
Same evening, at the premiere of "The Cradle Will Rock" at the MansWhen the per«
field, across 47th street,- there was a similar occurrence.
formance ended Leonard Bernstein, who conducted .the orchestra, simi-

Gilbert

Go-TOi.
Mens., Pltart.Verginolles.. .Edw. Benjamiii
angry libretto and striking Mons.
.Roy Rogers Yum-Tum
De Victor.
music makes for stirring theatre.
.Preston Zukor Pittt-iSlhg.
Mons. Tronche-Bobinei

iiision of

stock several seasons.

The decision to close the revival was reached before the doubtful notices
appeared Monday (29). But the management had cont'icted drama editors
Sunday (28) and learned the temper of the reviews.. Dailies were then'
advised that "Topaze" had closed, but the> produceris neglected to tell
the theatre management of the decision.
-

SG0r6t

Zi«

Stuff-4^

inside

Ralph T. Kettering

an unctuows minister; Vivian Vance,

of
Michael Myei-beig
!ilar by Mare BUtzateln in 10 sqeoes wo
nlermlaBlmil. Stars ^^Itred D'aUei features
Vivian Vance, Will Geer, Muriel Smith,
Howard da
»avia Thomas. Staged
OichoBtra cqnauotsd l>y LeopMd
eilva.
Oiiened at Mansflew, «.
Bernstein.

Six Hours.From

Broadway
100 Miles South of
Washington!

With a Theatre-Going
Public of 400,000!

A LEGIT THEATRE IS
AVAILABLE ON RENTAL,
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Contact Jack Stone, Mgr.
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Coincidental with the postponement of the original Xmas night
opening, it had been widely rumored
the show wasn't ready snd should
have been held back until a still
later date. But a couple of days or
even a Auple of weeks" work
wouldn't be enough to put this one
in the. running for Broadway.
It has two full weeks skedded' here
with a good advance, including a
sellout Nuw Year's Eve, and it's
natural to suppose some of the

U«d mechanical
Laiifr

Vlrnlnia G«r«kl
Robprt Harrln
Kathialnfi Sersava

Tlinvii DrlnHltiiya
Vl-iUimlr Luliott
T iiv Miilloy^.
Ml- rerblsli...;
ilfhiiarwnl rianlst..
'J'unya's I'artnt'r

New

snow.

conceived hy Jfionu.
two Mts (to Bccnco)•Jfrome r.awionc& aiirt

('ftoree

Town
of the invited
Yorkers as
get here despite 'the record

defects

will .be

fixed.

But'that will hardly be enough. The
show's book is so bad now that it

would seem better

to

virtually
scratch.

and' start

in

toto,

throw

it

out,

from

Authors have had two musical hits
to tlieir credit— "On the Town" and
BilUon
Dollar
Baby"—but this

current libretto, with its setting in
Alaska during the Gold Bush boom
On the basis of the premiere per- of the 1890s, sim|>ly doesn't get to
formance here, this shoT/y's dearly first base, despite its local color and
got what it takes in basic values, but romantic period atmosphere. Story
is too preposterous to rate telling,
there's hard work to be done
department but briefly it concerns a big-time
every non-production
Alaskan gambler who aspires to be-befiire it's ready for Broadway.
Sfbry idea, attributed to Jerome come a kind of sub^ Arctic emperor.
It the yarn were played irf a
Bobbins but- Worked out by Jerome
Lawrence and Bobert E. Lee, is solid. tongue-in-the-cheek fashion, it might
Obviously suggesting Lucia Chase have merit, but presented straight,
and the Ballet Theatre, with many a it is silly, unbelievable burlesque,
WJt, ballet character in hot-too- without humor, flavor or entertainobscure -evidence, it .has to do with ment.
That's a shame, as "Bonanza
an egotistical young dancer in a
touring company banlcrolled by a Bound" has quite a few credit items.
beer heiref». Dancer gets a chance Chief among them are Oliver Smith's
to choreograph a number, and in settings and Irene Sharaff's stimning
doing so becomes dictatorial and dis- costumes, Jaclc Cole's choreography
^^reeabtei alienating, his gal and the also rates a hand,: With a couple of
whole company. Number clicks with the cnsembled dances helping save
A
the cruc, however, and so do the dismal portions of the book.
Totem number, while not too origcompany, romance «nd beer.
Main deficiency is the book, which inal,. 1<! a highlight.
Saul Chaplin's score, on the other
makes the ballet troupe sound- like
a cross' between a Sundi^. School hand; is not happy: The best nummixed choir on tour and the George ber, "Inspiration," comes far too late
Abbott University Flityers retiears- to save the show. It's a comedy
number sung by Allyn McLerie and
inft. The dialog seldom offers a joke
and the scenes sans dance or song Adolph @rcen as the second romanbog down in unentertaining exposi- tic team, and has fine- lyrics an<d acatchy tune. "Tell lS(e Why" is- a
tion. Except. for a couple of songs
that may foe heard from ("Tiny fairly good ballad and George CouJtoom" and "I'm Not So Bright"), louris ha<; an amusing ditty called
'Misunderstood."
the music is largely production stuff,
CoulouriSr by the way, is one of
Dtthough there are two comedy
^ngs that provide Nancy "Walker the chief sufferers through the
and Alice Pearce with a fbw bright freaky Ubcetto'S' diortcomings. This
able
dramatic character actor strugr
.moments.
gles manfully with, the gambler/ The principal offering of the show
villain's, role—plus long mustacheos
V is dancing, but even here not- all the
tmnnbers elicit. Starts off big witti and a wicked leer— and at times
"Gotta Dance," and the first-act cur- manages to be mildly amusing, but
'tain, with a travesty called "Made-' never credible.
Best of the performers is Carol
moiselle Marie," wows. Best dance
number in' the 'show is an hilarious Raye, attractive London importation,
item called the "Fajama Dance " but as the heroine. Miss McLerie, as the
the. final "ballet about us," leaves other gal, does .a neat job and coauthor Green- has a few moments- as
the show oh the downbeat.
Top moments are those involving the second male lead. First lead is
She gets about played by Hal Hackett, supposed to
Nancy Walker,
everything possible from her dialog, be primarily a dancer, but here more
singing and comedy toallet-ing, giving of a singer with love-making prothe show direction and focus. Har- cltvities. Betty Lou Barto Is seen
. -old Lang, nice personality, wows in too little as the third member of the
his dancing and gets away with his music hall troupe. Both singing and
sinifing,
which u fortunately not dancing choruses are good.
Hard to figure how this one can
often. Tlie other princiiials, notably
Janet Beed as the dancing love in- ever be whipped Into shape for any
Waters.
terest, BUI Shirley as the guy finaUy real degree of' success.
allocated to Nancy Walker, Katharine Sergava as the prima ballerina,
and Alice Pearce as the eccentric, do
Sii*juig« BedfeIlow9
,,nice Work, but all could use stronger
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

m
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'
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authors are careful to give the two
sekes an even break.
The prime is whether the comedy,
of which "Strange Bedfellows" has
considerable, plus the atmospheric
charm of the periodj wUl carry the
dated fetninist angle. In the play's
lavor are its piquant sex angles,
never too blatant or overstressed,
but engagingly naughty. Relations
of the young husband and wife, es^.
pecially in a wine-bibbing nocturnal
bit are also funny and provocative

Pet«r SterliRg,

ft

By" to what is programmed as "VaCi
sovie, concerto d'Addinoel."
Nont.
of it seems to have any Paris flavor,

npset; ih* scheme.

The women work on the young
couple till they altnost blast the
romance, but the kids finally tell
the elders off and set their own

Josephine Baker never appears unthe second act, tlien does eight

til

pattern for happiness.
numbers of the 15 listed^ That' she
Plot' gives an impression of having does these eight pieces, such as
been written with a feather pea, it's "Mama," "Mori Triste Coeur," "Horthat light, but dialog, on its own, has tensia." "Zoubida" and a medley of
;

a

number

of bright spots.

Gay 90s tunes with all her superb
showmanship,' is all to the good. But
by that time the audience is lost.
However, she conveys the desirable
Continental flavor, appearing in an
array of striking gowns, atid costumes and making nice changes of
pace.
Hei- chatter to the audience
occasionally mi.sfires, but on the

Inciden-

added sparklers in the verbiage
department are a major avenue of
pcssible overall improvement.
as well.
Some competent troupei-s top this
The cast lias been wisely chosen. cast. Shirley Booth handles the
Joan Tetzel is especially outstanding Maggie role in good fashion, her
as the belligerent daughtcr-in-law. skill making the part readily beLooks as if, no matter what the play's lievable. Neil Hamilton lends strikfate, this young player, who clicked ing stage presence to the somewhat
so strongly in '"I Remember Mama," .secondary character of Dr. Lambert.
IS due for another personal hit. Carl
John Williams makes a crack editor
Benton Reid, sometimes reminiscent of the sophisticated type, and Marta
of "Life With Father" is a properly Linden is properly decorative
as the
blustering and bluff Senator.
wealthy divorcee. Doris Dalton's inJohn Archer is sincere as the terpretation of the senator's- wife is
young bridegroom. Ro.se Amos, step- too far on the fritteiy side, espeping in at the last moment, scores as cially since she is supposed to ghost
the Senator's human and shrewdly her spouse's nationally famous poobservant wife and Robin Craven litical speeches.
and Nydia We.?tman do well by anMargaret Hamilton is good as a
other married couple in the same sharp-tongued maid; Anne Sargent
household.
Mary Kay Jones and lends appeal to the Mary assignment;
Michael Hall rate a hand as a couple John Hudson gives sincerity to the
of youngsters.
Peter role; Joe Allen, Jr. does okay
The: single setting by Morton as Leda's air pilot-lover.
Bob Willey
Haack is top-notch but Benno looks more like a coUege halfback
Schneider's direction is spotty and than a hired hand and David Anderin need ot tightening and pointing. son
goes through a lot of .unneces-,
With that done, "JStrange Bedfclr sary calisthenics in reading
a moppet
lows", may achieve a moderate suc- part.
Waters.
cess.
Staging ranges from good to ordinary, former predominating. Donald
Oenslager's
intoror-exterior comMaster's Chair
bination of a Maryland ,setting is
Long Beach, Cel., Dec. 29.
executed and Helene
La^vrence Stanhopo. production ot drama beautifully
tally,

whole she's in the groove.
There are a couple of other "Conentertainers."
One is Ro-

tinental

land Berbeau, a vocalist who, though
actually the McCoy, sings and looks
like as it he came from Dubuque,
and picked up French with the

•

Tliird

:

scenes), by Band KlUot
and Allievt Dick.'ison. St:aKCd by Frederick
Do Cordova. Opened at Tracy theatrti,
liong Beach, Dec.
'47, at
top.
Minerva Ofiks.
Ona Munson

Pons does an ace job of

Hollywood, Dec. 47.
Urncc Fagan produutlon ot a. i>lajr in two
by Myron i\ Fagan. DlroetPd by.tbtt
Dance by Kdunrdo l.tinslno. Op«ned

author.

at Las PaUnas theatre, Hollywood, Dec. Jit
'

Bone.

ladies.

•47; 58.W>-top.

David Tryon;.
Nora Trj'on

Jorjrt

Boston, Dec.

28.
ot play

A.rthur J. H(^..khard production
in three acts (live weues), by DoWitt

Curtri.i;-Ut

Milton

Dr. Corson
Charlotte Stafturd

.Kibbee

Bo-

deen. Starw Esther D.'iic. Directed by Atthnr B«<y|(haril. !2ftts, nnymoiid Sovey; costumes. Peggy Mon-ison.
Opened at tli&

Huth Brady

Colonial, Boston, Dec. 20. '47;

England,

s;i.<>(>

.

top.

A-Btrid" Bi-oninrh.

, .

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

-

on

apinroval

er's

respectability

grounds, only to discover his

new

wife can't bear children.
Action, possibilities are plentiful
with a death, a murder and a protracted madness angle, but play bogs
down to a ponderous, talky offering
because of improperly handled dia.

.

log.

Despite good staging by Erederick
the cast fails to measure
expectations, save for troupers
Helen Freeman, in the first act, as
matriach, and Ona Munson; as the
housekeeper whose early marriage
to a member of the family is h-ushed.
More rehearsals seem indicated.
The single uncredited set is great.

De Cordova,

\xp to

.T'be

story

is

little

changed from

try."

The

plot utilizes little time, but

there is much atmosphere and family
philosophy.
Beckhard's
major

Kap.

.

changes have been in casting and
characterization. In this version the
motives are clear and plausible, the

characters sound

and generally ap»

Some

pealing.
In Esttier Dale he has a strong
central
per.sOnality
as

police captain from Rochester or a tavern*
keeper from. Troy, turned around'
and inquired "When did V(M 86t

jfour ticket?" I told hfan apologetical-ly, that afternoon.
his wife:
popped off, "i thought so* !t^aui^

He

......Kobin Craven
...Michael Hali

Hampton

.

Matthew Oomwell

Lcdii Mallard.
NiHi Knyder

IloniHiKa

Bound

tuaris'tt Ulvnii

Mary

,.,,,.Tohn Archer
Oromwoll. . . . .. . Joan Totzel
Doris Kich

Mr.H. TlUio .Mparkcr
Philadelphia, Dec. 28.
.Percy Helton
Ambrose Tlhbett
F»igay and Oliver Mayor
Buth Miles
Birillo
inuslnal comedy In two
JP""*"""""
Ann Thompson
"cones, with book and lyrics by Zita
D^.
Opal. .... ...,.•>,........ 8tephanl« Foster^i,;;,.*^*"??™- Adolph (Jrcen: muelc, Saul
Carol
George Coulourin.
»o™ ,V '^'SJturea
«»ckett, AdDlph Green, Ziimah
,
ni^ti
week
preemXmas
Philly's second
tunnlBgham, Allyn Mcl^rle, Betty Lon
JWSrto Paul Qodkln,
Sydney Arnold. Staged has elements suggesting moderate hit
Choreography, JacI, chances and was cordially received
"V'''' *"r'«lman.
'""•''(al
direction, Lehman Kngel
by the opening night audience here.
Tir»^"i.°" ''"ilKi. Oliver Smith; costumes, "Strange Bedfellows" is a belated
"jne
Hliamlt; orchestraOonK, Philip I.ani?;
in the nostalgia school which
Obajtlata; Ilgbting, entrant
/S"'?""*"'"''"".
has included "Harriet," by the same
Jidnli ^V'- -OPfined at the Shubort, I'hilaauthors, and such diverse shows as

„

Paris Sings

..;John Williannt
.DoriM Dulton

Mark Kennicott

.

.J*»o A.llftn,

^

.

Sidney Melton

"Up

Central
Park," "I Remember Mama" and, of
course, "Life With Father."
This time the Ryerson-Clemcnts
right well by HarWhich
did
team.
vHal Hackelt
.Socom] Pro»i)«ctop...
Stowe (and Helen
John Moonoy riet Beecher
Jo'inny S"v"r Hayes), takes a locale of San Franrhm
i,^r'"'''='"''
^iiuabollc
viJl ftaar CLsco in 1896, which makes both time
tej";i'> »a vind. .\\';;;;,'.Adoiph
and place identical with "I Remember Mama." Action is laid in swanky
home Of Senator Cromwell on Fris"i"n!^SS!l"!';

Wiii ^™P,e<''«r
^™"««l>ank
Wi'mt
*«rsen..,.,,
Peter J'leet.

Ted ThurHton
George Coulouri

Bon

Milloj'

.Robert Ponn

.

,

—

S

,

.

"Bloomer

Bosibn, Dee. 25.

Jr.

fftis

one -doesn't loom as any Christmas
present for its sponsors. While the
production has a certain amount of
polish to it, inspection shows this to
be only veneer; with not enough
solid material underneath to indiDoctoring may
cate hit promise.
help to some degree, but probably
not enough to get it over the critical

Josephine Baker has returned after all these years in a creaking vehicle. It'll never do as it .stands, except for the most nostalgic Paris
visitors, and probably won't fool
them much' beyond the -middle of
Act Two.
The cast includes Jo
Bouillon, the star's husband, and

Anne

.Sargent

John Iludson

.Sterling

Null Hamilton.

Allan Uimbcrt

Despite

its

Dec.

crisis.

25 opening,

'

il«ol"'''l

Bl«»f«„

,

Zamah Cunningham

TUfc-hy
CrSnni'iliu.'
^roupiem

van nensaclaer.

i

Sydney Arnold
' "
sven Hoist, Ken Foley

"

•

considerable

winning

Broadway-bound musicals

snapped with the
'Bonanza
mn,T»i°*.presented Bound," the new
by Herman Levin,
Pa"3^1
show Hi?.''^.^^"^ P''^?^ Smith. The
delayed openini?. belorB
a big house that
included as

MPPm^

%

among

burgher and his- frau were

those missing at the final cur-

I ju.st thought:

some

,

,

.

..

in

search

.

1

,

'

what's billed as his "internationally
famous orchestra," a straight' pickup crew of 30 men from the New
'Vork and Hub iinion.s, playing
mostly stock arrangements. Bouillon, who plays the fiddle, leads this
hybrid group with gymnastical gyrations reminiscent ot a cheer leader.
It might be all right if the musicians were actually French and the
music bona fide Continental in flavor. Bouillon makes the great mistake-rafter leading his local musikers
in a choral version of "Sous Les
Fonts de Paris"--of bringing them
out again to do "Jingle Bells" in
union headquarters English. The disillusionment of the audience, apparently believing these brave boys are
straight off the plane from 1* Bourget is brutal. Altogether Bouill4n
and his "continental" entertainers do
about a dozen, niunbers, ranging
from "Humoies^Me" end VPassins

of the master-

minds in the ivory towers
Shubert Alley might want
around to showing a little
in their customers before
valid's complete demise.

;

;

Cornelia

tally, this

tain.

-

Play seems to have launched itself
with three distinct missions in view:
(1) to point up the will-o'-the-wisp
for happiness among the
much-married-and-divorced set; (2)
to show the folly of meddling with
someone else's life; (3) to make an
It succeeds only
audience laugh.
moderately in all three divisions.
Script has a background of material success in the persons of Maggie
co's famous Nob hill. The plot in- Welch, writer of fiction; Dr. Allan
volves the contemporary women's Lambert, society doctor; Leda Malsuffrage issue, and is complicated at lard, wife of a U. S. .senator; Julie
the start by the son's marriage to a Madison, wealthy divorcee; Mark
The
votes-for-women enthusiast.
Kennicott, magazine editor.
cronies,
She presently wins over the fem- three women, former school
Mark and
inine members of the Cromwell fam- plot to snare middle-aged
Mary, Maggie's young
ily, most especially the Senator's his money for
knowing and warm-hearted wife, and war-widowed daughter.
When Hary shows up with an acute
and from then on it's a battle of the
form of a
sexes. It .jends in pretty much of a romantic alliance in the
'victory fo;tithe women, altheugh the penniless,! .medical student ;ttafi>ed
Girl,"

Aggtfea.

Aaron H. Payno productioii of hand ,<thnw,
conceived and staged by Jv Bouillon. Stars
Josephine UaK«i-; featuifes Hurtadd de.Corloba, Itoland Berb«<lu, Flerrd OuUlemiln:
also 30-plecc orchestra.
Opened at the
Majestic, Bo.stuM, Dec. 23,
(10 top.
7 at

Peter
l>r.

fclfitl'"'"'

md

weelss ago we wrote the boxoffices
of feur hit shows for tickets this
weekL The best seats' we could get
for any one were in the last three
rows. We've /been coming' to New
'Vork- to, see shows for years. It
looks like from now on we'll' be -seeing- them on the screens of our jiiiS
ture palaces back, home," &ciden.-

,

Giftord

Vincont Ptsmberton

from pag»

who might have been a

.

.

3

Item

Miire

Continufid

mother

Bromark, around

Men We Marry

.

possibly*,

Fagan shows as great a talent fordirection as he does for Writing. As
to the cast, na sinjgle.membec.i!an be
singled out
Thi^ are all bad^^
understandably. No program creditis given for the single, effective sat.

••JKop.-

.

Every now and then,

as intended comedy relief, one ot
the characters lapses into profimity.

its Tanglewood debut in August. It
involves the lives of four sisteES in a
Swedish-American farming family in
California.
The action: includes
various niarital- complications^ with
several tense emotional situations.

whose character
the play is built. Other characters,
A. Wa..£inan production of comedy
The production Is exeellent, with InPhilip
notably Philip Abbott, Lanka Peterthree acts (ttve scenes), by Florence
distinctive sets by Oliver Sinith and Kyersoii and Colin Clements.
son and Leona Maricle, contribute
Features
The
suitable costumes by John Pratt, Joan Tflzcl, Aline MacMahon, John Archer,
excellent moments, and there are
New Haven, Dec. 25.
though the costumes for the final Carl Ronton Beld, Nydia WeJStinan, Robin
neat assists by 'Virginia Robinson,
Edgar F. Iiuckenbach pjrod^ction ot com- Phillipa
Directed by Benno Schneider.
niunber, like the number itself, seem Oravtn.
Bevans and Emily Noble.
Scenery and ligbting, Ralph Alsrwlng; cos- edy tn three acts" (five a««iww), by- Blisn..
un&ispired. A lot of bard work on tumes hy Morton Haaolc. Opened at Jjocust beth Cobb and- Hnrschcd Williams. Features
However, the general impression
the road may sharpen this good idea thtotre,. Fhtlad«lphia, Deo. 27,
*3.(» Shirley Booth, Nell Hamilton. Doris Dal- is that this belongs -in a long novel,
up to a proper point. It's doubtful top.
ton, Mnt'ta Linden, John WilUantSt Mar- not on the stage.
It provides the
garet Ilamiltim. nirecited by Martin Sfanu- theme and
whether it is in serious trouble in Julia Cromiwll... ....... .Aline MacMahon
plot substance of a good
.Lettt Bonynge lis. Sslting and lighting, Donald Oon.sl»ger;
any case, what with, musicals hard BeulahOfotowell Hiinipton.. Nydia
Westmnn costumed) HMene FonR Opt^tied at Shubept, .film, lending itself- to considerable
A(W16
to come by this season. But if it senator William Onamroll
development. But on the stage it
Carl B. Keiit New Haven, Dec. 25, '47; *).«« top.
Boh Willey doesn't move or really 'grip its augoes in as it stands now, it'll disap
Mary Kay .Tones Wan-en
Ulliau Hamilton.,...
David Anderaon
BUly Navarre- Philip Welch.
point -a lot of jieople who have Nicltey
diences; Production is okay. Elie.
.-Margaret Hamilton
.............Tom Chung Yun Gwennie.
rjng
greater expectations of, the promis
....i,..Mttrta Tjinden
Frieda AUman .Tulle Miidi.TOn
Mm. Ginililo
mg young talent behind the show,
Shirley VoOtb
Marlon Weeks AnvKirie Welch
Mrs. Worley
Elie.

:

This opus must have involved
enorjnous research, for every stupid
.Vii-ginla Robinson
this is the latest entry in the' field -of
Bertha Bromark
Pblllipn nevanx line and idiotic, .situation from every
psychological chiUers.;
Plot lino Jenny Nelson...*
......J.enka I'dcrson bad- play in the lost SO years has
seeraS' like "Angel Street," with over- Chris Bromark
i.-BusscU llm-die. seemingly, been includ,^d,' The only
tones of "Behccca" and with sus- Bertihard .Jensron... ....... .Bobert *?m-wley- thing missing is the traditional,
Bromark
Ksther Dale.
pense building to an unexpected' Anna
Mellle BiUmarU...
Bmilj Noble lieroine-under-the-buzz-saw routine.
twist at the curtain.
Mareajretit BroMarfc... ...... liOiHiar MarirlA- But that isn't likely to be missed
Basically the idea is sound, but Jnle» Bromark'.
........ .Philip Abbott with the present attempted rape on
considerable rewriting and tightenstage, murkier and' even a torture seing is indicated before anything reArthur Bcckhard has contributed quence in which the victim's fingermotely resembling a Broadway click- a notable theatre job in pulling this nails are pulled out with a pair of
is likely. Pic ppssibilities, however, strawhat opus into focus, but it's pliers on stage.
Particularly
with
the
seem good.
doubtful whether the DeWitt Bodeen
Laid in a Bulgarian .seaport, it Is
ciu-rent trend toward material of this script will get by. Show is clearly supposcd to be a story of the undertype.
.
not designed to set a dramatic pace, ground- forces fightmg the: Soviftt.
Action revolves around iUustrious' the idea apparently being, to show occupation. There is a frantic seardi
Tryon family, scion of which is typi- the continuify of life in a devidDping for papers which '"are the di&erenc*'
eaSy spoiled only son. Ruled by a family pattern, yet it. would be hard between peace and a third world'
matriarch who wants the -family: to- find a play that moves more war" and one of the charaetfers 1».
name perpetuated, he enters a hasty slowly or provides- so many minutes described as "a spy for the Unitedmarriage calculated to win his moth,, of dead air.
INations. parachuted' into the coun-

New

Laid in fim^de-siecle

material.

.

>

'

h'wfan Bulov. ............ .Alexander (Jerry
mta ntilov.
nitn r^rnn
Inn I.nli)v...
tloward .lohnaon
Mnw. Savoiuft
AfarJoi-i» Bnmvett
Toni,
.I5evly«n; KatonCapt. Uarsliy. ............ .Donald Morflsom
t'prky
i. J John GuiTX

Wbtrvmi: «f Years'

WrUioin Yedder
.Helen Freeman
Hichard Ney

Hurtado de

ni'tn

attiring the

.

T^anny
Tiyoh......

A^rs:

is

Thieves' Paradise

The

it^la

Another

,

.

In thi-ee acts

Army.

Cordoba, a Mexican introduced a$
"Spain's best-dancer.." The only way
this affair can make the grade on
Broadway is to import a couple
more "Continental acts," for needed
variety, then completely re-routine
the' show with Miss Baker in the first
act, and finally get a. Ijot Frenchtype orch for authentic French jazz.
Tlie setup here, except for Mis*-,
Baker's presence, could have been
as.sembled by any vaude house manager 15 years ago,
ElUi.

.

around
to get.
interest

~

the In-

Yours,
Burton.

Recoril
i

I

m1

^m^iiA

CeMlmni tma pace 41

^

crashed Upon the stage under the.
weight of snow, but without injuring anyone. The other cancellation
was "A "SToung Man's Fancy," at
the Cort. Switching of three matinees from \^ednesday and Thursday
did not mean extra perfomaances,
but business for aU was away off.
Busiitess on Christmas Eve (24)
was exceptionally strong, aS had been

indicated,
while a dozen matinees on- the holiday were fairly good.
Busmeiis the current week' should
be at the peak with New Year's Eve
(tonight) attendance expected to 1M»
capacity. Ift^iority matineeitare date4t
for the tudtd^y tomoncow (,tbw^

'

:
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Wcdnesd^,
Vamexy:
Mendel Kochanskt reports In
the December Authors League
Editor,

Literati

bulletin

EHery Queen Mystery Magazine and ernment would

Brown &

ILittle,

yarn

is

Has No Num-

Winners

second

prizes
Philip MaeDonald, Q. Patrick, Hugh Pentecost,
Helen McCloy and Brett Halliday.
Special prize' winners ivere Stanley
of

$500.

were Clayton Rawson,

Robert Arthur, Rink CreUssen. Jack Moffit, A. K. Martin, Jorge
Luis Borges, Arthur Williams, Victor Pala and H. T. Alfon.
Ellin,

Receiving honorable mention were

Miriam Allen deFord, IjiUian de la
Torre, Roy Vickers, ItJale Clark, Viola Brothers Shore, T. S. Striblingi
Miriam Bruce, Leslie Charteris and

Hughes

Judges

Allison.

Christopher Morley,

were

Howard Hay-

and BUery Queen (Fred t)annay and Emanuel Lee).
craft

Prolific

Hynd

''Murder!", recently-published colgreat true crime, cases,

.

lection, of

,

done in uhique;' Humorous vein by
Alan Hynd, oA- way to the quarterTome,, published by
inillion mark.
-

Penguin, contains reprints iCrom
Good Housekeeping, Cosmopolitan
and True. Same author has upcoming book by ^ame publisher, titled
*'The Pinkerton Case Book," containing collection of magazine pieces
done with official cooperation of
Itt,
Pinkerton bMective -Agency.
preparation, isi "More Murder!", hu^

morous

pieces shortly to be
and other mags,
Second: Pinkerton Case

true

•erialized in Esquire

and "The
Book," which' will give Hjjnd four
tomes on the stands' at' once.
.

.<Bctt'

MWA

MWA

•

vote.

v

:

-,>-.SelectiQn.'.9£ .-cfindidates.

.

for,

.tjje..

Allan Poe Memorial
Awards is., being supervised by the
MWA's Awards Committee. Organ-'
ization's third annual poll is divided
Best first
into five classifications:
iriystery novel by an American au.
'
thor, best radio mystery program,
best mystery motion picture, best
criticism in the mystery field, and
outstanding contribution to th«
1948

Edgar

mystery short Story;

.-

No B-lt Personnel Changes In Merger
Merger of the publishing firms of
Reynal & Hitchcock and Harcourt,
Si Co., effective Friday (2),
won't bring about any immediate
changes among editorial personnel of
the former 'company, an R &
Spokesman declared Monday (29)
Amalgathation -was termed as another step in Harcourt, Brace's expansion by its prexy, Donald Brace.
Eugene Reynal, who founded R &
in 1934 in association with the late
Curtice Hitchcock, is slated to. be«?Qme Harcourt, .Brace's trade pub
lishing head.
Despite the splicing
the R &
label will be retained as
long as it's practicable, it's stated,
While Brace is active chief of HB,
Alfred Harcourt long hds been in
retirement on the Coast.
,

i&race

-

H

H

H

,

German

Literati

Exchange

Exchange, of German newspapers,
books) magazines and films is 'now
for the first time
mohg the four occupied zones under provisions of Allied Control
Authority' Directive No. 55. The exchange of publications will be

fermitted

handled

through

normal

i

31, 1947

u

ti

.

the life span of
writers as 71

r

non-Hollywood

See
years, 11 months, 15 days.
what I. mean? Isn't it better for
writers to look at snow in

«««

Tombstone,

New

Ariz., Dec. 30.

outdoors on the sundeck of Scully's Bedside
York than be under evergreens
Manor. It was a beautiful day,, very much like this. I was writing a
in Forest Lawn?
fairly definitive piece on Irving Thalberg for one of the more adult- magaFrank Scully,
It was a hard piece to write, because people close to the/ young
zines.
genius kept crowding me in the hope that additional information njight
written as a hoax to scare off a lighten a shadow here and there and possibly ptolong their iobs><n his
employ. I felt a little like Michelangelo when he was, trying to complete
predatory female.
Other case is that of letters writ-' that portrait of Lorenzo de Medici. I wished Thalberg's friends would

Ten years ago

I

was

sitting

.

stop trying to gild my lily.
I really was stuck for a moment and was looking out over the vast city
of sunshine and substance which shadows had built.
Then the phone rang. Jim TuUy, the old realist, was calling.
"You better throw your profile of Thalberg in the WBStebasket," he said.
consent of the Widow of the late "He's dead."
Apollinaire for their publication, the
Being a sentimientalist! above all things, I couldn't believe there was
films in the four sectors of the city.
Countess refused to okay it,- She has nothing so dead as a dead producer. So I struggled along for a day or
however, just permitted a Swiss so on the project, and then Wired the editor if we should shelve the thing.
publisher to use them in expurgated He,, a. sentimentalist, too, suggested to finish it somehow, and call it a
Random House Dictionary
s memorial, Otiviously he, too, realized that a dead genius in Hollywood
Random House has issued its "The form.
was like a war hero .who had been caught selling defense secrets.
American College Dictionary," first
Berle's Book Encore
The Hollywood Yard Stick
fun dictionary to be published since
Milton Berle's gag book, "Out of
the war. The 1,432-page volume has
But Jim TuUy had the more realistic view. The kibitzers and syncho-.
My Trunk," will get a second airing phants
been worked on for three years.
of Thalberg were not far behind him. For not one of them ever
It's the first desk-size dictionary when the Bantam edition is brought
bothered' to call me to help shape that piece about their once-beloved
to invite' various specialists, such as out in February. The reprint will be youqg genius. Once they learned that the king was dead* they cut me liki;
titled. "Milton Berle's Joke Book."
a dance editor, to work on it.
I finally accepted their standard as really the "right" one and
a knife.
put the whole labor in tile file-and-forget file.
Chi Printers Hit Taft-Hartley
I'm. wondering if at this moment some other writer is not in the same
Loula Grace Jirdman is in Amar- position concerning the late Mark Hellinger. If his editor urges him to
The Congressional subcommittee
illo, working on a new novel.
turn on the soup and finish his portrait somehow; I'd like to suggest that
probe of the month-old printers'
Simon BourgiUf Time: Mag's Paris' a better wajr to Spend the time would be to write to the Committee on
strike against the Chi dailies resumed in Chicago Monday (29). correspondent; back to France last Un-American Activities and ask them to make a special inquiry into
week.
sudden death in Hollywood, and why?
Witnesses were A. J. Girard, V.P. of
Van
resigned as
James
Toor
has
The way people go out like a light in this town is a 'good' deal more
the Chi IVpo Union, Local 16; Robof worthy of research than who they go out with Or what political, pitches
vice-pcez and 6oard
ert C. Bassett, labor counsel of the
'
Rinehart.
they make when in vino Veritas.'
Hearst press, and Elbert M. Antrim,
Lionel Shapiro, author of "Sealed
prexy of the Chf Newspaper Pub- Verdict,"
"'.Dytng> From. 'Under Work?'
in Hollywood to watch the
lisher^ Assn. »and biz manager of the
Producers, stars; directors or writers overworked in Hollywood? Their
filming of his novel.
Chi ^Tribune.
WUliam Kerby, executive editor of total man-hours of production over a year would rate pathetically low it
Girard repeated the tmion's stand
the Wall Street Journal, in Holly- placed against one of John L. Lewis' coalminers. But because they work
that wa^es are sole issuje, and urged
wood as guest of Paramount.
by jerks and starts, they rip the gizzards out of their motors, and^ their
repeal of Taft-Hartley law. Bassett
Peggy LeBoutillier to Mexico as mortality rate is alarmingly high.
characterized the strike as a "battle
They will dawdle along for the first days of a 'week, and then put on a
correspondent for Overseas News
between the ITU and Congress- it- agency
sudden zeal, carrying on to late hours Saturday night with peculiar inverand Modern Mexico mag^
self," and asserted that the real purPartisan Review, f o r
e r 1 y. a sion of exhibitionism and puritan ardOr.
pose of the walkout is to bring about
quarterly and later a bi-monthly, beOften they will end this orgy of industry by making' the rounds of the
amendment' or destruction' of the comes "a monthly with its January nightclubs on Sunday morning, telling everybody, "We worked through
Taft-Hartley Act. A-ntrim said the issue.
16 hours without a break."
till 2 this morning
union's no-contraqt demand repreLarabie Cunningham has resigned
wonder at 4 a.m. they look so tired. No wonder at noon the next
No
sents a serious threat to newspaper
as associate fiction editor of Colliers day they can't get up for any church services. » No wonder by Monday,
managers, who in the' last two years
to join Mcintosh and' Otis literary Tuesday and eVen Wednesday of next week they feel more pooped than
have steadily lost control of com- agency.
a.'poopdeck.
posing rooms.
Paul Kam^y, Metro publicist^ has
Compare their lifespan with those in similar fields abroad and. it is.
Rep. Thomas L. Owens (R., 111.), articles on Oddities in the hews in
fantastic to think thaf such an intelligeht people as the Americans are so
subcommittee chairman, said: "I forthcoming issues of Coronet and stupid in handling
the business of longevity once their taletrts have
hope we don't have to reach the de^ Pageant.
matured.
termination that a good union' like
Stanley P. Hunnewell has resigned
Shaw Says Ifa Spinach'
the-ITU' is'going to try-to-kiU the; as exec-sec of American; Book Pubin
Presumably
Europe
every factor, of living is at a lower »level. than
Taft-Hartley act." Final hearings lishers Council and the Book Pubhere, yet George Bernard Shaw is still alivC' at 91 and F. Scott Fitzgerald
are set for this morning (Wed.). lishers Bureau.
Mark
Hellinger
are
dead at 44. Why, Shaw was only beginnhig to
and
Meanwhile, the most recent of five
"Going Places," new entertainwrite
at
age
that
men
like Hellinger, Fitzgerald, Thalberg, Tully and
the
meetings called /in the last two ment weekly sponsored by ad
weeks by Mayor KenneUy ended agency exec Sidney H. Pelter, is due the like were smouldering in their graves.
All I have been able to discover of the .effect this anatomy of melanwith the publishers and union chiefs early next year.
choly
the
has
on
survivors
is that they take to their beds in droves, cut
still at loggerheads.
Max Weinberg, Metro's eastern dames out of their lives, throw
liquor down drains, and grab thermometers,
shorts rep, has sold a piece to Corhotwater bottles, sleeping tablets and' doctors' phone numbers.
The Barren West
onet%iag on champions in unusual
This mass hypochondria, however, only lasts a few days. By then tha
Ann Mason, recently resigned fields of endeavor.
latest victim of uneven living is properly buried, and the survivors are
from Music Corp. of America's literLena Horne and Mario
Floria
ary department, is scouting the decorate"the jacket of Paul Denis' free to go back to imitating the things that killed him. Almost invariably
Rocky Mountains for Appleton- upcoming book, "Your Career in 'they exercise their freedom and in time no longer are able to pick up the
Century. Currently headquartering Show Business," to be published next liquor tab—dead inen being very slow on this sort of draw.
Give This Guy a Drink
in Denver, she's soon to make 'the month by E. P. Dutton.
rounds of other western states.
Literary agent Annie Laurie WilMy own suspicion, as I have hinted, is that the uneven character to tha
Area is swarming with regional liams due back next week from lives and labors of Hollywood genius at work is responsible for the high
novelists and historians, many of Texas.
She spent the holidays in mortality. It is, in fact, very hard to distinguish between the strain some
whom have never seen^i publisher's Denison "and stopped in. Ft. Worth of their pleasures put on them and the strain their work imposes on
rep or agent between Chicago and and Dallas for author confabs.
them.'' .'
L.A.
"Lights Out," Baynard Kendrick's
As the motor, which has to supply aU this energy indiscriminately,
novel about a blinded veteran, will has no means of distinguishing between what strains on it are imposed
Blowing Own Trumpet?
be filmed next summer by Univers- for pleasure and' what are imposed for production, it follows that the
Andre Maurois has just written a al-International, with Robert Mont- heart .cannot be blamed for suddenly quitting in the middle Of production.
gomery directing and starring.
"History of France,''
I don't know if any insurance companies have even bothered to graph
Odell Shepard, author of "Hold- the Hollywood lifeline as opposed to the rest of
To introduce it internationally, he
the nation's, but from
is about to make A lecture tour of fast Gaines," is filling lecture dates, merely checking on my own intimate circle
I find Sudden death in the
Europe accompanied by his publish- meanwhile completing writing and prime of life to be the main charaoteristic of Hollywood success.
editing assignments at his home at
er, Dominiqufe Valper.
Surely noboily .in his right senses would argue that these people work
Jordan Cove, Waterford, Conn.
harder in peace, or drink harder than, say, a Winston Churchill in war.
Frances Parkinson Keyes, most Of Yet,
Are You 'Llstenlng'r
las «ase of survival in his 70's is so common in Europe that the
Albert N. Williams, radio column- whose novels have been localed in chances af his returning to power by the time he's 80 are not completely
ist for Saturday Review of Litera- Washington or New England, will
out of this world.
place
the next in New Orleans. Auture, has a collection of 28 pieces
Checkups Filed; Too
coming out in book form next sum- thoress is there now for material.
Even oldtimers in the picture industry, barring possibly a few like
01ayton Rawson is dramatizing his Adolph Zukor,
mer.. .;
who have been forced to take it easy by being kicked
Publication is by Swallow Press, whodunit, "Death from a Top Hat," upstairs, are not.old by these continental standards I speak of. Many of
under
an advance payment-option them'don't dare
t h r o u gh William Morjow
Co.
admit they're 60, as that amounts to signing, in their
will be tagged "Listening," deal with an undisclosed Broadway opmion, their own death notices.
They have semi-annual checkups to
which is column label in the SRL. producer. The principal character see if their follies have caught up with them,
passed them or are still
is a magician
The Great behmd them. Whatever the report
they rarely change their act.
Merlini.
Sartre Sued on Letter
Yet 60 is such a conservative age by national standards that even presiThe Progressive, public events dents of the U. S. average well above that
Two cases have cropped up in
figure.
I think the 150-year
Paris involving ownership of literary comment mag, will resume publica- Average is about 66. But in any case it's years above 44.
tion in- Madison, Wis., in January as
rights.
Of course, I know about the many geniuses who burned themselves
One is that of a hitherto unpub- a monthly. After 38 years, it sus- out without living to be 80 to prove it. I know all about Keats dying at
lished letter of Beaudelaire which pended last October, but is being re- 26, and Mozart at 35, but I also know something about
the many who in
Jean Paul Sartre published in his vived with $40,000 contributed by Sam Johnson's phrase "panted their Way to 70." In his day 70 was the
:
"Intimate Writings of Beaudelaire," subscribers,
equivalent of 80 or 90 today because science has removed so many of
Donald D. Hoover has resigned as the childhood diseases which, when contracted, automatically Cut 10 or
pubUshed by Editions du Point du
"
Jour.
Sartre was sued for $2,400 associate editor of the Indianapolis 12 years off that person's adult life.
damages by the letter's owner, M. Times to become vice-president and
Longer Buns Welcome
Ancelle. Latter claims he lent it to eastern manager of Bozell
Jacobs
I realize, too, and in fact am the pioneer
in this field, that all genius is
a friend, who showed it to Sartre, advertising agency. He
was an a matter of toxemia. That if you have
too much toxemia you're a genius,
who allegedly copied it and pub- account executive with the agency but, like Keats, dead before
your time, and if you have too little toxemia,
lished it without reference to its prior to the war.
you may live on and prove, it in both your work and your life, like Harold
owner.
/William O'Farrell,
first Bejl Wright, who didn't die tiill he was well over 70.
I realize, moreover,
Sartre's contention is that, irre- novel, "Repeat
Performance," was that those who do not have a disease of some sort, take everything from
spective of the ownership right to filmed by Eagle
Lion, has written a vodka to marihuana to put them in a state where
theh: gtoius can flow
the letter, which is Ancelle's prop- new one, "Brandy
for a Hero," With a proper amount of poison.
erty, the works of a public charac- which
Duell, Sloan & Pearce will
But, on the other hand, without being too heretical I've been seeing
ter like
Beaudelaire, are public publish in February. The
yarn is some mighty nice stuff produced by normal", healthy adults, and though
property.
Letter states that Beau- localed in Charleston,
where the It will be a blow to Bohemia I'd like an Un-American Activities Com-'
delaire was about to commit suicide, author
was a leading man at the Wittee to check on this suspicion—that healthier people would make
and is considered to have been Dock Street theatre.
healthier pictures, and in any case, havei^onger runs.
''

ten 'by the late Guillaume ApoUinaire to the' Countess Louise de
Poligny. The letters are her prop-

and though someone who had
managed to copy them obtained the
erty
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V^hodunlte Derby

Ballots to obtain nominations lor
the year's "bests" ..in the; whodunit
field were distributed last- week by
the Mystery Writers of Ametica to
officers and: directors as
all
well as to principal reviewers in the
mystery field. When returns have
been tabulated, three leading candidates in each category will b6 subinitted to aU'
members for a
.

final

zones not covered by such agreements. However, no agreement was
reached until June 25th, this yean
While it is expected that the exchange of newspapers, books and
periodicals will be undertaken immediately, the exchange of films still
has to be fully implemented; A longstanding agreement among the four
occupying powers in Berlin has permitted exchange of each power's
,

ber,"

.

prohibit circulation
S. occupied area, as of
Sept. 16, 1946, of material from other

His winning in the U.

Co.

called "Justice

that

PecemW
tt'ttm

SCULLY'S SGRAPBOOK
t»«<««»»«»t»««« By Frank Scully »*
^

'

'
worked out with the British occuGHery Queen Prizewinners
Alfred Segre won the $3,000 first pation authorities.
The formal invitation contained
prize last week in the third annual:
8hortstory contest sponsored by the the pro-viso that U. S. Military Gov-

***

;>****

Coast Logic

German

channels.

Exchange plan stipulates that "each
«one commander will retain the
Tight to tak^ such measures as h6
may deem necessary against any
publications or persons who violate
these provisions, subsequently informing the Allied Control Authority
of his actions. He shall in addition
have the right, if he chooses, to raise
the qu-estion of the application of
such measures before the appropriate body o£ the Allied Control Authority—the Information Committee
of the Political Directorate."

The idea for a free and unrestrict*
«d exchange of German publications
of all kinds was instituted by U. S.
Military
Government irt August,
1846.
At that time formal invitations were, sent to the Soviet and
French Military administrations to
Join in a plan that was already being
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C0ATVER

WnJnwday, Pectmber »l, X»*7
visiting her family here after holi-

:

third year.
istormy
burlesk joint,
Sydney Howard, York-shire comehas had another pinch. AH eight girls dian, left around $278,000, most to
got a ride to the station, but only his daughter.
one was detained. Same spot was
Daughter born to liim star Joyce
pinched a few months back.
Howard on the anniversary of her
wedding to Basil Sydnfey.
wedding anniversary.
Tom Arnold plans to bring the
Anne Crowley sailed last week to
Swedish musical, "Serenade," to
London early in the new year.
•ssume the lead of the London pro"Oklahoma!".
Mary Stone wed to actor-author
Suction of
By Maxwell Sweeney
Thibaud
Peter Noble Dec. 23; date -coinciding
French violinist Jacques
Leslie N. Talbot, 20th-Fox branch
(27)
with publication of bridegroom's
In on the De Grasse Saturday
supervisor, vacationing in London.
concert tour.
book.
|or an extended U. S.
Disk
jockey
Eamon Andrews 12th
Steuart TATilson, miisic director for
of
revival
a
^""'^"^'^
Allen Borete planning
ArrC^o;n;irof'<3rat=B=:^has
"45
the late George VL Cohan's
*aken over a similar__post for_BBC.
next
Broadway"
from
Legit4r
Carroll
bows
out
Daphne
litinutes
succeeding the late 'V. Hely-Huteh-.
"
of Gate theatre for pantomime role inson.
'spring,
gam Geison recntly out of the at Gaiety.
Percy Edgar, director of BBC MidAbbey actor Pat Delahanty now land Region,
Columbia spot of syndicate and
due for retirement in
qommns publicist, move? into Uni- stage producer for 20th Century April, will be replaced by H. J. Dunversal next week with similar chore. Productions.
kerley, deputy controller of EuroNoel Purcell to join Individual
Jack Alicoate's daughter, Patti, Pictures unit making "ISlie Blue pean Service.
to

''H8Vy»

'

to
The JSenry Jafles (Jean Mulr)He's
weeks.
NaBles, Fla., for two
attorney.
i theatrical
Toxenh Scoffoni, Encore bpniface,
lea^ngtor ETotidi, to celebrate 24th

continue.
Krapress,

'

•

.

Warnera'has signed PatriNeal from '"Another Part of the
Forest"; Jan Sterling, from the, Chicompany
cago
of "Born Yesterday";
Sam Wanamaker, from "Joan Of
iit£

day trip from the Burbank theatre,
Los Angeles. She'll stay four weeks.
Derrick de MamOy reoov«ring
actress, back
Songstress Martha Errolle and
Tommye Adams, *lro weekend.
»
over the
Magician Ga'li-Gali continue at the from eye operation,
to theCoast
"Worm's Eye View," mow. current
Mickey Hooney and Joseph Calleia Statler Terrace Room. Joe Sudy's
last week on the Queen orchestra, with vocals by Lenore, at the Whitehall^ has entered on its
fl« to Europe

Lorraine;" who
United
States

John Bergen,

He's

Jr.

now

an

Lagoon'tat Suva,

Arnold Grant left Saturday (27)
fbv a month's' vacation in Florida.
H**!! head for the Coast ishortly after
his return to New York.
Robinson, wife of
'GUsace Lloyd
Edward G., training in from the
Coast Monday (5) for exhibit of her
paintings at the Vignon Galleries.
Dorothy Stewart, songwriter and
N. Y. rep lor Aussie's WilliamsonXait interests, elected to membership
Has done over 30 songs>
fii ASCAP.

.

Benedict Bogeaus and his wife,
Dolores Moran, arrived from Hollywood Monday (29). They're slated
weeks for a
South American cruise.
Outgoing prexy Fred J, Schwartz,
of Motion Picture .Associates, driving hard iOr new members to .furthe? support the hew president of
:

to leave in a coujole

V
.

Royal Welsh National Eisteddfod

Fiji.

was

set

for

WB's

During the year, talent departments have not only been combing
the

Broadway

thickets for likely
talent but, except lor Metro, have

:

m

%

dancing.

,

Ann

Sqthera

Robert

divorcing

Sterling.

Anna Sten recovering from ap-

made extensive safaris through the pendectomyJack Durant in town alter Ave
strawhat circuit and the legit byways in Greenwich Village where months in England.
Jura Marly in from Prague to visit
the Equity Library Theatre have
her
sister, Florence.
been staging the bulk of tlieir proJohn Wayne to Mexico City for
ductions. Little talent for immediate
huddles
with- John, Ford.
exploitation was found but several
Jack
Donohue in from New York
scouts' admitted they were keeping
their eyes on several prt^pects who to report for his next chore at Meti'o.
Mai'tha
Stewart to New Orleans to
showed promise.
Announcement of the Experimen- join Joe E. Lewis for New Year's
tal Theatre productions whetted the Eve.
Buddy Rogers returned froftt a
interest Of film scouts originally but
five-week tour of the east and mid*
lagged as time, went on. According west. ,
to the talent-flnder the ET, which
June Havoc and William Spier anpromised to showcase new talent, is nounced their intention to wed in
sticking to names from screen, and February.
Bing Crosby sponsoring a $10,000
legit.>
pro^amateur golf tournament at
Pebble Beach.

at Colwyn Bay this year netted
record, takings of around $130,000,
previous highest having been $88,000
1926 at Swansea.
The; Blind Goddess," by Sir Patrick Hastings, having been successfully launched at the Apollo, is now
being filmed by Gainsborough Picr
tures, starring- Eric Portmani
Noel Madison is here to direct
'Four Hours to Kill" lor Bernard
Delfont, in which Jaek-La Rue is to
Matt J. Betley elected v.p. of
and 7%
on preferred, same as star. Others in cast
are Barbara Radiant Screen.
last year.
Blair,
Great Northern theatre set to open
Michael
Balfour,
Daphne
Training College, Barker,
Patrick's
St.
Patricia Owens; Show opens March 1, after being closed for two
biggest source of supply of teachers in Blackpool, Jan.
years.
12.
for Irish public; schools, is to add
Jimmy
Danny Kaye, in between planes,
Hutchison, who has been
its
film projection to
a course
publicity director of British National put on a 4S^minute show at the Chez
curriculum. >
Films for the. past eight years, has Faree. .
resigned owing to ill-health.
Miclcey Rooney, accompanied by
Reg
Wolff,, for
many years publicity manager Sam Steifel, here for threemanager for Paramount's British day visit.
Henri Elman moving Producing
productions, succeeds.

Brid Mahon's children's-time tales published in book
form by M. H. Gill and Sons.
AUonzo Perez and West Indian
Rhumba Band on short season at
Four Provinces House terpery.
Michael MacLiammoir and Hilton
Edwards expected from London to
ready for Canada and IT. S. tour.
Stephens Green Cinema announced
a dividend of 10% on regular shares
Broadcaster

Hollywood
Ted Loefl bedded with flu.
Jean Arthur down with flu.

Melvyn Douglas ill with laryngitis.
Katharine Hepburn in from New

Pictures;
Jeanne
Shephard, from Chicago company of York.
Joseph LUley downed by pneu"The Gla.ss Menagerie"; and two
monia..
London thespers, Robert Douglas
William
Alfred
Hinshaws dl*
and Lois Maxwell, both of whom
vorcing,
were inked by Jack la. Warner durMartha Stuart sprained an ankle,
ing his midsummer trip abroad.

*

engaged

-with Apollo Records; she's
ttfecer of Film Daily.

47

year.
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Henry F. Misselwitz in from Tokyo
with a screen story about current
conditions in Japan.

,

Roy Rowland pinch-hitting as test
director at Metro for George Sidney,
who is out with flu.
Henry Wilcoxon's father in from
England for, a family reunion -after
10 years of separation.
Artie Shaw and his former wife,
Mrs. Elizabeth Jane Cummings, in
court over a $2!),000 trust fund.

•

.

Erskme Johnson>'fWas made an
honorary member of the CSatholic

After an absence from stage and Releasing Corp. office to be Filmack Youth Organization, first "scribe so
'By"Lef".Be«s
building after Jan. 1.
named, for his campaign .to keep Al
Spike Jones into Auditorium, Jan. film work' for three years due to
L. Mayer.
spinal paralysis, Anne Firth is sufFirst film for Chicago theatre, Capone stories off the screen.
Ed iBegley, just signed for "Street 18.
flciently recovered to return to the after dropping stageshows, Jan. 8 is
With Ko I)^eJ'-at 20tfa-Fox, is also
Bill Winters, RKO salesman, in
screen, where she is to be featured "Captain From Castile."
"Chaflie Chan" on radio, which* he Kaitucky,
Eddie Sequin, Balaban & Kalz,
Was forced to relinquish: due to
Myron Adcock. -Warner Brothers in Ealing Studios' production of
"Scott of the Antarctic."
fublicist, and his wife Virginia, 2Qfb.Cleveland
Hollywood commitments.
salesman, wedded.
ox flack, off to Florida.
Minneapolis Civic Theatre offering
Bill Stern in Hollywood, discussing
By Olemi C. PuUea_
Screen Guild films regional sales
possibly making rehabilitation pic 'My Sister Eileen."
King Cole Trio inked by Tiajuana
meeting
brought, in Larry Jacobs,
Soldier"
"Chocolate
and
Wth Harold Russel of "Best Years of "Harvey"
from Indianapolis; Reno Wild, iMin- Club for Jan. 23, its .initial nitery
Lives."
Little known fact is only Lyceum bookings in January.
Pix Eye Talent
f'Ur
neapolis; Ben Benjamen, ^awauk^ei date here.
Burlesque resumed at Alvin foltern- has one artificial limb.
Frederic McConnell's slocked Play
Harry DudelsOn, midwest disS Continued from pa(e- i.ssssjj and
Teeoff luncheon of the motion pic- lowing brief prerChristmas shut-,
House doing "Suds In -Yovir Eye" but
trict manager.
ture division of the National Conf er- down*
biz. is M.s.h,
ence of Christians & Jews, under
Wine independent neighborhood formance on Broadway in "Doep'
Henry
George's Cabin Club cut^
Spyros Skouras' chairmanship, hext houses havie "Duel in Sun" for mid- Are the Roots."
ting six disks lor Tripoli Records,
Philadelphia
A talent scout from another comTuesday (6) at the Waldorf;
night New Year's eve show at $1.20
of Youngstown, O.
Wesley Ruggles in oh the Queen' roadshow admission only uptown pany confirmed Willi's statements in
By Si Shalts
New year's 'Eve reservations ar«
has
roadshow
picture
any
booking
Mary last week for the Christmas
declaring
New nitery tagged the New Look far. under 'normal, although many
that
the
"Hollywood"
holidays.' Returns early in January gotten.
cafes slashed fee«.
country club'l has been> dissolved. opened this week.
Top 'supper clubs here, Minnesota The "club," he explained, was. the
to ready Rank's "Early One MornCharlie Goldflne, local exhib, hosSammy Walsh, comic, and "Peter
ing," a Bing Crosby starrer which Terrace and Flame Room; have same
Higgins, singer, at BorselUno'* lot
mythical place where young 'play- pitalized with strep infection;
he'll direct.
Picture scheduled to New Year's eve tariff as year ago,
Jeff Keen, former Record column- three- week stretch.
roll late in May.
$7.50 plus tax; price including din- ers irom Broadway and the hinterist, now editor of the Jewish Times.
Tommy
McGinty's Mounds Club,
Leo Kerz, who designed the "An ner, favors and entertainment, but lands cooled their heels in HollyBob Morton, local tooter, joined Scene of a still-uhsolved $500-,00(l
wood waiting for an assignment Gene Krupa's band, now playing the hold-up, shuttered six weeks ahead
tony and Cleopatra" sets, will design no beverages.
Merle Potter, former drama editor from studio chiefs while their six- Click.
''A Long Way
From Home" the
of schedule.
Randolph Goodman and Walter Car- and theatre circuit manager here and month pacts were running out. The
Izzy Hirst, hurley presenter, imBandmaster Sammy Kay« spent
rolls
adaptation of "The Lower now connected with chief of staff majority of these youngsters, the proved after recent Illness and off Christmas Day with parents h«r(»,
Depths." ihcldentally Kerz has just of American Army of Occupation in
for Miami.
before flying to, Boca Raton, Fla.,
scout said. Just wasted a half-year of
obtained hl^ final U. S. citizenship Germany, enrolling Americans to
Frankie Laine set for a concert tor golfing vacation:
their lives at $209 to $500 a week Jan. 9 at Town Hall,
papers.
setid needed apparel lor his "Schornunder aegis of
Dual band policy adopted by Hotel
waiting to work at their profession. Ernest Anderson.
steinfeger Club.;'
Cleveland's Bronze Room, with Dave
Currently, he said, actors are being
Tom Mootehead, WFIL sports Ennis*. rumba outfit^ alternating with
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Sun Valley
Gloria Graham due this week.
The Darryl Zanucks In for New

given contracts
needed.

Miami Beach

Willi

.

Year's.

stated

that

if

the

they're

current

By Larry SoUoway
Broadway season had turned up few
Al Schonk back mto Paddock club. faces only because there were so
George Jessel due at Lord Tarle- few productions. Figured propor-

Mark Hanna, literary agent, in
from N. Y.
Henry Pord II and wife here since

ton.

Christmas Eve.

his annual stay.

'

only

Benny Davis

at the Tarleton for

h« said, this season" has
been average, "the two 'names mentioned most frequently by the scouts
as having the ' greatest promise for
Hollywood are June Lockhart, starring in "For Love of Money," and
Marlon Brando, featured in "A
Streetcar Named Desire." Miss Lockhart, previously seen in films in
bit parts only, has already been
inked by Eagle Lion, while Studios
tionately,

Sky Dunning of American AirGertrude Neisen set for mid-season
with wife, Celeste Holm. at the Copacabana.
Katy Thalberg attending school at
BrOok Club, announced to debut
Ketchum, a mile away, while Norma Xmas, is still closed.
Shearer and Marty Arrouge are
Ed Claughton's new film house, the
in Europe.
Embassy, (mened this week.
Headhning New Year's Eve proClub 86, Dade county casino, won t
gram will be Trair Creek Cabin open before February, if then.
party sponsored by Zanuok, Cooper,
Frank Sinatra reportedly set for
Hathaway and Ford,
Colonial Inn date at end of January.
Others here from Hollywood inThe Joseph Pevneys (Mitzi Green) don't -want

lines here

clude the Henry Hathaways,' Gary
Coopers, Lucian Ballard and Merle
Pberon, Glaudette Colbert, Jeffrey
Lynns.
Steve Markham of
here
looking over layout for ''Duchess
pi Idaho" shooting which is slated
star
H>
Esther Williams, Walter
Pidgeon, Van Johnson and Xavier
„,\<ugafc
,jQe Pasternak due early

•,

MGM

January on same deal.

By Stan Worris
_
..Danny Kaye ift for Michigan
fneatre opening last week.

.

One more week and D wight Fiske
closfes at the Wedgewood Room.
The pre-hoUday slump"

hit

busi-

ness at local niteries hardest In

many

'

years.

.

,

_

•

•

,

.

Detroit

,

to go after Brando until
joined the show biz colony at the there's a .specific role for him.
Tarleton.
Boris Kaplan, Paramount talent
Charles Schlaifer 20th-Fox ad-pub exec, was more philosophically inhis
with
Friday
(2)
head, leaving
clined about the current doldrums
family, after preeming "Gentlemen s
Agreement" for Wometco chain hfirc. in inking activity, pointing out that
it was impossible to predict how the
coming months would shape up in
the way of uncovering needed talent.. He predicted, however, that
Timothy Lynn Kearse, young actresS
By Florence S. Lowe
Local Variety tent inducts officers recently seen in 'Joan of Lorraine,"
next Monday (5).
would emerge as a standout draAnita Page, the ex-fllm star, now matic, player on the screen.
She
A.
married to Navy Capt. Herschel
leaves for Hollywood today (.Wed.)
House, is a local heusfrau and
for further testing at Par studios.
mother.
Another talent scout observed
WRC-NBC's annual Doll House
needy youngsters, that in view of the dipping boxoffice
for
collection
emceed by Bill Herson, topped all receipts, Hollywood now needed
records.
more than ever new, bright faces
Warner Theatre, company show to stir customer interest. The curcase, wa.s loaned to the Salvation
roster of star names is still
Army for a Dec. 24 party for under- rent
okay, he said, but they -are slowly
V
privileged moppets.
Mickey Rooney, here for a Christ- growing stale and the film commas Day p.a. at Loew's Capitol, panies are not making any effort
along with preem of "Killer McCoy," to develop players who can replace
was blacked out after initial show them. "This policy of saving pennies
by the flu.
now by sticldng to the well-known
Jaget Murari, sent from India to flayer almost exclusively may cost
study U. S. film production, in town
government methods them heavily in the future,'! he

.The 809 Club is reported about to
change hands, with a theatrical night
spot restaurant owner slated to take
over next year.
Jane Stewart's line girls kept from
working one night at Mickey^ Show
Bar Bond trouble, which
straightened out.

AGVA
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Eastern Prod.

;

ing pix have also found aii outlet on
tele that has long been denied them

Paul Vincent Carroll's "The Wist

Have Not
icati

Spoken,'.',

given

first Ai|t<!9!i-

performance by Westjew

in commercial film house;^.
serve U. thesps, being repeated wseSt
Ad agencies, most "6f "whom set up of Jan. 12 for play-.scouts.
special film departments after witnessing the tremi;ndous strides made
by 16m educational films during the
war, have seen their product take a
,

By Hal Cohen

tremendous slump during the last
year. Most of this was due to the
-

lack of audiences able to witness the
which were shut off- from commercial theatres. Most of these films
are now expected to be routed into
the tele stations.
Tele's boost to eastern production

films,

conceived in another light by
many video programming officials.
They believe that Hollywood-produced features, even if they were to
be made available, wouldn't fill the
breach lor -:tele broadcasts, since

is

they're made to be shown on a large
theatre screen and not on- the aver*
age_ small-sized video screen. Hence,
these officials believe there'll soon

be a tremendous market awaiting
any producer that wants to turn out
films especially for video.
Some of the top Hollywood shorts

producers, such as Jerry Fairbanks,
have already made the initial swing
into tele production. Fairbanks is
now working on a series of 17 tworeelers designed especially for video,
several of which have been completed. Since th« number of Coast

New York's Penthouse Players
producers doing such work -is small,
aere lor Yule weekend to do ."Alice to compare
however. It's believed that much of
wonderland" and "Snow White" with those Of Hollywood, where he said.
it
at Scottish Rite
Of all the majors, Warner Bros, such work will eventually be turned
has spent the past year.
Temple.
„.Neena, strawberry blonde peeler
Dr. Frantz Rapp, pre-Hltlcr di- was among the most forward itt over to produceifs In the east, who
of Theatrical signing new talent in 1948, reflecting have the spacCi, equipment and manMuseum
the
rector
of
®- -A^venue, has started a circuit
ti„l
Columbus, 0. She was a Arts, Munich, now teaching here, the studio's Intention of not cutting power to do the same job for the
Ph^,
Ave months ago.
lectured Monday (29) gn "Contemsame or less money,
its production activities for t^ecom-^
Hazel Ntlfion 0*arie Corlette) Is porary 5'rend in Theatre. p«sign,
'

•

'

gabber, will broadcast play-by-play Warney Ruhl's crew.
of Cigar Bowl game in Tampa.
Zionist Youth committees took
Ed Obrist, general manager of over Lower Mall for special benefit
WPEN, has been elected vice-presi- performance of "My Father's House," /
dent of Fourth Estate Square Club. Palestine Aim, and pulled sellout i*
crowd.
Johnny Morgan, 'crooner, and thret V
other acts were given last minut*
bookings by Palace which had origlnally planned to drop vaude lor
: Continued from page i
(Christmas week.

Slate Brothers open Tuesday
at

(6)

Hunting and Fishing Club.
Varga,

Ellen

local

Mexico Working

the

dancer,

tamale

In
caf«

circuit.

Johnny Harris

to

Boston to catch

his "Ice-Gapades" during its holiday
run there.
Sara Ann McCabe back In town
to head the floor show at the Wil«

liam Penn.

Donald Buka tagged by 20th lor
important role la "The Street With

No Name."

Lisa Kirk^s mother is now making
her home In- New York with "Allegro" featured player.
Hazel Shermet, Tech drama school
graduate,
in
Broadway cast ol
"Cradle Will ROck" revival,
Sam Stratton around for few days
taking over advance-agent chores on
"Sweettiearts" Irom Zac Freedman.
Polly Hjtwles home from -New
York for a week before sailing for
.

'

.

London

do "Dark Eyes" on th«

to

stage.

,'

(ilaude Morris has gone back to
to resume radio directing
alter working here for couple Ol
agencies.
Ankara has a show for New
Year's week only, headlining Evans
Family, Nellie ArnaUt and Bros,

New York

'

and Steve Evans.
Dancer Sunnie

...

,

O'Dea has tola
friends here she'll give -Up the stagt
marrying Chayles Simon»»
alter
N. V.' businessman, next moAth
»
"
nt-

,

'

.

1

'
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of •Thar.'.
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SLIP of a

n!0ht
^\
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SCOTTISH MISS walked out onto the floor of the refurbished Slapsy
the new management from having a fiasco qn its hands.

This girl

woiked on stage to face an audience grown cold, almost

symbolic about her choice of "Showbusiness" as an opening number.

BAtS, o
'"ilie

Meiicie s

on gofo reopening

and SAVED

MAJOR MIRACIE hod

hostileo

Maybe

not.,

Maybe; there was something
Anyway, in the SPACE of 16

occurred.

oudvsnce stroightened up. The chatter died down. The table-hoppiiig ceased.

AND

the OiRL

STOOD THERE

and SANG--and SOID.
was HER show. And if there It any SHOWBIZ EaUIVALENT of the Congrest^af Medal of Honor, it should
to EUA LOGAN. She deserves it. Her TERRIFIC SHOWMANSHIP ofid BOOC SiHGtNG and SALESMANSHIP
meant tfie difference between ennui and ENTERTAiNMENTo"

"if

go
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